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ABSTRACT
This report presents wind measurements at Eastern Test Range
employing the FPS-16 Radar/Jimsphere method. One hundred and
twelve wind velocity profiles are presented. These measurements
were made from November 1964 to May 1965. These data are not in-
tended as a recommended statistical sample for structural and control
system design criteria. They are presented to document this limited
group of detailed wind profiles, and to provide a source for these data
for use by other research organizations. The wind data presented here-
in supersedes the wind data presented inMTP-AERO-62-86. {_Is_f'_,
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND DATA MEASURED AT
THE EASTERN TEST RANGE
SUMMARY
This report presents wind measurements at Eastern Test Range
employing the FPS-16 Radar/Jimsphere method. One hundred and
twelve wind velocity profiles are presented. These measurements were
made from November 1964 to May 1965. These data are not intended as
a recommended statistical sample for structural and control system de-
sign criteria. They are presented to document this limited group of
detailed wind profiles, and to provide a source for these data for use by
other research organizations. The wind data presented herein super-
sedes the wind data presented in MTP-AERO-6Z-86.
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
Wind measurements began in November 1961 at the Eastern Test
Range employing the FPS-16 radar/spherical balloon technique. Initially
a smooth balloon was used, but it was later learned that a smooth balloon
is aerodynamically unstable in the lower atmosphere and therefore was
not a good wind sensor (Refs. 1-3). The so-called Jimsphere balloon
was subsequently developed, and studies show that it is an accurate wind
sensor (Refs. 4 & 5). The Jimsphere balloon was used in measuring all
of the wind profile data presented in this report.
A data reduction method (Ref. 6) was developed at the Marshall Space
Flight Center and used to process all wind profile data presented in this
report. The program performs essentially the following functions. The
0. l-second X, Y, Z coordinates obtained from the tracking radar are
smoothed over 4 seconds in time using a first degree polynomial. The
position coordinates for the balloon at Z5-meter altitude intervals are
determined from these first degree polynomials. The wind components
are then computed from these smooth position coordinates using finite
differences. The wind speeds are computed over 50-meter altitude inter-
vals and printed out at 25-meter intervals. It is suggested that interested
readers refer to reference 6 for details regarding the data reduction pro-
cedures.
A systematic wind measuring program is now being conducted at the
2Eastern and Western Test Ranges. At the Eastern Test Range two meas-
urements are made per day, Monday through Friday, series of 8 or 10
balloons flown during the same day at intervals of approximately two weeks,
and measurements are made as required in support of all major vehicle
launchings. These data are currently being used by numerous organizations
throughout the country in various space vehicle programs, and studies have
been made to investigate small-scale motions associated with vertical wind
velocity profiles (Refs. 7-9). At the Western Test Range a series of 8 or
10 measurements approximately one hour apart is made on the same day
at intervals of approximately two weeks. These measurements have proven
to be very valuable in establishing the time variability of small-scale
motions, and for determining the n_ture of turbulence for space vehicles
(Ref. 8).
Detailed wind velocity profile measurements, such as those provided
by the FPS-16 radar/Jimsphere method and presented in this report, are
needed for use in space vehicle and spacecraft design studies, studying
atmospheric turbulence for space vehicles, astronaut simulation training,
establishing environmental design criteria for space vehicles, and for use
in scientific investigations. The data presented in this report are notin-
tended as design criteria and should not be used for this purpose. It is
recommended that when design data are required the appropriate govern-
ment agency be contacted. The data presented in this document supersedes
those in reference I0. Reference i0 contains inaccurate data measured
using smooth spheres and should be destroyed.
SECTION II. DISCUSSION OF DATA
The XYZ coordinate system employed in data reduction and presen-
tation is as follows. The X-axis was chosen to be positive toward the
east, Z positive toward the north, and Y positive upwards. This is the
system ordinarily employed in presenting wind data; however, the Y and Z
axes are often interchanged. The X-axis is oriented W-E and is called the
zonal axis; the Y-axis is oriented S-N and is called the meridional axis.
Therefore, when the vector wind is presented as components along these
axes, they are referred to as the zonal and meridional wind speeds, re-
spectively. The following notation will be employed in this report:
ALT - Altitude in meters
WX - Zonal wind speed component in m/sec
WZ - Meridional wind speed component in m/sec
V - Scalar wind speed in m/sec
DIR Direction From which wind is blowing in degrees measured
clockwise from north
The component wind speeds are found by projecting the horizontal wind
vector on the X-Z coordinate plane (vertical motion is neglected). If the
vector representing the component wind speed points toward the positive
direction of the axis, the component wind speed is positive; if itpoints in
the negative direction of the axis, the component wind speed is negative.
For example, a wind blowing from a direction of 315 ° (from the NW toward









The zonal component WX points in the positive direction of the X-axis and,
therefore, is positive. The meridional component WZ points in the negative
direction of the Z-axis and is negative. It must be clearly understood when
applying these data that the direction from which the wind is blowing is the
direction given, and that the vector is plotted in the direction toward which
the wind is blowing when determining the component wind speeds. The fact
that wind speeds and directions are given to two decimal places has no signi-
ficance. Errors in these measurements are discussed in Section III.
The wind data are presented at 25-meter altitude intervals. In some
cases radar tracking data was not suitable for calculating winds over the en-
tire altitude range from near the surface to 18 km, the floating altitude of
the Jimsphere. However, the data are continuous;i.e., a wind measure-
ment is given at each 25-meter interval over the altitudes given.
Each wind speed profile measurement is identified by the test number
which was assigned by operations personnel at the Eastern Test Range, and
by date and time. The tabulated data and graphs for individual profiles are
given in Tables I and II and Figures l through llZ.
4SECTION III. ACCURACY OF DATA
A theoretical study of the accuracies of wind data measured by the
FPS-16 radar/Jimsphere method has been conducted and is presented in
Reference 6. This study indicated that the RMS error in the wind data
was on the order of i m/sec depending upon the smoothing interval of the
position coordinates. Since the accuracy of the measured wind data is
highly dependent upon the accuracy of the angular measurements from the
radar, and since the RMS errors in the angular measurements are not
accurately known, such a theoretical study serves only as an estimation
of the errors inherent in the measured wind data.
A practical approach was taken to determine the accuracy of the wind
data. This was done by tracking the same sphere with two FPS-16 radars,
by determining the RMS differences between the two simultaneously and in-
dependently measured velocity profiles, and from these RMS differences_
computing the RMS errors in the wind speeds as measured by each radar.
A report is being prepared which presents the method for doing this and
the results obtained. The following table is a brief resume of the RMS
errors in the measured wind data as determined by this method for one run.
RMS Errors
Altitude Interval (m) WX(m/sec) WZ(m/sec) V (m/sec)
Z000 - 3975 0.30 0.39 0.39
4000 - 5975 0. Z3 0. 16 0. 25
6000 - 7975 0. 19 0. 19 0. Z3
8000 - 9975 0. 18 0. 28 0.30
10,000 - II, 975 0. 19 0. 18 0. 22
12, 000 - 13, 975 0. Z7 0. 18 0.32
14,000 - 15,975 0.3Z 0.18 0.32
16,000 - 17, 975 0. Zl 0. 17 0. Z4
As shown in this table, the RMS errors in the measured wind speeds are
generally less than 0.5 m/sec. Ocassionaily errors appear in the radar
tracking data which produce larger errors in the wind data.
SECTION IV. COMMENTS
Rawinsonde measurements were made simultaneously, or nearly so,
with most of the FPS-16 radar/Jimsphere measurements presented in this
report. General features of the profiles measured by the two methods are
in excellent agreement.
It is suggested that before employing these data in design studies or
5scientific investigations that the user familiarize himself with the data
reduction method presented in Reference 6.
It is emphasized that the high resolution wind velocity profile data pre-
sented in this report are not intended for use as design criteria; however,
they may be used advantageously in studying response of vehicles to small-
scale motions, and in scientific investigations of atmospheric turbulence
ahd small-scale motions associated with vertical wind profiles. They are
not intended as a recommended statistical sample for use in establishing
space vehicle structural or control system design. Such design cannot be
established on the basis of this small sample of wind profiles.
It is requested that copies of reports utilizing the wind velocity pro-
files presented herein be provided the Aerospace Environment Office
(R-AERO-Y), NASA- George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville,
Alabama. Any questions concerning the data presented in this report should
be directed to this Office.
|
TABLE I
LIST OF WIND PROFILE MEASUREMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT
T e st Altitude Range
Number Date Time (Z) of Data (m)
Maximum Wind
Speed (m/sec)
7975 November 28, 1964 1455 1350-18675 30.54
8920 December 23, 1964 1400 200-17250 30.82
8940 December 23, 1964 1600 225-17250 24.74
8959 December 28, 1964 1316 675-17025 32.87
8960 December 29, 1964 0104 1325-17925 24. 17
8963 December 31, 1964 1310 200-16975 29.38
0866 January 12, 1965 1300 225-17950 41.66
163-03 January 13, 1965 1826 1900-14125 30. 26
163-06 January 13, 1965 2137 2600-15975 28. 20
163-09 January 14, 1965 0040 3225-14575 27.43
0360 January 22, 1965 0106 2775-17425 34.49
0356 January 22, 1965 1929 1650-18425 45.92
516-03 January 27, 1965 1714 450-13300 55. 27
516-04 January 27, 1965 1830 200-16225 57.85
516-06 January 27, 1965 2129 300-16000 60.61
516-07 February 5, 1965 2230 225-14725 61. 10
0734 February 10, 1965 1308 175-16075 56.82
0869 February 10, 1965 0100 475-14225 36.95
870-01 February 10, 1965 1305 250-16850 33.70
870-02 February I0, 1965 1428 2875-17250 34. 25
870-03 February 10, 1965 1530 250-16150 33. 24
870-04 February 10, 1965 1645 200-16700 33.48
870-05 February 10, 1965 1802 225-16975 33.52
870-06 February 10, 1965 1915 300-16650 34.98
870-07 February 10, 1965 2031 5775-13575 55.30
870 -09 February 10, 1965 2305 200-17500 38.07
870-10 February II, 1965 0035 200-15875 36.06
0982 February 12, 1965 1633 425-16850 35.53
7TABLE I (CONT'D)
LIST OF WIND PROFILE MEASUREMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT
Test Altitude Range
Number Date Time (Z) of Data (m)
Maximum Wind
Speed (m/sec)
0977 February 16, 1965 0525 ii00-17150 40. 65
0978 February 16, 1965 0701 200-17775 37.90
1272-2 February 24, 1965 1521 350-12825 51.05
1272-4 February 24, 1965 2020 175-16000 56. 51
1272-5 February 24, 1965 Zl50 400-18350 57.52
1272-6 February 24, 1965 0000 225-15500 54.43
1272-7 February 25, 1965 0025 175-17975 54.33
1272-8 February 25, 1965 0144 225-18400 55. 52
1272-9 February 25, 1965 0259 175-14000 56. 22
1639 March 9, 1965 0100 200-16625 79.02
1654 March 9, 1965 I006 625-14000 74. 18
1655 March 9, 1965 1200 350-13975 71. 19
1657 March 9, 1965 1341 575-16000 66. 84
1662 March 10, 1965 0151 175-14000 61.09
1660 March 10, 1965 1001 375-14000 69.77
1661 March 10, 1965 IZ01 I050-14000 69. 86
1706 March 10, 1965 1925 1700-15000 65. 61
1735 March 10, 1965 2046 200-14500 61.91
1720 March I0, 1965 2215 225-14000 61.09
1721 March i0, 1965 2339 300-15975 60.01
1640 March ll, 1965 0130 1225-16000 61. 62
1642 March 1Z, 1965 0100 175-14000 54. 22
1643 March 12, 1965 1306 150-16000 50.43
1644 March 13, 1965 0122 225-14000 49.85
1800 March 16, 1965 0100 325-15000 54.70
180t March 17, 1965 0100 225-18250 51. 19
1807 March 17, 1965 1332 750-14450 48.93
1912 March 18, 1965 0100 250-16000 45. 69
TABLE I (GONT'D)
LIST OF WIND PROFILE MEASUREMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT
Test Altitude Range Maximum Wind


























































2338 275-18025 47. 58
0012 6100-16000 58. 32
0800 175-15950 59. 61
l 141 600-16350 57.49
0100 375-13525 40.98
0112 4025 - 17800 48.45




0103 1125-17575 38. 52
1800 275-15625 43.92
0100 175-17875 45.44
0100 200-16000 44. 25
1305 225-17875 41.38
0 I00 275-17625 39.49
1307 925-17850 42. 22
0130 175-18150 37.80
1300 225-17600 33.55









LIST OF WIND PROFILE MEASUREMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT
Test Altitude Range
Number Date Time (Z) of Data (m)
Maximum Wind
Speed (m/sec)
2383 April 16, 1965 0101 500-15.950 37.31
2499 April 19, 1965 1300 250-17400 40.90
2500-2 April Z0, 1965 1300 225-i7350 40.91
2501 April 21, 1965 0000 200-17350 44.77
2505 April 21, 1965 0100 175-17400 44.63
2502 April 22, 1965 1300 350-17125 43. 17
2507 April 23, 1965 0100 350-16925 36. 27
2503 April 23, 1965 1300 I025-16975 32.47
2508 April 25, 1965 1300 150-17375 28.85
2573 April 26, 1965 1300 350-17125 26. l0
2652-I April 27, 1965 1300 550-17625 43.53
2579 April 27, 1965 0219 525-17125 46. 12
2652-4 April 27, 1965 1600 275-16725 45.43
2652-5 April 27, 1965 1712 250-16125 48.06
2652-9 April 27, 1965 2220 300-15500 49.88
2652-10 April 27, 1965 2314 325-17925 46.37
2581 April 29, 1965 0100 925-17950 54.42
2576 April 29, 1965 1300 275-15000 55.76
2804 May 4, 1965 1300 375-17150 38.58
2805 May 5, 1965 1300 250-17250 40.73
2806 May 7, 1965 1402 325-17200 25.36
2666 May 8, 1965 0219 175-16350 25. 25
2936 May 10, 1965 1300 325-16250 27.41
2937 May Ii, 1965 0100 325-16950 24.32
2933 May II, 1965 1300 325-17175 18.80
2938 May 12, 1965 0115 375-17050 37.39
2939 May 13, 1965 0100 325-17925 32.77
3264 May 25, 1965 0754 4150-17000 18. 20
Figures 1 - llZ
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ZONAL WIND SPEED PROFILE
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SCALAR WIND SPEED PROFILE
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TABLE I t-1
FFS-1E RACAR/JI_SPFERE bike VELECIT_ FREFILE
TEST hUmBER 7975 11128264, 1455Zt EASEERh TEST kAkGE, FLER]£J
ALT WX WZ bS THETA ALT kX WZ bS TPETA AL|
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC P/SEC EEG PETERS M/SEC P/SEE P/SEE EEG PETERS
1350 2.70 6.71 7.23 2C2 235C 3.C2 1.61 3.42 242 335C
1375 2.74 6.69 7.25 2C2 2375 2.54 2.Cl 3.24 231 3335
E400 2.90 6.86 7.45 2C3 Z40C 2.13 2.4C 3.21 221 34CC
1425 3.09 6.95 7.6I 2C4 2425 I.S6 3.C4 3.62 213 3425
I450 3.30 7.05 7.78 2C5 245C 1.9_ 3.61 4.12 2C9 34EC
k) kZ k_ TFETA
_/_EC PI_EE P/SEE CEE
3._6 4.66 5.99 Z)_
3.53 4.78 E.12 _)8
3.?S 4.75 _.07 218
3.49 _.48 5.6_ 21E
3.39 4.47 5._1 2]7
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1478 _.26 6.98 7.71 2C5 2475 2.3C 4.12 4.72 2C9 _&35 3.4E 4.99 5.71 2lE
1500 2.88 6.61 7.21 2C3 25¢C 2,67 4.27 5.C3 212 35EC 3.]2 4.59 5.54 214
1525 2.53 6.43 6.91 2C1 2525 2.96 4.18 5.12 215 3525 2._5 4o6E 5.47 212
I550 2.55 6.48 6.96 2C1 Z550 3.31 4.2C 5.55 218 355C 3.C4 4.47 5.4C 21_
1575 2.70 6.32 t.87 2C3 2575 3.46 4.C8 5.35 22C 3575 3.I2 4.23 5.25 21_
16C0 2.71 5.99 6.58 204 2ECC 3.56 4.32 E.EC 219 3ECC 3.20 3.$9 5.12 219
1625 2.62 5.68 6.25 205 2625 3.57 4.68 5.89 217 3625 3.52 3.61 4.Sl 2_2
1650 2.39 5.42 5.92 204 2650 3.60 4.76 5.97 217 3650 3.34 3.19 4.EZ 226
1675 2.18 5.26 5.69 202 2678 3.64 4.79 6.02 217 _E75 3._8 2.?6 4.29 250
E700 2.28 5.17 5.65 204 Z7CO 3.58 5.18 E.SC _15 3?EC 3.43 2.55 4.27 233
1725 2.67 4.58 5.3C 21C 2725 3.50 5.27 6.33 213 _325 3.34 2.45 4.14 234
1750 3.06 3.98 5.03 Zl7 275C 3.60 5.I5 6.28 215 375¢ 3 .CO 2.4? 3oE_ 230
1775 3.63 3.3l 4.92 227 2775 3.73 5.10 6.32 _16 3775 2.53 2.E7 4.1C 225
I800 4.04 .2.72 4.87 236 2800 3.63 4.77 5.99 217 3E(C 2.52 5.31 _.35 220
I825 4.61 2.14 5.08 245 2825 3.73 _oC3 E.26 216 35_5 2.63 3.5C 4.3E _]7
1850 4_92 h75 5.22 25C 2EEC 3.$3 5.33 6.62 216 3E5E 2.46 3.71 4.45 213
1875 4.89 h80 5.21 Z5C 2875 4.21 5.6_ 7.08 216 5Eft 2.59 _._2 4.59 2]1
1900 4.83 h96 5.21 248 290E 4.24 5.99 ¸ 7.33 215 3SCC 2._4 4.C2 4.7C Zll
1925 5.14 h88 5.45 Z5C 2925 4.CE 5.74 7.04 215 3925 2.5C 4.15 4.54 2)1
1950 5.48 E.52 5.69 254 2_5C 3._8 5.43 6.73 216 ?SSC 2.E5 4._Z 4.98 212
1975 5.62 hl6 5.74 255 2975 3.92 5.47 6.73 215 3915 2._ 4.21 E.C5 213
2000 5.66 h08 5.77 259 3CCC 4.06 5.47 6.81 216 4tEE 2._2 4.1 l 5.C4 _15
2025 8.57 h30 5.72 257 3025 4.Cl 5.20 6.57 217 4025 3.33 3.93 5.15 220
2050 5.61 1.40 5.78 256 305C 4.23 5.63 7.08 217 405C 3._7 3.61 5.22 226
2075 5.67 1.34 5.82 256 3075 4.59 5.84 7.43 218 4078 _.E5 3.20 5.16 232
2100 5;75 1.16 5.8? 25E 31CC 4.65 5.57 7.25 220 AICC 4.El 2.EE 4.94 234
2125 6.17 0.94 6.24 261 3125 5.03 5.69 7.59 221 4125 4.CE 2._1 5.02 234
2E50 b.39 0.91 6.46 262 315E 5.33 5.SE 7.67 224 415C 4.]1 2.El 4.58 2_5
2175 6.10 0.90 6.16 251 3175 5.24 5.CC 7.24 226 4175 4.15 _.51 5.CS _35
2200 6.01 0.75 6.06 263 3200 5.04 4.75 6.93 227 4200 _.48 3.C_ 5.44 255
2225 5.59 0.63 5.62 Z63 3225 4.81 4.72 6.73 225 42ZE 4.ES 2.El 5.47 259
2250 4_85 0.73 4.90 261 3250 4.53 4.90 6.68 223 425C 4.$3 2.62 5.58 Z42
2275 4.42 0.88 4.51 259 3275 4.20 4.84 6.41 221 4275 5.CS 2.61 5.72 243
2300 3.96 0.82 4.04 258 33EC 3.97 4.59 E.C? 221 43EC 5.25 2.79 5.95 242
2325 3.43 hO7 3.59 252 5325 3.be 4.55 6.08 220 43_5 5.17 2.$6 5.$6 240









































FPS-I6 RAC_R/JIPEPHERE bike VELCCII¥ FREEILE
TEST NUVBER 7975 11/28/641 1455Z, EASTERh TEST RANGE, FLERIEA
THETA ALT hX kZ WS I_ETA ALl k_ WZ
OEG PETERS P/SEE _/SEC P/SEE CEG PETERS _/_EC P/SEE
239 8350 7.39 C°I8 7.4C 269 6_EC E.23 E.)4
239 5375 6.87 C.2E 6.58 268 E3ff E.1Z E.IE
237 5400 6.5_ 0.45 6*54 266 E4EC E.2_ 6.42
237 5425 6.35 C.EI 6.38 264 54_ • E._E 6.25






241 5475 5.65 l.Cl 5.74 260 E4_5 E,E5 5.75
243 55CC 5.43 h2C 5.56 257 ESEC E.E8 E.EO
244 5525 5.47 l.E5 5.71 253 6525 E.E5 5.69
245 555C 5.76 h97 6.C8 25I ESEC E.?l 5.36
247 5575 5.91 2.El 6.24 251 6535 E.E_ 5.53
4.70 h98 5.10 247 56CC 6.07 2.15 6.44 250 EEEC E.SE 5._l
4.87 2.04 5.29 2_7 5625 6.23 2.36 6.66 249 E625 S.EE 5.$8
5.21 1.87 5.83 250 5650 6.31 2.40 8.75 249 _EEE _.34 E.Z1
5.75 1.66 5.98 254 5675 6.36 2.33 6.78 250 E675 S.40 E.12
6.18 E.44 6.35 257 5700 6.36 2.40 6.79 249 63EC 5.]S 5.EC
6.29 1.26 6.41 259 5725 6.17 Z.4C 6.62 249 6325 S.17 5.82
6.39 1.20 6.50 259 5750 5.91 2.44 6.39 247 6750 S.14 5.SE
6.47 hi5 6.57 2EC 5775 5.93 2.49 6.43 247 E775 E.tS E.C_
6.53 1.20 6.64 259 5800 6.08 Z.7C 6.65 246 6EEC E.26 E.C8
6.57 h30 6.70 259 5825 6°E3 3.1I 6.87 243 E525 E.11 5.S1
6.61 hlI 6.70 260 5850 8.28 3.41 7.15 241 655C E.17 5.67
6.56 0.94 E.63 282 5875 6.28 3.62 7.25 240 6E75 3.$7 5.61
6.83 0.84 6.88 263 5908 6.33 4.00 7.48 238 ES(C ?.E2 5.29
7.62 0.76 7.86 264 5925 6.39 4.31 7.71 236 69_5 E.]! 4.84
7.68 0.76 7.72 264 5955 6.44 4.37 7.79 236 E950 E.ZS 5.CC
7.93 0.89 7.98 263 5975 8.61 4.,4 7.96 23_ ES_5 E.14 E.C6
8.16 hlO 8.23 262 6CCC 6.77 4.63 8°2C 235 7CEE Eo_3 _.$6
7.63 h33 7.74 260 6025 6*88 4.68 8.32 236 7C_5 S.C6 5o18
7°92 1.91 8.I5 256 6058 7.CC 4.78 8.48 236 7C50 S.25 5.47
8.26 2.25 8.56 255 6075 7.06 • 4.97 8.85 235 30_5 E.S3 5.74
8.17 2.27 8.48 254 6100 7.2C 4.96 8.74 235 1lee E.SE E.13
5125 8.32 2.23 8.62 255 6125 7.42 4.95 8.93 236 7125 E.EC E.ZC
5150 8.39 1.83 8,58 255 615C 7.45 4.58 8.93 237 ?lee E.E5 _.Z5
5175 8.82 1°49 8.65 26C 6E75 7.87 4.9Z 9.ZE 238 ?[_5 E.lC E.28
5200 8.64 1.17 8.72 262 6200 8.39 5.10 9.82 239 72EC E.44 6.27
5225 8.57 0.82 8.81 Ze4 6225 8.53 5.23 IC.Ol 238 7225 E.36 6.26
5250 8.38 0.81 8.40 Z66 6250 8.54 5.38 tO.C9 238 3250 E.18 6.22
5275 8.02 0.5Z 8.03 256 6_75 8.46 5;64 IC.17 236 _Z_5 _.58 E.18
5300 7.63 0.39 7.64 267 6300 8.42 5.96 10.31 235 73(C E.C2 E.I1
5325 7.64 0.20 7.64 288 6325 8.38 6.13 10.38 234 7325 E.IC 6.C5











































PAGE 124 TABLE II-I(con't)
FP$-I6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINE V(LOCIIY FRGFILE
TEST NUMBER 7975 11/28/84j 14_5Z, E_STERM TEST BANGE, FLCMICA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA _LT WX WE MS T_EIJ JL| bX kZ W$ TPETN
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/$EC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG
7550 8.t3 6.00 IC.IO 233 8350 9o70 4.69 10,77 244 9380 13.20 2.33 13.3"8 2EC
7375 7.76 5.77 9.86 233 8375 1B.11 6.68 11.C6 268 5335 12.87 2.20 1].C5 280
7400 8.18 5.66 9.93 235 8480 1C.63 6.09 11.35 249 5680 13o27 2.45 1_49 2_5
7625 8.63 5.11 10.35 238 8625 10.86 3,58 11.43 252 5625 13.54 2.85 16.19 259
7650 8.20 5.53 9,89 238 8450 11.00 2.97 11.40 255 946C 14.6C 2.40 16.8C 28G
7675 7.98 5.68 9.80 2]6
7500 7.91 5.94 5.89 2]3
7525 7.92 5.99 9.93 233
7550 7.71 6.09 9.82 232
7575 7.59 6.60 9.92 230
8475 10.86 2.51 11.12 257
850C 10.53 2.14 10.75 258
8525 10.51 1.96 10.65 259
8550 IC._3 1.76 IC.58 260
8575 It.31 1.]7 IC.NC 262
5675 16.52 2.08 15.06 262
5500 15.C] 1.57 15.16 2E2
5525 15.58 2.18 15.73 282
95_C IE.61 2.38 16.56 282
5575 IE.65 2.16 18.59 _E2
7600 1.55 6.68 1C.O8 228
7625 7.35 6.8] 1C.03 227
7650 7.15 1.05 IC.06 225
7675 6.81 7.10 9.83 226
7700 6.46 7.14 9.63 222
8600 IC.35 0.86 lC.35 285
8625 10.29 C.SC 10.31 267
8650 S.93 C.73 9.96 266
8675 IC*CI 1.22 IC.08 263
8700 IC.35 1.82 IC.51 260
$600 16.23 2.25 16.35 282
5_25 16.68 2.25 16.61 282
56_C 18.78 _.27 16.9_ 282
9625 18.30 2.15 18.64 2_2
5700 16.70 _.C2 1_.82 283
7725 6.23 7.4L 9.65 220
7750 5.78 7.57 9.52 217
7775 5.59 7.82 9.61 215
7800 5.63 7.98 9.76 215
7825 5.43 7.96 9.64 214
8725 IC.27 2.62 10.55 257
875C IC.16 2.81 10.53 254
8775 10.65 3.23 IC.96 253
EBCC 10.69 3.62 11.06 252
8825 1C.32 3.68 IC.93 251
9725 I_.23 1.58 17._4 263
935C 17.15 1.78 17.26 214
5T85 17._3 1.85 17.31 284
5ECC 17.56 l.TT 17._3 266
58_5 17.86 1.83 17.74 2_4
7850 5.62 8.20 9.8_ 21]
7875 5.05 8.35 9.78 211
7900 4.71 8.55 9.76 2C9
7925 4.59 8.76 g.99 2C7
7950 4.52 9.02 IC.09 206
8850 IC.31 _._8 18.95 250
8875 I0.41 3.67 11.06 250
89C0 IC.22 3.79 IC.9C 249
6925 10.3C 3.96 I1.03 269
8950 10.52 6.17 II._I 248
9_0 17.28 1._6 17.36 _85
98T5 13.41 1.28 17.48 288
55EC ]7.51 1.39 17.98 285
$525 17.E9 1.50 17.55 2E5
55_C 1_.51 1.58 18.58 285
7975 4.31 9.07 10.04 2C5
8COO 3.95 9.01 9.84 283
8025 3.66 8.96 q.E6 202
8050 3.36 8.85 9.67 201
8075 2.93 8.62 9.1C lq5
8975 IC.38 4.28 11.23 267
90CC 10.2C 6.12 ll.CC 268
9025 LC.13 3.78 18.81 249
9050 ¸ 9.98 3.42 IC.55 251
9075 1C.18 3.22 IC.68 252
99_5 IT.25 1.3_ 17.30 2E5
1CCCC 17.26 1.24 17.2E 266
ICC_5 1_.62 1.35 16.47 285
1CCEC IT.J5 1.80 IT.25 2_4
ICC25 l_.E8 _._2 17.06 282
8100 2.59 6.33 8.73 197
8125 2.78 7.81 8.29 195
8150 3.43 6.59 7.78 206
8175 4.15 6.63 7.82 212
8200 5.08 6.41 E.18 218
8225 5.94 6.13 8.56 224
8250 6.50 6.05 8.88 227
8275 7.31 5.89 9.39 231
8300 8.31 5.82 1C.03 2]6
8325 9.12 5.15 10.47 240
qlCO LC.8_ _.18 11.29 253
9125 1C.96 ].04 11.35 254
915C 10.95 2*85 11.]2 255
9175 10.99 2.59 11.29 257
920_ ll.3q 2.37 11.53 258
9225 11.50 2.65 11.75 258
9250 11.37 2.45 11.63 258
9275 1L.69 2.31 11.72 258
q5CO 11.69 2.18 11.89 259
9325 12.95 2.14 12.67 280
ICICC l_.EC 2.42 15.75 281
IE125 1E.24 _.74 IE.4E 2EC
1ClSC lE.E8 2.78 18.51 2_C
ICll5 IE.28 2.84 18.52 2EC
IC2EC 18._6 3.36 16¸.99 25_
IC225 IE.E5 3._5 I].18 259
IC25C IE.Tq 3.29 IT.ll 2_9
IC275 lT.5C 3.56 17.67 258
1C]CC 17._1 _.67 17.88 258
IC325 ie.55 3._E 17.28 259
ALT = ALTITUBE, WX = ZCNAL COMPCNENI, WZ = NERICIENAL CCMPCN£hl, W5 - _160 SEEEE, TEETA " UlhC [IRECIICh
FPS-18 R_DAR/JINSPhERE kEhE VELCCII¥ PRCEILE
TEST NUMBER 7975 11/28184, 1_552, EASTE88 TEST #_NGE_ FLCRIE_
ALT Wx WZ kS THETA ALT kx kZ kS T_ET_ &L1 k_ M_ M5 1EET_
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE BEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE P/SEE EEG MEIERS _/_EC M/_EE M/SEE EE_
10350 16.94 3.76 17.35 257 11350 17.38 5.62 18.21 253 12350 21.Cl 3.39 21.29 261
10375 16.73 4.12 17.23 256 11375 17.67 5.4C 18,48 253 12375 _._3 3.50 22.60 2E1
10400 16.66 4.15 17.17 258 116CC 17.27 5.88 18.12 252 126EC 2_.E3 3.62 22.91 211
10425 16.64 4.15 17.15 256 11625 17.38 5.60 18.21 253 1262_ 22.E4 3.59 23.12 281
10450 18.82 4.69 17.21 255 11450 1_.72 5.76 18.66 252 126_C _._2 3.$5 23.59 261
10475 16.46 6.90 17.17 253
10500 16.28 6.99 17.02 253
10525 16.06 5.03 16.83 252
10550 16.05 5.13 16.85 252
10575 16.00 5.25 16.86 252
11675 17.60 5.81 18.28 252
llSCO 17.08 5.61 17.92 252
11525 17.2_ 5.70 18.16 252
l1550 17.66 _.69 18.36 252
11575 11.16 5.66 18.05 252
12679 2_.80 3.72 24.Cq 2El
1250C 26.79 _.51 25.06 2E2
12_25 25._1 _.17 2_.61 2E3
125_C _5.44 3.15 25.83 2_3
125T5 27.11 3.13 27.25 283
10600 15.68 5.42 16.59 251
10625 15.70 5.57 16.68 258
10650 15.38 5.62 16.30 25C
10675 15.16 5.38 16.08 25C
10700 15.12 5.56 16_1C 25C
1160C 17.65 5.91 18.62 251
11625 17.81 6.03 IE.EC 251
I1650 17.68 5.93 18.66 251
I1675 18.04 5.72 18.93 252
I170"C 18.17 5.73 19.05 252
128_C 27.7C 2._7 27.85 286
128_5 _E.59 2.71 27.13 2E6
1_E50 27.58 2.60 27.87 285
12875 28.67 1.82 28.72 2EE
12TCC _5.13 1.45 25.17 287
10725 15.37 5.59 1_,35 250
10750 15.49 5.71 16.51 25C
10775 1_.38 8.62 16.38 250
LOGO0 16.98 5.51 15.96 250
1O825 15.11 5.64 16.13 245
11725 17.92 E.Cl IE.9C 251
I175C 17.93 5.99 18.9C 251
feeT5 17.60 6.CC 18.59 251
IIECC II.5_ _.26 18.68 250
11825 17.78 6.LC 18.80 251
12125 25._I 1.35 25.36 2ET
1275C 25.47 1.12 29.5C 288
1;715 25.78 1.17 29.7E 2_E
12ECC 30.12 l.lT 20.14 2EE
1_8_5 30.49 C.T8 30.50 288
10850 15.7N 5.59 16.7C 250
10875 ib.02 5.11 15.87 251
1O9OO i_.38 b.3L I_,2_ 751
1O925 15.80 b._7 l_.6q 251
I0950 15._5 5.06 16,16 252
I1850 17.28 5.68 IE.19 252
11875 17.33 5.68 18.26 252
I190C 18.C0 6.55 19.15 25O
11925 18.E8 7.12 15.N] 248
1195C 17.89 6.TE 19.12 24q
12e50 _(.32 C.57 20.33 2E5
12E85 _C.58 C.69 30.58 2E9
12500 3C._l C.03 ]C.2L 2TC
125_5 25.78 -C.23 29.78 270
1_550 _.51 C.C5 25.51 270
10975 15.42 '±.u7 1_.23 252
11000 15._2 5.12 16,2N 251
Ii025 15.62 %._6 I_,48 251
/lOS0 16.01 _.17 I_.89 251
II07_ 16.10 _.23 I_.92 2_2
11975 11.84 _.27 18.9C _51
12CCC 17.5_ 5.96 18.53 252
12025 18.35 5.67 l_.2C 253
1205_ 18.27 5.39 19.05 253
12O75 1_.28 5.C1 IE.9_ 259
1_975 2E.SE -C.CC 2E.98 27C
13CCC _7.E5 -C._5 27.E3 271
12025 _5.05 -C.52 2_.IC 271
I_CSC _C.53 -C.57 _C.SN 271
I_075 30.18 -C.58 30.15 2Tl
11100 15.52 8.09 16.53 252
11125 16.16 5.42 11.04 251
LIIBC 16.60 5.62 17.N7 252
11175 15.67 6.97 16.4N 252
11200 16.35 5._I 11.19 252
12ICE 18.66 4.62 19.C3 256
12125 18.56 4.31 19.05 257
12150 18.1E _.E1 18.56 25P
12175 LT._C _.62 18.12 259
12200 18.52 5.17 18.79 2EC
151CC 50.85 -C.75 30.86 _TI
13125 31.53 -l.Cl 51.56 272
1315C 31,15 -l.C4 31.67 232
13175 3(.56 -C.82 3C.55 271
132¢C _5.86 -C.E8 29.85 27!
11225 16.36 5.27 17.17 252
11250 16.86 5.22 17.85 253
L1275 1/.63 _.N_ 18._5 253
ll500 17.92 b.27 l_.lq 253
11325 17.39 5.98 1_.23 252
12225 Lq.25 ].12 15.50 261
12250 19.69 3.41 19.75 260
12275 2C.IC 3.49 20.40 260
L2300 21.02 3.59 21.32 260
12325 20.84 __.50 21.13 280
132_5 _5._3 -C.86 25.26 271
132EC 2E.14 -C.26 2E.16 27C
13275 _7.13 C.29 2T.T3 2_9
15_CC 17.53 C.36 27.53 26R
13325 _7.26 C.36 27.2_ _E9
ALl = ALTITUCE_ WX = ZCNAL CCPPENENI, _Z : PERICIChAL CCMPEhE6T, kS * kl6E SE[E[, T_ETA = klh£ CIR£CI|Eh
TABLE I1-1 (con't) PAGE125
FPS-18 R_EAR/JIPSP_ERE _lhC VELCCITY PgDFILE
TEST NUMBER 7975 112282641 1455Zt EASTE88 TEST RENGE_ FLCRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX kZ kS TPET_ IL7 W_ kZ b5 7PETA
METERS M/SEC _tSEC _/SEC CEG _ETERS _/SEC _/SEC _/SEC CEG WEIERS P/_EC W/EEC W/SEC EEG
13350 27.37 0.22 27.38 26_ 1435e 29.37 2.99 29.52 264 1535D i]._4 4.El 22.01 259
13375 27.61 0.01 27,61 270 14375 2q.54 2.37 29.64 265 153¥5 21.56 2.97 21.78 262
13400 26,86 -0.22 2_.88 270 1440C 30.18 2,87 30.29 264 1540C 20.99 3.C4 21.21 _52
13425 26.17 0.06 26.17 27C 14425 29.55 3.05 29.81 264 I5425 2c.7E 3.17 21.C2 261
13450 25.67 0.69 25.88 268 14450 29.14 2.71 29.26 265 15450 _C.S7 2._8 21.10 282
13475 26.44 1.24 24.47 267
13500 26.16 l.ES 24.22 286
13525 23.99 2.21 24.09 285
13550 23.44 2,57 23.58 284
13575 23.45 2.56 25.58 284
14475 28.47 2.11 28.55 266
165cc 28.26 1.91 28.33 266
19525 27.69 1.37 27.72 267
14550 27.81 c.81 27.82 268
14575 28.54 c.35 28.54 269
15475 20,57 3.1C 21.1C 281
,15500 _C._9 2._7 20.97 2E2
15525 20.55 2,59 2E.71 253
1_55C 20.93 2.49 21.08 283
15515 l_.E8 1.78 19.74 285
13600 26.37 3.15 24.57 282
13625 24.32 3.83 26.62 281
1365O 26.07 4.08 _4.42 2EC
I3675 23.96 4.36 24.38 25_
13700 23.73 9.62 2_*18 259
14600 2E,50 C,OE 28,5C 270
14625 27,09 C,26 27,10 269
14650 27,31 C,82 27,32 268
14675 21,51 1,29 27,54 267
197C0 26,22 1,71 26,28 268
• 156¢C I_.44 1.39 15.49 2E8
15825 15,22 1.89 l_.4D 285
I_ESC 15,1E 1,70 15,23 2E5
15875 15,_8 2,26 1_,39 253
157¢C IE,_8 2,_9 18,69 251
13725 24,10 4,92 24,59 258
13750 23,78 5,43 24,39 2fi7
13775 23,97 5.74 24,65 256
13800 24.54 6.57 25.41 255
13825 24,38 7.01 25.37 254
14725 26.11 2.00 25.19 265
19750 25.37 2.32 25.48 265
14775 24,71 2.27 24.82 265
148CC 24.75 2.48 24.87 264
14825 25.83 2.45 23.95 264
15725 IE,C1 3,48 15,34 259
1ETEC 1_,E5 3,58 15,_1 258
15775 17,59 3,57 IE,35 258
15EEC 17,46 4,E1 18,11 254
15525 )7,15 E,ll 17°89 253
13850 25,64 7,69 26,77 253
13875 26,75 8,32 28,01 253
13900 26.26 8.56 27.58 252
13925 26,98 _.66 28.34 252
13950 20,27 8._5 29,82 252
14850 24,21 2,57 29,35 264
14875 24,88 3,27 25,09 262
14900 24,CC 3,40 24,24 262
14925 23,80 3,51 24,08 281
14950 23,67 3,44 23,92 262
IEESC 1_.C4 5.45 17.89 252
155_5 IE.17 8,19 17,32 2_9
15900 1E,1C t,55 16,_8 246
15925 IE,C8 7,57 18,0_ 243
I5_EC 1E,27 7,71 I_*CD 244
13975 28,58 8,96 29,76 252
14000 28,32 8,79 29,65 253
14025 20,77 8,26 25,92 254
14050 28,35 7,75 _9,38 255
14075 28.54 7.29 2_.48 255
14975 23.59 2.98 23.78 263
150C0 23.24 2.95 23.43 263
15025 23.05 3.19 23.27 262
15050 22.76 3.48 23.02 261
15015 22.64 3.66 22.93 261
15575 lt,]g _:16 15,25 2_7
18CCC 1].C8 6.76 18.37 248
18025 lE,C1 E,42 19,12 250
IECEC IE,78 E,95 19,TC 252
IEC75 l_,El E,SC _C,37 259
16100 28,94 7,06 29,79 258
14125 29,16 7,09 30,01 256
14150 29._8 6.76 3C.24 257
16175 28,36 6.10 29.01 258
16200 28.19 6.02 28.82 258
151CC 22.45 3.42 22.71 261
15125 22.04 3.62 22.34 261
15150 21.30 4.19 21.71 259
1SIT5 20.54 4.56 21.04 257
15200 19.84 5.06 20.47 256
1El£D 2C._8 5,53 21.CC 255
15125 2C.58 4.75 21,23 257
18150 20,_9 4,15 21,20 259
16175 2E,EC 4,13 21,20 259
182(C _l,E3 3,20 22,C7 2E1
14225 29.16 5.72 29.71 259
14250 29.30 5.25 29.77 260
14275 29.04 4.13 2_,42 2_1
14300 28.83 4.44 29.17 281
1_325 29.19 4.11 29,48 262
15225 19,12 5,18 19°80 255
15250 20,08 4,65 20,60 257
15275 20,5_ 4,47 21°04 258
15300 19,98 3,94 20°34 259
15325 20,91 3,88 21,27 259
18225 22,C4 2,69 22,22 262
16250 22,T3 2,35 22,85 254
1_235 23,¸12 1,4_ 23,17 286
IE3EC 23,77 C,28 23,77 289
16325 23,_3 -C,88 23,95 2T2
ALT " ALTITUDE. WX - ZCNAL COWPCNEN7* kZ = WERIUIC_8L CCWPChEE/* kS _ klkD 5PEEDt I_E 18 " WIEC EI RIE¢TIC8
FES-16 RADAR/JIWSPhERE W18£ ¥ELCCITY.PROEILE
TEST _UWBER 7975 11128164_ 1455Zt ESSTER8 TEST gANGE_ FLC_tCA
AL7 WX WZ WS T_ETA ELI WX kZ kS T_ET_ 8LT k,_ hi _S TEETA
NETERS N/SEE M/SEE W/SEE CEG WETERS W/SEE WISED WISED £80 WETERS WISED WISED W/$EC _
16350 22.84 -1.31 22.87 273 17350 11.65 -1.E5 11.79 279 1835C E.3C -2.85 6,82 2_2
16375 21.35 -I.58 21.41 276 17375 11.40 -1.80 II.47 276 1_75 3._9 -1.C6 4.13 255
16400 21.05 -2.06 21.15 275 17480 11.2_ --_.75 11._6 2_4 _ES_C 3._ -0.95 _o73 255
164_5 _0*79 --2.74 20.97 277 17425 11.26 -h3C 11.33 _76 1_425 3.53 -1.01 3*77 gE5
16450 20.06 -3.26 20.33 279 17450 11.25 -1.73 11o38 279 lE¢EC 3._4 -C.76 4.C1 2_1
16475 19.84 -4.09 20.25 281
16500 19.30 -4.50 19.77 282
16525 17.74 -4.37 18.27 2E4
16550 16.84 -4.27 17.37 284
16575 16.02 -4.22 16.56 285
17475 IC.71 -1.23 10.78 276
17500 10.26 -1.35 10o35 277
17525 9.EC -1.37 9.8_ 278
17550 9,30 -C,E8 9,33 274
17575 9,06 -C,E2 9,08 274
18435 5.(2 -1.E8 5.25 2Eg
185{C 5.73 -1.99 8.0_ 259
1_525 E._l -1.9¢ 7.17 285
J855¢ 7.51 -2.18 7.82 288
I5575 7.59 -2.21 Eol9 255
16600 15.40 -4.17 15.95 285
16625 14.16 -3.65 14.62 284
18650 13,52 -3.60 15.99 285
16675 13.05 -2.82 13.36 282
16700 13.14 -1,84 13,27 278
176CC 9,25 -C,98 9,30 276
17525 9,34 -1,68 9,49 280
17650 8,83 -l,E6 8,98 280
17675 9,21 -1,95 9,41 282
17700 9,69 -2,20 _,93 283
ledge E.58 -1.98 E.79 253
18828 S.9C -2.41 IC.19 253
IEEEC _._9 -2.2D 9.75 253
I56_5 E.26 -2.13 E.53 284
16725 13.49 -1.67 13.59 277
16750 13.82 -0.89 13.85 274
16775 14.00 -0.62 14.01 272
16800 13.73 -0.07 13.73 2TC
16825 13.28 0.38 13.28 268
17725 9,63 -2,19 9°E8 285
17750 9,77 -2,2C 10,02 283
17775 IC,6E -2*35 ID*62 283
I780C 11,27 -3,84 11°67 285
17825 11,19 -3,24 11,65 286
16850 13.26 0.79 13.28 268
16875 12.71 1.24 12.77 264
16900 12.58 1.72 12.69 262
16925 12.59 2.04 12.75 261
16950 13,17 1.83 13,29 262
17850 12.67 ;2.88 12.95 262
17875 13.34 _2.EE 13°60 281
17900 13.38 _2.56 13.82 281
17925 13.93 -2.11 14.09 278
17958 1_.1_ -l.ED 14.26 277
16975 14.06 1.11 14.11 265
17000 14.67 0.65 14.67_ 288
17025 19.32 -0.20 15.32 271
17050 15.50 -l.ll 15.54 274
17075 15.37 -1.22 15.42 274
17975 14.75 -1.84 14.86 277
lECCO 15.04 -2.57 15.28 280
18025 15,37 -2,95 15,65 281
18050 15.99 -2.76 16.22 280
18075 15.45 -3,23 15,70 282
17100 15.02 -1.52 15.10 276
17125 15.01 -2.68 1_.25 280
17150 15,01 -3,25 15,36 282
17175 13.99 -3.18 14.35 2E3
17200 12.97 -2.67 13.24 281
181CC 14.67 -3.88 15.12 284
18125 14.10 -3.86 14°62 285
18150 13.62 -A.41 14.31 288
18175 13.63 -4.58 14o19 289
18200 12,9C -4,52 13.68 289
17225 12,77 -2,11 12,94 279 18225 12,02 -4.89 12,9C 291
17250 12,57 -1,48 12,66 277 18250 11,32 -4,53 12,20 292
17275 11,92 -1,17 11,98 275 18275 9,48 -4,03 lg,31 293
17300 11,05 -1,42 11,15 277 18300 8,51 -3,01 9°33 294
17325 11,17 -1,64 11,29 278 - 18325 T,08 -3,23 7,.78 294
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZCNAL COMPCNENT* kZ = _ERIDICNAL CDWPCNEkIe kS • 81kC SPEEC_ 7EETA = W|hE EIRIECTIEN
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
TABLE 11-2
FPS-I 6 RADARIJJNSPHERE WIND VELICITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 89_ 12123/64, 2400Z, EASTERN TEST RAFFGE, FLBRIDA
ALT M_ WZ MS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEG
2200 6.06 -10.07 11.75 329
2225 6.32 -10.18 11.90 328
2250 6.42 -10.21 12.06 328
2275 6.23 -10.51 12.22 329
2300 5.79 -10.53 12.02 331
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
200 0,88 9.48 9.52 185
225 1.31 10.61 10.69 187
250 1.40 11.13 11,22 187
275 1.42 9.88 9.98 188
300 1.39 9.18 9.28 188
325 1.43 9.05 9.16 189
350 1.69 8.20 8.38 191
375 2.22 7.45 7.77 196
400 2.6L 6.56 7.06 202
425 3.00 5.82 6.54 207
450 3.36 5.43 6.39 212
475 3.79 4.83 6.14 218
500 4,08 4.24 5.88 224
525 4.26 3.65 5.61 229
550 4.45 3,18 5.47 234
575 4.12 2.75 4.95 236
600 3.73 2,33 4.40 238
625 3.64 2.25 4.27 238
650 3.63 2.10 4.19 240
675 3,60 1.71 3.99 244
TOO 3.96 1.T4 4.33 246
725 4.24 1.40 4.46 251
750 4.19 0.88 4.28 258
775 4.62 0.78 4.69 260
800 6.78 0.69 4.83 262
825 4*63 0.63 4.68 262
850 4.60 0.58 4.63 263
875 4.67 0.13 4.67 268
900 4.68 -0.32 4.69 274
925 4.$4 -0.42 4.56 275
950 4.72 -0.45 4.74 275
975 4.71 -0.34 4.72 274
1000 4.67 -0.34 4.69 274
1025 5.15 -0.56 5.18 276
1050 5.56 -0.79 5.61 2T8
1075 5.31 -1.06 5.42 2R1
llO0 5.29 -1.39 5.A7 285
1125 5.39 -1.80 5.68 288
1150 5.53 -2.17 5.94 291
1175 5.73 -2.25 6.16 291
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG
1200 5.68 -2.25 6.11 291
1225 6.08 -2.58 6.60 293
1250 6.40 -2.90 7.03 294
1275 6.59 -3,05 7.26 295
1300 6.55 -3.00 7.21 296
1325 6.58 -2.97 7.22 294
1350 6.61 -3.04 7.2T 295
1375 6.37 -2,94 7.01 295
1400 6.74 -3.09 7.41 294
1425 6.72 -3.45 7.55 297
1450 6.55 -3.86 7.60 300
1475 6.95 -4.43 8.24 302
1500 6.69 -4.61 8.13 306
1525 6.60 -4.92 8.23 306
1550 6.53 -S.28 8,40 309
1575 6.42 -5.59 8.51 311
1600 6.45 -5.75 8.64 312
1625 6.37 -5.96 8.72 313
1650 6.32 -6.43 9.02 315
1675 5.85 -6.50 8.74 318
1700 5.79 -6.94 9.04 320
1725 5.87 -7.22 9.30 321
1750 5.80 -6,95 9.05 320
1775 6.13 -7.32 9.55 320
1800 6.10 -7.61 9.75 321
1825 6.02 -7,84 9.89 322
1850 6.02 -8.08 10.07 323
1875 5.95 -8.16 10.10 324
1900 S,72 -8.15 9.95 325
1925 5.88 -8.34 10.20 325
1950 6.08 -8.50 10.45 324
1975 5.89 -8,29 10.17 326
2000 6.46 -8.96 11.05 324
2025 6.57 -9.26 11.35 324
2050 6.65 -9.75 11.81 326
2075 6.70 -10.12 12.13 326
2100 6.23 -9,68 11.51 327
2125 6.22 -10.12 11.87 328
2150 6.23 -10.41 12.13 329
2175 5.91 -9.87 11.50 329
2325 5.68 -10.57 12.00 332
2350 5.77 -9.67 11.27 329
2375 5.80 -7.52 9.50 322
2400 6.07 -4.67 7.66 307
2425 6,27 -3.22 7.05 29T
2450 6.32 -2,90 6.95 295
2475 6.33 -2.98 6,99 295
2500 6.28 -3.21 7.05 297
2525 6.20 -3.57 7.15 300
2550 5.64 -3.TE 6.76 303
2575 5.07 -3.83 6,35 307
2600 5.26 -4.10 6,67 308
2625 5.40 -4.19 6.83 308
2650 5.12 -4,12 6.57 309
2675 5.28 -4,50 6.94 310
2700 5.45 -4.71 7.20 311
2725 5.47 -4.86 7.31 311
2750 5.24 -5.34 7.49 315
2775 5.05 -5.76 7.66 3_9
2800 5.10 -6.03 7.90 320
2825 S.41 -6.64 8,41 320
2850 5.T5 -6.52 8.69 318
2875 5.98 -6.17 8,59 316
2900 6.45 -5.80 8768 312
2925 7.13 -5.73 9.15 309
2950 7.86 -5.77 9.74 306
2975 8,49 -5,$4 10.14 303
3000 8.87 -5.40 10.38 301
3025 9.13 -5.31 10.57 300
3050 9.52 -B.18 10.84 298
3075 10,02 -5,09 11.24 29T
3100 11.01 -4.56 11.92 292
3125 11.36 -3.40 11.R6 286
3150 10.96 -2.$3 11,25 283
3175 11.05 -2.06 11.24 280
ALT = ALIITUDEt WX = ZBNAL C8MPBNENT, WZ = WERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS " W|NC SPEED, THETA # WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3200 12.01 -1.55 12.11 277
3225 12.44 -1.38 12.51 276
3250 12.37 -1.13 12.43 275
3275 12.44 -0.92 12.48 274
3300 11.90 -0.96 11.96 2T4
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8920 12/23/64, 14001, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT MX NZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
4200 12.05 -1.67 12.16 278 5200 9.16 -6.21 11.06 304
4225 11.82 -1.65 11.94 278 5225 9.50 -6.53 11.53 304
4250 11.54 -1.75 11.67 278 5250 9,33 -6.50 11.38 • 305
4275 11.29 -1.81 11.44 279 5275 9.23 -6.64 11.3T 306
4300 11.36 -1.77 11.49 279 5300 9.07 -6.72 11.29 306
3325 11.57 -0.99 11.E2 275
3350 12.06 -0.78 12.08 274
3375 11.99 -0.69 12.01 273
3400 11.66 -0.76 11,68 274
3425 11.24 -0.62 11.26 273
3450 11.07 -0,16 11.07 271
3A75 ll.Ol O.ll 11.01 269
3500 IO.A7 0,31 10.48 268
3525 10.28 0.A2 10,29 267
3550 10.98 0.15 10.99 269
3575 11.45 -0,07 11,45 270
3600 10.90 -0.20 10.90 271
3625 10.61 -0,38 10.62 272
3650 10,53 -0.65 10,55 273
3675 10.94 -0.97 10.99 275
3700 11.16 -1.14 11.22 276
3725 11.86 -1.43 11.95 277
3750 13.14 -1.94 13.28 278
3775 10.40 -0.90 10.44 275
3800 9.88 -0.66 9.90 274
3825 11.46 -1.34 11.53 276
3850 11.72 -1.5T 11,82 277
3875 11.93 -1.65 12.04 278
3900 11.80 -1,51 11.90 277
3925 12.16 -1,68 12,25 277
3950 12.19 -1.58 12.29 277
3975 12.00 -1.71 12.12 278
4000 12.35 -2,11 12.53 280
4025 12.37 -2,47 12.62 281
4050 12.38 -2,47 12,62 281
4075 12.31 -2.18 12.50 280
4100 12,81 -1.88 12,9A 278
4125 13.O7 -1.67 13.18 277
4150 12.58 -1,58 12,E8 277
4175 12.27 -h63 12,38 277
4325 11.27 -1.83 11.42 279
4350 11.13 -2.05 11.31 280
4375 11.28 -2.38 11,53 282
4400 11,30 -2.64 11.60 283
4425 11.29 -2.87 11.65 286
5325 9.31 -6.93 11.60 306
5350 9.24 -7.03 11.61 307
5375 8.92 -6.82 11.23 307
5400 8.83 -6.64 11.05 307
5425 8.85 -6.46 10.96 306
4450 11,52 -2,96 11.90 284
4475 11.56 -2.84 11.90 284
4500 11,20 -2.49 11.47 282
4525 10.82 -2.27 11.05 _82
4550 10.62 -2.42 10.89 283
5450 9.07 -6.42 11.11 305
5478 9.28 -6.36 11.25 304
5500 9.91 -6.49 11.85 303
5525 10.16 -6.39 12.01 302
5550 9.69 -6.04 11,42 302
4575 10.59 -2.89 10.98 285
4600 11,15 -3.53 11.70 287
4625 11.26 -3,8L 11,88 288
4650 10.84 -3.95 11.53 290
4675 10.81 -4,19 11.59 291
5575 10.01 -6.25 11.80 302
5600 10.64 -6.52 12.48 301
5625 11.04 -6,64 12.89 301
8650 11.20 -6.73 13.07 301
5675 11.36 -6.83 13.25 301
4700 10,73 -4.21 11.53 291
4725 10.83 -4.23 11.63 291
4750 10.83 -4.25 11,64 291
4775 10.44 -4,21 11,26 292
4800 10.49 -4.55 11.43 293
5700 11.58 -7,02 13.54 301
5725 12.22 -7.37 14.27 301
5750 12.43 -7.45 14.49 301
5775 12.23 -T.42 14.30 301
5800 12,18 -7.39 14.24 301
4825 10.50 -4.90 11.59 295
4850 10.16 -5,00 11,32 296
4875 10.07 -5.24 11.35 297
4900 9.91 -b.48 11.33 299
4925 9.82 -5.40 11.20 299
5825 12.10 -7.43 14.20 301
5850 12.37 -7.60 14.52 301
5875 12.15 -7.49 14.27 301
5900 11.82 -7.45 13.97 302
5925 11.81 -7.54 14.01 302
4950 9,80 -S.36 11,17 298
4975 9,83 -5.58 11,30 299
5000 10,40 -5.92 11.97 299
502S LO. IA -5.81 11.68 300
5050 9*98 -5,79 11.54 300
5950 11.65 -7.44 13.82 302
5975 12.07 -7.72 14.33 302
6000 12.05 -7.97 14.45 303
6025 11.49 -8.02 14.01 305
6050 11.39 -8.24 14.06 306
5075 10.09 -5;94 11.71 300
5100 9.53 -5.98 11,25 302
5125 9.43 -6.17 11.27 303
5150 9.63 -6.38 11.55 303
5175 9,21 -6.21 11.11 304
6075 11.31 -8.33 14.05 306
6100 11.33 -8.43 14.13 306
6125 11.25 -8.40 14.04 307
6150 11.42 -8,70 14.35 307
6175 11.57 -9.15 14.75 308
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CBMP_NENT, WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBNP8NENTt WS • WINC SPEEDI THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT gX WZ MS THETR
METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6200 11.28 -9.05 14.66 309
6225 11.27 -9.01 16.62 308
6250 11.43 -9.48 14.85 310
6275 11.48 -9.93 15,18 311
6300 11.49 -10.26 15.41 312
TABLE 11-2 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WINO VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8920 12/23/64, 140021 EASTERN TEST RANOEt FL8RIDA
ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG
7200 12,46 -9.45 15.64 307
7225 12.39 -9.28 15,48 307
7250 12.33 -8.95 15.24 306
7275 12.39 -8.47 15.01 309
7300 12.26 -7.90 14.59 303
6325 11.37 -10.26 15.32 312
6350 12.37 -10.72 16.37 311
6375 12.62 -10.90 16.68 311
6400 12.15 -I0.56 16.09 311
6425 12.67 -10.59 16.36 310
6450 12.79 -10.55 16.58 309
6475 12.86 -10.61 16.55 309
6500 12.92 -10,51 16.65 309
6525 12.56 -10.21 16.19 309
6550 12.44 -9,82 15.85 308
6575 12.68 -9.86 16.07 308
6600 12,59 -9,81 15.96 308
6625 12.69 -9.82 16.08 308
6650 12.58 -9.74 15,91 308
6675 12.43 -9.90 15.90 308
6700 12.37 -9.97 15.88 309
6725 12.24 -9.81 15.68 309
6750 12,01 -9,59 15.37 308
6775 11.79 -9.68 15.13 309
6800 11.72 -9.48 15.07 309
6825 11.62 -9.51 15.01 309
6850 11.69 -9.62 15.14 309
6875 11.78 -9.70 15.26 309
6900 11,96 -9,81 15.47 309
6925 12.10 -9.87 18.61 309
6950 12,12 -9.85 15.62 309
6975 12.07 -9.72 15.49 309
7000 12.17 -9.65 15.53 308
7025 12.61 -9.73 15.77 308
7050 12.27 -9.58 15.57 308
7100 11.94 -9.26 15.11 308
7125 12.20 -9.30 15.34 307
7150 12.54 -9,49 1S.72 307
7175 12.39 -9.66 15.58 307
7325 11.70 -7.54 13.91 303
7350 11.33 -7.84 13.77 304
7375 11.31 -8.40 14.08 306
7600 11.00 -8.72 14.04 308
7625 10.92 -9.06 14.19 309
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ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG
8200 9.61 -13.18 16.19 324
8225 9.25 -12,79 15.78 326
8250 9.21 -12,59 15.60 324
8275 9.36 -12.34 15.69 323
8300 9.39 -12.10 15.31 322
8325 9.36 -12.11 15.29 322
8350 9.54 -12.17 15.46 322
8375 9.42 -12.08 15.32 322
8400 9.04 -II.95 14.98 323
8425 8.69 -11.55 14.45 323
7450 10.51 -9.24 16.00 311
7675 10.37 -9.71 14.20 313
7500 10.94 -10,19 14.95 513
7525 10.98 -10.38 15.10 313
7550 10.58 -10.63 15.00 315
8450 8.97 -11.92 14.92 323
8475 9.06 -12.17 15,16 323
8500 8.56 -11.69 16.49 324
8525 8.64 -11.71 14.56 323
8550 8.63 -11.65 14.50 323
7575 10.26 -10.88 14,95 317
7600 9.56 -10.71 14.36 318
7625 9.01 -10.70 13.99 320
7650 8.77 -I0.97 14.06 321
7675 8.31 -10.82 13.64 322
8575 8.66 -11,43 14.34 323
8600 8.81 -11.40 l&.41 322
8625 8.98 -11.41 14.52 322
8650 8.71 -ll. O0 14.06 321
8675 8.63 -11.16 16.10 322
7700 7.99 -10.55 13.23 323
7725 7.83 -10.59 13.17 323
7750 7.67 -1U.72 13.18 324
7775 7.42 -11.08 13.33 326
7800 7.66 -11.60 13.78 327
8700 8.82 -11.51 14.50 322
8725 8.77 -11.52 14.48 323
8750 8.90 -11.45 " 14.51 322
8775 8,93 -11.46 14.53 322
8800 8.96 -11._1 16.59 322
7825 7.68 -12,16 16.39 328
7850 7,77 -12.81 14,98 329
7875 7.73 -13.17 15*27 329
7900 7.92 -13.50 15.65 329
7925 8.10 -13.93 16.1_ 330
8825 8.85 -11.31 14.36 322
8850 8.68 -11.09 14.09 322
8875 8.60 -10.85 13.84 321
8900 8.51 -11,22 14.09 323
8925 8.67 -11.61 14.38 324
7950 7.72 -13.62 15.65 330
7975 8.11 -13.94 16.13 350
8000 8.39 -14,21 16.50 329
8025 8,22 -13.76 16.01 32_
8050 8.55 -18,99 16.39 328
8950 8.58 -11.54 14.38 323
8975 8.31 -11.52 14.20 324
9000 7.96 -11.74 14.18 326
9025 7.71 -11,56 13.90 326
9050 7.79 -11.56 13.94 326
8075 8.56 -13.97 16.39 328
8100 8.69 -13.90 16.40 328
8125 8.67 -13.63 16.16 327
8150 8.88 -13.47 16.13 326
8175 9,33 -13.56 16.66 325
9075 7.97 -12.20 14.57 327
8100 8.01 -12.77 15.07 328
9125 8.30 -13.11 15.52 327
9150 8.30 -13.39 15.75 328
9175 8.25 -13.47 15.80 328
ALT = ALTITUDEt NX = Z_NAL CgMPBNENT_ WZ = NERIDISNAL C_NPSNENTe MS, ffi WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8920 12/23/64, 1400Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
9200 8.07 -13.57 15.78 329
9225 8.09 -13.93 16.11 330
9250 7.95 -13.65 15.80 330
9275 8,33 -13.82 16.19 329
9300 8.61 -14.15 16.57 329
9325 8.18 -16.19 16.38 330
9350 8.06 -14.39 16.49 331
9375 8.04 -14.77 16.82 331
9400 8.21 -15,38 17.43 332
9625 8.19 -15.42 17.46 332
9650 8.03 -15.21 17.20 332
9475 7.85 -15.30 17.20 333
9500 7.38 -15.11 16.82 336
9525 6.88 -14.86 16.37 335
9550 6,55 -15.21 16.56 337
9575 6.20 -15.33 16.53 338
9600 5.89 -15.33 16,42 339
9625 5,_9 -15.34 16.29 340
9650 5.11 -15.08 15.92 341
9675 4.81 -15,26 16.00 342
9700 6.70 -15.46 16,16 343
9725 4.65 -15.16 15.86 363
9750 5.13 -15.83 16.64 342
9775 5.08 -16.00 16.78 342
9800 5.12 -16.73 17.50 363
9825 5.41 -17.75 18.56 343
9850 8.34 -17.56 18.35 343
9875 5.38 -17.66 18.46 343
9900 5.38 -17,33 18.14 343
9925 5.59 -17.12 18.01 342
9950 5.71 -17.50 18.40 342
9975 5.66 -17,76 18.64 342
10000 5.55 -18.03 18.86 363
10025 5.71 -18.63 19.68 343
10050 5.56 -19.17 19.96 344
10075 5.46 -19.06 19.82 366
10100 5.48 -18.95 19.73 344
10125 5.27 -19.22 19.93 344
10150 5,51 -19.17 19.95 346
10175 5.50 -19.16 19.91 344
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE WISED DEG
10200 5.34 -19.66 20.38 365
10225 5,65 -19.91 20.70 346
10250 5.76 -19.83 20.65 344
10275 5.70 -20.01 20.80 344
10300 5.91 -20.25 21.10 344
10325 6.06 -20.20 21.09 343
10350 6.09 -20.01 20.92 343
10375 6.26 -20.16 21.11 343
10400 6.49 -20.04 21.06 362
10625 6.66 -19,83 20.91 341
RLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE N/SEC DEG
11200 17.78 -14.62 23.02 309
11225 17,99 -14.77 23.28 309
11280 17.89 -14,79 23.22 309
11275 18.18 -14,90 23.51 309
11300 18.67 -15.23 24.09 309
11325 18.89 -15.33 24.33 309
11350 18.97 -15,40 24.63 309
11373 19.07 -15.73 24.72 309
I1400 19.16 -15.84 24.86 309
11425 19.09 -16.11 24.98 310
10650 6.94 -19.83 21.01 341
10475 7,34 -19.68 20.82 339
10500 7.73 -18.72 20.25 337
10525 8.10 -17.90 19.64 335
10550 8.57 -17.51 19.50 334
11450 19.25 -16.32 25.24 310
11475 18.99 -16.01 24,84 310
11500 19.07 -16,19 25.02 310
11525 19.41 -16.67 25.59 310
11550 19.06 -16.35 25.11 310
10575 9.29 -16.65 19,06 331
10600 9.96 -lS.54 18.46 327
10625 10.78 -15.59 18.95 325
10650 11.13 -15.69 19.26 324
10675 11,27 -14.82 18.61 323
11575 19.51 -16.34 25.45 310
11600 20.01 -16.05 25.65 309
11625 20.08 -15.77 25.53 308
11650 20,52 -15.63 25.79 307
11675 20.73 -14.7B 25.46 305
10700 12.03 -14,06 18.50 319
10725 12.56 -13.67 18.56 317
10750 12.56 -12.99 18.07 316
10775 12.84 -12.71 18.07 315
10800 13.38 -13.15 18.76 314
11700 20.69 -14.46 25.25 305
11725 20.58 -14.33 25.07 305
11750 20.66 -14.21 25.07 304
11775 20.31 -13.88 24.60 304
I1800 19.89 -13.61 24.10 304
10825 13.82 -13.26 19.15 316
10850 13.72 -i3.09 18.96 313
10875 13.82 -13.01 18.98 313
10900 14.61 -13.27 19.74 312
10925 14.50 -12.83 19.36 311
11825 19.95 -13.90 24.31 305
11850 19.69 -13.95 24.13 305
11875 19.64 -13.91 24,06 305
11900 20.05 -14.49 24.74 306
11925 19.80 -14.57 24.58 306
10950 15.53 -13.47 20.56 311
10975 16.18 -14.00 21.36 311
11000 15.88 -13.71 20.97 311
11025 16,26 -13*B2 21.34 310
11050 lb.52 -1_.51 21.35 309
|1950 lg.79 -14,83 24,73 307
11975 19.66 -14.92 26.68 307
12000 19.31 -14.95 24*42 308
12025 19.26 -15.67 24.83 309
12050 18.99 -16.31 25,03 310
11075 16.83 -13.59 21.63 309
11108 16,91 -13.96 21.93 309
11125 16.49 -13.75 21.47 310
lllSO 17.08 -14.61 22.48 310
11175 17.91 -15.01 23.37 310
12075 18.63 -16.54 24.91 311
12100 18.30 -16.51 24.65 312
12125 18,16 -16.12 24.28 311
12150 17.48 -15,00 23.03 310
12175 17.53 -14.09 22.49 309
ALT = ALTIIUOE_ WX = Z_NAL CSMPSNENTt WZ - MERIDISNAL C8MPSNENTt WS "WINC SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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FPS-16 RAOABIJIMSPHEME NINO VELICITY PRiFILE
TEST NUMEER 8920 12123164, 14OOZ_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL#RIOA
ALT MR NZ MS THETA ALT NX M2 WS " ' THETA ALT IX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC N/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS NISEC NISEC NISEC OEG
12200 17.47 -13.88 22*32 308 13200 29,01 -7.86 30.05 285 14200 22.48 -7.27 23.63 288
12225 17.78 -13.58 E2.37 307 13225 29.02 -7.E9 30.07 285 "14225 22.85 o7.17 23,95 287
12250 18.24 -13.52 22,70 306 13250 28.97 -8,23 30.12 286 14250 22.73 -6,93 23,76 287
12275 17.82 -13.12 22.13 306 13275 29.63 -8.09 30.72 285 14275 21.98 -6.85 23*03 287
12300 17.34 -12.56 21.41 306 13300 29.53 -8.03 30.60 285 16300 21,67 -6.37 22.64 287
12325 17.32 -12.03 21.08 305
12350 18.28 -12.05 21,89 303
12375 18.46 -11.90 21.96 303
12600 18.36 -11.28 21,54 301
12625 18.00 -10.66 20.91 300
133E5 29o40 -8.31 30.55 286
13350 29.51 -8.89 30.82 287
13375 28*78 -9.14 30.20 287
23400 28.41 -9.72 30.02 289
13425 27.93 -9.83 29.61 289
14325 21.29 -6,83 22°36 288
14350 19.94 -7.06 21.15 289
14375 20,27 -7,14 21.69 289
1_400 20.36 -T.O6 21.55 288
14425. 19.17 -6.56 20.26 289
12450 18.55 -10.89 21.51 300
12675 19,11 -11.29 22.20 300
12500 18.55 -10.97 21.55 300
12325 18.31 -10.82 21.26 300
12550 18.26 -10.49 21.04 300
13450 28,33 -10.45 30.20 290
13475 28.60 -11.26 30.76 291
13500 27.65 -11.39 28.91 292
13525 27.62 -1L.69 29.99 283
13550 26.89 -11.82 29.38 294
14430 19.36 -7.36 20.70 291
14475 20.03 -7,62 21.43 291
14500 19.76 -7.61 21.10 290
14525 19.61 -7.44 20.97 291
14550 19,99 -7*57 21.38 291
12575 18.38 -10.15 20.99 299
12600 18.24 -9,86 20.73 298
12625 17.96 -9.55 20.35 298
12650 17.31 -9.63 19.81 299
12675 17.21 -9.96 18.89 300
13375 27.02 -11.57 29.39 293
13600 26*66 -11.46 29.02 283
13625 25.19 -11.44 27,66 294
13650 24,81 -11.72 27.46 293
13673 26.42 -12.14 27.27 296
14575 19.43 -8*00 21.01 292
14600 19.56 -8.19 21.20 293
14625 19.93 -8.00 21.48 292
14650 19.94 -7.88 21.65 291
14675 21.11 -7.84 22.52 290
12700 17.72 -10,10 20.60 300
12725 18.66 -10.49 21,23 299
12750 19.26 -10.82 22.08 299
12775 19.76 -11.02 22.62 299
12800 19.99 -11.12 22.87 299
13700 23.28 -12.77 26.35 299
13725 22.22 -12.96 25.72 300
13750 23*35 -13.10 26*78 299
13775 24.16 -13.06 27,45 298
13800 22.92 -12.54 26.12 299
14700 20.55 -7.28 21.80 289
14T25 20.03 -7.14 21.28 289
14750 20.71 -7.44 22.00 290
14775 20.49 -8,20 22.07 292
14800 20,27 -8.17 21.86 292
12825 20.36 -11.40 23.34 299
12850 21.13 -11.20 23.92 298
12875 22.37 -10.79 24.84 296
12900 22.86 -10.89 25.30 295
12925 23.19 -10.75 25.58 295
13823 22.01 -12.76 25.45 300
13850 22.28 -13.33 25.96 301
13875 21.79 -13.16 23.46 301
13900 20.93 -12.45 26.35 301
13925 20.61 -11o86 23.77 300
14825 21.40 -8.08 22*87 291
14850 21.71 -8.77 23.41 292
14875 21.62 -9.51 23.62 294
14900 22.60 -10.63 26.89 295
14925 22.26 -10.02 24.61 294
12950 24.39 -10.36 26.50 293
12975 25.80 -9.84 27.61 291
13000 26.44 -9.65 28.15 290
13025 26.84 -9.24 28.39 289
13050 27.67 -8.97 29.09 288
13950 19.61 -11,40 22.68 300
13975 19.50 -11.44 22°60 300
16000 20*07 -11.29 23.03 299
14025 19.88 -10.76 22.60 298
16050 20.19 -10.02 22.54 296
14950 21.69 -7.96 23.10 290
16975 21.40 -6.65 22,41 287
15000 20.96 -6.01 21.80 286
15025 20.42 -5.60 21.18 285
15050 19.69 -5.68 20.44 285
13075 27.92 -8.97 29.33 288
13100 27.84 -8.49 29.11 287
13125 26,99 -7.98 28.14 286
13150 28.27 -8.44 29.51 286
13173 29.21 -8.55 30.44 286
14075 20.67 -9.30 22.69 294
16100 20.56 -8.33 22.16 292
14125 20.05 -7.42 21.38 290
14130 20.83 -T.lO 22.01 289
14175 22.26 -7.18 23.39 288
15075 19.58 -5.85 20,43 286
15100 19.61 -6.37 20.68 288
15125 19.74 -6,77 20.87 289
15150 18.57 -6.32 19.62 289
151T5 18.64 -6.10 19.61 288
ALT • ALTITUDEe WX = ZSNAL CBMPSNENT, MZ = MERIDIRNAL CSMPSNENT* MS " MZNO SPEEO, THETA " MIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 8920 12/23/64, 1600Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLSRIOA
ALT MX _Z MS THETA ALT RX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC 0E0
15200 20.37 -6,10 21.26 286 16200 16.93 -12.59 21.10 306 17200 15.83 -6.33 17.05 292
15225 20.31 -5.88 21.15 286 16225 16.66 -13.01 21.16 308 17225 16.58 -5.88 15.72 292
15250 19.08 -5.45 19.85 286 16250 16.80 -13.83 21.84 309 17250 13°73 -6.19 15,06 294
15275 20.58 -5,64 21.34 285 16275 16.50 -13.70 21.46 310
15300 21.81 -5.94 22.61 285 16300 16.83 -14.01 21.90 310
15323 20.75 -5.06 21.35 283
15350 21.03 -5.00 21.62 283
15375 21.15 -5,10 21.75 283
15400 20.58 -4.83 21.14 283
15625 20.82 -6.43 21.29 282
16325 17*16 -14.31 22.34 310
16350 15.84 -13.50 20.81 310
16375 15.11 -13.15 20.06 311
16400 14.66 -12.66 19.35 311
16425 14.20 -12.20 18.72 310
15450 21.53 -4.36 21.97 281
15475 21.26 -3.01 21.84 283
15500 21.36 -5.05 21.95 283
15525 22.20 -4.76 22.70 282
15550 21.66 -4.56 22.13 282
16450 13.39 -12.00 18.12 311
16675 13.26 -11.62 17.63 311
16500 13.05 -11.78 17.58 312
16525 12.96 -11.77 17.50 312
16550 12.20 -IU.26 15.92 310
15575 21.71 -6.76 22.22 282
15600 23.21 -4.73 23.69 281
15625 22.95 -4.96 23.48 282
15650 22.33 _5.67 23.04 284
15675 22.19 -6.33 23.08 286
16575 12.11 -9.73 15.54 309
16600 12.22 -8.58 14.93 303
16625 12.65 -7.98 14.95 302
16650 12.58 -6.77 14.28 298
16675 12.11 -6.22 13.62 297
15700 21.96 -6.56 22.92 286
15725 21.38 -7.22 22.56 288
15750 21,57 -7,59 22.87 289
15775 21.38 -8.31 22.93 291
15800 21.25 -9.26 23.18 293
16700 12.23 -5.78 13.54 295
16725 12.11 -5.42 13.27 294
16750 11.69 -6.TT 12.62 292
16775 12.38 -4.63 13.22 290
16800 12.66 -4.45 13.42 289
15825 20.68 -9.34 22,69 294
15850 20.23 -9.65 22.41 295
15875 19.96 -9.66 22.17 296
15900 19.98 -9.57 22.15 295
15925 19.96 -9.58 22.14 295
16825 12.67 -3.73 13.21 286
16850 12.92 -3.23 13.32 286
16875 13.86 -2.98 14.16 282
16900 14.11 -2.91 14.41 281
16925 13.56 -2.76 13.84 281
15950 19.19 -10.09 21.68 298
15975 19.66 -10.T5 22.39 299
16000 18.99 -10.25 21.58 298
16025 17.68 -9.83 20.22 299
16050 18.38 -10.29 21.06 299
16950 13.71 -3.60 14.17 285
16975 14.36 -3.90 14.88 285
17000 13.81 -3.80 14.32 285
17025 13.13 -3.99 13.73 287
17050 12.91 -6,14 13.56 288
16075 18.13 -10.34 20.87 300
16100 17.75 -10.60 20.68 301
16125 17,83 -11.18 21.05 302
16150 17.66 -11.21 20.75 303
16175 17.00 -11,85 20*72 305
17075 13.93 -6*72 14.71 289
17100 14.68 -5*00 15.51 289
17125 14.93 -4*89 15.72 288
17150 14,56 -6*74 15.29 288
17175 15.92 -5*85 16.96 290
ALT " ALTITUDE, MX = ZgNAL CSMP8NENTt RZ = MERIOISNAL CSMPSNENT, MS " MINC SPEEO* THETA - MIND DIRECTION
*v
ALT HX HZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
225 3.40 0.11 3.41 268
250 4.16 0.95 4.26 257
275 4.68 2.1_ 5.14 245
300 4.94 2*89 5*72 239
325 4.74 2.05 5.53 239
TABLE II-3 PAGE 129
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELDCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 8940 12/23164t 16002_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBR|DA
ALT MX ME WS T_ETA ALT HX HZ MS THETA
METERS M/$EC MJSEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 080
1225 6*65 1.76 6.88 255 2225 5.81 -5.85 8*25 315
1250 6.47 1.94 "6.75 253 2250 5.89 -6.09 8.47 316
1275 6*54 2.38 6.96 250 2275 5*72 -6.23 8.46 317
1300 6.18 2*43 6.64 248 2300 5.73 -6.4T 8*65 318
1325 5.97 2.29 6.39 249 2325 5*85 -6*94 9*08 320
350 6.58 2.56 5.24 241
375 4.43 2.46 5.07 241
400 4.36 2.36 4*96 241
425 4.51 2.18 5,01 244
450 4*67 1.90 5.04 248
475 5,33 1.70 5.59 252
500 5.78 1.52 5.97 255
525 6.31 1.26 6.44 259
550 6.68 0.89 6.74 262
575 6.83 0.52 6.85 265
600 6*83 0.39 6.84 267
625 6.61 0.55 6.63 265
650 6.41 0.67 6.44 264
675 5.97 0*58 6*00 264
TO0 6.50 0.69 6.54 264
725 6.86 0.84 6.91 263
750 6.87 1.02 6.96 261
775 6*67 1.09 6.76 261
800 6.52 1.09 6.61 260
825 6.46 1.12 6*55 260
850 6.13 1.08 6.23 260
875 6.12 1.12 6.22 259
900 6.35 1.10 6.44 260
925 6*54 0*91 6.60 262
950 6*64 O.T4 6*68 263
975 7.21 1.08 7.29 261
1000 7.39 1.39 7.52 259
1025 7*05 1.63 7.24 257
1050 6.93 1.79 7.16 255
1075 6.83 1.78 7.06 255
112s 6.89 2.11 7.21 153
1150 7.21 2.20 7.53 253
1175 7.27 2.07 7.56 254
1200 6.94 1.78 7.17 255
1350 6.37 2.42 6.82 249
1375 6.15 2.23 6.54 250
1400 5.79 1.88 6.09 252
1425 5.95 i.63 6.17 254
1450 6.12 1.51 6.30 256
2350 5.72 -7.58 9.49 323
2375 5.70 -7.92 9.76 324
2400 5.61 -6.86 8.86 321
2425 5*80 -5.33 7.88 312
2450 5.89 -4.13 7*19 305
1475 6.05 1.43 6.21 257
1500 6.03 1.15 6.14 259
1525 6.15 O.T9 6*20 263
1550 6.06 0*66 6.08 265
1575 6*10 0.25 6.10 267
2475 5.66 -2.30 6.11 292
2500 5.38 -1.11 5.49 281
2525 5.08 -1.18 5.22 283
2550 4.72 -1.44 4.93 287
2575 4.54 -1.69 4.84 290
1600 6.12 -O.OS 6.12 270
1625 5.95 -0.39 5.97 274
1650 5.97 -0.68 6.01 276
1675 5*93 -0.97 6,01 279
1700 5.78 -1.42 5.95 284
2600 4.43 -2.12 4.91 295
2625 4*37 -2.42 5*00 299
2650 4.59 -2.52 5.24 299
2675 4.72 -2.72 5.44 300
2700 4.73 -2.91 S.S5 301
1725 5.63 -1.92 5.95 289
1750 5.46 -2.27 5.91 292
1775 5.43 -2.63 6.03 296
1800 5.45 -2.93 6.19 298
1825 5.59 -3.31 6.50 300
2725 4.80 -3.12 5.72 303
2750 4*81 -3.45 5.92 305
2775 4.80 -3.57 5.98 306
2800 4*99 -3.78 6.26 307
2825 4.90 -4.10 6.39 310
1850 5*76 -3.86 6,94 304
1875 6.04 -4.58 7*58 307
1900 6.15 -4.98 7.91 309
1925 5.88 -5.05 7*75 310
1950 5.72 -5.27 7*77 312
2850 4.55 -4.29 6.25 313
2875 4.64 -4.46 6.44 314
2900 4.78 -4.66 6*68 314
2925 4.73 -4.85 6.78 316
2950 4.83 -4.71 6.75 314
1975 5.48 -5.38 7.68 314
2000 5.35 -5.66 7.79 316
2025 S*lS -5.97 7.88 319
2050 4.99 -5.98 7.78 320
2075 5.26 -6*02 8.00 319
2975 5.44 -4*40 7.00 309
3000 6.40 -4.09 7*60 302
3025 7.43 -3.66 8.29 296
3050 8.28 -3.42 8.96 292
3075 9*39 -3.34 9*96 289
2100 5.40 -6.13 8.17 318
2125 5.30 -6.02 8.02 318
2150 5.51 -6.14 8.25 318
2175 5.77 -6.22 8.48 317
2200 5.85 -6.00 8*3B 316
3100 9.97 -3.11 10.44 287
3125 9.90 -2.69 10.26 285
3150 10.11 -2.31 10.37 283
3175 10.38 -2.22 10.61 282
3200 10.77 -2.24 11.00 282
ALT " ALT|TUOEI NX " ZSNAL C8MPSNENT, MZ - MERIOIENAL CSMP8NENT_ MS m MINC SPEED, THETA m MIND OIRECTIBN
ALT NX MZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3225 11.07 -1.97 11.25 280
3250 11o28 -1.61 11.39 278
3275 11.22 -1.27 11.29 276
3300 11.24 -0.84 11.27 274
3325 11.88 -0.51 11.89 272
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELDCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8940 12/23/64, 16002, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIOA
ALT MX MZ MS T_ETA JLT HX NZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
4225 13.24 -1.12 13.29 275 5225 10.81 -4.48 11.70 292
4250 13.24 -1.26 13.30 275 5250 10.92 -4.54 11.83 292
4275 13.18 -1.41 13.25 276 5275 11*18 -4.66 12.11 292
4300 13.25 -1.60 13*36 277 5300 11.30 -4.76 12.26 293
4325 12.00 -1.96 12.95 279 5325 11.02 -4*70 11.98 293
3350 11.84 -0.28 11.84 271
3375 11.83 O.ll 11.83 269
3400 12.21 0*65 12.23 267
3425 11.89 1.01 11.94 265
3450 11.43 1,04 11.47 265
3475 11.35 0.68 11.37 266
3500 11.47 0*24 11.48 269
3525 11.50 0.14 11.50 269
3550 11.32 0.15 11.32 269
3575 11.36 0.03 11.36 270
3600 11.65 -0.07 11.65 270
3625 11.75 -0*32 11.75 271
3650 12.04 -0.68 12.06 273
3675 12.63 -0.99 12.67 274
3700 13.28 -1.37 13.35 276
3725 13.50 -1.54 13.58 276
3750 13.43 -1.63 13.53 277
3775 13.52 -1.79 13.64 277
3800 13.68 -1.96 13.82 278
3825 13.91 -2.04 14.06 278
3850 14.16 -2*04 14.30 278
3875 13.B7 -1.81 13.99 277
3900 13.56 -1.50 13.64 276
3925 14.02 -1.34 14.09 275
3950 13.73 -1.10 13,78 274
3975 13.45 -0.97 13.68 274
4000 13.75 -1.01 13.78 274
4025 13.68 -1.11 13.72 274
4050 13.63 -1.37 13.70 276
4075 13,19 -1.42 13.27 276
4100 13.66 -1.30 13.72 275
4125 14,00 -1.06 14.04 274
4150 13.41 -0.89 13.44 274
4175 13,27 -o.gs 13.30 274
4200 13.18 -1.02 13.22 274
4350 13.04 -2.26 13.24 280
4375 13.25 -2.38 13.46 280
4400 12.76 -2.44 12.99 281
4425 12.66 -2.66 12.94 282
4450 12.29 -2.93 12.63 283
$350 10.98 -4.78 11.98 293
5375 11.00 -4.86 12.03 294
5400 11.SS -4.97 12.58 293
5425 11*8T -4.99 12.88 293
5450 11.27 -4.80 12.25 293
4475 11.96 -3.00 12.33 284
4500 11.72 -2.93 12.08 284
4525 11.56 -2.89 11.92 284
4550 11.88 -2.91 12.23 284
4575 11.$8 -2.73 11.90 283
5475 11.07 -4.67 12.02 293
5500 11.38 -4.68 12.30 292
5525 12.07 -4.85 13.01 292
5550 12.36 -4.87 13,29 291
5575 12.06 -4.76 12.96 291
4600 11.40 -2.63 11.70 283
4625 11.34 -2.61 11.64 283
4650 10.87 -2.45 11.15 282
4675 10.80 -2.42 11.07 282
4700 10.78 -2.33 11.03 282
5600 12.12 -4.71 13.00 291
5625 12*38 -4.72 13.25 291
5650 13.20 -5.13 14.16 291
5675 13.39 -S.17 14.36 291
5700 13*07 -4.84 13.94 290
4725 10.88 -2*40 11.14 E82
4750 10.83 -2.47 11.11 283
4775 10*67 -2.59 10.98 283
4800 10.44 -2*81 10.81 285
4825 10.44 -2.85 10.82 285
5725 13.28 -4.82 14.13 290
5750 13.64 -4.93 14.50 290
5775 13.75 -S.O1 14.64 290
5800 14.17 -5.12 15.07 290
5825 14.2T -S.16 15.17 290
4850 10.57 -2.87 10.95 285
4875 10.54 -3*01 10.96 286
4900 10.58 -3.16 11.04 286
4925 10.74 -3.21 11.21 286
4950 10.93 -3.26 11.40 286
5850 13.92 -5.18 14.85 290
5875 13.86 -5.40 14.87 291
5900 13.69 -S*$7 14.78 292
592S 13.65 -5.64 14*7T 292
5950 13.68 -5.79 14.86 293
4975 11.28 -3.4S 11.80 287
5000 11.12 -3.71 11.72 288
5025 10.89 -3.96 11,$9 290
$050 11.03 -4.15 11.79 290
$075 10.93 -4.28 11.74 291
5975 13.67 -6.02 14.93 294
6000 13.61 -6.21 14.96 294
6025 13.94 -6.$5 1S.40 295
6050 13.84 -6.65 1S.3S 296
6075 13.40 -6.$6 14.92 296
$100 10.82 -4.42 11.69 292
5125 10.77 -4.42 11.64 292
5150 10.79 -4.32 11.62 292
5175 10.85 -4.31 11.67 291
5200 10.72 -4.32 11.55 292
6100 13.26 -6.64 14.83 296
6125 13.14 -6.64 14.73 297
6150 13.01 -6.67 14.62 297
6175 12.81 -6.60 14.41 297
6200 12.77 -6.53 14.34 297
ALT m ALTITUDEt MX " ZSNAL CSNRSNENT, HE z MERIDI8NAL CSMPSNENTt MS _ NINE SPEEDt THETA " HIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE130 TABLE11-3 (con't):
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELmCITY PRmFILE
TEST NURSER 8940 12123166t _600ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLRRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS H/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEC R/SEC M/SEE OEG METEMS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
6225 13.10 -6.79 14.76 297 7225 9,95 -T*76 12.61 308 8225 10.26 -12.15 15.90 320
6250 12.77 -6.66 14.40 297 7250 10.10 -7.92 12.84 508 8250 10.47 -12.27 16.13 319
6275 12.79 -6.83 14.50 298 7275 9.90 -T*87 12.65 808 8275 10.60 -12.31 16.25 319
6300 15.07 -7.06 14.86 298 7300 9.80 -7.59 12.39 308 8300 10.61 -12.46 16.36 319
6325 12o65 -6.96 14.44 299 7325 9,71 -7.28 12.14 307 8325 10.31 -12.35 16.09 320
6350 12.73 -7.14 14.60 299
6375 12.72 -7.24 14.64 299
6400 12.54 -7.30 14.51 300
6425 12.39 -7.44 14.45 301
6450 12.33 -7.63 14.50 302
7350 9.55 -6.77 11.71 305
7375 9.39 -6.48 11.40 304
7600 9.27 -6*55 11.24 304
7425 9.10 -6.03 10.91 303
7450 8.86 -5.76 10.57 303
8350 10.11 -12.27 15.90 320
8375 9.87 -11.92 15.48 320
8400 10.30 -12.01 15.82 319
8425 10.44 -12.02 15.92 319
8650 10.09 -11.58 15.36 319
6475 12.15 -7.58 14.32 302
6500 12,53 -7.97 14,85 302
6525 12.61 -8.21 15.05 303
6550 12.28 -8.14 14.73 303
6575 12.10 -8.28 14.67 304
7475 8.66 -5.78 10.41 304
7500 8,32 -6.20 10.38 307
7525 7.94 -6.68 10.37 310
7550 7.90 -7.12 10,63 312
7575 8.44 -8.18 11.75 314
8675 10.5Z -I1.97 15.94 319
8500 10.58 -11.86 15.90 318
8525 10.11 -10.81 14.80 317
8550 10.25 -10.51 14.68 316
8575 10.60 -10.88 14.98 315
6600 11,92 -8.39 14.58 305
6625 12.02 -8.59 14.77 305
6650 12.12 -8.63 16.88 505
6675 12.19 -8*43 14.82 304
6700 12.51 -8.46 15.10 304
7600 8.62 -8.97 12.44 316
7625 8.22 -9,13 12.28 318
7650 8.07 -9.46 12.44 319
7675 8.23 -9.98 12.94 320
7700 8.30 -10.65 13.50 322
8600 10.68 -10.29 14.69 314
8625 10.08 -10.02 14.21 315
8650 10.51 -10.14 14.46 314
8675 10.71 -10.25 14.83 314
8700 10.48 -9.87 14.40 313
6725 12.09 -8.27 14.65 304
6750 12.38 -8.52 14.99 304
6775 12.78 -8,84 15.$4 304
6800 12.24 -8.58 14.95 305
6825 12.20 -8.69 14.98 305
7725 8.48 -11.09 13.96 322
7750 8,82 -11.29 14.52 322
7775 9.23 -11.84 15.01 322
7800 9.44 -11.97 15.24 322
7825 9.29 -11.63 14.88 321
8725 10,61 -9.81 14.45 313
8750 10.70 -9.72 14.46 312
8775 10.77 -9.61 14.44 312
8800 10.78 -9.55 14.40 311
8825 L0.78 -9.69 14.49 312
68S0 11.93 -9.00 14.95 307
6875 11.32 -9.41 14.72 310
6900 10.87 -9,51 14.44 311
6925 11.03 -9,57 14.60 311
6950 10.92 -9.47 14.46 311
7850 9.39 -11.60 14.92 321
7875 9.58 -11.68 15.11 320
7900 9.31 -11.65 14.91 321
7925 9.67 -12.07 15.46 321
7950 10.05 -12.26 15.86 320
8850 10.75 -9.79 14.54 312
8875 10.68 -9.83 14.51 312
8900 10.65 -9.85 14.51 313
8925 10.43 -9,95 14.42 313
8950 10.14 -10.21 14.39 315
6975 10.64 -9,19 14.06 311
7000 10.64 -8.97 13.92 310
7025 11.12 -9.15 [4.41 309
7050 11.19 -8,90 16.30 308
7075 10.71 -8,44 13.63 308
7975 9*65 -11.84 15.28 321
8000 9.76 -12.02 15.48 321
8025 9.88 -12.15 15.66 321
8050 9.91 -12.20 15.71 321
8075 9.92 -12.30 15.80 321
8975 9.95 -10.33 14.33 316
9000 9*93 -10.66 16.57 317
9025 9.80 -10.73 14.54 317
9050 9.82 -10.71 14.53 317
9075 10.01 -10.79 14.72 317
7100 10.70 -8.71 13.80 309
7125 11.17 -9,04 14.37 309
7150 11.18 -8.90 14.29 308
7175 10.28 -8.26 13.19 309
7200 9.74 -7.81 12.49 309
8100 9.92 -12,27 15.78 321
8125 9.95 -12.20 15.74 321
8150 10.08 -12.26 15.87 320
8175 10.23 -12.33 16.02 320
8200 10.19 -12.14 15.85 320
9100 9.93 -10.75 14.63 317
9125 10.11 -10.88 14.85 317
9150 10.04 -10.94 14.85 317
9175 9.47 -10.70 14.29 318
9200 9.24 -I0,73 16.16 319
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL CSMPBNENTe WZ " MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEED* THETA - WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8940 12/23/64t 1600Z, EASTERN TEST RANOE* FLSRIDA
ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WI WS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE H/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9225 9.15 -10.82 14.17 320 10225 7.48 -17.35 18.89 336 11225 7.64 -18.32 19.85 337
9250 9.06 -10.56 13.91 319 10250 7.55 -18.09 19.60 337 11250 7*79 -18.32 19.91 337
9275 9.21 -10.40 13.89 318 10275 7.34 -18.39 19.80 338 11275 7.84 -18.21 19.82 337
9300 9.27 -10.53 16.03 318 10300 7.13 -18.40 19.73 339 11300 7.89 -18.32 19.95 337
9325 9.19 -10.74 14.14 319 10325 6.96 -18.91 20.15 340 11325 8.26 -18,30 20.08 336
9350 9.18 -10.42 13.89 318
937S 8.96 -9.72 13.22 317
9600 8.77 -9.39 12.85 317
9625 8.97 -9,33 12,94 316
9450 9.09 -9.41 13.09 316
10350 6,80 -19.T4 20.88 341
10375 6°59 -20.09 21.14 342
10400 6.32 -20.29 21.25 343
10425 6.34 -20.39 21.35 343
10450 6.43 -20,51 21.50 342
11350 8.64 -17.86 19.84 334
11375 8.80 -17.35 19.66 333
11400 8.91 -17.53 19.67 333
11425 9.33 -17.74 20.05 332
11450 9.71 -17.33 19.87 331
9475 8.88 -9,51 13.01 317
9500 9,00 -9.89 13,37 318
9525 9.36 -10.42 14.00 318
9550 8.95 -10.44 13.75 319
9575 8.56 710.45 13.51 321
10475 6.02 -20.74 21,60 364
10500 5.60 -21.21 21.94 345
10525 5.36 -21.49 22.15 346
10550 5.38 -21.50 22.16 346
10575 5.40 -21.79 22.45 346
11475 10.03 -17.13 19.85 329
11500 10.27 -17.11 19.95 329
11525 10.55 -16.92 19.94 328
11550 10.61 -16.86 19.92 328
11575 10.80 -16.85 20.02 327
9600 8.84 -11.02 14.13 321
9625 8*73 -11.35 14.32 322
9650 8.46 -11.43 14.22 323
9675 8.75 -12.07 14.91 324
9700 8,79 -12.68 15.43 325
10600 5.19 -21.82 22.43 346
10625 4.80 -2U.89 21,43 347
10650 4.93 -21.52 22.08 347
10675 4.83 -22.27 22.78 348
10700 4,50 -2_.05 22.50 348
11600 11.16 -16.35 19.79 325
11625 11.60 -16.15 19.89 324
11650 12.30 -15.97 20.16 322
11675 12.89 -15.82 20.41 321
11700 13.03 -15.99 20.62 321
9725 8.46 -12.55 15.13 326
9750 8.36 -12.72 15.22 327
9775 8.52 -13.28 15.78 327
9800 8.29 -13.24 15.62 328
9825 7.99 -13.14 15.38 329
[0725 4,62 -22.78 23.25 348
10750 4.27 -23.21 23.60 349
10775 4.08 -23.46 23.81 350
10800 4.16 -2_.01 24.37 350
10825 4.14 -24.19 24.54 350
11725 13.62 -15.78 20.85 319
11750 14.43 -15.78 21.38 317
11775 15.03 -15.98 21.94 317
I1800 15.18 -15.87 21.96 316
11825 15.61 -15.99 22.35 316
9850 7.69 -13.11 15.20 329
9875 7.55 -13,02 15.05 330
9900 7,36 -12.73 16.71 330
9925 7.18 -|3.13 14.96 331
9950 7.27 -14,08 15.85 333
10850 4.01 -23.73 24.07 350
10875 4.07 -22.74 23.10 350
10900 4.68 -22.63 23.11 368
10925 4.98 -22.58 23.12 367
10950 5.13 -22.04 22.63 347
11850 16.18 -16.22 22.91 315
11875 16.32 -16.09 22.92 314
11900 16.79 -16.15 23.30 314
11925 17.47 -16,06 23.73 312
11950 18.35 -15.84 24.25 311
9975 7.10 -16.08 15.77 333
10000 6.91 -14.08 15.68 334
10025 7.17 -14.13 15.84 333
10050 7.21 -14.25 15.97 333
10075 7.01 -14.70 16.29 334
10975 S.29 -21.69 22.33 366
II000 5.42 -21.13 21.81 345
11025 5.28 -2U.73 21.40 346
11050 5.29 -20.77 21.43 346
11075 S.65 -2U.63 21.39 345
11975 19.32 -15.46 24.74 308
12000 19,34 -15.08 24.53 308
12025 19,34 -14.88 24.40 307
12050 19.20 -14.74 24.20 307
1207S 18.39 -14.06 25.15 307
10100 6.97 -14.86 16.41 335
1012S 7.10 -15.35 16.91 335
10150 7.14 -16.10 17.61 336
10175 7.12 -16.$4 18.01 337
10200 7.19 -16.68 18.17 337
11100 5.94 -20.04 20*90 343
11125 6.44 -19.35 20*40 341
11150 6,88 -19.17 20.36 340
11175 6.88 -18.96 20.17 340
11200 7.18 -18.31 19.67 338
12100 17.75 -13.93 22,57 308
12125 16.83 -14.39 22.14 310
12150 15.86 -14.48 21.4B 312
12175 15.54 -14,47 21.23 313
12200 15,51 -14.31 21.10 313
ALT • ATTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPSNENT, WZ " MERIDISNAL CDMPgNENTt WS = WINE SPEED* THETA - WIND D[RECTIBN
ALT MX MZ MS 7HETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEG M/SEC DEG
12225 15.60 -16.17 20.92 312
12250 15.25 -14.02 20.72 312
12275 15.06 -13.89 20.45 313
12300 14.85 -13.60 20.14 312
12325 14.42 -13,05 19.43 312
TABLE1I-3 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MINO VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8940 12123/64t 160021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLRRIOA
ALT NX NZ MS' THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
13225 19.22 -7.27 20.55 291
13250 18.90 -7.33 20.27 291
13275 18.68 -7.37 20.08 291
13300 19.26 -7.82 20.77 292
13325 19.25 -8,30 20.96 293
12350 16.29 -12.49 18.98 311
12375 14.71 -12.10 19.05 309
12400 14.31 -11.38 18.64 308
12425 14.62 -10.92 18.25 307
12650 16.59 -10.39 17.91 305
12475 15.17 -10.35 18.37 304
12500 16.26 -10.62 19.40 303
12525 15.78 -9.68 18.51 301
12550 16.31 -9.52 18,89 300
12575 16.79 -9.12 19.11 298
12600 17.09 -8.56 19.10 296
12625 17.47 78.51 19.44 296
12650 17.36 -8.26 19.22 295
12675 17.53 -8.60 19.53 296
12700 17.97 -9.25 20.12 297
12725 18.19 -9.62 20.49 297
12750 18.65 -9.05 20,54 296
12775 19.12 -8.91 21,09 295
12800 19.67 -8.76 21.53 296
12825 19.96 -3.76 21.78 294
12850 20.16 -9.12 22.13 29A
12875 20.07 -9.46 22.20 295
12900 19.79 -9.60 22.03 296
12925 19.65 -9.60 21.86 296
12950 19*26 _9.A6 21.46 296
12975 19.06 -9.31 21.22 296
13000 18.82 -9.09 20.90 296
15025 18.66 -8.86 20.67 295
13050 18.40 -8.68 20.26 295
13075 18.35 -8047 20.21 295
13100 18.55 -8.37 20.35 296
13125 18.87 -7.89 20.65 293
13150 19.06 -7.53 20.47 291
13175 19.36 -7,30 20.67 290
13200 19.50 -7.15 20,59 290
13350 18.87 -8.63 20.75 294
13375 18.26 -8.95 20.34 296
13400 18.25 -10.05 20.86 299
13425 17.82 -11.01 20.95 302
13650 17.38 -10.97 20.55 302
13475 18.83 -11.52 22.07 301
13500 19.27 -11.56 22.65 301
13525 18.55 -10.86 21.69 300
13550 18.79 -11.38 21.97 301
13575 19.12 -11.69 22.41 301
13600 18.73 -11.77 22.12 302
13625 19.17 -12.50 22.58 303
13650 19.62 -13.69 23.65 305
13675 18.94 -13.81 23,66 306
13700 18.62 -12.89 22.48 305
13725 17.62 -12.60 21.55 305
13750 17.87 -12,69 21,92 305
13775 17.99 -12.29 21.79 304
13800 18.61 -12.11 22.21 303
13825 19.61 -11.90 22.77 301
13850 18,66 -10.77 21.55 300
13875 19.01 -10.57 21.75 299
13900 19.48 -10.66 22.11 298
13925 19.22 -9.93 21,,.63 297
13950 18.95 -9.65 21.26 297
13975 19.07 -9.76 21.61 297
14000 19.08 -9.64 21,37 297
14025 18.29-9.49 20.60 297
14050 17.92 -9.69 20.28 299_i75 65-9.80 01
14100 16.96 -9;96 19.65 300
14125 16.59 -9.20 18.97 299
IA150 16.66 -7,90 18.26 295
14175 16.62 -7.01 17.85 293
14200 16.36 -6.06 17.66 " 290
PAr,F:131
ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
14225 17.71 -5.73 18,62 288
14250 18.86 -5.26 19.58 285
14275 19.57 -4.80 20,17 286
16300 19.96 -4.99 20.56 286
14325 20.25 -4.35 20.71 282
14350 20.25 -3.75 20.59 280
14375 20.16 -3.75 20.51 200
16400 19.82 -3.54 20.19 281
14425 19.71 -4.29 20,17 202
16650 19.06 -6.66 19.57 283
14475 18.05 -4.57 18.62 286
14500 18.26 -6.61 18.86 286
14525 17.72 -6.31 18.23 283
14550 17.51 -4.09 17.98 283
16575 17_41 -4.61 17.96 284
14600 16.80 -4.83 17.69 286
16625 16*09 -6.77 16.78 286
14650 16.26 -4.71 16.93 286
14675 16*90 -6.73 17.55 285
16700 17.52 -4*56 18.10 284
14725 17.83 -6.61 10.37 286
14750 18.07 -4.06 18.52 282
14775 19.58 -6_0_. 20.00 282
16"800 19.88 -4.36 20.35 282
24825 19.63 -6.61 20.16 283
14850 19.82 -5.05 20.45 284
16875 21.02 -5.77 21.79 285
16900 21.57 -6.20 22.66 286
14925 21.05 -6*30 21.97 286
14950 21.60 -6.93 22.57 280
14975 21.77 -6.71 22.70 287
15000 21.35 -5.36 22.02 284
15025 20.92 -6.21 21.36 281
15050 20*92 -3.67 21.21 279
15075 21.24 -3.74 21057 280
15100 20.97 -6.13 21.38 281
15125 20.50 -4.57 21.00 282
15150 20.65 -5.07 21.26 286
15175 21.16 -6.81 21.68 283
15200 21.11 -6.52 21.59 282
ALT t ALTITUDE* HX • ZBNAL CRMpBIqENT* MZ • NERIDIRNAL CRMRBNENTt MS =MINO SPEEOt THETA • MIND DIRECTIBN
ALT MX MZ MS THETA
NETERS M/SEC M/SEe MISEC DEG
15225 20*99 -4,42 21.45 282
15250 20.95 -6.66 21.67 282
15275 21.22 -6.80 21.76 283
15300 21.36 -6.60 21.83 282
15325 20.97 -4.24 21.39 281
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELRCITY PRBF1LE
T_$T NUMBER 8940 12/23/64, 16001, EASTERN'TEST RANGE, FLIR|DA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MR MZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC NISEC OEG NETER$ M/SEC NISEC MISEC DEG
16225 20.90 -9.35 22.90 294 17225 10.65 -6.33 12.22 301
16250 20.71 -lO*Ol 23.00 296 17250 10.23 -6*95 12.37 304
16275 21.69 -10,02 23.71 295
16300 21.57 -10.69 23.98 296
16325 20.89 -10.87 23.55 297
15350 21,06 -4.27 21.47 281
15375 20.69 -4.70 21.22 283
15400 20.52 -4.69 21.05 283
15425 21.15 -6.71 21.67 202
15450 21.07 -4.59 21.57 282
15475 20.99 -6.26 21.42 281
15500 21.25 -4.16 21.68 281
15525 21.55 -4.21 21.96 281
15550 21.90 -6.00 22.27 200
15575 21.63 -3.95 22.18 280
15600 20.49 -3.93 20.56 281
15625 21.16 -6.13 21.56 281
15650 22.70 -6*74 23.19 282
15675 22*,86 -5.25 23.A6 283
15700 22_50 -5.67 23.20 286
15725 22.30 -6.30 23.17 286
15750 22,67 -7.05 23.74 287
15775 22.13 --7.59 23.39 289
15600 21.29 -8.27 22.84 291
15825 20.58 -8.65 22.32 293
15850 20*02 -8.78 2h87 294
15875 19.70 -_,76 21.56 294
15900 18.61 -8.47 20.63 294
15925 19.51 -8.61 21.32 296
15950 20.64 -8.60 22*09 292
15975 20.23 -8.22 21.83 292
16000 20.25 -8.82 22.08 293
16025 20.05 -9.64 22.16 295
16050 20.17 -10.29 22.64 297
16075 20.26 -11.30 23.20 299
16100 20.35 -11.82 23,53 300
16125 20.60 -11.06 23.56 298
16150 21.07 -10.08 23.35 295
16175 21.25 -9;73 23.37 296
16200 21.56 -9.12 23.43 293
16350 20,46 -10.96 23.19 298
16375 19.95 -10.98 22.77 299
16400 19.37 -10.75 22.15 299
16625 19.01 -10.58 21.76 299
16450 18.35 -10.61 21.19 300
16475 17.65 -10.49 20,53 301
16500 17.00 -10,26 19.92 301
16525 |6,92 -10.68 19.90 302
16550 17.22 -10.58 20.21 301
16575 16.94 -10.26 19.80 301
16600 16.57 -10.71 19.73 303
16625 16.57 -11.07 19.93 304
16650 16.04 -|1.05 19.48 306
16675 15.75 -11.61 19.57 306
16700 15.50 -11.77 19.47 307
L6725 16.52 -11.76 18.68 309
16750 13.69 -11.67 17.99 310
16775 12,85 -11.00 16.92 310
1680G 12.83 -10,68 16.56 509
16825 12.89 -10.05 16.36 308
16850 13.19 -9.62 16,32 306
16875 13.29 -8.69 15q77 302
16900 12.82 -7.51 14.85 300
16925 12.3| -6.98 IA.16 299
16950 12.03 -6.25 15.56 297
16975 11.80 -5,64 13.00 295
17000 12.39 -5.35 13.49 293
17025 12.86 -5.02 13.50 291
17050 13.11 -6.66 13.92 289
17075 13.16 -5.19 16.15 291
17100 12.79 -5.21 13,81 292
17125 12.26 -5.44 13.61 294
17150 11.77 -5.38 12.95 294
17175 11.12 -$.22 12.29 295
17200 10.53 -5.96 12.09 299
ALT =ALTITUOE, MX " Z8NAL CIMPENENTt MZ " MERIOIRNAL C8NPRNENT, MS " MINC SPEED, TNETA " MIND OIRECTI8N
PAGE 132
ALT NX NZ
METERS N/SIC M/SIC NISEC OEG
6TS -2.06 -3.83 2.7_ 40
700 -2.08 -1.T_ 2.72 SO
725 -1.98 -1.73 2.63 49
750 -1.93 -1.73 2.$9 48
775 -1.94 -1.78 2.63 47
800 -1.9T -2.19 2.94 42
823 -1*T5 -2.81 3.31 32
850 -1.45 -3.21 3.32 24
875 -1.48 -3.32 3.64 24
900 -1.39 -5.59 3.85 21
925 -1.09 -3.70 3.86 16
930 -0.93 -3.99 4.10 13
975 -0.83 -4.46 4.$3 10
1000 -0.54 -4.75 4.78 6
1025 -0.24 -5.27 5.20 2
1050 -0.08 -5.7| 5.71 1
1075 0.04 -6.08 6.00 359
1100 0.31 -6.41 6.41 357
1125 0.83 -6.99 T.04 353
1150 1.25 -7.46 7.57 350
1175 1.46 -7.47 7.61 349
1200 1.74 -7.71 7.91 347
1225 1.83 -T.76 7.97 347
1250 1.95 -7.55 7.80 345
1275 2,48 -7,78 8.16 342
1300 2.81 -7.82 8.32 340
1325 2.93 -7.61 8.15 339
1350 3.00 -7.20 7.80 337
1375 3.22 -7*23 7.91 336
1400 3.37 -7.15 7.90 335
1425 3.50 -6,76 7.61 332
1450 3.74 -6.45 7,45 330
1475 3.84 -6.06 T.17 327
1500 4.01 -5.91 7.14 326
1325 4.39 -5.83 T_29 323
1550 4.J, 8 -5.48 7.08 321
1575 4.37 -5.02 6.65 319
1600 4.69 -5.01 6.86 317
1625 4.69 -4.71 6.64 315
1650 4.39 -4.1T 6.06 313
TABLE11-4
FPS-16 8AOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELIK;ITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8959 12128164* 13262, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLEAIDA
WS THETA ALT * NX WE W_ THETA 8LT WX WZ us THETA
NETERS H/SIC , NISEC N/SEC DIG
1675 4*42 -3.80 _.83 3LO
1TCMD 4*62 -3*58 5.E_* 308
1725 4.43 -3.26 3.50 306
1750 4.04 -2.97 3.02 306
1775 4,07 -2.92 5.01 305
1800 4.07 -2.35 4.70 300
1825 4.10 -1.62 4.41 291
1850 4.73 -1.18 4087 284
1875 5.16 -0*67 5.18 277
1900 5.03 -0.28 3*04 273
1925 5.16 0.03 3.16 269
1950 5.56 0.34 5.37 266
1975 3.66 0.38 5.65 _66
2000 5.69 0.38 5,71 266
2025 5.84 0.54 3.86 265
2050 S.81 0.63 5.84 264
2075 6.12 0.41 6.14 266
2100 6.13 0.44 6.14 266
2125 6.14 0.53 6.16 263
2150 6.07 0.36 6.08 266
2175 5.80 0.33 5.81 267
2200 5.80 0.41 5.82 266
2225 S.67 0.39 5.68 266
2250 3.70 0.33 5.71 267
2275 6.03 0.20 6.03 268
2300 5.95 0.21 5095 268
2325 3.51 °0.17 3.51 272
2350 4.72 -1.22 4.08 284
2375 3.91 -1o86 4.33 295
2400 3.43 *2*50 4.24 306
2425 2.68 -3.30 4.25 321
2430 1.66 -3*TT 4.11 336
2475 0.83 -3.96 4.04 348
2500 0.36 -4.43 4.45 355
2525 0.21 -4.47 4.68 357
2550 O*LT -4.59 4.60 358
2575 0.13 -5.01 5.01 358
2400 0.03 -4.99 .4.99 359
2625 -0.14 -4091 4.91 1
2650 -0.28 -3.00 3.00 3
METERS N/SEC M/SEC WISE¢ 080
2675 -0.29 ,4,99 5.00 '3
2700 -O.3E -4096 4.0T 4
2725 -0.66 -5.09 5.11 S
2750 -0.44 -5*17 5.19 S
2773 -0.42 -5.08 5.10 5
2800 -0.45 '5.45 Sp47 4
2825 -0.47 -3.84 5.85 4
2850 -0.27 -3*88 5.80 2
2875 -0.16 -6.01 6.01 1
2900 -O.ZT -6.40 6.40 2
2925 -0.22 -6.4T 6.48 2
2950 0.10 -5.8T 5.03 339
2975 0.30 -5.62 S.63 357
3000 0.30 °5032 _.33 334
3023 0.68 -4.88 4.93 352
3050 0.96 -4.81 4.90 349
3075 1.66 -4.87 5.14 341
3100 2.74- -4.94 5.65 331
5125 4.02 -5.31 6.66 323
3150 5.04 -3,72 7.62 318
3175 +. 6.05 -6.27 8.71 316
3200 6.68 -6.54 9.35 314
3225 7.02 -6.39 9.49 312
3250 T*32 -6.26 9.79 310
3275 8.03 -6.25 10.10 300
3300 9.22 -6.53 11.29 303
3325 9.82 -6.60 11.83 304
3350 9,35 -6.37 11.59 304
5375 9.67 -6.60 11.T1 304
3400 9.73 -6.54 tl*T3 304
3425 g*59 -6.33 11.49" 303
3450 9.50 -6.05 11.26 302
3475 g*40 °5.94 11.12 302
3300 9.38 -3.80 11.03 302
3523 9.30 -3.48 10.79 300
3550 9.14 -5.31 10.57 300
3575 9.15 -S.Z7 10.56 300
3600 9.14 -3.00 10.42 299
3625 8.99 -4.73 30.16 298
3650 8.98 °4.65 10.11 297
ALT " ALTITUDE* MX - ZINAL CBMpIINENT, WZ 'J NERIOIBNAL CBNPINENT, WS m WIND SPEED, THET6 - WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX
_PS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 0959 12/28/64. 13162t EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
WZ W5 THE TA ALT WX MZ MS THETA 8LT NX WE US THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC MISEC OEG
3675 9.15 -4.43 10.17 296
3700 ?.10 -6.18 10.02 294
3725 8.97 -3.97 9.81 294
3750 8.76 -3.77 g.59 293
3773 8.59 -3.76 9,38 293
3800 8.30 -5.35 8.93 292
3825 8.26 -2.79 8.72 289
3850 8.90 -2099 9.39 288
3875 6.99 -2.89 9.4A 288
3900 8.99 -2.53 9.34 286
3925 9.25 -2.34 g.s3 284
3950 9.46 -2.02 9,67 282
3975 9.$2 -1.77 q.68 280
4000 9.59 -1.49 9.70 279
4025 9.80 -1.13 9.86 276
4050 9.90 -1.03 9.96 276
4075 9.88 -0.96 9.93 275
4100 9,68 -0.68 9.70 274
4125 9.67 -0.39 9.48 272
4150 9.49 -0.12 9.30 271
4175 9.51 -0.04 9.51 270
4200 9.37 -0.00 9,37 270
4225 9.53 0.25 9.53 268
4250 9.58 0.40 9.59 267
4275 9.44 0.37 9.46 268
4300 9.47 0.45 9.48 267
4325 9.42 0.43 9.43 267
4350 9.41 0.39 9.42 267
4375 9*36 0.64 9.38 266
4400 9.10 0.84 9.14 265
4425 9.24 o.q| 9.28 269
4450 9.25 0.98 q.31 264
4475 9.14 0.96 q.19 264
4500 9.28 0.98 9.33 264
4525 9.50 1.09 9.56 263
4550 9.31 1.24 9.39 262
4575 9.53 1.46 9.64 261
4600 9.66 1.35 9.78 261
4625 9.14 1.55 9.27 260
4650 9.OT 1.48 9.19 261
METERS NISE_ NISEC NISE_ DEG
4675 9.05 1.42 9.16 261
4700 9.42 1.72 9*57 259
4725 9.43 1.86 9.61 259
4750 9.02 1.98 9.24 257
4775 8.78 2.15 9.04 256
4800 8.83 2.00 9.05 257
4825 8.81 1.78 8.99 258
4850 8.21 1.83 8.42 257
4875 7,92 2.25 8o24 254
4900 7.82 2.73 8.28 251
4925 7.71 3.07 8.29 248
4950 7.48 3.22 8.14 247
4975 6.71 3.42 7.53 243
5000 5.72 3.56 6*74 238
3025 4.80 3.39 5.87 235
5050 4.21 2.84 5.08 236
5075 3.84 2.61 4.64 256
5100 3.40 2.$5 4.25 233
5125 3.4_ 2.21 4.06 237
5150 3,46 1.8_ 3.86 2A1
5175 3.21 1.34 3.48 247
5200 3.27 0.88 3.38 235
5225 3.28 0*40 3.30 263
5250 3.33 -0.03 3.33 270
5275 3.25 -0,32 3.27 275
3300 3.34 -0.96 3.47 286
5325 3.62 -1.64 3.97 294
5350 3.71 -2.26 4.35 301
5375 4.11 -3.13 5.17 307
5400 4.62 -3.93 6.06 310
5625 4.92 -4.41 6.61 312
5450 5.35 -4.76 7.16 311
5475 3.49 -5.02 7.44 312
5500 5.79 -5*47 7.97 313
5525 6.38 -5.95 8.72 313
3550 6.70 -6.21 9.14 313
SS7S 6.65 -6.47 9.28 314
5600 6.69 -6.83 9.56 315
5625 T.50 -7.71 10.76 316
5650 8.27 -8.41 11.80 315
METERS NISEC M/SEC N/SEe 0E0
5675 D.4S -8.86 12.24 316
5700 8.39 -8.94 12.26 317
5T25 8.35 -8.52 11.91 +315
5750 T.86 -8.43 n.33 317
5775 7.66 -9.03 11.84 320
5800 8.40 -9.94 13.01 320
5825 8.88 -9.75 13.19 317
5850 8.90 -9.31 12.88 316
5875 8.93 -9.75 13.22 :317
5900 9*16 -10*14 13.66 318
5925 9.24 -10._7 13.74 318
5950 9.39 -10.43 14.04 318
5975 9.62 -10.79 14.46 31E
6000 9.58 -10.79 14.43 318
6025 9.63 -10.89 14.34 318
6050 9.81 -10.97 14.72 318
6075 9.91 -11.00 14.81 318
6100 9.63 -10.84 14.51 318
6125 9.82 -11.18 14.88 _319
6150 10.00 -11.48 15.22 319
6175 9.71 -11.19 14.82 }19
6200 9.56 -11.07 14.63 319
6225 9.85 -11.13 14.67 319
6250 9.71 -11.31 14.91 319
6275 9.62 -11.36 14.88 320
6300 g*48 -11.51 14.91 320
6325 9.60 -11.85 13.25 321
6350 9.60 -11.77 15.19 321
6375 9.63 -11.86 15.27 321
6400 g*76 -12.40 15.7T 322
6423 9*78 -12.67 16.01 322
6450 9.81 -12.75 16.09 322
6475 9*47 -12.46 15.65 325
6500 9.60 -12.63 13.86 323
6525 10.01 -13.07 16.46 322
6550 g*86 -12.92 16.25 322
6575 9*66 -12.75 16.00 323
6600 9.88 -12.$5 15.98 322
6625 10.38 -12.32 16.26 320
6650 10.48 -12._5 16.27 320
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " Z|NAL CEMPENENT_ MZ " NERIDIENAL C8NPENENT. MS "'MINC SPEEO. THETA = NIND OIRECTIEN
TABLE 11-4 (con't) PAGE133
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8959 12J2B/64t 15162t EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLBRIOA
RLT MX M2 MS THE TA 6LT MX MZ MS TBET A RLT MX MZ M5 THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS RISEC M/SEC M#SEC DEG METERS R/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6675 lO,B2 -12.60 16.61 319 7675 16.65 -15.67 22.86 313 8675 19,73 -12.44 23.32 302
6700 11oE6 -12.95 17.16 319 T700 16*42 -15.46 22.54 313 8T00 19.40 -11.85 22*73 301
6725 11.39 -12.76 1T,11 310 T725 16.06 -15.42 22°26 314 8725 19o85 -11.64 23.01 300
6750 11.46 -12.52 16.97 317 7750 15.70 -13.48 22*04 314 8750 20.15 -11.65 23.27 300
6775 11.27 -12.57 16_88 31R 7775 15.12 -15.28 21*49 315 8775 19.70 -11.45 22*79 300
6800 11.28 -12.77 17,06 318
6825 11.46 -15,16 17,45 519
6850 11,54 -13,53 17,78 319
6875 11.85 -13,91 18.27 319
6900 12.07 -14.17 18,62 319
7800 15.00 -15.43 21.52 316
7825 15.18 -15*52 21.71 315
TEBO 16.98 -15.38 21.46 316
T875 14.61 -15.14 21.04 316
7900 1A.51 -15.08 20.93 316
8800 19.79 -11.55 22.91 300
8825 19.91 -11.57 23.02 300
8850 19.51 -11.32 22.39 300
8875 19.29 -11.49 22.43 301
8900 19.6E -11.30 22*64 300
6925 11.65 -13,84 18.09 320
6950 11.79 -14.01 18031 320
6975 12.36 -14,62 19014 320
7000 12.42 -14.94 19.43 320
7025 12.48 -15,30 19.75 321
7050 12.60 -15,$0 19,98 321
T075 12.55 -15.43 lg,B9 321
7100 12.73 -13,63 20,16 321
7123 13.25 -16.04 20,61 320
7150 13.52 -16.07 21.00 320
7175 13.34 -15,78 20,79 319
?200 13.59 -15.44 20,57 318
7225 14.23 -15.57 2h09 317
?250 16.99 -15.73 21.73 316
7275 15.43 -15.58 21,96 315
7925 14.77 -15.39 21,33 316
7950 14.74 -15.37 21.29 316
TgT5 14.T5 -15.32 21.27 316
8000 14.67 -13.45 21.31 316
8025 14.25 -15.35 20.95 317
8050 14,39 -15.31 21.01 317
8075 14.70 -15.82 21.59 317
8100 14.68 -15.06 21.61 317
8125 14.35 -15.39 21.04 317
8150 14.54 -15.44 21.21 317
8175 14.84 -15.44 21.62 316
8200 14.20 -14.63 20.39 316
6225 14.34 -14.52 20*41 S15
8250 14.37 -14.09 20.12 314
8275 14,35 -13.37 19.61 313
8925 19.36 -10.39 21.97 298
8950 19.70 -9*7T 21.99 296
8975 20.11 -9.35 22,18 295
gOD0 19.87 -8,90 21.T7 294
9025 19.49 -8.56 21.29 294
9050 19.19 -8.34 20.93 293
9075 18.88 -8.14 20.56 293
9100 18.92 -8.09 20.57 293
9125 19.10 -7.99 20.70 293
9150 18.85 -8*10 20.51 293
9173 18.08 -8.01 19.77 294
9200 17.64 -7.69 19.24 293
9225 17.75 -T*93 19.43 294
9250 16.85 -8.30 18*78 296
92T5 15*94 -8*23 17.94 297
7300 15.66 -15,37 21.94 314
7325 15.59 -15.03 21,66 314
7350 16.14 -15.50 22.38 314
7373 16.67 -16004 23,13 314
7600 16.51 -15.90 22.92 314
8300 15.07 -13.22 20.08 311
8325 15.22 -12*73 19.85 310
8350 15.12 -12.57 19.66 310
R373 15.86 -12.00 20.30 309
8400 16.67 -13.14 21.23 308
9300 15.36 -7.97 17.30 297
9325 IB*SO -8.10 17.49 297
9350 15.77 -8.05 17.71 297
9375 15.32 -7.93 17,25 297
9400 15.19 -7.96 17.15 297
7425 16.42 -15.71 22.73 314
?450 16.30 -15.34 22,52 313
7475 16.15 -15.34 22,2T 313
T50O 15.86 -15.04 21.86 313
7525 15096 -15.22 22,05 313
7550 16.39 -15.53 22,58 313
7575 16.43 -13.50 22,39 313
T60O 15.99 -15.19 22*05 313
7625 16.09 -15.36 22,23 313
7650 16.64 -13.85 22.98 313
8425 16.76 -13.12 21.29 308
E450 17.07 -13.27 21.62 308
8475 17.30 -13.40 21.88 308
8500 17.36 -13,40 21.93 307
8525 17.89 -13.76 22.57 307
8550 17.92 -13.57 22.40 307
8575 18,13 -12.99 22.32 303
8600 19.03 -12.88 22.97 304
8625 19.1D -12.67 22.92 303
8650 19.40 -12.33 23o12 303
9625 15.01 -7.77 16.90 297
9450 13.08 -7*34 16.99 297
9475 16.92 -8.22 17.03 299
9500 1A.55 -8.31 16.57 300
9523 13.88 -8.50 16.28 301
9550 13,46 -8.74 16.05 303
9575 13.23 -8.65 15.R1 303
9600 12.92 -6.71 13.58 304
9623 12.55 -8.64 15.24 304
9650 12.51 -8.42 15.03 30_
ALT • ALTITUOEt MX 8 ZBNAL CEMPRNENTt N2 " MERIOIBNAL CBMPgNENTs M5 • MINO SPEEDB THEIR " MIND DIRECTiBN
ALT
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8959 12128164. 13162* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLRRIDA
NX MZ NS THETA ALT MX MZ NS THETA ALT MX MZ N5 THETA
METER5 M/SEC M/SEe MISEC DEG
9675 12076 -8.70 15.44 304
9700 12058 -8.99 15,46 305
9725 12.23 -9,12 15.25 307
9730 11,$4 -9,18 14.98 308
9775 12.41 -9.48 15.61 307
9800 12.53 -10.09 16.09 309
9825 12008 -11.12 16.42 312
9850 12o42 -11070 17,06 313
9875 12.27 -11.99 17,15 314
9900 12.23 -12.49 17.48 313
NETERS NISEC R/SEC M/SEC OEG
10675 1_,43 -4.96 18.14 286
10700 17.78 -3.96 18.22 282
10725 18.49 -3075 18*8T 201
10750 18.77 -3035 lg.OT 280
10775 19.18 -3.08 19.43 279
10800 19.18 -2.68 19*36 278
10823 18.89 -2o10 19.00 276
10850 lg*22 -1.43 19.28 274
10875 20.13 -1.27 20.17 273
10900 20.16 -lo30 20.22 274
METERS N/SE£ N/SEC MISEC DEG
11675 29.18 -1.36 29.22 272
11700 29o09 -0.43 29.09 271
11725 28.97 0.41 2R.98 269
11750 29.16 l.lO 29.19 268
11773 28.29 1,16 28.31 267
11800 27.38 1.06 27.40 268
11823 27.17 1.10 27.19 267
11850 26.98 0.82 26.99 268
11875 26.67 0.46 26.68 269
11900 26.12 -0,09 26.12 2_0
9925 12.62 -12.67 17.76 315
9950 12044 -12,40 17*36 315
9975 12.70 -11.84 17.36 313
lO000 12.97 -11.21 17,14 311
10025 12079 -10.89 16.80 310
10925 19,95 -1.42 20.00 274
IOqSO 19.71 -I.IT 19*76 273
10973 19.02 -0.99 19.05 E73
llOOO 19.65 -0.93 19,67 273
11025 20.22 -1.06 20.23 273
11925 25.89 -0.59 25.89 271
11950 26.05 -0.78 26.06 272
11975 25.92 -1.22 25.95 273
12000 25,76 -1.74 23.82 274
12025 25.14 -2.24 25.24 2T5
10050 12.73 -11.09 16.88 311
10075 13030 -10.68 17,03 309
10100 13.62 -9.81 16,78 306
10125 13.97 -9.23 16,73 303
10150 13.92 --8.83 16.68 302
11050 20.00 -O.e7 20.02 272
11075 21.01 -1.25 21.05 273
11100 21.22 -1.27 21.26 273
11125 22.12 -0.37 22.12 271
11150 22016 0.22 22.16 269
12050 23.64 -2.77 25.79 276
12075 26.26 -3.31 26.46 277
12100 26.05 -3.92 26.34 278
12125 27,73 -4,94 28.18 280
12150 28,26 -3.72 28.83 281
10;75 16.29 -9.43 17.12 303
10200 16.34 -9.6& 17.28 304
10225 16.36 -9036 17,13 303
10250 1_.95 -8.89 17.39 301
10275 15.01 -0.45 17.23 299
11175 22,32 0.37 22.33 269
11200 22.89 0.67 22.90 268
11225 21082 0.86 21.84 268
11250 21.85 1*05 21.88 267
11275 23.09 0.91 23.11 268
12175 27.01 -3.90 27.64 282
12200 27.89 -6.23 28.38 282
12225 2B.37 -6.28 29.03 282
12230 28.43 -6.79 29.25 283
12275 28.76 -T.ST 39.74 265
10300 1_.60 -8.37 16.83 300
10325 14.32 -8024 16.52 300
10350 IS.O0 -7.78 16.89 297
10375 15.71 -7o02 17o23 294
10400 16.36 -7.05 17,81 293
11300 22.69 0.69 22.T0 268
11325 22.07 0.49 22.07 269
11350 21.57 -O.Ol 21.57 2TO
11375 20.87 -0.12 20.87 270
11400 22.40 -0.30 22.40 271
12300 28.34 -0.19 29.69 286
12325 28.72 -8.9| 30.Cr/ 287
12350 28,54 -8.99 29.92 287
12375 28*45 -9.40 29.96 288
12400 28.26 -9.54 29.82 288
10425 16.85 -7.38 18039 293
10450 16.67 -7009 18,12 293
10475 16.14 -6.64 17o43 292
10300 17.06 -6.61 18.29 291
10525 IT.44 -6*44 18,59 2go
11425 21.90 -0.52 21.91 271
11450 21.95 -0*72 21.96 2T2
11475 23.11 -1,09 23.14 273
11500 22*90 -1.45 22.95 273
11525 23.60 -1.72 23.67 274
12425 28.24 -g.68 29.05 289
12450 28.53 -10.20 30.30 289
12475 28*24 -10.31 30.07 290
12500 29.13 -10.92 31.11 290
12525 2g.51 -11.66 31.73 291
10550 16.67 -5.93 17,69 28g
10575 18.06 -6.03 lg.04 288
10600 18.08 -5.82 18.99 288
10625 16.82 -5,27 17.63 287
10650 17,78 -5*75 18.68 2R8
11550 26.32 -1.75 24.58 274
11575 25*52 -1.65 25.57 276
11600 26.52 -1.83 26.59 274
11625 26*69 -2.13 26.78 2TA
11650 28.09 -1.79 28.15 273
12530 28.72 -11.70 31.01 2g2
12575 28.04 -11*93 30.47 293
12600 28.36 -12.09 30.83 293
12625 28.76 -12.14 31.22 293
_2650 27*93 -12.24 30.52 293
ALT - ALTITUOEt NX " ZRNAL CINPRNENTt MZ - MERIOIgNAL CSRPSNENTe MS • MINO SPEED* THETA " WIND D|RECTIBN
PAGE 134 TABLE11-4 (c0n_t)
EPS-16 RADkRI_SPHERE WIND VELICITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8959 12/28/84, 13162o EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METIERS M/SEC R/SEC R/SEC DEG
12675 27.73 -12.35 30.35 2q6
12700 28.03 -12.51 30.69 294
12723 27.56 -12.43 30.21 296
12750 27.54 -12.96 30.43 295
12775 28.22-13.81 31.42 296
12800 28.00 -13.69 31.16 296
12825 28.31 -14.20 31.67 296
12850 28.0T -14.89 31.78 298
12875 27.88 -15.66 31.98 299
12900 27.74 -16.39 32.22 300
12925 27.23 -17.00 32.10 302
12950 27.67 -17.74 32.87 302
12975 26.38 -18.06 31.97 304
13000 23.83 -17.07 29.31 305
13025 23.61 -15.97 28.31 304
13030 23.22 -15.16 27.73 303
13075 21.95 -13.79 25.92 302
13100 21.38 -12.60 24.82 300
13125 20.85 -11.53 23.83 299
13150 20.07 -9.92 22.39 296
13175 21.01 -8.60 22.70 292
13200 21.53 -8.30 23.07 291
13225 21.04 -7.36 22_29 289
13250 20.03 -6.10 20.94 287
13275 20.75 -4.57 21.23 282
13300 21.80 -3.76 22.12 280
13325 21.79 -2.75 21.96 277
13350 21.27 02.75 21044 277
13375 21.69 -2.63 21.82 276
13400 22.79 -1.85 22.87 274
13625 22.66 -1.83 22.73 274
13450 22.06 -1.84 22.13 273
13473 22.95 -1.33 22.99 273
13300 22.86 -1.06 22.89 272
13523 22.42 -0.60 22.43 271
13530 23.08 -0.03 23.08 270
13575 23.84 0.21 23.85 269
13600 23.94 0,25 23.94 269
13625 23.75 0.24 23.75 269
13650 23.12 0.44 23.12 269
ALT HA M2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEC OEG
13675 22.62 1.12 22.85 287
13700 23.91 1.07 23.93 267
13725 23.34 1.21 23.37 267
13750 23.18 1.90 23.25 265
13775 23.91 2.19 24.01 265
13800 24.04 2.43 24.16 264
13825 23.81 2.66 23.96 263
13850 24.90 3.16 25.10 263
13875 25.11 3.16 25.31 263
13900 23.27 3.03 25.45 263
13925 26.17 3.$1 26.40 262
13050 26.87 4.41 27.23 260
13975 27.66 5.00 28.31 260
14000 28.55 5.27 29.03 259
14023 28,93 5.14 29.38 260
14030 28.94 4.62 29.31 261
14075 29.96 4.03 30,23 262
14100 30.62 3.72 31.04 263
14125 30.52 2.88 30.66 264
14150 31.64 1.79 31.69 267
14173 32.05 1.11 32.07 268
14200 31.83 0.41 31.83 269
14225 31.79 -0.50 31.79 271
14250 31.63 -1.77 31.68 273
14275 31.17 -2.39 31.26 274
14300 31.47 -3.24 31.64 276
14325 32.12 -4.12 32.38 277
14330 31.33 -4.81 31.70 279
14373 30.62 -5.62 31.13 280
14400 30.78 -7,00 31.56 283
14425 29.85 -7.42 30.76 284
1_50 27.98 -7.60 29.00 285
14675 26.10 -7.63 27.19 286
14500 25.93 -7.43 26.97 286
14325 26.44 -7.06 27.37 285
14550 24.86 -6.15 25.61 284
14575 24.38 -5.25 24.93 282
14600 23.80 -4.54 24.23 281
14625 23.41 -3.39 23.65 278
14650 23.23 -2.48 23.37 276
ALT NX NZ US THETA
METERS RISEC MISEC RISEC OEG
14675 22.36 -2.14 22.46 275
14700 22.20 -1.44 22.25 2T4
14725 22.41 00.90 22.43 272
14750 21.46 -0.59 21.48 271
14775 21.90 0.51 21.91 268
14800 22.52 0.56 22".32 268
14823 22.09 0.69 22.10 268
14850 22.61 0.90 22.63 268
14873 22.38 0.82 22.40 268
14900 21.91 1.11 21.94 267
14925 22.85 1.10 22.88 267
14950 22.8_ 0.73 22.85 266
14975 22.80 1.37 22,64 266
13000 22.77 2.01 _2.86 265
15025 21.74 2.58 21.90 263
15050 21.20 3.44 21.48 261
15075 20.88 4.08 21.27 239
15100 20.94 4.62 21.45 257
15125 20.34 5.29 21.02 255
15150 1q.96 6.01 20.85 233
15175 20.45 6.67 21.51 252
15200 20.11 6.60 21.16 252
15225 20.14 6.27 21.09 253
15250 20.85 6.49 2|.84 253
15275 20.63 6.80 21.91 252
15300 20.69 7.32 22.14 251
15325 20.50 7.85 21.93 249
15350 20.44 8.60 22.18 247
15375 20.88 9.48 22.93 245
15400 20.56 9.25 22.34 246
15425 20.45 8.96 22.34 246
15450 20.80 8.84 22.60 247
15475 21.34 8.37 22.92 246
15500 21.67 7.64 23.16 231
15525 21.10 6.83 22.17 252
15550 21.62 6.50 22.57 253
15575 22.34 6.72 23.32 253
15600 21.63 6.21 22.50 254
15625 20.46 3.27 21.13 255
15650 21.06 4.52 21.56 258
ALT B ALTITUDE, WX " ZENAL CSMPENENT, NZ - MERiOI|fNAL E|MPSNENIe MS " WINC SPEEOt THETA • WIND DZRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOARIJ1NSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8959 12128/641 13162* EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 NS TMETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC RISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC BEG METERS R/SEC M/SEC RISEC DEG
13675 21.40 3.72 21.72 260 16675 21.26 0.56 21.27 268
15700 19.84 3.40 20.13 260 16700 21.28 0.70 21.30 268
15725 20.36 3.27 20.64 261 16725 21.05 1.36 21.09 266
15750 20.86 2.84 21.06 262 16750 20.83 2.08 20.93 264
15773 19.85 2.40 20.00 263 16775 21.23 2.24 21.34 264
15800 19.67 2.53 19.83 262
15825 19.97 3.15 20.22 261
13850 19.38 3.36 19.71 259
15875 18.80 4.26 19.28 257
15900 19.01 4.29 19.49 257
16800 21.24 1.81 21.31 265
16825 22.46 2.65 22.61 263
16850 22.81 3.66 23.10 261
16875 21.47 4.01 21.84 259
16900 20.73 3.86 21.09 259
15925 19.41 4.10 19.84 258
15950 19.15 4.34 19.63 257
15975 18.78 4.56 19.32 256
16000 1g.66 5.24 20.35 255
16025 19.54 5.73 20.37 253
16925 20.51 3.49 20.80 260
16950 20.23 2.70 20.41 262
16975 20.14 1.68 20.21 265
17000 20.54 1.12 20.57 267
17025 21.04 0.55 21.05 268
16050 19.33 6.06 20,26 252
16075 19.69 6.65 20.76 251
16100 20.01 7.39 21.33 250
16125 20.27 7.44 21.59 250
16150 20.86 7.42 22.14 250
16175 21.66 7.33 22.87 251
16200 21.89 7.02 22.99 252
16225 21.66 5.83 22.44 255
16250 21.70 3.16 22.30 256
16275 21.52 4.77 22.05 257
16300 22.49 4._7 22.95 258
16325 23.21 4.18 23.38 260
16350 22.89 3.58 23.17 261
16375 23.23 3.20 23.45 262
16400 23.90 3.04 24.09 263
16425 24.09 2.16 24.18 265
16450 23.47 1.64 23.53 266
16475 22.29 2.03 22.36 265
16500 21.49 2,27 21.61 264
16525 20.62 2.75 20.81 262
16550 20.39 2.51 20.54 263
16575 20.44 1.39 20.49 266
16600 20.62 0.84 20.64 267
16625 21.08 0.35 21.09 269
16650 21.25 0.35 21.25 269
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CBMPENENTt WZ " MERI01ENAL CBHPBNENT* WS " WIND SPEED, THETA • WIND 01RECTIBN
ALT MR MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG _
1325 1.13 -2.86 3.05 338
1350 1;41 -2.76 3.10 333
1375 1.66 -2.90 3.26 333
1600 1.19 -2.96 3.19 338
1625 1.06 -2.91 3.10 360
1650 0.90 -2.83 3.00 361
1675 0.88 -3.03 3.15 366
1500 0.06 -3.32 3.63 365
1525 1.03 -3*69 3.83 366
1550 1.26 -3.85 4.05 342
TABLE 11-5
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1NSPHERE MIND VEL8CITY PR8FILE
TEST NUM8ER 8960 12/29/66, 0106Zt EASTERN TEST RAN,El FLERIOA
ALT MX M2 MS THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC M/SEC OEG
2325 2.62 -2.16 3.38 309
2350 2.62 -2.37 3.39 316
2375 2.30 -2.66 3.35 316
2400 2.19 -2.67 3_45 320
2625 2.09 -3.12 3.76 326
2650 2.01 -3.56 6.08 330 j
2475 1.85 -3.86 4.28 336
2500 1.$0 -6.15 6.46 339
2523 1.36 -6*26 6*6T 362
2550 1,13 -6.28 6.63 345
1575 1.26 -3.83 4.03 362
1600 1.29 -3.06 6.07 361
1625 1.64 -3.85 4.18 337
1650 1.90 -3.71 6.17 333
16TS 1.77 -3.38 3.B2 332
1700 1.79 -3.60 3.85 332
1725 1.96 -3.61 4.11 331
1750 2.08 -3.74 6.28 331
1775 2.15 -3.99 6.53 332
1800 2.10 -4.06 6.57 333
1825 2.22 -6.12 6.68 331
1850 2.56 -6.52 5.20 330
1875 2,70 -6.58 5.31 329
1900 2.72 -6.29 3,08 327
1925 3.04 -4.27 5.26 324
1950 3.64 -4.11 5.49 318
1975 3.96 -3.56 5.32 312
2000 6.06 -2.57 4.79 302
2023 6.23 -1.65 6.67 209
2050 4.06 -0.55 6.09 277
2075 3.68 0.17 3.68 267
2100 3.53 0.67 3.59 259
2125 3.62 1.08 3.58 252
2150 3.13 1.26 3.36 268
2175 2.73 1.19 2.98 246
2200 2.$4 0.80 2.67 252
2225 2.$5 0.10 2.55 268
2250 2.$7 -0.66 2.65 286
2275 2.60 -1.22 2.87 295
2300 2.68 -1.67 3.16 302
PAGE135
ALT MR MZ MS THETA
METERS RISEC M/SEC RISEC OEG
3325 3.02 -7.65 8.04 338
3350 3.30 -7.67 8.35 337
3375 3.55 -7.86 8.61 335
3400 3.72 -8.10 8.92 335
3625 3.83 -8.69 9.31 336
3450 3.96 -8.75 9,60 336
3675 6.21 -8.76 9.72 336
3500 4.50 -8.57 9.71 332
3525 5.29 -8095 10.60 329
3550 5,97 -9.17 10.96 327
2575 0.93 -6.32 4.62 348
2600 0.69 -4.31 6.37 351
2625 0.36 -3*97 3.99 355
2650 0.65 -3.79 3.82 353
2675 1.12 -6.00 4.15 344
3575 6*23 -8.78 10.77 326
3600 6.27 -8.55 10.60 326
3625 6.60 -8.31 10.69 322
3650 6,74 -8.28 10.68 321
3675 7.03 -8.67 11.00 320
2700 1.80 -6.33 6.69 337
2T25 2.51 -6.86 5.67 333
2750 3.09 -5*23 6.07 329
2775 3.02 -6.85 S.71 328
2800 2.67 -6.16 4.84 329
3700 7.21 -8.55 11.19 320
3725 7,69 -8.73 11.51 319
3750 7.69 -8.97 11o81 319
3775 7.72 -8.87 11.76 319
3800 7.81 -8.52 11,56 317
2825 1.96 -3.77 6.26 333
2850 1.66 -3.68 3.96 338
2875 1.06 -3.86 6.0_ 365
2900 0.64 -6.10 6.15 351
2925 0,28 -6.32 6.33 356
3825 7.98 -8.24 11.47 316
3850 8.35 -_8.21 11.71 314
3875 8.66 -8,25 11.96 313
3900 8.69 -8.13 11.90 313
3925 8.81 _7.86 11.81 312
2950 0.06 -6.65 6.65 359
2975 -0.13 -5.05 5.05 1
3000 -0.22 -5.51 5*52 2
3023 -0.02 -5.95 "5.95 0
3050 O*lT -6.23 _.23 358
3950 9.09 -7.38 11.71 309
3975 9.46 -7.06 11.79 307
4000 10.00 -T*lg 12.31 306
4025 10.69 -7.68 13.05 305
6050 11.29 -7.57 13.60 306
3075 0.23 -6,18 6.18 358
3100 0.41 -6.02 6.03 356
3125 0.86 -6,11 6.17 352
3150 1.36 -6.26 6.38 _68
3175 1.63 -b.30 6.50 365
6075 11.56 -7.62 13,73 303
6100 11.73 -7.18 13.76 301
6125 12.17 -7.13 16.10 300
4150 12.71 -7.06 16.53 299
4175 13.82 -7.04 15.24 297
3200 1.93 _6.68 6.95 366
3225 2.24 -6.85 T.21 362
3250 2.61 -6.84 7.25 360
3275 2.59 -7.07 7.$3 360
3300 2.82 -7.23 7.76 339
6200 13.96 -6.95 15.39 296
4225 13.30 -6.70 15.08 296
4250 13,92 -6.87 15.52 _296
6275 13.79 -6.E1 15.38 296
6300 13.81 -6,93 15.6S 296
ALT • ALTITUDEt MR - EENAL CBNPSNENTt MZ " MERIOI8NAL C8MP8NENT, MS " MIND SPEEDe THETA • MIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VEL8CITY PREFILE
"TEST NUMBER 8960 12/29/66t 01062, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL|RIDA
ALT MX HZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
6325 16.19 "7.20 15.91 297
6350 13*71 -7.09 15.4_ 297
6375 13*91 -7.27 15.69, 297
6600 16.02 -7.27 15.79 297
4625 16.00 -7.22 15.75 297
4450 16.04 -7.19 15.77 297
6675 16.10 -6.82 15.66 296
6500 16.19 -6.26 15.50 296
6525 16.56 -5.89 15.69 292
6550 16.97 -5.76 16.06 291
6575 15.23 -5.40 16.16 289
6600 15.56 -6.66 16.22 287
_625 15.75 -3.76 16.20 283
6650 15.01 -3.06 16.10 281
6675 15.86 -2.38 16.04 278
6700 15,67 -1.68 15.76 276
67"25 15.$4 -1.16 15.59 274
4750 15.6T -0.56 15.48 2T2
4775 _ 5.16 -0.26 15.17 271
6800 16.61 -0.26 16.61 271
4825 16.72 -0.01 16.72 270
6850 14.62 0.56 14.44 268
6875 13.67 1.16 13.52 265
6900 13.17 1.50 13.25 263
6925 12.87 1*T6 12.99 262
6950 12.63 2.00 12.$9 261
6975 12.64 2;15 12.62 260
¸5000 12.28 2.13 12.46 260
5O25 11.81 1.99 11.98 260
5050 11.71 1.73 11.84 261
5075 11,53 1.47 11.62 263
5100 11.65 1,60 11.56 263
5125 11.43 1.30 11.50 263
5150 11,27 1.21 11.36 264
5175 11.18 1.13 11.23 266
5200 11.30 0.92 11.36 265
5225 11.05 0.55 11.06 267
5250 10,81 0.26 10.81 268
5275 10,80 0.0_ 10.80 269
5300 11.53 0.01 11.53 270
ALT MX MZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC H/SEC DEG
5325 11.70 -0*07 11.70 270
5350 10*91 -0.55 10.93 273
5375 10.62 *0.96 10.66 275
5600 10.42 -1.17 10.69 276
5425 10.37 -1.25 10.65 277
5450 10.86 -1.66 10.95 277
5473 10.69 -1.66 10o81 279
5500 9.83 -1,57 9.95 279
5525 9.97 -1.73 10.12 280
5550 9.73 -1.95 9.93 28!
5573 9.3J -2.50 9.66 285
5600 9.3T -3.24 9.91 209
5625 9.17 -3.58 9.86 291
5650 9.10 -3,79 9.86 292
5675 8.66 --3.79 9.27 296
5700 8.00 -3.80 8.86 295
5725 7.87 -3.89 0.77 296
5750 7.98 -6,39 9.11 299
5775 8.26 -6.73 9.50 300
_5800 8.46 -6.88 9.76 300
5825 8.82 -5.26 10.27 301
5850 8.62 -5.15 9.87 301
58T5 8.26 -5.62 9.88 303
5_00 8.15 -5.80 10.01 305
5925 7*87 -5.82 g.79 306
5950 8,15 -6.60 10,36 308
5975 8.07 -6.53 10.38 309
6000 8.02 -6,65 10.30 309
6025 7.86 -6.56 10.22 310
6050 7.62 -6.82 10.22 312
6075 7.76 -7.16 10.54 313
6100 7.45 -7.08 10.28 313
6125 7.15 -6.90 9.93 $16
6150 7.1T -T.O0 10.02 316
6175 7.23 -7.19 10*20 315
6200 6.91 -7,07 9.89 316
6225 6,92 -7.18 9.97 316
6250 6.66 -7.12 9.88 316
6275 6.60 -7.01 9.69 317
6300 6.17 -7.01 9*36 318
ALT MX UZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISI[C MISEC DEG
6325 6.39 -7.10 9.55 _ 318
6350 6.63 -7.14 9.61 318
6375 6.01 -6,90 9o15 319
6400 5.73 -6.68 8*80 319
6625 5.93 -7.05 9.21 320
6650 6.30 -7.52 9.81 320
6475 6.37 -7.78 10.06 320
6500 6.54 -8.11 10.42 321
6525 6.66 -7.94. 10.36 320
6550 6.76 -7*96 10,62 320
6575 6.53 -7.71 10.11 320
6600 6.06 -7.38 9.55 320
6625 6.02 -7.89 9.92 322
6650 6.39 -8.67 10.77 323
6675 6.56 -8.86 11.02 323
6700 6.53 -8.77 10.96 323
6725 7.02 -9.34 11.68 323
6750 7.33 -9.77 12.21 323
6775 7.50 -9*85 12.37 323
6800 7.63 -9.93 12.61 323
6825 7.06 -9.90 12,16 326
6850 ?.20 -10.16 IZ.50 324
6875 7.51 o10.20 12.66 323
6900 7.69 -9.97 12.59 322
6925 8.11 -9,94 12.83 321
_950 8.63 -10.36 13.49 320
6975 8,39 -10.36 13.33 321
7000 7.71 -IO,OZ 12.66 322
7025 7.71 -10.13 12.73 323
7050 7.85 -10.53 13.13 323
7075 7.43 -10.51 12.87 325
7100 6.89 -10.00 12.16 325
7125 6.66 -9.98 12,00 326
7150 6.65 -10.58 J_.50 328
7175 6.56 -10.76 12.60 329
T200 6.65 -10.51 12.33 325
7225 6.66 -10.60 12.52 320
7250 6*46 -10.58 12.39 320
7275 6.61 -11,09 12.91 329
7300 6.75 -11.3_ 13.20 329
ALT - ALTITUDE, MX s ZSNAL C8MPgNENg, MZ - MERIDI8NAL C|NP8NENTt NS " HIND SPEEDt THETA 8 MIND OIRECTI8N
PAGE 136 TABLE 11-5 (con't)
_PS-16 R&DARIJI#SPHERE MIIq0VELK|Ty PItI_ILE
TEST NUMBER 8960 12/2916_,w 020421 EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLMID&
ALT NX N2 US T_TA ALT WX WZ W$ TtTA ALT MX NZ WS THE_'A
METERS 14/SEC N/SEC fl/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEe IqlSEC OEG : N|TERS R/SEC fl#SEC N#SE_; OEG
7323 6.63 -11.41 13.Z0 330 8325 12.25 -10oi6 tg.tl 310 1323 10.18 -7.35 SZ.S6 I06
7350 7.18 -12.03 14.01 329 8330 12.30 010.17 15.5)6 109 t|S0 10.06 -T.39 1_',49 396
7375 7.76 -12.56 16,77 328 8375 12,25 -10.21 15,85 310 g:_T5 9,76 -T,4T 12*29 30Y
7600 8,52 -13,26 15.76 327 8_00 12.36 -10,13 15,97 309 9400 9,44 -7°44 12.02 S08
7425 8,72 -12,t3 15,59 326 8425 12,26 -9,77 15,68 308 9425 9,36 -7,46 11,97 308
7650 9*09 -12,87 15,76 325
7475 9,48 -13.11 16,18 326
7500 g,17 -12,47 19,48 323
7525 9.10 -12.26 15.27 323
7550 8.90 -12.61 15.27 324
7575 8,64 -12.74 15,40 326
7600 8.56 -12.91 15,49 326
7625 8,32 -12.93 15.30 327
7650 8.32 -13,06 15,49 327
7675 8.91 -13,34 16.04 326
8430 12o21 -9,52 15,48 308
8475 12,12 -t,51 15,_0 308
8500 12,04 -9,45 15,31 308
8325 12,05 -9°69 15034 308
85_0 11.88 -t.49 !5.11 308
8575 11,46 -9,38 14.61 309
8600 11,37 -9,51 14,82 310
8625 11.62 -t,89 15,26 .310
8650 11,34 -9*89 15,05 311
8675 11,02 -9,77 14,73 311
5450 9,62 -7,68 12,31 308
1475 9,75 -7,85 12,52 $09
8300 9,86 -7.76 12,55 308
9325 9,80 -7,75 12,55 308
5530 goE_ -7,17 12,65 S01
9573 g,8T _T,19 12,70 301
9600 9,73 -8,00 12,60 309
9623 9,62 08,32 12.72 311
9650 8,98 -8,68 ].2,49 314
g673 8°T9 -g,OT 12,63 316
7700 9,51 -13,44 16.47 325
7725 9.73 -12.95 16.20 323
7750 9.85 -12,98 16729 323
7775 10.47 -16,11 17.57 323
7800 10.40 -14,30 17,68 324
8700 10,79 -9,83 14,60 312
8725 10.57 -9,74 14.37 312
8750 10.18 -9,32 13,80 812
8775 10.13 -9.23 43.72 312
8800 10,25 -9,28 13,83 312
9700 8.77 -9,10 11,64 316
5725 8,24 -8.99 11°20 317
9750 7,93 -9,02 11,01 319
9775 7,88 -9,17 12,09 319
9800 8,02 -9,38 12,34 319
7825 9,97 -14.11 17,27 325
7850 9,88 -14.36 17.43 325
7875 9,62 -14,31 17,24 326
7900 9,65 -14.51 17,31 327
7925 9,37 -14,69 17.42 327
7950 9.37 -14.25 17.06 326
7975 9.57 -13.80 16,79 325
8000 9,70 -13.61 16,55 324
8025 10,06 -13,37 _6,73 323
8050 10.42 -13.33 16.92 322
8825 9.99 -9,05 13,48 312
8850 9,88 -9,00 13,37 312
8875 9.98 -8.72 13.25 311
8900 9,91 -8.67 13.04 310
8925 9.66 -8,33 12,74 311
8950 9,53 -8_07 12.49 310
8975 9,36 -7,73 12.14 309
9000 9.26 -7.58 11,16 30g
9025 9,24 -7,62 11,98 309
9050 _.11 -7,57 11,85 310
9825 7,68 -1,32 12.07 310
5850 T,29 -9*17 11,71 321
5875 6,87 -9,09 11,40 313
9900 6,87 -9,28 11,54 323
1923 6,70 -9,23 11,41 324
9950 6,08 -8*90 10,78 325
9t75 6,23 -9,55 11,40 327
10000 3,92 -9,64 11,31 320
10025 3,78 -9,81 11,38 329
10050 6,05 -10,31 11,96 329
8075 10.62 -13,02 16.80 321
8100 10.87 -12.gl 16.80 320
8125 11,28 -12,64 16,95 318
8150 11.69 -12,34 17.00 316
8175 11.87 -12.00 16.08 315
9075 9,05 -7,43 11,71 309
9100 9,45 -7,62 12,01 308
9125 9,86 -7,31 12,26 306
9150 9.96 -7,09 12,21 305
9175 9,95 -7,22 12,21 306
10075 5,66 -10,31 1101_ $31
10100 3,55 °10,52 11,89 $32
10125 5,64 -10,93 12.30 333
10150 3,44 -11,40 12063 334
10175 , 5o24 -11,68 12,80 336
8200 l_.TO -11.30 16.27 314
8225 11,77 -10,87 16,02 313
8250 12,10 -10,76 16.[9 311
8275 12.18 -10,53 16,10 311
8300 12,21 -10.41 16.05 310
9200 10,19 -7,31 12,56 305
9225 10,45 -7,05 12,61 304
9230 10.69 -6.82 '12,68 302
9275 10.48 -6,72 12.45 302
9300 10.07 -6.96 12.24 304
_0200 5,21 -12.07 13,15 336
10225 5,14 -12,S6 13,57 338
10230 5,32 -12,73 13,T9 337
10275 5,46 -11,89 14,00 337
10300 5.40 -13,19 14,26 338
ALT " ALTITUDE* MX • ZENAL CEMPENENTt MZ= MERIOiINAL CBMPBNENT* WS • WINE SPEEOm THETA - HIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 8960 12/29/64, 01042w EASTERN TEST RANGEI FL8RIDA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA ALT UX N2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISE¢ M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
10325 5,27 -13.23 14,24 338 11325 3,19 -16.49 16.79 349 12325 11,88 -2.21 11,08 280
10350 5,20 -13.61 14,38 339 11350 3.21 -16.41 16,72 349 12350 12,91 -2,33 13,12 180
10375 5.11 -13,58 16,51 339 11375 3.29 -16,42 16,74 349 12375 13.84 02.69 14010 281
10400 5.00 -13,72 16,61 340 11400 3,64 -16.75 17.14 348 12400 13*T3 -2,42 13,94 180
10425 4,84 -13.42 14.26 340 11425 3,75 -16,44 16,87 347 12625 13,75 -2,27 13.94 279
10450 4.91 -13.55 14,69 340
10475 S.O0 -14.20 15.05 340
10500 4,82 -13.75 14,57 341
10525 4,59 -13.76 14.50 341
10550 4.51 -13.68 14.41 342
11450 3,51 -16,14 16.52 348
11475 3,56 -16,27 16,65 348
11500 3.63 -16,06 16.47 347
11525 3.44 -15.90 16.27 348
11550 3,19 -15077 16.09 348
12450 13.98 -2,63 14,23 281
12475 16.48 -2,90 14,76 281
12500 14.76 -3.00 15.06 281
12525 14.81 -3.17 15,14 282
12550 15,04 03,34 15.41 282
10575 4.53 -13.40 14.14 341
10600 4.40 -13.17 13.08 341
10625 4.30 -13.21 13.09 342
10650 4.12 -13,54 14,15 343
10675 4,05 -13.61 14.19 343
11575 3.17 -16.21 16,51 349
11600 3,34 -17,10 17.62 369
11625 3.42 -17.42 17,75 349
11650 3.77 -16,85 17.27 367
11675 4.26 -15.91 16.47 345
12575 15,12 -3,35 13,48 282
12600 15,34 -3,51 15,73 283
12625 15,t4 -4.29 16,50 285
12650 16,17 -4,60 16,81 286
12675 13,27 -4.69 15.98 287
10700 4.08 -13.66 14.24 343
10725 4,11 -13.75 14.35 343
10750 4.13 -13,59 14,21 343
10775 4,00 -13,58 14,15 343
10800 4.04 -13.94 14,52 344
10025 3.88 -13.59 14.13 344
10850 3.85 -13.04 14.37 344
L0675 4.09 -14.35 14.92 344
10900 3,88 -14.52 15,03 345
10925 3.65 -14.97 15.41 346
11700 4.61 _5.26 15.94 363
11725 5.13 -14.58 15,46 340
11750 5,43 -14.26 15.23 339
11775 5.66 -13.85 14,92 338
11800 5.39 -13.37 14.42 338
11825 5,14 -13.29 14,29 339
11850 5.36 -13.34 14.38 338
11875 3.64 -12.37 13.60 335
11900 6.35 -11.27 12.93 330
11925 7.09 -10,35 12,55 325
12700 15,91 -5,7t 16,93 290
12725 16,62 -6,39 17,81 2g1
12750 15,58 -6,24 16,78 292
12775 15,01 -6.10 16.20 212
12800 15,10 -6.19 16.31 292
12825 16,16 -6.90 17.57 .293
12850 16.55 -7.26 18.08 294
12875 16,95 -8.30 18,07 296
12900 17.31 -9.35 19.67 298
12925 16.64 -9.66 19,24 300
10950 3,39 -15,03 15.41 347
10975 3.24 -15.12 15,46 348
!1000 3.16 -15.38 15.70 348
11025 2.81 -15.67 15,92 350
11050 2.57 -15.73 15.94 351
i1950 7.47 -9,28 11.91 521
11975 7,63 -8,70 11.57 319
12000 8.25 -8,49 11,83 316
12025 6.56 -7,76 11,55 312
12050 8.99 -6,87 11,31 307
12950 16,53 -10,34 19,49 302
12975 16,56 -11.09 19,93 304
13000 16.41 -12,05 20,36 306
13025 16,15 -12.89 20,67 308
13050 15.73 -13.43 20.69 310
11075 2.51 -15.88 16.07 351
11100 2,39 -15,91 16.09 351
11125 2,38 -15,43 15.62 351
11150 2.72 -15,61 15.84 350
11175 2.83 -16.34 16,58 350
12075 g,48 -6.40 11,44 304
12100 9.56 -5*69 11.11 301
12125 g. T9 -5.46 11.21 299
12150 9.66 -4.88 10.81 297
12175 g.71 -4.31 10.62 294
13075 14.83 -13,51 20.06 312
13100 14.37 -14.01 20*07 314
13125 13.70 -14,70 20,09 317
13150 12,68 -14.99 19.63 320
13178 11.79 -15,20 19.24 322
11200 2*93 -16.47 16.73 350
11225 3.00 -16.45 16.72 349
11250 3,12 -16.58 16.87 349
11275 3.43 -16*78 1T.12 348
11300 3,31 -16,55 16.88 349
12200 10,72 -3,g6 11.43 2g0
12225 11,31 -3.53 11.85 287
12250 10,95 -3,03 11.36 285
12275 11.38 -2.61 11.68 283
12300 11,89 -2.48 12,15 282
13200 10,04 -14,55 IT*68 325
13225 8,63 -12.98 15.59 326
13250 8.49 -11.69 14,45 324
13275 8,80 -10,61 13,78 320
13300 g.44 -9.11 13,12 314
ALT • ALTITUDE1 WX m ZONAL C8MPONENT_ MZ * MERID[ENAL CEMR8NENT* WS m MIND SPEED* THETA = MIND DIRECTI8N
TABLE11-5 (con't) PAGE137
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE M|ND VELmC|TT PRgF|LE
TEST NUMBER 8960 12/29164, 01062, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEC METERS N/SEC RISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SE[ M/SEG MISEC OEG
13325 9.96 -7.77 12.63 308 16325 18.63 -12.87 22,65 304 15325 22.20 -0.12 22.20 270
13350 11.54 -7,03 13.51 301 14350 18.11 -12.89 22.23 305 15350 22.17 -0.57 22.17 271
13375 12.81 -6.65 14.63 297 16375 17.05 -12.31 21.04 306 15375 21.76 -1.37 21.80 273
13400 13.52 -5.43 14.57 292 14400 15.86 -11.65 19.67 306 15600 21.56 -2.31 21.66 276
13425 14.36 -4.67 15.10 288 16425 15.63 -11.19 19.23 305 15425 21.26 -2.48 21.39 276
13650 14.39 -4.07 16.95 286
13675 14.71 -3.76 15,19 286
13500 17*06 -3.67 17,65 282
13525 17.29 -3.16 17.58 280
13550 1T*81 -2.94 18.05 279
14450 15.64 -10.72 18.80 305
14475 16._ _, -9.59 17.42 303
14500 16.10 -8.33 16.38 300
16525 16.26 -7.67 16.10 297
16550 16;33 -6.55 15.76 29A
15450 21.62 -2.21 21o73 276
15675 22.02 -1.79 22.09 274
15500 21.83 -1.72 21.09 274
15525 21.97 -1.80 22.04 275
15550 22.38 -1.63 22.64 276
13575 18.61 -3.08 18.67 279
13600 18.27 -2.44 18.63 277
13625 10.83 -2.19 18.96 276
13650 19.37 -2.$3 19.56 277
13675 19.93 -2.2fl 20.05 276
14575 13.97 -5.27 14.93 290
14600 16.33 -4.63 15.06 288
14625 14.56 -3.86 15.06 285
14650 14.00 -2.85 14.28 251
16675 16.48 -1.93 16.61 277
15575 22.98 -1.69 23.06 274
15600 23.06 -2.50 23.19 276
15625 22.75 -3.16 22.97 278
15650 21.86 -3.65 22.16 279
15675 21.86 -6.28 22.25 281
13700 20.66 -2.21 20.58 276
13725 20*76 -2.38 20.90 276
13750 21.55 -2.62 21.68 276
13775 20.89 -2.75 21.07 277
13800 20.72 -3.32 20.98 279
14700 16.72 -1.51 16.79 276
16725 14.64 -0.69 16.66 272
16750 16.71 0.93 16.74 266
16775 16.99 1.71 15.09 263
14800 15.85 2.25 16.01 262
15700 21.93 -A.12 22.31 200
15725 21.26 -4.13 21.66 281
15750 20.78 -6.52 21.27 202
15775 20.70 -A.68 21.23 283
15800 21.53 -6.70 22.04 282
13825 21.65 -3.81 21.78 280
13850 20*67 -3.95 21.05 281
13875 20.04 -6,16 20*4T 282
13900 20*38 -6.63 20.09 203
13925 21.20 -4.81 21.76 203
16825 16.28 2.77 16.51 260
16850 16.58 3.68 16.94 258
16875 16.69 3.60 16.88 258
14900 16.46 4.13 16.95 256
16925 17.79 4.76 18.62 255
15825 21.47 -4.52 21.94 282
15850 21.56 -4.39 21.98 281
15875 21.46 -4.55 21.94 282
15900 20.86 -4.60 21.36 282
1§925 20.90 -4.09 21.29 281
13950 21.37 -5.10 21.97 283
13975 20.92 -5.29 21.58 286
16000 21.61 -5.86 22.39 285
1A02S 22.46 -6.57 23.60 286
16050 22.03 -7.25 23.19 280
16950 18.31 5.25 19.05 256
14975 18.30 5.53 19.19 253
15000 19.01 5.T0 19.85 253
15025 18.g3 5.98 19.85 252
15050 20.12 6.32 2hOg 252
15950 21.12 -3.89 21.67 280
15975 21.09 -3.79 21.63 200
16000 21.03 -3.21 21.28 278
16025 21.52 -2.53 21.67 277
16050 21.24 -2.22 21.35 276
16075 21.66 -7.89 23.05 290
16100 21.68 -8.66 23.36 292
16125 21.91 -9.64 23.96 296
16150 21.72 -10.12 23.96 295
16175 21.57 -10.90 24.17 297
15075 20.98 6.11 21.85 254
15100 20.83 5.54 21.55 255
15125 21.17 5.08 21.77 256
15150 21.69 6.69 22.19 258
15175 21076 6.A2 22.21 258
16075 21.64 -2.80 21.82 277
16100 22.18 -3.27 22.42 278
16125 21.05 -3.63 22.16 279
16150 21.52 -4.29 21.96 281
16175 21.13 -5.17 21.75 284
14200 20.99 -11.44 23.91 298
16225 20.11 -11.44 23.14 299
16250 19.54 -11.3A 22.59 300
162T5 19.27 -lhTl 22.55 301
14300 18.95 -12.25 22.56 303
15200 22.14 3.93 22.68 260
15225 22.66 3.28 22.89 262
15250 22.00 2.38 22.13 264
15275 22.22 1.63 22.28 266
15300 22.36 0*71 22.37 260
16200 20.58 -5.60 21.33 285
16225 20.75 -5.92 21.57 286
16250 21.05 -6,67 22.09 287
16275 20.65 -7.86 21.91 291
16300 19.83 -8.68 21.57 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX - EENAL CEMP|NENT, WZ - MERIOIENAL CENP|NENT, MS : MIND SPEED, THETA =NINO DIRECTI8N
EPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELECITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8960 12/29166, 01062, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLER|DA
ALT MX MZ MS TNETA ALT MX M2 NS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEE ' M/SEA DEG
16325 19.45 -8.73 21.32 296 17325 12.57 0.65 12.58 267
16350 19,61 -E_TO 21.66 294 17350 13.07 0.99 13.11 265
16375 19.$5 -8.26 21.50 292 17375 16.07 1.26 14.13 265
16600 20.01 -8.26 21.66 292 17A00 16.56 1.31 16.61 265
16425 19.67 -8.22 21.16 293 17425 16.60 1.31 14.65 265
16450 18.98 -7.79 20.52 292
16675 19.32 -7.80 20.86 292
16500 18.92 -8.06 20.57 293
16525 18.57 -T.6O 20.06 292
16550 19.09 -7.39 20*47 291
17650 15.23 1.04 15.26 266
17475 15.66 O.EA 15.68 267
17500 13.66 0.70 15.48 267
17525 15.70 0*58 15*7| 268
17350 15.88 0.05 15.88 270
16575 19.10 -7.34 20.47 291
16600 19.33 -7.57 20.76 291
16625 18.71 -7*80 20.27 292
16650 27.25 -T,9O 18*97 294
16675 16.56 -8.24 18.68 296
17575 16.02 -1.07 16*05 274
17600 16.35 -1.60 16.63 275
17625 16.83 -2.23 16.90 277
17650 16.63 -2.98 16.TO 280
17675 15.65 -3.20 15.70 282
16700 15.98 -8,46 18*08 298
16725 15,30 -g,06 IT.TT 300
16750 16.70 -9.37 17,64 302
16TTS 16*57 -9.TT 17.56 306
16800 16*27 -10*23 17.56 305
ITTO0 16.90 -2.57 15.12 280
17725 14.70 -2.02 16.83 278
17750 16.83 -1.71 14.92 276
17775 15.16 -1.15 15.18 276
17800 15.28 -0.82 15.31 273
16825 13.62 -10_81 i7.23 30g
16850 12.97 -11.02 17.02 310
16875 12.21 -10.63 16.06 310
16900 11.77 -9,98 15063 310
16925 11.16 -9.79 14.86 311
17825 15.60 -O.IB 15.60 271
17850 15.68 -0.30 15.68 271
17875 15.58 -1.03 15,61 276
17900 15.63 -1.69 15.70 275
17923 15.9A -2.06 16.07 277
16950 9.97 -9.51 13.77 313
16975 9.30 -9*17 13.07 314
17000 0.56 -8.81 12*26 316
17025 7,35 -8.56 11.26 318
17050 6.23 -8.05 10.1g 322
ITOT5 6.73 -6*86 8.A2 326
ITIOO A.36 -6.00 7.62 324
17125 5.08 -5.10 7.20 315
17150 6,68 -A.26 7.75 303
17175 7*02 -6.06 8.80 297
17200 9.21 -3.69 g.92 292
17225 10.36 -3.65 10.92 288
17250 11.48 -2.g3 11.85 284
ITETS 12.66 -1.95 12.S9 279
17300 12.50 -O.T4 12.52 2_3
ALT m ALTITUDE, MX * 2aNAL CINPINENE* H2 " RERIDIRNAL CRNPgNENT, MS "MINO SPEED, 'THETA 8 RIND DIRECTI|N
PAGE138 TABLE I |:6
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPNEREHINO VEL|c|T_ PBSF|LE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12131164, 13101y EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLIRIOA
ALT HR. NZ MS THETA AIT MR MZ NS THETA 6LT HX " NZ NS THETA
METERS NISEC fllSEC NISEC DOG METERS N/SEC M/SIC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SIC N/SIC fl/SEC DEG
200 0.58 -5.39 5.42 354 1200 -5.83 -2.45 6.32 67 2200 -2.78 -4.98 5*70 29
225 -0.06 -4.90 4.90 1 1225 -5.79 -2.39 6.26 67 2225 -2.80 -4.91 5.65 29
250 -0.55 -4.69 4.72 6 1250 -S.80 -2.16 6.19 69 2250 -3.00 -S.II S.92 30
2TS -1.00 -4.93 5.03 11 1275 -6.08 -2.24 6.48 70 2275 -3.14 -4.98 5.89 32
300 -1.31 -5.17 5.34 14 1300 -6033 °2.53 6.81 68 2300 -3.02 -4.69 5.58 33
325 -1.45 -4.76 4.98 IT
$50 -1.79 -4.48 4.82 22
375 -1.93 -4.21 4.63 24
400 -2.31 -3.74 4.39 32
425 -2.81 -3.48 6.47 39
1325 -6.26 -2.62 6.79 67
1350 -6.24 -2.60 6.76 67
1375 -6.71 -2.81 7.28 67
1600 -6.87 -2.83 7.43 67
1623 -6.93 -2.85 7.49 67
2325 -2.74 -4.61 5.36 31
2350 -2.58 -4.46 5.15 30
2375 -2.49 -4.39 5.05 29
2400 -2.44 -4.39 5.02 29
2425 -2.30 -4.35 4.92 28
450 -2.75 -3.62 4.39 39
473 -2.84 -3.43 4.4T 39
500 -2.89 -3.42 4.48 40
525 -3.12 -3.30 6.34 43
530 -3.27 -3.06 4*48 47
1450 -6.91 -3.01 7.54 66
1475 -6,93 -2.99 7.55 66
1500 -6.96 -3.08 7,61 66
1525 -6.63 -3.06 7.29 65
1550 -T*Ol -3.06 7.64 66
2450 -2.39 -4.45 3.05 28
2475 -2.51 -4.54 3.19 29
2500 -2.40- -4.47 5.07 28
2523 -2.47 -4.46 5.10 29
2550 -2,46 -4,40 5,03 29
375 -3.60 -3,06 4,57 48
600 -3,69 -3,00 4,76 51
625 -3,93 -3,01 4._5 52
650 -4.|8 -3.26 5.29 52
675 -4.09 -3.01 3,08 53
1575 -6.92 -2.80 7.47 68
1600 -6.40 -2.25 6.79 70
1625 -5.82 -1.99 6.15 71
1650 -4,89 -2.12 5.33 66
1675 -3. TO -2.21 4.31 59
2575 -2.29 -4.22 4.80 28
2600 -2.29 -3.93 4.55 30
2625 -2,57 -3.86 4.64 33
2650 -2.55 -3.79 4.57 34
2675 -2.32 -3.41 4.13 34
700 -4.30 -2.87 5._7 56
725 -4.32 *-2.91 5.21 56
750 -4.35 -3.07 3.32 55
775 -4.73 -3.08 3.66 57
800 -4.48 -2.77 5.26 58
ITO0 -2.$6 -1.87 3.17 54
1725 -2.10 -1.71 2.71 51
"i750 -1.91 -1.99 2.76 44
1775 -1.46 -2.20 2.63 33
1800 -1.03 -2*36 2.56 23
2700 -2.22 -3.17 3.87 35
2725 -2.07 -2.94 3.59 35
2750 -1.97 -2.68 3.33 36
2775 -2.00 -2.47 3.18 39
2800 -1.96 -2.16 2.92 42
825 -4.52 -2.67 5.25 59
850 -4.56 -2.61 5.25 60
875 -4.55 -2.35 5.22 61
900 -4.63 -2.66 5.34 60
923 -4*66 -2.70 5.39 60
1825 -0.59 -2.60 2.67 12
1850 -0.25 -2.81 2.82 5
1875 -0.31 -2.66 2.68 7
1900 -0.52 -2.46 2.51 12
1925 -0.82 -2.29 2.43 20
2825 -1.80 -1.92 2.63 43
2850 -1.74 -1.86 2.55 43
2875 -1*77 -1.77 2.51 45
2900 -h73 -1.31 2.29 49
2923 -1.66 -1.25 2.08 53
950 -4.71 -2.72 5.44 60
973 -4.71 -2.57 5.37 61
1000 -4.80 -2.26 5.30 65
1025 -4.96 -2.18 5.42 66
1050 -5.03 -2.20 5o49 66
1950 -1.22 -1.88 2.24 33
1975 -1.46 -1.48 2.08 44
2000 -1.80 -1.06 2.09 59
2025 -2.13 -1.16 2.45 _1
2050 -2.38 -2.05 3.14 49
2950 -1.51 -1.01 1.82 56
297S -1.39 -0.98 |.70 34
3000 -1.36 -1.27 1.86 47
3025 -1.32 -1.48 1.98 42
3050 -1.39 -1.63 2.15 40
1075 -4.97 -2.29 5.47 65
1100 -5.05 -2.34 5.57 65
1125 -5.31 -2.27 5.78 67
1150 -5.56 -2,18 5.95 68
1175 -5.67 -2.26 6.10 68
2075 -2.39 -3.01 3.85 38
2100 -2.50 -3.72 4.48 34
2125 -2.92 -4.38 5.27 33
2150 -3009 -6.93 5.82 32
2175 -2.93 -5.09 " 5.88 30
3075 -1.41 -1.81 2.29 38
3100 -1.34 -1.84 2.28 36
3125 -1.23 -1.84 2.21 34
3150 -1.08 -1.86 2.15 30
3175 -1,06 -1.92 2.19 29
ALT • ALTETUOEe UX = ZSNAL C8MPBNENTt MZ " MERIOI8NAL CSMP6NENT* MS = UlNC SPEEOt THETA " MIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAS/JINSPHERE RIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12/31/66t 131021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT UX UZ US THETA ALT HX UZ NS THETA ALT UX UZ N$ THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SIC U/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/5EC MISEC OEG METERS U/SEC M/SEC MI$EC DEG
3200 -1._5 -1.90 2.22 31 4200 -2.63 -8.22 8.63 18 5200 4.25 -4.07 5.89 314
3225 -1.36 -lo73 2.21 38 4225 -2.36 -8.24 8.63 17 5225 4.06 -3.67 3.48 312
3250 -1.53 -1.58 2.20 44 4250 -2.63 -8.51 8.91 IT 5250 6.17 -3.45 3._2 309
3275 -1.70 -1.24 2.10 54 4275 -2.66 -8.65 9.04 17 5275 4.35 -3.21 3.41 306
3300 -1.70 -0.87 1*92 63 6300 -2.63 -8.76 9.15 17 5300 4.40 -2.87 5.26 303
3325 -1.64 -0.55 1.73 71
3350 -1.67 -0.45 1.73 75
3375 -1.69 -0.63 1.81 69
3400 -1.89 -1.13 2.20 59
3425 -1.97 -1.65 2.57 50
4325 -2.80 -8.78 9.21 17
4350 -2.92 -8.43 8.92 19
4373 -2.88 -8.14 8.64 19
4400 -2.62 -7.91 6.34 18
4425 -2.30 -7.13 7.49 18
5325 4.62 -2.68 5.17 301
5350 4.56 -2.68 5.29 300
3375 4.83 -2.87 3.61 301
3400 4.98 -2.98 5.80 301
5425 5*03 -2.95 5.83 300
3430 -1.89 -1.91 2.69 44
3475 -1.91 -2.04 2.79 43
3500 -1.90 -2.25 2.95 40
3525 -2.10 -2.59 3.33 39
3550 -2.14 -2.84 3.56 37
3575 -1.93 -12.94 3.52 33
3600 -1.90 -3.01 3.55 32
3625 -1,97 -3.21 3,76 31
3650 -2,00 -3.40 3.94 30
3675 -1_99 -3.38 4.09 29
3700 -1.96 -3.65 4.14 28
3725 -1.88 -3.71 4.16 27
3750 -1.98 -3.88 6.35 27
3775 -2.12 -3.97 4.50 28
3800 -2.14 -4.13 6.65 27
4450 -2.07 -6.27 6.60 18
4473 -1.84 -5.86 6.14 17
4500 -1.46 -5.56 5.75 14
4525 -0.77 -5.37 5.43 8
4550 -0.18 -S.5_ 5.55 2
4575 0.09 -5.76 S.76 359
4600 0.37 -6.00 6.01 356
4625 0,78 -5.86 5,91 352
4650 0.88 -5.17 5.25 350
4675 0.82 -4.36 4.44 349
4700 0.87 -3.53 3.64 346
4725 1.00 -2.59 2.78 339
4750 1.30 -1.71 2.15 322
4775 1.88 -1.71 2.53 312
4800 2.50 -2.40 3.47 314
5450 4.95 -2.81 5.69 299
5475 4.86 -2.70 5.56 _99
SSO0 4.91 -2.85 5,67 300
5525 4.89 -2,80 5.64 300
5550 4.93 -2.59 5.57 298
5575 5.17 -2.44 5.72 295
5600 5.41 -2.44 5.93 294
5625 5.48 -2.52 6,03 295
5650 5.66 -2.78 6.30 296
5675 3.75 -2.90 6.44 297
5700 5.66 -2.86 6.34 297
5725 5*72 -2.99 6.46 297
3750 5.86 -3.10 6.63 298
5775 5,93 -3.20 6,74 298
5800 6.01 -3.22 6*82 298
3825 -2.11 -4.64 4.92 25
3850 -2.10 "4.75 5.20 24
3875 -2.18 -5.L1 5.56 23
3900 -2.14 -5.19 5.62 22
3925 -2.07 -5.25 5.65 21
4825 2.96 -3.02 4.23 315
4850 3.40 -3,36 6.78 313
4875 3.67 -3,64 5.17 315
4900 3.74 -3.92 5.42 316
4925 3.86 -4.20 5.70 317
5825 6,19 -3.41 7,07 299
5830 6,34 -3.75 7.37 300
5875 6.42 -3.86 7.30 301
5900 6.42 -3.83 7.47 301
5925 6.58 -3.77 7,59 300
3950 -2.07 -5.46 5.84 21
3975 -2.02 -5.58 5.94 20
4000 -2.12 -5.78 6,16 20
4025 -2.23 -6.00 6.40 20
4050 -2.37 -6.09 6.53 21
4950 4.11 -4.63 6.20 318
4975 4*52 -5.17 6.87 319
5000 4*83 -5.38 7.23 318
5025 4.83 -5.21 7.14 317
5050 4.98 -5.22 7.21 316
5950 6.68 -3.55 7.56 298
5975 6.48 -3.24 7.25 296
6000 6.33 -3.21 7.10 297
6025 6.32 -3.20 7.08 297
6050 6.29 -3.19 7.05 297
6075 -2.53 -6.27 6.76 22
4100 -2*58 -6,49 6.98 21
4125 -2.58 -6.58 7.07 21
4150 -2.51 -6,63 T.Og 21
4175 -2.61 -7.61 8.04 19
5075 4.96 -5.17 7.17 316
5100 4.75 -4.89 6.82 316
5125 4.66 -4.69 6.61 315
5150 4.54 -4.54 6.42 315
5175 4*39 -4.38 6.20 313
6075 6.35 -3.15 7.09 296
6100 6.50 -3.12 7.21 295
6125 6.56 -3.12 7.27 295
6150 6.58 -3.27 7.35 296
6175 6.60 -3*40 7*42 297
ALT - ALTITUDE* MX - ZONAL CSMPgNENTt MZ = MERIOISNAL CSMF3NENT, US - MIN_ SPEEDw THETA 8 UlNO OIRECTI8N
ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC NISEI M/SEC 0E0
6200 6.61 -3.39 7.43 297
6225 6+64 -3.69 7*50 298
6250 6.59 -3,56 7.A8 298
6275 6.57 -3.65 7.42 297
6300 6.88 -3.16 7.57 294
TABLE I I-6 (con't) PAGE139
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12131166t 131028 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLmRIOA
ALT NX MZ MS THETA RLT HX NZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEe N/SEC OEG
7200 4,91 -0.94 4.99 281 8200 2.1B -1*6B 2.63 304
7225 4.B2 -0.97 4.92 2B1 8225 1.94 -1.$6 2.48 308
7250 4.67 -0.99 A.77 282 B250 1.49 -1.61 2.20 317
7275 4.76 -0.73 4.82 279 8275 1.24 -1.79 2*1T 325
7800 4.T6 -0.46 4.78 275 8300 1.26 -1.81 2.21 325
6325 6*T6 -2.74 7.30 292
6350 6.38 -2.24 6.T6 289
6375 6,39 -1.9T 6,69 28T
6600 6.24 -1.84 6.50 286
6425 6.06 -1.68 6,29 285
6450 5.95 -1.55 6.15 286
6675 5.83 -1*85 5.99 283
6500 5.71 -1.03 5.B0 280
6525 5.76 -0.87 5.83 278
6550 5.8A -0.88 5.91 27B
6575 5.92 -0.81 5.97 278
6600 5.86 -0.73 5.90 277
6625 5.63 -0.62 5.66 276
6650 6.09 -0.63 6.12 276
66T5 6.27 -0.60 6.30 275
6700 6.16 -0.50 6*1B 274
6725 6.48 -0*69 6.52 276
6750 6.52 -0.62 6.55 2T5
6775 6.38 -0.89 6.39 273
6800 6.64 -0.46 6.66 274
6B25 6*B4 -0.63 6.86 2TB
6850 6.66 -0.29 6.67 272
6875 6.35 -0.22 6.36 2T2
6900 6.24 -0,36 6.25 273
6925 6.25 -0*80 6.30 27T
6950 6.11 -1.13 6.22 2B0
6975 5.B3 -1.36 5.99 283
7000 5.68 -1.56 5.89 285
7025 5.60 -1.58 5.82 286
7050 S.52 -1.32 5.68 283
7075 5.44 -1.15 5.56 282
7100 5.29 -1.09 5.60 2B1
T125 5.26 -0.89 5*33 279
7150 5.20 -0.83 5.26 279
7175 5.02 -0.96 5.11 281
7325 4.65 -0.27 6.46 273
7350 6.20 -0.19 4.20 272
73T5 3.89 -0*29 3.90 274
7400 3.56 -0.26 3.$5 274
T625 3*36 -O.IB 3.3T 273
8325 1.68 -1.79 2.45 317
8380 2.11 -1.87 2.82 311
83T5 2.31 -2.00 3.06 311
8600 2.33 -2.25 3.24 314
8425 2.26 -2.47 3.35 317
7450 3.56 -0.28 3.5T 2T4
7475 3.94 -0.36 3.95 275
7500 4.01 -0.30 4.02 274
7525 4.11 -0.31 4.12 274
7550 4.28 -0.49 4.31 276
8450 2.25 -2.5T 3.42 319
B475 2.23 -2.41 3*2B 317
8500 2.2T -2.09 3.08 312
8525 2.36 -1.87 3.03 308
• 550 2.44 -1.83 3.05 B07
7575 6.66 -0*7T 4.52 280
7600 4.50 -0.93 6.60 2B2
T625 4,50 -1.08 6.63 2B3
7650 4.37 -1.11 4.50 284
7675 4.15 -1.34 4.36 288
0575 2.43 -1.T5 3.00 306
8600 2*40 -1.69 2*93 305
8625 2.33 -1.59 2*B3 304
8650 2.36 -1.40 2.T2 301
8675 2*3B -1*28 2.70 298
7700 4.16 -1.67 4.66 292
7725 3,90 -1.60 4,22 292
7750 3.$6 -1.57 3.90 294
7T75 3.20 -1.50 3*53 295
7800 3.16 -1.66 3.56 297
,9T00 2.42 -1.18 2.70 296
9725 2.3B -1_L3 2.63 295
8750 2.17 -1.05 2.41 296
8775 2.3T -0.96 2*55 292
8800 2.60 -0.80 2.T2 287
7825 3.09 -1.7T 3.56 300
T850 2*95 -1.T4 3.43 300
7875 3.00 -1.65 3.42 299
7900 3.05 -1.51 3.40 296
7925 3.25 -1.85 3*52 292
8825 2.69 -0.80 2.81 286
8850 2.98 -1.10 3.1T 290
8875 3.30 -1.46 5.61 294
8900 B.42 -1.59 3.77 295
8925 3.2A -1.42 3.54 294
7950 3.30 -1.10 3.48 288
7975 3.31 -0.90 3.43 285
8000 3.39 -O*TT 3.47 ZB3
8025 3.23 -0.59 3.28 _80
8050 2.98 -0.50 3.04 Z_1
8950 3.19 -1.36 3.46 293
8975 3,18 -1.41 3.48 294
9000 3.06 -1.6T 3.60 296
9025 3.11 -1.26 3.35 292
9050 3.48 -0.95 3.60 285
8075 Z.T3 -0.88 2.67 286
8100 2.51 -1.10 2.T4 293
8125 2.40 -1.21 2.69 29T
8150 2.28 -1.28 2.61 299
8175 2.16 -1.89 2.56 308
9OT_ 3.92 --0.99 4.04 284
9100 4.09 --1.27 6.28 287
9125 4.02 -1.54 4.30 291
9150 6.32 -1,90 4.72 294
9175 4.35 -2.28 4.91 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, HX = ZBNAL CEMPBNENTt HZ - NERIOIBNAL CSMP8NENT, .H5 • MINO SPEEO* THETA = HIND DIRECT| iN
ALT HX HZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/BEC M/SEC DEG
9200 3.66 -2.36 6.36 303
9225 3.2T -2.65 4.21 309
9250 3.16 -3.13 4.45 314
9275 3.12 -5.63 4.64 518
9300 3,06 -3.3T 4.56 318
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12/31/64, 1310Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT MX ME MS THETA ALT MR HZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/BEC H/SEC DEG METERS M/BEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
10200 9.34 0.17 9.35 269 11200 17.92 2.84 18.14 261
10225 9.70 -0.14 9.70 271 11225 17.80 2.36 17.96 262
10250 9.94 -0.47 9.95 273 11250 17*8T 1.80 17,96 264
10275 10.06 -0.57 10.08 273 11275 18.03 1.41 18.08 265
10300 10.43 -0.59 10.44 273 11300 18.27 1,22 18.31 266
9325 3.17 -3.10 6.43 314
9350 3.43 -3.12 4.63 312
9375 3.51 -3*20 4.75 312
9400 3.58 -3.02 4.68 310
9625 3.64 -2.82 4.60 306
9450 3.44 -2.58 6.30 307
9475 3.35 -2.53 A*20 307
9500 3.40 -2.55 4.25 307
9525 3.39 -2,38 4.14 305
9550 3.55 -2.20 4.18 302
9575 3.77 -1.71 4.13 294
9600 4.61 -1.16 6.56 285
9625 _.84 -0.87 4.92 280
9650 4.94 -0.61 6.98 277
9675 5.33 -0.24 5.36 272
9700 5.96 0.22 5.96 268
9725 6.38 0.44 6,39 266
9750 6.50 0.26 6.51 268
9775 6.18 -0.03 6.18 270
9800 _*77 -0.25 5.78 272
9825 5.54 !-0.32 5.55 273
9850 5.17 -0.42 5.18 275
9875 4.92, -0762 4.93 275
9900 5.28 -0.28 5,29 273
9925 5.69 -0.25 5.69 272
9950 6.00 -0,26 6.00 272
9975 6.16 -0.41 6.18 274
10000 6.76 -0.53 6.78 274
10025 7.17 -0.32 7.18 272
10050 7*41 0.14 7*41 269
10075 8.33 0.41 8.84 267
10100 8.67 0.58 8.69 266
10125 8.78 0*68 8.81 265
10150 9.09 0.64 9.10 267
10175 9,18 0.26 9.19 268
10325 10.99 -0.A5 10.99 272
10350 11.47 -0.13 11.47 270
10375 11.63 0.23 11.63 269
10400 11.35 0.19 11.35 269
10625 11.12 -0.04 11.12 270
11325 18.42 0.87 18.44 267
11350 18.16 0.49 18.17 268
11375 17.67 0.11 17.67 269
11400 17.08 -0.29 17.08 271
11425 17.46 *0*74 17.46 272
10450 11.24 -0.00 11.24 270
10475 11.32 O.IT 11.32 269
10500 11.41 0.37 11.42 268
10525 11.80 0.47 11*81 268
10550 11.TB - 0.51 11.79 267
11450 18.2T -1.36 18.32 274
11475 18.13 -1.58 18.20 275
11600 17.48 -1.22 17.53 274
11525 17.38 -O.BO 17.40 272
11550 IT*T6 -0.78 17.78 272
10575 11.48 0.62 11.49 267
10600 11.77 0.84 11.B0 266
10625 12.04 0.97 12.08 265
10650 11.91 0.93 11.95 265
10675 12.04 0.86 12*0T 266
20700 11.79 0.59 11.81 267
10725 11.80 0.51 11.81 267
lOTtO 12.00 0.59 12.01 267
10775 11.95 0.41 11.96 268
10800 11.B5 0.23 11.85 269
11575 17.76 -1.11 17.80 273
11600 17.98 -1.46 18.04 2T4
11625 18.13 -1.77 18.22 275
11650 17.92 -2.09 18.04 276
11675 1T.87 -2.42 18.03 278
11700 17.85 -2.87 18.08 279
11725 17.85 -3.25 18,14 280
11750 18.26 -3.19 18.53 280
11775 18.70 -2.62 18.88 278
11800 1B*74 -2.10 18.86 276
10825 11.63 0.33 11.64 268
10850 11.36 0.47 11.37 267
10875 11.52 0.61 1_.53 267
10900 11.90 0.66 11.91 268
10925 11.77 0.11 11.77 269
11825 18*88 -1.84 18.97 275
11850 18.90 -1.61 18.97 275
11875 19.02 -1,1B 19.05 2T5
11900 19.17 -0.61 19.18 272
11925 18.80 -0.10 18.80 270
10950 11.77 0.17 11*77 269
10975 12.26 0*38 12.26 268
11000 12,73 0.76 12.75 266
11025 13.25 1.60 13.33 264
11050 14.00 1.65 14.10 263
11950 19.10 0.04 19.10 270
11975 19.77 -0.30 19.77 271
12000 19.61 -0.76 19.63 272
12025 19.60 -1.25 19.64 273
12050 19.77 -1.66 19.84 275
11075 14.52 1.73 14.63 263
11100 14.60 2.26 14.78 261
11125 15.98 3.18 16.29 259
11150 17.03 3.32 17.35 259
11175 17.39 3.08 17.66 260
12075 20.59 -2.10 20.69 276
12100 21.37 -2,52 21.$2 277
12125 21.97 -2.96 22.17 277
12150 22.09 -3.34 22.34 278
12175 22.11 -3.44 22.37 279
ALT _ ALTITUOEt NX - ZBNAL CBMPSNENT, NZ • MERIOIBNAL CEMPBNENTt WS - HIND SPEED, THETA = NINO DIRECT||N
PAGE140
ALT IX NZ IS THETA
METERS R/SEC MISEC NISEC DEG
12200 22.11 -3.30 22.35 278
12225 22.73 -3.44 22,99 278
12250 23,35 -3.98 23.69 279
12275 23.11 -4,28 23.50 280
12300 22.77 -4.31 23.18 281
TABLE11-6 (con't)
FPS"|6 RMDAR/JIRSPflER[ lIND VELIC|TY PRIF|LE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12131/64* 1310Zw EASTERN TEST RANGEs FLERIDA
ALT NX IZ MS THETA
METERS NISEC NISEC NISEC DEG
13200 25.62 -1.26 25,65 273
13223 25.51 -1.61 23;57 273
13250 25.58 -2.01 25.66 274
13275 25.53 -2.19 25.62 273
13300 25089 -2,39 26.00 275
12325 22.28 -4,23 22.68 281
12350 22,16 -4.08 22.53 280
12375 22.25 -3.97 22.60 280
12400 22.30 -3.71 22.61 279
72425 21._8 -3.44 22.15 279
12450 22.20 -3,43 22.66 279
12475 22.70 -3,32 22.95 278
12500 22.39 -3.11 22.60 278
12525 22715 -2.79 22.32 277
12550 21.96 -2,43 22.10 276
12575 22.43 -2.22 22.54 273
12600 22.47 -2,11 22.57 273
12625 22.73 -2.26 22.84 276
12650 23,24 -2,36 23.36 276
12675 22.78 -2.10 22.88 275
12700 23.02 -1.09 23.10 275
12725 23.32 -1.70 23.38 274
12750 23.15 -l,AB 23.19 273
12775 23.25 -1.41 23.29 273
12800 23.44 -1.54 23.49 276
12825 23.29 -1.52 23.34 274
12850 23.22 -1.51 23.27 274
12875 23.27 -1,59 23.32 274
12900 23.12 -1.35 23.16 273
12925 23.21 -0,92 23.23 272
12950 23.26 -0.40 23.26 271
12975 23.57 -0.05 23.57 270
13000 24.19 0,13 24.19 270
13025 23,81 0.26 25.81 269
13050 24.16 0.38 24.16 269
13075 24".30 0,51 24.31 269
13100 24.06 0.55 24.07 269
13125 24.80 -0.03 24.80 270
13150 24.84 -0.73 24.05 272
13175 25,05 -1.02 25.07 272
13325 26.45 -2.70 26.59 276
13350 26.12 -2.92 26.29 276
13375 25.80 -2.93 25.96 276
13400 26.33 -3,04 26.50 276
1342_ 26,74 -3.32 26.94 277
13450 26.52 -3.56 26.75 277
13475 26,56 -3,71 26.82 278
13500 26.17 -3.80 26.44 278
13525 26.80 -4.03 27-,10 278
13550 27.96 -4.18 28.27 278
13575 28.43 -4.27 28.75 278
13600 28.56 -4.74 28.95 279
13625 28,64 -5.57 29.18 281
13650 28.72 -6.19 29.38 282
13675 28.15 -6.71 28,92 283
13700 27.64 -6.84 28.48 284
13725 26.87 -6.62 27,68 284
13750 26.02 -6,34 26.78 284
13775 25.26 -5.90 25,94 283
13800 24,92 -5,06 25.43 281
13825 25.16 -4.36 25.53 280
13850 25.01 -3,62 25.27 278
13875 24.89 -2,61 25.03 276
13900 25.43 -2.12 25.52 275
13925 2_.51 -1.84 25.57 274
13950 25.49 -1.37 25.53 273
13975 25.90 -1.27 25.93 273
14000 25.82 -1.69 25.87 274
14025 25.44 -1.99 25,52 274
14050 25.72 -2,24 25.81 275
14075 26.12 -2.62 26.25 276
14100 25.82 -3.02 25.99 276
14125 26.16 -3,39 26.38 277
14150 26.60 -3.62 26.84 278
14175 26.92 -4.04 27.22 278
ALT MX lZ IS THE#A
METERS N/SEC NISEC RISEC DEG
14200 26.70 -4.98 27.07 279
14225 26.96 -5.11 27.44 281
14250 27.36 -5.68 27.95 282
14275 26.32 °5-80 26.95 282
14300 27.20 -6.65 28,00 284
14325 27.82 -7.03 28.69 284
14350 26.73 -6.59 27.53 284
14375 26.19 -6056 27.00 284
14400 25.96 -6,57 26.78 284
14425 25.53 -6.37 26.31 284
14450 25.45 -6.91 26.37 265
14475 25.34 -7.60 26.45 287
14500 25.16 -8.23 26.48 288
14525 24.97 -8.63 26.42 289
LASSO 24.65 -9.15 26028 290
14575 24.51 -9.93 26.44 292
14600 24.36 -9.99 26.33 292
14625 24,23 -9.93 26.19 292
14650 24.47 -10.25 26.53 293
14675 24.45 -10.28 26,53 293
14700 24.12 -10.38 26.26 293
14725 23.79 -10.93 26.18 294
14750 23.82 -11.39 26,40 295
14775 23.57 -11,62 26.28 296
14800 23,54 -12.11 26.47 297
14825 23.86 -12.70 27.03 298
14850 23.21 -12.79 26.50 299
14875 22.91 -12,93 26,32 299
14900 22,69 -12,92 26.11 299
14925 23.45 -12.76 25,82 299
14950 22.16 -12.38 25.38 299
14975 22.07 -12.35 25.29 299
15000 22.04 -12.39 25.29 299
15025 21.35 -11.82 24.41 299
15050 20.89 -11.50 23.85 299
15075 20,96 -11.10 23.72 298
15100 20.63 -10.79 23,28 297
15125 21,14 -11,36 24.00 298
15150 21.86 -11.78 24.84 298
15175 22.01 -11.62 24.89 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX " ZBNAL C8MPBNENTt 8Z " MERIOIBNAL CRMPBNENTt MS " MINC SPEEOt THETA " lIND DIMECTIgN
FPS-16 RADRR/JIHSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 8963 12/31/64. 131023 EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLJRIDA
ALT MX N2 MS THETA ALT MX 62 MS THETA ALT lX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS MISEC RISEC RISEC DEG
15200 22.37 -11.66 25.22 297 16200 19.05 -7.69 20.55 292
15225 22.17 -11.75 25.09 298 16225 17.76 -7.78 19.39 293
15250 22.93 -12.45 26.09 298 16250 17.71 -7.40 19.20 242
15275 23,91 -13.10 27.27 299 16275 18.51 -6.99 19.79 291
15300 24.05 -lZ.97 27.33 298 16300 18.04 -6,30 19.11 289
15325 24.62 -13,14 27.90 298
15350 24.76 -13.16 28.04 298
15375 24.51 -12.94 27.72 298
15400 24.15 -12.66 27.36 298
15425 24.09 -12.76 27.26 298
16325 17.66 -5.49 18.49 287
16350 17.80 -4.89 18.46 285
16375 17063 -4.88 18.30 285
16400 17.69 -3,93 18.65 288
16625 16,07 -6,76 19.29 290
15450 23,96 -12.42 26.99 297
15475 23.59 -11.93 26.44 297
15500 23.58 -11.75 26.35 296
15525 22.31 -11.16 24.95 296
15550 22.25 -11.02 24.83 296
16450 18.25 -7.00 19.55 291
16475 17.89 -7.41 19.37 292
16500 18.93 -7.75 20.45 292
16525 19.41 -7.81 20.92 292
16550 19.23 -8,45 21.00 294
15575 22.40 -11.01 24.96 296
15600 21.03 -10.31 23.42 296
15625 20.22 -10,00 22.56 296
15650 20.48 -9.74 22.66 295
15675 20,65 -9.23 22.82 294
16575 19.10 79.30 21,24 296
16600 18.56 -9.89 21,03 298
16625 17.56 -9.70 20,06 299
16650 17.66 -9.17 19.90 297
16675 17,68 -9.13 19.90 297
15700 21.24 -9.14 23.12 293
15725 22,22 -9.17 24.03 292
15750 21.82 -8.69 23.49 292
15775 21.72 -7,94 23.13 290
15800 21,60 -7.59 22.90 289
16700 17.09 -8.65 19.15 297
16725 17,10 -8.30 19.00 296
16750 17.46 -8.03 19.22 295
16775 17.74 -T.SO 19.26 293
16800 17.28 -6.89 16.60 292
15825 21.02 -7.55 22.33 290
18850 21.29 -7.06 22.43 288
15875 21.96 -7.18 23.10 288
15900 21.73 -7.67 23.04 289
15925 21.93 -8.19 23.41 290
16828 17,38 -6.59 18,58 291
16850 17.09 -6.37 18.24 290
16875 17.43 -6.28 16.53 290
16900 17.69 -6.94 19.00 291
16925 16.84 -7.70 18.51 294
15950 21.77 -7.75 23.11 289
15975 21.13 -7.15 22.31 289
16000 21.13 -7054 22.43 289
16025 21.17 -7.93 22.61 290
16050 21.10 -8.16 22.62 291
16950 16.97 -9.15 19.28 298
16975 16.56 -9.85 19.27 301
16075 21,09 -8.02 22,57 291
16100 20.81 -8.07 22.32 291
16125 20.53 -7.63 21090 290
16150 20.T3 -7.37 22.00 289
16175 20.28 -7.55 21.64 290
ALT = ALT[TUOEt MX s ZgNAL CBMPaNENTt MZ = MER|OIINAL CBMPRNENTt MS = %[NC SPEED, THETA " MIND DIRECTI8N
-I
TABLE II-7 PAGE 141
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 0866 01/12165t 1300Zt EASEERN TEST R&NGEt FLgRIDA
ALT MX M2 WS THETA ALT NA MZ MS THETA ALT MX M2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
225 1.06 9*95 10.00 186 1225 1.89 9.10 9.30 192 2225 4.29 2.49 4.96 240
250 1.18 9.58 9.65 187 1250 1.73 8.57 8.74 191 2250 6.03 2.54 4*77 230
275 1.06 9.89 9.94 186 1275 1.33 7.84 7.95 189 2275 4.02 2.80 4.90 235
300 1.05 9.92 9.98 186 1300 1.15 7.95" 8.03 188 2300 3.97 3.19 5.09 231
325 1.04 9.79 g.85 186 1325 1.25 7.gs 8.05 109 2325 4.04 3.83 S.57 226
350 0*89 9.95 9.g9 185
375 0.91 9.65 9.69 185
600 1.06 9.98 10.03 186
425 1.22 9.97 10.04 187
450 1.10 9.61 9.68 186
1350 1.19 7.47 T.ST 189
1375 1.23 7.53 7.63 189
1400 1.16 7.50 7.59 189
1425 0.98 7.14 7.21 108
1450 1.25 6.91 T.02 190
2350 4.22 4.71 6.32 222
2375 4.48 5.73 7.27 218
2400 4.92 6.$6 8.21 217
2425 5.16 7.07 8.76 216
2450 5.08 7.19 8.80 215
475 1.21 10.13 10.21 187
500 1.52 10.31 10.42 188
525 1.62 9.87 g.9T 188
550 1.55 10.13 10.24 189
575 1.65 10.20 10_33 189
1475 1.69 6.74 6.94 194
1500 2.18 6.36 6.72 199
1525 3.03 6.25 6.95 206
1550 3.40 5.87 6.83 210
1575 3.54 5.14 6.24 214
2475 5.28 7.44 9.12 215
2500 S.28 7.62 9.27 215
2525 5.05 7.67 9.02 214
2550 5.06 7.48 9.03 214
2575 5.04 7.$7 9.09 213
600 1.46 9.60 g. Tl 188
625 1.58 10.02 10.15 189
650 1.47 10.33 10.44 188
675 1.38 9.88 9.97 188
700 1.47 10.52 10.62 188
1600 3.95 5.13 6.47 217
1625 3.89 4*95 6.30 218
1650 3.85 4.59 5.80 218
1675 3.09 4.51 5.47 214
1700 2.60 4.28 5.01 211
2600 5.41 7.90 9.58 216
2625 6.00 8.24 10.19 216
2650 6.33 8.49 10.59 217
2675 6.39 8.77 10.86 216
2700 6.64 9.53 11.61 215
725 1.41 10.91 lhO0 187
750 1.51 10.72 10.82 188
775 1.40 11.57 11.66 187
800 1.38 11.92 12.00 186
825 1.22 11.48 11.54 186
1725 2.71 3.92 4.77 214
1150 3.08 3.59 4.73 220
1775 3.36 3.40 4.78 224
1800 3*55 3*33 4.87 227
1825 3*T0 3.21 4.90 229
2725 6.49 9.82 11.77 213
2750 6.25 9,70 11.54 213
2775 6.59 9.98 11.96 213
2800 6.70 10.04 12.07 214
2825 7.06 10.71 12.82 213
850 0.80 10.91 10.96 104
875 0.80 10.68 10.71 184
900 0.82 10.30 10.33 184
925 0.86 9.58 9.61 185
950 0.90 9.27 9.32 185
1850 4.04 3.12 5.10 232
1873 4.16 2.88 5.06 235
1900 4.60 2.50 5.05 240
1925 6.75 2.30 5.27 244
1950 4.61 2,29 5.14 243
2850 7.21 11.19 13.31 213
2875 6.73 11.36 13.21 210
2900 6.66 11.86 13.60 20g
2923 6.74 11.87 13.63 209
2950 6.58 11.46 13.22 210
975 0.89 9.28 9.32 185
1000 1.07 9.12 9.18 186
1025 1.10 9.07 9.13 187
1050 1.12 9,23 9.30 187
1075 1.20 9.09 9.17 187
1975 4.62 2.21 5.12 244
2000 4.62 2.12 5.09 245
2025 4.45 2.07 4.91 245
2050 4.79 2.10 5.23 246
'2075 4.93 2.11 5.37 247
2975 7.02 11.64 13.59 211
3000 7.34 11.36 13.52 213
3025 7.33 10.72 12.98 214
3050 8.07 10.93 13.59 216
3075 8.41 10.62 13.55 218
1125 1.18 g*15 9.22 187
1150 1.42 9.42 9.53 188
1175 1.65 9.35 9.46 189
1200 1.76 9.30 9.66 191
2125 s.02 _.73 5;_1 _51
2150 4.94 1.92 5.30 249
2173 4.66 2.00 5.07 247
2200 4.57 2.26 5.I0 244
3150 7.95 9.72 12.56 219
3175 8.61 10.29 13.42 220
3200 8.64 10.19 13.36 220
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX " 26N6L CENPENEN7* WZ " MERIOI8NAL CSNPmNENTt NS " WIND SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIIN
FPS-16 RA_4R/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUM8ER 0866 01/12/65t 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLRRIDA
WZ WS THETAALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEe R/5EC DEG
3225 8.61 10.06 13.12 220
8250 8.45 10.01 13.10 220
3275 8.07 9.65 12.58 220
3300 8.35 10.26 13.24 219
3325 8.41 10.18 13.20 219
3350 8.09 9.86 12.74 219
3375 8.11 10.44 13.22 218
3400 7.86 10.20 12.88 217
3425 7.69 9.90 12.54 218
3450 7,77 10.45 13.02 216
3475 7.75 10.66 13.18 216
3500 7.72 10.66 13.16 216
3525 7.55 10.71 13.11 215
3550 7.59 lhl5 13.49 214
3575 7.72 11.20 13.60 214
3600 7.80 10.73 13.26 216
3625 7.80 10.81 13.33 216
3650 8.28 11.52 14.19 216
3.675 8.71 11.66 14.56 217
3700 8,72 11.61 14.52 217
3725 8*75 11.$4 14.48 217
3750 8.79 11.12 14.10 218
3775 8.93 II*IT 14.30 218
3800 9.12 11.73 14.86 210
3825 8.91 11.43 14.49 218
3850 8.90 11.19 16.29 218
3875 8.96 11.36 14.47 218
3900 8.48 10.72 13.67 218
3925 8.22 10.60 13.26 216
3950 8.46 10.91 13.81 218
3975 8.46 11.12 13.97 217
4000 8.11 10.67 13.40 217
4025 8.13 10.45 13.24 218
4050 8.49 10,88 13.80 218
4075 8*38 11.08 13.89 217
4100 8.14 10.43 13.23 218
4125 8.74 10.18 13.41 220
4150 9.15 9.98 13.54 222
4175 9.31 10.18 13.79 222
6200 9.38 10.22 13.87 222
ALT NX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC N/SEC OEG
4225 9.34 9.67 13.45 224
4250 9.39 9.03 13.03 226
4275 9.44 8.64 12.80 227
4300 9.31 8.16 12.38 229
4325 9*60 8.27 12.74 229
6350 9,90 8,69 13.04 229
4375 9*47 7*95 12.36 230
4400 9.57 8.06 12.51 230
4425 9.68 6.51 12.89 228
4450 10.08 9.15 13.62 228
4475 10.21 8.88 13.53 229
4500 9.80 8.19 12.78 230
4525 9,52 7.90 12.37 230
4550 9.15 7.73 11.90 230
4575 8.83 7.65 11.68 229
4600 8.44 7.51 11.29 228
4625 7.86 7.45 10.83 226
4650 7.70 7.27 10.59 226
4675 8.04 6.86 10.57 229
6700 8.88 6.69 11.11 233
4725 9.63 6.48 11.61 256
4730 9.96 6.11 11.69 238
4775 10.46 6.17 12.13 23g
6800 10.94 6,31 12.63 240
4825 11.44 6.08 12.95 242
6850 11.60 5,77 12.96 243
6875 12.23 5.78 13.53 245
4900 12.84 6.05 14.19 245
4925 12.86 6.43 14.38 243
4950 13.40 7,14 15.18 242
4975 14.03 7.64 15.97 241
5000 14.21 7.64 16.13 242
5025 14.28 7.56 16.16 242
5050 14.35 7.47 16.18 242
5075 14.07 7.33 15.87 242
5100 14.30 7.76 16.28 241
5125 14.90 8.16 16.98 241
5150 15.05 0.10 17*09 242
5175 15.03 8.14 17.11 241
5200 14.98 8.32 17.14 261
ALT WX
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
5225 14.96 8.47 17.17 240
5250 14.84 8.46 17.08 240
5275 14.70 8.28 16.87 240
5300 15.01 8.59 17.29 240
5325 15.37 9.12 17.88 239
5350 15.52 9.44 18.16 238
5375 15.52 9.26 18.07 239
5400 15.58 8.97 17.98 240
5425 15.72 8.96 18.09 240
5450 15.49 8.79 17.81 240
5475 15.45 8.61 17.68 241
5500 15.60 8.48 17.76 241
5525 15.21 8.24 17.30 241
5550 15.71 8.43 17.82 242
5575 16.17 8.49 18.26 242
5600 15.20 8.04 17.27 242
5625 15.85 8.36 17.92 242
5650 16.19 8.54 18.30 242
5675 15.40 8.19 17.44 242
5700 15.56 8.24 17.61 242
5725 16.00 8.69 18.11 242
5750 16.11 8.55 18.24 242
5775 16.07 8.35 18.11 242
5800 16.28 8.08 18.17 243
5825 16.61 7.97 18.42 244
5850 16.71 8.00 10.52 244
587S 16.69 7.91 18.47 244
5900 16.74 7.63 18.40 245
5925 16.95 7.40 18.49 246
5950 17.19 7.42 18.72 246
5975 17*37 7*55 10.94 246
6000 17.37 7.4Z 18.89 247
6025 17.48 7.21 18.91 247
6050 17.60 6.89 18.90 248
6075 17.54 6.49 18*T0 250
6100 17.29 6.21 18.37 250
6125 16*73 6.13 17.82 250
6150 16.40 6.01 17.47 250
6175 16.33 5*93 17.37 250
6200 16.45 6.26 17.60 249
&LT • ALTITUDE, MX " ZSNAL CSMP|NENTt N2 • MER1DI6N6L CSRPSNENT* WS •WINC SPEED, THETA • M[ND D[RECTISN
PAGE142 TABLE i1-1 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE liND VEL|C|TY PREF|LE
TEST NUMBER 0866 01/12/65t 13002t EASTERN TfST RANGf* FLIR|OA
ALT .NX M2 US THETA ALT UX M2 MS THETA ALT MX %Z US THETA
NITIRS N/SIC N/SIC NISEC DEG METERS NISE_ M/SEC NI$EC DIG METERS fllSEC M/SIC MISEC DEG
_225 16.66 6.63 17.73 268 7225 13.52 7.19 15.31 242 8223 18.92 5.02 19.57 255
6250 16.16 6.88 17.55 267 7250 13.34 7.29 15.20 261 8230 19.19 5.12 19.86 253
6275 15.86 7.06 17.35 2#6 7275 13.89 7.#6 15.77 2#2 8275 19.09 5.02 19.76 235
6300 15.71 7.12 17.25 265 7300 13.66 7.16 15.61 242 8300 19.09 #.93 19.71 255
6325 15.71 7.21 17.28 2#5 7325 13,69 7,13 15.25 242 8325 19.28 5.01 19.92 255
6350 15.72 7.29 17.33 245
6375 15.57 7.33 17.2| 2#5
6600 15.39 7.13 16.96 265
6625 IS.32 6.79 16,75 266
6650 15.62 6.68 16.73 2#7
7350 13.98 7,35 15.80 262
7375 13,92 7.16 15.66 243
7600 13.98 6.96 15.62 243
7625 13,65 6.65 15,19 246
7450 13.67 6.59 15.17 246
8350 19.30 5.13 19.97 255
8375 19.09 5,18 i9.78 255
8600 18,43 5.08 19.11 254
8425 18.75 5,12 19,#3 255
8450 18.70 5.00 19.36 255
6#75 15.22 5,93 16.33 269
6500 15.6T S,67 16.66 230
6525 15.68 5.49 16.62 _$1"
6550 14.81 5.20 15.69 250
65T5 16.69 5.30 IS,43 230
7675 13,73 6.62 15.25 244
7500 13.63 6.50 15.10 246
7525 13.68 6.53 15.16 244
7550 13.56 6.67 15.00 244
7575 14,25 6.86 15.81 244
8675 18.63 5.23 19.35 256
8500 18._1 5,18 19.12 254
8525 18.39 5.29 19.16 256
8550 18.53 5,64 19.3T 253
8575 17.37 5.35 18.18 253
6600 16,38 5.61 15.36 269
6625 14.68 5.77 15.77 268
6650 14.68 5.87 15.63 2#8
66T5 13.90 S.97 15.13 267
6700 14.02 6,21 15.34 266
7600 16.67 7.20 16.36 244
7625 16,23 7.00 15.86 244
7650 1#.26 6.85 15.82 266
7675 14.72 6.91 16,26 245
7700 16.54 6.75 16.03 265
8600 16.26 5.01 17.00 253
8625 16.69 5.15 17.28 252
8650 16.62 5.02 17.36 253
8675 16.18 6.35 16.75 255
8700 17.16 4.16 17,63 256
6725 13.93 6.15 1_.23 266
6750 13.91 5,91 15.11 267
6775 14.22 5.57 15.27 268
6800 16.28 5.29 IE.23 2#9
6025 16.12 5.31 15,09 2#9
7725 14.0# 6.37 15.41 265
7750 16.98 6.56 16.35 246
7775 15.28 6.19 16.68 268
7800 15.67 5,66 16.66 250
7825 16.58 5.61 17,51 251
8725 17.32 3.96 17.77 257
8750 17.06 3.70 17.66 258
8775 17.01 3.67 17.36 258
8800 16.82 3.06 17.09 260
$825 16.89 2.8T 17.13 260
6850 13.92 5,37 16.92 2#9
6875 13,89 5.46 1#.92 268
6900 13.62 5.51 16,69 2#8
6925 13.65 5.75 16.63 267
6950 13.65 6.15 16.97 246
7850 16.56 5.63 17.49 251
7875 16.61 5.81 17.41 250
7900 16.87 5.95 17.68 250
7925 17.02 5,65 17.93 251
7950 16,97 5.60 17.81 252
8850 16.97 3.06 17.26 260
00T5 17.60 3,37 17.92 259
8900 17.79 3,66 18.16 258
8925 17,21 3,79 17,62 257
8950 16.85 6.02 17.32 256
6975 13.60 6.19 1#.96 265
7000 13.56 6.13 16.88 265
7025 13.66 6.25 16,82 2#5
7050 13.27 6.37 14,72 244
7075 13.25 6.57 1#.79 243
7975 18.16 5.56 19.00 253
8000 18,93 5,62 19,69 254
8025 19.18 5.19 19.87 255
8050 19.33 5,22 20,02 255
8075 19.26 S.31 19.97 25#
8975 16.76 4.18 17.27 256
9OOO 16.86 6.13 17.36 256
9025 17.23 #,26 17.75 256
qoso 17.27 #.50 17,83 255
9075 16.63 4,69 1T.09 256
7100 13.19 6.78 14.83 243
7125 12.85 6.80 14.5A 242
7150 12.9# 7.08 14.76 241
7175 13.29 7.31 15.17 2#1
7200 13.68 7.25 15.30 262
8100 19,34 5.42 20.08 254
8125 19.#6 S.49 20.22 254
8150 19.26 5.28 19.97 254
8175 19.12 5.18 19.81 255
8200 18.89 5.1# 19.58 255
9100 16.OT 5.13 16.87 252
9125 16.26 5.#1 17.16 251
9150 16.#3 5,55 17.35 251
9175 16.53 5.76 17.51 251
9200 16.83 6.05 17.85 250
ALT • ALTITUDE, NX • ZENAL CEMPENENTt MZ " NERIDIENAL CEMPENENTt US • MINC SPEEDe THETA •NIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1NSPHERE MIND VELEC|TY PRBF[LE
TEST NUMDER 0866 01/12/65v 1300Zw EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLER|DA
ALT NX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ NS THETA ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC UISEC DEG NETERS N/SEE M/SEC N/SEC OEG
9225 16.69 6.03 17.74 250 10225 16.38 3.82 18.78 258 11225 31.06 6.65 31.70 258
9250 16.19 5.66 17.15 251 10250 18.#7 3,#0 18.78 259 11250 31.87 6.66 32.52 258
9275 16.19 5.29 17.03 252 10275 18.89 3.05 19.13 261 11275 32.37 6.72 33.06 258
9300 16.69 4.97 17.22 253 10300 19.25 2,82 19.#5 261 11300 32.10 6.73 32.80 258
9325 16.89 4.71 17.54 254 10325 18.95 2.6# 19.13 262 11325 32.61 6.89 33.33 258
9350 17,03 #,40 17.59 255
9375 17,12 4.29 17.65 256
9#00 17.06 6.3# 17,60 256
9#25 16.65 6.26 17.18 256
9#50 17.31 #.42 17.87 255
10350 18.35 2.26 18.49 263
1 0375 19.06 2.22 19.19 263
10400 19.66 2.26 19.5T 263
10#25 18.1# 2.10 18,26 263
10450 18.48 2.35 18.63 263
11350 33.76 7,27 36.53 258
11375 34.03 7.77 36.91 257
11600 3#.25 8.06 35.18 257
11425 34.68 8.08 35.61 257
11650 35.2T 8.#8 36.2T 256
9#75 17.57 4.46 18.13 256
9500 17.12 6.09 17.60 256
9525 17.26 6.21 17.77 256
9550 17.17 #.33 17.71 256
9575 17.10 4.23 17.62 256
10675 18.76 2.61 18.9# 262
10500 18.56 2.83 18.77 261
10525 18.32 2.81 18.53 261
10550 18.5# 2.92 18.77 261
10575 18.80 2.95 19.03 261
11#75 35.82 8.70 36.86 256
IISO0 36.06 8.87 37.13 256
11525 36.39 9,2# 37.56 256
11550 36.81 9.51 30.02 255
11575 36.53 9.63 37.73 255
9600 17.21 6;12 17.70 256
9625 17.33 3.98 17.79 257
9650 17.54 3,93 17.78 25T
9675 17.66 3.82 18.07 258
9700 18.06 3.79 18.65 258
10600 18.40 2.73 18.60 261
10625 18.66 2.7# 18.86 261
10650 18.23 2.71 18.#3 261
10675 18.13 3.15 18.#0 260
10700 18.65 3.67 19.01 259
11600 37.06 9.36 38.22 256
11625 37.17 8.91 38.22 256
11650 36.92 6.35 37.85 257
11675 37.88 8.08 36.73 258
11T00 37.5# 7.60 38.30 256
9725 17.88 3.86 18,30 258
9750 17.55 3.56 17.91 258
9775 17.95 3.21 18.23 260
9800 18.18 2.99 18.42 260
9825 18.01 2.79 18.22 261
10725 17.98 3,37 18.30 259
10750 17.72 3.09 17.99 260
10775 17.88 3.38 18.19 259
10800 17.41 3.63 17.79 258
10825 17.2A 3.74 17.64 258
11T25 37.08 7.1T 37.77 259
11T50 37.87 7.02 38,52 259
11775 38.10 6.88 38.72 260
11800 36.96 6.1T 37.#8 260
11825 36.78 5.T9 37.2# 261
9850 17.60 2,61 17,59 261
9875 17.38 2.59 17.$7 261
9900 17.97 2.62 18.16 262
9925 18,72 2.54 18,89 262
9950 18.#9 2.31 18.6# 263
10850 17.23 3.67 1T*61 258
10875 17,01 3.33 17.33 259
10900 18.87 2.93 19.10 261
10925 20.39 2.58 20.55 263
10950 20.48 Z.B7 20.68 262
11850 36.66 5,#7 36.87 261
11875 35.56 4.86 35.89 262
11900 36.53 6.67 36.83 263
11925 37.00 #.30 37.25 263
11950 36.72 3.83 36.92 266
9975 27.92 1.98 18.02 264
10000 18.96 2.08 19.08 264
10025 19.06 2.39 19.21 263
10050 18.30 2.51 18.4T 262
10075 18.0# 2.87 18.27 261
10975 22.09 4.16 22.48 259
11000 23.47 6.83 23.96 258
11025 24.56 5.22 25.11 258
11050 25.16 5.90 25.83 257
11075 25.71 6.65 26.51 256
11975 36.36 3.39 36.52 264
12000 35.50 2.87 35.62 265
12025 35.79 2.61 35.87 266
12050 36.T3 h96 36.78 267
12075 36.26 1.39 36.29 268
lOlOO 18.61 3.29 18*70 260
10125 19*70 3.49 19.02 259
10150 18.06 3.60 18.60 259
10175 18.23 3.99 18,66 257
10200 18,68 4.19 19.15 257
11100 26.22 6.74 27.07 255
11125 26.65 6.70 27.29 256
11150 27.66 6.48 28.40 257
11175 29.00 6.54 29.73 257
11200 30*03 6.58 30.74 257
12100 36.06 0*82 36.07 269
12125 36.30 0.33 36*30 269
12150 36*80 -O.OT 36.80 270
12175 36.66 -0.32 36.6# 270
12200 37.02 -0,56 3T.02 271
ALT " ALTITUDEt MX - ZBNAL CEMPENENTe MZ " 'MER|DIENAL CENPENENT, US " NINC SPEED, THETA s MIND OIRECTIEN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS W/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
12225 37.97 -1.06 37.98 271
12250 37.78 -1.50 37.81 272
12275 38.35 -1.82 30.40 278
12300 38.91 -2.06 38.96 273
12325 38.11 -2.05 30.16 273
TABLE II-7(con't) PAGE 143
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0866 01/12/65. 1800Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC 0E0
13225 38.13 2.78 38.23 266 14225 28.18 5.24 28.66 259
13250 38.16 3.66 38.32 265 14250 27.81 5.36 28.32 259
13275 38.99 3.98 39.19 264 14275 27.36 5.68 27.88 258
13300 38.16 3.96 38.35 264 14300 27.05 5.37 27.57 259
13325 38.23 4.13 38.65 264 14325 26.93 5.55 27.49 258
12350 39.42 -2.26 39.68 273
12375 60.59 -2.69 40.66 273
12600 40.20 -2.76 40.30 274
12425 60.17 -2.08 60.27 274
12650 60.31 -2.82 40.61 274
12675 40.86 -2.75 40.95 274
12500 40.96 -2.58 41.02 273
12525 39.71 -2.35 39.78 273
12550 40.48 -2.07 60.53 273
12575 61.60 -2.17 41.66 273
12600 40.97 -1.94 41.01 273
12625 40.80 -1.58 60.83 272
12650 60.60 -1.33 60.62 272
12675 60.35 -1.37 60.37 272
12700 40.60 -1.46 60.62 272
12725 60.66 -1.08 40.67 271
12750 40.50 -0.81 40.51 271
12775 39,73 -0.68 39.76 271
12800 40*22 -0*30 40.22 270
12825 40.81 0.06 60.81 270
12850 39.83 0.07 39.83 270
12875 39.73 -0.01 3R.73 270
12900 39.27 0.15 39.27 270
12928 39.83 0.39 39*83 269
12950 39.73 0.75 39.76 269
12975 38.69 0.96 38.51 268
13000 40*52 1.67 40.55 267
13025 39.85 2.00 39.90 267
13050 39.36 1.86 39.61 267
13075 40.68 1.92 40.73 267
13100 39.35 2.03 39.40 267
13125 39.26 2,07 39.32 267
13150 38.66 2.08 38.51 267
13175 38.63 2.63 38.70 266
13200 39.81 2.73 39.91 266
13350 37.98 6.56 38.25 263
13375 37.68 5.01 38.01 262
13400 38.01 5.07 38.34 262
13625 37.T3 4.98 38.06 262
13450 36.33 8.22 36.71 262
14350 26*67 5*63 27.25 258
14375 26.79 6;11 27.48 257
14400 26.90 6.22 27.61 257
14425 26.24 6.38 27.00 256
14650 25.56 7.01 26.49 254
13475 38.20 6.06 38.68 261
13500 38.90 6.33 39.41 261
13525 37.66 6.69 38.19 260
13550 36.31 6.95 36*97 259
13575 36.07 8.07 36.96 257
14675 25.68 7.51 26.57 253
_4500 25.70 8.10 26.95 252
14525 25.02 8.80 26.53 250
16550 26.29 9.30 26.01 249
14575 23.31 9.47 25.16 268
13600 35.65 8.81 36.72 256
13625 86.16 8.76 35.26 255
13650 33.86 8.76 36.96 255
13675 33.56 8.88 36.71 255
13700 33.95 8.63 35*03 256
14600 23*36 9.89 25.37 267
14625 23.20 10.56 25.68 245
14650 22.25 11.06 26.85 243
14675 22.12 11.80 25.07 262
14700 21.99 12.37 25.23 260
13725 32.78 8.18 33.76 2_6
13750 32.38 7.91 33.33 256
13775 32.58 7.71 33.48 257
13800 31.33 7.08 32.12 257
13825 31.20 6.90 31.95 257
14725 21.66 12.47 26.00 240
14750 21.29 12.86 24.87 239
14775 20.97 13.09 24.72 238
1480D 21.37 13.67 25.27 238
14825 21.39 13.81 25.46 237
13850 30.65 6.50 31.33 258
13875 29*38 6.12 30.01 258
13900 29.58 5.79 30.15 259
13925 29.78 5.33 30.26 260
13950 28.78 5.02 29.21 260
14850 19.81 16.05 26.29 236
14875 20.22 15.07 25.22 233
14900 20.52 15.31 25.60 233
14925 19.53 14.58 26.37 233
14950 20*36 15.12 25.35 233
13975 28*30 5.00 28.74 260
14000 28.71 5.16 29.17 260
16025 28.32 5.09 28.77 260
14050 28.27 8.29 28.76 259
16075 28.68 5.43 29.19 259
14975 20.69 15.17 25.65 234
15000 20.81 16.65 25.45 235
15025 21.41 14.82 26.06 235
15050 21.52 16.38 25.88 236
15075 21.62 13.90 25.70 237
16100 27.87 5.36 28.38 259
14125 27.54 5.28 28.04 259
16150 27.88 5.18 28.34 259
14175 28.46 5.26 28.92 259
14200 28.35 5.23 28.83 259
15100 22.12 16.14 26*25 237
15125 21.55 13.67 25.52 237
15150 21.59 13.70 25.57 237
15175 21.99 13.70 25.91 238
15200 21.91 13.40 25.68 238
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX " Z_NAL CSNPINENTt WZ = 8ERIOIBNAL CSWPBNENT* WS = WINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FP5-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITy PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0866 01112165* 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLgRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA " ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
15228 22.19 13.65 26.05 238 16225 16.05 12.76 20.50 231 27225 6.97 5.65 8.85 232
15250 21.91 13.30 25.63 239 16250 16.24 12.89 20.74 231 17250 6.96 4.49 8.28 237
15275 20.76 12.69 24.33 238 16275 15.92 12.25 20.09 232 17275 6.29 3.77 7.36 239
15300 20.55 12.44 26.02 239 16300 15.98 12.72 20.62 231 17300 6.02 6.02 7.24 236
15325 20.51 12.10 23.82 239 16325 16.05 12.98 20.64 231 17325 5.58 5.09 7.55 227
15350 19.59 11.73 22.86 239
15375 19.21 11.86 22.56 238
15600 17.99 12.15 21.70 236
15625 17.61 12.37 21.36 234
15450 17.37 13.28 21.86 232
16350 15.26 11.92 19.36 232
16375 14.79 11.18 18.54 233
16600 15.21 11.27 18.93 233
16625 15.33 11.58 19.21 233
16650 14.42 10.56 17.87 234
17350 4.74 6.05 7.68 218
17375 4.55 6.16 7.66 216
17400 6.11 6.84 7.98 211
17425 3.84 7.26 8.20 208
17450 3*62 7.33 8.17 206
15675 17.27 16.07 22.27 231
15500 16.38 13.58 21.28 230
15525 16.02 13.79 21.14 229
15550 15.89 15.39 22.12 226
15575 15.75 15.63 22.05 225
16475 14.36 10.07 17.54 235
16500 16.05 9.68 17.06 235
16525 13.80 9.66 16.72 235
16550 14.58 9.98 17.67 235
16575 16.26 9.20 16.95 237
17675 3.30 7.80 8.47 203
17500 3.67 8.52 9.28 203
17525 4.11 8.67 9.60 205
17550 6.02 8.96 9.82 206
17575 4.20 9.77 10.66 203
15600 15.34 15.59 21.87 224
15625 15.52 16.31 22.51 223
15650 15.56 16,62 22.77 223
15675 15.30 17.07 22.92 222
15700 15.60 16.97 23*05 222
16600 14.08 9.08 16.76 237
16625 13.62 7.52 15.56 261
16650 13.52 7.28 15.36 242
16675 13.11 6.61 14.68 243
16700 12.53 6.65 14.19 242
17600 4.43 10.72 11.60 202
17625 6.60 11.23 12.06 201
17650 3.89 11.65 12.09 199
17675 3.90 11.69 12.16 199
17700 4.44 lh85 12.65 200
15725 15.99 17.40 23.63 222
15750 16.06 18.56 26,52 221
15775 15.83 18.48 24.33 220
15800 15.79 18.65 24.44 220
15825 15.18 18.70 24.08 219
16725 11.94 6.54 13.62 241
16750 11.05 6*03 13.2.9 243
16775 11.55 6.07 13.05 242
16800 10.25 6.36 12.06 238
16825 9.82 6.37 11.71 237
17725 5.70 13.50 14.65 203
17750 6.82 15.02 16.50 204
17775 7.78 16.35 18.10 205
17800 8.38 16.07 18.12 207
17825 9.42 15.83 18.42 211
15850 15.52 19.28 24.75 219
15875 15.55 19.44 24.89 218
15900 14.60 18.55 23.68 218
15925 16.27 17.96 22.95 218
15950 16.51 17.35 22.61 220
16850 9*62 5.67 10.99 239
16875 9.45 5.65 10.90 240
16900 8.90 5.63 10.53 237
16925 7.95 6.07 10.00 232
16950 7.77 6.68 10.12 230
17850 10.22 15.18 18.30 214
17875 11.32 16.63 18.34 218
17900 12.22 13.99 18.58 221
17925 12.77 13.03 18.26 226
17950 13.62 12.65 18.65 227
15975 16.39 16.73 22.07 221
16000 16.97 17.41 22*96 221
16025 15.45 17.05 23.00 222
16050 15.26 15.89 22.02 224
16075 15.25 15.43 21.69 224
16975 7.18 6.88 9.94 226
17000 6.72 6.76 9.53 225
17025 6.11 7.22 9.46 220
17050 5.86 7.53 9.54 218
17075 5.33 8.12 9.72 213
16100 15.14 15.30 21.52 225
16125 15,06 16,38 20.82 226
16150 15.56 14.28 21.12 227
16175 16.10 13.72 21.15 229
16200 15,53 12.92 20.20 230
17100 5.19 8.10 9*62 212
17125 6.17 8.23 10.28 217
17150 6.56 8.02 10.35 219
17175 6.66 6.80 9.36 223
17200 6.62 6.17 9.06 227
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX = ZSNAL CEHPSNENT, WZ = MERIDI8NAL CBWPBNENT* MS = WINE SPEEOe THETA "WINO DIRECTImN
PAG[ 144 TABLE li-8
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELKITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-03 01/13165, 1626Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT NX WZ MS THE TA ALT MX MZ NS TMETA ALT MX NZ NS THET_
METERS M/SIC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC NISEC N/SEG OEG METERS N/SEC N/SIC MISEC OEG
2900 8.33 -3.29 8.96 291 2900 10.52 -4.19 11.3I 292 3900 9.57 -1.29 9.65 27_8
2925 8.34 -3.64 9.10 293 2925 9*70 -4,T6 I0.80 296 3925 9*80 -1.36 9*89 278
1980 8.61 -2.74 9*03 287 2950 9.25 -4.07 20.10 294 3950 20.22 -1.48 10.23 278
1975 8.81 -2.84 9*26 288 2975 9*2B -2.66 9.60 285 3975 10.60 -1.63 10.52 279
2000 8.96 -3*00 9.43 288 3000 9.64 -2*24 9*89 283 4000 20*8T -1.66 10.99 278
2025 8,92 -2,81 9,36 287
2050 8,86 -2,77 9.29 287
2075 8*95 -2,67 9,34 286
2100 9,21 -2,76 9,61 286
2125 9,17 -3,25 9*73 289
3025 9,78 -2,79 10,17 286
3050 9,03 -2*T8 9,44 287
3075 8,54 -2.64 8.94 287
3100 7,95 -2,49 8,33 287
3125 7.37 -2.24 7.70 287
4025 11,37 -1,99 11,54 280
4050 11,63 -2,14 11,82 280
4075 11,59 -2,69 11,89 283
4100 11,57 -2,35 11,81 281
4125 11,51 -2,20 II*T1 281
2150 9,11 -3,74 9,84 292
2175 9,31 -3,46 9,93 290
2200 9.13 -3.49 9.77 291
2225 9,19 -3,69 9,83 291
• 2250 9,34 -3,15 9,86 288
3150 7*04 -2,10 7,35 286
3175 6*98 -2,19 7,32 287
3200 T.O0 -_.09 7.30 286
3225 7,13 -1,41 7*27 281
3250 7.16 -1,72 7,36 283
4150 11,25 -2,20 11,46 281
4175 11,23 -1.79 11,37 279
4200 11,30 -1,60 11,62 278
4225 11,51 -1,55 11,62 277
4250 L1,97 -1,23 12,04 276
2275 9,36 -2,91 9,80 287
2300 9,51 -2,80 9,92 286
2325 9,55 -3,19 10,07 2B8
2350 9,54 -3,31 10,10 289
2375 9.36 -3,58 10,02 291
3275 7,11 -2,21 7*45 287
3300 7.67 -1,88 7*89 284
3325 8*05 -1,75 8,24 282
3350 8,58 -1,25 8*67 278
3375 8,83 -1,70 8,99 281
4275 12,65 -0*T3 12,67 273
4300 13,20 -1,61 13,30 277
4325 13,40 -2,39 13,65 281
4350 13,44 -3,00 13*77 282
4375 13,36 -3,53 13,82 285
2400 9*33 -3.63 10.01 291
2425 9.37 -3.13 9.88 288
2650 9.38 -3.27 9.93 289
2475 9,31 -3,35 9.90 290
2300 9,27 -2,99 9*74 288
3400 8,67 -2,18 8,94 286
3425 9,28 -0*85 9,32 275
3450 9.06 -1,03 9,12 276
3475 8.48 -L,37 8*59 279
3500 8,39 -0,71 8,42 275
4400 13,32 -3*87 13,87 286
4425 13,34 -3,70 13,84 285
4450 13.36 -3.24 13*75 283
4475 13,6A -2,82 13,93 281
4300 13*78 -2,61 14.02 281
2325 9,39 -2,82 9,81 287
2550 9,47 -3,04 9,94 288
2575 9,55 -3,15 10.06 288
2600 9,71 -3,18 10,22 288
2625 9*72 -3.16 10,22 288
3525 8*27 -1,05 8*34 277
3550 8,13 -1,46 8,26 280
3575 8,07 -1,21 8,16 278
3600 8,15 -1,27 8.25 279
3625 8,19 -0,89 8,24 276
4525 13,95 -2,54 16,18 280
4550 14,04 -2,30 16,23 279
4575 14,01 -2,08 14,16 27_
4600 14.06 -1.34 14.16 276
4625 1@,11 -1,01 14,15 274
2650 9,45 -3,16 9,97 288
2675 9,56 -3,38 10,14 289
2700 10,15 -3*38 10*70 288
2725 10,66 -3,33 11,17 287
2750 11,05 -3.56 11,61 288
3650 8*32 -0,70 8,35 275
3675 8*36 -0,94 8,41 276
3700 8.42 -0.95 8*4T 276
3725 8,52 -1,13 8,59 277
3750 8,61 -0,92 8,66 276
4650 14,40 -0,86 14,43 273
4675 14,52 -0,86 14,56 273
4700 14.47 -0.63 14.48 272
4725 14,44 -0,34 14,44 271
4750 14,00 -0,13 14,00 270
2775 11,04 -4,33 11,86 291
2800 10,99 -4*72 11,96 293
2825 11,23 -4,61 12,14 292
2850 11,38 -4,81 12,36 293
2875 11,10 -4*70 12,03 293
3775 8,53 -1,10 8,60 277
3800 8,61 -1,44 8,73 279
3825 8.84 -0.96 8,90 276
3850 8,96 -1,13 9.03 277
3875 9.33 -1,12 9.40 277
4775 13,66 0,19 13,66 269
4800 13,45 0,26 13,45 269
4825 13,29 0,02 13,29 270
4850 13,12 -0*2T 13,12 271
4875 12,66 -0,41 12,66 272
ALT - ALTITUDE, MX " ZENAL E8MPENENT_ MZ " MERIDIONAL CEMPENENTI MS " NINE SPEEDt THETA " MIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-03 01/13/65, I826Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIOA
ALT _X MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
mETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE 080 METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG
6900 12,21 -0,51 12,22 272 5900 11,99 -2,89 12,34 283 6900 16,43 -5,42 17*30 288
6925 11,34 -0,04 11,34 270 5925 12,18 -_.99 12,54 284 6925 16,65 -5,52 17,54 288
4950 10,98 0,19 10,98 269 5950 12,57 -3.34 13,01 285 6950 16,81 -5.89 17,82 289
4975 10,74 0.09 10,74 269 5975 12,89 -3.56 13,37 285 6973 17*26 -5,78 18,20 288
5000 10,5T 0,15 10,57 269 6000 13,21 -3.53 13,67 285 TO00 17,09 -5,56 17,98 288
5025 10,32 0,49 10,33 267
5050 10,L4 0,51 LO,I5 267
5075 10,10 0,24 10,10 268
5100 9*86 -0.03 9,86 270
5123 9*69 -0.38 9.70 272
6025 13,62 -3.59 14.09 285
6050 13,69 -3.83 14,21 285
6075 13,81 -3,TT 14,31 285
6100 14,20 -3.64 14.66 284
6125 14,18 -4.05 14,74 286
?025 16*77 -5,42 17,62 288
7050 16,9T -5*28 17,77 287
7075 16,85 -5,16 17,62 287
7100 16,T9 -5,23 17,59 287
7125 16,94 -5,17 17,72 287
5130 9,39 -0,59 9,6| 273
5175 9*T0 -0,70 9.73 274
5200 9,67 -1,53 9,79 279
8225 9.56 -2,21 9,81 283
5250 9,83 -2,50 10,14 284
6150 14,15 -4.19 14,75 286
6175 14,36 -4,00 14,90 285
6200 14,51 -3,90 15,02 285
6225 14,59 -3,92 15,10 285
6250 14,61 -4,11 15,18 286
7150 17,11 -5,26 17,90 287
7175 IT*03 -5,32 17,84 287
7200 16,93 -5,27 17,73 287
7225 16,76 -5.16 17*53 28T
7250 16,60 -5,13 17,37 28T
5275 10,14 -2,76 10,51 285
5300 10,32 -2,78 10.69 285
5325 10,21 -2.83 10.59 285
5350 10,08 _2.74 10.45 285
5375 10.12 -2.95 10.54 286
6275 14,64 .-4,11 15,20 285
6300 14,75 -3.94 15*2T 285
6325 15.22 -3.95 15.72 284
6350 15,38 -_*04 15,90 285
6375 15.34 -4,21 15,91 285
7275 16,52 -5,00 17,26 287
7300 16,53 -4.59 17,16 285
T325 16.36 -4.52 16,97 285
7350 16,12 -4,39 16*76 286
73T5 16,08 -4,52 16,70 286
5400 10.36 -2,85 10,74 285
5425 10,29 -2,89 10,69 286
5450 10,27 -3,06 10,72 286
5475 10.61 -3.05 11.04 286
5500 10.81 -3.26 11,29 287
6400 15,13 -3.94 15,64 284
6425 15,38 -3,93 15,88 284
6450 15,72 -4.37 16,32 285
6475 15,50 -4.54 16,15 286
6500 IS*TT -4,61 16.43 286
7400 16,03 -4,03 16,52 284
7425 15,96 -3*87 16,42 283
7450 15,87 -3.90 16,34 284
7475 16,16 -3,64 16*57 283
?500 16.37 -3.56 16,76 282
5525 10,78 -Z.98 11,|8 285
5550 10,56 -2,66 10,89 284
5575 10,53 -2,31 10,78 282
5600 10,52 -2,22 10.76 282
5625 10.56 -2,31 lO,Bl 282
6525 16,25 -4,72 16,92 286
6550 16,57 -4,77 17,24 286
6575 16.5T -4,62 17,20 285
6600 16,49 -4.74 17,16 286
6625 16,46 -4,94 17,19 287
7525 16,21 -3,79 16,65 283
7550 16,20 -3,81 16,64 283
7575 16.00 -3.37 16,35 282
7600 15,71 -3.03 16,00 281
7625 15,55 -2,96 15,83 281
5650 10.53 -2.56 10.83 283
5675 10.59 -2.43 10.87 283
5700 10.54 -2,61 10.86 284
5725 10.68 -2,88 11,06 285
5750 11,02 -2,63 11,33 283
6650 16,39 -5.39 17,26 288
6675 16,60 -_,95 17,63 290
6700 16,65 -5,90 17,67 289
6725 16.33 -5.82 17.33 289
6750 16.44 -5,68 17,39 289
7650 15,17 -3,03 15,47 281
7675 14,97 -2.46 15,17 279
7700 14,86 -2*46 15,06 279
7725 14,50 -2,78 14,76 281
T750 14,83 -2*25 15.00 278
5775 11,07 -2*68 11,39 283
5800 11,34 -2,72 11.66 283
5825 11,43 -Z*86 11.78 284
5850 I1.63 -2*76 I1,98 283
5875 11,89 -2,70 12,19 283
6775 16,39 -5*76 17,37 289
6800 16.10 -5.82 17,12 290
6825 lb*07 -5*54 17.00 289
6850 16,26 -5,62 17,20 289
6875 16.36 -5,77 17,34 289
7775 14.94 -2,13 15,09 278
7800 14,50 -1,85 14,62 277
7825 I4,63 -1,62 14,72 276
T850 14.88 -1,53 14.96 2T6
7875 15.03 -I,42 15,10 275
ALT - ALTITUDE, MX - ZBNAL CEMPBNENT, WZ - MERIDIENAL CEMP_NENT, MS = WINE SPEED, THETA - MIND DIRECTIBN
-b
TABLE 11-8 (con't) PAGE 145
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRffFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-03 01/13/65t [8262_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS W/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DED
7900 15,24 -1.56 15,32 276 8900 18,88 -2.67 [9.04 277 9900 20.38 0.43 20.38 269
7925 15,35 -1.61 [5.43 276 8925 [8,52 -2.29 18.66 277 9925 21.95 0.57 21.95 268
7950 15.20 -1,25 15.25 275 8950 18.55 -1.97 18.66 276 9950 22.67 0.23 22.67 269
7975 15,25 -0.90 15.28 273 8975 18.75 -[.85 [8,84 275 9975 22,54 -0.12 22.54 270
B000 15.60 -0.80 15.62 273 9000 10.47 -[.51 18.53 274 10000 22.50 -0.52 22.50 2T1
8025 15,67 -0,76 15,69 273
8050 15,69 -0,79 15,71 273
8075 15,94 -0,68 15,95 272
8100 15,97 -0,52 15,98 272
8125 15,74 -0,49 15,75 272
9025 18,45 -1,18 18,68 273
9050 18,42 -1,25 18.46 274
9075 18,39 -1,07 18,42 273
9100 18,24 -0,58 18,25 272
9125 17,96 -0,34 17,97 271
10025 22,73 -0,57 22,73 271
10050 22,89 -0,50 22,70 271
10075 22,55 -0,56 22,56 271
lOIOO 22,54 -0,30 22,54 271
1C125 22,43 -0,20 22,43 270
8150 15,54 -0,55 15,55 272
8175 15,72 -0,31 15,72 271
8200 15o69 -0,53 15,70 272
8225 15,50 -0,89 15,53 273
8250 15,58 -0,84 15,61 273
9150 18,01 -0,41 18,01 271
9175 17,98 -0*38 17,98 271
9200 18,12 -0.27 18,12 271
9225 [7,97 -0,20 17,97 270
9250 [7,56 -0,13 17,56 270
10150 22,51 -0,55 22,52 2T1
10175 22,35 -0,67 22,36 272
10200 22,31 -0,71 22,32 272
10225 22,49 -0.48 22,50 271
10250 22,32 0,26 22,32 269
8275 15,83 -0,89 15,86 273
8300 15,73 -0,92 15,76 273
8325 15,46 -1,25 15.51 274
8350 16,04 -1,17 16,08 274
8375 16,40 -1,05 16,43 273
9275 17,58 -0,15 17,58 270
9300 17,52 -0.13 17,52 270
9325 17,71 -O,1T 1T,T1 270
9350 18,03 -0,32 18,03 271
9375 18,13 -0,22 18,13 271
10275 22,01 0,81 22,02 268
10300 21,86 1,32 21,88 266
10325 21,89 1,75 21,96 265
10350 21,53 1,74 21,60 265
10375 20,78 1,64 20,85 265
8400 16,69 -1,23 16,74 274
8425 1T,61 -1,43 17,67 274
8450 18,05 -1,67 18,13 275
8475 18,42 -1,84 18,52 276
8500 18,62 -2,02 18,73 276
9600 18,11 0,08 18,11 270
9625 18,[9 0,29 18,19 269
9450 18o38 -0,03 18.38 270
9675 18,40 -0,33 18,40 271
9500 [0*54 -0,01 18,54 270
1C400 20,66 1,72 20,73 265
1C425 20,40 1,90 20,69 264
10650 19,89 2,26 20,02 263
1C475 19,72 2,50 19,88 263
10500 19,52 2,69 19,68 263
8525 18,45 -2,23 18,59 277
8550 18,55 -2,49 18,72 277
8575 18,38 -2,57 18,56 278
8600 18.35 -2.$4 1B.53 270
8625 18,41 -2,61 18,60 278
9525 18,59 0,08 18w59 270
9550 18,50 -0,06 18,50 270
9575 19,36 0,42 19,34 269
9600 19,20 O*TT 19,22 268
9625 18,39 0,65 18,41 268
10525 19,13 2,47 19,29 262
[0550 18,99 2,71 19,18 262
105T5 18,89 2,86 19,11 261
10600 18,86 2,86 19.07 261
10625 19,31 2,67 19.49 262
8650 18,20 -2,75 18,40 278
8675 18,22 -2,54 18,60 278
8700 18.33 -2.33 18.48 277
8725 18,68 -2,29 IB,82 277
8750 18,82 -2,23 18,95 277
9650 18,61 0,62 18,62 268
9675 19,23 0,81 19,24 267
9700 19*38 0.99 19.40 267
9725 18,98 [o16 [9,01 266
9750 19,13 1,38 19,18 266
1C650 19,70 2,31 19,83 263
10675 19,59 1,81 19,67 265
10700 19,79 1,94 19,89 264
10725 20,53 2,26 20,65 264
IC750 20.93 2,66 21,07 263
.orl_ xo._= -L,_q Lo. lu zr8
8800 18.76 -2,60 18.94 278
8829 IB*B6 -2.51 19.03 277
8850 18,87 -2,54 19,0_ 277
8875 19,05 -2.54 19,21 277
9t15 [9*30 1,40 19,35 266
9800 19,11 1,19 19,14 266
9825 19,13 1,08 19,16 267
9850 19,73 1,05 19,75 267
9875 19,97 0,67 19,98 268
10775 20,95 2,57 21,10 263
10800 20,67 2,27 20,80 264
10825 20,68 2,38 20,82 263
1C850 21,20 2,53 21,35 263
10875 21,01 2,58 21,17 263
ALT _ ALTITUOE, MR = Z8NAL C|RPM4ENTt WZ • MERIOIBNAL CBNPSNENTI WS - NINC SPEED, THETA - WIND 01RECTIRN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
NETERS W/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10900 20.15 2.71 20.33 262
10925 19,72 2,72 15,91 262
10950 19,30 3.22 19,56 260
10975 19o19 3,69 19,50 259
11000 18,75 3,77 19,12 258
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUM8ER 163-03 01/13/65, 1826ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALl WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC W/SEC OEG
11900 22,08 12,15 25,21 241 12900 19,84 4,14 20,26 258
11925 22,16 12,98 25,66 239 12925 19,66 4,73 20,22 256
11950 22,1D 13,07 25,68 239 12950 2D,17 5,87 21,01 254
11975 21,43 12,75 24,94 259 12975 20,10 6,92 21,26 251
12000 20,23 12,34 23,69 238 13D00 20,99 T,1B 22,18 251
11025 IB,Tl 6,39 19,22 257
11050 18,93 4,71 19,51 256
11075 18,52 4,53 19,07 256
11100 18,03 4,92 18,69 255
11125 18,20 5,23 18,93 254
11150 1-7,95 5,68 18,77 253
11175 17,41 5,62 18,30 252
11200 17,39 5,86 18,35 251
11225 17,35 5.95 18,34 251
11250 17,5.1 5,69 18,42 252
11275 17,57 5,52 18,42 252
11300 17,68 5,78 18,60 252
11325 18,04 6.07 [9,04 251
11350 18,46 6,11 19.4S 251
11375 18,19 6,14 19,19 251
11400 17,52 6,46 18,67 250
11425 17,94 7,11 19,30 248
11450 18,39 7,56 19,88 247
11475 18,57 8,37 20,37 246
11500 19,03 9,01 21,05 24_
11525 19,65 g,21 21,52 244
11550 19,9[ 9,21 21,94 245
11575 20,29 9.49 22,40 245
11600 20,24 9.94 22,55 244
11625 20.04 10,19 22,49 243
11650 20,69 10,59 23,25 263
11675 21,11 11,05 23,83 242
11700 21,28 11,07 23,g8 242
11725 21,18 11,02 23,88 242
11750 20,69 11,03 23,45 242
11T75 20,43 11,20 23,30 241
11800 20,55 11,22 23,41 241
11825 20,67 11,33 23,57 241
11850 21,1_ 11,33 23,99 242
11875 21,83 11,68 24*66 242
12025 20,55 12,71 24,16 238
12050 20,88 13,64 26,93 237
12075 20,13 14,28 24,68 234
12100 19,53 14,19 24,14 234
12125 19,6B 14,41 26,39 254
13025 22,65 6,41 23,53 254
13050 22,74 5,90 23,49 255
13075 22.46 5,56 23,13 2.56
13100 22,88 4,71 23,36 258
13125 22,64 3,89 22,97 260
12150 20,24 14,74 25,04 236
12175 21,31 14,25 25,63 236
12200 22,39 13,82 26,31 238
12225 23*37 13,84 27,16 239
12250 24,19 13,58 27.74 241
13150 21,85 3,17 22,08 262
13175 21,69 2,26 21,80 264
13200 21,59 1,62 21,65 266
13225 20.76 1,02 20,78 267
13250 20,07 1,02 20,10 267
12275 23,95 12,78 27,14 242
12300 24,16 12,58 27,24 242
12325 26,07 12,97 29,12 243
12350 27,58 12,67 30,26 245
12375 26,57 10,98 28,75 247
13275 19,94 1,42 20,00 266
[3300 20,52 1,86 20,61 265
13325 21,64 3,06 21,86 262
13350 21,82 4,05 22,20 259
13375 21,42 4,83 21,96 257
12400 25,94 9.30 27,55 250
12425 26,73 8,51 28*05 252
12650 27,86 8,14 29,02 254
12A75 28.07 7,54 29,07 255
12500 27,71 6,84 28,54 256
13400 20,78 5,49 21,49 255
13425 19.89 5,99 20,78 253
13450 19,70 6.18 20.66 252
13475 19,56 5.89 20,43 253
13500 19,42 5,45 20,17 254
12525 27.49 6.18 28.17 257
12550 26.91 5.26 27.42 259
12575 26,98 4,87 27,42 260
12600 27,27 4.88 27,70 260
12625 26,40 4.65 26,81 260
13525 19,59 5,44 20,33 254
13550 19,68 5,65 20.47 254
13575 19,66 6,10 20,57 253
13600 19,70 6,16 20,64 252
13625 20,04 6.42 21.05 252
12650 25,65 4,70 26,08 25g
12675 25,33 4,65 25,76 259
12700 25,07 4.07 25,40 261
12725 24*35 3.37 24,58 262
12750 23.72 2,76 23,88 263
13650 19,81 6,62 20,89 251
13675 lg,OT 6,19 20,05 252
13700 18,67 6.19 19,67 251
13725 18,T0 7,11 20,00 269
13750 18,92 7,72 20,43 248
12775 23,14 2,03 23,23 265
12800 22,20 2,27 22*32 264
12825 21,91 2,71 21,58 263
12850 20,98 3,0[ 21,20 262
12875 20,25 3,55 20,56 260
13775 18,82 7,72 20,34 248
13800 18,91 7,40 20,31 248
13825 19,24 7,35 20,59 249
13850 19.25 7.34 20.60 249
138T5 lg,29 7,14 20,57 250
ALT " ALTIEUDEt WX = ZBNAL CBNPSNENTt WZ = MER[DISNAL CBNPSNENTt WS = WINC SPEEOt THETA = WIND D[RECT[BN
PAGE146 TABLE 11-8 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND ¥ELRCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUWBER 165-03 01/13/651 1826Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLRR|DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEG N/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC NISEC OEG METERS M/SEC NISEC MISEC OEG
13900 19o23 6°92 20.66 250
13925 18.98 6.69 20.12 280
13950 18°80 7.18 20o12 249
13975 18.78 7°48 20.21 268
16000 18.60 T.62 19.84 268
14025 18,17 8.23 19o95 245
14050 18.16 8oT7 20.15 266
16075 17.65 9.15 19.89 262
16100 18.11 9o91 20°65 261
1_125 18.55 10.86 21,50 239
ALT _ ALTITUOEt WX " ZSNAL CgMP_NENTI WZ m MER|D|BNAL CBMPSNENTt WS " W[NC SPEEOI THETA " W[NO DIRECTIgN
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEO
2600 1.11 -6.27 4.41 34S
2625 1.95 -5,38 5.73 340
2650 9.T3 -7*76 12.45 308
2675 10.12 -7.80 12.77 307
2700 10.88 -8.E1 14.00 309
TABLE11-9 PAGE147
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE N[NO VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NURSER 168-06 01/13/65t 2137ZI EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT NX WZ W5 TPETA AL7 WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
3600 10.48 -0.72 10.51 274 4600 11.43 0.73 11.46 266
3625 10.64 -0.79 10.67 274 4625 11.30 0.82 11.33 266
3650 10.83 -0.58 10.85 273 4650 11.18 1.24 11.25 263
3675 10.49 -0.62 10.50 273 4675 11.09 1.69 11.22 26E
3700 10.46 0.01 10.46 27C 4700 11.20 1.69 11.32 261
2725 10.90 -8.55 13.86 308
2750 11.47 -8.35 14.19 306
2775 12.34 -9.30 15.45 307
2800 12.22 -9.60 15.54 308
2825 12.27 -9.80 15.70 308
2850 12.79 -9.20 15.76 306
2875 12.38 -8.52 15.03 304
2900 11.68 -8.89 15.68 307
2925 11.59 -8.21 14.20 305
2950 11.76 -8.13 14.30 304
2975 11.53 -7.84 13.94 304
3000 11.30 -7.20 13.40 302
3025 11.15 -7.35 13.35 303
3050 11.31 -7.30 13.56 303
3075 11.37 -7.15 13.43 302
3100 10.74 -7.22 12.95 304
3125 10.26 -6.58 12.19 302
3150 9.62 -5.66 11.16 500
3175 9.68 -6.C7 11.42 302
3200 9.38 -5.33 10.79 299
3225 8.92 -4.37 9.93 296
3250 9.15 -4.10 10.02 294
3275 9.02 -5.81 9.79 293
3300 9.05 -3.86 9.84 293
3325 8.72 -3.55 9.41 292
3350 8.47 -3.29 9.09 291
3375 8.71 -3.14 9.26 290
3400 8.45 -3.02 8.97 289
3425 7.74 -2.88 8.26 290
3450 7.76 -1.74 7.95 282
3475 8.69 -1.27 8,78 278
3500 9.48 -2.11 9.71 282
3525 10.2T -1.61 10.39 279
3550 10.34 -1.21 10.41 277
3575 10.16 -0.95 10.20 275
3725 10.43 -0.19 10.43 271
3750 10.07 -0.59 10.09 273
3775 10.40 -0.O9 10.40 270
3800 10.87 -0.00 10.87 2T0
3825 10.77 -0.02 10.77 270
A725 10,86 1.91 11.02 Z6O
4750 10.47 2.31 10.73 257
47T5 10.27 2.36 10.54 257
6800 10.03 2.28 10.29 257
6825 9.72 2.15 9.96 257
3850 10.58 -0.37 10.59 272
3875 10.99 -0.15 10.99 271
3900 11.39 0.26 11.40 269
3925 11.54 0.13 11.54 269
3950 11.63 -0.34 11.64 271
4850 9,55 2.09 9.78 257
4875 9.68 1.96 9*88 258
4900 9.68 1.58 9.81 261
6925 9.77 1.29 9.86 262
6950 10.00 1.04 10.05 264
3975 11,56 -1.23 11.63 276
4000 11.13 -1.74 11.26 279
4025 11.25 -2.22 11.47 201
4050 11.83 -1.74 11.96 278
4075 12.08 -1.31 12.16 276
4975 10.12 0.74 10.15 266
5000 10.19 0.53 10.20 267
5025 10,35 0.59 10.36 267
5050 10.51 0.44 10.52 267
5075 10.69 0.03 10.69 270
4100 12.10 -1.49 12.19 2?7
4125 12.44 -0.74 12.46 273
4150 12o52 -1.1T 12.57 275
4175 12.20 -2,18 12.39 280
4200 12.17 -2.40 12.40 281
5100 10.71 -0.28 10,71 271
5125 10.68 -0.#0 10.69 272
5150 I0.70 -0.71 10.73 274
5175 10.80 -0.86 10.84 274
5200 11.21 -0.60 11.23 273
4225 12.10 -2.52 12.36 282
4250 11.72 -3.17 12.14 285
4275 11.57 -2.97 11.95 284
4300 11.52 -2.53 11.79 282
4325 11.69 -2.14 11.89 280
5225 11.35 -0.72 11.37 273
5250 11.50 -1.03 11.55 275
5275 11.56 -1.33 11.64 278
5300 I1.TO -1.68 11.82 278
5325 12.02 -1.88 12.16 279
4350 12.05 -1.52 12.15 277
4375 12.30 -1.71 12.42 278
4400 12.70 -1.36 12.78 276
4425 13.19 -0.84 13.22 273
4450 13.36 -0.37 13.36 2"_J
5350 12.31 -2.07 12.48 279
5375 12.64 -2.31 12.85 280
5400 12.87 -2.68 13.15 282
5425 13.26 -2.54 13.51 281
4475 13.16 0.06 13.16 270
4500 13.08 0.08 13.08 269
4525 12.90 0.22 12.90 269
4550 12.51 0.46 12.52 268
4575 11.94 0.58 11.95 267
5475 13.26 -1.94 13.40 278
5500 12.94 -1.75 13.06 278
5525 12.91 -1.45 13.00 276
5550 12.91 -1.33 12.98 276
5575 12.81 -1.04 12.85 274
ALT " ALTITUDEe WX = ZENAL CJMPENENT, MZ = MERIDIENAL CBMPENENT, WS = MINC SPEEOe THETA = MIND DIRECTIEN
ALT WX WZ
METER5 M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
5600 12.60 -0.89 12.63 274
5625 12.83 -0.79 12,86 273
5650 12o94 -0.63 12.96 273
5675 12.89 -0.63 12.91 273
5700 13.13 -0.58 13.14 272
MP5-18 8ADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-06 01/13/65t 2137Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
WS THET8 AL7 WZ MS T_ETA W5 THETA
5T25 13.17 -0.88 13.20 274
5750 13.22 -0.84 13.25 273
5775 13.31 -0.76 13.33 273
5800 13.53 -1.16 13.58 275
5825 13.94 -1.27 13.99 275
5850 14.07 -1.34 14,13 275
5875 14.07 -1.64 14o16 276
5900 14.03 -1.72 14.14 277
5925 14.10 -1.82 14.22 277
5950 14.30 -2.10 14.46 278
5975 14.68 -Z. 09 14.83 278
6000 14.99 -2.40 15.18 279
6025 15,05 -2.60 15.27 280
6050 15._0 -2.85 15.47 280
6075 15.59 -3.21 15,92 2B1
6100 15.88 -3.34 16,23 282
6125 16.12 -3.35 16.46 282
6150 16.50 -3.69 16.91 282
6175 16.61 -4.08 17.10 284
6200 16.65 -4.31 17.20 284
6225 16.67 -4.45 17.25 285
6250 16.37 -4,48 16.98 285
6275 16.16 -4.30 16.72 285
6300 16.22 -4.14 16.74 284
6325 16.43 -4.16 16.95 284
6350 16.74 -3o72 17,15 282
6375 16.90 -3.54 17.26 282
6400 17.06 -3,63 17.44 282
6425 17,15 -3.69 17.54 282
6450 17.51 -3.64 1T.88 282
6475 17.71 -3.01 18.07 281
6500 17.31 -4.00 17.77 283
6525 17.20 -4.11 17.68 283
6550 17.38 -3693 17.82 283
6575 17.23 -3.95 17.68 283
WX
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
6600 17.46 -3.87 17.86 282
6625 17,60 -3.87 18,02 282
6650 17.65 -3.53 18.00 281
6675 17.84 -3.23 18.13 28D
6700 17.85 -3.22 18.14 280
6725 17.73 -2.75 17.94 279
6750 17.54 -2.42 17.71 278
6775 17,27 -2.08 17.39 277
6800 17.14 -1.24 17.18 274
6825 17.26 -0.95 17.28 273
6850 17.29 -1.04 17.32 273
6875 17.53 -1.25 17.57 274
6900 18,00 -1.39 18.05 274
6925 18.05 -1.62 18.12 275
6950 18.13 -1.60 18.20 275
6975 18.28 -1.20 18.32 274
7000 18.28 -1.17 18.31 273
T025 18.36 -1.30 18.40 274
7050 18.69 -1.34 18.74 274
7075 18.95 -1.29 18.99 274
7100 19.16 -1.28 19.21 274
7125 19,61 -1.18 19.65 273
7150 20.19 -1.01 20.21 273
7175 20.02 -1.31 20.07 2T4
7200 19.74 -0,91 19.76 272
7225 19.78 -0.58 19.79 271
7250 19.82 -0.97 19.84 273
7275 20.28 -1.11 20.31 273
7300 20.71 -1.16 20.74 273
7325 20.85 -1.19 20.88 273
7350 21.22 -1.13 21.25 273
7375 21.12 -1.26 21.15 273
7400 20.85 -1.30 20.89 273
7425 20.97 -1.42 21.02 274
7450 20.87 -1.67 20.94 274
7475 20.79 -Io40 20.84 274
7500 20.88 -1.22 20.91 273
7525 20.95 -1.53 21.00 274
7550 21.13 -1.38 21,17 274
7575 21.36 -1.1T 21.39 273
AL7 WX MZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7600 21.43 -1.44 21.48 274
7625 21.34 -1.25 21.37 273
7650 21.39 -1.34 21.44 273
7675 21.28 -1.61 21.34 274
7700 21.01 -1.81 21.09 275
7725 21.15 -1.72 21.22 274
7750 21.23 -1.48 21.29 274
7775 20.96 -1.60 21.02 274
7800 20.78 -1.34 20.83 274
7825 20*89 -1.06 20.91 273
7850 20.76 -1.28 20.80 273
7875 20.63 -1.04 20.66 273
7900 20.61 -l. O1 20.63 273
7925 20.28 -0.87 20.30 272
7950 19.86 -0.64 19.87 272
7975 19.80 -0.63 19.81 272
80C0 19.75 -0o51 19.76 271
E025 19.53 -0.21 19.53 270
8050 19.37 -0.48 19.37 271
8075 19.74 -0.71 19.75 272
MID0 20,16 -0.68 20.17 272
8125 20.00 -1,27 20.04 273
8150 20.05 -1.34 20.09 274
8175 20.14 -1.24 20.18 273
8200 20,63 -1.43 20.68 274
E225 20.85 -1,68 20.92 274
8250 20.69 -1.79 20.77 275
8275 20,71 -1,97 20.81 275
8300 20.74 -2.63 20.88 276
8325 21.10 -2.67 21.27 277
8350 21.20 -2.88 21.39 278
8375 21.52 -3.35 21.77 279
8400 21.95 -3.50 22.22 279
8425 22.21 -3.62 22.50 279
0450 22.46 -3.59 22.74 279
8475 22.54 -3.78 22.85 279
8500 22°45 -3.80 22*77 279
8525 22.26 -3o73 22.57 279
8550 22.41 -3o55 22.69 279
8575 22.57 -3.52 22.84 279
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CEMPBNEN|_ WZ = MERIDIENAL C_MPENENTt WS " WINC SPEEDI THETA " WIND OIRECT|EN
PAGE 148
ALT WX MZ NS THETA
METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
8600 22.51 -3.58 22.80 279
8625 22.66 -3.46 22.93 279
8650 22.63 -3.53 22.90 279
8675 22.52 -3.18 22.75 278
8700 22.52 -2.91 22.71 277
TABLE11-9 (con't)
PP,S"I6 8AOAR/JIN_PHERE NINO YELIk_ITY PRSFILE
TEST NUM8ER 163-06 01/13/65, 21372* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL|RIDA
ALT NX W2 N$ THEIA
METERS M/SEG M/SEC N/SEe CEG
9600 21.17 -0.16 21.17 270
9625 21.15 -0.28 21.15 271
9650 21.19 0.08 21.19 270
9675 21.03 0.92 21.05 267
9700 20.65 1.16 20.69 267
8725 22.27 -3.C6 22.47 278
8750 21.77 -3.01 21.97 278
8775 21.59 -2.77 21.76 277
8800 21.42 -2.55 21.58 277
8825 21.18 -2.64 21.34 277
8850 20.94 -2.81 21.13 277
8875 21.09 -2.61 21.25 277
8900 21.07 -2.81 21.26 277
8925 21.18 -3.11 21.41 278
8950 21.15 -3.14 21.38 278
8975 21o09 -2.91 21.29 278
9000 21.45 -2.?4 21.63 277
9025 21.45 -3.00 21.66 278
9050 21.39 -3.30 21.64 279
9075 21.51 -3.17 21.74 278
9100 21.60 -2.91 21.80 278
9125 21.62 -2.E2 21.80 277
9150 21.58 -3.11 21.81 278
9175 21.77 -3.18 22.00 278
9200 22.15 -2.94 22.35 27T
9225 22.22 -3.02 22*42 278
9250 22*26 -2.79 22.43 277
9275 22.32 -2.16 22.42 275
9300 22*05 -1.97 22.14 275
9325 22.05 -1.82 22.12 275
9350 22.85 -1o37 22.89 273
9375 23.10 -1.31 23.22 273
9400 22.83 -1.14 22.86 273
9425 22.41 -0.81 22.43 272
9450 21._5 -0.39 21.85 271
9475 21.73 -0.30 21.73 271
9500 21.71 -0.54 2h71 271
9525 21.39 -0.37 21.39 271
9550 21*28 -0.35 21.28 271
9575 21.22 -0.38 21.22 271
9725 20.45 1.34 20.49 266
9750 20.58 1.64 20.64 265
9775 20.34 2.38 20.48 263
9800 20.24 2.97 20.45 261
9825 20.34 3.28 20.60 261
9850 2_.27 3.51 20.57 260
9875 20.46 3.61 20.78 260
9900 20.66 3.75 21.00 260
9925 20.84 3.80 21.10 259
9950 21.21 3.70 21.53 260
9975 21.63 3.46 21.90 261
10000 21.72 2.94 21.92 262
10025 21.37 2.65 21.54 263
10050 21.21 2.83 21.40 262
10075 21.45 3,08 21.67 262
10100 21.71 3.27 21.95 261
10125 21.62 3.21 21.86 261
10150 21.44 3.26 21.69 261
10175 21.64 3.27 21.89 261
10200 21.82 3.2_ 22.06 261
10225 22.18 3.65 22.46 260
10250 22*30 3.75 22.61 260
10275 22;31 3.53 22.59 261
10300 22.61 3.24 22.84 262
10325 22.67 3.06 22.88 262
10350 22*TT 3.07 22.98 262
10375 23.28 3.05 23.48 2E2
10400 23.72 2*75 23.88 263
10425 24.17 2.48 24*30 264
10450 24.89 2.43 25.01 264
10475 25.51 2.01 25.59 265
10500 25.97 1.92 26.04 266
10525 26.01 1.58 26.06 266
10550 25.77 0.98 25.79 268
10575 26.59 0.74 26.60 268
ALE NX NZ W$ THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC NISE¢ OEG
1060o 27.00 0.32 z7.00 269
10625 27.83 -0.13 27.83 270
10650 27.50 -0.19 27.50 270
10675 26.65 0.09 26.65 270
10700 26.21 0.50 26.22 269
1C725 25.77 0.91 25.79 268
lC75_ 25.33 1.33 25.37 267
10775 24.89 1.74 24.95 266
10800- 24.46 2.15 24.55 265
IC825 21.38 1.79 21.45 265
1C850 21.42 2.14 21.53 264
1C875 21.91 2.83 22.09 262
IC900 22.20 3.33 22.45 261
10925 22.19 3.25 22.43 261
1C950 21.36 2.49 21.50 263
1C975 20.86 3.03 21.08 262
11000 19.91 4.04 20.32 258
11025 19.01 4.78 19.60 256
11050 18.89 5.03 19.55 255
11075 18.05 4.54 18.61 256
11100 17.24 4.11 17.72 256
11125 17.02 4.81 17.69 254
11150 17.25 6.75 18.52 248
11175 17.08 7.50 18.66 246
11200 16.88 8.13 18.73 244
11225 17*56 8.54 19.52 244
11250 18.24 8.65 20.18 244
11275 18.77 8.64 20.67 245
11300 19.19 8.51 20.99 246
11325 19.38 8.90 21.33 245
11350 19.63 9.3T 21.75 244
11375 19.61 9.31 21.70 244
11400 19.46 9.30 21.60 244
11423 18.48 8.31 21,59 244
11450 19.74 9.19 21.77 245
11475 20.03 9*38 22.12 245
11500 20.42 9.34 22.45 245
11525 21.02 9.19 22.94 246
11550 21.58 9.14 23.43 247
11575 21.86 9.17 23.71 247
4LI • ALTITUDE* WX " ZSNAL CBMPSNEN3, WZ = MERIDISNAL CBNPBNENT, WS " MINC SPEED* THETA " WIND DIREOTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-06 01/13/65, 2137Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIOA
AL7 WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC DEG
11600 22.38 9.16 24.18 248
11625 23.13 E.91 24*79 249
11650 24*63 E.51 26.06 251
11675 25*23 8.17 26*52 252
11700 26,99 8.15 28.20 253
11725 25.96 7.49 27.02 254
11750 23.97 6.58 24.83 254
11775 23.63 5.90 24.35 256
11800 24*22 5.42 24.82 257
11825 23.87 4.68 24.33 259
11850 23.31 4.19 23.69 260
11875 22.82 3.81 23.14 260
11900 22.37 3.29 22.61 261
11925 22.72 3.37 22.97 261
11950 23.23 3.27 23.45 262
11975 23.05 2.96 23.24 262
12000 21.94 2.CO 22.12 263
12025 21.49 2.75 21.67 263
12050 21.64 3.25 21.88 261
12075 21.92 3.E0 22.25 260
12100 21.75 4.30 22.17 259
12125 21.09 4.98 21.67 257
12150 20.76 5.48 21.47 255
12175 21.61 6.72 22.63 253
12200 22.35 7.91 23.71 250
12225 22.38 8.39 23.90 249
12250 22.70 9.05 24.44 248
12275 22.88 8.65 24.46 249
12300 22.40 7.E0 23.72 251
12325 22.27 7.78 23.59 251
12350 22.23 7.64 23.51 251
12375 21.74 7.61 23.03 251
12400 21.15 7.23 22.35 251
12425 20.49 6.42 21.47 252
12450 20.33 6.C3 21.21 253
12475 21.34 5._5 22.16 254
12500 22.35 5.69 23.06 256
12525 21.92 5.40 22.57 256
12550 20.84 5.59 21.58 255
12575 20.37 5.87 21.20 254
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC CEG
12600 19.88 6.19 20.83 253
12625 20*07 5.87 20.91 254
12650 20.39 5.29 21.06 255
12675 19.99 4.73 20.54 257
12700 19.82 4.19 20.26 258
12725 19.97 3.60 20.29 280
12750 20.07 3.10 20.31 261
12775 20.30 2.92 20.51 262
12800 20.51 3.11 20.75 261
12825 20.73 2.90 20.93 2E2
12850 20.70 2.26 20.82 264
12875 20.60 1.43 20.65 266
12900 20.71 0.84 20.73 268
12925 20.71 0.70 20.72 268
12950 20.51 0.86 20.53 267
12975 20.62 1.14 20.65 267
13000 20.99 1.30 21.03 266
13025 21.37 1.64 21.44 265
13050 21.73 1.84 21.81 265
13075 21.91 2.34 22.04 264
13100 21.78 3.07 22.00 262
13125 20.90 3.54 21.20 260
13150 20.17 3.64 20.49 260
13175 19.67 3.38 19.96 260
13200 19.36 2.87 19.57 261
13225 19.27 2.97 19.49 261
13250 19.68 2.99 19.90 261
13275 20.34 2*67 20.52 262
13300 2O.O0 2.86 20.20 262
13325 18.95 3.43 19.26 260
13350 18.42 4.07 18.87 257
13375 18.29 4.32 18.79 257
13400 18.33 4.30 18.83 257
13425 18.43 4.32 18.93 257
13450 18.11 4*75 18,73 255
13475 17.65 5.21 18.40 253
13500 17.17 5.61 18.06 252
13525 16.81 6.00 17.85 25C
13550 17.12 6.49 18.30 249
13575 17.43 6.90 18.74 248
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC R/SEC W/SEO DEG
13600 18.03 7.04 19.36 248
13625 18.79 7.08 20.08 249
13650 19.42 7*32 20.76 249
13675 19.54 7.87 21.07 248
13700 19.72 8.49 21.48 247
13725 19.57 9.47 21.74 244
13750 10.98 9.94 21*43 242
13775 19.16 9.54 21.40 243
13800 18.63 10.87 21.57 240
13825 18.32 11.93 21.86 237
13850 18.29 12.38 22.09 236
13875 18.33 13.26 22.62 234
13900 19.84 13.40 23.95 236
13925 21.08 13.76 25.17 237
13950 21.15 13.29 24.97 238
13975 20.68 12.28 24.05 239
14000 20.70 12.09 23.97 240
14025 21.09 11.48 24.01 241
14050 21.88 11.50 24._2 242
14075 22.45 11.88 25.40 2_2
14100 22.66 11.53 25.42 243
14125 23.11 11.55 25.83 243
14150 23.91 ll.4O 26.49 244
14175 23.74 11.12 26.21 245
14200 22.69 11.12 25.27 244
14225 22.62 11.37 25.31 243
14250 22.05 11.13 24.70 243
14275 20.43 9.86 22.68 244
14300 21.33 11.42 24.20 242
14325 21.99 12.21 25.15 241
14350 21.35 12.18 24.58 240
14375 20.42 11.94 23.66 239
14400 21.35 11.48 24.24 242
14425 22.92 11.10 25.47 244
14450 23.86 11.67 26.56 244
14475 23.68 10.98 26.10 245
145C0 23.69 10.50 25.91 246
14525 22.77 10.78 25.19 244
14550 21.53 10.29 23.86 244
145T5 21.57 10*17 23.85 245
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPONENE, WZ • MERIOImNAL C@WP@NENE, WS . WINC SPEEO, T_ETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-9 (con't) PAGE149
FP$-16 RADARIJINSPHERE MIND VEL@CITY PROFILE
TEST NUNEER 16)-06 01/13/65_ 2137Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLIRIOA
kS THETA ALT MX WZ MS TPETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
ME]ERS N/SEE NISEC M/SEC OEGALT MX WZ
METERS NISEC N/SEC NISEC DEG NETERS M/SEC N/SEC RISEC CEG
14600 21.86 10.20 26*[0 245 [5600 19.25 13.95 23*78 254
14625 22*64 10.45 24.75 245 15625 19.42 1).85 23.85 234
14650 22.24 10.40 24.56 245 15650 19.57 14.00 24.06 234
14675 21.19 9.65 23.29 265 15675 20.37 13.92 24.67 2)5
14700 22.16 10.56 24.55 244 15700 21.3) 12.65 24.80 239
14725 22.81 11.19 25.41 266 15725 21.80 11.77 24.77 241
14750 22*59 10.70 24.99 244 15750 22.10 11.63 24,97 242
16775 22.96 11.03 25.46 244 15775 22.75 10.27 24.96 246
14800 2).01 11.40 25.68 243 15800 22.61 0.98 24.16 248
16825 2).08 10.98 25.56 244 15825 21.96 8°90 23.67 248
14850 23.67 10.87 26.05 245 15850 22.08 7,96 23.47 250
16875 24.06 11.10 26.50 245 15875 22.29 8.46 23.84 249
14900 26.18 10.82 26.49 246 15900 21.72 9.15 2)°57 247
14925 24*06 9.76 25.96 268 15925 20.32 9.72 22.53 244
16950 24.09 9.00 25.71 249 15950 19.74 9.56 21.92 244
16975 25*20 8.47 26.92 249 15975 18.83 9.92 21.28 242
15000 26.05 10.52 28.10 248
15025 23.99 10.11 26.04 247
15050 21.86 9.89 24.03 245
15075 20.55 10.62 23.06 243
15100 20.25 11.01 23.05 241
15125 20.31 11,63 23.31 240
15150 20.04 11.53 23.12 240
15175 19.81 12.46 23.39 238
15200 18.90 12.91 22.88 235
15225 18.47 13.32 22.78 234
15250 18.56 14.26 23.)9 232
15275 19.21 16.74 24.21 232
15300 20.30 16.16 25.94 231
15325 19.09 15.65 24.68 230
15350 17.82 14.91 23.23 230
15375 18.31 15.C7 23.72 230
15600 18.49 14.E4 23.59 231
15425 18.63 13.96 23.28 233
15650 19.33 13.75 23.73 234
15475 19.02 13.43 23.29 235
15500 18.19 12.99 22*36 234
15525 18.05 12.31 21.85 236
15550 18.68 12.05 22.06 237
15575 18.69 13.22 22.89 235
ALT " ALTKTUDEw WX • ZENAL CBNPBNENTt WZ " NER|DISNAL CSNPBNENT, MS " MINE SPEED_ THETA _ MIND D|RECTI_N
PAGE 150 TABLE I 1-10
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1NSPHERE WIND VELnCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-09 01/14/658 0040Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLtRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT NX MZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE N/SEC M/SEE OEG
3225 11o55 -7.77 13.92 304 4225 11.55 -5*73 12.90 296 5225 11.59 1.64 11.71 262
3250 11.29 -7.14 13.36 302 4250 11.40 -5.81 12.79 297 5250 11o79 1.51 11.89 263
3275 10.36 -6.64 12.30 302 4275 11.05 -6*01 12.58 298 5275 11.85 1.36 11.93 263
3300 9.63 -6.02 11.36 302 4300 10.96 -5.92 12.46 298 5300 11.74 1.22 11.81 266
3325 8.91 -6.48 11.02 306 4325 10.81 -5.73 12.23 298 5325 11.77 1.30 11.84 266
3350 8.63 -5.86 10.43 304
3375 8.51 -5.24 9.99 301
3400 8.19 -5.72 9.99 305
3425 8.2T -4.99 9.66 301
3450 8.28 -6.09 9.23 296
4350 10.97 -5*60 12.31 297
6375 11.22 -5.60 12.45 296
4400 11.36 -4.87 12.36 293
4425 11.41 -4o62 12.31 292
4450 11.53 -4.09 12.23 289
5350 11.90 1.36 11.97 263
5375 11.93 1.52 12.02 263
5400 11.88 1.63 12.00 262
5425 11,90 1.54 12.00 262
5450 12.11 1.57 12.21 262
3475 7.75 -3.86 8.66 296
3500 7,33 -3.55 8.14 296
3525 7.25 -3.06 7.87 293
3550 7.68 -3.00 8.24 291
3575 8.11 -3.02 8*65 290
4475 11.73 -3.11 12.14 285
6500 11.76 -2.74 12.07 283
4525 11.87 -2.57 12.15 282
4550 12.12 -1,81 12.26 278
4575 12.20 -1.45 12.29 277
5475 12.10 1.26 12.17 264
5500 12.16 0o52 12.17 267
5525 12.56 0.21 12.56 269
5550 12.7A -0.18 12.74 271
5575 13.09 -0.70 13.11 273
3600 8.37 -3.18 8.96 291
3625 8.45 -3.68 9.22 293
3650 8.79 -4.35 9.81 296
3675 9.16 -5.29 10.58 300
3700 9.23 -6.38 11.22 304
4600 12.51 -1*68 12.59 277
4625 12.79 -1.29 12.86 276
4650 12.90 -1.09 12.95 275
4675 13.01 -1.12 13.06 275
4700 13.23 -1.08 13.28 274
5600 13.65 -0.71 13*67 273
5625 13.95 -0.70 13.97 273
5650 14.59 -0*47 14.60 272
5675 14.91 -0.57 14.92 272
5700 15.23 -0.47 15.26 272
3725 9.32 -6.28 11.23 304
3750 9*26 -6.15 11.11 303
3775 8.99 -6.59 11.15 306
3800 8.92 -6.48 11.02 306
3825 8.97 -7.13 11.46 308
4725 13.21 -0,60 13.22 272
4750 13.02 -0.29 13.02 271
6775 13.06 -0.10 13.06 270
4800 12.93 -0.02 12.93 270
4825 12.85 0.09 12.85 269
5725 15.18 -0.12 15.18 270
5750 15.09 -0.07 15.09 270
5775 14.95 0.17 14.95 269
5800 14.66 0.44 14.67 268
5825 14.43 0.63 14.45 267
3850 9.10 -7.09 11.56 308
3B75 9.08 -7.11 11.53 308
3900 8.97 -7.66 11.80 310
3925 9.30 -T.78 12.13 310
3950 9.62 -7.51 12*20 308
4850 12.86 -0.11 12.86 270
4875 12.70 -0.19 12.70 271
4900 12.74 0.10 12*74 269
4925 12.74 0.00 12.74 270
A9_0 12.63 0.04 12.63 270
5850 14.24 0.95 14.27 266
5875 13.86 1.52 13.95 264
5900 13.80 1.86 13.93 262
5925 14.08 1.83 14.20 262
5950 14.24 1.73 14.35 263
3975 9.68 -7.46 12.21 307
6000 9.63 -7.33 12.10 307
4025 9.87 -7.35 12.31 306
4050 10.15 -7.24 12.67 305
6075 10.19 -7.21 12.48 305
4975 12.49 0.39 12.50 268
5000 12.56 0.59 12.57 267
5025 12.71 0.79 12.74 266
5050 12.57 1.14 12.62 265
5075 12.37 1.44 12.46 263
5975 14.28 1.46 14,35 264
6000 14.53 1.71 14.63 263
6025 14.98 2.04 15.12 262
6050 15.16 1,72 15.26 263
6075 15.07 1.60 15.16 264
4100 10.52 -7.17 12.73 304
4125 10.77 -6.60 12.63 301
4150 10.37 -6.71 12.52 302
4175 10.56 -7.05 12,70 304
4200 ll.OA -6.62 12.88 301
5100 12.23 1.53 12.32 263
5125 12.16 1.40 12.24 283
5150 11.90 1.63 11.99 263
5175 11.55 1.54 11.66 262
5200 11.53 1.59 11.64 262
6100 15.10 1.75 15.20 263
6125 15.34 1.72 15.44 263
6150 15.45 1.62 15.53 264
6175 15.37 1.50 15.44 264
6200 15.60 1.18 15.64 265
RLT " ALT[TUOEe WX - ZBNAL CgMPSNENT, MZ = NERIDIBNAL CItMP8NENT, MS = WINE SPEEOt THETA = MIND DIREETISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELECITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 163-09 01/14/65g O040Zj EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT NX WZ MS THETA ALT MR WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE H/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE R/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEE OEG
6225 15.83 0.16 15.85 267 7225 18.62 1.28 18.46 266 1225 26*26 -0.79 24*27 272
6250 16.03 0*57 16.04 268 7250 18.73 1.35 18.77 266 8250 24.30 0.14 26*30 269
6275 16.34 0*75 16.36 267 72T5 18.92 1.24 18.96 266 8275 23.98 0,25 23.98 269
6300 16.32 0.87 16.35 267 7300 18.97 0.87 18.99 267 8300 23.80 -0.07 23.80 270
6325 16.12 0.90 16,15 267 7325 19.19 0*93 19.22 267 8325 21.72 0.06 21.72 270
6350 16.02 0.82 16.04 267
6375 16.20 1.04 16.23 266
6400 16.34 1.36 16.40 265
6625 16.20 1.46 16.26 265
6450 16.12 1.56 16.19 26A
7350 19.45 1.28 19.49 2E6
7375 19.73 0.95 19.75 267
7400 20*15 1.20 20.19 266
7425 20.25 1.46 20.30 266
7450 20.31 1.07 20.34 267
8350 22.18 -0.08 22.18 270
8375 24.24 0.22 24.24 269
8400 23.40 0.26 23.40 269
8425 23.25 -0.11 23*25 270
8450 23.07 0.44 23.07 269
6475 16.09 1.60 16.17 264
6500 16.16 1.96 16.28 263
6525 16.04 2.04 16.17 263
6550 15.96 1.73 16.86 264
657S 16.19 1.54 16.26 264
7475 20.70 0.97 20*73 267
7500 20.84 0.76 20.86 268
7525 20*66 0.55 20.67 268
7550 20.80 0.86 20.82 267
75T5 20.85 1.04 20.88 267
8475 23.27 0.91 23.29 268
8500 23.18 0.95 23.20 267
8525 23.12 0.73 23.13 268
8550 23.04 0.78 23.06 268
8575 23.02 1.17 23.05 267
6600 16.35 1.25 16.40 265
6625 16.49 1.08 16.52 266
6650 16.65 0.83 16.67 267
6675 16.33 0.80 16.35 26?
6700 16.03 1.16 16.07 266
7600 20.78 1.04 20.81 267
7625 20.82 0.68 20.83 268
7650 20.98 0.54 20.98 268
7675 20.98 0.85 20*99 268
7700 20.84 0.78 20.85 268
8600 23.16 1.46 23.20 266
8625 23.08 1.55 23.14 266
8650 23.43 1.46 23.48 266
8675 23.89 1.60 23*94 266
8700 24.11 1.77 24.17 266
6725 15.89 1.56 15.97 264
6750 15.68 1.63 15.77 264
6775 15.72 1.51 15.79 264
6800 15.62 1.31 15.67 265
6825 15.81 1.56 15.89 264
7725 20.85 O.E3 20.87 268
7750 20.82 0.91 20.84 267
7775 20.88 1.00 20.91 267
7800 20*95 0.70 20.95 268
7825 21.11 0.41 21.11 869
8725 24.30 1.95 26.37 265
8750 24.61 1.92 24.68 265
8775 24.78 1.76 24.85 266
E800 24.56 1.93 24.64 265
8825 24.17 1.74 24.24 266
6850 15.84 1.59 15.92 264
6875 15.67 1.29 15.T2 265
6900 16.04 1.30 16.09 265
6925 16.16 1._1 16.21 265
6950 16.05 1.31 16.10 265
7850 21.35 0.48 21.36 269
7875 21.45 0.16 21.45 269
79Q0 21.70 -0.17 21.70 270
7925 22.14 -0.04 22.14 270
7950 22.62 -0.04 22.62 270
8850 23.83 1.47 23.88 266
8875 23.70 1.66 23.75 266
8900 23.50 1.54 23.55 266
8925 23.21 1.44 23.26 266
8950 22.91 1.60 22.97 266
6975 16.07 1.41 16.13 265
7000 16.43 1.44 16.49 265
702S 16.62 1.34 16.67 265
7050 16.83 1.23 16.88 266
7075 17.34 1.01 17.37 26T
7975 23.20 -_.26 23.21 270
8000 23.67 -0.22 23.67 270
8025 24.12 -0.33 24*32 271
8050 24.81 -0.49 24.82 271
8075 24.68 -0.47 24*69 271
8975 23.28 1.39 23*32 266
8000 23.27 1.36 23.31 266
9025 22.92 1.38 22.96 266
9050 22*88 1.15 22.91 267
8075 22.95 1.14 22.98 267
7100 17.74 0.65 17.75 268
7125 18.09 0.57 18.10 268
7150 18.24 0.58 18.25 268
7175 18.45 0.82 18.47 267
7200 18.46 1.12 18,49 266
8100 24.61 -0.56 24.62 271
8125 24.63 -0.56 24.64 271
8150 24.69 -o*qo 24.70 272
8175 24.68 -1.19 24.71 273
8200 24.28 -1.10 24.30 272
9100 22.71 1,25 22.74 267
_125 22.54 1.34 22.58 266
9150 22.63 1.40 22*67 266
9175 22.73 1.27 22.77 267
9200 22.78 0.78 22.79 268
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt MZ = MERIDI_NAL CSMPSNENTt MS = WINE SPEED, THETA = MIND OIRECTION
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9225 22.65 0.28 22.65 269
9250 22.80 0.19 22.80 269
9275 23.21 -O.OT 23.21 270
9300 23.28 -0.28 23.28 271
9325 23.12 -0.17 23.12 270
TABLEII-I0 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPNERE WIND VELJCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-09 01/14/65. O060Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEC M/SEE _EG
10225 22.46 0.55 22.45 268
10250 22.62 0.65 22.43 268
10275 22.57 0.41 22.58 269
10300 22.80 0.17 22180 269
10325 22.94 -0.25 22.95 270
9350 23.11 -0.06 23.11 270
9375 22.93 -0.21 22.93 270
9400 23.11 -0.60 23.12 271
9625 23.22 -0.46 23.23 271
9650 23.37 -0.54 23.38 271
9475 23.63 -0.72 23.64 272
9500 23.32 -0.57 23.32 271
9525 22.95 -0.71 22.96 272
9550 22,81 -0.66 22.82 271
9575 22.91 -0.86 22.93 272
9600 22.84 -1.19 22.87 273
9625 22.71 -0.96 22.73 272
9650 22.91 -0.93 22.92 272
9675 22.73 -0.65 22.74 271
9700 22.76 -0.09 22.T6 270
9725 22.87 0.23 22.87 269
9750 22.65 0.56 22.66 268
9775 22.66 0.68 22.67 268
9800 23.06 0.78 23.07 268
9825 23.08 0.77 23.10 268
9850 23.14 0.52 23.15 269
9875 23.15 0.19 23.15 269
9900 22.80 0.52 22.81 269
9925 22.92 0.62 22.92 269
9950 22.93 -0.38 22.93 271
9975 22.49 -0.05 22,49 270
10000 22.71 0.26 22.71 269
10025 22.73 0.34 22.73 269
10050 22.65 0.25 22.65 269
10075 22.75 -0.01 22.75 270
10100 22.75 0.10 22.75 270
10125 22.77 0.26 22.78 269
10150 22.59 0.65 22.60 269
10175 22.62 0.32 22.62 269
10200 22.70 0.18 22.70 269
10350 23.21 -0.54 23.21 271
10375 23.58 -0.43 23.58 271
10600 23.64 -0.51 23.64 271
10625 23.67 -0.01 23.67 270
10450 24.18 0.20 24.18 269
10675 24.38 -0.12 24.38 270
10500 24.26 -0.26 24.26 270
10525 24.23 0.17 24.23 269
10550 24.11 0.65 26.12 268
10575 24.34 0.84 26.35 268
10600 24.14 1.19 24.17 267
10625 23.48 1.82 23.55 265
10650 23.43 2.01 23.51 265
10675 23.43 2.58 23.57 264
10700 23.59 3.37 23.83 262
10725 23.69 3.31 23.92 262
10750 23.60 2.89 23.78 263
10775 23.28 3.08 23.48 262
10800 23.00 3.15 23.22 262
10825 22.94 3.03 23.14 262
10850 22.91 2.93 23.10 263
10875 22.92 3.23 23.15 262
10900 22.86 3.47 23.12 261
10925 22.59 3.42 22.85 261
10950 22.58 3.36 22.82 261
10975 22.57 3.42 22.83 261
11000 23.06 3.33 23.30 262
11025 24.17 3.11 24.37 262
11030 24.44 3.22 24.65 262
11075 24.32 3.33 24.54 2_2
11100 23.85 3.66 24.12 261
11125 23.59 3.51 23.85 261
11150 23.34 3.62 23.62 261
11175 23.07 3.77 23.38 261
11200 22.90 4.03 23.25 260
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ALT MR WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
11225 22.69 4.35 23.10 259
11250 22.45 4.53 22.90 258
11275 22.44 4.79 22.95 258
11300 22.43 4.97 22.98 257
11325 22.13 5.59 22.82 256
11350 21.94 5.87 22.71 255 .
11375 21.78 5.97 22.58 254
11400 21.63 6.23 22.51 254
11425 21.50 6.38 22.42 253
11450 21.37 6.77 22.42 252
11475 22.00 6.77 23.02 253
11500 22.14 6.72 23.14 253
11525 22.06 6.87 23.09 253
11550 22.46 6.56 23.40 254
11575 22.84 6.12 23.65 255
11600 23.21 5.51 23.85 256
11625 23.38 5.55 24.03 256
11650 23.30 5.65 23.98 256
11675 22.92 5.58 23.59 256
11700 22.59 6.05 23.39 255
11725 22.17 6.42 23.08 254
_1750 21.43 _.07 22.57 252
11775 20.95 7.5p 22.27 250
11800 20.46 8.04 21.98 248
11825 20.18 8.82 22.02 246
11850 20.05 9.35 22.13 245
11875 20.35 9.62 22.51 245
11900 21.00 9.17 22.92 246
11925 21.33 8.76 23.06 247
11950 21,36 8.40 22.95 248
11975 21.09 8.00 22.55 249
12000 21.21 7.74 22.58 250
12025 21.65 7.20 22.81 251
12050 21.56 6.85 22.62 252
12075 21.49 6.60 22.48 253
12100 21.88 6.13 22.73 254
12125 22.26 6.13 23.09 254
12150 22.79 6.56 23.72 254
12175 23.54 6.55 24.43 254
12200 25.22 6.28 25.99 256
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX " ZSNAL cgMPENENT* WZ = MERIOISNAL CBMPSNENT* WS • WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND OIRECT[SN
ALT WX WZ
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE wINo VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 163-09 01/141651 O040Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLgRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12225 26.53 5,78 27,15 258
12250 27.01 4.74 27.43 260
12275 26.57 3.88 26.85 262
12300 26.17 3.16 26.36 263
12325 26.01 2.99 26.18 263
12350 25.72 2.93 25.89 263
12375 25.56 2.78 25.71 264
12400 25.06 2.40 25.18 264
12425 24.83 2.10 26.91 265
12450 26,77 1.89 24.84 265
12475 24.69 1.37 24.73 267
12500 24.61 0.53 24.62 269
12525 24.29 1.00 24,31 267
12550 23.99 2.56 24.13 264
12575 23.66 3.32 23.89 262
12600 23.09 4.16 23.46 260
12625 22.47 5.37 23.11 256
12650 21.84 5.85 22.61 255
12675 21.60 6.17 22.47 254
12700 21.05 6.60 22.06 252
12725 20.69 6.74 21.76 252
12750 20.53 7.13 21.74 251
12775 20.59 7.59 21.94 250
12800 20.70 7.50 22.02 250
12825 20.69 7.24 21.92 251
12850 20.98 6.86 22.08 252
12875 21.64 6.50 22.59 253
12900 22.38 6.99 23.45 252
12925 22.58 6.94 23.62 253
12950 22.13 6.41 23.04 254
12975 21.50 6.66 22.50 253
13000 21.65 6.64 22.64 253
13025 22.15 6.44 23.07 254
13050 22.45 6.01 23.24 255
13075 22.69 5.31 23.31 257
13100 22.80 5.15 23.37 257
13125 22.71 5.22 23.31 257
13150 22.11 5.50 22.79 256
13175 21.41 5.70 22.16 255
13200 20.78 6.21 21.69 253
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
13225 20.37 6.89 21.50 251
13250 20.34 7.25 21.59 250
13275 20.37 7.83 21.82 249
13300 20.08 8.37 21.75 247
13323 19.55 8.7T 21.42 246
13350 19.63 8.45 21.37 247
13375 19.92 8.18 21.54 247
13400 19.88 8.39 21.58 247
13425 19.16 9.46 21.36 244
13450 19.38 9.94 21.78 243
13475 19.66 9.77 21.94 243
13500 19.52 10.18 22.01 242
13525 19.52 10.43 22.13 242
13550 19.67 10.77 22.25 241
13573 19.20 11.07 22.16 240
13600 19.08 10.80 21.92 240
13625 19.42 10.84 22.26 241
13650 19.61 10.95 22.46 241
13675 20.01 10.76 22.72 242
13700 20.54 10.73 23.18 262
13725 20.99 10,41 23.43 243
13750 21.17 10.09 23.45 244
13775 22.43 10.41 24.73 245
13800 23.30 10.64 25.61 245
13825 22.74 11.3] 25.40 243
13850 22,04 11.57 24.89 242
13875 21.38 11.68 24.37 241
13900 21.14 12.26 24.44 240
13925 20.48 12.88 26.20 238
13950 20.01 13.20 23. 97 236
13975 19.88 12.98 23.74 23T
14000 19.06 12.29 22.68 237
14025 20.57 12.15 23.89 239
14050 21.20 11.55 24.14 241
14075 22.07 10.52 24.45 244
14100 22.73 10.83 25.18 244
14125 23.31 10.93 25.75 245
14150 24.41 10.74 26.67 266
14175 24.65 10.31 26.72 247
14200 24.92 9.74 26.75 248
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
14225 25.11 9.59 26,88 249
14250 25.02 9.24 26.67 250
14275 24.60 9.84 26.49 248
14300 24.03 10.13 26.08 247
14325 23.76 9.79 25.69 247
14350 23.19 9.97 25,24 247
14375 • 22.64 9.84 24.68 246
14400 22,28 9.70 24.30 246
14625 21.46 9.64 23.53 246
14450 21.96 9.90 24.09 246
14475 22.17 10,17 24.39 245
14500 22.37 10.15 24.57 245
14525 22.73 10.75 25.15 24Je
14550 22.88 10,78 25.29 245
14575 23.84 10.67 26,12 246
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX " ZBNAL CBMPBNEN31WZ = MERIDIBNAL CEMPENENT* WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECT[BN
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ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
2775 8,19 -0.25 8.20 272
2800 8.03 0.27 8.03 268
2825 8.74 0.78 8.78 265
2850 9.19 1.27 9.28 262
2875 9.24 1.94 9.44 258
2900 9.40 2.06 9.63 257
2925 9.33 0.94 9.38 264
2950 9.13 -0.06 9.13 270
2975 8.64 -0.19 8.65 271
3000 8.69 -0.36 8*TO 272
TABLE II-11
FPS-16 RAOARIJIRSPHERE MIND VELECITY PREEILE
TEST NUMBER 0360 01/22165, 01062* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL|RIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS R/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
3775 8.41 0.35 8.42 267
3800 8.87 0.50 8.88 26T
3825 8.95 0.54 8*97 266
3850 9.53 0.57 9*54 266
3875 9.97 0.55 9.99 267
3900 10.09 0751 10.10 267
3925 10.73 0.59 10.75 267
3950 11.13 0*55 11.15 267
3975 11.22 0.48 11.23 267
4000 11.42 0.69 11.44 266
3025 8.69 -0.54 8.70 273
3050 8.56 -0.48 8*58 273
3075 8.75 -0.42 8.76 273
3100 B.80 -0.27 8.8 t 272
3125 8.76 0.04 8.76 270
3150 8.81 0.29 8.82 268
3175 8.81 0.54 8.82 266
3200 9.09 0.82 9.13 265
3225 9.17 0.94 9.22 264
3250 8.83 0.88 8.87 264
3275 8.47 0.69 8.50 265
3300 8.44 0.57 8.46 266
3325 8.91 0.47 8.92 267
3350 8.79 0.34 8.80 268
3375 8.67 0.44 8*68 267
3400 8.94 0.85 8.98 264
3425 8.81 0.97 8.86 264
3450 8.41 0.82 8.45 264
3475 8.02 0.33 8.03 267
3500 7.75 -0.28 7.75 272
3525 7.75 -0.68 7.78 275
3550 7.84 -0.97 7.90 277
3575 7.72 -1.16 7.80 278
3600 7.61 -1.39 7,73 280
3625 7.46 -1.50 7.61 281
3650 7.56 -1.52 7.71 281
3675 7.44 -1.43 7.58 281
3700 6.96 -0.90 7.01 277
3725 7.16 -0.28 7.16 272
3750 7.71 0.12 7*71 269
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
4775 16.87 8.46 18.87 243
4800 16.37 8.18 18.30 263
4825 16.85 8,45 18.86 243
4850 16.72 8.68 18.84 242
4875 16.05 8.56 18.19 242
4900 16.61 8.87 18.83 242
4925 16.69 8.80 18*B7 242
4950 16.18 8*40 18.23 262
4975 16.01 8.14 17.96 243
5000 16.36 8.14 18.27 243
4025 11.95 1.20 12.01 266
4050 1_.07 1.73 12.19 262
4075 12.13 2.42 12.37 259
4100 11.99 2.99 12.36 256
4125 11.15 3.20 11.60 254
5025 16.24 8.00 18.10 244
5050 15.43 7.35 17.09 244
5078 15.77 7.30 17.38 245
5100 15.81 7.17 17.36 265
5125 15.07 6.52 16.42 246
4150 11.52 4.03 12.20 251
4175 11.90 4*72 12;80 248
4200 11.63 5.01 12.66 247
4225 12.08 5.51 13.28 245
4250 12.00 5.67 13.27 245
5150 14.48 5.81 15.60 248
5175 14.80 5.43 15.77 250
5200 15.14 5.19 16.00 251
5225 15.15 4.71 15.87 253
5250 15.34 4.49 15.98 254
4275 12.32 6.00 13.70 244
4300 12.88 6.40 14.38 243
4325 13.22 6*59 14.77 243
4350 13.49 6.60 15.02 244
4375 13.92 6.78. 15.48 244
5275 lb. O0 4.47 16.61 254
5300 16.41 4.50 17.02 254
5325 16.17 4.41 16.76 255
5350 16.16 4.09 16.67 256
5375 16.09 3.55 16.48 257
4400 14.47 7.14 16.14 244
4425 14.29 T.O0 15.91 244
645O 15.14 7.52 16.91 243
4475 15.34 7.96 17.28 242
4500 15.49 8.55 17.70 241
5400 16.12 3.19 16.44 259
5425 16.78 3.02 17.05 260
5450 16.62 2.83 16.86 260
5475 15.99 2.71 16.22 260
5500 15.84 2.50 16.04 261
4525 15.37 8.84 17.73 240
4550 15.47 8.98 17.88 240
4575 15.81 9.03 18.21 240
4600 15.91 8.76 18.16 241
4625 16.01 8.53 18.14 242
5525 15.95 2.28 16.11 262
5550 15*78 2.31 15.95 261
5575 15.36 2.40 15.55 261
5600 15.23 2.53 15.44 260
5625 15.03 2.69 15.26 260
4650 16.20 8.48 18.29 242
4675 16.39 8.50 18.46 242
4700 16.68 8*50 18.72 243
4725 16.82 8.55 18.87 243
4750 16.70 8.39 18.69 243
5650 14.86 2.84 15.13 259
5675 14.73 2.90 15.01 259
5700 14.61 2*96 14.90 258
5725 14.37 3.24 14.73 257
5750 14.22 3.48 14.64 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL CEMPENENTt WZ " MERIDIENAL CBNPENENTt MS " WINC SPEED, THETA "WINO OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 0360 01/22/65t 0106Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT _X WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS W/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
5775 14.67 3.67 15.13 256 6775 13.07 0.81 13.10 266 7775 18.22 0.80 18.24 267
5800 14.60 3.78 15.09 255 6800 13.17 1.28 13.23 264 7800 18.50 0*52 18.51 268
5825 14.03 3.T5 14.52 255 6825 13.47 1.60 13.57 263 7825 |8.60 0.46 |8.61 268
5850 13.95 3*88- 14.48 254 6850 13.51 1.93 13.65 262 7850 19.04 0.53 19.05 268
5875 13.85 4.05 14.43 254 6875 13.48 2.06 13.64 261 7875 18.91 0.46 18.92 268
5900 13.95 4.09 14,56 253
5925 14.17 4.05 14.74 256
5950 14.23 3.99 14.78 254
5975 14.08 3.87 14.60 254
6000 13.93 3*83 16.45 254
6900 13.56 2.00 13.71 261
6925 14.12 1.67 14.22 263
6950 14.29 1.18 14.34 265
6975 14.23 0.69 14.25 267
TOO0 14.69 0.34 14.69 269
7900 18.55 0.39 18.55 269
7925 18.74 0.34 18.74 269
7950 19.31 0.23 19.32 269
7975 19.63 0.24 19.63 269
8000 19.15 0.19 19.15 269
6025 14.51 4.13 15.09 254
6050 14.31 4.03 14.87 254
6075 14.46 3.96 14.99 254
6100 14.91 4.14 15.48 254
6125 14.57 4.17 15.16 254
7025 14.89 0.28 14.90 269
7050 15.00 0.51 15.00 268
7075 15.11 0.68 15.12 267
7100 15.17 0.75 15.19 267
7125 15.04 0.81 15.07 267
8025 19.03 -0.00 19.03 270
8050 19.12 -0.14 19.12 270
8075 19.15 -0.24 19.15 271
8100 19.03 -0.27 19.03 271
8125 19.08 -0.39 19.08 271
6150 14.56 4.50 15.24 253
6175 14.49 4.59 15.20 252
6200 14.76 4.45 15.41 253
6225 15.00 4*28 15.60 254
6250 15.36 4.02 15.88 255
7150 14.92 0.74 14.94 267
7175 15.02 0.44 15.03 268
7200 15.02 0.07 15.02 270
7225 15.13 O.lO 15.13 269
7250 14.86 0.12 14.86 269
8150 19.13 -0.40 19.13 271
8175 19.31 -0.36 19.31 271
8200 19.36 -0.20 19.36 270
8225 19.32 -0.05 19.32 . 270
8250 19.56 -0.07 19.56 270
6275 15.81 3*74 16.24 257
6300 15.92 3.58 16.32 257
6325 16.45 3.50 16.82 258
6350 16.38 3.32 16.72 258
6375 16.48 3.32 16.81 258
7275 15.56 0.07 15.56 270
7300 16.28 0.13 16.28 269
7325 16.09 0.19 16.09 269
7350 16.31 0.45 16.32 268
7373 16*50 0.83 16.52 267
8275 19.87 -0.14 19.87 270
8300 20.10 -0.20 20.10 270
8325 20.28 -0.28 20.28 271
8350 20.55 -0.58 20.56 271
8375 20.75 -0.95 20.77 272
6400 16.45 3.43 16.80 258
6425 15.68 3.37 16.04 258
6450 15.09 3.38 15.46 257
6475 14.35 3.34 14.73 257
6500 14.84 3.17 15.17 258
7400 16.56 1.09 16.60 266
7423 16.46 1.41 16.52 265
7450 16.41 1.78 16.50 264
7475 17.07 2.03 17.19 263
7500 17.57 1.97 17.68 263
8400 20.93 -1.24 20.97 273
8425 21.01 -1.36 21.05 274
8450 21.04 -1.36 21.08 274
8475 21.38 -1.48 21.43 274
8500 21.46 -1.73 21.53 274
6525 15.09 2.32 15.26 261
6550 14.57 0.88 14.60 Z66
6575 14.57 -0.27 14.57 271
6600 14.60 -0.74 14.62 273
6625 14.38 -0.81 14.40 273
7525 17.45 1.77 17.54 264
7550 17.21 1.57 17.28 265
7575 17.11 1.58 17.18 265
7600 17.89 1.67 17.97 264
7625 18.17 1.63 18.24 265
8525 21.61 -2.01 21.70 275
8550 22.03 -2.05 22.12 275
8575 21.86 -1.95 21.95 275
8600 22.49 -2.15 22.60 275
8625 23.18 -2.54 23.32 276
6650 14.07 -0.54 [4.08 272
6675 14.04 -0.45 14.05 272
6700 13.82 -0.43 13.82 272
6725 13.47 -0.10 13.47 270
6750 13.32 0.35 13.33 268
7650 17.80 1.50 17.87 265
7675 17.84 1.38 17.89 265
7700 17.95 1.32 18.00 266
7725 17.98 1.22 18.02 266
7750 18.13 1.05 18.16 267
8650 23.06 -2.72 23.22 277
8675 23.33 -2.85 23.51 277
8700 23.60 -3.01 23.79 277
8725 23.73 -3.05 23.93 277
8750 23.80 -2.89 23.97 277
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CSMPBNENTt WZ " MERIDIeNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEEOt THETA " WIND OIRECTISN
TABLE I I-ll (con't) PAGE153
FPS-I6 R60ARIJIRSPHERE" WIND VELSC|TY PRmFILE
TEST NUMBER 0360 01/22/65_ 01052w EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX MZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
0775 24.21 -2.61 24.35 276 9775 30.11 1.65 30.16 267 ICTT5 25.83 3.48 26.07 262
8800 24.63 -2.37 24.T4 275 9800 29.T0 1.58 29.74 267 10800 25.82 3.63 26.08 262
8825 24.56 -2.20 24.66 275 9825 29.48 1.54 29.53 267 10825 27.27 3.72 27.52 262
8850 24=89 -2.20 24*78 275 9850 29.21 1.51 29.25 267 IC850 28.81 3.36 29.01 263
8875 24.88 -2.09 24.97 275 9875 28.51 1.49 28.55 267 1C875 28.90 2.86 29.04 264
8900 24.71 -1.8T 24.78 274
8925 25.09 -1.61 25.15 273
8950 25.T8 -1.38 25.82 273
8975 25.70 -1.30 25.73 273
9000 25.49 -1.40 25.52 2T3
9900 28.90 1.51 28.94 267
9925 29.55 1.70 29.60 267
9950 29.35 1.78 29*40 266
9975 29.39 1.61 29*43 267
10000 29.41 1.48 29.45 267
IC900 29.10 2.98 29.25 264
IC925 29.45 3.14 29.62 264
IC950 29.11 3.13 29.28 264
10975 29.09 3.12 29.26 264
11000 28.89 3.14 29.06 264
9025 25.65 -1.26 25.68 273
9050 25.76 -1.00 25.78 272
9075 25.94 -0.69 25.95 271
9100 25.97 -0.25 25.97 270
9125 25.78 -0.16 25.T8 270
10025 28.65 1.52 28.69 267
10050 28.46 1.93 28.53 266
10075 28.98 2.03 29.05 266
10100 28.43 2.01 28.50 266
10125 28.05 1.97 28.12 266
11025 29.05 2.80 29.18 264
11050 30.04 2.07 30.11 266
110T5 29.73 1.33 29.76 267
11100 29.38 0.77 29.39 268
11125 29.17 0.84 29.18 260
9150 25.72 -0.42 25.73 271
9175 25.96 -0.42 25.96 271
9200 26.55 -0.20 26.55 270
9225 27.17 -0.30 27.1T 270
9250 27.78 -0.33 27.78 271
10150 28.01 1.98 28.08 266
10175 28.00 2.30 28.09 265
10200 28.16 2.63 28.28 264
10225 27.95 2.83 28.09 264
10250 27.78 2.85 27.93 264
11150 29.43 1.31 29.46 267
11175 30.30 1.23 30.32 267
11200 31.20 1.20 31.22 268
11225 30.78 1.TO 30.83 267
11250 31.28 2.42 31.37 265
9275 28.08 -0.28 28.08 270
9300 28.16 -0.33 28.16 270
9325 2T.41 -0.15 27.42 270
9350 28.33 -0.08 28.33 270
9375 29.44 0.06 20,44 270
10275 27.35 2.76 27.49 264
10300 27.09 3.19 27.28 263
10325 27.50 3.40 27.71 263
10350 26.91 3.33 27.11 263
10375 27.12 3.75 27.38 262
11275 32.43 3.12 32.58 264
11300 32.01 3.62 32.21 263
11325 32.26 3.77 32.48 263
11350 33.06 4.07 33.31 263
11375 33,53 4.18 33.79 263
9600 29.15 0.51 29.16 269
9425 29.70 0.66 29.79 269
9450 29.68 0,60 29.68 269
9475 29.99 0.93 30.01 268
9500 30.68 1.20 30.71 268
10400 27*27 3.99 27.56 261
10425 26.66 3.91 26*95 261
10450 26.42 3.98 26.71 261
10475 26.49 4.17 26.82 261
10500 26.65 4.14 24.97 261
11400 33.70 3.92 33.93 263
11425 33.46 3.87 33.68 263
11450 34.23 4.27 34.49 263
11475 33.76 4.04 34.OO 263
11500 33.67 3.87 33.90 263
9525 30.68 1.29 30.70 267
9550 30.01 1.58 30.05 267
9575 30.06 1.64 30.10 267
9600 30.57 1.53 30.61 267
9625 29.79 1.43 29.83 267
9650 29.85 1.39 29.89 267
9675 30.52 1.56 30.56 267
9700 30.44 1.70 30.49 267
9725 29.90 1.89 29*95 267
9750 29.45 1.60 29.99 267
10525 26.51 4.10 26.82 261
10550 26.65 4.25 26.99 261
10575 26.95 4.21 27.28 261
10600 27.00 4.09 27.30 261
10625 26.44 4.25 26.78 261
10650 26.63 4.46 27.00 260
10675 27.54 4.70 27.94 260
10700 27.55 4.68 27.95 260
10725 26.98 4.18 27.31 261
10750 26.28 3.62 26.53 262
11525 34.14 3.79 34.35 263
11550 33.26 3.37 33.43 264
115T5 33.59 3.19 33.74 264
11600 33.37 3.20 33.52 264
11625 32.99 3.24 33.15 264
11650 32.66 2.89 32.79 265
11675 32.25 2.69 32.34 265
11700 31.75 2.22 31.83 266
11725 30.79 1.96 30.86 266
11750 30.04 1.66 30.08 267
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX I Z8NAL E8NPRNENTt MZ : HERIOISNAL CENPSNENTt WS m WIN0 SPEEOt THETA " WIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PR8F|LE
TEST NUMBER 0360 01/22/65. 0106Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA RLT MX W2 WS THETA
RETERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
11T75 29.11 1.19 29.14 267 12775 27.08 6.60 27.87 256 137T5 12.87 9.09 15.75 235
11800 27.95 0.75 27.96 268 12800 25.24 6.33 26.02 256 13800 13.01 9.4T 16.09 234
11825 29.26 1.07 29.28 268 12825 24.98 6.25 25.73 256 13825 13.22 9.65 16.37 234
11850 28.87 1.22 28.89 267 _2850 25.19 6.35 25.98 256 13850 13.03 9.72 16.26 233
11875 28.39 1.19 20.42 267 12875 24.38 6.15 25.12 256 13875 13.00 9.82 16.29 233
11900 28.74 1*20 28.77 267
11925 27.31 1.11 27.33 267
11950 27°68 1.11 27.70 268
11975 27.98 1.51 28.02 267
12000 27.07 2.11 27.15 265
12900 23.62 3.55 24.27 257
12925 22.99 5.06 23.54 257
12950 22.30 5.00 22.85 257
12975 21.84 4.97 22.40 257
13000 21.20 4.42 21.66 258
13900 13.48 9.71 16.62 234
13925 14.14 9.90 17.26 235
13950 14.32 9.56 17.21 238
139T5 15.71 9.69 18.46 238
14000 16.49 9.89 19.23 239
12025 26.87 2.20 26.96 265
12050 27.02 2.76 27.16 264
12075 27.95 3.57 28.18 263
12100 28.28 3.48 28.49 263
12125 29.10 3.31 29.29 263
13025 20.38 4.34 20.82 258
13050 19.52 6.48 20.03 257
13075 19.14 4.44 19.65 257
13100 19.73 4.55 20.25 257
13125 19.60 4.66 20.15 256
14025 16.90 9.31 19.29 241
14050 17.95 8.64 19.92 244
16075 18.40 8.36 20.21 245
14100 18.13 9.32 20.38 243
14125 17.64 9.48 20.02 242
1215Q 29.34 3.13 29.50 264
12175 28.06 2.93 28.22 264
12200 28.86 2.87 29.01 264
12225 30.60 2.34 30,69 265
12250 29.96 1.83 30.00 266
13150 18o95 4.69 19.52 256
13175 19.39 4.44 19.90 257
13200 19.39 4.63 19.93 256
13225 18.87 4.76 19.46 256
13250 18.54 5.25 19.27 254
14150 18.67 9.03 20.76 244
14175 19.67 9.40 21.80 244
14200 19.48 9.28 21.58 244
14225 20.03 9,70 22.26 244
14250 20.09 10.19 22.53 245
12275 28.68 1.35 28.71 267
12300 29.35 1.65 29.39 267
12325 29.68 2.23 29.76 266
12350 28.28 2.73 28.41 264
12375 27.16 3.03 27.31 263
1327S 18.04 6.01 19.02 251
13300 17.52 6.31 18.62 250
13325 16.89 6.42 18.07 249
13350 16.72 7.08 18.15 247
13375 17.12 7.27 18.60 247
14275 18.88 9.80 21.27 242
14300 18.16 10.03 20.74 241
14325 17.28 10.67 20.31 238
14350 16.33 10.85 19.61 236
1R375 15.45 10.87 18°89 235
12400 28.29 3.87 28*55 262
12425 28.53 4.33 28.85 261
12450 27.45 5.01 27.90 259
12475 27.44 6.36 28.17 257
12500 27.22 7.01 28.11 255
13400 16.79 7.30 18.31 246
13625 16.76 7.74 18.46 245
13450 16.52 7.95 18.33 244
13475 16.53 7.82 18.29 245
13500 16.19 7.81 17.97 244
14400 15.15 11.09 18.77 234
14425 15.26 11.40 19905 233
14450 14.67 11.20 18.45 232
14475 15*18 11.64 19.13 232
16500 15.82 12.06 19.89 233
12525 27.63 7.T8 28.71 254
12550 27.57 7.92 28.69 254
12575 28.16 7.52 29.15 255
12600 28.94 7.33 29.85 256
12625 28.00 6.72 28.79 256
13525 15.06 7.74 16.93 243
13550 14.73 7.85 16.70 242
13575 14.68 8.46 16.94 240
13600 14.41 8.61 16.T9 239
13625 14.00 8.77 16.51 238
14525 15.84 12.11 19.94 232
14550 15.89 11.92 19.86 233
14575 16.70 12.76 21.01 232
14600 17,30 13.66 22.04 232
14625 17.10 13.75 21.95 231
12650 28.69 7.03 29*54 256
12675 29.64 7.03 30.46 256
12700 28.70 6.65 29,46 257
12725 27.34 6.70 28.15 256
12750 27.10 6.70 27.92 256
13650 13.88 9.10 16.60 237
13675 13.66 9.13 16.42 236
13700 13.38 8.95 16.09 236
13725 13.36 9.21 I6.23 235
I3750 13.14 9.35 16.13 234
14650 IT.08 I4.23 22.23 230
14675 16.99 13.95 21.98 230
I4700 16.48 13.39 21.24 231
14725 17.I4 13.53 21.84 232
I4750 17.33 13.29 21.84 232
ALT 2 ALTITUDE* WX " ZSNAL CBMP8NENTt WZ = NERIOI8NAL C8MP8NENTt WS " NINC SPEEOe THETA "NINO DIRECTIRN
PAGE 154 TABLE II-ii(con't)
FPS-[6 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELRCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 0360 0[/22/65t 01062, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLIRIOA
ALT W[ WZ WS THETA ALT WX W[ WS THETA ALT WX W[ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
14775 [6.79 [2*50 20*94 233 [5775 19.64 13.96 24.[0 236 167T5 [6.90 [0.50 19.93 238
14800 17.[6 12.12 21.01 235 |5800 20.20 14.04 24.60 235 16800 16*57 9.96 19*33 239
[4825 [7.62 11.84 2[.23 236 [5825 20,58 13.88 24.83 236 [6825 16.53 9.42 19.02 240
16850 18.31 11.59 21.67 237 15850 21.74 14.70 26.24 236 16850 16.79 9.33 19.21 241
14875 18.73 11.30 21,88 239 15875 18.92 14.45 23.80 232 16875 16,97 9.40 19.AO 241
[4900 19.10 10.98 22.03 240
14925 19.38 10.88 22.23 241
16950 19.54 10.61 22.14 242
14975 19.43 9.35 21.56 244
15000 19.38 8.20 21.04 247
15900 17.85 [4.46 22.97 231
15925 18.64 15.11 24.00 231
15950 19.13 14.94 24.27 232
15975 18.84 15.39 24.32 231
16000 18.60 15.74 24.37 230
[6900 16.28 9.62 18.92 239
16925 15.73 8.96 18.10 240
16950 15.39 8.41 17.54 241
16975 14.89 8.40 17.10 240
[TODD 14.97 8.54 17.23 240
15025 19.66 7.32 20.98 249
15050 20,17 7,06 21.37 251
15075 19.57 5.69 20.38 254
15100 19.07 4.80 19.67 256
15125 19,42 4.51 19.94 257
16025 18.71 15.78 24.47 230
16050 19.20 16.05 25.03 230
16075 18.84 15.50 24.40 230
16100 18.60 14.15 23.37 233
16125 18.29 12.72 22.27 235
17025 14.67 8.51 16.96 240
17050 13.99 8.59 16.41 238
17075 13.54 8.82 16.16 237
[7lOO 13.03 8.72 15.68 236
17125 11.32 8.14 13.95 234
15150 18.68 3.77 19.06 258
15175 18.17 4.28 18.67 257
15200 17.95 5.61 18.81 252
15225 17.00 6.22 18.11 250
15250 16,66 5.57 17,57 251
16150 17.97 12.62 21.96 235
16175 17.89 11.87 21.47 236
16200 17.63 10.82 20.69 238
16225 17.56 10.35 20.37 239
16250 18.19 10.29 20.90 240
17150 10.10 7.58 12.63 233
17175 10.81 7.66 13.24 235
1T200 10.78 7.47 13.12 235
17225 [O*6l 5.99 12.19 240
17250 10.40 5.93 11.87 240
15275 15.80 4.51 16.63 254
15300 14.69 4,65 15.41 252
15325 15.63 5.62 16.61 250
15350 15.36 6.18 16.56 248
15375 14.58 6.48 15.96 246
16275 18.79 [0.49 21.52 261
16300 19,18 10.36 21.79 241
16325 19.56 10.65 22.18 242
16350 19.70 10.73 22.44 261
16375 19.57 10.97 22.43 261
17275 9.83 5.97 [l.SO 239
17300 9.98 5.38 11.34 242
17325 10.13 4.64 11.14 245
17350 10.17 4.02 10.93 248
17375 10.33 3.87 11.04 249
15400 14.52 6.27 15.63 266
15425 14.48 6.99 16.07 244
15450 14.96 8.19 17.06 241
15475 16.54 8.47 16.83 240
15500 [4.32 8.99 16.91 238
16400 19.31 11.36 22.40 239
16425 19.04 11.77 22.39 238
16450 18.82 12.25 22.46 237
16475 18.10 12.19 21.82 236
[6500 16.68 12.03 20.56 236
17400 9.91 3.56 10.53 250
17425 9.66 3.43 10.25 250
15525 15,11 lO.ll 18.18 236
15550 15.63 10.35 18.75 236
15575 15.97 10,04 18.86 238
15600 16.47 10,73 19.65 237
15625 16.52 11.73 20.26 234
16525 16.30 12.61 20.6[ 232
16550 16.52 13.18 21.14 231
16575 16.35 13.06 20.92 231
16600 16.60 12.97 21.07 232
16625 16.62 12.68 20.91 232
15650 16.47 12.33 20.57 233
15675 17.87 13.66 22.38 233
15700 18.06 13.67 22.65 233
15725 18.98 13.74 23.63 236
15750 19,32 13,81 23.76 236
16650 16.71 12.46 20.85 233
16675 16.77 12.12 20.69 236
16700 16.55 11.52 20.16 235
16725 16.52 10.92 19.80 236
16750 16,85 10.48 19.84 238
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZDNAL CmNPDNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED* THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-12
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01122165, 1929Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ
METERS M/SEE MISEE M/.SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE BEG METERS MISEC MISEC
1650 -2.53 5.26 5.84 154 2650 6,17 1.89 6.45 253 3650 6.92 2,38
1675 -2.50 5.09 5.67 154 2675 6.93 2.60 7.33 251 3675 6.50 2.54
1700 -2.13 4.92 5.56 156 2700 6.92 2.45 7.34 250 3700 6.24 2.84
1725 -1,36 4,80 4,99 164 2725 6.93 2,65 7,42 249 3725 6,32 3,31
1750 -0,65 4,31 4.35 171 2750 7,05 2.87 7.62 248 3750 6,24 3.61
1775 0,30 3,51 3.52 185 2775 7,15 3,28 7*86 245 3775 5.98 3,84
1800 0,99 3.22 3.37 197 2800 7.05 3.65 7.94 242 3800 5.83 4.12
1825 1.38 3,05 3*34 204 2825 6,97 3.86 7.97 241 3825 5,95 4,50
1850 1,60 2.76 3,19 210 2850 7,11 4,10 8,21 240 3850 5,87 4,38
1875 1*73 2.44 2.99 215 2875 7,13 4.09 8.22 240 3875 5.81 4.08
1900 1,57 2,27 2,77 215 2900 7,14 3,96 8,16 241 3900 5,92 3*72
1925 1,18 2,21 2,50 208 2925 7,11 3,93 8,12 241 3925 5,93 3,02
1950 0.68 2.15 2.26 197 2950 7*25 4*04 8.30 241 3950 6.29 2.65
1975 0,31 2,28 2,30 188 2975 7,44 4,41 8,64 239 3975 6,33 2,41
2000 0,04 2,39 2,39 181 3000 7,37 4,58 8,67 238 4000 5*95 Z,37
2025 -O,2O 2*42 2,43 175 3025 7,25 4.06 8,31 241 4025 5,68 2,41
2050 -0,53 2,37 2,42 167 3050 7*33 3,43 8,09 245 4050 5,55 2,52
2075 -0.79 2.30 2.43 161 3075 7.36 2.84 7.87 249 4075 5.48 2.60
2100 -0,96 2,25 2,45 157 3100 7,23 2,35 7,60 252 4100 5,79 2,63
2125 -0,97 2,20 2,41 156 3125 7,16 2,15 7,48 253 4125 5,99 2.63
2150 -0,86 2,10 2,27 158 3150 7,53 2,26 7,67 253 4150 5,92 2,70
2175 -0.68 2.09 2.20 162 3175 7.57 2.33 7*92 253 4175 5.98 2,79
2200 -0,41 2,52 2,35 170 3200 7,72 2,26 8,04. 254 6200 6,17 2,91
2225 -O,2O 2,77 2.78 176 3225 7,89 2,19 8,19 254 4225 6,35 3,13
2250 0,11 3,06 3*07 182 3250 8,24 1,99 8,48 256 4250 6,46 3.30
2275 0,62 3,36 3,42 190 3275 8,41 1,80 8,60 258 4275 6,49 3,24
2300 0,83 3.76 3.85 192 3300 8.31 1,80 8,50 258 4300 6.48 3*24
2325 1,14 4.02 4,18 196 3325 8,13 1.75 8,31 258 4325 6,52 3,29
2350 1,51 3,92 4,20 201 3350 7.69 1.61 7,85 258 4350 6,45 3,30
2375 1.76 3,73 4,12 205 3375 7,18 1,57 7,35 257 6375 6,54 3,78
2400 2,22 3,52 4,16 212 3400 6,92 1,44 7,06 258 4400 6,51 4,15
2425 2.68 3.31 4.26 219 3425 6.99 1.31 7.12 259 4425 6,26 4,25
2450 3,15 3,10 4,41 225 3450 6,99 1,16 7,08 260 4450 6,23 4,29
2475 3,61 2,88 4,62 231 3475 6,66 0,97 6.73 262 4475 6,29 4,29
2500 3,97 2,52 4,70 237 3500 6,56 0,89 6,62 _62 4500 6*36 4,31
2550 A.76 1.80 5.07 249 3550 7.21 2.11 7.51 254 ¸ 4550 6.10 4.57
2575 5.12 1.51 5*33 253 3575 7.52 2.47 7.91 252 _575 6,49 5*23
2600 8.66 1,47 5.84 255 3600 7,51 2.31 7.86 253 4600 6.67 5.59
2625 5.86 1.56 6.06 255 3625 7.20 2.21 7.53 ¸ 253 4625 6.86 5.58












































FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01/22/65, 19292, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC
4650 7,38 5*67 9,31 232 5650 7,26 1,08 7,34 261 6650 9,28 1,31
4675 8.15 5.79 9.99 234 5675 7.20 1.03 7,28 282 6675 9*20 1.28
4700 8,47 5,47 10,08 237 5700 6,81 0.99 6,88 262 6700 g,o8 1,18
4725 8.61 5.03 9*97 260 5725 6.57 1.04 6.65 261 6725 9.07 1,03
4750 9.81 5.32 11.16 261 5750 6.50 0.97 6.57 261 6750 9.16 0.77
4775 10,52 5,56 11.90 262 5775 6.62 0.65 6,65 264 6775 9,26 0,63
4800 10,61 5,63 12,01 242 5800 6,85 0,18 6,85 268 8800 9,42 0.12
6825 11,51 6,01 12,98 242 5825 7.12 -O,O5 7,12 270 8825 9,77 0*14
4850 11.53 5.98 12.99 242 5850 7,30 -0,02 7.30 270 8850 10.00 0.18
4875 11,60 5,83 12,81 243 5875 7,77 0,06 7,77 269 8875 10,04 0,17
4900 11.35 5.96 12.82 242 5900 7.87 0.24 7.88 268 6900 10.98 0.04
4925 10,55 5,87 12,07 241 5925 7,88 0,40 7.89 267 6925 11,73 -O,O9
4950 10,24 5,71 11,73 241 5950 8,36 0,50 8,37 266 6950 11,85 -0,31
4975 10.09 5.43 11.46 242 5975 8,99 0.90 9.03 264 8975 11.82 -0.54
5000 9,78 5,27 11,11 242 6000 9.24 1,37 9,34 261 7000 11,77 -0.50
5025 9,10 5,00 10,38 241 6025 9.15 1,70 9,31 259 7025 12,38 -0,38
5050 8.41 _.57 9.57 241 6050 9.35 1.87 9.53 258 7050 12.46 -0.49
5075 7,76 4,28 8,86 241 6075 9,47 2,02 9,68 258 7075 12,16 -0,68
5100 7,42 4,33 8,59 240 6100 9,52 2,20 9,77 257 7100 11,82 -0,60
5125 _,76 4,28 8,DO 238 6125 9,38 1,93 9,57 258 7125 12,38 -0,63
5150 6,38 4,05 7,55 237 6150 9,22 1,36 9,32 261 7150 12,96 -0,74
5175 6,39 3,85 7,36 240 6175 9*28 0,76 9,31 265 7175 12,97 -0,89
5200 6,17 3,51 7.09 240 6200 9,23 0,47 9,24 267 7200 13,10 -1,13
5225 6,09 3,56 7,05 260 6225 9.31 0,57 9,33 266 7225 13,31 -1,34
5250 6,31 3,11 7,03 244 6250 9.24 0,58 9,26 266 7250 13,81 -h45
5275 6.78 2.49 7.22 250 6275 8.96 0.51 8.98 267 7275 14.18 -1.38
5300 7.15 1.91 7.40 255 6300 9,20 0.53 9.21 267 7300 14.09 -1.20
5325 7,68 1,86 7.90 256 6325 9.19 0,61 9,21 266 7325 13,52 -0.84
5350 8,05 2,11 8,32 255 6350 9,18 0,72 9,21 265 7350 13,81 -0,52
5375 8,33 2,19 8.61 255 6375 9,12 0,73 9,15 265 7375 13,80 -0,51
5400 8.69 2.11 8.95 256 6400 8.93 0.79 8.96 265 7400 13.57 -0.50
5425 8.88 2.23 9.16 256 6425 8.83 0.95 8.88 264 7425 13.77 -0.50
5450 8,66 2,48 9,01 254 6450 8,42 1,03 8,48 263 7450 14,11 -0,39
5475 8,21 2,44 8,56 253 6475 8,76 1,35 8,86 261 7675 14,34 -0,16
5500 7.76 1.96 8,01 256 6500 9.28 1.74 9.44 259 7500 13.86 -0*05
5525 7,39 1.47 7.54 259 6525 9.08 1.86 9,27 258 7525 13.09 0.22
5550 7,28 1,21 7,38 260 6550 8,98 1,95 9,19 258 7550 12,55 0,53
5575 7,32 1,09 7,40 261 6575 9,02 1,84 9,20 258 7575 12,20 0,81
5600 7.28 1,06 7,36 262 6600 9,06 1,55 9,18 260 7600 12,30 1,21











































ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENT* WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE II-12(con't)
PAGE 1.56 EPS-X6 RADARIJIMSPHENE MIND VELBCITY PRBF[LE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01/22/65, 2929Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THET& ALT NX MZ MS THEIA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEG
7650 11.66 1.98 11.63 260 8650 16.96 0.13 16.96 269 9650 20.88 6.63 21o36 258
7675 11.47 2.21 11.60 259 8675 17.26 0*33 ITo24 269 96T_ 20*74 6.53 21.23 257
7700 11.37 2.25 11.59 259 8700 17.68 0.57 17.69 268 9700 20.38 6.57 20.89 257
7725 11.12 2.20 11.34 259 8725 17.37 0.74 17.38 267 9725 20.56 4.55 21.04 257
7750 11.01 2.09 11.21 259 8750 17.46 0.94 17.48 267 9750 21.19 4.61 21.65 258
7775 11.02 1.99 11.19 260
7800 11.09 1.89 11.25 260
7825 11.13 1.87 11.29 260
7850 11.20 1.72 11.33 261
7875 11.22 1.56 11.33 262
8775 17.85 1.29 17.90 266
8800 17.58 1.40 17.64 265
8825 17.48 1.53 17.58 265
8850 17.44 1.77 17.52 264
8875 17.38 2.03 17.50 263
9775 21.45 4.37 21.89 258
98(t0 21.71 6.60 22.15 258
9825 22.29 4.23 22.68 259
9850 22.51 3.99 22.86 260
9875 22.33 3.63 22.63 261
7900 11.24 1.57 11.35 262
7925 11.51 1.53 11.61 262
7950 11.99 1.44 12.08 263
7975 12.57 1.84 12.66 263
BOO0 13.03 1.86 13.11 263
8900 17.50 2.22 17.64 263
8925 1"7.63 2.61 17.79 262
8950 17.74 2.65 17.93 261
8975 17.92 2.76 18.13 261
9000 18.21 2.81 18.42 261
9900 22.47 3.23 22.70 262
9925 22.80 3.31 23.04 262
9950 23.19 3.16 23.41 262
9975 22.66 2.76 22.03 263
10000 23.58 2.53 23.71 264
8025 13.21 1.36 13.28 264
8050 13.34 1.28 13.60 264
8075 13.34 1.29 13.80 264
8100 13.63 1.40 13.70 264
8125 14.29 1.81 14.41 263
9025 18.32 2.89 18.54 261
9050 10.53 3.01 18.78 261
9075 18.66 3.36 18.96 260
9100 18.19 3.56 18.53 259
9125 18.69 3.82 19.08 258
10025 24.27 2.32 24.38 264
10050 23.86 2.12 23.96 265
10075 24.21 2.25 24.32 265
10100 23.90 2.48 24.03 266
10125 23.52 2.66 23.67 263
8150 14.72 2.07 14.86 262
8175 15.17 1.93 15.29 263
8200 15.48 1.78 15.58 263
8225 15.73 1.73 15.83 264
8250 16.08 1.50 16.15 264
9150 18.76 4.05 19.19 258
9175 18.37 4.24 18.85 257
9200 18.67 4.52 19.21 256
9225 17.91 4.50 18.47 256
9250 18.24 4.77 18.85 255
10130 23.58 2.85 23.73 263
10175 28.02 3.09 24.22 262
10200 23.96 3.31 24.18 262
10225 23.55 3.47 23.80 261
10250 23.48 3.67 23.76 261
8275 16.54 1.18 16.58 266
8300 16.66 1.09 16.70 266
8325 16.41 1.11 16.45 266
8350 16.06 0.95 16.09 266
8375 16.17 0.78 16.19 267
9275 18.89 4.89 19.52 255
9300 18.20 4.72 18.81 255
9325 18.31 4.72 18.91 255
9350 19.19 6.93 19.81 255
9375 19.10 4.79 19.69 256
10275 23.56 3.86 23.87 261
10300 23.79 3.79 24.09 261
10325 24.09 3.60 26.36 261
10350 2A.35 3.50 26.60 262
10375 28.40 3.32 24.63 262
8400 16.46 0.61 16.87 268
8825 16.50 0.44 16.51 268
8450 16.76 0.32 16.76 269
8475 16.99 0.26 16.99 269
8500 17.13 0.09 17.13 270
9400 18.98 4.55 19.52 256
9425 19.37 4.56 19.89 257
9450 19.42 4.50 19.94 257
9475 19.55 4.25 20.00 258
9500 19.81 4.05 20.22 258
10400 25.26 2.95 25.43 263
10425 25.66 2.45 25.78 264
10650 25.60 1.98 25.68 265
10475 25.11 1.72 25.17 266
10500 25.58 1.53 25.63 266
8525 17.06 -0.10 17.06 270
8550 16.99 -0.14 16.99 270
8575 17.17 -0.14 17.17 270
8600 17.28 0.05 17.28 270
8625 17.08 0.11 17.08 269
9525 20.17 4.18 20.60 258
9550 20.22 4.33 20.68 258
9575 19.71 4.32 20.18 257
9600 19.82 4.27 20.28 258
9625 20.60 4.32 21.05 258
10525 25.97 1.62 28.02 266
10550 25.49 1.65 25.53 26T
10575 25.54 1.26 25.57 267
10600 25.91 1.09 25.94 267
10628 26.35 0.88 26.36 268
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS • WING SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
r
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBF|LE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01/22/65, 192921 EASTERN TEST RANOE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TMETA ACT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS EHETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEO
10650 26.35 0.65 26.36 268 11650 29.96 5.62 30.46 259 12650 30.40 5.56 30.90 259
10675 26.64 0.25 26.65 269 11675 29.73 5.45 30.22 259 12675 30.61 6.59 31.31 258
10700 26.97 -0.23 26.97 270 11700 29.97 5.02 30.39 260 12700 31.49 7*30 32.32 257
10725 27.46 -0.55 27.47 271 11725 30.15 5.00 30.56 260 12725 31.21 7.70 32.15 256
10750 27.69 -0.42 27.69 271 11750 29.89 4.72 30.26 261 12750 31.78 8.19 32.8Z 255
10775 27.76 -0.41 27.77 271
10800 27.51 -0.34 27.51 271
10825 26.63 0.00 26.63 270
10850 26.95 0.16 26,95 269
10875 27.42 0.45 27.42 269
11775 29.70 4.22 30.00 262
11800 29.28 3.96 29.55 262
11825 28.84 3.71 29.08 262
11850 29.19 3.72 29.43 263
11875 29.27 3.86 29.53 262
12775 32.07 7.93 33.04 256
12800 32.35 7.81 33.28 256
12825 32.36 7.88 33.31 256
12850 32.36 8.04 33.32 256
12875 32.51 8.21 33.53 256
10900 27.80 0.71 27.51 268
10925 27.84 1.09 27.56 268
10950 27.76 1.54 27.81 267
10975 27.88 1.79 27.98 266
11000 27.69 1.97 27.76 266
11900 29.52 3.93 29.78 262
11925 30.08 4.21 30.37 262
11950 30.02 4.15 30.30 262
11975 29.33 4.09 29.62 262
12000 30.44 4.87 30.77 261
12900 33.26 8.76 34.60 255
12925 33.88 9.36 35.15 254
12950 34.25 9.64 35.58 256
12975 34.53 10.13 35.98 253
13000 38.38 10.42 35.92 253
11025 27.68 2.17 27.77 265
11050 27.87 2.40 27.98 265
11075 27.46 2.47 27.57 265
11100 27.80 2.64 27.93 268
11125 28.57 2.82 28.71 264
12025 31.27 4.43 31.58 262
12050 30.85 4.60 31.19 261
12075 31.52 3.19 31.95 260
12100 31.11 5.12 31.53 260
12125 31.88 5.62 32.34 260
13025 35.38 10.97 37.04 253
13050 35.67 11.09 37.16 252
13075 36.56 11.77 38.40 252
13100 38.07 12.66 60.12 251
13125 38.38 13.12 80.56 251
11150 28.01 3.02 28.18 264
11175 28.33 3.16 28.51 263
11200 29.05 3.05 29.21 264
11225 29.15 3.05 29.31 268
11250 29.12 3.30 29.30 263
12150 32.72 5.73 33.22 260
12175 32.26 5.61 32.73 260
12200 32.53 5.59 33.01 260
12225 32.82 5.61 33.30 260
12250 33.24 5.80 33.75 260
13150 38.66 13.54 60.97 251
13175 39.25 14.10 41.71 250
13200 40.76 15.32 A3.54 269
13225 61.18 16.07 84.21 248
13250 42.00 16.75 45.21 248
11275 29.29 3.62 29.51 263
11300 29.11 3.83 29.36 262
11325 29.18 4*26 29.49 262
11350 29.77 4.58 30.12 261
11375 29.17 4.62 29.53 261
12275 33.42 b.98 33.95 260
12300 32.78 5.86 33.30 260
12325 32.35 5.63 32.88 260
12350 32.21 b.42 32.66 260
12375 31.97 5.34 32.41 260
13275 42.61 17.12 45.92 248
13300 41.86 17.20 45.26 247
13325 61.20 17.60 66.80 247
13350 40.46 18.25 66.39 246
13375 39.71 19.29 44.14 244
11400 29.85 4.74 3C.22 261
11425 30.22 4.73 30.59 261
11450 29.63 5.C6 30.05 260
11475 30.04 5.52 30.55 259
11500 30.33 5.58 3C.84 259
12400 31.65 5.11 32.06 261
12425 31.63 4.92 32.01 261
12450 31.34 5.07 31.75 261
12475 30.01 4.71 30.37 261
12500 29.96 4.69 30.33 261
13400 38.69 19.90 43.51 243
13425 38.45 20.18 43.42 242
13650 38.17 19.89 83.06 242
13475 37.86 18.70 42.22 264
13500 38.15 17.61 62.02 265
11525 29.79 5.75 30.34 259
11550 29.55 5.91 30.14 259
11575 29.86 5.90 30.44 259
I1600 29.59 5.71 30.13 259
11625 29.72 5.51 30.23 259
12525 30.24 5.06 30.66 260
12550 30*22 5.06 30.64 260
12575 30.30 5.04 30.T2 260
12600 29.32 5.06 29.75 260
12625 30.35 5.39 30.82 260
13525 37.93 16.71 81.45 246
13550 37.95 16.00 41.18 24T
13575 37.75 15.36 40.76 248
13600 86.55 14.36 39.27 248
13625 35.23 13.41 37.70 249
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZONAL CgMPONENE, WZ = MER[O[BNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
TABLE II-12(con't) PAGE 151
FRS-]6 RADRR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELmCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01/22/65v 19292t EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
13650 37.26 13.08 39.74 269 16650 26.27 15.50 30.50 239 15650 25.83 10.59 27.92 268
13675 37.86 13.82 60.28 250 16675 26.10 16.10 30.66 238 15675 25.55 10.53 27,63 267
I3TO0 36.00 12,51 38,11 251 16700 25.69 16.81 30.70 23T 15700 25.82 10,16 27.75 268
13725 35.55 11,66 37.61 252 167Z5 25.60 17,81 3"1.02 235 15725 26.06 10.17 27.97 269
13750 35.38 11.38 37.16 252 14750 26.96 18.68 31.16 233 15750 26.12 10.05 27.98 249
13775 36.89 10.68 36.69 253
13800 56.35 10.03 35.78 256
13825 32.83 9.76 36.25 253
13850 32.87 9.93 36.36 253
13875 32.58 10.09 34.11 253
16775 23*68 17.86 29.50 233
16800 23.66 17.66 29.52 233
16825 26.99 17.87 30.73 236
16850 25.26 17.26 30.56 235
16875 25.77 16.82 30.78 237
15775 25.62 10.19 27.57 268
15800 25.16 10.74 27,56 267
15825 26,80 11.25 29.07 267
15850 27.28 11.67 29.67 267
15875 26.36 12.32 29.08 265
13900 31.10 9.96 32.65 252
13925 30.71 10.32 32.60 251
13950 30.26 10.66 32.07 250
13975 29.89 10.93 31.83 250
16000 28.26 11.18 30,37 248
14900 25.07 15.90 29.69 237
14925 26.75 16.96 28,91 239
16950 25.86 15,11 29.93 240
16975 26.26 15.29 30.37 260
15000 26.92 16.21 28.68 240
15900 26,18 12.15 29.86 265
15925 26.30 12.01 28.91 265
15950 26.52 12.63 29.37 266
15975 26.91 12,55 29.69 265
16000 27.29 12.72 30.11 265
14025 28.93 12.35 31.66 267
16050 29.80 13,21 32.59 266
16075 29.02 12.64 31.66 266
16100 28.75 12.01 31.16 247
16125 29.09 11.87 31.61 268
15025 25.68 16.06 29.27 241
15050 27.62 16.63 30.99 242
15075 27.60 16.30 31.09 242
15100 26.03 13.52 29.33 262
15125 26.76 13,36 29.89 263
16025 28.26 13.61 31.37 266
16050 28.69 16.11 31.97 266
16075 28.91 16.26 32.23 266
16100 28.29 13.55 31.37 246
16125 29,10 13.02 31.88 266
16150 29,72 11.69 31.86 269
16175 30.09 11.16 32.09 269
16200 29.27 10.86 31.22 249
16225 28.52 10.83 30.51 269
16250 29.61 11.56 31.79 269
15150 27.78 13.66 30°86 264
15175 28.31 13.25 31.26 265
15200 27.53 12.79 30.36 245
15225 26.71 12.63 29.56 265
15250 26.63 12.53 29.43 245
16150 29.23 12.37 31.76 267
16175 28.18 il.08 30.28 268
16200 29.26 9.71 30.61 251
16225 29.91 8.57 31.11 254
16250 30.10 7,35 30,99 256
16275 28.53 11.95 30.93 247
16300 27.28 11.96 29,78 2A6
16325 26.56 11.79 29.06 266
16350 26.87 11.95 29.61 266
16375 27.18 11.89 29.67 266
15275 26.93 12.76 29.79 265
15300 27.97 13.20 30*93 265
15325 27.95 12.51 30.62 246
15350 27.76 11.76 30.16 267
15375 27.68 11.27 29.89 260
16275 30.29 6.77 31.06 257
16300 30.12 6.60 30*79 258
16325 30.00 6.10 30.61 258
16350 29.78 5.66 30.31 259
16375 30.06 5.05 30.68 260
16600 26.66 12.03 29,23 266
16625 27.01 12.39 29.72 245
16650 27.60 12.61 30,56 265
14675 27.18 12.90 30.09 266
16500 26.84 13.11 29.88 266
15600 27.06 10.89 29.17 268
15625 26.72 10.75 28.80 268
15650 26.15 10.26 28.09 248
15675 26.53 9.97 28.36 269
15500 26.82 10.16 28.67 269
16600 30.65 6.58 30.99 261
16625 30.53 6.08 30.80 262
16650 29.78 3.64 30.01 263
16675 28.63 3.60 28,66 263
16500 28.06 3.28 28.23 263
16525 26.75 13.32 29.88 243
16550 26.70 13.80 30.06 262
16575 26.69 14.06 30.00 262
16600 26.61 16.29 30.03 261
16625 26.26 16.89 30,17 260
15525 25.97 9.93 27.80 269
15550 26.12 9.91 27.96 249
15575 26.06 lO.OO 27.91 269
15600 25.57 lO.O1 27.66 248
15625 25.86 10.22 27.80 268
16525 27,76 2.86 27,91 266
16550 26.66 2.66 26.57 265
16575 25.07 2o63 25.21 266
16600 22.76 2.69 22.88 266
16625 22.39 1.85 22.66 265
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z8NAL C8MPSNENTt WZ - MERIOI8NAL CBMPBNENT_ MS m WINC SPEEDt THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELECITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0356 01/22/65w 19292t EASTERN TEST RANGE1 FLERIDA
ALT NX NZ WS THETA ALT HX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC NISEC M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
16650 21.82 2*lO 21.92 266 17650 lh68 10.97 16,03 227
16675 19.19 2.85 19.40 261 17675 11.86 10.88 16.08 227
16700 17.67 3.29 17,78 259 17700 11.97 9.99 15,59 230
16725 16,56 3.17 16.86 259 17725 12.12 9.30 15.27 232
16750 16.20 2.98 16.47 259 17750 12.38 9.03 15.32 236
16775 15.98 2.72 16.21 260
16800 15.63 2.78 15.87 260
16825 16.65 2.65 14,89 260
16850 14,61 3.08 16.93 258
16875 15.03 3.56 15.65 257
17775 12,99 9.35 16.01 236
ITBOO 13.31 9.66 16.43 236
17825 13.74 9.75 16.86 236
17850 13.69 10,03 17.13 234
17875 13.94 10.36 17.36 233
16900 16.21 3.96 16.75 256
16925 14.25 6.41 14.91 253
16950 16.59 5.06 15.44 251
16975 14.85 5.37 15.79 250
17000 15.27 6.06 16.63 268
17900 13.95 10.27 17.33 233
17925 13.70 10.96 17.53 231
17950 13.66 1L.68 17.98 229
17975 15.77 9.45 18.38 239
18000 16.28 8.79 18.50 2A1
17025 15.D4 6.77 16.69 266
17050 14.79 7.57 16.61 263
17075 15.12 8.13 17.17 262
17100 16.89 8.59 17.19 260
17125 16*69 8.86 16.99 238
18025 17.65 6,88 18.76 268
18050 17.60 5.88 18.55 251
18075 17.63 6.78 18.07 25A
18100 17.05 6.24 17.56 256
18125 15,97 2.71 16.19 260
17150 14.72 9.66 17,61 237
17175 14.93 9.57 17.76 237
17200 15,17 8.75 17o51 260
17225 15.53 8,63 17.77 261
17250 16.09 8.22 18.07 263
18150 15,17 1.36 15.23 265
18175 16.02 0.15 16.02 269
18200 13.73 -0.27 13.73 271
18225 13.64 -O.T6 13.66 273
18250 12.38 -1.21 12.66 275
17275 15.79 7.57 17.51 266
17300 16.96 7.62 16,71 263
17325 16.02 6.58 15.69 265
17350 16.06 6.11 15.33 266
17375 16.61 6.30 15.91 267
18275 11.89 -1.55 11.99 277
18300 10.96 -2.06 11.13 280
18325 IOoTl -1.82 10.86 279
18350 10.85 -0.96 10.89 275
18375 10.92 -0.66 10.96 273
17600 14.76 6.19 16.01 267
17625 16.65 5.42 15.64 269
17450 13.39 5.36 16.61 268
17675 12.27 5.68 13.52 265
17500 11.06 5.88 12.51 262
18600 11.12 -0.83 11.15 276
18625 11.27 -0.72 11.29 273
17525 10.60 7.26 12.86 235
17550 10.76 8.66 13.69 232
17575 10o88 9.26 16.29 229
17600 11.26 9.72 16.88 229
17625 11.56 10.34 15.51 228
ALT m ALTITUDEt WX " ZgNAL CBMPgNEN_t WZ m NERIDISNAL CaMP8NENT, MS " WINC SPEEDt THETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 1.58 TABLE 11-13
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELJCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-03 01/27/851 17162, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS R/SEC M/$EC M/SEC DEG METERS RISEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC R/SEC N/SEC DEG
450 3.69 -9.07 9*80 338 1450 15.56 -0.62 15,57 272 2450 22.14 6.39 23*04 254
475 3.38 -8.99 9.81 339 1475 15.80 -0.38 15.81 271 2475 21.84 6.52 22.80 253
500 2.87 -9.02 9.46 342 1500 15.92 -0.16 15.92 270 2500 21.63 6.84 22.68 252
525 2.75 -8.95 9,36 343 1525 15.73 0.08 15.73 270 2525 21.37 7.15 22.54 251
550 2.73 -8.88 9.29 343 1550 15.86 0.17 15.86 269 2550 20.98 7.22 22o19 251
575 2.69 -8.89 9.28 343
600 3.08 -8.68 9.21 340
625 3.55 -8.37 9.09 337
650 3.66 -8,44 9.20 336
675 3,73 -8.62 9.39 336
1575 16.38 0.17 16.38 269
1600 16.73 0.19 16.73 289
1625 16.63 O.1T 16.63 269
1650 16.78 -0.05 16.78 270
1675 17.21 -0.32 17.21 271
2575 20.50 7.30 21.76 250
2600 19.93 7.51 21.30 249
2625 19.21 7.68 20.68 248
2650 18.27 7.92 19,91 246
2675 17.40 8.10 19.20 245
TO0 3.75 -8.57 9.35 336
725 3.52 -8,54 9.24 337
750 3.35 -8.36 9.01 338
775 3.47 -8.10 8,81 337
800 3.42 -7.95 8,65 337
1700 17.53 -0.43 17.53 271
1725 17.67 -0.51 17.67 271
1750 17.69 -0.52 11.70 272
1775 17.66 -O.Z5 17.66 271
1800 17.72 0.30 17.72 269
2700 17.26 8;14 19.08 245
2728 17.52 8.37 19.42 244
2750 17.54 8.76 19.60 243
2775 17.17 8.95 19.36 242
2800 16.66 9.01 18.94 241
825 3.50 -7.55 8.32 335
850 4.08 -6.94 8.05 329
875 4.59 -6.27 7.77 324
900 4.65 -5.73 7.38 321
925 5.08 -5.50 7.34 316
1825 18.10 0.70 18.12 268
1850 18.55 0.79 18.57 267
1875 18.83 0.87 18.85 267
1900 19.08 0.81 19.10 267
1925 19.35 0.79 19.36 267
2825 16.62 9.33 19.06 241
2850 16.82 9.65 19.39 240
8875 16.85 9,79 19.48 240
2900 16.63 9.79 19.30 239
2925 16.59 9.62 19.17 240
950 6.19 -4.91 7.90 308
975 7.35 -4.73 8.74 303
1000 8.23 -4.81 9.53 300
1025 9.10 -4.86 10.32 298
1050 10.20 -4.46 11.13 293
1950 19.60 0.80 19.62 267
1975 20.11 0.88 20.13 267
2000 20.44 1.18 20.47 267
2025 20.48 1.54 20.53 266
2050 20.76 1.98 20.85 264
2950 16.95 9.34 19.35 241
2975 17.14 9.22 19.46 242
3000 17.09 9.19 19.40 242
3025 16.89 9.25 19.25 241
3050 16.78 9.23 19.15 241
1075 11.49 -3.54 12.03 287
1100 12.69 -2.49 12.93 281
1125 13.24 -1.59 13.34 277
1150 13.37 -1.03 13.41 274
1175 13.38 -0.78 13.40 273
2075 21.31 2.53 21.46 263
2100 21.65 2.94 21.85 262
2125 21.59 3.35 21.84 261
2150 21.65 3.75 21.98 260
2175 21.99 4.27 22.40 259
3075 16.78 9.23 19.16 241
3100 16.48 9.62 18.98 240
3125 16.08 9.54 18.70 239
3150 16.37 9.35 18.85 240
3175 16.61 9.32 19.04 241
1200 13.67 -1.01 13.71 274
1225 14.11 -1.43 14.18 276
1250 14.10 -1.58 14.19 276
1275 13.95 -1.76 14.06 277
1300 13.96 -1.88 14.09 277
2200 22.18 4.74 22.69 258
2225 22.02 4.96 22.58 287
2250 21,78 4.82 22.31 257
2275 21.79 4.60 22.27 258
2300 21.89 4.62 22.38 258
3200 16.51 9.61 19.10 240
3225 16.47 9.73 19.13 239
3250 16.44 9.85 19.16 239
3275 16.46 9.76 19,13 239
3300 16.46 9.42 18.97 240
1325 14.32 -1.91 14.45 277
1350 14.68 -1.95 14.81 277
1375 14.90 -1.81 15.01 277
1400 15.13 -1.68 15.22 276
1425 15.37 -0.99 15.41 274
2325 22.08 4.87 22.56 258
2350 22.15 4.77 22.66 258
2375 22.17 5.04 22.74 257
2400 22.47 5.51 23.13 256
2425 22.52 6.08 23.33 255
3325 16.49 9.26 18.91 240
3350 16.56 9.13 18.91 241
3375 16.64 8.85 18.85 242
3400 16.61 8.56 18.68 243
3425 16.77 8.57 18.83 243
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPgNENT* WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VEL2CITY PReFILE
TEST NUMEER 516-03 01227185* 1714Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLER[DA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX kZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEE MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
3450 17,12 8.69 19.20 243 4450 23.92 6.70 24.84 254 5450 28.50 10.21 30.20 250
3475 16.93 8.65 19.01 243 4475 24.20 6.74 25.12 254 5478 28.38 12.10 30.12 250
3500 16.78 8.44 18.78 243 4500 24.46 6.83 25.39 254 5500 28.27 10.23 30.26 250
3525 17.06 8.09 18.88 244 4525 24.76 6.93 25.71 254 5525 28.44 10.55 30.33 249
3550 17.11 8.02 18.90 245 4550 25.40 7.28 26.42 254 5550 28.66 10.87 30.65 249
3575 17.07 8.12 18.90 244
3600 17.16 8.23 19.03 244
3625 17.30 8.14 19.12 245
3650 17.48 8.04 19.24 245
3675 17.54 8.23 19.38 245
4575 26.01 7.74 27.14 253
4600 26.22 8.15 27.46 253
4625 26.06 8.62 27.45 252
4650 26.00 8.80 27.45 251
4675 26.12 8.92 27.60 251
5575 28.92 11.11 30.98 249
5600 29.32 11.21 31.39 249
5625 29.44 11.41 31.57 249
5650 29.19 11.98 31.55 248
5675 29.02 12.32 31.52 247
3702 17.45 8.54 19.43 244
3725 17.24 8.60 19.27 243
3750 17.22 8.37 19.14 244
3775 17.48 8.34 19.t7 244
3800 17.64 8.39 19.53 244
4700 26.25 9.03 27.76 251
4725 26.30 8.86 27.76 251
4750 26.33 8.72 27.74 251
4775 26.37 8.71 27.77 252
4800 26.50 8.59 27.86 252
5700 28.84 12.46 31.42 246
5725 28.53 12.68 31.22 246
8750 28.39 13,08 31.26 245
5775 28.38 13.42 31.40 245
5800 28.43 13.78 31.59 244
3825 17.62 8.43 19.53 244
3850 17.48 8.39 19.39 244
3875 17.50 8.17 19.32 245
3900 17.65 7,97 19.37 246
3925 17.67 7.90 19.36 246
4825 26.53 8.57 27.88 252
4850 26.63 8.57 27.97 252
4875 26.77 8.49 28.09 252
4900 26.87 8.40 28.15 252
4925 26.93 8.30 28.18 253
5825 28.88 13.78 32.00 244
5850 29.27 13.32 32.16 245
5875 29.55 13.05 32.30 246
5900 29.75 12.84 32.40 246
5925 30.07 12.51 32.57 247
3950 17.98 7.78 19.59 246
3975 18.26 7.98 19.93 246
4000 18.42 8.04 20.10 246
4025 18.82 7.80 20.37 247
4050 19.00 7.65 20.48 248
4950 27.08 8.16 28.22 253
4975 27.48 8.00 28.62 254
5000 27.67 8.00 28.80 254
5025 27.85 7.88 28.95 254
5050 27.93 7.74 28.98 254
5950 30.34 12.45 32.79 248
5975 30.44 12.23 32.80 248
6000 30.64 11.91 32.88 249
6025 30.78 11.89 33.00 249
6050 30.85 11.98 33.10 249
4075 18.98 7.47 20.39 248
4100 18.92 7.30 20.28 249
4125 18.88 7.03 20.14 249
4150 18.96 6.86 20.16 250
4178 19.21 6,68 20.34 251
5075 27.79 7.77 28.85 254
5100 27.64 7.67 28.68 254
5125 27.70 7.59 28.72 255
5150 27,92 7.49 28.91 255
5175 28.28 7.34 29.20 255
6075 31.05 11.81 33.22 249
8100 31.10 11.77 33.25 249
6125 31.14 ll.Tl 33.27 249
6150 31.55 11.50 33.58 250
6175 32.04 11.64 34.08 250
4200 19.64 6.82 20.79 251
4225 19.91 7.15 21.16 250
4250 20.08 7.24 21.35 250
4275 20.38 7.22 21.62 250
4300 21.13 6.82 22.20 252
5200 28.53 7.52 29.50 255
5225 28.80 7.88 29.86 255
5250 28.98 8.16 30.10 254
5275 29.02 8.53 30.25 253
5300 28.91 8.85 30.23 253
6200 32.53 11.78 34.60 250
6225 33.11 11.95 35.20 250
6250 33.44 11.74 35.44 250
6275 33.59 11.57 35.52 251
6300 33.96 11.60 35.88 251
4325 22.24 6.41 23.14 254
4350 23.23 6.35 24.08 255
4375 23.62 6.58 24.52 254
4600 23.69 6.59 24.59 254
4425 23.86 6.53 24.74 255
5325 28.77 9.08 30.17 252
5350 28.80 9.49 30.32 252
5375 28.70 9.53 30.24 251
5400 28.62 9.65 30.20 251
5425 28.54 9.93 30.22 281
6325 34.29 11.62 36.21 251
6350 34.42 12.04 36.46 251
6375 34.61 12.23 36.71 250
6400 34.69 12.33 36.81 250
6425 34.78 12.59 36.99 250
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL C2MPSNENT* WZ = MERIDIBNAL C2MP2NENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = HIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SED M/SEE M/SEE DED
6450 34.84 12.73 37.09 250
6475 34.92 12.74 37.17 250
6500 34.94 12.71 37.18 250
6525 34.9I 12.99 37.25 249
6550 35.01 13.09 37.37 249
TABLE II-13(cont) PAGE 159
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PRQFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-0) 01127/65, 1714Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WA WZ WS THETA ALT wX gz WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SED DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
7450 37.84 13,39 40.14 250 E450 46.84 3.32 46.96 266
7475 87.94 12.91 4O.OT 251 8475 46.90 3.21 47.01 266
7500 37.80 12.71 39.88 251 8500 47.07 3.53 47.20 266
7525 37.58 12.93 39.74 251 8525 47.28 3.40 47.41 266
7550 37*76 12.65 59,82 251 8550 47.72 3.55 47.85 266
6575 35.16 12.87 37.44 250
6600 35.43 12.89 37.70 250
6625 35.45 12.96 37.74 250
6650 35.41 12.84 37.67 250
6675 35.68 12.60 57.84 250
6700 35.71 12.62 37.87 250
6725 35.82 12.77 38.03 250
6750 35.92 12.76 38.12 250
6775 35.83 12o91 38.08 250
6800 35.96 13.24 38.32 250
6825 35.99 13.67 38.50 249
6850 35.99 14.25 38.70 248
6875 36.00 14.65 38,87 248
6900 36.14 14.98 59,12 247
6925 36.30 15.45 39.45 247
6950 36.55 15.80 39.62 246
6975 36.86 15.82 40.11 247
TODD 37.08 15.71 40.27 247
7025 37.44 15.80 40.64 247
7050 37°87 16.07 41.14 247
7075 38.79 16.18 42.03 247
7100 39.23 16.31 42.49 247
7125 39.15 15.96 42.28 248
7150 38.96 15.44 41.91 248
7175 38.74 15.13 41.59 248
7200 38.66 14.75 41.38 249
7225 38.62 14.34 41.19 249
7250 38.52 14.28 41.08 249
7275 38.43 14.19 40.97 250
7300 38,33 13.90 40.77 250
7325 38.29 13.61 40.63 250
7350 38.14 13.38 40.42 250
7375 37.89 13.40 40.19 250
7400 37.85 13.27 40.11 250
7425 37.91 13.22 40.15 251
7575 38.05 12.24 39.97 252
7600 38.16 12.00 40.00 252
7625 38.28 12.35 40.22 252
7650 38.58 12.34 40.51 252
7675 38.65 11.75 40.40 253
8575 47.78 4.27 47.97 265
8600 47.74 4.27 47.93 265
8625 47.91 4.25 48.10 265
8650 48.35 4,28 48.54 265
8675 48.83 4.13 49,01 265
7700 38.69 11.65 40.40 253
7725 38.82 11.52 40.49 253
7750 38.93 11.08 40.48 254
7775 39.36 10.55 40.75 255
7800 39.75 10.10 41.01 256
8700 49.08 4.11 49.25 265
8725 49.32 3.92 49.47 265
8750 49.47 3.65 49.61 266
8775 49.48 3.76 49.62 265
8800 49.53 3.80 49.67 265
7825 39.72 10o35 41.05 255
7850 39.82 10.15 61.09 256
7875 40.12 9.81 41.30 256
7900 40.47 9.58 41,59 256
7925 40.81 8*84 41.76 258
8825 49.55 3.50 49.68 266
8850 49.23 4.02 49.39 265
8875 49.17 4.51 49.38 265
8900 49.41 4.47 49.61 265
8925 49.23 4.24 49.41 265
7950 41.33 8.30 42.15 258
7975 41.68 8.32 42.50 259
8000 42,05 8.43 42,89 258
8025 42.38 8.18 43.16 259
8050 42.87 7.34 43.49 260
8950 49.09 4.35 49.29 265
8975 49.25 4.69 49.48 264
9000 49.28 4.94 49.53 264
9025 49.14 5°45 49.45 263
9050 49.15 5.67 49.47 263
8075 43°50 7.36 44.12 260
BlOO 44.39 6.86 44.91 261
8125 44.95 6.25 45.38 262
8150 45.25 6.36 45.70 262
8175 45.57 5.83 45.94 263
9075 49.33 5.62 49.65 263
9100 49.55 5.55 49.86 263
9125 49.67 5.88 50.01 263
9150 49.65 6.52 50.07 262
9175 49.62 6.81 50.09 262
8200 45.77 5.15 46.06 263
8225 46.01 4.77 46.25 264
8250 46.38 4.66 46.61 264
8275 46.31 4.60 46.54 264
8300 46.20 4,46 46.41 2_4
9200 49.77 6.60 50o21 262
9225 49.75 6.60 50.19 262
9250 49.82 7.01 50.31 262
9275 49.81 7.18 50.32 262
9300 49.69 6.89 50.16 262
8325 46.41 4.38 46.62 264
8350 46.69 3.94 46.86 265
8375 46.96 3.65 47.10 265
8400 46.92 3.76 47.07 265
8425 46.77 3.70 46.91 265
9325 49.65 7.32 50.19 261
9350 69.67 7.68 50.26 261
9375 49.84 6.99 50.33 262
9400 49.90 7.10 50.40 262
9425 49.94 7.49 50.50 261
ALT " ALTITUDE* WX = Z8NAL CSMPSNEN7* WZ m MERIDISNAL CBMPSNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-03 01/27/65, 17142, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISED DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
9450 50.14 7.30 50.67 262
9475 49.95 8.30 50.64 260
9500 49.90 8.57 50.63 260
9525 50.41 7.76 51.00 261
9550 50.58 8.49 51.29 260
9575 50.47 9.16 51.29 260
9600 50.48 9.86 51.44 259
9625 50.62 10.04 51.61 259
9650 50.63 10.20 51.64 258
9675 50.68 10.73 51.80 258
9700 50.69 11.51 51.98 257
9725 50.91 11,52 52.20 257
9750 50.95 11.55 52.25 257
9775 51.14 11.97 52.52 257
9800 51.30 11.93 52.67 257
9825 51.15 L2.20 52.59 256
9850 50.93 12.71 52.49 256
9875 51.01 12.66 52.56 256
9900 5_.39 12.42 52.87 256
9925 51°59 12.77 53.14 256
9950 51.76 12.74 53.30 256
9975 51.83 12.76 53.38 256
IOOOO 51.93 12.22 53.35 257
10025 51.94 12.32 53.38 256
10050 51.90 12.43 53.37 256
10075 51.90 12.15 53.30 257
lOlOO 52.07 12.44 53.53 256
10125 52.39 12.00 53.74 257
10150 52.50 12.52 53.97 256
10175 53.01 12.73 54.52 256
10200 53,61 12.51 55.05 257
10225 53.46 14.06 55.27 255
10250 52*81 14.92 54.87 254
10275 51.48 16.50 54,06 252
lOBOO 50.30 17.83 53.36 250
10325 48.55 18.50 51.96 249
10350 47.17 19.85 51.18 247
10375 46.05 20.98 50.60 245
10400 44.77 21.32 49.59 244
10425 43.53 22.20 48.87 243
WS THETA
CEG
10450 42.73 23.10 48.57 241
10475 43.09 22.24 48.49 243
10500 43.28 21.63 48.39 243
10525 43.01 22.05 48.33 243
10550 42.79 21.99 48.11 243
10575 63.02 21.50 48.09 243
10600 43.00 21.95 48.27 243
10625 43.21 21.89 48.44 243
10650 43.43 21.00 4B.24 244
10675 43.24 22.05 48.54 243
10700 43.54 22.40 48.96 243
10725 43.81 21.97 49.01 243
10750 43.81 22.23 49.13 243
10775 43.84 22.14 49.11 243
10800 44.13 21.62 49.14 244
10825 44.55 2¢.73 49.57 244
10850 44.92 21.51 49.80 244
10875 45.08 21.60 49.98 244
10900 45,23 21.17 49.94 245
10925 45.12 21.10 49.81 245
10950 44.65 21.19 49_43 244
10975 44*68 21.15 49.43 244
11000 44.74 21.61 49.69 244
11025 45,38 20.64 49.85 245
11050 45.60 20.78 50.11 2A5
11075 45.68 21.01 50.29 245
lllOO 46.26 20.31 50.51 246
11125 46.84 20.18 51.01 247
11150 47.24 20.20 51.38 247
11175 47.03 19.96 51.09 247
11200 47.06 19.07 50.78 248
11225 47.17 18.53 50.68 248
11250 47.41 17.79 50.64 249
11275 47.38 18.49 50.86 248
11300 66.87 18.84 50.51 248
11325 46.03 18.99 49.79 247
11350 45.72 17.70 49.03 249
11375 45.16 17.18 48.32 2A9
11400 44.71 17.16 47.89 249
11425 44.44 16.24 47.31 250
11450 44.01 16.03 46.83 250
11475 43.61 15.62 46.33 250
11500 43.53 14.81 45.98 251
11525 43.25 14.79 45.71 251
11550 42.56 13.87 44.77 252
11575 42.35 13.01 44.31 253
11600 41.90 13.19 43.92 252
11625 41.87 12.92 43.82 253
11650 42.00 11.87 63.65 254
11675 41.82 11.74 43.43 254
11700 41.31 11.90 42.99 254
11725 40.59 11.38 42.15 254
11750 40.69 10.37 41.99 256
11775 41.43 9.44 42.49 257
11800 41.48 10.20 42.72 256
11825 41.77 10.39 43.04 256
11850 42.26 9.73 43.36 257
11875 42.67 8.92 43.59 258
11900 43.07 8.05 43.81 259
11925 43.09 8.32 43.88 259
11950 43.14 8.05 43.89 259
11975 43.72 6.35 64.18 262
12000 44.24 5.93 44.64 262
12025 44.58 6.70 45.08 261
12050 44.97 6.37 45.42 262
12075 45.35 5.22 45.65 263
12100 46.00 6.30 46.43 262
12125 46.03 7.08 46.57 261
12150 46.15 6.45 46.60 262
12175 46*09 6.70 46.57 262
12200 46.08 7.17 46.63 261
12225 46,10 6.86 46.61 261
12250 46*43 6.72 46.91 262
12275 46.56 6.82 47.05 261
12300 46.17 7.31 46.75 261
12325 45.97 7.80 46.63 260
12350 45.72 8.12 46.44 260
12375 45.54 7.87 46.21 260
12400 45.76 7.40 46.35 261
12425 45.64 7.35 46.23 261
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL ESMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CBMPSNENT, WS - WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 160 TABLE i1-13 (con_)
FPS-|6 RAUAR/JIASPHERE MIND VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 516-03 01/27/65, 17142j ERSTE_ItN TEST RANGEr FL2RIDA
ALT MR MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEG M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS MISEC NISEC MISEC 2EG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
12450 65*53 2.37 46°30 259
12475 65.60 2.45 66°37 259
12500 65.46 8.62 46.27 289
12525 45*60 8.80 46*44 259
12550 66.63 7.68 47.06 260
12575 46.79 8.73 47.60 259
12600 46.96 9.83 47*98 258
12625 47.21 9.04 48,06 259
12650 47.43 10.12 48.69 258
12675 47.87 10.10 48.92 258
12700 48.06 10.12 49.11 258
12725 47.83 11.01 49.08 257
12750 47.81 11.48 49.17 256
12775 47.82 11.30 49.13 257
12800 47.30 10.98 48.36 257
12825 47.52 12.78 49.21 235
12850 48.01 12.07 49.50 256
12875 47.97 11.19 49.26 257
12900 47.68 11.80 49.12 256
12925 67.67 11.77 49.10 286
12950 47.41 13.03 49.17 254
12975 47.42 13.30 49.25 254
13000 47.53 12°98 49.27 255
13025 47,25 13.12 49.04 254
13050 47.08 13.37 48.94 254
13075 47.14 13.60 49.07 254
13100 47.50 14.32 49.61 253
13125 47.66 14.69 49.87 253
13150 47.55 13.99 49.57 253
13175 47.24 13.22 49.06 256
13200 47.13 12.77 48.83 255
13223 46.40 14.23 48.53 253
13250 46.32 14°70 48,59 252
13275 46.47 14.09 48.56 253
13300 65,92 15.13 48.35 252
ALT " ALTITUDEt MX - ZBNAL C2MP2NENT* _Z • MERID|iNAL CBMPBNENT, WS " MINC SPEEDt THETA " MINO OIRECTIiN
ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
200 1.h5 -8.39 8.51 350
225 1.59 -7.70 7.86 348
250 1.51 -7.14 7.30 348
275 1.73 -6.46 6.68 345
300 2.56 -5.79 6.33 336
TABLE 11-14
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MINO VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-04 01/27/65, 18302. EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT MX WZ NS TkETA
METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
1200 14.20 -2.98 14.51 282
1225 14.01 -2.86 14.30 281
1250 13.77 -3.19 14.1_ 283
1275 13.89 -3.35 14.29 283
1300 14.14 -3.40 14.54 283
325 3.31 -5.72 6.61 330
350 3.70 -6.00 7,05 328
375 3.96 -5.99 7.18 326
400 4.42 -5.71 7.22 322
425 4.91 -5,80 7.60 320
450 4.78 -5.57 7.34 319
475 4.00 -5.14 6.51 322
500 3.64 -5.03 6.20 324
525 3.54 -4.77 5.94 323
550 3.55 -3.89 5.27 317
575 4.11 -3.25 5.24 308
600 4.73 -3.38 5.81 305
625 5.41 -2.97 6.17 299
650 5.91 -2.49 6.42 293
675 6.28 -2.53 6.77 292
700 6.80 -2,52 7.25 290
725 7.11 -2.34 _.48 288
750 7.10 -2.25 7.44 287
775 6.92 -2.25 7.28 288
800 6.73 -2.24 7.10 288
825 6.90 -2.52 7.35 290
850 7.42 -2.99 8,00 292
875 8.05 -3.26 8.69 292
900 8.49 -3.17 9.07 290
925 8.96 -3.27 %54 290
950 9.02 -3.29 9.60 290
975 9.02 -3.65 9.72 292
1000 9.96 -4.51 10.93 294
1025 10.83 -5.07 11.96 295
1050 11.28 -5.41 12.51 295
1075 11.42 -5.52 12.68 296
1100 11.94 -5.25 13.04 294
1125 12.97 -4*63 13.77 289
1150 13.71 -4.05 14.30 286
1175 14.03 -3.56 14.47 284
1325 14.30 -3.51 14.73 284
1350 14.78 -3.68 15.23 284
1375 15,07 -3.85 15.56 284
1400 15.13 -_.00 15.65 285
1425 15.30 -4.09 15.83 205
1450 15.67 -3.88 16.14 284
1475 16.29 -3.12 16.58 281
1500 16.44 -2.29 16.60 278
1525 16.28 -1.66 16.37 276
1550 16.15 -1.15 16,19 274
1575 16.10 -0.76 16.12 273
1600 16.14 -0.56 16.15 272
1625 16.30 -0.60 16.31 272
1650 16.70 -0.92 16.72 273
1675 16.95 -1.20 16.99 274
1700 16.80 -1.18 16.84 274
1725 16.82 -1.10 16.86 274
1750 17.15 -1.10 17.18 273
1775 17.19 -1.17 17.23 274
1800 16.99 -1.14 17.03 274
1825 16.90 -1,13 16.93 274
1850 16.96 -1.19 17.00 274
1875 17.01 -1.10 _7.04 274
1900 16,83 -1.02 16.86 273
1925 16.57 -0.86 16.59 273
1q50 16.54 -0.56 16.55 272
1975 16.81 -0.22 16.81 271
2000 17.52 0.01 17.52 270
2025 18.19 0.06 18.19 270
2050 18.64 0.25 18.65 269
2075 18.90 0.61 18.91 268
2100 19.03 1.17 19.07 266
2125 19.27 1,76 19.35 265
2150 19.52 2.26 19.65 263
2175 19.62 2.58 19.79 262
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ALT WX WE MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC N/SEE OEG
2200 19.78 2.93 20.00 261
2225 19.93 3.40 20.21 260
2250 19.98 3.83 20.35 259
2275 20.09 4.11 20.50 258
2300 20.22 4.22 20.65 258
2325 20.53 4.27 20.97 258
2350 20.74 4.44 21.21 258
2375 21.13 4.54 21.61 258
2400 21.79 4.64 22.28 258
2425 22.09 4.79 22.60 258
2450 22.25 4.81 22.77 258
2475 22.39 5.03 22.95 257
2500 22.19 5.41 22.84 256
2525 21.80 5.67 22.52 255
2550 21.56 5.84 22.33 255
2575 21.26 6.06 22.11 254
2600 20.97 6.15 21.85 253
2625 20.58 6.24 21.50 253
2650 19.84 6.45 20.86 252
2675 18.84 6.67 19.99 250
2700 18.11 6.91 19.38 249
2725 17.60 7.14 18.99 248
2750 E7.37 7.49 18.92 246
2775 17.33 7.59 18.92 246
2800 17.19 7.59 18.79 246
2825 17.27 7.67 18.90 246
2850 17.46 7.58 19.04 246
2875 17.39 7.58 18.97 246
2900 17.20 7.72 18.86 246
2925 17.09 7.86 18.81 245
2950 16.85 8.07 18.68 244
2975 16o93 8.51 18.95 243
3000 17.27 9.09 19.51 242
3025 17.03 9.81 19.65 240
3050 16,71 10.48 19.72 238
3075 16.64 10.94 19.92 236
3100 16.81 11.37 20.29 236
3125 17.03 11.64 20.63 235
3150 17.15 11.66 20.73 236
3175 17.21 11.57 20.74 236
ALT " ALTITUOEt NX = ZONAL CSMPBNENTv MZ = MERIDIENAL CSMPBNENI, MS " WIND SPEEDt THETA = MIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUNBER 516-04 01/27/65v 183028 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIOA
ALT WX NZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS NISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3200 17.52 11,56 20.99 236
3225 17.76 11.68 21.26 236
3250 17o56 11.97 21.25 236
3275 17.38 12.21 21.24 235
3300 17.30 12.21 21.17 235
3325 17.06 12.16 20.95 234
3350 16.61 12.02 20.50 234
3375 16.85 12.05 20.71 234
3400 17.23 12.22 21.12 234
3425 16.85 12.26 20.84 234
3450 16.80 12.27 20.80 234
3475 16.85 12.26 20.84 234
3500 16.70 12,18 20.67 234
3525 16.86 11.95 20.65 234
3550 17.19 11.64 20.76 236
3575 17.25 11.61 20.79 236
3600 17.13 11.56 20.66 236
3625 17.20 11.38 20.62 236
3650 17.34 11.38 20.74 237
3675 17.45 11.28 20.78 237
3700 17.61 11.12 20.83 238
3725 17.81 11.04 20.96 238
3750 17.84 11.07 21.00 238
3775 17.98 10.80 20.98 239
3800 18.41 10.19 21.04 241
3825 18.67 9.62 21.00 243
3850 18.67 9,43 20.91 243
3875 18.65 9.58 20.97 243
3900 18.74 9.68 21.09 242
3925 18.80 9.56 21.08 243
3950 18.88 9,39 21.09 263
3975 19.01 9.44 21.22 243
4000 18,79 9.54 21.08 243
4025 18.71 9.56 21.01 243
4050 18.73 9.29 20.91 243
4075 18.44 8.92 20.48 244
4100 18.36 8.79 20.35 244
4125 18.48 8,68 20.42 245
4150 18.51 8.58 20.40 245
4175 18.56 8.53 20.42 245
4200 18.83 8.38 20.61 246
6225 19.08 8.13 20.74 247
6250 18.99 7.91 20.57 247
4275 19.00 7.69 20.50 248
4300 1%40 7.80 20.91 248
4325 20.00 8.28 21.65 247
4350 20.59 8.77 22.37 247
4375 21.17 9,12 23.05 247
6_00 21.77 9.22 23.64 247
4425 22.55 9.32 24.40 247
4450 23.64 9.12 25.34 249
4475 24.90 8.83 26.42 250
4500 25.79 8.74 27.23 251
4525 26.43 8.54 27.77 252
4550 26.83 8.29 28.08 253
4575 27.17 8.21 28.38 253
4600 27.64 8.07 28.79 254
4625 28.18 8.35 29.39 253
4650 28.56 9.07 29.96 252
6675 28.65 9.09 29.86 252
4700 28.34 8.92 29.71 252
4725 28.32 8.84 29.66 252
4750 28.44 8.77 29.76 253
4775 28.60 8.84 29.94 253
4800 28.58 8.80 29.90 253
4825 28.57 8.63 29.85 253
4850 28.54 8.59 29.81 253
4875 28.58 8.61 29.85 253
4900 28.74 8.49 29.97 253
4925 28.95 8.49 30.17 253
4950 29.04 8.57 30.28 253
4975 28.91 8.66 30.12 254
5000 29.07 8.47 30.28 254
5025 29.28 8.76 30.56 253
5050 29.36 8.68 30.62 253
5075 29.59 8.64 30.83 254
5100 29.55 8.60 30.77 254
5125 29.40 8.51 30.61 254
5150 29.61 8.64 30.84 254
5175 29.75 8.62 30.97 254
5200 29.69 8.56 30.89 254
5225 29.73 8.35 30.88 254
5250 29.84 8.21 30.95 254
5275 29.98 8.22 31.08 254
5300 30.18 8.21 31.28 255
5325 30.47 8.14 31.54 255
5350 30.71 8.17 31.78 255
5375 31.07 8.46 32.20 255
5400 31.25 8.89 32.49 254
5425 31.21 9.24 32.55 253
5450 31.15 9.45 32.55 253
5475 31.10 10.07 32.69 252
5500 31.05 10.42 32.75 251
5525 30.88 10.53 32.63 251
5550 30.76 10.85 32.62 250
5575 30.72 11.19 32.70 250
5600 30.66 11.52 32.75 249
5625 30.85 11.58 32.95 249
5650 31.18 11.53 33.25 250
5675 31.23 11.55 33.30 250
5700 31.25 11.83 33.41 249
5725 31.21 12.10 33.48 249
5750 31.17 12.23 33°49 248
5775 31.29 12.42 33.67 248
5800 31.39 12.84 33.84 248
5825 31.66 12.55 34.06 248
5850 31.82 12.37 34.14 249
5875 32.00 12.41 34.32 249
5900 32.04 12.30 34.32 249
5925 31.95 12.23 34.21 249
5950 31.95 12.33 34.24 249
5975 31.81 12.47 34.17 248
6000 31.86 12.53 34.24 248
6025 31.78 12.46 34.13 248
6050 31.58 12.63 34.01 248
6075 31.64 12.77 34.12 248
6100 31.68 12.75 34.15 268
6125 31.69 12.90 34.21 248
6150 31.67 13.06 34.25 247
6175 31.99 12.79 34.46 248
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNEN_, N2 = MERIDISNAL C8MESNENT, WS " WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELICIIY PR@FILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01/27/65t 1830Ew EA$TEItN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA AL7 NX WE MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC BEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG
6200 32°77 12*08 36.93 250 7200 38°06 16.29 61°60 267 8200 63.31 9.13 66.27 258
6225 33.51 11.65 35.42 251 7225 38°06 16.22 61.37 267 8225 63°86 8.99 46°76 258
6250 36.65 10.93 36.16 252 7250 38°13 16,08 41.38 267 8250 66.19 9.05 45.10 258
62T5 35.34 10.28 36.80 254 T275 38,19 15.68 61,29 268 8275 66.61 8.68 65.21 259
6300 35.89 10.15 37.30 256 7300 38.12 15.79 61.26 247 8300 45°33 8°02 66.06 260
6325 36.09 10.61 37.57 256
6350 38.03 10.50 37.53 256
6375 36.07 10.71 37.63 253
6400 36.06 11,65 37.83 252
6625 36.06 11.98 3E.OO 251
7325 38.16 15.65 61.25 248
7350 38.16 15.06 41.02 248
7375 38.09 16.83 60.8T 269
7600 38,06 16.83 60.83 249
7625 38.27 16.92 61.08 249
e325 66.18 7.80 66.83 260
8350 66.83 7.38 67.60 261
8375 47.76 6.6T 4R°19 262
8600 48.40 6.36 68.82 262
8625 68.70 6.68 69.16 262
6650 36.09 12.78 38.29 250
6675 36.09 13.66 38.59 249
6500 36.06 16.17 3B.73 268
8525 35.98 16.59 38.83 268
6550 35.96 16.65 38.84 268
7450 38.32 15.00 61.15 248
7675 38.29 15.00 41.12 268
7500 38.42 16.93 61.21 249
7525 38.63 16.96 61.23 269
7550 38.A5 16.90 61.23 249
8450 68.78 6.79 69.25 262
8675 68,72 7.53 A9.30 261
8500 69.15 6.91 49.63 262
8525 69.53 6.46 69.95 262
8550 69.71 6.62 50.12 262
6575 35.91 16.70 38.80 248
6600 35.92 16.99 38.92 267
6625 35.79 15.20 38.89 247
6650 35.46 15.64 38.76 26_
6675 35.22 15.66 38.$5 266
7575 38.52 14.79 41.26 269
7600 38.70 16.67 61.38 249
7625 38.81 16.80 41.53 249
T650 38.71 16.96 41.50 269
7675 38.86 14.47 41.65 249
8575 69.62 6.03 49.99 263
8600 49.32 5.77 49o65 263
8625 69.06 5.13 69.33 266
8650 49.00 6.96 69.25 266
8675 69.65 5.06 49.71 266
6700 35.16 15.65 38.41 266
6725 35.13 15.51 38.60 266
6750 36.97 15.53 38.26 246
6775 35.16 15.16 38.27 266
6800 35,65 16,93 38.65 247
TTOO 38.89 16.19 41.60 250
7725 38,89 16.1T 61.39 250
7750 39.10 13.85 61.48 250
7775 39.16 16.10 61.61 250
7800 39,52 13.T2 61.83 251
8700 69.69 4.90 49.93 266
8725 69.80 6.61 50.02 265
87S0 69.66 6.78 69.89 266
8T75 49.68 4.52 49.88 265
8800 50.06 3.83 50.19 265
6825 36.16 14.99 39.13 247
6850 36.T7 15.19 39.79 267
6875 37.65 15.66 40.59 267
6900 37,82 15.60 40.92 267
6925 38.10 15.37 41.09 248
7825 39.88 13.40 62.07 251
7850 39.75 13.57 62.00 251
7875 39.61 13.11 61.72 251
7900 39.63 12.56 61.57 252
7925 39.75 12.08 61.55 253
8825 50.22 3.99 50.38 265
8850 $0.48 4.26 50.66 265
8875 50.68 6.72 50.90 266
8900 50.68 4.83 50.91 266
8925 S0.72 4.85 50.95 264
6950 38.25 15.32 41.21 248
6975 38.27 15.38 41.26 248
7000 38.34 15.36 41.30 248
7025 38.66 15.35 61.39 248
7050 38.6T 15.63 41.64 268
7950 39.74 L2.09 41.54 253
7975 40.34 11.73 42.01 256
BOO0 60.82 11.17 62.32 255
8025 61.50 10.97 62.93 255
8050 A1.96 10.80 63.32 255
8950 50.71 5.63 51.00 266
8975 50.93 5.33 51.21 264
9000 51.06 5.30 51.32 266
9025 51.01 5.83 51.34 263
9050 51.13 5.83 51.66 263
7075 38.73 15.83 41.84 268
7100 38.70 16.A6 42.05 267
7125 38.80 16.92 42.33 266
7150 38.77 17.01 42.34 266
7175 38.38 16,80 61.89 246
8075 62.08 10.62 63.60 256
8100 62.19 10.60 63.65 256
8125 62.60 9.76 43.71 257
8150 62.99 9.68 64.07 257
8175 63.28 9.$9 66.33 257
90T5 51.24 5,92 51.58 263
9100 51.07 6.63 51.50 262
9125 51,03 6.55 51.65 263
9150 51.23 6.60 51.63 263
9175 51.30 7.19 51.80 262
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL CRMPSNENT, WZ • MERIOIRNAL CBMPSNENTI NS = WINC SPEED* THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC N/SEC DEG
9200 51.37 6.97 51.86 262
9225 51.13 6.99 51.61 262
9250 50.79 7.51 51.36 261
9275 51.07 7.26 51.59 262
9300 51.15 7.36 51.68 262
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-04 01/2T/658 1830Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
10200 53.93 18,28 56.96 251 11200 46.43 15.96 47.21 250
10225 51.96 19.05 55.32 250 11225 66.50 15.1T 47.01 251
10250 50.98 19.61 56.55 269 11250 63.86 15.15 66.60 251
10275 69.87 20.50 53.92 24T 112T5 62.52 16.44 45.58 249
10300 68.99 21.07 53.32 267 11300 62.38 15,98 65,29 269
9325 51.17 7.01 51.65 262
9350 51.38 7.41 51.91 262
9375 51.60 7.76 51.98 261
9400 51.74 7.69 52.28 262
9625 51,98 7.60 52.54 262
9650 52.03 8.00 52.64 261
94T5 52.05 8.39 52.72 261
9500 51.97 8.361 52.64 261
9525 $1,99 8.55 52.69 260
9550 52.01 8.76 52.75 260
9575 52.03 8.98 52.80 260
9600 52.06 9.19 52.86 260
9625 52,08 9.60 52.92 260
9650 52.10 9.61 52.98 259
9675 52.12 9.83 53.04 259
9700 52.16 10.06 53.10 259
9725 52.16 10.25 53.16 259
9750 52.18 10.66 53.22 258
9775 52.21 11.18 53.39 258
9800 51.91 12.01 53.28 257
9825 51.80 12.39 53.26 256
9850 51.97 12.58 53.47 256
9875 52.18 13.28 53.85 256
9900 52.61 16.02 56.64 255
9925 52,76 13.96 56.56 255
9950 53.00 13.65 54.73 255
9975 53.37 13.63 $5.09 255
lOOOO 56.00 13.53 55.67 256
10025 54.22 13.37 55.85 256
10050 54.17 13.41 55.80 256
10325 67.92 21.72 52.61 245
10350 67.66 22.09 52.53 265
10375 67.00 22.77 52.23 266
10400 66.56 22.66 51.77 244
10625 66.65 22.69 51.61 246
11325 62.16 14.92 66.70 250
11350 42.31 14.27 44.65 251
11375 42.47 16.06 66.73 251
11600 62.29 13.56 66.41 252
11425 62.68 12.88 66.58 255
10650 66.53 22.36 51.62 246
10675 66.00 22.88 51.57 263
10500 45.35 23.32 50.99 263
10525 65.10 23.21 50.72 243
10550 64.92 22.95 50.26 243
11650 62.96 13.05 66.88 253
11675 62.92 13.3T 66.95 253
11500 63.26 12.88 65.12 253
11525 66.35 11.50 65.82 255
11550 66.96 11.35 66.37 256
10575 65.27 21.81 50.25 244
10600 65.55 22.03 50.60 244
10625 65.58 22.60 50.87 243
10650 65.75 22.29 50.89 244
10675 65.62 21.86 50.58 244
11575 45.26 11.03 66.59 256
11600 65.42 10.34 66.58 257
11625 65.63 10.3T 66.60 257
11650 45.59 10.25 66.73 257
116T5 66.06 9.41 67.01 258
10700 45.77 21.73 50.67 246
10725 45.81 21.50 50.61 245
10750 46.03 21.87 50.96 266
10775 66.76 21.70 51.55 265
10800 67.28 21.1T 51.81 246
I0825 47.28 20.60 51.5T 246
10850 47.00 20.11 51.12 267
10875 67.02 19.81 51.02 267
10900 67.56 19.19 51.28 268
10925 67.91 IU.61 $1.60 249
11700 46.25 9.12 67.16 259
11725 46.42 9.26 67.36 259
11750 46.46 9.09 67.36 259
11775 46.88 9.16 47.77 259
11800 47.08 8.81 67.90 259
11825 47.26 8.19 67.95 260
11850 67.61 8.02 48.09 260
11875 68.89 6,69 69.32 262
11900 69.28 6.25 49.67 263
11925 69.58 6.02 69.95 263
10950 47.75 18.56 51.23 249
10975 67.61 18.57 50.92 248
11000 67.01 18.16 50.39 249
11025 66.81 16.96 49.78 250
11050 66.67 17.90 69.98 249
11950 49.54 5.46 69.86 266
11975 69.00 4.82 69.24 264
12000 69.33 3.34 69.45 266
12025 69.33 3.57 69.66 266
12050 49,00 3.63 69,13 266
10075 56.30 13.70 56.00 256
lOlOO 54.67 13.59 56.35 256
10125 55.68 16.35 57.30 255
10150 55.70 15.62 57.85 256
10175 55.15 16.86 5T.67 253
11075 66.68 lb.02 50.06 269
lllO0 46.60 17.60 69.74 249
11125 66.06 16.71 69.00 250
11150 65.59 15.78 68.25 251
11175 66.88 15.87 67.60 250
12075 68.30 3.65 48.63 266
12100 67.14 3.13 67.24 266
12125 66.86 2.56 66.91 267
12150 66.55 2.67 66.62 267
12175 66.38 2.39 46.66 267
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = Z_NAL C@MPBNENI, WZ = MERIOISNAL CERP2NENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI@N
ALT WK WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12200 46.18 2.67 46.25 267
12225 45.87 2.45 65.93 26T
12250 45.51 1.86 45.55 267
12275 45,17 2.71 65.25 266
12300 45.03 2.84 45.11 266
TABLEII -14 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01/27165_ 18302v EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEE. _EG
13200 45.24 10.73 46.49 256
13225 45.11 11.80 46.63 255
13250 44.89 12.73 46.66 254
13275 46.65 12.93 46.48 254
13300 44.39 14.83 46.80 251
12325 46.95 2.94 45.05 266
12350 45.42 2*49 65.49 267
12375 45.46 2.92 45.56 266
!2400 45.60 4.29 45.81 264
12625 46,12 4.05 46.30 265
12650 45*98 3.73 46.13 265
12475 45.56 4.63 45.78 264
12500 45.94 4.03 66.11 265
12525 46.23 4.59 66.46 264
12550 46.17 5.51 46°50 263
12575 45.93 6.14 46.34 262
12600 45.55 6.88 46.07 261
12625 46.42 6.89 66.93 261
12650 47.02 7.09 47.56 261
12675 45.39 8.02 46.09 260
12700 45,20 7.80 45.87 260
12725 45.13 8.44 45.91 259
12750 45.75 9.31 46.69 258
12775 46.26 9.35 67.20 258
12800 46.15 10.82 47.40 257
12525 45.46 11,97 47.01 255
12850 45°77 10.88 47.04 256
12875 45.97 10.83 47.23 257
12900 45.99 11.02 67.29 256
12925 46.00 10.90 47.27 256
12950 45.72 11.68 47.14 256
12975 45.93 11.64 47.33 256
13000 46.05 10.69 47.28 257
13025 45.68 11.82 47.19 255
l_n_n _.75 11.75 67.23 255
13075 45.84 11.20 47.19 256
13100 45.73 11.84 47*23 255
13125 45.29 11.51 46.73 256
13150 45.03 11.16 46.39 256
13175 45.20 11.15 46.55 256
13325 44.30 14.82 46.72 251
13350 43.94 15.01 46.43 251
13375 43o76 16,34 46.72 249
13400 43.80 16.42 46.77 249
13425 43,30 17.64 46.75 268
13450 42.75 18.52 46.59 246
13475 41.62 20.36 46.33 264
13500 41.65 19.85 46.14 244
13525 61.60 18.35 45.46 246
13550 40.46 20.47 45.34 263
13575 39.87 21.69 45.39 261
13600 39.36 22.08 45.13 241
13625 39.02 21.97 44.78 260
13650 38.36 22.70 44.57 259
13675 37.90 23.55 44.62 238
13700 37.19 24.10 44.32 237
13725 35.77 24*07 43.11 236
13750 34.04 24.63 41.90 236
13775 33.56 24.74 41.69 233
13800 33.54 24.76 41.69 233
13825 33.32 24.78 _1.52 233
13850 32.99 23.74 40.65 234
13875 32.88 23.39 40.35 234
13900 33.27 22.82 40.35 235
13925 33.32 22.45 40.18 236
13950 33.63 21.56 39.95 237
13975' 33.60 20.41 39.38 239
14000 32,99 19.73 38.44 239
18025 32.25 18.37 37.11 240
16050 31.36 17.39 35.86 261
16075 30.34 16.99 34.77 261
14100 29.03 17.27 33.78 239
16125 28.23 16.36 32.62 240
14150 27.85 15.27 31.76 241
16175 27.68 15.38 81.66 241
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
RETERS M/SEE MISEC NISEC OEG
16200 27.73 14.85 31.45 242
14225 27.59 15.07 31.44 241
14250 27.48 14.53 31.09 242
14275 27.21 13.95 30.57 243
16300 27.03 14.46 30.65 242
14325 26.95 14.25 30.49 242
16350 27.06 13.79 30.37 243
16375 27.44 12.95 30.35 245
14400 27.44 13.00 30.36 244
16425 27.29 12.39 29.97 245
14450 27.21 11.21 29.43 247
14475 27.48 11.19 29.67 248
16500 27.39 11.32 29.64 247
14525 27.28 11.26 29.51 247
14550 27.15 11.04 29.31 248
18575 27.00 9.99 28.79 250
14600 26.92 10.28 28.82 249
14625 26.30 11.14 28.56 247
14650 26.38 9.49 28.04 250
14675 26.01 8.86 27°48 251
16700 25.37 10.43 27.43 247
14725 25.71 8.69 27.14 251
16750 25.90 8.28 27.19 252
14775 26.39 7.39 27.40 254
16800 26.63 6,67 27.45 256
16825 26.28 7.37 27.30 254
14850 25.93 7.74 27.06 253
14875 26.60 6.24 27.32 257
15900 26.81 6.38 27.56 256
16925 26.79 6.08 27.47 257
14950 26.66 6.22 27.37 257
14975 26.29 6.72 27.14 255
15000 26.50 5.68 27.10 258
15025 26.36 6.01 27.03 257
15050 26.08 6.28 26.83 256
15075 25.92 5.89 26.58 257
15100 25.60 5.56 26.19 258
15125 25.63 5.54 26.23 258
15150 25.32 5.65 25.94 257
15175 24.82 6.98 25.32 258
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBNPBNENTt WZ = RERIDI8NAL COMPONENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-04 01/27165. 1880Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
15200 24.88 4.90 25.36 259 16200 18.91 8.22 20.61 266
15225 24.71 4*62 25.14 259 16225 18.94 9.09 21.01 244
15250 26.43 4.23 26.80 260
15275 24.33 3.32 24.56 262
15300 26.03 3.01 26.21 ,263
15325 24.50 3.07 24.69 263
15350 24.80 1.24 24.83 267
15375 24.98 0.10 26.98 270
15400 25,09 0.82 25.11 268
15425 25.52 -0,45 25.53 271
15450 25,57 -1.31 25.60 273
15475 25.33 -3.52 25.57 278
15500 25.56 -1.70 25.62 274
15525 25.76 -2.28 25.86 275
15550 25.52 -2.66 25.66 276
15575 26.70 -0.42 24.70 271
15600 26.48 -3.25 26.68 277
15625 26.53 -3.58 26.77 278
15650 26.39 -3.80 26.66 278
15675 26.95 -4.93 27.39 280
15700 27.46 -5.99 28.11 282
15725 27.27 -6.51 28.03 283
15750 26.06 -T.O1 26.99 285
15775 24.47 -4.E7 24.95 281
15800 26.16 -4.69 24.61 281
15825 23.62 -4.01 23.95 279
15850 22.52 -2.OT 22.61 275
15875 21.51 -1.60 21.56 274
15900 21.10 -0.83 21.19 272
15925 20.99 -0.66 20.99 271
15950 20.67 1.88 20.76 265
15975 20.52 1.90 20.61 265
16000 19.35 2.86 19.56 261
16025 19.42 3.67 19.76 259
16050 19.22 3.93 19.62 258
16075 19.16 5.69 19.98 253
16100 19.64 5.21 20.32 255
16125 19.23 6.24 20.22 252
16150 18.55 8.35 20.35 246
16175 18.71 7.84 20,29 247
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMPONENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPONENTt WS = WINE SOEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC M/SEE DEG
300 1,51 -6.53 6.78 361
325 2.69 -3*85 6*58 327
350 3.27 -3.49 4,73 317
375 3.51 -3*35 4.86 313
400 3.75 -3.13 4.89 310
TABLE I 1-15
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VEL2CITY PRiFILE
TEST NUR2ER 516-06 Ol/2T/6S! 2129Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL2RIDA
ALT WX MZ MS TMETA ALT MX W2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC R/SEC OEG
1300 10.15 -7.09 12.38 305 2300 15.90 1.08 15.96 266
1325 10.25 -6.85 12.33 306 2325 15.98 l.Ol 16.01 266
1350 10.30 -6.45 12.16 302 2350 16.17 0,85 16.19 267
1375 10.63 -S.98 12.02 300 2375 16.31 0.68 16.32 26T
1600 10.57 -5.79 12.05 299 2600 16.73 0.55 16.74 268
625 4.33 -2.90 5.21 304
450 4.93 -2.59 5.57 297
675 5.11 -2.37 5.63 295
500 5.33 -2.49 5.88 295
525 5.8T -2.75 6,48 295
550 6.14 -2.89 6.79 295
575 6,26 -3.00 6.96 295
600 6.37 -3.06 7.07 295
625 6.43 -3.28 7.2Z 297
650 6.62 -3.48 7.48 298
675 6.80 -3.46 7.63 297
700 6.90 -3.42 7,70 296
725 7.13 -3,51 7.95 296
750 7.54 -3.78 8,44 296
775 7.68 -4.07 8.69 298
800 7.24 -4.28 8,41 300
825 6.67 -4.59 8,09 306
850 6,62 -6.95 8.11 307
875 6.57 -5,29 8.64 309
900 6.76 -5,61 8.77 310
925 6,96 -6,02 g.19 311
950 7.50 -6.63 lO,Ol 311
975 8.69 -7,25 11.16 310
lOOO 9.43 -7,43 12.00 308
1025 10.09 -7.20 12,40 305
1050 10.24 -7.00 12,40 304
1075 10.00 -7.05 12,23 305
llOO 9.56 -7.28 12.02 307
1125 8.82 -7,47 11.56 310
1150 8.62 -7.88 11,68 312
1175 8.80 -8.08 11.95 312
1200 8.96 -7.70 11.81 310
1225 9.31 -7.50 11.96 309
1250 9.53 -7.26 11,98 307
1275 9.74 -7.09 12,05 306
1425 10*99 -S.62 12.35 297
1650 11,07 -5.07 12.18 294
1675 11.12 -6.62 12.05 292
1500 11.31 -6,27 12.08 291
1525 11.63 -3.80 12.05 288
2425 17.67 0.62 17.69 268
2450 17.83 0.94 17.86 267
2475 18.25 1.29 18.29 266
2500 18.92 1.48 18.98 265
2525 19.75 1.21 19.79 266
1550 11.60 -3.62 12.15 287
1575 11o66 -3.61 12.21 287
1600 1_.79 -3.66 12.34 287
1625 12.00 -_.65 12.48 286
1650 12.12 -3.01 12.69 284
2550 20.52 0.66 20.53 268
2575 20.77 0.28 20.78 269
2600 21.24 0.19 21.26 26q
2625 21.62 0.30 21.63 269
2650 21.26 0.56 21.26 268
1675 12.32 -2.55 12.59 282
1700 12.78 -2.07 12.96 279
1725 13.22 -1.73 13.33 277
1750 13.45 -1.43 13.53 276
1775 13.63 -1.10 13.68 274
2675 21.36 0.96 21.38 267
2700 21.64 1.26 21.48 266
2725 20.91 1.67 20.96 266
2750 20.64 1.53 20.69 266
2775 20.61 1.76 20.68 265
1800 13.91 -0.93 13,94 274
1825 16.33 -1.05 16,37 276
1850 14.67 -1,21 14.72 275
1875 14.67 -1.21 14.72 275
1900 14.63 -0.89 14.66 273
2800 20.27 2.25 20.39 263
2825 20.81 2.67 20.98 263
2850 21.53 2.87 21.72 262
2875 21.91 2.92 22.10 262
2900 22.21 3.06 22.62 262
1925 14.83 -0.66 14.84 272
1950 15.26 -0.73 15.25 273
1975 15.65 -0.72 15.67 272
2000 15.97 -0.48 15.97 272
2025 16.04 -0.06 16.04 270
2925 22.46 3.30 22.70 261
2950 22.49 3.57 22.77 261
2975 22.43 3.73 22.76 260'
3000 22.19 3.86 22.52 260
3025 21,79 6.09 22.17 259
2050 15.86 0.51 15.87 268
2075 15.80 0,89 15.82 267
2100 15.85 1.16 15,89 266
2125 16.02 1.33 16.07 2E5
2150 16,15 1.36 16.20 265
3050 21.60 4.32 22.03 259
3075 21.52 6.60 22.01 258
3100 21.26 4.97 21.83 257
3125 20.87 5.61 21.56 255
3150 20.87 5.73 21.66 254
2175 16,06 1.27 16,11 265
2200 16.07 1.21 16.12 266
2225 15.97 1,25 16.02 265
2250 15.80 1.32 15.86 265
2275 15.79 1.22 15,83 265
3175 21.02 6.07 21.88 256
3200 21.09 6.51 22*07 253
3225 21.20 6.67 22.22 252
3250 21.20 6.73 22.26 252
3275 21.05 6.98 22.18 251
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL EBMPENENT, WZ " NERIDIBNAL EBMPBNENT, MS " WINC SPEED, THEIA " WIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01/2T/651 2129Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG
3300 21,05 7.34 22,29 251 4300 27.12 10.94 29,26 248 5300 30.89 11.15 32.84 250
3325 21.12 7.62 22.45 250 4325 27.21 10.91 29,32 248 5325 31.70 11.35 33.67 250
3350 20.95 7.95 22.41 249 4350 27.51 10,92 29.60 248 5350 31,92 11.82 36.04 249
3375 20.83 8.2B 22.41 248 6375 27.65 10.92 29.73 248 5375 31.60 12.31 33.91 249
3400 20.70 8.41 22.34 248 4400 27.58 10.82 29,62 248 5400 31.63 12.67 34.08 268
3425 20,48 8.38 22.13 248
3450 2O.&O 8.39 22.06 247
3475 20.47 8.49 22.16 247
3500 20.79 8,60 22.50 247
3525 21.01 8.66 22.72 247
6425 27.60 10.67 29,59 249
4450 27,80 10.33 29.66 249
4475 28.18 9.78 29.83 251
6500 28.28 9.29 29.77 252
6525 28.05 9.09 29.49 252
5425 32.00 13.19 36.61 247
5450 32.17 13.48 34.88 267
5675 31.97 13.63 36.75 247
5500 32.04 13.81 36.88 267
5525 32.30 16.10 35.26 246
3550 21,05 8,77 22.80 247
3575 21,22 9.06 23.08 267
3600 21.35 9.43 23.34 246
3625 21.55 9.75 23.65 245
3650 21.63 9,99 23.83 245
4550 28.28 9.07 29.70 252
6575 28.68 8,87 30.02 253
4600 28.63 8.55 29.88 253
6625 28.53 8.38 29.74 253
4650 29.14 8.20 30.28 254
5550 32,16 14.22 35.17 266
5575 32.03 16.14 35.01 246
5600 32.19 16,12 35.15 246
5625 32.62 16.21 35.60 266
5650 32.27 16,18 35.25 266
3675 21,61 10.24 23.91 244
3700 21.75 10.52 24.16 244
3725 21,88 10.97 24.48 243
3750 21.98 11.33 24,73 243
3775 22.15 11,49 24.95 242
4675 30.34 7.93 31.36 255
6700 31,13 7.77 32*08 256
4725 31.00 7.71 31.94 256
4750 30.71 7,71 31.66 256
4775 30.70 7.91 31.70 255
5675 31,98 14.08 34.96 266
5700 32.16 14,05 35.10 246
5725 32.73 13,99 35.59 267
5750 33,08 13.69 35.80 247
5775 33.31 13.17 35.82 248
3800 22.32 11.70 25.20 242
3825 22.69 11.96 25,64 242
3850 23*24 12.25 26.27 242
3875 23,65 I2,49 26,74 242
3900 23.79 12,53 26,89 242
6800 30.66 U.25 31.75 255
4825 30.37 8.47 31.53 254
4850 29.91 8.63 31.13 254
4875 29.80 8.93 31.11 253
4900 29,97 9*09 31.32 253
5800 33.94 12.86 36.29 249
5825 36.74 12.61 36,96 250
5850 35,24 12.31 37,33 251
5875 35.59 11.86 37.51 251
5900 36.07 11.63 37.90 252
3925 23.76 12.87 26.93 262
3950 23,80 12.86 27,05 241
3975 24.29 12.98 27.54 242
4000 24,89 13.20 28.17 242
4025 25.46 13.36 28.76 242
4925 30.20 9.14 31.55 253
4950 30.16 9,06 31.49 253
4975 30.11 9.15 31.47 2S3
5000 30.29 9.42 31.72 253
5025 30.51 9.74 32.03 2_2
5925 36.71 11,40 38,44 253
5950 37.54 11.00 39.12 253
5975 38.23 10.72 39,70 254
6000 39.05 10.30 40.38 255
8025 40.01 10.23 41,30 255
4050 25,79 13,46 29.09 242
4075 25.84 13.45 29.13 242
4100 25.73 13.29 28.96 243
4125 23.61 I2.08 26.52 243
4150 23.74 11.77 26.49 243
5050 30.29 9,98 31.89 252
5075 29,97 10,00 31.60 251
5100 30.03 10.18 31.71 251
5125 30.18 10.60 31.99 250
5150 30.25 10.84 32.14 250
6050 40.82 10.57 42.16 255
6075 41,12 10.53 42.44 255
ElO0 41.28 10.53 42.60 256
6125 41.77 10.92 43.17 255
6150 41.85 11.19 43.32 255
4175 25.94 12.16 28.65 245
4200 26,38 11.66 28.84 246
4225 26,88 11.42 29.20 247
4250 27,20 11.32 29.46 247
4275 27,24 11.13 29,43 248
5175 29.82 10.63 31.66 250
5200 29.77 10,49 31.56 250
5225 30.26 10.65 32.08 250
5250 30,20 10.89 32,10 250
5275 30.19 11.02 32.14 250
E175 41.25 11.27 42.76 255
6200 41.00 11.43 42.56 254
6225 41.03 11.84 42.71 254
6250 40.80 12.25 42.60 253
E275 40.57 12.52 42*46 253
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CEMPgNENT, WI • MERIDISNAL CBMP_NENI, WS • WINC SPEED, THET6 • WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
6300 40.63 12.92 42.63 252
6325 40*77 13.40 62.91 252
6350 40*49 13.84 42.79 251
6375 39.87 14.59 42.46 250
6400 39.66 15.08 42.43 249
TABLE 11-15 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBEILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01/27165w 21292, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7300 42.24 15.52 45.00 250
7325 42.45 15.47 45.18 250
7350 42.47 15*47 45.20 250
7375 42*34 15.28 45.02 250
7400 42.23 14.97 44.81 250
6625 39.77 15.59 42.72 248
6450 39.73 16.38 42.97 247
6475 39.14 17.22 62.77 246
6500 38.55 17.73 42.43 245
6525 38.38 17.65 62.24 245
6550 38.32 17.84 42.27 245
6575 38.14 18.15 42.23 244
6600 37*84 18.36 42.06 244
6625 37*72 18.72 42.11 243
6650 37*68 18.69 42*06 243
6675 37.49 18.61 41.85 243
6700 37.13 18,73 41.59 243
6725 37.21 18.85 41*71 243
6750 38.07 18.82 42.47 244
6775 39.23 19.01 43.59 244
6800 39.77 18.92 44,04 244
6825 39.90 18.53 44.00 245
6850 40,40 18.60 44.47 245
6875 40.95 18.39 44.89 246
6900 41.21 17.99 44.97 246
6925 41.51 17.73 45.14 247
6950 41.74 17.69 45.33 247
6975 41.63 17.97 45.34 246
7000 41.22 17.91 44.94 246
7025 40.88 17.76 44.57 246
7050 40.93 17.33 44.45 247
7075 40°98 17.04 44.38 247
7100 40.89 17.09 44.32 247
7125 41.06 16.64 44.31 248
7150 41.12 16.46 44*29 248
7175 41.18 16.32 44*30 248
7200 41.51 15*98 44.48 249
7225 41.75 15.93 44.69 249
7250 41.86 16.01 44.82 249
7275 42.00 15.75 44.86 249
7425 42.30 14.98 44*88 250
7450 42.38 14.73 44.87 251
7475 42.34 14.16 44*65 251
7500 42*37 14.26 44.70 251
7525 42*53 14.38 44.90 251
7550 42.73 14.30 45.06 251
7575 42.77 14.18 45.06 251
7600 42.64 13.75 44.80 252
7625 42*74 13.67 44.87 252
7650 43,02 13.65 45.13 252
7675 43*32 13.60 45.34 253
7700 43.59 13.19 45.55 255
7725 43.39 13.06 45.32 253
7750 43.16 13.07 45.10 253
7775 43*46 12.76 45.29 253
7800 43.62 12.44 45.36 254
7825 43.69 12.21 45*37 254
7850 43*70 11.97 45.31 255
7875 43*74 11.59 45.25 255
7900 43.81 11.29 45.24 255
7925 43.66 10.93 45.01 256
7950 43.60 10.41 44.83 256
7975 43.61 10.07 44.75 257
8000 43.70 9.34 64.68 258
8025 43*83 8.87 44.72 288
8050 43*98 8.74 44.84 259
8075 44*27 8*26 45.04 259
8100 44.86 7.57 45.50 260
8125 45.31 7.58 45.94 260
8150 45.57 8.03 46.27 260
8175 45.79 8.06 46.S0 260
8200 45.80 7.83 46.46 260
8225 45.63 8.22 46.36 260
8250 45.78 8*02 46.48 260
8275 46.09 T*38 46.68 261
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
8300 46.14 7.42 46.73 261
8325 46.45 T.36 47.06 261
8350 46.99 7*31 67*56 261
8375 67.25 6.97 47.T6 261
8400 47.62 6.63 48.08 262
8425 47.79 6.87 48.28 262
8450 47.93 6.77 48.40 262
8475 48.32 6.00 48.69 263
8500 48.43 5.97 48.79 263
8525 48*45 6*23 48.85 262
8550 48°73 6.14 49,12 263
8575 49.21 5.75 49.54 263
8600 49.57 5.73 49*90 263
8625 49.72 5.87 50.07 263
8650 49.90 5.77 50.23 263
86T5 50*07 5*68 50.39 263
8700 50.23 5.67 50.55 263
8725 50.37 6.24 50.75 263
8750 50.54 6.57 50.97 262
8775 50.72 6.11 51.09 263
8800 50.95 5.70 51.27 263
8825 51.24 5.32 51.52 264
8850 51.43 5*26 51.69 264
8875 51.60 5.15 51.86 264
8900 51.76 5.24 52.03 264
8925 51.66 5.38 51.94 266
8950 51.67 5.30 51.94 264
8975 51.81 5.61 52.11 264
9000 52*05 5.92 52*38 263
9025 52.29 6.19 52.65 263
9050 52.38 6.25 52*75 263
9075 52.49 6.14 52*85 263
9100 52.51 6.40 52*90 263
9125 52.74 6.36 53.12 263
9150 52.88 6.46 53.28 263
9175 52.77 6.49 53.17 263
9200 52*89 6.35 53.27 263
9225 52*93 6.77 53.37 263
9250 52.89 6.39 53.28 263
9275 52.92 6.38 53°30 263
ALT m ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CSNPONENTt WZ • WERIOISNAL CBNPBNENTe MS = WINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ
HETERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG
9300 52.86 6.95 53.31 262
9325 52*59 7.02 53.06 262
9350 52.47 7.20 52.96 262
9375 52.32 7.47 52.86 262
9400 52.1T 7*78 52.75 261
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMDER 516-06 01/27/65e 21291, EASTERN TEST RANOE, FLBRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE 0E0
11300 49.72 12.41 51.25 256
11325 49.93 12.92 51.58 255
11350 50.41 11.90 51.80 257
113T5 50.77 11.46 52.05 257
11400 50.56 11=53 51.85 257
9425 52.15 7*54 52*69 262
9450 52.30 7,59 52.85 262
9475 52.10 8.10 52.73 261
9500 52.10 8.20 52.74 261
9525 52.56 7.93 53.15 261
9550 52.59 8.10 53.21 261
9575 52*74 8.25 53.38 261
9600 52.90 8.35 53.55 261
9625 53.04 8,67 53.74 261
9650 53.30 8.72 54,01 261
9675 53.13 8.81 53.86 260
9700 52*95 9.04 fl3.72 260
9725 53.06 8,68 53.77 261
9750 53.12 8.96 53.87 260
9775 53.17 9.44 54.00 260
9800 53.09 9.89 54,01 259
9825 53.13 10.76 54.21 258
9850 53.01 11,63 54.27 257
9875 52.90 11.91 54.23 257
9900 52.64 11.56 53.89 257
9925 52.62 12.25 54.03 257
9950 52.83 12.86 54.37 256
9975 53.65 12.96 55.19 256
10000 54.33 13.32 55.94 256
10025 54.55 13.88 56.28 256
10050 54.48 14.41 56.35 255
10075 54.27 14.74 56.24 255
lOlO0 54.66 14.58 56.57 25S
10125 54.74 15.32 56.84 254
10150 55.15 15.83 57.38 254
10300 57.21 16.59 59.57 254
10325 56*60 16.77 59.03 253
10350 56.17 16.69 58.60 253
10375 55*45 17.24 58.07 253
10400 54.22 17.60 57.01 252
1'0425 52.8T 17.39 55.65 252
10450 51.82 17.55 54.71 251
10475 51.52 17.65 54.46 251
10500 51.30 16.86 53.99 252
10525 51.34 16.03 53.79 252
10550 51.25 16.38 53.80 252
10575 50.93 16.60 53.57 252
10600 50.98 16.00 53.43 252
10625 50.BB 15,55 53.21 253
10650 50.59 15.55 52.92 253
10675 50*40 15.82 52.82 252
10700 50.46 IS.48 52.78 253
10725 50.43 15.03 52.62 253
10750 50.17 15.74 52.58 252
10775 50.34 15.72 52.74 252
10800 50.06 15.50 52.40 253
10825 49.72 15.54 52.09 252
10850 49.50 15.70 51.93 252
10875 48.92 16.01 51.47 252
10900 48.40 15.87 50.94 252
10925 48,06 15.74 50.57 252
10950 48.04 15.95 50.62 251
10975 48.18 15.06 50.72 252
II000 48.01 15.65 50.50 252
11025 48.22 15.40 50.61 252
11050 48.44 14.94 50.69 253
11075 48.17 14.49 50.30 253
11100 48.25 13.95 50*23 254
11125 48.26 14.05 50.87 254
11150 47.80 14.45 49,93 253
11175 48.22 13,43 50.05 254
11200 49,21 12.51 50.77 256
11225 49.50 13.17 51.22 255
10175 55*64 15.21 57.68 255
10200 56.00 15.30 58*06 255
10225 57.52 15,90 59.68 254
10250 58.50 15.85 60.61 255 11250 49.30 13*06 51.00 255
10275 58.02 16.16 60°23 254 • 11275 49.33 11.58 50.67 257
11425 50.38 11.70 51.72 257
11450 50.84 11.55 52.13 257
11475 51.70 10.97 52*85 258
11500 52*32 11.13 53.49 258
11525 52.75 10,84 53*85 258
11550 53.16 10.90 54.26 250
11575 53.38 10.92 54.48 258
11600 53.37 9.37 54.19 260
11625 53.14 8.88 53.88 260
11650 52*59 8.24 53.23 261
11675 51.96 7.62 52.51 261
11700 51.43 7.35 51.95 262
11725 51.05 6.69 51.49 262
11750 50.87 6.72 51.32 262
11775 50*44 6.39 50.84 263
11800 50*04 7.18 50*55 262
11825 49*28 7.75 49.88 261
11850 48.23 7.71 48*85 261
11875 48.35 7.52 48.90 261
11900 48.06 7.30 48.61 261
11925 47.65 8.54 48.41 260
11950 47.99 8.42 48*73 260
11975 48*25 7*96 48*90 260
12000 47.74 9.04 48*58 259
12025 47.58 8.92 48.41 259
12050 47.29 8.49 48.05 260
12075 46.81 9.60 47.79 258
12100 46*89 9.91 47.93 258
12125 47.44 10.01 48.48 258
12150 47.65 11.09 48.92 257
121T5 48.41 10.02 49.44 258
12200 48.76 9.77 49.73 258
12225 48.68 10.14 49.72 258
12250 48.86 9.59 49.79 259
122T5 48*45 11.30 49.75 257
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAL C8MPBNENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL CSMPBNENT* WS = WINC SPEEOt THEIA= WIND OIRECTIDN
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ALT WX W2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEG
[2300 149*00 10.96 50.21 257
12325 49.28 EI.50 50.60 257
12350 68.93 12.33 50.46 256
12375 69.26 10.81 50.43 257
12400 49.19 11.26 5D.66 257
12425 48.44 12.26 69*97 256
12450 48.21 11.90 69.66 256
12475 68,61 II,71 50.00 256
12500 48.66 12.08 50.II 256
¸12525 48.57 12.48 50.15 255
12550 48.86 12.65 50.45 255
12575 49.13 12.77 50.76 255
12600 49.20 12.40 50.74 256
12625 49.28 12.35 50.80 256
12650 49,53 12.61 51.11 256
12675 49.71 13.16 51.42 255
12700 50*34 12.76 51.93 256
12725 50.48 12.50 52.01 256
12750 50.46 13,44 52.22 255
12775 50.86 12.20 52.50 256
12800 51.13 10.99 52.30 258
12825 50.70 12.69 52.27 256
12850 50.77 12.56 52.30 256
12878 50.79 12.97 52.42 255
12900 50.32 13.73 52.16 255
12925 50.15 14.65 52.25 254
12950 50.11 15.06 52.52 253
12975 50.23 14.68 52.33 254
13OOO 50.01 14.96 52.20 253
13025 49.22 14.43 51.29 253
13050 48.70 14.28 5D.75 253
13075 47.90 15.59 50.38 252
13100 48.22 15.54 50.66 252
13125 48.68 15.68 50.96 252
13150 68.20 16.77 51.03 251
13175 47.73 17.71 50.91 249
13200 47.30 17.59 50.46 249
13225 46.59 18.75 50.22 248
13250 46.01 19.51 69.98 247
13275 45.08 19.96 69.30 266
TABLE IIL15(con',)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01/27/65, 21292e EASTERN TEST R*NG_, FL8RIDA
ALT WZ WS THETAALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG
13300 46.49 20.34 68.92 245
13325 43,33 21.71 68.47 243
13350 63,47 22.06 48.75 243
13375 62.83 22.20 48.24 262
13600 41.71 22.39 47.36 262
13425 41.36 22.25 46.96 242
13650 41.62 23.08 47.42 241
13675 41.12 23.53 47.38 240
13500 39.95 22.82 46.01 240
13525 39.68 23.52 46.12 239
13550 39.94 23.74 46.66 239
13575 39.35 24.24 66*22 238
13600 37.92 26.33 46.16 235
13625 37.61 26.37 45.93 235
13650 37.73 26.16 65.91 235
13675 37.71 27.17 46.68 25k
13700 37.41 27.49 66.42 236
13725 36.83 27.40 45.90 233
13750 35.77 28.90 45.99 231
13775 35.51 28.60 45.65 231
13000 34.58 29.03 45.15 230
13825 33.53 30.11 45.06 228
13850 32.72 30.21 44.53 227
13875 31.96 30.51 44.19 226
13900 31.11 31.40 44.20 225
13925 30.19 32.81 43.86 223
13950 30.98 30.00 43.12 226
13975 31.65 27.92 42.21 228
14000 31.02 28.15 41.89 228
14025 31.20 27.57 41.64 228
14050 31.47 26.04 40.85 230
14075 31.60 24.86 40.05 231
14100 31.73 23.10 39.24 234
14125 31.79 21.83 38.56 255
16150 30.98 20.75 37.29 236
14175 29.83 20.44 36.16 235
14200 26.91 22.03 36.78 251
14225 25.87 21.84 33.86 230
14250 26.18 19.51 32.65 233
14275 25.43 20.67 32.77 231
WX
METERS M/$EC M/SEC MISEC OEG
14300 2A,Tl 20.63 82.20 230
14325 23.36 22.03 32.12 228
14350 22.71 21.71 31.42 226
14375 22.33 21.58 31.05 226
14400 21.06 22.28 30.65 223
14425 20.26 21.68 29.68 223
14650 20.38 20.33 28.79 225
14475 20.64 19.50 28.40 226
14500 20.38 19.39 28.13 226
14525 20.05 19.12 27.70 226
14550 20.14 18.59 27.41 227
14575 20.09 18.35 27.21 227
14600 20.67 17.59 26.99 229
14625 20.98 17.00 27.01 231
14650 20.95 17.40 27.23 230
14675 21.20 16.90 27.12 231
14700 21.81 16.70 27.47 232
14725 21.80 17.14 27.73 232
14750 21.63 16.55 27.24 232
14775 21.93 15.61 26.92 234
14800 22.01 15.71 27.04 234
14825 21.77 16.08 27.07 233
14850 22.58 14.10 26.62 238
14875 22.92 13.77 26.74 239
14900 23.16 13.86 26.98 239
14925 23.70 12.40 26.75 242
14950 23.38 12.33 26.64 242
14975 22*98 13.27 26.54 240
15000 23.68 11.93 26.51 263
15025 24.18 10.58 26.39 246
15050 24.24 9.41 26.00 249
15075 24.07 9.64 25,93 248
15100 23.95 9.83 25.89 248
15125 23.35 9.03 25.04 249
15150 23.99 6.33 26.81 255
15175 23.93 6.63 24.83 254
15200 23.37 6.49 24.25 254
15225 23.46 6.27 23.85 259
15250 23.05 4.61 23.51 258
15275 23.49 4.27 23.87 260
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CBMPSNENT, WS • WINC SPEEDe THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-06 01127265, 21292, EASIEBN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ W5 THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
15300 23.54 4.94 24.06 258
15325 23.69 4.12 24.04 260
15350 23.97 3.18 24.18 262
15375 25.89 3.42 24.14 262
15400 24.08 2.90 24.25 263
15425 24.25 1.51 24.29 266
15450 24.04 2.08 24.13 265
15475 23.96 2.16 24.06 265
15500 24.76 O.TO 24,77 268
15525 24.76 1.02 24.78 267
15550 25.27 0.22 25.27 269
15575 25.50 -1.04 25.52 272
15600 25.68 -0.20 25.68 270
15625 25.95 -0.17 25,95 270
15650 26.08 -1.52 26.12 275
15675 26.42 -1.48 26.46 273
15700 26.51 -2.04 26.58 274
15725 26.60 -2.88 26.75 276
15750 26.37 -2.26 26.47 275
15775 25.98 -2.10 26.07 274
15800 25.76 -1.79 25.82 274
15825 25.34 -0.41 25.34 271
15850 24.52 0.81 24.53 268
15875 24.22 0.14 24.22 269
15900 24.58 0.14 24,58 269
15925 24.72 1.89 24.79 265
15950 24.16 3.70 24.44 261
15975 23.66 3.93 23.79 260
16000 23.89 4.62 24.33 259
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZONAL CBMPgNENT, WZ • MERIDIENAL COMPONENT, WS • WINE SPEEDt THETA • WIND DIRECTION
ALT MR WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
EZS -0.19 -T.94 7.94 1
250 -0.22 -7.95 7.95 1
275 -0.33 -7.85 7.86 2
300 -0.30 -7.62 7.63 2
325 -0.19 -7.25 7.26 1
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MEND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-07 01/27/65t 22302, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
1225 7.65 -8.14 11.17 317 2225 16.85 -2.80 17.08 279
1250 7.87 -6.77 11.78 318 2250 17.23 -2.82 17.46 279
1275 7.88 -9.29 12.19 320 2275 17.64 -2.73 17,85 279
1300 7.83 -9.70 12.47 321 2300 18.01 -2.62 18,20 278
1325 8.31 -10.34 13.27 321 2325 18.17 -2.30 18.32 277
350 0.16 -6.99 6.99 359
375 0.77 -6.89 6.94 353
400 1.37 -6.46 6.61 348
425 1.90 -6.13 6.42 343
450 1.99 -5.98 6.31 341
475 2.35 -5.91 6.36 338
500 3.03 -5.92 6.65 333
525 3.98 -5.94 7.15 326
550 4.81 -5.81 7.54 320
575 5.31 -5.80 7.86 317
600 5.76 -5.95 8.28 316
625 6.15 -6.80 8.59 314
650 6.71 -6.10 9.07 312
675 7.02 -5.89 9.16 310
700 7.12 -5.43 8.95 307
725 6.83 -4.99 8*46 306
750 6.61 -4.50 8*OO 304
775 6.76 -4.25 7.99 302
800 7.07 -4.37 8.31 302
825 7.36 -4.54 8.65 301
850 7.80 -4.68 9.10 301
875 8.23 -4.71 9.48 300
900 8.25 -4.56 9.43 299
925 8*26 -4.59 9.45 299
950 8.32 -4.82 9.62 300
975 8.28 -4.99 9.67 301
1000 7.93 -5.23 9.50 303
1025 7.52 -5.58 9.36 306
1050 7.28 -5.90 9.37 309
1100 7.20 -6.20 9.50 311
1125 7.18 -6.45 9.65 312
1150 7.23 -6.68 9.85 313
1175 7.26 -7.08 10.14 314
1200 7.26 -7.49 10.43 316
1350 9.28 -10.98 14.37 320
1375 9.74 -10.83 14.56 318
1400 9.73 -10.30 14.17 316
1425 9.61 -9.59 13.58 315
1450 9*48 -8.72 12.88 312
2350 18.10 -1.66 18.18 275
2375 17.99 -1.03 18.02 273
2400 17.80 -0.40 17.80 271
2425 17.45 0.37 17.45 269
2450 17.25 0.95 17*28 267
1475 9.28 -7.88 12.18 310
1500 8.95 -6.85 11.27 307
1525 8.80 -5.78 10.53 303
1550 8.95 -S,lO 10.30 300
1575 9.14 -4.80 I0.33 298
2475 16.99 1.36 17.04 265
2500 16.94 1.49 17.01 265
2525 16.98 1.35 17.03 265
2550 17.07 1.05 17.10 266
2575 17.19 0.97 17.22 267
1600 9.20 -4.65 10.31 297
1625 9.37 -4.43 10.37 295
1650 9.65 -4.17 10.52 293
1675 9.83 -4.07 10.64 292
1700 9.91 -4.00 10.68 2g2
2600 17.30 1.23 17.34 266
2625 17.68 1.42 17.74 265
2650 18.36 1.41 18.41 265
2675 18,88 1.37 18.93 266
2700 18o88 1.42 18.94 266
1725 9.99 -3.88 10.72 291
1750 10.40 -3.84 11.09 290
1775 10.74 -3.89 11.42 290
IBO0 10.83 -3.87 11.50 290
1825 11.02 -3.71 11.63 288
2725 19.25 _.38 19.30 266
2750 19.85 1.62 19.92 265
2775 19.95 2.32 20.09 263
2800 19.91 2.70 20.09 262
2825 20.02 2.73 20.21 262
1850 11.22 -3.46 11.74 287
1875 11.48 -3.31 11.95 286
1900 11.71 -3.03 12.09 284
1925 11.93 -2.84 12.26 283
1950 12.22 -2.77 12v53 283
2850 19.96 2.89 20.16 262
2875 19.76 3.10 20.00 261
2900 19.67 3.18 19.92 261
2925 19.63 3.18 19.89 261
2950 19.46 3.36 19.75 260
1975 12.36 -2.43 12.59 281
2000 12,44 -2.13 12.62 280
2025 12.60 -1*97 12.76 279
2050 12.97 -1.79 13.10 L978
2975 19.43 3.55 19.75 259
3000 19.80 3.91 20.18 259
3025 20.17 4.42 20.65 257
3050 20.49 5.10 21.12 256
2100 13.75 -1.53 13.83 276
2125 14.34 -1.87 14.46 277
2150 15.18 -2.09 15.33 278
2175 15.81 -2.09 15.94 277
2200 16.28 -2.38 16.45 278
3100 21.16 6.48 22.13 253
3125 21.30 7.07 22.45 251
3150 21.29 7.44 22.55 251
3175 21.51 7.87 22.91 250
3200 21.70 8.51 23.31 248
ALT = ALTITUDE, UX = ZBNAL CBRPBNENT, UZ = MERIDIBNAL CBRPBNENTt US = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-07 01/27165, 22302* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT UX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
3225 21,58 8.98 28.37 247
3250 21.59 9.14 23.45 247
3275 21.42 9.08 23.27 247
3300 21.43 9.00 23.24 247
3325 21.57 9.02 23.38 247
3350 21,32 9.08 23.18 247
3375 21.37 9,26 23,29 246
3400 21.48 9.48 23.48 246
3425 21.48 9.64 23.55 246
3450 21.55 9.93 23.73 245
3675 21.79 10.47 24.17 244
3500 21.93 11.34 24.69 242
3525 22.29 12.21 25.41 241
3550 22.86 12.83 26.22 241
3575 23.31 13.07 26.72 241
3600 23.49 12.89 26.79 241
3625 23.69 12.67 26.87 242
3650 23.78 12,52 26.88 242
3675 23,96 12.41 26.98 242
3700 24.66 12.20 27.34 243
3725 24.96 11.90 27.65 244
3750 25.48 11.82 28.09 245
3775 25*59 11.90 28.23 245
3800 25.50 12.25 28.29 244
3825 25,54 12,47 28.42 244
3850 25.65 12.46 28.52 244
3875 25.61 12.64 28.56 244
3900 25.62 12.74 28.61 243
3925 25,96 12.52 28.82 244
3950 26.36 12.32 29*09 245
3975 26.58 12.19 29.24 245
4000 26.48 12.16 29.13 245
4025 26.35 12.17 29.02 245
4050 26.14 12.07 28.79 245
4075 25.84 11.85 28.43 245
4100 25.73 11.49 28.18 246
4125 25.72 11.23 28.06 246
4150 25.79 10.85 27.98 247
4175 26.00 10.50 28.04 248
4200 26.30 10.33 28*26 248
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE RISEC M/SEE CEG
4225 26.42 10.16 28.31 249
6250 26.65 9.92 28*44 249
4275 26.89 9.90 28.66 250
4300 26.97 10.10 28.80 249
4325 27.04 10.14 28.88 249
4350 26.91 lO.2& 28.80 249
4375 27.31 10.30 29.19 249
4400 28.10 9.94 29.81 250
4425 28,62 9.49 30.15 251
4450 29,09 9.21 30.51 252
4475 29.83 8.86 31.12 253
4500 30.50 8.07 31.55 255
4525 31.07 7.41 31.95 256
4550 31.53 7.02 32.30 257
4575 31.53 6.73 32.24 258
4600 31.54 6.69 32.25 258
4625 31.67 6.63 32.35 258
4650 31.79 6.57 32°47 258
4675 31.86 6.39 32.50 258
4700 31.99 6.07 32.56 259
4725 32.15 6.02 32.70 259
4750 32.10 6.10 32.67 259
4775 32.26 6.06 32.83 259
4800 32.53 6.04 33.08 259
4825 32.70 5.99 33.24 259
4850 32.97 5*77 33.48 260
4875 33.28 5.69 33.78 260
4900 33.41 6.05 33.95 260
4925 33.35 6.47 33.98 259
4950 33.17 6.51 33.80 259
4975 33.16 6.6_ 33.82 259
5000 33.06 6.93 33°78 258
5025 32.85 6.96 33.58 258
5050 32.82 7.26 33o61 257
5075 32.55 7.78 33*47 256
5100 32.22 8.03 33.21 256
5125 31.82 8.11 32.84 256
5150 31.64 8.14 32°67 255
5175 31.65 8.14 32.68 255
5200 31.60 8*22 32.65 255
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
5225 31.35 8.96 32.61 254
_250 30.90 9.68 32.38 252
5275 30.76 9.91 32,32 252
5300 30.79 10.07 32.39 252
5325 30.68 10.22 32.34 251
5350 30.62 10.54 32.38 251
5375 30.49 lO,9T 32.40 250
5400 30.32 11.41 32.40 249
5425 30.14 11.73 32.34 249
5450 30.12 11.77 32.34 248
5475 30.42 11.75 32.61 249
5500 30.81 11.73 32.96 249
5525 31.25 11.79 33.40 249
5550 31.63 11.88 33.79 249
5575 31.71 11.96 33.89 249
5600 31.71 12.33 34.02 249
5625 31.92 12.69 34.35 248
5650 32.20 12.86 34.67 248
5675 32.19 12.97 34.70 248
5700 32.17 13.05 34.72 248
5725 32.37 13.38 35.02 247
5750 32.61 13.71 35.37 247
5775 32,74 13.80 35*53 247
5800 32.90 13.88 35.71 247
5825 32.81 13.91 35.63 247
5850 32.55 13.87 35.39 247
5875 32.73 13.81 35.53 247
5900 32.89 13.72 35.64 247
5925 32.94 13.93 35*76 247
5950 33.02 13.94 35.84 247
5975 33.02 13.73 35,76 247
6000 33.17 13.86 35.95 247
6025 33.65 13.71 36.33 248
6050 34.19 13.27 36.67 249
6075 34.45 12.95 36.81 249
6100 34.61 12.62 36.84 250
6125 34.77 12.15 36.83 251
6150 35.34 11.88 37.28 251
6175 35*98 11.58 37.80 252
6200 36.58 11.16 38.25 253
_tT = ALTITUDE, UX = ZBNAL cgMPBNENI, UZ = MERIOIBNAL CBRPBNENT, US • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JEMSPHERE WIND VELICITY PRDFILE
TEST NUMBER 516-07 01127/65, 2230Z. EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX M2 MS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6225 37.18 10.59 38.66 254 7225 61.38 17.34 44.87 247 8225 68.65 7.79 49.27 261
6250 37.67 10.68 39.10 254 7250 41.37 17.45 46.90 247 8250 48.31 7.75 68.93 261
6275 38.06 10.75 39.53 254 7275 41.27 17.32 46.76 267 8275 68.10 7.76 48.72 261
6300 38.57 10.50 59.97 255 7300 61.09 17.26 44.56 267 8300 48.27 B.05 68.93 260
6325 39.17 9.98 60.62 256 7325 60.93 17.66 64.50 247 8325 48.35 8*60 49.08 260
6350 39.72 9.32 60.79 257
6375 40.66 8.90 61.60 257
6400 62.01 8.88 62.94 258
6425 63.25 8.68 46.11 258
6650 63.87 8.53 46.69 259
7350 61.13 17.62 64.74 247
7375 61.39 17.56 44.95 247
7400 41.52 17.15 46.92 247
7425 41.81 16.51 64.96 248
7450 62.17 16.49 45.28 248
8350 68°37 8.36 49,08 260
8375 68.26 8.13 68.96 260
8400 68.49 7.75 49.10 261
8425 68.79 7.95 69.63 261
8450 68.57 7.73 69.18 261
6675 46.13 8.39 44.92 259
6500 46.16 8.35 44.92 259
6525 64*20 8,79 45.07 259
6550 44*23 9.O0 45.14 258
6575 43.75 9.16 44.70 258
7675 62.68 16.50 65.57 259
7500 62.27 16.21 65.27 249
7525 42.19 15.86 45.08 249
7550 62.71 15.58 65.47 250
7575 43.05 15.36 65.70 250
8475 48*66 7.33 69.21 261
8500 68.91 7.75 69.52 261
8525 69.23 7.58 69.81 261
8550 69.53 7.41 50.08 261
8575 49.66 7.38 50.21 261
6600 63.53 9.51 44.55 257
6625 43.76 9.76 46.84 257
6650 43.78 lO*ll 44.94 257
6675 63.51 11.12 46.91 255
6700 43.18 11.75 44.75 255
7600 43.06 15.26 45.68 250
7625 63.08 16.TT 65.55 251
7650 63.17 13.59 65.26 252
7675 63.09 13.36 65.11 253
7700 62.97 13.00 64.90 253
8600 49.72 7.53 50.28 261
6625 69.66 7.16 50.17 262
8650 49.40 7.07 69.91 262
8675 49.19 7.39 49.74 261
8700 49.60 7.10 50.11 262
6725 43.20 11.84 44.79 256
6750 43.52 12.40 45.25 254
6775 43*30 12.76 65.13 253
6800 62.87 12.80 46.74 253
6825 62*83 13.13 46*80 253
7725 42.85 12.20 66.55 256
7750 62.81 11.86 44.62 254
7775 62.78 11.7_ 46.37 254
7800 62.97 11.39 46.46 255
7825 42.88 11.21 64.32 255
8725 69.90 7.55 50.67 261
8750 69.68 7.84 50.29 261
8775 49.69 7.69 50.29 261
8800 69.95 7.84 50.56 261
8825 49.95 7.73 50.55 261
6850 63.00 13.73 65.14 252
6875 42.79 14.07 45.04 252
6900 62*38 14.01 64*63 252
6925 62.19 14.15 66.50 251
6950 62*33 14.26 46.66 251
7850 42.76 10.63 66.06 256
7875 63.15 10.17 44.33 257
7900 63*65 9.80 66*73 257
7925 63.88 9*18 66*83 258
7950 66.08 9.01 66.99 258
8850 50.00 7.30 50.55 262
8875 50.29 7.11 50.79 262
8900 50.75 6.65 51.18 262
8925 51.14 6.66 51.56 263
895D 51.35 6.10 51.72 263
6975 42.66 14.62 64.91 251
7000 62.08 15.15 44.72 250
7025 61.81 15.29 4A.52 250
7050 61.45 15.59 64.67 269
7075 61.46 15.76 44.35 249
7975 66.68 8.62 65.50 259
8000 65.00 8.31 45.76 259
8025 45.08 8.06 65.79 260
8050 65.31 7.43 45.91 261
8075 45.89 7.41 66.69 261
8975 51.87 5.49 52.16 266
9000 51.98 5.76 52.30 263
9025 51.76 5.97 52.10 263
9050 51.79 5.77 52.11 263
9075 51.96 5.86 52.27 263
7100 41.63 15.88 64.38 249
7125 61.62 16.18 64.66 269
7150 61.82 16.68 65.02 248
7175 41.61 16.86 46.89 268
7200 41.37 16.94 64.70 268
8100 66.63 7.42 47.22 261
8125 66.84 7.22 67.39 261
8150 47.36 7.33 67.93 261
8175 48.21 7.AO 68.77 261
8200 48.51 7.76 49.12 261
9100 51.91 6.09 52.26 263
9125 51.76 6.07 52.11 263
9150 51.81 6.19 52.18 263
9175 51.62 6.36 52.01 263
9200 51.70 6.15 52.07 263
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CENP8NENT, WS " WINE SPEED* THETA " HIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 516-D7 01/27/65. 22302* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRID&
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT NX NZ WS THETA ALT WR WZ NS TNETA
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG mETERS MISEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC NISEG M/SEC OEG
9225 51.75 6.64 52.17 263 10225 58.07 16.89 60.48 254 11225 53.78 11.48 54.99 258
9250 51.74 6.89 52.19 262 10250 57.17 17.16 59.69 253 11250 53.69 11.58 56.93 258
9275 51.92 6.77 52.36 262 10275 55.96 17.85 58.74 252 11275 53.96 11.08 55.07 258
9300 52.03 6.70 52.46 262 10300 $5.16 18.16 58.06 252 11300 54.71 10.78 55.77 259
9325 52.11 6.38 52.$0 263 10325 56.25 10.65 57.37 251 11325 55.37 10.49 56.36 259
9350 52.37 6.70 52.60 263
9375 52.55 6.94 53.01 262
9400 52.33 6.96 52.79 262
9625 52.58 6.96 53.03 262
9650 52.93 7.06 53.40 262
10350 53.81 18.75 56.98 251
10375 52.90 19.14 56.25 250
10600 52.31 19.39 55.79 249
10625 51.98 19.30 55.A6 249
10650 51.47 19.33 56.98 249
11350 55.99 10.58 56*98 259
11375 55.84 10.98 56.91 259
11600 56.01 10.12 56.92 260
11425 56.31 10.81 57.33 259
11650 56.21 11.40 57.35 258
9A75 52.78 7.76 53.34 261
9500 52.50 8.04 53.11 261
9525 52.71 7.67 53.27 262
9550 52.86 7.30 53.36 262
9575 52.65 7.16 53.13 262
10475 51.08 19.42 56.64 249
10500 51.00 18.72 54.33 250
10525 50.96 18.66 56.20 250
10550 50.89 18.98 56*32 249
10575 51.39 18_24 56*53 250
11675 56.07 10.$9 57.06 259
11500 56.30 10.47 57.27 259
11525 56.35 11.08 5T.63 259
11550 56.30 11.63 57.69 258
11575 56.92 12.19 58.21 258
9600 52.57 7.82 53.15 261
9625 52.59 7.62 53.14 262
9650 52.71 7.53 53*24 262
9675 52.88 7*75 53.45 261
9700 53.02 7*45 53.55 262
10600 51.39 17.83 54.39 251
10625 51.78 17.47 54.65 251
10650 52.52 17.08 55*22 252
10675 53.01 16.90 55.66 252
10700 53*35 16.83 55*94 252
11600 57.16 12.27 58.67 258
11625 57.02 11.88 58.24 258
11650 56.93 12.17 58._1 258
11675 56.55 11.83 57.77 258
11700 5b.45 12.19 57.75 258
9725 53.05 8.T3 53.77 260
9750 53.60 8.87 54.33 260
9775 54.01 8.69 54.70 261
9800 54.OA 9.40 54.85 260
9825 54.34 9.58 55.18 260
10725 53.56 16.76 56.11 252
10750 54.24 15.82 56.51 254
10775 56.33 15.85 56.60 254
10800 54.15 15.84 56.62 254
10825 53.76 15.63 55.98 286
11725 56.57 12.02 57.86 258
11750 56.21 11.66 57.36 258
11775 55.88 11.67 57.09 258
11800 55.72 10.85 56.77 259
11825 55.37 10.52 56.36 259
9850 $4.60 9.92 55.29 259
9875 54.20 lO.E5 55.24 259
9900 54.15 11.09 55.Z7 258
9925 54.42 11.A4 55.61 258
9950 54.73 12.02 56.04 257
10850 53.89 16.70 55.86 255
10875 53.87 14.52 55.80 255
10900 52.75 15.45 56.97 253
10925 52.67 14.66 56.67 254
10950 52.35 14.27 56.26 255
11850 54.00 10.56 55.02 259
11875 53.93 10.09 54.87 259
11900 53.93 9.49 54.76 260
11925 53.17 9.91 54.09 259
11950 52.98 9.68 53.82 260
99T5 55.13 12.66 56.56 257
lOOOO 55.65 13.10 56.98 257
10025 56.00 13.22 57.54 257
10050 56.66 13.25 58.19 257
10075 57.36 13.13 58.85 257
10975 51.94 14.72 53.98 254
llOO0 52.10 14.22 56.01 255
11025 52.08 13.69 53.85 255
11050 52.27 13.69 54.04 255
11075 52.64 13.70 54.39 255
11975 52.92 8.46 53.59 261
12000 52.22 7.86 52.81 261
12025 51.64 6.91 52.10 262
12050 51.26 8.91 52.03 260
12075 51.06 9.39 51.90 259
lOlOO 58.34 13.03 59.77 257
10125 59.18 13.45 60.69 257
10150 59.54 13.72 61.10 2_7
10175 59.40 13.69 60.96 257
tOZOO 58.77 15.47 60.77 255
11100 53.15 12.65 56.64 256
11125 53.63 12.47 55.06 257
11150 53.74 11.99 55.06 257
11175 53.53 11.33 56.71 258
11200 53.24 11.A2 54.45 258
12100 50.77 8.77 51.53 260
12125 50.31 B.7O 51.06 260
12150 50.06 8.95 50.85 260
121T5 49.71 9.09 50.53 259
12200 49.39 8.76 50.16 260
AL; = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MER[DIBNAL CEMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED* THETA = HIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
12225 49.01 8,65 49,77 260
12250 48.98 9.31 49.86 259
12275 48.79 8,67 49.74 259
12300 48.61 10.14 49.66 258
12325 48.61 10.33 49.70 258
TABLE II-16(con't) PAGE 169
FPS-16 RADAR/JLMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY RR@FILE
TEST NUMBER 516-07 D1/27/65t 22301t EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC _/SEC DEG
13225 44*67 18,09 48.30 248 14225 28,24 22.62 36.18 231
13350 44.65 17.87 48.10 248 14250 26.84 22.93 35.30 229
13275 43.82 16.72 47.68 247 14275 26.65 21.85 34.47 230
13300 43,35 19.98 47.73 245 14300 25.42 22,07 33.66 229
13325 42.91 20,83 47.69 244 14325 24.83 23,56 34.23 226
12350 48.61 9,20 49.47 259
12375 48.59 8.89 49.36 260
12400 48.74 9.60 49.68 259
12425 48.91 9.70 49.87 259
12450 48.63 10.08 49.66 258
12475 48.93 10.21 49.99 258
12800 49.59 10,36 50.66 258
12525 49.53 10.63 50.66 258
12550 48.75 11.12 50.00 257
12575 48.27 11.71 49.67 256
12600 48.51 12,98 50.22 255
12625 48*78 13.34 50.57 255
12650 48*89 12.97 50.58 255
12675 48.88 12.23 50.38 256
12700 48.80 12.81 50.45 255
12725 48.85 13.35 50.64 255
12750 48.72 13.14 50.46 258
12775 48.56 14,41 50.65 253
12800 48.34 14.34 50.42 253
12825 48.43 13.64 50.31 254
12850 48.34 13.70 50.24 254
12875 48.26 13.13 50.01 255
12900 48.71 14.74 50.89 253
12928 48.50 15.07 50.79 253
12950 47.80 15.25 50.18 252
12975 48.40 15.25 50.74 252
13000 68.17 15.92 50.73 252
13025 47.32 16.75 50.20 250
13050 47.73 16.01 50.35 251
13075 47.22 16.45 50.01 251
13100 46.07 16.95 49.09 250
13125 45.74 17.25 48.89 249
13150 45.83 17.53 49.07 249
13175 45.67 17.28 48.83 249
13200 44.94 17,89 48.37 248
13350 42.86 21.54 47.97 243
13375 42.93 22.31 48.38 242
13400 42.27 23.41 48.32 241
13425 41.67 22.92 47.73 241
13450 41.38 23.73 47.70 240
14350 23.71 24.21 33.89 224
14375 22.55 23.66 32.68 223
14400 21.87 22.96 31.71 223
14425 21.32 22.13 3D.73 224
14450 21.60 22.11 30.91 224
13475 40.99 24.90 47.96 239
13500 40.59 24.50 47.41 239
13525 39.26 25.61 46.88 237
13550 38.87 26.81 47.21 235
13575 37.97 28.07 47.22 233
14475 21.36 21.00 29.95 225
14500 20.69 19.06 28.13 227
14525 20.59 20.15 28.81 225
14550 21.05 19.89 28.96 226
14575 21.22 19.52 28.83 227
13600 37.20 27.97 46.54 233
136Z5 36.83 28.68 46.66 232
13650 36.21 29.49 46.70 231
13675 35.94 29.17 46.29 231
13700 35.43 29.69 46.23 230
14600 21.26 20,13 29.28 226
14625 21.70 18.46 28.49 229
14650 21.51 17.93 28.01 230
14675 21.81 18.38 28.52 230
14700 22,16 17.75 28.39 231
13725 38.16 29.91 46.16 229
13750 35.12 29.01 45.55 230
13775 33.33 30.55 45.22 227
13800 33.75 30.23 45.31 2?8
13825 33.98 29,10 44.73 229
14725 21.83 17.70 28.10 231
13850 32.48 30.28 44.41 227
13875 32.00 31.57 44.95 225
13900 31.89 31.23 44.64 225
13925 31.32 30.92 44.0L 225
13950 30.62 30.66 43.33 225
13975 30.35 30.31 42.89 225
14000 30.10 30.49 42.84 224
14025 28.81 26.68 39.26 227
14050 29,65 28.31 40.99 226
14075 29.79 29.37 41.84 225
14100 30.02 27.01 40.38 228
14125 30,06 26.25 39.91 229
14150 29.64 27.24 40.26 227
14175 29.63 25.02 38.78 230
14200 29.26 22.87 37.14 232
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL CBMPSNENTt WZ = 8ERIDI_NAL CSMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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EPS-16 RADAR/J1NSPHERE WINO VELDEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0736 02/05/65_ 1308Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBR1OA
ALT MX NZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT HX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
175 -13.22 -3*77 13*76 76 1175 -8.20 1.23 8.29 98 2175 1.96 2.58 3*26 217
200 -12.94 -3.7% 13.47 74 1200 -8.08 1.49 8.22 100 2200 2.20 2.67 3.31 222
225 -12.68 -4o01 13.30 72 1225 -7.95 1.54 8.09 101 2225 2.50 2.39 3.46 226
250 -12.%0 -%,63 13.17 70 1250 -7.73 1.76 7.93 102 2250 2.46 2.09 3.23 229
275 -11.88 -4.66 12.68 69 1275 -7.70 2.0% 7.97 105 2275 2.33 1.33 2.69 240
300 -12.32 -4.56 13.13 70
325 -12.80 -4.46 13.56 71
350 -12.59 -3.99 13.20 72
375 -12.76 -3.65 13.27 74
600 -12.98 -3.31 13.39 75
1300 -7.69 2.22 8.00 106
1325 -7.52 2.19 7.83 106
1350 -7.38 2.21 7.70 106
1375 -7.17 2.26 7.52 107
1400 -6.40 2.13 6.75 108
2300 2.58 0.65 2.66 256
2325 2.62 0.31 2.66 263
2350 2.37 -0.16 2.37 274
2375 2.41 -0.32 2.43 277
2%00 2.56 -0.35 2.58 278
425 -13.09 -3.20 13.67 76
%50 -12.87 -3.14 13.25 76
%75 -13.32 -3.10 13.68 77
500 -13.26 -3.12 13.63 77
525 -12.66 -3.24 13.07 75
1623 -6.76 2.27 7.13 108
1650 -7.29 2.37 7.66 108
1675 -6.67 2.%7 7.11 110
1500 -6.3? 2.78 6.95 113
1525 -6.33 2.98 7.02 115
2425 2.83 -0.34 2.85 277
2650 3.36 -0.21 3.37 273
2475 3.91 -0.02 3.91 270
2500 6.09 -0.08 4.09 271
2525 4*15 -0.21 4.15 273
550 -12.69 -3.38 13.13 75
575 -12.61 -3.39 13.06 75
600 -12.76 -3.34 13.17 75
625 -12.72 -3.23 13.12 76
650 -12.64 -3.06 12.81 76
1550 -6.50 3.29 7.29 117
1575 -6.61 3.67 7.47 117
1600 -6.38 3.83 7.64 121
1625 -6.27 4.08 7.48 123
1650 -6.28 %.29 7,60 126
2550 4.31 -0.07 4.31 271
2575 4.42 0.13 4.42 268
2600 4.37 0.32 4°38 266
2625 4.37 0,56 4.40 263
2650 6.60 0.79 4.67 260
675 -12.10 -2.91 12.45 76
700 -12.00 -2.76 12.31 77
725 -12.36 -2.52 12.61 78
750 -12.09 -2.24 12.29 79
775 -11.97 -1.95 12.12 81
1675 -6.05 4.47 7.52 126
1700 -6.05 4.71 7.67 128
1725 -6.10 5.09 7.94 130
1750 -6.10 5.62 8.16 131
1775 -6.08 5.50 8.20 132
2675 4.61 0.94 4.71 258
2700 4.50 0.88 4.59 259
2725 4.58 0.88 4.66 259
2750 4.76 1.12 %.89 257
2775 4.67 1.42 4.88 253
800 -12.36 -L.86 12.48 81
825 -12.10 -1.76 12.23 82
850 -11.70 -1.81 11.84 81
875 -11.57 -1.94 11.73 80
900 -11.41 -2.08 11.60 79
1800 -5.70 3.34 7.81 133
1825 -3.16 5.59 7.60 137
1850 -4.23 5.63 7,04 143
1875 -3.28 5.83 6.68 151
1900 -2.26 5.77 6.19 158
2800 4.58 1.50 4.82 252
2825 4.87 1.37 5.06 254
2850 5.01 1.05 5.12 258
2875 5.08 0.85 5.15 260
2900 5.04 0.76 5.10 261
925 -10.94 -2.00 11.12 79
950 -11.15 -1.76 11.29 81
975 -11.02 -1.41 11.11 83
1000 -10.66 -0.95 10.68 85
1025 -10.31 -0.33 10.32 88
1925 -1.37 5.12 5.30 165
1950 -0.73 5.01 5.06 171
1975 -0.37 5.00 5.02 176
2000 0.14 %.90 %.90 182
2025 0.73 %.88 %*93 188
2925 5.00 0.67 5.06 262
2950 5.16 0.81 5.23 261
2975 5.15 0.89 3.23 260
3000 5.05 0.8% 5.12 260
3025 5.28 0.75 5.33 262
1050 -9.65 0.38 9.66 92
1075 -9.33 0.69 9.36 96
1100 -9.67 0.76 9.50 96
1123 -9.16 0.83 9.20 95
1150 -8*62 0*92 8.67 96
2050 0.92 %.39 4.49 192
2075 1.30 %,03 4.23 198
2100 1.74 3.57 3.97 206
2125 1.78 3.06 3.54 210
2150 1.87 2.80 3.37 216
3050 5.28 0.73 5.33 262
3075 5.09 0.67 5.13 262
3100 5.29 0.69 5,31 264
3125 5.33 0.43 5.35 265
3150 5.21 0.40 5.22 265
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = MINE SPEED, THETA = BIND DIRECT[BN
FPS-18 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0734 02/05/65, 1308Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT HX WZ W5 TMETA ALT WX WZ HS 7HETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG
3175 5.60 0.41 5.62 266 6175 5.77 0.40 5*79 266 5175 9.91 1.96 I0.10 259
3200 5.9% 0.67 5,98 263 6200 5.71 1.00 5,80 260 5200 9*76 1.86 9.91 259
3225 6.13 0.82 6.18 262 6225 5.71 1.68 5.96 253 5225 9.60 1.70 9.75 260
3250 6.85 0.61 6.87 265 %250 5.72 2°37 6.19 247 5250 8.98 1.66 9.13 259
3275 7.39 0.60 7.62 265 %275 5.62 3.15 6.66 241 5275 9.06 1.76 9.23 259
3300 7.55 0.73 7.58 264
3325 7.91 0.60 7.93 265
3350 7.82 0.48 7.84 266
3375 7.70 0.56 7.72 266
3400 7.26 0.55 7.28 266
3625 6.52 0*48 6.5_ 266
3650 6*%4 0.54 6.47 265
3475 6.12 0.37 6.15 266
3500 6.01 0.22 6.02 268
3525 6,26 0.27 6.27 267
4300 5.76 3.66 6.80 237
6325 6.06 3.59 7.0% 239
4350 6.45 3.5% 7.36 241
%375 6.45 3.65 7.61 240
6600 6.36 3.83 7.63 239
6425 6.32 3.77 7.36 239
6450 6.00 3.67 7.04 238
4475 5.67 3.66 6.75 237
4500 5.50 3.65 6.60 236
4525 5.37 3.91 6.64 234
5300 9.22 1.82 9.60 259
5325 8.72 1.86 8.91 258
5350 8.79 1.94 9.00 257
5375 9.35 2.26 9.62 256
5400 9.17 2.31 9.66 256
5625 9.21 2.49 9.54 255
5650 9.21 2.55 9.55 254
3%75 8.76 2.45 9.10 254
5500 9.05 2.78 9*67 253
5525 9.19 2.02 9.61 253
3550 6.00 O.lO 6.00 26g
3575 6.08 -0.12 6.08 271
3600 5.99 -0.32 6.80 273
3625 5.67 -0,56 5.50 276
3650 5.23 -0.71 5.27 278
4550 5.08 6.30 6.66 230
%575 %*98 4.45 6.68 228
6600 5.49 4.54 7.12 230
%625 6.11 4*67 7,69 232
4650 6.41 4.61 7.90 238
5550 9.33 2.53 9.67 255
5575 9.57 2.08 9.79 258
5600 9.37 1.59 9.51 260
5625 9*29 1.13 9*36 263
5650 9.47 0.82 9.51 265
3675 5.41 -0.80 5.46 278
3700 5.50 -0,89 5.57 279
3725 5.52 -1.02 5.61 288
3750 6.03 -1.19 6.15 281
3775 6.13 -1.34 6*28 282
4675 6.84 4.31 8.09 238
%700 7.45 4.19 8.54 240
4725 7.81 %.17 8.85 242
4750 7.83 3.97 8.77 243
4775 7.81 3.78 8.68 264
5675 9.67 0.8% 9.70 265
5700 9.88 0.90 9.92 265
5725 10.15 0.61 10.17 266
5750 10.37 0.30 10.38 268
5775 11,27 0.27 11.27 268
3800 5.80 -1.51 6.00 284
3825 5.56 -1.85 5.74 284
3850 5.44 -I.08 5.54 281
3875 5.Z6 -0.87 5.33 279
3900 5.00 -0.80 5.06 279
4800 8.00 3.82 8.86 244
%825 8.25 3.84 9.10 245
4850 8.66 3.90 9.&9 246
%875 8.68 3.69 9.63 247
%900 8.69 3.41 9.34 248
5800 11.75 0.23 11.75 269
5825 12.22 0.01 12.22 270
5850 12.76 -0.20 12.76 271
5875 12.41 -0.12 12.41 270
5900 12.26 0.03 12.24 270
3925 4.89 -0.73 6.95 278
3950 4.70 -0.71 4.76 278
3975 4.59 -0.76 4.65 279
4000 4.93 -0.80 4.99 279
%025 5.09 -0.80 5.15 279
4925 9.05 3.19 9.59 250
4950 9.36 _.81 9.77 253
4975 9.76 2.72 10.11 254
5000 9.86 _.81 10.25 2_4
5025 9.75 2.78 10.16 25%
5925 12.05 -0.15 12.06 271
5950 11.97 -0.57 11.98 273
5975 12.O8 -0.83 12.IO 274
6000 12.32 -0*74 12.34 273
6025 12.31 -0.69 12.32 272
4050 4.95 -0.86 5.02 280
4075 5.02 -1.01 5.12 281
4100 5.12 -1.03 5.22 281
4125 5.36 -0.81 5.42 278
4150 5.66 -0.24 5.67 272
5050 9.72 2.63 10.07 255
5075 9.91 2.61 10.25 255
5100 10.09 2.60 10.62 255
5125 10.15 2.3% 10.41 257
5150 10.I0 2.07 10.31 258
6050 12.21 -0.60 12.22 273
6075 12.23 -1.02 12.27 275
6100 12.23 -1.21 12.29 275
6125 12.08 -1.69 12.17 277
6150 11.79 -2.03 11.96 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL C_MPSNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CSMPSNENT, WS =WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
L
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FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 0736 02/05165t 1308Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEO M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
61T5 11.59 -2.56 11.87 282 7175 17.03 -8.21 18.90 296 8175 2%.91 2.51 25.03 266
6200 11,84 -2.99 12.21 284 7200 17.53 -8.57 19.51 296 8200 25.10 2.83 25,26 265
6225 11,92 -3+29 12.37 285 7225 17.86 -8.83 19.91 296 8225 25.15 2.97 25,33 263
6250 11.67 -3.73 12.06 288 7250 17.29 -8.43 19.26 296 8250 26.91 3.22 25.12 262
6275 11.68 -6.36 12.66 290 7275 17.50 -8.48 19.65 296 8275 26.76 3.55 25.00 262
6300 11.T4 -6.65 12.62 291
6325 11.87 -5.02 12.89 293
6350 12.65 -5.35 13.55 293
6375 12.67 -5.34 13.57 293
6400 12.81 -5.39 13.90 293
7300 17.66 -8.39 19.37 295
7325 16.92 -7.75 18.61 296
7350 17.66 -7.66 19.25 293
7375 18.32 -7.57 19.83 292
7400 18.66 -7.52 20.12 292
8300 24.77 3.87 25.07 261
8325 26.82 6.09 25.16 ,260
8350 26.79 %.15 25,13 260
8375 26.90 6.19 25.26 260
8600 25*09 6*12 25,63 260
6625 12.99 -5.38 14.06 292
6650 12.73 -5.24 13,77 292
6675 12.76 -5.35 13.83 293
6500 12.91 -5.49 14.03 293
6525 13.63 -5.59 14.55 292
7625 18.91 -7.69 20.34 291
7450 20.00 -8.16 21.60 292
7675 20.17 -8.71 21.97 293
7500 19.03 -8.38 20.80 29%
7525 19.72 -8.61 21.52 293
8425 25.62 4.23 25.77 260
8450 25.6% 6.38 26.02 260
8675 25.56 4.27 25.89 260
8500 25,61 4.21 25.96 260
8525 25.77 6.18 26.11 261
6550 13.64 -5*53 14.54 292
6575 12.95 -5.22 13.96 292
6600 12.76 -6.97 13.70 291
6625 12.22 -6.83 13.16 291
6650 12.52 -6.77 13.40 291
6675 12.63 -6.45 13.39 289
6700 12.36 -3.91 12.96 287
6725 13.18 -3,61 13.66 285
6750 13.28 -3,40 13.71 286
6775 13.08 -3.37 13.51 284
7550 20.68 -8.76 22.46 293
7575 20,03 -7.98 21.56 292
7600 21.31 -7.86 22.71 290
7625 22.56 -7.71 23.86 289
7650 22.13 -6.93 23.19 287
7675 22.35 -0.18 23.19 "285
7700 22.68 -5.66 23.13 283
7725 23.52 -5.12 26.07 282
7750 23.73 -6.72 26.19 281
7775 22.68 -6.10 23.05 280
8550 25.91 3.99 26.22 261
8575 27.02 3.83 27.29 262
8600 26.88 3.60 27.12 262
8625 26.30 3,37 26.51 263
8650 27.7% 3.61 27.95 263
8675 28.02 3.37 28.22 263
8700 27,65 3.36 27.86 263
8725 27.85 3.66 28.06 263
8750 28.03 3.%8 28.25 263
8775 28.38 3.28 28,56 263
6800 13.35 -3.56 13.82 285
6825 13.61 -3.81 14.13 285
6B50 13.67 -%.26 14,31 287
6875 13.76 -4.67 1%.53 289
6900 13.92 lSeOl 14.79 290
6925 16.07 -5.44 15.09 291
6950 14.39 -5.90 15.55 292
6975 16.60 -6,29 15.90 293
7000 16.76 -6.69 16,19 296
7025 16.96 -6,96 16.48 295
7050 15.01 -7.05 16.58 295
7075 15.29 -7.17 16.89 295
TlO0 15.87 -7.40 17.51 295
7125 16.33 -7.59 18.01 295
7150 16.70 -7.85 18.45 295
7800 23.48 -3.85 23.79 279
7825 23.29 -3.35 23.53 278
7850 23.60 -2,91 23,58 277
7875 26.22 -2.53 24.35 276
7900 23.80 -1.58 23,85 276
7925 23.62 -0.95 23.64 272
7950 26,59 -0.68 26*60 271
7975 26.82 -0.06 2%.82 270
8000 24.90 0.15 24.90 269
8025 25.12 0.05 25.12 270
8050 23.78 0.16 23.78 269
8075 26.51 0.66 26.52 26E
8100 25.52 1.29 25.56 267
8125 26.66 1.76 26.73 266
8150 26.49 2.02 24.57 265
8800 27.98 2.81 28.12 266
8825 27.98 2.52 28.10 265
8850 28.77 2.39 28.87 265
8875 28.66 1.99 28.71 266
8900 28.59 1.54 28.63 267
8925 28.97 1.26 28.99 267
8950 29.28 0.97 29.29 268
8975 29.72 0.72 29.73 268
9000 28.96 0.43 28.96 269
9025 28.92 0.31 28.92 269
9050 29,75 0.68 29.73 269
9075 30.65 0.55 30°45 269
9100 30,67 0.59 30.68 269
9125 30.10 0,68 30.11 269
9150 30.72 0.72 30.73 268
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX ± ZONAL CBMPBNENT, WZ - MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT_ WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND D|RECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
9175 31.77 0.55 31.77 269
9200 32.63 0.15 32.63 270
9225 31.34 -0.08 31.36 270
9250 32.88 -0.42 32.88 271
9275 34.63 -0.71 36.63 271
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBE R 0736 02105165* 130BZt EASTERN TEST RANGEs FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA AL7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10175 36.35 -5.73 34.83 279 11175 65.86 -11.72 47.32 286
10200 34.38 -6.05 34,91 280 11200 45.90 -11.88 47,41 284
10225 36.12 -6.05 36.65 280 11225 65.15 -11.82 46.67 284
10250 32.86 -5.85 33.38 280 11250 65.28 -11.83 46.80 284
10275 33.99 -6.63 36.59 281 11275 %7.%3 -12.01 48.93 284
9300 33.81 -1.06 33.83 272
9325 36,11 -1.32 34.13 272
9350 34.26 -1.34 36.29 272
9375 36.25 -1.19 3%°27 272
9600 36.06 -1.09 34.08 272
9425 33.88 -1.04 33.90 272
9650 32.75 -0.95 32.77 271
9675 33.66 -0.98 33.67 271
9500 36.79 -1.17 36,81 272
9525 32.94 -1.07 32.95 272
9550 33.97 -1.15 33.99 272
9575 36.26 -1.57 3%.30 272
9600 33.55 -1.93 33.60 273
9625 36.61 -2.61 36,50 274
9650 34.62 -2.86 34.54 275
9675 36.67 -3.17 34,62 275
9700 36.32 -3.31 34.48 275
9725 34.31 -3.63 34.49 276
9750 56.47 -3.69 36.67 276
9775 32.78 -3.65 32.98 276
9800 33.79 -3.89 34.01 276
9825 35.61 -6.25 35.66 277
9850 34.11 -%.30 36.38 277
9875 33.77 -6.21 36.03 277
9900 32,65 -3.90 32.88 277
9925 33.40 -3.92 33.63 277
9950 33+74 -6.11 33.99 277
9975 32.30 -4.19 32.57 277
10000 33.67 -4.36 33.75 277
10025 33,91 -4.30 34.19 277
10050 33.51 -_.67 33.81 277
10075 32.96 -6.68 53.27 278
10100 32.88 -6.83 33.23 278
10125 33.51 -5.30 33.93 279
10150 33.8% -5.53 36.29 279
10300 34.58 _6.83 35.25 2El
10325 33.50 -6.98 34.22 282
10350 36,59 -7.88 35.%8 283
10375 35.35 -8.62 36.39 286
10600 34.06 -8.59 35.10 286
11300 68.29 -11.90 49.74 284
11325 %7.95 -11.59 49.33 283
11350 68.16 -11.24 49.66 283
11375 48.86 -11,09 50.10 283
11600 68.51 -lO.Tl 69.68 282
10625 34.87 -8.87 35.98 284
10650 36.16 -9.30 37.33 28%
10675 34.80 -9.26 36.01 285
10500 35,53 -9.76 36.86 285
10525 35.86 -9.82 37.18 285
11625 68.98 -10.67 50.09 282
11450 48.99 -9.94 69.99 281
11475 48.15 -9.59 49.10 281
11500 69.86 -9.96 50.84 281
11525 48,63 -9.52 %9.56 281
10550 35.93 -10.17 37.36 286
10575 36.75 -11.06 38,37 287
10600 37,05 -10.95 38.63 286
10625 38.13 -10,92 39.66 286
10650 38.67 -11.11 40.26 286
11550 69,16 -9.63 50.09 281
115T5 50.83 -9.66 51.70 280
I1600 %9.63 -8.56 50.17 280
11625 69.65 -8.63 50.40 280
11650 68.59 -8.31 69.30 280
10675 38.71 -11.10 60.27 286
10700 39.40 -11.20 60.97 286
10725 40.02 -11.21 61.56 285
10750 39.72 -10.96 61.20 285
10775 40*56 -10.90 41.98 285
11675 49.96 -8.01 50.59 279
11700 50.63 -7.74 51.21 279
11725 69,48 -7.24 50.01 278
11750 50.65 -7,32 51.18 278
11T75 51.13 -7.60 51.69 278
10800 41.71 -10.88 43.11 286
10825 _1.06 -10.37 62.35 284
10850 61.18 -10.05 %2.39 286
10875 61.93 -9.68 63.06 283
10900 61.16 -9.12 62.16 282
11800 50.86 -7.86 51.46 279
11825 50.31 -8.59 51.04 280
11850 50.34 -9.42 51.21 280
11875 51.17 -9.75 52.09 281
11900 52.55 -10.37 53.57 281
10925 41,08 -9.11 62.08 282
10950 42.05 -9.38 63.09 282
10975 42.38 -9.54 63,66 283
11000 61,71 -9.72 42.83 283
11025 62.02 -9.92 63.18 283
11925 50.88 -10.31 51.92 281
11950 52.33 -10,75 53.43 281
11975 53.35 -11.05 54.49 282
12000 51.46 -11.04 52.61 282
12025 52,92 -12.00 56.26 283
11050 43.34 -10,19 44.52 283
11075 43.67 -10.69 46.91 283
II100 43.83 -10.72 65.12 286
11125 42.46 -10.80 43.80 28%
11150 43.62 -11,36 %5.08 286
12050 53.6% -12.43 55.06 283
12075 53.60 -12,53 55.04 283
12100 52.89 -12.32 56.31 283
12125 53.04 -12.02 54.38 283
12150 52,17 -12,12 53.56 283
ALT " 6LTITUOEe WX = Z_NAL CBMP8NENI, WZ " MERIDI8NAL CBMP_NENTs WS " MIND SPEED* THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 172 TABLE 11-17(con't)
FPS-|6 RAOAR/J|NSPHERE WIND VELBC[TY EREE[LE
TEST NUMBER OT3A 02103/651 1308Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE! FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEC DEG
12175 52,96 -12,30 54,61 283
12200 51.69 -12.04 53.08 283
12225 53.05 -12,12 56.42 283
12250 34.25 -12.12 55.59 282
12275 53.62 -11.80 54,90 282
12300 54.79 -12.08 56.11 282
12325 53.53 -11.82 56.82 282
12350 56.10 -ll.6g 55.55 282
12375 53.52 -11.88 56.78 282
12600 56.24 -11,99 55.53 282
12625 53.12 -11.95 56.40 282
12450 52.26 -11,65 53*56 282
12_75 53,89 -12.25 55.26 283
12500 55.37 -12.78 56.82 283
12525 33.62 -12.71 56.91 283
12550 53.76 -12.87 55.27 283
12575 53.82 -13.06 53.58 283
12600 53.50 -13.06 55.08 286
12625 53,52 -13.24 55,14 284
12650 33.19 -13.56 54.89 284
12675 51.23 -13.46 52.97 285
12700 52,37 -14.55 54.55 285
12725 33.60 -15,34 55.75 286
12750 52,38 -15.16 54.53 286
12775 51.80 -15,36 54.03 286
12800 51.53 -15,73 53.88 287
12825 52,28 -16.33 54.77 287
12850 51.33 -16.52 53.93 288
12875 49.91 -16.44 52.54 288
12900 50.12 -16.49 52.76 288
12925 69,74 -16.62 52.38 288
12950 47*92 -15.75 50.45 288
12975 46.98 -15.83 49.58 288
13000 48.35 -IT.36 51.57 290
13025 49.18 -17.23 52,11 289
13050 47.15 -16.33 49.90 289
13075 48.49 -18.68 51.96 291
13100 68.62 -19.99 52.57 292
13125 66.12 -19.81 50.20 293
13150 45.86 -20.17 50.10 294
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS _SEC R/SEE M/SEE OEG
13175 63.50 -19.47 67.66 296
13200 43.28 -19.61 47.43 294
13225 44.19 -19.87 48.45 294
13250 43.07 -18.80 47.00 293
13275 43,23 -18.72 47.10 293
13300 43.31 -18.60 47.14 293
13325 43.29 -18,30 47.00 293
13350 63.02 -18.20 46.71 293
13375 63,20 -17.46 46.60 292
13400 43.38 -17.14 46.64 291
13425 63.11 -17.04 66.35 291
13450 43,23 -17o68 46.70 292
13475 43.17 -18.21 46.85 293
13500 43.55 -17.58 46,96 292
13525 44.01 -16.78 47.10 291
13550 44.68 -10.18 47.52 290
13575 45.39 -16.61 48.34 290
13600 64.93 -17.45 48.20 291
13625 42.89 -17.55 46,34 292
13650 43.22 -17.95 66.80 292
13675 46.21 -18.66 47.99 293
13700 62.93 -18.90 46.91 294
13725 42.27 -19.69 46.63 295
13750 41.07 -20.08 43.72 296
13775 40.Og -20.6p 65.07 297
13800 38.85 -20.32 43.94 298
13825 38.67 -20.46 63.74 298
13850 38.60 -20,84 43.69 298
13875 37,58 -20.36 62.74 298
13900 37.35 -20.02 42.38 298
13925 36.84 -19.58 41.72 298
13950 35.27 -18.93 40.03 298
13975 36.27 -19.11 41.00 298
16000 35.88 -18.82 40.52 298
16025 35,04 -19.22 39.96 299
16050 35.59 -19.32 40.50 298
14075 34,31 -18.33 38.90 298
14100 36.38 -17.89 38.76 297
14125 34.18 -17.26 38.29 297
16150 33.72 -16.64 37.51 296
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC R/SEE PEG
14175 33.82 -16.21 37.50 295
14200 33.73 -16.42 37.51 296
14225 36,54 -16,87 38.44 296
16250 33.80 -16.71 37.70 296
14275 31°97 -16.11 33.80 297
14300 32.78 -15.52 36.26 295
16325 34.01 -15.95 37.56 295
16350 33.18 -14.92 36.38 296
14375 32.77 -14.07 35.67 293
16600 32.46 -16.09 35.39 293
14425 30.45 -13.27 33.22 293
14450 30.68 -11.63 32.81 291
14475 31.18 -11.31 33.16 290
16500 29.55 -10.29 31.29 289
14325 28.63 -10.29 30.42 290
14550 29.03 -10.08 30.73 289
14575 27.75 -8.27 28.95 286
14600 26.28 -7.98 27.47 287
16625 28.05 -7.62 29.07 283
14630 27.91 -6.63 28,69 283
14675 26.30 -6.14 27,01 283
14700 25.09 -5.71 25.74 283
14725 26.23 -5.26 26.76 281
14730 28.85 -4.60 27.24 280
14775 26.29 -4.25 26.63 279
14800 26.30 -4.24 26.66 279
14825 26.09 -3,74 26.36 278
16850 26.03 -3,38 26,25 277
14875 25.63 -3.55 25.88 278
16900 25.66 -3.95 25.94 279
16925 25.99 -3.51 26.23 278
16950 25.84 -3.23 26.06 277
14975 25.31 -3.47 25.56 278
15000 25.58 -3.50 25.81 278
15025 24.97 -3.04 25.15 277
15050 26.23 -2.63 26.36 276
15075 27.24 -3.36 27.44 277
15100 25.81 -3.21 26.01 277
15125 26,03 -3.28 26.23 277
15150 25.75 -3.50 25,99 278
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX " ZBNAL cgMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 0734 02/05/65, 13082. EASTERN TEST RANGEe FLgRIDA
ArT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
15175 25,57 -3,87 25.86 278
15200 25.82 -4.16 26.18 279
15225 25.97 -4.14 26.30 279
15250 25.75 -4.21 26.09 279
15275 25.67 -3.51 25,91 278
15300 27.46 -3,26 27.65 277
15325 27.73 -3.51 27.95 277
15350 26.46 -3.78 26.73 278
15375 26.53 -3.63 26.77 278
15400 26.74 -2.99 26.91 276
15425 28.52 -2.37 26.62 275
15450 26.65 -2.19 26.76 275
15675 26.70 -2.25 26.80 275
15500 27.08 -2.57 27.21 275
15_25 27.60 -2,85 27.75 276
15550 27.19 -2.98 27.35 278
15575 26.27 -3.18 26.86 277
15600 26.25 -2.94 26.51 276
15625 27.05 -2,44 27.16 278
15850 26.83 -2.23 28.92 275
15675 26.38 -2.04 26.86 274
15700 26.38 -2.01 26.46 274
15725 26.73 -2.61 26.84 275
15750 26.68 -2.89 28.83 276
]5775 26.46 -3.38 26,67 277
15800 25.86 -3.58 26.11 278
15825 25.68 -3.02 35.86 277
15850 25.60 -2.33 25.70 275
I5875 25.14 -2.25 25.2# 275
15900 25.24 -1.73 25.30 274
15925 25.75 -1.14 25,77 272
15950 25.88 0.27 25.89 269
15975 25.71 0.83 25.72 268
16000 25.92 0.90 25.93 268
16025 26.83 O.g9 26.84 268
16050 27.65 1.13 27.68 267
16075 26.93 1.30 26.96 267
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ - MERIOISNAL E_MPSNENT, WS =WINC SPEED. TMETA = WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE I I 18 PAGE 173
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0869 02/10/65_ 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLIRIOA
ALT WX NZ MS THETA ALT NX MZ MS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC N/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG
475 -5.56 1.51 5.76 105 1475 -6.57 5.47 8.55 130 2475 -10.64 1.35 10.72 97
500 -5.82 1.26 5.96 102 1500 -7.08 5.27 8.82 126 2500 -10.80 1.22 10.87 96
525 -5*84 1.33 5.99 103 1525 -6.76 5.05 8.44 127 2525 -10.60 1.02 10.65 98
550 -5.64 1.68 5.88 106 1550 -6*49 4.74 8.04 126 2550 -10.86 1.27 10.91 96
575 -6.13 2.11 6,49 109 1575 -6.17 4.57 7.68 126 2575 -9.94 1.78 10.10 100
600 -6.55 1.98 6.85 107
625 -6.12 1.53 6.31 104
650 -6.32 1.72 6.55 105
675 -6.44 1.93 6.72 107
700 -6.48 2.08 6.81 108
1600 -5.94 5.22 7.91 131
1625 -6,11 5.40 8.15 131
1650 -5.97 5.03 7.80 130
1675 -6.14 5.33 8.13 131
1700 -6.45 5.26 8.32 129
2600 -9.98 1.67 10.12 99
2625 -10.11 1.68 10.25 99
2650 -9.43 1.96 9*63 101
2675 -9.30 1.89 9.49 101
2700 -8.50 1.90 8.71 102
725 -7.03 2.10 7.33 106
750 -6.70 2.95 7.32 114
775 -6.00 3.34 6.86 119
800 -6.65 2.52 7.11 111
825 -6.88 2.10 7.19 107
1725 -6.64 4.74 8.16 125
1750 -7.46 4.68 8.79 122
1775 -7.89 4.48 9.07 119
1800 -7.80 4.10 8.81 118
1825 -8.26 3.49 8.97 113
2725 -7.81 2.32 8.15 106
2750 -7.88 2.68 8.32 109
2775 -7.70 2.89 8.22 110
2800 -8.03 2.61 8.44 108
2825 -7.85 2.05 8.11 104
850 -6.86 2.84 7.42 112
875 -7.13 2.90 7.69 112
900 -7.06 2.30 7.42 108
925 -7.21 3.13 7.85 113
950 -7.51 3.43 8.26 114
1850 -8.38 2.95 8.88 109
1875 -8.99 2.65 9.38 106
1900 -9,23 2.33 9.52 104
1925 -9.57 2.68 9.96 105
1950 -9.52 2.41 9.82 104
2850 -7.38 1.96 7.63 105
2875 -7.15 1.98 7.42 105
2900 -7.16 1.74 7*35 104
2925 -7.13 1.51 7.29 102
2950 -7.13 1.27 7.24 100
975 -6,68 3.14 7.20 116
1000 -6o17 3.17 6.93 117
1025 -6.67 3.37 7.47 117
1050 -6.16 3.19 6.96 117
1075 -5.76 2.88 6.44 116
1975 -9,07 1.54 9.20 99
2000 -9,17 1.36 9.27 98
2025 -9.51 1.20 9.59 97
2050 -9.47 0.81 9.50 95
2075 -9.61 0.33 9.62 92
2975 -7.12 1.04 7.19 98
3000 -6.09 1.27 6.22 102
3025 -5.80 1.67 6.04 106
3050 -5.83 1.53 6.02 105
3075 -5.50 1.17 5.62 102
1100 -6.43 3.18 7.17 116
1125 -7.07 3.07 7.71 113
1150 -6.97 3.46 7*78 116
1175 -7.29 3.71 8.17 117
1200 -7.19 3.76 8.11 117
2100 -9.68 0.33 9.69 92
2125 -9.27 0.37 9.28 92
2150 -9.23 1.04 9.29 96
2175 -9.61 0.91 9.65 95
2200 -9.66 0.90 9.70 95
3100 -5.54 1.53 5.75 105
3125 -5.70 1.75 5.97 107
3150 -5.55 1.64 5.79 106
3175 -5,26 1.75 5.54 108
3200 -5.11 1.34 5*29 104
1225 -7.27 4.39 8.49 121
1250 -7.59 4.75 8.95 122
1275 -7.27 5.15 8.91 125
1300 -7.02 5.67 9.02 129
1325 -6.97 5.73 9.02 129
2225 -9.55 1.04 9.61 96
2250 -10.36 1.96 10.54 101
2275 -10.45 i.61 10.57 99
2300 -10.59 1.03 10.63 95
2325 -10.87 1.45 10.97 97
3225 -5.32 1.47 8.52 105
3250 -5.02 2.08 5.44 112
3275 -5.16 2.26 5.63 114
3300 -5.46 2.19 5.88 112
3325 -4.90 2.16 5.36 114
i_u -t.Oi 5.81 9.10 129
1375 -6.75 5.85 8.93 131
1400 -6.45 5.64 8.57 131
1425 -6.78 5.93 9.00 131
1450 -6*56 5.80 8*76 131
2350 -10.61 1.35 10.69 97
2375 -9.88 0*97 9.92 95
2400 -10.45 0.64 10.47 93
2425 -11.05 0.66 11.07 93
2450 -10.66 0.98 10.68 95
3350 -4.67 2.32 5.22 116
3375 -4.76 2.17 5*23 114
3400 -_.44 1.97 4.86 114
3425 -4.12 1.70 4.46 112
3450 -3.97 1.97 4.43 116
ALT " ALTITUDE* HX = ZSNAL C_8PIlNENTo MZ - HERIDI8NAL CENPENENT* NS =WiNC SPEEDt THETA " MIND OIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE NINO VELgCITY PRSF[LE
TEST NUMBER 0869 02/10/65, 0100Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT NX HZ US THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEE OEG
3475 -3.80 1.86 4*23 116
3500 -3.56 1.87 4.02 118
3525 -3.45 1.67 3*83 116
3550 -3.46 1.11 3.63 108
3575 -3.04 0.94 3.18 I07
3600 -2.56 0.76 2.67 106
3625 -2.24 0.42 2.28 101
3650 -2.31 0.79 2.44 109
3675 -2.09 1.60 2.63 127
3700 -1.85 1.91 2.66 136
3725 -1.76 2.00 2.67 138
3750 -1.45 2.27 2.69 147
3775 -1.33 2.84 3.14 155
3800 -1.38 3.73 3.98 160
3825 -0.67 4.16 4.21 171
3850 0.28 4.34 4*35 184
3875 -0.09 4.18 4.18 179
3900 0.15 3.74 3.75 182
3925 0.63 3.00 3.06 192
3950 0.31 3.32 3*34 185
3975 0*48 3.88 3.91 187
4000 0.63 3.17 3.23 191
4025 0.16 3.31 3.31 183
4050 0*24 3.96 3*95 183
4075 0,38 3,93 3.95 185
4100 0.51 3.79 3.83 187
4125 0.81 3.12 3.22 194
4150 0.47 2*88 2.92 189
4175 0.68 3.08 3.11 189
4200 0.33 2.86 2.88 186
4225 0.40 2.52 2.55 189
4250 0.62 2.43 2.50 194
4275 0.41 2*07 2.11 191
4300 -0.09 1.72 1.72 177
4325 -0.07 1.57 1.58 177
4350 0.06 1.76 1.76 182
4375 -0.5# 1.99 2.06 165
4400 -0.62 2.02 2.12 163
4425 -0.17 2.19 2.19 175
4450 -0.29 2.43 2.45 173
ALT MX MZ US THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
4475 -0.27 2.68 2.69 174
4500 -0.31 2.73 2.75 173
4525 -0.32 2.89 2.91 173
4550 -0.01 2.63 2*63 180
4575 _0.08 2.73 2.73 178
4600 -0.20 2.60 2.61 175
4625 -0.01 2.69 2.69 180
6650 0*08 2.99 2.99 181
4675 -0.00 2.86 2.86 180
4700 0.20 2.82 2.82 184
4725 1.00 2.98 3.14 198
4750 1.72 2.67 3.18 213
#775 1.69 2.51 3.02 214
4800 1.84 2.81 3.36 213
4825 1.71 2.75 3.23 212
4850 1.61 2.92 3.33 209
4875 1.76 2.93 3*42 211
4900 1.69 3.04 3.48 209
4925 1.61 3.61 3.96 204
4950 1.75 4.06 4.42 203
4975 1.82 4*05 4.44 204
5000 1.85 3.95 4.36 205
5025 2.20 4.04 4.60 208
5050 2.38 4.43 5.03 208
5075 2.04 4.63 5.06 204
5100 1.70 4.19 4.52 202
5125 2.20 4.00 4.56 209
5150 2.65 3.70 4.55 215
5175 2.76 3.44 4.41 219
5200 3.00 3.44 4*57 221
5225 3.23 3*28 4.60 224
5250 3.55 3.35 4.88 226
5275 3.45 3.20 4.71 227
5300 3.33 3.05 4.52 227
5325 3.28 2.74 4.28 230
5350 3.46 2.70 4.39 232
5375 3.91 2.80 4.81 234
5400 4.19 2.52 4.89 239
5425 4.26 2.49 4.94 239
5450 4.07 2.71 4.89 236
ALT MX MZ NS THETA
METERS MISEC NISEC M/SEE DEG
5475 3o51 2.98 4.59 230
5500 2.80 3.45 4.44 219
5525 2.53 3.88 4.63 213
5550 2.19 3.54 4.17 212
5575 1.72 3.34 3.76 207
5600 1.58 3.84 4.15 202
5625 1.71 6.16 4.50 202
5650 1.87 3.68 4.13 207
5675 2.15 3*48 4.09 211
5700 2.29 3.#1 4.11 214
5725 2.70 3.57 4*47 217
5750 2.59 3.80 4.61 214
5775 2.32 3.92 4.56 210
5800 2.29 3.75 4.40 211
5825 2.28 3.39 4.08 214
5850 2.42 3.47 4*23 215
5875 2.37 3.61 4*32 213
5900 2*42 3.25 4*05 216
5925 2.25 2.42 3.31 223
5950 2.11 2.55 3.31 219
5975 2.15 2.46 3.26 221
6000 1.76 2.13 2.76 219
6025 1.20 2.01 2.3# 211
6050 0.87 2.29 2.45 201
6075 0.70 2.19 2.30 197
6100 0.33 2,57 2.59 187
6125 -0.14 3.23 3*26 177
6150 -0.88 2.87 3.01 163
6175 -0.58 2.57 2.64 167
6200 -0.37 2.68 2.71 172
6228 -0*38 2.85 2.88 172
6250 -0.00 2.58 2.58 180
6275 -0.84 1.51 1.73 151
6300 -0.84 1.54 1.75 151
6325 -0.50 1.24 1.33 158
6350 -0.30 1.28 1.31 167
6378 0,09 1.34 1.35 184
8400 -0.14 0.88 0*89 171
6425 -0.04 0.94 0.94 178
6450 -0.18 0.84 0.86 168
ALT = ALTITUOEe NX = Z8NAL C8RPBNENT, MZ = NERIDISNAL CSNPBNENT, MS = MINE SPEEO, THETA " MIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE 174
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
6475 -0.49 0.74 0.88 147
6500 -0.38 1.04 1.11 160
6528 -0.21 0.86 0.88 166
6550 -0.23 0.30 0.38 142
6575 -0.59 0.17 0.62 106
6600 -0.38 0.04 0.38 96
6625 -0.43 -0.13 0.48 73
6650 -0*76 -0,29 0,82 69
6675 -0.43 -0.58 D.73 36
6700 -O.7l -0*69 0,99 46
TABLE il 18 (con't)
FPS-I6 RADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELICITY PRIFILE
TEST NUMBER 0869 02/10165J 01OOZe EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLIRIOA
ALT MX M2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE H/SEE M/SEC DEG
8475 9.07 1.15 9.14 263
0500 9.20 1.12 9.27 E63
8525 8.96 1.04 9.02 263
8550 9.25 0.85 9.29 265
8575 8.93 0.82 8.97 265
8600 8.34 0.76 8.38 265
8625 7.99 0.53 8.01 266
8650 7.54 0.34 7.55 267
8675 7.36 -0.28 7.37 272
8700 5.86 -0.65 5.90 276
6725 -0.78 -0.93 1.22 40
6750 -0.17 -1.01 1.02 lO
6775 -0.06 -0.88 0.88 4
6800 -0.15 -0.94 0.95 9
6825 -O.IO -0.91 0.91 6
6850 0.04 -0.86 0.86 357
6875 0.27 -0.61 0.67 336
6900 0.31 -0.14 0.34 294
6925 0.54 -0.02 0.56 272
6950 0.48 0.10 0.49 259
6975 -0.03 0.18 0.19 171
7000 0.03 0.25 0.25 186
7025 0.09 0.53 0.54 190
7050 0.06 0.37 0.38 189
7075 0.01 -0,05 0.05 343
7100 0.09 0.40 0.41 192
7125 0.53 1.09 1.21 206
7150 0.56 1.1O 1.23 207
7175 0.36 1.43 1.48 194
7200 0.68 1.54 1.69 204
7225 1.01 1.60 1.89 212
7250 1.34 2.11 2.49 212
7275 1.59 2.42 2.90 213
7300 1.31 2.52 2.84 207
7325 1.A5 2.45 2.84 210
ALT MX NZ WS THET&
METERS M/SEC M/SEC RISEC OEG
7475 2.25 2.22 3.16 225
7500 2.28 2.15 3.13 226
7525 2.24 1.64 2.78 234
7550 2.75 1.41 3.08 243
7575 3.16 1.45 3.48 245
7600 3.35 1.56 3.70 245
7625 3.50 1.58 3.84 246
7650 3.87 1.17 4.04 253
7675 4.64 0.64 4.68 262
7700 5.01 0.70 5.06 262
7350 1.68 2.53 3,03 213
7375 2.13 Z.52 3.30 220
7400 2.16 2.45 3.26 221
7425 2.19 2.37 3.23 222
7450 2.22 2.30 3.19 224
7725 5.49 0.40 5.51 266
7750 6.06 0.41 6.07 266
7775 6.12 0.73 6.16 263
7800 6.34 0.66 6.37 264
7825 6.81 0.64 6.84 264
8725 5.68 -0.75 5.73 27T
8750 6.93 -0.91 6.99 277
8775 6.85 -0.89 6.90 27"7
8800 6.74 -1.12 6.84 279
8825 6.58 -1.16 6.68 280
7850 7.12 0.86 7.17 263
7875 7.17 0.61 7.20 265
7900 7.64 0.80 7.68 264
7925 7.72 1.05 7.80 262
7950 7.53 1.05 7.60 262
8850 6.34 -1.27 6.47 281
8875 6.17 -1.41 6.33 283
8900 7.05 -1.80 7.28 284
8928 6.57 -1.54 6.75 283
8950 5.82 -1.31 5.96 283
7975 8.07 1.51 8.21 259
8000 8.22 1.51 8.35 289
8025 8.45 1.55 8.59 259
8050 8.46 1.80 8.65 258
8075 8.87 1.49 8.99 260
8975 6.26 -1.65 6.47 285
9000 6.17 -1.67 6.39 285
9025 5.57 -1.43 5.75 284
5050 5.06 -1.37 5.24 285
5075 4.84 -1.59 5.10 288
8100 9.47 1.66 9.61 260
8125 9.31 1.80 9.48 259
8150 9.26 1.92 9.46 288
8175 9,04 2.10 9.28 257
8200 9.11 2.05 9.33 257
9100 4.85 -1.57 5.10 288
9125 4.76 -1.49 4.96 287
9150 4.51 -1.51 4.75 288
9175 4.25 -1.66 4.56 291
9200 4.65 -1.88 5.02 292
8225 8.66 1.80 8.84 258
8250 8.36 1.62 8.52 259
8278 8.28 1.74 8.46 258
8300 8.49 1.64 8.65 259
8325 9.46 1.35 9.56 262
9225 5.23 -1.87 5.56 289
9250 5.49 -1.72 5.75 287
9275 5.76 -1.52 5.95 285
9300 6.11 -1.21 6.23 281
9325 6.31 -1.16 6.41 280
8350 9.59 0.94 9.64 264
8375 9.31 1.25 9.39 262
8400 9.34 1.45 9.45 261
8425 9.03 1.34 9.13 261
8450 8.79 1.23 8.88 262
9350 7.48 -1.15 7.57 279
8375 7.99 -0.85 8.05 276
9400 7.64 -0.72 7.68 275
9425 7.59 -0.90 7.64 277
8450 7.70 -1.03 7.77 277
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENTe WS = WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIRSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0869 02/10/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS R/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9475 7.57 -0.97 7.63 277 10475 11.06 -0.81 11.07 274 11475 10.86 -0.93 10.90 275
9500 7.38 -1,21 7.48 279 10500 10.85 -0.91 10.88 275 11500 11.94 -1.45 1E.03 277
9525 7.90 -1.19 7.99 278 10525 10.87 -0.95 10.91 275 11525 13.27 -1.95 13.42 278
9550 7.71 -1.12 7.79 278 10550 10.83 -0.68 10.85 2T3 11550 13.52 -2.37 13.73 280
9575 7.35 -1.40 7.48 281 10575 10.47 -0.57 10.48 273 11575 14.43 -2.84 14.71 281
9600 7.37 -1.47 7.51 281
9625 7.36 -1.05 7.44 278
9650 7.23 -0.96 7.29 277
9675 6.93 -1.32 7.06 281
9700 7.06 -0.96 7.18 278
10600 10.99 -0.39 10.99 272
10625 11.36 -0.52 11.37 272
10650 10.86 -0.55 10.87 273
10675 10.79 -0.46 10.80 272
10700 11.03 -0.50 11.04 272
11600 14.63 -3.63 15.08 284
11625 14.08 -3.87 14.55 285
11680 13.04 -3.94 13.62 287
11675 12.87 -4.19 13.54 288
11700 13.04 -4.69 13.86 290
9725 7.06 -0.82 T.11 276
9750 6.83 -0.39 6.84 273
9775 7.65 -0.19 7.65 271
9800 7.90 0.02 7.90 270
9825 7.45 0.11 7.45 269
10725 11.04 -1.02 11.09 275
10750 10.86 -1.03 10.91 275
10775 10.95 -0.87 10.98 274
10800 10.68 -1.20 10.75 276
10825 10.91 -1.15 10.97 276
11725 12.75 -5.38 13.84 293
11750 12.97 -6.07 14.32 295
11775 12.94 -6.69 14.56 297
11800 13.67 -7.46 15.57 298
11825 14.12 -8.35 16.41 300
9850 8.02 -0.58 8.04 274
9875 8.50 -0.8] 8.54 275
9900 8.07 -0.61 8.10 274
9928 7.84 -0.67 7.87 275
9950 7.67 -0.82 7.71 276
10850 10.56 -l.41 10.65 277
10875 10.25 -1.26 10.32 277
10900 11.53 -1.20 11.60 276
10925 11.14 -1.27 11.21 276
10950 10.49 -1.21 10.56 276
11850 14.26 -9.15 16.95 302
11875 14.25 -9.64 17.20 304
I1900 14.25 -9.71 17.24 304
11925 15.38 -10.63 18.70 304
11950 16.47 -11.76 20.24 305
99T5 9.07 -0.18 9.07 271
lOOO0 10.42 -0.40 10.43 272
10028 9.97 -0.64 9.99 273
10050 9.70 -0.35 9.70 272
10075 11.44 -0.33 11.44 271
10975 10.74 -1.43 10.84 277
llOO0 10.89 -1.18 10.96 276
11025 10.58 -1.17 10.64 276
11050 10.21 -1.33 10.30 277
11075 10.19 -1.49 10.30 278
11975 17.19 -12.83 21.45 307
12000 16.41 -12.75 20.78 308
12025 15.99 -12.76 20.46 308
12050 15.89 -13.09 20.59 309
12075 15.68 -13.59 20.75 311
lOlO0 11.22 -0.13 11.22 270
10125 9.63 -0.01 9.63 270
10180 9.32 0.24 9.32 268
10175 8,97 0.31 8.9T 268
10200 9.50 0.16 9.51 269
11100 10.16 -1.68 10.30 279
11125 9.83 -1.39 9.93 278
11180 9.89 -1.66 10.02 279
11178 9.83 -1.54 9.95 279
11200 9.78 -1.20 9.88 277
12100 15.65 -14.08 21.05 312
12125 16.72 -15.70 22.93 313
12150 17.13 -16.02 24.00 314
12175 15.95 -16.83 23.19 316
12200 15.61 -17.52 23.46 318
10225 9.84 0.44 9.85 267
1025D 9.58 0,49 9.59 267
10275 10.05 0.51 10.06 267
10300 I0.15 0.33 10.15 268
10325 9,86 0.00 9,86 270
11225 9.80 -1.35 9.89 278
11250 9.22 -1,08 9.28 276
11275 8.98 -U.90 9.02 276
11300 8.58 -0.65 8.58 274
11325 8*29 -0,60 8.31 274
12225 16.07 -17.82 24.00 318
12280 17.07 -17.96 24.78 316
12275 17.49 -17.T4 24.91 315
12300 18.76 -18.25 26.17 314
12325 19.53 -18.96 27.2? 314
i0350 10.05 0.04 10.05 270
10375 10.42 0,00 I0.42 2T0
10400 9.81 -0.26 9.81 271
10425 10.33 -0.33 10.33 272
10450 II.54 -0.45 ii.55 272
11350 8.25 -0.53 8.27 273
113T5 7.94 -0.54 7.96 274
11400 7.99 -U.46 8.01 2T3
11425 8.74 -0.18 8.75 271
11450 lO.14 -0.38 10.15 272
12350 19.78 -19.06 27.46 314
12375 20.17 -19.57 2B.IO 314
12400 19.95 -lg.49 27.88 314
12425 20.40 -19.61 28.30 314
12450 20.09 -19.02 27.66 313
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = LSNAL COMPONENT, WZ • MERID[SNAL CSMPSNENr, WS - WINE SPEED, IHETA . WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE11-18 (con't) PAGE175
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 0869 02/10/65w O[OOZt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBR[DA
ArT HX WZ HS THETA ALT WX NZ HS THETA ALT WX HZ WS THETA
METERS H/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG NETERS NISEC H/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEC N/SEC DEG
12475 20.68 -19.19 28.21 313 13675 28.49 -17.99 33.70 302
12500 21.81 -20.52 29.95 313 13500 28.49 -18.26 33.82 302
12525 21.58 -20.58 29.82 318 13525 28.61 -18.31 33.97 302
12550 21.77 -20.88 30.16 314 13550 29*36 -18.09 36.68 301
12575 22.42 -21.18 30.86 313 13575 29.87 -L8.76 35.27 502
12600 23.00 -20.67 30.92 312
12625 22.98 -19.58 30.20 310
12650 22.98 -18.93 29.77 309
12675 23.52 -19.00 30.26 309
12700 23.87 -18.81 30.39 308
13600 29.63 -10.92 35.15 302
18625 29.86 -19.10 35.45 302
13650 28.86 -18.70 34.39 303
13675 30.07 -19.63 35.91 303
18700 30.78 -20.45 36.95 303
12725 23.71 -18.26 29.92 307
12750 23*57 -17.85 29.57 307
12775 23.68 -17.88 29.51 307
12800 23.24 -17,60 29.15 307
12825 22.99 -17.56 28.93 307
13725 29.12 -19.68 35.14 304
13750 28.77 -19.29 36.66 304
13775 27.95 -18.76 33.66 304
13800 27.68 -18.48 33o12 304
13825 27.76 -10.76 33,51 306
12850 23.62 -17.96 29.50 307
12875 22.81 -17,18 28.56 307
12900 22°38 -16.82 27.95 307
12925 22.92 -16,75 28.39 306
12950 23oll -16.30 28.28 305
13850 26.78 -18.37 32.47 306
13875 26.56 -17.95 32.05 304
13900 25*66 -17,39 30.98 306
13925 25,89 -18,06 _31.55 305
13950 26.55 -19.06 32°68 305
12975 23o71 -16.65 28.86 305
13000 24.00 -16.60 29.06 304
13025 26.18 -16.56 29.31 306
13050 25.29 -16.87 30*40 306
13075 25.84 -17.07 30°97 303
13975 26*83 -18.88 31.19 307
14000 24.40 -19.37 31.16 308
14025 24.53 -20.07 31.70 309
16050 23.93 -19.96 31.15 310
16075 23.61 -19.82 30.68 310
13100 25.52 -16.76 30.53 303
13125 25.96 -16.57 30.80 302
13150 27.38 -17°32 32.39 302
13175 27°15 -17°50 32.30 303
13200 26.64 -17.60 31.93 303
14100 22.86 -19.37 29.95 310
14125 22.39 -19.18 29.65 310
14150 22.67 -19,28 29.76 310
14175 21.59 -18,14 28.19 310
16200 21.55 -18.26 28.23 310
13225 26.96 -18.71 32,80 305
13250 26.86 -19.09 32.95 305
13275 26.38 -18.41 32.17 305
13300 26.42 -18.19 32.07 304
13325 27.85 -18.75 33.16 304
16225 21.90 -18.76 28*83 310
13350 27.00 -18.63 32.80 306
13375 26,79 -18.26 32.42 304
13600 26.30 -17.67 31.69 306
13625 26.89 -18.11 32.62 306
13650 28.64 -18.64 36.00 303
ALT = ALTITUOEI WX = Z_NAL CgNPENEN3* WZ • NERIO[8NAL CBRPSNENT* WS • WINC SPEED* THETA =N[ND DZRECT|BN
PAGE 176
ALT WX WZ NS
METERS M/SEC W/SEE M/SEE OEG
250 -5.31 6.D8 8.07 139
275 -5.63 6.27 8*30 139
300 -5*39 6.21 8.22 139
325 -5.54 6*25 8*35 138
350 -5*67 6.36 6*52 138
375 -5.67 6.32 8.49 138
400 -5.77 6.33 8.57 137
A25 -5.78 6.39 8.62 138
450 -5.87 6.68 8.74 138
475 -5.82 6.43 8.67 138
500 -6.00 6.32 8*7| 136
525 -6.34 6.22 8.88 134
550 -6.38 6.12 8*84 136
575 -6*60 6.19 9*05 133
600 -6.74 6.22 9.17 133
625 -6.68 6.12 9*06 132
650 -6.82 6.05 9.11 131
675 -6.94 5.89 9.11 130
700 -7.04 5,66 9.03 129
725 -7.37 5.33 9.10 126
750 -7.59 5.13 9.16 124
775 -7.78 5.12 9.31 123
800 -8.02 5.03 9.46 122
825 -8.00 4.90 9.38 121
850 -7.94 4.68 9.21 120
875 -7.87 4.64 9.04 119
900 -7.86 4.28 8.95 118
925 -7.82 4.28 8*92 118
950 -7*66 4.33 8.80 119
975 -7.70 4.14 8.74 118
1000 -7.71 4*02 8.70 117
1025 -7.56 4.18 8_64 119
1050 -7.37 4.16 8.47 119
1075 -7.11 4.10 8.21 120
1100 -6.82 4.17 B*O0 121
1125 -6.68 4*00 7.79 121
1150 -6.73 3*94 7.80 120
1175 -6.82 3.95 7.80 120
1200 -6.63 3.82 7.65 120
1225 -6,23 4.02 7.42 123
ALT " ALTITUDE* WX *
TABLE I 1-19
FPS-16 RAOAR/J2MSPHERE N[ND VELJCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-01 02/10165t 1305Et EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
THE TA ALT NX WZ NS THETA ALT NX NZ US THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG
1250 -5*65 4.11 7.15 125
1275 -5*38 4.00 6.70 126
1300 -5.05 4.11 6.51 129
1325 -5.02 4o21 6.56 130
1350 -4*93 4*36 6.58 151
1375 -4.55 4.27 6.26 133
1400 -4.13 3.86 5*65 153
1625 -3.89 3.58 5.29 133
1450 -3,51 3*28 4.80 133
1475 -3.10 3.18 4.44 136
1500 r2.99 3.61 4.53 139
1525 -3.04 3.60 4.56 138
1550 -3.19 3.29 4.58 136
1575 -3.33 3.26 4.66 134
1600 -3,34 3.33 6.72 135
1625 -3.32 3.40 4.75 135
1650 -3.24 3.69 4.76 137
1675 -3.06 3.76 4.87 141
1700 -2,96 3.92 4.90 143
1725 -2.82 4*00 4.89 145
1750 -2,47 4.04 4.74 148
1775 -2.12 4*09 4.61 152
1800 -1.78 4.14 4.50 157
1825 -1.43 4.19 4.42 161
1850 -h49 4.GO 4.27 159
1875 -1.54 3.69 4.00 157
1gOD -1.59 3*42 3.77 155
1925 -1.64 3.55 3.91 155
1950 -1.70 3.78 4.14 156
1975 -1;76 3.84 4.22 155
2000 -1.81 3.88 4.28 155
2025 -1.86 3.79 4.22 154
2050 -1.91 3.68 4.15 152
2075 -1.96 3.62 4.11 151
2100 -1.99 3.61 3.95 150
2125 -2.03 3,28 3.86 148
2150 -2,09 3.44 4.02 148
2175 -2.17 3.71 4.30 149
2200 -2.26 3.95 4,55 150
2225 -2*34 6.16 4.77 150
ZBNAL CBNPBNENT, WZ - NERIDIBNAL
NETERS NISEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
2250 -2.43 4.37 5.00 151
2273 -2.51 4.51 5.16 151
2300 -2.59 6.71 5.38 151
2325 -2.66 4.71 5.41 150
2350 -2*68 4.47 5.21 149
2375 -2.90 4.41 5.27 146
2400 -2.28 4.48 5*03 153
2425 -1.01 4.53 4.64 167
2450 -0.52 4.61 6.64 173
2475 -O.O9 4.51 4.51 179
2500 0*79 3.97 4.05 191
2525 1.47 3*26 3.57 204
2550 1.77 2.6g 3.22 213
2575 1.91 2.39 3.05 216
2600 2.O3 2.28 3.05 221
2625 2.10 2.28 3.10 222
2650 2.17 2.21 3.09 224
2675 2.13 2.22 3.08 224
2700 1.89 2.25 2.96 220
2725 1.79 2.13 2.78 220
2750 1*79 2.22 2.85 219
2775 1.47 2.47 2.87 211
2800 0.92 2.69 2.85 199
2825 0.57 2.88 2.94 191
2850 0.67 3.01 3.04 189
2875 0*35 3.25 3.27 18&
2900 0.16 3.55 3.56 182
2925 0.03 3,67 3*67 180
2950 -0*06 3.68 3.68 179
2975 -0*04 4.02 4*02 179
3000 0*08 4,62 4.62 181
3025 O.01 5*19 5.19 180
3050 -0*26 5.67 5.47 177
3075 -0*26 5*26 5.26 177
3100 -0.15 4.79 4.79 178
3125 -0.17 4.11 6.12 177
3150 -0.20 4.01 4.01 177
3175 -0.43 4.63 4.65 175
3200 -0*86 5.17 5,25 170
3225 -1.23 5.33 5*47 167
CBMPBNENTI WS " WIND SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ kS
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC
3250 -1.03 5.11 5.22 168 4250 1.53 6.49 6.67
3275 -0.54 4.63 4,66 173 4275 1,63 6.52 6.72
3300 -0.28 3,97 3.98 176 4300 1.79 6,43 6.67
3325 -0*20 3.73 3.74 177 4325 1.73 6.28 6.51
3350 -0.16 4.05 4.06 178 4350 1.64 6.05 6.27
3375 -0.03 4.44 4.44 179 4375 1.69 _.79 6.03
3400 0.17 4.77 4.77 182 4400 1.80 5.51 5.80
3425 0.54 4,83 4.86 186 4425 2.00 5.28 5.64
3450 0.98 6.73 4.83 191 4450 2.22 5.07 5.54
3475 1.32 4.70 4.OB 196 4475 2*25 4.69 5.20
3500 1.70 4.89 5.18 199 4500 2.28 4.30 4.87
3525 2*22 5.28 5.73 203 4525 2.35 4.16 4.78
3550 2.66 5.54 6.14 205 4550 2.35 4.25 4.85
3575 3.02 5.73 6.67 208 4575 2.24 4.33 4.88
3600 3.24 5.91 6,74 209 4600 2.13 4.51 4*99
3625 3.27 6.DO 6.84 208 4625 2.17 4.65 5.13
3650 3*52 5.97 6*g3 210 4650 2.28 4.66 5.19
3675 3*99 5.95 7.17 214 4675 2.32 4.69 5.23
3700 4.09 5.83 7.13 215 4700 2.31 4.61 5.16
3725 4*20 5.72 7.09 216 4725 2.33 4.59 5.15
3750 4.30 5.60 7.06 217 4750 2.35 4*73 5.28
3775 4.41 5*48 7.03 219 4775 2.62 4.58 5*28
3800 4.44 5.30 6.92 220 4800 3.14 4.02 5.10
3825 4.50 5.17 6.85 221 4825 3,68 3.28 4.93
3850 4.60 5.13 6.89 222 4_50 4.17 2.79 5.02
3875 4.59 5.15 6.90 221 4875 4.37 2.43 5.00
3900 4.53 5.03 6.77 222 4gOD 4.33 2,14 4.83
3925 4.52 4.87 6.64 223 4925 6.31 2.06 N.T8
3950 4.39 4.86 6,55 222 4950 4.47 _.91 4.86
3975 4.04 5.03 6.45 219 4975 4.73 1.77 5.05
4000 3.71 5.24 6.42 215 5000 4.79 1.83 5.13
4025 3.37 5.59 6.53 211 5025 4.84 1.67 5.19
4050 2.97 5.89 6.59 207 5050 5.07 1.90 5.42
4075 2.76 5*97 6.58 205 5075 5.23 1.90 5.57
4100 2.52 6.16 6.65 202 5100 5*27 1.77 5.56
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMDER 870-01 02110165, 1305Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT NX NZ WS THETA











5250 5*94 0.94 6.01 261
5275 6.15 0.82 6.21 262
5300 6.35 1.02 6.43 261
5325 6*29 1.05 6*37 260
5350 6.27 1.13 6.37 260
5375 6.29 1.32 6,42 258
5400 6.37 1.47 6.54 257
5425 6.54 1.49 6.71 257
5450 6.74 1.43 6.89 258
5475 6.88 1.54 7.05 257
208 5500 6.99 1.98 7.27 254
209 5525 7.05 2.37 7.43 251
209 5550 6.99 2.59 T*46 249
207 5575 7.12 2*82 7.66 248






5625 7.86 2*90 8.38 250
5650 8.21 3.14 8.79 249
5675 8*01 3.66 8*72 266
5700 7.55 3.72 8.42 24A
5725 7.19 3.98 8421 241
206 5750 6.97 4.18 8.13 239
210 5775 6.98 4.35 8.22 238
218 5800 6.95 4.61 8.34 236
228 5825 6.81 4.90 8.39 234











5875 6.41 5.53 8.46 229
5900 6.13 5.49 8.23 228
5925 5.84 5.54 8.05 226
5950 5.57 5.84 8.07 223
5975 5.42 6.05 8.12 222
4125 2.02 6.32 6.63 198 5125 5.35 1.68 5.61 252
4180 1.73 6.35 6,58 195 5150 5.42 L.51 5.63 254
4175 1.65 6.39 6*60 194 5175 5.52 1.32 5.67 256
4200 1.53 6.37 6.55 193 5200 5.73 1.38 5.89 256
4225 1.53 6.39 6.57 193 5225 5.89 1.37 6.04 257
6000 5.60 6.02 8.22 223
6025 5.97 5.83 8.34 225
6050 6.03 5.60 8.23 227
6075 5.88 5.45 8.02 227
6100 5.77 5.40 7.90 227
6125 5.72 5.40 7.87 226
6150 5.79 5.53 8.01 226
6175 5.93 5.73 8.24 226
6200 6.03 5.82 8.38 226
6225 6.26 5.83 8.56 227
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERID[BNAL CBMPBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-19(con't) PAGE 177
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSRHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-01 02/10/68, 1305Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 0E0
6250 6.62 5.55 8.64 230 7250 6.61 -0.61 6.66 275 8250 10.86 1.69 10.96 262
6275 6.81 6.95 8.62 236 7275 6.28 -0.39 6.29 273 8275 10.91 1.50 11.02 262
6300 6.72 6.63 8.16 235 T300 6.06 -O.2O 6.07 272 8300 11.16 1.%2 11.25 263
6325 6.50 4.67 8.00 236 7325 5.78 0.06 5.78 269 8325 11.37 1.39 11.68 263
6350 6.13 6.56 T,66 233 7350 5.86 0.18 5_85 268 8350 11.50 1,55 11.60 262
6375 5.99 6.16 7.28 235
6400 5.95 3*73 7.02 238
6625 5.58 3.51 6.59 238
6450 5.21 3.36 6.19 237
6675 6.96 3,16 5.85 237
7375 6.12 0,15 6.12 26E
7400 6.19 0.03 6.19 270
7425 6.37 -0.04 6.37 270
7450 6.73 0,03 6.73 270
7475 6.89 0.06 6.89 269
8375 11.57 1.60 11.68 262
8600 11.56 1.71 11.67 261
8625 11.63 1.86 11.58 261
8650 11.39 2.06 11.57 260
8675 11.62 2.31 11.65 258
6500 A,bD 2.85 5.68 238
6525 4.57 2,58 5.25 260
6550 6.79 2.20 5,27 265
6575 5.26 1,85 5.58 250
6600 5.55 1.86 5.86 251
7500 6.82 0.18 6.82 268
7525 6.75 0.36 6.76 267
7550 6.87 0.58 6.89 265
7S75 6,96 0.86 7.01 263
7600 6.91 1.16 7.01 260
8500 11.26 2.26 11.68 259
8525 11.15 2.26 11.37 258
8550 11.12 2.50 11.39 257
8575 11.09 2.73 11.62 256
8600 11.16 2.88 11.52 255
6625 5.65 1.90 5.96 251
6650 5.T4 1.70 5.98 253
6675 5.95 1.26 6.07 258
6700 6.15 O,8T 6.21 262
6725 6.16 0.50 6.16 265
7625 7,00 1.35 7.13 259
7650 7.29 1.67 7.63 258
7675 7.56 1.58 7*73 258
7700 7.67 1.60 7.86 25E
7725 7.72 1.52 7.87 259
E625 11.05 3.06 11.66 256
8650 10.96 3.31 11.65 253
8675 10.95 3.62 11.6T 252
8700 10.95 3.68 11.69 252
8725 10.95 3.72 11.57 251
6750 6.32 0.16 6*32 269
6775 6.68 -0.05 6.68 270
6800 6.63 -0.07 6,63 2T0
6825 6.36 -0.05 6,36 270
6850 6.60 -0,13 6.61 271
7750 7.79 1.32 7.91 260
7775 7.81 1.02 7.88 262
7800 7,96 0.73 7.97 265
7825 8.05 0.58 B.OT 286
7850 8.06 0.49 B.OT 266
8750 10.86 6.07 11,60 269
8775 10.86 6.36 11,69 268
8800 10.86 6.63 11.71 268
8825 10.85 4.51 11.T5 247
8850 10.94 4.69 11.90 24T
6875 6.60 -0.25 6.60 272
6900 6.25 -0.19 6.25 272
6925 6.11 -O.O9 6.11 271
6950 5.88 0.03 5.88 270
6975 5.72 0,15 5.73 268
7875 8.08 0.60 8.09 267
7900 8,G2 0.65 8.03 267
7925 8.G9 0.68 8.11 266
7950 8.39 0.36 8.40 267
7975 8.TT 0.32 8.78 268
e875 11.03 6.71 12.00 247
8900 11.22 6.65 12,16 267
8925 11.66 6.75 12.38 267
8950 11.66 4.82 12.60 247
8975 11.91 6.92 12.88 267
TOOO 5.81 0.05 5.81 269
T025 6.02 -0,19 6.02 272
T050 6.20 -0.69 6.22 274
7075 6.16 -0.63 6.17 276
7100 5,97 -0.58 6.00 275
8000 9.06 0.38 9.07 267
8025 9.35 0.60 9.36 267
8050 9,72 0.39 9.73 268
8075 10.09 0.45 10.10 267
810G 10,56 0,65 10.58 266
9000 12.20 5.00 13,19 268
9025 12.2T 6.85 13.19 268
9050 12.23 6.73 13.11 269
9075 12.33 6.76 13.21 269
9100 12.43 6.79 13.32 269
7125 5.95 -0,68 5.97 276
7150 6.13 -0.60 6.16 276
7175 6.28 -0.63 6.29 276
7200 6.28 -0.52 6.30 275
7225 6.60 -0.66 6.63 276
8125 10,88 0.82 10.92 266
8150 11.07 0.99 11.11 265
8175 11.06 1.22 11.11 263
8200 10.91 1.35 ll.OO 263
8225 10,92 1.66 11.02 262
9125 12.53 6.88 13.65 269
9150 12.68 6.89 13.59 269
9175 12.87 6.88 13.77 269
9200 13.06 4.88 13.92 249
9225 13.25 6.86 16.11 250
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZSNAL CBMPDNENT_ WZ • MERIDISNAL CDMPSNENTt WS • WINC SPEED, THETA : MIND DIRECTIBN
FRS-16 RAOAR/JXNSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUNBER 870-01 D2/1D/65t 1305Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT NX WZ NS THET& ALT WX W2 MS TMETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
9250 13.50 6.80 16.33 250 102S0 16.56 5.12 15.A3 2SO 11250 13.66 -3.16 16.00 283
92T5 13.55 6.73 16.35 251 10275 16.39 5.16 15.28 250 112T5 13.96 -3.66 16.36 286
9300 13.53 4*73 16,33 251 10300 14.39 6.71 15.L5 252 11300 16.62 -3,77 15.10 286
9325 13.66 6.86 14.50 250 10325 14.62 6.08 15.17 256 11325 15.01 -6.28 15.61 286
9350 13.95 5.04 16.83 250 10350 16.82 3.71 15.28 256 11350 15.12 -A.57 15.80 287
9375 16.13 6.93 16,96 251
9600 14.18 4.73 16.95 251
9625 14,32 6.65 15.05 252
9650 16.62 6.62 15.16 252
9675 16.51 4.58 15,22 252
10375 15.21 3.52 15.62 25T
10600 15.56 3.60 18.93 257
10625 15.71 3.29 16.05 258
10450 15.82 3.37 16.1T 258
10675 15.90 3.65 16.27 258
11375 15.36 -6.86 16.11 287
11600 15.62 -6.00 16.76 291
11425, 16.38 -6.84 17.75 292
11450 16.85 -7.20 18.32 293
11675 17.10 -T.96 18,85 295
9500 16.69 6.50 15.36 253
9525 16.73 6.66 18.39 253
9550 14.52 6,48 15.19 253
9575 16.62 6.50 15.11 252
9600 14.61 4.52 15,11 252
10500 15.91 3.26 16.26 258
10525 15.89 2.96 16.15 259
10550 15.72 2.73 15.95 260
1057S 15.68 2.57 15.70 260
10600 15.36 2.46 15.53 261
11500 17.38 -8.68 19.62 296
11525 17.33 -9.04 19.56 297
11550 17.73 -9.63 20.08 298
11575 18.63 -9.91 21.10 298
11600 19.39 -10.38 21.99 298
9625 16.62 6.58 1S.13 252
9650 16_66 6.71 15.39 252
9675 16.94 6.76 15.68 252
9TOO 15,23 6.68 15.93 253
9725 15.55 4*67 16.26 253
10625 15.22 2.36 15.60 261
10650 16.97 2.08 15.12 262
10675 16.66 1.73 16.56 263
10700 13.96 1.35 16.02 264
10725 13.$3 1.16 13.58 265
11625 19.97 -10.90 22.75 298
11650 20,69 -11.23 23.36 299
116T5 21.00 -11.62 26.00 299
11700 21.80 -12.36 25.05 299
11T25 22.71 -13.38 26.36 300
9750 15.82 6.50 16.65 254
9775 15.92 6.16 16.66 255
9800 15.76 6,13 16.27 255
9825 15.23 6.61 15.86 256
9850 16.95 6.66 15.66 253
10750 12,99 1.00 13.02 265
10775 12.61 0.88 12.65 266
10800 11.76 1.11 11,80 266
10825 11.52 1.60 11.63 262
10850 12.02 2.13 12.21 260
11750 23.79 -16.16 27.6E 301
11775 24.62 -14.42 28.53 300
11800 26,76 -14.65 28*67 300
11825 26.78 -14.66 28.69 300
11850 26.93 -1_.56 28.8T 300
9875 16.92 6.78 15.66 252
9900 16.73 6.78 15.69 252
9925 16,64 4.82 15,41 Z52
9950 16.62 5.02 15.65 251
9975 16.58 5.16 15.47 250
10875 12.39 2.65 12.63 259
10900 12.18 2.78 12.69 257
10928 11.78 3.09 12.17 255
10950 11.48 3.26 11.96 256
10975 11.26 3.06 11.65 255
11875 26.85 -16.67 . 28.75 300
11900 26.47 -16.56 28.47 301
11925 24.13 -16.92 28.37 302
11950 23.86 -15.12 28.23 302
11975 23.69 -15.30 28.20 303
10000 16,67 5,16 15.36 250
10025 16.36 5.19 15.2T 250
10050 16,25 5.19 15,1T 250
10075 16,00 5.16 16.92 250
10100 16.06 5.08 16.93 250
llOO0 11.23 2.66 11.50 257
11025 11.36 1.57 11.65 262
11050 11.36 0.65 11.36 267
11075 11.51 -0.36 11.52 272
1110D 11.90 -1.26 11.97 2T6
12000 23.89 -15.56 28.50 303
12025 26.21 -15.75 28.88 303
12050 26.55 -16.03 29,32 303
12075 24.93 -16.21 29.73 303
12100 25.00 -16.62 29.91 303
10125 16.62 6.92 15.26 251
10150 16.65 6.86 15.62 252
10175 16.65 6.88 15,65 251
10200 14.56 5.00 15.60 251
10225 14.51 5.09 15.38 25 !
11125 12.18 -1.68 12.30 278
11150 12.30 -1.95 12.65 2T9
11175 12.67 -2.39 12.9D 280
11200 13.20 -2.76 13.60 282
11225 13.69 -2.92 13.80 282
12125 24.95 -16.57 29.95 303
12150 25.20 -16.75 30.26 303
12175 25.37 -16.91 30.69 306
12200 25.56 -17.11 30.76 306
12225 25.T8 -17.21 31.00 304
ALT • ALTITUDEe WX = ZSNAL CSNPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIENAL CSMPBNENT, MS • WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 178 TABLE 11-19(con t)EPS-;6 RADAR/JZNSR.EREW_NOVEL.ClTV RRBEILE
TEST NUMBER 870-01 02/10/651 13052* EASTERN TEST RANGEe FLBRIDA
ALT _ MR HZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC W/SEC M/SEC DEG
12250 23.93 -17.29 31.17 304
12275 26.23 -17.54 31.55 304
12300 26.51 -17.53 31.78 303
12325 26.60 -17.31 31.73 303
12350 27.02 -17.23 32.05 302
12375 27.51 -17,32 32.51 302
12400 27.59 -17.60 32.72 302
12625 27.71 -17.73 32.90 302
12430 27.82 -17,86 33.06 303
12475 27,87 -17.89 33.17 303
12500 27.81 -17.53 33.09 303
12525 27.87 -17.92 33.13 303
12550 28.05 -17.88 33.27 302
12575 28.01 -17.98 33.28 303
12600 27.95 -18.13 33.33 303
ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC R/SEC OEG
13250 25.84 -17.79 31.37 304
13275 25.83 -17.80 31.37 304
13300 25.72 -17.64 31o19 304
13325 25.29 -17.67 30.86 305
13350 28.20 -17.67 30.77 305
13375 25.11 -17.49 30.60 305
13400 24.73 -17.36 30.21 305
13425 24*48 -17.38 30.02 305
13450 24.46 -17.45 30.05 305
13475 24.30 -17.16 29.73 305
13500 24.08 -16.64 29,27 304
13525 24.13 -16.31 29.13 304
13550 24,06 -16.11 28.96 304
13575 24.01 -15,80 28.74 303
13600 24.16 -13.72 28.81 303
ALT MR WZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
14250 22.30 -20.50 30.29 312
14275 21.56 -20.59 29.82 314
14300 21.15 -20.36 29.36 314
14325 20.59 -19.99 28.70 314
14350 20.16 -19.67 28.17 314
14375 19.78 -19.16 27*54 314
14400 19.18 -18.64 26,75 314
14425 18.92 -18.43 26.41 314
14450 18.35 -18.22 26.00 314
14475 18.20 -18.03 23.61 315
14500 18.04 -17.81 25.35 314
14525 17.95 -17.63 25.16 314
14550 18.01 -17.47 25,10 314
14575 17.94 -17.10 24.78 313
16600 17.76 -16.34 24.26 313
12625 27.70 -18.30 33.20 303
12650 27.42 -18.47 33.06 304
12675 27.51 -18.62 33.22 304
12700 27.65 -18.81 33.44 304
12725 27.88 -18.84 33.65 304
13625 24.16 -15.83 28.89 303
13650 24.01 -15.75 28.72 303
13675 24.24 -15.93 29.01 303
13700 24.35 -16.29 29.30 304
13725 24.26 -16.54 29.36 304
14625 17.56 -15.82 23*63 312
14650 17.34 -15.20 23.06 311
14675 17.07 -14.68 22.31 311
14700 17.16 -14.18 22.26 309
14725 17.15 -13.51 21.83 308
12750 28.04 -18,68 33.70 304
12775 27.89 -18.67 33.56 304
12800 27,72 -18.62 33.39 304
12825 27.59 -18.43 33.18 304
12850 27.72 -18.30 33.21 303
13750 24.44 -16.69 29.59 304
13775 24.51 -16.89 29.76 304
13800 24.47 -17.02 29.81 305
13825 24.42 -17.13 29,83 305
13850 24.34 -17.12 29.76 305
14750 16.82 -12.84 21.16 307
14775 16.82 -12.09 20.72 306
14800 16.58 -11.56 20.21 303
14825 15.97 -11.39 19.61 305
14850 15.68 -10.87 19.08 305
12873 27.78 -18.33 33.28 303
12900 27,60 -18.46 33.20 304
12925 27.53 -18.49 33.16 304
12950 27.72 -18.48 33.32 304
12975 27*76 -18.49 33.35 303
13875 24.37 -17.16 29.80 305
13900 24.41 -17.60 30.09 306
13925 24.22 -17.78 30.05 306
13950 24.11 -18.05 30.12 307
13975 23.86 -18.35 30.10 307
14875 15.46 -9.93 18.37 303
14900 15.45 -9.39 18.08 301
14925 15.50 -9,04 17.94 300
14930 15.75 -8.39 17,84 298
14975 16.33 -7.63 18.02 295
13000 27.64 -18.24 33.12 303
13025 27.37 -18.02 32.77 303
13050 27.16 -17.91 32.53 303
13075 27.27 -17.65 32.48 303
13100 27.13 -17.37 32.22 302
14000 23.68 -18o45 30.02 308
14025 23*79 _18.86 30.18 308
14050 23.57 -18,86 30.18 308
14075 23.15 -19.23 30.09 310
14100 22.89 -19.50 30*07 310
15000 16.53 -7.06 17,98 293
15023 16.86 -6.84 18.19 292
15050 17.35 -6.96 18.69 292
15075 17.85 -6.85 19.12 291
15100 18.95 -6.01 19.88 287
13125 26.99 -17.31 32.06 302
13150 26.84 -17.30 31.94 303
13175 26.74 -17.34 31.87 303
13200 26.52 -17.43 31,74 303
13225 26,09 -17.56 31.45 304
14125 22.71 -19.63 30.02 311
14150 22.54 -19.52 29.82 311
14175 23.00 -19.62 30.23 310
14200 23.21 -19.94 30.60 310
14225 22.80 -20.18 30.45 311
15125 19.50 -5.70 20.31 286
15150 19.88 -5.71 20.69 286
15175 20,54 -5.09 21.16 264
15200 21.28 -4.59 21.77 282
15225 22.12 -4.78 22.63 282
ALT " 8LTITUDEt HX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, MZ • MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENTt MS " WINC SPEEDt THETA u WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-01 02/10265, 13051, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC MISEC OEG
15250 22.55 -5.25 23.15 283 16250 12.07 -12.49 17.37 316
15275 23.02 -5.27 23.62 283 16275 12.07 -12.26 17.21 313
15300 23.62 -5.44 24.24 283 16300 12.06 -11.77 16.85 314
15325 24.21 -fl.62 24.85 283 16325 12.06 -11.74 16.84 314
15350 24.72 -5.99 25.44 283 16350 12.30 -12.04 17.21 314
15375 25.00 -6.40 25.81 284
15400 25.49 -6.37 26.28 284
15425 25.92 -6.44 26.71 284
15450 26.43 -6.60 27.24 284
15475 27.10 -6.74 27.93 284
16375 12.68 -11.75 17.28 313
16400 12.57 -11.88 17.30 313
16425 12.55 -12.53 17.74 315
16450 12.57 -12.78 17.93 315
16475 12.44 -13.19 18.13 316
15500 27.66 -6.96 28.32 284
15525 28.05 -7.80 29.12 285
15550 28.31 -8*25 29.49 286
15575 28.66 -8.8 ,3 29.99 287
15600 28.49 -9.5'7 30.06 288
16500 11.65 -12.89 17.38 318
16525 11.30 -12*69 16.99 318
16550 11.55 -13.24 17.57 319
16575 11,52 -13.27 17.57 319
16600 11.59 -12.54 17.07 317
15625 28.02 -10.34 29.86 290
15650 28.25 -11.41 30.47 292
15675 28.45 -12.38 31.03 293
15700 28.10 -12.95 30.94 295
15725 27.81 -13.67 30.98 296
16625 11.56 -11.47 16.28 315
16650 11.26 -11.53 16.11 315
16675 10.85 -11.56 15.85 317
16700 10.96 -10.49 15.18 314
16725 11.05 -10.37 15.16 313
15750 27.61 -14.50 31.18 298
15775 27.07 -14.89 30.89 299
15800 26.38 -14.87 30.28 299
15825 25.70 -14.33 29.43 299
15850 26.60 -14.07 28.34 300
16750 11.00 -11.20 15.70 315
16775 11.27 -11.82 16.33 316
16800 12.02 -12.51 17.34 316
16825 12.49 -12.61 17.75 315
16850 12.26 -12.55 17.55 316
15875 23.51 -14.44 27.59 301
15900 22.58 -14.73 26.96 303
15925 21.82 -14.87 26.30 304
15950 20.70 -14.75 25.42 305
15975 19.36 -15.13 24.57 308
16000 18.19 -15.45 23.86 310
16025 17.17 -15.33 23.01 312
16050 16.04 -15.62 22.25 314
16075 15.01 -15.53 21.60 316
16100 14.18 -15.43 20.96 317
16125 13.16 -15.43 20.28 319
16150 12.08 -14.86 19.15 321
16175 11.50 -13.95 18.08 320
16200 11.60 -13.40 17.73 319
16225 11.98 -12.94 17.63 317










FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRgF[LE
TEST NUMBER 870-2 02110165 14282, EASIERN TESI RANGE, FLBRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ
MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC
2.79 I89 3875 3.46 4.54 5.70 217 4875 3.70 l. I7
3.05 IgO 3900 3.30 4.80 5.83 214 4900 5.95 0.57
3.44 191 3925 3.06 5.15 5.99 211 4925 4.16 0.06
3.69 194 3950 2,93 5.35 6.10 209 4950 4.39 -0.21
3.66 196 3975 2.90 5.60 6.31 207 4975 4.41 -0.33
3000 1.21 3.98 4.16 197 4000 2.81 5.70 6.35 206 5000 4.34 -0.24
3625 1,27 4.55 4.72 195 4025 2.81 5.65 6.31 206 5025 4.39 -O.OT
3050 1.23 5.29 5.43 193 4050 2.76 5.78 6.41 205 5050 4.55 -0.17
3G75 1.04 5.98 6.07 190 4075 2.49 6.01 6.51 202 5075 4.65 -0.38
3100 0.87 6,04 6.11 188 4100 2.21 6.06 6.45 200 5100 4,66 -0.47
3125 0.71 5.96 6.00 187 4125 2.06 6.01 6.36 199 5125 4.76 -0.24
3150 0.25 6.12 6.12 182 4150 2.07 6.06 6.40 199 5150 4.83 0.05
3175 0.16 6.08 6.08 181 4175 2.01 6.08 6.41 198 5175 4.81 0.04
3200 0.55 5.72 5.74 185 4200 1.98 5.96 6.28 198 5200 4.92 0.03
3225 0.82 5.42 5.49 188 4225 2.07 5.88 6.23 199 5225 5.17 0.07
3250 0.84 4.98 5.05 189 4250 1.99 5.96 6.29 198 5250 5.25 0.16
3275 0.88 4.50 4.58 191 4275 1.87 5,91 6.20 197 5275 5.30 0.34
3300 1.26 4.60 4.77 [95 4300 1.82 5.88 6.16 197 5300 5.39 0.35
3325 1.60 5.03 5.28 197 4325 1.68 5.85 6.09 Ig6 5325 5.50 0.45
3350 1.76 5.40 5.68 198 4350 1.41 5.68 5.86 194 5350 5.62 0.62
3375 2.04 5.46 5.83 200 4375 1.27 5.39 5.54 193 5375 5.59 0.57
3400 2.33 5.30 5_79 204 4400 1.16 4.98 5.12 193 5400 5.58 0.52
3425 2.59 5.22 5.83 206 4425 1.16 4.71 4.85 194 5425 5.61 "0.47
3450 2.97 5.18 5.97 210 4450 1.2B 4.60 4.7_ 195 5450 5.65 0.40
3475 3.30 5.05 6.04 213 4475 1.45 4.46 4.69 198 5475 5.65 0.40
3500 3.51 4.86 5.99' 216 4500 1.69 4.29 4.61 201 5500 5,58 0.40
3525 3.78 4.74 6.06 218 4525 h73 4.16 4.50 202 5525 5.67 0.33
3550 3.96 4.78 6.21 219 4550 1,66 4.11 4.43 202 5550 5.84 0.32
3575 3.82 4.84 6.17 218 4575 L.64 4.17 4.48 201 5575 5.93 0.53
5600 3.76 4.79 6.09 218 4600 1.77 4.27 4.62 202 5600 6.12 0.59
3625 3.97 4.87 6.28 219 4625 1.76 4.42 4.75 202 5625 6.41 0.45
3650 4.04 4.98 6.41 219 4650 1.70 4.47 4.79 201 5650 6.81 0.49
3675 3,98 4.91 6.33 219 4675 1.84 4.42 4.79 202 5675 7.14 0.66
3700 3.92 4.82 6.21 219 4700 2.00 4.42 4.85 20A 5700 7.32 0.95
3725 3.83 4.MR a. Tn _IR ,7_ _ i? L _ _ ?_ Lgn _73F 7_? t72
3750 3.70 4.93 6.16 217 4750 2.32 3.80 4.45 211 5750 7.59 1.42
3775 3.75 4.70 6.01 218 4775 2.68 3.14 4.13 220 5775 7.96 1.45
3800 3.79 4.45 5.84 220 4800 2.99 2.48 3.89 230 5800 8.16 1.68
3825 3.62 4.50 5.77 219 4825 3.29 2.09 3.90 237 5825 7,93 2.13
3850 3.50 4.54 5.73 217 4850 3.50 1.69 3.89 244 5850 7.51 2.65












































FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-2 02110165 1428Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX W2
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEc DEG METERS MISEC N/SEC
5875 7.17 2.91 7.74 248 6875 6.42 0.24 6.43 268 7875 7.90 2.45
5900 7.08 3.03 7.70 247 6900 6.63 0.02 6.43 270 7900 8.05 2.11
5925 6.84 3.19 7.55 245 6925 6.27 -0.18 6.27 272 7925 8.11 1.86
5950 6.47 3.45 7.33 242 6950 6.07 -0.15 6,07 271 7950 8.03 1.74
5975 6.24 3.72 7.27 " 239 6975 6.02 0.15 6.03 268 7975 B.O0 1.60
6000 6,21 3.94 7.35 237 7000 5.99 0.43 6.01 266 8000 7.90 1.53
6025 6.35 4.38 7.71 235 7025 5.82 0.50 5.84 265 8025 7.78 1.59
6U50 6.29 4.71 7.86 233 7050 5.55 0.53 5.58 264 8050 7.74 1.81
6075 6.03 4.70 7.65 232 7075 5.50 0.55 5.52 264 8075 7.61 1.92
6100 5.81 4.76 7.51 230 7100 5.68 0.65 5.72 263 8100 7.40 1.74
6125 5.74 4.82 7.50 230 7125 5.76 0.70 5.80 263 8125 7.38 1.60
6150 5.81 4.95 7.63 229 7150 5.88 0.68 5.92 263 8150 7.50 1.54
6175 5.79 5.16 7.76 228 7175 6,20 0.83 6.25 262 8175 7.84 1.63
6200 5.69 5.26 7,75 22T 7200 6.17 0,90 6.23 261 8200 8.32 1,75
6225 5.50 5.24 7.60 226 7225 5.83 0.95 5.90 261 8225 8.72 1.93
6250 5.62 5.11 7.59 227 7250 5.42 0.95 5.50 260 8250 8.92 2.06
6275 6.16 5.17 8.04 230 7275 5.22 1.03 5.32 259 8275 9.13 2,16
6300 6.74 5.12 8.47 233 7300 5.31 1.09 5.43 258 8300 9.36 2.26
6325 7.04 4.83 8.54 235 7325 5.42 1.11 5.53 258 8325 9.51 2.23
6350 '7.24 4.46 8.50 238 7350 5.69 1.09 5.60 259 8350 9.79 2.20
63T5 7.35 4.03 8.39 241 7375 5.69 1.2O 5.82 258 8375 10.12 2.24
6400 7.30 3.77 8.22 242 7400 6.03 1.40 6.19 257 8400 10.49 2.29
6425 7.19 3.66 8.06 243 7425 6.29 1.47 6.46 257 8425 10.75 2.30
6450 7.02 3.67 7.92 242 7450 6.25 1.50 6.43 256 8450 10.84 2.40
6475 6.73 3.72 7.69 241 7475 5.99 1.46 6.16 256 8475 10.94 2.60
6500 6.44 3.53 7.3_ 241 7500 5.65 1.35 5.81 256 8500 11.04 2.B1
6525 6.32 3.15 7.06 243 7525 5.A7 1,41 5.65 255 8525 10.97 3.06
6550 6.13 2.91 6.78 244 7550 5.41 1.60 5.64 253 8550 10.90 3.26
6575 5.79 2.75 6.41 244 7575 5.40 1.74 5.67 252 8575 10.94 3.35
6600 5.49 2.68 6.11 244 7600 5,53 1.81 5.82 252 8600 11.02 3.42
6625 5.27 2.58 5.87 244 7625 5.96 1.87 6.24 252 8625 11.15 3.52
6650 5.15 2.33 5.65 246 7650 6.39 1.83 6.65 254 8650 11.33 3.63
6675 5.22 2.12 5.63 248 7675 6.50 1.95 6.79 253 8675 11.41 3.T0
6700 5.32 [,82 5.62 251 7700 6.48 2.36 6.90 250 8TGO 11.36 3.89
6725 5.46 1.67 5.71 253 7725 6.65 2.67 7.16 248 8725 11.26 4.06
6750 5.59 1.79 5.87 252 7750 6.90 2.72 7.42 268 8750 II.07 4.15
6775 5.68 1.70 5.93 253 7775 7.21 2.77 7.72 249 8775 11,02 4.40
6800 5.79 1.20 5.91 258 7800 7.A4 2.93 B.O0 248 8800 11.01 4.66
6825 6.08 0.83 6.14 262 7825 7.50 2.81 8.01 249 8825 10.93 4.70











































ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL C2MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, IHETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE I_
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS _ISEE M/SEE MI_EC DEG
8875 10.96 5.15 12.11 245
8900 ll.O0 5.16 12.16 265
8_25 ll.16 5.15 12.29 265
8950 I1.21 5. L1 I2.32 245
8975 IL,30 5.C6 12.38 266
90OO i1.52 5.'05 12.58 246
9025 11.63 4.96 12.65 247
9050 11.66 6.92 12.66 267
9O75 11.72 6.92 12. Tl 247
9100 11.96 4.92 12,92 247
9i25 12.15 4.78 13.06 268
9150 12.20 6.63 13.05 249
9175 12.1? 6.6l 12.97 249
92OO 11.93 6.60 12.79 269
9225 ll.81 4.57 12.66 249
9250 11.90 4.54 12.76 249
9275 12.00 6.67 12.68 249
93OO 12.23 6.86 13.16 268
9325 12.27 S._2 13.26 268
935O 12.16 5.18 13.21 267
9J75 12.28 5.38 13.61 246
9_00 L2.38 5.55 13.57 246
9625 12.42 S.61 13.63 246
945O 12.66 5,58 13o65 246
9475 12.50 5.57 13.69 246
9500 12.68 5.66 13.89 246
9525 12.72 S.68 13.93 246
9950 12.66 5,62 13.83 246
9575 12.66 S.59 13.84 246
9600 12.73 5.58 13.90 246
962S 12.77 5.60 13.94 246
9o5O 12.86 5.62 14.01 246
96T5 13.04 5.7l 14.23 246
9700 13.24 5.88 14.69 266
9 f25 13.66 6.D2 16.93 246
TABLE 11-20 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELICITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-2 02/|0165 1428Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT WX MI W$ IHETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEe N/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SE[ M/SEC DEG
9875 15.51 5*06 16.32 252 10875 14.50 1.89 14.63 262
9900 15,92 4.57 16.56 256 109CO 14,64 1.07 14.68 266
9925 16.30 4.10 16.81 256 10925 16.76 0.20 14.76 269
9950 16.30 3.53 16.68 258 10950 16.93 -0.41 14.94 271
9975 16,27 2.93 18,54 260 10975 15,14 -0,85 15.17 273
lOO00 16.08 2.59 16.28 261
10025 15.89 2.36 16.07 261
10050 15.56 2.1S 15,71 262
10075 15,17 1.99 15.30 262
I0100 16,90 I.80 15.01 263
lOT25 14,50 1.68 14.60 2_3
10150 16*it 1.56 16.25 266
10175 13.90 I.S3 13.98 266
10200 13.86 1.64 13.76 263
10225 13.61 1.68 13.52 263
llOOO 15,12 -1.31 15.17 2T5
11025 15.10 -1.73 15.19 276
11050 15.28 -2.36 15.46 279
i1075 15.61 -2.96 IS.69 281
lllOO 15.33 -3.23 15.67 282
10250 13,22 1.75 13.34 262
10275 12.90 1.81 13.03 262
10300 12.49 1.84 12.82 261
10325 12.16 2.17 12.35 260
10350 ll.90 2.80 12.22 257
11125 lS.24 -3.60 lS.62 282
ILL50 15.50 -6.15 16.04 285
11175 15.80 -4.86 16.53 287
11200 15.74 -5.27 16.59 288
11225 15.78 -5.72 16o79 290
11250 15,96 -6.18 17.09 291
11275 15.85 -6.79 IT.2S 293
L1300 15.73 -7.26 17.32 295
11325 15.99 -8.15 17.94 297
11350 16.54 -8.99 18.83 298
10375 11.83 3.15 12.05 255
10400 11.66 3,52 11.96 253
1042S 11.25 3.71 11.86 252
10450 II,I0 3.87 11,76 251
10475 II.I0 4.1_ 11.86 249
I1375 16.81 -9.32 19.22 299
114C0 16.92 -9*77 19.54 300
11625 17.14 -10.03 L9.88 300
11650 17,52 -9,92 20.13 299
11675 18.02 -10.13 20.67 299
10500 I0,91 6.12 11.66 269
10525 10.77 6.08 11.52 269
10550 10.55 4.30 II,60 268
10575 I0,19 4.62 II.19 245
I0600 9.93 4.65 10.97 265
11500 18.60 -10.94 21.58 300
11525 19,35 -11.85 22.89 301
11550 20,57 -12.33 23.98 301
11575 22.10 -12.65 25.67 300
11600 23,22 -12.79 26.51 299
10625 I0.43 6.11 11.22 248
10650 11.75 3.60 12.29 2S3
10675 12.89 3.37 13.32 255
10700 13.96 3.02 14.27 258
10725 14.96 2.72 15.21 260
11625 23.94 -12.8l 27.15 298
11650 26.61 -12.89 27*78 29T
11675 24.93 -12.ST 28.06 297
11700 25.03 -12.8! 28.12 29T
11725 25.13 -12.93 28.26 297
9750 16.09 6.06 15.34 267
9775 16.40 6*10 lS.64 247
98O0 16.66 S.99 15.84 268
9625 16.78 5.TO 15.84 249
9_50 15.17 S.43 16.11 25O
ALT •ALTITUOE, WX = Z_NAL C2MPONENT_ WZ = MERIOI_NAL COMPeNENT, RS " WIND SPEED, THETA =MINO DIRECTION
10750 15.55 2.67 15.75 261
10775 15.76 2.36 15.91 261
10800 15.63 2.48 15.83 261
10825 15,26 2.68 15.46 261
10850 14.75 2.30 16,93 261
11750 25.19 -13.23 28.45 298
11775 25.23 -13.55 28.66 298
11800 25.28 -13.67 28.74 298
11825 25.31 -13.73 28.T9 298
11850 25*18 -13.81 28.72 299
FPS-16 RAOAR/JLRSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-2 02/10/6S 1428Zv EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS IHETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
11875 25.22 -13.82 2_.76 299 12875 27.96 -18,21 33.37 303 13875 22.51 -17.79 28.69 308
11_00 25.52 -13.91 29.07 298 12900 28.15 -18.23 33.56 303 13900 22.60 -17.89 28.83 308
11_25 25.79 -14.25 29.47 299 12925 28.36 -18.21 33.70 303 13925 22.63 -18.09 28.98 308
11950 26.18 -14.46 29.91 299 12950 28.66 -18.30 33.82 303 13950 22.78 -18.16 29.16 308
11975 26.51 -16.55 30,24 299 12975 28.48 -18.50 33.96 303 13975 22.96 -18.26 29.32 308
12UOO 26.76 -14.63 30.50 298
12025 27.22 -14.72 30.9_ 298
12050 27.55 -15.02 31.38 298
12_75 27.66 -15.25 31.57 299
12100 27.62 -15.48 31.66 299
13000 28.51 -18.77 34.13 303
13025 26.51 -18.99 34.25 303
13050 28.43 -18.93 34.15 303
13075 28.23 -IB.8O 33.92 303
131OO 28.03 -18.67 33.67 303
160CO 22.91 -18.47 29.63 309
16025 23.06 -IR.38 29.69 308
16050 23,15 -18.60 29.70 309
16075 23.11 -18.91 29.86 309
14100 23.11 -lg. OO 29.92 309
1212N 27.49 -15.66 31.63 299
12150 27.63 -15.88 31.70 300
12175 27.68 -16.09 31.84 300
12200 27.47 -16,28 31.93 300
12225 27.61 -16.41 32.12 301
1312S 27.75 -18.58 33.39 304
13150 27.53 -18.56 33.20 306
13175 27.20 -18.47 32.88 304
13200 26.86 -18.18 32.42 304
13225 26.42 -lB.O7 32.01 304
14125 22,91 -19.22 29.91 31O
14lSO 22.97 -19.56 30.16 310
16175 23.64 -19.94 30.77 310
14200 23.82 -20.23 31.25 310
16225 26.11 -20.40 31.58 310
12250 27.60 -16.39 32.10 301
12275 27.52 16,32 32.00 300
12300 27.72 -16.C8 32.05 300
12325 27.98 -15.P9 32.18 299
12150 28.15 -15.96 32.35 299
13250 26.C1 -17.98 31.62 304
13275 25.70 -17.56 31.13 304
133O0 24.q9 -17o31 30.6O 305
13325 24.7S -L?.ll 30.09 304
1335O 24.66 -16.69 29.76 3O4
16250 24.14 -20.56 31.70 310
16275 23.75 -20.67 31.49 311
16300 23.27 -20.30 30.88 311
14325 22.76 -20.06 30._2 311
16350 22.30 -19.75 29.76 311
12375 28.21 -15.99 32.43 299
12400 28.42 -15.99 32.61 299
12425 28.3O -16.21 )2.62 3OO
1245O 28.13 -16.47 32.60 300
12475 28.3O -16.6T 32.B_ _00
13375 24.49 -16.28 29.4l _03
13600 24.45 -16.02 29.23 303
13425 24.16 -15.56 28.72 303
13450 23.86 -15.04 28.21 302
13415 23.$6 -14.65 2T.76 3O2
L6375 21.65 -19.27 29,13 3LL
16400 21.64 -19.12 28.73 312
16425 21.06 -I8.85 28.27 312
144S0 20.69 -18.23 27.63 311
16475 19.96 -17.69 26.52 311
12bOO 28.12 -16.70 32.70 301
12625 27.81 -16.4_ 32.32 300
12_50 27.71 -16.28 32.14 300
12_75 27.71 -16.35 32.17 300
12600 27.56 -16.65 32,19 301
13S00 23.45 -16.59 27.61 302
IT525 23.51 -15.00 21.89 302
13550 2_.37 -15.20 21.86 30_
13575 23.2O -15.67 2_.00 3O4
[3600 23.25 -16.00 28.22 3O4
16500 19.55 -16.86 25.80 311
16525 19.14 -16.11 25.02 310
16550 18.66 -15.25 26.13 309
14575 18.30 -16.65 23,64 309
16600 IN.Oi -14.22 22.95 308
12o2S 27.25 -17.17 32.21 302
12b50 27.05 -IT.47 32.20 303
12675 26.97 -17.60 32.10 30t
1270O 27.23 -17._0 32.36 303
12 t25 27.45 -17.65 32.63 30_
13625 2).15 -16.03 28.16 3Oh
13650 22.89 -16.20 26.09 105
L36T5 22.88 -16.66 26.17 306
13700 22.87 -16.56 2_.23 3O6
I3725 22.92 -i6.69 2U.35 306
16625 17.73 -13.69 22.28 307
14650 17.30 -12.70 21.68 306
L467S 16.96 -12.22 20.90 306
14TO0 16.97 -11.56 20.$3 306
14725 16.96 -ll.0L 2O.23 3O3
12 150 27.46 -t7.82 32.75 303
12 f75 27.59 -17.98 32.93 303
12800 27.73 -18.10 33. L2 303
12_25 27.89 -18.13 33.26 303
12O50 27.88 -I_.17 33.28 303
13150 23.C2 -16.82 28.SI 306
1]t75 22.79 -16.77 28.25 306
13800 22.66 -16.R8 28.26 307
13825 22.62 -17.03 2_.31 3O7
13_50 22.55 -17.29 2U.42 307
16750 16.90 -10.60 19.96 302
14775 it.09 -10.03 19.82 300
14800 16.95 -9.51 19.63 299
14_25 16.80 -8.94 19.03 298
14650 16.94 -8.66 18.93 296
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_nAL C_MPONENT, WL = MERIDI_N_L C_MPONENT, WS * WIND 5PEEO, THEfA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE I 1-20 (con't) PAGE181
FPS-16 RADAR/Jt_SPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-2 02/10/65 18282* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS IHETA ALT WX WZ WS 7HETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
MEIERS MI5_C M/SEC M/SIC DIG M_IERS M/SIC M/SIC M/SEC DEG METERS M/510 M/5EC M/SEC DIG
14175 1b,96 -8.07 18.78 295 15875 23.87 -14.20 27.78 301 16875 8,07 -13.10 "15.38 328
14900 16.42 -7.62 18.11 295 15900 23.09 -13.76 26.88 301 16900 8,54 -13.10 15.64 327
14925 16.36 -7.34 17.94 294 15925 22.12 -13.75 26.04 302 16925 9.30 -13.10 16.06 324
14950 16,94 -6.93 18.30 292 15950 20.99 -13.00 25.12 303 16950 9.87 -12.18 15.68 321
14975 16.96 -6.27 18.08 290 15975 19.68 -14.25 24.30 306 16975 9.78 -11.72 15.26 320
15000 16.95 -5.63 17.86 288
15025 17.00 -5.44 17.85 286
15_50 17.23 -5.25 18.01 287
15075 17.63 -4.79 18.27 285
15100 18.26 -8.63 18.84 284
16000 18.37 -14.62 23.48 308
16025 17.06 -14.43 22.34 310
16050 15.45 -14.78 21.38 314
16075 14.15 -15.05 20.66 317
16100 13.19 -14.71 19.76 318
170GO 9.41 -11.38 16.77 320
17025 9.57 -11.37 14.86 320
17050 10.13 -11.50 15.33 318
17075 10.31 -II.07 15.13 317
17100 9.90 -10.33 14.31 316
15128 18.64 -4.34 19.14 283
15150 19.17 -8.24 19.63 282
15175 20.01 -4.39 20.49 282
15200 20.70 -4.24 21.13 281
15225 21.19 -3*45 21.47 279
16125 12.04 -14.46 18.81 320
16150 11.85 -14.24 18,52 320
16175 12.00 ~14.37 18,72 320
16200 12.49 -14.55 19.18 319
16225 13.27 -14.37 19.57 317
17125 9.19 -I0.08 13.64 317
17150 8.56 -9.92 13.10 319
17175 8,73 -9.87 13.18 318
17200 9.21 -9.71 13.38 316
17225 9.48 -9.16 13.18 314
15250 21.63 -3.31 21.88 279
15275 22.18 -3.62 22.48 279
15300 22.25 -3.96 23.10 280
15325 23.49 -5.08 24.03 282
15350 23.7@ -5.33 24.37 282
16250 13.C5 -14.27 19.36 317
16275 12.57 -14.62 19.28 319
16300 13.20 -14.96 19.95 318
16325 13.82 -14.91 20.32 317
16350 14.47 -L4.66 20.60 315
17250 9.25 -8.78 12.75 313
15375 24.44 -5.12 24.97 282
15400 25.23 -5.34 25.78 282
15425 25.55 -5.74 26.19 282
15450 26.31 -5.75 26.93 282
15475 26.79 -6.05 27.46 283
16375 14.53 -14.52 20.54 315
16400 14.33 -14.89 20.67 316
16425 14.84 -15.40 21.39 316
]6450 15o00 -15.56 21.61 316
16675 14.83 -15.44 21.41 316
15500 26.78 _6.49 27.55 283
15525 26.95 -6.87 27.81 284
15550 27.37 -7.37 28.35 285
15575 27.94 _7.83 29.02 285
15600 28.16 -8.44 29.40 287
16500 14.38 -15.50 21.14 317
16525 13.97 -15.60 20.94 318
16550 13.96 -15.55 _0.90 318
16575 13.57 -15.13 20.32 318
16600 13.13 -14.78 19.77 318
15625 28.06 -9.50 29.62 289
15650 27.82 -10.83 29.85 291
15675 27.37 -11.84 29.82 293
15700 27.13 -12.47 29.86 295
16625 12.49 -15.10 19.60 _20
16650 12.06 -14.93 19.19 321
16675 12.12 -14.32 18.76 520
16700 11.49 -14.00 18.11 320
lk77_ In.ql --1_.TR 17._7 _1
15750 27.18 -13.42 30.32 296
15775 27.18 -13.86 30.51 297
15800 26.23 -14.07 29°77 298
15825 25.10 -14.05 28.77 299
15850 24.57 -14.11 28.33 300
16750 10.63 -13.67 17.31 322
16775 10.38 -13.94 17.38 323
16800 9.72 -14.28 17.27 326
16825 9.08 -13.89 16.60 327
16850 8,57 -13°54 16,02 328











TEST NUMBER 870-03 02/10/65. IS30Zt
MS THETA ALT MX MZ
M/SEE DEG METERS R/SEC R/SEE
8.85 157 1250 -7.39 1.75
8.72 157 1275 -6o99 1.74
8.67 155 1300 -6.A1 1.87
8.58 153 1325 -3.89 2.08
8.58 152 1350 -5.46 2.28
375 -4.01 7.44 8.45 151
400 -3.95 7.37 8.36 152
425 -3.96 7.25 8.26 151
450 -3.83 7.03 8.01 151
475 -3.74 6.87 7.82 151
500 -3.74 6.82 7.78 151
525 -3.81 6.88 7.87 151
550 -3.84 6.83 7.83 130
575 -3.78 6.80 7,76 151
600 -3.87 6.71 7.75 150
625 -3.96 6.47 7.59 148
650 -4.04 6.37 7.54 147
675 -4.12 6.18 7.43 146
700 -4.06 5.97 7.22 146
725 -4.27 5.81 7.21 143
750 -4.40 5.54 7.07 141
775 -4.45 5.25 6.89 140
800 -4.53 5.01 6.75 138
825 -4.51 4.88 6.68 137
850 -4.80 6.67 6.70 134
875 -5.09 4.11 6.55 129
900 -5.27 3,65 6.41 125
925 -5.48 3.53 6.52 123
950 -5.33 3.28 6.25 121
975 -5.07 3.03 5.91 121
1000 -5.13 2.91 5.90 118
1025 -5.31 2.99 6.10 119
1050 -5.60 3.21 6.46 120
1075 -5.96 3.19 6.76 118
1100 -6,20 3.11 6.94 116
1125 -6.31 3.02 7.00 115
1150 -6.42 2.90 7.04 114
1175 -6.65 2.68 7.17 112
1200 -7.11 2.27 7.46 108
1225 -7.65 1.94 7.70 104
ALT " ALTITUDE, MR
VELSCITY PREFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
WISED DEG METERS R/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7°39 103 2250 -0.88 3.68 3.78 166
7.20 104 2275 -1.09 3.84 3.99 166
6°68 306 2300 -1.38 3.89 4.13 160
6.25 109 2325 -1.56 3.83 4.13 158
5.91 112 2350 -1.56 3.77 4.07 157
1375 -4.88 2.79 5.62 120
1400 -4.22 3.31 5.37 128
1425 -3.68 3.73 5.24 135
1450 -3.26 4.14 5.27 142






2373 -1.32 3.39 3.63 159
2400 -1.12 2.98 3.18 159
2425 -1.13 2.78 3.00 158
2450 -0.86 2.39 2.54 160
2475 -0.47 2.06 2.11 167
4.49 5.35 147 2500 -0.28 L97 1.99 172
4.55 5.40 147 2525 -0.05 1.69 1.69 178
4.49 5.61 146 2550 0.30 1.37 1.40 192
4.40 5.28 146 2575 0.50 1.46 1.55 199
4.20 5.02 147 2600 0.54 1.84 1.92 196
1625 -2.51 3.91 4.65 147
1650 -2.28 3.66 4.32 168
1675 -2.09 3.51 4.09 149
1700 -1.96 3.66 4.13 151
1725 -1.76 4.12 4.48 157
2625 0.49 2.32 2.37 192
2650 0.17 2.65 2.66 184
2675 0.07 2.49 2.49 182
2700 0.26 2.66 2.48 186
2723 0.46 2.94 2.98 188
1750 -1.53 4.35 4.61 160
1775 -1.52 4.32 4.58 160
1800 -1.69 4.29 4.61 158
1825 -1.78 4.33 4.68 157
1850 -1.73 4.47 4.79 159
2750 0.78 3.33 3.42 193
2775 1.08 3.59 3.75 197
2800 1.20 3.79 3.97 197
2825 1.32 3.77 4.00 199
2850 1.27 3.66 3.88 199
1875 -1.62 4.42 4.70 160
1900 -1.37 4.36 4.57 162
1925 -1.22 4.43 4.59 164
1950 -1.18 4.30 4.45 164
1975 -1.12 4.14 4.29 165
2875 1.24 3.60 3.81 199
2900 1.43 3.68 3.94 201
2925 1.74 3.84 4.22 204
2950 1.98 4.16 4.60 205
2975 1.96 4.43 4.86 204
2000 -1.21 4.03 4.21 163
2025 -1.42 4.04 4.28 160
2050 -1.69 4.21 4.54 158
2073 -1.88 4.26 4.66 156
2100 -1.80 4.15 4.53 186
3000 1.85 4.88 5.22 201
3023 1.72 5.68 5.93 197
3050 1.45 6.36 6.52 193
3073 1.25 6.59 6.71 191
8100 1.08 6.71 6.79 189
2125 -1.51 4.11 4.38 160
2150 -1.24 4.05 4.23 163
2175 -1.03 4.01 4.14 165
2200 -0.96 3.93 4.06 166
2225 -0.93 3.74 3.85 166
ZSNAL CRMPSNENT, WZ " MER[OI8NAL
3123 0.64 6.92 6.95 185
3150 0.50 7.07 7.09 184
3175 0.91 6.86 6.92 187
8200 1*47 6.37 6.54 193
3225 1.87 5.86 6.15 198
08MPENENT, WS " MINC SPEED, THETA • MIND OIRECT]EN
ALT WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEE WISED M/SEC
3280 2.17 5.42 5.85
3275 2.39 5.23 5.75
3300 2.56 5.28 5.86
3325 2.79 5.29 5.98
3350 2.92 5,33 6.07
3375 3.11 5.41 6.24 210
3400 3.44 5.31 6.33 213
3425 3.66 5.29 6.63 215
3450 3.79 5.26 6.48 216
3475 3.85 5.C9 6.38 217
3500 3.86 5.00 6.32 217
3525 3.81 5.10 6._7 217
3550 3.73 5.25 6.43 215
3575 3.65 5.21 6.38 215
3600 3,69 5.12_ 6.31 216
3625 3.63 5.10 6.26 215
3650 3.56 5.07 6.19 215
3675 3.64 5.06 6.23 216
3700 3.62 5.14 6.28 215
3725 3.67 5,07 6.26 216
3750 3.83 4.98 6.28 217
3775 3.88 5.11 6.41 217
3800 3.97 5.28 6.61 217
3825 4.05 5.38 6.73 217
3850 3.82 5.45 6.65 215
3875 3.44 5.43 6.43 212
3900 3.24 8.39 6.28 211
3925 3.04 5.58 6.36 208
3950 2.87 5.84 6.50 206
3975 2.86 5.99 6.63 205
4000 2.95 6.02 6.70 206
4025 3.01 5.84 6.57 207
4050 2.97 5.68 6.41 207
4075 2.93 5.64 6.35 207
4100 2.84 5.75 6.41 Z06
4125 2.72 5.88 6.48 205
4150 2.53 5.85 6.37 203
4175 2.54 5.77 6.31 204
4200 2.57 5.79 6.33 204
4225 2.46 5.89 6.38 202
ALT - ALEITUDE_ RX = ZNAL
EPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE RIND
TEST NUMBER 870-03 02110165. 15302,
THETA ALT WX WZ
OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE
202 4250 2.36 5.95
204 4275 2.13 6.08
206 4300 1.82 6.12
208 4325 1.37 5.86
209 4350 1.20 5.59
VELSC|TY PRSFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
M/SEC CEG METERS R/SEC M/SEC WISED 0E0
6.40 201 5250 4.47 -0.57 4.51 277
6.45 199 5275 4.51 -0.71 4.56 279
6.38 196 5300 4.81 -0.84 4.59 280
6.02 193 5325 4.46 -1.01 4.57 283
5.72 192 5350 4.25 -0.85 4.33 281
4375 1.23 5.40 5.53 193
6400 1.01 5.38 5.47 190
4425 0.91 5.35 5.42 189
4450 0.88 5.22 5.29 189
4475 0.67 5.17 5.22 187
5375 4.14 -0.53 4.18 277
5400 4.35 -0.43 4.37 275
5425 4.79 -0.52 4.82 276
5450 5.15 -0.46 5.17 275
5675 5.35 -0.31 5.36 273
4500 0.56 5.11 5.14 186
4525 0.70 4.94 4.99 188
4550 1.03 4.85 4.96 192
4575 1,22 4.93 5.07 194
46O0 1.24 4.94 5.10 194
5500 5.35 0.02 5.35 270
5525 5.20 0.21 5.20 267
5550 5.20 0.20 5.20 268
5575 5.27 0.40 5.29 265
5600 5.25 0.51 5.27 264
6625 1.29 6.88 8.05 195
4650 1.21 4.86 5.01 194
4675 1.07 4.92 5.03 192
4700 1.05 4.95 5.06 192
4725 1.22 4.96 5.10 194
5625 5.25 0.59 5.28 263
5650 5,38 0,68 5.43 263
5675 5.72 0.68 5.76 263
5700 6.04 0.72 6.09 263
5725 6.21 0,82 6.27 262
4750 1.50 4.84 5.07 197
4775 1.70 4.73 5.03 20D
4800 1.79 4.57 4.90 201
4825 2.06 4.02 4.52 207
4850 2.45 3.53 4.30 215
5750 6.33 0.86 6.39 262
5775 6.47 0.93 6.54 262
5800 6.78 1.11 6.87 261
5825 7.15 1.25 7.2b 260
5050 7.19 1.50 7.34 258
4875 2.79 3.13 4.19 222
4900 3.20 2.55 4.09 2_I
4925 3.56 1.90 4.03 242
495O 3.86 1.13 4.02 254
4975 4.04 O.45 4.07 264
5875 6.99 1.82 7.23 255
5900 6.88 2.26 7.24 252
5925 6.91 2.65 7.41 249
5950 7.01 2.88 7.58 247
5975 T.O0 3.20 7.70 245
5000 4.09 -0.03 4.09 270
5025 4.07 -0.15 4.07 272
5050 3.99 -0.10 3.99 271
5075 4.00 -0.04 4.00 270
5100 4.08 -0.17 4.08 272
8000 6.82 3.45 7.64 243
6025 6.57 3.58 7.49 241
6050 6.38 3.81 7.43 239
6075 6.38 4.12 7.60 237
6100 6.53 4.35 7.85 236
5125 4.15 -0.30 4.16 274
5150 4.18 -0.22 4.18 273
5175 4.07 -0.19 4.07 273
5200 4.08 -0.23 4.08 273
5225 4.28 -0.34 4.30 274
6125 6.55 4.50 7.95 235
6150 6.77 4.41 8.07 237
6175 7.13 4.14 8.25 240
6200 7.37 3.84 8.31 262
6225 7,49 3.62 8.32 244
CSMPgNENT, WZ - MERIOI_NAL CSMPONENT, WS • WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE li-21 (con't) PAGE 183
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE RIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-03 02/10/65. 1530Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT MX NZ H5 THETA ALT RX _Z RS THETA ALT MX MZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/8EC M/SEE M/5EC CEG METERS M/SEE R/SEE N/SEE DEG
6250 7.56 3.57 8,34 244 7250 6.79 1.65 6.99 256 8280 8.49 2.80 8*94 252
6278 7.60 3.50 8*56 248 7275 6.48 1.82 6.71 254 8275 8.91 2.96 9.39 251
8300 7.69 3*37 8.40 266 7300 5.78 1.94 6.10 251 8300 9.35 3,05 9.84 252
6325 7.76 3*22 8.41 247 7325 5.35 2.09 5,74 248 8325 9.71 3.07 10.18 252
6350 7.71 3.16 8.34 248 7350 5.10 2.23 5.57 246 8350 10,03 3.05 10.48 253
6375 7.51 2.93 8.06 248
8400 7,33 2,74 7.83 249
6425 7.23 2.90 7.79 248
8450 7.19 3.15 7,84 246
6478 7.06 3.25 7.78 245
7375 5.03 2.37 5.56 245
7400 5.16 2.38 5.69 245
7425 5.31 2.43 5.85 245
7450 5.52 2.37 6.01 247
7475 5.87 2.36 6.32 248
8375 10.40 3.04 10.83 254
8400 10.65 3.08 11.09 254
8425 10.74 3.17 11.20 253
8450 10.96 3.40 11.47 253
8475 11.17 3.78 11.79 251
8800 6.89 3.Q9 7.55 246
6525 6.74 2.96 7.36 246
6550 6.46 2.88 7.08 246
6575 6.24 2.72 6.80 246
6600 6.00 2.56 6.52 247
7500 6.22 2.54 6.72 248
7525 6.50 2,77 7.07 247
7550 6,62 2*76 7.17 247
7575 6.60 2.65 7.11 248
7600 6.39 2,73 6.95 247
8500 11.28 4.06 11.99 250
8525 11.33 4.21 12.09 249
8550 11.41 4.23 12.17 269
8575 11.47 4.27 12.26 249
8600 11.46 4.41 12.28 249
6825 5.74 2.20 6.15 249
6650 8.58 1.88 5*89 251
6675 5.53 1.82 5.82 252
6700 5.41 1.85 5.72 251
8725 5.17 1.78 5.47 251
7625 6.23 2.76 6.81 246
7650 6.09 2.70 6.66 246
7678 5.96 2.79 6.57 245
7700 5.78 3.08 6.55 242
7725 5,75 3,38 6.67 239
8625 11.57 4.53 12.63 248
8650 11.81 4.52 12.65 249
8675 11.98 6.39 12.76 250
8700 11,95 4.33 12.71 250
8725 11.79 4.41 12.59 249
6750 5.12 1.81 5.43 250
6775 5.38 2.01 5.74 249
6800 5,74 1.92 6.05 251
6825 6*06 1,56 6.26 255
6850 6.39 1.24 6.51 289
7750 5.94 3.37 8.83 240
7778 6.17 3.26 6.97 242
7800 6.42 3.39 7.26 242
7825 6.71 3.51 7.57 242
7850 7.07 3.75 8.00 242
8750 11.72 4.57 12.58 249
8775 11.88 4,57 12.54 248
8800 11.72 _.50 12.55 249
8825 11.80 4.6_ 12.68 248
8850 11.99 4.81 12.92 248
6875 6.42 1.03 6.50 261
6900 6.24 0.93 8.31 261
8925 6.12 0.87 6.18 262
6950 6.14 0*78 6.19 263
6975 6.29 0.80 6.34 263
7878 7.35 3.96 8.34 242
7900 7.56 3.86 8.49 243
7925 7,69 3.66 8.51 244
7950 7.75 3.35 8.46 246
7975 7.74 2.96 8.29 249
8875 12.10 4.94 13.07 248
8900 12.09 4.90 13.04 268
8925 12.16 4.86 13.10 248
8950 12.23 4.84 13.16 248
8975 12.22 4.96 13.19 248
7000 6.32 0.98 6.40 261
7025 8.13 1.17 6.24 289
7050 5.93 1.38 6.09 257
7075 6.04 1.51 6.23 256
8000 7.68 2.68 8.13 251
8025 7.70 2.76 8.18 250
8050 7,63 2.81 8.13 280
8078 7.54 2.84 8.06 249
9000 12.20 5.10 13.22 247
9025 12.41 4*98 13.37 248
9050 12.47 4.72 13.34 249
9075 12.51 4.58 13.32 250
7125 6.45 1.53 6.63 256
7150 6*76 1.52 6.92 257
7175 7*10 1.44 7.26 258
7200 7.05 1.32 7.17 259
7225 6.81 1.41 6.98 258
8125 7.16 2.83 7.68 248
8150 7.26 2.77 7.77 249
8178 7.54 2.70 8.01 280
8200 7.84 2.71 8.29 251
8225 8.17 2,66 8.59 252
9125 12.62 4.67 13.46 249
9150 12.63 4.75 13,49 249
5175 12.67 4.78 13.38 249
9200 12.22 4.72 13.10 249
9225 12.28 4.66 13.13 269
ALT - ALTITUDE_ RR = ZBNAL CEMPBNENT, MZ = NERIDIBNAL CEMPENENT, MS = MINE SPEED, THETA = MIND DIRECTTBN
FPS-16 RAOARIJINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBF;LE
TEST NUMBER 870-03 02/10285_ 15302e EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX HZ _S THETA ALT RX RZ RS THETA ALT MX RZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
9250 12.34 4.69 13.21 249 10250 10.18 2.54 10.49 256 11280 16.45 -6*58 17,72 292
9275 12.12 4*59 12.96 249 10275 9.99 3.21 10.49 252 11275 16.56 -6.90 17.95 292
9300 12,00 4.63 12.79 250 10300 10.19 3.62 10,81 250 11300 16.96 -7.35 18.48 293
9325 11.88 4*62 12.75 249 10325 10.37 3.91 11.09 249 11325 17.37 -7.92 19.09 294
9350 11.87 4.86 12.82 248 10350 10.35 4.21 11.17 248 11350 17.39 -8.60 19.40 296
9375 11.90 4.82 12.84 248
9400 11.88 4.92 12.86 247
9625 11.78 4.92 12.76 247
9450 11.68 4.82 12.45 247
9475 11.54 4.91 12.54 247
10375 10.26 4.40 11.16 247
10400 10,24 4.60 11.23 246
10628 10.61 6.66 11,41 246
10450 10.66 4.62 11.60 266
10675 10.81 4.46 11.70 247
11375 17.76 -9.25 20.03 297
11400 18.61 -9.87 20.89 298
11428 18.81 -10.33 21.46 299
11450 19.13 -10.51 21.83 299
11475 19,59 -10.82 22.38 299
9500 11,77 5.15 12.85 246
9525 11.82 5.16 12.90 246
9550 11.89 5*08 12.92 247
9575 12*00 5.14 13,06 247
9_00 12,19 5.16 13,24 267
10500 11.29 3*80 11.91 251
10525 11.94 2.98 12.30 256
10550 12.51 2.29 12.72 259
10575 13.31 1.88 13.44 262
10600 14.29 1.81 14.61 283
11500 20.19 -11.33 23.16 299
11525 20.95 -11.82 24.05 299
11550 21.87 -12.38 25.13 299
11575 22*59 -12.82 25.97 299
11600 23.52 -12.86 26.80 298
9625 12.37 5.21 13.62 247
9650 12,68 5.27 13.73 267
9875 13.03 5.18 14.02 268
9700 13.38 5,06 14.30 269
9725 83*96 5.05 14.85 250
10625 14.74 1,82 14.85 263
10650 16.28 1.49 14.36 264
10678 13.72 0.75 13.74 267
10700 13.52 0.10 13.52 269
10725 13.36 -0.26 13.36 271
11625 24.64 -13.00 27.86 298
11650 25.28 -13.33 28.58 298
11678 25.86 -13.42 29.16 297
11700 26.50 -13.47 29.72 297
11725 27.06 -13.40 30.20 296
9750 14.45 5.05 15.31 251
9775 14.77 4.87 15.55 252
9800 15.37 4*37 15.98 254
9825 15.94 3.65 16.35 257
9850 16.11 3.29 16.44 258
10750 13.26 -0.40 13.25 272
10775 13.16 -0.63 13.17 273
10800 13.04 -0.78 13.06 273
10825 12.81 -1.07 12.85 275
10850 12765 -1.51 12.74 277
11750 27.48 -13.32 30*5_ 296
11775 27.68 -13*29 30.71 295
11800 27.81 -13.25 30.80 295
11825 27.86 -13.28 30.86 295
11850 28.00 -13.39 31.04 295
9875 16.27 3.27 16.60 258
9900 16.39 3.29 16.72 258
9925 16,43 3.15 16,73 259
9950 16.62 2*73 16,65 260
9975 16.06 2.16 16.20 262
10875 12787 -1.69 12.98 277
10900 13.02 -1.93 13.17 278
10925 13.11 -2.12 13.28 279
10950 13.31 -2.31 13.51 280
10975 13.58 -2.50 13.81 280
11875 28.13 -13.59 31.26 296
11900 28.26 -13.81 31.43 296
11925 28.56 -14.08 31.84 296
11950 28.63 -14.21 31.96 296
11975 28.61 -14.24 31.98 296
10000 15.53 1.76 15.63 263
10025 15.15 1.63 15.24 264
10050 14.63 1.57 14.71 264
10075 14,08 1.49 14.15 264
10100 13,57 1.51 13.65 263
10125 12,99 1.58 13.08 263
10150 12.51 1.58 12.61 263
10175 11.98 1.68 12.10 262
10200 11.32 1.76 11.45 261
10225 10.71 1.98 10.90 259
11000 13.85 -2.77 14.13 281
11028 14.05 -3.17 14.40 283
11050 16.27 -3,57 14.71 284
11075 14.49 -4.20 15.09 286
11100 16,73 -6.72 15.47 286
11128 15.13 -5.00 15.94 288
11150 15.60 -8.25 16.27 289
11175 15.45 -5.50 16,40 289
11200 15.77 -5.81 16.80 290
11225 16.23 -6.25 17.39 291
12000 28.57 -16.30 31,95 296
12025 28,66 -14.60 32,06 297
12050 28.99 -14.65 32.39 296
12075 29.19 -14.58 32.62 296
12100 29.21 -16.79 32.76 297
12125 28.97 -14,78 32.52 297
12150 28*64 -14.58 32.13 297
12175 28.29 -14.07 31.60 296
12200 28.20 -13.99 31.68 296
12225 28.49 -16.40 31.92 297
ALT " ALTITUDE* RX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENIt MZ " RERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTv MS = MINE SPEED* THETA " MIND D]RECT[8N
PAGE 184
ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC NFSEC DEG
12250 28.56 -14,68 32.12 297
12275 28.64 -15.06 32.36 298
12300 28.81 -15.41 32.67 298
12325 28.68 -15.62 32.66 298
12350 28,54 -15.81 32.63 299
12375 28.48 -16.07 32.70 299
12400 28.43 -16.37 32.80 300
12425 28.#6 -16.53 32.91 300
12450 28.51 -16.65 33.02 300
12475 28.53 -16.75 33.08 300
12500 28.21 -16.67 32.77 300
12525 28,12 -16.62 32.67 300
12550 28.17 -16.79 32.80 301
12575 28.32 -16.88 32.97 301
12600 26,98 -16.15 31.46 301
12625 26.89 -16.19 31.39 301
12650 28.21 -16.87 32.87 301
12675 28,04 -16.80 32.69 301
12700 28.05 -16.89 32.76 301
12725 28.00 -16.99 32.75 301
12750 27.86 -16.94 32.61 301
12775 27.77 -16.98 32.55 301
12800 27.77 -17.21 32.67 302
12825 27.98 -17.53 33.02 302
12850 28.10 -17.77 33.24 302
12875 27.98 -17.78 33.15 302
12900 27.77 -17.69 32.93 302
12925 27.51 -17.68 32.70 303
12950 27.26 -17.60 32.45 303
12975 26.83 -17*30 31.92 303
13000 26.33 -16.75 31.21 302
13025 25.88 -16.19 30.53 302
13050 25.33 -16.01 29,97 302
13075 24.79 -16*07 29.54 303
13100 26.59 -16.07 29.37 303
13125 26.76 -16.17 29.57 303
13150 24.67 -16.21 29,51 303
13175 24.46 -15.79 29.12 303
13200 24.28 -15,36 28.73 302
13225 23.84 -14.84 28.08 302
TABLE 11-2i (con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJINSeeENE WIND VELKITT PRREILE
TEST NUMBER 870-03 02/IOI65t 153OZo EASTERN TEST RANGE* FL|RIDA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX NZ W5 .THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG
13250 23.70 -14,20 27.63 301
13275 23.83 -13*98 27.62 300
13300 23.77 -13.99 27.58 300
13325 23.97 -13.96 27.76 300
13350 24.08 -13.98 27.84 300
13375 23.87 -14.13 27.74 300
13400 23.82 -14.O9 27.68 300
13425 23,70 -14.14 27.59 301
13450 23.62 -14.47 27.70 301
13475 23.53 -14.60 27.69 302
13500 23.49 -14.49 27.59 301
13525" 23.48 -14.51 27.60 302
13550 23.26 -14.69 27.51 302
13575 23.19 -14.98 27.61 303
13600 23.11 -15.20 27.66 303
13625 23.12 -15.24 27.69 303
13650 23.32 -15.40 27.95 303
13675 23.31 -15.47 27.98 303
13700 23.33 -15.55 28.04 304
13725 23.41 -15.80 28.24 304
13750 23,45 -16.06 28.42 304
13775 23.37 -16.23 28.45 305
13800 23.45 -16.23 28.52 305
13825 23.48 -16.44 28,66 305
13850 23.67 -_6.72 28.98 305
13875 23.89 -16.69 29.14 305
13900 23.96 -16.69 29.20 305
13925 23.96 -16.93 29.34 305
13950 23.86 -17.13 29.37 305
13975 23.93 -17.30 29.53 306
14000 24.13 -17.50 29.80 306
14025 24.45 -17.69 30.18 306
14050 24.85 -18.06 30,72 306
14075 25,01 -18.41 31.O5 306
14100 25.03 -18.48 31.12 306
14125 24.81 -18.47 30.93 306
14150 24.37 -18.22 30.43 307
14175 23,86 -17.91 29.83 307
14200 23.49 -17.59 29.34 307
14225 23.26 -17.36 29.02 307
METERS MISEC NISEC R/SEC OEG
14250 23.00 -17,33 28.80 307
14275 22,73 -17.37 28.61 307
14300 22,18 -17.25 28.10 308
14325 22.13 -16.94 27.87 307
14350 22.24 -16.71 27.82 307
14375 22.11 -16.66 27.68 307
_6400 21.91 -16.68 27.53 307
14425 21.55 -16.61 27.08 307
14450 21.12 -15.95 26,46 307
16475 20,71 -15,50 25.87 307
14500 20,25 -15.18 25.31 307
14525 19.73 -14.98 24.77 307
14550 19.37 -14.61 24.14 306
14575 19.01 -13.77 23.47 306
14600 18.58 -12.90 22.62 305
14625 18.14 -12.07 21.79 303
14650 17.75 -11.56 21.18 303
14675 17.56 -10.65 20.53 301
14700 17.49 -9,87 20.08 299
14725 17.39 -9.31 19.73 298
14750 17.20 -8.77 19.30 297
14775 17.31 -8.42 19.25 296
14800 17.68 -7.91 19.37 294
14825 17.72 -7.04 19,O7 291
14850 17.62 -6.38 18.76 290
14875 17.65 -5.75 18.56 288
14900 17.75 -5.15 18.69 _86
14925 18.03 -4.48 18°58 284
14950 18.48 -4.07 18.93 282
14975 18.81 -6.13 19.26 282
15000 19.14 -3.45 19.45 280
15025 19,32 -3*03 19.56 279
15050 19.55 -3.O1 19.78 279
15075 20,07 -2,83 20.27 278
15100 20.60 -3.17 20.84 279
15125 20.51 -2.94 20.72 278
15150 20.73 -3.25 20.99 279
15175 21.26 -3.86 21.61 280
15200 21.60 -3.55 21.89 279
15225 22.21 -3.08 22.42 278
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CBMP8NENT, MZ • NERIDIBNAI CBNPENENT) WS • WINC SPEED) THETA • WIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-03 02/10/65v 1530Z) EASTERN TEST RANGE) FLeRIOA
ALT NX MZ MS THETA ALT WX NZ NS THETA ALT MR MZ N5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG mETERS M/SEC N/SEC MISEC OEG mETERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
15250 22.71 -3.15 22.9) 278
15275 22.96 -3.02 23.16 277
15300 23.76 -3.00 23.93 277
15325 24.68 -3.68 26.95 278
15350 25°05 -3.82 25.34 278
15375 25.05 -3.71 25.32 275
15400 24.98 -4.88 25.45 281
15425 25.81 -5.11 26.31 281
15450 26.54 -5.13 27.03 281
15675 26.68 -5.55 27.25 282
15500 27.04 -5.85 27.66 282
15525 27.61 -6.74 28.42 284
15550 28.45 -6.55 29.20 283
15575 28.47 -6.67 29.26 283
15600 28.12 -7.39 29.08 285
15625 27.87 -8.39 29.10 287.
15650 27.26 -9.90 29.00 290
15675 26,96 -9.80 28.68 290
15700 26.88 -9.85 28.62 290
15725 26.42 -10.65 28.48 292
15750 26.63 -11.13 28.87 293
15775 27.29 -11.68 29.69 293
15800 27.25 -12.16 29.86 294
15825 26.93 -12.54 29.71 295
15850 26.24 -12.87 29.22 296
15875 25.43 -13.19 28.84 297
15900 24.93 -12.96 28.10 297
15925 24.28 -12.61 2T,36 297
15950 23.00 -12.80 26.32 299
15975 22.14 -12.96 25.66 300
16000 21.86 -13.06 25.46 301
16025 21.09 -13.14 24.85 302
16050 20.20 -12.84 23.93 302
16075 18.91 -12.56 22.70 303
16100 17.O8 -12.86 21.38 307
16125 15.68 -13.44 20.65 310
16150 15.17 -13.08 20.03 311
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = E_NAL CONP_NENT) WZ • MER|DIONAL C_NP_NENT, WS _ MINE SPEEDt THETA =WINO DIREETI8N
TABLE ll-22 PAGE 185
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PR8EILE
TEST NUMBER B70-06 02/IOI65t I6652, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLeRIDA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT MX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE R/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE E/SEC N/SEE DEG
200 -2.87 5.37 6.09 152 1200 -6.86 3.92 7.90 120 2200 0.02 3.15 3.15 180
225 -2.94 5.27 6*06 151 1225 -6*96 3.85 7.96 119 2225 0o06 2.89 2.90 101
250 -2.78 5.67 6.16 153 1250 -7.30 3.71 8.18 117 2250 -0.21 2.73 2.76 175
275 -2.66 5.69 6.21 156 1275 -7.52 3.36 8.23 116 2275 -0.49 2.96 2.98 170
300 -2.50 6.62 6.89 159 1300 -7*60 3.09 8*20 112 2300 -0.59 3.06 3,12 169
325 -2.72 7.08 7.59 159
350 -2.98 7.33 7.91 158
375 -3.25 7.70 8.36 157
600 -3.56 7.83 8.59 155
625 -3.68 7,89 8.71 155
1325 -7°66 3.32 8.15 114
1350 -7.02 3.77 7.97 118
1375 -6.65 3°70 7.44 120
1400 -5.80 3.11 6.58 118
1625 -5.21 2.78 5.91 118
2325 -0.43 2.99 3.02 172
2350 -0.22 3.02 3.02 176
2375 -0.25 3.00 3.01 175
2600 -0.32 2.86 2.88 173
2425 -0.42 2.60 2.64 171
650 -3.72 8.03 8.85 155
475 -3,78 8.13 8-.97 155
500 -3,81 8.26 9.08 155
525 -3.84 8.21 9.07 155
550 -3.87 8.13 9.00 156
1650 -4.52 3.05 5.45 126
1475 -3.67 3°68 5.20 135
1500 -2.96 4.23 5.16 165
1525 -2.66 4.60 5.06 151
1550 -2.09 4.17 4.67 153
2650 -0.32 2.28 2.30 172
2475 -0.02 2.02 2.02 179
2500 0.19 1.66 1.67 186
2525 0.37 1.30 1.35 196
2550 0.62 1.25 1.32 198
575 -3.88 8.19 9.06 156
600 -3,99 8.11 9.04 156
625 -4,17 7.99 9.01 152
650 -6.29 7.87 8.97 151
675 -4.32 7.83 8.96 151
1575 -1.76 3.86 6.22 155
1600 -1.68 3.37 3.76 153
1625 -1.69 2.86 3*32 169
1650 -1.64 2.60 3.07 168
1675 -h71 2,61 3.12 167
2575 0.27 1.65 1.67 189
2600 0.13 2.11 2.12 183
2625 0.26 2.67 2.68 185
2650 0.62 3.25 3.31 191
2675 1.02 3*39 3.56 197
700 -6,56 7.82 9.04 150
725 -6.86 7.64 9.04 167
750 -5.05 7.64 9.00 146
775 -5.18 7.27 8.93 144
800 -5.27 7*05 8.80 163
1700 -1.73 2.78 3.27 168
1725 -1.60 2.95 3.36 151
1750 -1.33 3.07 3.36 156
1775 -0*97 3.18 3.32 163
1800 -0,72 3.28 3.36 167
2700 1.37 3.39 3.65 202
2T25 1.65 3.30 5.69 206
2750 1.92 3;20 3.73 211
2775 2.07 3.19 3.80 213
2800 2.16 3.53 6.16 211
825 -5.55 6.81 8.78 161
850 -5,92 6*58 8.85 138
875 -6.06 6.33 8.77 136
900 -6.00 6.08 8.54 135
925 -5.89 5.62 8o16 133
1825 -0.63 3.31 3.37 169
1850 -0*66 3.32 3*39 169
1875 -0.54 3.63 ,3.67 ITl
1900 -0*28 3.63 3.64 175
1925 -0.11 3.70 3.70 178
2825 2.23 6.01 4.59 209
2850 2.16 6.46 6.95 206
2875 2.05 6.82 5.26 203
2900 2,04 6.96 5.37 202
2925 2.17 5.23 5*67 202
950 -5.86 5.09 7.76 131
975 -5.86 6.78 7.56 129
1000 -5.94 4.61 7.52 128
1025 -6.05 6.60 7.60 12T
1050 -6.07 6.63 7.63 127
1950 -0.01 3.65 3.65 180
1975 0.21 3.59 3.60 183
2000 0.38 3.47 3.69 186
2025 0.37 3.31 3.33 186
2050 0.15 3.16 3.16 183
2950 2.42 5.63 6.12 203
2975 2.65 5°89 6.45 204
3000 2.87 6.13 6,76 205
3025 2.67 6,36 6.90 203
3050 2.09 6.81 7.12 197
1075 -6.26 6.43 7.67 125
1100 -6*33 6.29 7.65 126
1125 -6.61 6.19 7.66 123
1150 -6.59 4,10 7.76 122
1175 -6,77 6.05 7.89 121
2075 -0.08 3.26 3.26 178
2100 -0.39 3.63 3.66 173
2125 -0.56 3.54 3.58 171
2150 -0,36 3.57 3.59 176
2175 -0.13 3.37 3.30 178
3075 1.62 7.32 7.66 191
3100 1.65 7.50 7.63 191
3125 1.97 7.00 7.27 196
3150 2.49 6.10 6.59 202
3175 3.11 5.53 6.34 209
ALT " ALTITUDE* MX " ZBNAL CRMPENENT* WZ = HERIDISNAL CSMEENENTv MS = MINe SPEEDt THETA =NIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1NSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/lO/65v 1665Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLBRIDA
ALT NX MZ N5 THETA ALT NX WZ NS THETA ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC NISEC DEG METERS N/SEC NISEC NISEC DEG
3200 3*75 5.00 6.25 217 6200 3.18 5.29 6.18 211 5200 3.61 0.15 3.61 267
3225 4.20 4.86 6.61 221 6225 3.00 5.29 6.08 209 5225 3.66 -O.OT 3.46 271
3250 6.46 6.98 6.67 222 4250 2.89 5.60 6.12 208 5250 3.36 0.02 3.36 269
3275 6.52 5.15 6.85 221 6275 2.83 5.50 6.19 207 5275 3.38 0.26 3.39 265
3300 6.60 5.32 6.91 219 4300 2.61 5.50 6.08 205 5300 3.65 0.50 3.69 262
3325 4.31 5.62 6.93 218
3350 4.61 5.37 6.95 219
3375 4.59 5.19 6.93 221
3400 6.68 5.18 6.98 222
3625 4.61 5.12 6*89 222
3450 4.52 5.05 6.78 222
3675 4.68 5.09 6.78 221
3500 4.53 5.07 6.80 222
3525 6.61 5.02 6.81 222
3550 6.62 6.99 6,80 223
6325 2.40 5.69 5.99 203
4350 2.23 5.58 6.01 202
4375 2.02 5.64 5.99 199
4600 1.72 5.56 5,80 197
6425 1.49 5.46 5.66 195
6650 1.36 5*32 5.49 196
4475 1.16 5.09 5.22 193
4500 1.13 6.93 5*06 193
6525 1.21 6.76 6.91 194
6550 1.13 4.67 6.80 193
5325 6.14 0.50 6.17 263
5350 6.47 0.31 6.48 266
5375 4.73 0.23 4.73 267
5400 5.03 0.01 5.03 270
5625 5.30 0.12 5.30 268
5450 5.37 0.56 5.60 266
5675 5.26 0.83 5.30 261
5500 5.23 1.08 5.34 258
5525 5.2A 1.28 5.39 256
5550 5,17 1.39 5.36 255
3575 4.60 6.90 6.72 223
3600 4,51 6.97 6.71 222
3625 6.60 5.03 6.69 221
3650 6.64 6.92 6.63 222
3675 4.50 6.87 6.63 223
4575 1.02 6.61 4.72 192
4600 0.98 4.67 4.77 192
4625 1.06 6.74 4.86 192
4650 1.10 6.61 6.76 193
4675 0,99 4.51 4.62 192
5575 5.16 1.54 5.38 253
5600 5.36 1.60 5.59 253
5625 5.61 1.61 5.78 256
5650 5.96 1.09 6.04 259
5675 6.27 0.97 6.35 261
3700 4.47 6.97 6.69 222
3725 4.38 5.11 6.76 220
3750 4.15 5.24 6.68 218
3775 4.02 5.37 6o70 217
3800 A*OO 5.63 6.75 216
6700 1.01 6.A9 4.60 192
4725 1.13 4.33 6.68 196
4750 1.31 6.16 4,36 197
4775 1.46 6.08 4.33 199
4800 1.64 6.08 4.60 202
5700 6.51 1.02 6.59 261
5725 6.56 1.15 6.66 260
5750 6.57 1.33 6.71 258
5775 6.62 1.39 6.76 258
5800 6.60 1.42 6.75 258
3825 3.84 5.54 6.7N 215
3850 3.68 3.57 6.68 213
3875 3.62 5*60 6.66 213
3900 3.59 5.61 6.66 212
3925 3.46 5.61 6.58 211
6825 2.01 3,98 6.46 207
6850 2.28 3.70 4°36 211
4875 2.67 3.38 4.19 216
4900 2.68 3.02 6.03 221
6925 2.e2 2.67 3*98 226
5825 6.56 1.41. 6.69 258
5850 6.48 1.44 6.64 257
5875 6.62 1.56 6.80 257
5900 6.90 1.93 7.16 256
5925 6*99 2.35 T.38 251
3950 3.24 5.55 6.43 210
3975 3.12 5.49 6.32 209
6000 2°97 5.60 6.34 208
6025 2.61 5,85 6.41 206
4050 2.46 5.89 6.38 203
4950 2.98 2,18 3.69 234
4975 3.10 1,67 3.63 266
5000 3*22 1.05 3.39 252
5025 3.33 1.01 3.48 253
5050 3.27 0.90 3.40 254
5950 6*95 2.58 7*61 269
5975 6.88 2.94 7.48 247
6000 6.91 3.21 7.62 245
6025 T*03 3.30 7.77 245
6050 7.21 3.33 7.94 245
6075 2.69 5.76 6.34 205
6100 2.95 5.58 6.31 208
4125 3.03 5.36 6.16 209
6150 3.06 5.34 6.16 210
6175 3.16 5.36 6.22 210
5075 3,15 0.71 3.23 257
5100 3.11 0.68 3.18 258
5125 3.18 O.TO 3.26 257
5150 3*28 O.6T 3*35 258
5175 3.67 0.49 3.51 262
6075 7.42 3.35 8.15 246
6100 7.59 3.52 8.37 245
6125 7.62 3*67 8.66 246
6150 7.71 3.76 8.57 24A
6175 7.87 3.50 8*62 246
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX " Z8NAL CEMP8NENTt MZ = NERIOISNAL CBMPSNENTt NS = NINC SPEEOt THETA =MINO DIRECTISN
PAGE186 TABLEi1-22(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1NSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/10/65v 16452t EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLSRIOA
ALT WX N/ HS THETA ALT HX MZ NS TNETA ALT WX W/ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEO M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEE OEG
6200 7.96 2.92 8.48 250 7200 7.26 1.89 7.51 255 8200 6.95 3.70 7.87 242
6225 7,82 2.68 8.26 251 7225 6.98 2.11 7.30 253 8225 6.81 3.62 7.71 242
6250 7.69 2.90 8.22 249 7250 6.69 2.34 7.09 251 8250 6.76 3.45 7.59 243
6275 7.60 3.15 8.23 247 7275 6.39 2.42 6.86 249 8275 7.00 3.47 7.81 243
6300 7.37 3.24 8.05 246 7300 6.26 2.42 6.69 269 8300 7.45 3*66 8.30 244
6325 7.17 3.40 7.94 244
6350 7.03 3,52 7.87 243
6375 6.90 3.68 7*82 242
6400 6.74 3.93 7.80 240
6625 6,61 3,85 7.65 240
7325 6.07 2.55 6,59 247
7350 6.15 2.82 6.76 245
7375 6.42 2.85 7.02 246
7400 6.68 2.72 7.03 247
7425 6.64 2.67 7.16 248
8325 8.00 3,93 8.91 244
8350 8.39 4.09 9.34 246
8375 8.71 4.17 9.66 244
8400 9.00 4.22 9.94 245
8625 9.26 4.26 10.19 245
6650 6.48 3.A7 7.35 242
6475 6.38 3.05 7.07 244
6500 6.17 2.76 6,76 246
6525 5.76 2.53 6*29 246
6550 5.43 2*43 5.95 246
7450 6.92 2.51 7.36 250
7475 7.05 2.39 7.44 251
7500 7.20 2.58 7.64 250
7525 7.16 2.73 7.67 249
7550 7.17 2.86 7.72 248
8450 9.50 4.26 10.41 266
8475 9.71 4.24 10.59 246
8500 9.94 4.09 10,75 247
8525 10.21 4.18 11.03 248
8550 10.50 4.51 11.43 247
6575 5.67 2.36 5.95 266
6600 5.74 2.11 6.12 250
6625 6.09 1.99 6.60 252
6650 6.34 1.94 6.66 253
6675 6.42 1.83 6.67 254
7575 7.33 2.93 7.90 248
7600 7.44 2*80 7.95 249
7625 7.53 2.76 8.02 250
7650 7.59 2.85 8.11 249
7675 7.57 2.78 8.06 250
8575 10.71 6.77 11.73 246
8600 10.99 5.10 12.11 265
8625 11.18 5.28 12.36 265
8650 11.32 5.42 12.55 244
8675 11.39 5.57 12,67 244
6700 6.39 1.72 6.62 255
6725 6.34 1.66 6.56 255
6750 6.29 1.59 6.49 256
6775 6.27 1.62 6.68 255
6800 6.21 1.72 6.44 254
7700 7,38 2.79 7.89 249
7725 7.12 3.03 7.73 247
7750 6.87 3.26 7.61 244
7775 6.69 3.47 7.53 242
7800 6.62 3.70 7.59 241
8700 11.47 5.62 12.78 264
8725 11.45 5.52 12.71 264
8750 11.37 5,45 12.61 244
8775 11.33 5.A1 12.55 244
8800 11.35 5.34 12.55 245
6825 6.18 1,72 6.41 256
6850 6,31 1.57 6.50 256
6875 6.47 1.35 6.61 258
6900 6*88 1.16 6.98 260
6925 7.30 1,03 7.38 262
7825 6.61 3.80 7.62 240
7850 6.72 3.90 7.77 240
7875 7.04 6.05 8.12 240
7900 7.27 4.12 8.36 240
7925 7.27 4.20 8,40 240
8825 11.42 5.26 12.57 245
8850 11.41 5.15 12.52 246
e875 11.55 5.18 12.65 246
8900 11.71 5.15 12.79 246
8925 11.77 5.06 12.81 247
6930 7.38 1.12 7.66 261
6975 7.27 1.19 7.37 261
7000 7.22 1.05 7.30 262
7025 7.22 0.88 7.28 263
7050 7.12 1.07 7.20 261
7950 7.21 4.28 8.39 239
7975 7.20 4.21 8.34 240
8000 7.19 4.02 8.26 241
8025 7.27 3.86 8.23 242
8050 7.61 3.8I 8.33 243
8950 11.82 6.90 12.79 247
8975 11.82 4.67 12.71 268
9000 12.01 4.64 12.87 269
9025 12.22 4.60 13.05 249
9050 12.23 4.53 13.05 250
7075 6.96 1.53 7.13 257
7100 6.91 1.81 7.15 255
7125 7,19 1.90 7.44 255
7150 7.44 1.82 7.66 256
7175 7.43 1.77 7.66 256
8075 7.31 3.81 8.24 242
8100 7.18 3.69 8.08 243
8125 7.15 3.61 8.01 243
8150 7.11 3,65 7.99 243
8175 7.05 3.67 7.94 262
9075 12.32 4.58 13.14 249
9100 12.35 6,62 13.18 249
9125 12.22 6.66 15.07 249
9150 12.10 4.78 I3.01 248
9175 I2*OA 6.88 12.99 248
ALT "ALTITUOE* MX =ZONAL E_MP_NENTt MZ • MER10|SNAL C8RPSNENT, MS • WINE SPEED, THETA " HIND DIRECTiJN
t
FPS-16 RADRR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-04 02110165, 1645Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLSRIOA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CSG METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEC OEG
9200 12.03 4.90 12.99 248 10200 9.85 2.90 10.27 253 11200 17.31 -8.55 19.31 296
9225 12.03 5.05 13.05 247 10225 lO.O0 3,25 10.51 252 11225 17.68 -8.93 19.81 297
9250 12.06 5.28 13.16 246 10250 10.19 3.64 10.82 250 11250 17.89 -9.35 20.19 297
9275 11.99 5.31 13.11 266 10275 10.65 3.65 11.26 251 11275 18.46 -10.05 21.01 298
9300 11.97 5.32 13.10 246 10300 10.93 3.94 11.62 250 11300 19.10 -10.66 21.87 299
9325 11.99 5.37 13.14 246
9550 11.87 5.45 13.06 245
9375 11.90 5.55 13.13 245
9400 11.85 5.59 13.10 245
9425 11.73 5.67 13.03 264
10325 10.85 4.59 11.78 247
10350 10,79 _.56 II.71 247
10375 11.10 3.99 11.79 250
10600 11.8I 3,45 12.31 254
10425 12.48 3.12 12.86 256
11325 19.48 -11.15 22,45 300
11350 19.77 -11.49 22.87 300
11375 20.34 -11.74 23.49 300
11400 21.69 -11,90 24.74 299
11425 22.63 -11.75 25.50 297
9450 11.80 5.76 13.'13 244
9475 11.93 5.76 13.25 245
9500 12.05 5.78 13,37 246
9525 12.23 5.7'2 13.51 245
9550 12.65 5.60 13.84 246
10450 13.58 2.65 13.84 259
10475 14.80 2,23 14_96 261
10500 15.39 1.84 15,50 263
10525 15.26 1.68 15.35 264
10550 15.08 1.65 15.17 264
11450 22.87 -11.83 25.75 297
11475 24.11 -12,18 27.01 297
11500 25.27 -12.32 28.12 296
11525 25.79 -12.16 28.51 295
11550 26.53 -12.00 29.12 294
9575 13.00 5*48 14.10 247
9600 13.28 5.30 16.30 248
9625 13.72 5.27 14.70 249
9650 14.06 5.18 14.99 250
9675 14.37 4.99 15.21 251
10575 14.73 1.86 14.84 263
10600 16.15 1.95 14.29 262
10625 13.92 1,71 16.03 263
10650 14.13 1,36 14.20 264
10675 14.30 0.93 14.33 266
11575 27.66 -12.04 29.98 293
11600 26.01 -11.40 28.40 293
11625 27.72 -12.21 30.29 294
11650 30.60 -13.54 33.46 296
11675 29,36 -12.86 32.05 293
9700 14.81 4.94 15.61 251
9725 15.15 4.77 15.88 252
9750 15.35 4.54 16.01 253
9775 15.60 4.36 16.20 254
9800 15.87 4.02 16.37 256
10700 14.26 0.77 14.28 267
10725 14.01 0.75 14.03 267
10730 13.91 0.56 13.93 268
10775 14.25 0.42 14.25 268
10800 14.55 0.06 14.55 270
11700 29.68 -12.90 32.36 293
11725 29.97 -13.23 32.77 294
11750 30.18 -13.39 33.02 294
11775 30.05 -13.44 32.92 294
11800 29.92 -13.30 32.75 294
9825 16.08 3.76 16.51 257
9850 16.14 3.37 16.49 25B
9875 16.09 2.89 16.35 260
9900 15.93 2.53 16.13 261
9925 I5.29 2.21 15.44 262
10825 14.58 -0.39 14.59 271
10850 14.78 -0.73 14.79 273
10875 14.89 -1.19 14.94 274
10900 14.80 -1.90 14.92 277
10925 15.72 -2.28 14.89 279
11825 29.81 -13.23 32.62 294
11850 29.74 -13.43 32.63 294
11875 29.83 -13.51 32.74 294
I1900 29.95 -13.50 32.85 294
11925 29.95 -13.61 32*90 294
9950 14.52 2.04 14.67 262
9975 13.94 1.99 14.08 262
10000 13.09 1.86 13.22 262
10025 12.52 1.90 12.66 261
I0050 12.1A 1.88 12.28 261
10950 14.72 -2.40 14.92 279
10975 14.77 -2.74 15.03 280
I1000 14.87 -3.12 15.20 282
11025 15.04 -3.45 I5.43 2R3
11050 15.09 -3.93 15.60 284
11950 30.00 -13.65 32.96 294
11975 30.24 -13.63 33,17 294
12000 30*34 -13.78 33*33 294
12025 30.45 -13.93 33.48 294
12050 30*35 -13.78 35.33 294
10075 11.52 1.84 11.67 261
10100 11.11 2.06 11.30 259
10125 10.81 2.31 11.06 258
10150 10.51 2.55 10.82 256
10175 10.01 2.81 10,40 254
11075 15.02 -4.63 15.72 287
11100 15.09 -5.57 16.09 290
11125 15.36 -6.17 16.55 292
11150 16.02 -7.09 17.51 2q4
11175 16.62 -7.85 18.38 295
12075 30.12 -13.68 33.08 294
12100 29.87 -13.66 32.85 294
12125 29.58 -13.30 32.43 294
12150 29.49 -13.08 32.26 294
12175 29.56 -13.10 32.31 294
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZSNAL CgMPgNENT, M/ - MERIOISNAL CSMPBNENI, MS " WINE SPEEO, TNETA • WIND DIRECTION
L_
TABLE 11-22(con't) PAGE187
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-04 02/10/651 1645Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
ALT MX MZ MS THET6 ALT MX NZ US THETA ALT WX MZ NS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEE R/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/S_C OEG METERS R/SEE R/SEE M/SEE OEG
12200 29.54 -13.25 32.37 294 13200 24.47 -14*08 28.24 300 14200 23.03 -15.61 27.83 304
12225 29*47 -13.62 32.38 294 13225 24.36 -14.26 28.23 300 16225 22.88 -15.64 27.72 304
12250 29.39 -13.69 32*42 295 13250 24.20 -14.43 28.18 301 14250 22.66 -15.46 27.43 304
12275 29.28 -14.04 32.47 295 13275 24.22 -14.50 28.23 301 14275 22.26 -15.14 26*92 304
12300 29.19 -14.14 32.44 296 13500 24.27 -[4.69 28.37 301 14300 21.84 -[4.90 26.44 304
12325 29.19 -14.30 32.51 296
12350 29.07 -14.69 32.57 297
12375 28.94 -14.67 32.45 297
12400 28.82 -14.50 32.26 297
12425 28.75 -14.64 32.26 297
13325 26,09 -14.85 28*30 301
13350 24.04 -14.87 28.27 302
13375 23.95 -15.00 28.26 302
13400 24.02 -15.03 28.34 302
13425 24.31 -15,12 28.63 302
14325 21.58 114.79 26.16 304
14350 21.39 -14.44 25.81 306
14375 20.98 -14.10 25.28 304
14400 20.36 -13.84 24.62 304
14425 20.15 -13.54 24.28 304
12450 28.84 -14.93 32.47 297
12475 28.91 -15.28 32.70 298
12500 28.91 -15.35 32.73 298
12525 28.75 -15.19 32.51 298
12550 28.66 -15.04 32.36 298
13450 24.31 -15.20 28.67 302
13475 24.32 -15.23 28.69 302
13500 24.46 -15.34 28.87 302
13525 24.68 -15.64 29.22 302
13550 24.89 -15.84 29.50 302
14450 20.08 -13.30 24.09 303
14475 19.76 -13.29 23.81 304
14500 19.51 -13.12 23.51 304
14525 19.47 -[2.67 23.23 303
14550 19.14 -12.53 22.88 303
12575 28.53 -14.78 32.13 297
12600 28.68 -14.88 32.13 297
12625 28.67 -15.29 32.49 298
12650 28.63 -15.67 32.64 299
12675 28.60 -15.87 32.71 299
13575 25.04 -15.86 29.64 302
13600 25.16 -16.10 29.87 302
13625 25.34 -16.89 30.18 303
13650 25.48 -16.34 30.27 302
13675 25,78 -16.33 30,47 302
14575 19.06 -12.18 22.62 302
14600 18.88 -11.65 22.18 301
14625 18.58 -10.87 21.53 300
14650 18.52 -10.31 21,19 299
14675 18.39 -10.30 21.08 299
12700 28.68 -15.77 32.73 299
12725 28.67 -15.67 32.67 298
12750 28.67 -15.57 32.62 298
12775 28.61 -15.50 32.54 298
12800 28.54 -15.55 32.51 298
13700 26.00 -16.57 30.83 302
[3725 26.00 -16.68 30.89 303
13750 25.98 -16.69 30.88 303
13775 25.97 -16.70 30.87 303
13800 25.78 -16.80 30.77 303
14700 18.47 -9.88 20*95 298
14725 18.35 -9.22 20.53 297
14750 18.37 -9.10 20.50 296
14775 18.44 -8.90 20.47 296
14800 18.21 -8.45 20.07 295
12825 28.49 -15.43 32.40 _ 298
12850 28.44 -15.40 32.34 298
12875 28.16 -15.42 32.10 299
12900 27.85 -15.18 31.72 298
12925 27.41 -14.74 31.12 298
12950 26.87 -14.49 30.53 298
12975 26.43 -14.26 30.03 298
13000 26.25 -14.33 29.90 298
13025 25.81 -14.40 29.56 299
13050 25.39 -14.27 29.13 299
13075 25.36 -14.31 29.12 299
13100 25.17 -14.52 29.06 300
13125 24,82 -14.44 28.71 300
13150 24.49 -14.01 28.21 300
13175 24.40 -13.97 28.11 300
13825 25.61 -16.62 30.53 303
13850 25.48 -16.42 30.31 303
13875 25.33 -16.48 30.22 303
13900 25.13 -16.43 30.03 303
13925 25.11 -16.37 29*97 303
13950 25.10 -16.42 29.99 303
13975 24.84 -16.42 29.77 303
14000 24.73 -16.32 29.63 303
14025 24.59 -16.55 29.64 304
14050 24.04 -16.52 29.17 304
14075 23.69 -16.20 28.70 304
14100 23.56 -16.12 28.53 304
14125 23.59 -16.05 28.53 304
14150 23.40 -15.78 28.22 304
14175 23.09 -15.55 27.84 304
14825 17.79 -8.00 19.51 294
14850 17.93 -7.74 19.53 293
14875 18.21 -7.25 19,60 292
14900 17.95 -6.55 19.11 290
14925 18.02 -6.13 19.03 289
14950 18.26 -5.75 19.15 287
14975 18.02 -5.07 18.71 286
15000 17.95 -4.10 18.42 283
15025 18.12 -3.32 18.42 280
15050 18.34 -2.76 18.55 278
15075 18.79 -2.24 18.92 277
15100 19.03 -2.06 19.14 276
15125 19.18 -1.96 19.28 276
[5150 19.68 -2.27 19.81 276
15175 20.12 -2.56 20.29 277
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = Z8NAL CSMPBNENTt WZ = NERIOIENAL CBMPBNENT, NS " NINE SPEED, THETA = MIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE MIND VELBC|TY PR8F|LE
TEST NUMBER 870-04 02/10/65, 164511 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBR|OA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX MZ NS THETA ALT MX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC OEG METERS N/SE[ N/SEE M/SEE OEG
15200 20.63 -2.58 20.79 277 16200 18.04 -13.04 22.26 306
15225 21.02 -2.45 21.17 276 16225 18.20 -13.03 22.39 305
15250 21.45 -2.91 21.65 278 16250 17.97 -13.13 22.26 306
15275 21.83 -3,01 22.04 278 16275 18.01 -13.39 22.44 306
15300 21.92 -2.68 22.09 277 16300 17.83 -13.92 22.62 308
15325 22.04 -2.61 22.20 277
15350 22.86 -2.89 23.05 277
15375 23.70 -3.39 23,94 278
15400 24.32 -3.62 24.58 278
15425 24.98 -3.91 25.29 279
16325 17.54 -14.26 22.61 309
16350 [7.41 -14.01 22.34 309
16375 17.08 -13.90 22.03 309
16400 16.57 -14.49 22.02 311
16425 16.45 -15.11 22.34 312
15450 25.37 -8.96 25.68 279
15475 25.81 -4.44 26.19 280
15500 26.34 -4.76 26.76 280
15525 26.56 -5.05 27.03 281
15550 26.81 -5.61 27.38 282
16450 16.23 -15.32 22.32 313
16475 15.94 -15.21 22.03 313
[6500 15.88 -15.47 22.17 314
16525 15.88 -16.03 22.56 315
16550 15.55 -16.08 22.37 316
15575 27.11 -5.70 27.70 282
15600 27.41 _5.36 27.93 281
15625 27.47 -5.91 28.10 282
15650 27.56 -7.19 28.49 284
15675 27.61 -7.56 28.63 285
16575 15.34 -15*87 22.07 316
16600 14.59 -15.73 21.45 317
16625 13.96 -15.79 21.06 318
16650 13.55 -15.54 20.61 319
16675 13.21 -15.36 20.26 319
15700 27.37 -8.30 28.60 287
15725 27.28 -9.28 28.81 289
15750 27.61 -9.96 29.35 290
15775 27.73 *10.40 29.61 290
15800 27.47 -10.80 29.52 291
16700 12.79 -15.12 19_80 320
15825 27.54 -11.34 29*78 292
15850 28.24 -12.14 30.74 293
15875 28.98 -13.04 31.78 294
15900 28.35 -13.44 31.38 295
15925 27.15 -13.42 30.29 296
15950 26.26 -18.35 29.46 297
15975 25.50 -13,53 28.87 298
16000 24.97 -13.20 28.24 298
16025 24.08 -12.84 27.29 298
16050 22.97 -13.00 26.39 299
16075 21.81 -13.15 25.47 301
16100 20.59 -13.05 24.38 302
16125 19.65 -12.75 23.42 303
16150 18.63 -12.55 22.30 304
16175 17.90 -12.82 22.02 305
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZgNAL CBMPBNENT, MZ = NERIDISNAL CBRPSNENTt US = MINC SPEEDy THETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 188 TABLE II-23
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02/10/651 L802Zt
ALT WX U2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ
METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC
225 -3.31 5.58 6.49 149 1225 -5.66 4.60
250 -3.92 5.68 6.90 143 1250 -5.78 6.68
275 -4.10 6.05 7.31 146 1275 -5.97 4.53
300 -4.20 6.50 7.73 147 1300 -6.20 4.74
325 -4,39 6.92 8.20 147 1325 -6.36 4.67
VELDCITY PRDFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
US THETA ALT WX UZ US THETA
M/SEC DEG NETERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
7,30 129 2223 -0.52 2.49 2,55 168
7.32 128 2250 -0.25 2.66 2.67 176
7.50 127 2275 0,30 2.54 2.56 186
7.80 127 2300 0.63 2.35 2.43 195
7.89 126 2325 0.49 2.39 2.64 191
350 -4.32 7.25 8.43 149 1350 -6.40 4.65 7.91 126
375 -4.43 7.34 8.57 149 1375 -6.22 4.54 7.70 126
400 -4.54 7.44 8.72 148 1400 -6.03 4.41 7.47 126
425 -4.63 7.54 8.84 148 1425 -5.33 4.62 7.05 131
450 -4.78 7.50 8.89 147 1650 -3.90 4.71 6.11 140
475 -4.75 7.54 8.91 148 1475 -2.86 4.51 3.34 147
500 -4.80 7.61 9.00 148 1500 ' -2.16 4.31 4.82 153
525 -5.00 7.67 9.15 147 1525 -1.40 4.20 4.43 161
550 -5.02 7.68 9.18 147 1550 -O.T2 4.O2 4.08 170
575 -5.08 7.75 9;27 147 1575 -0,26 3.58 3.59 176
600 -5.27 7.80 9.41 146 1600 -0.34 3.30 3.31 174
625 -5.18 7.76 9.33 146 1625 -0.65 3.19 3.26 168
650 -4.94 7.70 9.15 147 1650 -O.7O 3.29 3.37 168
675 -5.08 7.63 9.17 146 1675 -0,42 3.39 3.42 173
TOO -5.15 7.58 9.17 146 1700 -0.22 3.34 3.35 176
725 -5.19 7.40 9.04 145 1725 0.03 3.36 3.36 180
750 -5.19 7.16 8.85 144 1750 0.23 3.37 3.38 184
775 -5.05 6.90 8.55 144 1775 0.19 3.31 3.32 183
800 -5.28 6.57 8.43 141 1800 0.12 3.09 3.09 182
825 -5.48 6.29 8.34 138 1825 0.15 2.97 2.98 183
850 -5.51 6.04 8.18 137 1850 0.27 2.95 2.96 185
875 -5.45 6.D1 8.11 138 1875 0.36 2.94 2.96 187
900 -5.39 6.13 8.16 138 1900 0.38 2.84 2.87 188
925 -5.37 6.15 8.17 139 1925 0.49 2.60 2.65 191
950 -5.37 6.14 8.16 139 1950 0.48 2.29 2.34 192
975 -5.72 6.02 8.30 136 1975 0.11 2.22 2.23 183
1000 -6.09 5.82 8.43 136 2000 -0.19 2.56 2.56 176
1025 -6.05 5.64 8.27 133 2025 -0,12 2.91 2.91 178
1050 -6.04 5.43 8.12 132 2050 0.07 3.10 3.10 181
1075 -6.28 5.25 8.18 130 2075 0.27 3.23 3.24 185
liD0 -6.27 4.92 7.97 128 2100 0.38 3.12 3.14 187
1125 -6.23 4.62 7.75 126 2125 0.24 2.97 2.98 184
1150 -6.05 4.66 7.64 127 2150 0.05 2.73 2.73 181
L175 -5.80 4.61 7.41 128 2175 -0.21 2.43 2.44 175
1200 -5.71 4.53 7.29 128 2200 -0.55 2.39 2.65 167
ALT " ALTITUDE, UX " ZDNAL CSNP_NENT* UZ - NERIOIRNAL CBMP_NENT*
2350 D.23 2.39 2.40 185
2375 O,10 2.53 2.53 182
2400 O.OX 2.66 2.66 180
2425 -O.O4 2.54 2.54 179
2450 -0.10 2.15 2.15 177
2475 -O.O2 1.85 1.85 179
2500 0.14 1.64 1.64 185
2525 O.OO 1.47 1.47 180
2550 -0.05 1.47 1.47 178
2575 -0.09 1.69 1.69 177
2600 -0.21 1.99 2.00 176
2625 -0.08 2.39 2.39 178
2650 0.61 2.68 2.74 193
2675 1.47 2.81 3.17 207
2700 1.94 2.63 3,27 216
2725 2.09 2.43 3.20 220
2750 2.26 2.53 3.39 222
2775 2.63 2.59 3.69 225
2800 2.88 2.65 3.91 227
2825 3.11 2.98 4.31 226
2850 3.22 3.30 6.61 224
2875 3.28 3.61 6.88 222
2900 3.41 4.09 5.32 220
2925 3.38 4.31 5.48 218
2950 3.26 4.58 5.62 215
2975 3.31 4.86 5.88 214
3000 3.36 5.31 6.28 212
3025 2.93 6.05 6.73 206
3050 2.26 6.81 7,17 198
3075 2.07 7.05 7.35 196
3100 2.41 6.60 7.02 200
3125 2.85 5.92 6.57 206
3150 3.50 5.22 6.28 214
3175 3.94 4.83 6.23 219
3200 4.11 4.84 6.35 220











































ALT = ALTITUDE, UX -
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02110165, 1802Z*
WS THETA ALT WX WZ
M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC
6.57 220 4225 1.90 5.95
6.57 218 4250 1.54 5.95
6.59 217 4275 1.25 5.91
6.59 216 4300 0.98 6.10
6.46 215 4325 0.99 6,09
VELSCITY PROFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
US THETA ALT WX WZ US THETA
MISEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6.25 198 5225 3.41 0.65 3.66 262
6.15 194 5250 3.80 0.27 3,81 266
6.04 192 5275 4.07 0.13 4.06 268
6.18 189 5300 4.13 -0.04 4.13 270
6.17 189 5325 4.18 -0.24 4.19 273
6.23 215 4350 1.08 5.87 5.97 190 5350 4.32 -0.45 4,34 276
6.12 215 4375 1.03 5.53 5.63 190 5375 4.50 -0.41 4.31 275
6.07 216 4400 0.95 5,21 5.29 190 5400 4.78 -O.lR 4.79 272
6.08 216 4425 0.88 6.89 4.97 190 5425 4.95 0.10 4.95 269
6.15 215 4450 0.90 4.79 4.88 19D 5450 4.91 0.30 4.92 266
6.19 215 6475 0.91 4.82 4.90 190
6.30 214 4500 0,84 4.85 4.92 190
6,40 214 4525 0.79 4,87 4.93 189
6.53 218 A550 0.94 4.75 4.84 191
6.59 213 4575 1.11 4.64 4.77 193
5475 4.88 0.52 4.91 264
5500 4.93 0.74 4.98 261
5525 4.89 0.77 4.95 261
5550 5.10 0.85 5.17 260
5575 5.25 0.86 5.32 260
6.47 213 4600 1.16 4.57 4.72 194
6.31 211 4625 1.08 4.56 6.69 193
6.25 210 4650 0.89 4.87 4.95 190
6.27 210 4675 0.80 5.08 5.15 1E9
6.40 209 4700 1.09 4.91 5.03 192
5600 5.3A 0.81 5.40 261
5625 5*63 0.67 5.67 263
5650 5.91 0.68 3.95 263
5675 6.19 0.64 6.22 264
5700 6.49 0.52 6_31 265
6.45 209 6725 1.61 4.53 4.81 199 5725 6.71 0.72 6.75 264
6.51 209 4750 2.04 4.10 4.58 206 5750 6.67 0.82 6.72 263
6.69 209 4775 2.38 3.57 4.29 213 5775 6.62 0.78 6.67 263
6.65 207 A800 2.43 3.09 3.93 218 5800 6.67 0.82 6.72 263
6.55 205 4825 2.47 2.74 3.69 222 5825 6.60 |.DO 6.68 261
6.62 202 4850 2.60
6.75 201 4875 2.71
6.59 202 4900 2.80
6.39 203 4925 2.75
6.28 206 4950 2.70
2,23 3.93 229 5850 6.58 1.21 6.70 259
1.58 3.14 240 5875 6.60 1.50 6.77 257
1.27 3.08 245 5900 6.67 1.56 6.85 257
1.17 2.99 247 5925 6.86 1.46 7.01 258
1.11 2.91 247 5950 7.20 1.68 7.39 257
6.21 209 6975 2.75 0.92 2.90 251
6.18 213 5000 2.8t 0.70 2.90 256
6.26 214 5025 2*86 0.57 2.92 259
6.48 215 5050 3.18 0.29 3.20 265
6.41 214 5075 3.46 0.14 3.46 268
5975 7.40 2,00 7.67 255
6000 7.47 2.29 7.81 253
6025 7.56 2.35 7.92 253
6050 7.77 2.33 8.12 253
E075 8.OT 2.28 8.39 254
6.24 211 5100 3.52
6.13 208 5125 3.40
6.06 205 5150 3.17
6.08 202 5175 3.03






6100 8.09 2.31 8*42 2S4
6125 7.95 2.62 8.37 252
6150 7.86 2.62 8.28 251
6175 7*68 2.53 R.O8 252
6200 7.51 2.66 7.96 250
Z_NAL COMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDIENAL CBMPSNENT, US . WINC SPEED, THETA = UIND DIRECTION
gTABIF 11-23 (con't) PAGE189
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02/10/65, 1802Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA MET W.X WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6225 7.48 2*67 7*94 250 7225 8.33 2.22 8.62 255 8225 8.54 5.08 9*94 259
6250 7.69 2.91 8.22 249 7250 8.28 1.89 8*49 257 8250 8.62 5.08 10.01 239
6275 7.83 3.15 8.43 248 7275 8.25 1.69 8.42 258 8275 8.73 5.01 10.07 240
6300 7*75 3.25 8.41 247 7300 8.44 1.53 8.58 260 8300 9*09 5.03 10.39 241
6325 7.81 3.33 8.49 247 7325 8.57 1.61 8.72 259 8325 9.53 5.11 10.82 242
6350 7.77 3.14 8.38 248
6375 7.64 2.91 8.17 249
6400 7.58 2.75 8.01 250
6425 7.37 2.66 7.84 250
6450 7.24 2.54 7.67 251
7350 8.74 1.72 8.91 259
7375 8.80 1.59 8.94 260
7400 8.81 1.77 8.99 258
7425 8.81 1.83 9.00 258
7450 8.69 1.72 8.86 259
8350 9.84 5.27 11.16 242
8375 10.08 5.29 11.39 242
8400 10.40 5.35 11.70 243
8425 10.52 5.29 11.78 243
8450 10.53 5.24 11.76 243
6475 7.08 2.56 7.52 250
6500 6.84 2.57 7.31 249
6525 6.65 2.47 7.09 249
6550 6.69 2.33 7.08 251
6575 6.70 2.26 7.07 251
7475 8.78 1.72 8.94 259
7500 8.83 1.65 8.98 259
7525 8.74 1.77 8.92 258
7550 8.68 1.81 8.86 258
7575 8.49 1.90 8.70 257
8475 10.76 5.39 12,04 243
8500 10.86 5.42 12.14 243
8525 11.07 5.46 12.34 244
8550 11.28 5.48 12.54 244
8575 11.34 5.53 12.62 244
6600 6.65 2.27 7.03 251
6625 6.66 2.17 7.00 252
6650 6*73 2.18 7.08 252
6675 6.89 2.16 7.22 252
6700 6.96 1.97 7.24 254
7600 8.46 2.23 8.75 255
7625 8.30 2.37 8.63 254
7650 8.00 2.50 8.38 253
7675 8.12 2.71 8.56 251
7700 8.42 2.96 8.92 250
8600 11.48 5.78 12.86 243
8625 11.45 5.95 12.91 242
8650 11.38 6.04 12.88 242
8678 11.41 6.08 12.93 242
8700 11.46 6.06 12.96 242
6725 7.02 2.00 7.30 254
6750 7.12 1.95 7.39 255
6775 7.32 1.76 7.53 256
6800 7.62 1.59 7.78 258
6825 7.85 1.32 7*97 260
7725 8.64 3.02 9.15 251
7750 8.76 3.02 9.26 251
7775 8.82 3.04 9.33 251
7800 8.83 3.06 9.35 251
7825 8.73 3.44 9.39 248
8725 11.62 6.03 13.09 242
8750 11.88 5.99 13.31 243
8775 12.11 6.15 13.58 243
8800 12.11 6.28 13.64 242
8825 12.08 6.37 13.66 242
6850 8.13 0.92 8.19 263
6875 8.32 0.75 8.36 265
6900 8.45 0.81 8.49 264
6925 8.53 0.80 8.56 264
6950 8.38 0.86 8.42 264
7850 8.57 3.65 9.32 247
7875 8.50 3.70 9.27 246
7900 8.47 3.99 9.37 245
7925 8.45 4.16 9.42 244
7950 8.40 4.28 9.43 243
8850 12.21 6.43 13.79 242
8875 12.15 6.22 13.65 243
8900 12.04 5.99 13.45 243
8925 12.15 5.99 13.54 244
8950 12.32 6.12 13.76 243
6975 8.23 1.12 8.31 262
7000 8.32 1.14 8.40 262
7025 8.54 1.10 8.61 263
7050 8.71 1.21 8*79 262
7075 8.72 1.34 8.82 261
7975 8.40 4.34 9.46 242
8000 8.38 4.34 9.44 242
8025 8.32 4.43 9.43 242
8050 8.49 4.47 9.60 242
8075 8.75 4.43 9.79 245
8975 12.38 6.05 13.78 244
9000 12.32 5.82 13.62 245
9025 12.52 5.76 13.78 245
9050 12.67 5.80 13.93 245
9075 12.51 5.91 13.84 245
7100 8.71 1.55 8.84 260
7125 8.67 1.79 8.85 258
7150 8.48 2*05 8.73 256
7175 8.27 2.25 8.57 255
7200 8.21 2.32 8.53 254
8100 8.81 4.39 9.84 243
8125 8.55 4.46 9.64 242
8150 8.27 4.74 9.53 240
8175 8.64 5.15 10.05 239
8200 8.79 5.16 10.19 239
9100 12.41 6.03 13.80 244
9125 12.41 6.00 13.79 244
9150 12.54 5.91 13.86 245
9175 12.78 5.83 14.05 245
9200 12.93 5.79 14.17 246
ALT = ALTITUDEw WX = ZSNAL CSMPENENTe RZ = HERIDISNAL CSHPSNENT, MS = M|NC SPEEOt THETA " WIND OIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02/10/65, 18022, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT MX NZ HS THETA ALT NX MZ MS THETA ALT WX RZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC MISEC OEG METERS H/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS NISEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG
9225 13.07 5.65 14.24 246 10225 9.46 4.96 10*68 242 11225 18.82 -9.67 21.16 297
9250 13.26 5.62 14.40 247 10250 9.55 5.05 10.80 242 11250 19.10 -10.25 21.68 298
9275 15.43 5.71 14.59 247 10275 9.95 5.05 11.16 243 11275 18.78 -10.90 21.72 300
9300 13.43 5.68 14.58 247 10300 10.70 4.81 11.73 246 11300 18.80 -11.45 22.02 301
9325 13.46 5.67 14.60 247 10325 11.79 4.56 12.64 249 11325 19.59 -11.77 22.85 301
9350 13.65 5.59 14.75 248
9375 13.73 5.46 14.77 248
9400 13.82 5.55 14.89 248
9425 13.88 5.58 14.96 248
9450 14.04 5.54 15.09 248
9475 14.24 5.50 15.26 249
9500 14.33 5.42 15.32 249
9525 14.37 5.48 15.37 249
9550 14.40 5.50 15.41 249
9575 14.56 5.45 15.55 249
10350 13.07 4.21 13.73 252
10375 13.91 3.76 14.41 255
10400 14.87 3.23 15.22 258
10425 15.65 2.64 15.87 260
10450 15.80 1.86 15.91 263
10475 15.64 1.11 15.68 266
10500 15.41 0.66 15.42 267
10525 14.96 0.39 14.96 268
10550 14.35 0.35 14.36 268
10575 13.86 0.15 13.86 269
11350 20.05 -12.17 23.45 301
11375 20.45 -12.53 25.98 301
11400 20.97 -12.57 24.45 301
11425 21.61 -12.67 25.05 300
11450 22.48 -12.98 25.96 300
11475 23.41 -13.13 26.84 299
11500 24.40 -13.05 27.67 298
11525 25.66 -12.92 28.73 297
11550 26.44 -12.79 29.37 296
11575 26.82 -12.75 29.69 295
9600 14.76 5.44 15.73 250
9625 14.86 5.49 15.84 250
9650 14.87 5.30 15.79 250
9675 14.91 5.08 15.75 251
9700 15.01 4.88 15.79 252
10600 13.56 -0.27 13.56 271
10625 13.25 -0.57 13.27 272
10650 13.22 -0.89 13.25 274
10675 13.20 -1.23 13.26 275
10700 13.35 -1.47 13.43 276
11600 27.33 -12.73 30.15 295
11625 27.67 -12.80 30.49 295
11650 28*07 -12.99 30.93 295
11675 28.54 -12.93 31.33 294
11700 28.86 -12.82 31.57 294
9725 14.82 4.48 15.49 253
9750 14.50 4.15 15.08 254
9775 14.28 3.87 14.80 255
9800 13.93 3.69 14.41 255
9825 13.72 3*47 14.15 256
10725 13.66 -1.67 13.76 277
10750 13.99 -1.80 14.11 277
10775 14.37 -2.11 14.53 278
10800 14.78 -2.87 15.06 281
10825 15.18 -3.62 15.60 283
11725 29.36 -12.80 32.03 293
11750 29.73 -13.07 32.47 294
11775 29.86 -13.47 32.76 294
11800 30.25 -13.67 33.19 294
11825 30.55 -13.62 33.45 294
9850 13.57 3.31 13.97 256
9875 13.26 3.57 13.68 256
9900 12.89 3.37 13.32 255
9925 12.48 3.43 12.94 254
9950 12.03 3.47 12.32 254
10850 15.27 -4.05 15.B0 285
10875 15.32 -4.27 15.90 285
10900 15.59 -4.51 16.23 286
10925 15.80 -4.70 16.49 286
10950 15.81 -5.15 16.62 288
11850 30.55 -13.69 33.48 294
11875 30.55 -13.81 33.52 294
11900 30.30 -13.94 33.35 295
11925 30.13 -14.27 33.34 295
11950 30.29 -14.32 33.51 295
9975 11.62 3.46 12.12 253
10000 11.17 3.59 11.73 252
10025 10.80 3.77 11.44 251
10050 10.48 3.92 11.19 249
10075 10.04 3.91 10.77 249
10975 15.86 -5.60 16.82 289
11000 15.89 -6.12 17.03 291
11025 15.41 -6.68 16.79 293
11050 15.96 -7.50 17.64 295
11075 16.61 -8.39 18.61 297
11975 30.29 -14.23 33.47 295
12000 30.16 -14.22 33.34 295
12025 30.11 -14.48 33.60 296
12050 30,05 -14.85 33.52 296
12075 29.92 -14.87 33.41 296
10100 9.61 4.17 10.48 246
10125 9.45 4.39 10.42 245
10150 9.46 4.47 10.46 245
10175 9.44 4.61 10.50 244
10200 9.46 4.77 10.59 243
11100 16.62 -8.49 18.66 297
11125 17.09 -8.22 18.97 296
11150 17.25 -8.05 19.02 295
11175 17.32 -8.32 19.22 295
11200 18.07 -9.03 20.20 296
12100 29.72 -14.60 33.11 296
12125 29.63 -14.23 32.87 295
12150 29.64 -13.91 32.74 295
12175 29.66 -13.70 32.67 295
12200 29.56 -13.56 32.53 294
ALT - ALTITUOE_ WX = ZSNAL CBNPSNENTe RZ = RERIOIRNAL CSMPSNENT, MS = WINC SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE I00 TABLE 11-23 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02/10/651 180221 EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT MR WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS H/SEE N/SEE N/SEE DEG
12225 29.61 -13,61 32.60 295 13225 27*27 -16.00 30,65 297 16225 23.60 -13.77 27.15 300
12250 29.62 -13,98 32.75 295 13250 27.22 -16.10 30.65 297 16250 23.05 -13.66 26.68 300
12275 29.79 -14.38 33.07 296 13275 27.29 -16.15 30.76 297 16275 22.52 -13.48 26.24 301
12300 29.69 -16.51 33.85 296 13300 27*65 -16.21 30.91 297 16300 22.49 -13.58 26.28 301
12325 29.56 -14.68 33.01 296 13325 27.66 -16.18 30.89 297 16325 22.35 -13.42 26.07 301
12350 29.35 -15.03 32.97 297
12375 29.32 -15.33 33.08 297
12400 29.62 -15.53 33.26 298
12625 29.34 -15.63 33.15 298
12650 29.19 -16.97 32.80 297
13350 27.63 -16.55 31.05 298
13375 27.6B -14.83 31.61 298
13400 28.02 -14.83 31.T0 298
13625 28.07 -15.02 31.83 298
13650 28.16 -15.16 31.96 298
14350 22.12 -13.11 25.71 300
16375 21.90 -13.11 25.52 301
16600 21.76 -12,50 25.10 300
16625 21.63 -12.23 26.85 299
16650 21.36 -1].99 26.50 299
12675 29.06 -16.63 32.53 297
12500 29.03 -16.52 32.65 296
12525 29.25 -14.37 32.59 296
12550 29.66 -16.28 32.90 296
12575 29,76 -14.39 33.05 296
13675 28.33 -15.22 32.16 298
13500 28.61 -15.19 32.39 298
13525 28*66 -15.39 32,53 298
13550 28.43 -15.56 32.60 298
13575 28.46 -15.51 32.39 298
14475 21,10 -I1.69 24.03 298
16500 20.93 -11.18 23.73 298
16525 20.90 -10.92 23.58 297
16550 20,91 -10.53 23.61 297
16575 20.81 -9.93 23.06 295
12600 29.78 -16.50 33.12 296
12625 29.69 -16.63 33.10 296
12650 29.62 -16.69 33.06 296
12675 29.60 -16.77 33.08 296
12700 29.60 -16.67 33.06 296
13600 28.42 -15.67 32.46 299
13625 28.33 -15.87 32.67 299
13650 28.27 -15.81 32.39 299
13675 28.31 -15.60 32.32 299
13700 28.47 -15,76 32.54 299
14600 21.19 -9,61 23.19 296
14625 21.39 -9.07 23.23 293
16650 21.01 -8.20 22.56 291
16675 21.07 -7.73 22.64 290
16700 20,69 -7.60 22.06 290
12725 29.65 -16.69 33.09 296
12750 29.68 -16.70 32.96 296
12775 29.14 -16.34 32.47 296
12800 28,83 -16.10 32,09 296
12825 28.23 -13.77 31.60 296
13725 28.68 -16.09 32.71 299
13750 28.41 -16.03 32.63 299
13775 28.40 -15.93 32.56 299
13800 28,36 -15.98 32.56 299
13825 28.27 -16.20 32.59 300
16725 20.00 -7.08 21.22 289
14750 20.13 -6.65 21.16 288
16775 19.88 -5.99 20.76 287
16800 19.85 -5.91 20.71 288
16825 20.02 -5.16 20.68 286
12850 28.00 -13.35 31.02 295
12875 28.10 -13,21 31.05 295
12900 27.75 -13.32 30.78 295
12925 27.66 -13.62 30.57 296
12950 27.28 -13.69 30.52 296
13850 28.32 -16.13 32.59 299
13875 28.13 -16.05 32.39 300
13900 27.55 -16.22 31.97 300
13925 27.06 -15,88 31.38 300
13950 26.88 -15.96 31.26 301
14850 19.67 -6.46 20.17 283
14875 19,62 -6.35 20.10 282
14900 19.83 -6,32 20.29 282
16925 19.98 -3.87 20.36 281
16950 20.03 -3.66 20.32 280
12975 27.05 -13.76 30.36 297
13000 26,81 -13.57 30.05 297
13025 26.58 -13.54 29.83 297
13050 26.49 -13.46 29.72 297
13075 26.64 -13.51 29.69 297
13975 26,71 -16.21 31.25 301
14000 26.38 -16.07 30.89 301
14025 26,07 _16.04 30.61 301
14050 25.89 -15.45 30,16 301
14075 25._7 -15.05 29.59 300
16975 20.07 -3.28 20.33 279
15000 19.94 -3.28 20.21 279
15025 20.32 -2.96 20.53 278
15050 20.76 -1.99 20.83 275
15075 20.59 -2.06 20.69 276
13100 26.86 -13.69 30.15 297
13125 27.09 -13.70 30.36 297
13150 26.98 -13.81 30.31 297
13175 27.15 -13.96 30.53 297
13200 27.28 -13.96 30.63 297
16100 25.33 -15.16 29.53 301
16125 25.21 -16.83 29,25 300
16150 24.60 -14,61 28.61 301
16175 26.22 -16.23 28.09 300
16200 23.78 -14.08 27.63 300
15100 20.98 -3.17 21.22 278
15125 21.70 -3.68 22.05 279
15150 22.32 -4.01 22.68 280
15175 23.05 -4.03 23.39 280
15200 23.33 -3.83 23.66 279
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CDMPSNENT, WZ " MERIDIBNAL CgMPBNENT* WS " WINC SPEED* THEIA • WINO DIREETIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-05 02/10/65, 1802Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OED
15225 23.88 -3.85 26.19 279 16225 18.98 -15.26 26.34 309
15250 24.50 -3.82 26.80 279 16250 19.16 -16,92 26.27 308
15275 24.82 -3.97 25.16 279 16275 18.87 -15.26 24.27 309
15300 25.20 -3.74 25.68 278 16300 18.63 -16.06 26.45 311
15325 25.54 -3.18 25.74 27 ! 16325 18.03 -16.26 24.27 312
15350 25.66 -3.66 25.70 278
15375 25.65 -6.22 25.79 279
15400 25.49 -6.77 25.93 280
15625 25.48 -5.27 2E.02 282
15650 25.66 -5.89 26,33 283
16350 18.15 -16.15 26.30 311
16375 17.73 -16.24 26.04 312
16600 16.96 -16,66 23,76 314
16625 16.71 -17.18 23.96 316
16650 16.66 -16.90 23.72 315
15475 26.07 -6.63 26p90 286
15500 26.56 -7.24 27.53 285
15525 27.05 -7.59 28.10 285
15550 27.22 -8.11 28.60 286
15575 27.62 -9._5 29,10 288
16475 16.63 -16.66 23.39 315
16500 15.65 -16.92 23.05 317
16525 14.66 -17.12 22.53 319
16550 14.19 -17.11 22.23 320
16575 13.68 -16.17 21.18 320
15600 28.18 -9.29 29.67 288
15625 28.96 -9,21 30,37 287
15650 29.36 -9,67 30.91 288
15675 29.46 -10.49 31.25 289
15700 29.65 -11.29 31.73 291
16600 12.30 -16.18 20.32 323
16625 11.77 -16.42 20.20 324
16650 11.06 -15.82 19.30 325
16675 10.39 -15.12 18.35 325
16700 9.98 -16.76 17.80 326
15725 30.12 -ll. A5 32.23 291
15750 30.57 -11.69 32.73 291
15775 31.12 -12.61 33.50 292
15800 31.26 -12.99 33.85 292
15825 30.87 -13.76 33.79 296
16725 9.77 -13,93 17.01 325
16750 9.57 -13.83 16,82 325
16775 9.53 -14,17 17,08 326
16800 9.63 -12.97 16.15 323
16825 9.02 -12.06 15.06 323
15850 30.17 -16.35 33.61 295
15875 29.85 -14.66 33.26 296
15900 28.56 -16,96 32,23 297
15925 27.39 -15.09 31,28 299
15950 26.31 -14.87 30.22 299
16850 8.27 -11.66 16.29 326
16875 7.66 -11.56 13.87 326
16900 7.32 -11.30 13.46 327
16925 7.30 -10.22 12.55 326
16950 7.06 -10.02 12.25 325
15975 25.22 -16,40 29.04 300
16000 24.02 -16.95 28.29 302
16025 23.14 -16.66 27.38 302
16050 22.36 -13.76 26.26 301
16075 20.90 -13.55 26.91 303
16975 6.87 -9.76 11.92 325
16100 19.85 -13.54 24.02 304
16125 18.96 -12.85 22.91 306
16150 18.82 -12.90 22.81 304
16175 18.97 -13.54 23.30 305
16200 18.87 -16.65 23.77 307
ALI- ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL C_MP_NENTe WZ • MERIDIgNAL CBMP_NENI, WS • WIND SPEEDm THETA • WIND OIRECTISN
TABLE I 1-24 PAGE191
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELJCITY PRBFILE
TEST NURSER 870-06 02/10165p 1915Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLJRIDA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS NISEC M/SEC N/_EC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
300 -3.66 6.74 7.58 153 1300 -6.50 3.87 7.57 121 2300 0.39 1.10 1.16 199
325 -3.58 6.65 7.55 151 1325 -6.67 3.63 7.42 119 2325 0.34 1.16 1.21 196
350 -3_86 6.76 7.78 150 1350 -6.54 3*52 7.63 118 2350 0.27 1.19 1.22 192
375 -3.95 6.94 7.99 150 1375 -6.59 3.51 7.66 118 2375 0.25 1.28 1.30 191
400 -4.18 7.02 8.17 169 1600 -6.08 3.55 7.05 120 2400 0.29 1.69 1.52 191
425 -6.65 7.07 8*36 148
450 -4.60 7.15 8.50 147
675 -4.73 7.25 8.66 147
500 -5.09 7.51 9.07 166
525 -5.64 7.83 9.53 165
1425 -5.21 3.72 6.60 125
1450 -4.16 3.96 5*73 136
1475 -3.16 4.22 5.27 163
1500 -2.26 4.26 6.83 152
1525 -1.75 4.17 6.53 157
2425 0.31 1.44 1.47 192
2450 0.36 1.11 1.17 ' 197
2475 0.39 0,90 0.98 203
2500 0.46 1.12 1.21 201
2525 0.42 1.39 1.45 196
550 -5.36 8.14 9.75 146
575 -5.41 8.45 10.04 167
600 -5.70 8.70 10.40 167
625 -5.91 8.83 10.62 146
650 -6.31 8.68 10.73 144
1550 -1.33 4.26 4.67 162
1575 -0.96 4.36 4.66 167
1600 -0.52 4.05 6.08 173
1625 -0.25 3.74 3.75 176
1650 -0.27 3.53 3.56 176
2550 0.36 1.51 1.55 193
2575 0.42 1.54 1.60 195
2600 0.38 1.48 1.53 194
2625 0.50 1.35 1.44 200
2650 1.07 1.08 1.52 224
675 -6.06 8.60 10.52 165
700 -5.87 8.46 10.30 165
725 -6.32 8.17 10.33 142
750 -6.56 8.03 10.37 141
775 -6.62 7.89 10.30 160
1675 -0.35 3.28 3.30 176
1700 -0.48 3.36 3.37 172
1725 -0.83 3.57 3.66 167
1750 -1.00 3*56 3.67 164
1775 -0.89 3.40 3.51 165
2675 1.73 0.93 1.96 242
2700 2.21 0.96 2.61 246
2725 2.49 1.01 2.69 248
2750 2.59 1.07 2.80 247
2775 2.56 1.16 2.81 245
800 -6.66 7.58 9.86 139
825 -6.61 7.06 9.52 137
850 -6.50 6.65 9.30 135
875 -6.35 6.47 9.07 135
900 -6.06 6.25 8.71 136
1800 -0.72 3.12 3.20 167
1825 -0.46 2.66 2.68 170
1850 -0.18 2.35 2.35 175
1875 -0.05 2.23 2.2_ 179
1900 -0.10 2.15 2.15 177
2800 2.73 1.60 3.07 243
2825 3.10 1.66 3.50 242
2850 3.22 2.00 3.80 238
2875 3.20 2.56 6.10 231
2900 3.20 2.98 4.38 227
925 -6.05 6.07 8.57. 135
950 -6.26 6.06 8.70 134
975 -6.52 6.02 8.B8 133
1000 -6.60 6.09 0.98 132
1025 -6.56 6.27 9.06 134
1925 -0.14 2.13 2.16 176
1950 -0.06 2.31 2.31 179
1975 0.13 2.56 2.58 103
2000 0.41 2.70 2.73 188
2025 0.66 2.73 2.81 193
2925 3.16 3.14 6.45 225
2950 3.16 3.36 4.59 223
2975 2.97 3.80 6.83 218
3000 2.93 4.10 5.06 215
3025 3.09 4.65 5.58 213
1050 -6.53 6.37 9.12 134
1075 -6.61 6.36 9.03 135
1100 -6,19 6.36 8.88 136
1125 -5.99 6.46 8.81 137
1150 -5.98 6.10 8.54 135
1175 -6.01 5.57 8.19 133
1200 -5.97 5.23 7.93 131
1225 -6.02 6.99 7.82 129
1250 -6.23 4.74 7.83 127
1275 -6.40 6.31 7.72 126
2050 0.60 2.41 2.48 196
2075 0.35 2.02 2.05 190
2100 O.OT 1.90 1.90 182
2125 -0.38 1.62 1.67 167
2150 -0.66 1.42 1.56 _155
2175 -0.59 1.56 1.67 i59
2200 -0.39 1.55 1.60 166
2225 -0.05 1.32 1.32 177
2250 0.44 1.26 1.31 199
2275 0.53 1.15 1.27 204
3050 2.97 5.63 6.19 209
3075 2.56 6.01 6.56 203
3100 2.65 6.34 6.80 201
3125 2.79 6.04 6.66 205
3150 3.22 5.58 6.44 210
3173 3.64 5.27 6.40 214
3200 3.91 6.76 6.14 219
3225 3.90 6.68 6.09 220
3250 3.66 5.12 6.29 215
3275 3.50 5.68 6.50 212
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX = ZENAL CBNPENENTt WZ m MERIDISNAL CBNPRNENTt MS = WINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSE[LE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/10/65, 19152, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ W5 THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEe M/SEC R/SEC DEG
3300 3.61 5.64 6.70 212 6300 1.06 6.06 6.13 190 5300 4.19 0.51 4.22 263
3325 3.76 5.77 6.89 213 6325 0.84 6.08 6.14 188 5325 4.53 0.41 6.55 265
3350 3.76 5*76 6.86 213 4350 0.71 6.09 6.13 186 5350 4.79 0.33 4.80 266
3375 3.76 5.52 6.67 214 4375 0.60 6.02 6.05 185 5375 5.01 0.22 5.02 267
3400 3.89 5.35 6.61 216 4600 0.39 5.86 5.86 184 5400 5.19 0.04 5.20 269
3425 4*06 5.35 6.72 217
3650 6.00 5.38 6.71 216
3475 6.08 5.31 6.69 217
3500 6.37 5.61 6.96 219
3525 6.55 5.65 7.10 220
4425 0.26 5.T5 5.76 182
6650 0*23 5.63 5.66 182
4475 0.19 5.66 5.66 182
4500 0.26 5.78 5.78 182
4525 0.40 5.74 5.75 184
5425 5.26 -0.03 5.26 270
5450 5.36 -0.01 5.34 270
5675 5.41 -0.02 5.41 270
5500 5.59 -0.10 5.59 271
5525 5.83 -0.11 5.83 271
3550 4.63 5.35 7.08 221
3575 4.69 5.40 7.15 221
3600 4.66 5.29 7.05 221
3625 4.50 5.21 6.88 221
3650 4.34 5.37 6.91 219
4550 0.31 5.68 5.69 183
4575 0.26 5.54 5.54 182
4600 0.56 5.46 5.47 186
6625 0.81 5.46 5.52 188
4650 0.93 5.66 5.56 189
5550 6.03 -0.16 6.03 271
5575 6.30 -0.20 6.30 272
5600 6.78 -0.10 6.78 271
5625 7.32 -0.06 T.32 270
5650 7.59 -0.06 7.59 270
3675 4.20 5.41 6.85 218
3700 6.15 5.47 6.87 217
3725 4.08 5.62 6.96 216
3750 3.89 5.71 6.91 214
3775 .3.61 5.74 6.78 212
4675 0.96 5.49 5.58 190
4700 1.18 5.49 5.61 192
6725 1.66 5.26 5.51 197
4750 1.99 4.80 5.20 202
4775 2*26 4.27 4.83 208
5675 7.88 -0.04 7.88 270
5700 7.99 -0.02 7.99 270
5725 7.88 0.12 7.88 269
5750 7*83 0.30 7.84 268
5775 7.69 0.63 7.70 267
3800 3.69 5*75 6.72 211
3825 3.50 5.76 6.73 211
3850 3.36 5.65 6.58 211
3875 3.35 5.62 6.37 212
3900 3.50 5.09 6.18 214
6800 2.37 3.68 4.38 213
4825 2.32 3.27 4.01 215
4850 2.32 3.15 3.91 216
4875 2.39 3.05 3.88 218
6900 2.51 2.70 3.69 223
5800 7.68 0.61 7.70 265
5825 7.93 0.80 7.97 264
5850 8.13 0.92 . 8.18 263
5875 8.20 1.09 8.27 262
5900 8.09 1.14 8.17 262
3925 3.60 6.89 6.08 216
3950 3.71 4*82 6.08 217
3975 3.80 4.75 6.08 218
4000 3.83 6.73 6,09 219
4025 3.75 6.83 6.12 218
6925 2.61 2.10 3.35 231
6950 2.69 1.72 3.19 237
4975 2.71 1.61 3.15 239
5000 2.73 1.48 3.11 241
5025 2.67 1.27 2.95 244
5925 8.12 1.05 8.18 262
5950 8.29 1.01 8.35 263
5975 8.46 1.03 8.50 263
6000 8.78 hO4 8.84 263
6025 9.07 1.01 9.12 263
6050 3.53 4.87 6.02 216
6075 3.25 5.00 5.96 213
4100 2.85 5.14 5.87 209
4125 2.53 5.30 5.87 205
6150 2.40 5.65 6.14 203
5050 2.68 1.16 2.92 246
5075 2.96 1.00 3.11 251
5100 3.15 0.00 3.25 256
5125 _.20 0.77 3.30 256
5150 3.08 0.84 3.20 255
6050 9.21 0.95 9.26 266
6075 9.40 0.79 9.43 265
6100 9.54 0.53 9.55 267
6125 9.40 0.59 9.41 266
6150 8.96 0.93 9.01 266
4175 2.03 5.90 6.24 199
4200 1.65 6.07 6.24 193
4225 1.12 6.13 6.23 190
4250 1.08 6.08 6.18 190
4275 1.14 6.02 6.13 191
5175 3.06 1.03 3.23 251
5200 3.13 1.04 3.29 251
5225 3.17 0.84 3,28 255
5250 3.52 0.68 3*58 259
5275 3.92 0.55 3.96 262
6175 8.63 1.11 8.70 262
6200 8.35 1.28 8.65 261
6225 8.24 1.51 8.38 259
6250 8.42 1.89 8.63 257
6275 8.56 2.08 8.79 256
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIENAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEED* THETA " WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 192 TABLE II-24(con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJIUSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMOER 8TO-D6 02/10/65t 1915ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBR[DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT UX UZ US THETA ALT WX UZ US THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEC U/SEC DEG METERS W/SEC U/SEC U/SEC OEG METERS UISEC U/SEC N/$EC DEG
6300 8.42 1.95 8.64 257
6325 8.24 1,91 E.46 257
6350 8.02 2.01 8.27 258
6375 7.87 2.13 8.16 255
6400 7.84 2.08 8.12 255
6425 T.84 1.95 8.08 256
6450 7.91 1.89 8.13 256
6475 7.95 1.73 8.14 258
6500 8.01 1.46 8.14 260
6525 8.26 1.34 8.37 261
6550 8.50 1.18 8.58 262
6575 8.78 0.91 8.82 264
6600 9.07 0.87 9.11 264
6625 9.26 0.96 9.31 264
6650 9.38 1.00 5.43 264
6675 9.02 0.94 9.06 264
6700 8,75 0.97 8.81 263
6725 8.83 1.00 8.89 263
6750 8.97 0.90 9.02 264
6775 9.08 0.82 9.12 265
6800 9.04 0.77 9.08 265
6825 9.01 0.78 9.05 265
6850 9.01 0.77 9.04 265
6875 8.99 0.73 9.02 265
6900 8.96 0,72 8.99 265
6925 8.85 0.97 8.91 264
6950 8.71 1.42 8.83 261
6975 8.60 1.68 8,78 259
7000 8.58 1.86 8.78 258
7025 8.66 2.00 8,89 257
7050 8.48 2.08 8.73 256
7075 8.28 2.26 8.59 255
7100 8.42 2.37 8.75 254
7125 8.53 2.19 8.81 255
7150 8,64 1.97 8.86 257
7175 8.92 1.67 9.12 258
7200 9.13 1.73 9.29 259
7225 9.41 1.76 9.57 259
7250 9.50 1.90 9.69 250
7275 9.19 1,92 9.39 258
7300 9.05 1.96 9.25 258
7325 8.98 1.96 9,19 258
7350 8,78 1.98 9.00 257
7375 8.60 2*04 8.84 256
7400 8.40 2.14 8.67 256
7425 8.19 2.18 8.47 255
7450 8.11 2.19 8.40 255
7475 8,11 2.13 8.39 255
7500 8,19 2,10 8.45 255
T525 8.35 2.14 8.62 255
7550 6.46 2.06 8.71 256
7575 8.43 1,85 8.63 257
7600 8.37 1.91 8.59 257
7625 8.39 2.22 8.68 255
7650 8,34 2.44 8.69 253
7675 8,42 2.84 8.89 251
7700 8.54 3.17 9.11 249
7725 8.74 3,22 9.31 250
7750 8.87 3.11 9.40 251
7775 9.05 3.05 9.55 251
7800 9,25 3.08 9.75 251
7825 9.35 3.17 9.87 251
7850 9.39 3.24 9,94 251
7875 9.34 3,30 9.90 250
7900 9,44 3.47 10.06 250
7925 9.Sl 3.53 10.24 250
7950 9.49 3.59 10.15 249
7975 9.29 3.90 10.08 247
8000 9.26 4.10 10.12 246
8025 9.56 3.93 10.33 247
8050 9.81 3.92 10.57 248
8075 9.62 4.20 10,68 247
8100 9.73 4.45 10.70 245
8125 9.49 4.67 10.58 264
8150 9.43 4.83 IO,S9 243
8175 9.46 4.95 10.68 242
8200 9.31 5.03 10.58 241
8225 9.21 4.99 10.47 241
8250 9,01 5.08 10,35 240
8275 8.94 5.14 10.32 240
8300 9.05 5.21 10.45 240
8325 9.07 5.40 10.56 239
8350 9.16 5.67 10.67 239
8375 9.31 5.53 10.83 239
8400 9.52 5,60 11.04 239
8425 9.80 5.50 11.23 241
8450 10.09 5.46 11.47 241
84?5 10.37 5.56 11.77 242
8500 10.65 5.52 12.00 242
8525 10.76 5.46 12.0T 243
8550 10.69 5,39 11.97 243
E575 10.80 5.29 12.02 244
8600 11,20 5.46 12.46 244
8625 11.37 5.81 12.77 243
8650 11.43 6.10 12.95 242
8675 11.62 6.11 13,13 242
8700 12.16 6.13 13.62 243
8725 12.32 6.22 13.80 243
8750 12,27 6,29 13.79 243
8775 12,43 6.15 13.87 243
8800 12.52 5.98 13.88 244
8625 12.45 5*93 13.T9 244
8850 12.38 5.64 13.60 245
E875 12.53 5.45 13.86 246
EqOO 12.76 5.59 13.93 246
E925 12.83 5.57 13.99 246
8950 12.88 5.38 13,96 247
8975 12.81 5.15 13.81 248
gOOD 12.77 5.04 13.73 248
9025 12.72 5,07 13.70 248
9050 12,72 5.02 13.68 248
9075 12.82 5.02 13,77 248
9100 12,q3 5.23 13.95 248
5125 13.01 5.33 14.06 248
9150 12,99 5.29 14.02 248
9175 13.08 5.34 14.13 248
9200 13.25 5.47 14.34 247
9225 13,30 5.61 14.43 247
9250 13.43 5.69 14.59 247
9275 13,64 5.81 14.83 247
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENTI WZ - UERIOIBNAL C6NP6NENT, WS " WINC SPEED, THETA " WIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
9300 13.72 5.91 14.94 246
9325 13.87 5.94 15.09 247
9350 14.05 5.97 15.27 247
9375 14.05 5,82 15.21 2A7
9400 14.18 5.60 15.24 248
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/10/65, 1915Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE. FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC W/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10300 17.01 2.27 17.16 262 113D0 21.56 -13.95 25.68 303
10325 16.63 1.55 16.70 264 11325 22.$7 -14.64 26.90 303
10350 16.32 1.03 16.36 266 11350 23.38 -14.95 27.76 302
10375 15.92 0.81 15.94 267 11375 24.17 -15.00 28.45 302
10400 15.55 0.65 15.57 267 11400 24.70 -14.86 28.83 301
9425 14.44 5.54 15.46 249
9450 13.96 5.32 14.94 249
9475 14.06 5,39 15.06 249
9500 14.75 5.57 15.76 249
9525 14.88 5.44 15.85 250
9550 14.96 5.34 15.88 250
9575 15.10 5.23 15.99 251
9600 15.35 5.19 16.20 251
9625 15.41 4.87 16.16 252
9650 14.99 4.67 15.70 253
9675 14.59 4.79 15.35 252
9700 14.29 4.71 15.05 252
9725 14.07 4.60 14.80 252
97S0 14,06 4,38 14.72 253
9775 14.12 4.00 14,68 254
9800 13.90 3.69 14.38 255
9825 13.39 3.47 13.83 255
9850 12.90 3.20 13.29 256
9875 12.59 3.2T 13.01 255
9900 12.13 3.59 12.65 253
9925 11,68 3.71 12,25 252
9950 11,26 3.92 11.92 251
9975 10.89 4.13 11.65 249
I0000 10.75 4.33 11.59 248
10025 10.85 4.58 11.77 247
10050 II.09 4.90 12.12 246
10075 11.22 5.10 12.33 245
I0100 11.43 5.C8 12.51 246
10125 11.95 4.98 12.95 247
10150 12.92 4.72 13.75 250
10175 14.32 4.19 14.92 253
10200 15.25 3.65 15.68 256
10225 15.83 3.28 16.16 258
10250 16.38 3.II 16.67 259
10275 16.96 2.81 17.19 260
10425 15.30 0.64 15.32 267
10450 15.00 0.62 15.01 267
10475 14.91 0.30 14.91 269
10500 14.98 -0.03 14.98 270
10525 15.04 -0.I0 15.04 270
11425 25,70 -14.47 29.49 299
11450 27.05 -13.97 30.44 297
11475 27.67 -13.55 30.80 296
11500 27.94 -13.29 30.94 295
11525 28.03 -13.22 30.99 295
10550 15.05 -0.02 15.05 270
10575 14.86 -O.OA 14.86 270
10600 14.83 -0.24 14.83 271
10625 14.74 -0.51 14.75 272
10650 14.40 -1.14 14.45 274
10675 14.29 -1.85 14.41 277
10700 14.43 -2.41 14.63 279
10725 14.32 -2.75 14.58 281
10750 16.21 -2.81 14.49 281
10775 14.36 -3.O2 14.68 282
11550 28.17 -13./5 31.09 295
11575 28.37 -13.10 31.24 295
11800 28.58 -13.12 31.45 294
11625 29.10 -13.10 31.91 294
11650 29.62 -13.03 32.36 294
11675 29.76 -12.88 32.43 293
11700 30.06 -12.57 32.59 293
11725' 30.38 -12.58 32.88 292
11750 30.84 -13.00 33.47 293
11775 31.17 -13.34 33_91 293
10800 14.82 -3.63 15.26 284
10825 14.75 -4.12 15.31 285
10850 14.46 -4.32 15*09 286
10875 14.66 -4.33 15.28 286
10900 14.88 -4.30 15.49 286
11800 31.19 -13.72 34.07 294
11825 31.35 -14.22 34.43 294
11850 31.33 -14.58 34.54 295
11875 31.24 -15.00 34*66 295
11900 31.31 -15.23 34.82 296
10925 15.14 -4.6S 15.84 287
10950 15.23 -5.61 16.23 290
10975 15.25 -6*60 16.61 293
11000 15.42 -7.87 17.31 297
11025 15.94 -8.75 18.18 299
11050 16.32 -9.07 18.67 299
11075 16.39 -9.35 18.87 300
11100 17.08 -lO.OO 19.79 300
11125 18.26 -I0.49 21.06 300
11150 18.95 -IU.64 21.73 299
11925 31.45 -15.30 34.98 296
11950 31.41 -15.35 34.96 296
11975 31.40 -15.42 34.98 296
12000 31.36 -15.48 34.97 296
12025 31.31 -t5.39 34.89 296
12050 " 31.14 -15.42 34.75 296
12075 31.09 -15.30 34.65 296
I21OO 30.99 -14.97 34.42 296
12125 30.76 -14.63 34.07 295
12150 30.94 -14.38 34.11 295
11175 19.35 -11.18 22.35 300
ll20O 19.25 -11.83 22.59 301
11225 19.32 -IZ.28 22.89 302
11250 19.92 -1_.84 23.70 303
11275 20.61 -13.5A 24.66 303
12175 31.03 -14.18 34.11 294
12200 31.01 -14.24 34.12 294
12225 30*82 -14.40 34*02 295
12250 30.60 -14.62 33.92 295
12275 30.50 -14.87 33*93 296
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • Z_NAL C8MPONENT, WZ - MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINC 5PEED, THETA - WIND DIREOTIBN
TABLE 11-24(con't) PAGE193
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSRHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/10/65_ 191SZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLeRIOA
ALT WX WE NS THETA ALT NX WE WS THETA ALT RX _Z MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEE METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS M/SE[ N/SEE N/SEE DEG
12300 30*49 -16.79 33.89 296 13300 30.51 -14.71 33.87 296 16300 26.12 -10.89 26.66 296
12325 30.43 -16.70 33.79 296 13325 30.54 -16.38 33.76 295 16325 23.77 -10.68 26.06 296
12350 30.16 -16.53 33.48 296 13350 30.31 -1_.67 33.68 296 16350 23.82 -10.23 25.93 293
12379 29.96 -14.16 33.12 295 13375 30.05 -14.68 33.45 296 16375 23.77 -9,62 25.57 291
12600 29.T6 -13.81 32.T9 298 13400 30.11 -16.41 33.38 295 16600 23.65 --9.28 25.61 291
12625 29.73 -13.66 32.71 296
12650 29.86 -13.39 32.73 296
12475 29.89 -13.17 32*66 294
12500 30.01 -13.19 32.78 294
12525 30.33 -I3.39 33.16 296
13625 30.18 -1¢.00 33.24 295
13650 29.91 -13.99 33.02 298
13675 29.74 -16.66 33.07 296
13500 29.91 -14.64 33.30 296
13525 30°06 -16.76 33.69 2q6
16625 23.37 -8.87 26.99 291
16650 23.07 -8.18 26.68 289
16675 22.76 -7.82 26.06 289
16500 22.63 -7.58 23.67 288
16525 22.28 -7.36 23.67 288
12550 30.45 -13.73 33.60 296
12375 30.30 -13.86 33.32 296
12600 29.88 -13.94 32.97 295
12625 29.33 -13.89 32.65 295
12650 28.92 -13.70 32.00 295
13550 30.06 -15,22 33.68 297
13575 29.89 -15.48 33.65 297
13600 29.89 -15.81 33.81 298
13625 29.82 -16.20 33.93 298
13650 29.66 -16.03 33.53 298
16550 22.36 -7.25 23.81 288
16575 22.62 -6.81 23.43 287
16600 22.68 -6.77 23.67 286
16625 22,88 -6.81 23.87 286
14650 22.93 -6.13 23.74 285
12675 28.88 -13.92 32.06 296
12700 29.01 -16.12 32.27 296
12725 28.97 -13.73 32.07 295
12750 28°62 -13.29 31.56 295
12775 27.98 -13.02 30°86 298
13675 29.10 -15.56 32.99 298
13700 29.01 -15.55 32.92 298
13728 29.10 -16.08 33.26 299
13750 28.96 -15.83 33.00 298
13778 28.79 -15.35 32.63 298
16675 23.16 -5.66 23.77 283
16700 23.21 -5.36 23.82 203
16725 22.93 -6.89 23.66 282
16750 23.02 -6.56 23.47 281
16775 23.23 -6.47 23.66 281
12800 27.62 -12.96 30,51 295
12825 27.62 -12.85 30.46 295
12850 27.57 -12.89 30.66 295
12875 27.76 -13.02 30.66 295
12900 28.36 -13.02 31.21 296
13800 28.16 -15.03 31.92 298
13825 27.76 -16.60 31,25 297
13850 27.72 -16.11 31.11 297
13875 27.69 -16.13 30.90 297
13900 27.67 -16.38 31.18 297
16800 23.21 -6.25 23.60 280
16825 23.61 -6.66 26.06 281
14850 24.09 -6.67 24.54 281
14875 24.35 -6.58 24.78 280
16900 26.50 -6.26 26.87 280
12925 28.89 -13.26 31.79 296
12950 29.25 -13.52 32.22 295
12975 29.60 -13.66 32.51 296
13000 29.91 -13.66 32.87 296
13025 30.10 -13,85 33.13 295
13928 27.69 -16.26 30.96 297
13950 27.38 -13.72 30.63 296
13975 27.63 -13.97 30.78 297
14000 26.95 -16.16 30.66 298
14025 26.86 -13o77 36.16 297
16925 25.05 -6.86 25.52 281
16950 25.32 -5.80 25.98 283
16975 25.19 -6.32 25.97 286
15000 25.06 -7.05 26,01 286
15025 25.03 -6.89 25.96 285
13050 30.06 -13.80 33.06 294
13075 29.96 -13.60 32.90 296
13100 30.17 -16.07 33.29 295
13125 30.13 -14.58 33.47 296
13150 30.17 -16.66 33.55 296
16050 26.69 -13.59 29.95 297
14075 26.33 -13.66 29.56 297
16100 26.18 -13.32 29.37 297
16125 26.04 -13.00 29.10 296
14150 25o81 -12.63 28.65 296
15050 26.90 -6.88 25.83 285
18075 26.70 -7.19 25.72 286
15100 26.71 -7.52 25.83 287
15125 24.88 -7.95 26.12 288
15150 25.30 -7.98 26.83 287
13175 30.33 -16.90 33.79 296
13200 30.31 -15.12 33.87 296
13225 30.66 -15.28 34.08 296
13250 30.50 -15.27 36.11 296
13275 30.65 -15.20 36.06 296
16178 25.80 -12.60 28.63 298
16200 25.60 -12.38 28.26 296
14223 25.22 -12°02 27.96 295
16250 25.01 -11.72 27.61 295
16275 26.68 -11.52 27.06 295
15175 25.36 -7o42 26.61 286
15200 26.86 -7.68 25.96 287
15225 26.21 -7.17 25.25 286
15250 26.04 -6.62 26.93 285
15275 23.78 -6.57 26.67 285
ALT " ALTITUDEt NX " ZBNAL EBMPBNENT- WZ - 8ERIDIDNAL EBHPBNENTt US " WINE SPEED, THETA _ WIND DIREETIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE HIND VELBEITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-06 02/101651 19152t EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIOA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ NS THETA ALT HX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEO N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS NISEC H/SEE N/SEE DEG
15300 23.97 -6.87 26.96 286 16300 20.32 -16.27 26.03 308
15325 26.21 -6.35 25.03 285 16325 20.31 -16.35 26.07 309
15350 26.07 -6.66 26.92 285 16350 20.65 -16.05 26.15 308
15375 24.06 -7.06 25.07 286 16375 20.91 -16.73 26.78 308
18600 26.35 -6.85 25.30 286 16400 20.67 -16.86 26.51 309
15625 26.71 -6.68 25.56 285
15450 25.08 -6.07 25.81 283
15675 25.68 -6.09 26.20 283
15500 25.67 -6.15 26.60 283
15525 25.67 -6.26 26.62 283
16625 19.25 -16.00 25.03 310
16650 18.06 -15.90 26.05 311
16475 17.59 -1S.8T 23.69 312
16500 16.86 -15.71 23.03 313
16528 15.77 -15.76 22.28 315
15550 25.69 -6.30 26.65 286
15575 25.69 -6.61 26.28 286
15600 25.92 -6.66 26.71 286
15625 26.23 -6.85 27.11 286
15650 26.59 -7.65 27.61 285
16550 16.76 -15.29 21.25 316
16575 16.96 -15.20 21.31 315
16600 16.59 -15.11 21.00 316
16625 13.65 -15.22 20.31 318
16650 12.56 -16.98 19.51 320
15675 26.87 -T.86 27.99 286
15700 26.91 -7.96 28.06 286
15725 27.3_ -7.72 28.61 286
15750 28.23 -8.22 29.60 286
15775 28.99 -8.68 30.27 286
15800 29.77 -9.19 31.13 287
15825 30.62 -9.76 31.95 288
15850 30.63 -11.15 32.59 290
15875 30.22 -12.61 32.67 292
15900 29.20 -13.61 32.16 296
15925 28.10 -16.18 31.67 297
15950 27.31 -16.36 30.86 298
15975 26.65 -16.72 30.64 299
16000 25.72 -16.93 29.76 300
16025 26.66 -16.77 28.76 301
16050 23.48 -15.16 27.93 303
16075 22.50 -15.60 27.38 305
16100 21.73 -15.85 26.90 306
16125 21.29 -15.87 26.56 307
16150 21.03 -16.01 26.43 307
16175 20.78 -16.26 26.39 308
16200 20.56 -15.87 25.96 308
16225 20.19 -15.67 25.63 307
16250 20.10 -15.80 25.57 308
16275 20.68 -16.11 26.06 30E
ALT - ALTITUDE, MX _ ZRNAL CRMPgNENT, WZ " HERIOIRNAL CBNP_NENT, NS * HINE SPEEDe THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 194 TABLE 11-25
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-07 02/10/65, 203121 EASTERN TEST RANGER FLERIDA
THETA
ALT WX WZ RS THETA ALT NX NZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ M_EE/5METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE R/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE DEG
5775 28.38 13*40 31.39 245 6775 35.83 12.85 38.06 250 7775 39.37 10.59 40,77 255
5800 28,40 13.80 31.57 244 6800 35.96 13.24 38,32 250 7800 39.74 10.10 41.01 256
5825 28.87 13.83 32.01 244 6825 36.00 13.71 38.52 249 7825 39.84 10.35 41.16 255
5850 29.26 13,32 32.15 245 6850 35.98 14.E9 38.72 248 7850 39,82 10.15 41.10 256
5875 29.56 13.04 32.31 246 6875 36.00 14.71 38,89 248 7875 40.04 9.70 41.20 256
5900 29,76 12.85 32.41 246
5925 30.03 12.52 32.54 247
5950 30.31 12.45 32.77 247
5975 30.44 12.23 32.81 248
6000 30.64 11.91 32.88 249
6900 36.14 14.95 39.11 247
6925 36.32 15,45 39.46 247
6950 36.56 15,80 39.83 246
6975 36.86 15.80 40.11 247
7000 37,08 15,71 40.27 247
7900 40.47 9.60 41.59 256
7925 40*89 8.87 41.84 258
T950 41.34 8.30 42.16 258
7975 41.70 8.21 42.50 259
8000 42.00 8.41 42.84 258
6025 30,74 11.87 32.96 249
6050 30.84 11.99 33.09 249
6075 31.08 11.79 33.25 249
6100 31.11 11.70 33.23 249
6125 31.13 11.75 33.28 249
7025 37*48 15.81 40.68 247
7050 37.94 16.10 41,21 247
7075 38,80 16.19 42.04 247
7100 39,25 16.23 42.47 247
7125 39o15 15,98 42.29 248
8025 42.37 8.20 43.15 259
8050 42.91 7.30 43.52 260
8075 43.61 7.25 44.20 260
8100 44,48 6.90 45.01 261
8125 45.01 6.39 45.46 262
6150 31.56 11.54 33.61 250
6175 32.03 11.64 36.08 250
6200 32.55 11.80 34.62 250
6225 33.09 11.94 35.18 250
6250 33.44 11.74 35.44 250
7150 38.97 15.50 41.94 248
7175 38.74 15.11 41,58 249
7200 38.63 14.71 41.33 249
7225 38,59 14.34 41.16 249
7250 38.55 14.29 41.12 249
8150 45.22 6.35 48,66 262
8175 45.53 5.59 45.88 263
8200 45.75 5.18 46.05 263
8225 46.06 4*75 46,28 264
8250 46.38 4.63 46.61 264
6275 33°58 11.51 35.50 251
6300 33*96 11.81 35.89 " 251
6325 34.28 11,68 36.21 251
6350 34.41 12.05 36.46 251
6375 34,64 12.18 36.72 250
7275 38.45 14.18 40.98 250
7300 38.30 13.93 40*76 250
7328 38.29 13.64 40.65 250
7350 38.14 13.35 40.41 251
7375 37,90 13.40 40.20 250
8278 46.32 4,65 46.55 264
8300 46.19 4.48 46.41 264
8325 46.41 4.40 46.62 264
8350 46.75 4.00 46.92 265
8375 46,96 3°66 47.11 265
6400 34.70 12.34 36.83 250
6425 34.76 12.63 36.99 250
6450 34.84 12.68 37,08 250
6475 34.93 12.75 37.19 250
6500 34.87 12,77 37.13 250
7400 37.87 13.3E 40,14 250
7425 37.89 13.21 40.12 251
7450 37.88 13.41 40,18 250
7475 37.93 12.89 40.06 251
7500 37.73 12.71 39.82 251
8400 46.86 3.69 47,00 265
8425 46.77 3,64 46,91 265
8450 46*83 3.34 46.95 266
8475 46.84 3.51 46.97 266
8800 47.02 3.88 47.16 265
6525 34.88 12.97 37.21 249
6550 35.07 13.05 37.42 249
6575 35.17 12.85 37.44 250
6600 35.43 12.92 37.71 250
6625 35.47 12.99 37.77 250
7525 37.59 12.92 39.75 251
7550 37.80 12,67 39.87 251
7575 38.08 12.24 40.00 252
7600 38.15 12.00 39.99 252
7625 38.28. 12.37 40.23 252
8525 47.37 3.13 47.47 266
8550 47.79 3.46 47,91 266
8578 47.81 4.27 48.00 265
8600 47.76 4.33 47.96 265
8625 47.92 4.27 48.11 265
6650 35.47 12.82 37.72 250
6675 35.67 12,60 37.83 250
6700 35.66 12.60 37.82 250
6725 35.83 12.78 38.04 250
6750 35.92 12.75 38.12 250
7650 38.61 12.36 40.54 252
7675 38.66 11.77 40.41 253
7700 38.67 11.66 40.39 253
7725 38.81 11.46 40.47 253
7750 38.94 11.03 40.47 254
8650 48.28 4.18 48.44 265
8675 48.81 4.10 48,98 265
8700 69.16 4,07 49.32 265
8725 49,32 3.94 49.68 265
8750 49.49 3.74 49.63 266
ALT " ALTITUDE, NX • ZBNAL CBMPgNENT_ WZ " HERIOIENAL CEMPENENT, WS = NINE SPEED* THETA • HIND OlRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUHDER 870-07 02/10/658 20312w EASTERN TEST RANGEr ELgRIOA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT NX NZ NS THETA JLT NX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M,SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
8775 49.52 3.75 49.67 265 9775 51.11 12.03 52.51 257 10775 43.84 22.17 49.12 243
8800 49.54 3.80 49.68 265 9800 51.28 12.11 52.69 257 I0800 44,21 21.54 49o17 244
8825 49.52 3.46 49.64 266 9825 51.12 12.25 52.57 256 1C825 44.56 21.71 49.57 244
8850 49.24 3.99 49.40 265 9850 50.91 12.70 52.48 256 1C850 44.89 21.63 49.83 244
8875 49.12 6.59 49.33 264 9875 51.02 12.90 52.62 256 1C875 45.07 21.64 50,00 244
8900 49.39 4.50 49.59 265
8925 49.27 4.17 49.45 265
8950 49.13 4.48 49.33 265
8975 49.32 4.76 49.55 264
9000 49,27 4,90 49.52 264
9900 51.46 12.34 52.92 256
9925 51.64 12.50 53.13 256
9950 51.74 12.86 53.31 256
9975 51,84 12.68 53.37 256
10000 51.91 12.23 53.33 257
10900 45.23 21.11 49.91 245
10925 45.13 21.13 49.83 245
lC950 44.55 21.31 49*39 244
IC975 44.70 21.05 49,41 245
11000 44.91 21.62 49.84 244
9025 49,03 5.67 49.33 263
9050 49.08 5.58 49.40 263
9075 49.36 5*62 49,68 263
9100 49,60 5.73 49.93 263
9125 49.68 5.89 50.03 263
10025 51.92 12.42 53.38 256
10050 51.92 12.40 53.38 256
10075 51,94 11.82 53.27 257
lOlO0 52,12 12.31 53.55 257
10125 52.43 12.37 53.87 257
11025 45.31 20.73 49.83 245
11050 45.56 20.72 50.05 245
11075 45,93 20.63 50.36 246
lllOO 46.38 20.14 50.56 246
11125 46.83 20.34 51,06 246
9150 49.70 6.50 50.13 262
9175 49.69 6.84 50.15 262
9200 49.79 6.62 50.21 262
9225 49.71 6.59 50.14 262
9250 49.E8 6.99 50.36 262
10150 52.45 12.90 54.02 256
10175 53.01 12.93 54.56 256
10200 53+89 12,41 55.30 257
10225 53.48 13.91 55.26 255
10250 52.42 15.17 54.57 254
11150 47.22 20.16 51.34 247
11175 47,01 19.97 51.08 247
11200 47.09 19.07 50.80 248
11225 47.18 18.41 50.65 249
11250 47.38 17.87 50,64 249
9275 49.78 7.17 50.29 262
9300 49.60 6.71 50.05 262
9325 49.68 7.35 50.22 261
9350 49.65 7.88 50.27 261
9375 49.82 7*04 50.31 262
10275 51.43 16.55 54.03 252
10300 50.27 17.47 53.21 251
10325 48.54 18.48 51.94 249
10350 46.95 20.55 51.24 246
10375 45.97 21.23 50.63 245
11275 47.37 18.56 50.08 248
11300 46.87 18.70 50.46 248
11325 46,02 18.96 49.77 247
11350 45.62 17.79 48.98 249
11375 45.18 17.15 48.32 249
9400 49.92 6.90 50.39 262
9425 50.03 7.29 50.56 262
9450 50.12 7.44 50.67 261
9475 49.89 8.44 50.60 260
9500 49.90 8.55 50,63 260
10400 44.78 21.25 49.56 244
10425 43.46 22.19 48.80 243
10450 42.90 2_.51 48*44 242
10475 43.10 22.02 48.40 ?43
10500 43.17 22.05 48.47 243
11400 44.73 17.14 47.90 249
11425 44.45 16.34 47.35 250
11450 44.01 15.98 46,82 250
11475 43.71 15.24 46.29 251
11500 43.53 14.82 45.99 251
9525 50.42 7.78 51.02 261
9550 50.57 8.50 51.28 260
9575 50*45 9.10 51.27 260
9600 50.50 9,88 51.45 259
96E5 50.62 IO*O7 51,61 259
10525 43.01 22.06 48.34 243
10550 42.76 22.02 48*10 243
10575 45.05 21.31 48.03 243
10600 43.00 21.94 48°28 243
10625 43.20 22.04 48.50 243
11525 43.13 14.98 45.66 251
11550 42.57 13.91 44.78 252
11575 42.36 12.90 44.28 253
11600 41.94 12.95 43.90 253
11625 61.84 12.98 43.81 253
9650 50.61 10.22 51.64 258
9675 50.66 10.76 51.79 258
9700 50.69 11.48 51.97 257
9725 50.95 11.47 52.22 257
9750 51.02 11.48 52.29 257
10650 43.42 21.85 48.61 243
10675 43.22 21.99 48.49 243
10700 43.55 2_.62 48.62 263
10725 63.78 E2,02 49.01 243
10750 43.82 22.31 49.17 243
11650 61.98 12.02 43.67 254
11675 41.02 11.77 43*44 254
11700 41.30 11.90 42.99 254
11725 40.61 11.32 42.16 254
11750 40.76 10.32 42.04 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ • MERIDIONAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE11-25 (con't) PAGE 195
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUNBER 870-07 02/10/65t 2031Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT NX MZ WS THETA ALT NX MZ WS THETA ALT NX NZ NS THETA
mETERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG mETERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG mETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG
11775 41.42 9.52 42.80 257 12775 47.90 [1.16 49.18 257
11800 ¢[.50 |0.21 42.74 256 12800 47.28 11.09 48.56 257
11825 41.78 10.30 43.08 256 12825 47*56 12.70 49.23 255
11880 42.25 9.78 43.36 257 12850 48.18 11.77 49.5_ 256
11875 42.71 8.91 43.63 258 12875 47.99 1L.21 49.26 257
11900 48.05 8.10 43.80 259
11925 43.06 8*34 43*86 259
11950 43.16 8*02 43*89 259
11975 43*72 6*29 64.17 262
12000 44.26 5*94 44*66 262
12900 47.49 12.86 49.07 255
12925 47.58 12.01 49.07 256
12950 47.36 13.85 49.20 254
12975 47.48 13.17 49.27 254
13000 67.60 12.65 69.25 255
12025 66.56 6.72 45.06 261
12050 44.91 6.56 45.88 262
12075 65.18 5.65 65.56 268
12100 46.03 6.17 46.44 262
12125 46.26 7.07 66.78 261
13025 67.19 13.23 69.01 254
13050 67.02 18.55 68.93 256
13C75 67.05 13.83 69.0A 253
13100 67.58 13.85 69.56 256
13125 67.78 16.35 69.89 _3
12150 46.14 6,46 46.59 262
12175 46.08 6,63 66*56 262
12200 46*09 7.08 46.68 261
12225 46.18 6.92 46*69 261
12250 46*44 6.73 46.98 262
13150 47.67 16.05 49.51 258
13175 67.18 13.28 69.01 256
13200 67.06 12.62 68.67 255
13225 66.39 16.26 68.53 253
13250 66°29 15.31 68.75 252
12275 46*42 7.06 46.95 261
12800 46.15 7.18 46.70 261
12825 66.02 7.55 46.68 261
1235'0 .65.73 8.32 46.48 260
12375 65.53 8*00 46.22 260
13275 46*69 16.05 68.56 253
13300 45.98 15.00 68.36 252
15825 65*53 16.67 68*48 250
13350 65.19 16.77 68.20 249
18375 64*96 16.09 67.75 250
12400 45.78 7.38 46.37 261
12625 45.61 7*08 66.16 261
12650 65.50 8.36 46.26 259
12675 45.68 8.82 66.53 259
12500 45.68 8.61 46.28 259
13400 66.62 16.36 47.86 250
13425 63.68 16.65 66.69 249
13650 63*33 16.65 66*35 249
18475 62*80 16.08 65.73 269
18500 62.17 16.48 65*26 249
12525 45*56 8.70 66.39 259
12550 66.68 7.76 47.07 260
12575 66.82 8.69 47.62 259
12600 66.98 9.87 48.01 258
12625 47,18 9.19 48.07 259
13525 60*92 17.22 64.60 267
13550 60.59 16.73 63.91 247
13575 60.12 17.06 43.59 267
12650 67.42 10.26 48.52 258
12675 67.91 10.16 48*98 258
12700 48.03 10.09 49.08 258
12725 67.76 11.17 49.05 25T
12750 67*85 11.53 69.22 256
"ALT = ALTITUOE* WX = ZBNAL CBNPONENT* HZ • RERIOIBNAL CSMPSNENTt US = NINE SPEEDt THETA = HIND DIRECTIBN
PAGEI%
ALT MX MZ WS
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC
200 -7.85 7.35 10.73
225 -7,84 7,38 10.77
250 -T.T8 7.22 10.61
275 -7.44 7.12 10o30
300 -7.12 7.20 10.13
325 -7.26 7.36 10.34
350 -7.43 7.52 10.57
375 -7.66 7.53 10.75
400 -7.83 7.45 10.81
425 -7.86 7.43 10.81
450 -7.89 7,37 10.79
475 -7*80 7.46 10.79
300 -7.53 7.49 10.62
525 -7.03 7.41 10.21
550 -6.68 7.59 10.11
575 -6.55 7.77 10.16
600 -6.40 7.64 9.97
625 -5.99 7.24 9.40
650 -5.44 6.96 8.83
675 -4.95 6.87 8.46
TO0 -4.56 6.55 7.98
725 -6.21 6.09 7.80
750 -3.92 5.76 6.97
775 -3.81 5.55 6.73
800 -3.52 5.53 6,55
825 -3.25 5.51 6.39
850 -2.88 4,89 8.68
875 -1.89 4.13 4.54
900 -1.07 3.84 3.98
925 -0.60 3.63 3,68
950 0.06 3.61 3.61
975 0.75 3*79 3*86
1000 1.22 3.59 3.79
1025 1.54 3.25 3.60
1030 1,61 3.08 3.48
1075 1.64 2.44 2.94
llOO 1.75 1,78 2.49
1125 1.81 1.51 2.36
1150 1.68 1.39 2.18
1175 1.34 1.28 2.00
ALT " ALTITUOEt WX - ZJNAL
TABLE I 1-26
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELiC|TY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 870-09 02/10/651 23052, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLiRIDA
THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC N/SEC DEG
133 1200 [.55 1,11 1.91 234
133 1225 1.70 1.01 1,98 239
133 1250 2.11 1.08 2.37 243
134 1275 2*47 1.41 2.84 240
135 1300 2.45 1.50 2.88 238
133 1325 2.62 1.39 2.96 262
135 1350 2.78 1.39 3.11 243
134 1375 2.57 1.41 2,94 241
133 1400 2.29 1,44 2.70 238
133 1425 1.90 1.55 2.45 231
133 1450 1.39 1.35 2.08 222
134 1475 0,99 1.49 1.79 213
135 1500 0.62 1.94 2,04 197
136 1525 -O. O0 2.20 2.20 180
138 1550 -O.T2 2.06 2.19 161
140 1575 -1.36 2.06 2.47 146
140 1600 -1.81 1.94 2.65 137
140 1625 -1.92 1.92 2.72 133
142 1650 -1,78 2,07 2.73 139
144 1675 -1.64 2.20 2.74 143
145 1700 -1.47 2.30 2.73 147
145 1725 -1.00 2.46 2.65 158
146 1750 --0.50 2.52 2.57 169
143 1775 -0.30 2.59 2,61 173
147 1800 -0,37 2.69 2.72 172
149 1825 -0.59 2.68 2.74 167
149 1850 -0.92 2.62 2.78 160
155 1875 -1.21 2.45 2.73 153
164 1900 -1.22 2.36 2.65 152
170 1925 -0.87 2.29 2.45 159
181 1950 -0.60 2,15 2,23 164
191 1975 -0,35 2.19 2.22 171
lgg 2000 O.OO 2,09 2.09 180
205 2025 0,30 1.93 1.95 189
207 2030 0.71 1.91 2.04 200
214 2075 0.86 1.93 2.11 204
224 2100 0.68 1.83 1.98 200
230 2125 0.57 1.63 1.73 199
230 2150 0.66 1.52 1.65 203
230 2175 0,69 1.51 1.66 204
CEMP8NENT, WZ . NERIOI8NAL CEMPENENT_ MS
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC HISEC 04EG
2200 0.46 1.68 1.76 195
2225 0.27 2o00 2.02 188
2250 0.28 2.19 2.21 187
2275 0.42 2.37 2,40 190
2300 0.53 2.50 2.55 192
2325 0.80 2.65 2.77 197
2350 1.10 2.87 3,07 201
2575 1.02 3.06 3.22 198
2600 0.77 3.17 3.26 193
2425 0.75 3.23 3.32 193
2450 0.99 3.02 3.18 198
2475 1.2# 2.63 2,91 205
2500 1.37 2.31 2.69 210
2525 1.24 2.09 2.43 210
2550 0.98 2,14 2,35 205
2575 0.78 1.91 2.06 202
2600 0.69 1.55 1.70 204
2625 0.65 1,49 1.63 203
2650 0.60 1,49 1.55 195
2675 0.19 1.61 1.62 186
2700 0.15 1,71 1.71 185
2725 0.53 1.67 1,75 197
2750 1.17 1.63 2.01 216
2775 1.88 1.66 2,51 228
2800 2,47 1.87 3.09 233
2825 2.79 2.07 3.48 233
2850 3,16 2,14 3.82 236
2875 3.44 2.13 4.05 238
2900 3.40 2.33 4.12 235
2925 3.32 2.59 4.21 232
2950 3.41 2.57 4,27 233
2975 3.44 2.57 4.30 233
3000 3.26 2,93 4.39 228
3025 2*89 3.60 4.46 220
3050 2.66 3*73 4.58 215
3075 2.63 3.45 4,34 217
3100 2.75 2.77 3.90 225
3125 2.97 2.55 3.91 229
3130 2,97 2.83 4.10 226
3175 2.82 3.20 4.26 221
- WINC SPEED* THETA " WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-09 02/10/65. 23051t EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLDR[OA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT RX WZ WS THETA ALT WX
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 080 METERS H/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS R/SEC
3200 2.77 3.31 4.32 220 4200 0.56 5.22 5.25 186 5200 2.28
3225 3.08 3.24 4.47 223 4225 0.52 5.19 5.22 186 5225 2.28
3250 3.44 3.og 4.63 228 4250 0.65 5.27 5.31 187 5250 2.28
3273 3.49 3.11 4.67 228 4275 0.83 5.56 5.62 188 5275 2,22
_300 3.55 3.23 4.80 227 4300 0.92 5.84 5.91 189 3300 2.17
3325 3.58 3.28 4.85 227 4325 0.86 6.08 6.14 188 5325 2.40
3350 3.44 3.30 4.77 226 4350 0.73 6.17 6.21 187 5350 2.79
3375 3.28 3.33 4.67 224 4375 0.68 6.24 6.27 186 5375 3.18
3400 3.19 3.44 4.70 223 4400 0.64 6.33 6.36 186 5400 3.58
3425 3.32 3.57 4.87 223 4425 0.56 6.36 6.38 185 5425 3.97
3450 3.53 3.49 4.97
3475 3.61 3.40 4.96
3500 3.65 3.37 4.97
3525 3.73 3*36 5.02
3550 3.71 3.39 3.02
3575 3.65 3.27 6.90
3600 3.59 3.16 4.79
3625 3.68 3.19 4.87
3650 3,86 3.17 4.99
3675 3.91 3.37 5.16
3700 3.94 3.67 5.38
3725 3.86 3.68 5.34
3750 3.65 3.64 5.15
3775 3.43 3.63 5.00
3800 3.23 3,69 4,90
3825 3.03 3.86 4.91
3850 2.92 4.26 5.16
3875 2.87 4.75 5.55
3900 2.59 5.19 5.80
3925 2.33 5.31 5.80
3950 2.29 5.19 5.67
3975 2.34 5.18 5.68
4000 2.41 5.00 5.55
4025 2.49 4.78 5.38
4050 2.46 4.78 5.38
4073 2.13 4.78 5.24
4100 1.64 4.89 5.15
4125 1.21 5.02 5.16
4150 1.05 5.02 5.13
4175 0.82 5.13 5.19
225 4450 0.44 6.71 6.72 184 5450 4.30
227 4475 0.17 7.09 7.09 181 5475 4.48
227 4500 O.11 6.96 6.97 181 5500 4.52
228 4525 0.14 6.48 6.48 181 5525 4.55
227 4550 0.15 6.03 6.03 181 5550 4,71
228 4575 0.05 5.78 5.78 180 3575 5.15
228 4600 -0.22 5.70 5.71 178 5600 5.60
229 4625 -0.22 5.60 5.60 178 5625 5.82
230 4650 -0.19 5.51 5.52 178 5650 6,05
229 4675 -0.26 5.59 5.59 177 5675 6.33
227 4700 -0.24 5.73 5.74 177 5700 6.58
226 4725 -0.22 5.84 5.84 178 5725 6.93
225 4750 -0.08 3.66 5.66 179 5750 7.21
223 4775 0.07 5.25 5.25 181 3775 7.35
221 4800 0.29 5.04 5.05 183 5800 7.39
218 4825 0.86 4.87 4.95 190 5825 7.33
214 4850 1.57 4.61 4.87 199 5850 7*63
211 4875 2.08 4.49 4.95 205 5875 7.70
206 4900 2.38 4.43 3,03 208 5900 7.36
203 4925 2.38 4.20 4.83 209 5925 7.34
204 6950 2.43 3.77 4.49 213 5950 6.61
204 4975 2.37 3.29 4.05 216 5975 6.79
206 5000 2.09 2.93 3.60 215 6000 7.53
207 5025 1.95 2.71 3.34 216 6025 7.15
207 5050 1.79 2.40 2.99 217 6050 7.10
204 5075 1.72 2.10 2.72 219 6075 6.99
198 5100 1.82 1.70 2.49 227 6100 6.92
193 5125 2.12 1.18 2.42 241 8125 6.77
192 5150 2.36 0.98 2.56 247 6150 6.66











































ALT • ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CEMPgNENT, WZ " MERIDISNAL CSMP8NENT, WS " WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX W1 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
6200 6,73 -0,7B 6,77 276
6225 6.65 -1.1B 6.76 280
6250 6.69 -1.24 6.B0 280
6275 6.76 -1.29 6.88 281
6300 6.76 -1.32 6.89 281
TABLE 11-26 (con t) PAGE 197
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-09 02/10/65t 23052, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE RISEC M/SEE OEG
7200 0.52 2.32 8.83 255 8200 11.05 3,16 11.49 254
7225 8.60 2.20 8.88 2_5 8225 11.19 3.26 11.65 254
7250 8.65 2.11 8.90 256 0250 11.44 3.36 11.92 253
7275 8,53 2.10 8.7? 256 8275 11.78 3.56 12.30 253
7300 8.39 2.15 8.66 255 8300 11.93 3.71 12.49 253
6325 6.72 -1.27 6.84 281
6350 6.76 -1.16 6.86 280
6375 6.78 -I*IS 6.87 279
6400 6,75 -1.11 6.84 279
6425 6.79 -1.14 6.88 279
6450 6.83 -1.29 6.95 280
6475 6.95 -1.28 7.07 280
6500 6,99 -1.37 7.12 281
6525 6.93 -1,40 7,07 281
6550 6.81 -1.33 6.96 281
6575 6.60 -L.22 6.T2 280
6600 6.49 -0.97 6.56 2T8
662S 6.47 -0.41 6.48 273
66S0 6.55 0,16 6.55 268
6675 6.57 0.41 6.58 266
6700 6.63 0,58 6.46 265
6725 6.38 0.75 6.43 263
6750 6.53 1.03 6.61 261
6775 6*88 1.27 6.99 259
6B00 7,06 1.48 7.21 258
6825 6.98 1.62 7.17 257
6850 7.09 1.80 7.31 256
6875 7.24 2.19 7.57 253
6900 7.47 2.55 7.89 251
6925 8.03 2.74 8.48 251
6950 8.64 2*78 9.08 252
6975 8.87 2,75 9.28 253
T000 8.87 2.75 9.28 253
7025 8.92 2.75 9.34 253
7050 8,89 2.56 9.25 254
7075 8.89 2,45 9.22 254
7100 8.98 2.52 9.33 254
7125 8,97 2.51 9.31 254
7150 8.80 2.49 9.15 254
7325 8,34 2.22 8.63 255
7350 8.41 2.31 8.72 256
7375 8.55 2.47 8.90 256
7600 8.72 2.73 9.14 252
7825 8.76 3.01 9.26 251
8325 11.92 3.48 12.41 254
8350 11.62 3.15 12.04 255
8375 11.40 3.03 11.79 255
8400 11.23 3,00 11.62 255
8425 11.08 2.90 11.45 258
7650 8.74 2.99 9.24 251
7675 8.97 2.87 9.42 252
7500 9.27 2*71 9*66 254
7525 g.sb 2.72 9.94 254
7550 9*76 2.90 10.18 253
8450 11.14 2.73 11.47 256
8475 11.01 2.59 11.31 257
8500 lO*B5 2.43 11.12 257
8525 10.85 2.22 11.08 25B
8550 11.01 2.01 11.19 259
7575 9.58 2.91 10.01 253
7600 9.43 2.91 9.87 253
7625 9.40 2,88 9.83 253
7650 9.35 2.88 9.78 253
7875 9.33 2.97 9.80 252
8575 11.19 1.87 11.3; 260
B600 11.20 1.73 11.34 261
8625 11.41 1.53 11.51 262
8650 11.65 1.33 11.73 263
8675 11.76 1.15 11.81 264
7700 9.20 2.86 9.63 253
7725 9.09 2.75 9.50 253
7750 9.11 2.78 9.53 253
7775 9.28 2.62 9.64 256
7800 9.33 2.56 9*67 254
8700 11.B3 0.79 11.B6 266
8725 11.72 0.54 11.73 267
8750 11.57 0.37 11.5B 268
8775 11.$0 0.08 11.50 269
8800 11.45 -0.07 11.45 270
7825 9.25 2.64 9.62 254
7850 9.16 2,58 9.52 254
7875 9.06 2.50 9.40 254
7900 9.00 2.45 _.32 255
7925 8.91 2.24 9.18 256
8825 11,40 -0.29 11.40 271
8850 11.39 -0.52 11.41 272
8875 11.52 -0.46 11.53 272
8900 11.63 -0.46 11.64 272
8925 11.63 -0.73 11.65 273
7950 8.93 2.10 9.17 257
7975 9.11 2.28 9.39 256
8000 9.31 2.41 9.61 255
8025 9.44 2.39 9.74 256
8050 • 9.$2 2.37 9.81 256
8950 11.74 -0.99 11.78 275
8975 12.02 -1,04 12.07 275
9000 12.19 -1.00 12.23 275
5025 12.08 -0.93 12.12 2T4
9050 tl.9B -0,87 12.02 274
7175 8.60 2.45 8.96 254
8075 9,69 2.43 9.99 256
8100 10.06 2.55 10.38 256
9125 10.33 2.62 10.66 256
8150 10.58 2.65 10.91 256
8175 10.88 2.90 11.26 255
9075 12.13 -0.90 12.16 274
9100 12.57 -1.07 12.62 275
9125 13.21 -1.26 13.27 275
9150 13.56 -1.46 13.64 276
9175 13.45 -1,78 13.57 277
ALT = £1. TITUOEt WX " ZBNAL CgNP_NENIt MZ = MERIOI9NAL CBMPgNENT, WS = WIND SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-09 02/10/65t 2305Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLERIDA
WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETAALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9200 13,74 -2,51 13,97 280
9225 14.33 -3.23 14.69 283
9250 14.31 -3.63 14.76 284
9275 13.93 -4.28 14.5T 287
9300 13.68 -4.79 14.50 289
9325 13.82 -4.90 14.66 289
9350 14.06 -4,84 14.87 289
9375 13.96 -4.68 14.72 288
9400 13.81 -4.66 14o58 288
9425 15.00 -5.21 15.8B 289
9450 15.59 -5.41 16.50 289
9475 14,63 -5.02 15.28 289
9500 16.10 -4.97 16.95 289
9525 14.09 -4.97 14.94 289
9550 16.16 -4.89 14.98 289
9575 14_34 -4.93 15.17 289
9600 14.33 -4.96 15.16 289
9625 16.1T -4.71 16.94 288
9650 14.13 -4.41 14.80 287
9675 14.19 -4.26 14.82 287
9700 14.16 -4.OT 14.73 286
9725 14,21 -3.88 14.73 285
9750 14.29 -3.97 14.81 295
9775 14.23 -3.83 14.74 285
9800 14.27 -3.75 14.76 285
9825 14.47 -3.80 14,96 285
9850 14.61 -3.83 15.11 285
9875 14.53 -3.83 15.03 285
9900 14,57 -3.87 15.08 285
9925 14.80 -3.86 15.30 284
9950 15.02 -3.96 15.54 285
9975 15o51 -3.99 16.02 284
10000 16.25 -3.93 16.72 ZB3
10025 17.09 -3.59 17.46 282
10050 17,55 -3.23 17.85 280
10075 17.41 -3.1B 17.70 280
10100 18.57 -3.76 18.95 281
10125 18.08 -4.14 18.55 283
10150 16.32 -4.11 16.83 288
10175 16.40 -4.38 16,97 285
ALT WX
METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEG
10200 16.50 -4.42 17.08 285
10225 16.67 -4.44 17.06 285
10250 16.26 -4.52 16.88 285
10275 15.97 -4.33 16.55 285
10300 15,78 -3.96 16.27 284
10325 15.60 -3.76 16.04 283
10350 15.30 -3.55 15.71 283
10375 15.07 -3.62 15.49 2B3
10600 14.89 -3.79 15.37 284
10625 14.83 -4.10 15.39 285
10450 14,80 -4.42 15.45 206
10675 14.74 -4.48 15.40 287
10500 14.73 -4.40 15.37 286
10525 14.61 -4.34 15.24 286
10550 14.44 -4.45 15.11 287
10575 16.37 -4.70 15.12 288
10600 14.24 -4,77 15.02 288
10625 14.16 -4.78 14.94 288
10650 14.26 -4.94 15.09 289
10675 14.16 -S.03 15.02 289
10700 13.88 -4.99 14.75 290
10725 13.82 -S.15 14.75 290
10750 13.90 -5.40 14.91 291
1077S 13.85 -S.68 14.97 292
10800 13.64 -S.99 14.90 294
10825 13.44 -5.96 14.71 294
10850 13.$7 -6.21 14,93 294
10875 13,84 -6.78 15.41 296
10900 14.24 -7,32 16.02 297
10925 14.99 -7.94 16.96 298
10950 15.88 -B.64 18.08 298
10975 16,82 -9.49 19.31 299
11000 17.47 -10.36 20.31 301
11025 18.09 -10.84 21.09 301
11050 19.10 -11.19 22.14 300
11075 20.47 -IZ*01 23.T4 300
11100 21.90 -12.68 25.31 300
11125 22.92 -12.88 26.29 299
11150 23.42 -13.16 26.86 299
11175 23.8B -13.85 27.60 300
METERS M/SEC N/SEE MISEC DEG
11200 24.77 -14.62 28.77 300
11225 25.57 -15.06 29.6T 300
11250 26.20 -15.38 30,38 300
11275 26.54 -15.7T 30.87 301
11300 26.60 -15.99 31.04 301
11325 26.64 -16.02 31.09 301
11350 26.98 -15.77 31.25 300
11375 27.41 -15.25 31.36 299
11400 27.89 -14.76 31.56 298
11425 28.45 -14.12 31.77 296
11450 31.79 -15.04 35*17 295
11475 32.03 -15.04 35.39 295
11500 29.23 -13.53 32.21 295
11525 29.55 -13.39 32.44 294
11550 29.84 -13.45 32.73 294
11575 29.84 -13.50 32*75 294
11600 29.61 -13.89 32.70 295
11625 29.76 -14.30 33.01 295
11650 30.34 -14.12 33.46 295
11675 30.75 -14.00 33.79 294
11700 30.95 -14.15 34.03 294
11T25 30.80 -14.21 33.92 295
11750 30.57 -14.54 33.85 295
11775 30.48 -14.50 33.75 295
11800 30.06 -14.22 33.26 295
11825 29.79 -14.23 33.01 295
11850 29.80 -14.23 33.02 295
11878 29.84 -14.32 33.10 295
11900 30.02 -14.56 33.36 " 296
11925 29.92 -14.66 33*32 296
11950 29.31 -14.52 32.71 296
11975 29.35 -14.43 32.71 296
12000 29*87 -14.2T 33.11 29S
12025 30,08 -13.71 33.06 294
12050 30.25 -13.26 33,02 293
12075 30.31 -13.04 33.00 293
12100 30.55 -13.01 33.21 293
12125 30*83 -13.25 33.56 293
12150 30.83 -13.19 33,54 293
12175 30*55 -12.92 33*18 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " Z_NAL ESMP_NENTt WZ = MERIOISNAL CgMPSNENTt WS " WIND SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 198 TABLE 11-26 (con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE MIND VELRCiTY PRmFILE
TEST NUNOER 870-09 02/10/65_ 230521 EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLmRIDA
ALT NX N2 NS 7HETA ALT WX _Z WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC NISEC OEG
12200 30.55 -12.83 33.13 293 13200 26.80 -21.16 35.73 306 14200 27o85 -17.24 32*75 302
12225 30.61 -12.76 33.16 292 13225 28.73 -21.09 35.64 306 16225 27.07 -17.36 32.16 302
12250 30.63 -12.92 33.06 293 13250 28.87 -20.91 35°65 306 16230 26.68 -17.00 31.66 303
12275 31.15 -13.12 33.80 293 13275 28.61 -20.74 35.36 306 16275 26.17 -16.61 31.00 302
12300 34.03 -14.26 36.89 293 13300 28.66 -20°56 35.26 305 16300 23.87 -16.67, 30.78 303
12325 33.23 -16.23 36o15 293
12350 30.27 -13.26 33.06 293
12375 29.99 -13.14 32.76 293
12600 30.18 -13.61 33.02 296
12625 30.36 -13.92 33.40 294
13323 28.33 -20.47 36*95 306
13350 27.61 -20,39 36.32 306
13375 27.73 -20.29 34.36 306
13600 27.66 -19.97 36.10 306
13625 27.61 -19.70 33.76 306
14325 25.56 -16.62 30*49 303
14350 25,24 -16.09 29.93 302
16375 25.03 -15.82 29.61 302
16400 26*88 -15.28 29.20 301
14625 24.66 -14.57 28*66 300
12650 30.42 -13.98 33.47 294
12675 30,59 -14.25 33.76 295
12500 30,10 -14.27 33.31 295
12525 29.98 -16.05 33.11 295
12550 30.35 -13,99 33.62 295
13650 27.72 -19.91 36.13 306
13675 28.16 -lg*73 34,37 305
13500 27.84 -19.26 33.85 304
13525 27.51 -19.11 33.50 305
13550 28.26 -19.01 36.06 304
14450 26.55 -16.18 28.35 300
14675 26.65 -13.38 28.06 298
16300 24.50 -12.69 27.50 297
14525 24.26 -11,93 27.01 296
16550 26.15 -11.57 26.78 295
12578 30.32 -14.16 33.46 295
12600 30.55 -16.76 33.92 296
12625 30.66 -16,98 34.12 296
12650 30.79 -15._9 34.28 296
12675 31.18 -15*72 36.92 297
13575 28.59 -18.60 34.11 303
13600 28*56 -18.61 34.08 303
13625 28.78 -18.66 34.29 303
13650 28.85 -18.99 36*54 303
13675 28.80 -19.61 34*86 304
14575 24.03 -11.25 26.53 295
14600 23.97 -11.00 26.37 294
14625 23.81 -11.13 26,28 295
14650 23.48 -10.63 25.78 294
14675 23.31 -9.96 25.35 293
12700 31.42 -16.05 35.28 297
12725 31.56 -16*48 33.60 297
12TSO 31.28 -16.88 35,54 298
12775 30.80 -16.92 35.14 299
12800 30.40 -16.86 34.76 299
13700 29.13 -19.85 35*25 304
13725 29.32 -19.76 35*36 304
13750 29.10 -19.59 35.08 306
13775 29,26 -20.06 35*46 304
13800 29*27 -20.50 35.73 305
14700 23*28 -9.71 25.22 292
14725 22.96 -9.37 24*80 292
14750 23.11 -8,15 26.51 289
14775 23.52 -7.65 24.73 288
14800 23.13 -7*55 26.33 288
12825 30.18 -17.06 34.67 299
12850 30.01 -1T.AB 34,73 300
12875 22*92 -17.79 36.81 301
12900 29.90 -18.48 35.15 302
12925 30.17 -19.01 35.66 302
13825 28.90 -19.98 35.13 306
13850 28*87 -19.81 35.01 304
13875 31.30 -21.53 37.99 304
13900 31.56 -21.29 38*07 306
13925 28*76 -19.26 36.60 304
14823 23.33 -7.39 24*47 287
14850 24.19 -7,34 25.28 287
14875 24.68 -6*92 25.63 285
14900 26.88 -6.38 25.68 286
14925 25.15 -6,41 25.95 284
12950 30.25 -19.45 35.96 303
12975 30.04 -19.76 35.96 303
13000 30*37 -19.81 36.26 303
13025 30.A1 -20.19 36.51 303
13050 30.35 -20.47 36.61 306
13950 28*37 -18.97 36.13 306
13975 28.37 -18.79 36.03 303
14000 28.39 -18.51 33.89 303
14025 28.56 -17.96 33.76 302
14050 28.83 -17.50 33.73 301
14950 25.38 -7.01 26.33 285
149T5 25.79 -6.82 26.67 285
15000 25.96 -6.65 26.73 286
15025 25*86 -6.9T 26.79 285
15050 26.18 -6.23 26.91 283
13075 30.69 -20.38 36*84 303
13100 30,63 -21.06 36.99 306
13125 30.12 -21.19 36.83 305
13150 30.12 -20*90 36.67 305
13175 29.60 -21.15 36.38 305
14075 28*53 -17.75 33.60 302
14100 28.63 -17.57 33,62 302
14125 28*80 -17.70 33.81 301
14150 28.69-17_50 33.61 301
14175 28.31 -16.94 32.99 301
15075 26.11 -5.96 26.78 283
15100 26.46 -6.63 27.28 284
15125 27.12 -6.87 27.98 284
15150 27.71 -7.17 28,62 286
15175 28,02 -7.69 29.06 285
ALT " ALTITUDE_ NX " ZINAL CBMPONENT* NZ " NERIDIBNAL CBMP_NENT* NS " MIND SPEEO, THETA i MIND DIRECT18N
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE HIND VELBCITY PRBF|LE
TEST NUMBER 870-09 02/10/65. 2305Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIOA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA AL7 NX W2 " WS THETA ALT WX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG
15200 27*86 -8.50 29.13 287 16200 23.93 -16*88 29*29 305 17200 6,23 -3*62 7.11 299
15225 27.66 -9.36 29.19 288 16225 22.65 -17.21 28.45 307 17225 5*62 -3.78 6.77 30A
15250 27.35 -9*MS 29.07 290 16250 21.03 -17.25 27.20 309 17250 4.67 -3.52 5.85 307
[5275 26.72 -10.50 28.71 291 16275 20.10 -17.38 26.57 311 17275 3.75 -3.01 4,81 309
15300 26.65 -10.78 28.75 292 16300 18.55 -18.15 25.96 316 17300 2,95 -2.67 3.98 312
15325 27.10 -11.41 29.60 293
15350 26.97 -12.13 29.57 296
15375 26.63 -12.14 29.27 296
15600 26.71 -12.61 29.54 295
15625 26*57 -12,68 29.44 295
16325 17,49 -18.61 25.56 317
16350 16.38 -18.19 24.48 318
16375 16.02 -18.01 24.10 318
16400 16.92 -17.91 23.31 820
16625 14.12 -17.15 22.22 320
17325 3.17 -2.21 3.87 305
17350 3.66 -2.29 4.32 302
17375 4.57 -2.66 5.19 298
17400 5.52 -2.72 6.16 296
17425 6.10 -2.76 6,70 294
15650 26*29 -13.60 29.60 297
15675 26.51 -14,_6 30.26 299
15500 26*66 -14.63 30.41 299
15525 26.73 -15.20 30.75 299
15550 26.94 -15.56 31.11 300
16450 13.72 -16.85 21.73 321
16675 13.12 -16.86 21.35 322
16500 12.59 -16.42 20.69 322
16525 12.01 -15.78 19.83 323
16550 11.33 -15,41 19.12 323
17450 6*50 -2.97 7.15 294
17475 7.30 -3.T7 8,21 297
17500 7.81 -2.90 8.33 290
15575 26.60 -15,97 30.85 301
15600 26.12 -15.59 30°62 301
15625 26.05 -15.55 30.36 301
15650 24.85 -15.66 28.38 302
15678 23.76 -16.02 28.66 306
16575 10.86 -14.36 17.99 323
16600 10.27 -13.26 16.77 322
16625 9*73 -13,54 [6,67 324
16650 9.68 -13.31 16.66 326
16675 9.64 -13,37 16.68 326
15700 23.88 -16.26 28,47 305
15725 23.18 -15.55 27.91 304
15750 23.02 -15.27 27.62 303
15775 22.57 -14.41 26.78 302
15800 22.25 -13.25 25.90 301
16700 9.16 -13.71 16.68 326
16725 8.78 -12.81 15.53 325
16750 8.68 -11,71 16.58 323
16775 8.36 -11.58 14.28 324
16800 8.57 -12.13 16,85 325
15825 22.80 -13.56 26.10 301
15850 22.05 -13.49 25,85 301
18875 21.69 -13.73 25.50 302
15900 21.59 -13.46 25.43 302
15925 22.11 -12*74 25.52 300
16825 8.80 -12.00 16.88 324
16850 8.29 -10.69 13.53 322
16875 7.77 -9.90 12.59 322
16900 7,12 -10.03 12.30 326
16925 6.63 -9.80 11.72 327
15950 22.23 -12.75 _5.62 300
15975 22.23 -12.12 25.32 298
16000 22.12 -11.50 24,93 2gT
16025 22.43 -ll*lT 25,05 296
[6050 22.79 -11.95 25.73 297
16950 6.80 -9.39 11.59 324
16975 7.06 -8.82 11,30 321
17000 6.78 -7.95 10.45 319
17025 6.69 -7.11 9.62 317
17050 6.90 -6.53 9.50 313
16075 23.61 -12.39 26,49 298
16100 24.23 -13,25 27,62 298
16125 24.68 -16.91 28,84 301
16150 24.91 -15.93 29,56 302
16175 24.76 -16.64 29.70 303
17075 6.86 -5.70 8*92 310
17100 6,29 -_.61 7.80 306
17125 6,30 -6.02 T*AT 302
17150 6.91 -6.16 8.05 301
[7175 6*89 -3*79 T.86 299





















































-6.97 7.36 10.14 136 1325
-6.97 7.46 10.21 137 1350
-7.06 7.59 10.37 137 1375
-7.21 7.66 10.52 137 1400
-7.19 7.83 10.63 137 1425
-7.12 8.09 10.77 138 1450
-6.94 8.19 10.74 140 1675
-6.62 8.13 10.49 141 1500
-6.25 8,05 I0.19 142 1525
-6.00 8.05 10,04 143 1550
-5.87 7*92 9.86 143 1575
-5,89 7.68 9.51 142 1600
-5.62 6.96 8.95 141 1625
-5.34 6.52 8.43 140 1650
-5.22 6.08 8.01 139 1675
-4.91 5.79 7.58 140 1700
-4.59 5.44 7.12 140 1725
-4.14 5.15 6.60 141 1750
-3.60 4.96 6.13 144 1775
-3.20 4.72 5.71 146 1800
-3.00 4.45 5.37 146 1825
-2.80 4.01 4.89 ,145 1850
-2.43 3.42 4.20 144 1875
-2.00 2*79 3.43 14A 1900
-1.57 2,25 2.74 145 1925
-1.28 1.85 2.25 145
-1.06 1.04 1.48 134
-0.59 0.18 0.62 107
0.02 0.04 0.04 209
0.62 0.15 0,63 256
0.87 0.30 0.92 251
1.16 0.34 1.21 253
1.43 0.46 1.50 252
1.64 0.59 1.75 250
= ALTITUDE, MX
TABLE 11-27
FPS-16 RROAR/J1MSPHER8 HIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUM8ER 870-10 02/11/65t 0035Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
MS THETA ALT WX HZ _S THETA ALT
N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEC 0E0 METERS
10.58 133 1200 1.79 0.62 1,89 251 2200
10.30 134 1225 1.85 0.59 1.94 252 2225
10.03 135 1250 2.10 0.41 2.16 259 2250
9.96 136 1275 2.51 0.25 2.53 264 2275
10.03 136 1300 2*72 0.27 2.73 264 2300
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HX MZ WS THETA
M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
-0,07 2.67 2.67 178
0.34 2.85 2.87 187
0.81 2*76 2.88 198
1.06 2.80 2.99 201
1.14 2.82 3.04 202
2.75 0.19 2.75 266 2325 1.12 2.76 2.98 202
2.76 0.04 2.76 269 2350 1.01 2;77 2.95 200
2.58 0.06 2.58 269 2375 1.04 2.52 2.73 202
2,26 0.06 2.26 268 2400 0.98 1.96 2.19 266
1,96 0.06 1.96 268 2425 0.73 1.46 1.64 206
1.64 0.10 1.64 266 2450 0.37 1.27 1.32 196
1.31 0.07 1,31 267 2475 -0.17 1.23 1.24 172
1.01 0.23 1,03 257 2500 I0160 1.19 1.33 153
0*55 0.44 0.70 231 2525 -0*72 1.12 1.33 147
-0.06 0.61 0.62 174 2550 -0.74 1.22 1.43 148
-0.55 0,82 0,99 146 2575 -0.75 1.35 1.55 151
-0.96 1.06 1.43 158 2600 -0.78 1.44 1.64 151
-1.25 1.26 1.78 135 2625 -0.60 1.47 1.59 158
-1.28 1.41 1.91 138 2650 -0.15 1.21 1.22 173
-1.13 1.60 1.95 145 2675 0*35 0.89 0.96 202
-0.69 1.82 1.94 1_9 2700 0.88 0,61 1.07 235
-0.27 2.06 2.05 172 2725 1.19 0.24 1.22 258
-0.45 2.10 2.15 168 2750 1.35 -0.28 1.38 282
-0.92 2.10 2.29 156 2775 1.60 -0.66 1.73 292
-1.35 2.23 2.60 ,149 2800 1.82 -0.50 1.89 285
-1.71 2.46 2.99 145 2825 1.89 0.04 1.89 269
-h80 2.59 3,15 145 2850 1.87 0.48 1.93 255
-1.61 2.60 3.05 148 2875 1.91 0.94 2.13 244
-1.23 2.52 2.80 154 2900 1.95 1.33 2.36 236
-0.72 2.49 2.59 164 2925 1.82 1.38 2.28 233
1950 -0.12 2.43 2.44, 177
1975 0.36 2,22 2.25 189
2000 0.64 2.09 2.19 197
2025 0.77 2.04 2.18 200
Z2_2 2.77 ;._7 2.2; 2G,
2950 1.70 1.42 2.21 230
2975 1.67 1.77 2.43 223
3000 1.51 2,42 2.85 212
3025 1.17 3.28 3.49 199
" ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = HERIO1ENAL C8MPSNENTw
2075 0*63 1.99 2.09 197 3075 0.70 4.12 4.18 189
2100 0,53 2.07 2.14 lq4 3100 0.79 3.69 3.77 192
2125 0.47 2,23 2.28 192 3125 1.02 3,13 3.29 198
2150 0.29 2,35 2.37 IS7 3150 1.26 2.78 3.06 204
2175 -0.06 2.38 2.38 178 3175 1.39 2.88 3.20 206








FPS-16 RADRR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-10 02/11/65t 0035Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
HX HZ MS THETA ALT WX HZ W$ THETA " RLT MX MZ MS THETA
M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC 8/SEC MI_EC DEG
1.39 3.16 3.45 203 4200 1.10 5.21 5.32 192 5200 -0.22 3.47 3.47 176
1.31 3.14 3.40 202 4225 0.88 5.23 5.31 189 5225 -0.08 3.20 3.20 178
1.59 2.95 3.35 208 4250 0.84 5.62 5.68 188 5250 -0.09 2.94 2.94 178
2.14 2,83 3.55 217 4275 0.77 5.52 5.57 188 5275 -0.15 2.60 2.60 177






2.29 2*95 3.73 218 4325 0.76 5.01 5.07 188 5325 0.17 1.68 1.68 185
2.37 2.84 3.69 220 4350 0.94 4.91 5.00 191 5350 0.46 1.24 1.33 200
2.53 2.67 3.68 223 4375 0,93 4.96 5.05 190 5375 0.89 0,97 1,31 223
2.63 2.50 3.63 226 4400 0.79 5.08 8.14 189 5400 1.34 0.75 1.53 240






2.62 2.50 3.62 226 4450 1.01 5.17 5.27 lql 5450 1.93 0.35 1.96 260
2.64 2.65 3.74 225 4475 1.16 5.16 5.29 193 5475 2.01 0.21 2.02 264
2.68 2.91 3.96 223 4500 1.17 5.36 5.48 192 5500 2.06 0.04 2.06 269
2.83 3.11 4,20 222 4525 1.19 5.49 5.62 192 5525 2.18 -0.16 2.18 274






2.85 3.19 4.28 222 4575 1.12 5.87 5.97 191 5575 2.78 -0.72 2.87 284
2.97 3,14 4.32 223 4600 1.02 6.19 6.28 189 5600 3.04 -0.67 3.11 282
2.98 3.15 4.33 223 4625 0.76 6,30 6.35 187 5625 3.08 -0.56 3.13 280
2.95 3.17 4.33 223 4650 0.30 5.95 5.96 183 5650 3.12 -0.37 3.14 277






2.92 3.32 4.42 221 4700 -0.10 5.29 5.29 179 5700 3*56 -0.28 3.57 274
2.84 3,53 4,53 219 4725 0.28 5.19 5.20 183 5725 3.73 -0.23 3.73 273
2.67 3.73 6.59 215 4750 0.72 4.98 5.03 188 5750 3*98 -0.15 3.98 272
2.61 3.92 4.71 213 4775 0.97 4.81 4.91 191 5775 4.11 -0.29 4.12 274






2.72 3.87 4.73 215 4825 0.95 4.71 4.80 191 5825 4.79 0.09 4.79 269
2.65 3.87 4.69 214 4850 0.96 4.56 4.65 191 5850 4.94 0.24 4.94 267
2.56 4.02 4.77 212 4875 0.92 4.66 4.56 191 5875 5.15 0.42 5.17 265
2.61 4.21 4,95 212 4900 0.94 4.28 4.39 192 5900 5.78 0.67 5.82 263






2.56 4.45 5.13 210 4950 0.94 3.93 4.04 . 193 5950 6.21 1.77 6.46 254
2.47 4.60 5.23 208 4975 0.78 3.91 3,99 191 5975 5.95 2.19 6.34 250
2.39 4.66 5.24 207 5000 0.30 4.04 4.05 184 6000 5.80 2,31 6.24 248
2.25 4.70 5.21 205 5025 -0.14 4.06 4.06 178 6025 5,82 2.35 6.28 268






2.03 6.61 5.04 204 5075 -0.36 3*73 3.75 174 6075 5.70 2.24 6.12 248
1.88 4.70 5.06 202 5100 -0.37 3.41 3.43 174 6100 5.66 2.32 6.12 248
1.63 4.82 5.09 199 5125 -0.36 3*25 3.27 173 6123 5.47 2.17 5*88 248
1.34 4.91 5.09 195 5150 -0.40 3*30 3.32 173 6150 5*26 2.17 5.69 247
1.28 5.24 5,40 194 5175 -0.39 3.46 3.48 173 6175 5.20 2.11 5.61 248
ALT = ALTITUDEe WX _ ZSNAL C88PSNENT, MZ " NERIOI8NAL C_NPBNENTe MS " MINC SPEEDe THETA = MINO DIRECTISN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS R/SEE R/SEC WISED DEG
6200 5.21 1.96 5.57 249
6225 5.24 1*86 5.56 250
6250 5.24 1.78 5.54 251
6275 5.38 1.69 5.64 252
6300 5.56 1.48 5.74 255
6325 5.62 1.33 5.78 257
6350 5.65 1.30 5.80 257
6375 5.66 1.22 5.79 258
6400 5.70 1.19 5.83 258
6425 6.02 1¶28 6.16 258
6450 6.52 1.41 6.67 258
6475 6.94 1.A9 7.10 258
6500 7.22 1.57 7.39 258
6525 7.20 1.67 7.39 257
6550 7.10 1.77 7.31 256
6575 6.98 2.01 7.27 254
6600 6*82 2.34 7,21 251
6625 6,78 2.62 7.27 249
6650 6.91 2.71 7.4Z 248
6675 7.06 2.T1 7.56 249
6700 7,27 2.82 7.80 249
6725 7.36 3.01 7,96 248
6750 7.46 8.42 8.21 245
677S 7.93 3.68 8.74 24S
6800 8.60 3.69 9.36 247
6825 9.16 3.64 9.86 248
6850 9,36 3.58 lO.O0 269
6875 9.15 3.81 9.91 247
6900 9.01 3.91 9.82 246
6925 9.04 3.75 8.78 247
6950 9.06 3*67 9.77 248
6975 9.16 3.51 9.81 249
7000 9.35 3.29 9.91 250
7025 9.49 3.19 10.01 251
7050 9.45 3.25 10.00 251
7075 9.20 3.29 9.77 250
7100 8.91 3.36 9.52 249
7125 8.68 3.40 9.32 248
7150 8.60 3.30 9*22 249
7175 8.59 3.27 9.19 249
TABLE 11-27(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WKND VELSC[TY PROFILE
TEST NUNBER 870-10 02/11265* O035Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ kS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEE N/SEE DEG NETERS WISED M/SEE N/SEE OEG
7200 8.64 8.31 9.25 249
7225 8.93 3.45 9.58 249
7250 9.36 3.53 10.00 249
7275 9.79 3.35 10.35 251
7300 10.18 3.11 10.65 253
7325 10.34 2.83 10.72 256
7350 10.57 2.76 10.92 255
7375 10.85 2.81 11.21 255
7400 10.96 2.82 11.81 255
7425 10.88 2.86 11.25 255
7450 10.59 2.75 10.96 255
7475 10.36 2.66 10.70 255
7500 10.31 Z.T5 10.67 255
7525 10.27 2.78 10,64 255
7550 10.19 2.66 10.83 255
7575 10.09 2.45 10.38 256
7600 10.18 2.13 10.40 258
7625 10.27 2.06 10.48 258
7650 10.28 2.21 10.52 258
7675 10.33 2.26 10.57 257
7700 10.38 2.27 10.62 257
7725 10.24 2.22 10.48 258
7750 10.12 1.99 10.32 259
7775 10.23 1.82 10.39 260
7800 10.34 1.82 IO.50 260
7825 10.42 1.89 10.59 260
7850 10.43 2.01 10.62 259
7875 10.88 2.28 10.68 257
7900 10.44 2.45 10.72 257
7925 10.55 2.46 10.88 257
7950 10.66 2.35 10.91 257
7975 10.99 2.29 11.22 258
8000 11.24 2.37 11.69 258
8025 11.41 2,52 11.69 257
8050 11.65 2*79 11.98 256
8075 11.61 2.82 11.94 256
81OO 11.37 2.70 11.69 256
8125 11.09 2.51 11.37 257
8150 10.86 2.17 11.07 258
8175 10.92 1.86 11.07 260
8200 11.02 1.59 11.14 262
8225 10.94 1.32 11.02 263
8250 11.05 0.92 11.09 265
8275 11.81 0.62 11.33 267
8300 11.40 0.58 11.41 267
E325 11.35 0.56 11.36 267
E350 11.48 0.29 11.48 268
E37_ 11.87 0.05 11.87 270
8400 12.07 -0*02 12.07 270
8425 12,06 -0.05 12.06 270
e450 12.27 -0.24 12.28 271
8475 12.49 -0.62 12.51 273
8500 12.60 -0.88 12.63 276
8525 12.37 -0.85 12.40 276
8550 12.45 -0.92 12.48 27A
8575 12.50 -1.10 12.84 275
8600 12.63 -1,80 12.70 276
8625 12.7S -1.65 12.85 277
8650 12.89 -1.87 13.02 278
E675 12.88 -2.12 13,06 279
8700 12.69 -2.15 12*8T 279
8725 12.51 -1.83 12.64 278
8750 12.44 -1.67 12.55 277
8775 12.66 -1.79 12.78 278
8800 12.86 " -1.80 12.99 278
8825 13.07 -1.75 13.19 277
8850 13.54 -1.95 18.68 278
8875 13.71 -2.33 13.90 279
8900 13.56 -2.53 13.80 280
8925 13.49 -2.75 13.76 281
8950 13.29 -3.11 13.65 283
8975 13.05 -3.28 13.46 284
9000 12.85 -3.66 13.36 286
9025 12.78 -4.10 13.42 288
9050 12.99 -4.33 13.70 288
9075 13.19 -4*55 13.96 289
9100 13.26 -4.90 14.14 290
9125 13.39 -5.19 14.36 291
9150 13.51 -5.45 14.57 292
9175 13.44 -5*77 14.63 293
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z8NAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL COMPBNENT, MS • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECT|SN
EPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBED 870-10 02/11/65, O035Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
wS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
DEG METERS WISED N/SEC W/SEE DEG
ALT WX WZ
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE
9200 13.56 -5.94 16.80 293
9225 13.73 -6.03 14.99 294
9250 13.76 -6.22 15.10 294
9275 13.75 -6.35 15.15 295
9300 13.61 -6.58 15.12 296
9325 13.49 -6.83 15.12 297
9350 13.46 -6.87 15.11 297
9375 13.54 -6.87 15.18 297
9400 13.63 -6.76 15.22 296
0425 13.52 -6*77 15.12 296
9450 13,32 -6.84 14,97 297
9475 13.24 -6.78 14.87 297
9500 13.28 -6.81 14.93 297
9525 13.32 -6.84 14.90 297
9550 13.30 -6.76 14.92 297
9575 13.24 -6.75 14.86 297
9600 13.30 -6.78 14.93 297
9625 13.23 -6.71 14.84 297
9650 13.17 -6.51 14.69 296
9675 13.41 -6.20 14.78 295
9700 13.58 -5.87 14.79 293
9725 13.71 -5.61 14.82 292
9750 14.07 -5.38 15.06 291
9775 14.31 -5.08 15.18 289
9800 14.39 -4.91 15.20 289
9825 14.42 -4.82 15.20 288
9850 14.34 -4.64 15.07 288
9875 14.38 -4.59 15.09 288
9900 14.67 -4.56 1S.36 287
9925 14.86 -4.35 15.48 286
9950 15.13 -4.08 15.67 285
9975 15.63 -4.18 15.98 285
10000 15.55 -4.71 16.25 287
10025 15.63 -5.11 16.44 288
10050 15.42 -5.12 16.25 288
10075 15.24 -4.94 16.02 288
10100 15.09 -4.82 15.84 288
10125 14.82 -4.66 15.53 287
10150 16.54 -4.62 15,25 287
10175 14.23 -4.72 1S,OO 288
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG
10200 14.08 -4.A9 14.78 288
10225 13.97 -4.10 14.56 286
10250 13.86 -3.71 14.35 285
10275 13.66 -3.60 14.13 285
10300 13.53 -3.68 16.03 285
10325 13.59 -3.58 16.05 285
10350 13.42 -3.60 13.89 285
10375 13.32 -3.60 13.80 285
10400 13.35 -3.43 13.79 284
10425 13.09 -3.30 13.50 284
10450 12.68 -3.29 13.10 284
10475 12.52 -3.37 12.97 285
10500 12.51 -3.40 12.96 285
10525 12.38 -3.28 12.81 285
10550 12.04 -2.88 12.38 283
10575 11.67 -2,71 11.98 283
10600 11.64 -2.99 12.02 284
10625 11.66 -3.36 12.13 286
10650 11.70 -3.92 12.34 288
10675 12.00 -4.36 12.54 290
10700 12.56 -_.45 13.33 289
10725 13.00 -4.92 13.90 291
10750 13.18 -5.67 16.35 293
10775 13.55 -6.25 16.92 295
10800 13.98 -6.87 15.58 296
10825 14.01 -7.39 15.84 298
10850 14.14 -7.86 16.18 299
10875 14.53 -8.43 16.80 3DO
10900 16.94 -8.90 17.40 301
10925 15.66 -9.79 18.47 302
10950 16.60 -10.88 19.85 303
10975 17.93 -11.65 21.88 303
11000 19.29 -12.23 22.84 302
11025 20.39 -12.81 24.08 302
11050 21.36 -13.25 25.13 302
11075 22.21 -13.61 26.05 301
11100 22.94 -14.05 26.90 301
11125 23.49 -14.49 27.60 302
11150 23.99 -14.79 28.18 301
11175 24.99 -15.14 29.21 301
11200 26.17 -15.50 30.42 300
11225 26.87 -15.84 31.20 300
11250 27.19 -15.93 31.51 300
11275 27.37 -15.76 31.58 300
11300 27.53 -15.72 31.70 300
11325 27.72 -15.53 31.77 299
11350 28.06 -15.39 32.00 299
11375 28.29 -15.37 32.20 298
11400 28.70 -15.18 32.46 298
11425 29.17 -14.81 32.71 297
11450 29.4A -14.57 32.84 296
11675 29.55 -14.73 33.01 296
11500 29.95 -15.00 33.50 296
11525 30.29 -15.06 33.82 296
11550 30.49 -15.07 34.01 296
11575 31.06 -15.35 34.65 296
11600 31.31 -15.37 34.88 296
11625 81.12 -15.45 34.75 296
11650 31.05 -15*70 34.80 297
11675 31.16 -15.59 34.82 296
11700 31.08 -15.36 34.67 296
11725 30.93 -15.24 34.48 296
11750 30.85 -15.27 34.42 296
11775 30.74 -15.25 34.32 296
11800 30.58 -15.08 34.09 296
11825 30.60 -15.14 34.14 296
11850 31.00 -15.26 84.56 296
11875 31.27 -15.01 34.68 295
11900 31.39 -14.70 3A.67 295
11925 31.53 -!4.51 34.71 295
11950 31.38 -14.13 36.42 294
11975 31.29 -13.75 34.18 294
12000 31,35 -13.81 34*25 294
12025 31.63 -13.58 36,24 293
12050 31.55 -13.17 34.19 292
12075 31.55 -12.84 34*06 292
12100 31.66 -12.53 34.05 291
12125 31.66 -12.35 33.99 291
12150 31.38 -12.18 35.66 291
12175 31.33 -12.09 33.58 291
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNA1 CgMPSNENT, WZ • MER[DISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS • WINC SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-27 (con't) PAGE201
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBF1LE
TEST NUNBER 870-10 02/11/65o O035Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT MX WZ N5 THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA ALT _X flZ _S THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
12200 31.26 -12.26 33.56 291 13200 27.37 -19.17 33.62 305 14200 28.29 -19.06 36.10 306
12225 31.26 -12.80 33.76 292 13225 27.02 -19.26 33.18 305 16225 28.00 -18.96 33.81 306
12250 31.60 -13.10 36.03 292 13250 27.07 -19.67 33.67 306 14250 27.78 -19.57 33.95 305
12275 31.39 -13.16 36.06 293 13275 27.39 -19.67 33.72 306 16275 27.51 -19.51 33.73 305
12300 31.66 -13.66 36.22 293 13300 27.69 -19.71 33.83 305 16300 27.51 -19.23 33.57 305
12325 31.44 -13.77 34.32 293
12350 31.21 -13.81 34.13 294
12375 31.05 -13.72 33.95 296
12400 30.68 -13.61 33.54 296
12425 30.57 -13.56 33.43 294
13325 27.53 -19.67 33.83 305
13350 27.76 -19.59 33.98 305
13375 27.91 -19.93 34.29 305
13600 28.16 -20.09 34.60 305
13425 28.41 -20.07 34.79 303
1A325 27.29 -19.23 33.39 305
14350 27.05 -19.16 33.15 305
14375 26.73 -18.86 32.72 305
16600 26.46 -18.52 32.30 305
14425 26.42 -18.35 32.17 305
12450 30.92 -13.60 33.78 294
12675 31.12 -13.59 33.96 293
12500 31.68 -13.84 36.38 294
12525 31.96 -14.61 35.06 294
12550 32.26 -14.93 35.55 295
13450 28.44 -20.26 34.91 305
13475 28.5A -20.55 35.17 306
13500 28.59 -20.68 35.28 306
13323 28.68 -20.54 35.11 306
13550 28.27 -20.74 35.06 306
14450 26.57 -18.13 32.16 306
14475 26.30 -17.70 31.70 304
14500 25.91 -17.54 31.29 304
14525 26.06 -17.48 31.37 306
16550 26.25 -17.12 31.34 303
12573 32.18 -15.31 33.64 295
12600 31.85 -15.54 35.44 296
12625 31.57 -15.72 35.26 296
12650 31.40 -15.84 35.17 297
12675 31.21 -16.08 35.11 297
1357S 28.28 -Z0.56 36.96 306
13600 28.35 -20.29 34.86 305
13625 28.14 -20.26 36.67 306
13650 27.91 -20.15 34.43 306
13675 27.78 -19.97 34.21 306
16575 26.36 -16.76 31.24 302
16600 26.07 -16.30 30.75 302
16625 25.47 -16.12 30.14 302
14650 25.26 -15.73 29.77 302
16675 26.85 -15.12 29.09 301
12700 30.90 -16.27 34.92 298
12725 30.56 -16.79 34.85 299
12750 30.61 -17.28 35.15 299
12775 30.56 -17.60 35o17 299
12800 29.99 -17.35 34.65 300
13700 27,28 -19.35 33.56 305
13725 26.89 -19.12 33.00 305
13750 26.75 -18.81 32.70 305
13775 26.47 -18.26 32.16 304
13800 26.11 -17.61 31.50 304
16700 26.30 -15.16 28.63 302
16725 24.19 -16.82 28.37 301
16730 24.40 -14.31 28.29 300
16775 24.57 -13.97 28.26 299
16800 24.53 -14.13 28.31 300
12825 29.57 -17.51 34.37 300
12850 29.75 -17.92 36.73 301
12875 29.98 -18.63 35.19 301
12900 30.07 -18.90 35.52 302
12925 30.12 -19.06 35.66 302
13825 25.99 -17.33 31.26 306
13850 26.61 -17.36 31.59 303
13873 26.97 -17.49 32.14 303
13900 27.45 -17.70 32.67 303
13925 27.65 -17.96 32.97 303
1A825 24.56 -14.06 28.30 300
1_850 26.40 -13.03 27.67 298
14875 24.03 -12.91 27.28 298
16900 26.34 -12.76 27.68 297
16925 24.63 -11.93 27.36 296
12950 30.21 -19.31 35.85 302
12975 30.07 -19.20 35.68 302
13000 29.59 -19.11 35.23 303
13025 29.62 -19.35 35.38 303
13050 30.09 -19.83 36.06 303
13930 27.64 -18.12 32.88 303
13975 27.38 -17.93 32.73 303
14000 27.67 -17.72 32.86 302.
14025 28.07 -17.88 33.28 302
16050 28.27 -18.04 33.56 302
16950 24.17 -11.08 26.59 296
16975 26.34 -9.85 26.25 292
15000 24.69 -9.56 26.48 291
15025 26.53 -9.26 26.22 290
15030 26.65 -9.0_ Pk._7 _on
13075 30.05 -19.92 36.06 303
13100 29.49 -19.65 35.43 303
13125 28.56 -19.86 36.77 305
13150 28.06 -19.81 36.35 305
13175 27.77 -19.49 33.92 305
14075 28.19 -18.05 33.48 302
16100 28.12 -18.43 33.62 303
14125 28.17 -18.87 33.74 303
16150 28.37 -18.62 33.96 303
16175 28.61 -19.24 36.47 304
15075 24.39 -9.00 26.19 290
13100 24.79 -8.57 26.23 289
15125 26.96 -8.41 26.34 288
15150 24.97 -8.33 26.33 288
13175 24.98 -8.12 26.26 288
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZBNAL CSMPJNENT, NZ = MERIOIBNAL CIMPSNENT, NS = MINe SPEEDt THETA = MIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIHSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 870-10 02/11/63, O0352v EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIOA
ALT NX NZ NS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/5EC M/5EC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC 0E0
15200 25.26 -7.81 26.62 287
15225 25.65 -8.17 26.92 287
15250 25.37 -9.24 27.19 290
15275 25.40 -9.53 27.13 290
15300 25.16 -9.85 27.02 291
15325 24.93 -10.68 27.07 293
15350 24.95 -10.75 27.16 293
15375 25.02 -11.56 27.56 295
15400 24.56 -11.96 27.31 296
15425 24.59 -11.90 27.32 296
15450 25.33 -12.20 28.11 296
15475 25.38 -12.70 28.38 296
15500 25.45 -13.36 28.74 298
15525 25.64 -13.93 29.18 298
15550 25.90 -16.37 29.61 299
15575 25.99 -14.42 29.72 299
15600 25.83 -13.95 29.36 298
15623 25.48 -14.06 29.11 299
15650 24.50 -14.98 28.72 301
15675 24.33 -15.06 28.61 302
15700 26.29 -15.16 28.64 302
15723 23.28 -15.23 27.82 303
15750 22.68 -14.99 27.01 304
15775 21.88 -14.85 26.44 304
15800 21.63 -16.60 26.10 306
15825 20°95 -14.31 25.37 304
15850 20.22 -13.42 24.27 303
15875 19.84 -13.70 26.11 306











TEST NUMBER 0982 02/12/65t 1633Z*
WS THETA ALT WX WE
M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC
8.66 120 1425 1.24 1.55
8,27 121 1450 1.47 1.75
7.72 124 1475 1.57 1,86
7.02 127 1500 1,73 1.78
6.39 132 1525 2.11 1.61
550 -4.12 4.39 6.02 137
575 -3.66 4.40 5.72 140
600 -3.33 4.56 5.64 144
825 -5.07 6.95 5.82 148
650 -2.98 5.21 6.00 150
675 -2.87 5.44 6.15 152
700 -2.83 5.54 6.22 153
725 -2.87 5.64 6.33 153
750 -3.00 5,82 6.55 153
775 -3.22 5.94 6.75 151
800 -3.38 5.93 6.83 150
825 -3.60 5.76 6.79 148
850 -4.07 5,86 7.16 145
875 -6.17 5,A3 6.85 142
900 -6.18 4.69 6.29 1_8
925 -4.25 4.C7 5.89 136
950 -4.57 3.87 5.98 130
975 -4.93 3.74 6.19 127
1000 -6.50 5.05 5.44 124
1025 -4.56 2.53 5.04 120
1050 -4.64 2.25 5.16 118
1075 -4.80 2.02 5.21 113
liD0 -4.82 1.61 5.08 108
1125 -5.11 1.09 5.23 102
1150 -5.24 0.48 5.26 95
1175 -4.87 0.13 4.87 91
1200 -5.10 -0.19 5.11 88
1225 -4*90 -0,83 4.97 80
1250 -4.47 -1.51 4.72 71
1275 -4.66 -2.06 5.09 66
1300 -5.07 -2.68 5.74 62
1325 -4.06 -2.49 4.76 58
1350 -1.19 -0.51 1.29 66
1575 0.64 0.94 1.13 216
1400 1.14 1.35 1.75 220
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL
VEL8CITY PRSFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLmRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
1.99 219 2425 1,69 1,72 2.41 224
2.29 220 2450 1.56 2,28 2.76 214
2.43 220 2475 1.38 2.65 2.99 207
2.48 224 2500 1.11 2.82 3.03 201
2.65 232 2525 0.84 3.10 3.21 195
1550 2.42 1.55 2.87 237
1575 2.51 1.62 2.99 237
1600 2.59 1.68 3.09 237
1625 2.62 1.57 3.05 239
1650 2.66 1.53 3.06 240
1675 2.93 1.41 3.25 26A
1700 2.88 0.92 3.02 252
1725 2.74 Q.06 2.74 269
1750 2.73 -0.68 2.81 284
1775 2.52 -1.32 2.84 297
1800 2.18 -1.38 2.56 302
1825 1.84 -1.04 2.11 299
1850 1.47 -1.22 1.91 310
1875 1.17 -1.55 1.94 323
1900 1.05 -1.94 2.21 331
1925 0.87 -2.23 2.40 338
1950 0.73 -1.80 1.95 338
1975 0.81 -1.58 1.78 333
20OO 1.06 -1.25 1.63 320
2025 1.05 -0.73 1.28 305
2050 0.79 -0.74 1.09 313
2075 0.71 -1.16 1.36 328
_100 0.70 -1,54 1.69 335
2125 0.46 -1.84 1.90 366
2150 0.34 -2.00 2.03 350
21T5 0.22 -1.90 1,91 353
2200 0.12 -1.64 1.64 356
2225 0.35 -1.26 1.31 346
2250 0.5_ -0.79 0.95 326
2275 0.61 -0.27 0.67 294
2300 0.80 0.36 0.88 246
2325 0.96 0.78 1.23 231
2350 1.32 1.05 1.69 231
2375 1.62 1.10 1.96 235
2400 1.74 1.29 2.17 233
CBMPSNENT, WZ - MERIDIBNAL CEMPBNENT,
2550 0.77 3.43 3.51 193
2575 0.70 3.77 3.83 190
2600 0.57 3.99 4.03 188
2625 0.47 4.07 4.10 186
2650 0.36 4.34 4.36 185
2675 0.01 4.41 4.41 180
2700 -0,22 4.28 4.29 177
2725 -0.?4 4.55 4.35 177
2750 -0.30 4.49 4,SO 176
2775 -0.29 4.24 4.25 176
2800 -0.04 6.26 4.26 179
2825 0.06 4.61 4.61 181
2850 O,ll 4,77 4.77 181
2875 0.19 4.96 4.97 182
2900 0.09 6.98 4.98 181
2925 0.08 5.05 5.05 181
2950 0.09 5,16 5.16 181
2975 0.11 5.50 5.50 181
3000 0.11 5.65 5.64 181
3025 0.32 5.71 5.72 183
3050 0.52 5.51 5.53 185
5075 0.61 4.87 4.91 187
3100 0.69 6.54 4.59 188
3125 0.69 6.34 4.39 189
3150 0,61 3.95 3.99 189
3175 0.55 3.47 3.52 189
3200 0,59 3.17 3.22 190
3225 0.58 2.74 2.79 191
3250 0.48 2.30 2.35 191
3275 0.46 1.88 1.93 194
3300 0.51 1.52 1.60 198
3325 0.37 1.33 1.38 195
3350 0.22 1.03 1.05 192
3375 0.33 0.90 0.96 200
5400 0.59 1.08 1.23 208
W5 = WINE SPEED* THETA " WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 0982 02112165* 1655Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE "M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEC MISEC DEG
3625 0.94 1.17 1.50 218 4425 0.52 3.78 3.82 188 5625 6.91 E.79 11.18 218
3650 1.24 1,06 1.63 229 4450 0.43 3.58 3.61 187 5450 6.94 9.61 11.86 216
3475 1.35 0.95 1.65 235 4475 0.42 3.61 3.63 186 5475 6.81 10.32 12.36 213
3500 1.46 0.91 1.72 23E 4500 0.42 3.63 3.66 186 5500 6.30 10.48 12.23 211
3525 1.68 0.80 1.85 244 4525 0.32 3.71 3.72 185 5525 6.10 10.88 12.47 209
3550 1.79 0.59 1.89 252 4550 0.19 3.73 3.74 183 5550 5.93 11.34 12.79 207
3575 1.67 0.40 1.72 256 6575 0.10 3.71 3.71 181 5575 5.89 11.71 13.10 207
3600 1.61 0.17 1.62 266 4600 0.01 6.02 4.02 180 5600 5.88 12.26 13.80 205
3625 1.66 -0.06 1,66 272 4625 0.08 4.09 4.09 181 5625 5,72 12,65 13.85 204
3650 1.61 -0.39 1.65 283 4650 0.28 3.71 3.72 186 5650 5.28 12.89 13.93 202
3675 1.47 -0.67 1.62 29A 4675 0.53 3.65 3.69 188 5675 4.86 13.18 14.04 200
3700 1.54 -0.80 1.73 297 4700 0.72 3.93 4.00 190 5700 4.68 14.03 14.79 198
3725 1.40 -0_79 1.60 299 4725 0.96 4.35 4.45 192 5725 4.45 14.02 14.71 197
3750 1.32 -0.53 1,42 292 4750 1.20 6._8 4.64 195 5750 4.26 13.25 13.92 198
5775 1.17 0.01 1.17 270 4775 1.30 4,54 4.72 196 5775 4.42 13.10 13.82 198
3800 0.81 0.52 0.96 237 A800 1.42 4.88 5.08 196 5800 6.76 12.99 13.83 200
3825 0.60 0.96 1.12 212 4825 1.41 4.68 4.89 197 5825 5.07 12.64 13.61 202
3850 0.30 1.19 1.22 196 4850 1.53 4.35 6.55 197 5850 5.19 12.25 13.31 203
3875 -0.30 1.39 1.42 168 4875 1.43 4.31 6.54 198 5875 5.39 12.45 13.56 203
3900 -0.70 1.86 1.97 159 4900 1.55 4.36 4.62 199 5900 5.16 12.31 13.55 205
3925 -0.59 2.24 2.32 165 6925 1.85 4.51 6.87 202 5925 5.04 12.00 13.01 203
3950 -0.48 2.65 2,69 170 4950 2.26 4.63 5.15 206 5950 5.20 12.08 13.15 203
3975 -0.37 3.05 3,07 173 4975 2.60 4.82 5.47 208 5975 5.10 12.00 13.03 203
6000 -0.26 3.45 3.66 176 5000 3.28 5.18 b.13 212 6000 5.15 12.04 13.10 205
4025 -0.05 A.14 4.16 179 5025 3.91 5.26 6.55 218 6025 5.18 12.24 13.29 203
4050 0.26 4.50 4.51 185 5050 4.45 4.97 6.66 222 6050 5.11 12.24 13.27 202
4075 1,06 4.67 4.78 192 5075 4.92 4.80 8.88 226 6075 6.96 12.27 13.23 202
4100 1.48 4.65 4.88 197 5100 5.35 4.85 7.21 228 6100 5.11 12.57 15.57 202
4125 1.58 4.37 4.66 200 5125 5.66 4.88 7.67 229 6125 5.63 12.36 13.58 204
6150 1.54 6.04 4,32 201 5150 5.85 4.72 7.51 231 6150 5.96 11.67 13.10 207
4175 1.22 6.02 4.20 197 5175 6.09 6.68 7.69 232 6175 6.16 11.24 12.81 208
4200 1.04 3.92 4.06 195 5200 6.39 4.98 8.10 232 6200 6.30 10.75 12.46 210
4225 1.10 5.87 4.03 196 5225 6.45 5.12 8.23 231 6225 6.57 10.29 12.21 212
4250 1.12 3.98 6,16 196 5250 6.39 5.23 8.26 230 6250 6.74 10.14 12.17 213
4275 0,81 4.05 4.11 191 5275 6.47 5.50 8.49 229 6275 6.62 9.80 11.83 216
4300 0.56 3.96 4.00 188 5300 6.51 5.65 8.62 229 6300 6.72 9.67 11.78 215
4325 0.6A 3.96 4,01 189 5325 7.02 6.39 9.49 227 8325 6.99 9,67 11.93 216
4350 0.61 6.01 4,06 188 5350 7.47 7.05 10.27 227 6350 7.22 9,47 11.91 217
4375 0.52 3.94 3.97 187 5375 7.49 7.54 10.63 225 6375 7.53 9.32 11.98 219
4400 0.52 3.94 3.97 187 5400 7.31 8.36 11.10 221 6400 7.83 9.00 11.93 221
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - Z_NAL COMP_NENI, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CgMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, IHETA = wIND DIRECTISN
TABLE II-28(con't) PAGE 203
FPS-16 RADAR/JZMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR@FILE
TEST NUMBER 0982 02/12/65v 103321 EASTERN TEST RANOE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THET4 ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS M/SED M/SED M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG mETERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
6425 8.28 8.56 11.91 224 7425 11.$8 4.44 12.40 249 8425 8,94 2.43 9,26 255
6A50 8.69 8.28 12.00 226 7450 11.82 4.28 12.88 250 8450 8.71 2.59 9.09 253
6475 8.82 7.86 11.68 227 7475 11.28 3.83 11.91 251 8475 8.35 2.64 8.76 252
6500 8.73 7.80 11.71 228 7500 11.11 3.52 11.65 252 8500 8.23 2.87 8.72 251
6525 9.27 7,91 12,19 229 7525 11.38 3.51 11.91 253 8525 8.25 3.21 8.85 249
6550 9.46 7.70 12.19 231
6575 9.62 7.53 12.21 232
6600 9.95 7.55 12.49 233
6625 10.09 7.74 12.72 232
6650 9.92 7.77 12.60 232
7550 11.45 3.57 11.99 253
7578 11.28 3.64 11.86 252
T800 11.03 3.58 11.60 252
7625 10o78 3.37 11.29 252
7650 10.63 3.29 11.12 253
8550 8.22 3.41 8.90 247
8575 8.34 3.63 9.10 266
8800 8.41 3.97 9.30 245
E625 8.50 4.26 9.50 243
8650 8.60 4.36 9.63 243
6675 9.75 7.51 12.31 232
6700 9.97 7.34 12.38 233
6725 10.45 7.24 12.71 235
6750 10.65 7.05 12,7T 236
67T5 10,86 6.90 12.86 237
767S 10.81 3.18 11.27 253
7700 10.69 2.99 ll.lO 254
7728 10.91 3.20 11.37 253
7750 11.11 3.26 11.$8 253
7775 10.59 2.96 ll. OO 254
8675 8.62 4.40 9.88 243
8700 8.62 4.40 9.68 243
8725 8.65 4.40 9.71 243
8750 8.52 4.45 9.61 242
8775 8.32 4.33 9.38 242
6800 11.22 6.71 13.08 239
6825 11.41 6.47 13.12 240
6850 11.52 6.26 13.11 241
6875 11.54 6.15 13.08 242
8900 11.49 6.08 13.00 242
7800 10.44 2.91 10.84 254
7825 10,48 2.97 10.89 254
7850 10.64 2.97 11.04 254
7875 10.53 2.86 10.92 255
7900 10.48 Z.9O 10.87 254
8800 8.07 6.20 9.10 242
8825 8.00 4.38 9.13 241
8850 8,12 4.51 9.29 241
8875 8.12 4.32 9.20 242
8900 8.19 4.21 9.21 243
8925 11.31 5.98 12.80 242
6950 11.41 5.99 12.89 242
6975 11,68 6.03 13.15 242
7000 11.76 5.99 13.19 243
7025 11.86 5.95 13.27 243
7925 10.50 3.03 10.93 254
7950 10.21 2.93 10.62 25A
7975 10.13 2.93 10.54 254
8000 10.09 2.75 10.46 255
8025 10.21 2.56 10.53 256
E925 8.49 3.90 9.34 245
8950 8.91 3.21 9.47 250
8975 8.93 2.80 9.35 252
9000 9,66 2_55 9.99 255
9025 10.21 2.35 10.68 257
7050 11.90 5.81 13.24 244
7075 11.62 5.47 12.84 245
7100 11.80 5.53 13.03 245
7125 12.27 5.76 13.55 245
7150 12,30 5.63 13.53 245
8050 10.46 2.46 10.75 257
8075 10.62 2.44 10.89 257
8100 10.57 2.40 10.84 257
8125 10.45 2.01 10.64 259
8150 9*98 1.76 10.14 260
9050 10.17 1495 10.35 259
9075 10.30 1.59 10.42 261
9100 9.98 1.35 10,0T 262
9125 9.90 1.26 9.97 263
9150 10.13 0.93 lO.1T 265
7175 12.37 5.48 13.53 246
7200 12.38 5.31 13.41 247
7225 12.31 5.19 13.38 247
7250 12.48 5.26 13.55 24T
7275 12.73 5.43 13.86 247
7300 12.53 5.49 13.68 246
7325 12.11 5.46 13.29 246
7350 11.69 5.30 12.84 245
7375 11.64 5.20 12.75 246
7400 11.68 4.84 12.64 247
8175 9.26 1.88 9.43 258
8200 8.75 1.85 8.94 258
8225 8.85 2.06 9.09 257
8250 9.05 2.39 9.36 255
8275 8.84 2.26 9.12 255
8300 9.17 2.14 9.62 257
8325 9.45 2.14 9.69 257
8350 9.61 2.18 9.66 257
8375 9.33 2.12 9.$7 257
8400 9.15 2.18 9.41 256
9175 10.27 0.39 10.2T 268
9200 10.55 -0,06 10.55 270
9225 1D.96 -0.40 10.97 272
9250 11.2T -0.66 11.29 273
9275 11.47 -0.86 11.50 274
9300 11.66 -1.18 11.72 276
9325 11.74 -1.43 11.82 277
9350 11.82 -1.47 11.91 277
9375 11.98 -1.59 12.08 277
9400 11.95 -1.67 12.07 278
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZgNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ = NERIDI8NAL CBNPBNENTt WS = WIND SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgDITY PRRFILE
TEST NUHRER 09R2 02/12/65, 163311 EASTERN TEST R_NOE, FLRRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 4LT HX WZ WS THET4
mETERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE MISEC N/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC NISEC DEG
9425 12.27 -1.87 12.41 278 10425 22.75 1.77 22.82 265 11425 28.63 13.72 31.74 244
9450 12.82 -2.13 12.99 279 10450 23.36 1.79 23.43 265 11450 28.79 13.96 32.00 244
9475 13.15 -2.21 13.34 279 10475 24.49 1.83 24.56 266 11475 28.78 13.71 31.88 244
9500 13.45 -2.11 13.61 279 10500 26.60 1.47 26.64 267 11500 28.75 13.28 31.67 245
9525 14.03 -1.89 14.16 277 1052S 28.09 1.28 28.12 267 11525 29.37 13.14 32.18 246
9550 14.78 -1.81 14.87 277
9575 15.38 -1.74 15.48 276
9600 15.52 -1.81 15.63 278
9625 15.74 -1.99 15.87 277
9650 16.36 -2.12 16,49 277
10550 30.25 1.51 30.29 267
10575 31.52 1.64 31.56 26T
10600 31.76 2.25 31.84 266
10625 31.73 3.19 31.89 264
10650 31.70 4,13 31.97 262
11550 28.72 12.38 31.28 246
11575 28.84 12.18 31.30 247
11600 29.18 11.77 31.46 248
11625 28.88 10.T9 30.83 249
11650 29.17 10.53 31.01 250
9675 16.75 -2.17 16.89 277
9700 16.36 -1.96 16.46 277
9725 16.46 -1.96 16.58 277
9750 17,11 -2.29 17.26 277
9775 17.07 -2.42 17.24 278
10675 32.03 5.10 32.44 261
107OO 32.65 5.75 32,96 260
10725 33.36 6.58 34.00 259
10750 32.41 7,16 33.19 257
10775 31.74 8.02 32.73 256
11675 29.69 10.49 31.49 250
11700 29.62 lO*OO 31,26 251
11725 29.02 9.66 30.53 252
11750 29.08 9.60 30.62 252
11775 29,73 10.35 31.48 251
9800 17.18 -2.45 17.35 278
9825 16.62 -2.37 16.79 278
9850 17.38 -2.31 17.53 277
9875 18.12 -2.31 18.26 277
9900 17.82 -2.29 17.9T 277
10800 32.33 9.05 33.57 254
10825 31.99 9.82 33.47 253
10850 31.76 10.19 33.36 252
10875 32.68 10.61 34.36 252
10900 33.29 11.05 35.07 251
11800 29.70 10.76 31.59 250
11825 29.66 10,95 31.43 249
11850 28,71 11.07 30.77 249
11875 28.32 11.31 30.49 268
11900 28.34 11.63 30.64 248
9925 18.26 -2.31 18.41 277
9950 18.31 -2.32 18.46 277
9975 18.35 -2.40 18.51 277
lOOOO 18.58 -2.37 18.73 2T7
10025 18.73 -2.23 18.88 277
10925 33.57 11.82 35.59 250
10950 33.57 12.48 35.82 249
10975 33.46 12.69 35.78 249
llO00 33.39 13.02 35.84 249
11025 32.32 13.15 34.89 248
11925 27.98 11.76 30.35 247
11950 27.87 11.66 30.21 247
11975 28.35 11.T2 30*68 247
12000 27.72 11.27 29.92 248
12025 28,51 11.65 30.73 248
10050 18_80 -2.33 18.95 27T
10075 19.08 -2.43 19.23 277
10100 19.36 -2.50 19.52 277
10125 19.30 -2.54 19.47 27T
10150 19.83 -2.70 20.01 2T8
11050 32.55 13.54 35.25 247
11075 32.76 13.74 35.$2 247
lllO0 31,71 13.51 34.47 267
11125 31.35 13.53 34.15 266
11150 30.91 13.39 33.68 266
12050 28.95 11.47 31.14 248
12075 28.27 10.98 30.33 249
12100 28,75 11.33 30.90 248
12125 2E.96 11.33 31.10 248
12150 28.93 11.19 31.02 249
10175 20.63 -2.89 20.83 278
10200 20.50 -2.97 E0.71 278
10225 20.58 -2.87 20.78 278
10250 21.12 -2.73 21.30 277
10275 21.08 -2.74 21.25 277
11175 30.65 13.45 33.47 246
llZOO 30.34 13.54 33.22 246
11225 29.93 13.36 32.7T 246
11250 29.73 12,87 32.39 246
11275 29.59 12.67 32.19 247
12175 28.66 11.17 30.76 249
12200 28,76 11.40 30.93 248
12225 28.92 11.49 31.12 248
12250 28,42 11,54 30.67 268
12275 28.08 11.62 30.38 E47
10300 20.02 -2.20 20.14 276
10325 19,42 -0.91 19.44 273
10350 19.93 0.42 19.94 269
10375 20.47 1.41 20.52 286
10400 21.42 1.89 21.50 265
11300 29.08 12,76 31.7S 248
11325 29.11 13.01 31.88 246
11350 29.82 13.62 32.78 245
11375 28.88 13.53 31.89 245
11600 28.88 13.67 31.95 244
12300 28.44 11.53 30.69 248
12325 28.13 11.54 30*40 248
12350 27,91 11.46 30.17 247
12375 28.23 11.48 30.47 248
12400 28*70 11.86 31,04 247
4LT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C8MP_NENT_ WZ " MER[DIBNAL C8NP8NENTt WS " WINE SPEEO_ THET4 • WIND DIRECTI8N
PAGE204 TABLE 11-28 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0982 02/12265* 1633Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS B/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12425 28.78 12.02 31.19 247
12450 28.46 11.60 30.73 268
12475 28.29 11.75 30.63 247
12500 28.08 11.82 30.67 287
12525 28.08 11.83 30.87 247
12550 27.95 12.10 30.66 266
12575 27.39 11.75 29.80 267
12600 27.31 11.93 29.80 246
12625 27.82 12.88 30,89 246
12650 27,69 12.65 30.65 265
12675 26.57 12.50 29.36 245
12700 27.11 12.96 30.04 248
12725 27.85 13.60 30.91 246
12750 27.12 13.28 30.20 268
• 12775 27.08 13.38 30.20 266
12800 27.06 13.43 30.21 263
12825 26.86 13.37 30.00 263
12850 27.24 13.56 30.62 263
12875 27.63 13.91 30.93 263
129OO 27.6O 13.79 3O.67 263
12925 27.38 13.90 3C.71 243
12950 27.40 13.92 30.76 263
12975 27.75 14.02 31.09 243
13000 27.92 14.27 31.36 263
13025 27.88 16.01 31.20 263
13050 28.09 13.91 31.35 243
13075 26.77 13.66 30.05 263
13100 28.07 16.60 31.66 262
13125 29.29 14.96 32.89 263
13150 28.22 18.58 31.76 262
13175 28.66 15.18 32.43 242
13200 29.17 15.80 33.17 261
13225 28.60 16.66 33.00 240
13250 28.28 17.66 33.26 238
13275 28.00 17.90 33.23 237
13300 27.75 [7.60 32.86 237
13325 28.16 17.33 33.06 238
13350 28.72 17.63 33°59 239
13375 28.99 17.32 33.77 239
13400 28.88 17.06 33.53 239
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC R/SEC DEG
13425 28.59 16,60 33.07 260
13450 28.62 16.43 33.00 260
13475 29.05 16.74 33*53 240
13500 28.95 16.52 33.33 240
13525 28.67 16.44 33.05 280
13550 28.82 16.62 33.27 240
13575 28.94 16.10 33.11 241
13600 29.27 15.79 33.26 261
13625 29,52 16.22 33.68 281
13650 29.71 16.20 33.84 281
13675 29.01 15.64 32.95 261
13700 30.09 16.37 34.25 281
13725 30.57 10.47 38.72 262
13750 30.71 16.79 35.00 241
13775 31.13 17.13 35.53 241
13800 30.97 16.50 35.09 262
13825 31.26 16.25 35.23 242
13850 30.81 15.62 34.54 283
[3875 30.58 15.26 34.17 243
13900 29.96 14.52 33.30 264
13925 30.16 18.42 33.41 244
13950 30.24 14.35 33.47 284
13975 29.62 14.07 32.79 248
14000 29.34 13.80 32.43 285
14025 29.31 13.64 52.33 245
14050 29*30 13.57 32.29 245
14075 27.72 12.76 30.51 265
14100 28.28 13.11 31.17 265
14125 28.77 13.04 31.59 245
14150 28.03 12.38 30.64 286
16175 28.06 12.01 30.52 287
16200 27.32 11.27 29.56 247
14225 27.61 10.52 29.55 289
14250 27.83 10.07 29.60 250
14275 28.56 9.78 30.19 251
16300 28.96 9.85 30.59 251
14325 29.41 9,58 30.93 252
14350 30.05 9.23 31.43 253
14375 29.81 9.15 31.18 253
14400 29.55 8,64 30.78 256
ALT WR WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
16425 29.54 8.40 30.72 256
16450 29.62 7.85 30.64 255
16475 28.83 7.42 29.77 255
14500 28.63 7.69 29.64 255
18525 29.93 7.84 30.94 255
14550 29.86 7.57 30.80 256
14575 29,40 7.50 30.34 256
16600 29.81 7.53 30.74 256
18_25 29.97 7.64 30.87 256
16650 29.74 7.48 30.67 256
16675 29.60 7.26 30.48 256
16700 30,24 7.29 31.11 256
16725 31.17 8.31 32.26 255
14750 30.81 8.79 32.04 254
14778 29,60 8,25 30.73 254
16800 28.46 7.84 29.52 254
14825 27.51 7.26 28.45 255
14850 26.79 6.67 27.61 256
18875 26.08 6.52 26.88 256
14900 25.50 6.18 26.24 256
14925 24.96 6.02 25.68 256
14950 23.74 5.72 24.42 256
14975 23.23 5.86 23.96 256
15000 22.80 6.17 23.62 255
15025 21.26 6.14 22.13 254
15050 20,24 6.23 21.18 253
15075 19.37 6.16 20.33 252
15100 18.76 6.33 19.80 251
15125 18.34 6.50 19.45 250
15150 18.28 6.62 19.88 250
15175 18.97 6.72 20.12 250
15200 19.08 6.96 20.31 250
15225 18.24 7.60 19.76 247
15250 18.75 8.68 20.65 245
15275 19.21 9.08 21.24 245
15300 19.07 9.37 21.25 248
15325 18.92 9.65 21.15 245
15350 18.51 9.00 20.58 244
15375 18.18 9.12 20.34 243
15400 18.24 9.80 20.71 242
ArT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CBMP8NENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENI, wS " WINE SPEED* THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0982 02/12/65, 1633Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
AL7 WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
15425 18.62 9.61 2C.77 262 16425 19.87 3.31 20.14 260
15450 18.55 9.24 20.72 243 16850 19.72 Z.62 19.90 262
15475 18.69 9.92 21.16 242 16675 19.74 1.91 19.83 266
15500 17.82 10.10 20.68 260 16500 19.61 1.43 19.66 266
15525 18.33 11.16 21.46 238 16525 18.91 1.22 18.95 266
15550 19.61 12.85 23,23 237
15575 18.70 12.58 22.54 236
15600 18,26 11.99 21,85 237
15625 19.37 12.18 22.88 238
15650 19.31 12.57 23.04 237
16550 19.09 0.85 19.11 267
16575 19.18 O.61 19.19 268
16600 18.69 0.53 18.70 268
16625 19.28 0.77 19.30 268
16650 19.28 0.80 19.30 267
15675 19.19 12.17 22.73 237
15700 19.25 12.69 23.06 236
15725 18.92 13.27 23.10 235
15750 19.16 13.25 23.30 235
15775 19.35 13.86 23.81 236
16675 19.06 0.16 19.06 269
16700 18.94 0.13 18.94 269
16725 18.26 0.16 18.25 269
16750 17.54 -0.13 17.54 270
16775 16.97 0.15 16.97 269
15800 18.75 13.85 23.31 233
15825 18.68 13.79 23.22 233
15850 19.52 14.38 28.24 233
15815 19.02 16.07 23.66 233
15900 18.78 14.91 23.98 231
16800 16.62 0.88 16.64 267
16825 16.06 1.36 16.12 265
16850 15.50 1.21 15.55 265
15925 19.25 15.59 24.77 231
15950 19.68 15.D6 24.62 232
15975 19.36 15.16 24+58 232
16000 19.60 14.90 24.62 233
16025 20.06 14.73 24.89 234
16050 20.54 14.28 25.02 235
16075 21.02 13.74 25.11 237
16100 20.57 12.85 2_.25 238
16125 2O.9O 12.60 24.31 239
1615O 21.54 II._5 2_.63 241
16175 21.55 10,89 23.97 26R
16200 71.42 10,33 23.78 244
16225 21.55 lO.O1 23.76 245
16250 21.47 8.94 23.26 247
16275 21.10 7.65 22.45 250
16300 20.63 6.76 21.71 252
16325 18.73 5.27 19.46 254
16350 19.26 4.49 I9.78 257
16375 20.92 4.39 21.37 258
16400 19.99 3.87 20.36 259
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL COMPBNENT, Wl = MERIDI_NAL CgMPBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
1100 -5.86 1.07 5.95 100
1125 -5.14 1.16 5.27 103
1150 -4.78 1.47 5.00 107
1175 -4.62 1.87 4.99 112
1200 -3.73 1.85 4.16 116
1225 -3.22 2.07 3.83 123
1250 -3.28 2.16 3.93 125
1275 -3.46 2.10 4.05 121
1300 -3.89 2.00 4.38 117
1325 -3.86 2.04 4.36 118
TABLEII29
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02116/65, 0525ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE H/SEE OEG
2100 6.39 0.52 6.42 265
2125 6.32 0.20 6.32 268
2150 6.30 -0.17 6.30 271
2175 6.35 -0.58 6.38 275
2200 6.53 -0.97 6.61 278
2225 6.60 -1.70 6,82 284
2250 6.59 -2.46 7.03 290
2275 6.54 -2.84 7.13 293
2300 6.56 -2*96 7.20 2q4
2325 6.61 -2.69 7.13 292
1350 -3.74 2.23 4.36 121
1375 -3.93 2.39 4.60 121
1400 -3.55 2.53 4.36 125
1425 -2.82 2.72 3.92 136
1450 -2.06 2.73 3.42 143
1475 -0.80 3.08 3.18 165
1500 0.09 3.59 3.59 181
1525 0.44 3.72 3.74 187
1550 0.80 3.74 3.82 192
1575 1.59 3.81 4.13 202
1600 2.31 3.48 6.17 213
1625 3.04 3.19 4.40 223
1650 3.36 3.45 4.82 224
1675 3.61 3.24 4.85 228
1700 4.05 2.79 _.92 255
1725 4.71 2.53 5.38 242
1750 5.08 2.21 5.54 246
1775 5.64 1.95 5.96 251
1800 6.10 1.99 6.61 252
1825 6.21 1.89 6.49 253
1850 6.72 1.78 6.95 255
1875 6.92 1.76 7.14 256
1900 6.91 1.68 7.11 256
1925 7.15 1.67 7.35 257
1950 7,27 1.83 7.49 256
2000 7.60 2.23 7.93 255
2025 7.34 1.91 7.59 255
2050 6.76 1.49 6.92 257
2075 6.34 1.02 6.42 261
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
3100 7.45 -0.4B 7.47 276
3125 7.30 -0.37 7.31 273
3150 7.34 -0.17 7.34 271
3175 7.39 0.12 7.39 269
3200 7,93 0.47 7.94 266
3225 8.02 0.71 8.05 265
3250 7*55 0.78 7.59 264
3275 7.43 0.95 7.49 263
3300 7.70 1.08 7.77 262
3325 7.89 0.64 7.91 265
2350 6.55 -2.16 6.89 288
2375 6.54 -1.61 6.73 284
2400 6.44 -1.2_ 6.55 281
2425 6.63 -i.05 6.71 279
2450 6.91 -0.61 6.94 275
3350 7.87 0.08 7.87 269
3375 8.06 -0.04 8.06 270
3400 8.47 -0.22 8.48 271
5625 8.43 lO.Sg 8.46 274
3450 8.86 -1.13 8.94 277
2475 6.70 -O.lO 6.70 271
2500 6.64 0.17 6.64 268
2525 6.59 0.36 6.60 267
2550 6.44 0.53 6.46 265
2575 6.36 0.47 6.36 266
3475 9.43 -1.63 9.57 280
3500 9.26 -1.89 9.45 281
3525 9.97 -2.16 10.21 282
3550 10.34 -2.51 10.64 283
3575 10.18 -2.70 10.53 285
2600 5.93 0.41 5.95 266
2625 5.60 U.24 5.60 267
2650 5.59 0.01 5.59 270
2675 5.83 0.15 5.84 268
2700 5.94 0.25 5.94 267
3600 10.30 -2.83 10.68 285
3625 10.20 -3.16 10.68 287
3650 ll.OO -3.86 11.66 289
3675 11.32 -4.16 12.06 290
3700 10.78 -4.20 11.57 291
2725 5.91 0.12 5.91 269
2750 6.22 0.15 6.22 268
2775 6.33 0.08 6.34 269
2800 6.16 -0.16 6.16 271
2825 6.08 -0.30 6.09 273
3725 11.00 -4.24 11.79 291
3750 11.70 -4.21 12.44 290
3775 11.74 -4.16 12.65 289
3800 11.31 -4.12 12.04 290
3825 11.23 -4.07 11.95 290
2850 6.31 -0.41 6.32 273
2875 6.34 -0.55 6.36 275
2900 6.29 -0.65 6.32 276
2925 6.85 -0.65 6.88 275
2950 7.00 -0.81 7.05 276
3850 11.11 -3.96 11.80 289
3875 11.08 -3°95 11.76 289
3900 11.20 -3.93 11.87 289
3925 11.09 -3.63 11.67 288
3950 10.85 -3.33 11.35 287
2975 6.71 -O.B5 6.76 277
3000 6.93 -0.70 6.97 276
3025 7.33 -0.64 7.36 275
3050 7.16 -0.59 7.18 274
3075 7.28 -0.51 7.30 274
3975 10.86 -3.23 11.33 286
4000 10.77 --3.04 11.19 286
4025 10.20 -2.80 10.57 285
4050 9.32 -2.41 9.63 284
4075 8.34 -1.65 8.50 281
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL ESMPSNENTt MS = WINE SFEEDt THETA • WIND DIRECIIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02/16/65t 05252w EASTERN TEST RANGE1 FLSRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THE TA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
4100 7.57 -0.80 7.61 276
4125 7.52 -0.15 7.52 271
6150 7.70 0.52 7.72 266
4175 7.78 0.93 7.84 263
4200 8.20 1.12 8.27 262
4225 8.42 1.38 8.53 261
4250 8.50 1.62 8.66 259
4275 8.25 1.78 8.44 258
4300 8.02 2.15 8.30 255
4325 8.00 2.50 8.38 252
4350 8.10 2.42 8.45 253
4375 8.91 2.17 9.17 256
4400 9.21 1.88 9.40 258
4425 8.91 1.34 9.01 261
4450 8.87 0.80 8.90 265
4475 9.11 0.39 9.12 267
4500 8.92 -0.05 8.92 270
4525 8.27 -0.73 8.31 275
4550 8.00 -1.55 8.15 281
4575 7.96 -1.91 8.19 283
4600 7.85 -1.85 8.07 283
4625 7.60 -1,86 7.83 284
4650 7.44 -1.94 7.69 284
4675 7.30 -1.98 7.56 285
4700 7.19 -2.03 7.67 286
4725 7.11 -2.DO 7.39 286
4750 7.05 -1.76 7.26 284
4775 6.84 -1.58 7.02 283
4800 6.75 -1.68 6.96 284
4825 6.93 -1.85 7.17 285
4850 7.01 -1.87 7.25 285
4875 6.92 -1.74 7.13 284
_900 16.89 --1.58 7.07 283
4925 7.27 -1.20 7.37 279
4950 7.36 -0.63 7.39 275
4975 7.27 -0.19 7.27 271
5000 7.65 0.38 7.46 267
5025 7.37 1.17 7.47 261
5050 7.32 1.77 7.53 256
5075 7.25 2.16 7.56 253
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC CEG
5100 7.40 2.58 7.84 251
5125 7.41 2.85 7.94 269
5150 7.23 _.12 7.87 266
5175 7.22 3.42 7.99 246
5200 7.19 3,58 8.03 263
5225 7.48 3.76 8.37 243
5250 7.64 3.91 8.59 243
5275 7.39 4.04 8.43 241
5300 7.51 4.44 8.73 239
5325 7.72 4.60 8.99 259
5350 7.60 4.52 8.84 239
5375 7.75 4.88 9.16 238
5400 7.59 5.43 9.33 234
5425 7.21 5.84 9.28 231
5450 7.03 6.20 9.37 228
5475 6.85 7.11 9.87 224
5500 6.61 8.01 10.26 218
5525 5.92 8.63 10.30 215
5550 5.85 8.76 10.54 214
5575 5.66 8.57 10.27 213
5600 5.22 8.18 9.70 212
5625 4.90 7.77 9.18 212
5650 4.65 7.20 8.57 213
5675 4.55 6.91 8.28 213
5700 4.22 6.63 7.86 212
5725 3.67 6.08 7.11 211
5750 3.68 5.72 6.80 213
5775 3.82 5.58 6.76 214
5800 3.72 5.66 6.61 214
5825 3.56 5.20 6.31 214
5850 3.53 4.86 6.01 216
5875 3.69 4.33 5.69 220
5900 3.81 4.10 5.60 223
5925 3.84 4.30 5.76 222
5950 3.92 4.56 6.02 220
5975 4.06 4.85 6.32 220
6000 4.12 5.18 6.62 218
6025 4.06 5.48 6.82 216
6050 3.93 5.72 6.94 214
6075 3.85 5.82 6.98 213
aLT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
6100 3.93 5.89 7.08 214
6125 4.14 5.85 T.IT 215
6150 4.21 5.63 7.03 217
6175 4.25 5.47 6.92 218
6200 4.74 5.95 7.61 218
6225 4.93 6,46 8.12 217
6250 5.00 6.76 8.41 216
6275 5.17 6.96 8.67 216
6300 5.18 6.90 8.63 217
0325 5.18 6.68 8.45 218
6350 5.16 6.66 8.43 218
6375 4.99 6.66 8.32 217
6400 6.82 6.60 8.17 216
6425 4.92 6.58 8.22 217
6450 4.98 6.34 8.06 218
6675 5.01 6.40 8.12 218
6500 5.01 6.80 8.45 216
6525 4.91 7.01 8.56 215
6550 4.94 6.93 8.51 215
6575 5.09 6.90 8.57 216
6600 5.19 6.91 8.64 217
6625 5.15 7.15 8.81 216
6650 4.99 7.40 8.92 214
6675 8.15 7.23 8.88 215
6700 5.38 6.90 8.75 218
6725 5.51 6.54 8.55 220
6750 5.43 6.16 8.21 221
6775 5.13 6.11 7.98 220
6800 5.10 6.25 8.07 219
6025 5.30 6.27 8.21 220
6850 5.63 6.29 8.44 222
6875 6.15 6.29 8.79 224
6900 6.77 6.15 9.15 228
6925 7.14 5.94 9.29 230
6950 7.62 5.66 9.49 233
6975 8,16 5.38 9.78 236
7000 8,66 5.39 10.20 238
7025 9.05 5.45 10.57 239
7050 9.10 5.36 10.55 239
7075 9.12 5.18 10.49 260
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX ffi ZBNAL CBMPSNENIt RZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT* WS " WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE2_
ALT gx WZ US THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
7100 9.28 5.05 10.56 241
7125 9.16 5.01 10.44 241
7150 8.91 5.15 10.29 240
7175 8.54 5.27 10.04 238
7200 8.12 5.34 9.72 237
TABLE II-29(con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPMERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02116165, 0525Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIOA
ALT UX WZ US THETA ALT WX WZ W8 THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
8100 15.45 -3.13 15.77 281 9100 16,99 -5.79 17.95 289
8125 15.44 -3.02 15.74 281 9125 16.16 -5.67 17.13 289
8150 15.36 -2.94 15.64 281 9150 16.30 -6.03 17.38 290
8175 15.24 -2.91 15.52 281 9175 16.48 -6.22 17.62 290
8200 15.08 -2.82 15.33 280 9200 16.80 -6,28 17.93 290
7225 8.24 5.61 9.97 236
7250 8.20 5.34 9.78 237
7275 8,49 4.95 9.83 240
7300 9.02 4,73 10.18 242
7325 8.95 4.28 9.92 244
7350 9.32 4.31 10.26 245
7375 9.51 4.27 10.43 246
7400 9.37 3.88 10.14 247
7425 9.96 3,53 10.57 250
7450 10.37 3.07 10.82 253
7475 10.88 2.75 11.22 256
7500 11,26 2.46 11.53 257
7525 11.12 2.00 lh30 260
7550 11.37 1.61 11.49 262
7575 11.50 1.38 11.58 263
7600 11.59 1.23 11.65 264
7625 11.84 1.13 11.89 264
7650 12.01 0.96 12.04 265
7675 12.19 0.91 12.23 266
7700 12.00 0.79 12.02 266
7725 12.13 0.24 12.14 269
7750 12.88 -0.58 12.90 272
7775 13.17 -1.12 13.21 275
7800 13.14 -1.33 13.20 276
7825 13.46 -1.50 13.54 276
7850 14.28 -1.48 14.36 276
7875 14.28 -1.63 14.37 276
7900 14.46 -2,24 14.63 279
7925 15.50 -2.88 15.77 280
7950 15.20 -2.98 15.49 281
7975 15.65 -2.98 15.98 281
8000 15.83 -3.03 16.12 281
8025 14.80 -2.94 15.09 281
8050 15.64 -3.16 15.96 281
8075 15.96 -3.29 16.29 281
8225 15.48 -2.69 15o71 280
8250 15.04 -2.66 15.27 280
8275 14.20 _2.61 14.44 280
8300 14.27 -2.45 14.48 280
8325 13.98 -2.10 14.13 278
9225 16.56 -6.18 17.68 290
9250 16.29 -5.97 17.35 290
9275 16.15 -5.87 17.18 290
9300 15,91 -5.92 16.98 290
9325 15.81 -6.04 16.93 291
8350 13.42 -1.74 13.54 277
8375 13.33 -1.55 13.42 276
8400 13.04 -1.51 13.13 276
8425 12.97 -1.50 13.05 276
8450 13.33 -1.52 13.42 276
9350 15.66 -6.18 16.84 291
9375 15.65 "6.33 16.89 292
_400 15.81 -6.39 17.06 292
9425 16.10 -6.24 17.26 291
9450 16.52 -5.86 17.53 289
8475 13.48 -1.67 13.58 277
8500 13.79 -1.78 13.90 277
8525 13.87 -1.78 13.99 277
8550 13.65 -1.77 13.77 277
8575 13.62 -1.70 13.73 277
9475 16.84 -5.53 17.72 288
9500 17.26 -5.38 18.08 287
9525 17.92 -5.29 18,68 286
9550 18.31 -5,16 19.02 286
9575 18.56 -5.04 19.23 285
8600 13.92 -1.54 14.00 276
8625 14.25 -i.49 14.32 276
8650 14.43 -1.62 14.52 276
8675 14.30 -1.85 14.42 277
8700 13.82 -2.26 14.00 279
9600 18.92 -4.89 19.55 284
9625 19.10 -6.68 19.66 284
9650 19*09 -4*46 19.60 283
9675 18.93 -4.17 19.39 282
9700 19.16 -4.05 19.58 282
8725 13.73 -2.82 14.01 281
8750 14.17 -3.13 14.52 282
8775 14.25 -3.23 14.61 283
8800 14.20 -3.29 14.58 283
8825 13.91 -3.35 14.30 283
9725 19.69 -3.84 20.06 281
9750 20.05 -3.51 20.36 280
9775 20.59 -3.00 20.80 278
9800 20.11 -2.33 20.25 276
9825 21.17 -1.93 21.26 275
8850 14.19 -3.71 14.67 284
8875 15.21 -4.18 15.78 285
8900 15.12 -4.19 15.69 285
8925 15.72 -4.84 16.45 287
8950 16.32 -5.45 17.21 288
9850 22.47 -1.47 22.52 274
9875 21.67 -0.91 21.69 272
9900 23.04 -0.79 23.06 272
9925 24.70 -0.23 26.70 270
9950 24.84 0.88 24.85 268
8975 16.32 -5.47 17.22 288
9000 16.85 -5.72 17.80 289
9025 16.75 -5.83 17,73 289
9050 15.85 -5.49 16.77 289
9075 16,65 -5.68 17.59 289
9975 25.87 1.62 25.92 266
10000 27.31 2.26 27.40 265
IC025 28.10 3.02 28.26 264
IC050 28.46 4.06 28.75 262
10075 29.10 4.98 29.52 260
ALT = ALTITUDE, UX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, wz = MERIOIONAL CBMP8NENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02116165, 05252, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT wx UZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ US THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
10100 29.59 5.77 30.15 259 11100 38.49 2.06 38.54 267 12100 30.94 13.41 33.72 246
10125 29.57 6.27 30.23 258 11125 38.70 2.02 38.75 267 12125 29.90 13.13 32.68 246
10150 29.90 6.69 30.64 257 11150 38.38 2.06 38.43 267 12150 29.15 12.67 31.79 246
10175 29.42 6.70 30.17 257 11175 38.76 2.14 38.82 267 12175 30.57 13.88 33.57 245
10200 29.02 6.46 29.73 257 11200 38.89 2.23 38.95 267 12200 30.04 14.05 33.16 245
10225 30.23 6.64 30.95 257
10250 30.10 6.39 30.77 258
10275 28.58 5.88 29.18 258
10300 28.24 5.77 28.82 258
10325 28.45 5.95 29.07 258
11225 38.98 2.21 39.05 267
11250 39.45 2.28 39.52 267
11275 39.58 2.36 39.65 266
11300 39.66 2.50 39.74 266
11325 38.74 2.62 38.83 266
12225 28.40 13.71 31.54 244
12250 27.66 13.99 31.00 243
12275 25.94 13.78 29.37 242
12300 26.71 14.26 30.27 242
12325 26.56 13,97 30.01 242
10350 28.32 6.24 29.00 257
10375 28.35 6.50 29.09 257
10400 29.03 6.50 29;75 257
10425 29.29 6.14 29.93 258
10450 31.38 6.04 31.96 259
11350 38.80 2.66 38.89 266
11375 40.54 £.91 40.65 266
11400 40.20 3.20 40.32 265
11425 39.42 3.35 39.56 265
11450 39.41 3.36 39.55 265
12350 26.51 13.66 29.82 243
12375 27.45 13.99 30.81 243
12400 26.97 13.66 30.23 243
12425 26.42 13.13 29.51 243
12450 26.30 12.75 29.23 244
10475 33.10 5.88 33.62 260
10500 32.01 5.29 32.44 260
10525 32.45 5.18 32,86 261
10550 33.85 5.37 34,27 261
10575 34.29 5.18 34.68 261
11475 38.85 3.37 39.00 285
11500 39.05 3.62 39.22 265
11525 39.11 3.95 39.31 264
11550 38.56 4.18 38.79 264
11575 38.83 4.41 39.08 263
12475 27.63 13.15 30.60 244
12500 27.78 12.69 30.55 245
12525 26.90 11.93 29.42 246
12550 26.97 11.46 29.30 247
12575 27.78 11.22 29.96 248
10600 34.74 5.08 35.11 261
10625 35.26 4.99 35.61 262
10650 35.78 4.69 36.08 262
10675 36.37 4.35 36.63 263
10700 36.01 4.14 36.25 263
s
11600 38.49 4.55 38.76 263
11625 38.15 4.80 38.45 263
11650 38.27 5.05 38.61 262
11675 37.78 5.13 38.13 262
11700 37.62 5.39 38.00 262
12600 27.10 10.69 29.13 248
12625 26.94 10.09 28.77 249
12650 27.78 9.97 29.51 250
12875 27.33 9.57 28.96 251
12700 27.23 9.52 28.85 251
10725 37.25 4.25 37.49 263
10750 38.46 4.68 38.74 263
1O775 87.3O 5.05 37.64 262
1O8OO 36.59 4.96 36.92 262
10825 36.01 4.66 36.31 262
11725 37.37 5.78 37.R1 261
11750 36.76 5.93 37,23 261
11775 36.42 0.14 36,94 260
11800 85.93 6.46 36.50 260
11825 35.34 6.78 35.98 259
12725 27.51 9.59 29.13 251
12750 27.51 9.51 29.10 251
12775 27.51 9.58 29.14 251
12800 27,40 9.60 29.03 251
12825 27.24 9.78 28.94 250
10850 35.74 4.54 36.03 263
10875 36.18 4.58 36.47 263
10900 36.39 4.22 36.64 263
10925 35.81 8.62 36.00 264
10950 36.09 3.16 36.23 265
11850 33.93 ?.33 34.71 258
11875 34.22 B.17 35.18 256
11900 34.88 U,84 35,98 256
11925 33.91 9.00 35.08 255
1195O 33.29 9.33 34.58 254
12850 26.86 9.80 28.59 250
12875 26.46 9.79 28.22 250
12900 26.51 10.40 28,48 248
12925 26.39 10.76 28.50 248
12950 26.27 10.63 28.34 248
10975 37.31 3.05 37.43 265
11000 37.55 2.83 37.65 266
11025 37.22 2.45 37.30 266
11050 37.24 2.29 37,31 266
11075 37.86 2.22 37.92 266
11975 33.04 10.00 34.53 253
12000 32.84 10.43 34.46 252
12025 31.52 lU.59 33.25 251
12050 31.59 11.17 33.51 250
12075 31.75 12.21 34.01 249
12975 26.33 10.66 28.41 24R
13000 26.51 10.52 28.52 248
13025 25.86 9.86 27.67 249
13050 26.80 10.13 28.65 249
13075 26.96 9.95 28.74 250
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, wz = MERIOIONAL CfMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIgN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS R/SEC M/SEC M/SEO DEG
13100 26.59 9.53 28.25 250
13125 26.99 10.04 28.80 249
13150 26.07 9.8B 27.88 249
13175 26.22 10.09 28.10 249
13200 26.46 10.27 2B.38 249
TABLE I1-29(con't) PAGE 207
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02116165, 0525Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEO M/SEE M/SEE BEG METERS M/SEO M/SEE M/SEO DEG
14100 27.47 11.69 29.85 247 _5100 30.40 12.42 32.84 24B
14125 27.43 11.74 29.84 247 15125 30.22 12.35 32.64 248
14150 27.52 11.78 29.94 247 15150 30.23 12.73 32.80 247
14175 28.04 11.B2 30.43 247 1EI75 29.93 12.83 32.56 247
14200 28.35 12.01 30.79 247 15200 29.07 12.19 31.53 247
13225 26.55 10.17 28.43 249
13250 26.67 IO.IL 28.52 249
13275 26.61 10.05 28.44 249
13300 26.38 10.33 28.33 248
13325 26.23 10.03 28.09 249
13350 26.65 9.61 28.33 250
13375 26.73 9.67 28.43 250
13400 26.49 9.58 28.17 250
13425 26.22 9.56 27.91 250
13450 26.42 9.61 28.11 250
13475 26.51 9.57 28.19 250
13500 25.26 9.05 26.83 250
13525 26.13 9.83 27.92 249
13550 26.86 10o17 28.72 249
13575 25.79 9.59 27,51 249
13600 25.91 9.66 27.66 249
13625 26o21 9.75 27.96 249
13650 25.97 9.70 27.73 249
13675 25.77 9.75 27.55 249
13700 25.72 9.97 27.59 249
13725 25.54 10.14 27,48 248
13750 25.45 10.16 27.40 248
13775 25.42 10.05 27.34 248
13800 25,51 9.91 27.36 249
13825 25.53 10.05 27.43 248
13850 25.91 I0.61 28.00 248
13875 26.18 10.74 28.30 248
13900 25.88 10.69 28.01 247
13925 26.12 11.11 28.38 247
13950 26.36 11.18 28.63 247
13975 26.49 11.05 28.70 247
14000 26.62 11.48 28.99 246
14025 26.75 11.75 29.21 246
14050 26,86 11.65 29.28 246
14075 27.23 11.71 29.64 247
14225 28.25 12.22 30.78 246
14250 28.12 12.47 30.76 246
14275 29.09 12.64 31.71 246
14300 29._9 12.94 32.38 246
14325 29.65 12.97 32.37 246
15225 30.44 12.06 32.75 248
15250 30.88 12.10 33.16 248
15275 30.63 11.90 32.86 249
15300 31.28 11.32 33.27 250
15325 30.02 9.89 31.60 252
14350 30.34 12.93 32.98 247
14375 30.26 12.83 32.87 247
14400 30.08 12.55 32.59 247
14425 30.70 12.59 33.18 248
14450 30.55 12.65 33.07 247
15350 30.21 9.95 31.80 252
15375 29.81 9.53 31.30 252
15400 28.59 8,89 29.96 253
15425 28.54 8.82 29.87 253
15450 27.61 8.58 28o91 253
14475 30.40 12.61 32.91 247
14500 30.62 12.79 33.18 247
14525 29.50 12.81 32.16 246
14550 30.20 13.36 33.03 246
14575 30.44 13.36 33.24 246
15475 26.75 8.43 28.05 252
15500 26.55 8.48 27.87 252
15525 26.21 8.49 27.55 252
15550 25.50 8.90 27.01 251
15575 25.07 9.60 26.84 249
14600 29.93 13.81 32.96 245
14625 29.57 14.24 32.82 244
14650 29.81 14.78 33.27 243
14675 30.28 15.00 33.79, 243
14700 28.81 14.41 32.21 243
15600 24.28 9.67 26.13 248
15625 24.12 9.78 26.03 248
15650 24.32 10.41 26.45 247
15675 23.89 1_.15 26.36 245
15700 23.28 11.39 25.91 244
14725 28.23 14.40 31.69 243
14750 28.62 14.27 31.98 243
14775 28.97 13.96 32.16 244
14800 29.08 13.17 31.92 245
14825 28.74 12.70 3_.42 246
15725 22.91 11.67 25.71 243
15750 23.03 12.27 26.09 242
15775 22.52 12.62 25.82 241
15800 22.21 13.27 25.87 239
15825 22.24 13.70 26.12 238
14850 28.36 12.59 31.03 246
14875 29.20 12.64 31.82 246
14900 29.40 12.36 31.90 247
14925 29.17 12.18 31.61 247
14950 28.41 11.77 30.75 247
15850 22.55 13.50 26.28 239
15875 22.76 13.52 26.47 239
15900 21.93 12.62 25.30 240
15925 21.01 10.61 23.54 243
15950 21.79 9,79 23.89 246
14975 29.34 11.79 31.62 248
15000 29.92 11.97 32.23 248
15025 29.11 11.80 31.41 248
15050 28.92 11.78 31.22 248
15075 29.50 1i.98 31.86 248
15975 21.18 9.63 23.26 245
16000 19.75 9.31 21.83 245
16025 18.86 8.61 20.73 245
16050 18.34 7.61 19.85 267
16075 18.50 7.13 19.83 249
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL EBMPONENT, WZ = BER|DIONAL C_MPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEEDy THETA = WIND DIRECTIQN
FPS-16 RADARIJLMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRBEILE
TEST NUMBER 0977 02/16/65_ 0525Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEO M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
16100 17.72 6.97 19.04 248 1TlO0 18.15 9.89 20.67 241
16125 16.49 6.16 17.60 249 17125 18.41 9.83 20.87 242
16150 17.21 6.02 18.23 251 17150 18.67 9.18 20.80 244
16175 17.88 6.39 18.99 250
16200 16.55 6.25 17.69 249
16225 16.30 7.12 17.78 246
16250 17.16 8.33 19.07 244
16275 16.98 7.96 18.75 245
16300 16.69 7.91 18.46 244
16325 16.47 8.53 18.55 242
16350 16.26 9.14 18.66 240
16375 16.15 9.76 18.86 239
16400 16.23 9.88 19.00 238
16425, 16.19 10.37 19.22 237
16450 15.90 10.69 19.16 236
16475 15.70 10.48 18.88 236
16500 15.55 10.10 18.54 237
16525 16.29 10.55 19.41 237
16550 16.23 11.24 19.75 235
16575 _5.53 10.74 18.88 235
16600 16,21 10.40 19,26 237
16625 16.96 10.77 20.09 237
16650 16.86 10.75 20.00 237
16675 17.12 11.06 20.38 237
16700 17.28 11.20 20.59 237
16725 17.05 11.18 20.39 237
16750 17.91 12.26 21.71 235
16775 18.13 12.62 22.09 235
1_800 17.52 11.84 21.14 236
16825 17.31 11.60 20.84 236
16850 17.08 11.36 20.51 236
16875 16.88 11.44 20.39 236
16900 16.67 11.43 20.21 235
16925 16.03 10.63 19.24 236
16950 16.09 10,50 19.22 237
16975 16.43 L0.76 19.64 237
17000 16.42 10.85 19.68 236
17025 16.73 10.44 19.73 238
17050 17.34 10.02 20.03 240
17075 18.05 9.93 20.60 241
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CgMPgNENT, WZ = MERIDIgNAL CgMPONENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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FPS-I6 RADAR/JINSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUNBER 0978 02/I6/65t OT01Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIDA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX MZ NS TNETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEE M/SEE DEO METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEE CEO METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEO
200 -10.80 -3.45 11.34 72 1200 2.01 -0.59 2.10 286 2200 2.52 5.61 6.15 204
225 -10.65 -2.97 11,08 74 1225 3.35 -1.54 3.69 295 2225 2.42 5.81 6.30 202
250 -10.38 -2.90 10.77 74 1250 4.63 -2.40 5.21 297 2250 1.92 5.17 5.51 200
275 -10.03 -2.89 10.43 74 1278 5.60 -2.84 6.28 297 2275 1.72 5,18 5.46 198
300 -9.93 -2.72 10.29 74 1300 6.07 -2.93 6.74 296 2300 1.74 5.82 6.08 196
325 -lO.O1 -2.70 10.37 75
350 -10.07 -2.87 10,4T 74
375 -10.14 -2.99 10.57 73
400 -10.17 -2.96 10.39 74
425 -10.18 -2.85 10.58 74
1325 7.34 -3.26 8.03 294
1350 8.99 -3.88 9.71 292
1375 9.44 -3.54 10.09 290
1400 9.83 -3.27 10.36 288
1425 11.12 -3.21 11.57 286
2325 1.44 6.01 6.18 193
2350 1.30 6.25 6.39 192
2375 1.04 5.92 6.01 190
2400 1.40 4.92 5.11 196
2428 3.72 1.96 4.21 242
450 -IO*ZO -2.82 10.59 74
475 -lO.Ol -2.53 10.32 76
500 -9.57 -1.97 9.78 78
525 -9.21 -1.52 9.33 80
550 -9.50 -1.28 9.59 82
1450 12.69 -3.17 13.08 284
1475 13.48 -2.71 13.74 281
1500 13.18 -1.99 13.33 278
1525 12.87 -1.31 12.93 276
1550 12.42 -0.71 12.44 273
2450 5.48 -0.22 5.48 272
2475 6.31 -0.93 6.38 278
2500 6.29 -1.26 6.42 281
2525 6.38 -1.22 6.46 281
2550 6.40 -0.76 6.44 277
575 -9.98 -0.80 10.01 85
600 -9.93 -0.38 9.94 88
625 -9.83 -0.10 9.83 89
650 -9.65 0.22 9.66 91
675 -9.27 0.42 9.28 92
1575 12.21 -0.15 12.22 271
1600 13.03 0.35 13.03 268
1625 13.88 0.95 13.91 266
1650 12.40 1.40 12.48 263
1675 11.45 i.88 11.60 261
2578 6.17 -0.36 6.18 273
2600 5.77 -0.08 5.77 271
2625 3.46 -0.03 5.46 270
2650 5.32 -0.17 5.32 272
2675 5.23 -0.40 5.24 274
700 -8.60 0.40 8.61 92
725 -8.41 0,80 8.44 95
750 -9.07 1.35 g.17 98
775 -9.07 1.44 9.19 99
800 -8.85 1.56 8.99 100
ITO0 12.44 2.58 12.70 258
1725 12.59 3.15 12.98 256
1780 11.15 3.42 11.66 253
1775 10.43 3.86 11.12 250
1800 10.25 4.21 11.08 248
2700 5.15 -0.82 5.18 276
2725 5.18 -0.61 5.22 277
2750 5.20 -0.68 5.25 277
2775 5.41 -0.81 5.47 278
2800 5.41 -0.99 5.50 280
825 -8.88 1.89 9.08 102
850 -8.58 2.36 8.90 105
875 -8.47 2.65 8.88 107
900 -8.49 2.93 8.98 109
925 -7.70 3.03 8.28 111
1825 9.84 4.50 10.83 245
1850 10.31 5.35 11.62 242
1875 9.02 5.18 10.40 240
1900 8.18 5.19 9.69 237
1925 7.81 5.54 9.58 234
2825 5.23 -1.07 5.34 281
2850 5.22 -1.09 5.33 282
2875 5.09 -1.02 5,19 281
2900 5.23 -1.11 5.35 282
2925 5.59 -1.36 5.75 284
950 -7.27 3.63 8.13 116
975 -6.96 4.44 8.26 122
1000 -5.63 4.09 6.96 126
1025 -4.38 3.27 5.47 127
1050 -3.62 2.E6 4.50 126
1950 5.97 4.80 7.66 231
1975 5.02 4.50 6.74 228
2000 4.64 4.64 6.56 225
2025 4.78 5.10 6.99 223
2050 6.55 5.14 6.86 221
2950 5.81 -1.50 6.00 284
2975 5.91 -1.56 6.12 285
3000 5.87 -1.56 6.08 285
3025 5.92 -1.66 6.15 286
3050 5.88 -1,71 6.13 286
1075 -2.96 2.15 3.6E 126
1100 -2.34 1.85 2.98 128
1125 -1.48 1.51 2.12 135
1150 -0.45 0.93 1.04 154
1175 0.75 0.20 0.77 255
2075 3.85 4.93 6.26 218
2100 3.48 4.90 6.00 215
2125 3.24 5.03 5.98 213
2150 3.09 5.15 6.01 211
2175 2.65 4.91 5.58 208
3075 5.82 -1.66 6.05 286
3100 5.81 -1.67 6.05 286
3125 5.86 -1.59 6.07 285
3150 3.96 -1.52 6.15 284
3175 5.95 -1.48 6.13 284
ALT " ALTITUDE, MX " ZSNAL CBNPSNENT* NZ • NERIOISNAL 08NPBNENTt MS " MINE SPEEOt THETA " MIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBE8 0978 02/16/65t 0701Zt EASTERN TEST RANOE_ FLSRIDA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT MX NZ MS TFETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEO
3200 6.08 -1.42 6.25 283 4200 6.54 0.42 6.55 266 5200 7.01 3.33 7.76 244
3225 6.26 -1.25 6.39 281 4225 6.63 0.43 6.65 266 5225 7.04 3.64 7.92 242
3250 6.33 -0.97 6.40 279 4250 6.83 0.43 6.84 266 5250 7.16 3.96 8.18 241
3275 6.35 -0.74 6.40 276 4275 6.86 0.62 6.89 265 5275 7.41 4.38 8.61 239
3300 6.33 -0.65 6.87 270 4300 6.89 0.78 6.94 203 5300 7.46 4.59 8.76 238
3325 6.37 -0.72 6.41 276
3350 6.32 -0.78 6.36 277
3375 6.01 -0.89 6.08 278
3400 6.12 -1.11 6.22 280
3425 6.66 -1.46 6.82 282
4325 7.31 1.15 7.40 261
4350 7.53 1.47 7.67 259
4375 7.24 1.78 7.45 256
4400 6.59 1.89 6.85 254
4425 6.29 1.55 6.48 256
5325 7.32 4.71 8.70 237
5350 7.66 5.11 9.21 236
5375 7.64 5.41 9.36 235
5400 7.61 5.78 9.55 233
5425 7.A7 5.96 9.56 231
3450 7.21 -2.01 7.49 285
3475 7.73 -2.65 8.17 289
3500 7.84 -3.23 8.48 292
3525 7.69 -3.68 8.52 295
3550 7.71 -4.04 8.71 297
3575 7.82 -4.32 8.94 299
3600 7.69 -4.56 8.94 300
3625 7.84 75.08 9.84 303
3650 7.89 -5.30 9.51 304
3675 7.78 -5.26 9.39 304
4450 6.09 1.19 6.20 259
4475 5.84 0.80 5.90 262
4500 5.87 0.48 5.89 265
4525 5.50 0.24 5.51 267
4550 5.20 0.17 5.20 268
4575 5.21 0.26 5.22 267
4600 5.29 0.33 5.30 266
4625 5.12 0.53 5.15 264
4650 4.92 0.76 4.98 261
4675 4.95 0.89 5.03 260
5450 7.47 6.49 9.90 229
5475 7.62 6.84 10.24 228
5500 7.34 6.93 10.09 226
5525 7.49 7.70 10.74 224
5550 7.26 7.96 10.7T 222
5575 6.62 8.08 10.45 219
5600 6.17 8.52 10.52 216
5625 5.59 8.48 10.16 213
5650 5.11 8.14 9.61 212
5675 4.90 7.92 9.31 212
3700 7.81 -5.21 9.39 304
3725 8.05 -5.20 9.59 303
3750 8.55 -5.17 9.99 301
3775 8.86 -4.80 10.08 298
3800 9.21 -4.67 10.33 297
4700 5.06 1.02 5.17 258
4725 5.30 1.09 5.41 258
4750 5.36 1.11 5.47 258
4775 5.33 1.19 5.46 257
4800 5.60 1.17 5.72 258
5700 4.85 7.72 9.12 212
5725 4.77 7.40 8.80 213
5750 4.77 7.40 8.81 213
5775 4.79 7.69 9.06 212
5800 4.72 7.80 9.12 211
3825 9.39 -4.68 10.49 296
3850 9.35 -4.64 10.44 296
3875 9.38 -4.68 10.49 296
3900 9.66 -6.83 10.80 296
3925 9.89 -4.90 11.04 296
4825 5.73 1.22 5.86 258
4850 5.97 1.39 6.13 257
4875 6.27 A.54 6.46 256
4900 6.27 1.60 6.47 256
4925 6,18 1.42 6.34 257
5825 4.71 7.71 9.04 211
5850 4.81 7.46 8.88 213
5875 5.01 7.72 9.20 213
5900 5.02 7.98 9.43 212
5925 4.97 8.22 9.61 211
3950 9.89 -4.84 11.02 296
3975 9.93 -4.86 ll. Ob 296
4000 9.54 -4.54 10o56 295
4025 8.82 -4.13 9.74 295
4050 8.II -3.59 8.87 294
4950 6.17 1.28 6.30 258
4975 6.14 1.29 6.28 258
5000 6.10 1.51 6.29 256
5025 6.11 i.72 6.35 254
5050 6.19 1.73 6.43 254
5950 5.03 8.73 10.07 210
5975 5.04 8.98 10.30 209
6000 4.97 9.04 10.32 209
6025 4.94 9.23 10.47 208
6050 5.04 9.31 10.59 208
4075 7.40 -2.89 7.98 292
4100 7.01 -2.68 7.51 291
4125 6.50 -1.68 6.71 284
4150 5.92 -0.48 5.94 274
4175 6.16 0.15 6.16 268
5075 6.36 1.86 6.62 254
5100 6.56 1.96 6.85 253
5125 6.63 1.99 6.93 253
5150 6.67 2.18 7.01 252
5175 6.91 2.74 7.44 248
6075 5.01 9.02 10.32 209
6100 5.19 9.16 I0.53 209
6125 5.25 9.27 10.66 209
6150 5.01 9.04 10.33 209
E175 4.97 8.96 10.25 209
&LT = 8LTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPSNENT, MZ = MERIDIONAL CgMPSNENT, WS = W[NC SPEED, 7HETA = WIND DIRECTISN
mALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEO M/SEE H/SEE OEG
6200 5.15 9.31 10.64 209
6225 5.23 9.44 10.79 209
6250 5.05 9.12 10.42 209
6275 4.94 9.20 10.45 208
6300 4.82 9.40 10.56 207
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EPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 0978 02/16/65, 07012, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS 7HETA
METERS M/SEE B/SEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEO M/SEE DEG
7200 8.01 6.38 10.24 231 8200 15.2T -1.36 15.33 275
7225 8.63 6.25 10.66 234 8225 16.83 -1.34 14.89 275
7250 9.03 5.87 10.77 237 8250 14.68 -1.30 14.74 275
7275 9.31 5.59 10.85 259 8275 14.73 -1.42 14,80 275
7300 9.82 5.31 11.17 241 8300 14.58 -1.47 14.65 276
6325 4.55 9.63 10.48 206
6350 4.43 9.37 10.36 205
6375 4.81 9,43 10,59 207
6400 4.92 9,11 10.35 208
6425 4,63 8,62 9.78 208
6450 4.67 8.51 9.70 209
6475 4.84 8.49 9.77 209
6500 5.01 8.48 9.85 210
6525 5.18 8.60 9.87 211
6550 5.46 8.39 10.01 213
6575 5.92 8.47 10.33 215
6600 6.24 8.34 10.42 217
6625 6.25 8.08 10.22 218
6650 6.57 8,30 10,59 218
6675 6.67 8.33 10.67 219
6700 6.33 7.93 10.15 218
6725 6.55 7.87 10.24 220
6750 6.90 7.93 10.52 221
6775 7.06 7.99 10.66 221
6800 7.27 8.04 10.84 222
6825 7.54 7.86 10.89 224
6650 7.70 7.51 10.76 226
6875 7.90 7.32 10.77 227
6900 8.19 7.14 10.86 229
6925 8.20 7.02 10.80 229
6950 8.47 7.28 11.17 229
6975 8.31 7.09 10.92 229
7000 8.55 7.14 11.14 230
7025 8.72 7.54 11.53 229
7050 8.05 7.55 11.04 227
7075 7.90 7.65 11.00 226
7100 7.82 7.54 10.86 226
7125 7083 7.26 10.68 227
7150 7.92 7.03 10.58 228
7175 7.75 6.63 10.20 229
7325 10.17 4.88 11.28 244
7350 10.31 4.21 11.13 248
7375 10.49 3.79 11.15 250
7400 10.65 3.88 11.34 250
7425 10.52 3.92 11.22 249
8325 13.65 -1.15 13.70 275
8350 13.59 -0.71 13.61 273
8375 14.15 -0.47 14.15 272
8400 13.64 -0.16 13.64 271
8425 12.94 0.25 12.94 269
7450 10.41 3.63 11.02 251
7475 10.82 3.27 11.31 253
7500 11.10 2.92 11.48 255
7525 11.79 £.70 12.10 257
7550 12.20 2.36 12.43 259
8450 12.49 0.42 12.49 268
8475 12.05 0.44 12.06 268
8500 12.03 0.40 12.04 268
8525 11.99 0.20 11.99 269
8550 12.02 -0.11 12.02 270
7575 11.80 1.71 11.92 262
7600 12.46 i.18 12.52 2E4
7625 13.00 0.81 13.03 266
7650 13.50 0.31 13.50 268
7675 14.13 0.01 16.13 270
8575 12.14 -0.55 12.15 272
8600 12.34 -0.95 12.37 274
8625 12.85 -1.22 12.91 275
8650 13.36 -1.23 13.41 275
8675 13.24 -1.24 13.29 275
7700 14.21 -0.31 14.22 271
7725 16.70 -0.65 14.71 272
7750 15,16 -0.89 15.18 273
7775 14.84 -1.02 14.87 274
7800 15.09 -1.24 15.14 275
8700 13.52 -1.60 13.61 277
8725 14.24 -2.07 14.39 278
8750 14.37 -2.45 14.57 280
8775 14.20 -2.79 14.47 281
E800 14.31 -3.02 14.63 282
7825 15.78 -1.33 15.83 275
7850 15.79 -1.34 15.84 275
7875 15.80 -1.38 15.86 275
7900 15.85 -1.38 15.91 275
7925 15.65 -1.43 15.72 275
8825 14.50 -3.14 14.84 282
8850 14.52 -3.30 14.89 283
8875 14.55 -3.66 15.00 284
8900 14.91 -4.07 15.45 285
8925 14.64 -4.18 15.22 286
7950 16.11 -1.37 16.16 275
7975 16.79 -1.26 16.83 274
8000 17.04 -1.18 17.08 274
8025 17.45 -_.03 17.48 273
8050 17.59 -1.06 17.62 273
8950 14.37 -4.34 15.01 287
8975 14.75 -4.56 15.44 287
9000 14.53 -4.63 15.25 207
9025 14.68 -5.09 15,fl3 289
9050 14.86 -5.52 15.85 290
8075 16.97 -1.22 17.02 274
8100 16.74 -1.38 16.80 275
8125 16.60 -i.49 16.67 275
8150 15.47 -1.47 15.54 275
8175 15.17 -1.39 15.24 275
9075 14.64 -5.65 15.70 291
9100 14.71 -6.25 15.98 293
9125 15.26 -7.21 16.86 295
9150 15.60 -7.87 17.48 29T
9175 15.70 -8.21 17.72 297
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZENAL CEMP8NENIt WZ = MERIOIBNAL CEMPENENIt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIEN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9200 15.95 -8.39 18.02 298
9225 16.36 -8.44 18.41 297
9250 16.62 -8.01 18.45 296
9275 17.11 -7.61 18.72 294
9300 17.41 -7.40 18.92 293
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 0978 02/16/65t 0701Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
10200 29.87 2.15 29.95 266 11200 36.98 4.75 37.29 263
10225 29,51 2.77 29.64 264 11225 37.40 4.80 37.71 263
10250 29.77 3.24 29.94 264 11250 36.97 4.88 37.29 262
10275 29.64 3.38 29.83 263 11275 36.08 5.04 36.43 262
10300 29.83 2.97 29.98 264 11300 36.37 5.31 36.76 262
9325 17.18 -7.14 18.61 292
9350 17.11 -6*77 18.40 291
9375 17.36 -6.51 18.54 290
9400 17.72 -6.24 18.79 289
9425 17.44 -5.81 18.38 288
9450 17.43 -5.69 18.33 288
9475 17.72 -5.74 18.63 288
9500 17.69 -5.27 18.46 286
9525 17.45 -4.88 18.12 285
9550 17.78 -5.04 18.48 286
9575 18.60 -4.92 19.24 285
9600 18.32 -4.25 18.80 283
9625 18.52 -3.61 18.87 281
9650 19.32 -3.17 19,58 279
9675 19.69 -2.69 19.87 278
9700 20.25 -2.39 20.39 277
9725 20.99 -2.30 21.12 276
9750 21.60 -2.23 21.71 276
9775 22.34 -2.21 22.45 275
9800 23.26 -2.19 23.36 275
9825 24.14 -1.97 24.22 274
9850 24.80 -1.70 24.86 274
9875 25.78 -1.53 25,82 273
9900 27.17 -1.23 27.20 272
9925 28.09 -1.14 28.11 272
9950 28.40 -1.27 28.43 272
9975 29.47 -1.24 29,50 272
10000 30.91 -1.21 30.93 272
10025 31.13 -1.02 31.14 272
10050 30.83 -0.56 30.84 271
10075 31.05 0.15 31.05 270
10100 31.56 0*T6 31.57 268
10125 30.56 1.18 30.58 268
10150 30.51 1.53 30*55 26T
10175 31.05 1.72 31.10 267
10325 29.54 2.75 29.66 264
10350 29.26 2.98 29.41 264
10375 28.52 3.02 28.68 264
10400 28.11 3.13 28.29 263
10425 28.69 3.40 28.89 263
11325 37.50 5.46 37.90 262
11350 36.60 5.38 36.80 261
11375 36.13 5.31 36.51 261
11400 36.70 5.21 37.07 262
11425 36.10 5.18 36.47 262
10450 29.66 3.39 29.85 263
10475 30.66 3,22 30.83 264
10500 30.22 2.78 30.35 265
10525 29.89 2.56 30.00 265
10550 30.61 2.94 30,75 284
11450 36.13 5.44 36.54 261
11475 35.24 5.54 35.67 261
11500 34.64 5.73 34.92 260
11525 35.91 6.04 36.41 260
11850 35.75 6.04 36.26 260
10575 30.54 3.11 30.70 284
10600 31.08 3.23 31.25 264
10625 32.13 3.35 32.31 264
10650 32.34 3.18 32.49 264
10675 33,13 2.93 33.26 265
11575 34.84 6.01 35.36 260
11600 35.14 6.12 35.67 260
11625 33.96 6.28 34.54 259
11650 34.27 6.55 34.89 259
11675 35.82 6,88 36.68 259
10700 33.67 2.85 33.79 265
10725 33.26 2.77 33.35 265
10750 34.31 3.32 34.47 264
10775 34.68 4.22 34.94 263
10800 34.05 4.96 34.41 262
11700 35.55 7.13 36.26 258
11725 34.85 7.15 35.57 258
11750 34.79 7.20 35.53 258
11775 34.96 7.47 35.75 258
11800 34.59 7.55 35.41 258
10825 33.76 5.11 34.15 261
10850 33.73 5.05 34.10 261
10875 34.49 5.17 34.88 261
10900 34.74 4.96 35.09 262
10925 35.26 4.59 35.56 262
11825 34.76 8.18 35.71 257
11850 34.77 8.66 35.83 256
11875 34.43 8.32 35,42 256
11900 34.42 8.51 35.45 256
11925 34.93 9.19 36.12 255
10950 35.80 4.21 36.05 263
10975 36.06 3.84 36.26 264
11000 36.27 3.51 36.44 264
11025 36.78 3.54 36.95 264
11050 37.23 3.82 37.43 264
11950 34.49 9.68 35.82 254
11975 33.46 9.97 34.91 253
12000 33.25 10.21 34.79 253
12025 32.91 10.24 34.47 253
12050 32.65 10.76 34,38 252
11075 37.16 3.86 37.35 264
III00 37.19 3.85 37.39 264
11125 37.34 4.08 37.56 264
11150 37.52 4.26 37.76 263
11176 36.98 4,51 37.25 263
12075 33.91 I1.64 35.85 25I
12100 32.93 I1,50 34.88 251
12125 32*25 12.14 34*46 249
12150 32.31 12.80 34.75 248
12175 31.02 12.68 33.51 248
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZENAL C8MPENENT, WZ = MERIDIENAL EEMPONENT, US = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND D[RECTI8N
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FPS-I6 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 0978 02/16/63_ O701Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX W/ WS THETA ALT MX W/ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
12200 30.97 13.01 33.59 247 13200 26,06 11.09 28.32 247 16200 25.33 9°64 27.11 249
12225 29.53 12.89 32.23 246 13225 25.97 10o73 28.11 247 14225 25.58 9.83 27.60 249
12250 29.63 13.46 32.56 245 13250 25.80 10.45 27.83 248 16250 26.34 10o28 28.27 248
12275 29.65 13+91 32*75 245 13275 26*36 10.49 28.37 248 16275 26.66 10.41 28*62 248
12300 28.62 14.02 31.87 244 13300 26.67 10.56 28*68 268 16300 26.41 10.47 28.41 248
12325 27.38 13.93 80.72 243
12350 26.91 14.66 30.66 241
12375 27,3I 15.52 31.41 240
12400 26.11 13.34 30.28 239
12425 25.11 15.23 29.37 239
13325 26.25 10.32 28.2I 248
13350 26.35 10.07 28.21 269
13375 26*64 9.96 28.43 269
13400 26.63 9.61 28.31 250
13425 26.47 9.31 28.06 250
16325 26.16 10.52 28.20 248
16350 26.63 10.40 28.59 248
I6375 27.30 10.50 29.25 249
16600 26.75 10.48 28*73 248
14425 27.73 10.99 29.83 248
12450 25.68 16.11 30.31 238
12475 25.30 15.99 29.93 238
12500 24.92 15.39 29.29 238
12525 26.83 15.25 29.16 238
12550 24.84 15.02 29.03 239
18650 26.48 9,16 28.02 251
13475 26.80 9.21 28.34 251
13500 26*63 9.12 28.17 251
13525 26.31 9.14 27.85 251
13550 23.87 8.99 27.39 251
14450 28.44 II.65 30.73 248
14675 28.13 12.15 30.64 246
14300 27.49 11.80 29.92 247
14525 27.66 11.77 30,04 247
16550 29.1I 12.56 31.70 246
12575 25.38 14.98 29.47 239
12600 25.00 16.35 28.82 240
12625 25.06 13.76 28.59 241
12650 25,35 13.12 28.56 242
12675 25.65 12.5A 28.55 244
13575 25.98 8.90 27.66 251
13600 23.56 8.87 27.05 251
13625 25.81 9.01 27.34 251
13650 26.50 9.26 28.07 251
13673 25.52 8.83 27.01 251
14575 28.51 12.30 31.05 246
14600 28.21 12.40 30.81 246
16625 28.32 12.58 30.97 266
14650 28.18 12.30 30.75 266
14675 26.98 12,13 29.58 266
12700 25.70 12.08 28.40 245
1272S 26.07 11.90 28.66 24S
12750 26.60 12.05 29.20 2A5
12775 2E.35 11.86 29.08 246
12800 26.68 11.63 29.11 246
13700 25.57 8.72 27.01 251
13725 26.18 9.21 27.76 250
13750 25.97 9.08 27.31 251
13775 25.66 8.85 26,95 251
13800 25.78 9.09 27.33 250
1R700 27.55 12.54 30.27 265
1R725 28.21 12.89 31.02 245
16750 26.69 12.75 29.58 244
16775 26.50 12.$8 29.33 264
14800 26.49 12.03 29*09 243
12825 26.93 11.68 29.27 247
12850 27.01 11.10 29.20 247
12875 25.92 10.36 27.91 248
12900 26.67 10.82 28.78 248
12925 26.77 10.96 28.93 248
13825 26.01 8.95 27.51 251
13850 25.81 8.90 27.30 251
13875 26.19 9*20 27*76 250
13900 26.09 8.93 27.57 251
13925 25.91 8.80 27.36 251
14825 27.09 12.06 29.65 246
16830 27.0A 12.06 29.60 246
16875 27.00 12.22 29.64 245
14900 27.17 12,27 29.81 246
16925 27.02 11.90 29.52 246
12950 26.19 10.88 28.36 247
12975 26.63 11.25 28.72 247
13000 25.59 11.05 27.88 246
13025 25.99 11.50 28*62 246
13050 25.97 11.68 28.39 246
13950 25*77 8.99 27.29 251
1397S 25.12 8.56 26.54 251
14000 25.93 8.83 27.39 251
14025 26.46 9.44 28.10 250
140S0 25*96 9.52 27.65 250
1A950 27.21 11.90 29.70 246
1A975 27.21 11o85 29.68 246
150E0 27*43 11.93 29,91 246
15025 27,69 12.09 30.22 246
15050 26.75 12.1T 29.39 245
13075 25.72 11.14 28.02 246
13100 25.42 10.91 27.66 267
13125 25.81 11.15 28.12 246
13150 26.14 11.31 28,68 246
13175 25.87 11.20 28.19 246
14075 25.38 9.50 27.10 249
14100 25°96 9.66 27*70 269
14125 26.10 9.55 27.79 250
14150 26.02 9,37 27*63 250
14175 26,22 9.64 27.96 250
15075 27.60 12.T7 30.41 245
15100 27.19 12.37 29.95 245
15125 27.80 12.53 30.50 246
15150 28.95 13.01 31.74 246
15175 27.61 12.55 30.33 265
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZENAL CBMPENENT, WZ • MERIDI8NAL 08MPQNENT, MS " WINE SPEED, THETA • WINE OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 0978 02116165t 070121 EASTERN TEST RRNGE, FL2RIOA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA AET WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEC
15200 27.93 12.57 3G,63 246 16200 16.06 8.11 18.00 243 17200 19.08 6.66 20.20 251
15225 20.29 10.54 30.95 266 16225 15.09 7.75 16.96 263 17225 18.73 5.92 19.64 252
15250 20.30 12.53 30.95 266 16250 14.89 8.57 17.18 260 17250 18.33 5.51 19.14 053
L5275 28.12 12.10 30.61 247 16275 15.40 9.00 17.84 240 1727S 18.39 6.86 19.01 255
15300 29.22 11.71 31.60 248 16300 13.52 7.75 15.58 260 17300 10.86 6.63 19.42 056
15325 28.47 11.17 30.59 248
15350 28.17 10.83 30.18 249
1537S 28.23 10.$7 30,16 249
15400 27.06 9*99 28.84 250
15425 25.97 9.7T 27.74 249
16325 14,97 8.22 17.08 261
16350 1T.O0 9.46 19.65 241
16375 16.96 9.08 19.23 242
16400 16.87 8.31 10.81 244
16425 18.06 8.45 19.94 2A5
17325 18.89 4.83 19.50 255
17350 18.75 4.43 19.27 256
17375 18.68 3.63 19.03 259
17400 18.45 3.49 18.78 259
17425 18.33 3.67 18.65 259
15450 25.75 lO.O8 27.65 2A8
15475 26.02 10.93 28.22 247
15500 26.67 11,11 27.85 246
15525 26.36 11.62 26.99 2A6
15550 23.60 11.91 2E.25 263
16450 18.66 8.92 20.50 264
16475 17.44 8.97 19.61 263
16500 I7.80 9.67 20.26 241
16325 18.02 10,10 20.66 241
165S0 18.16 9.91 20.68 261
17650 18.36 3.11 18.63 260
17675 19.10 2.26 19.23 263
17500 19.31 1.82 19.40 264
17525 19.25 1.57 19,30 266
17550 19.20 0.90 19.22 267
15575 23.26 12.28 26.30 242
15600 23.39 12.62 26.58 241
15625 23.25 12.87 26.57 261
15650 25.06 13.06 26.50 240
15675 23.01 13.21 26.53 240
16575 18.32 9.89 20.82 261
16600 18.32 10.24 20.99 261
16625 18.66 1U.60 21.19 260
16650 18.59 9.98 21.10 242
16675 18.69 9.66 20.77 268
17575 19.28 0.90 19.30 267
17600 18.76 0.96 18.76 267
17625 16.96 0,36 16.97 269
17650 16.52 -0+35 16,53 271
17675 16.19 -0.37 16.20 271
15700 22.02 12.90 25.52 239
15725 22.30 13.50 26.07 239
15750 23.60 16.56 27.46 238
15775 22.96 16.12 26.94 238
15800 22,90 12.56 26.11 241
16700 18.7q 9.93 21.25 242
16725 18.88 10.50 21,61 261
16750 18.76 11.35 21.93 239
16775 19.01 1_.27 22.63 237
16800 19.17 13.28 23.32 235
17700 15.22 -0.63 15.23 272
1772S 14.66 -1.11 14.50 274
17750 13.98 -1.01 16.02 274
17775 13.32 -0.77 13.56 273
15825 22.07 10.66 26.51 264
15850 22.61 9.73 24.62 267
15875 23.18 9.01 24.87 26_
15900 22.53 7.49 23.74 251
15925 22.38 7.75 23,68 251
16825 19.56 16.08 26.10 236
16850 20.17 lb.41 26.79 236
16875 20,62 16.66 2S.18 235
16900 20.96 13.90 25.16 236
16925 21.26 13.25 2S.05 238
15950 21.06 7.75 23.19 250
15975 21.24 7.53 22.54 25O
16000 21.12 7,37 22.57 251
16025 21.03 7.97 22.49 269
16050 20.51 8.19 22.09 268
16950 21.42 13.05 25.08 238
16975 21.30 1¢.67 24.78 239
17000 21.09 11.58 24.06 241
17025 21.36 10.77 23.90 243
17050 21.15 10.29 23.52 246
16075 19,85 8.17 21,47 267
16100 18.98 8.58 20.83 245
16125 18,32 8.55 20.22 245
16150 17.82 8,56 19,77 244
16175 16.95 8,67 19.04 263
17075 19.96 9.62 22.15 264
17100 20.06 8.98 21.96 266
17125 20.27 U.69 22.05 247
17150 19.60 7.77 2io09 248
17175 19.28 7.29 20.61 249
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL CgNPONENI, wS = WINE SPEED, THE7A = WIND DIRECTION
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FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WEND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-2 02/26/65* 16212, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 MS , THETA ALT gX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/5EC DEG
350 8.08 8=43 11.68 224 [350 E3.61 8,54 16.07 230 2350 16.47 7.18 17.96 246
375 8.20 9.27 12.37 221 1375 13,79 8.57 16*24 238 2375 16.62 7,14 18.09 247
600 8.23 9.72 12.74 220 1400 14,02 8.44 16,36 239 2400 16,74 7,02 18,15 247
425 8.03 9,73 12.61 219 1425 14.22 8.44 16.56 239 2425 16.80 6.79 18.12 248
650 7,94 9.50 12.38 220 1450 14.52 6.55 16.85 239 2450 16.94 6.63 1B.20 248
475 8.21 9.15 12.29 222
500 8.61 8.85 12.35 224
525 9.05 8.44 12.37 227
550 9.33 8.02 12.31 229
575 9.33 7.79 12.I5 230
1475 14.85 8.72 17.22 239
1500 14.91 8.96 17.40 239
1525 14.86 9.09 17.42 238
1550 14.99 9.31 17.64 238
1575 14.99 9.55 17.77 237
2475 17.02 6.68 18.29 248
2500 17.01 6.59 18.24 249
2525 17.10 6.52 18.50 249
2550 16.93 6.71 1B.21 248
2575 16o75 6.73 18.06 248
600 9.26 7.65 12.01 230
625 9.25 7,55 11.94 231
650 9.42 7.37 11.96 232
675 9.77 7.15 12.11 234
700 10.00 6.99 12.20 235
1600 14.94 9.60 17.75 237
1625 15.25 9.74 18.10 237
1650 15.40 9.67 18.18 238
1675 15.41 9.37 18.03 239
1700 15.49 9.32 18.08 239
2600 16.94 6.71 18.22 248
2625 16.92 6*66 18.10 248
2650 16.88 6.65 1B.15 248
2675 17.15 6,81 18.45 248
2700 17.29 6.84 18.59 268
725 10.21 6.82 12.28 236
750 10.65 6.80 12.47 237
775 10.71 6.89 12.74 237
800 11.40 6.96 13,36 238
825 12.04 7.02 13.94 240
1725 15.45 9.21 17.99 239
1750 15.51 B.71 17.79 241
1775 15.62 8.29 17.68 242
1800 15.92 7.92 17.78 243
1825 16.19 7.52 17.85 265
2725 17.17 6.88 18.50 248
2750 [7.10 6.87 10.43 248
2775 17.17 6°71 18.44 248
2800 17.28 6.78 18.56 248
2825 17.30 6,63 18.53 249
850 12.30 7.C8 14.19 240
875 12.36 7.37 14.39 239
900 12.35 7.46 I4.43 239
925 12.47 7.30 14.45 239
950 12.50 7.30 16.47 240
1850 16.21 7.34 17.79 245
1875 16.24 7.21 17.77 246
1900 16.35 b.99 17,78 247
1925 16.41 6.82 17.77 247
1950 16.26 b.55 17.53 248
2850 17.33 6.40 18.47 250
2_75 17.34 6.51 1Bo52 249
2900 17.24 6._0 18.46 249
2925 17.47 6.62 18.68 249
2950 17.63 6.88 18.92 248
975 12.72 7.16 14.60 240
1000 13.10 7.06 14.80 241
1025 13.12 7.12 14.92 241
1050 13.33 7.15 15.12 242
1075 13.81 7.62 15.68 242
1975 16.18 6.34 17.37 248
2000 16.03 6.41 17.26 268
2025 15,70 6.49 16.99 247
2050 15.51 6.63 16.86 247
2075 15.43 6,83 16_88 246
2975 17.46 7.14 18.86 248
3000 17.60 7.23 19.03 248
3025 17.90 7.45 19.39 247
3050 18.06 7.88 19.70 246
3075 18.01 8.29 19.83 245
1100 13.65 7.48 15.57 241
1125 13.44 7.41 15.35 241
1150 13.59 7.63 15.58 241
1175 13.48 7.77 15.56 240
1200 13.24 7.79 15.36 239
2100 15.43 6.86 16.09 246
2125 15.65 6.75 17.04 246
2150 16.06 6.93 17.49 246
2175 16.10 7.26 17.66 266
2200 15.91 7.23 17.48 245
3100 17,72 8.62 19.70 244
3125 17.04 9.06 19.30 242
3150 16.41 9.74 19.09 239
3175 16.56 10.42 19.56 238
3200 17.04 10.93 20.24 237
1225 13.05 7.69 15.15 239
1250 13.22 7.49 15.19 260
1275 13.45 7.63 15.46 240
1300 13,45 7.91 15.61 239
1325 13.52 8.21 15.82 239
2225 15.98 7.17 17.51 246
2250 15.93 7.18 17.47 266
2275 16.01 0.90 17.43 246
2300 16,43 6.69 17.74 268
2325 16.52 b.96 17.92 247
3225 17.41 11.22 20.71 237
3250 17.B0 11.12 20.99 238
3275 18.11 11.05 21.22 238
3300 18.12 11.18 21.29 238
3325 18.03 11.21 21.23 238
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, MZ = MERIOISNAL CBMPQNENT, WS =WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSC[TY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-2 02/24165, 1521Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
3350 17.91 11,51 21.29 237 4550 18.33 9.02 20.42 244 5350 22.06 12.66 25.43 240
3375 17.55 12.01 21.27 235 4375 18.45 8.81 20.45 244 5375 22.25 12.09 25.33 241
3400 17.13 12.17 21.01 234 4400 18.54 8.47 20.38 245 5400 22.28 11.66 25.15 242
3625 16.96 11.89 20,72 235 4425 18.80 8.34 20.56 246 5625 22.38 11.46 25.14 243
3450 17.03 11.59 20.60 236 4450 18.92 7.97 20.53 247 5450 22.55 11.11 25.13 244
3475 16.91 11.35 20.37 236
3500 16.23 11.03 19.62 236
3525 16.29 11.00 19.65 236
3550 16.24 10.78 19.50 236
3575 15.67 10.31 18.T5 236
4475 19.31 7.71 20.79 248
4500 19.90 7.44 21.25 2A9
4525 19.69 6.93 20.87 250
4550 19.00 b.73 20.24 250
4575 18.88 b.83 20.08 250
5475 22.70 10.73 25.11 245
5500 22.94 10.66 25.30 245
5525 23.04 10.71 25.41 245
5550 22.92 10.64 25.27 245
5575 22.79 10.64 25.15 265
3600 15.73 10.07 18.68 237
3625 15.66 10.14 18.65 237
3650 15.49 10.06 18.47 257
3675 15.31 9.74 18.15 237
3700 15.27 9.34 17.90 238
4600 18.98 7.01 20.23 250
4625 18.93 7.26 20.27 269
4650 19.18 7.84 20.72 248
6675 19.74 8.45 21.47 247
4700 20.24 8.93 22.12 246
5600 22.94 10.35 25.17 246
5625 23.22 10.11 25.33 246
5650 23.26 10+39 25.48 246
5675 23,22 10.60 25.53 265
5700 23.32 10.49 25.57 246
3725 15.49 9.06 17.95 239
3750 15.70 8.96 18.07 240
3775 15.72 8.73 17.98 241
3800 15.62 8.72 17.89 241
3825 15,45 9.00 17.88 240
4725 20.43 9.42 22.50 245
4750 20.20 9.54 22.33 265
4775 20.19 9.31 22.24 245
4800 20.35 8.94 22.23 246
4825 20.42 8.82 22.24 246
5725 23.42 10.29 25.58 246
5750 23.52 10.35 25.70 246
5775 23.76 10.71 26.06 246
5800 24.12 11.03 26,52 245
5825 26.35 11.08 26.75 245
3850 15.47 9.20 18.00 239
3875 15.58 9.48 18.24 239
3900 15.66 9.59 18.36 238
3925 15.82 9.46 18.43 239
3950 15.92 9.50 18.$4 239
4850 20.45 9.15 22.41 246
4875 20.37 9.65 22.54 244
6900 20.24 9.95 22.56 244
4925 20.38 10.14 22.76 243
4950 20.54 10.55 23.09 243
5850 23.96 11.25 26,47 245
5875 23.48 11.66 26.21 263
5900 23.69 12.24 26.67 2%2
5925 24,06 12.66 27.19 242
5950 24.47 13.17 27.79 242
3975 16.08 9.70 18.78 239
4000 16.09 9.68 18.78 239
4025 16.25 9.39 18.77 240
4050 16.66 9.08 18.97 241
4075 16,81 8.79 18.97 242
4975 20.40 11.06 23.20 241
5000 20.57 11.38 23.51 241
5025 21.11 11.51 24.04 241
5050 21.69 11.66 24.63 242
5075 22.26 1L,98 25.28 242
5975 25.01 13.82 28.57 241
6000 25.18 14.59 29.10 240
6025 25.03 15.37 29.37 238
6050 24.68 15.72 29.26 237
6075 24.42 15.78 29,07 237
4100 16.65 8.62 18.75 242
4125 16._3 8.56 18.53 242
4150 16.51 8.81 18.72 242
4175 16.32 8.86 18.57 241
4200 16.23 8.42 18.28 242
5100 22.45 12.37 25.63 241
5125 22.45 12.65 25.77 240
5150 22.37 12.85 25.80 240
5175 22.09 13,22 25.74 239
5200 21.75 13.42 25.56 238
E100 24,24 15.89 28.99 237
6125 24.02 16.18 28.97 236
6150 23.96 16.10 28.87 236
6175 23.86 15.97 28.71 236
6200 23.79 15,81 28.56 236
4225 16.92 8.18 18.79 244
4250 17.61 8.35 19.49 244
4275 17.78 8.56 19.74 244
4300 17.79 8.69 19.80 244
4325 17.99 8.80 20.03 244
5225 21.31 13.50 25.27 237
5250 21.32 13.54 25.26 237
5275 21.92 13.40 25.69 238
5300 22.27 13.43 26.00 239
5325 22.08 13.11 25.68 2_9
6225 23.90 15,61 28.54 237
6250 25.75 15.74 28.49 236
6275 23.45 15.94 28.35 236
6300 23.39 16.17 28.44 235
6325 23.24 16.67 28.60 234
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPSNENTe WZ = MERIDIBNAL CEMPSNENT, WS = WIND SPEEDt THETA - WIND DIREETISN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
6350 22.81 16.63 28.22 234
6375 22.38 16.32 27.70 234
8600 22.34 18.38 27.70 236
8425 22.30 16.45 27.71 233
6450 21.98 16.63 27.56 233
TABLE 11-31 (con't)
FPS-16 6AOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-2 02126165* 152121 EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLERIOA
ALE WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC CEG
7350 33.46 12.00 35.54 250
7375 33.54 12.33 35.74 250
7400 33.77 12.29 35.93 250
7425 34,17 12.53 36.40 250
7450 34,41 12,74 36,69 249
6475 21.76 16.69 27.40 232
6500 21.58 16.56 27.20 232
6525 21.56 16.27 27.01 233
6550 21.62 ¸16.03 26.92 233
6575 21.81 15.92 27.00 234
6600 21.92 15.73 26.99 234
6625 22.15 15.75 27.18 234
6650 22.59 15.61 27¸.45 235
6675 22.88 15.28 27.51 236
8700 23.33 15.12 27.81 237
6725 24.10 15.10 2E.44 238
6750 26.62 15.05 28*85 238
6775 26.85 14.98 29.01 239
8800 25.22 14.79 29.24 239
6E25 25.53 14.E5 29.44 260
6850 25.89 14.24 29.55 261
6875 26.17 13.84 29.60 242
6900 26.32 13.76 29.69 262
8925 26.48 13.29 29.63 263
6950 26.89 13.18 29.95 246
6975 27.66 13.18 30.E2 264
7000 28.18 13.03 31.05 245
7025 28.65 13.21 31.55 245
7050 28.91 13.37 31.85 245
7075 28.98 13.20 31.84 265
TlO0 29.12 12.69 31.76 266
7125 29.57 12.37 32.06 247
7150 30.05 12.31 32.47 248
T175 30.82 11.81 33.01 269
7200 3,1.71 11.39 33.70 250
7225 32.34 11.34 34.27 250
7250 32.46 11.44 34.42 250
7275 32.33 11.70 34.38 250
7300 32.56 11.78 34.61 250
7325 33.11 ll. E7 35.10 250
7475 34.28 12.66 36.54 250
7500 36.21 12.73 36.51 249
7525 36.53 12.74 36.80 250
7550 34.65 12.88 36.97 249
7575 35.13 13.14 37.50 249
7600 35.74 13.O9 38.06 250
7625 36.O1 12.57 38.16 251
7650 35.81 12.63 37.97 250
7675 35,92 12._1 38.17 250
7700 36.18 12.64 38.33 251
7725 36*36 12.99 38.61 250
7750 36.84 13.07 39.09 250
7775 37.03 12.98 39.26 250
7800 37.26 12.95 39.43 251
7825 37.27 13.02 39.68 251
7850 37.18 13.52 39.56 250
7875 37.32 13.70 39.75 250
7900 37.38 13.75 39.83 250
7925 37.34 1_.68 39.77 250
7950 37.62 13.54 39.99 250
7975 37.85 13.33 40.13 250
8000 37.93 13.17 40.15 251
8025 37.95 13.47 40.27 250
8050 38.07 13.43 60.37 250
8075 38.16 13.27 40.60 251
8100 38.29 12.99 60.63 251
8125 38.50 12.61 40.51 252
8150 38.38 12.60 60.40 252
8175 38.27 1_.35 40.21 252
8200 38.27 12.41 60.23 252
8225 38.31 12.41 40.27 252
8250 38.32 12.17 40.21 252
8275 38.51 12.40 40.46 252
8300 38.56 12.42 60.49 252
8325 38.42 12.15 40.29 252
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
8350 38°40 11.92 40.20 253
8375 38.34 11.68 40.09 253
8400 38.32 11.57 40.03 253
E425 38,12 11.53 39.82 253
8450 38.30 11.25 39.91 253
EAT5 38.53 11.15 40.11 256
8500 38.43 11.30 40.05 253
8525 38.36 11.28 39.99 253
8550 38.68 11.36 60.12 253
8575 38.78 11.33 40.AO 254
8600 38.94 11.32 40.55 254
8825 38.91 11.35 40.53 254
8650 39,02 11.13 40.58 256
8675 39.33 11.16 40.88 254
ETO0 39.60 10.99 61.10 256
8725 39.71 10,79 41.15 255
8750 39.61 10.99 41.11 254
8775 39.82 10.95 41.30 254
8800 AO.2B 11.01 41.75 255
8825 60.53 11.26 42.06 256
8850 40.78 11.01 42.24 255
8875 41.03 10.91 42.46 255
8900 41.69 10.50 42,79 256
8925 62.08 9.94 43.24 257
8950 61.88 10.32 43.14 256
8975 41.88 10.57 43.20 2_6
9000 42.24 10.44 43.51 256
9025 42,35 10.40 43.61 256
g050 42.68 10.60 43.78 256
9075 42.24 lO.TO 43.57 256
_100 61.83 10.62 63.15 256
)125 41.72 10.78 63.09 255
9150 40.83 10.48 42.15 255
9175 39.76 10.50 41.12 255
9200 39.55 10.96 41.04 254
9225 39.41 11.38 41.02 256
9250 39.45 11.55 41.10 253
9275 39.63 11.ll 41.16 256
9300 39.48 11.18 41.03 254
9325 39.29 12,07 41.10 253
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX - ZENAL CEMPENENT* NZ - MERIOIENAL CEMP8NENT, MS " WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTIEN
ALE WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
9350 39.55 12.13 41.37 253
9375 60.02 11.63 41.67 254
9600 40.12 11.81 41.82 253
9625 39.97 11.81 41.68 253
9450 39.71 11.E1 41.37 254
9675 39.26 11.96 41.04 253
9500 39.09 12.25 48,97 252
9525 39.16 12.41 61.07 252
9550 39.26 12,66 41.24 252
9575 39.32 12.60 61,29 252
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE RIND VELECITY P68FILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-2 02/24/85* 15212* EASTERN TEST RANDE, FLSRIOA
WS THETA
ALT WX WZ RS THETA RLT WX WZ
METERS MISEC' M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC R/SEE DEG
10350 41.81 10.35 43.07 256 11350 60.95 12.00 42.67 253
10375 41,90 10.22 43.13 256 11375 60.81 12.05 42.55 253
10400 62.60 9.81 43.52 257 11400 40.80 11.27 42.32 254
10425 62.81 9.90 43.96 257 11425 40.60 11.68 42.25 254
10650 42.70 10.23 43.90 256 11450 60.37 11.90 42.09 253
10475 42.63 10.11 43.81 256 11675 40.23 11.91 41.96 253
10500 42.89 10.35 63.93 256 11500 40.25 12.11 42.03 253
10525 42.83 10.11 46.01 257 11525 60.41 11.97 42.14 253
10550 63.03 9.52 46.07 E57 11550 60.57 11.82 42.26 256
10575 62.58 9.81 43.70 257 11575 40.49 11.85 42.19 254
9600 39.27 12.67 41.20 252 10600 42.06 10.33 43.31 256 11600 40.10 12.56 42.02 252
9625 39.32 12.29 41.20 252 10625 42.38 9.98 43.56 257 11625 39.79 12.57 61.72 252
9650 39.26 12.27 41.11 252 10650 42.23 10.05 43.61 256 11650 39.61 12.27 61.47 253
9675 39.64 12.75 41.45 252 10675 62.21 10.10 63.40 256 11675 39.87 12.22 41.70 253
9700 39.32 12.78 41.35 252 10700 42.43 9.78 43.56 257 11700 AO.O0 12.30 41.85 253
9725 38.91 12.32 40.81 252 10725 62.54 9.83 43.66 257 11725 39.90 12.61 41.84 252
9750 38.75 12.65 40.76 252 10750 42.58 9.79 63.69 257 11750 39.66 12.75 41.65 252
9775 38.69 13.09 40.66 251 10775 42.65 10.02 43.81 257 11775 39.66 12.23 41.50 253
9800 38.83 13.30 41.06 251 10800 42.65 10.15 63.86 256 11800 39.69 12.63 41.60 252
9825 39.03 13.07 41,16 251 10825 42.65 9.95 63.80 257 11825 39.76 12.67 61.73 252
9850 39.12 12.68 41.12 252 10850 62.52 10.30 43.75 256 11850 39.85 13.60 42.04 251
9875 39.24 12.87 61.30 252 10875 42,60 10.37 63.65 256 11875 39.77 13.62 62.04 251
9900 39.46 12.82 41.49 252 10900 62.42 9.93 43.57 257 11900 39.66 12.13 41.47 253
9925 39.58 12.80 41.60 252 10925 42.02 10.29 43.26 256 11925 40.15 12.49 42.05 253
9950 39.73 12.86 41.76 252 10950 41.93 10.53 43.23 256 11950 40.37 12.66 62.31 252
10975 41.99 1U.I0 43.19 256 11975 39.89 13.06 41.97 252
11000 41.66 XU.Ol 42.82 256 12000 39.79 13.77 42.11 251
11025 41.38 9.95 62.56 256 12025 40.36 13.32 62.68 252
11050 41.45 9.91 42.62 256 12050 60.31 13.52 42.52 251
11075 41.49 10.14 42.71 256 12075 60.47 13.19 42.57 252
11100 41.49 9.86 42.65 256 12100 60.66 13.20 42.56 252
11125 41.57 9.76 62.70 257 12125 60.02 15.05 42.76 269
II150 41.33 IU.37 42.62 256 12150 40.65 14.70 43.23 250
11175 41.37 10.81 42.76 2_5 12175 40.80 14.47 43.29 250
11200 61.35 11.19 62.86 255 12200 40.31 15.22 43.09 249
11225 61.22 11.26 62.72 255 12225 60.86 15.21 43.58 269
11250 41.12 11.71 42.75 254 12250 41.62 14.83 64.18 250
10275 40.35 11.20 41.87 254 11275 61.21 II.71 62.84 254 12275 62.06 14.63 46.53 251
10300 60.81 10.64 42.22 255 11300 41.16 II.79 42.01 254 12300 42.30 15.03 44,90 250
10325 41.62 10.57 42.75 256 11325 40.94 1_.13 62.70 253 12325 43.21 14.75 45.66 251
ALT= ALT[7UDE, WX = ZENAL COMPENENT, WZ = MERIglONAL CEMPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WiND DIRECTION
9975 39.48 13.11 41.60 251
lO000 39.30 12.78 41.33 252
I0025 39.77 12.52 41,70 252
10050 39.73 12,E1 41.75 252
10075 39.63 12.37 41.52 252
lOlO0 39.54 12.44 41.45 252
1O125 39.44 12.91 41.49 252
I0150 39.31 12.60 41.28 252
10175 39.48 11.93 41.24 253
1O2OO 39.86 11.26 41.62 256
1O225 40.31 ll.ll 41.82 254
10250 40.53 11.26 42.06 254
TABLE II-31 (con't) PAGE213
EPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-2 02/24/65t 1521Zw EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX gZ HS THETA ALT HX WZ WS THETA , ALT HX WZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG ' METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12350 43.T6 14°55 46.[1 251
12375 44.89 14.61 4T.21 252
12400 45.15 14.2T 4T.35 252
12425 45.44 14.09 4T.58 253
12450 46°[2 13.66 48.10 253
12475 46.80 13.07 48.59 2_6
12500 47*06 13.0T 48.85 2_6
12525 47.20 12.55 48.84 255
12550 47.35 12,86 49.0? 255
12575 47.Z9 13.45 49.16 254
12600 47.82 12.92 49.53 255
12625 48,33 12.26 69.86 256
12650 48.19 12.22 49.T1 256
126T5 48.93 11.34 50.23 25T
12700 49.91 10.76 51.05 258
12725 49.71 11.10 50.96 25T
12750 48.57 11.62 49.94 256
12775 4T.E8 12.39 49.45 255
12800 47.91 13.39 49,TS 254
12B25 48.19 13.61 50.08 254
ALT = ALTITUDEt gX = ZgNAL COMPONENT, MZ = RERIOIBNRL CBMP_NENTt HS " MINE SPEEOt THETR m WINO DIRECTIBN
o
TABLE 11-32
PAGE 214 EPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-4 02/24/65_ 20292t EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT MX WZ NS THETA ALT MX NZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE NISEC N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE MISEC DEG
175 2.73 4.21 5.02 213 1175 8.TT 12.8T 15.58 214 2175 12.28 14.80 19.23 219
200 2.85 4.30 5.16 213 1200 8.88 12.98 15.73 214 2200 12.52 14.62 19.25 220
225 3.37 4.02 5.25 220 1225 9.16 13.I7 16.04 215 2225 12.83 14.75 I9.55 221
250 4.09 3.76 5.58 227 1250 9.55 13.59 16.61 215 2250 13.39 14,62 19.82 222
275 4.80 3.57 5.99 233 1275 10.08 14.03 17.27 216 2275 13.92 14.50 20.10 224
300 4.94 3.44 6.02 235
325 4.62 3.34 5.70 234
350 6.20 3.47 5.46 230
375 3.83 3.T7 5.38 225
400 3.61 4.28 5.60 22C
1300 10.28 14.47 17.75 215
1325 10.24 14.67 17.89 215
1350 10.11 14.48 17.66 215
1375 10.22 14.45 17.69 215
1400 10.58 14.53 17.97 216
2300 16.04 14.42 20.12 224
2325 14.08 14.26 20.04 224
2350 14.10 13.96 19.84 225
2375 14.30 1_.65 19.76 226
2400 14.49 13.76 19.99 226
4Z5 3.27 4.82 5.82 216
450 2.90 5.25 5.99 209
475 2.95 5.84 6.37 207
500 3.17 5,86 6.66 208
525 3.1& 5.95 6.76 208
1425 10.55 14.60 17.85 216
1450 10.68 14.40 17.93 216
1475 10.82 14.64 18.21 216
1500 10.67 14.75 18.21 216
1525 10,74 14.74 IB.26 216
2425 14.56 13.93 20.15 226
2450 14.77 13.90 20.28 227
24T5 14.87 14.10 20.49 226
2500 14.88 14.18 20.53 226
2525 14.99 14.22 20.66 226
550 2.98 5.76 6.49 207
575 2.77 5.76 6.39 206
600 2.53 5.99 6.50 203
625 2.46 6.37 6.83 201
650 2.65 6.86 7.33 201
1550 10.95 14.95 18.53 216
1575 11.03 15.12 18.72 216
1600 10.85 15.01 18.52 216
1625 10.86 15.09 18.60 216
1650 11.00 15.37 18.90 215
2550 14.99 14.32 20.73 226
2575 14,98 14.30 20.T1 226
2600 15.00 14.29 20.T1 226
2625 14.99 14.18 20.63 226
2650 15.03 13.95 20.50 227
675 3.19 7.16 7.84 206
700 3.57 7.67 8.28 205
725 3.73 7.79 8.64 205
750 3.99 8,20 9.12 206
775 4.15 8.45 g.42 206
1675 10.81 15.34 18.77 215
1700 10.63 15.11 18.48 215
1725 10.72 14,81 18.28 216
1750 10.78 14.61 18.15 216
1775 10.87 14.55 18.16 217
2675 15.07 13.76 20.40 227
2700 15,01 13.56 20.22 228
2725 15.03 13.34 20.09 228
2750 15.01 13.34 20.09 228
2775 14.91 13.38 20.03 228
800 3.9T 8.61 9.48 205
025 3.79 B.91 9.68 203
850 4,09 9.09 9.97 20A
875 4.60 9.18 10.27 206
900 5.35 9.22 10.66 210
1800 11.05 14.56 18.28 217
1825 11.11 14,67 18.40 217
1850 II.IT 14.58 18.37 2IT
1875 11.18 14.52 18.32 217
1900 11.14 14.69 18.44 217
2800 15.10 13.57 20.30 228
2825 15.1T 13.85 20.54 227
2850 14.97 14.01 20.50 227
2875 14.91 14.20 20.59 226
2900 14.97 14.35 20.74 226
925 5.83 9.24 10.92 212
950 6.06 9.32 11.12 213
975 6.29 9.53 11.42 213
1000 6.44 9.84 11.76 213
1025 6.79 10.17 12,23 216
1925 11.23 14.90 18.66 21T
1950 11.19 15.04 18.75 216
1975 11.11 15.13 18.77 216
2000 11.33 15.50 19.20 216
2025 11.60 15.70 19.53 216
2925 15.08 14.35 20.82 226
2950 14.96 14.25 20.66 226
2975 14.90 14.26 20.62 226
3000 14.97 14.36 20.74 226
3025 15.00 14.46 20.84 226
1050 7.28 10.94 13.14 213
1075 8.02 11.88 14.33 214
1100 B.68 12.40 15.14 215
1125 8.90 12.57 15.60 215
1150 8.89 12.66 15.65 215
2050 11.87 15.53 19.55 217
2075 1'2.16 15.44 19.65 218
2100 12.41 15.42 19.79 219
2125 12.56 15.62 20.04 219
2150 12.38 15.47 19.81 218
3050 15.18 14.49 20.98 226
30T5 15.41 14.55 21.20 226
3100 15.72 14.57 21.43 227
3125 15.84 14.55 21,51 227
3150 15.97 14.75 21.74 227
ALT " ALTITUDE, MX " Z_NAL CBMPgNENT, WZ - MERIDIQNAL CSMPSNENT, WS "WINC SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/26/65, 2029Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX HZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT wx WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
3175 16_11 14.80 21.88 227 4175 15.46 11.67 19.37 233 5175 17*72 15.96 23.85 228
3200 16.31 14.30 21.69 229 4200 15.62 1i.88 19.46 232 5200 17.72 15.74 23.70 228
3225 16.63 13.96 21.72 230 4225 15.31 11.70 19.27 232 5225 17.99 15.80 23.95 229
3250 16.75 13.76 21.68 230 4250 14.87 11.T7 18.96 231 5250 18.50 15.85 24.36 229
3275 16.74 13.85 21.72 230 4275 14.73 12.02 19.01 231 5275 18.81 15.60 24.44 230
3300 16.83 14.64 22.15 228
3325 16.26 14.96 22.09 227
3350 15.87 15.05 21,87 226
3375 15.98 15.59 22.32 226
3400 15.95 15.90 22.52 225
4300 15.03 12.23 19.38 231
4325 16.22 12.67 20.58 232
4350 17.56 12.67 21.65 236
43T5 17,77 12.35 21,63 235
4400 17.59 11.95 21.2T 236
5300 19.30 15.22 24.64 232
5325 20.20 14.93 25.11 233
5350 21.09 14.70 25.71 235
5375 21.83 14.45 26.18 236
5600 22.19 14,27 26.38 237
3625 15.62 16.03 22.38 224
3450 15.22 16,11 22.16 223
3475 15.01 16.15 22.04 223
3500 16.84 16,35 22.08 222
3525 16.65 16.35 21,95 222
4425 17.67 11.80 21.25 236
4650 17.86 11.84 21.43 236
4475 18.07 IL.63 21.49 237
4500 18.26 IL.30 21.66 238
4525 18.35 11.22 21.51 238
5425 22.49 14.11 26.55 238
5450 22.96 13.77 26.75 239
5475 23.30 13.54 26.95 240
5500 23.78 13.35 27.27 261
5525 24.29 18.17 27.63 241
3550 14.80 16.32 22,03 222
3575 14.80 16.48 22.15 222
3600 16.68 16.64 22.19 221
3628 IA.68 16.78 22.30 221
3650 14.39 16.89 22.19 220
4550 18.32 11.26 21.50 238
4575 18.70 11.38 21.89 238
4600 19.23 11.84 22.58 238
4625 19.55 12.28 28.08 238
4650 19.59 12.56 23.28 237
5550 24.69 12.91 27.86 242
5575 24.91 12.74 27.98 243
5600 24.99 12.54 27.96 243
5625 25.15 12.53 28.09 243
5650 25.26 12.75 28.30 243
3675 14.16 16.71 21.90 220
3700 14.46 16.51 21.95 221
3725 14.61 16.42 21o98 221
3750 14.65 16.47 22.05 221
3775 14,72 16.45 22.07 222
4675 19.39 12.91 23.30 236
4700 19.59 1_.24 23.64 236
4725 I9.90 13.56 24.O8 236
4750 20.00 13.71 24.25 235
4775 20.05 13.88 24.39 235
5675 25.35 13.01 28.49 243
5700 25.40 13.23 28.63 242
5725 25.33 13.67 28.69 242
5750 25.35 13.72 28.82 241
5775 25.44 14.19 29.13 241
3800 14.56 18.25 21,82 222
3825 14.45 15.85 21.45 222
3850 14,11 15.27 20.79 223
3875 13,76 14.82 20.22 223
3900 13.46 14.22 19.57 223
4800 20.27 14.22 24.76 235
4825 20.52 14.42 24.91 234
4850 20.29 14.65 25.03 234
4875 20.47 15.07 25.41 233
4900 20.61 15.20 25.60 233
5800 25.TI 14.80 29.67 240
5825 26.07 15.36 30.26 239
5850 26.28 15.95 30.74 239
5875 26.33 16.50 31.07 238
5900 26,34 16.80 31.25 237
3925 13.22 13.80 19.Ii 224
3950 13.43 13.70 19.19 224
3975 13,69 13.41 19.16 225
4000 13.87 12.79 18.87 227
4025 14.35 12.50 19.03 229
4925 20.81 15.39 25.88 233
4950 20.83 15.52 25.98 233
4975 20.47 15.40 25.62 233
5000 20.04 15.37 25.25 232
5025 19.81 15.24 24.99 232
5925 26.32 17.00 31.33 237
5950 26.42 17.43 31.65 236
5975 26.52 17.92 32.01 236
6000 26.75 17,81 32.14 236
E025 27.00 17.52 32.19 237
4050 14.87 12.34 19.32 230
4075 15.14 11.90 19.25 232
4100 15.28 11.26 18.q8 233
4125 15.35 11.03 18.90 234
4150 15.46 11.26 19.13 234
5050 19.21 15.26 24.53 231
5075 18.58 15.78 24.37 229
5100 18.31 16.35 24.55 228
5125 18.04 16.47 24.43 227
5150 17.80 16.32 24.15 227
6050 27.16 17.36 32.24 237
6075 27.61 17.21 32.54 238
_lO0 28.01 17,14 32.04 238
E125 28.18 17.41 33.12 23R
6150 28.26 17,61 33.29 238
ALT •ALTITUOE, WX ffi ZONAL COMPONENT. WZ - MER[DISNAL CSNPONENT, WS = WINE SPEEC. THETA = WIND D[RECTISN
TABLE II-32(con't) PAGE 215
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-4 02/24265_ 20292, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
6175 28.56 17.46 33.48 238 7175 28.51 14.80 32.13 242 8175 36.18 13.68 38.68 249
6200 28.70 17.52 33.62 238 7200 29.91 14.51 33.24 244 8200 35.91 14.07 38.57 248
6225 28,75 I7.63 33,73 238 7225 30.41 14.51 33.70 244 8225 36.00 14.95 38.98 247
6250 28.95 17.69 33,92 238 7250 30,72 I4.36 33.91 245 8250 36.69 15.04 39.65 248
6275 29.18 I7.79 34.18 238 7275 31.30 14.33 34.42 245 e275 37.22 14.39 39.91 249
6300 29.38 17.81 34.36 239
6325 29.72 17.68 34.58 239
6350 29.60 17.80 34.54 239
6375 29.23 17.90 34.27 238
6400 29.31 18.03 34.41 238
7300 31.74 14.27 34.80 246
7325 32.26 13.93 35.14 246
7350 32.92 13.67 35,65 247
73T5 33.53 13,90 36.30 247
7400 33.75 13.90 36.50 247
8300 57.66 14.55 40_37 249
8325 37.87 14.55 40.57 249
E350 38.32 13.66 40.68 250
8375 38.27 13.86 40.71 250
EADO 38.14 13.77 40.55 250
6425 29.16 18.23 34.39 238
6450 28.75 18.52 34.20 237
6475 28.60 18.44 34.03 237
6500 28.98 18.06 34.15 238
6525 29.08 17,97 34.19 238
7425 34.02 13.23 36.50 249
7450 34.22 12.91 36.58 249
7475 34.13 12.62 36.39 250
7500 33.98 12,41 36.18 250
7525 34.34 12.57 36.57 250
8425 38.26 13.99 40.74 250
8450 38.48 13.94 40,93 250
8475 39.08 12.97 41.18 251
8500 39.63 12.75 41.63 252
8525 40.13 12.57 42.06 252
6550 29.05 17.69 34.02 238
6575 28.97 17.69 33.94 238
6600 2_.88 17.56 33.80 239
6625 28.81 17.35 33.63 239
6650 28.57 17.47 33.49 238
7550 34.87 12.52 37.05 250
7575 34.95 12.49 37.12 250
7600 34,84 12.59 37.05 250
7625 34.92 12.43 37.06 250
7650 34.90 12.44 37.05 250
8550 41.21 12.01 42.92 254
8575 40.99 12.74 42.93 253
8600 40.78 12.96 42.79 252
8625 41.67 11.T9 43.31 254
8650 41.16 12.58 43.04 253
6675 28.67 17.55 33.61 238
6700 28.78 17.53 33.70 238
6725 28,62 17.58 33.59 238
6750 28.42 17.41 33.33 238
6775 28,37 17.53 33.35 238
6800 28.27 17.53 33.27 238
6825 28.23 17.44 33.18 238
6850 28.18 17.59 33.22 238
6875 27.98 17.31 32.90 238
6900 27.73 17.36 32.71 238
7675 34.93 12.16 36.98 251
7700 34.81 12.26 36.91 250
7725 34.45 12.66 36.71 250
7750 34.62 12.04 36.65 251
7775 34.67 12.23 36*76 250
7800 34.71 12.35 36.84 250
7825 34.97 12.25 37.05 251
7850 34.83 12.58 37.03 250
7875 34.99 12.46 37.15 250
7900 34.98 12.18 37.04 251
8675 41.06 12.65 42.97 253
8700 41.17 12.49 43.02 253
8725 40.90 12.59 42.79 253
8750 41.15 12.60 43.04 253
8775 41.42 12.66 43.31 253
8800 41.17 12.90 43.14 252
8825 40.78 13.07 42.82 252
8850 40.72 12.42 42.57 253
8875 40.89 12.29 42.69 253
8900 40.57 13.17 42.66 252
6925 27.60 17.21 32.52 238
6950 27.50 17.03 32.35 238
6975 27,46 16.99 32.29 238
_nnn ?_ _R 1A.R1 _7.13 238
7025 27.05 16.74 31.81 238
7925 34.65 12.24 36.75 250
7950 34.78 12.45 36.94 250
7975 34.95 12,59 37.15 250
8000 35.23 12.61 37.42 250
8025 35.49 12.61 31.60 z_u
8925 40.87 12.62 42.77 258
8950 41.76 12.64 43.64 253
8975 41.78 13.96 44.05 251
9000 42.69 13.33 44.72 252
7050 27.02 16.20 31.50 239
7075 27.05 15.79 31.32 240
7100 27,11 15.46 31,21 248
7125 27.54 14.98 31.35 241
7150 27.63 15.02 31.45 241
8050 35.55 12.90 37.82 250
8075 36.06 13.12 38.37 250
8100 36.28 18.72 38.T9 249
8125 36.24 13.64 38.73 249
8150 36.23 13.34 38.61 250
9050 42.59 14.03 44.85 252
9075 42.52 14.58 44.95 251
9100 43.00 14.36 45.33 251
5125 43.24 14.13 45.49 252
9150 42.82 14.79 45.30 251
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER !272-4 021242651 20292_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC NISEC DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
9175 42.95 14.77 45.42 251 10175 44.49 13.14 46.39 253 11175 47.43 14.10 49.48 253
9200 43.11 14.34 45.44 251 10200 44.67 13.11 46.56 253 11200 47.74 14.17 49.80 253
9225 43.10 14.27 45.40 251 10225 44.23 12.75 46.03 254 11225 47.83 13.79 49.78 254
9250 43.50 14.22 45_77 252 10250 43.84 13.51 45.88 253 11250 47.76 13.99 49.77 253
9275 43.79 14.04 45.99 252 10275 43.71 13.35 45.70 253 11275 48.36 13.68 50.26 254
9300 43.27 14.58 45.66 251
9325 43.44 14.43 45.77 251
9350 43.99 13.80 46.10 252
9375 44.38 13.57 46.41 253
9400 44.89 13.23 46.80 253
10300 43.53 13.88 45.69 252
10325 43.40 13.86 65.56 252
10350 63.98 12.90 45.83 253
10375 44.23 13.31 46.19 253
10400 44.67 13.47 46.66 253
11300 48.36 14.20 50.40 253
11325 48.51 14.70 50.69 253
11350 48.32 15.52 50.75 252
11375 48.28 15.30 50.65 252
11400 48.43 14.33 50.50 253
9425 45.58 13.36 47.58 253
g450 45.97 13.38 47.87 254
9475 45.96 13.32 47.85 254
• 9500 45.67 13.50 47.62 253
9525 45.80 13.36 47.71 254
10425 44.66 13.38 46.63 253
10650 44.84 13.18 46.73 253
10475 44.58 13.08 46.75 254
10500 4A.T 13.49 46.95 253
10525 45.30 13.32 47.22 253
11425 48.37 14.93 50.62 253
11450 48.18 15.01 50.47 253
11475 48.48 14.86 50.70 258
11500 49.05 14.46 51.14 253
11525 49.43 13.87 51.34 254
9550 46.22 13.13 48.05 254
9575 46.39 13.07 48.20 254
9600 46,49 13.42 48.39 256
9625, 46.54 13.65 48.50 253
9650 46.54 13.35 48*42 254
10550 45.24 13.29 47.15 253
10575 45.55 12.81 47.32 254
10600 45.30 12.81 47,08 254
10625 45°25 14.06 47.38 253
10650 45.40 14.15 47.55 253
11550 49.93 13.74 51.78 254
11575 50.25 13.61 52.06 255
11600 50.0# 13.55 51.85 255
11625 50,33 13.12 52.01 255
11650 50.65 12.31 52.12 256
9675 46.56 13.35 48.43 254
9700 46.63 13,78 48.62 253
9725 46.67 13.67 48.63 253
9750 46.71 13.18 48.54 254
9775 47.09 13.48 48.98 254
10675 45.13 14.04 47.26 253
10700 45.98 18.00 47.78 254
10725 46.14 13.31 48.02 254
10750 45.83 14.19 47.98 253
10775 46.10 14.19 48.24 253
11675 50.61 11.34 51.86 257
11700 50.66 12.31 52.14 256
11725 50.74 12.34 52,22 256
11750 50.66 12.05 52.06 256
11775 50.33 13.03 51.99 255
9800 47.11 13.75 49.08 254
9825 46.66 13.94 48.78 253
9850 46.43 13.83 48.45 253
9875 46.14 13.89 48.18 253
9900 45.72 14.10 47.85 253
10800 46.72 14.12 48.81 253
10825 47.07 14.24 49.18 253
10850 47.17 14.21 49.26 253
10875 47.21 14.10 49.27 253
10900 47.20 14.35 49.33 253
11800 50.58 12.81 52.17 256
11825 50.62 12.67 52.18 256
11850 50.50 13.19 52.20 255
11875 50,33 13.25 52.05 255
11900 49.92 13.02 51.59 255
9925 45.49 14.11 47.63 253
9950 45.38 14.04 47.50 253
9975 45.26 14.26 47.46 252
IOOOO 45.11 14.57 47.41 252
10025 45.05 14.38 47.29 252
10925 47.13 14.14 49.21 253
10950 46.61 14.18 48.72 253
10975 46*55 14.36 48.71 253
11000 46.69 14.42 48.86 253
11025 46.63 14.93 48.96 252
11925 50.11 13.67 51.94 255
11950 50.36 13.44 52.12 255
11975 50.43 12.98 52.07 255
12000 50.26 13.09 51.93 255
12025 50.35 13.85 52.22 254
10050 45.33 13.84 47.40 253
10075 45.26 13.70 47.28 253
lOlO0 45.00 13.71 47.05 253
10125 44.80 13.93 46.91 253
10150 44.28 13.49 46.29 253
11050 46.79 14.79 49.07 252
11075 46.83 14.67 49.07 252
11100 47.15 14.31 49.27 253
11125 47.23 14.59 49.43 253
11150 47.54 14.09 49.59 253
12050 50.56 13.14 52.24 255
12075 50.98 12.05 52.39 257
12100 50.85 12.63 52.39 256
12125 51.22 11.53 52.51 257
12150 51.46 11.72 52.77 257
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX " Z_NAL CQMPBNENT, WZ - MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTI WS " WINC SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 216
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12175 51.57 12.37 53.03 256
12200 51.83 12o34 53.09 256
12225 51.98 11.39 53.22 257
12250 53.11 11.41 54.32 258
12275 54.18 10,32 55.15 259
TABLE il-32(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-4 02/24/65_ 20292* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC BEG
13175 51.56 12,49 53.05 256 14175 41.96 5.52 42.32 262
13200 52.20 11,06 53.36 258 14200 42.26 4.83 42,54 263
13225 52.36 10.71 53.45 258 14225 42.26 4.24 42.47 264
13250 52.29 12.52 53.77 286 14250 41.42 5.79 41.82 262
13275 52°97 11.53 54.21 258 14275 40.77 6.36 41.26 261
12300 55.00 8.26 55.61 261
12325 52.92 11.38 54.13 258
12350 52.76 11.25 53.95 258
12375 52.67 10.06 53.63 259
12400 52.56 10,67 53.63 258
12425 52.60 11.27 53.80 258
12450 51.73 13.01 53.35 256
12475 52.10 12.95 53.69 256
12500 52.23 13.05 53.84 256
12525 51.95 14.19 53.86 255
12550 52.71 13.50 54.41 255
12575 53.18 12.29 54.59 257
12600 53.08 12.69 54.58 256
12625 52.54 14.11 54.40 255
12650 52.75 13.21 54.38 256
12675 52.32 13.90 54,13 255
12700 52.78 13.69 54,52 255
12725 53.24 12.93 54.79 256
12750 52.98 13.23 54.61 256
12775 54.17 II.17 55.31 258
12800 54.61 11.21 55.75 258
12825 54.40 13.41 56.03 256
12850 54.53 13.66 56.21 256
12875 54.84 12.68 56.29 257
12900 53,97 14.70 55.94 255
12925 54.49 14.39 56.35 255
12950 54.97 13.09 56.51 256
12975 54.09 15,08 56,16 254
13000 54.12 15.08 56.18 254
13025 53.35 15.82 55.64 253
13050 53.25 14.52 55.19 255
13075 53.35 13.27 54.98 256
13100 53.23 12.83 54.76 256
13125 52*52 13.05 54.11 258
13150 51.90 13.51 53.63 255
13300 53.61 9.26 54.41 260
13325 52,68 11.53 53.93 287
13350 53.41 11.70 54.68 257
13375 53.78 10.81 54.85 258
13400 53.44 10.54 54.47 259
14300 41.37 6.12 41.82 261
14325 41o75 6.46 42.24 261
14350 42.17 6.83 42.72 261
14375 42.03 6.86 42.58 261
14400 41.34 8.33 42.17 258
13425 53.10 10.27 54.08 259
13450 52.76 10.00 53.70 259
13475' 52.42 9.73 53.32 259
13500 52.09 9.46 52.94 260
13525 51,75 9,19 52,56 260
14425 41.57 8.52 42.43 258
14450 41.49 9.79 42.63 257
14475 41.54 10.91 42.95 255
14500 41.96 11,18 43.42 255
14525 41.18 13.02 43.19 252
13550 51.41 8.92 52.18 260
13575 51,07 8.65 51.80 260
13600 50.73 8.38 51.42 260
13625 50.40 8.11 51.05 261
13650 50.06 7.84 50.67 261
14550 41.27 13.76 43.50 251
14575 42.16 12.19 43.88 254
14600 42*47 13.47 44.56 252
14625 42.12 15.63 44.93 249
14650 42.76 13.36 44.80 232
13675 49.72 7.57 50.29 261
13700 49.38 7.30 49.92 261
13725 49.05 7.03 49.55 262
13750 48.71 6.76 49.17 262
13775 48.37 6.49 48.80 262
14675 43.19 10.22 44.38 257
14700 41.82 12.08 43.52 254
14725 41.64 11.90 43.50 254
14750 41.85 11.73 43.47 254
14775 41.73 9.67 42.83 257
13800 48.03 6.22 68.43 262
13825 47.69 5.95 48.06 263
13850 47.36 5.68 47.70 263
13875 48.73 2.09 48.77 267
13900 48.28 3.35 48.40 268
14800 41.31 10.63 42.66 255
14825 41.92 9.55 42.99 257
14850 42.53 7.14 43.13 260
14875 42.02 6.86 42.58 261
14900 41.12 8.76 42.05 258
13925 66.79 5.69 47.14 263
13950 46.63 4.33 46.83 265
13975 45.33 4.69 45.57 264
14000 44.02 5.79 44.40 262
14025 43.38 6.89 43.92 261
14925 41.27 8.79 42.20 258
14950 41.40 8.01 42.25 259
14975 41.76 7.19 42.37 260
15000 41.72 7.46 42.38 260
15025 41.09 8.76 42.02 238
14050 43.81 3.67 43.96 265
14075 43.85 3.66 44.00 265
14100 43.88 3.65 44.03 265
14125 43.33 4.85 43.60 263
14150 42.69 3.58 42.84 265
15050 41.28 7.44 41.94 260
15075 42*02 4.04 42.21 264
15100 40.78 6.26 41.25 261
15125 40.56 6.09 &1.01 261
15150 40.83 4.51 41.08 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX • ZSNAL CSMPeNENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL ESMPSNENT, W$ - WINE SPEED, TMEIA - WIND DIREETISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITT PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-4 02/24/65, 2029Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15175 40.64 5.93 41.08 262
15200 41.34 6.C5 41.78 261
15225 41.85 5.14 42.16 263
15250 40.83 6.65 61.37 261
15275 40.28 7.45 6C.96 259
15300 40.10 6.31 40.60 261
15325 40.00 4.01 40.20 264
15350 39.34 7.31 40.01 259
15373 36.26 9.65 39.46 256
15400 39.63 4.58 39.90 263
15425 39.93 6.65 40.48 260
15450 39.57 7.27 40.23 259
15475 40.41 6.68 40.96 260
15500 40.14 8.44 41.01 258
15525 40.48 7.05 41.09 260
15550 40.67 4.88 40.96 263
15575 39.87 8.32 40.73 258
15600 39.63¸ 8.56 40.55 258
15625 39.98 6.75 40.54 260
15850 39.80 6.45 60.31 261
15675 39.61 6.14 40.09 261
15700 38.11 7.22 38.78 259
15725 38.15 7.30 38.85 259
15750 38.20 7.38 38.91 259
15775 38.25 7.46 38.97 259
15800 38.43 7.46 39.14 259
15825 38.81 7.10 39.45 259
15850 37,89 7.86 38.70 258
15875 36.16 6.58 36.76 260
15900 37.86 6.45 38.41 260
15925 37,74 6.56 38.31 260
15950 37.63 6.67 38.21 260
15975 35.92 2.12 35.98 266
16000 36.72 4.82 37.03 262
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX = ZgNAL CSMPeNENT, WZ • MERIOIeNAL ESMPSNENI, WS • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE I 1-33 PAGE217
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-5 02224/65v 2i50Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEJ FLSR1DA
ALT WX WZ W5 THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
400 0.48 4.76 6.79 I86 1600 10.97 14.39 18.10 217 2400 14.47 15.88 21.49 222
425 0.37 4.67 4.68 184 1425 11.06 14.50 18.23 217 2425 14.55 15.87 21.53 222
450 0.42 4.68 4.70 185 1450 11.00 14.77 18.42 217 2450 14.84 16.03 21.86 223
475 0.61 4.92 4.95 187 1475 10.96 15.19 18.73 216 2475 15.18 16.26 22.24 223
500 0.74 5.55 5.60 187 1500 10.99 15.35 18.88 215 2500 15.30 16.22 22.30 223
525 1.08 6.03 6.12 190
550 1.80 7.25 7*4T 196
575 2.29 8.66 8.96 195
600 2.54 8.88 9.24 196
625 2.91 8.70 9.18 198
1525 10.84 15.19 18.66 215
1550 11.05 15.05 18.67 216
1575 11.46 14.95 18.84 217
1600 11,64 14.84 18.86 218
1625 11.81 15.10 19.17 218
2525 15.49 16.07 22.32 224
2550 15.61 15.97 22.33 224
2575 15.70 15.99 22.41 224
2600 15.80 15.92 22.43 225
2625 15.71 15.87 22.33 225
650 3.21 B.A7 9.05 201
675 3.33 8.58 9.20 201
700 3.50 8.83 9.50 201
725 3.96 9.04 9.87 203
750 4.11 9.49 10.34 203
1650 11.90 15.24 19.33 218
1675 11.79 15.06 19.13 218
1700 11;55 15.46 19.29 217
1725 11.40 15.91 19.57 215
1750 11.53 15.90 19.64 216
2650 15.66 15.77 22.23 225
2675 15.80 15.60 22.20 225
2700 15.86 15.52 22.19 225
2725 15.93 15.56 22.25 226
2750 15.97 15.49 22.25 226
775 4.28 9.82 10.71 203
800 4.84 10.29 11.38 205
825 5.09 10.63 11.78 205
850 5.67 11.04 12.41 207
875 6.37 11.97 13.56 208
1775 12.06 16.15 20.15 217
1800 12.33 16.52 20.61 217
1825 11.99 16.62 20.49 216
1850 12.00 16.28 20.22 216
1875 12.33 16.16 20.32 217
2775 15.90 15.33 22.09 226
2800 15.93 15.41 22.16 226
2825 15.84 15.70 22.30 225
2850 15.69 15.66 22.17 225
2875 15.43 15.49 21.86 225
900 7.04 12.61 14.45 209
925 7.88 12.09 15.10 211
950 8.17 12.86 15.24 212
975 7.88 12.77 15.01 211
1000 7.45 12.97 14.95 210
1900 12.27 16.17 20.29 217
1925 12.11 16.21 20.23 217
1950 11.99 16.87 20.70 215
1975 11.95 17.36 21.07 214
2000 12.03 17.14 20.94 215
2900 14.87 15.39 21.40 224
2925 14.42 15.39 21.09 223
2950 14.25 15.32 20.92 223
2975 13.93 15.49 20.83 222
3000 13.51 15.85 20.83 220
1025 7.36 13.31 15.21 209
1050 7.65 13.56 15.57 209
1075 T.79 13.66 15.73 209
1100 7.90 13.79 15.89 210
1125 8.21 13.96 16.20 210
2025 11.97 16.85 20.67 215
2050 12.07 16.52 20.46 216
2075 12.44 '16.24 20.46 217
2100 12.81 16.24 20.68 218
2125 12.94 16.20 20.73 218
3025 13.03 16.13 20.73 219
3050 12.64 16.43 20.73 217
5075 12.59 16.45 20.72 217
3100 12.57 16.36 20.61 217
3125 12.40 16.22 20.41 217
1150 8.66 13.83 16.32 212
1175 9.13 13.56 16.35 214
1200 9.35 13.39 16.33 215
1225 9*50 13.36 16.40 215
1250 9.66 13o37 16.48 216
2150 13.08 16.15 20.78 219
2175 13.21 16.11 20.84 219
2200 13.35 16.06 20.89 220
2225 13+49 10.02 20.94 220
2250 I_.A_ I_.QR _n__q _n
3150 12.86 15.98 20.20 218
3175 12.57 15.92 20.28 218
3200 12.38 15.92 20.17 218
3225 12.02 15.82 19.87 217
1275 • 9.72 13.48 16.62 216
1300 9.89 13.47 16.71 216
1325 10.20 13.65 17.04 217
1350 10.57 14.16 17.67 217
1375 10.84 14.29 17.93 217
2275 13.76 15.93 21.05 221
2300 13.89 15.89 21.10 221
2325 13.84 15.74 20.96 221
2350 16.08 15.84 21.19 221
2375 14.30 15.85 21.35 222
3275 11.48 15.91 19.62 216
3300 11.49 15.45 19.25 216
3325 11.80 15.07 19.16 218
3350 11.92 14.87 19.06 219
3375 12.00 14.56 18.87 219
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL C_MPSNENT_ W5 = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3400 12.02 14.42 18.78 220
3425 11.88 14.48 18.73 219
3650 11.80 14.31 18.55 219
3475 11.82 14.14 18.43 220
3500 11.74 14.28 18.49 219
FRS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-5 02/26/65, 21502, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METER5 MI5EC M/SEC MISEC DEG
6600 17.46 15.00 23.02 229 5600 20.06 18.68 27.61 227
4425 17.65 14.73 22.99 230 5425 20.63 18.58 27.76 228
4450 17.74 14.63 23.00 230 5450 21.14 18.24 27.92 229
4675 18.34 14.75 23.54 231 5475 21.50 17.73 27.87 230
4500 18o99 14.83 24.09 232 5500 22.00 17.41 28.05 231
3525 11.64 14.60 18.67 218
3550 11.56 14.96 18.90 218
3575 11.23 15.37 19.03 216
3600 10.92 15.41 18.89 215
3625 10.95 15.29 18.80 215
3650 11.02 15.70 19.18 215
3675 10.93 15.96 19.34 214
3700 10.70 15.71 19.01 214
3725 10.63 15.84 19.08 214
3750 10.57 16,02 19.19 213
3775 10.33 15.96 19.01 213
3800 10.28 15.95 18.97 213
3825 10.31 15.86 18.92 213
3850 10.27 15.70 18.76 213
3875 10.28 15.38 18.49 214
3900 10.33 15.15 18.33 214
3925 10.49 14,88 18,21 215
3950 10.91 14.41 18.08 217
3975 11.61 14.06 18.23 219
4000 12.11 13.69 18.28 221
6025 12.65 13.19 18.27 224
4050 13.20 13.11 18.60 225
6075 13.40 13.16 18.78 225
4100 13,33 12.96 18.59 226
4125 13.37 12.93 18.60 226
4150 13.49 13.11 18.81 226
4175 13.75 13.35 19.16 226
4200 14.27 13.33 19.52 227
4225 14.57 13.21 19.67 228
4250 14.67 13.23 19.76 228
4275 15.15 13.68 20.41 228
4300 15.61 16.54 21.33 227
4325 15.66 15.00 21.69 226
4350 16.15 14.99 22.04 227
4375 16.93 15.00 22.62 228
4525 19.58 14.67 24.46 233
4550 20.26 14.49 24.91 234
4575 20.83 14.68 25.48 235
4600 21.33 14.83 25.98 235
4625 21.52 14.90 26,17 235
5525 22.60 17.17 28.38 233
5550 22.90 16.89 28.45 233
5575 23.11 16.65 28.48 234
5600 23.43 16.70 _8.77 234
5625 23.59 16.63 28.87 235
4650 21.69 15.12 26.44 235
4675 21.64 15.65 26.70 234
4700 21.40 16*17 26.82 233
4725 21.22 16.45 26.85 232
6750 20.98 17.03 27.02 231
5650 23.77 16.43 28.89 235
5675 24.25 16.08 29.10 236
5700 24.87 15.56 29.33 238
5725 25.62 15.10 29.56 239
5750 25.76 14.78 29.70 240
4775 20.72 17.43 27.08 230
4800 20.74 17.50 27.14 230
4825 20.87 17.88 27.48 229
4850 20.90 18.21 27.71 229
4875 20.78 18.61 27.89 228
5775 25.90 14.63 29.75 260
5800 26.05 14.34 29.73 261
5825 26.52 13.94 29.96 242
5850 27.46 13.72 30.70 243
5875 28.25 13.56 31.33 244
4900 20.89 18.77 28.08 228
4925 20*65 19.07 28.10 227
4950 20.08 19.46 27.96 226
6975 20.11 19.52 28.03 226
5000 20.02 19.76 28.13 225
5900 28.67 13.50 31.69 245
5925 28.71 13.56 31.75 245
5950 29.03 13.51 32.02 245
5975 29.62 13.79 32.68 245
6000 29.78 14*22 33.01 244
5025 19.77 20.14 28.22 224
5050 19.54 20.53 28.36 223
5075 19.33 20.61 28.25 223
5100 18.97 20.89 28.22 222
5125 18.75 20.99 28.15 222
6025 29.79 14.39 33.09 244
6050 29.84 14.47 33.17 244
6075 29.89 14.36 33.16 244
6100 30.02 13.94 33.10 245
6125 29,92 14.01 33.04 245
5150 18.47 20.78 27.80 221
5175 18.26 20.84 27.71 221
5200 18.28 20.84 27.72 221
5225 18.39 20.66 27.66 221
5250 18.40 20.67 27.68 221
6150 29.72 14.63 33.12 246
6175 29.67 14.86 33.18 243
6200 29.80 15.12 33.62 243
6225 29.81 15.52 33.61 262
6250 29.67 15.84 33.63 242
5275 18.46 20.34 27.47 222
5300 18.65 20.00 27.34 223
5325 18*70 19,97 27.36 223
5350 19.06 19.52 27.28 224
5375 19.54 18.98 27.24 226
6275 29.54 16.26 33.72 241
6300 29.46 16.42 33.73 241
6325 29.46 16.57 33.80 240
6350 29.21 17.07 33.83 240
6375 28.97 17.39 33.78 239
ALT " ALTITUOEt WX = ZBNAL CgMPSNEN1, WZ - MERIDISNAL CBMPgNENT, WS " W[NC SPEED, THETA =W[NO DIRECTISN
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ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
6400 28.92 17.44 33.77 239
6425 28.76 17.55 33.69 238
6450 28.74 17.51 33.66 238
6475 28,70 17.26 33.49 239
6500 28.72 16.94 33.34 239
TABLE ii-33(con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-5 02124165, 21502, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
7400 32,06 14.08 35.02 246 8400 38.83 16.96 42.37 246
7425 32.75 13.60 35.46 247 8425 38.63 16.9[ 42.17 246
7450 33.42 12.89 35.82 249 8450 38.92 16.44 42.25 247
7475 33.55 12.65 35.86 249 8475 38.85 16.37 42.16 247
7500 33.37 12.90 35.78 249 8500 38.86 [6.14 42.08 247
6525 28,90 16.70 33.38 240
6550 28.85 16.64 33*30 240
6575 28.95 16.43 33.29 240
6600 29.01 16,35 33,30 240
6625 28.84 16.43 33.19 240
6650 28.58 16.55 33*03 240
6675 28.41 16.71 32.96 239
6700 28.38 16.91 33.05 239
6725 28.24 17.20 33.07 238
6750 28.03 17.31 32.95 238
6775 27.81 17.11 32.65 238
6800 27.49 16.73 32.[8 288
6825 27.48 16,54 32.07 239
6850 27.73 16.69 32,36 239
6875 27.60 16.84 32.23 239
6900 27.48 16.58 32.09 239
6925 27*44 16.46 32.00 239
6950 27.31 16,06 31.68 239
6975 27.13 15.9[ 31.45 239
7000 26.94 15.83 31.25 239
7025 26.85 15.68 31.09 240
7050 26.92 15.67 31.15 240
7075 27.11 [5.68 31.31 240
7100 27.52 15.80 31.63 240
7125 28.16 15.50 32.15 241
7150 28.48 15.39 32.37 241
717S 28,86 15.36 32.69 242
7200 29.48 [5.64 33.37 242
7225 29.86 15.76 33,76 242
7250 30°82 15.61 34.54 243
7275 31.$7 14.88 34.90 245
7300 31.13 14.12 34.18 24S
7325 30.66 13.92 33,67 245
73S0 30.95 14.04 33.98 24E
7375 31.46 [4.33 34*57 245
7525 33*22 12.94 35.65 249
?550 33.01 [2*88 35.44 2A9
?575 33.12 15.00 35.58 248
7600 33.23 13,30 35oT9 248
7625 32.98 13.77 35,74 247
8525 39.24 15.75 42.29 248
8550 39.35 15.86 42.42 248
8575 39.26 16.05 42.42 248
8600 39.46 15.75 42.48 248
8625 40.22 15.01 42.93 249
7650 33.35 14.04 36.18 247
7675 33*54 14.04 36*36 247
7700 33.16 15.78 35.91 247
7725 33.24 13.70 35.95 247
77S0 38.32 13.94 36.1[ 247
8650 40.89 15.25 43.64 249
8675 41.50 15.55 44.31 249
8700 42.12 15.58 44.91 250
8725 42.62 15.54 45.36 250
8750 43.25 15.43 45.92 250
7775 33*47 14.28 36.39 247
7800 33.69 14.44 36.65 247
7825 33.79 [4.51 36,77 247
7850 34.19 14.87 37,28 246
7875 34.56 15.04 37.69 246
8775 43.50 15.60 46.21 250
8800 43.79 15.76 46,54 250
8825 44*30 15.74 47.01 250
8850 44.55 15.97 A7.32 250
8875 44.89 16.34 47.77 250
7900 35.02 15.10 38.13 246
792S 35.31 [5.00 38.37 247
7950 34.99 14.84 38.01 247
7975 34.46 18.03 37.60 246
8000 34.44 18.17 37.63 246
8900 AA.8T 16.74 47.90 249
8925 44.99 16.55 47.94 250
8950 45.11 17.12 48.2S 249
8975 44*99 17.54 48*29 249
9000 45.17 17.13 48.3l 249
8025 34.73 14,73 37.72 247
8050 34.91 14.46 37*79 247
8075 35.24 14,70 38.19 247
8100 35.61 14.70 38.52 247
8125 36.21 14.95 39.17 247
9025 44.94 17.49 48.22 249
9050 44.59 17.86 48.04 248
9075 44.60 17.76 48.01 248
9100 44.77 17.50 A8.07 248
9125 44.94 17.25 48.[4 249
8150 36,60 15.23 39.64 247
8175 36.97 15.31 40.02 247
8200 37.52 15.07 40.43 248
8225 38.[0 15.20 41.02 248
8250 38.40 15.58 41.44 248
9150 44.98 17.18 48.15 249
9175 44.90 17.44 48.17 249
9200 4A.83 17.70 48.20 248
9225 45.00 17.42 48.25 249
9250 44.91 17.44 48.18 249
8275 38.88 15.74 41.95 248
8300 39.11 16.13 42.31 247
B325 39.14 16.73 42.56 247
8350 39.01 17.33 42.68 2A6
8375 38.90 17.31 42.58 2A6
9275 A5.39 17.04 A8.48 249
9300 45.76 16.64 48.69 250
9325 45.15 16.94 48.22 249
9350 A4.92 16.90 48.00 249
9375 4S.25 16.32 48.10 250
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENT, WZ - MERiDIBNAL CBMEONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA • WIND OIBECIIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/J[MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-S 02124165, 2150Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
9400 45.25 16.04 48.00 250 10400 46.19 15.65 48.77 251 11400 48.50 l[.TO 49.89 256
9425 44.96 15.92 47*69 250 10425 46.34 15.40 48.84 251 11425 47.87 [2.24 49,41 255
9450 45.11 15.56 47*72 251 10450 46.48 15.17 48.89 252 11450 47.95 12.36 49,52 255
9475 45.18 15.82 47.87 251 10475 46.19 15.35 48.68 25l 11475 48.53 12.11 50.02 256
9500 45.03 16.21 47.86 250 10500 47.15 14.55 49*35 253 11500 AB.6O 12.36 50.15 256
9525 45.28 16.19 48.09 250
9550 45.00 16.37 4T.89 250
9575 45.28 16.31 48.12 250
9600 4S.40 16.34 48.25 250
9625 45,19 16.98 48.28 249
10525 47.40 14.56 49.58 253
10550 46.98 [4.86 49.27 252
10575 47.28 14.66 49,$0 2S3
lObOO 47.51 13.96 49.52 253
10625 47.52 13.38 49.37 254
11525 48.55 12.71 50.19 255
11550 48.77 12.75 50.41 255
11575 49.25 [2.14 50.73 256
11600 49.19 12.48 50.TS 256
11625 49.18 12,6S 50,78 255
9650 45.03 17.35 A8.26 249
9675 4A.76 17.44 48.04 249
9700 45.30 16.68 48,28 250
9725 45.56 16.53 48,47 250
9750 45._5 16.42 A8,42 250
10650 47.19 13.10 48.97 254
10675 47.64 13.1S 49.42 254
10700 47.89 [3.45 49.74 254
10725 47.79 12.85 49.49 255
10750 47.82 13.09 49.58 255
11650 48.84 12.73 50.47 255
11675 48.33 12.75 49.98 255
I1700 48.46 13.06 50.19 255
11725 48.67 13.09 50.40 255
11750 48.82 12.50 50,39 25S
9775 45.48 16.39 A8.35 250
9800 45.74 16.14 48.51 250
9825 46.23 15.62 48.80 251
9850 46.17 15.79 48,80 251
9875 45.93 15,99 48,64 251
10775 47.84 13.63 49.74 254
10800 48.[2 13.13 49.88 255
10825 48.28 13.04 50.01 255
10850 48.1A 13.60 50.03 254
10875 48.17 13.60 5U.08 254
11775 48.38 12.94 fiO.OB 255
11800 48.28 13.36 50.10 254
11825 48.03 [3.43 49.87 254
11850 4T.09 14.60 49.30 253
[1875 A6.98 14.67 49.21 252
9900 46.63 15.19 49.04 252
9925 46.63 14.88 48.95 252
9950 46.42 15.11 48.81 252
9975 46.71 14.62 A8.94 252
10000 45.82 15.15 48.26 252
10900 48.12 13.46 49.97 254
10925 48.14 13.37 49.96 254
10950 48.37 13.00 50.09 255
10975 48.76 13o05 50.48 255
liD00 49,67 12.07 51,12 256
11900 47.22 14.44 49.38 253
11925 47.33 14.76 49.57 252
11950 47.02 14.38 49.17 253
11975 47.00 14.28 49.12 253
12000 46.82 1A.TO 49,07 252
10025 45.52 15.81 48.19 251
10050 45.72 15.54 48.29 251
10075 45.42 15.92 48.13 251
10100 45.48 15.48 48.04 251
10125 45.02 15.80 47.71 250
11025 49.60 13.10 51.30 255
11050 49.05 14.37 51.11 253
1107S 49.41 13.42 51.20 255
lllOO 49.70 1_.28 51.45 255
I1125 49.47 13.33 51.23 255
12025 46.61 14.72 48.88 252
12050 46.68 14.71 48.94 282
12075 46.35 15.74 48.95 251
12100 47.10 15.45 49,57 282
12125 47.79 1A.41 49.91 253
10150 44.37 17,01 47.52 249
10175 4A.93 16.23 47.77 250
10200 45.85 15.38 48.36 251
10228 45,25 16.7T 48.26 249
10250 45*38 17.27 48,5S 249
11150 49.15 13.36 50.94 255
11175 49.16 13.97 51.11 254
11200 49.19 13.78 51.08 254
11225 49.30 12.97 50.98 255
11250 49.50 12.45 5[.04 256
12150 47.49 14.97 49.79 252
12175 47,90 14.88 50.16 253
[2200 48.67 13.67 50*55 254
12225 49.02 13.48 50.84 254
12250 49.87 12.90 51.51 255
10275 45.71 16.A7 48,58 250
10300 45.48 15.93 48.19 251
1032S 45.38 16.36 48.24 250
10350 45.12 16.4[ 48.01 250
10375 46.13 [5.36 68.62 251
112T5 48.56 12.82 50.22 255
11300 48.74 12.35 50.28 256
11325 48.79 [2.22 50.29 256
11350 48.42 [2.52 50.02 255
11375 48.75 11.73 50.15 256
12275 50.44 12.30 51.92 256
12300 50.66 11.51 51.95 257
1232S 80.97 [2.14 52*39 256
12350 51.04 [2.73 52.61 286
12375 51.65 ll. O0 52.81 258
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONEN], WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENI_ WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIREETIBN
TABLE 11-]3 (con't) PAGE219
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-5 02124165t 21502* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
12400 52.00 10.54 53.06 258 13400 55.77 11.22 56.89 258 14400 42.26 18.88 44.18 253
12425 52.45 10.73 53.53 258 13425 55.77 lU.81 56.80 259 14425 41.31 14.35 43.73 251
12450 52.65 10.82 53.75 258 13450 54.83 11.32 55.99 2S8 14450 42.33 13.33 44.38 252
12475 52.20 11.26 53.40 2S8 13475 54.15 1D.81 55.22 259 14475 42.48 13.97 44.72 252
12500 52.30 10.41 53.33 259 13500 S4.44 9.08 55.19 260 IA5OO 42.93 13.91 45.12 252
12525 51.90 10.24 52,90 259
12550 51.99 10.15 52.97 259
12575 52.08 10.07 53.04 259
12600 52.52 9.55 53.38 260
12625 52.28 10.12 53.25 259
13525 54.71 B.14 55.31 261
13550 54.41 7.04 54.86 262
13575 53.86 6.45 54.24 263
13600 52.60 7.02 53,06 262
13625 52.44 6,30 52.82 263
14525 43.25 13.60 45.34 252
14550 43.24 13.69 45.36 252
1A575 42.98 14.37 45.32 251
14600 42.75 14.84 45.25 251
14625 43.46 13.68 45.56 252
12650 51.96 11.26 53.17 258
1267S 51.76 11.95 53.12 257
12700 52.00 13.40 53.70 255
|2725 52.54 13.72 54.30 255
12750 52.76 13.75 54.52 255
13650 52.52 5.83 52.84 263
13675 52.59 5.35 52.87 284
13700 51.93 6.40 52.32 263
1372S 51.85 6.43 52.25 263
• 13T50 50.87 5.64 51.18 263
14650 45.31 14.25 45.59 252
14675 42.97 14.21 45.26 252
14700 42.36 14.09 44.64 251
14725 42.23 13.98 44.49 251
14750 42.08 13.99 44.35 251
12775 53.60 14.58 55.55 255
12800 53,67 14.90 55.70 254
12828 53.49 14.04 55.31 255
12850 53,91 14.85 55.92 254
12875 53.80 15.35 55.95 254
13775 50.42 5,04 50.67 264
13800 49.7B 6.11 50.15 263
1382S 48.47 b.93 48.96 262
13850 48.04 6,38 48.46 262
13875 47.83 6.85 48.3E 262
14775 41.45 14.71 43.99 250
1A8OO 42.76 14.24 45.07 251
14825 42.92 15.37 45.59 250
14850 43.67 16.04 46.53 250
14875 43.96 16.19 46.84 250
12900 53.84 14.92 55.87 254
12925 54.62 14.52 56.52 255
12950 54.65 15.06 56.68 254
12975 54.52 1S.18 56.60 2S4
13000 54.83 15.07 56.86 254
13900 47.55 b.41 67.98 2E2
13925 46.91 6.63 47.38 262
13950 46.60 7.02 47,13 261
13975 46,49 6.90 47.00 281
14000 46.50 6.72 46.98 262
14900 44.16 , 15.77 46.89 250
14925 44.39 15.02 46.86 251
14950 44.03 14.90 46.49 251
14975 44.35 13.87 46.46 252
15000 44.28 13.18 46,20 253
13025 54.89 15.12 56.93 254
13050 54.82 15.69 57.02 254
13075 55.09 15.33 57.18 254
13100 55.65 14.31 57.27 255
13125 55.87 13.68 57.52 256
14025 46.45 6.06 46.85 2E2
14050 45.04 7.77 45.71 260
14075 44.04 7.71 44.71 260
14100 44.56 6.50 45.03 262
14125 43.91 7,88 '44.61 260
15025 43.11 14.13 45.37 252
15050 42.92 13.25 44,92 253
15075 43.25 12.81 45.11 253
15100 43.58 12.38 45.30 254
15125 44.00 11.14 45.39 256
13150 5S.72 13.83 57.41 256
13175 55.70 13.85 57.40 256
13200 55.94 13.04 57.44 257
13225 55.07 13.78 56.77 256
13250 54,85 13.51 56.49 256
14150 43.70 8.02 44.43 259
14175 43.50 8.24 44.27 259
14200 43.06 8,94 43.98 258
14225 42.17 10.67 43.50 256
14250 41.85 11.43 43.38 255
15150 43.62 10.39 44.84 256
15175 43.85 10.85 45.17 256
15200 44.20 lO.2B 45.38 257
15225 43.90 9.84 44.99 257
15250 44.61 10.61 45.85 256
13275 54.15 13.47 55.80 256 14275 41.53 10.60 42.86 256 15275 44.69 10.54 45.91 257
13300 54.02 13.50 55.68 256 14300 42.28 10.03 43.45 256 15300 44.77 10.47 45.98 257
13325 54.96 11.99 56.25 258 14325 41.76 12.37 43.56 253 15325 45.11 10.23 46,26 257
13350 54.81 12.09 56.13 257 143S0 41.96 12.05 43.66 254 15350 45.42 9.91 46.49 258
13375 54.84 12.60 56.27 257 14375 43.22 1i.17 44.64 255 15375 44.26 9.65 45.30 258
ALT = ALTITUDE_ WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIOISNAL CBMPgNEMTI MS = WINC SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-5 02124165, 2150Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
15400 43.84 9.43 4A.84 258 16400 34.64 4.49 34.93 262 17400 24.69 15.83 29.22 237
15425 43.42 9.21 44.39 2§8 16425 33.73 5.81 34.23 260 17425 24.63 16.08 29.41 237
lS650 42,63 8.OB 43.19 259 16450 33.57 4.32 33.85 262 17450 25.10 15,66 29.58 238
15475 41.24 9.02 42.21 257 16475 33.41 4.44 33.71 2E2 17475 24.99 15.68 29.50 238
15500 42.68 7.71 43.37 260 16500 33.26 4.57 33.57 26_ 17500 24.86 15.66 29.38 238
15525 43.15 6.46 43.63 261
15550 41.79 7.67 42.49 259
15575 40.75 6.66 41.29 261
15600 40.76 5.62 41,14 262
15625 40.26 6.18 40.73 261
16525 32.4T 4.41 32.77 262
16550 30.89 5.78 31.43 259
16575 29.86 6.43 30.55 258
16600 28.84 7.08 29.69 256
16E2S 27.81 7.74 28.86 259
17525 24.72 15.65 29.26 237
17550 24.59 15.63 29.14 237
I7575 24.46 15.61 29.02 237
17600 23.34 15.12 27.81 237
17625 23.80 15.85 28.59 236
15650 39.18 7.10 39.81 260
15675 38.93 6.66 39.49 260
15700 38.14 8.05 38.98 258
15725 37.92 8.21 38.79 258
15750 38.66 5.41 39.04 262
16650 29.32 6.47 30.03 257
16675 29.51 5.99 30.12 258
16700 28.81 6.35 29.50 257
16725 28.38 6.92 29.21 256
16750 27.84 7.53 28.84 255
17650 23.75 15.92 28,59 236
17675 23.70 15.98 28,59 236
17700 23.47 15.77 28.28 236
17725 23.25 15,55 27.97 236
17750 23,18 13.87 27.01 239
15775 37.13 4.98 37.46 262
15800 34,57 11.23 36.35 252
15825 , 37.21 7.20 37.90 259
15850 37.13 6.27 37.66 260
15875 37.06 6.14 37.56 260
16775 27.30 8.13 28.48 253
16800 27.06 8.40 28.33 253
16825 26.82 8.67 28.19 252
16850 26.58 8.94 28.04 251
16875 26.24 9.45 27.89 250
17775 21.87 16.27 27.26 233
17800 21.72 16.63 27.36 232
17825 21.57 16.99 27.46 232
17850 22.27 14.78 26.73 236
17875 24.09 lO.T7 26.38 246
15900 36.98 6.01 37.47 261
lS925 36.91 5.88 37.37 261
15950 37.04 5.03 37.38 262
15975 36,83 6,11 37.34 260
16000 37.37 6.21 37.89 260
16900 25.91 9.96 27.75 249
16925 24.97 10.87 27.24 246
16950 24.85 10.80 27.10 246
1697S 24.37 11.69 27.03 244
17000 24.13 12.27 27.07 243
17900 23.16 12.10 26.13 242
17925 22.48 11.97 25.46 242
17950 21.79 11.83 24.80 241
17975 21.37 11.75 2A.39 2A1
18000 20.96 11.67 23.98 241
16025 37.88 5.39 38.26 262
16050 37.42 6.30 37.94 260
16075 37.01 6.90 37.65 259
16100 36.46 7.05 37,14 259
16125 36.64 5.68 37.07 261
17025 24.28 11.88 27.03 244
17050 23.69 12.76 26.91 242
17075 23.23 13.14 26.69 240
17100 23.86 13.21 27.28 241
17125 23.84 13.42 27.36 240
18025 20.54 11.58 23.58 240
18050 20.12 11.50 23.17 240
18075 19.44 11.30 22.49 240
18100 18.77 11.09 21,80 239
18125 18.09 10.89 21.11 239
16150 36.59 4.97 36.93 262
1617S 36.31 5.81 36.77 261
16200 36,02 6.64 36,63 259
16225 36.07 5.36 36.47 261
16250 35.84 3,63 36.02 264
17150 23.81 13.64 27.44 240
17175 23.78 13.85 27.52 240
17200 23.80 13.88 27.55 240
17225 23.81 13.92 27.58 239
17250 23.83 13.95 27.62 239
18150 17,41 10.69 20.43 238
18175 17.04 10.55 20.04 238
18200 16.66 10.40 19.64 238
18225 16.29 10.26 19.25 238
18250 15.91 10.12 18.86 237
16275 33.62 6.25 36.20 259
16300 34,83 4.81 34.96 262
16325 34.94 4.22 35.20 263
16350 34.09 5,11 34.47 261
16375 34,10 5,G3 34.47 261
17275 23.85 13.99 27.65 239
17300 24.44 13.71 28.02 241
17325 24.35 15.35 28.78 238
17350 24,34 15.57 28.89 237
17375 24.33 lS.78 29.00 237
18275 15.54 9.98 18.47 237
18300 13,47 11.46 17.69 229
18325 12.71 10,55 16.52 230
18350 11.74 10.01 15,43 229
ALT " ALTITUDE* WX = ZSNAL CSNPSNENT, WE = MERIDISNAL CSNPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 220
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC R/SEC OEG
225 2.34 8.72 9.03 195
250 3.14 8.35 8.92 200
275 3.63 8.17 8.94 204
300 4.11 8.32 9.28 206
325 4.90 8.54 8.85 210
TABLE II -34
FPS-16 8ADAR/_INSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBEILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02124265, OO00Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLSRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS TNETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
1225 |1o03 17.79 20.93 212 2225 1A.07 19.69 24.21 215
1250 11.18 17.88 21.O8 212 2250 14.20 19.29 23.95 216
1275 11.16 17.87 21.07 212 2275 14.19 18.91 23.64 217
1300 11.17 17.75 20.98 212 2300 14.26 18.63 23.46 217
1325 11.37 17.75 21.08 212 2325 14.43 18.58 23.53 218
350 5.82 8.73 10.49 214
375 6.60 8.90 11.08 216
400 7.35 9.15 11.74 219
425 8.13 9.23 12.31 221
450 8.49 9.29 12.58 222
475 8.18 9.36 12.43 221
500 7.89 9.28 12.18 220
525 8.52 9.65 12.87 221
550 9.45 10.17 13.89 223
575 9,97 10.A9 14.47 223
600 10.07 10.65 14.66 223
625 9.91 10.79 14.65 222
650 g.88 11.01 14.79 222
675 9.90 11.04 14.83 222
700 9.91 11.14 IA.91 221
725 9,91 11.25 14.99 221
750 9.68 11.41 14.96 220
775 9.64 11.91 15.32 219
800 10.26 12.64 16.28 219
825 11.09 13.A0 17*AO 219
850 11.19 14.43 18.26 218
875 10.79 15.03 18.50 215
900 10.78 15.02 18.49 215
925 11.04 15.04 18.66 216
950 11.34 14.99 18.80 217
975 11.34 15.01 18.82 217
1000 11.15 15.13 18.80 216
IO25 11.30 15.51 19.19 216
1050 11.48 15.92 19.62 216
1075 _1.57 16.24 19.94 215
1100 11.47 16.50 20.09 215
1125 11.28 16.65 20.11 214
1150 11.29 17,01 20.42 213
1175 11.15 17.39 20.66 212
12OO 10,96 17.63 20.76 212
1350 11.54 17.89 21.29 213
1375 11.73 18.08 21.55 213
1400 11.92 18.28 21.83 213
1425 11.76 18.54 21.95 212
1450 11.67 18.76 22.09 212
2350 14.59 18.70 23.72 218
2375 14.71 18.88 23.93 218
2600 16.82 19.02 24.11 218
2A25 14.95 19.03 24.20 218
2450 15.01 18.77 24.03 218
1475 11.72 18.89 22.23 212
1500 11.76 19.01 22.35 212
1525 12.04 19.14 22.61 212
1550 12.07 19.29 22.76 212
1575 11.76 19.34 22.63 211
2475 15.06 18.57 23.91 219
2500 14.89 18.56 23.80 219
2525 14.82 18.52 23.72 218
2550 14.93 18.29 23.61 219
2575 14.93 18.02 23.A0 219
1600 11.64 19.40 22.62 211
1625 11.77 19.58 22.85 211
1650 12.05 19.53 22.95 211
1675 12.55 19.59 23.27 212
1700 12.94 19.92 23.75 213
2600 14.94 17.84 23.27 220
2625 14.92 17.79 23.22 220
2650 15.O8 17.86 23.38 220
2675 15.26 17.93 23.55 220
2700 15.30 17.86 23.52 220
1725 13.04 20.06 23.93 213
1750 13.00 20.19 24.O1 213
1775 12.88 20.38 24.11 212
1800 12.84 20.47 24.16 212
1825 12.78 20.54 24.19 212
2725 15.38 17.82 23.54 221
2750 15_34 17,84 23.53 221
2775 15.03 17.49 23.06 220
2800 14.73 17.25 22.68 220
2825 14.61 17.29 22.63 220
1850 12.82 20.56 24.21 212
1875 12.88 20.47 24,19 212
lgOO 12.78 20.37 24.05 212
1925 12.78 2U.07 23.79 212
1950 13.20 19.81 23.81 213
2850 14.47 17.29 22.55 220
2875 1A.28 17.16 22.32 220
2900 14.12 16.78 21.93 220
2925 14.03 16.54 21.69 220
2950 14.06 16.50 21.68 220
1975 13.51 19.78 23.95 214
2000 13.66 19.75 24.02 214
2025 13.89 19.51 23.95 215
2050 14.O0 19.53 24.03 215
2075 14.04 19.67 24.16 215
2975 14.10 16.56 21.75 220
3000 14.07 16.51 21.69 220
3025 14.11 16.41 21.64 221
3050 14.02 16.30 21.50 221
3075 13.97 16.19 21.38 221
21OO 13.93 19.80 24.21 215
2125 13.82 20.06 24.34 214
2150 13.80 20.07 24.36 214
2175 13.92 20.06 24.41 215
2200 13.99 20.00 24.41 215
3100 13.85 16.44 21.49 220
3125 13.51 16.60 21.40 Z19
3150 13.55 16.71 21.51 219
3175 13.92 17.08 22.03 219
3200 14,15 17.38 22.41 219
ALT - ALTITUDE, wX - 28NAL COMPSNENT, WZ - MERIDIONAL COMPSNENTt WS = WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIWSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/26/65, O000Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE OEG
3225 13.98 17.56 22.45 218
3250 13.66 17.65 22.31 218
3275 13.44 17.71 22.23 217
3300 13.23 17.75 22.13 217
3325 13.12 17.88 22,18 216
3350 12.99 17.97 22.17 216
3575 12.96 17.93 22.12 216
3400 13.13 17.94 22.24 216
3425 13.16 17.89 22.21 216
3650 13.15 17.92 22.23 216
3475 13.35 18.15 22.53 216
3500 13.53 18.19 22.67 216
3525 13.52 17.99 22.50 217
3550 13.56 17.88 22.44 217
3575 13.39 18.09 22,50 216
3600 13.11 18.23 22.46 216
3625 13.02 13.33 22.48 215
3650 12.86 18.60 22.61 214
3675 12.70 1R.86 22.73 214
3700 12.49 19.06 22.79 213
3725 12.35 19.10 22.75 213
3750 12.36 18.82 22.51 213
3775 12.44 19.50 22.29 214
3800 12.52 18.58 22.41 214
3825 12.26 18.61 22.28 213
3850 12.O1 15.45 22.01 213
3875 11.99 18.31 21.89 213
3900 12.12 18.09 21.77 214
3925 12.64 17.90 21.91 215
3950 13.21 18.13 22,44 216
3975 13.48 18.61 22.98 216
4000 13.84 18.73 23.29 216
4025 14.31 17.94 22.95 218
4050 14.57 i6.88 22.30 221
40?5 14.6B 16.53 22.11 221
4100 14.86 16.58 22.26 222
4125 15.62 16.59 22.79 223
4150 16.27 15.94 22.78 225
4175 16.24 15.26 22.28 227
4200 16.48 14.98 22,27 228
4225 16.59 14.77 22.21 228
6250 16.99 14.77 22.51 229
4275 17.82 15.04 23.32 230
4300 18.39 15.32 23.93 230
4325 19.17 15.45 24.62 231
4350 19.74 15.52 25.11 232
4375 19.99 15.42 25.25 232
4400 19.89 15.23 25.05 232
4425 19,66 15.20 24.85 232
4450 19.84 15.78 25.35 231
4475 20.58 16.85 26.47 231
4500 21.38 17.09 27.37 231
4525 21.81 17.44 27.92 231
4550 22.09 17.94 28.45 231
4575 22.06 18.30 28.67 230
4600 22.02 18.62 28.84 230
4625 22.08 19.03 29.15 229
4650 21.93 19.46 29.32 228
4675 21,69 19.57 29.22 228
4700 21.46 19.66 29.10 227
4725 21.22 20.03 29.18 226
4750 20.94 20,44 29.26 225
4775 20.74 20.57 29,21 225
_800 20.74 2U.55 29.19 225
4825 20.67 20.46 29.09 225
4850 20.54 20,24 28.83 225
4875 20.41 19.91 28.51 226
4900 20.38 19.50 28.21 226
4925 20.53 l_.IO 28,04 227
4950 20.84 1U.65 27.97 228
4975 21.23 18.51 28.04 229
5000 21.46 16.18 28,12 230
5025 21.86 16o05 28.35 230
5050 22.52 17.81 28.71 231
5075 23.11 17.43 28.95 255
5100 23.42 17.02 28.95 234
5125 23.82 10.59 29.03 235
5150 24.48 16.19 29.34 236
5175 25o16 15.50 29.56 238
5200 25.85 14.93 29.85 240
5225 26.24 14.98 30.22 240
5250 26.36 14.97 30.32 240
5275 26.90 14.76 30.68 241
5300 27.48 14.43 31.04 242
5325 27.73 14.39 31.24 242
5350 27.97 14.24 31.39 243
5375 28.12 13.84 31.34 244
5400 28.03 13.66 31.18 244
5425 28.16 13.57 31.26 244
5450 28.28 13.63 31.40 244
5475 28.20 13.68 31.34 2A4
5500 28.22 13.81 31.42 244
5525 28.25 13.97 31.51 243
5550 28.36 14.22 31.73 243
5575 28.49 14.54 31.98 243
5600 28.49 14.76 32.08 242
5625 28.45 14.88 32.11 242
5650 28.42 14.89 32.08 242
5675 28.22 14.92 3"1.92 242
5700 28.02 15.00 31.78 242
5725 28.03 15.12 31.85 241
5750 28.01 15.22 31.87 241
5775 27.83 15.49 31.85 241
5800 27.69 15.51 31.74 241
5825 27.72 15.40 31.71 241
5850 27.73 15.40 31.T2 241
5875 27.61 15.17 31.50 241
5900 27.53 14.98 31.35 241
5925 27.61 14,75 31.30 242
5950 27.66 14.60 31.27 242
5975 27.61 14.49 31.18 242
6000 27.58 14.25 31.05 242
6025 27.54 14.05 30.92 243
6050 27.60 13.95 30.93 243
6075 27.63 13.95 30.95 243
61C0 27.52 13.96 30.85 243
6125 27.41 14.13 30.83 243
6150 27.31 14.36 30.86 242
6175 27.23 14,35 30.78 242
6200 27.03 14.38 30.62 242
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIONAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-34(con't) PAGE221
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/24/65t 00002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC _EG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
6225 26.78 14.65 30.53 241 7225 28.36 12.88 31.15 245 1225 38.11 17.12 41.78 246
6250 26.61 14.98 30.54 240 T250 28,67 13.39 31.65 265 8250 38.47 16.53 41,87 247
6275 26.37 15.17 30.42 240 7275 29.13 13.88 32.26 244 8275 38°79 16.75 42.25 246
6300 26.18 15.38 30.36 239 7300 29.43 14.37 32.75 244 8300 39.33 16.62 42.70 247
6325 25.91 15.47 30.18 239 T325 29.64 14.51 33.00 244 8325 39.84 16.27 43.03 248
6350 25.78 15.71 30.18 238
6375 25,80 15.92 30.32 238
6400 25.51 16.12 30.18 238
6425 25.28 16.29 30.07 237
6450 25.22 16.35 30.05 23T
7350 29.74 14.59 33.12 244
7375 29.63 14.61 33.03 244
7400 29.66 14.$9 33.06 244
7425 29.72 14.38 33.02 244
7450 29.40 14.36 32.72 244
8350 40.22 15.86 43.23 248
8375 40.$1 15.77 43.47 249
8400 40.60 15.93 43.61 248
E625 41,03 15.69 43*93 249
8450 41.51 15.37 44.27 249
6475 25.19 16.51 30.11 237
6500 24.97 16.66 30.02 236
6525 24.78 16.50 29.77 236
6550 24.67 16.20 29.52 237
6575 24.33 16.11 29.18 236
7475 29.73 14.35 33.01 244
7500 30.25 14.42 33.51 244
7525 30.06 14.64 33.43 244
7550 30.27 14.94 33.76 244
7575 30.58 15.27 34.18 243
847S 41.63 15.26 44.34 250
8500 41.71 15.56 44.52 249
8525 42.09 15.95 45.01 249
8550 42.36 16.30 45.39 249
8575 42.34 16.92 45.59 248
6600 24.11 15.96 28.92 236
6625 24.76 16.03 29.49 237
6650 25,34 15,99 29,96 238
6675 25.74 15.70 30.15 238
6700 26,33 15.39 30.49 240
7600 30.50 18.68 34.29 243
7625 30.53 lo,Ol 34.48 242
7650 30.48 16.38 34.60 242
7675 30.62 16.54 34.80 241
7700 30.78 16.62 34.98 241
8600 42.65 17.48 66.09 248
8625 43.12 17.86 46.68 247
8650 43.43 18.00 47.02 247
8675 43.82 17.86 47.32 248
8700 44.11 17.49 47.45 248
6725 26.90 15.13 30.86 240
6750 27.41 14.83 31.17 241
6775 27.99 14.35 31.45 243
6800 28.23 14.20 31.60 243
6825 28.33 14.01 31.60 244
7725 30.95 10.70 35.16 241
7750 31.38 16.35 35.38 242
7775 31.60 16.11 35.47 243
7800 31.54 16.21 35.46 243
7825 31.25 16.67 35.42 242
1725 44*54 17.34 47.80 249
8750 44.88 17.53 48,18 248
8775 45.10 17.41 48.34 249
8800 44.98 17.07 48.11 249
8825 44.82 16.88 47.89 249
6850 28.39 13,92 31.62 244
6875 28.36 13.99 31.62 244
6900 28.28 13.94 31.53 244
6925 28.16 14,04 31.67 243
6950 28.10 13.92 31.35 243
7850 31,47 17.13 35.83 241
7875 32.23 17.53 36.69 241
7900 32.93 17,78 37.42 241
7925 33.71 17.66 38.05 2A2
7950 34.49 17.45 38.66 243
8850 44.86 17.05 47.99 249
8875 45.09 17.18 48.25 249
8900 45.28 17.10 48.40 249
8925 45.34 16.89 48.38 249
8950 45.39 17.04 48.49 249
6975 27.98 13.52 31.08 244
7000 28.06 13.39 31.09 244
7025 28.34 13.07 31.21 245
7050 28.52 12.61 31.18 246
7075 28.55 12.46 31.15 246
7975 35.40 17.29 39.40 244
8000 36.08 17.12 39.94 244
8025 36,29 17.00 40.07 245
8050 36.70 16.60 40.28 245
807S 36,84 16,39 40.32 246
E975 45.59 17.03 48.67 249
9000 45*66 16.98 48.71 249
9025 45.49 17.09 48,59 249
9050 45.40 17.12 48.51 249
9075 45.18 17.26 48.37 249
7100 28.51 12.28 31.04 247
712S 28.23 12.21 30.76 246
7150 28.13 12.25 30.68 246
7175 28.31 12.30 30.86 246
7200 28.33 12.43 30.93 246
8100 36.86 16.34 40.32 246
8125 36.89 16.27 40.32 246
8150 36.81 16.50 40.34 246
8175 37.15 17.01 40.86 245
8200 37.79 17.41 41.61 245
9100 45.27 17.03 48.36 249
9125 45.19 17.01 48.29 269
9150 44.96 17.14 48.11 249
9175 45.08 17.14 48.23 249
9200 45.00 17.13 48.15 249
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CgMPeNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/24/65* OUOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT RX WZ WS THETA ALT RX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE R/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
922S 44.85 17,13 48,01 249 1022S 47,35 14.56 49.54 253 11225 42.58 10.73 43.91 256
9250 44.91 17.15 48.08 249 10250 47.27 14.25 49.37 253 11250 42.27 10.77 43.62 256
9275 45.05 17.29 48.26 249 10275 47.28 16.29 49.39 253 11275 41.97 10.45 43.26 256
9300 45.08 17.58 48.38 249 10300 47.89 14.28 49.98 253 11300 42.25 10.23 43.47 256
9325 45.09 17.50 48.36 249 10325 48.06 14.31 50.14 253 11325 42.46 10.07 63.64 256
9350 45.03 17.45 48.29 249
9375 44.82 17.58 48.15 248
9400 44.67 17.54 47.99 248
9425 44.84 17.50 48.13 249
9450 44.93 17.$1 48.22 249
10350 47.96 14.19 $0.02 253
10375 48.38 13.72 50.29 254
lO4OO 48.52 13.17 50.28 255
10425 47.96 12.99 49.69 255
10450 48.16 13.07 49.90 255
11350 42.32 10.33 43.57 256
11375 42.67 9.89 43.80 257
11400 42.68 9.66 43,76 257
11425 43.09 9.10 44.04 258
11450 43.31 9.59 64.36 257
9475 44.86 17.46 48.14 249
9500 44.96 17.71 48.33 248
9525 44.78 17.84 48,20 24E
9550 44.90 17.23 48.10 249
9575 45.03 17.42 48.28 249
10475 48.22 12.62 49.85 255
10500 47.79 12.50 49.40 255
10525 47°56 12.62 49.21 255
10550 47.42 12.56 49.05 255
1057S 47.56 12,23 49.11 255
11475 43.41 10.24 44.61 257
11500 43.83 10,02 44.96 257
11525 44.12 10.15 45.27 257
11550 44.25 10.00 45.36 257
11575 44.17 9.96 45.28 257
9600 46.93 17.60 48.25 248
9625 45.12 17.21 48.29 249
9650 44*98 17.23 48.17 249
9675 44.8T 17.47 48.15 249
9700 44.94 17,24 48.13 249
10600 47°49 12.51 49.11 255
10625 47.02 13.03 48.79 254
10650 46.96 12.43 48.58 255
10675 46.63 12.39 48.25 255
1OTOO 46.15 12.37 47.78 255
11600 44.26 10.19 45.42 257
1162S 44.19 10.40 45.39 257
11650 44.18 10,62 45.44 256
11675 44.87 10.40 46.06 257
11700 45.12 10.80 46.40 256
9725 44.96 17.23 48.14 249
9750 45.08 17.23 48.26 249
9775 45.20 17.00 68.29 269
9800 45.34 17*34 48.55 249
9825 45.52 17.28 48.69 249
10725 45.56 12.42 47.22 255
10750 45.49 11.80 47.00 255
10775 45.68 11.07 47.00 256
10800 45.27 11.25 46.65 256
10825 45.00 10.99 46.32 256
11725 45.27 10.96 46.57 256
11750 45.12 10.84 46.41 256
11775 45.29 10.95 46*59 256
11800 65.74 10.80 47.00 257
11825 45.93 lO.TO 47,16 257
9850 45.36 16.91 48.41 249
9875 45.27 16.30 48.12 250
9900 45.94 15.73 48.56 251
9925 46,05 15,54 48.60 251
9950 45,62 15.71 48.24 251
10850 44.79 ll.lO 46.15 256
10875 44.61 11.52 46.07 255
10900 44,47 11.97 46.05 255
10925 44.64 11.68 56.15 255
10950 64.75 11,08 46,10 256
11850 45.99 lO.9O 47.26 256
11875 46.07 11.25 4T.42 256
11900 46.32 10.91 47.58 257
11925 46.18 11.26 47.53 256
11950 46.03 11.69 47.49 256
9975 45.43 16.08 48.19 250
lOOOO 45.60 15.79 48.25 251
10025 45.25 15.89 47.96 250
10050 44.92 16.13 47.73 250
10075 45.76 15.63 48.36 251
10975 44.46 11.41 65.90 255
llOO0 44.02 1i.80 45.57 255
11025 43.78 11.78 45.34 255
11050 44.06 11.43 45.51 255
11075 44.14 11,27 45.55 255
11975 46.03 11.41 47.42 256
12000 46.35 10.93 47.62 257
12025 46.80 10.62 47.99 257
12050 46.91 10.17 48.00 258
12075 46.76 10.53 47.93 257
lOlOO 46.13 15.27 48.59 251
10125 46.39 15.66 48.96 251
10150 46.78 15.37 49.23 252
10175 46.71 14.8T 49.02 252
10200 46.81 14.94 49.14 252
11100 43.97 11,41 45.42 255
lU25 43.91 11.08 45.28 256
11150 43.60 10.88 44.94 256
11175 43.13 11.10 44.53 255
11200 42.83 10.53 44.11 256
12100 47.20 10.40 48.34 257
12125 47*42 10.08 48.48 258
12150 47.13 10.31 48.25 257
12175 46.61 10.80 47,84 257
12200 46.77 11.92 48*26 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " Z_NAL CSMPgNENT, WZ = MERIDlgNAL CBMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 222 TABLE II 34 (con t)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIRSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/26/65, OOOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
12225 47.08 11,98 48.58 256 13225 51.77 15.01 53.90 256 14225 63.11 16,73 45.56 251
12250 47.38 11.81 48.83 256 13250 52°07 13.83 53.88 255 14250 43.16 13.98 45.36 252
12275 67.59 11.96 49.07 256 13275 51.27 16.61 53.25 256 16275 43.33 14.56 45.71 251
12300 47.39 12.68 49.01 255 13300 51.57 13.53 53.32 255 14300 43.11 15.17 65.71 250
12325 67.52 13.19 69.32 256 13325 51.86 12.98 53.66 256 16325 43.65 14.67 45.79 251
12350 67.87 13.14 49.66 254
12375 47.88 12.68 49.53 255
12400 68.16 12.06 69.63 256
12425 48.27 12.16 49.78 256
12650 48.0D 12.89 69.?0 255
13350 51.55 12.57 53.06 256
13375 51,41 12.61 52,93 256
13400 51.75 11.34 52.97 257
[3625 52.00 1U.06 52.96 259
13650 52.58 9.38 53.61 260
14350 63.91 14.96 46.38 251
14375 63.63 15.21 46.20 251
16600 62.98 16.13 65.9[ 249
16625 63.38 16.53 46.42 269
14650 43.07 17.67 46.47 248
12475 68.16 [2.59 69.76 255
12500 68.26 II.93 49.69 256
12525 68.20 12.07 69.69 256
12550 68.61 12.21 50.12 256
12575 49,56 12,38 51.OB 256
13475 52.71 9.37 53.53 280
13500 52.6T 9.40 53.50 260
13525 52.82 9,83 53.73 259
13550 52.86 11.07 SS.OO 258
13575 53.13 11.20 56.30 258
14475 63.77 16.64 46.83 269
14500 64.16 17.07 47.34 249
16525 63.59 18.96 67.53 266
16550 63.72 18.72 67.56 267
16575 63.85 18,68 67.58 247
12600 49.76 13.45 51.54 255
12625 69.36 15.33 51.66 253
[2650 50.03 15.35 52.53 253
12675 50.39 15.99 52,86 252
12700 50,66 16.63 53.26 252
13600 53.53 IO.ll 54.48 259
13625 53.27 9.25 54*06 260
13650 52.42 9.92 53.35 259
13675 52.31 9.86 53.23 259
13700 51.83 9.32 52,66 280
14600 44.81 18.55 48.50 247
16625 66*67 19.12 68.59 247
16650 46*59 18.66 48.36 247
16675 66.71 18.12 48.24 268
14TOO 46.04 18.36 69.56 268
12725 51.05 15.79 53.44 253
12750 51.50 14.79 53.59 256
12775 51.64 16,64 53.67 254
12800 51.57 14.84 53.66 256
12825 52.32 13.99 56.16 255
13725 51,58 8.89 52.34 260
13750 51.55 8.26 52.21 261
13775 50.41 7.59 50.08 261
13800 49.25 8.27 69,96 260
13825 48.60 8.58 69.16 260
14725 46.43 17.61 49.66 249
14750 45.83 17,23 48.96 249
14775 46.16 15.80 68.79 251
14800 46.07 16.60 48.33 252
16825 65.09 16.06 6T,BT 250
12850 52.32 16.27 54.23 255
12875 52.26 14.59 54.24 254
12900 52.30 14.25 56.21 255
12925 51.54 16.75 53.61 256
12950 50.93 15.75 53.31 253
13850 67.88 8.76 48.68 259
13875 47.87 6.45 48.61 260
13900 47.31 8,67 68.10 259
13925 46.96 8,86 67.79 259
13950 46.62 9,05 47,69 259
16850 46.00 16.84 48.34 252
14875 46.65 13.64 48.35 254
16900 66,05 13,33 67.94 256
16925 66.16 12.90 47.93 254
16950 45,66 13,06 67.47 256
12975 52.62 14.04 56.26 255
13000 52.27 16.46 54,23 254
13025 51.65 15.63 53.91 253
13050 51.96 14.89 54.05 254
13075 51.55 15.28 53.77 253
13975 45.23 9.48 46.21 258
14ODD 66.30 10.76 65.59 256
16025 66.11 10.72 45.40 256
16050 43.5_ 11.11 64.93 255
14075 63.66 1i.55 44.96 255
14975 44.89 13.37 46.86 253
15000 44.51 12.44 66.22 254
15025 46.25 9.94 67.30 258
15050 66.55 9.45 67.50 258
15075 46.85 8,96 47.70 259
13100 51.29 14.48 53.29 254
13125 52.17 16.73 54.21 254
13150 52.33 16.97 54.43 254
13175 52.19 14.43 54.14 254
13200 51.03 16.16 53.52 252
14100 43.76 12.38 65.68 256
14125 43.83 13.19 45.77 253
14150 43.68 13.62 65.69 253
14175 43.92 12.46 45.64 256
16200 43.63 13.68 45.67 253
15100 46.77 8.80 47.59 259
15125 46.24 8.84 47.07 259
15150 66.38 8.62 47.17 259
15175 46.30 8.28 47.03 260
15200 46.13 7.16 46.68 261
ALT - ALTITUDE, MX = ZONAL CSMPBNENT, WZ - MERIDIQNAL CBMP8NENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THET6 - WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-6 02/26/65, OUDOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
15225 67.16 6.45 67.58 262
15250 47.02 7,19 67.57 261
15275 67.06 7.02 67.58 261
15300 47.11 6.84 67.60 262
15325 46.95 6.52 47.40 262
15350 66.80 6.19 47.20 282
15375 45.31 6.50 45.77 262
15400 63.91 6.63 44,41 261
15625 66.37 5.81 44.75 262
15450 64.58 5.25 44*89 263
15475 42.75 7.68 63._3 260
15500 61.52 9.C4 42.49 258
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZgNAL COMPSNENTw MZ - MERIDIONAL COMPONENTt WS = WINE SPEED, 7META = MIND DIRECTION
¥TABLE 11-35 PAGE223
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER I272-7 02125165v OUZSZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THE TA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEC
175 5.09 10.57 11.73 206 1175 13.28 17.20 21.73 217 2175 15.14 17.60 22.57 219
200 5.94 10.T9 i2.32 209 1200 13.20 17.35 21.80 217 2200 13.90 I7.55 22.38 218
225 6.?0 10.95 12.84 211 1225 13.06 17.41 21.?T 217 2225 15.88 17.66 22.4? 218
250 7.55 10.88 13.24 215 1250 13.04 17.35 21.70 217 2250 14.I3 18.07 22.94 218
275 8.68 11.08 14.08 218 1275 13.08 17.35 21.73 217 22?5 14.34 18.21 23.17 218
300 9.00 11.84 14.72 218
325 8.49 12.18 14.84 215
350 8.49 12.55 15.15 214
375 8.60 13.03 15.61 213
400 8.86 13.63 16.26 213
1300 13.22 17.36 21.82 217
1325 13.53 17.53 22.I4 217
1350 13.89 17.74 22.53 218
I37E 13.88 17.71 22.51 218
1400 13.85 17.76 22.52 218
2300 14.67 18.11 23.31 219
2325 14.96 17.96 28*38" 220
2350 I5.19 17.8I 23.41 220
2375 15.53 17.71 23.56 221
2400 15.81 17.33 23.60 222
425 9.36 14.06 16.89 213
450 9.47 14.21 17.07 213
475 9.03 14.30 16.91 212
500 8.77 14.71 17.13 211
525 9.61 15.13 17.92 212
1425 14.14 17.91 22.82 218
1450 14.36 17.85 22.91 219
1475 14.41 17.70 22.82 219
1500 14.39 17.49 22.65 219
1525 14.33 17.24 22,42 220
2425 16.09 17.57 23,82 222
2450 16.30 17.64 24.02 223
2475 16,49 17.65 24.16 223
2500 16.76 17.77 24.43 223
2525 16.92 17.92 24.64 223
550 10.45 15.23 18.48 214
575 10.76 15.24 18.66 215
600 10.80 15.61 18.87 214
625 10.63 16.11 19.30 213
650 11.11 16.45 19.85 214
1550 14.25 17,24 22.38 219
1575 14.20 17.60 22.51 219
1600 14.25 17.50 22.57 219
1625 14.24 17.60 22.64 219
1650 14.30 17.58 22.66 219
2550 17.12 17.87 24.75 224
2575 17.42 17.85 24.94 224
2600 17.58 17.70 24.95 225
2625 17.66 17.58 24.92 225
2650 17.62 17.59 24.90 225
675 11.45 16.68 20.23 214
700 11.43 16.73 20.27 214
725 11.24 16.80 20.21 214
750 11.27 17.09 20.47 213
775 11.46 17.16 20.63 214
1675 14.20 17.48 22.52 219
1700 14.00 17.57 22.47 218
1725 13.92 17.95 22.71 218
1750 13.98 18.17 22.92 217
1775 14.03 18.24 23.01 217
2675 17.56 17.55 24.82 225
2700 17.64 17.59 24.91 225
2725 17.52 17.46 24,73 225
2750 17.57 17.28 24.64 225
2775 17.60 17.22 24.62 225
BOO 11.51 16.95 20.49 214
825 11.54 16.83 20.41 214
850 11.53 16.62 20.23 215
875 11.67 16.42 20.15 215
900 12.09 16.33 20.32 216
1800 14.07 18.22 23.02 217
1825 14.08 I8.27 23.06 217
1850 14.16 18.24 23.09 218
187E 14.15 18.07 22*95 218
1900 13.96 18.02 22.79 218
2800 17.37 17.24 24.47 225
2825 17.28 17.25 24.42 225
2850 17.42 17.41 24.63 225
2875 17.58 17.59 24.87 225
2900 17.70 17.80 25.10 225
925 12.14 16.39 20.40 218
950 12.17 16.84 20.61 218
970 12.65 17.50 21.43 216
1000 12.97 17.86 22.07 216
1025 13.25 17.77 22,17 217
1925 13.66 17.89 22.51 217
1950 13.58 17.98 22.53 217
1975 13.47 18.13 22.59 216
2000 13.40 18.21 22.61 216
2025 13.71 18.19 22.70 217
2925 17.68 17.96 25*20 224
2950 17.58 17.97 25.14 224
2975 17.36 17.85 24.g0 224
3000 17.19 I7.72 24.69 224
3025 17.30 17.67 24.73 224
1050 13.55 17.78 22.35 217
1075 13.41 17.72 22.22 217
llOO 13.25 17.49 21.94 217
1125 13.33 17.43 21.94 217
1150 13.34 17.33 21.87 217
2050 13.99 18.07 22.86 218
2075 14.08 17.97 22.83 218
2100 14.09 17.87 22.75 218
2125 14,22 17.78 22.77 218
2150 14.26 17.66 22.70 219
3050 17,20 17.67 24.66 224
3075 16.87 17.66 24.42 224
3100 16.46 17.54 24.05 223
3125 16.26 17.50 23.89 223
5150 16.32 17.45 23,89 223
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENIt W2 = MERIDISNAL CSNPQNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 REDARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSEILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-7 02125/65t 0025Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr ELSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
3175 16.30 17.34 23.85 223 4175 17.67 16.63 24.26 227 5175 26.50 15.80 30,85 239
3200 16.27 17.32 23.76 223 4200 18.38 16.54 24.72 228 5200 26.84 15.13 30.81 240
3225 15.94 17.80 23.59 222 4225 18.73 16.66 25.07 220 5225 26.86 14.98 30.76 241
3250 15.87 17.43 23.57 222 4250 19.07 10.87 25.46 228 5250 26.74 15.02 30.66 240
3275 15.77 17.48 23.54 _ 222 4275 19.59 18.70 25.74 229 5275 26.69 14.86 30.55 241
3300 15.80 17.51 23.58 222
3325 16.04 17.42 23.68 222
3350 16.13 17.30 23.66 223
3375 16.06 17.19 23.52 223
3400 15.90 17.34 23.53 222
4300 20.16 16.54 26.08 230
4325 20.63 16.63 26.49 231
4350 20.75 16.94 26.79 231
4375 20.83 17.28 27.06 230
4400 21.03 17.56 27.40 230
5300 26.83 14.66 30.58 241
5325 26,91 14.46 30.54 242
5350 26.70 14,64 30.45 241
5375 26.70 14.68 30.47 241
5400 26.T7 14,63 30.51 241
3425 15.77 17.46 23.52 222
3450 15.72 17.51 23.53 222
3475 15.48 17.62 23.45 221
3500 14.93 17.52 23.02 220
3525 14.85 17.61 23.03 220
4425 21.41 17.95 27.94 230
4450 21.70 18.31 28.40 230
4475 21.78 19.05 28.94 229
4500 21.83 19.73 29.42 228
4525 22,00 20.19 29.86 227
5425 26.71 14.56 30.42 241
5450 26,93 14.19 30.44 242
5475 26.96 13.79 30.28 243
5500 27.01 13.40 30.19 243
5525 27.18 13.16 30.20 244
3550 15.01 17.55 23.09 220
3575 15.04 17.46 23.04 221
3600 15.11 17.53 23.14 221
3625 15.32 17.48 23.24 221
3650 ,15.85 17.21 23.40 222
4550 21.86 20.61 30.05 227
4575 21.59 20,81 29.99 228
4600 21.70 2u.75 30.03 226
4625 21.65 20.62 29.90 226
4650 21.79 20.52 29.93 227
5550 27.36 12.70 30.16 245
5575 27,43 12.61 30.18 245
5600 27.37 12.57 30.11 245
5625 27.51 12.75 30.32 245
5650 27.63 13.15 30.60 244
3675 16,12 16.94 23.38 223
3700 16,24 16.72 23.31 224
3725 16.16 16.52 23,11 224
3750 15.79 16.43 22.79 224
3775 15.63 16,36 22.62 223
4675 22.02 20.41 30.02 227
4700 22.11 20.28 30.00 227
4725 22.31 19.98 29.95 228
4750 22.35 2O.OO 29.99 228
4775 22.42 19.90 30.03 228
5675 27.45 13.50 30.59 244
5700 27.30 13.88 30.62 243
5725 27.30 14.00 30.68 243
5750 27.37 14.27 30.87 242
5775 27.48 14.67 31.15 242
3800 15.55 16.40 22.66 223
3825 15.35 18.74 22.72 222
3850 15.58 17.01 23.07 222
3878 16.01 17.21 23.50 223
3900 16.33 17.21 23.73 223
3925 16.48 17.26 23.86 223
3950 16.28 17,33 23.78 223
3975 16.29 17.34 23.79 223
4000 16.23 17.41 23.80 223
4025 16,12 17.74 23.97 222
4800 22.58 19.61 29.90 229
4825 22.89 19.42 30.02 230
4850 23.16 19.18 30.07 230
4875 23.46 18.91 30.13 231
4900 23.82 18.82 30.36 231
4925 23.77 18,70 30.24 232
4950 23.88 10.54 30°07 232
4975 24.03 10.23 30.16 233
5000 24.36 17+94 50.25 233
5025 24.76 17.44 30.28 235
5800 27.46 14.92 31.25 241
5825 27.12 15.14 31.06 241
5850 26.91 15.16 30.89 240
5875 27.00 15.20 30.99 240
5900 26.89 15.22 30.90 240
5925 26.91 15.05 30.84 241
5950 27.03 14.91 30.07 241
5975 26.94 14,97 30.82 241
6000 26.79 15.23 30.82 240
E025 26.94 15,59 31.13 240
4050 16.26 17.96 24.23 222
4075 16.44 17.96 24.35 222
4100 16.45 17.88 24.30 222
4125 16.57 17.60 26.23 223
4150 16.94 17,15 24.11 224
5050 25.20 17.18 30,49 236
5075 25.49 17.06 30.67 236
5100 25,72 lb.73 30.68 23T
5125 25,90 16.50 30.71 23T
5150 26.11 16,31 30.79 238
6050 27.09 15.97 31.44 239
6075 26.90 16.25 31.42 239
6100 26*67 16.34 31.28 238
8125 26.67 16.54 31+38 238
6150 26.67 16.83 31,54 238
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPSNENT, WZ = MERIOI_NAL CSMPONENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE224 TABLE 11-35 (con't)
EPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-7 02125/65, 0025Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
6175 26.42 17.09 31.66 237 7175 30.61 15.76 36.24 242 8175 34.10 16.55 37.90 266
6200 26.29 17.38 31.52 236 7200 30.25 15.73 36.09 242 8200 36.60 16.76 38.65 266
6225 26.26 17.51 31.56 236 7225 30.23 15.53 33.98 243 8225 36.90 16.69 38.69 266
6250 26.00 17.58 31.38 236 7250 30.27 15.53 36.02 243 8250 35.36 16.55 39.06 265
6275 25.73 17.86 31.32 235 7275 29.96 18.67 33.71 243 8275 35.69 16.15 39.17 265
6300 25.63 18.28 31.48 236
6325 25.60 18.16 31.39 236
6350 25.59 17,99 31.28 235
6375 25.81 17.93 31.43 235
6400 26.67 17.21 31.58 237
7300 29.87 15.46 33.63 242
7325 30.01 16.06 36.03 242
7350 30.26 16.35 36.39 241
7375 30.93 lo.23 36.96 242
7600 31.66 16.01 35.68 243
8300 35.78 15.95 39.17 266
8325 35.96 16.17 39.42 266
8350 35.97 15.99 39.36 246
8373 36.23 15.78 39.52 266
8600 36.62 15.52 39.77 267
6425 27.20 16.39 31.76 239
6650 27.76 16.07 32.06 260
6675 28.16 15.90 32.32 260
6500 28.23 15.61 32.26 241
6525 28.32 15.41 32.24 261
7425 32.16 15.90 35.88 264
7650 32.68 15.91 36.17 264
7675 32.65 15.89 36.31 264
7500 32.86 16.08 36.56 264
7525 33.43 15.97 37.05 264
8425 36.30 15.68 39.47 267
8450 36.63 15.13 39.46 267
8475 36.93 14.38 39.63 269
8500 36.87 13.92 39.61 269
8525 36.67 13.56 39.09 250
6550 28.47 16.97 32.16 262
6575 28.59 14.56 32.08 263
6600 28.95 16.31 32.30 266
6625 29.08 14,22 32.37 244
6650 29.15 16.88 32.37 246
7550 33.73 15.77 37.24 245
7575 33.78 15.36 37.11 245
7600 34.01 18.08 37.21 246
7625 34.12 18.16 37.33 246
7650 33.97 15.08 37.16 246
8550 36.74 13.54 39.15 250
8575 36.95 13.79 39.44 249
8600 37.36 13.55 39.74 250
8625 37.97 13.69 40.36 250
8650 38.16 16.26 40.75 249
6675 29.00 13.83 32.13 266
6700 28.61 13.86 31.79 246
6725 28.38 13.88 31.59 246
6750 28.13 13.96 31.60 243
6775 28.05 16.37 31.52 263
7675 33.76 15.18 37.00 266
7700 33.72 15.29 37.02 245
7725 33.77 15.37 37.11 245
7750 33.66 15.46 37.05 245
7775 33*37 15.66 36.77 245
8675 38.15 14.33 40.76 249
8700 38.22 16.32 40.82 249
8725 38.26 16.68 60.90 269
8750 38.J_8 14.69 61.12 249
8775 38.63 14.87 61.21 249
6800 28.07 16.56 31.62 262
6825 27.76 16.49 31.31 262
6850 27.61 16.37 31.13 262
6875 27.89 16.27 31.33 263
6900 27.89 16.66 31.51 262
7800 33,21 18.62 36.71 245
7825 33.39 15.56 36.83 265
7850 33.39 15.63 36.78 265
7875 33.19 15.96 36.82 246
7900 33.29 16.09 36.98 246
8800 38.49 15.28 41.41 268
8825 39.15 15.26 42.02 249
8850 39.65 15.59 42.60 268
8875 39.81 15.95 42.88 248
8900 60,03 15.87 63.06 248
6925 27.69 14.78 31.38 262
6950 27.57 14.72 31.25 262
6975 27.28 15.20 31.23 261
7000 27.06 15.66 31.25 260
7025 27.63 15.70 31.61 240
7925 33.66 15.80 37.18 245
7950 33.85 16.01 37.64 245
7975 34.05 16.50 37.86 264
BOOO 36.23 16.28 37.90 246
8025 36.18 16.93 37.71 265
8925 60.66 15.82 43.66 248
8950 41.03 16.10 44.07 268
8975 41.22 16.58 44.63 268
9000 41.68 16.73 44.91 268
9025 42.13 16.67 65.31 268
7050 27.98 15.61 32.04 261
7075 28.26 15.71 32.33 261
7100 28.98 15.59 32.91 262
7125 29.79 15.63 33.55 262
7150 30.20 15.53 33.96 263
8050 34.04 15.91 37.57 245
8075 33.96 16.20 37.63 244
8100 33.78 16.36 37,54 266
8125 33.72 16.37 37.68 246
8150 33.90 16.42 37.67 246
9050 42.10 IT.DO 45.40 248
9075 42.25 16.95 45.53 268
9100 62.12 17.05 45.64 268
9125 42.07 17.09 45.41 248
9150 41.80 17.11 45.17 268
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZONAL CBMP_NENT, WZ - MERIDIONAL CBNPONENI_ WS - WINE SPEED, THEIA - WIND O[RECTIBN
d
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELECITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-7 02/25/65, 0025Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SE_ M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9175 61.26 17.23 65.72 267 10175 40.90 lb.31 64.03 248 11175 38.52 12.08 60.37 252
9200 41.30 17.09 44.70 267 10200 61.00 15.50 63.83 249 11200 38.3I 12.90 60.62 251
9225 61.37 16.95 44.70 268 10225 60.77 15.39 43.58 249 11225 38.03 13.36 60.31 250
9250 61.23 17.17 48.66 267 10250 60.87 15.70 63.78 249 11250 38.30 13.11 60.68 251
9275 41.03 17.19 66.49 267 10275 61.27 15.35 46.03 269 11275 37.86 13.16 40.09 251
9300 60,86 16.56 46,08 268
9325 40.94 16.50 44.14 248
9350 61.26 16.85 45.57 248
9375 61.22 16.76 64.50 248
9600 60.86 16.26 43.97 268
10300 61.68 15.35 64.23 250
10325 41.91 15.19 44.58 250
10350 62.62 16.12 65.22 250
10375 62.59 15.20 65.23 250
10600 62.25 15.05 64.85 250
11300 37.49 13.38 39.81 250
11325 37.82 13.51 60.16 250
11350 38.06 13.63 60.62 250
11375 38.25 13.90 60.70 250
11600 38.61 16.22 40.95 250
9425 41.13 16.22 44.21 268
9650 41.36 16.47 64.50 248
9675 61.23 16.57 66.43 248
9500 61.18 16.36 46.31 248
9525 61.30 16.62 46.52 268
10425 42.16 15.13 66.80 250
10450 62.49 16.64 46.96 251
10675 62.7? 14.38 65,12 251
10500 42,60 16.70 65.07 251
10525 62.41 14,56 64.84 251
11425 38.63 16.52 41.27 269
11450 39.10 14.39 41.66 250
11675 39.39 16.63 62.02 249
11500 39.66 16.67 62.29 250
I1525 40.42 13.59 62.64 251
9550 41.46 16.61 6A.67 248
9575 41,36 16.70 AA.6O 248
9600 61.28 16.93 44.61 248
9625 61.66 16.89 66.75 268
965O 4O.99 17.20 64.65 267
10550 62.66 14.01 44.89 252
10575 42.66 1_.79 44.83 252
10600 62146 13.78 46.65 252
10625 62.66 13.62 46.59 2_2
10650 62.36 13.52 64.47 252
11550 60.60 14.01 42.95 251
11575 40.78 14.20 43.19 251
11600 41.38 13.59 43.55 252
11625 62.18 13.61 46.32 252
11650 42.65 13.60 44.76 252
9675 61.22 17.09 44.62 247
9700 61.45 16.70 44.68 268
9725 60.92 16.47 66.12 248
9750 60,92 16.71 44.20 248
9775 60.98 16.66 54.23 248
10675 62.00 13.06 63.98 253
10700 41.70 1,.18 63.64 2_4
10725 41.28 12.03 63.00 254
I0750 4O.95 li.B2 42.62 2_8
10775 40.66 11.58 42.07 254
11675 62.57 13.98 46.81 252
11700 63.42 13.71 45.53 252
11725 43.21 13.88 65.38 252
11750 42.76 15.07 45.33 250
11775 63.66 14.38 45.96 252
9800 40.75 16.60 AA.O0 248
9825 41.07 16.30 44.19 248
9850 41.29 16.C7 AA,3I 249
9875 60.96 16.56 44.18 248
9900 40.95 16.53 44.17 248
lOeO0 39.82 11.81 61.53 253
10825 39.60 1A.75 41.31 2_3
1O85O 39.38 1i.70 41.OB 253
1O875 39.17 I,.66 4O.86 253
10900 38.95 11.58 40.64 253
llBOO 43.91 16.06 66.10 252
11825 63.59 14.45 65.92 251
11850 43.01 15.02 45.55 251
11875 42.96 14.53 45.33 251
11900 63.32 16.16 65.57 252
9925 41.11 16.32 44,23 248
9950 41.27 16.20 44,33 248
9975 41.17 I6.32 44.28 248
10000 4O.9O 16.12 43.96 248
10025 41.16 15.92 44.13 249
10925 38.73 11.53 60.41 2_3
10950 38.52 11.47 60.19 253
1O975 38.08 11.92 39.9O 252
11000 38.29 1_.07 60.15 252
11025 38.27 11.68 40.01 253
11925 63.30 13.73 45.42 252
11950 63.15 13.80 45.31 252
11975 43,13 16.51 65.50 251
I20OO 43.35 13.90 65.53 252
12025 63.56 13.57 45.61 253
10050 41.31 16.47 45.47 248
10075 41.68 16.42 44.61 248
IOlOO 41.82 15.80 44.71 249
10125 41.80 15.58 44.61 249
10150 41.14 16.11 44.18 248
11050 38.11 11.91 39.93 252
11075 30.15 IL.14 40.03 252
11100 38.35 IA.71 60.10 253
11125 38.O2 1i.80 39.81 2_3
11150 37.95 12.03 39.81 252
12050 43.73 14.60 46.06 252
12075 63.86 14.98 46.33 251
12100 44.39 16.59 66.73 252
12125 64,56 15.02 67.03 251
12150 44.56 15.17 67.07 251
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZQNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIQNAL CQMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE11-35 (con't) PAGE22.5
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-7 02/25165, OU25Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC 0E0 METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEO
12175 44.80 16.62 47.13 252 13175 50.90 12.17 52.33 256 16175 45.65 8.69 46.47 259
I2200 64.66 14.60 46.98 252 13200 50.85 12.23 52.30 256 16200 46.15 7.86 66.81 260
12225 64.59 14.81 46.92 252 13225 50,47 1L.24 51.94 256 16225 45.T5 8.55 66.54 259
12250 66,98 13.66 48.95 253 13250 49.81 12,20 51,28 256 14250 65.66 8.92 46.32 259
12275 45.31 12.69 47.05 254 13275 49.65 12,IO 51.11 256 14275 66.85 10.86 46,14 256
12300 45.36 12.51 47.05 254
12325 45.02 12.54 56.73 254
12350 45.70 12.26 4?.31 255
12375 67.02 12.67 48.65 255
12400 67.53 13.29 69.35 254
13300 69.76 11.61 51.09 257
13325 69.80 1i.51 51.11 257
13350 50.10 1i.52 51.61 257
13375 50.88 10.87 52.03 258
13600 50,40 12.35 51.89 258
143DO 65.97 10.66 47.14 257
14325 66.82 9.94 47.67 258
16350 66.35 11.00 47.64 256
14375 46.55 10.67 47.71 257
14600 46.00 12.61 67.70 254
12625 47.56 14.89 69.84 252
12650 48.20 15.36 50.58 252
126T5 68.93 15.44 51.31 252
12500 69.45 15.88 51.94 252
12525 69.97 16.03 52.4? 252
13625 50.00 13.31 51.74 255
13450 50.72 1L.73 52.06 257
13475 50.58 1_.51 51.85 257
13500 50.50 12.20 51.98 256
13525 51.51 10.82 52.63 258
16625 66.78 11.86 48.25 256
14450 46.87 12.65 48.55 255
14475 46.05 16.23 68.19 253
14500 46.21 13.67 48.19 253
14525 46.16 14.46 48,37 252
12550 50.39 15.73 52.79 252
12575 50.81 15.67 52.98 253
12600 50.83 15.57 53.16 253
12625 51.43 16.64 53.47 254
12650 51.61 15.18 53.61 253
13550 51.43 10.38 52.47 258
13575 51.00 9.38 51.86 259
13600 50.80 9.27 51.66 259
13625 50.60 9.16 51.42 260
13650 50.08 8.60 50.78 260
16550 65.82 14.80 48.15 252
14575 45.49 14.93 47.87 252
14600 65.18 15.87 47.89 250
14625 65.26 16.66 68.23 250
14650 45.52 15.86 68.20 251
12675 51.83 15.43 53.89 253
12700 52.20 16.54 54.19 254
12725 52.57 13.73 54.33 255
12750 52.39 13.82 54.18 255
12775 51,98 14.56 53.96 254
13675 50.80 7.61 51.33 262
13700 50.85 7.41 51.39 262
13725 50.10 b.22 50.77 260
13750 69.75 8.07 50.40 261
13775 49.61 7.83 50.22 261
16675 65.71 15.25 48.18 251
14700 45.71 16.16 68.68 250
16725 65.51 15.T3 48.18 251
14750 45.85 15.63 48.64 251
16775 66.11 15.75 68.73 251
12800 51.67 16.62 53.66 254
12825 51.60 16.03 53.67 255
12850 52.17 13.99 56.01 255
12875 52.07 14.31 54.00 254
12900 51.95 16.20 53,85 255
13800 69.78 7.37 50.31 261
13825 49.42 8.10 50.08 261
13850 48.88 8.78 69.67 280
13875 48.60 8.88 49.41 259
13900 68.66 6.60 49.20 260
14800 66.38 15.88 49.02 251
16825 A6.79 15.58 49.32 251
14850 46.08 16.13 68.82 251
16875 46.53 15.60 69.08 251
14900 47,59 16.46 69.74 253
12925 52.03 13.97 53.87 255
12950 52.10 13.76 53.88 255
12975 51.90 14,24 53.82 254
13000 51.80 16.66 53.86 256
13025 51.75 16.23 53.67 254
13925 68.25 8.65 69.02 260
13950 68.06 8.69 48.86 280
13975 67.16 9.22 68.05 259
14000 48.86 8.01 47.56 280
16025 46.25 7.36 46.83 261
14925 47.79 13.83 49.75 254
14950 67.75 12.80 49.42 255
16975 67.51 14.02 49.54 253
15000 67.68 13.51 49.56 25A
15025 47.85 13.00 49.59 255
Z2C_C CI.ZJ i_.aL _._z 254
13075 50.89 14.94 53.06 253
13100 50.78 14.46 52.80 256
13125 51.06¸ 13.10 52.69 255
13150 51.08 12.56 52.60 256
16050 48.35 6.92 46.86 261
14075 66.76 6.34 67.19 262
16100 68.16 7.46 68.76 261
16125 45.89 7.90 46.57 260
16150 45.65 8.51 46.24 259
15050 48.27 11.54 69.63 256
15075 68.37 11.96 49.83 256
15100 68.70 11.69 50.08 256
15125 68.98 10.77 50.15 257
15150 48.87 10.05 49.89 258
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDIgNAL C_MPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-7 02/25/851 0025Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEO M/SEC MISEO DEG METESS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
15175 68.44 9,62 49.39 259 16175 61.99 9.47 63.06 257 17175 36.28 16.16 39.71 266
15200 69.17 9.38 50.05 259 16200 AI.71 9.97 62.89 256 17200 36.57 15.49 39.72 247
15225 48.60 8,56 69.35 260 16225 61.66 IU.47 42.74 256 17225 35.23 15.71 38.57 246
15250 67.30 7.58 67.90 261 16250 61.23 9.53 62.32 257 17250 34.82 16.08 38.36 265
15275 46.38 7.49 46.98 281 16275 61.62 9.16 62.61 257 17275 34.42 16.46 38.15 244
15300 46.37 6.56 46.83 262
15325 65.73 5.85 46.07 263
15350 65.41 5,97 45,80 262
15375 65.09 6.28 45.52 262
15400 44.78 5.55 45.12 263
16300 39,99 11.23 41.53 254
16325 39.92 10.26 41.22 255
16350 38.20 10.88 39.72 254
16375 39.85 10.85 61.30 255
16400 60.26 10.55 61.62 255
17300 33.27 16.46 37.11 243
17325 31.63 17.04 35.76 241
17350 29.23 18.11 34.39 238
17375 29.07 18.10 34.24 238
17400 28.90 18.08 36.09 238
15625 64.29 4.89 44.56 264
15450 42.60 5.69 42.95 262
15475 62.28 5.67 62.65 262
15500 41.95 5.84 62.36 262
15525 42.05 5.40 42.40 263
16425 38.53 11.33 60.17 253
16450 38.30 11.32 39.96 253
16475 38.31 1_.76 60.07 253
16500 37.88 13.02 39.87 251
16525 35.11 16.93 38,98 244
17425 28.66 16.66 33.14 240
17450 23.10 14.63 27.34 237
17475 22.92 16.56 27.15 237
17500 22.73 14.50 28.96 237
17525 22.55 14.63 26.7T 237
15550 60,73 5,78 41.13 262
15575 40.18 6.58 40.71 261
15600 41.14 5.67 41.53 262
15625 61.12 5.41 41.48 282
15650 40.06 6.67 60.61 260
16550 35.58 11.15 37.28 252
16575 37.96 11.66 39.65 253
16600 39.04 12.T1 41.05 252
16625 36.81 13.38 39.17 250
16650 36.72 11.72 38.55 252
17550 22.36 14.37 26.58 237
17575 22.18 14.31 26.39 237
17600 22.00 14.24 26.20 237
17625 21.12 13.73 25.19 237
17650 20.24 13.21 26.17 237
15875 39.16 7.88 39.91 259
15700 39.14 7.75 39.90 259
15725 39.79 7.49 40.68 259
15750 60.26 7.65 60.96 259
15775 39.94 8.07 40.75 258
16675 35.8T 12.71 38.06 250
16700 36.35 13.31 38.71 250
16725 37.36 13.21 39.60 250
16750 36,20 16.91 39.15 247
16775 35.91 15.03 38.93 247
17675 19.37 12.69 23.18 237
17700 18.36 13.68 22.78 236
17725 18.60 12.92 22,48 235
17750 18.43 12.36 22.19 238
17775 18.28 11.68 21.59 238
15800 39.66 8.48 40.54 258
15825 39.19 8.73 60.15 257
15850 38.86 8.96 39.88 257
15875 38.17 9.81 39.41 255
15900 37.70 9.25 38.82 256
16800 35.91 15.03 38.93 247
16825 35.92 15.OA 38.94 247
16850 35.92 15.06 38.94 267
16875 35.92 15.05 38.95 267
16900 35.93 15.05 38.95 247
17800 17.78 12.27 21.60 235
17825 17.27 13.05 21.65 233
17850 17.73 11.99 21.60 236
17875 17.25 12.01 21.02 235
17900 17.89 10.97 20.98 238
15925 37.05 9.71 38.30 255
15950 35.29 12.06 37.29 251
15975 39.80 8.82 40.77 257
16000 39.87 10.43 41.02 255
16025 39.33 10.90 40.81 256
16925 35.93 15.05 38.96 247
16950 35.93 15.06 38.96 267
16975 35.94 15.06 38.96 247
17ODD 35.28 15.29 38.65 246
17025 36.03 14.70 38.91 248
17925 18.21 10.22 20.88 241
17950 17.80 10.18 20.51 240
17975 17.33 10.06 20.03 240
16050 39.04 10.76 6D.69 254
16075 39.62 10.95 61.11 254
16100 39.81 10.51 41.18 255
16125 60.01 10.06 61.25 256
16150 A0.70 8.63 41.61 258
17050 36.25 15o29 39.34 247
17075 36.17 15.51 39.36 247
17100 36,1D 15.73 39.38 246
17125 36.02 15.95 39.39 266
17150 36.07 16.11 39.50 246
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX : ZgNAL CgMPSNEN'T, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS - WINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE226 TABLE 11-36
FPS-16 RRORR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-8 02/25/65, 014_2v EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT gx wz WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
225 8.20 13.73 16.00 211 1225 15.68 19.11 24.72 219 2225 16.20 17.88 24.13 222
250 8.27 14.88 16.85 209 1250 15.67 19.06 24.67 219 2250 16.12 17.90 24.09 222
275 9,11 15.82 18.26 210 1275 15.67 18.90 24.55 219 2275 16.07 17.86 24.03 222
300 10.28 16.39 19.35 212 1300 15.88 18.94 24.71 220 2300 16.15 17.78 24.02 222
825 11.10 16.46 19*86 214 1325 15.93 18.89 24.71 220 2325 16*41 17.88 24.27 222
350 11.23 16.69 20.12 214
875 11.05 17.12 20.38 213
400 11.07 17.37 20.89 212
425 11.63 17.70 21.18 213
450 12.14 18.05 21.75 214
1350 15.87 18.63 24.48 220
1375 15.93 18.46 24.38 221
1600 15.94 18.25 24.28 221
1425 15.91 18.28 24.23 221
1450 15.77 18.34 24.19 220
2350 16.56 18.48 24.81 222
2375 16.62 18.72 25.03 221
2400 16.94 18.87 25.36 222
2425 17.07 19.19 25.68 221
2450 17.27 19.26 25.87 222
475 12.32 18.34 22.09 214
500 12.55 19.07 22.85 213
525 13.06 20.07 23,94 213
550 13.33 20.42 24.38 213
575 13.37 20.50 24.48 213
1875 15.79 18.18 24.08 221
1500 15.93 18.11 24.12 221
1525 15.87 17.87 23.90 221
1550 16.02 17.81 23.95 222
1575 16,26 18.10 24.32 222
2475 17.58 19.34 26.14 222
2500 17.75 19.31 26.22 222
2525 17.79 19.15 26.14 223
2550 17.72 19.05 26.02 225
2575 17.63 18.92 25.86 223
600 13.47 20.70 24.70 213
625 13.84 20.70 24.90 214
650 14.10 20.69 25.04 214
675 14.21 20.67 25.08 214
700 14.36 20.84 24.98 215
1600 16.35 17.90 24.25 222
1625 16.47 17.43 23.98 223
1650 16.56 17,22 23.89 224
1675 16.70 17.37 24.09 224
1700 16.70 17.46 24.16 224
26C0 17.55 18.67 25.62 223
2625 17.62 18.60 25.62 223
2650 17,66 18.70 25.72 223
2675 17.56 18.82 25*75 228
27C0 17.45 18.89 25.72 223
725 14.24 19.95 24.51 215
750 14.16 19.82 24.20 216
775 14.31 19.47 24.16 216
800 14.35 19.16 23.94 217
825 14.38 18.97 23.81 217
1725 16.70 17.40 24.12 224
1750 16.75 17.48 24.21 224
1775 16.70 17.43 24.14 224
1800 16.62 17.54 24.16 223
1825 16.36 17.74 24.13 222
2725 17.42 18.96 25.75 222
2750 17.64 19.02 25.94 223
2775 17.65 18.97 25.91 225
2800 17*54 18.94 25.81 223
2825 17.60 19.02 25.91 223
850 14.79 18.88 23.98 218
875 14.80 18.72 23.87 218
900 14.59 18.84 23.83 218
925 14.66 19,07 24.06 217
950 14.59 19.08 24.02 217
1850 16.09 17.55 23.81 222
1875 15.94 17.43 23.62 222
1900 15.88 17*44 23.59 222
1925 16.04 17.40 23.66 222
1950 16.28 17.48 28.89 223
2850 17.43 19.05 25.82 222
2875 17.14 18.95 25.55 222
2900 16.97 19.10 25.55 221
2925 16,66 19.52 25.67 220
2950 16.40 19.68 25.61 220
975 14.65 18.98 23.97 217
1000 14.69 18.80 23.86 218
1025 14.51 18.57 23.57 218
1050 14.51 18.51 23.52 218
1075 14.48 18.47 23.47 218
1975 16.31 17.33 23.80 223
2000 16.48 17.04 23.71 224
2025 16.67 17.06 23.86 224
2050 16.78 lb,95 23.85 225
2075 16,96 16,85 23.91 225
2975 16.14 19.81 25.55 219
3000 15.85 19.96 25.49 218
3025 15.83 19.97 25.48 218
3050 15.92 19.98 25.55 218
3075 15.64 19.87 25.29 218
llO0 14.59 18,52 23.57 218
1125 15.13 18.85 24.17 219
1150 15.31 18.98 24.38 219
1175 15.49 19.10 24.59 219
1200 15.74 19.21 24.83 Zlg
2100 16.85 16.94 23.89 225
2125 16.63 17.04 23.81 224
2150 16.39 17.15 23.73 224
2175 16.18 17.18 23.59 223
2200 16.14 17.46 23.77 223
3100 15.54 19.67 25.07 218
3125 15.92 19.58 25.24 219
3150 16.22 19.51 25.37 220
3175 16.51 19.50 25.55 220
3200 16.71 19.53 25.70 220
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDI8NAL CSMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, TMETA = WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-8 02/25/65, 01442, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEC METERS M2SEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
3225 16,76 19.44 25,66 221 4225 19.96 18.98 27,55 226 5225 27.31 17.63 32.51 237
5250 16.83 19.40 25.68 221 4250 20.59 19.28 28.21 227 5250 27.36 17.22 32.33 238
2275 16.81 19.51 25.60 221 4275 21.18 19.68 28.91 227 5275 27.42 16.93 32.23 238
3300 16.82 19.25 25.56 221 4300 21.82 20.21 29.74 227 5300 27.62 16.72 32.29 239
3325 16,73 19.09 25.38 221 4325 22.38 20.98 30,67 227 5325 27,77 16.55 32.32 239
3350 16.52 18.92 25.11 221
3375 16.34 18.69 24.22 221
3400 16.12 18.52 24.55 221
3425 15.78 18.59 24,38 220
3450 15.48 18.56 24.17 22C
4350 22.54 21.81 31.36 228
4375 22.57 22.34 31.78 225
4400 22.62 22.75 32.08 225
4625 22.68 22.97 32.28 224
4450 22.71 22.63 32.06 225
5350 27.96 16.36 32.40 239
5375 28.01 16.14 32.35 240
5400 27.96 15.91 32.17 240
5425 27.89 15.58 31.94 241
5450 27.82 15.14 31.67 241
3475 15.34 18.62 24.13 219
3500 15.11 18.79 24.12 219
2525 14.99 18.88 24,11 218
3550 15.03 19,01 24.23 218
3575 14,98 19.39 28.50 218
4475 22.75 22.59 32.07 225
4500 22.85 22.76 32.25 225
4525 22.88 22.56 32.14 225
4550 22.87 22.45 32.05 225
4575 22,91 22.34 32.00 226
5475 28.04 14.85 31.73 242
5500 28.31 14.63 31.87 242
5525 28.53 14.45 31.98 243
5550 28.72 14.27 32,07 243
5575 28.66 14.18 31.98 243
3600 14.81 19.63 26.59 217
3625 14.56 19.75 24.54 216
3650 14.46 20.18 24.82 215
3675 14.45 20.65 25.20 215
5700 14.39 20.79 25.28 215
4600 23.00 22.16 31.94 226
4625 23.21 22.11 32.05 226
4650 23.44 21.99 32.14 227
6675 23.71 21.89 32.27 227
4700 24.04 26.75 32.42 228
5600 28.36 14.51 31.86 243
5625 28.05 14.88 31.75 242
5650 27.91 15.12 31.74 241
5675 27.93 15,49 31.94 241
5700 27.95 15o68 32.05 241
3725 14.58 21.00 25.56 215
3750 14.55 20.95 25.50 215
3775 14.49 20.71 25.28 215
3800 14.62 20,79 25.41 215
3825 14.86 20.80 25.56 215
4725 24.34 21.34 32.37 229
4750 24.75 26*00 32.46 229
4775 25.25 20.96 32.81 230
48O0 25.62 2O.84 33.O2 231
4825 25.85 2O.57 33.O4 231
5725 27.79 15.80 31.97 240
5750 27.69 15.99 31.98 240
5775 27.74 16.25 32.15 239
5800 27.69 16.44 32.20 239
5825 27.54 16,67 32,19 239
3850 15.51 20.73 25.89 217
3875 16.02 20.78 26.24 217
3900 16.40 20.94 26.59 218
3925 16*61 20.73 26.57 219
3950 16.42 20.16 26.00 219
4850 26.15 20.10 32.98 232
4875 26.59 1_.70 33.09 2_3
4900 26.76 19.33 33.02 2_4
4925 26.59 Iu.88 32.61 254
4950 26.60 I_.38 32.33 2}5
5850 27.30 16.80 32.06 238
5875 27.34 16.89 32.13 238
5900 27.41 17.15 32.33 238
5925 27.40 17.64 32.59 237
5950 27.42 17.99 32.79 237
3975 18.32 19.70 25.58 219
4000 16.43 19.26 25.31 220
4025 16.33 18.88 24.96 221
4050 16.49 18.64 24.89 221
4075 16.87 15.50 25.04 222
4975 26.71 I_.18 32.31 236
5000 26.51 18.36 32.25 235
5O25 26.62 18.81 32.48 255
5O5O 26.99 18.86 32.93 2_5
5075 27.22 19.15 35.28 2_5
5975 27.46 18.16 32.92 236
6000 27.33 18.37 32.93 236
6025 27.18 18.55 32.91 215
6050 27.15 18.70 32,97 235
6075 27.05 18.77 32.93 235
4100 16.92 18.59 25.14 222
4125 17.28 18.68 25.45 223
4150 17.87 18.66 25.24 224
4175 18.48 18.71 26.30 224
42OO 19.23 18.86 26.93 225
8100 27.36 19.24 33.44 255
5125 27.47 19.11 33.47 235
5150 27.60 1_.95 33.48 235
5175 27.48 1o.68 33.22 236
5200 27.34 18.14 32.80 236
6100 27.13 18.91 33.07 235
6125 27.37 19.45 33.58 234
2150 27.48 19.77 33.85 234
8175 27.12 19.85 33.61 234
62OO 27.14 19.58 33.46 234
ALT = ALTITUDE, wx = ZgNAL C_MPONENT, wz - MERIF)I_NAL COMPONENT, WS = WIN{" SPEED, T_ETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE N/SEE DEG
6225 27.39 18.91 33.28 235
6250 27.47 18.61 33.18 286
6275 27.55 18.35 33.09 236
6300 27.66 17.81 32.90 237
6325 27.83 17.19 32.71 238
TABLE 11-30 (con't) PAGE 227
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-8 02125165, 0144ZI EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ArT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
7225 32,41 17.42 36.79 242 8225 37.52 17.63 41.46 245
7250 32.62 17.40 36.97 242 8250 38.39 17.46 42.18 265
7275 32.84 17.29 37.12 242 8275 38.73 17.20 42.38 246
7300 32.96 17.14 37.15 242 8300 38.87 17.09 42.46 246
7325 33.19 17.03 37.31 243 8325 38.99 17.44 42.71 246
6350 28.07 16.65 32.64 239
6375 28.15 16.64 52.70 239
6400 27.88 16.41 32.35 239
6425 27.50 16.05 31.84 240
6450 27.55 16.01 51.87 240
6475 27.60 15.93 31.87 240
6500 27.25 16.18 31.70 239
6525 26.92 16.41 31.53 238
6550 26.58 16.32 31.19 238
6575 26.50 16,12 31.02 239
6600 26.35 16.37 31.02 238
6625 26.23 16.67 31.07 237
6650 25.93 16.86 30.93 237
6675 26.03 17.19 31.19 236
6700 26.53 17.74 31.91 236
6725 27.54 18.25 33.04 236
6750 28.50 18.40 33.92 237
6775 28.49 18.57 34.01 237
6800 28.32 18.37 33.76 237
6825 28.75 18.21 34.04 237
6850 29.65 18.50 34.95 238
6875 30.25 18.81 35.51 238
6900 30.36 18,39 35.49 239
6925 30.23 18.18 35.28 239
6950 29.99 18.14 35.04 239
6975 29.71 18.08 34.78 238
7000 29.56 17.98 34.60 239
7025 29.66 17.98 34.68 239
7050 29.68 18.23 34.83 238
7075 29.79 18.20 34.91 238
7100 30.33 17.98 35.26 239
7125 31.02 18.07 35.89 240
7150 31.59 18.04 36°38 240
7175 31.87 18.08 36.64 240
7200 32.11 17.88 36.76 241
7150 33.38 17.23 37.56 243
7375 33.86 17.48 3B.11 243
7400 34.58 18.01 38.99 242
7425 35.40 18.74 40.05 242
7450 36.17 19.44 41.07 242
8350 38;96 17.34 42.64 246
8375 38.76 16.96 42.31 246
EAO0 38.53 17.25 42.21 246
8425 38.42 17.29 82.13 246
8450 38.46 16.93 42.02 246
7475 36.11 20.20 41.37 241
7500 36.00 20.28 41.32 240"
7525 36.14 20.15 41.38 241
7550 35.98 20.23 41.28 240
7575 35.91 20.25 41.22 240
8475 38.94 16.84 42.42 246
8500 39.41 16.98 42.91 247
8525 39.79 17.14 43.32 247
8550 40.02 16.76 43.39 247
8575 40,09 16.11 83.21 248
7600 35.81 20.19 41.11 240
7625 35.51 20.31 40.91 240
7650 35.19 20.40 40.67 240
7675 36.96 20.23 60.39 240
7700 34.69 20.29 40.18 239
8600 40.07 16.27 43.25 2#8
8625 40.58 16.42 43.78 248
8650 40.96 16.64 44.21 248
8675 Al.07 16.60 84.30 248
8700 41.34 16.24 4#.42 248
7725 34.52 20.38 40.09 239
7750 34,50 20.39 40.07 239
7775 34.20 20.66 39.96 259
7800 33.91 20.85 39.81 238
7825 34.04 20.60 3_.79 239
7850 36.09 20.39 39.72 239"
7875 34.08 20.17 39.60 239
7900 34.20 20.15 39.70 239
7925 34.35 20.20 39.85 239
7950 34.56 2U.07 39.97 240
8725 41.40 16.51 44.57 248
8750 41.68 16.36 44.78 248
8775 41.79 16.16 44.80 249
8800 41.71 " 16.6| 44.90 248
8825 42.01 16.32 45.07 249
8850 42.27 16.35 45.32 249
8875 42.38 16.63 45.53 248
8900 42.63 16.40 45.68 249
8925 42.80 16.59 45.90 249
8950 42°90 16.69 46.03 249
7975 34.78 20.11 40.17 240
8000 34.93 19.95 40.23 240
8025 35.26 19.89 40.48 240
8050 35.87 19.60 40.87 241
8075 36.43 19.28 41.22 242
8975 42.91 16.94 46.13 248
90C0 42.91 17.00 46.15 248
9025 43.07 17.10 46.34 248
9050 43.00 17.43 86.40 248
9075 43.00 17.36 46.37 248
BlO0 36.81 19.04 41.44 242
8125 37.20 18.57 41.58 243
8150 37.11 16,37 41.40 243
8175 36.95 18.13 41.16 244
8200 37.03 17.92 41.14 244
9100 43.13 17.24 46.44 248
9125 43.10 17.07 46.36 248
9150 42.92 17.31 46.28 248
9175 42.88 17.43 46.29 248
9200 43.06 17.41 46.44 248
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C8MPBNENIe WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBNPBNENT* WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9225 43.01 17.31 46.36 248
9250 42,82 37.25 46.17 248
9275 42.78 17.30 46.15 248
9300 42.96 16.85 46.14 248
9325 43.10 16.67 46.21 249
9350 43.13 16o66 46.23 249
9575 43.01 16.88 48.20 248
9400 43.23 16,80 46.38 249
9425 43.22 16.T0 46.34 249
9450 43.08 16.89 46.28 2#8
9475 43.29 16.47 46*32 249
9500 43,24 16.36 46.23 249
9525 43.20 16.27 46.16 249
9550 43.26 15.92 46.09 250
9575 43.05 16.12 45.97 249
9600 43.01 16.06 45.91 2#9
9625 43.01 15.99 45.89 249
9650 43.06 16.03 45.95 249
9675 43.41 15.89 46.22 250
9700 43.34 16.03 46.21 250
9725 43.19 16.C2 46.07 249
9750 43.39 15.66 46.13 250
9775 43.24 15.74 46.02 250
9800 43.10 15.97 45.96 249
9825 43.15 15.79 45.95 250
9850 43.15 15.56 45.86 250
9875 43.28 15.45 45.96 250
9900 43,12 15.67 45.88 250
9925 42.92 15.72 45.71 250
9950 42.76 15.66 95.54 250
9975 43.18 15.39 45.84 250
I0000 43.52 15.22 46.10 251
10025 #3.32 15.73 46.09 250
10050 43.46 16.C0 46.31 250
10075 43.52 15.76 46=29 250
10100 43.60 15.68 46.34 250
10125 43.75 15.66 46.47 250
10150 43.57 15.65 46.30 250
10175 43.57 15,62 46,29 250
10200 43.58 15.77 46.34 250
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NURBER 1272-8 02125/65*01442, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIDA
ALT W2 WS THETAALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG
10225 43.99 15.16 46.53 251
10250 44.25 14.73 #6.63 251
10275 44.28 14.29 46.53 252
10100 44.76 13.46 46°74 253
10825 44.64 13.62 46.68 253
10350 44.72 13.56 46.73 253
10375 44.83 13.16 46.72 253
10400 44.47 13.17 46.38 253
10425 44.49 13.15 46.39 253
10450 44.65 13.14 46.55 253
10475 44.41 13.63 46.46 253
10500 44*47 13.37 46.43 253
10525 44.93 12.84 46.73 254
10550 44.68 13.15 46.57 253
10575 44.60 13.20 46.52 253
10800 44.78 13.30 46.71 253
10625 44.69 13.54 56.70 253
10650 44.98 13.24 46.88 253
10675 44.89 13.26 46.80 253
10700 44.67 13.17 46.57 253
10725 44.26 13.37 46.23 253
10750 44.39 13.60 46.43 253
10775 44.42 13.4Z 46.#1 253
10800 43.62 12.99 48.51 253
10825 42.81 13,10 44.77 253
10850 42.39 13.13 #4.38 253
10875 42.12 12.25 43.87 254
10900 41.21 12.81 43.15 253
10925 41.22 12.29 43.02 253
10950 41.47 10.98 #2.90 255
10975 41.#4 11.12 #2.9I 255
11000 41.64 1i.02 43.08 255
11025 41.41 11.26 42.92 255
11050 41.25 11.44 42.80 254
11075 41.56 11.03 43.00 255
11100 41.75 11.11 43.20 255
11125 41.09 11.72 42.73 254
11150 41.00 I_.50 #2.59 254
111T5 41.32 10.98 42.76 255
11200 41.55 10.98 42.98 255
WX
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
11225 41.54 10,95 42.96 255
11250 AI.21 11.05 42.67 255
11275 41.67 11.38 43.20 255
11300 41.94 11.17 43.#0 285
11325 42.08 ll.ll 63*52 255
11350 42.03 11.23 43.50 255
11375 41.82 11.55 43.38 254
11400 42,00 11.55 43.56 254
11425 42.37 10.82 43.73 255
11450 42.14 10.98 43.54 255
11475 41.79 11.53 43.35 254
11500 41.86 11.18 43.33 255
11525 41.93 11.16 43.39 255
11550 41.68 11.71 43.29 254
11575 41.91 11.48 63.46 254
11600 42.04 11.51 43.59 255
11625 42.03 11.44 43.56 255
11650 42.19 11.06 43.62 255
11675 42.39 10.89 43.77 255
11700 42.28 11.11 43.71 255
11725 42.08 11.46 43.61 255
11750 62.60 11.06 44.02 255
11775 42.91 10.41 44.16 256
11800 A2.40 10.96 43.79 255
11825 42.41 10.87 #3.78 255
11850 43.01 10.19 44.20 256
11875 43.14 10.9# 44.51 256
11900 43.33 10.95 44.70 256
11925 43.59 10.67 44.88 256
11950 43.58 10.98 44.94 256
11975 43.65 11.25 45.07 255
12000 43.78 11.58 #5.28 255
12025 #4.62 11.25 46.02 256
12050 45.75 11.03 47.07 256
12075 #5.88 11.40 47.28 256
12100 46.53 11.65 87.96 256
12125 47.08 11.87 48.55 256
12150 46.87 12.15 48.42 255
12175 46.36 12.07 47.91 255
12200 46.77 12.44 48.39 255
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE 228
ALT RX WZ HS THETA
METERS R/SEE H/SEE M/SEE DEG
12225 47.45 12.50 49*07 255
12250 48,37 11.94 49.82 256
12275 48.67 12.10 50.15 256
12300 48.77 12.35 50.31 256
12325 49.48 12.21 50.96 256
12350 49.95 12.41 51.47 256
12375 50.14 13.20 51.85 255
12600 51.22 14,09 53.13 254
12425 51.32 15.70 53.67 253
12450 51,88 16.44 54.43 252
12475 53.39 15.25 55.52 254
12500 53.22 15.49 55.43 254
12525 51.93 16,84 54.50 252
12550 51.44 16.65 54.07 252
12575 51,38 16.48 53,95 252
12600 51.TZ 16.62 54.32 252
12625 51,94 16.17 54*40 253
12650 51,76 15.77 54.11 253
12675 51.73 16,13 54.18 252
12700 52.17 15.66 54.47 253
12725 52.02 15.71 54.34 253
12750 51.42 15.71 53.77 253
12775 51.11 16.05 53.57 252
12800 51.23 16.32 53.76 252
12825 50.73 16.85 53.49 251
12850 50.81 16.68 53.48 252
12875 51.79 14.99 53.92 254
12900 51.68 15.27 53.89 253
12925 51.40 15.21 53,60 253
12950 51.20 14.90 53.32 254
12975 51.I7 14o86 53,28 254
13000 51.10 15,09 53.28 253
13025 51.02 15.13 53.22 253
13050 51.88 14.11 53_76 255
13075 51,83 14.59 53.84 254
13100 51¢28 15.05 53.44 253
13125 52.33 13.69 54.09 255
13150 52.66 13.63 54.39 255
13175 52,51 13,16 54.14 256
13200 52.06 12.99 53.66 256
TABLEII-36(con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIRSPHERE RIND VELmCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-8 O2/25/651 0144Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
6LT MX MZ RS THETA ALT WX RZ WS THETA
METERS H/SEE R/SEE R/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE H/SEE N/SEE DEE
13225 51.59 13.15 53.23 256
13250 52.14 12o68 53.66 256
13275 51.90 12.82 53.46 256
13300 51.97 12.21 53.38 257
13325 51.42 13.53 53.17 255
13350 51.48 I2.69 53.02 256
13375 51.08 13.23 52.77 255
13400 50,19 14.38 52.21 256
13425 49*89 12o83 51.52 255
13450 50.23 13.78 5Z,09 254
13475 50.26 13.82 52.12 254
13500 50.05 13.27 51.78 255
13525 .49,57 13.34 51.34 255
13550 49.10 13.19 50.84 255
13575 49.60 12.65 51.19 256
13600 49.68 1k.55 51.22 256
13625 49.44 11.41 50.74 257
13650 48.45 12.68 50,08 255
I3675 48.34 12.92 50.03 285
13700 48.58 11.85 50.00 256
13725 47.83 13.43 49.68 254
13750 48.05 12.99 49.78 255
13775 47.32 14.14 49,39 253
13800 46.52 15.91 49.16 251
13825 46.44 15,73 49.03 251
13850 46*57 15.32 49.02 252
13875 46,79 15.02 49.14 252
13900 46.96 IS.23 49.37 252
13925 46.98 15.32 49.41 252
13950 47,00 15o40 49,46 252
13975 47.19 14.12 49,26 253
14000 47.11 13.45 48.99 254
14025 46.91 13.24 48.74 254
14050 47.02 12.32 48.61 255
14075 46.80 12.06 48,33 255
14100 46.71 11.84 48.19 256
14125 46.62 11.62 48.05 256
14150 46,55 11.39 47.92 256
14175 46.60 11.24 47.74 256
14200 46.20 11.29 47.56 256
14225 45.88 11.61 47.33 256
14250 45.42 12.38 67.08 255
16275 45.30 12.94 47.11 254
16300 45°47 12.78 47.23 254
14325 45.01 13.15 46.89 254
14350 45.42 13.13 47.28 254
14375 45.74 13.91 47.80 253
14400 45.76 15.29 48.25 251
16425 45.47 16.31 48.31 250
14450 45.21 16.24 48.03 250
14475 46.06 15.74 48.68 251
14500 46.13 15.68 48,72 251
I6525 46.42 14.95 48.76 252
15550 45.70 16.85 48.71 250
14575 45.64 18.19 49.13 248
14600 46.38 17.30 49.50 249
14625 45.67 17,16 48.79 249
14650 46.59 17.82 49.88 249
14675 47.09 17.04 50.08 250
14700 47.46 15.71 49.99 252
14725 47.50 14.87 49.77 252
14750 47,57 14.93 49.86 252
14775 47.39 15.21 49.78 252
14800 46.66 14.59 48.89 252
18825 46.63 14.1T 48.73 253
14850 46.69 13.51 48.60 254
14875 46.74 13.03 40.52 254
14900 44.91 12.73 46.68 254
14925 44.57 12.41 46.27 254
18950 44.92 9.97 46.01 257
14975 44.77 9.44 45.76 258
15000 43.08 10.25 44.28 256
15025 42*99 10.13 44.17 257
15050 42*90 10.0| 44*05 257
15075 42.81 9.89 43,94 257
15100 42.01 7.90 42.75 259
15125 40.75 8.85 41.70 258
15150 60.55 9.02 41.54 257
15175 41.30 7.13 41.91 260
15200 41.80 5,72 42.19 262
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENT_ WZ = RERIDISNAL CSMPSNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " MIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 12T2-8 02/25165, O1442, EASTERN TEST RANOE_ FLERIOA
ALE WX WZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG METERS H/SEE R/SEC MISEC DEG METERS RISEC RISEC M/SEE DEO
15225 41.78 5.73 42,17 262 16225 39.88 11.15 41.41 254 17225 33.09 20.63 39.00 238
15250 41.76 5.74 42.I5 262 16250 39,73 9,84 40.93 256 1T250 33,47 19,96 38.97 239
15275 42,10 4,86 42.33 264 16275 39.47 10.32 40.80 255 17275 34.02 19.46 39.20 240
15300 42.60 3.81 42.77 265 16300 39.80 9.74 60.97 256 17300 34.06 19.63 39.31 240
15325 42.53 4.27 42.75 264 16325 40.56 10.06 41.79 256 17325 33.85 19.37 39.00 240
15350 42.71 5,02 43,00 263 16350 40.77 10.46 42.09 285 17350 33.39 18.37 38.11 241
15375 42.36 5.63 42.73 262 16375 40.34 11.02 41.81 255 17375 31.05 20.51 37.21 236
15400 43.71 3,13 43,83 266 16400 38.33 1_.41 39.99 283 17400 29.80 21,22 36.58 234
15425 42.59 5.20 42.91 263 16425 39.62 12.94 41.68 252 17425 28.67 21.18 35.65 233
15450 41.14 6.94 41.72 260 16450 42.74 1_.29 45.06 251 17450 27.12 21.60 34.67 231
15475 42.05 5,19 82.37 263 16475 40.52 12.59 42.43 253 17475 26.59 21.17 33.99 231
15500 42.56 5.21 42.88 263 16500 40.50 12.50 42.38 253 17500 24.43 20.49 31.89 230
15525 42.35 5.70 42.73 262 16525 40,47 1_,40 42.33 253 17525 22.91 19.38 30.01 230
15550 41.78 6,25 42.24 261 16550 40,45 12.31 42.28 253 17550 22.48 17.42 28.44 232
15575 41.16 6.41 41.65 261 16575 40.42 12.21 42,23 253 17575 22.34 14.94 26.88 236
15600 40.OT 7,52 40.77 259 16600 40.40 1_.05 62.15 253 17600 22.04 13,91 26.06 238
15625 40.53 5.96 40.97 261 16625 40.37 11.89 42.08 253 17625 22.34 12.01 25.36 242
15650 39.57 7,07 60,19 260 16650 40.08 IZ,69 42.04 252 17650 21,16 12.31 24,48 240
15675 38.39 9600 39.43 257 16675 40.20 12.53 42.11 253 17675 20.86 13.17 24,67 238
15700 38.36 7.90 39.17 258 16700 39.97 12,81 41.g8 252 17700 21.30 12.17 24.53 240
15725 38.59 7.02 39.22 260 16725 38.68 14.51 41.31 249 17725 22.16 11.67 25.05 242
15750 39.09 6.52 39.63 260 16750 38.68 14.48 61.31 249 17750 21.34 10.90 23.96 243
15775 38.52 7,89 39.32 258 16775 38.69 14.46 41.30 249 17775 21.23 10.91 23,87 243
15800 37.28 9.18 38.40 256 16800 38.70 14.44 41.30 249 17800 21.12 10.92 23.78 242
15825 38,74 6.99 39.37 260 16825 37.68 15.77 40.67 247 17825 21.02 10.93 23.69 242
15850 38.72 8,_7 39.67 287 16850 37.12 15.83 40.35 247 17850 20.91 10.94 23.60 242
15875 39,29 11.C3 48.80 254 16875 36.94 14.76 39.78 248 17875 19.65 11.11 22.58 240
15900 39.42 10.77 4C.86 255 16900 36.58 17.02 40.35 245 17900 19.49 10.74 22.25 241
15925 39.55 10.51 40.92 255 16925 36.26 10.72 39,93 245 1T925 18.81 10.53 21,56 241
15950 39.68 10.24 40.98 255 16950 35.72 15.96 39.12 246 17950 17.59 11.27 20.90 237
15975 40.39 10.21 41.66 256 16975 36.02 15.22 39,10 2_7 17975 17.17 11.31 20.56 236
16000 40.64 I0.25 41.91 286 17000 35.97 IT.65 40.06 244 18000 15.85 9.92 18.70 238
16025 39.94 10.24 41.24 255 17025 35.73 I_.07 40.04 243 18025 15,66 9,64 18.39 238
16050 38.92 12.13 4C.76 281 17050 34.85 17.55 39.02 243 18050 15.47 9.35 18.08 239
16075 40.66 I0.C6 41.89 256 17075 34.70 Ib.06 39.12 262 18075 15.29 9.07 17.77 239
16100 40.79 9.66 41.92 256 17100 34,30 18.57 39.00 241 18100 14.66 7,2T 16.37 243
16125 40.92 9.26 41.95 257 17125 33.90 IV.D7 38.89 240 1E125 14.14 7.53 16.02 242
16150 40.64 9.74 41,79 256 17150 33.44 19.93 38.93 2_9 18150 14.09 7.46 15.94 242
16175 40.35 10.22 41.63 286 17175 33.70 19.35 38.86 240 Ie175 14.12 6.27 15.45 246
16200 40.24 11.35 41.81 254 17200 33.37 19.65 38.73 239 18200 14.01 7.16 15.73 243
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPONENT, WZ = MER[DIENAL COMPSNENI, W5 = WINE SPEED, 7HETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-36(con't) PAGE 229
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPMERE WIND VELgCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-8 02/25/651 0_44Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS M/SEC M/SED M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG mETERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
18225 14,17 7.06 15o83 243
18250 13.97 7.32 15.77 242
18275 13.74 T.63 15.71 241
18300 13.50 7.95 18.67 239
18325 12.10 8.32 14.68 235
18350 12.36 8.27 14.87 236
18375 12.15 8.50 14.83 235
18400 13.14 8.54 15.67 237
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX 8 ZBNAL CEMPBNENTm WZ = MERIDIBNAL CeMPBNENTe mS = WINE SPEED, THETA •WINO DIRECTIBN
PAGE 230
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
175 5.48 14.05 15.08 201
200 6.08 15.2[ 16.38 202
225 7,00 16.29 17,73 203
250 7.48 16.74 18,33 204
275 7.67 17.28 18.91 206
TABLE 11-37
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-9 02125165, 0259Z. EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC MISEC MISEC OEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
1175 E8.OT 20.59 27.39 221 2175 16.02 18.T5 24.66 220
1200 18.12 20.62 27.46 221 2200 15.94 18.86 24.69 220
1225 17.97 20.45 27.23 221 2225 16.05 18.71 24.66 220
1250 17.87 20.32 27.06 221 2250 16.55 18.53 24.85 222
1275 17.74 20.31 26.96 221 2275 16.77 18,06 24.65 223
300 8.09 17.97 19.70 204
325 9.15 18.88 20.98 206
350 10.24 19.63 21.96 208
375 11.06 19.00 21.99 210
400 10.99 19.42 22.31 209
425 11.12 20.58 23.39 208
450 12.46 21.19 24.58 210
475 13,50 21.56 25.44 212
SOD 13.73 21.68 25.67 212
525 14.26 21.82 26.07 213
550 14.80 21.85 26.48 214
575 14.88 22.05 26.60 214
bOO 16.89 21.98 28.55 214
625 14.87 21.95 26.52 216
650 16.85 22.03 26.57 216
675 14.74 22.87 26.56 214
700 14.63 21.94 26.38 214
725 14.70 21.74 26.28 214
750 16.70 21.63 25.99 216
775 14.84 21.17 25.85 215
800 15.09 21.12 25.96 215
825 14.97 20.92 25.72 215
850 15.26 20.89 25.87 216
875 15.50 20.76 25.91 217
900 15.71 20.43 25.77 217
925 16.35 20.65 26.33 218
950 16.54 20.94 26.68 218
975 16.57 21.06 26.79 218
1000 16.66 21.14 26,92 218
1025 16.67 21.08 26.87 218
1050 17.04 21.04 27.08 219
1075 17.37 21.80 27.25 219
1100 17.63 20,86 27.31 220
1125 17.96 20.83 27.50 221
1150 18.03 20.71 27.46 221
1300 17.55 20.21 26.76 221
1325 17.58 20.19 26.77 221
1350 17.65 20.13 26.77 221
1375 17.80 19.97 26.76 222
1400 17.98 19.48 26.51 223
2300 16.82 17.72 24.43 223
2325 17.00 17.70 24.54 224
2350 16.92 17.52 24.35 224
2375 16.98 17.48 24,37 226
2400 17.16 17.68 24.63 224
1425 18.22 18.84 26.21 226
1450 18.67 18.66 26.40 225
1475 18.74 18.64 26.43 225
1500 18.44 18.53 26.14 225
1525 18,08 18.42 25.81 226
2425 17.18 17.82 24.75 224
2450 17.35 17.66 24.75 224
2675 17.45 17658 24.77 225
2500 17.28 17.67 24.72 224
2525 17.18 17.72 24.68 224
1550 17.42 18.21 25.20 226
1575 16.97 17.98 26.72 223
1600 16.82 17.73 26.44 223
1625 16.92 17.73 24.51 223
1650 17.28 17.99 24.94 224
2550 17.27 18.03 24.97 224
2575 17.27 18.02 24.96 224
2600 17.62 18.15 25.30 224
2625 18.06 18.64 25.95 224
2650 18.07 18.B9 26.15 224
1675 17.21 18.04 24.93 223
1700 17.20 17.90 24.82 224
1725 17.21 17.89 24.82 224
1750 17.22 18.15 25.02 223
1775 17.46 18.38 25.35 223
2675 18.15 19.26 26.46 223
2700 IB.lO 19.66 26.72 222
2725 17.77 19.74 26.55 222
2750 17.55 19.70 26.39 222
2775 17.66 19.88 26.46 221
1800 17.41 18.36 25.30 223
1825 17.29 18.33 25.19 223
1850 17.19 18.62 25.20 223
1875 16.95 18,54 25.12 222
1900 16.99 18.66 25.24 222
2800 17.38 20.10 26.57 221
2825 17.40 20.23 26.68 221
2850 17.34 20.46 26.81 220
2875 17.00 20.72 26.80 219
2900 16.67 20.86 26.70 216
1925 17.09 18.78 25.38 222
1950 16.94 18.82 25.32 222
1975 17.00 18.73 25.30 222
2000 17.07 18.50 25.18 223
2025 16.96 18.21 26.89 223
2925 16.57 21.07 26.81 218
2950 16.67 21.39 27.12 218
2975 16,74 21,39 27.17 218
3000 16.76 21.62 27.20 218
3025 16.64 21.71 27.35 217
2050 16.90 18.10 26.76 223
2075 16.64 18.15 24.62 222
2100 16.51 18.15 24.56 222
2125 16.46 18.63 24.71 222
2150 16.18 18.70 26.73 221
3050 16.39 21.96 27.40 217
3075 16.17 22.02 27.32 216
3100 15.93 21.93 27.10 216
3125 15.98 21.97 27.17 216
3150 15.88 21.96 27,10 216
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPgNENTt WZ = MERIDIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-9 02125165, 02592, EASTERN TEST MANGE, FLgRIOA
6LT WX WZ MS THET6
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
3175 15.79 21.82 26.93 216
3200 15.92 21.73 26.93 216
3225 15.93 21.80 27.00 216
3250 15.90 21.96 27,10 216
3275 15.79 21.93 27.03 218
3300 15.61 21.81 26.82 215
3325 15.55 21.68 28.68 215
3350 15.56 21.53 26.55 216
3375 15.47 21.63 26.43 216
3600 15.77 21.50 26.66 2[6
3625 16.04 21.65 26.79 217
3650 16.52 21.53 27.13 217
3475 17.15 21.78 27.72 218
3500 17.14 22.01 27.90 218
3525 16.72 22.06 27.67 217
3550 16.51 21.96 37.47 217
3575 16.86 21.75 27.52 218
3600 17.05 21.76 27,65 218
3625 17.15 21.90 27.82 218
3650 17.38 21.98 28.02 218
3675 17.59 22.65 28.67 218
3700 17.80 23.01 29.09 218
3725 18.03 22.47 28.81 219
3750 18.15 21.70 28.29 220
3775 18.38 21.47 28.26 220
3800 18.74 21.41 28.46 221
3825 19.30 21.18 28.65 222
3850 19.90 21.37 29.21 223
3875 20.32 21.42 29.53 223
3900 20.80 21,03 29.58 225
3925 20.91 20.54 29.31 225
3950 20.88 20.18 29.04 226
3975 21.O2 20.63 2%31 226
4000 21.04 21.18 29°85 225
4025 20.98 22.02 30.41 223
6050 20.87 22.26 30.50 223
6075 20.91 21.79 30.20 226
6100 21.16 21.62 30.11 226
6125 21.50 21.79 30.62 226
4150 22.21 22.03 31.28 225
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE CEG
4175 22.66 21.60 31.29 226
4200 22,61 21.83 31.22 226
4225 22.69 22.03 31.48 225
4250 22,25 22.64 31.74 226
4275 22.29 23.03 32.05 224
4300 22.54 22.90 32.13 226
4325 23.21 22.81 32.56 225
4350 23,96 22.37 32.78 227
4375 24.59 22.22 33.14 228
4400 25.21 21.99 33.65 229
4425 25.73 21.92 33.81 229
4450 26.30 22.31 36.69 230
4475 26.66 22.29 36.60 230
4500 26.66 22,27 34.57 230
4525 26*64 2_.46 34.B3 230
6550 26.96 2_.17 34.09 230
4575 27.65 21.51 35.03 232
4600 28.29 21.19 35.34 233
4625 28.62 21.23 35.64 233
4650 29.13 21.34 36,11 234
4675 29.50 21.51 36.51 234
4700 29.79 2X.63 36.81 234
4725 29.87 21.46 36,78 234
4750 29.99 21.53 36.92 234
4775 30.04 2i.38 36.87 236
6800 30.02 21.31 36.81 234
6825 30.07 21.32 36.87 236
6850 30.10 2_.09 36.76 235
4875 30,39 2U.96 36,92 235
4900 30.68 20.86 3?.OB 236
4925 30.70 20.85 37.11 236
4850 30.89 20.70 37.18 236
4975 31.47 20.35 37.68 2_7
5000 31.91 19,92 37.61 238
5025 31.98 19.65 37.43 239
5050 32.16 19.36 37.51 239
5075 32.21 19.03 37.41 239
5100 32.16 1U.67 37.19 240
5125 32.28 18.50 37.20 240
5150 31.96 Iu.74 37.03 239
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
5175 31.69 18.68 36.79 239
5200 31.81 18.34 36.72 240
5225 31.71 18.22 36.57 240
5250 31.70 17.93 36,42 240
5275 31.85 17.71 36.45 241
5300 31.66 17.57 36.21 241
5325 31.35 17.80 36.05 240
5350 31.31 17.77 36.00 240
5375 31.13 17.64 35.78 240
5400 31.08 17.56 35.70 240
5425 31.28 17.42 35.81 241
5650 31.20 17.47 35.76 241
5475 30.95 17,52 35.57 240
5500 30.71 17.68 35.42 260
5525 30.53 17.49 35.18 240
5550 30.56 17.74 35.32 240
5575 30.49 18.18 35.50 239
5600 30.43 18.26 35.49 239
5625 30.34 18,41 35.49 239
5650 29.90 18.88 38.36 238
5675 29.61 19.21 35.30 237
5700 29.55 19.20 35.23 237
5725 29.69 19.40 35.29 236
5750 29.55 19.T4 35.53 236
5775 29.64 19.87 35.69 236
5800 29.48 20.01 35.63 236
5825 29.07 20.12 35.35 235
5850 28.98 19.96 35.19 235
5875 28.88 20.05 35.16 235
5900 28.61 20.38 35.13 236
5925 28.27 20.62 34.99 234
5950 27.65 20.69 34.54 233
5975 27.09 20,42 33,92 233
6000 27.09 20.63 33.93 233
6025 27.01 20.67 36.O1 232
E050 26.99 20.81 34.08 232
E075 27.08 20.90 34.20 232
61OO 26.82 20.69 33.88 232
6125 27.33 20.67 36.15 233
6150 28.69 20.24 36.95 234
ALT = ALTITUDE, wx = ZONAL COMP_NENT, WZ = MERIOIONAL COMPBNEN[, w5 = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-37con't PAGE231
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRZFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-9 02/25/65t 0259Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS ThETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC N/SEE MISEC DEG
6175 29,88 19.93 35.91 238 7175 35,28 21,41 41.27 239 8175 39.13 21.08 44.44 242
6200 30+81 20°06 36.77 237 7200 35,16 2i.28 41,10 239 8200 39.38 20.74 44.51 242
6225 31.36 19,95 37,17 237 7225 34,76 2i.38 40.78 238 8225 39,89 20.62 44.90 242
6250 31.95 19.59 37.48 238 7250 34.57 21.72 40.83 238 8250 40.34 20.99 45.47 242
6275 32.48 19.42 37.85 239 7275 34.58 2io80 40.88 238 8275 40.54 21.22 45.75 242
6300 82.42 19.89 37.77 239
6325 32,57 19.35 37.88 239
6350 32.87 19.29 37.85 239
6375 82,40 19.45 37.79 239
6400 32,46 19.83 38.03 238
7300 34.58 21.63 40,79 238
7325 34.56 2i.49 40.70 238
7350 34,48 21.90 40,85 237
7375 34,18 22,18 40.74 237
7400 34.66 21,86 40.98 23E
8300 40.57 21.85 46,08 ,242
8325 40.01 22.40 45.86 241
8350 40.45 22.60 46.34 24E
8375 40.57 22,90 46,58 240
8400 40.17 22.76 46.17 240
6425 32,18 19,82 37.80 238
6450 32.81 19.88 3T.75 239
6475 32.54 19.63 37.90 239
6500 32.63 19,07 37.79 240
6525 32.81 19,23 38.03 239
7425 34.84 22.05 41,23 257
7450 34.75 22.24 41.26 237
7475 35.28 22.09 41.68 23E
7500 35.19 22.60 61.82 237
7525 35.0E 22.75 41.75 237
E425 40.16 22.58 46.07 240
8450 40.17 22.62 46.10 240
8475 40.59 22.59 46.46 241
8500 40.61 22.42 46.39 241
8525 40,11 22.75 46.11 240
6550 33.23 19.17 38.36 240
6575 33.28 19.01 38,32 240
6600 33.08 19.07 38.18 240
6625 32.94 19,15 38,10 240
6650 32.66 19.12 37.85 239
7550 35.25 2Z.65 41.90 237
7575 35.59 22.36 42.04 238
7600 36.11 21.75 42.16 239
7625 36.07 21.89 42.19 239
T650 35.87 21.78 41.96 239
8550 40.46 22.58 46.33 241
8575 40.60 22,47 46.41 241
8600 40.58 22.45 46.38 241
8625 40.90 22.25 46,56 241
8650 40.61 22,56 46.46 241
6675 32.28 19.06 37.48 239
6700 32.59 18.55 37.50 240
6725 33,53 17.84 37.98 242
6750 33.94 17.48 38.18 243
6775 34.50 17.27 38.58 243
7675 36.08 21.60 42,06 239
7700 35.89 21.68 41.93 239
7725 35.87 21.30 41.72 239
7750 36.05 21.31 41.87 239
7775 35.89 21.42 41.80 239
8575 40.54 21.87 46,06 241
8700 40.82 21.39 46.09 242
8725 40.81 21.76 46.25 242
8750 40,84 21.67 46.23 242
8775 40.86 21.75 46,29 242
6800 34,38 17.44 38.55 243
6825 34.01 17.34 38.17 243
6850 33.74 17.53 38.02 242
6875 33.70 17.91 38,17 242
6900 38.78 18.19 38,37 242
7800 35.85 21.25 41.68 259
7825 35.46 21.27 41,35 239
7850 35.24 21.09 41.07 239
7875 35.51 20.63 41.06 240
7900 35.81 20.67 41.35 240
8800 41.12 21.83 46.55 242
8825 41.15 21.48 46.42 242
8850 41.37 20.89 46.35 243
E875 41.44 20.93 46.43 243
8900 41.49 20.94 46.48 243
6925 34.30 18.72 39.07 241
6950 35.19 19,10 40.04 241
6975 35.20 19.45 40.21 241
7000 35,60 19,77 40,72 241
7025 36,26 19,59 41.22 241
7925 36.24 20.82 41.80 240
7950 36.62 20.82 42.13 240
7975 36.85 20.51 42.17 241
8000 36,89 20.58 42,24 241
8925 41.87 20.78 46,74 243
8950 41.82 20.88 46.74 243
8975 41.94 21.26 47.02 243
9000 42.16 20.72 46,98 244
C23_ '2.10 :3.IC _C.77 Z;_
7050 36.21 20.09 41.41 241
7075 36.01 20.75 41.56 240
7100 35.81 21.09 41.56 239
7125 35.53 21.52 41.55 239
7150 35.22 21.55 41.29 238
8050 37.72 20.28 42.83 242
8075 37.73 20.59 42.99 241
8100 38.20 20.47 43,34 242
8125 38.65 20.51 43.76 242
8150 38.68 20,98 44.00 241
9050 42.05 20.74 46,89 244
9075 42.20 20.69 47.00 244
9100 42.04 20.95 46.98 243
9125 42.31 20.74 47.12 244
9150 42.38 20.60 47.12 244
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL C8MPBNENT* WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WINO VEL8CITY PR_FIL_
TEST NUMBER 1272-9 02/25/68t 0259Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA AIT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9175 42.51 20.50 47.20 244 10175 45.34 17.53 48.61 249 11175 47.92 11.29 49.23 257
9200 42.44 20.33 47.06 244 10200 45.42 17,23 48.57 249 11200 47.19 11.42 48,56 256
9225 42.51 20.34 47.13 244 10225 44.96 10.70 47.96 249 11225 47.79 10,21 48.87 258
9250 43.05 20.41 47.64 264 10250 44.89 10.20 47,73 250 11250 48,26 9.68 49.26 258
9275 43,13 20.34 47.69 245 10275 44.98 15.84 47.69 250 11275 47.95 10,20 49.03 258
9300 43,35 20.01 47.74 245
9325 43.21 20.22 47.71 245
9350 43.88 19,92 48.19 245
9375 43,85 20,05 48,22 245
9400 43,55 19,92 4T,89 245
10300 44.95 15.71 47.61 251
10325 44.60 15.76 47.30 250
10350 44.55 15.55 47.19 251
10375 44.54 14.80 46.93 251
10400 44.71 15.00 47.16 251
11300 47.65 10.52 48.80 257
11325 47.35 10.84 48.57 257
11350 47.05 11.16 48.35 256
11375 46.74 11.48 48.13 256
11400 46,44 11.80 47.92 256
9425 44.14 19,37 48.20 246
9450 44.44 19.24 48.43 246
9475 44.14 19.40 48.21 246
9500 44.13 19.28 48.16 246
9525 44.43 19.01 48.33 247
10425 44.90 14.97 47,33 251
10450 45.28 14,42 47.52 252
10475 45.41 14.28 47.60 252
10500 46.03 14.48 68.26 252
10525 46.29 14.58 48.54 252
11425 47.00 10,57 48.17 257
11450 46.92 10.46 48.07 257
11475 46.81 10.97 48,08 257
11508 47.01 10.66 48.20 257
11525 47.00 10.66 48.19 257
9550 44.28 18.93 68.16 247
9575 44.33 18.80 48.15 247
9600 44.19 19.21 48,18 246
9625 44,30 19,00 48,20 247
9650 44._1 18.87 47.98 247
9675 43.96 18.89 47.85 247
9700 44.29 18.70 48.08 247
9725 44.30 18,72 48.10 247
9750 44.28 18.69 48.06 247
9775 44,99 18,47 48,63 247
10550 46.45 14,20 48.57 253
10575 46.44 14.52 48.65 252
10600 46.32 14,07 48.41 253
10625 46.65 12.28 48.24 255
10650 46.46 13.58 48.41 254
10675 46,87 14.24 48.51 253
10700 46.48 13.70 48.45 253
10725 46.80 13.01 48.58 254
10750 47.17 18.47 49.05 254
lOT75 47.4_ 13.16 49.23 254
11550 46.78 10,68 47,98 257
11575 46.80 9.56 47.77 258
11600 47,03 9.94 48,07 258
11625 46.83 10.24 47.94 257
11650 46,98 9.99 48.03 258
11675 47.09 9.85 48.11 258
ll?OO 47.00 9.69 47.99 258
11725 46,92 9.80 47.93 258
11750 46.63 10.07 47.71 258
11775 46.48 9.86 67.52 258
9800 45.22 18,84 48.99 247
9825 45,19 18.54 48.85 248
9850 45.42 17.97 4E.85 248
9875 45.09 18.53 48,75 247
9900 45.01 18,46 68,68 248
10800 47.58 12.27 49.14 255
10825 47.31 12,45 48.92 255
10850 47.58 12.76 49.26 255
10875 47.92 12.38 49,49 255
10900 48.26 11.90 49.71 256
ll8EO 46.71 9.81 47.73 258
11825 46.77 9.42 47*70 258
11850 46,69 8.71 67.49 259
11875 47.04 9,14 47.92 259
11900 47.07 9.73 48.06 258
9925 45.38 18,04 48.83 248
9950 45.47 18,08 4E.91 248
9975 45.83 17.82 49.17 249
lOOOO 46.12 18.03 49.52 248
10025 45.98 18,39 49.52 248
10050 45.62 18.55 49.24 248
10075 45.78 18.14 69.25 248
IOlOO 45.95 18.18 49,42 248
1012S 46.05 18.10 49,48 248
101S0 45.70 17.62 48.98 249
10925 48,21 11.99 49.68 256
10950 48.34 11.54 49.70 256
10975 48.64 1U,78 49.82 257
llOOO 48.53 11.34 49.88 257
11025 48.49 11.38 49.79 257
11050 48.11 II.24 49.40 257
11075 47.72 11.41 49.06 256
lllOO 48.53 11.18 49.80 257
11125 48.51 11.32 49.81 257
11150 48.00 1i.46 49.35 256
11925 47.00 10.17 48.09 258
11950 47.02 10.74 48.23 257
11975 46.97 10.68 48.17 257
12000 47.26 8.96 48.10 259
12025 47.58 11.38 48.92 256
12050 47.60 12.08 49.10 256
12075 48.06 11.93 49.51 256
12100 48.72 11.38 50.03 257
12125 48.88 12.30 50.41 256
12150 48,77. 13.49 50.60 254
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND OlRECTIBN
PAGE 232 TABLE 11-37(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1272-9 02/25/65t 0259ZI EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ US THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12175 49.34 13.51 51.15 255 13175 51.85 16.67 54.47 252
12200 49.68 13.26 51.42 255 13200 51.96 16.28 54.45 252
12225 49.45 13.89 51.36 254 13225 52.61 14.70 54°65 254
12250 50.17 15.68 52.58 252 13250 52.46 15.62 54.73 253
12275 50.43 16.4[ 53.03 252 13275 52.56 15.69 54.85 253
12300 51.02 17.29 53.87 251
12325 51.34 17.51 54.25 251
12350 51.26 17.38 54.13 251
12375 51.53 17.36 54.37 251
12400 51.45 17.89 54.47 251
13300 52.99 14.66 54.98 254
13325 52.85 14.74 54.87 254
13350 52.15 16.03 54.56 253
13375 51.94 15.65 54.25 253
13400 _1.74 16.06 54.17 253
12425 51.32 18.17 54.45 250
12450 51.80 17.62 54.71 251
12475 52.33 17.56 55.20 251
12500 52.93 17.17 55.65 252
12525 52.93 17.71 55.81 251
13425 52.06 16.53 54.62 252
13450 51.75 16.86 54.43 252
13475 50,87 17.70 53.86 251
13500 51.30 10.09 53+T7 252
13525 51.26 16.41 53.82 252
12550 52.03 [8.77 55.32 250
12575 52.92 17.76 55.82 251
12600 53.01 17.50 55.83 252
[2625 52.87 16*80 55.48 252
12650 52.68 17.78 55.60 251
13550 51.45 16.00 53.88 253
13575 51.34 15.56 53.64 253
13600 49.75 14.57 51.84 253
13625 50.74 14.73 52.84 254
13650 50.49 15.46 52.80 253
12675 52.71 18.C2 55.70 251
12700 52.76 18.38 55.87 251
12725 53.38 17.64 56.22 252
12750 53,54 16.88 56.14 252
12775 52,16 18.76 55.44 250
13675 49.64 17._5 52.58 251
13700 49.60 17.75 52.68 250
13725 49.64 10,99 52.47 251
13750 49.76 17.79 52.84 250
13775 49.75 18.27 53.00 250
12800 52.91 17.89 55.85 251
12825 53.32 16.07 55.68 253
12850 52.16 16.65 54.76 252
12875 51.94 17.66 54.86 251
12900 52.83 17.20 55.56 252
13800 49.28 19.13 52.87 249
13825 49.48 18.78 52.93 249
13850 49.30 18.53 52.67 249
13875 49.60 10.69 52.94 249
13900 50.18 17.33 53.09 251
12925 53.09 16.C7 55.47 253
12950 52.31 14.98 54.99 254
12975 53,00 15.06 55.10 254
13000 52.88 16.50 55.39 252
13025 52.87 16.79 55.47 282
13925 49.66 16.34 52.27 252
13950 49.12 1o.09 51.68 252
13975 48.09 15.53 50.53 252
14000 47.65 16.07 50.29 251
13050 52.82 16.09 55.21 253
13075 52.55 16.25 55.00 253
13100 52.55 16.10 54.96 253
13125 52.29 15.34 54.49 253
13150 52.09 16.G4 54.51 253
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENT, WZ • MERIOI_NAL E_MPBNENT, WS - WINC SPEED, THETA • HIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE ll-3B PAGE 233
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL2CITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER L639 03/09/65, OlOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALl WX k_Z WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT wx WE WS THETA
METE&S MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE RISEC M/SEO DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
200 11,65 -3.67 12.22 287 1200 12.84 -3.53 13.31 285 2200 16.24 -7,53 17.90 295
225 11,98 -3.68 12.53 287 1225 12.E8 -3.40 I3.32 288 2225 16,67 -7.00 18.08 293
25U 12.31 -3.34 12.75 285 1250 12.51 -3.El 13.02 286 2250 16,86 -6.41 18.03 291
275 12.ll -2.81 12.43 283 1275 12.37 -3.78 12.93 287 2275 17.11 -6.27 18.22 290
300 11,84 -2.38 12.07 281 1300 12.18 -3.91 12.80 288 2300 17.31 -6.06 18.34 289
325 11.91 -2.03 12.08 279
350 11.90 -1.91 12.05 279
375 I1.78 -1.79 II.89 278
400 11.71 -1.59 II.82 278
425 11.72 -1.32 11.80 276
1325 12.12 -4.09 12.79 288
1350 12.30 -4.21 13.00 289
1375 12.43 -4.33 13.16 289
1400 12.67 -4.46 13.43 289
1425 13.00 -4.75 13.84 290
2325 17.42 -5.91 18.40 289
2350 17.73 -6.06 18.74 289
2375 18.08 -6.05 19.06 288
2400 18.34 -5.94 19.28 288
2425 18.82 -5.79 19.69 287
450 11.69 -1.14 11.74 275
475 11.90 -0.99 11.94 275
500 12.23 -0.85 12.25 274
525 12.38 -0,70 12.40 273
550 12.31 -0.42 12.32 272
1450 13.20 -S.02 14.13 291
1475 13.09 -5.13 14.06 291
1500 13.01 -8.37 14.07 292
1525 12.87 -5.58 14.03 293
1550 12.68 -3.69 13.90 294
2450 19.18 -5.52 19.96 286
2475 19.20 -5.21 19.90 285
2500 19.38 -4.95 20.00 284
2525 19.69 -4.96 20.31 284
2550 19.78 -5.19 20.45 285
575 12.06 -O.16 12.06 271
600 12.05 0.03 12.05 270
625 12.21 0.17 12.21 269
650 12.32 0,38 12.32 268
675 12.21 0.71 12.23 267
1575 12.E2 -5.79 14.07 294
1600 13.10 -5.86 14.35 294
1625 13.52 -6.02 14.81 294
1650 13.42 -6.05 14.72 294
1675 13.48 -6.15 14.82 294
2575 19.79 -5.27 20.48 285
2600 19.74 -5.25 20.43 285
2625 19.71 -5.37 20.42 285
2650 19.$4 -5.28 20.24 285
2673 19.04 -5.3l 19.77 285
700 12.02 0.93 12.06 265
725 11.94 1.03 11.98 265
750 11o77 0.98 11.81 265
775 II.71 0.78 11.73 266
800 11.84 0.38 11.84 268
1700 13.E5 -6.32 15.23 294
1725 13.95 -6.27 15.30 294
1750 13.75 -6.12 15.05 294
1773 13.86 -5.99 15.10 293
1800 14.03 -6.16 15.32 294
2700 18.71 -5.7_ 19.57 287
2725 18.65 -5.97 19.58 288
2750 19.08 -5.88 19.97 287
2775 19.98 -5,55 20.73 285
2800 20.BO -5.35 21.28 284
825 12.18 -O.2O 12.16 271
850 12.07 -0.95 12.11 274
875 II.87 -1.76 12.00 278
gO0 11.69 -2.28 11.91 281
925 II.5E -2.91 11.94 284
1825 14.21 -6.51 1S.63 294
1850 14.31 -6.74 15182 295
1875 14.42 -6.99 16.02 296
1900 14.SE -7.21 16.25 296
1925 14.51 -7.31 I6.25 297
2825 20.96 -5.51 21.67 285
2850 21.36 -8.78 22.13 285
2875 21.62 -5.55 22.32 284
2900 22.03 -5.13 22.62 283
2925 22.48 -5.06 23.04 283
950 11.84 -3.80 12.44 288
975 12,12 -4.93 13.08 292
lOOO 12.26 -5.58 13.47 294
1025 12.22 -5.49 13.39 294
1950 14.65 -7.42 16.42 297
1975 14.82 -7.42 16.57 296
2000 14.77 -7.42 16.53 296
2025 14.89 -7.54 16.69 297
_u_u l_.Lu -r._v LO._U Z_¢
2950 22.69 -5.33 23.31 283
2975 23.10 -6.04 23.88 284
3000 23.80 -6.33 24.62 285
3025 24.06 -6.24 24.86 284
3050 24.11 -6.04 24.85 284
1075 12.24 -5.11 13.26 292
1100 12.68 -5.05 13.65 292
1125 13.04 -4.86 13.91 290
1150 12.86 -4.58 13.65 289
1175 12.67 -4.04 13.29 288
2075 15.24 -7.71 17.08 297
2100 15.36 -7.89 17.25 297
2125 15.21 -8.07 17.22 298
2150 15.34 -8.19 17.39 298
2175 15.77 -7.95 17.66 297
3075 24.28 -5.53 24.91 283
3100 24.69 -5.13 25.22 282
3125 25.33 -4.78 25.78 281
3150 25.74 -4.67 26.16 280
3175 26.08 -4.70 26.50 280
ALT= ALTIIUDE, wx = ZONAL CCMP2NENT, WZ = MERIDIBkAL C2MPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEEDe THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RROAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL2CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1639 03209265_ DIODE, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALE WX WZ WS IHETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX wz WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEO OEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
3200 26.28 --4.82 26.72 280 4200 32.79 -3.25 32.95 275 5200 36.94 -3.86 37.14 276
3225 26.19 -4.87 26.63 280 4225 32.84 -3.06 32.98 275 5225 37.29 -3.69 37.47 275
3250 26.34 -4.81 2E.78 280 4250 32.86 -2.85 32.98 275 5250 37.33 -3.53 37.49 275
3275 26.76 -4.85 27.20 280 4275 32.89 -2.57 32.99 274 5275 31.57 -3.16 37.70 275
3300 26,99 -4.95 27.44 28C 4300 32.60 -2.84 32.72 275 5300 38.08 -2.71 38.18 274
3325 27.36 -5.25 27.86 281
3350 27.61 -5.56 28.16 281
3375 27.65 -5.65 28.23 281
3400 27.39 -5.74 27.99 282
3425 27.15 -5.78 27.7b 282
4325 32.40 -3.IS 32.55 275
4350 32.60 -3.19 32.75 275
4375 32.61 -3.15 32.77 275
4400 32.57 -3.18 32.72 275
4425 32.80 -3.24 32.96 275
5325 38.12 -2.35 38.20 273
5350 38.22 -2.11 38.28 273
5375 38.67 -1.99 38.72 273
54D0 38.99 -2.00 39.05 273
5425 39.00 -2.04 39.05 273
3450 27.07 -5.56 27.63 281
3475 26.89 -5.44 27.43 281
3500 26.71 -5.41 27.26 281
3525 26.56 -5.48 27.12 281
3550 26.55 -5.60 27.14 282
4450 32.92 -2.93 33.05 275
4475 32.78 -2.72 32.90 275
4500 32.84 -2.97 32.97 215
4525 33.05 -3.11 33.20 275
4550 33.09 -2.81 33.21 275
5450 38.96 -2.14 39.02 273
5475 38.98 -2.37 39.07 274
5500 39,13 -2.77 39.22 274
5525 39.49 -2.67 39.58 274
5550 39.55 -2.73 39.64 274
3575 26.71 _5.76 27.32 282
3600 26.88 -5.93 27.53 282
3625 27.11 -6.02 27.77 282
3650 27.62 -6.03 28.27 282
367_ 28.15 -5.70 28.72 281
4575 33.26 -2.42 33.34 274
4600 33.43 -2.58 33.53 274
4625 33.77 -2.95 33.90 275
4E50 34.17 -3.43 34.34 276
4675 34.13 -3.93 34.36 276
5575 39.48 -2.65 39.57 274
5600 39.89 -2.57 39.97 274
5625 40.15 -2.70 40.24 274
5650 40.07 -2.71 40.16 274
5675 40.18 -3.03 40.30 274
3700 28.76 -5.32 29.25 280
3725 29.28 -4.86 29.69 279
3750 29.61 -4.30 29.92 278
3775 29.78 -4.05 30.06 278
3800 29.79 _4.03 30.06 278
4700 34.16 -4.17 34.41 277
4725 34.27 -4.54 34.57 277
4750 34.35 -_.40 34.63 277
4775 34.70 -3.85 34.91 276
4800 34.92 -3.35 35.0B 275
5700 40.43 -3.42 40.58 275
5725 40.52 -3.41 40.67 275
5750 40.57 -3.87 40.76 275
5775 40.90 -4.62 41.16 276
5800 41.35 -5.15 41.67 277
3825 29.51 _4.06 29.79 278
3850 29.02 -3.96 29.29 278
3875 28.80 -3.97 29.08 278
3900 28.74 -4.14 29.03 278
3925 28.92 -6.39 29.26 278
4823 34.97 -3.08 35.11 275
4850 35.32 -2.92 35.44 275
4875 35.82 -2.48 35.91 274
4900 36.21 -2.07 36.27 273
4925 36.34 -2.04 36.40 273
5825 A1.84 -5.79 42.24 278
5850 42.24 -6.12 42.69 278
5875 42.49 -6.47 42.98 278
5900 42.68 -7,18 63.28 279
5925 42.99 -7.49 43.64 280
3950 29.49 -4.65 29.85 279
3975 29.97 -4.80 30.36 279
4000 30.40 -5.14 30.84 279
4025 30.90 -5.31 31.36 280
4050 31.54 -5.22 31.97 279
4950 36.63 -2.19 36.70 273
4973 36.84 -2.44 36.92 274
5000 36.88 -2.73 36.98 275
5025 36.97 -2.94 37.09 274
5050 36.99 -3.05 37.12 275
5950 43.22 -7.75 43.91 280
5975 A3.26 -7.87 43.97 280
6000 43,26 -7.95 43.98 280
6025 43.41 -8.13 44.16 280
6050 43.68 -7.98 44.40 280
4075 31.85 -S.06 32.25 279
4100 31.95 -4.72 32.30 278
4125 32.21 -4.30 32.49 277
4150 32.36 _4.01 32.60 277
4175 32.56 -3.72 32.7E 276
5075 36.94 -3.23 37.08 275
5100 36.87 -3.89 37.05 275
5125 36.90 -3.96 37.11 276
5150 36.75 -3.93 36.96 276
5175 36.64 -3.83 36.84 276
6075 43.92 -8.24 44.68 280
6100 44.12 -8.30 44.89 280
6123 44.51 -7.69 45.17 280
6150 44.80 -7.62 45.44 279
6175 5A.94 -7.62 45.58 279
ALT• ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MP_NENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL C2MPBNENT, WS " WIND SPEED, IHETA ffi WIND OIRECTI2N
PAGE234 TABLE 11-38 (con't)
EPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL8DITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1639 03109165, 0100ZI EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT Wx W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
_kETE_S M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC NISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
&200 45.08 -7.57 45.71 279 7200 48.03 -I.80 48.06 272 8200 61.54 -9.35 62.24 278
6225 45.[1 -7.72 45.76 280 7225 48.08 -1.45 48.11 272 8225 62.33 -8.73 62.94 278
6250 45.34 -7.49 45.96 279 7250 48.09 -1.69 48.12 272 8250 62.90 -8.03 63.4} 277
6275 45.42 -7.52 46.04 279 T275 48.21 -2.19 48.26 2T2 8275 63.15 -7.90 63.65 277
6300 45.38 -7.28 45.96 279 7300 48.28 -2.39 52.27 273 8300 63.7X -8.67 64.30 278
6325 45.40 -6.75 45.90 278
6350 45.31 -6.44 45.76 278
6375 45.35 -6.11 45.76 277
6400 85.40 -5.90 45.78 277
6425 45.33 --5.68 45.68 277
7325 48.I4 -2.24 48.19 272
7350 48.06 -2.10 48.11 272
7375 48.46 -2.56 48.53 273
7400 48.74 -2.94 48.83 273
7425 48.80 -3.12 48.90 273
8325 64.37 -9.48 65.07 278
8350 64.68 -10.32 65.50 279
8375 65.06 -10.44 65.89 279
8400 65.22 -10.70 66.10 279
8625 65.35 -10.97 66.27 279
6450 65.64 -5.47 45.77 277
6475 45.14 -5.50 46.07 277
6500 45.86 -5.33 46.16 276
6525 45.8O -4.74 46.04 276
655O 45.57 -4.51 45.79 275
7450 48.84 -3.10 48.94 273
7475 48.75 -3.25 48.86 274
7500 48.87 -6.16 49.04 275
7525 49.11 -4.84 49.35 275
7550 49.54 -5.40 49.83 276
8450 65.83 -11.12 66.76 279
8475 66.20 -11.36 67.16 280
8500 66.60 -11.71 67.42 280
8525 66.55 -12.09 67.64 280
8550 66.65 -11.86 67.70 280
6578 45.55 -4.43 45.76 275
6600 45.79 -4.27 45.99 275
6625 45.99 -4.11 46.18 275
6650 46.05 -3.96 46.22 275
6675 46.04 -4.08 46.22 275
7575 49.97 -5.64 50.29 276
7600 50.06 -5.99 50.42 277
7625 50.2I -6.33 50.61 277
7650 50.38 -6.62 50.81 277
7675 50,52 -7.38 51.05 278
8575 66.93 -10.99 67.82 279
8600 67.12 -11.19 68.05 279
8625 66.53 -11.83 67.57 280
8650 66.58 -12.09 67.67 280
8675 66.63 -12.35 67.76 280
6700 46.07 -4.20 66.26 275
6725 _6.52 -4.15 46.50 275
6750 46.46 -4.27 46.68 275
6775 46.48 -4.49 46.69 275
6800 46.74 -4.46 66.96 275
7700 51.01 -8.20 51.66 279
7725 51.84 -8.68 52.37 279
7750 52.00 -8.79 52.74 279
7775 51.90 -9.36 52.73 280
7800 51.87 -9.71 52.77 280
8700 66.67 -12.60 67.86 281
8725 66.72 -12.86 67.95 281
8750 66.77 -13.12 68.05 281
8775 66.82 -13.38 68.I4 281
8800 66.87 -13.63 68.26 281
6825 46.91 -4.43 47.12 275
6850 46.86 -4.76 47.10 276
6875 47.10 -4.79 47.35 276
6800 47.30 -4.61 47.55 275
6925 47.07 -4.98 47.35 276
7825. 52.15 -10.02 53.11 281
7850 52.62 -10.48 53.65 281
7875 53.38 -10.83 54.47 281
7900 53.79 -11.49 55.00 282
7925 54.35 -11.94 55.65 282
8825 66.91 -13.89 68.34 Z82
8850 66.96 -14.15 68.44 282
8875 67.0l -16.40 68.54 282
89D0 67.06 -14.66 68.64 282
8925 67.10 -14.92 68.74 282
6950 46.95 -5.15 47.24 276
6975 46.97 -4.95 47.23 276
7000 &6.83 -4.68 47.06 276
7025 46.64 -4.41 46.84 275
7050 46.44 --4.1B 46.63 275
7950 54.76 -12.26 56.11 282
7975 55.03 -12.31 56.39 282
8000 55.74 =12.64 57.16 283
8025 56.65 -12.86 58.09 283
8050 57.71 -12.90 59.14 282
8950 67.15 -15.17 68.85 283
8975 67.45 -15.67 69.24 283
9000 67.79 -16.33 69.73 283
9025 68.37 -16.79 70.40 284
9050 68.67 -17.59 70.88 284
7075 46.26 -3.63 46.40 275
7100 46.24 -3.35 46.36 274
7125 46.63 -3.36 46.75 274
7150 47.16 -2.69 47.24 273
7175 47.63 _2.25 47.68 273
8075 58.75 -12.67 6O.lO 282
8100 59.5[ -11.91 60.69 281
8125 59.86 -11.36 60.93 281
8150 60.32 -10.67 61.26 280
8175 60.82 -9.93 61.69 279
9075 68.65 -[8.07 70.99 285
91C0 69.03 -17.65 71.25 284
9125 69.19 -17.27 71.31 284
9150 69.54 -17.21 71.64 284
9175 69.65 -17.45 71.80 284
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL C_MP2NENT, WZ = MERIDI2NAL COMPSNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WEND VELSCIT7 PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1639 03/09/65, DIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 wS THETA
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
9200 69.50 -18.09 71.82 284 I0220 69.49 -21.70 72.8D 287 lI2DO 68.70 -16.16 70.58 283
9225 69.84 -18.00 72.12 284 10225 70.13 -20.97 73.20 286 11225 68.66 -15.87 70.47 283
9250 70.15 -18.09 72.45 284 10250 70.19 -21.04 73.28 287 11250 68.74 -16.26 70.64 283
9275 70.50 -17.39 72.61 284 10275 69.49 -22.70 73.11 288 11275 68.83 -16.09 70.69 283
9300 70.37 -17.77 72.58 284 10300 69.77 -23.60 73.65 289 11300 68.48 -15.26 70.15 282
9325 70.16 -18.99 72.68 285
9350 70.49 -18.54 72.89 285
9375 70.47 -18.37 72.83 284
9400 70.43 -18.38 72.78 284
9425 70.62 -18.13 72.9I 284
10325 69.97 -23.07 73.67 288
10350 70.32 -22.49 73.83 288
10375 70.55 -23.27 74.29 288
10400 70.83 -23.46 74.61 288
10425 70.47 -24.17 74.50 289
11325 68.53 -14.60 70.07 282
11350 68.29 -15.03 69.93 282
I1375 68.14 -14.71 69.71 282
11400 67.86 -13.13 69.12 281
11425 68.23 -11.66 69.22 280
9450 70.44 -18.23 72.76 284
9475 70.44 -18.03 =72.71 284
9500 70.59 -18.09 72.87 284
9825 70.49 -18.35 72.86 284
9550 70.14 -18.30 72.49 285
10450 70.11 -24.45 74.25 289
L0475 70.66 -23.88 74.59 288
10500 70.44 -23.99 74.41 289
10525 69.97 -22.90 73.63 288
10550 70.25 -24.19 74.30 289
11450 68.46 -12.95 69.68 281
11475 67.97 -14.99 69.60 282
llSOO 68.97 -12.44 70*08 280
11525 70.33 -10.50 71.11 278
11550 70.30 -10.75 71.12 279
9575 69.73 -18.63 72.18 285
9000 69.76 -18.86 72.16 28b
9625 69.58 -18.51 71.99 285
9650 69.44 -19.13 72.02 285
9675 69.56 -18.68 72.00 285
10575 70.29 -24.34 74.39 289
10600 70.59 -23.12 74.28 288
10625 70.33 -24.86 74.60 289
10550 69.93 -26.10 74.64 290
10675 69.97 -25.62 74.52 290
11575 70.65 -10.32 71.40 278
llbO0 70.92 -9.71 71.58 278
11625 71.20 -9.10 71.78 277
11650 72.22 -6.74 72.53 275
11675 72.16 -7.10 72.51 275
9700 69.50 -L8.68 7L.97 285
9?25 69.29 -19.05 71.86 285
9?50 69.54 -19.03 72. L0 285
9775 69.74 -19.39 72.38 285
9800 69.57 -19.27 72.I8 285
lOTO0 69.91 -25.55 7_.43 290
10725 70.II -26.01 74.78 290
10750 69.94 -26.19 74.68 290
10775 69.22 -27.36 74.43 291
10800 69.26 -27.03 74.34 291
11700 72.57 -6.52 72.86 275
11725 73.37 -5.94 73.61 274
11750 74.35 -4.55 74.49 273
11775 74.86 -3.89 74.96 273
11800 74.74 -4.51 74.88 273
9b25 69.80 -19.17 72.39 285
9850 69.86 -19.38 72.b0 285
987S 69.88 -19.19 72.56 78_
99OO 70.12 -|8.9O 72.62 28_
9925 7O.32 -1g.34 72.93 285
10825 69.27 -26.77 74.27 291
10R50 68.96 -25.57 73.53 290
10875 68.77 -23.88 72.80 289
10900 68.62 -23.60 72.57 289
I0925 o8.51 -22.96 72.20 288
11825 75.16 -3.69 75.75 273
11850 75.45 -2.36 75.49 272
11875 75.49 -4.75 75.61 273
11900 75.46 -4.9O 76.62 275
11925 75.44 -5.54 75.64 274
9950 7_.59 -19.25 73.17 285
9975 70.53 -19.70 73.23 285
I0000 70.46 -2O.38 73.35 286
I0_25 7O.74 -20. I0 73.55 286
I0_50 7O.67 -19.68 73.36 285
L0950 68.35 -22.53 71.96 288
L0975 68.20 -23.02 71.98 288
llOOO 68.07 -21.54 71.40 287
11025 67.85 -20.15 70.78 286
11050 68.04 -18.82 70.60 285
11950 75.41 -7.03 75.73 275
11975 76.23 -5.h4 76.63 274
120OO 76.88 -4._4 77.O2 273
12025 77.O8 -6.O4 77.32 274
12O5O 78.17 -4.75 78.31 273
10075 70.80 -19.73 73.49 285
lOlO0 70.92 -20.02 73.70 286
10125 70.39 -20.15 73.22 286
I0150 69.83 -20.88 72.89 286
10175 69.56 -21.68 72.80 287
11075 68.39 -17.79 70.67 284
lIlO0 68.38 -17.61 70.61 284
11125 68.R5 -17.43 70.64 284
11150 67.98 -17.42 70.18 284
Ill75 67.88 -17.59 70.12 28R
12075 78.22 -5.28 78.40 274
121C0 78.52 -5.82 78.?3 2?4
12125 78.82 -5.73 79.02 274
12150 77.85 -7.11 T8.[7 275
12175 77.84 -7.21 78.17 275
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX _ ZONAL C_MPCNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NaL C_MPONENT, WS = WIND SPEEO, THETA = WIN_ DIRECTIgN
TABLE 11-38(con't)
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FPS-16 RADARIJIBSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1639 03109165, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ wS IHETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
12200 77.83 -7.32 78.18 275 13200 58.88 -17.74 61.49 287 14200 56.62 0.82 56.63 269
12225 77.82 -7.42 78.18 275 13225 58.75 -17.78 61.38 287 14225 56.69 1.15 56.70 269
t2250 77.81 -7.52 78.18 275 13250 58.62 -[7.82 6[.27 287 14250 56.63 [.27 56.64 269
i2275 77,81 -7.63 78.18 275 13275 58.50 -17.85 61,16 287 14275 56.56 1.39 56.58 268
12300 77.90 -8.57 70.37 276 13300 58.37 -17.89 61.05 287 14300 56.50 1,51 56.52 268
12325 78.05 -8.40 78.50 276
12J50 78.06 -9.35 78.62 277
12375 78.10 -10.27 78.77 217
I2400 78.25 -9.25 78.79 277
12425 78.04 -8.72 78,52 276
13325 58.24 -17.93 60.94 287
13350 58.12 -17.97 60°83 287
13375 54.£0 -15.75 57.11 286
13400 54.70 -15.29 56.B0 285
13425 54.51 -[4.84 56.49 285
I4325 56.43 1.62 56.46 268
I4350 56.37 1.74 56.39 268
14375 56.30 [.86 56.33 268
[4400 56.24 1.98 56.27 268
14425 56.17 2.10 56.2l 268
12450 77.48 -12.29 78.45 279
12475 77.56 -11.99 78.48 279
12500 77.63 -11.69 78.50 278
12525 77.52 -11.57 76.38 278
I2550 77.42 -11.45 78.26 278
13450 54.22 -13.85 55.96 284
13475 55.13 -7.59 55.65 278
I3500 53.62 -9.83 54.51 280
13525 53.56 -9.93 54.47 280
13550 53.50 -lO.O3 54.43 280
t4450 56.11 2.22 56.15 268
14475 56.05 2.34 56.09 267
[4500 55.70 2.65 55.76 267
I4525 55.35 2.96 55.43 267
14550 55.00 3.27 55.10 266
12575 77.34 -11.70 78.22 278
12600 77.26 -11.95 78.18 279
12625 77.19 -13.89 78.43 280
[2650 76.96 -15.75 78.56 281
12675 76,85 -16.[6 78.53 282
13575 53,43 -[0o13 54.39 281
13600 53,06 -6.63 53.47 277
13625 53.20 -6.54 53.60 277
13650 53.44 -6.89 53.89 277
13675 53.X5 -7.70 53.71 278
i4575 54.65 3.58 54.77 266
14600 54.66 3.66 54.78 266
14625 54.66 3.73 54.79 266
14650 54.67 3.81 54.80 266
14675 54.75 5.97 55.07 264
12700 76.73 -16.56 78.50 282
12725 76.03 -17.01 77.91 282
12750 73.50 -[8.09 75.69 284
12775 73.39 -18.02 75.57 284
12800 73.28 -17.95 75.45 284
[3700 53.94 -3.78 54.07 274
13725 54.30 -3.26 54.40 273
13750 54.66 -2,74 54.73 273
13775 55*02 -2.22 55.07 272
13800 55,39 -[.70 55.41 272
[4700 54.83 6.45 55.2l 263
14725 54.92 6.94 55.36 263
147'50 53.74 5o6_ 54.03 264
14775 53.57 5.53 53.85 264
[4800 53.39 5.47 53.67 264
I2825 73.18 -17.88 75.33 284
12850 73.07 -17.81 75.21 284
12875 70.32 -18.18 72.63 284
[2900 68.92 -19.94 71.75 286
12925 67.78 -I9.00 70.39 285
13825 55.47 -1.62 55.49 271
13850 55.55 -l.54 55.57 271
13875 55.63 -1.47 55.65 271
13900 55.7E -1.39 55.73 271
13925 55,79 -1.31 55.81 271
I4825 53.22 5.4[ 53.49 264
14850 53.05 5.34 53.31 264
14875 52.92 5.31 53.19 264
[49C0 52.80 5.28 53.07 264
14925 52.68 5.24 52.94 264
12950 66.81 -17.51 69.07 285
12975 66.66 -18.24 69.11 285
13000 65,17 -19.14 67.93 286
13025 64.29 -19.89 67.29 287
13050 63.40 -20.64 66.68 288
13950 55.87 -[.23 55.88 27l
13975 55.95 -1.16 55.96 271
14000 56.03 -1.08 56.04 271
14025 56,11 -[.00 56.12 271
14050 56.19 -0.92 56.20 274
14950 52.56 5.21 52.82 264
14975 52.44 5.18 52.69 264
15000 52.13 4.69 52.34 265
15025 51,82 4.20 51.99 265
15050 50.61 4_89 50.85 264
13075 82.97 -20.79 66.32 288
13100 62.55 -20.94 65.96 288
13125 62.12 -21.10 65.61 289
13150 60.96 -18.14 63.60 286
13175 59.01 -17.70 61.60 287
14075 56.27 -0.85 56.28 271
14100 56.34 -0.51 56.35 270
14125 56.41 -0.18 56.41 270
14150 56.48 0.[5 56,48 270
[4175 56.55 0.48 56.55 269
15075 51.15 11.05 52.33 258
15100 49.9l 7.86 50.53 26l
15125 51.05 4.00 51.20 265
15150 50.89 3.86 51.03 265
15175 50.73 3.7l 50.86 266
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CgMPQNENTt WZ = MERIOIffNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITy PRQFI[E
TEST NUMBER 1639 03109/65, 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLQRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE DEC
15200 50.62 3.53 50.74 266
15225 50.51 3.36 50.62 266
15250 50.41 3.18 50.51 266
15275 50.30 3.01 50.39 266
15300 50.[9 2.83 50.27 267
I5325 49.28 1.67 49.30 268
15350 49.29 [.77 49.32 268
15375 49.29 [.87 49.33 268
[5400 49.30 1.97 49.34 288
15425 49.31 2.07 49.55 267
15450 49.32 2.18 49.37 267
15475 45.71 -3.04 45.82 274
[5000 48.87 2.71 48.94 267
15525 48.86 2.55 48.93 267
[5550 48.86 2.39 48.92 267
15575 48.86 2.24 48.91 267
15600 48.85 2.08 48.90 267
15625 48.64 I.[[ 48.66 268
15650 48.43 0.14 48.43 270
15675 42.20 -0.43 48.21 270
15700 47.98 -1.00 47.99 271
15725 47.75 -1.57 47.77 272
15750 46.39 -4.I9 46.57 275
15775 45.02 -6.8I 45.54 278
15800 4&.92 -6.87 45.44 278
I5825 44.81 -6.94 45.35 279
15850 44.71 -7.01 45.25 279
15875 44.60 -7.07 45.16 279
15900 84.49 -7.[4 45.06 279
15925 44.59 -7.20 44.97 279
15950 44.28 -7.27 44.88 279
15975 44.18 -7.34 44.78 279
[6000 43.71 -6.99 44.27 279
16025 43.25 -6.64 43.76 279
16050 42.79 -6.29 43.25 278
[6075 41.53 -11.08 42.99 285
16100 41.22 -[0.45 42.52 284
16125 40,91 -9.18 42.07 285
16150 40.61 -9.13 41.62 282
16175 40.58 -9.08 41.58 282
ALT _ ALTIIUDE, WX = Z2NAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIB_AL C_MPBNENI, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT wx WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
16200 40.55 -9.02 41.54 282
16225 40.52 -8.97 41.50 282
[6250 40.49 -8.92 41.46 282
16275 40.46 -8.86 41.41 282
16300 40.43 -8.81 41.37 282
[6325 40.40 -8.75 41.33 282
16350 40.37 -8.70 41.29 282
16575 40.34 -8.64 41.25 282
16400 40.31 -8.59 41.21 282
16425 40.28 -8.53 41.17 282
[6450 38.68 -8.58 39.62 282
16475 38.63 -8.62 39.58 282
16500 38°58 -8.66 39.54 282
16525 38.54 -8.70 39.51 283
16550 38.49 -8.74 39.47 283
16575 38.45 -8.78 39.44 283
16600 37.24 -7.16 37.92 281
[6625 36.87 -0,41 36.87 270
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
PAGE236
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
62S 7.84 -6.30 10.05 309
650 7.75 -6.44 10.08 310
675 7.58 -6.45 9,95 310
700 7.47 -6.79 10.09 312
725 7.35 -7.47 10.48 315
TABLE 11-39
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPMERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1654 03109165, [OO6ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG MEIERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
1625 10,57 --4.90 11.85 295 262S 19o17 -E.63 21.02 294
1650 11.63 -5.14 12.72 294 2650 19.03 -9.11 21.10 295
1675 11.53 -4.63 12.42 292 2675 19.16 -9.47 21.38 296
1700 11,61 -4.02 12.29 289 2700 19=36 -9,78 21.69 297
1725 10.96 -3.55 11.52 288 2725 19.$5 -9,96 21.94 297
750 7.48 -8.14 11.05 317
775 7.77 -8.71 11.68 318
800 7.71 -9.18 11.99 320
525 7,45 -9.65 12.19 322
850 7.67 -10.41 12.92 323
875 7.15 -10.68 12.85 326
900 6.41 -10.30 12.15 328
925 6.55 -9.94 11.90 326
950 6.37 -9.59 11,52 326
975 6.01 -9.20 10.99 327
I000 5.98 -8.74 10.59 325
1025 6.06 -8.28 10.26 324
1050 6.26 -7.93 10.10 322
1075 6.35 -7.64 9.94 320
II00 6.52 -7.33 9.81 318
1125 6.60 -7.05 9.65 317
1150 6.36 -7,06 9,50 318
117S 6.57 -6.94 9.56 316
1200 7.48 -6,39 9.84 310
1225 8.55 -5,91 10.40 308
1250 9.29 -5.41 10.75 300
1275 9.69 -4.98 10.90 297
1300 I0.II -4.86 11.22 296
1325 10.75 I4,90 11.82 294
1350 11.46 -5,13 12,55 294
1375 11.56 -5.18 12.67 294
1400 11.28 -4.91 12.50 293
1425 11.29 -4.68 12,22 292
1450 11.42 -4.87 12.41 293
I875 11.76 -5.31 12.91 294
1500 12.33 -5.44 13.47 294
1525 12.57 -5.40 13.68 293
1550 12.46 -5*32 13.55 293
1575 12.12 -5.21 13.19 293
1600 10.71 -4.80 11.75 294
1750 10.99 -3.85 11.65 289
1775 12.28 -%.39 15.04 289
1800 13.02 -4.56 13.80 289
1825 13.35 -4.75 14.17 289
1850 11.35 -4.15 12.09 290
2750 19.61 -9.88 21.96 297
2775 19.47 -9.62 21.72 296
2SOD 19.32 -9.49 21.53 296
2825 19.30 -9.57 21.54 296
2850 19.33 -9,64 21.60 296
1875 10.17 -3.78 10.85 290
1900 11.67 -4.57 12.53 291
1925 13.34 -5.53 1,.45 292
1950 11.07 -4.80 12.07 293
1975 10.02 -4.5 B II.02 294
2875 19.40 -9.73 21.71 296
2900 19.48 -9.79 21.80 297
2925 19.52 -9.73 21.81 296
2950 19.49 -9.72 21.77 296
2975 19.62 -9.44 21.77 296
2000 12.02 -5.69 13.30 295
2025 11.97 -5.76 13.28 296
2050 11.66 -5.65 12.96 296
2075 13.70 -6,83 15.31 296
2100 15.23 -7.93 17.17 297
3000 20.08 -9.22 22°09 294
3025 20.45 I9.08 22.37 294
3050 20.$9 -8,92 22.44 293
3075 20.82 -8.91 22.65 293
3100 20.92 -8.91 22.73 293
2125 15.84 -8.46 17.95 298
2150 15.98 I8.70 18.19 298
2175 16.25 -8.93 18.54 299
2200 16.55 -9.18 18.92 299
2225 16.69 -9.31 19.11 299
3125 21.01 I819_ 22.83 293
3150 21.22 -8.82 22.98 292
3175 21.33 -8.66 23.02 292
3200 21.43 -8.60 23.09 292
3225 21.52 I8.89 23.28 292
2250 16.95 -9.36 19.36 299
2275 17.20 -9.55 19.67 299
2300 17.17 -9.91 19.82 300
2325 16.90 -9,90 19.59 300
2350 16.71 -9.79 19.37 300
3250 21.57 -9.26 23.47 293
3275 21.26 -9.56 23.31 294
3300 20.97 -I0.01 23.23 295
3325 Z0.89 -10.25 23.27 296
3350 20.61 -I0.41 23.09 297
2375 16.51 -9.59 19.10 300
2400 16.14 -9.15 18.55 299
2425 15.78 -8.87 18.10 299
2450 15.90 -8.65 18.11 298
2475 16.34 -8.28 18.31 297
3375 20.42 -10.48 22.95 297
3400 20.19 -10.36 22.69 297
3425 19.98 -10,20 22.43 297
3450 19.61 -9.86 21.95 29T
3475 19.28 -9.56 21.52 296
2500 16.96 -7.98 18.74 295
2525 17.87 -7.91 19.54 294
2550 18.46 -7.80 20.04 293
2575 18.75 -7.80 20.31 292
2600 19.13 -8.11 20.78 293
3500 19.13 -9.51 21.36 296
3525 18.82 -9,45 21.06 296
3550 18.50 -9.41 20.76 297
3575 18.66 -9.67 21.02 297
3600 19.53 -lO.lO 21.99 297
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ • MERIDIBNAL C8MPgNENT* WS • WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTI@N
ALT wX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
3625 20.05 -I0.19 22.49 297
3650 20.23 -9.97 22.55 296
3675 20.69 -I0.C4 23,00 296
3700 21.01 -10.57 23.52 297
3725 21.08 -10.79 23.68 297
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1656 03/09/651 IOO6Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
ALT WX MZ WS TPETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
4625 36.98 -7.91 37.81 282 5625 45.62 -6.38 46,07 278
4650 36.41 -7.73 37.22 282 5650 45.45 -6.05 45.85 277
4675 36.10 -7.76 36.93 282 5675 45.28 -5.41 45.61 277
4700 35.95 -7.97 36.82 282 5700 45.04 -4.79 45.29 276
4725 36.29 -8.14 37.19 282 5725 44.68 -4.56 44.92 276
3750 21.23 -11.15 23.98 298
3775 21.74 -12.02 24.84 299
3800 22.51 -12.51 25.76 299
3825 23.14 -12.91 26,49 299
3850 23.62 -13.52 27.22 300
3875 24.31 -13.91 28.01 300
3900 25.20 -14.14 28.90 299
3925 26.04 -14.32 29.71 299
3950 26.E6 -14.24 50°40 298
3975 27.36 -13.70 30.60 296
4000 27.84 -13.13 30.78 295
4025 28.31 -12 99 31.15 294
4050 28.80 -12.69 31.47 294
4075 29.32 -12.19 31.75 292
4100 29.76 -12,11 32.13 292
_125 30.10 -12.C7 32.43 292
4150 30.28 -11,90 32.54 291
4175 30.54 -11.73 32,71 291
4200 30.81 -11.55 32.90 290
4225 31.27 -11.36 33.27 290
4250 31.91 -II.13 33.79 259
4275 32.20 -I0.81 33.96 288
4300 32.61 -10.45 54.24 258
4325 33.13 -10.21 34,67 287
435O 33,72 -9,59 35.O6 256
4375 34.47 -8.50 35.50 284
6400 35.10 -7.69 35.93 282
4425 35.59 -7.66 36.37 282
4450 36.04 -7.78 3E.87 252
4475 36.69 -8.20 37.60 252
6500 37.27 -8.35 38,19 282
6525 37.68 -8.25 38.58 282
&550 37.98 -8.22 38°86 282
4575 37.82 -8.28 38.72 282
4600 37.44 -8.15 58.32 282
4750 37*02 -8.35 37.95 283
4775 37.63 -U.53 38.59 283
4800 38.34 -8.50 39.27 282
4825 38,87 -_.46 39.78 282
4850 39.07 -8.42 39.97 282
5750 44.63 -4.49 44.85 276
5775 44.71 -4.64 44.95 276
5800 44.80 -5.05 45.08 276
5825 44.95 -5,70 45.31 277
5850 45.23 -6.72 45.73 278
4875 39.&7 -U.22 40.51 282
4900 40.15 -7.97 40.93 281
4925 40.56 -T.95 41.53 281
4950 40.71 -7.93 41.48 281
4975 41.01 -T.96 41.78 281
5875 45.47 -7.40 46.06 279
5900 45.34 -7,58 45.97 279
5925 45.16 -7.70 45.81 280
5950 45.14 -7.90 45.82 280
5975 45.17 -8.15 45.90 280
5000 41.40 -6.06 42.18 281
5025 42.21 -8.09 42.98 281
5050 42.84 -7.71 43.53 280
5075 43.05 -0.92 43.60 279
5100 43.04 -b.37 43.51 278
6000 45.19 -8.51 45.98 280
6025 45.01 -8.98 45.89 281
6050 45.03 -9.44 46.01 282
E075 45.19 -9.66 46.22 282
6100 45.19 -9.74 46.22 282
5125 42.90 -6.19 83.34 278
5150 42.99 -o.22 43.84 278
$175 43.24 -o.3? 43.71 278
52OO 43.77 -6.6O 44.27 278
5225 44.29 -6.94 44.83 279
6125 45.19 -9.93 46.27 282
6150 45.24 -10.14 46.36 282
6175 45.25 -10.23 46.39 283
E200 45.20 -10.35 46.37 283
6225 45.12 -10.43 46.31 283
5250 44.45 -T.15 45.02 279
5275 44.56 -7.11 45.12 279
5300 44.56 -7.09 45.12 279
5325 44.40 -T.2A 44.99 279
5350 64.47 -7.24 45.05 279
6250 45.02 -I0,46 46.21 283
6275 44.94 -10.67 46.19 283
6300 A5.06 -10.68 46.30 283
6325 45*36 -11.08 86.69 284
6350 45.71 -11.73 47.19 284
5375 48.84 -7,32 45.43 279
5400 45.24 -7.28 45.82 279
5425 45.40 -T.O0 45.96 279
5450 45.40 -6.90 45.93 278
5475 45*33 -b.q4 45.86 279
6375 45*94 -12.12 47.52 285
6400 45*93 -13.00 47.73 286
6425 46.02 -13.66 48,00 286
6450 46*27 -13.74 48*26 286
6475 46*54 -14.27 48*67 287
5500 65.34 -7,19 45.90 279
5525 45.29 -7.31 45.88 279
5550 45.48 -T.52 4o.07 279
5575 45.89 -7.30 46.46 279
5600 45.84 -0.87 46.35 278
6500 46.67 -15.08 49,04 28E
6525 46.64 -15.67 49.20 288
6550 46*69 -16.26 49,44 289
8575 46.91 -16.61 49*76 289
E600 47*23 -16.63 50*07 289
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CgMPONENT, WZ • MERIOIONAL CSMP2NENI, WS • WINE SPEED, THEIA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-39(con't) PAGE 237
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1654 031091651 IOO6Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEm FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
6625 47.26 -16.97 50,22 290 7625 56.01 -II.41 5T,17 281 E625 58.50 -16.01 60.65 285
6650 47.30 -I6.93 50.24 290 7650 56.12 -1i.49 57.28 281 8650 58.34 -15,63 60.39 285
667S 47.39 -16.63 50*22 289 7675 56.39 -10.98 57.45 281 E675 59.18 -15.92 61.24 285
6700 47.42 -16.67 50,26 289 7700 57.03 -10,71 58.02 280 ETOO 59.24 I_5.60 61.26 285
6T25 4T.59 -16.53 50.37 289 7725 5T.44 -10.52 58,39 280 8725 58.45 -16.06 60.62 285
6750 47.80 -16.38 5C.52 289
6775 48.06 -16.48 50.81 289
6800 48.64 -16.44 51.34 288
6825 49.23 -16.45 51,91 288
6850 49.67 -16.96 52.49 289
7750 57.45 -10,06 58.32 280
T775 57.89 -9.21 58.61 279
7800 58.24 -9.18 58*96 279
7825 58,48 -9.43 59.23 279
7850 58.92 -9.24 59.64 279
8750 58.43 -16.96 60.84 286
E775 58.36 -17.28 60*87 286
8800 58.60 -17.60 61,18 287
8825 58.73 -17.98 61.42 287
8850 58.51 -18.T9 81.46 288
6875 49.98 -17.23 52.87 289
6900 50.28 -17.34 53.18 289
6925 50.37 -17.39 53.29 289
6950 50.56 -17.00 53.34 288
6975 51.06 -16.42 53*64 288
7875 59.13 -9.35 59.87 279
7900 59.05 -9.79 59.86 279
T925 59.22 -9.68 60,01 279
7950 58.98 -9.72 59.78 279
7975 58.48 -10.10 59.35 280
8875 58.96 -18.23 61.71 287
8900 59.20 -17.63 61.77 286
E925 59.44 -17.91 62.08 287
8950 59.67 -18.01 62.33 287
8975 59.58 -18,19 62.30 287
7000 51.20 -16,27 53.73 287
7025 51.25 -16.29 53.77 287
7050 51.27 -16,24 53.78 287
7075 51.39 -16.15 53.87 287
7100 51.56 -16.47 54.12 288
7125 51.53 -16.69 54.16 288
7150 51.72 -16.57 54.31 288
7175 51.68 -16.88 54.36 288
7200 51.65 -16.56 54.24 288
7225 51.50 -16.07 53.95 287
8000 58.64 -9,67 59.43 279
8025 58.52 -9.44 59,27 279
8050 58.38 -9.21 59.10 279
8075 58.41 -9,36 59,15 279
8100 58.30 -9,73 59.11 2Tq
8125 58.36 -9.61 59.14 279
8150 58*32 -g.8B 59.15 279
8175 58.38 -10.23 59.27 280
8200 58.51 -10.55 59.45 280
8225 58.65 -10,88 59.65 280
9000 59.76 -18.26 62.48 287
9025 59.90 -17.91 62.52 286
9050 59.97 -17.61 62.50 286
9075 59.86 -17.68 62.42 286
9100 59.TT -1T.48 62*27 286
9125 60.04 -16.87 62.37 286
9150 59.92 -16.84 62.24 286
9175 59.66 -16.80 61.98 286
9200 59.75 -16.66 62.03 285
9225 60.07 -15.88 62.14 285
7250 51.66 -15.72 54.00 287
7275 52.71 -15.22 54.87 286
7300 53,74 -14.59 55.68 285
7325 54.27 -14,23 56.11 285
7350 54,71 -14.11 56*50 284
8250 58.56 -10.92 59._7 280
8275 58.32 -11.17 59.38 281
8300 58.24 -11.78 59.42 281
8325 58.20 -12.51 59.53 282
8350 5Bo13 -13.00 59.56 282
9250 60.03 -16.17 62.17 285
9275 59.94 -16.08 62.06 285
9300 59.82 -15.88 61,89 285
9325 59.86 -15.43 61.81 284
g350 60.25 -14.31 61.93 283
7375 55.20 -13.83 56,91 284
7400 55.16 -13.69 56.84 284
7425 54.99 -13,61 56.65 284
7450 55.22 -13.29 56.80 283
7475 55.39 -13.08 56.92 283
8375 58.00 -13.20 59.49 283
8400 57.96 -13.74 59*56 288
8425 58.08 -13.88 59.72 283
8450 58.00 -13.70 $9.59 283
8475 57,75 -14.60 59.56 2E4
9375 60.08 -14.39 61.78 283
9400 59.78 -14.54 61.53 283
9425 59.58 -15.09 61.46 284
9450 59.49 -15.50 61,48 284
9475 59.52 -14.71 61.31 284
7500 55.45 -12.65 56*87 283
7525 55.75 -11.82 56.99 282
7550 55.95 -11,48 57.12 281
7575 56.11 -11.22 57.22 281
7600 56.16 -11.04 57.23 281
8500 57.99 -14.85 59,86 284
8525 58.44 -14.54 60.23 284
8550 58.44 -15.32 60.41 285
8575 58.21 -lb.O3 60.38 285
8600 58.34 -16.26 60.57 285
9500 59.87 -13.40 61.35 282
9525 60.16 -13.65 61.69 283
9550 60.00 -14.40 61.70 283
9575 59.93 -14,16 61.58 283
9600 60.03 -13.71 61.58 283
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CQMPBNENTt WZ = MERIDIQNAL CSMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgC[TY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1654 03/09/65t 10062t EASTERN TEST RANOE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
9625 60.14 -13.T3 61.69 283
9650 60.28 -13.34 61.74 282
9675 60.10 -13.28 61.55 282
9700 59.98 -13.56 61.49 283
9725 60.13 -13.40 61.61 282
9750 60,14 -12.99 61.53 282
9775 60.24 -13.00 61.63 282
9800 60.46 -13.12 61.87 282
9825 60.64 -12.89 61.99 282
9850 60.32 -12.98 61.70 282
9875 60.69 -12.10 61.89 281
9900 61.16 -11.79 62.28 281
9925 60.99 -12.18 62.19 281
9950 60.94 -12,22 62.15 281
9975 61.16 -11.97 62.32 281
10000 61.35 -11.76 62.46 281
10025 61.52 -11.10 62.52 280
10050 61.21 -11.90 62.35 281
10075 60.95 -12.62 62.24 282
10100 61.32 -11.36 62.36 280
10125 61.51 -11.07 62.50 280
10150 61.36 -11,72 62.47 281
10175 61.33 -11.68 62.43 281
10200 61.43 -11.02 62.41 280
10225 61.50 -n.58 62.58 280
10250 61.79 -11.61 62.87 280
10275 61.67 -I0.84 62.61 280
10300 61.74 -11.25 62.75 280
10325 61.73 -11,40 62.77 280
10350 61.66 -11.47 62.72 280
10375 61.68 -11.57 62.76 280
10400 61.82 -11.01 62.79 280
10425 61.94 -11.47 62.99 280
10450 61.65 -13.61 63.13 282
10475 62,27 -12.00 63.42 281
10500 62.95 -10.66 63.85 279
10525 63.15 -12.5T 64.39 281
10550 63.26 -14.2T 64.83 283
10575 63.84 -14.07 65.38 282
10600 63.64 -13.99 65.16 282
ALT WX WZ WS ThETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC CEG
10625 63.46 -13.87 64.96 282
10650 64.17 -12.63 65.40 281
10675 63.54 -14.32 65.13 283
10700 63.61 -14.69 65.28 283
10725 64.34 -13.28 65.70 281
10750 64.51 -12.65 65.74 281
10775 64.17 -12.37 65.35 281
10800 64.15 -12.11 65,28 281
10825 64.49 -11.18 65.45 280
10850 64.67 -10.58 65.53 279
10875 64.50 -10.08 65.28 279
10900 63.71 -9.81 64.46 279
10925 63.89 -7.92 64.38 277
10950 64.03 -7.71 64.49 277
10975 64.14 -7.58 64.59 277
11000 66.12 -6.67 64.47 276
11025 63.08 -7.99 63.58 277
11050 63.38 -5.57 63.62 275
1lOTS 63.88 -2.85 63.94 272
lllOO 63.81 -3,84 63.92 273
11125 64.16 -3.86 64.28 273
11150 63.87 -4.68 64.04 274
11175 63.71 -4.82 63.89 274
11200 64.21 -3.0B 64.29 273
11225 64.13 -3.44 64.22 273
11250 64.31 -3.57 64.41 273
11275 64.39 -3.60 64.50 273
11300 64,66 -3.83 64.77 273
11325 64.91 -2.62 64.96 272
11350 64.87 -1.95 64.90 272
11375 64.79 -3.12 64.87 273
11400 65,19 -2.32 65.23 272
11425 65.29 -0.86 65.29 271
11450 64.53 -0.00 64,53 270
11475 64.72 -1.60 64.74 271
11500 64.98 -1.91 65.01 271
11525 65.18 -1.20 65.19 271
11§50 65.78 -U.90 65.79 271
11575 65.82 -O.5T 65.83 270
11600 65.71 -0.29 65.71 270
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
11625 65.76 0.27 65.76 270
11650 65.63 -0.23 65.63 270
11675 65.39 -0.91 65.40 271
11T00 65.35 0.15 65.35 270
11725 64.98 0.69 64.98 269
11750 65.93 1.79 65.96 268
11775 66.49 1.85 66.52 268
11800 66.89 0.91 66,90 269
11825 67.24 1.06 67.24 269
11850 67.58 1.21 67.59 269
11875 67.82 1.28 67.83 269
11900 67.82 1.49 67.84 269
11925 67.90 1.84 67.93 268
11950 67.86 1.84 67.89 268
11975 67.83 1.84 67.85 268
12000 67.98 0.98 67.99 269
12025 68.62 0.53 68.62 269
12050 69.57 0.72 69.57 269
12075 70.23 0.17 70.23 270
12100 70.34 -O.1T 70.34 270
12125 70.45 -0.51 70.45 2T0
12150 70.53 -0.68 70,53 270
12175 70.51 -0.1T T0.51 270
12200 71.40 2.47 71,44 268
12225 71.26 2.37 71.30 268
12250 70.79 1.16 70.80 269
12275 71.72 1.86 71.75 268
12300 71.75 0.52 71.T5 269
12325 72,61 -0.35 72.61 270
12350 72.79 -0.52 72.80 270
12375 72.98 -0.70 72.98 270
12400 73.42 -2,13 73.45 271
12425 73.48 -2.58 73.52 272
12450 73.54 -3.03 73.60 272
12475 T3.60 -3.47 73.68 273
12500 74.00 -5.20 74.18 274
12525 T3.90 -E.63 74.12 2T4
12550 73,81 -6.06 74.06 275
12575 73.10 -6.66 T3.40 275
12600 TI.07 -7.45 71.66 276
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS " WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 238 TABLE 11-39(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER [654 03/092651 IO06Zv EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT gX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC CEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEC
12625 69.42 -12.96 70.62 280 15625 57.69 -18.33 60.53 287
12650 70.01 -10.99 70.87 279 15650 57.61 -18.31 60.45 287
12675 70.03 -9,59 70.68 278 13675 57,54 -18.30 60°38 287
12700 69.26 -11.10 70.15 279 13700 57.4T -lt_.29 60.30 287
12725 69.46 -10.96 70.31 279 13725 56.84 -17.73 59.54 287
12750 68.91 -11.26 69.83 279
12775 68.21 -13.65 69.56 281
12800 68.04 -14.20 69.51 282
12825 67.88 -14.75 69.47 282
12850 67°48 -14.24 68.97 282
13750 56.22 -17.17 58,78 287
13775 56.42 -15.55 58.52 285
13800 55.65 -10.91 58.16 287
13825 53.29 -22.41 57.81 293
13850 55.20 -17.94 58.05 288
12875 66.78 -14.45 68.32 282
12900 67.07 -15.D0 68.32 281
12925 66.07 -14.39 67.62 282
12950 63,94 -17.5T 66o31 285
12975 63.83 -17.70 66.25 285
13875 55.40 -16.76 57.88 287
13900 54.74 -13.81 56.66 284
13925 54.38 -14.19 66.20 284
13950 54.02 -14.57 55.95 285
13975 53.81 -13.21 55.41 284
13000 63°73 -17.84 66.18 285
13025 63.62 -17.98 66.11 286
13050 63.45 -16.42 65,54 284
13075 63.03 -17,96 65.54 286
15tO0 62.19 -18.94 65.01 287
14000 53.60 -II.85 58.89 282
13125 61.67 -15.90 63.68 286
13150 60.99 -19.65 64.08 288
15175 61.09 -19.74 64.20 288
15200 60.75 -17.96 63,35 286
13225 60.21 -19,49 63.28 288
13250 59.92 -19.92 63.15 288
13275 59.64 -20.35 63.02 289
13300 59°83 -19.51 62,93 288
13325 59.77 -19.45 62.85 288
13350 59.71 -19.39 62.78 288
13375 59.07 -20.57 62.49 289
13400 58.44 -21.35 62.22 290
13425 58.90 -21.17 62.58 290
13450 59.52 -18.T9 62,42 287
13475 58.13 "-18.42 60.97 287
13500 58.05 -18.40 6G.90 287
13525 57.98 -18.39 6G.83 287
13530 57.91 -18.37 60.75 287
13575 57.83 -18.36 60,68 287
13600 57.76 -18.34 60.60 287
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = LONAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIINAL CgNPgNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-40
FPS-16 RAOAR/JZMSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRBFILE PAGE 239
TEST NUMBER 1655 03109165, 12002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLRRIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
350 7.58 -6.36 9,90 310 1350 9.44 -7.23 11.89 307 2350 16.89 -6,09 17,96 290
375 7.55 -6.24 g.79 309 1375 9,34 -7.42 II.93 308 2375 17.13 -6.15 18.20 290
400 7.38 -6.28 9.69 310 1400 9.49 -7.89 12.21 309 2400 17.36 -6.20 18.44 289
425 7.41 -6.39 9,78 31[ 1425 9.74 -7,79 [2.48 308 2425 |7.60 -6.25 18.68 289
450 7,49 -6.45 9,88 311 1450 10,18 -7.80 12,83 307 2450 17.84 -6.31 18.92 289
475 7,19 -6,41 9,63 312
500 6,61 -6,28 9,[2 313
525 6,32 -6.53 9,09 316
550 6,34 -7.18 9,58 318
575 6.28 -7,76 9,98 321
1473 10,74 -7,78 13,26 306
1500 10,95 -7,53 13.29 304
1525 10.86 -6,96 12,90 302
1550 10,74 -0.31 12,45 300
1575 10.63 -5.76 12.09 298
2475 18,07 -6.36 19,16 289
2500 18.31 -6,42 19,40 289
2525 18,54 -6.47 19,64 28q
2550 18.62 -6,46 19.71 289
2575 18,75 -6.45 19,83 289
600 6.07 -8.18 10.19 323
625 5*85 -8,54 10.35 325
650 5.56 -8.87 10.47 328
675 5.24 -9.08 10,A9 330
700 5.05 -9,23 10,52 331
1800 10,46 -5,33 11.74 297
1625 10,50 -4,96 11,62 295
1850 10.90 -4.82 11.92 294
1675 11,82 -4,96 12,36 283
1700 11o71 -5.45 12.92 295
2600 18.84 -6,43 19,91 289
2625 19,13 -6.34 20,16 288
2650 19,06 -6.24 20,05 288
2675 18,47 -6,20 19,48 288
2700 18,43 -6.87 19.50 289
725 4.97 -9.33 10.57 332
750 4.99 -9.34 |0.59 332
775 5.09 -9.47 10,75 332
800 4.92 -9.71 10.88 333
825 4,61 -10.19 II.19 335
1725 11,88 -6,22 13,41 297
1750 11,83 -6,78 13,63 300
1775 12,01 -6.95 13,87 300
1800 12.34 -6,61 14,00 298
1825 12,49 -6.07 13.89 296
2725 18,59 -6.63 19.74 289
2750 18,39 -6.55 19,52 289
2775 18.30 -6.42 19.40 289
2800 18,51 -6.63 19.66 290
2825 18.94 -7.06 20.21 290
850 4.22 -10.69 I1.A9 338
875 3.65 -10.78 11.38 341
900 3,46 -10,37 10,93 341
925 3,55 -9.71 10,33 340
950 3.63 -9,06 9.76 838
1850 12,80 -6.02 14.15 295
1875 13,59 -6°49 15,06 295
1900 16,18 -6,96 15,79 296
1925 14.46 -7,16 16,13 296
1950 14,66 -7.22 16.34 2_6
2850 19.40 -7.32 20.74 291
2875 19.55 -7.40 20.91 291
2900 19,75 -7,59 21,16 291
2925 19.94 -7.84 21.43 291
2950 20,31 -8.02 21,84 291
975 4.02 -8.52 9.42 335
1000 4.55 -8.08 9.27 380
1025 4.88 -7.88 9.26 328
1050 5,23 -7,71 9.32 326
1075 5,85 -7,37 9,41 321
1975 14,94 -7,47 16,70 296
2000 15,32 -7,72 17.16 297
2025 15,71 -7.76 17,53 296
2050 16.16 -7.76 17,92 295
2075 16.24 -7.89 18.06 296
.2975 20.96 -8,23 21,52 291
3000 21,36 -8.47 22.98 291
3025 21,82 -8.84 23.54 292
3050 22.34 -9.36 24.22 293
3075 22.58 -9.71 24.58 293
1100 6,41 -6,97 9,46 317
1125 7,06 -6,67 9,72 313
1150 7.87 -6o61 10.28 310
1175 8.66 -6.53 10,85 307
1200 9.41 -6.69 11,43 304
2100 15,90 -8,11 17,85 297
2125 15,53 -8,23 17.57 298
2150 15,31 -8,20 |7.37 298
2175 15,00 -8,06 17,03 298
2200 14,64 -7.87 16.62 298
3100 22.74 -10.07 24.87 294
3125 22.79 -10.40 25.05 294
3150 23.03 -10.97 25,51 295
3175 23,27 -[1.44 25.93 296
3200 23.17 -11.56 25,89 296
1225 9,47 -6,42 1[,44 304
1250 9,53 -6.42 11.50 304
1275 9.90 -6.7% 11.98 30%
1300 9.84 -7,10 12,13 306
1325 9.61 -7,21 12,01 307
2225 14,74 -7.69 16.62 297
2250 15,24 -7,28 16,89 295
2275 15,68 -6,73 17,07 293
2300 16.14 -6.28 17.32 291
2323 16.44 -6.08 17.53 290
3225 23,21 -11.83 26.05 297
3250 23,25 -12,15 26,24 297
3275 23,35 -12.42 26,45 298
3300 23.52 -|2.51 26.64 298
3325 23.42 -12.78 26.58 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-I6 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCIIY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1655 03109165, 12002, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ wS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
3350 23.41 -13,12 26,84 299 4350 34.41 -6,97 35,11 281 5350 42,15 -8.10 42,92 281
3375 23.30 -13.40 26.88 300 4375 34.74 -7.24 35,49 282 5375 42.04 -8.20 42.84 281
3400 23.62 -13.73 27.32 300 4400 35.17 -7.41 35.94 282 5400 42,13 -8.59 42.99 281
3425 23,75 -13,80 27,47 300 4425 35,61 -7,77 36,45 282 5425 42,57 -8,47 A3,AO 281
3450 23,76 -13.88 27.52 300 4A50 35,47 -8.07 36,37 283 5450 42,82 -7,90 43,54 280
3475 24,01 -14.02 27.80 300
3500 26,06 -14,09 27,88 300
3525 24,00 -IA.06 27,82 300
3550 23,72 -14,10 27,59 301
3575 23,33 -14,05 27,23 301
4475 34.97 -7.97 35,86 283
4500 34.87 -7.93 35.28 283
4525 33.73 -7.97 34.65 283
4550 33.29 -8.03 34.25 283
4575 33.03 -8.25 34.04 284
5475 43.23 -7.69 43,91 280
5500 43,37 -7,82 44,07 280
5525 43,10 -7,92 43.83 280
5550 43.07 -7.97 43.80 280
5575 43,23 -7,99 48,96 280
3600 23,02 -14.01 26,95 301
3625 22,89 -13,89 26,78 301
3650 23,06 -13.78 26,87 301
3675 23.29 -13.66 27.00 300
3700 23.35 -13.58 27.02 300
4600 33.07 -8.53 34.15 28A
4625 33.3I -8.74 34,44 285
4650 33,51 -8,93 34.68 285
4675 33,82 -9.03 35,00 285
4700 34.11 -8.98 35.27 285
5600 43,40 -7,95 A4,12 280
5625 %3.53 -7,77 44.21 280
5650 43.68 -7,66 44°35 280
5675 43.79 -7,42 44.42 279
5700 43.74 -7,11 44,31 279
3725 23,51 -13,58 27.15 300
3750 23,74 -13,24 27,18 299
3775 23.92 -13,12 27,28 299
3800 24.06 -13,26 27.47 299
3825 24,66 -12,86 27,81 297
4725 34.64 -9,E6 35,83 285
4750 35.24 -9,51 36.49 285
4773 35,95 -9,57 37.20 285
4800 36.45 -9.43 37.65 284
6823 36,68 -9.51 37.90 284
5725 43,70 -7.15 44,28 279
5750 63,42 -7,20 44,01 279
5775 42,72 -7.12 43,31 279
5800 62,51 -7,24 43.13 279
5825 42,77 -7,%6 A3,42 280
3850 25.26 -12.60 28.23 296
3875 25.75 -12.53 28.63 296
3900 26,30 -12,32 29.04 295
3925 26.60 -12,11 29.23 294
3950 26.86 -11,91 29,88 294
4850 37.07 -9.39 38.24 284
4875 37.35 -9.14 38.45 284
4900 37,55 -9,12 38.64 283
4925 37,92 -8.90 38.95 283
4950 38.43 --8.68 39.39 283
5850 42,72 -7,61 43,39 280
5875 42,50 -7.68 43,18 280
5900 42,50 -7,58 43,17 280
5925 42.44 -7.38 43.08 280
5950 42.41 -7.38 43.04 280
3975 27,59 -11,75 29,99 293
4000 28,47 -11,23 30,60 291
4025 29,17 -10.44 30.98 290
4050 29.93 -9.89 31,52 288
4075 30.43 -9.73 31,94 288
4975 38,79 -_.51 39.71 282
5000 38,89 -6,26 39,76 282
5025 39,01 -7,75 39,77 281
5050 39.11 -7.35 39.80 280
5075 39.37 -7.25 40.04 280
5975 42.44 -7.43 43.09 280
EOOO 42.3| -7.64 43.00 280
6025 42,51 -8,09 43,27 281
6050 63,00 -8,54 43,84 28[
E075 43.44 -8.93 44,34 281
4100 31,07 -9.36 32.A5 287
4123 31,54 -9.05 32,81 286
4150 32.17 -8.66 33,31 285
4175 33,45 -7.95 34.38 283
4200 34.49 -7,03 35.20 281
5100 39,63 -7.31 40.30 250
5125 39.80 -7.52 40.50 281
5150 40.12 --7.71 40.86 281
5175 40.19 -7,92 40,96 281
5200 40.42 -7,87 41.18 281
6100 44.04 -9,68 45.09 282
E125 44.73 -10.49 45.95 283
E150 45,25 -11.03 46.57 284
6175 45,41 -II.45 46,83 284
6200 %5.47 -11.59 46,92 284
6225 34.59 -6,28 35.16 280
4250 34.27 -6.11 34.81 280
4275 34.03 -5.95 34.5% 280
4300 33,92 -6,05 34,46 280
4325 34.02 -6.54 34.64 281
5225 40.95 -7,86 41,70 281
5250 41.24 -8,36 42,08 28[
5275 4[,57 -8,76 42,49 282
5300 42.02 -8.67 42.91 281
5325 42.16 -8,34 42.97 281
6225 45,62 -11,58 47.06 284
E250 %5,63 -11,64 47.09 284
E275 45,47 -12.02 47.04 285
8300 45.31 -12,27 46.94 285
E325 45.14 -12,44 46,82 285
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMP_NENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREC7ION
PAGE240 EPS-16 TABLEII-40(con't)
RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1655 03/09/651 1200Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT NX WZ MS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6350 45.08 -13.20 66.97 286 7350 53.25 -7.69 53.80 278 8350 55*77 -12.63 57.18 283
6375 45.24 -13.59 47.25 287 7375 55.42 -7.24 53.91 278 8375 55.80 -13.37 57.57 283
6400 45.31 -13.35 47.26 286 7400 53.60 -7.11 54.07 277 8400 55.57 -13.61 57.21 284
6425 45,33 -13,68 47.35 287 7425 53.78 -6,63 54.18 277 8425 55°54 -13.98 57,27 284
6450 45.39 -14,19 47.56 287 7450 53.98 -6*14 54,53 276 8450 55.49 -13.93 57.21 284
6475 45.41 -14.28 47.60 287
6500 45.37 -14.66 47.68 288
6525 45.36 -15.01 47.78 288
6550 45.40 -15.32 47.92 288
6575 45.74 -15=85 48.40 289
7475 54.07 -6.08 54.41 276
7500 54.33 -6.17 54.68 276
7525 54.92 -6.93 55.36 277
7550 55.30 -7005 55.74 277
7575 55.62 -6.85 56.04 277
8475 55.36 -13.87 57.06 284
8500 55.67 -14.84 57.62 285
8525 56.12 -15.12 58.12 285
8550 56.52 -14.68 58.39 284
8575 56.56 -14.45 58.58 284
6600 46.23 -16.04 48.93 289
6625 46.72 -15.96 49.37 289
6650 47.14 -15.32 49,56 288
6675 47.27 -14.80 49.54 287
6700 67.17 -14.83 69.55 287
7600 55.67 -6.87 56.09 277
7625 55°75 -6.92 56.18 277
7650 55.99 -6,75 56.40 277
7675 55.94 -6,60 56.32 277
7TOO 55.90 -7.02 56.34 277
8600 56.43 -14.62 58.29 284
8625 56.51 -14.52 58*35 284
8650 56.67 -14.26 58.43 284
8675 56.59 -13.94 58.28 284
8700 56.87 -13.62 58.48 283
6725 47.27 -14.66 49.49 287
6750 67.37 -14.26 49.67 287
6775 47.06 -14.05 69.11 286
6500 46.96 -14.12 49.04 287
6825 46.97 -14.20 49.07 287
7725 55.75 -7o43 56.25 277
7750 55.76 -7.31 56.24 277
7775 55.97 -7*08 56._1 277
7800 55.98 -6.63 56.37 277
7825 55.93 -0.27 56.29 276
8725 57.00 -13.49 58.57 283
6750 56.88 -13.$2 58.46 283
8775 57.31 -13*04 58.77 283
8800 57.52 -12.63 58.89 282
8825 57,82 -12.29 59.11 282
6850 46.87 -14.C3 48.92 286
6875 46*89 -14.14 48.97 287
6900 47,95 -14.22 50.01 286
6925 48.10 -13.84 5C.05 286
6950 47.38 -13.78 49.35 286
7850 55°92 -5.90 56.23 276
7875 55.77 -6.56 56.16 277
7900 55.67 -7.41 56.16 277
7925 55,83 -7.27 56.30 277
7950 $5.91 -7.74 56,64 278
8850 58.01 -12.21 59.29 282
8875 57.96 -12.35 59°26 282
8900 SB.02 -12.17 59.28 282
8925 58,09 -11.75 59.27 281
6950 58.01 -11.58 59.16 281
6975 48.20 -13.67 5C.10 286
7000 49.15 -13.70 51.02 285
7025 50.02 -13.61 51.84 285
7050 51.01 --12.65 52.55 284
7075 51.39 -11.88 52.74 283
7975 55.89 -7.97 56.46 278
8000 55.95 -8.03 $6.53 278
8025 55.78 -8.04 56.36 278
8050 $5.50 -6.23 56.11 278
8075 55.59 -8.49 56.24 279
8975 57.88 -12.04 59,12 282
9000 58.08 -12.20 $9.35 282
9025 58.74 -12.03 59.96 281
9050 58.80 -12.06 60.02 281
9075 58.66 -11.80 59.83 281
7100 51.55 -11,62 52.8# 283
7125 51.86 -11.07 53.03 282
7150 52.08 -10.54 $3.13 281
7175 52.25 -10.34 53.26 281
7200 52.26 -9,76 55.17 280
8100 55.83 -8.79 56.51 279
8125 55.T5 -9*09 56.49 279
8150 55.64 -9.40 56.43 279
8175 55.71 -9.77 56oS6 280
8200 55.67 -10.13 56.58 280
9100 58,64 -11.72 $9.80 281
9125 58.89 -11.52 60.00 281
9150 58.85 -11,32 59.91 281
9175 58.53 -11.9Z 59.73 281
9200 58.57 -11.70 59.73 281
7225 52.33 -9.20 53.13 280
7250 52.55 -8.98 53.31 280
7275 52.78 18e70 53.50 279
7300 53.19 -8,28 53.83 279
7325 53.32 -8.13 53.q5 278
8225 55.61 -10.41 56.58 280
8250 55.45 -10.82 56.50 281
827S $5.38 -11.A9 56.56 282
8300 55.54 -12.05 56.83 282
8525 55.53 -12.08 56.85 282
9225 58.73 -10.89 $9.73 280
9250 58.81 -11.52 59.89 281
5275 58.91 -11.27 59.98 281
9300 58.78 -11.15 59.82 281
9325 58.89 -10.78 59.87 280
ALT " ALTITUDE_ WX = ZENAL CBMPENENT_ WZ " MERIDIONAL CONPENENTt WS • WINE SPEED. THETA • WIND DIREETI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSEITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1655 05/09/65, 1200Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLDRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC NISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEE METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEO
9350 58.93 -11,11 59.97 280 10350 59,23 -14.94 61.09 284 11350 62.31 -9*86 63.09 279
9375 58.85 -11.25 59.92 281 10375 59.46 -14.95 61.31 284 11375 62.50 -9,58 63.23 279
9400 59,02 -11,02 60,04 280 10400 59,53 -14.95 61.37 204 11400 62.51 -9.69 63.25 279
9425 59.16 -11.05 6D,19 280 10425 59.46 -14.94 61.51 284 11425 62.79 -8.55 65,37 278
9450 59.24 -10.81 60,22 280 10450 59,68 -14,93 61.52 284 11450 62.99 -7.72 63.46 277
9475 59.50 -10.92 60.50 280
9500 59,55 -10,99 60.54 280
9525 59.51 -10.69 60,26 280
9550 59.59 -10.53 60.52 280
9575 59.57 -11.23 60.62 280
10475 59.85 -15.28 61.75 284
10500 59.85 -15.05 61.71 285
10525 59.89 -14.80 61.69 254
10550 59.94 -15,09 61.81 284
10575 59.53 -15.81 61.59 285
11475 63.07 -7.54 63.$2 277
11500 63.33 -5.70 63.58 275
11525 63.27 -5.50 63,51 275
11550 62.98 -6.77 63.84 276
11575 63.39 -5.80 63.65 275
9600 59.43 -11.43 60.52 281
9625 59.31 -10.91 60.31 280
9650 59.43 -11.07 60.45 280
9675 59.36 -11*57 60.44 281
9700 59.22 -11.53 60.33 281
10600 59.61 -15.65 61.63 285
10625 60.23 -14.94 62.06 284
10650 60.25 -15.32 62.15 284
10675 59.95 -15.05 61.81 284
lOTOO 59,B9 -1_.82 61,46 283
11600 63.43 -5.52 63.67 275
11625 63.48 -5.24 63.69 275
11650 63.33 -5.49 63.57 275
11675 63,19 -5.75 63.45 275
11700 63.10 -5.91 63.38 275
9725 59.17 -11.35 6D.25 281
9750 59.49 -10.96 6C.49 280
9775 59.35 -12.41 6C.63 282
9800 59,16 -12.08 60.38 281
9825 59,26 -10,95 60.26 280
10725 59.76 -13;03 61.17 282
10750 59.15 -14.07 60.80 283
10775 59.78 -12.68 61.11 232
10800 60.15 -12.73 61.48 282
10825 60.22 -13.67 61.75 283
11725 63,35 -4.08 63.48 274
11750 62.92 -5,96 63.20 275
11775 62,98 -6,67 63.34 276
11800 65.38 -5.67 63.49 273
11825 63.84 -1.44 63.85 271
9850 59.15 -11.91 6G.33 281
9875 59.08 -12.30 60.35 282
9900 58.85 -12.59 6O,lB 282
9925 59.14 -12.21 60,39 281
9950 59.06 -12.31 60.33 282
9975 58,84 -12.57 60.17 282
IO000 58.72 -12.81 60.10 2_2
10025 58.69 -12,96 6C.11 282
10050 59.07 -13.C2 60.49 282
10075 59.21 -13.63 60.76 283
10850 60.51 -13,45 61.98 282
10875 60.57 -14.24 62.22 283
10900 60.91 -12.77 62.25 282
10925 60.90 -1¢.08 62.09 281
10950 60.62 -12.83 61.97 282
10975 60.66 -13.65 62.17 282
llOOO 60.87 -13.29 62.30 282
11025 60.97 -12.41 62.22 281
11050 60.75 -12.98 62.15 2R2
11075 61.50 -12.43 62.74 281
11850 63.54 -4.69 63.71 274
11875 63.47 -4.40 63.62 274
11900 63.62 -3.59 63.71 273
11925 63.71 -3.72 63.82 273
11950 63.88 -3.35 63.97 273
11975 63.87 -3.79 63.98 273
12000 64.16 -3.49 64.25 273
12025 64.71 -5,47 64.94 275
12050 65,05 -6,19 65.35 275
12075 65.98 -5,36 66,20 274
iO100 59.33 -13.58 60.84 283
10125 59.42 -13.65 60.97 283
lO150 59.48 -13.86 61,07 283
I0175 59.71 -13.58 61.24 283
10200 59.63 -14.22 61.30 283
lllO0 61.58 -12.41 62.82 281
11125 61.66 -12.40 62.89 281
11150 61.54 -12.3B 62.77 2R1
11175 61.41 -I_o3S 62.64 281
11200 60,92 -1i.76 62.04 281
12100 66.32 -5.44 66.54 275
12125 66.41 -6.27 66.71 275
12150 67.41 -4.94 67.59 274
12175 68.03 -3.15 68.10 272
12200 68,16 -3.64 68.26 273
10225 59.39 -14.55 61,14 2A4
10250 59.33 -14.16 61.00 283
10275 59.49 -14.32 61.19 253
10300 59.48 -14.71 61.27 284
10325 59.26 -14.90 61.10 284
11225 61.65 -11.02 62.62 280
11250 62.17 -10.03 62.97 279
11275 62.29 -lO.OO 63.09 279
11300 62.14 -lk,55 63,21 280
11325 62.08 -11.21 63.08 280
12225 68.22 -3.22 68.30 273
12250 68.77 -2.01 68.80 271
12275 69,66 -3.22 69.74 272
12300 69.75 -4.44 69.87 273
12325 69.91 -4.38 70.05 273
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z@NAL COMPgNENT. WI • MERIDIONAL CBMPONENT. WS = WINE SPEED. THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE I1-_ (con't) PAGE 241
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1655 03109165, 1200Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLRRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
12350 70.09 -4.31 7C.22 273 13350 57.42 -15.60 59,50 285
12375 70.97 -4.51 71,12 273 13375 57,32 -16.61 59.41 285
12600 70.98 -5.51 71.19 274 13400 57.25 -15.63 59.33 285
12625 70.50 -7.03 70.85 276 13425 57.16 -15.66 59.24 285
12650 70.16 -7.60 7C.58 276 13450 57,04 -15.65 59.15 285
12475 69.53 -8.50 70.05 277
12500 69,23 -8.46 69.75 277
12525 68.93 -8*43 69,44 277
12550 67,66 -8.07 68o14 277
12575 66,97 -8.83 67.55 277
13475 56,37 -16.52 58°74 286
13500 56.20 -16.63 58.61 286
13525 56.03 -16.73 58,47 286
13550 55.86 -16,84 58.34 287
13575 55.47 -1_.67 57.92 287
12600 66,85 -8,73 67.61 277
12625 66,72 -8°63 67.28 277
12650 64.84 -8,53 65,40 277
12675 64.63 -7.55 65,07 276
12700 65.75 -7.73 66.20 277
13600 55.42 -16,48 57.82 286
13625 55,36 -16.30 57.71 286
13650 54.77 -17.15 57.39 287
13675 54,77 -17.03 57.36 287
13700 54,77 -10,91 57.33 287
12725 65.50 -9,60 66,20 278
12750 66°60 -6.24 66.89 275
12775 67.49 -8,09 67.97 277
12800 67.20 -9.21 67.83 278
12825 66,91 -10,33 67.70 279
13725 54.78 -16.79 57*29 287
13750 54.78 -10.67 57.26 287
13775 54.78 -16.55 57.23 287
13800 5k.78 -16.44 57.20 287
13825 54.15 -13.06 55.70 283
12850 66.05 -12.25 67.18 280
12875 66.51 -10.14 67.28 278
12900 66.52 -9,30 67,17 278
12925 65.57 -12,45 66.75 281
12950 65.53 -12.96 66°80 281
13850 52.73 -15.52 54,96 286
13875 56.62 -14,65 56.36 285
13900 56.61 -15.48 56.76 286
13925 54,47 -14.26 56.30 284
13950 54,23 -13.96 56.00 284
12975 64.40 -13.70 65.85 282
13000 64.37 -13,89 65.85 282
13025 64.34 -14.C8 65.86 282
13050 64.31 -14.27 65.87 282
13075 64.22 -14.81 65.91 283
13975 52,99 -14.52 54,9# 285
13100 62.29 -16.79 64,51 285
13125 62.10 -16.82 64.34 285
13150 61.91 -16.85 64.16 285
13175 61.73 -16.88 63.99 285
13200 59,88 -15,65 61.90 284
13225 59.53 -15.57 61.53 284
13250 59.17 -15,49 61.17 284
13275 59.19 -15,54 61.20 285
13300 59.21 -15.59 61.Z3 285
13325 59.08 -14.86 60.92 284
ALT = ALTITUDE_ WX = Z_NAL CBMPBNENT_ WZ = MERIDIBNAL COWPBNENTt WS " WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND OIRECTIgN
PAGE 242 TABLE II-41
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03109/65, 1341Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
575 5.37 -7.56 9.27 324 1575 9.15 -7.37 11.]8 309 2575 16.77 -6.23 17.89 290
600 5.12 -8.57 9.99 329 1600 9.43 -7.45 12.02 308 2600 16.93 -5.97 17.93 289
625 5.17 -7.49 9.10 325 1625 9.43 -7.A9 12.04 308 2625 17.10 -5.87 18.08 289
650 5.35 -7.67 9.35 325 1650 9,24 -7.69 12.02 310 2650 17.28 -6,11 18.33 289
675 5,20 -7.86 9.42 326 1675 8,91 -7.92 11,92 311 2675 17.55 -6.55 18,73 290
700 5.10 -8.24 9.69 328
725 4.88 -8.R2 9.73 330
750 4.70 -8.71 9.90 331
775 4.38 -9.14 10.14 334
800 3.86 -9.25 10.03 337
1700 8.82 -7.98 11.90 312
1725 9.26 -8.02 I2.25 311
1750 9.62 -8.12 12.59 310
1775 9.67 -7.99 12.54 309
1800 9.98 -7.57 12.53 307
2700 17.65 -7.06 18.99 292
2725 17.84 -7.51 19.36 293
2750 17,97 -8.06 19.69 294
2775 18.16 -8.58 20.09 295
28G0 18.49 -9.04 20.58 296
825 3.50 -9.36 9.99 339
850 3.17 -9.65 10.16 342
875 2.90 -9.71 10.13 343
900 2.91 -9,30 9.75 342
925 3.15 -8.60 9.16 340
1825 10.66 -7.45 13.00 305
1850 11.38 -7.77 13.78 304
1875 11.85 -B.O5 14.32 304
1900 11.97 -8.03 14.41 304
1925 11.86 -7.98 14,29 304
2825 18.56 -9.34 20.77 297
2880 18.56 -9.40 20.81 297
2875 18.69 -9.60 21.01 297
2900 18.83 -10.00 21.32 298
2925 18.91 -10.36 21.56 299
950 3.38 -8.04 8.72 337
975 3.72 -7.29 8.18 333
1000 3.92 -6.28 7.40 328
1025 3.84 -5.36 6.60 324
1050 2.41 -3.57 4.31 326
1950 11.93 -8.09 14.42 304
1975 12.09 -8.28 14.65 304
2000 12.19 -8.42 14.81 304
2025 12.30 -8.49 14.94 304
2050 12.86 -8.58 15.46 304
2950 19.11 -10.66 21.88 299
2975 19.39 -10.93 22.26 299
3000 19.61 -11.05 22.51 299
3025 19,89 -11.11 22.78 299
3050 20.32 -10.92 23.07 298
1075 3.34 -3.88 5.12 319
llOO 9.25 -8.25 12.39 312
1125 9.93 -8.53 13.09 310
1150 7,15 -5.76 9,18 309
1175 7,48 -5.31 9.17 305
2075 13.45 -8.39 15.85 302
2100 13.25 -7.67 15.31 300
2125 13.10 -7.04 14.88 298
2150 13.21 -6.58 14.76 296
2175 13.06 -6.15 14.43 295
3075 20.56 -10.75 23.20 297
3100 20.75 -10.71 23.35 297
3125 20.98 -10.59 23.50 297
3150 21.19 -10.72 23.75 297
3175 21.36 -10.73 23.90 297
1200 7.44 -5.42 9.20 306
1225 6.88 -5.72 8.94 310
1250 6.12 -6.09 8.63 315
1273 5,74 -6.64 8.78 319
1300 5.83 -7.45 9.46 322
2200 12.93 -5.80 14.17 2g4
2225 13.15 -5.73 14.35 293
2250 13.55 -5.60 14.66 292
2275 13.92 -5.65 15.03 292
2300 14.21 -5.95 15.41 293
3200 21.50 -10.44 23.90 296
3225 21.75 -10.23 24.04 295
3250 21.82 -lO.OO 24.00 294
3275 21.87 -9.87 24.00 294
3300 22.16 -9.87 24.25 294
1325 6.11 -7.95 10.02 322
1350 6.75 -8.C5 10.51 320
1375 7.40 -8.04 10.92 317
1400 8.00 -7.96 11.29 315
1425 8.54 -7.93 11.65 313
2325 14.45 -6.18 15.71 293
2350 14.82 -6.51 16.18 294
2375 15.03 -6.74 16.48 294
2400 15.20 -_.91 16.69 294
2425 15.35 -6.87 16.82 294
3325 22,20 -9.96 24.33 294
3350 22.10 -10.02 24.26 294
3375 22.22 -10.07 24.40 294
3400 22.47 -9.95 24.57 294
3425 22.96 -9.57 24.88 292
1450 9.13 -8.06 12.18 311
1475 9.49 -8.15 12.51 310
1500 9.06 -7.86 11.99 311
1525 8.97 -7.72 11.83 311
1550 9.15 -7.56 11.87 309
2450 15.56 -6.35 16.80 292
2475 15.88 -5.82 16.91 290
2500 16.32 -5.70 17.29 289
2525 16.67 -5.92 17.69 289
2550 16.79 -0.18 17.89 290
3450 23.33 -9.08 25.03 291
3475 23.61 -8.85 25.11 290
3500 24.12 -8.26 25.49 289
3525 24.63 -7.79 25.84 287
3550 25,14 -7,32 26.19 286
RLT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPSNENT, NZ = MERIDISNAL COMPSNEN7, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03109165, 1341Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ W5 THEIA ALT WX WZ W5 T_ETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC NISEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
3575 25.56 -7.21 26.55 286 4575 34.96 -9.28 36.17 285 5575 42.38 -5.69 42.76 277
3600 26.12 -7,01 27.04 285 4600 35.15 -9.29 36.35 285 5600 42.29 -5.62 42.66 277
3625 26.62 -6.72 27.45 284 4625 35.28 -9.49 36.53 285 5625 42.22 -5.55 62.58 277
3650 27,22 -6.28 27.94 283 4650 35.35 -9.75 36.67 285 5650 42.11 -5.12 42.42 277
3675 27.98 -5,73 28.56 281 4675 35.59 -9.90 36.94 285 5675 41.91 -5.03 42.21 277
3700 28.52 -5.23 28.99 280
3725 29.25 -4.71 29.63 279
3750 30.04 -4.29 30,34 278
3775 30.70 -3.85 30.94 277
3800 31.28 -3.49 31.47 276
4700 35.97 -10.18 37.38 286
4725 36.44 -10.52 37.93 286
4750 36.85 -10.55 38.33 286
4775 36.82 -IU.18 38.21 888
4800 36,90 -9.53 38.11 284
5700 41.80 -5.06 42.11 277
5725 41.69 -5.01 41.99 277
5750 41.52 -5.33 41.86 277
5775 41.46 -5.62 41.84 278
5800 41.43 -5.80 41.84 278
3825 31.81 -3.22 31.98 276
3850 32.24 -3.00 32.38 275
3875 32.43 -2.70 32.5A 275
3900 32.74 -2.61 32.85 274
3925 33.33 -2.94 33.46 275
4825 37.37 -8.91 38.42 283
4850 37.79 -8.69 38.78 283
4875 38.28 -8.61 39.24 282
4900 38.57 -8.36 39.47 282
6925 38.43 -8.37 39.33 282
5825 41.25 -5.95 41.68 278
5850 41.17 -6.32 41.65 279
5875 41.32 -6.97 41.91 279
5900 41.63 -7.72 42.34 280
5925 41.89 -7.85 42.62 280
3950 33.80 -3.18 33.95 275
3975 34.07 -3.41 34.24 276
4OOO 33.82 -3.46 34.OO 276
4025 33.51 -3*60 33.71 276
4O5O 33.7O -4.25 33.97 277
4950 38.44 -8.34 39.34 282
4975 38.75 -7.70 39.51 281
5000 39.12 -7.35 39,81 280
5025 39,35 -7*72 40.10 281
5050 39.39 -8.04 40.20 281
5950 42.27 -7.99 63.01 281
5975 42.52 -8.63 43.39 281
6000 42.49 -8.79 43.39 282
6025 42.17 -8.64 43.05 281
6050 41.75 -8.89 42.69 282
4075 34.27 -4.65 34.59 278
4100 34.99 -4.67 35.30 277
4125 35.07 -4.91 35,A1 278
4150 34.97 -5.35 35,38 279
4175 35,31 -5,46 35.73 279
5075 39.52 -8.01 40.33 281
5100 39.71 -8.33 40.57 282
5125 40.01 -6.07 40.82 281
5150 40.32 -7.63 41.04 281
5175 40.49 -7.92 41.26 281
6075 41.65 -9.14 42.65 282
6100 41.45 -9.27 42.48 282
6125 41.32 -9.20 42.33 282
6150 41.25 -9.35 42.29 283
6175 41.04 -9.52 42.13 283
4200 35.68 -5.68 36.13 279
4225 35.87 -6.33 36.22 280
4850 35.17 -6,83 35.83 281
4275 34.62 -6.88 35.29 281
4300 33.99 -6.95 34.70 281
5200 41.02 -7.95 41.78 281
5225 41.39 -8.03 42.16 281
5250 41.45 -8.05 42.23 281
5275 41,51 -7.97 42.27 281
5300 41.67 -7.94 42.42 281
6200 41.03 -9.73 42,17 283
6225 41.15 -10.20 42.39 284
6250 41.26 -10.52 42.58 284
6275 41.28 -10.64 42.62 284
6300 41.11 -10.82 42.51 285
4325 33.75 -7.13 34.49 282
4350 34.06 -7.50 34.87 282
4375 34.18 -7.7O 35.08 283
44OO 33.93 -7.6O 34.77 282
4425 33.61 -7.72 34.49 283
8325 41.71 -8.03 42.48 281
5350 41.66 -8.01 42.42 281
5375 41.74 -?.69 42.44 280
54OO 41.83 -1.44 42.49 280
5425 41.77 -7.18 42.39 2BO
6325 41.14 -11.21 42.64 285
6350 41.31 -11.54 42.89 285
6375 41.40 -12.11 43.13 286
64O0 41.39 -12.76 43.31 287
6425 41.39 -13.15 43.43 287
4_50 33.81 -8.18 34.78 283
4475 34.01 -8.59 35.08 2B4
4500 34.08 -8.74 38.18 284
4525 34.38 -8.91 38.51 285
4850 34.69 -9.16 38.88 885
5450 41.65 -_.74 42.19 _79
5475 RI.6O -6.76 42.14 279
8500 41.57 -o.56 42.O9 279
8825 41.80 -_.23 42.26 278
5550 42.21 -o.17 42.66 278
6450 41.45 -13.60 43.63 288
6475 41.66 -14.17 44.00 289
6500 41.92 -14.48 44.34 289
6525 42.21 -14.82 44.74 289
6550 42.82 -15.35 45.20 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENI, wz = MERIOIONAL COMPSNEN[, WS . WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTION
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FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03109/65* 1341Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEw FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEO M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6575 42,69 -15.61 45.65 290 7575 53.60 -8.42 53,88 276 E575 58.39 -9.20 54.18 280
6600 42.74 -15.86 45.59 29U 7600 53.59 -5.57 53.88 276 8600 53.50 -9,73 54.38 280
6625 42.94 -16.34 45.94 291 7625 53.68 -2,22 58.91 2T5 8625 53.63 -9,61 54,49 280
6650 43.03 -16.43 46.06 291 7650 53.89 -5.28 54,14 275 8850 53.72 -8,96 54.46 279
6675 42.98 -16.44 46,02 291 7675 54.24 -5,37 54.51 275 E675 53.42 -8.9I 54,18 279
6700 42.83 -16.69 45.97 291
6725 43.05 -16.56 46.12 291
8750 43.41 -16.43 46.41 291
8775 43.54 -16.TT 46.66 291
8800 44.07 -17.27 47.34 291
7700 54.10 -5,06 54.34 275
7725 53.83 -4.76 54.04 275
7750 53.78 -5.02 54,01 275
7775 53.69 -5.13 53.93 275
7800 53.85 -4.53 54.04 275
8700 53.86 -8.59 54._4 279
8725 54.52 -8.27 55.15 278
8750 55.28 -8.17 55.89 278
8775 55,54 -8.53 56.20 279
8800 56.06 -8.10 56.64 278
6825 46.74 -17.12 47.90 291
6850 45.51 -17.16 48.64 290
6875 48.21 -16.66 49.13 290
6900 46*72 -15,87 49*28 288
6925 47.03 -15.10 49.39 288
7825 53*65 -4,72 53.86 275
7850 53.53 -4.91 53.76 275
7875 53.41 -4.96 53.64 275
7900 53+5T -4.89 53,60 275
7925 53.60 -4.93 53.83 275
8825 56.2I -7.82 56.75 278
8850 56.21 -7.55 56.71 277
8875 56.51 -7.36 56.98 277
8900 56.41 -7,76 56.94 278
8925 56.66 -7.65 57.18 278
6950 67.39 -14,67 49.55 287
6975 47.61 -14,08 49.65 286
7000 47.70 -13.60 49.61 286
7025 47.59 -13,30 49.42 285
7050 67.66 -13,22 49.48 285
7950 53,60 -4.96 53.83 275
7975 53.47 -4.80 53.69 275
8000 53.73 -8.08 53.96 275
8025 53.96 -4.97 54.19 275
8050 53.68 -8.25 53.93 275
8950 57.00 -7.64 57.51 277
8975 57.02 -7.82 57.55 278
9000 57.58 -8.10 58,14 278
9025 57.64 -8.14 58.21 278
9050 57.11 -8.19 57.69 278
7075 47.85 -12.87 49.55 285
TlO0 48.28 -|1.78 49.69 284
7125 48.69 -10.93 49.90 282
7150 49.11 -9.90 50.10 281
7175 49.54 -9.55 50,45 281
8075 53.62 -5.19 53.87 275
8100 53.63 -5.00 53.86 275
8125 53,56 -5.52 53.84 276
8150 53.80 -5.50 54.08 276
8175 53.74 -5.68 54.04 276
9075 57,23 -8.07 57.79 278
9100 57.26 -8.58 57.90 278
9125 57.30 -8,98 58.00 279
9150 57.35 -8,79 58.02 279
5175 57.41 -9.28 58.16 279
7200 50.00 -9.13 50.83 280
7225 50,80 -8.18 51.46 279
7250 51,41 -7.42 51.94 278
7275 52.09 -6.65 52.52 277
7300 52.11 -6,05 52.46 278
8200 53.74 -5.94 84.07 276
8225 53.75 -5.93 54.08 278
8250 53.41 -5.82 58,72 276
8275 53.31 -5.75 53.62 276
8300 53.28 -b.47 53,56 276
9200 57.66 -9.17 58.39 279
9225 57.69 -9.09 58.40 279
9250 57.60 -9.19 58.33 279
9275 57.69 -9.13 58.41 279
9300 57.78 -8.76 58.44 278
7325 51.86 -5.61 52.17 276
7350 52.09 -5.45 52.38 276
7375 52.30 -5.36 52.57 276
7400 52.44 -4.97 52.68 275
7425 52,50 -4.78 52,72 275
8325 52.98 -6.18 53.34 276
8350 52.79 -7.45 53.31 278
8375 53.03 -7.44 53.54 278
8600 53.02 -7.34 53.53 278
8425 53,04 -7.45 53,56 278
9325 57.82 -9.19 58.35 279
9350 57.75 -8.82 58.42 278
9375 57.86 -8.39 58,47 278
9400 57.75 -8.84 58.43 279
9425 57.92 -7,92 58,46 278
7450 52.70 -4.76 52,91 275
7675 53.42 -4.48 53.61 275
7500 53.75 -4.36 53.92 274
7525 53.70 -4,59 53.90 275
7550 53.68 -5.09 53.92 275
8450 53;22 -8.03 53.82 278
8575 53.35 -7.66 53.90 278
8500 53,33 -8.42 53.99 279
8525 53.14 --9.53 53.98 280
8550 53.11 -9.28 53.91 280
9450 57.85 -8.19 58.42 278
5475 57.62 -8.70 58.27 278
9500 57.69 -8.65 58.33 278
9525 57.72 -8.66 58.36 278
9550 57.62 -8.71 58.28 278
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ = 8ERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-I6 RRDARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03/09165, 1341Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
9575 57.71 -8.56 58.35 278
9600 57.80 -8.42 58.41 278
9825 57,84 -8.25 58.42 278
9650 57.82 -9,06 58*33 279
9675 57.63 -9.34 58.3_ 279
9700 57.79 -8.89 58.47 279
9725 58.07 -8.30 58.68 278
9750 58.22 -8.09 58.78 278
9775 58.03 -8.65 58*67 278
9800 58.04 -8.60 58.87 278
9825 58.03 -9.38 58.78 279
9850 57.80 -9,80 58.63 279
9875 57.99 -9,07 58,69 279
9900 58,64 -9.29 59.3T 279
9925 58.59 -10.58 59.51 280
9950 58.58 -10.80 59.57 280
9975 58.79 -10.53 59.73 280
10000 58.79 -I0.89 59.78 280
10025 58.86 -10.87 59.86 280
10050 58.81 -[1.47 59.92 281
10075 58.91 -11,88 60.10 281
10100 59.25 -11.82 60.42 281
10125 59.47 -II,98 60.66 281
10150 59.46 -12.30 60.71 282
I0175 59.48 -12.64 60.81 282
10200 59.55 -13.37 61.04 282
10225 59.63 -13.35 61.11 282
[0250 80.01 -13.14 61,43 282
10275 59.99 -13.59 61.51 283
10300 59,99 -13,75 61.55 283
10325 60.01 -13.23 61.45 282
10350 60.16 -13.24 61.59 282
10375 80.22 -13.35 81.68 282
10400 60.48 -13.42 81.95 282
10425 60.52 -13.84 62.09 283
10450 60,34 -14.36 62.03 283
10475 80.86 -13.30 62.29 282
10500 81.01 -13.13 62.41 282
10525 80.94 -13.42 62.40 282
10550 61.07 -13.04 62.45 282
ALT WX WZ WS TbETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC EEG
10575 60.93 -13.04 62.31 282
10600 60.68 -13.94 62.26 283
10625 61.01 -13.92 62.57 283
10650 60.92 -14.24 62.56 283
10675 60.72 -18.23 62.60 284
10700 81.32 -14.61 63.04 283
10725 61.78 -14.20 63.37 283
10750 61.74 -15,27 63.60 284
10775 81.81 -15.60 63.58 284
10800 61.81 -14.63 63.52 283
10825 61.81 -14.87 65.58 283
10850 61.90 -15.08 63.71 284
10875 62.16 -14.54 63.84 283
10900 62,08 -14.72 83.80 283
10925 63.01 -14.73 64.71 283
10950 62.97 -16.88 64.66 283
10975 62.06 -14.60 63.76 283
11000 62.25 -14.73 63.97 283
11025 62.70 -14.47 64.35 283
11050 62.87 -14.32 64.48 283
11075 62.74 -16.63 64.43 283
11100 62.69 -15.02 64.47 283
11125 62.69 -14.41 64.33 283
11150 62.63 -14.02 64.18 282
11175 62;57 -13.62 64.03 282
11200 62.00 -13.70 63.A9 282
11225 61.58 -13,04 62.95 282
11250 61.17 -12.39 62.41 281
11275 60.82 -12.22 62.03 281
11300 60.59 -11.49 61.47 281
11325 60,38 -11,06 61.38 280
11350 60,10 -10.68 61.04 280
11375 59.64 -10.19 60.50 280
11400 59.69 -9.08 60.38 278
11425 59.72 -8.25 60,28 278
11650 59.36 -8.27 59.94 278
11475 59.24 -7.46 59.71 277
11500 59.67 -5.94 59,97 276
11525 59.35 -b.96 59.65 276
11550 59.01 -6.71 59.39 276
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC BISEC OEG
11575 59.04 -5.81 59.33 275
11600 59.17 -5.20 59.40 275
11625 59.20 -5.37 59.44 275
11650 59.14 -5.23 59.37 275
11675 59.16 -5.34 59.40 275
11700 59.42 -4.85 59.62 274
11725 60.03 -2.83 60.10 273
11750 59.73 -3.49 59.83 273
11775 59.64 -3.52 59.74 273
11800 60.18 -2.73 60.24 272
11825 60.09 -2.54 60.15 272
11850 60.09 -1.59 60.11 271
11875 60.08 -1.63 60.10 271
11900 59.92 -0.73 59.93 271
11925 59.99 -0.61 59.99 270
11950 80.05 -0.50 60.05 270
11975 60.25 0.09 60,25 270
12000 61.91 3.11 61.99 267
12025 62.98 0.22 62.98 270
12050 64.34 -0.84 64.34 271
12075 65.55 -0.11 65.55 270
12100 85.98 0.98 65.98 269
12125 68.32 1.70 68,34 268
12150 66.43 0.95 66.44 269
12175 66.83 1,07 66,84 269
12200 86.62 0.05 66.62 270
I2225 66.10 -1.55 66.11 271
12250 66.31 -1.21 66.32 271
12275 66,36 -1.29 66.37 271
12300 66.03 -2,57 66.08 272
12325 66.01 -3.46 66.10 273
12350 66.15 -3.31 86.23 273
12375 65.74 -3,91 65.86 273
12400 65.36 -4,5T 65.52 274
12425 65*64 -6*74 65.98 276
12450 65.96 -7.75 66.41 277
I2475 66.02 -7.35 66.43 276
12500 85.62 -7.09 66.00 276
I2525 85.15 -6.58 65.48 276
12550 64.89 -6.09 65.17 275
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPONENT* WZ = WERIDIBNAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
PAGE244 TABLEI 1-41 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03209/65_ 1341Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLSRIDA
ALT MX MZ NS THETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS R/SEG M/SEC M/SED DEG METERS R/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SED M/SEC M/SEC DEG
[2575 64.24 -7.66 64°68 277 13575 53.34 -[4.37 55.24 285 [6575 $6.29 -2.46 56.34 272
12600 65.70 -8*65 66.28 278 [3600 52.63 -15.92 54.99 287 [6600 $6.60 -0.67 56°60 270
12625 63.83 -8,27 66.37 277 13625 52°67 -14.64 54.66 285 16625 55°81 -0o28 55.81 270
[2650 64.17 -5°42 64.72 Z77 [3650 52°28 -14.32 $4o17 285 16650 54.78 --[.02 54.80 271
12675 64.60 -8.09 64.9[ 277 13675 51,86 -14.97 53°97 286 16675 54°88 0.80 56.89 269
12700 64.32 -T.65 66.77 277
12725 63.93 I7.89 64,41 277
12750 63,28 -8,54 65.82 278
12775 62.51 -9.32 63.20 278
12800 62.16 -9.11 62.83 278
13700 51,22 -14.11 53.[3 285
13725 51.09 -16.35 53.07 286
[3750 50.83 -14.30 52.80 286
[3775 51.00 -12.94 52.62 284
13800 50.75 -12.30 52.22 283
16700 53.89 2.68 53.96 267
16725 55.45 2.67 53°52 267
16750 53*06 3.63 53,19 266
16775 55o14 4*82 53.35 265
16800 53.20 4.83 53.42 265
12825 62.04 -9.50 62.73 278
12850 61.75 -10.60 62.63 280
12875 61.59 -11.15 62.39 280
12900 60.96 -12.01 62.15 281
[2925 60.99 -12*15 62.19 281
13825 50.41 -13.13 52.09 284
13850 50.80 -11.80 52.15 283
13875 50.87 -11.26 52*10 282
13900 50.74 -10.73 51.86 282
13925 50.81 -IU.ZI 51.82 28[
14825 53.46 4.26 53.63 265
16850 55.23 3.44 55.34 266
14875 55.72 8.13 55.81 267
14900 56.18 2.04 56.22 268
14925 56.29 2.15 56°33 268
12950 60.57 -11.65 61,68 281
12975 59.64 -12.78 60.99 282
[3000 59.22 -13.77 60.80 283
13025 59.38 -12.95 60°79 282
13050 59.53 -12.52 60*83 282
13950 50.74 -11.01 51.92 282
13975 51.04 -9.77 51o96 281
14000 51.09 -9.16 51.9[ 280
14025 50.96 -9.70 51.85 281
14050 5[.50 -9.02 52°28 280
16950 56°52 2.96 56*59 267
14975 56.88 2.43 56°96 267
[5000 56.87 1.42 56.89 268
15025 57.71 1.34 57.78 268
15050 57.69 1.50 57.71 268
13075 59.36 -[3.19 60.80 282
13100 59.79 -12.59 61,10 282
33125 60.18 -12.56 61*63 282
[3150 60.46 -12.90 61.82 282
13175 60.35 -[3.50 61.86 282
16075 51*90 -8.48 52.59 279
14100 51.91 -8.20 52.56 279
14125 51.56 -8.66 52.29 279
14150 51*71 -7*09 52.20 278
16175 51.66 -5._7 51.92 276
15075 56.81 0,20 56.82 270
15100 56.69 -1.08 56.70 271
15125 56.21 -1.37 56.25 271
15150 55.59 -1.28 55.60 271
15175 55.03 -1o87 55.06 272
13200 59.87 -13.81 61.44 283
13225 59,54 -13.86 61.13 283
13250 59.10 -13.19 60.56 282
13275 58.57 -11.96 59°78 281
13300 57.71 -12.70 59,09 282
14200 51.35 -5.46 51.64 276
14225 51.54 -5.08 51.79 275
14250 5[°75 -4.10 51.89 274
14275 51.98 -4*12 52.09 274
[4300 52.70 -3.48 52.82 274
15200 54.43 -1.38 54.45 271
15225 54.28 -2.03 56.32 272
15250 53.96 -2*56 54*02 273
15275 53.41 -3.58 53.53 274
15300 53.21 -3.93 53.36 274
13325 57.25 -13.33 58°78 283
13350 57.16 -12.51 58.52 282
13375 56.90 -12.85 58*33 283
13400 56.23 -13*79 57°89 286
15425 56.09 -13.55 57°70 283
14325 53.51 -2.38 53.56 272
14350 53°94 -2.88 $6.O1 273
14375 54.02 -3.22 54.11 273
[4400 54.41 -3.34 54.51 273
14425 54.50 -2.75 54.57 273
15325 53,29 -4.05 53*45 274
15350 53.12 -3.9[ 53,26 274
15375 53.12 -3,74 53.26 274
15600 52.97 -5.O6 53.21 275
15425 52.37 -6.86 52.82 277
15450 55.99 -13.28 57,55 283
13475 55.45 -14.28 57*26 286
13500 54.73 -14.19 56,56 284
13525 54.16 -13.67 55*8| 286
13550 53.86 -13.35 55*49 284
[4450 55.58 -1*12 55.59 271
14475 55.80 -1.44 55.81 271
16500 56°03 -Z*19 36.07 272
14525 56.27 -2*25 56.31 272
14550 56°09 -2.13 56*15 272
15450 52.38 -7.26 52.88 278
15475 52,69 -6.20 58.06 277
15500 52°74 -5.66 53°04 276
15525 52.76 -9.47 53.60 280
15550 52.69 -8.62 53.39 279
ALT = ALTITUDE, MR = 18NAL CBMPBNENTt MZ • NERIDIBNAL CBRPBNENT, MS = WING SPEED* THETA = MIND OlRECTIBN
FPS-16 AADAR/JLMSPHERE MIND VELBCTTY P_FILE
TEST NUMBER 1657 03/09/651 1341Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA ALT gX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC R/SEC DEC METERS R/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
15575 52.65 -8.36 53.11 279
15600 52.20 -9.67 53.09 280
15625 51.34 -11.87 52*69 283
15650 51.12 -13.37 52.84 284
15675 50.94 -12.69 52.45 284
15700 50.80 -12.03 52,2[ 283
15725 50.29 -12.50 51.82 284
[5750 49.59 -[3.88 5[,50 286
15775 48.86 -15.D0 51,11 287
[5800 47.92 -13.53 49*77 285
15825 47.66 -13.12 49.44 285
15850 46.76 -11.59 48.18 284
15875 46.75 -11.51 68.14 284
15900 46.58 -12.27 48,17 285
15925 46°55 -12°52 45o21 255
15950 46.52 -9.55 47.49 281
15975 45.97 -9.39 66,92 281
16000 45.14 -8.93 46.01 281
ALT = ALTITUOE, MX = ZONAL CBMP_NENTt MZ • MERIOIgNAL CBMPBNENT, MS = WINE SPEED, THETA • MIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
175 6.80 1.86 7.05 255
200 7.11 1.71 7.32 256
225 7.49 1.50 7.64 25B
250 8.06 1.23 8.15 261
275 8.64 1.16 8.72 262
TABLE I 1-42
FPS-|6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBC1TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03110165t 01SIZ_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALT WX WE MS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
1175 4,83 -0.98 4.93 281
1200 4.73 -1.27 4.90 285
1225 4.76 -1.51 $.00 287
1250 4.80 -1.57 5.0S 288
1275 4.87 -1.59 5.12 288
300 8.97 1.08 9,03 263
325 8.57 0,99 8.62 263
350 8.30 1.16 8.38 262
37S 8.70 0.89 8.74 264
400 9.47 -0.03 9.47 270
425 10.63 -0.87 10.66 274
450 11.32 -1.73 11.46 279
475 11.23 -2.46 11.50 282
SO0 11.29 -2.75 11.62 283
525 11.34 -2.75 11.67 283
550 11.37 -2.94 11.74 284
575 11.56 -3.52 12.08 287
600 11.72 -3.96 12.37 289
625 11.83 -4.32 12.59 290
650 11.61 -4.68 12.51 292
675 10,92 -5.07 12,04 295
700 10.26 -4.89 11.37 295
725 10.04 -4.28 10.91 293
750 9.86 -3.72 10.54 290
775 9.51 -3.48 10.13 290
800 9.21 -3.33 g.79 290
825 8.78 -3.13 9.32 289
850 8.30 -3.13 8.87 290
875 7.87 -3.02 8.43 291
900 7.70 -2.88 8.23 290
925 7.80 -2.71 8.26 289
950 7.88 -2.65 8.32 288
975 7.70 -2.89 8.23 290
lO00 7*47 -2.86 8*00 291
tn_ 7._5 -2.51 7.68 289
1050 6.88 -2.30 7.26 2B8
107S 6.50 -2,08 6.82 288
1100 5.98 -1.60 8.19 285
1125 5.60 -1.22 5.73 282
1150 5.24 -1.02 5.34 281
1300 4.97 -1.78 5.28 290
1325 5.04 -_.03 5.43 292
1350 5.07 -2.16 5.51 293
1375 5.03 -2.33 5,54 295
1400 4.98 -2.55 5*60 297
1425 4.96 12.64 5.62 298
1450 4.84 -2.97 5.67 301
1475 4.96 -3.28 5.95 303
1500 5.22 -3.39 6.22 303
1525 5.40 -3.31 6.33 301
1550 5.52 -3.10 6.33 299
1575 5._O -3.16 6.26 300
1600 5.34 -3.14 6.20 300
1625 5.59 -3.27 6.48 300
1650 6.01 -_.46 6.94 300
167S 6.51 -3.49 7.38 298
1700 6.77 -3.78 7.76 299
1725 7.00 -3.98 8.05 299
1750 8.44 -_.76 9.69 299
1775 8,67 -4.86 9.94 299
1800 7.24 -4,12 8.32 299
1825 6.90 -4.03 7.99 300
1850 6.77 -3,85 7.79 299
1875 6.56 -3.70 7.53 299
1900 6,55 -3.72 7.53 299
1925 6.69 -3.88 7.73 300
1950 6.93 -4.04 8.02 300
1975 7.38 -4.34 8.56 300
2000 7.64 -4.72 8.98 302
2025 7.97 -4.75 9.27 301
2059 8.49 -4.62 9.66 298
2075 8.76 -4.88 10.03 299
2100 9.19 -5.33 10.62 300
2125 9.85 -5.46 11.26 299
2150 10.44 -5.49 11.79 298
PAGE 245
JLT WX WZ NS THETR
METERS MISEC MISEC NISEC DEG
2175 10.69 -5.49 12.01 297
2200 10.57 -5.61 11.97 298
2225 10.46 -5.87 11.99 299
2250 10.52 -6.01 11.95 300
2275 10.30 -6.34 12.09 301
2300 10.34 -6.65 12.29 303
2325 10.58 -6.59 12.46 302
2350 10.96 -6.62 12.81 301
2375 11.07 -6.92 13,06 302
2400 11.20 -7.04 13.23 302
2425 11.49 -6.99 13.45 301
2450 11.71 -6.97 13.63 301
2475 11.97 -6.75 13.74 299
2500 12.17 -6.11 13.62 296
2525 12.12 -5.28 13.22 293
2550 12.34 -4.78 13,23 291
2575 12.98 -4.96 13.90 291
2600 13.50 -5.09 14.43 290
2625 13.55 -4.76 14.37 289
2650 13.47 -4.52 14.21 288
2675 13.60 -4.49 14.32 288
2700 13.95 -4.75 14.73 289
2725 14.30 -5.21 15.22 290
2750 14.66 -5.63 15,70 291
2775 15.04 -5.06 16.14 291
2800 15.45 -6.04 16.59 291
2825 16.10 -6,22 17.26 291
2850 16.71 -6.40 17.90 291
2875 17.12 -6.64 18.36 291
2900 17o53 -6.81 18.80 291
2925 17.99 -6.99 19.29 291
2950 18.64 -7.30 20.02 291
2975 19.28 -7.61 20.73 291
3000 19.86 -7.40 21.17 290
3025 20.54 -7,07 21.72 289
3050 21.11 -6.75 22.16 288
3075 21.62 -6.34 22.53 286
3100 21.94 -6.39 22.85 286
3125 22.04 -6.55 22.99 286
3150 22.45 -6.47 23.37 286
ALT = ALTITUDEt MX • ZQNAL C8MPQNENTt WZ • MERIDIBNAL CQMPBNENT, MS = WINe SPEEO_ THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
ALT WX NZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC 'M/SEC DEG
3175 23.10 -6.37 23.96 285
3200 23.58 -6.26 24.40 285
3225 23.97 -6.11 24.74 284
3250 24.14 -6.22 24.93 284
3275 24.28 -6.41 25.11 285
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03110165* 01512, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WS THETA RLT WX W2 W5 THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
3300 24.76 -6.41 25.57 284
3325 25.03 -6,45 25.85 284
3350 25.21 -6.37 26.00 284
3375 25.51 -6.25 26.27 284
3400 25.73 -6.26 26.48 283
3425 25.81 -6.29 26.57 284
3450 25.96 -6.03 26.65 283
3475 26.19 -5,73 26.82 282
3500 26.39 -5.80 27.02 282
3525 26.69 -5,85 27.32 282
3550 26.95 -5.84 27.57 282
13575 26.85 -5.68 27.44 282
3600 27.01 -5.79 27.62 282
3625 27.50 -5.94 28.14 282
3650 27.86 -5.87 28.48 282
3675 28.13 -5.67 28.70 281
3700 28.38 -5.36 28.88 281
3725 28.62 -5.20 29.09 280
3750 28.83 -5.11 29.28 280
3775 28.99 -5,07 29.43 280
3800 28.98 -5.08 29.42 280
3825 28.87 -5.02 29.30 280
3850 28.67 -5,02 29.10 280
3875 28.66 -4.94 28.89 280
3900 28.23 -4.83 28.65 280
3925 28.06 -4.91 28.49 280
3950 28.06 -4.82 28.47 280
3975 28,27 -4.49 28.63 279
4000 28.59 -4.32 28.91 278
4025 28,80 -4.22 29.11 278
4050 29.12 -4.17 29.42 278
4075 29.61 -4.17 29,90 278
4100 30.02 -4.21 30.31 278
4125 30.39 -4.21 30.68 278
4150 30.99 -4.10 31.26 277
WZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
4175 31.72 -4.40 32.04 278
4200 32.02 -5,16 32°43 2T9
4225 31.88 -5.76 32.39 280
4250 31.49 -6.14 32.08 281
4275 31.19 -0.29 31,81 281
4300 31.07 -6.50 31.74 282
4325 30.83 -6.85 31.58 282
4350 30.50 -6.71 31.23 282
4375 30.26 -6.21 30.89 281
4400 30.10 -5.88 30.67 281
4425 29.93 -5.38 30.41 280
4450 29.83 -4.83 30.22 279
4475 29.77 -4,32 30.08 278
4500 30p10 -3.99 30.36 277
4525 30.52 -4.30 30.82 278
4550 30.93 -4.87 31.31 279
4575 31.65 -5.76 32.17 280
4600 32.50 -6.39 33.12 281
4625 32°91 -7.02 33.65 282
4650 33.14 -7.76 34.03 283
4675 33.18 -8.14 34.16 284
4700 32.86 -8.33 33.90 284
4725 32.52 -8.22 33.54 284
4750 32.20 -8.41 33.29 284
4775 31.91 -8o19 32.94 284
4800 31.58 -7.67 32.49 283
4825 31.39 -7.56 32.29 283
6850 31.60 -7.46 32.46 283
4875 32.37 -7.15 33.15 282
4900 33.42 -7.44 34.24 282
4925 3_.59 -7.81 35.46 283
4950 35.43 -7.86 36.29 282
4975 35.89 -7.96 36.76 282
fiB00 36.11 -7.89 36.96 282
5025 36.11 -7.55 36.89 282
5050 35.92 -7.52 36.70 282
5075 35.62 -7.67 36.43 282
5100 35.56 -7.56 36.35 282
5125 35.68 -7.57 36.47 282
51S0 35.81 -7.85 36.66 282
5175 36.16 -7.89 36.99 282
5200 36,19 -7.88 37.04 282
5225 36°36 -8.30 37.29 283
5250 36.74 -8.46 37.70 283
5275 36.79 -8.39 37*73 283
5300 36.88 -8.45 37.83 283
5325 36.95 -8.52 37.91 283
5350 37.10 -8.43 38.05 283
5375 37.51 -8.42 38.44 282
5400 37.82 -9.02 38.88 283
5425 38.25 -9.86 39.50 284
5650 38.48 -10.53 39,89 285
5475 38.67 -11.20 40.26 286
5500 39.06 -11.94 40.84 287
5525 39.23 -12.38 41.14 287
5550 39.57 -12.71 41.57 288
5575 40.36 -13.24 42.48 288
5600 40.99 -13.93 43.29 289
5625 41.37 -14.77 43.92 289
5650 41.61 -15.16 44.28 290
5675 41.86 -14.91 44.43 289
5700 42.17 -14.91 44*73 289
5725 42.24 -15.43 44.97 290
5750 42.06 -15.88 44.96 291
5775 41.88 -15.69 46.72 290
5800 42.13 -15.18 44.78 290
5825 42.83 -14.83 45.32 289
5850 43.53 -14.06 45.74 288
5875 44.60 -13.02 46.47 286
5900 45.58 -12.44 47.25 285
5925 46.01 -12.28 47,62 285
5950 46.50 -12.07 48.04 284
5975 47.17 -11.07 48.45 283
6000 47.71 -10.26 48.80 282
6025 48.26 -9.94 49.28 281
6050 48.65 -9.53 49.57 281
6075 49,17 -9.30 50,04 281
6100 49*52 -9.17 50*36 280
6125 49.62 -8.88 50.41 280
6150 49.05 -8.62 50.59 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT., WZ • MERIDI8NAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEE0, THETA " WIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE2_
ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
6175 49.83 -8.61 5C.57 280
6200 49.99 -8.28 50.67 279
6225 50.10 -7.42 50.64 278
6250 5O.OO -6.89 50.68 278
6275 50.05 -6.33 50.44 277
6300 49.84 -5.66 50.16 276
6325 49.84 -5.13 50.10 276
6350 49.79 -5,38 50.08 276
6375 49.87 -5.86 50.2[ 277
6400 50.07 -5,99 50.42 277
6425 50.11 -6.33 50.51 277
6450 50.3[ -B.69 50.76 277
6475 50.37 -6,86 50.83 278
6500 50.34 -7.00 50.83 278
6525 50.46 -6,92 50.93 278
6550 50.67 -6.93 51.15 278
6575 50.97 -7.09 51.46 278
6600 5[.20 -7.53 5[.75 278
6625 51.38 -7.88 5[.98 279
6650 5[,40 -8.23 52.05 279
6675 51.55 -8.65 52.27 279
6700 51.83 -8.15 52.47 279
6725 51.74 -7.70 52.31 278
6750 51.65 -7.55 52.20 278
6775 51.5[ -7,38 52.03 278
6800 51.36 -7.57 5[.91 278
6825 5[.52 -7.51 52.07 278
6850 5[.54 -7.77 52.13 278
6875 51.53 -8.1A 52.17 279
6900 51.21 -8.23 51.87 279
6925 50.88 -8.29 51.55 279
6950 50*83 -8.09 51.47 279
6975 50.7[ -7,88 5[,32 279
7000 50,81 -7*69 51.39 278
7025 50.76 -7.77 51.35 279
7050 50.43 -7.75 5[.02 279
7075 50.12 -7.82 50.69 278
7100 50.[5 -7.24 50.67 278
7125 50.[3 -7.OZ 50.62 278
7150 50.09 -7.09 50.59 278
TABLE 11-42(con'[)
FPS-[6 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03/[0/65, O[5lZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC
WS THETA
N/SEC OEG
7175 50.20 -6.85 50.66 278
7200 50.22 -6.88 50.69 278
7225 50.20 -7.07 50.70 278
7250 50.24 -7.36 50.78 278
7275 50.30 -7.74 50.89 279
7300 50*17 -8.33 50.85 279
7325 50.30 -8.59 51.03 250
7350 50.45 -8.6[ 51.[9 280
7375 50.32 -8.90 51.10 280
7400 50.22 -8.88 50.99 280
7425 50.13 -8.72 50.88 280
7450 49.93 -8.85 50.71 280
7975 49.7[ -8.97 50.52 280
7500 49.74 -9.54 50.6[ 280
7525 49.63 -10.00 50.63 281
7550 49.49 -10.31 50.56 282
7575 49.65 -10.84 50.82 282
7600 50.17 -11.07 5[.38 282
7625 50.41 -11.36 51.68 283
7650 50.30 -[[.65 51.63 283
7675 49.95 -[2.14 51,40 283
7700 49.86 -12.96 51.52 284
7725 50.19 -12.45 51.71 284
7750 50.29 -12.44 51.80 284
7775 50.37 -12.70 5[.94 284
7800 50.68 -12.59 52.22 284
7825 50.76 -13.09 52._2 284
7850 50,69 -13.97 52.58 285
7"875 50.63 -14.65 52.70 286
7900 50.68 -13.75 52.52 285
7925 50.87 -13.29 52.57 284
7950 50.74 -14.41 52.75 286
7975 50.51 _14.97 52,68 286
8000 50.16 -15.02 52.36 286
8025 49.90 -14.6[ 5[.99 286
8050 49.82 -14.88 51.94 286
8075 50.22 -14.68 52.32 286
8100 50.30 -14.95 52.48 286
0125 50.00 -15.89 52.46 287
8150 49.82 -1_.86 52.28 287
8175 49.83 -16.18 52.39 288
8200 50.24 -16.10 52.75 288
8225 50.35 -15.97 52.82 287
8250 50.03 -16.68 52.74 288
8275 50.05 -17.17 52.91 289
8300 50.38 -16.45 53.00 288
8325 50.19 -16.14 52.72 288
8350 49.86 -17.55 52.85 289
8375 49.83 -17.93 52.96 290
8400 49.88 -[7.87 52.99 290
8425 50o15 -18.74 53.54 290
8450 50.28 -19.21 53.83 291
8475 50.44 -19.18 53.96 291
8500 50.62 -[9*6[ 54.21 29[
8525 50°77 -[9.36 54,33 291
8550 50.81 -19.69 54.49 291
8575 50.84 -20.21 54.71 292
8600 51.08 -20.87 55.18 292
8625 5[.29 -20.68 55.31 292
8650 51,68 -20.88 55,74 292
8675 52.3[ -20.69 56.25 29[
8700 52.61 -20.12 56.32 291
8725 52.59 -20.[2 56.12 291
8750 52.19 -19.58 55.74 290
8775 52.35 -19.05 55.71 290
8800 52.19 -18.79 55.47 290
8825 51.69 -[8.86 55.02 290
8850 51.79 -[8.67 55.05 290
8875 52.16 -18.14 55.22 289
8900 52.12 -18.21 55.21 289
6925 51.87 -18.28 55.00 289
8950 51.95 -[7.59 54.85 289
8975 52.13 -[7.2[ 54,g0 288
9000 52.04 -17.20 54.81 288
9025 51.96 -17.26 54.75 288
9050 51.97 -17.08 54.71 288
9075 51.61 -17.3[ 54.43 288
9100 51,49 -17.84 54.49 289
9125 51.55 -17.3[ 54.38 288
9150 51.66 -16.78 54.32 288
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMP_NENT, W2 = WEBIOIBNAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIREC7ION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
9175 51.61 -17.01 5R.34 288
9200 51.64 -16.63 54.28 288
9225 51.45 -17.07 54.20 288
9250 51.48 -16.69 54.11 288
9275 51.67 -[5,96 54,08 287
FPS-16 RADARIJIRSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03210/65, 01512* EASTERN TEST RANGE[ FLQRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10175 48.00 -20.67 52.26 293 11175 45.07 -28.25 53,19 302
[0200 48.31 -20.50 52*48 293 11200 44.96 -28.14 53.04 3O2
10225 48.05 -20.25 52.15 293 11225 45.41 -28.64 53.69 302
10250 47.53 -21.45 52.14 294 11250 45.18 -28.57 53.46 302
10275 47.37 -21.61 52.07 294 11275 44.90 -28.62 53.25 302
9300 51.35 -[5.71 53.70 287 10300 47.84 -21.13 52.29 294 11300 45.36 -29.04 53.86 302
9325 51.09 -[5.40 53.36 287 [0325 47.99 -2_.34 52.94 295 11325 45.29 -29.52 54.06 305
9350 50.85 -15.11 53.05 286 10350 47.94 -22.01 52.75 294 11350 45.66 -28.97 54.08 302
9375 51.28 -14.97 53.42 286 10375 47.99 -20.88 52,34 293 11375 45.64 -29.80 54.51 303
9400 50.82 -15.27 53.06 287 10400 47,65 -22*48 52,69 295 [1400 45.90 -29.66 54.65 303
9425 49.72 -14,54 5[.80 286 10425 47.60 -23.12 52.92 296 11425 46.07 -29.97 54.95 303
9450 49,51 -14.52 5[*50 286 10450 47.58 -22.93 52.64 296 11450 45.96 -30.90 55.38 304
9475 48.92 -15.04 51.18 287 10475 47.19 -22.5[ 52.28 295 11475 46.16 -30.65 55.41 303
9500 48.66 -15.33 51o02 287 10500 47.14 -22*25 52,13 295 11500 46.30 -30.86 55.64 304
9525 48.74 -14.98 50.99 287 10525 46.29 -23.00 51.69 296 11525 46.36 -30.68 55.60 303
9550 48*32 -[4,29 50.39 288 10550 46*[6 -23.79 51.93 297 [1550 46.31 -31.04 55.75 304
9575 47.95 -15.13 5G.29 287 10575 45.85 -2_.45 51.50 297 11575 46.04 -31.89 56.01 305
9600 48.03 -15.16 50.36 257 10600 45.50 -22.97 50.97 297 11600 45.72 -32.21 55.92 305
9625 48.01 -15.15 50.34 287 10625 45.47 -2_.88 50.90 297 11625 45.84 -32.32 56.09 305
9650 47.92 -14.68 50.12 287 10650 45,32 -22.57 50.63 296 11650 45.96 -32.26 56.15 305
9675 47.54 -14.35 49.66 287 10675 45.05 -23.28 50.71 297 11675 46.15 -32.32 56.34 305
9700 47.16 -15.18 49.54 288 10700 45.41 -2_.50 51.13 297 11700 46.42 -32.81 56.85 305
9725 47.09 -14.88 49.39 287 10725 45.76 -23.24 51.32 297 11725 46,08 -33.39 56.91 306
9750 47.06 -14.92 49.37 287 10750 45.48 -2J.87 51.36 298 [1750 45.61 -33.96 56.87 306
9775 47.12 -14.85 49.41 287 10775 45.81 -25.4[ 51.45 297 11775 45.75 -34.15 57,09 307
9800 47.04 -15,68 4%58 288 10800 46.43 -2_.22 $1,47 295 11800 45.48 -34.84 57.29 307
9825 47.16 -IB.37 49,92 209 10825 46.19 -2_.15 51.62 296 I[825 45.55 -35.33 57.65 30R
9850 47.13 -18.85 50.05 289 10850 45.89 -24.06 51.82 297 11850 45.93 -34.15 57.23 306
9875 47.36 -18,36 50.80 291 10875 45.70 -24.48 51.84 298 11875 44.95 -33,45 56.03 306
9900 47,64 -18.61 51.15 291 lOgOO 45,65 -24,80 51.96 298 11900 44,82 -32.18 55,18 305
9925 47.44 -18.60 50.95 291 [0925 45.95 -24.77 52.20 298 11925 45.33 -28.77 53.69 302
9950 47.51 -18.65 51.04 2gl I0950 45.95 -24.90 52.26 298 11950 44.77 -32.38 55.25 308
9975 47.62 -19.14 51.32 292 10975 45.98 -24.69 52.17 298 11975 45.57 -31.75 55.54 305
10000 47.84 -19.05 51._9 292 11000 45.90 -2_*42 52.47 289 [2000 45.99 -28.15 53.92 301
10025 47.T0 -18.59 51.20 281 11025 45,63 -25.90 52.47 289 12025 45.37 -26.66 52.62 300
10050 47.52 -19.88 51.43 292 11050 45.54 -2¢.08 52.48 300 12050 44.60 -28.64 51.95 301
10075 47.46 -19.86 51.45 293 11075 45.39 -26.92 52.77 30C 12075 43.95 -27.85 52,05 302
IOIO0 47.50 -19.86 51.48 293 11100 45.03 -27.84 52.95 302 [2100 43.58 -28.41 52.03 303
10125 48.01 -20.05 52,02 282 11125 44.74 -27.65 52*60 3G2 12125 45.50 -27.17 51.29 302
10150 48.11 -19.71 51,99 292 11150 44.68 -28.52 53.00 3O2 12150 43.37 -28.00 51.63 303
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL COMPONENT, W2 * MERIDIONAL COMP8NENIt WS = WINE SPEED, THEIR = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-42(con't) PAGE 241
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY" PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03/10/65t OlSIZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ W_ THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIR , ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MkTERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
12175 44.16 -26,12 51.31 300 i3175 47.70 -6.16 48,09 2?7
12200 44.11 -25,58 51.00 300 13200 47.84 -4.9O 48.09 276
12225 43.T3 -26.17 50,96 301 13225 47.37 -5,88 47.76 2T7
12250 44.8[ -25,12 51.37 299 13250 47.67 -5,57 4B,OO 276
12275 46.59 -25.19 51.21 299 13275 48.07 -6.26 48.48 277
12800 43.63 -25.70 50.64 300
12325 43.05 -2S.RO 49.98 300
12350 43.06 -23,34 48.98 298
12375 42.84 -22.C2 48.17 297
12400 48.30 -20.94 48.10 296
13300 49.02 -4.56 69.24 275
13825 49.47 -2.59 49_53 273
13350 49.31 -2.15 49,36 272
13375 49.45 -3.42 49.57 274
13400 49.06 -4.56 49.27 275
12425 48,97 -19.75 47.84 294
12450 42.88 -19.76 47.22 295
12475 42,48 -19.GT 46,56 294
12500 41.91 -20.43 46°62 296
12525 41.58 -19.98 46.14 295
13425 50.28 -0.80 50.29 _T1
13450 50.80 -1.40 50.82 271
13475 50.50 -_.91 50.74 275
13500 51.48 -7.09 51.97 278
13525 54.99 -5o01 55.21 275
12550 41,29 -17.64 4A.90 293
12575 41.86 -16.71 45.07 292
12600 42.02 -16.23 45.04 291
[2625 42.30 -15,65 45.10 290
12650 42,41 -14.45 44.80 289
13550 56°53 -6.09 56.85 276
13575 57.32 -7.11 57.76 277
13600 57.29 -7.38 57.76 277
13625 58.73 -8.32 59.31 278
13650 59,28 -7.76 59,78 277
12675 41.53 -IA.98 64.13 290
12700 42,42 -14.A5 44.82 289
12725 42.37 -13.83 44.57 208
12750 40.30 -12.52 42.20 287
12775 42.47 -12o44 44.25 286
13675 58.69 -11.12 59.53 281
13700 58.67 -10.36 59.61 280
13725 59.09 -8.90 59.77 2TB
13750 58.19 -12.49 59.52 282
13775 58.41 -12.19 59.67 282
12800 43.22 -12.62 45,08 286
12825 44.20 -11.62 45,70 285
12850 44.78 -10.39 45.97 283
12875 44.90 -9.50 45.90 282
12900 45.23 -9.36 46.19 282
13800 58.25 -12.12 59.50 282
18825 58.41 -13.14 59.87 282
13850 58.97 -13.07 60.40 282
13875 59.45 -12.30 60.71 282
13900 59.02 -13.52 60.55 283
12925 44.4T -11.14 45.85 284
12950 45.42 -9.58 66.42 282
12975 46.05 -8.97 46.92 281
13000 45.70 -9*77 46,73 282
13025 66.47 -7°13 47.01 279
13925 58.68 -14.84 60.52 284
13950 59.14 -13.99 60.77 283
13975 59.18 -13.98 60.81 283
14000 59.50 -13.88 61.09 283
13050 4T.03 -6.42 47.47 278
13075 46.54 -8.68 47.31 200
13100 47.06 -7.27 47.62 279
13t25 47.93 -3.97 48.10 275
13150 4T.64 -6,11 48.03 277
ALT ffi ALTITUDE, WX ffi ZgNAL C_MP_NENT, WZ ffi MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEEDt THETA ffi wIND DIRECTIN
PAGE 248
ALT WR WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
375 9.96 -2,27 IQ.22 283
400 9.84 -1,29 9.93 277
425 9.93 -0.69 9.95 273
450 9.96 -0.13 9.96 271
475 9,97 --0,02 9,97 270
TABLEI 1-43
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VEtSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1660 03/10/65t 10012_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, ELBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THET4 ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
1375 B.87 --8.98 12.62 335 2375 13.26 --5,27 14.27 291
1600 7.95 -9.49 12.38 320 2400 13.18 -4.82 14.03 290
1425 6.98 -9°72 11.97 326 2425 12.99 -4.42 13.72 289
1650 6.27 -9.80 11.63 327 2650 13.10 -¢.10 13.72 287
1475 5.63 -9.79 11.29 330 2675 13.09 -3.82 13.64 286
500 10.00 O.OX lO.OO 270
525 10.03 -0.12 10.03 271
550 9.90 -0.24 9.90 271
575 9,71 -0,42 9.72 272
600 9.80 -0.78 9.83 274
625 9.84 -1.03 9.89 276
650 9.80 -1.26 9.88 277
675 9.75 -1.71 9.90 280
700 9.66 -2.10 9.89 202
725 9.57 -2.46 9.88 284
750 9.51 -2.96 9.96 287
775 9.59 -3.30 10.14 289
800 9.76 -3.69 10.36 289
825 9.92 -3.85 10.66 291
850 9.61 -6.31 10.53 298
875 9.64 -4.78 10.50 297
900 9.77 -5.48 11.20 299
928 9.96 -6.00 11.63 301
950 9.75 -6.18 11.56 302
975 9.59 -6.61 11.53 306
1000 9.62 -6.57 11.66 306
1025 9.60 -6.67 11.69 305
1050 9.52 -6.73 11.66 305
1075 9.54 -6.68 11.65 3OS
llOO 9.39 -6.68 11.53 305
1125 9.01 -6.69 11.23 306
1150 9.03 -6.68 11.23 306
1175 9.08 -6.79 11.34 307
1200 9.04 -7.08 11.59 308
1228 9.21 -7.38 11.80 309
1250 9.68 -7.63 12.33 308
1275 10.02 -7.77 12.68 308
1300 9.78 -7.91 12.58 309
1325 9.45 -8.05 12.81 310
1350 9.25 -8.42 12.51 312
1500 5.12 -9.63 10.90 332
1525 4.79 -9.41 10.56 333
1550 4.68 -9.27 10.39 333
1575 4.52 -9.24 10.28 336
lbOO 6.60 -9.33 10.40 336
2500 13.21 -3.85 13.76 286
2525 13.47 -3.91 14.02 286
2550 13.57 -4.00 16,17 287
2575 13.57 -4.35 14.25 288
2600 13.44 -4.41 14.15 288
1625 5.07 -9.50 10.76 332
1650 5.57 -9.56 11.06 330
1675 5.89 -9.80 11.43 329
1700 6.OO -10.06 11.71 329
1725 6.36 -I0.01 11.86 327
2625 13.39 -4.26 16.05 287
2650 13.74 -4.28 16.39 287
2675 16.36 -4.13 14.94 286
2700 14.92 -3.88 15.42 284
2725 15.77 -4.22 16.32 285
1750 6.89 -9.92 12.06 325
1775 7.68 -9.87 12.39 323
1800 7.97 -9.50 12.40 320
1825 8.32 -8.91 12.20 317
1850 8,38 -0.53 11.96 315
2750 16.33 -4.81 17.02 286
2775 16.49 -5.46 17.37 288
2800 16.52 -5.91 17.56 290
2825 16.68 -6.37 17.85 291
2850 16.91 -7.19 18.37 293
1875 8.16 -8,52 11.80 316
1900 8,11 -8.66 11,86 317
1925 8.18 -8.71 11.95 317
1950 8.08 •-8.71 11,88 317
1975 7,98 -8.78 11.86 318
2875 17.29 -7.95 19.03 295
2900 17,88 -8.09 19.62 294
2925 18.14 -7.86 19.76 293
2950 17.97 -7.31 19.40 292
2975 17.96 -6.69 19o17 290
2000 8.54 -8.98 12.39 316
2025 9.43 -9.13 13.13 316
2050 9.82 -8.96 13.30 312
2075 9.78 -8.51 12.96 311
2100 9.87 -7.98 12.70 309
3000 18.87 -6.10 19.83 288
3025 19.64 -5.82 20.48 286
3050 19.97 -5.94 20.84 286
3075 20.14 -6.16 21.06 287
3100 19.75 -6.42 20.76 288
2125 9.99 -7.69 12.60 307
2150 10.02 -7.61 12.59 307
2175 10.01 -7.37 12.43 306
2200 10.02 -7.02 12.23 305
2225 10.43 -6.66 12.37 302
3125 19.51 -6.63 20.60 289
3150 19.39 -7.27 20.71 290
3175 20.22 -8.13 21.80 292
3200 21.09 -8.76 22,84 292
3225 21.37 -9.51 23.39 294
2250 11.01 -6.36 12.71 300
2275 11.63 -6.16 13.16 298
2300 12.13 -6.08 13.57 296
2325 12.53 -S.84 13.82 295
2350 12.97 -5.51 16.09 293
3250 21.93 -9.95 24.08 294
3275 22.16 -10.30 26.44 295
3300 22.23 -10.62 26.64 295
3325 22.49 -II.05 25.06 296
3350 22.83 -11.77 25.69 297
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX - ZRNAL CRMPONENT, WZ - NERIDIINAt CRNPONENT, WS " WINE SPEED. 7MEIA - WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHEBE WIND VELRCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 1660 03/10/65, 1001Z, EASTERN TES7 RANGEr FLRRIDA
ArT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
NE7ERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG NETERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEO METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
3375 23.39 -12.26 26.41 297 4375 25.70 -5.38 26.25 282 5375 35.29 -1.91 35.34 273
3400 26.06 k--12o60 27.07 297 4400 25.85 --5.36 26.60 282 5400 35.31 --2.42 35.39 274
3425 26.24 --12.27 27.17 297 4625 2S.97 -_.97 26.45 281 5625 35.06 -2.81 35.18 274
3450 26.14 -ll. EO 26.7E 295 4450 26.10 -6.50 26.68 280 5450 35.07 -3.37 35.23 275
3475 24.49 -11.15 26.92 296 6475 26.43 -4.25 26.77 279 3475 34.95 -3.$9 35.14 276
3500 25.24 -11.09 27.57 296
3525 25.87 -11.53 2B,32 296
3550 26.20 -12.16 28.88 295
3575 25.86 -11.65 28.37 294
3600 24.97 -11.01 27.29 296
4500 26.63 -4.02 26.93 278
6525 27.16 -4.01 27.46 278
4550 27.69 -4.35 28.03 279
4575 28.17 -4.58 28.54 279
6600 28.76 -4.85 29.16 279
5500 34.80 -4.02 35.03 276
5525 36.92 -4.58 35.22 277
5550 34.76 -5.14 35.14 278
5575 36.62 -5.57 35.07 279
5600 36.54 -5.84 35.03 279
3625 26.13 -10.56 26.33 293
3650 23.56 -9.79 25.51 292
3675 23,43 -9.45 25.26 292
3700 23.29 -9.61 25.12 292
3725 23.27 -9.26 25.04 292
4625 29.13 -5.39 29.62 280
4650 29.67 -_.87 30.25 281
6675 30.44 -6.22 31.07 281
6700 30.82 -b.53 31.50 282
4725 31.12 -7.01 31.90 283
5625 34.36 -6,33 34.94 280
5650 36.72 -6.73 35.36 281
5675 35.00 -7.11 35.72 281
5700 35.07 -7.68 35.85 282
5725 35,29 -7,92 36.17 282
3750 23.43 -9.03 25.11 291
3775 23.41 -9.00 25.08 291
3800 23.41 -8.61 24.94 290
3825 23.66 -8,23 25.05 289
3850 23.69 -8.12 25.04 289
4750 31.76 -7.56 32.63 283
4775 32.23 -8.13 33.24 286
4800 32.48 -8.22 33.50 284
6825 32.61 -7.96 33.57 286
4850 32.66 -/.TO 33.55 283
5750 35.36 -8.26 36.31 283
5775 35.49 -8.54 36.51 283
5800 35.87 -9,09 37.00 284
5825 36.45 -9.38 37.64 284
5850 37,14 -9.59 38,36 286
3875 23.63 -8.01 28.95 289
3900 23.52 -7.76 24.76 288
3925 23.44 -7,55 24,63 288
3950 23.78 -7,27 24.87 287
3975 23.77 -7.26 24.85 287
6875 32.58 -7.22 33.37 282
4900 32.66 -6.61 33.32 281
4925 32.9l -6.02 33,45 280
4950 33.29 -5.62 33.73 279
6975 33.68 -6.60 33.79 278
5875 37.62 -10.17 38.97 285
5900 38.14 -IO.3T 39.53 285
5925 38.50 -10.39 39.88 285
5950 38.60 -10.54 60.01 285
5975 38.67 -10.82 60.16 285
4000 23.45 -7.61 24.60 287
4025 23.37 -7.18 24.45 287
4050 23.30 -6.96 24.31 286
4075 23,36 -7.11 24.41 287
6100 23,31 -7.10 24.36 287
5000 33.54 -3.56 33.73 276
5025 33.72 -Z.51 33.81 276
5050 33.95 -1.73 34.00 273
5075 34.05 -i.53 34.08 272
5100 36.17 -1.75 34.21 273
6000 38.89 -11.31 40.50 286
6025 39.24 -11.84 60.99 287
6050 39.71 -12.26 61.56 287
6075 40.11 -12.79 62.09 288
6100 40.62 -13,20 42.71 288
4125 23.39 -6.94 24,39 286
4150 23.78 -6.92 24,76 286
417S 24.29 -6.69 25.20 285
6200 24.66 -6.54 25,51 285
4225 26.92 -6.24 25.69 284
5125 36.41 -1.97 34.47 273
5150 36.50 -2.DO 34.55 273
5175 36.64 -1.89 34.49 273
5200 36.56 -1,74 34,58 273
5225 36.T1 -1.70 34.75 273
6125 41.31 -12.63 43.19 287
61S0 41.95 -11.29 43.45 285
6175 42.51 -10.14 63.71 283
E200 42.65 -9.49 63.70 282
6225 42.76 -8.53 63.58 281
6250 25.17 -5.93 25.86 283
6275 25.29 -5.62 25.91 282
4300 25.51 -5.26 26.05 281
4325 25.59 -5.11 26.10 281
4350 2S.67 -5.24 26,20 281
5250 34.65 -1.65 34.69 273
5275 34.71 -1.56 36,74 272
5300 35,03 -1.48 35.06 272
5325 35.2N -1.31 3S.26 272
5350 35.18 -1.30 35.20 272
6250 43.19 -7.88 63.90 280
6275 44.11 -7.65 44.77 280
6300 45.21 -7.30 45.80 279
6325 46.30 -7.15 46.85 279
6350 46.94 -7.25 47.49 279
AL7 • ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CRMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CONPRNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-43 (con't) PAGE249
FPS-[6 RADRR/JiMSPHERE W|NO VEL8CITY PR8F|LE
TEST NUMBER [660 03/10/65w [O0[Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6375 47,33 -7,48 47,9[ 279 7575 5[,75 -1,4[ 51.77 271 8375 48.93 -4,42 49,13 275
6400 47,88 -7,85 48,49 279 7400 51,89 -1.20 51,91 27[ 8400 48,82 -4,3[ 49,01 275
6425 48,4[ -7,69 49,01 279 7428 52,00 -0,52 52,00 270 8425 48,56 -4,41 48,76 275
6450 49.16 -7.62 49.74 279 7450 51.62 -0.50 51.63 270 8450 48.46 -4.30 48.65 275
6475 49.73 -7.14 50.24 278 7475 51.46 -0.20 51.46 270 8475 48.31 -4.52 48.52 275
6500 50,18 -6.53 50.60 277
6525 50.55 -6.17 50.93 277
6550 50.50 -6.10 50.87 277
6575 50.34 -6*53 50.74 277
6600 50.31 -6.37 50.71 277
7500 51.65 -0.20 51.65 270
7525 51.76 -0.30 51.75 270
7550 51.56 -0.26 51.56 270
7575 51.33 -0.40 51.34 270
7600 51,18 -0,02 51,18 270
8500 48.34 -4.46 48.56 275
8525 48.55 -4.72 48.77 275
8550 68.73 -5.40 49.02 276
8575 48.78 -5,52 49.09 276
8600 48.88 -5.25 49.16 276
6625 50.51 -6.04 50.87 277
6650 50.74 -5.86 51.07 276
6675 50*73 -5.70 51,05 276
6700 50,72 -5,56 51,05 276
6725 50.65 -5.42 50.94 276
7625 50.91 0.23 50.91 270
7650 50.84 -0,03 50.84 270
7675 50.72 -0.69 50.72 271
7700 50,71 -U,74 50,72 271
7725 50.74 -0.52 50.75 270
8625 49,26 -5,10 49,52 276
8650 49,12 -6,25 49.51 277
8675 49.29 -5.82 49.64 277
8700 49.62 -5.63 49.92 276
8725 49.50 -6,23 49,89 277
6750 50.39 -5.35 50.67 276
6775 50.27 -5.08 50.52 276
6800 50°[4 -5,05 50*40 276
6825 50.05 -5.21 50.32 276
6850 50,12 -5,11 50.38 276
7750 50,43 -1,16 50.45 271
7775 50.37 -1.96 50.41 272
7800 50.42 -2.03 50.46 272
7825 50.46 -1.67 50.49 272
7850 50.54 -2.30 50.59 272
8750 49.90 -6.03 50.26 277
8775 50.23 -6.58 50.66 277
8800 50.40 -6.38 50.80 277
8825 50,47 -6,37 50,88 277
8850 50.36 -7.50 50.91 278
6875 50.37 -5.12 50.63 276
6900 50.36 -5.21 60.63 276
6925 50*42 -5.19 50,69 276
6950 50.43 -5.21 50.70 276
6975 50,67 -6.90 50,71 275
7875 50.75 -2.48 50.81 273
7900 50,81 -2,36 50.86 272
7925 50.88 -2,43 50.94 273
7950 50.78 -2.33 50.83 272
7975 50.42 -2,35 50,48 272
8875 50.85 -7.75 51.44 27B
8900 51.46 -6.79 51.90 277
8925 51.12 -7.35 51.65 278
8950 50.80 -8.13 51.45 279
8975 50.92 -7.94 51.53 279
7000 50.99 -6.67 51.21 275
7025 51.11 -4.65 51.32 275
7050 51.12 -4.40 51.31 275
7075 51.16 -6.02 51,32 274
7100 51,02 -3.68 5[,15 274
8000 50.31 -2.16 50.35 272
8025 50.10 -2.23 50.15 272
8050 69.96 -2,06 50.01 272
8075 49.97 -1.52 49.99 272
8100 50.12 -1.85 50.15 272
9000 51.12 -8.17 51.77 279
9025 51.60 -7.46 52.14 278
9050 51,34 -7.84 51,94 279
9075 51.05 -7.93 51.67 279
9100 51.36 -7.64 51.92 278
7125 50.87 -3,31 50.98 274
7150 50.63 -3.30 50.74 274
7175 50.38 -3,11 50.48 273
7200 50.27 -2.67 50.34 273
7225 50.51 -2.42 50.56 273
8125 50,19 -2,38 50,24 273
8150 50,29 -2,31 50,34 272
8175 49,97 -2.49 50.03 273
8200 49.50 -2.89 49.58 273
8225 49.26 -3.31 49.36 274
9125 51.65 -8.44 52.33 279
9150 52.03 -8.05 52.65 279
9175 51,87 -8,61 52,58 279
9200 51,72 -10,02 52,68 281
9225 52.12 -9,46 52.97 280
7250 50,91 -2,33 50.96 272
7275 51,01 -2,57 51,08 273
7300 51,27 -2.09 51,31 272
7325 51,39 -[,89 51,43 272
7350 51,56 -1,62 51,59 272
8250 49,21 -3.35 49.32 274
8275 49,08 -3,70 49,22 276
8300 48.95 -4.01 49.11 274
8325 48.88 -3.92 49,04 274
8350 48,73 -4.48 48.94 275
9250 52.36 -9.94 53.30 281
9275 52.52 -11.32 53.73 282
9300 52.54 -12,12 53.92 283
9325 52.18 -12,43 53.64 283
9350 52.08 -12.63 53.59 283
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CEMP8NEN7, WZ = MERID]BNAL CEMPBNENT, WS = NINE SPEED, THETA • N|ND DIRECTleN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1660 03110/65w 100[Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLgRIDA
ALT HX NZ HS THETA ALT WX HZ NS THETA ALT WX NZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS B/SEE M/SEE H/SEE DEG
9375 52.67 -[3.48 54.37 284 [0375 54.23 -24.85 59.66 294 11375 54.65 -36.64 65.80 304
9400 52,80 -12,67 54,29 283 [0400 53.75 -24,91 59,24 295 11400 54,76 -36,59 65,86 304
962_ 52.50 -12.51 53.97 283 10425 53.66 -25.63 59.47 295 11425 54.86 -36.54 65.92 303
9650 52,46 -13,32 54,12 284 10450 54,27 -25,06 59,77 295 11450 55,16 -36,13 65,94 303
9475 52,43 -14,08 54,29 285 10475 54,28 -25,31 59.89 295 11475 54.90 -38,06 66,80 305
9500 52.45 -15.32 54.64 286
9525 52.63 -13.80 54.41 285
9550 51,98 -14,50 53.97 285
9575 51.54 -15.72 53.89 287
9600 52.20 -16.09 54.62 287
10500 54,20 -26,57 60,36 296
10525 54,81 -25,84 60,59 295
10550 54.99 -26.09 60.87 295
[0575 55,23 -25,65 60,8[ 295
10600 54,94 -26,02 60.79 295
11500 54.97 -38.93 67.36 305
11525 55,60 -38.41 67.41 305
11550 55,53 -38,42 67,52 305
11575 55,39 -39,57 68.07 305
11600 55,48 -39,80 68,28 305
9625 53.[3 -i6.99 55.78 288
9650 53.34 -16.67 55.89 287
9675 54,00 -17,25 56*69 288
9700 54,22 -17,76 57,06 288
9725 54,34 -18,00 57,25 288
10625 54,96 -27,95 61,66 297
10650 55,48 -27,10 61,74 296
10675 55*25 -26,28 61,18 295
10700 54,74 -27,28 61,16 296
10725 54,47 -28,38 61,42 297
11625 55.56 -40.03 68.48 306
11650 55.65 -40.26 68.69 306
[[675 56,16 -41.07 69,57 306
11700 56.20 -40.75 69.42 306
11725 55.78 -41,91 69,77 307
9750 54,52 -18,22 57,49 288
9775 54,63 -18,05 57,53 288
9800 54,61 -17,78 57.44 288
9825 54.60 -18.52 57.65 289
9850 54.94 -18.49 57.97 288
10750 55,02 -28,09 61.78 297
10775 54,91 -28,57 61,90 297
10800 54,65 -29,65 62.17 298
10825 54,68 -30.27 62.32 299
10850 56.40 -28.63 61.48 298
11750 55,21 -61,26 68.93 307
11775 54,52 -60,52 67,93 306
11800 53.83 -39.79 66.93 306
11825 51,04 -37,14 63.12 306
11850 51,27 -36o91 63.18 306
9875 54*95 -18.34 57.92 288
9900 54,87 -18,67 57.89 288
9925 55.08 -19.20 58.33 289
9950 55.14 -19.80 58.59 290
9975 55,27 -19,16 58,49 289
10875 54,03 -29,13 61,38 298
10900 54,07 -29,82 61,75 299
10925 54.13 -29.61 61.70 299
10950 53,86 -30.32 61,80 299
10975 53.97 -30.20 61,85 299
11875 51,50 -36,69 63.23 305
11900 52,17 -36,37 63,60 305
[1925 53,19 -35,17 63.76 303
11950 53.26 -33,75 63.06 302
11975 53,26 -32,47 62,38 301
lOOOO 55,31 -19,06 58,50 289
10025 55,01 -19,95 58,51 290
10050 54,88 -20,29 58,51 290
10075 55,13 -19,75 58,56 290
10100 54.8_ -2_,15 58.43 290
[1000 53.60 -32.02 62.46 301
11025 56.04 -3Z.22 62.91 301
[1050 54,70 -31,16 62,95 299
11075 54,93 -31.91 63.53 300
1[[00 54,94 -32,8[ 63.99 301
12000 53,13 -32,89 62,48 302
12025 52,20 -31,76 61,[0 301
12050 51,90 -30,76 60.33 300
12075 51,60 -29,76 59,56 300
12100 51,44 -29,16 59,13 299
[0125 54.63 -20.70 58,42 291
10150 54,85 -20,54 58,57 290
10175 54,73 -21,03 58,63 291
10200 56.73 -21,88 58,96 292
10225 54.77 -21,82 58.96 292
11125 54.69 -32,56 63.65 301
11150 54.33 -33,07 63.60 301
11175 54,81 -32.86 63.90 301
11200 55,24 -32,98 64.33 301
11225 56.66 -35.09 64.95 303
12125 51,28 -28,57 58,70 299
12150 51,12 -27.97 58,27 299
12175 51,82 -25,57 57,78 296
12200 51.91 -24.56 57.42 295
12225 51,14 -26,16 57,66 297
10250 54,79 -22,26 59,14 292
10275 54.63 -23.09 59,30 293
[0300 56,53 -23,14 59.23 Z93
[0325 55,11 -22,82 59,65 292
10350 55.14 -23.45 59.92 293
11250 54.14 -34.99 64.66 303
11275 54.86 -35.39 65.29 303
11300 55.25 -35.96 65.92 303
11325 54.92 -34.65 66.93 302
11350 54.69 -34.75 64,80 302
12250 51.06 -25,46 5.7,06 296
12275 50,17 -24,94 56,03 296
12300 50.26 -24,81 56,_5 296
12325 50.38 -24.09 55.84 295
[2350 49,41 -24,91 55*34 297
ALT = ALTITUDE, HX = Z8NAL C_MP8NENTt NZ • MERIDI8NAL CBBPONENTt WS _ MINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTI8N
TABLE 11-43 (con't)
PAGE 250 Fps-16 RADAR/JENSPHERE MEND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1660 03110165, 10012, EASTERN TEST RANGE/ FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC
12375 49.97 -23.98 55.43 295 13375 51.71 -7.82 52.30 278
12400 50.01 -23.80 55,38 295 13400 52°90 -7.11 53.37 277
12425 50.04 -23.82 55.34 295 13425 53.98 -6.16 54,33 276
12450 48°55 -23.97 54.15 296 13450 53.71 -b.90 54o15 277
12475 49°33 -25.20 54.51 295 13475 55,10 -0.23 55.45 276
12500 49,72 -23.50 54.99 295
12525 49.26 -23,54 54.60 295
12550 51.74 -21.62 56.08 292
12575 52.44 -21*13 56.54 292
12600 49,42 -19,26 53.04 291
13500 56.32 -6.06 56,64 276
13525 56.81 -5*66 57.09 276
13550 57.86 -6,92 58.28 277
13575 57.93 -7.42 58.41 277
13600 58.85 -6.98 59.26 277
12625 49.24 -18o81 52,71 291
12630 49.07 -18.36 52.39 290
IZ6T5 SO.Of -16.45 52.64 288
12700 50.44 -14,31 52.43 286
12725 49.58 -13.13 51.29 285
13625 59.67 -1D.39 60.57 280
13650 59*53 -11.78 60.69 281
13675 58.51 -Iz.26 59,78 2R2
13700 57.89 -1_.98 59.79 284
13725 57.71 -15.24 59.69 285
12750 48.60 -11.50 49.94 283
12775 48.36 -12.20 49.87 284
12800 48.92 -12.78 50.57 284
12825 49.04 -12°62 50.6_ 284
12850 49.03 -12,21 50.53 284
13750 57.74 -14.40 59.51 284
15775 57.77 -13.55 59.34 283
13800 56.57 -14°13 58.31 284
13825 55.94 -15.12 57.94 285
13850 55.19 -1_.75 57.12 285
12875 49.03 -11.80 50.43 283
12900 48.99 -11°63 50.35 283
12925 48.95 -11,45 50.28 283
12950 49.01 -11.54 50,35 283
12975 49°06 -11.63 50.42 283
13875 54.55 -13.92 56°30 284
13900 54.67 -11.97 55°96 282
13925 54.17 -1_.19 55.53 283
13950 53.51 -12.02 54.84 282
13975 53.03 -II.91 54,35 282
13000 49.48 -lO.11 50,50 281
13025 49,38 -9.89 50.32 281
13050 50.22 -9,99 51.21 281
13075 49.93 -10°66 51o06 282
13100 49.84 -9.75 50.79 281
14000 53,06 -9.95 53.98 280
13125 50.34 -8.37 51.03 279
13150 49.20 -11.03 50,42 282
13175 49.07 -9.66 50.01 281
13200 50°04 -6.90 58.51 278
13225 48.39 -8.32 50.08 279
13250 48.00 -10.93 49.23 283
13275 49.67 -7,88 50,29 279
13300 50.51 -7.34 51.04 278
13325 50.34 -7.81 50.94 279
13350 49*06 -7.71 49.66 279




FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1661 03/10/55t 1201Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
1050 6.38 -8.28 7.65 325 2050 11.19 -8.31 13.96 308 3050 18.54 -11.48 21.81 302
1075 3,45 -6.17 7,07 331 2075 11.68 -8.06 14.02 305 3075 19.31 -11.54 22,49 301
llOO 2.86 -6.OB 6.72 335 2100 11.55 -7.88 13.87 303 3100 19.93 -11.63 23.07 300
1125 2,91 -5.88 6.56 534 2125 11.82 -7,43 13.98 302 3125 20.61 -11.86 23.59 300
1150 2.66 -5.44 6.06 334 2150 12.12 -b.TO 13.85 299 3150 20.84 -11.77 23.93 299
1175 2,05 -4.98 5.38 337
1200 1.57 -4.85 5.10 342
1225 1.07 -4.g7 5.08 368
1250 0.65 -5.11 5.15 353
1275 0,68 -5.23 5,27 352
2175 12.67 -6.01 14.02 295
2200 12.83 -5.57 13.99 293
2225 12.66 -5.31 13.72 2g3
2250 12.80 -5.37 13.89 293
2275 [2,74 -5.42 13.86 293
3175 21.27 -11.69 26.28 299
3200 21.71 -11.82 24.62 298
3225 22.16 -11,55 24.97 297
3250 22.58 -11.68 25.33 297
3275 23.01 -11.41 25.68 296
1300 1.02 -5.60 5.70 350
1325 1.27 -6.15 6.28 348
1350 1.70 -6.66 6,88 345
1375 2.62 -6.50 6.93 338
1600 3.05 -6.75 7.41 336
2300 12.88 -5.31 13.93 292
2325 13.10 -5.09 14.05 291
2350 13.23 -4.86 14.09 290
2375 13.60 -4.86 [4.18 289
2600 13.50 -4.39 16.20 288
3300 23.66 -11.33 26.04 296
3325 23.88 -11.26 26.40 295
3350 24.31 -11.19 26.76 295
3375 24.75 -11.12 27.13 296
3400 25.26 -10.86 27,41 293
1425 3.55 -7.01 7.86 333
1650 3.93 -7.41 8.39 332
1475 4.03 -7.83 8.80 333
1500 4.31 -8.16 9.21 332
1525 6,64 -8.46 9.63 331
2425 13.68 -4.36 16.36 288
2450 13.98 -4.80 14.78 289
2475 13.93 -5.26 14,89 2gl
2500 13.56 -5.78 16.73 293
2525 13.30 -0.31 14,72 2g5
3425 25.79 -10.56 27.86 292
3650 26.31 -10.52 28.33 292
3675 26.68 -10.28 28.58 291
3500 26.83 -10.19 28.70 291
3525 26.78 -10.20 28.66 291
1550 5.05 -8.53 9.91 329
1575 5.41 -8.42 lO.Ol 327
1600 5.59 -8.35 10.04 326
1625 5.93 -8.32 10.22 324
1650 6,28 -8.26 10.38 323
2550 13.05 -b.66 14.65 2g7
2575 12.87 -7.16 14.72 299
2600 12.90 -7.76 15.06 301
2625 13.65 -8.09 15,70 301
2650 16.28 -8.19 16.46 300
3550 26.91 -10.21 28.79 291
3575 26.90 -10.20 28.77 291
3600 26.86 -10;10 28.70 290
_625 26.94 -9.90 28.70 290
3650 26.75 -9,89 28.52 290
1675 6.67 -8.33 10.54 322
1700 6.62 -8.43 10.71 322
1725 6.73 -8.58 10.91 522
1750 6.68 -8.57 10.87 322
1775 6.62 _8.44 10,72 322
2675 16.73 -8.61 16.96 300
2700 16.96 -0.36 17.11 299
2725 15.09 -8.06 17.09 298
2750 15.69 -6,06 17.46 297
2775 18.88 -8,43 17.96 298
3675 27.02 -9.59 28.67 289
3740 27.27 -8.83 28.67 288
3725 27.36 -8.14 28.53 286
3750 27.89 -7.69 28.87 285
3775 28.10 -7.20 29.01 286
1800 6.63 -8.58 10.84 322
1825 6.79 -8.79 11.11 322
1850 7.26 -8.90 11.68 321
1875 7.92 -8.92 11*93 318
1900 8.67 -8.79 12.20 516
2800 15.77 -8.73 18.03 2gg
2825 15.56 -8.70 17.83 2q9
2850 15.47 -8.85 17.82 300
2875 15.62 -9.20 18.13 300
2900 15.90 -9.60 18.57 381
3800 27.87 -7.07 28.75 286
3825 27.73 -7.10 28.62 284
3850 27.63 -7,22 28,56 284
3875 27.65 -7.26 28.58 285
3900 27.69 -7,15 28.60 286
1925 8.82 -8.55 12.28 314
1950 9.29 -8.46 12.56 312
1975 9.BO -8.53 12.99 311
2000 10.18 -8.44 13.22 309
2025 10.61 -8.31 13.48 308
2925 15.98 -9.85 18.77 301
2950 18.08 -10.27 19.08 302
2975 16.55 -10.77 19.75 303
3000 17.17 -10,96 20.37 302
3025 17.85 -11.26 21.09 302
3925 27.86 -7.17 28.75 286
3950 27.95 -7.50 28.96 285
3975 28.00 -7.66 29.03 285
4000 28.14 -7.88 29.22 285
4025 27.83 -7.82 28.91 286
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMP_NENT, W8 = WINE SPEED, TMETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1661 03/10165, 1201Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS ThETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
4050 27.26 -7.33 28.23 285 5050 30.65 -6.26 31.08 281 6050 62.99 -9.37 46.00 282
4075 26.85 -6.69 27.87 286 5075 30.67 -0.19 31.28 281 6075 62.98 -9.02 63*92 282
4100 26.63 -5.91 27.08 282 5100 30.84 -6.50 31.52 282 EIOO 63.16 -8.84 46.05 281
6125 26.18 -5.33 26.72 281 5125 31.04 -6.62 31.74 282 E125 63.22 -9.34 46.22 282
4150 26.01 -4.86 26.46 280 5150 31.39 -6.83 32.12 282 6150 63.63 -9.25 44.61 282
6175 25.72 -4.29 26.07 279
4200 25.35 -3.66 25.61 278
4225 25.22 -3.26 25.43 277
6250 25.38 -3.DO 25.55 277
4275 25.63 -2.96 25.80 278
5175 31.55 -7.15 32.35 283
5200 31.52 -7.51 32.61 283
5225 31.66 -7.94 32.46 286
5250 31.38 -7.83 32.34 286
5275 31.23 -7.88 32.21 286
E175 63.70 -8.92 64.60 281
6200 46.12 -8.72 44.97 281
6225 44.21 -9.02 45.12 281
6250 44.59 -9.09 45,51 281
6275 64.95 -9.29 45.90 281
4300 26.1L -3.06 26.29 276
4325 26.51 -3.07 26.69 276
6350 26.66 -3.08 26.84 276
4375 26.76 -3.14 26.96 277
6600 26.97 -3.16 27.16 277
5300 31.30 -7.94 32.29 284
5325 31.51 -7.95 32.50 284
8350 31.68 -7.87 32.65 284
5375 31.86 -7.37 32.69 283
5400 32.52 -7.42 33.36 283
6300 65.66 -9.77 46.67 282
6325 46.69 -10.10 67.77 282
6350 67.40 -10.36 48.52 282
6375 68.66 -10.19 49.71 282
6400 49.56 -9.60 50.42 281
6425 27.22 _3.18 27.40 276
4450 27.62 -3.35 27.62 277
4675 27.62 -3.51 27.86 277
4500 2_.82 -3.BB 28.06 277
6525 28.02 -3.84 28.28 278
5425 33.05 -7.68 33.94 283
5450 33.61 -1.52 36.24 283
5475 33.32 -8.08 34,28 283
5500 33.66 -8.79 34.79 284
5525 33,93 -8,79 35.05 284
6425 49.10 -8_38 49.81 280
6650 68.46 -7.50 49.03 279
6475 48.31 -6.70 68.77 278
E500 68.61 -6.33 49.02 277
6525 48.23 -5.66 48.56 276
4550 28.22 -6.01 28.51 278
4575 28.43 -4*17 28.73 278
4600 28.63 -4.34 28.95 278
6625 28.83 -4.51 29.18 279
4650 29.03 -4.E7 29.40 279
5550 33.71 -8.68 34.81 284
5575 36.13 -9.01 35.30 285
5600 36.60 -9.55 35.90 285
5625 36.90 -9.82 36.25 286
5650 36.16 -10.26 37.58 286
6550 67.95 -6.31 48.16 275
E575 48.67 -4.18 48.65 275
6600 48.35 -4,37 48.55 275
6625 48.67 -6.75 48.70 275
E650 68.68 -4.80 68,91 275
4675 29.23 -4.84 29.63 279
4700 29.63 -5.00 29.86 279
4725 29.86 -5.17 30.08 28D
4750 29.84 -5.33 30.31 280
6775 30.06 -5.50 30.56 280
5675 36.13 -10.13 37.52 285
5700 35.27 -9.56 36.54 285
5725 35.66 -9.60 36.93 285
5750 36.06 -9.53 37.30 285
5775 36.57 -9.81 37.86 285
6675 68.59 -6.70 48.81 275
6700 68.73 -4.71 68.96 275
6725 68,91 -6.98 49,L7 278
6750 49.44 -5.24 49.72 276
6775 69.66 -5.49 69.77 276
4800 30.24 -5.67 30.77 280
4825 30.64 -5.83 31.00 281
4850 30.20 -5.77 30.76 281
4875 29.89 -6.06 30*50 281
6900 30.15 -6.46 30.83 282
5800 37.03 -9.86 38.32 285
5825 37.22 -9.80 38.69 265
5850 37.81 -10.09 39.13 285
5875 39.30 -9.98 60.55 286
5900 60,12 -9.69 61.23 283
6800 69.02 -5.07 49.28 276
6825 49.06 -5.09 69.32 278
6850 49.10 -5.52 49.41 276
6875 49.16 -5.55 69.66 276
E900 49.08 -6.03 69.65 277
4925 29.98 -6.71 30.70 282
4950 29.92 -6.43 30.80 282
6975 30o10 -5.45 30.59 280
5000 30.13 -6.96 30.53 279
5025 30.28 -5.66 30.80 2BO
5925 39.91 -9.13 60.96 283
5950 60.75 -9.50 41.86 283
5975 61.62 -9.53 42.51 283
6000 4L.61 -9.[5 62.60 282
6025 62.56 -8.99 63°50 282
6925 49.25 -6.66 49.67 277
6950 49.73 -6.83 50.20 278
6975 50*15 -6,36 50.55 277
7000 50.29 -6,19 50.67 277
7025 50.31 -6,54 50.73 277
ALT ffi ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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ALT WX wZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
7050 50.57 -6.33 50.96 277
7075 51.01 --6,59 51.85 277
7100 51.82 -6.58 52,24 277
7125 52.36 -6.90 52.8[ 277
7150 52.67 -7.29 53.18 278
7175 52.93 -7.10 53.61 277
7200 53.43 -6.93 53.88 277
7225 55.32 -6,91 55,75 277
7250 55,67 -6,68 58.07 277
7275 53.43 -6.44 53.82 277
7300 52.43 -6.55 52.84 277
7325 52.47 -6.2[ 52.83 277
7350 52.30 -6.10 52.65 276
7375 52.07 -6.20 52.45 277
7400 52.93 -6.09 53.28 276
7425 53*87 -6.07 54.21 276
7450 53.92 -6.45 54.30 277
7475 54.25 -6.03 56.88 276
7500 54,01 -5,78 54,82 276
7525 56.08 -6.28 58.66 276
7550 58.61 -6.51 54.00 277
7575 52.60 -6.72 55.02 277
7600 52.56 -6,65 52,98 277
7625 52.60 -6.95 52.86 277
7650 53.06 -7.22 53.55 278
7675 53.28 -7.77 55,85 278
7700 53*00 -7.92 53.59 278
7725 53.Z0 -8.39 55.86 279
7750 53.36 -8.99 54.11 279
7775 58.50 -8,63 54,19 279
7800 53.60 -8.59 54.28 279
7825 53.90 -8.48 54.56 279
7850 53.88 -8,96 58,57 279
7875 53.60 -9.43 54.42 280
7900 53,70 -9.05 56.65 279
7925 53.88 -9.[8 54.66 279
7950 56.04 -[O.O0 54.96 280
7975 54.05 -10.31 55.02 281
8000 56.56 -9.62 55.38 280
8025 56.69 -10.01 55.59 280
TABLE I 1-44 (con't)
FPS-[6 RADAR/J[MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER [66[ 03110165, 120|Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
WZ WS THETA WZ MS THETAALT WX
METERS MISEC M/SEO M/SEE EEG
8050 54.58 -[0.55 55.51 281
8075 54.29 -[0.87 55.36 281
8100 53.99 -11.43 55.19 282
8125 54.42 -10.56 55.44 281
8150 54.07 -[1.69 55.32 282
8175 53.72 -11.61 54.96 282
8200 53.62 -12.19 54.78 282
8225 53.4[ -1i,68 54.67 282
8250 53,77 -11.50 54.99 282
8275 54.09 -1[.54 55.30 282
8300 5¢.02 -12.42 55.43 283
8325 54.15 -!2.26 55.52 283
8350 54.23 -[_.06 55.56 282
8375 54.28 -12.25 55.65 283
8400 54.25 -12.66 55.7[ 283
8425 54.20 -12.60 55.65 283
8650 53.95 -12.50 55*58 283
8475 53,80 -13.25 55.41 284
8500 54.29 -12.66 55.75 283
8525 54.00 -13.06 55.56 283
8550 53.58 -[2.85 55.[0 283
8575 53.74 -1¢.26 55.12 283
8600 53°57 -18.[2 55.15 284
8625 53,65 -13.06 55.22 283
8650 53,67 -12.7_ 55.[6 283
8675 53.56 -12.67 55.04 283
8700 53.35 -12.72 54.84 283
8725 53.07 -13.[5 54.67 288
8750 53.23 -12.57 54.69 283
8775 52.99 -13.29 54.63 286
8800 53.28 -[3.[2 54.87 284
8825 53.26 -12.77 54.77 283
8850 52.71 -[3.45 54.39 284
8875 52.58 -[3.16 54.18 284
8900 52.64 -13.21 54.27 284
8925 52.92 -13.14 54.58 284
8950 52.80 -12.97 54.37 284
8975 52.67 -[3,67 54.42 286
9000 52,80 -[3.69 54.54 284
9025 52.78 -[3.46 54.47 288
ALT WX
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
9050 52.89 -13.19 54.51 284
9075 53.02 -22.53 54.48 283
9100 53.01 -12.74 54.52 283
9125 53.26 -[3.3[ 54.90 284
9150 53.39 -13.74 55.[3 284
9175 53.50 -13.10 55.08 284
9200" 53.46 -12.73 54.96 283
9225 53.33 -13.32 54.97 284
9250 53.64 -12.67 55.[2 283
9275 53.4[ -13.28 55.04 284
9500 53.43 -13,[4 55.03 284
9325 53.56 -[3.62 55.27 284
9350 53.94 -13.84 55.69 284
9375 53.99 -12.98 55.53 283
9600 53.20 -13.56 54.90 286
9425 53.04 -14.07 54.87 285
9450 53.03 -13.53 54.73 284
9475 53.58 -14.34 55.47 285
9500 53,93 -14,68 55.89 285
9525 53.7[ -14.39 55.6[ 285
9550 53.35 -14.81 55.37 285
9575 54.54 -15.23 56.48 285
9600 54*62 -[5.56 56*79 286
9625 53.38 -14.90 55.42 285
9650 53.[0 -15.06 55.20 286
9675 52.59 -16.06 54.99 287
9700 52.84 -16.34 55*3[ 287
9725 53.66 -[5.94 55.98 286
9750 53.94 -17.00 56*56 287
9775 53.48 -|7,39 56.28 288
9800 53.05 -16.95 55.69 288
9825 53.12 -17.41 55.91 288
9850 53.25 -18.08 56,23 289
9875 53.36 -18.78 56.57 289
9900 54.47 -18,97 57.68 289
9925 54.28 -19.50 57.68 290
9950 52.84 -20.78 56.78 291
9975 53,33 -20.55 57.[5 291
10000 53.57 -[9.66 57.06 290
[0025 52.60 -20.33 56.39 29[
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMP@NENI, WZ = MERIOIBN4L CBMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THET4 = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 R4DARIJIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1661 03/10165, 1201Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
4LT wx w2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 4LT WX W2 W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE R/SEC RISE0 DEG
10050 52.72 -21.10 56.79 292 [1050 53.36 -29,24 60.85 299 [2050 53.56 -45.09 69.86 310
10075 52.76 -2[.13 56.83 292 11075 53.29 -29.29 60.80 299 12075 52.33 -44.33 68.59 310
10100 51.86 -22.62 56.50 293 lifO0 53.16 -29.26 60,68 299 12100 53.22 -43,25 68.58 309
10125 51.95 -22.60 56.65 293 [1125 52,50 -30.63 60.78 300 12125 53.22 -43.71 68.87 309
IOLSO 52.27 -22.05 56.73 293 11150 52.37 -3[.60 61.17 301 12150 51.98 -43.78 67.96 310
10175 52.99 -23,29 57.88 294 [1175 53.04 -30.13 61.00 299 [2175 51.63 -43.12 67.27 310
10200 53.23 -23.60 58.23 294 [1200 52*78 -30.45 60.93 300 12200 51.56 -41.[7 65.98 308
10225 52.71 -25,83 57.85 294 [1225 52.54 -31,73 61.38 301 12225 5[.33 -42.07 66.37 309
10250 53.36 -23.98 58.50 296 [1250 52.97 -30.65 61.20 300 [2250 50.88 -42,06 66.01 309
10275 56.06 -24.63 59.41 294 [[275 52.95 -3U,79 61.25 300 [2275 50.86 -4[.22 65.47 309
10300 53.34 -24.83 58,84 295 11300 5Z.84 -31.23 61.38 300 12300 50.51 -4[.42 65.35 309
10325 52.99 -23.97 58.16 294 11325 52.85 -31,85 61.71 301 12325 50.06 -40.60 64.46 309
10350 52.84 -24,61 58.29 295 11350 52.59 -33.37 62.29 302 [2350 49.68 -39.92 63.73 309
10375 52.56 -25.51 58.41 296 11375 54.73 -3_.31 64.07 301 12375 49.73 -38.38 62.82 307
10400 52.33 -24.11 57.62 295 11400 55.49 -32.83 64.48 300 12400 49.52 -37.43 62.07 307
10425 52.35 -24.61 57,84 295 11425 53.36 -34.31 63.44 303 12425 49,39 -35.81 6[.00 306
10450 52.87 -26.71 58.36 295 11650 52.97 -34.90 63.44 303 12450 49.48 -35.80 61,07 306
10675 52.72 -24.54 58.16 295 11475 53.12 -34.35 63.25 303 12475 49,99 -33.89 60.40 304
10500 52.[5 -24.92 57,80 295 11500 53.12 -34.66 63.45 303 [2500 48.79 -32.68 58.72 304
10525 52.54 -24.66 58.04 295 11525 53.23 -35.79 64.14 306 12525 48.13 -35.79 58_81 305
10550 52.72 -24.87 58.29 295 11550 53.51 -36.30 64.66 306 12550 47.83 -32.66 57.92 304
10575 52.83 -25.43 58.63 296 11575 53.56 -36.26 64.68 304 12575 49.08 -29.90 57.47 50[
10600 53.29 -25.96 59.26 296 11600 53.92 -35.71 64.68 303 12600 48,39 -30.80 57.36 502
10625 53,62 -27.16 6G,IO 297 [1625 54*16 -35.32 66,66 3Q3 12625 47.33 -30.44 56.26 303
10650 53.53 -27.55 6C.20 297 11650 54.15 -35,68 64.85 303 [2650 47.67 -28.94 55.77 301
10675 53.58 -25,61 59.39 295 11675 54.02 -37,38 65.70 305 [2675 46.91 -29.74 55.54 302
10700 5_.Ob -26.60 60,24 296 11700 56.25 -3_*02 66.25 305 12700 48.15 -25.38 54.43 298
10725 53.85 -28,39 60.88 298 11725 54.50 -3U.70 66.84 305 12725 48.[[ -24.00 55.76 296
10750 53.19 -29.29 60.72 299 11750 54,93 -38.28 66.95 305 12750 47,14 -25.50 58.60 298
10775 53.31 -27.87 60.16 297 11775 54,38 -29.56 67.24 306 12775 47.86 -22.61 52.93 295
10800 53.77 -27,55 60.42 297 11800 53.30 -41.68 67.66 308 12800 48.49 -21.68 53.[2 296
10825 53.69 -28.50 60.69 298 11825 53.95 -4U.65 67.55 807 [2825 48.69 -2[.64 53.29 296
10850 53.60 -28.69 60.79 298 11850 54.45 -40.85 68.07 307 12850 68.78 -2[.24 53.20 293
IU875 5_.14 -28,43 61.14 298 11875 54.49 -41.67 68.48 307 12875 48.85 -20.84 53,10 295
10900 53.95 -29.01 61.26 298 11900 53.91 -43.01 68.96 308 12900 48.9[ -[9.62 52.70 292
10925 53.54 -28.e6 60.73 298 11925 54.25 -41.91 68.54 308 [2925 47.76 -19.?8 51.70 292
10950 53.10 -29.16 60.58 299 11950 54.18 -62.95 69.[4 308 [2950 46.49 -21.19 51.09 294
10975 53.36 -50.33 61.36 299 11975 54.09 -4_.87 69.64 509 [2975 49.16 -16.92 5[.99 289
liD00 53.81 -28.58 6C.93 298 12000 56.60 -42.76 69.19 308 13000 49.57 -17.60 52.60 289
11025 53.75 -27.86 60.54 297 12025 53.97 -44.26 69.80 309 13025 49.67 -17.27 52.59 289
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZON4L CBNP_NENTt W2 = MERIO[BNAL O_MP@NENT_ WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-44 (con't) PAGE253
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER [661 03/10/65t 1201Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX W2 MS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
13050 49.77 -16.94 52.57 289
13075 4g.60 -15.RO 51.94 287
13100 49,02 -14.85 51.22 287
13125 49.14 -15.62 51.56 287
13150 49.20 -16.C5 51.75 288
13175 50.35 -12.84 51.96 284
13200 50.81 -12.C1 52.21 283
13225 50.87 -10.80 52.01 282
13250 50.28 -10.73 51.41 282
13275 50.89 -10.0[ 51.86 281
13300 51.25 -8.56 51.96 279
13325 50.07 -10.02 51.06 281
13350 50.92 -8.30 51.59 279
13375 50.86 -9.36 51.72 280
13400 51.09 -7°83 51.69 279
13425 51,51 -6.34 51.90 277
13450 52.11 -6.99 52.58 277
[3675 53.[2 -4.68 53.32 275
[3500 54.58 -7.[6 55,04 277
13525 55.21 -8.54 55.87 279
13550 55.91 -8,59 56.56 279
L3575 57.04 -10.43 57.99 280
13600 57.74 -10.52 58.67 280
13625 58.36 -12.14 59.61 282
13650 59.46 -14,66 61,24 284
13675 60.23 -14.C3 61.84 283
13700 59.45 -17.46 61.97 286
13725 59.65 -17.00 62.02 286
13750 58,45 -16.84 60.82 286
13775 57.16 -16.75 59.57 286
13800 56.39 -16.27 58*69 286
13825 55.3l -1T.24 57°94 287
13850 54.81 -15,46 56.95 286
13875 53.80 -14,96 55.84 285
13900 53.57 -15.22 55.69 286
13925 53*33 -15.48 55.53 286
13950 52.66 -16.57 55.21 287
13975 53.17 -15.90 55.50 286
14000 52.57 -17.02 55.26 288
ALT = ALTITUDEe WX = ZBNAL COMPONENTt WZ - MERIOIBNAL COMPONENT, W5 = WINE SPEEDw THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE254 TABLE I 1-45
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPNERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1706 03/10/65, 1925Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE NISEC OEG
1700 13.29 -2.26 13.48 279 2700 19.30 2.36 19.46 263 3700 23.11 -5.22 23.69 283
1725 12,95 -2.62 I3,21 281 2725 19.19 _,07 19.30 266 3725 22.87 -5.73 23.57 284
1750 13.00 -2.68 13.24 281 2750 19,17 i.79 19,25 264 3750 22.73 -6.31 23.59 285
1775 13.28 -1.89 13.41 278 2775 19.47 1.51 19.53 265 3775 23.05 -7.07 24.11 287
1800 13o63 -1.40 13.70 276 /BOO 29.68 _.11 19.72 267 3800 23.28 -7.73 26.53 288
1825 13.69 -1.21 13.75 275
1850 13.74 -0.92 13.77 274
1875 I3.83 -0.61 13.84 272
1900 13.70 -0,76 13.72 273
1925 13.04 -1.22 13.10 275
2825 19.84 0.7T 19.86 268
2850 20.00 0.45 2D.Ol 269
2875 19.84 -0.09 19.64 270
2900 19.66 -0.63 19.67 272
2925 19,95 -1.00 19.98 273
3825 23.65 -7.77 24.90 288
3850 24.10 -7.53 25.25 287
3875 24.65 -7.02 25.63 286
3900 25.29 -6.29 26.06 284
3925 25.71 -5.70 26.34 282
1950 32.75 -1.70 12.86 277
1975 12.89 -1.82 13,02 278
2000 12.79 -1.63 12*89 277
2025 12.48 -1,71 12.60 278
2050 12.33 -2.O3 12.49 279
2950 20.13 -1.45 20.18 274
2975 20.33 -1.63 20.40 274
3000 20.43 -I.62 20._9 274
3025 20.66 -1.52 20.52 274
3050 20.90 -1.31 20.94 273
3950 26,55 -5.31 27.08 281
3975 27.42 -5.01 27.88 280
6000 27.95 -4.62 28.32 279
4025 28.77 -4.45 29.12 279
4050 29.43 -4.36 29,75 278
2075 12.52 -2.44 12.75 281
2100 12.80 -2.73 13.09 282
2125 12.89 -2.85 13.20 282
2150 12.91 -2.8% 13.22 282
2175 12.99 -2.70 13.27 282
3075 21.29 -I.I0 21.32 273
3100 21.82 -0.57 21.83 271
3125 22.26 -0.11 22.26 270
3150 22,39 0.25 22.39 269
3175 22.69 0.04 22.69 270
4075 29.44 -4.33 29.76 278
4100 29.63 -4.30 29.94 278
4125 29.97 -4.07 30.24 278
4150 30.06 -4*09 30.34 278
4175 30,04 -4.16 30.33 278
2200 13.02 -2.61 13.27 281
2225 13.18 -2°49 13°62 281
2250 13.49 -2.39 13.70 280
2275 13.72 -2.14 13.88 279
2300 13.64 -1.74 13.75 277
3200 23.03 -0.46 23.04 271
3225 23.17 -0.73 23.18 272
3250 22.97 -0.94 22.99 272
3275 22.46 -1.10 22.49 273
3300 22.36 -1.57 22,42 274
4200 30.13 -3.88 30.38 277
4225 30.29 -3.81 30.53 277
4250 30.26 -3,80 30.50 277
4275 29.90 -3.78 30,34 277
6300 29.61 -3.72 29.84 277
2325 13.51 -1.55 13.60 276
2350 13.91 -1.48 13.99 276
2375 14.25 -1.36 16.32 275
2400 16.55 -1.12 14,60 274
2625 15.05 -0.67 15.07 272
3325 22.73 -2.05 22.83 275
3350 23.02 -2.07 23.12 275
3375 23.23 -2.20 23.34 275
3400 23.47 -2.54 23.61 276
3625 23.73 -3.09 23.93 277
4325 29.54 -3.98 29.81 278
4350 29.21 -4.47 29.55 279
4375 28.95 -4.64 29.32 279
4400 28.90 -4.91 29.32 279
4425 28.68 -S.13 29.14 280
2450 15.23 -0.23 15.23 271
2675 15.64 O.O1 15.64 270
2500 16.14 0.30 16.15 269
2525 16.59 0.61 16.60 268
2550 16.97 1.DE 17.01 266
3450 23.91 -3.48 24.16 278
3475 24.12 -3.53 24.38 278
3500 24.54 -3.76 2%.82 279
3525 24,93. -_.lO 25.27 279
3550 24.71 -4.21 25.06 280
4450 28.75 -5.53 29.28 281
4475 28.47 -5.73 29.04 281
6500 28.10 -6.13 28.76 282
4525 28.35 -6.90 29.18 284
4550 28.68 -7.52 29,65 285
2575 17.29 1.57 17.36 265
2600 17.78 2.03 17,89 263
2625 18.21 2.28 18.36 263
2650 18.58 2.29 18.72 263
2675 18.98 2.60 I%14 263
3575 24.39 -4.16 24.74 280
3600 24.14 -4.25 26.51 280
3625 23.85 -4.43 24.26 280
3650 23.62 -4.43 2%.03 280
3675 23.32 -4.71 23.79 281
6575 29.12 -7.96 30.19 285
4600 29.51 -8.21 30.63 285
4625 30.15 -8.84 33.42 286
4650 30.88 -9.40 32.28 287
4675 31.43 -9.56 32.86 287
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = 2@NAL CgMPBNENI, W/ = MERID|ENAL CBMPENENTt WS = NINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 1706 031101651 192521 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W/ WS TNETA ALT WX W/ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC H/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE _ISEC CEG METERS R/SEC R/SEC MISEC DED
4700 31.97 Ig,85 33*45 287 5700 36,90 -i.55 36,g3 272 8700 42.03 -11.34 43.53 285
%725 32.15 -10,09 33.70 287 5T25 36.97 -2.13 37.03 273 6725 42.74 -11.02 44.14 284
4750 32.09 -9,80 33.56 287 5750 37.18 -2.39 37.25 273 6750 43.33 -11.08 44.72 284
4775 32.%0 -9,17 33.67 286 5775 37,13 -2.85 37.24 274 6775 43.63 -11.27 45.07 284
6800 32.86 -9.21 36.13 285 5800 37°28 -3.39 37.43 275 8800 46.35 -1[.43 45.80 284
4825 33.24 -9,17 34.48 285
4850 33.69 -8.70 36.79 284
4875 34.48 -8.38 35.48 283
4900 34.68 -8.27 35,66 283
4925 34.67 -B.O7 35.60 283
5825 37.19 -_.70 37.37 276
5850 37.08 -4.06 37.30 276
5875 37.17 -4.14 37.39 2T6
5900 36.85 -4.19 37.09 2T6
5925 36,88 -4.51 37.15 277
E825 44.83 -11.41 46.26 284
_850 45.19 -11.75 46.70 284
6875 45.84 -11.53 47.27 284
_900 46.30 -11.11 47.62 283
6925 46.55 -II*19 47.87 283
4950 35.24 -7.00 35.93 281
4975 35.58 -6,18 36.11 280
5000 35.73 -5.9_ 36.22 279
5025 35.44 -5,71 35.90 279
S050 35.48 -5,3T 35.89 278
5950 37.05 -5.06 37.39 278
5975 37.17 -5.55 37.58 278
6000 37.16 -6.22 37.68 279
6025 37.22 -6.68 37.82 280
6050 37.17 -6.99 37.82 280
6950 46.96 -11.02 48.24 283
6975 47.51 -ll.13 48.79 283
TO00 48.10 -10.93 49,32 283
7025 48.63 -10.18 49.68 282
7050 4g.19 -9.46 50.09 281
5075 35.76 -5,09 36.12 278
5100 35.72 -5.08 36.08 278
5125 35.66 -5.38 36.06 278
5150 35,42 -5,58 35.86 279
5175 35.29 -5*69 35.74 279
6075 36.84 -7.40 37.5E 281
6100 36.70 -7.70 37.50 282
6125 36.79 -8.2fl 37.70 282
6150 36.95 -9.04 38.03 284
6175 37.05 -9.53 38.26 284
?075 49.76 -8.84 50.56 280
7100 50.14 -8.53 50.86 279
7125 50.70 -8.01 51.33 279
7150 50.94 -7.69 51°52 278
7175 50.99 -7.T3 51.57 278
$200 35.21 -5.57 35.65 279
5225 35.26 -5.55 35.69 279
$250 35.60 -5.48 36.01 279
5275 35.73 -4,95 36,07 278
5300 35.70 -4.56 35.99 277
6200 37.13 -9.58 38.34 284
6225 37.04 -9.69 38.28 284
6250 36.68 -10.23 38.08 2_5
6275 36.81 -10.77 38.35 286
6300 37.ll -11.03 38.72 286
?200 51.18 -7.68 51.75 278
7225 51.17 -7.26 51.68 278
7250 51,09 -6.96 51.57 278
7275 51.00 -6.72 51.45 277
7300 50.75 -6.47 51.17 277
5325 35.91 -4.11 36,15 276
5350 36.09 -3.50 36.26 275
5375 38.22 -3.37 36.38 275
5400 36.57 -3.39 36.72 275
5425 36.84 -3.C5 36.97 275
6325 37.22 -11.66 39.00 287
6350 37.32 -Iz. Ol 39.20 288
6375 37.40 -11,95 39.26 288
6600 37,61 -12.11 39.51 288
6425 38.07 -11,99 39.91 _87
7325 50.51 -6.69 50.95 27T
7350 50.51 -6.4q 50.92 27T
7375 50.54 -6.02 50.90 277
7400 50.57 -5,73 50,89 276
7425 50.66 -5.38 50.95 276
5650 37.10 -3.16 37,24 275
5475 37.43 -3.43 37.59 275
5500 37.79 -2.93 37.90 276
5525 37.96 -2.30 38.03 273
5550 37.68 -I.EI 37.73 273
6650 38.64 -11.72 40.18 2_7
6475 38.56 -li.60 40.27 287
6500 38.89 -14.75 40.62 287
6525 39.31 -IL.O0 41.10 287
6550 39.40 -I_.13 41.22 287
7450 50.33 -5.18 50.60 276
7475 50.43 -5.17 50.70 276
75C0 50.71 -5.04 50,96 276
7525 50.65 -4.80 50.88 275
7550 50.62 -4.70 50.83 275
5575 37.45 -l. BO 37.49 272
5600 37.36 -1.26 37.38 272
5625 37.26 -0.82 37.27 271
5650 37.19 -0.50 37.19 271
5675 37.03 -0.72 37.04 271
6575 39.63 -Iz. II 41.44 2P7
6600 40.30 -IX.B0 41.99 286
6625 %0.63 -li.39 42.19 285
6650 40.72 -11.16 42.22 285
6675 41.39 -11.66 42.95 285
7575 50,53 -4,58 50,74 275
7600 50.68 -4.74 50.90 275
T625 50.78 -4.66 50.99 275
7650 50.61 -4.72 50.83 275
7675 50.63 -5.10 50.88 276
AL7 = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CEMPONENT, WE = RERIOIBNAL CEMPENENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-45 (con't) PAGE255
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND 9ELECITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1706 03/10/65, 19252, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT WX WE kS THETA ALT WX WE WS ThETA ALT gX MZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE B/SEE N/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
7700 50.84 -5,16 51,10 276 8700 53,01 -8,67 53.71 279 5700 53,19 -8.83 53.92 279
7725 50.59 -5.45 50,88 276 8725 52,95 -9.11 53.72 280 9725 52.85 -9.20 53.64 280
7750 50.35 -5.43 50,64 276 8750 53,04 -9.44 53.87 280 9750 53.00 -8.81 53.73 279
7775 50.54 -5.48 50.84 276 8775 53,17 -9.81 54.06 280 9775 53.15 -8.43 53.82 279
7800 50.27 -5.67 50,59 276 8800 53.41 -9.89 54.32 280 9800 53.21 -8.76 53.92 279
7825 49.98 -5.98 5Q,34 277
7850 50.11 -6.28 50.50 277
7875 50.08 -6.70 50.55 277
7900 50,17 -7.67 50.75 279
7925 50.82 -8.15 51,47 279
8825 53.56 -9.77 54.44 280
8850 53.38 -10.17 54.34 281
8875 53.93 -10.20 54.88 281
8900 53.99 -9.95 54.90 280
8925 53.41 -10*69 54.43 281
9835 53.18 -9.93 54.10 280
9850 53.41 -8.99 54.16 279
9875 53.60 -8.57 54.28 279
9900 53.51 -9.07 54.27 279
9925 53.10 -9.25 53.90 280
7950 51.23 -8.84 51.98 280
7975 51.11 -9.88 51.98 280
8000 51.17 -9.80 52.10 281
8025 51.73 -10,02 52.69 281
8050 51,66 -9.89 52.59 281
8950 54.14 -10.29 55.11 281
8975 54.29 -10.06 55.21 280
9DO0 54,26 -IU,11 55.20 280
9025 54,12 -9,69 54.98 280
9050 54.21 -10,17 55,16 280
9950 54.65 -8.97 55.38 279
9975 54.72 -8.63 55.39 279
ECOOO 53.15 -8.36 53.80 279
10025 53.66 -8.59 54.35 279
1C050 53.85 -8.59 54.53 279
8075 51.24 -9.14 52.05 280
8100 51.23 -9.11 52.04 280
8125 50.82 -9,83 51,69 280
8150 50.90 -8.95 51.68 280
8175 50*87 -8.43 51.56 279
9075 54.46 -10.29 55.42 281
9100 54.44 -10.02 55.36 280
9125 54,40 -1U.56 55.42 281
9150 54.25 -10.71 55.30 281
9175 54.12 -10.63 55.15 281
IC075 53.70 -8.39 54.35 279
10100 53.75 -8.26 54.38 279
10125 53.56 -8.45 54.22 279
10150 53.72 -8.58 54.40 279
lC175 53.87 -8.49 54.56 279
8EO0 51.11 -8.37 51.79 279
8225 51.35 -8.37 52.02 279
8250 51.36 -7.83 51.95 278
8275 51.56 -8.20 52.20 279
8300 51.84 -8.84 52.59 279
9200 54.03 -10.93 55.13 281
9225 53.82 -10.75 54.88 281
9250 54.07 -10.80 55.14 281
9275 54.11 -11.09 55.23 281
9300 54.17 -10.94 55.26 281
10200 53.68 -8.73 54.39 279
10225 53.77 _8.76 54.47 279
10250 53.57 -8.77 54.28 279
10275 53.81 -9.06 54.56 279
10300 53.92 -8.66 54.61 279
8325 52.21 -8.29 52,87 279
8350 52.12 -7.91 52.72 278
8375 52.18 -7.23 52.68 278
8400 52.25 -7.02 52.70 277
8A25 52.23 -7.07 52.71 278
9325 54.02 -10.77 55.08 281
9350 53.76 -10.86 54.83 281
9375 53.97 -10.61 55.00 281
9400 53.93 -10,69 54.98 281
9425 54.01 -10.79 5_.08 281
10325 53.55 -8.24 54.18 279
10350 53*60 -8.61 54*28 279
10375 53.68 -8.20 54.30 279
10400 53.94 -8,69 54.63 279
10425 53.86 -8,77 54.57 279
8650 52.30 -6.68 52.73 277
8475 52.20 -6.84 52,65 277
8500 52.41 -7.28 52.91 278
8525 52.56 -6.63 52,98 277
8550 52.49 -6,60 52,90 277
9450 54.11 -10.27 55.07 281
9475 53.84 -9.94 54.75 280
9500 53.65 -9.86 54_53 280
9525 53.74 -9.84 54.64 280
9550 53.56 -9.72 54.44 280
10450 53.66 -8.13 56.28 278
1C475 54.21 -8.33 54.85 279
1C5OO 54,52 -8.34 55.15 279
10525 54.48 -8.46 55.13 279
10550 53.98 -8.30 54.62 279
8575 52.76 -6.78 53.20 277
8600 52.84 -6.92 53.29 277
8625 52.53 -7.65 53.08 278
8650 52.46 -8.11 53.09 279
8675 52.87 -8.89 53.55 279
9575 53.34 -9.92 54.25 280
9600 53*62 -9.91 54.53 280
9625 53.58 -9.45 56*60 280
9650 53.34 -9.34 56.15 280
9675 53.34 -9.32 54.14 280
10575 54.37 -8.38 55.01 279
10600 54.25 -8.79 54.96 279
10625 53.95 -8.59 54.63 279
IC650 54.39 -8.21 55.01 278
10675 54.42 -8.53 55.09 279
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CgMPfNEN7, WZ = MERIOISNAL C2MPSNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL2CITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 1706 03110165, 1925Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
10700 54.62 -8.83 55o10 279 11700 55.17 -2.94 55.25 273 12700 63,35 -4.60 63.52 274
10725 54,63 -8,57 55.29 279 11725 5_.61 -4.04 54.76 274 12725 63.29 -4.59 63.45 274
10750 54.36 -8+95 55.09 279 11750 54.78 -4.82 54.99 275 12750 63.29 -5.03 63.49 276
10775 54.49 -8,60 55.16 279 11775 55.42 -3.32 55.52 273 12775 62.97 -6*DO 63.26 275
10800 54.59 -8.68 55.24 279 11800 55.56 -2.58 55.62 272 12800 61.98 -6.82 62.35 276
10825 54.10 -8.76 54.80 279
10850 54.72 -8.72 55.41 279
10875 54.87 -8,55 55,54 279
10902 54.56 -8.42 55.21 279
10925 54.68 -8.76 55.38 279
11825 55.05 -3.14 55.14 273
11852 55.20 -3.06 55.28 273
11875 55.67 -1.72 55.70 272
11900 55°56 -_,59 55.62 272
11925 55.11 -_.76 55.32 275
12825 62.25 -4.59 62.42 274
12850 62.16 -3.88 62.28 273
12875 61.74 -3.08 61.82 273
12900 61.71 -2.64 61.76 272
12925 61.72 -3.57 61.82 273
10950 54.80 -8.66 55.65 279
10975 54.75 -8.66 55.40 279
11000 56,35 -8.63 55.00 279
11025 56.80 -8.60 55,47 279
11050 54.82 -8.74 55,51 279
11950 55.33 -1.30 55.34 271
11975 55.29 -1.22 55.30 271
12000 55.15 -0.97 55.16 271
12025 55.15 -0.91 55.15 271
12050 56.53 -1.61 56.56 271
12950 61.24 -4.26 61.39 274
12975 61.63 -4.48 61.79 274
13000 61.93 -4.63 62.10 274
13025 61.80 -4.92 62.00 274
13050 61.59 -6.21 61.90 276
11075 54.27 -8.06 54.86 278
lllOO 54.16 -8.37 54.80 279
11125 53,43 -8.00 54.12 279
11150 53.70 -8.28 54.34 279
11175 53.73 -8+43 54.39 279
12075 57.21 -0.44 57.21 270
12100 57.59 -L.18 57.60 271
12125 58.10 -L.32 58.15 272
12150 58.45 -2.85 58.52 273
12175 59.39 -4.32 59.54 274
13075 61.93 -6.22 62.24 276
13100 61.97 -6.29 62.29 276
13125 61.43 -7.53 61.89 277
13150 61,57 -7,74 62.06 277
13175 61.65 -8.31 62.20 277
11200 53.34 -9.00 54.09 279
11225 53.61 -8.31 54.25 279
11250 53.81 -7.42 54.32 278
11275 53.99 -7,46 54.51 278
11300 54.03 -7.26 56.52 277
12200 60.60 -2.85 60.66 273
12225 62.12 -1.88 62.15 272
12250 62.89 -1.26 62.91 271
12275 63.90 -0.94 63.91 271
12300 63.98 -0.91 63.98 271
13200 61.68 -7.43 61.93 277
15225 61.15 -4.52 61.32 274
13250 61.11 -7.95 61.63 277
13275 60.63 -7.77 61.12 277
13300 59.41 -6.56 59.77 276
11325 54.04 -7.40 54.54 278
11350 54.25 -7.04 54.70 277
11375 54.25 -6.33 54.62 276
11400 54.03 -7.28 54.52 277
11625 54.69 -6.84 55.12 277
12325 63.94 -O.8O 63.95 271
12350 63.97 -1.42 63.99 271
12375 64.36 -1,19 64.37 271
12600 64.48 -1.61 64.50 271
12625 64.48 -0.95 64.49 271
13325 58.79 -7.53 59*27 277
13350 58.10 -6.04 58.42 276
13375 57.76 -6.56 58.13 276
13400 57.63 -5.09 57.86 275
13425 57.36 -4.65 57.55 274
11450 55.27 -6.28 55.62 276
11675 55.15 -7.39 55.64 277
11500 55.15 -6.77 55.58 277
11525 55.13 -6.15 55.47 276
11550 56.67 -5.76 54.98 276
12450 64.51 -0.93 64.52 271
12475 64.66 -1.62 64.68 271
"12500 64.61 -1.75 64.63 271
12525 65.06 -Z.26 65.10 272
12550 65.19 -Z.3O 65.23 272
13450 56.69 -4.99 56.91 275
13475 56.15 -4.32 56.31 274
13500 54.75 -5,86 55.06 276
13525 54.53 -4.38 54.71 274
13550 54.67 -4.26 54.64 274
11575 54.41 -5.65 54.70 276
11600 55.00 -5.99 55.32 276
11625 54.85 -5.74 55.15 276
11650 54.57 -5.63 54.86 276
11675 55.21 -3,90 55,35 274
12575 65.48 -3.36 65.57 273
12600 65.55 -2.22 65.61 272
12625 65.15 -2.84 65.21 272
12650 64.94 -3.92 65.06 273
12675 64.31 -4.43 64.46 274
13575 54.07 -5.40 54.34 276
13600 53.70 -5.26 53.96 275
13625 53.47 -5.02 53.71 275
13650 53.50 -4,95 53.73 275
13675 53.12 -5.13 53.37 275
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL C2MPQNENT, WZ = MERIDIgNAL CQMPSNENT, RS = WINE SPEED, TMETA = WIND DIRECTI2N
TABLEli-45 (con't)
PAGE_6 FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE M|ND VEL_CETY PRSFILE
TEST NURSER [706 03/10165t [9252* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEE CEG REXERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
13700 52.55 -5*26 52.81 276 14700 56°79 -4.36 56.96 274
13725 52.07 -4*69 52.28 275 14725 56°47 -_*66 56.75 276
13750 52.38 -3.77 52.52 274 14750 56.35 -4°71 56.56 275
13775 52°42 -2*72 52*49 273 [4775 56°65 -4.40 56.82 274
13800 52.85 -3.17 52.95 273 14800 56.23 -4.32 56.39 274
13825 53.17 -3.29 53*27 273
13850 53.27 -2.61 53°34 273
13875 53.41 -2.12 53.45 272
13900 53.66 -1.39 53.68 271
13925 53.75 -0.83 53.76 271
14825 55.54 -5.04 55.77 275
14850 55.97 -5.T8 56.27 276
14875 55°74 -6.57 56.13 277
14900 54.19 -7o81 54.75 278
[4925 54.63 -3.31 54.73 273
13950 54.05 -2.49 54.11 272
13975 54.05 -2.63 54.11 273
14000 53*77 -0.53 55.77 27C
14025 54*22 -1.19 54.23 271
14050 54.31 -0.51 54.31 270
14950 54.75 -4.29 54.91 274
14975 54°92 -6.27 55.28 276
[5000 fi5.[2 -5*38 55.38 275
14075 54.64 -2.9l 54*72 273
14100 55.05 -3.02 55.13 273
14125 55°68 -0.08 55.68 270
14250 55.70 -O.q8 55.71 271
14175 56.03 -1.53 56.05 271
14200 56.65 1.10 56.66 269
14225 56.49 0.33 56.49 269
14250 57.51 -1.81 57.53 271
14275 57.83 0.67 57.83 26q
143O0 57.47 0.47 57.47 269
14325 57.26 -1.15 57.27 271
14350 57.92 -0.39 57.92 270
[4375 58.16 0.86 58.17 269
14400 58.16 -1.01 58.17 271
14425 58.17 -2.14 58.21 272
14450 58.07 -1.98 58.11 272
14475 58.17 -1.91 58.21 272
14500 57.98 -0.27 57.98 270
14525 57.00 -l.lO 57.01 271
14550 _6.47 -2*65 56.53 273
14575 56.39 -1.47 56.41 271
14600 56.80 -2.84 56.87 273
14625 56*80 -4*28 56*96 274
14650 56*54 -3*98 56.68 274
14675 56.66 -3.34 56.75 273
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMP%NENT* RZ - MERIDI_NAL C_MPSNENT, MS = NINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTISN
TABLEI 1-46 PAGE257
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER E735 03/10/65t 2046Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
ALT MX WZ _S THETA ALT NX mZ MS THETA ALT _X mZ WS THETA
mETERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG MEIERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC 0E0 mETERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG
200 9.22 -0.64 9.25 274 1200 9.43 1.12 9.50 263 2200 13.54 0.53 13.55 268
225 9.18 -0.75 9.21 275 1225 9.38 L.13 9.45 263 2225 14.33 0.19 14.33 269
250 8.87 -0.63 8.89 274 1250 9.07 1,12 9.14 263 2250 15.23 -0+15 15.23 270
275 8.77 -0.69 8.79 274 1275 9.10 1.08 9.16 263 2275 15.90 -0.38 15,91 271
300 8.52 -0.78 8*55 275 1300 9.17 L.05 9.23 263 2300 16,55 -0.49 16.56 272
325 8*62 -0.74 8.65 275
350 9.03 -0.65 9.06 274
375 8.93 -0.40 8.94 272
400 9.04 -0.42 9.05 272
425 8.99 -0.40 9,00 272
1325 9.13 1.00 9.19 264
1350 9.33 0.94 9*37 264
1375 9.38 0.85 9.42 265
1600 9,30 0.82 9.36 265
1425 9.26 U.82 9.29 265
2325 17.08 -0.55 17.09 272
2350 17.28 -0.91 17.31 273
2375 17.25 -h42 17.31 275
2400 17.23 -1.72 17.32 276
2425 17.34 -2.03 17.46 276
450 8.81 -0.10 8.8[ 270
475 8.88 0.36 8.88 268
500 8.73 0.64 8.75 266
525 8.58 0.42 8.59 267
550 8.98 0.43 8*99 267
1450 9.11 0.84 9.14 265
1475 9.05 0.77 9.08 265
1500 9.10 U,82 9.13 265
1525 9.15 0.87 9.19 264
1550 9.12 0.72 9.15 285
2450 17.37 -2.26 17.51 277
2475 17.37 -2.34 [7.53 277
2500 17.44 -2.55 17.63 278
2525 17.76 -2.86 17.99 279
2550 18.05 -3.14 18.32 280
575 9.37 0.55 9.38 266
600 8.96 0.14 8.97 269
625 8.44 -0.09 8.44 270
650 8.33 -0.08 8.33 270
675 8.31 -0.II 8.31 271
1575 9.14 0.76 9.17 265
1600 9.17 0,99 9.22 264
1625 9.13 0.93 9.18 264
1650 9.18 0.81 9.22 265
1675 9.35 U.78 9.39 265
2575 18.05 -3.34 18.36 280
2600 18.32 -3.34 18.62 280
2625 18.66 -3.04 18.90 279
2650 18.90 -2.80 19.10 278
2675 19.39 -2.56 19.56 277
700 8.14 0.05 8.14 269
725 7.98 0.36 7.99 267
750 8.02 0.55 8.04 266
775 8.39 0.68 8.42 265
800 8.71 0.75 8.75 265
1700 9,58 0.67 9.60 266
1725 9.89 0.70 9*92 266
1750 10.35 U.61 10.36 266
1775 10.42 0.35 10.42 268
1800 10.41 U.29 10.42 268
2700 19.65 -2.31 19.79 277
2725 19.85 -1.99 19.95 276
2750 20.36 -1.85 20.44 275
2775 20.82 -2.05 20.92 275
2800 21.32 -2.26 21.44 276
825 9.00 0.62 9.03 266
850 9.23 0.65 9.25 266
875 9.01 0.70 9.04 265
900 8.85 0.59 8.87 266
925 9.02 0.56 9.04 266
1825 10.79 0.47 10.80 267
1850 10.87 0.71 10.89 266
1875 10.35 0.83 10.38 265
1900 10.42 0.87 10.45 265
1925 10.84 0.89 10.88 265
2825 21.89 -2.26 22.00 276
2850 22.43 -2.18 22.54 275
2875 22*95 -2.18 23*05 275
2900 23.18 -2.09 23.28 275
2925 23.43 -2.03 23,52 275
950 9.03 0.63 9.05 266
975 8.90 0.49 8.92 267
1000 8.82 0.26 8,82 268
1025 9.06 0.33 9.07 268
1050 9.12 0.49 9.13 267
1950 10.76 1.01 10.81 264
1975 10.86 1.20 10.93 264
2000 11.11 1.49 11,21 262
2025 11.65 [.65 11.77 262
2050 12.41 L.68 12.53 262
2950 23.86 -2.14 23.96 275
2975 24.37 -2.20 24.47 275
3000 24.75 -2.19 24.85 275
3025 25.04 -2.11 25.13 275
3050 25.43 -2.14 25.52 275
1075 9.00 0.53 9.02 266
1100 9.02 0.63 9,04 266
1125 8.86 0.68 8.89 265
1150 8.98 0.60 9.00 266
1175 9.22 0.87 9.26 264
2075 12.65 1.81 12.78 262
2100 12.35 1.78 12.47 262
2125 12.37 1.43 12.46 263
2150 12,95 1.05 12.99 265
2175 13.24 0.80 13.26 266
3075 25.94 -2.40 26.05 275
3100 26.50 -2.74 26.64 276
3125 26.60 -3.12 26.78 277
3150 26.33 -3.59 26.58 278
3175 26.17 -4.01 26.47 279
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX =ZQNAL CQMPSNENI, WZ = MERIOISNAL CQMPSNENT, MS = WINC SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSRHERE WIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1735 03/10/65t 2046Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgR|DA
ALT HX WZ mS THETA ALT WX mZ WS TPETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA
mETERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG mETERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEG M/SEE OEG
3200 26.06 -4.40 26*42 279 4200 27.41 -8.33 28.65 287 5200 38.02 -11.30 39.66 286
3225 25.70 -4.86 26.16 281 4225 27.67 -8.89 29.06 288 5225 38.67 -11.10 40.23 286
3250 25.10 -5.22 25.64 282 4250 28.12 -8.67 29.42 287 5250 39.15 -11.23 40.73 286
327'5 24.64 -5,64 25.28 283 4275 28.44 -7.78 29.48 285 5275 39.52 -11.89 41.27 287
3300 24.23 -6.10 24.99 284 4300 28.77 -7.05 29.62 284 5300 3q.73 -12,46 41.64 287
3325 23.56 -6.45 24.42 285
3350 23.63 -6.58 24.52 285
3375 24.41 -6.48 25.26 285
3400 25.24 -6,38 26.03 284
3425 25.72 -6.24 26.47 283
4325 29.03 -6.84 29.83 283
4350 29.16 -7.13 30.02 284
4375 29.42 -7.78 30.43 285
6400 29.74 -8.47 30.92 286
4625 30,09 -8.99 31.41 286
5325 39.89 -13.05 41.97 28_
5350 39.88 -13.17 42.00 288
5375 39.66 -12.87 41.69 288
5400 39.70 -12.81 41.72 288
5425 39.71 -13.01 41,79 288
3450 26.14 -6.06 26.84 283
3475 26.67 -6.01 27.34 283
3500 27.18 -6.09 27.86 282
3525 27.71 -6.29 28.41 283
3550 28.21 -6.46 28.94 283
4450 30.I1 -9.44 31.56 287
4475 30.14 -9.79 31.69 288
4500 30.24 -10.02 31.86 288
4525 29.94 -10.34 31.67 289
4550 29.91 -10.60 31.73 289
5450 39.46 -13.32 41.65 288
5475 39.48 -13.38 41.69 289
5500 39.66 -13.58 41.95 289
5525 39.65 -14.12 42.09 289
5550 39.64 -14,38 42.17 290
3575 28.29 -6.62 29.06 283
3600 28.11 -6.76 28.91 283
3625 27.84 -6.58 28.61 283
3650 27.58 -6.25 28.28 283
3675 27.79 -6.17 28.47 282
4575 29.61 -10.52 31.42 289
6600 29.30 -10.26 31.04 289
4625 29.95 -9.82 31.52 288
4650 30.92 -9.52 32.36 287
6675 31.85 -9.61 33.27 287
5575 39.89 -14.65 42.49 290
5600 40,16 -14.84 42.82 290
5625 40.23 -14.87 42.89 290
5650 40.19 -14.54 42.74 290
5675 40.15 -14.44 62.66 290
3700 27.95 -6.19 28.63 282
3725 27.76 -6.32 28.47 283
3750 27.53 -6.62 28.31 283
3775 27.44 -6.88 28.29 284
3800 27.36 -7.02 28.25 284
4700 32.48 -9.87 33.94 287
4725 32.63 -10.20 34.19 287
4750 32.95 -10.31 34.52 287
4775 33.40 -10.39 34.98 287
4800 33.56 -10.69 35.22 287
5700 40.07 -14.40 42.58 290
5725 40.00 -14.08 42.41 289
5750 39.83 -13.81 42,15 289
5775 40.04 -13.99 42.41 289
5800 40.36 -14.35 42.84 289
3825 27.28 -7.13 28.20 284
3850 27.18 -7.18 28.11 285
3875 27.06 -7.37 28.05 285
3900 27.02 -7.56 28.06 285
3925 26.92 -7.74 28.01 286
4825 33.75 -11.04 35.51 288
4850 34.00 -11.28 35.83 288
4875 34.07 -11.56 35.98 289
4900 34.13 -11.84 36.13 289
4925 34.27 -12.05 36.33 289
5825 40.67 -14.27 43.10 289
5850 41.06 -14.25 43.47 289
5875 41.28 -14.38 43.72 289
5900 41.59 -14.43 44.02 289
5925 42.03 -14.53 44.47 289
3950 26.69 -7.97 27.85 286
3975 26.50 -8o03 27.69 287
4000 26.52 -8.03 27.71 287
4025 26.63 -7,62 27.69 286
4050 26.72 -7.09 27.65 285
4950 34.21 -12.39 36.38 290
4975 34.29 -12.73 36.58 290
5000 34.52 -13.25 36.98 291
5025 34.38 -[3.30 36.86 291
5050 34.16 -12*94 36.53 291
5950 42.61 -14.78 45.10 289
5975 62.96 -14.88 45.47 289
6000 43.28 -15.13 45.85 289
6025 43.84 -14.96 46.32 289
6050 44.34 -15.14 46.85 289
4075 26.65 -7.00 27.55 285
4100 26.94 -6.97 27.83 284
4125 27.31 -7.13 28.22 284
4150 27.25 -7.50 28.26 285
4175 27.29 -7.77 28,37 286
5075 34.61 -13.08 37.00 291
5100 35.44 -13.46 37.91 291
5125 36.00 -13.32 38.39 290
5150 36.32 -12.57 38.44 289
5175 37.08 -11.76 38,87 287
6075 44.64 -15.61 47.29 289
6100 44.82 -15.26 47.35 289
6125 44.73 -15.00 47.18 288
6150 44.40 -14.84 46.81 288
6175 64.48 -15.02 46.95 288
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMP8NENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL C8MPSNENT, gS = NINC SPEED, THETA = HIND DIRECTISN
PAGE258 TABLE 11-46 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1735 03110165* 2046Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT gx WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6200 44.74 -15,28 47.28 289 7200 47,53 -15.82 50.10 288 8200 48,58 -20,15 52.59 292
6225 46,66 -15.75 47.36 289 7225 47,80 -15.95 50,39 288 8225 48.24 -20.16 52.29 293
6250 44.44 -16.29 47,33 290 7250 47.93 -15.86 50,48 28E 8250 68,79 -20.39 52.88 292
6275 44.44 -16.83 47.52 291 7275 47.91 -15.67 50.61 288 8275 48.76 -20.71 52.97 293
6300 44.94 -17.42 68.39 291 7300 67.75 -16.05 50*38 288 8300 48.55 -20.34 52.64 293
6525 45.52 -17.58 48.80 291
6350 65,86 -17.77 49.18 291
6375 46.13 -18.05 49.56 291
6400 46.12 -18.11 69.55 291
6425 46.03 -17.83 49.37 29[
7325 47.92 -[6.20 50.59 288
7350 68.27 -[5.87 50.81 288
7375 48.41 -16.14 51.03 288
7600 48,46 -lb. E9 51.10 288
7625 48.45 -16.37 51.14 288
8325 48.33 -19.73 52.21 292
8850 48.20 -19.42 51.96 292
8375 48,33 -19,83 52.24 292
8600 68.36 -20.10 52.37 292
8425 48.37 -19.67 52.21 292
6450 66.11 -17.66 49.38 291
6475 46.62 -17.68 49.86 291
6500 67.15 -17,65 50.28 290
6525 47.09 -17.59 50.27 290
6550 47.24 -17.66 50.63 290
7450 48.86 -16.56 51.57 289
T475 49.25 -10.41 51.92 288
7500 49.40 -17.06 52.27 289
7525 49.53 -18.23 52.78 290
7550 49.61 -18.33 52.89 290
8450 48.20 -19.35 51.94 292
8475 47.94 -19.04 51.58 291
8500 47.61 -19.09 51.29 292
8525 47.47 -18.90 51.10 292
8550 47.06 -19,03 50.77 292
6575 67.23 -17.25 50.28 290
6600 47.27 -16.98 50.23 290
6625 47.87 -17.22 50.88 290
6650 48.46 -17.14 51.40 289
6675 68.65 -16.78 51.66 289
7575 49.48 -17.95 52.62 290
7600 49.08 -19.18 52.68 291
7625 48.82 -19.20 52.46 291
7650 48.92 -18.86 52.42 2ql
7675 69.14 -19.59 52.90 292
e575 47.17 -18.72 50.75 291
8600 47.38 -18.47 50.85 291
8625 66.95 -19.01 50.64 292
8650 46.68 -18.87 50.35 292
8675 66.73 -19.16 50.50 292
6700 48.62 -16.57 51.37 289
6725 48.88 -16.06 51.65 288
6750 48.97 -15.89 51,68 288
6775 49.05 -15.77 51.50 288
6800 48.95 -15.72 51.42 288
7700 49.09 -20.02 53.02 292
7725 49.29 -19.81 53.12 292
7750 49.32 -19.88 53.18 292
7775 49.30 -19.75 53.11 292
7800 49.37 -19.50 53.08 291
8700 66.73 -19.32 50.56 292
8725 46.93 -19.27 50.73 292
8750 46.99 -19.73 50.96 295
6775 46.88 -19.91 50.93 293
8800 46.76 -20.79 51,17 296
6825 48.73 -15.58 51.16 288
6850 48.76 -15.22 51.06 287
6875 48.55 -15.31 50.91 287
6900 48.53 -15,17 50.86 287
6925 48.49 -14.87 50.72 287
7825 49.39 -2O.Ol 53.29 292
7850 49.73 -20.14 53.65 292
7875 49.93 -19.53 53.62 291
7900 50.12 -19.82 53,90 291
7925 50.09 -20,05 53,96 292
B825 67.05 -21.11 51.57 294
8850 47.18 -20.16 51.30 293
8875 66.83 -20.25 51.02 293
8900 66.73 -20.58 51.06 294
8925 46.83 -19.95 50.90 293
6950 48.36 -14.71 50.55 287
6975 68.16 -18.86 50.39 287
7000 47.79 -14.98 50,08 287
7025 47.52 -15.26 49.91 288
7050 47.32 -15.47 49.78 288
7950 49.93 -19,58 53.64 291
7975 49.93 -19.73 53.68 291
8000 50.02 -19.69 53,76 291
8025 50.05 -19.81 53.83 291
8050 4_.97 -19.63 53.68 291
8950 66.91 -19.56 50.81 292
8975 66.87 -19.72 50.85 293
9000 46.86 -20.10 50.99 293
9025 47.06 -19.37 50.87 292
9050 47.10 -19.26 50.88 292
7075 67.23 -15.56 69.72 288
7100 47.11 -15.68 69.59 288
7125 47.07 -15.49 49.55 288
7150 47.08 -15.78 49.65 288
7175 67.23 -15.79 49.80 288
8075 49.74 -18.81 53.18 291
8100 49.58 -19.05 53.11 291
8125 49.55 -19.59 53.29 291
8150 49.31 -19.81 53.14 292
8175 69,16 -20.03 53.07 292
9075 67.19 -19.51 51.06 292
9100 47.07 -19.69 51.02 293
9125 47.29 -19.39 51.12 292
9150 67.22 -18.87 50.85 292
9175 66.90 -18.76 50.51 292
ALT = 6LTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CgMPSNENT* WZ = MERIOISNAL EBWP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREET[SN
FPS-16 MADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 1735 03110165, 20462, EASTERN TEST MANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX W2 W5 THETA ALT WX W2 W5 THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEO METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC DEG
9200 46.39 -18,33 49.88 291 10200 48.96 -23.29 54.22 295 11200 52,36 -25.02 59.37 298
9225 #6.02 -18.98 69.78 292 10225 48.56 -23.06 56.03 295 11225 52.98 -28.51 60.17 298
9250 46*26 -19.08 50.02 292 10250 48.68 -23.87 54.04 296 11250 53.26 -29.50 60.88 299
9275 45,86 -19.68 69.91 293 10275 48,69 -2_,50 56.07 296 11275 53.56 -28.45 60.63 298
9300 45.81 -19.78 49,90 293 10300 49.06 -22.36 53.89 296 11300 53.68 -27.45 60.30 297
9325 66.14 -18.50 69.71 292
9350 46.12 -19.66 50.06 293
9375 46,33 -19.75 50*35 293
9400 46.53 -18.82 50.19 292
9625 46.46 -19.15 50,25 292
10325 48.78 -22.59 53.74 295
10350 48.75 -22.19 53.56 294
10375 48.96 -2_.10 53.71 296
10400 68.76 -22.56 53.72 295
10425 48.78 -21.89 53.88 295
11325 53.27 -28.46 60.39 298
11350 53.42 -28.09 60.36 298
11375 56.25 -27.74 60.93 297
11400 56.15 -28.78 61.33 298
11425 53,63 -29.35 61.13 299
9650 46.26 -19.82 .50.25 293
9475 45.83 -20.56 50.23 296
9500 46.20 -20*29 50.66 296
9525 46.51 -20.18 50.70 293
9550 46.39 -2_.36 50.66 296
10450 49.15 -22.67 54.05 298
10675 49.03 -22.83 54.09 295
10500 48.90 -22.98 56.03 295
10525 49.06 -22.31 53.88 296
10550 48.92 -2_.13 53.69 294
11450 53.90 -28.66 61.04 298
11475 54.56 -28.02 61.34 297
11500 56.20 -28.22 61.10 297
11525 53*87 -29.33 61.34 298
11550 54.57 -28.95 61.77 298
9575 46.02 -21.38 50.74 295
9600 66.06 -21.65 50.79 295
9625 66.37 -20.81 50.83 299
9650 46.61 -21.27 51.24 294
9675 66.69 -21.71 51.31 295
10575 48.73 -22.50 53.67 295
10600 48.65 -22.99 53.81 295
10625 48*82 -22.67 53.83 295
10650 48.81 -2¢.58 53.78 2q5
10675 48.85 -22o82 53*92 295
11575 56*22 -29*06 61.52 298
11600 53.69 -29.50 61.26 299
11625 53.28 -29.66 60.97 299
11650 53.32 -29.27 60.82 299
11675 53.67 -29.07 60,87 298
9700 46.06 -20.95 50.60 294
9725 66.26 -21.13 50.85 294
9750 66.33 -22.69 51.59 296
9775 46.30 -22.68 51.47 296
9800 45.83 -22.85 51,21 296
I0700 49.25 -22.94 54.33 295
10725 49.26 -2_.66 54.65 295
10750 49.40 -2J,70 56.79 295
10775 50.28 -23.21 55.38 295
10800 50.35 -2_.12 56.83 295
11700 52.90 -28.99 60.32 299
11725 52.18 -28.95 59.67 299
11750 52.05 -29.45 59.80 299
11775 51.80 -29,76 59.74 300
11800 51.45 -29.93 59.52 300
9825 45.86 -22,74 51,17 296
9850 66.26 -21.96 51.19 295
9875 66.11 -22.57 51.34 296
9goO 45,92 -22.56 51.16 296
9925 65,95 -22.75 51.28 296
10825 50.10 -24.50 55.77 296
10850 50.45 -26.70 56.17 296
10875 50.51 -25.12 56.41 296
i0900 50.27 -2_.07 56.18 296
10925 50.68 -25.67 56.82 297
11825 51.45 -29.65 59.38 300
11850 51.61 -28.93 58.99 299
11875 51.69 -28.72 59.13 299
11900 51.61 -29.19 59.12 299
11925 51.09 -28.77 58.63 299
9950 66.12 -26,02 52.00 297
9975 46.17 -25.21 52.61 298
lO00O 66.84 -24.28 52.76 297
10025 47.65 -28.68 53.02 296
10050 67.62 -24.59 53,60 297
10950 51.13 -25.68 57.22 296
10975 50.63 -25.68 50.77 297
11000 50.46 -2_.65 56.52 2g7
11025 51.39 -2_.35 57.30 296
11050 51.01 -25.97 57.24 297
11950 50.66 -29.68 58.61 300
11975 49.82 -30.21 58.27 301
12000 49.17 -30.10 57.66 301
12025 49.23 -30.49 57.91 302
12050 49.42 -30.19 57.91 301
10075 67.75 -25.09 53.94 298
10100 48.10 -25.10 54.25 297
10125 48.51 -26.69 54.43 297
I0150 68.73 -26.67 54,53 296
1O175 68.8_ -23.08 54.41 296
11075 50.23 -20.18 56.65 297
11100 50.83 -25.56 56.89 297
17125 51.01 -26*48 57.65 297
11150 51.54 -27.22 58.29 298
11175 52.08 -27.54 58.91 298
12O75 49.60 -30.17 57.88 301
12100 49.38 -30.15 57.86 301
12825 50.01 -29.73 58.18 501
12150 50.56 -30.11 58.83 301
12175 50.60 -29.87 58.51 300
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZPNAL CONPeNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSWPSNENI, WS = WINE SPEED. THE]A = WIND DIRECTION
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 1738 03110165, 20462, EASTERN TEST RANGE] FLORIDA
ACT WX WZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC EEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
12200 50,55 -29,16 52.36 300 ]3200 50.06 -7,16 50.57 278 ]4200 56,33 -20.94 60.09 292
12225 50.50 -28.96 58,21 300 13225 50,28 -0.77 50.73 277 14225 53.59 -23.70 58.60 294
12250 49.96 -29.56 58,04 300 13250 50.49 -6.38 50,89 277 ]4250 52.92 -23.10 57.74 293
12275 50.19 -28.92 57.93 300 ]3275 50.70 -5,98 51.05 277 14275 52,50 -22.69 57.01 293
12300 50.43 -28,28 57,82 299 ]3300 51.06 -5,49 51,35 276 ]4300 51,67 -22,28 56.27 293
12325 50.62 -27.47 57.60 298
12350 50.63 -28.09 57,90 299
12375 50.70 -26,86 57.37 298
12400 50.66 -26.60 57.22 298
12425 50,67 -26.73 57.29 298
13325 51.14 -4,59 51.35 275
13350 51.07 -4.48 51.26 275
13375 51.75 -3.95 51,90 274
13400 52.43 -3.43 52°54 274
13425 53.14 -2.17 53.1_ 272
14325 50.99 -21.90 55.50 293
14350 50.32 -21o53 54.73 293
14375 49°64 -21.15 53,96 293
l_4OO 47.93 -19.84 51.87 292
14425 46°94 -21.66 51,70 295
12450 50.40 -25.45 56.46 297
12475 50.64 -24,71 56.34 296
12500 50.87 -23.97 56.24 295
12525 51o05 -22,50 55.79 294
12550 50°36 -21.72 54,84 293
13450 53,21 -2,37 53.26 272
13475 53.65 -¢.56 53,72 273
135D0 53,]5 -3.28 53.25 273
13525 52.45 -1.85 52.48 272
13550 55.68 -1.18 55.69 271
14450 46.21 -20.99 50,75 294
14475 45.47 ;20.81 50°00 294
15500 45.03 -19.35 49,01 293
12575 50.19 -21.36 54.54 293
12600 50.01 -2].OO 54.24 293
12625 50,26 -19,98 54,09 291
12650 49.99 -20.00 53.84 292
]2675 49.46 -19.12 53.02 291
13575 55.76 -1.33 55.78 271
13600 55.86 -1.48 55.86 271
13625 55.93 -1.64 55.95 271
13650 56.02 -_.33 56.27 275
13675 57.60 -3.64 57.72 273
12700 49.75 -18,14 52.96 290
12725 49.42 -18.36 52.72 290
12750 48,83 -17,_5 51,72 289
12775 49.17 -15.66 51.60 287
12800 48.98 -15.57 51.40 287
13700 58,11 -3.74 58.23 273
13725 58.63 -3.85 58.75 274
13750 59,14 -3.95 59.27 274
13775 59.71 -5.58 59.97 275
]3800 60,27 -7.21 60,70 277
12825 48.92 -14,10 50,91 286
12850 48.66 -[4.51 50,77 286
12875 48.80 -E4.13 5D,BO 286
12900 48.94 -13,g9 50,90 286
12925 47.93 -13,88 49.90 286
13825 60.15 -10.62 61.08 280
13850 60,12 -12,87 61,48 282
13875 59,92 -1_.78 61.72 284
13900 59,83 -15.91 61.91 285
13925 59.87 -15.60 61.87 264
12950 49.40 -12.42 50.95 284
12975 49,61 -11.76 50.99 283
13000 48.86 -12.07 50.33 284
13025 48,40 -12,02 49.93 284
13050 49.04 -10.61 50.17 282
13950 59.32 -lb,lO 61.47 285
13975 59.23 -10.17 61,40 285
14000 59.14 -16.25 61.33 285
14025 59.05 -16.32 61.27 285
14050 57.93 -19.53 61.14 288
18075 49.14 -10.30 50.21 282
13100 49,24 -9.99 50,24 281
13125 49.34 -9.69 50.28 281
13150 49.32 -8.61 50,06 280
13175 49.69 -7,88 50.31 279
14075 57.77 -19.88 61.09 269
14100 57.60 -20.22 61.05 289
14125 56,67 -20.95 60.42 290
14150 56.63 -21.01 60.40 290
14175 56,58 -21.06 60,37 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAL C2MPgNENI, WZ = MERIDI2NAL CBMPgNENTt WS = WINE SP_ED_ THETA " WIND DIRECTI2N
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE OEG
225 10.92 -3,69 11.53 288
250 10.58 -3.61 11.18 289
275 10.50 -3.43 11.05 288
300 10.89 -3.59 11.47 288
325 11.16 -3.88 11.75 288
350 11.38 -3.45 11.90 287
375 11.28 -3.32 11.76 286
400 11.02 -3,17 11.47 286
425 10.78 -2.97 11.16 285
450 10.37 -2.76 10.73 285
475 10.24 -2.69 IC.58 285
500 10.16 -2.72 10.52 285
825 10,22 -2.66 10.56 284
550 10.51 -2.71 10,85 284
578 10.43 -2.64 10.76 284
600 10.08 -2.20 10.32 282
625 lO.Ol -1.96 10.20 281
650 10.54 -1.96 10.72 280
675 ll.OT -1.87 11.23 279
700 11.13 -1,77 11.27 279
725 10.85 -1.50 10.95 278
750 10.30 -1.34 10.39 277
775 10.14 -1.37 10.23 278
800 10.42 -1.45 10.52 278
825 10.47 -1.52 10.58 278
850 10.20 -1.51 10.51 278
875 lO.O# -1.52 10.15 278
900 I0,00 -1.49 ID.II 278
925 10.10 -1.37 10.20 278
950 10.26 -1.15 10.32 276
975 10.02 -0°96 10.07 275
1000 9.72 -0.81 9.76 275
1025 9.60 -0.77 8.64 274
1050 9.57 -0.86 9.61 275
1075 9.74 -0.95 q.78 275
II00 10.08 -0.87 10.12 275
1125 10.35 -0.53 10.37 273
I150 10.41 -0.37 10.42 272
1175 10.49 -0.39 10.50 272
1200 10.57 -0.32 10.58 272
TABLE II-47
FPS-16 RAOAB/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCIT½ PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1720 03/lO/&St 22152, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
1225 10.56 -0.20 10.56 271
1250 10.46 -0.00 10.46 270
1275 10.33 0.28 10.33 268
1300 10.22 0.54 10.24 267
1325 10.36 0.66 10.38 266
1350 10.79 0.78 10.82 286
1375 10.97 1.02 11.02 265
1400 10.68 1.16 10.74 264
1425 10.34 1.27 10.42 263
1450 10.28 1.41 10.37 262
1475 10.37 1.61 10.49 261
1500 16.47 1.84 10.63 280
1525 10.46 ,.95 10.64 259
1550 10.20 Z.04 10.41 259
1575 10.03 _.03 10.23 258
1600 10.18 1.81 10.31 260
1625 10.54 1.71 10.68 261
1650 11.04 1.69 11.17 261
1675 11.14 1.65 11.26 261
1700 I0.91 1.86 11.07 260
1725 10.58 1.90 10.75 260
1750 10.59 1.59 10.71 261
1775 11.14 1,33 11.22 263
1800 11.3T 1.03 11.42 265
1825 11.12 0.83. 11.13 267
1850 10.83 0.39 10.84 268
1875 11.06 -0.01 11.06 270
1900 11.80 -0.51 11.81 272
1925 12.30 -0.62 12.32 273
1950 12.48 -0.53 12.49 272
1975 12.6T -0.49 12.68 272
2000 12.93 -0.63 12.94 273
2025 13.02 -0.82 13.05 273
2050 13.25 -0.79 13.27 273
2075 13.58 -0.78 13.60 273
2100 13.83 -0.76 13.86 273
2125 13.84 -1.03 13.88 274
2150 13.58 -1.62 13.68 277
2175 13.84 -1.98 13.68 278
2200 13.79 -2.25 13.9T 279
2225 13.90 -2.35 14.Q9 279
2250 13.82 -2.31 14.02 279
2275 13.72 -2.38 13.93 280
2300 13.52 -2.59 13.77 281
2325 13.41 -2.89 13.71 282
2350 13.38 -3.00 13.71 282
2375. 13.60 -2.92 13.91 282
2400 14.03 -2.55 14.26 280
2425 14.46 -2.16 14.62 278
2450 14.79 -2.08 14.93 278
2475 14.83 -2.06 14.97 278
2500 15.06 -1.93 15.18 277
2525 15.66 -1.73 15.76 276
2550 16.54 -1.62 16.62 275
2575 17.37 -1.42 17.42 274
2600 17.99 -1.24 18.03 274
2625 18.78 -1.25 18.82 274
2650 19.16 -1.31 19.21 274
2675 19.57 -1.42 19.62 274
2700 20.29 -1.62 20.36 274
2725 20.57 -1.67 20.6# 274
2750 20.74 -1.51 20.79 274
2775 21.14 -1.35 21.18 273
2800 21.51 -0.97 21.53 272
2825 22.05 -0.50 22.05 271
2850 22.52 -0.30 22.52 271
2875 22*66 -0.24 22.67 270
2900 22.84 -0.40 22.84 271
2925 23.11 -0.69 23.12 272
2950 23.28 -0.73 23.29 272
2975 23.98 -0.83 24.00 272
3000 24.72 -1.09 24.74 272
3025 25.07 -1.26 25.11 273
3050 25.45 -I.61 25.50 273
3075 25.43 -1.84 25.50 274
3100 25.30 -2.04 25.39 274
3125 25.04 -2.42 25.16 275
3150 24.72 -2.71 24.87 276
3175 24.43 -3.01 24.62 277
3200 24.16 -3.40 24.40 278
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEED* THETA • WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1720 03110165* 2215Z, EA5TERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX _Z WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE MISEG MISEC DEO
3225 23.96 -3.63 24,24 278 4225 28.50 -5.10 28.95 280 5225 38.53 -11.27 40.14 286
3250 23.80 -3.76 24.09 279 4250 28.28 -5.63 28.84 281 5250 38.67 -11.58 40.37 286
3275 23.65 -3*98 23.98 279 4275 28.26 --6.06 28.91 282 5275 38.46 -11.91 40.26 287
3300 23.32 -4.32 23.72 280 4300 28.18 -6.54 28.92 283 5300 38.62 -12.22 40.51 287
3325 22.83 -4.80 23.33 282 4325 28.06 -7.13 28.95 284 5325 38.91 -12.69 40.93 288
3350 22.80 -5.20 23.39 283
3375 23.29 -5.61 23.95 283
3400 24.11 -6.10 24.87 284
3425 25.15 -6.17 25.90 284
3450 28.53 -5.95 26.22 283
4350 27.95 -7.78 29.01 285
4375 27.77 -8.05 28.92 286
4400 27.64 -8.13 28.82 286
4425 27.92 -6.16 29.09 286
4450 28.33 -6.20 29.49 286
5350 38.93 -12.97 41.03 288
5375 39.04 -13.28 41.23 289
5400 39.38 -13.83 41.74 289
5425 39.79 -14.17 42.24 289
5450 40.00 -14.33 42.49 290
3475 25.48 -5.96 26.17 263
3500 25.18 -5.95 25.87 283
3525 24.69 -5.71 25.34 283
3550 24.80 -5.28 25.35 282
3575 25.36 -5.21 25.89 281
4475 28.50 -6.38 29.71 286
4500 28.56 -8.72 29.86 287
4525 28.44 -9.17 29.88 288
4550 28.87 -9.59 30.42 288
4575 29.57 -9.91 31.19 288
5475 40.01 -14.39 42.52 290
8500 40.02 -14.58 42.59 290
5525 39.90 -14.52 42.46 290
5550 39.77 -14.13 42.21 289
5575 39.73 -14.02 42.13 289
3600 25.96 -5.7g 26.59 282
3625 26.35 -6,21 27.07 283
3650 26.30 -6.23 27,03 283
3675 26.19 -5.85 26.84 282
3700 25.94 -5.48 26.52 282
4600 29.80 -10.21 31.50 289
4625 30.14 -10.43 31.90 289
4650 30.45 -10.39 32.17 289
4675 30.44 -10.42 32.18 289
4700 30.33 -10.56 32.12 289
5600 39.89 -14.08 42.30 289
5625 39.98 -13.93 42.34 28q
5650 39.82 -13.46 42.03 288
5675 39.50 -13.36 41.70 289
8700 39.55 -13.36 41.25 288
3725 25.75 -5.24 26.27 281
3780 25.59 -5.17 2e.lO 281
3775 25.48 -5.38 26.03 282
3800 25.61 -5.28 26.15 281
3825 28.63 -5.03 26.12 281
4725 30.69 -10.56 32.45 289
4750 31.47 -1b.29 33.11 288
4775 31.88 -9.90 33.38 287
4800 31.95 -9.76 33.41 287
4825 32.16 -10.05 33.69 287
5725 39.88 -13.33 42.05 288
5750 40.30 -13.78 42.59 289
5775 40.80 -14.22 43,21 289
5800 41.28 -14.64 43.80 289
5825 41.61 -15.03 44.24 290
3850 25.66 -4.66 26.08 280
3875 25.63 -4.47 26.02 280
3900 25.54 -4.A0 25.92 280
3925 25.31 -4.C4 25.63 279
3950 25.33 -4.06 25.65 279
4850 32.40 -10.48 34.06 288
4875 32.90 -I0.71 34.60 288
49OO 33.5O -10.97 38.25 286
4925 33.86 -11.56 38,78 289
4950 34.06 -12.25 36*20 290
5850 41.75 -15.39 44.50 290
5875 41.91 -15.41 44.65 290
8900 42.37 -15.25 45.03 290
5925 43.30 -15.41 45.96 289
5950 43.69 -15.76 46.45 290
3975 25.82 -4.25 26.17 279
4000 26.36 -3.80 26.63 278
4025 26.85 -3.43 27.06 277
4050 27.15 -3.31 27.35 277
4078 27.39 -2.98 27.55 276
4975 54.23 -12.71 36.52 290
5000 38.89 -12.77 36.97 290
5025 35.58 -I_.65 37.76 2B9
5050 36.59 -1_.29 38*60 288
50T5 37.46 -11.99 39.33 288
5975 43.99 -16.18 46.87 290
6000 44.24 -16.24 47.12 290
E025 43.95 -15.88 46.76 290
E050 43,75 -16.10 46.61 290
6075 43.65 -16.36 46.62 290
4100 27*55 -3.04 27.72 276
4125 27.73 -3.37 27.93 277
4150 28.02 -3.66 28.26 277
4175 27.98 -4.12 28o28 278
4200 28.28 -4.56 28.65 279
5100 38.01 -12.03 39.87 287
5125 38.16 -11.70 39.ql 287
5150 38.20 -11.19 39.81 286
5175 38.14 -11.00 39.70 286
5200 38.18 -11.04 3g.74 286
6100 43.77 -16.43 46.75 290
6125 43.91 -16.73 46.98 291
6150 43.85 -17.18 47.10 2ql
6175 43.87 -17.5B 47.26 292
E200 44.12 -17.80 47.88 292
AIT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMP_NENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA =WINO DIREC718N
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEG M/SEE W/SEE DEO
6225 44.28 -17.80 47.72 292
6250 44.28 -17.58 47.65 291
6275 44.36 -16.88 47.46 2ql
6300 44.$8 -16.50 47.54 290
6325 44.79 -16.23 47*64 290
TABLEII 47 (con't) PAGE261
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOGITY PS_F[LE
TEST NUMBER 1720 03/10/651 22152* EASIERN TEST RANGE/ FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
ME7ERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEG CEO METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEG OEG
7225 47.26 -2i.ll 51.76 294 8225 44.96 -21,60 49,88 295
7250 47.06 -2&,43 51.71 294 E250 44.79 -21.82 49.82 296
7275 47.09 -21,50 51.76 294 8275 44.53 -21.97 49.65 296
7300 47.29 -2&.02 51.75 294 8300 44.62 -21.63 49.59 296
7325 47.44 -20.66 51.74 293 8325 44.60 -21.43 49.48 295
6350 44.99 -15.62 47.63 289
6375 45.34 -15.20 47.82 288
6400 45.56 -15.C4 47.97 288
6425 45.56 -15.15 48.01 288
6450 45.42 -15.38 47.95 289
6475 45.24 -15.74 47.90 289
6500 45.40 -15.79 48.07 289
6525 45.67 116._1 48.43 289
6550 45.94 -16.80 48=92 290
6575 46.15 -17.05 49.20 290
• 6600 46.23 -17,16 69.31 290
6625 46.31 -17.65 49.49 290
6650 46.30 ,-17.78 49.59 291
6675 46,42 -17.89 49.T5 291
6700 46.82 -17.78 50.00 291
6725 47.17 -17.88 50.45 291
6750 47.23 -18.14 50.59 291
6775 47.66 -18,15 50.99 291
6800 47.66 -18.72 51.21 291
6825 47.56 -19.42 51.37 292
6850 47.87 -19.06 51.53 292
6875 47.7A -19.13 51.44 292
6900 47.61 -19,32 51.38 292
6925 47,57 -19.70 51.49 292
6950 47,63 -20.17 51.72 293
6975 47*73 -20.40 51.90 293
7000 47.79 -20.89 52.15 293
7025 47.75 -21_20 52.24 294
7050 47.33 -21.04 51.80 294
7075 46.96 -20,85 51.38 294
7100 46.95 -21.03 51.45 294
7125 46.99 -21,14 51.53 294
7150 47.22 -21.32 51.81 294
7175 47.25 -21.54 51.93 294
7200 47.26 -21.31 51.84 294
7350 47.84 -20.66 52.11 293
7375 47*69 -20.80 52.03 293
7900 47.53 -2U.53 51.7T 293
7425 47.79 -20.56 52,03 293
7450 47.80 -20.76 52.11 293
8350 44.46 -21.26 49.28 295
8375 44.48 -20.76 49.09 295
8400 44.T1 -20.26 49.09 294
8425 44.39 -20.33 48.82 294
8450 46.45 -20.48 48.94 295
7475 47.8A -20.85 52.19 293
7500 47.80 -2U.89 52.16 293
7525 47.95 -21.06 52.37 294
7550 47.82 -21.12 52.28 294
7575 47*58 -20.95 51.99 294
E475 44.8T -20.25 49.22 294
8500 44.67 -20.05 48.97 294
8525 44.48 -19.63 48*62 294
8550 44,65 -19.80 48.64 293
8575 44.71 -19.$1 48.78 293
7600 47.69 -20.90 52.06 293
7625 47,79 -20.84 52.14 293
7650 47.89 -20.63 52.14 293
7675 47.97 -20.37 52.11 293
7700 47.78 -20.62 52.04 293
8600 44.77 -19.33 48.76 293
8625 44.90 -19.02 48.76 293
8650 44.71 -19.21 48,66 293
8675 44.65 -19.05 48.54 293
8700 45.06 -18.16 48.58 292
7725 47.16 -20.82 51.56 294
7750 46.62 -20.77 51.04 294
7775 46.49 -20.32 50.73 293
T800 46°69 -19.90 50.76 293
7825 46.55 -20.23 50.76 293
8725 44.96 -18.27 48.53 292
8750 44.90 -18,45 48.54 292
8775 44.89 -17.79 68°29 291
8800 44,57 -17.75 47.98 292
8825 44.72 -17.92 48.18 292
7850 46.20 -20.22 50.43 293
7875 45,91 -20.16 50.14 294
7900 45,56 -20.43 49.93 294
7925 45.26 -2U.59 49.73 294
T950 44,99 -20.66 49.51 294
8850 44.65 -17.78 48.06 292
8875 44.67 -17.84 48.10 292
89DO 44.82 -17.77 48.21 291
8925 44.82 -17.95 48.28 292
8950 44.72 -18,17 48.27 292
7975 44.84 -21.01 49.52 295
8000 44.79 -21.54 49.70 296
8025 44,74 -2_.50 49.64 295
8050 44.66 -21.53 49.58 296
8075 44.75 -2i.44 49.62 295
8975 44.55 -18.15 48.11 292
9000 44.49 -18.04 48.01 292
9025 44.60 -17.75 48.00 292
9050 44.71 -17.48 48.01 291
5075 44.67 -17.72 48.06 291
8100 44.65 -21.69 49.64 296
8125 44.75 -21.77 49.76 296
8150 44.89 -21.54 49.79 295
8175 44.83 -21.50 49.72 295
8200 44.86 -21.59 49.79 296
9100 44.30 -18.07 47.84 292
9125 44.13 -18.27 47.76 292
9150 44.43 -18.60 48.17 293
9175 44.51 -19.13 48.44 293
9200 44.29 -19.27 48.30 293
ALT= ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CSMPBNENIt WZ = MERIDIeNAL GgNPgNENT, WS =WINC SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
WETERS M/SEG MISEG MISEC OEG
9225 44.39 -19.17 48.35 293
9250 44.37 -19.49 48.47 294
9275 44.20 -20.43 48.70 295
9300 44.26 -21.31 49.12 296
9325 44.38 -21o62 49,86 296
FPS-16 R60A8/J1MSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PR_FIGE
TEST NUMBER 1720 03/10/651 2215Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALE WX MZ WS TMETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
10225 47.27 -19.87 51.27 293 11225 52.41 -24,25 57,74 295
10250 46.94 -19.81 50.95 293 11250 52.77 -24.42 58.15 295
10275 46.77 -19.92 50.84 293 11275 52.92 -25.18 58.61 295
10300 47.64 -19.75 51.57 292 11300 53.67 -26.09 59.68 296
10325 47.18 -20.26 51.35 293 11325 54.56 -25.61 60.19 295
9350 44.34 -21.94 49°47 296
9375 44.20 -21.94 49.34 296
9400 44.05 -22.C4 49.26 296
9425 43.98 -22.1T 49.25 297
9450 43.77 -22.35 49.15 297
9475 43.47 -23.11 49.23 298
9500 43.55 -23.65 49.56 298
9525 43.94 -23.59 49o87 298
9550 44.77 -22.81 50.24 297
9575 45.12 -22.84 50.57 297
.9600 45.42 -22.58 50.73 296
9625 45.47 -22.00 50.51 296
9650 45.47 -21.97 50.50 296
9675 46.06 -21.28 50°74 295
9700 45.97 -20.83 50.47 294
9725 45.97 -20.80 50°45 294
9750 45.91 -20.91 50.45 294
9775 45.34 -21.17 50.04 295
9800 45.24 -21.42 50.06 295
9825 45.67 -20.47 50.05 294
9850 46.38 -19.51 50.32 293
9875 46.29 -20.17 50.49 293
9900 45,65 -20.17 49.91 294
9925 46.01 -19.79 50.08 293
9950 46.38 -19.68 50.38 293
9975 46.20 -19.63 50.20 293
10000 46.01 -20.30 50.29 294
10025 46.68 -19.55 50.61 293
10050 47*29 -19.45 51.14 292
10075 47.07 -19.80 51.06 293
lOlO0 46.69 -19.81 50.72 293
10125 46.74 -19.48 50.63 292
10150 46.79 -19.36 50.63 292
10175 46.72 -19.73 50.72 293
lOZOO 46.96 -20.17 51.11 293
10350 46.86 -20.27 51.05 293
10375 47.25 -19.91 51.27 293
10400 47.02 -20.19 51,17 293
10425 47.10 -20.75 51.47 294
10450 47.41 -20.17 51.52 293
11350 54.72 -25.29 60.28 295
11375 54.89 -25.16 60.38 294
11400 54.72 -26.13 60.63 295
11425 54.66 -27.08 61.00 296
11450 54.72 -27.17 61.09 296
10475 47°57 -20.14 51.66 293
10500 47.59 -20.26 51.73 293
10525 48.21 -19.88 52.14 292
10550 48.36 -20.90 52.69 293
10575 48.69 -Zl*OO 53.03 293
11475 54.31 -27.30 60.78 297
11500 54.53 -26.30 60.54 296
11525 53.67 -27.64 60.37 297
11550 53.31 -28.37 60.39 298
11575 53.74 -27.87 60*54 297
10600 49.23 -20.05 53.15 292
10625 49.25 -20.70 53.42 293
10650 49.73 -21.07 54.01 293
10675 49.99 -21.18 54,29 293
10700 50.09 -21.38 54.47 293
11600 53.39 -28.28 60.41 298
11625 53.07 -27.44 59.74 297
11650 53.26 -27.27 59,83 297
11675 52,95 -27,89 59.84 298
11700 52.95 -27.46 59.64 297
10725 50.35 -21.86 54.89 293
10750 50.35 -21.85 54.89 293
10775 50.13 -22.18 54.82 294
10800 50.61 -22.77 55.50 294
10825 51.50 -2¢.06 56.03 293
11725 53.24 -27.15 59.76 297
11750 52.99 -26.91 59.43 297
11775 52.18 -27.96 59.20 298
11800 52.37 -26.85 58.85 297
11825 52.21 -25.73 58.21 296
10850 51.16 -22.52 55.90 294
10875 50.86 -22,95 55.80 294
10900 50.63 -22.75 55.51 294
10925 50.44 -23.65 55.71 295
10950 51.30 -23.16 56.29 294
11850 51.94 -26.32 58.23 297
11875 51.95 -26.16 58.17 297
11900 51.50 -26.06 57,72 297
11925 51.70 -25.49 57,65 296
11950 51,48 -25.20 57.32 296
10975 51.78 -22.92 56.63 294
11000 51,29 -23.70 56.50 295
11025 50.94 -23,66 56.17 295
11050 50.82 -23.17 55.85 294
11075 50.77 -2_.25 55.84 294
11975 50.94 -25.02 56.75 296
12000 50.60 -25.93 56.86 297
12025 50.27 -26.21 56.69 297
12050 50.52 -25.83 56.74 297
12075 50.10 -26.65 56.75 298
11100 50.78 -23.12 55,80 294
11125 50.79 -22.98 55.75 294
11150 51.44 -23.28 56*46 294
11175 51.86 -24.01 57.15 295
11200 51.98 -23.95 57*23 295
12100 50.81 -25.44 56.82 296
12125 51.12 -24.87 56.85 296
12150 51.05 -24.47 56.61 295
12175 51,36 -24.55 56.93 295
12200 51.57 -24.04 56.90 295
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL COMPONENT_ WZ = MERIDIONAL G_MPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEEO_ THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE262 TABLE 11-47 (con_t)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1720 03/10/65, 2215Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT gx MZ MS THETA ALT gx WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE NISEC N/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12225 5[.61 -23.35 56.64 294 13225 51.69 -9.66 52.59 280
12250 5[.77 -23.25 56,75 294 13250 52.09 -[0,38 53.12 281
12275 52.10 -22.67 56.82 293 13275 53.02 -10,01 53.96 281
[2300 52,41 -21.86 56.78 292 13300 53.66 -10.2[ 54.62 281
12325 51.96 -22.27 56.54 293 [3325 54,[8 -9,52 55o01 280
12350 52.04 -22°[9 56.57 293
12375 52.1[ -22.11 56,61 293
12400 52.95 -20o31 56°7[ 291
12425 52.50 -2|.19 56.61 292
12450 52.58 -21,22 56.70 292
13350 54.12 -9.40 54.93 280
13375 54.06 -9,28 54.85 280
13400 53*52 -8,56 54,20 279
13425 53°86 -7,91 54°42 278
13450 54.07 -7+64 56,60 278
12975 52*66 -21o24 56.78 292
12500 52.71 -20*84 56+68 291
[2525 52.77 -20°43 56,58 291
12550 52*00 -20.02 55.73 291
12575 5[.71 -20.10 55,47 291
13475 54.29 -7.37 54.79 278
13500 54,53 -7.25 55.01 277
13525 54,27 -7,81 54.83 278
13550 54.11 -7.57 54+64 278
13575 53.80 -7+01 54,26 277
E2600 51+76 -18.T5 55.06 290
12625 51.33 -[8.88 54.69 290
12650 51.27 -17+68 54.24 289
[2675 51*47 -16+60 54,08 288
12700 50.63 -16*58 53°28 288
13600 53.85 -5*06 54.09 275
13625 54.77 -5.93 55.09 276
13650 54.78 -6.06 55.12 276
13675 54,80 -0.18 55°|4 276
13700 54.81 -6.30 55.17 276
12725 51.07 -15.48 53.37 287
12750 51.07 -15.83 53.47 287
12775 50.54 -17,41 53.45 289
12800 51.43 -13.60 53,20 285
12825 51.29 -13.51 53.04 285
13725 54,82 -b+42 55.19 277
13750 55.01 -7°66 55°54 278
13775 56.24 -T,2O 56°70 277
[3800 56.25 -7.22 56o71 277
13825 56.26 -7°24 56,72 27?
12850 51.13 -14,97 53.28 286
[2875 51.36 -14+01 53,23 285
12900 51.02 -13.51 52,78 285
12925 51.00 -13.38 52.73 284
12950 50.99 -13,25 52,68 284
13850 57.07 -1[,53 58*23 281
13875 57*38 -1L.78 5B.58 2BE
13900 57.23 -14.51 59.04 284
13925 57.29 -14.Tl 59.[5 284
13950 57*36 -14.90 59.26 284
12975 5[o12 -13,04 52*76 284
13000 51.55 -12,49 53.04 283
13025 51+88 -12.D2 53°25 283
13050 51o60 -11.86 52.94 283
13075 51.46 -11.55 52.73 282
13975 57°43 -15+09 59.38 285
14000 57.09 _17.85 59.81 287
13100 51.3[ -1[.23 52°53 282
13125 50.93 -10°56 52.01 282
13150 50+84 -9°99 51.81 281
13175 50.80 -9.51 51,68 280
13200 51,49 -8.99 52,27 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CgMPgNENT, WE = MERIDI_NAL COMPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE I1-_ PAGE263
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPMERE WINE VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1721 03110165* 23392t EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLgRIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ W_ TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS MISEC N/SEE M/SEC DEO
300 10.07 -2,68 10.42 285 1300 11.67 -0.67 11.69 273 2300 13.97 E.93 14.00 266
325 10.73 -2.54 11.03 283 1325 11.64 -0.82 11.65 2T3 2325 14.28 1.05 14.32 266
350 11.02 -2.50 11.30 283 1350 11.57 -0.67 11.58 273 2350 14.60 1.Z3 14.65 285
375 11.20 -2.46 11.46 282 1375 11.41 -0.55 11.43 2T3 2375 14.95 1.48 15.02 264
400 11.29 -2.52 11.57 282 1400 11.32 -0.35 11.33 272 2400 15.34 1.51 15.41 264
425 11.00 -2.37 11.25 282
450 10.56 -l.9b 10.74 280
475 10.48 -1.75 10.63 279
500 10.87 -1.74 11.01 279
525 11.50 -1.61 11.82 278
1425 11.21 -0.25 11.21 271
1450 11.II -O,E8 11.11 270
1475 II.16 0.11 11.17 269
1500 I1.43 0.15 11.43 209
1525 11.68 0.06 11.66 270
2425 15.50 1.36 15.56 265
2450 15.85 1.09 15.89 266
2475 16.36 0.71 16.37 267
2500 16.76 0.49 16.77 268
2525 17.38 0.45 17.36 268
550 11.81 -1.39 II.89 277
575 II.46 -1.29 11.53 276
600 II.09 -1.27 11.17 276
625 11.08 -1.33 11.18 277
b50 11.21 -1.59 11.33 278
1550 11.86 -0.08 11.87 270
1575 12.14 -0.23 12.14 271
1600 12.22 -0.34 12.23 271
1625 12.34 -0.34 12.34 271
1650 12.46 -E.23 12.47 271
2550 18.07 0.56 18.08 268
2575 18.59 E.48 18.60 268
2600 19.25 0.23 19.25 269
2625 20.12 -0.11 20.12 270
2650 20.72 -0.60 20.73 271
675 11.13 -1.72 11.27 279
700 10.82 -1.66 10.94 279
725 I_.52 -1.58 10.64 278
750 10.59 -1.47 IE.70 278
775 1E.74 -I.40 10.83 277
16T5 12.61 -0.08 12.61 270
1700 12.67 0.14 12.67 269
1725 12.53 0.26 12.54 209
1750 12.44 0.46 12.45 268
1775 12.37 E.64 12.39 267
2675 21.13 -1.04 21.16 273
2700 21.41 -1.41 21.45 274
2725 21.67 -1.73 21.74 274
2750 21.90 -2.22 22.01 276
2775 22.10 -2.81 22.28 277
BOO 10.82 -1.39 10.91 277
825 II.00 -1.40 11.09 27T
850 II.13 -1.42 11.22 277
875 11.02 -1.28 11.09 276
900 10.84 -1.04 IE.89 275
1800 12.36 0.78 12.39 266
1825 12.23 I.I0 12.28 265
1850 12.12 1.31 12.19 264
1875 12.17 1.36 12.25 263
1900 12.33 1.55 12.43 2E3
2800 22.21 -3.13 22.43 278
2825 22.22 -3.47 22.49 279
2850 22.24 -3.89 22.58 280
2875 22.19 -4.21 22.59 281
2900 22.28 -4.69 22.77 282
925 10.83 -0.88 10.87 274
950 10.95 -0,88 10.99 274
975 Ii.01 -0.83 11.04 274
I000 II.I0 -0.72 11.13 274
1025 II.16 -0.67 11.18 273
1925 12.43 1.81 12.56 262
1950 12.40 1.98 12.56 261
1975 12.37 2.25 12.57 26E
2000 12.55 2.41 12.78 259
2025 13.06 2.25 13.25 260
2925 22.25 -5.21 22.85 283
2950 22.01 -5.65 22.72 284
2975 21.82 -5.88 22.59 285
3000 21.52 -5.93 22.32 285
3025 20.91 -5.93 21.73 286
1050 11.10 -0.65 11.11 273
1075 11.11 -0.62 11.12 273
1100 11.05 -0.55 11.06 273
1125 I0.91 -0.39 10.92 272
1150 10.89 -0.II I_.qo PTn
2050 13o44 2.06 13.60 261
2075 13.49 1.93 13o63 262
2100 13.62 1.75 13.73 2E2
2125 13.87 1.54 13.95 263
3050 20.46 -5.84 21.28 286
3075 20.36 -5.69 21.12 285
3100 20.20 -5.64 20.92 285
3125 20.18 -5.10 20.81 284
=L.O Lu.uo -_.rv ZU.OZ 283
1175 10.93 0.03 10.93 270
1200 11.04 0.08 11.04 269
1225 11.38 0.05 11.38 270
1250 11.69 -0.24 11.69 271
1275 11.78 -0.57 11.79 273
2175 14.13 1.08 14.17 2E5
2200 13.96 0.96 14.00 266
2225 13.93 1.06 13.97 265
2250 13.95 1.08 13.99 265
2275 13.84 0.96 13.88 266
3175 20.28 -4.48 20.77 282
3200 21.04 -4.16 21.45 281
3225 21.97 -4.15 22.36 281
3250 22.95 -4.57 23.40 281
3275 23.43 -5.04 23.97 282
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSMPffNENI, WZ = MERIDIONAL C8MPONENT, WS = WINE SPEEOt THETA =WINO DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
3300 23.40 -5.64 24.07 283
3325 23.28 -6.14 24.07 285
3350 23.27 -6.35 24.12 285
3375 23.04 -6.36 23.90 285
3400 22.67 -6.29 23.53 285
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFrLE
TEST NUMBER 1721 03/I0165, 2339Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
4300 26,43 -9.14 27.97 289 5300 38.47 -17.32 42.19 294
4325 26.58 -8.85 28.01 288 5325 38.57 -17.02 42,16 294
4350 26.70 -8.79 28.11 288 5350 38.62 -16.41 41.96 293
4375 26.63 -8.63 28.00 288 5375 38.80 -16.01 41.97 292
4400 26.67 -8.54 28.00 288 5400 38.90 -15.93 42.03 292
3425 22.46 -6.04 23.26 285
3450 22.35 -5.09 23.06 284
3475 22.41 -5.43 23.06 283
3500 22.42 -5.02 22.97 282
3525 22.49 -4.58 22.95 281
3550 22.87 -4.26 23.26 280
3575 23.27 -4.15 23.64 280
3600 23.57 -4.E0 23.91 279
3625 23.80 -3.84 24.11 279
3650 23.88 -3.71 24.17 279
3675 23.81 -3.31 24.04 278
3700 23.47 -3.E1 23.66 277
3725 23.53 -2.90 23.71 277
3750 23.75 -3.00 23.94 277
3775 23,.88 -3.22 24.09 278
3800 24.28 -3.70 24.56 278
3825 24.84 -4.25 25.20 280
3850 25.39 -4.67 25.81 280
3875 25.44 -5.21 25.97 281
3900 25.16 -5.69 25.80 283
3925 24.89 -6.09 25.82 284
3950 24.76 -6.61 25.63 285
3975 24.39 -7.05 25.39 286
4000 24.03 -6.95 25.01 286
4025 23.75 -6.78 24.70 286
4050 23.75 -7.15 24.80 287
4075 23.97 -7.52 25.12 287
4100 24.08 -7.82 25.31 288
4125 24.35 -8.18 25.68 288
4150 24.53 -8.64 26.01 289
4175 24.66 -9.15 26.30 290
6200 24.97 --8.42 26.69 290
4225 25.41 --9.58 27.15 290
4250 25.92 -9.fie 27.60 290
4275 26.31 -9.45 27.95 290
4425 26.61 -8.58 27.96 288
4450 26.53 -8.80 27.95 288
4475 26.52 -8.82 27.95 288
6500 26.74 -8.81 28.15 288
4525 27.16 -9,15 28.66 288
5425 38.91 -15.65 41.94 292
5450 39.13 -15.26 42.00 291
5475 39.46 -14.89 42.16 291
5500 39°55 -14.17 42.01 290
5525 39.82 -13.62 42.08 289
4550 27.76 -9.79 29.44 2Bg
4575 27.98 -10,18 29.78 290
4600 27.91 -1U.48 29.82 290
4625 28.60 -10.97 30.63 291
4650 28.97 -11.4_ 31.15 291
5550 40,52 -13.29 42.65 288
5575 41.02 -13.10 43.06 288
5600 41.16 -12.94 43.15 287
5625 41.04 -12.87 43.01 287
5650 41.16 -13.42 43.29 288
4675 29.09 -11.60 31.32 292
4700 29.45 -11o56 31.64 291
4725 30.01 -11.31 32.07 290
4750 31.07 -11.08 32.98 289
6775 32.11 -11.30 34.04 289
5675 41.58 -13;64 43.76 288
5700 41.94 -13.35 44.01 287
5725 42.31 -14.01 44.57 288
5750 42.38 -14.94 44.93 289
5775 42.45 -15.43 45.16 290
4800 32.96 -11.67 34.96 289
4825 33.67 -11.84 35.69 289
4850 34.23 -11.87 36.22 289
4875 34.90 -12.04 36.92 289
490E 35.39 -12.19 37.43 289
5800 42.66 -15.83 45.50 290
5825 42.79 -16.37 45.82 291
5850 42.93 -17.08 46.20 292
5875 43.27 -17.64 46.73 292
5900 43.61 -17.84 47.12 292
4925 35.90 -12,56 38.03 289
4950 36.61 -12.88 38.81 288
6975 37.31 -13.24 39.59 289
5000 37.79 -13.70 40.19 290
5025 38.17 -13.95 40.64 290
5925 43.75 -18.05 47.38 292
5950 43.80 -18.28 47.66 292
5975 43.78 -18.30 47.45 293
6000 43.78 -18.16 47.39 292
6025 43.73 -17.64 47.15 292
5050 38.72 -14.10 61.20 290
5075 39.11 -14.55 41.73 290
5100 38.98 -15.17 41.83 291
5125 38.63 -lb.50 41.62 282
5150 38.49 -15.68 41.56 292
6050 43.92 -17.45 47.26 291
6075 44.28 -17.52 47.62 291
8100 44.6? -17.82 48.09 292
6125 45.12 -18.23 48.66 292
6150 45.51 -18.29 49.05 292
5175 38.50 -16.04 41.71 292
5200 38.50 -16.49 41.88 293
5225 38.44 -16.77 41,94 2q3
5250 38.39 -17.01 41.99 294
5275 38,41 -17.25 42.10 294
6175 45.63 -18.44 49.21 292
6200 45.54 -18.79 49.26 292
6225 45.60 -18.83 49.34 292
6250 45,73 -18.76 49.4B 292
6275 45.64 -18.46 49.24 292
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CBMP8NENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSNP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 264
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6300 45.55 -18.09 49.01 291
6325 48.44 -17.81 48.81 291
6350 45.70 -17.99 49.11 291
6375 46,23 -18.67 49.86 292
6400 46.14 -19.25 49.99 292
TABLE I 1-48(con't)
FPS-I6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 172I 03/10/65, 233921 EASTERN TEST RANOEv FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
7300 45.63 -18.11 49.09 291 8300 43.79 -15.77 46,56 290
7325 45°62 -17,56 48.70 291 8325 44.10 -15.80 46.86 290
7350 45.52 -17o28 48,69 291 8350 44°0| -16.65 47,06 291
7375 45,69 -16,83 48.69 290 8375 63.40 -17o33 46°74 292
7400 45.72 -16.46 48.59 290 6600 43.35 -17.09 46.60 291
6425 46.06 -19°44 49.99 293
6450 66°15 -19.23 50.00 292
6475 46°06 -19.14 49.88 292
6500 65.86 -19,14 49.69 292
6525 45.76 -19,05 49.55 202
6550 65.90 -19.11 49.72 292
6575 45.99 -19.86 50.09 293
6600 45.88 -20.81 50.38 296
_625 45.97 -21.11 50.59 294
6650 45.96 -21.29 50.66 295
6675 45.86 -21.52 50.66 295
6700 45.80 -22.03 50.82 296
6725 45.76 -22.07 50.81 206
6750 45.79 -21,49 50.59 295
6775 65°52 -21.23 50.23 295
6800 45.36 -21.11 50.03 295
6825 45.67 -20.81 50.19 294
6850 65.89 -20.21 50.15 294
6875 65.92 -19.68 69.96 293
6900 46.00 -19,27 49.87 293
6925 46.12 -19.57 50.10 293
6950 66.29 -19.56 50.25 293
6975 46°29 -19,19 5C,11 892
7000 66°45 -18.96 50,18 292
7025 46.47 -19.06 50.22 292
7050 46.09 -19,08 49.89 292
7075 45.72 -18.89 49.47 292
7100 45°90 -19.31 49,80 293
7125 46.31 -19.17 50.13 892
7150 46.17 -19 45 50.1O 293
7175 45.70 -19.94 49.87 293
7200 65.58 -19.98 49.77 293
7225 45.83 -19.53 49.82 293
7250 45.78 -18.77 49.48 292
7275 45.64 -18.50 49.25 292
7425 45°74 -16.59 68.65 290
7650 65.51 -16°56 48.42 290
7475 45.24 -16.62 48,19 290
7500 46.98 --16*86 48.04 290
7525 44.77 -17.13 47.93 291
8425 63.23 -17.34 46,58 292
8450 43.15 -17.72 46.65 292
8475 42.94 -18.66 46.82 293
8500 62*82 -19.32 46.98 294
8525 42.91 -19.20 67.01 294
7550 44,80 -17.19 47,98 291
7575 44,63 -17,18 47.82 291
T60O 46.47 -11.28 47.71 291
7625 44.44 -16.83 47.53 291
7650 44.25 -16.69 47.29 290
8550 43.00 -19.21 47.10 294
8575 42.08 -19.74 47.29 294
BbO0 43.02 -80.80 47.79 296
8625 43.10 -21.62 48.22 896
8650 43,12 -21o82 68.33 297
7675 64.16 -16.92 47.29 291
7700 43.96 -16.70 67,03 291
7725 43.55 -16.84 46.69 291
7750 43.34 -16.81 66.68 291
7775 43.08 -16.78 46.24 291
8675 43.25 -22.05 48.55 897
8700 43.64 -21.33 48.57 296
8725 43.87 -21.05 48.66 295
8750 43°60 -21.88 48.78 296
8775 43.87 -21.21 48.73 296
7800 63.06 -16.94 46.27 291
7825 63.30 -16.27 66.26 290
7850 63.26 -16.01 46.12 290
7875 43.83 -16.22 46.18 290
7900 43.22 -16.26 46.18 290
8800 44.10 -81.80 48.97 296
8825 44.28 -21.30 49.1A 296
8850 44.84 -20.88 49.01 295
8875 63.87 -21.83 49.01 296
8900 63.61 -22.26 48.95 297
7925 43.42 -16.02 46.28 290
7950 43.56 -15.88 46.36 290
7975 43.36 -15.88 46.18 290
8OOO 63.49 -15.72 46.25 290
8025 43.68 -15.58 66.19 29O
8925 43.45 -22.10 48.75 297
8950 43.29 -22.60 48.84 297
8975 46.06 -23,08 49,T4 297
9000 44.48 -23.25 50.19 297
9025 46.92 -22.05 50.04 296
8050 43.62 -IS.59 46.13 290
8075 43.46 -15.81 46.23 290
8100 63.68 -15.29 46.28 289
8125 63.98 -15.09 46.S0 289
8150 43.88 -15.66 66.59 289
9050 45.30 -21.53 50.16 295
8075 45.64 -22,44 50.86 296
9100 46.05 -21.71 50,91 295
9125 46.57 -20.57 50.91 294
9150 46.53 -20.80 50.96 294
8175 43.93 -15.99 46.75 290
8200 44o13 -15.55 46.79 289
8225 64.10 -IS,40 46.71 289
8250 43,96 -16.23 46.87 290
827S 43.91 -lb,lO 46*77 290
9175 46.58 -20.15 50.75 293
9200 46.81 -20.21 50.98 293
9225 47.01 -20.32 51o21 293
9250 67.28 -19.70 51.22 292
9275 47.25 -19.47 51.11 292
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZANAL CBMPBNENTI WZ - MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT+ WS " WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1721 03110165, 23392, EASTERN TEST RANOE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
9300 47.02 -19.60 50.95 292
9325 47,09 -19.34 50,91 292
9350 67.11 -18.66 50.67 291
9375 66.99 -18.13 50.37 291
9400 66°98 -18.65 5C.54 291
9425 46.79 -18.81 50.43 292
9450 47.07 -18.19 50.47 291
9475 66.91 -17.71 50.14 291
9500 46.74 -17.39 49.87 290
9525 46.71 -17.33 49.82 290
9550 46.52 -16.99 49.53 290
9575 46,90 -16.98 49.88 290
9600 66.68 -17.10 49.71 290
9625 66.95 -16.32 49.71 289
9650 46.91 -16.62 49.77 289
9675 66.78 -16.66 49.66 289
9700 47.03 -16.37 49.80 289
9725 47°37 -16.32 50.11 289
9750 67.64 -15.85 5C.20 288
9775 47.48 -16,10 50.13 289
9800 47.51 -16.42 50.27 280
9825 47.77 -16.20 50.44 289
9850 48.02 -15.67 50.51 288
9875 67.51 -15.95 50.12 288
9900 47.59 -16.23 50.28 289
9925 68.47 -15.41 50.86 287
9950 68.41 -15.73 50.90 288
9975 48.18 -16.17 50.82 288
10000 48.28 -16.D1 50.84 288
10025 48.25 -16.16 50.88 288
10050 68.28 -16.06 50.88 288
10075 48.37 -16.18 51.01 288
IOlOO 48.63 -16.31 5L.11 288
10125 48.05 -17o42 51.11 290
10150 48.52 -16.70 51.31 289
10175 49.02 -15.70 51.68 288
lOZO0 69.00 -16.36 51.66 288
10225 48.94 -16.14 51.53 288
10250 48.92 -16.54 51.64 289
10275 48.89 -16°67 51.65 289
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
10300 48.85 -16.36 51.52 288
10325 48.85 -16.86 51.67 289
10350 49.29 -16.44 51,96 288
10575 60.22 -16.81 52.01 289
10600 49*23 -Ib.66 51.97 289
10425 49.56 -16.87 52.35 289
10450 49.56 -17.58 52.59 289
10475 69.85 -18.30 53.10 290
10500 50.15 -18.42 53.63 290
10525 50.29 -18.46 53,$6 290
10550 50.03 -18.97 53.51 291
10575 49.79 -19.81 53.59 292
10600 69,87 -20.37 53.87 292
10625 49.85 -20°91 56.06 293
10650 50.06 -21.31 54.39 293
10675 50.58 -21.97 55°16 293
10700 50.97 -23.00 55.92 294
10725 50.75 -23,88 56.09 295
10750 51.30 -22.02 55.83 293
10775 51.00 -26.13 56.42 295
lOBOO 80°50 -26.27 56.92 297
10825 51.18 -26.82 56.85 296
10850 51.52 -24.56 57.07 295
10875 51.56 -23.94 56.83 295
10900 51.41 -23.96 56.72 295
10925 51.39 -26.03 56.73 295
10950 51.13 -24.10 56.52 295
10975 51.26 -23.84 56.54 295
11000 51.60 -2J.79 56.82 295
11025 51.54 -24.33 57.00 295
11050 51.54 -24.37 57,01 295
11075 52.30 -24.33 57,68 295
lllOO 52.55 -26.65 58.04 295
11125 51.97 -25.64 57.96 296
11150 52.17 -25.39 58.02 296
11175 52.19 -24.94 57.86 295
11200 51.86 -25.12 57.62 296
11225 51,69 -85°40 57.59 296
11250 51.30 -25.96 57.50 297
11275 51.01 -25.95 57.23 297
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
11300 51.11 -25.44 57.09 296
11325 51.04 -25.52 57.07 296
11350 50.66 -25.35 56.67 296
11375 49.84 -25.13 55.82 297
11400 49.60 -25.84 55.75 297
11425 49.64 -25,61 55.68 297
11450 49.61 -24.68 55.41 296
11675 49.56 -24.96 55.49 297
11500 49.20 -25.79 55.55 297
11525 69.09 -25.73 55.43 297
11550 49.17 -25.38 55.33 297
11575 69.21 -25.69 55.51 297
11600 49.43 -25.83 55,77 297
11628 49.44 -25.78 55.75 297
11650 49,54 -25.62 55.77 297
11675 49.68 -25.39 55°79 297
11700 69.67 -25.36 55.77 297
11725 49.99 -25.18 55.97 297
11750 50.07 -25.06 55.99 296
11775 50,42 -25,32 56.62 296
11800 50.51 -25.39 56.53 297
11825 50.24 -25.66 56.32 297
11850 50,60 -25.41 56.64 297
II875 50.45 -25,46 56.51 297
11900 50.69 -25.50 56°74 297
I1925 50.99 -25.63 56.98 296
I1950 50.94 -25.56 56.99 296
11978 SI,32 -26,32 57.68 297
12000 51,53 -27.01 58.18 297
12025 51.40 -26.93 58.03 297
12050 51.67 -26.77 58°20 297
12075 51.8_ -27.36 58.62 298
12100 51.88 -27.89 58.90 298
12125 52.02 -27.30 58.75 298
12150 51.68 -27.50 58.45 298
12175 51.84 -28.09 58.96 298
12200 51.72 -27.75 58.70 298
12225 51.22 -27.11 57,95 298
12250 51.22 -27.22 58.00 298
12275 51.63 -27.60 58,27 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ • MEMIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, wS " WINE SPEED, THEIA - WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLEII-48(con't) PAGE265
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER |721 03110165, 23392, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ wS THETA ALT WX WZ WS ThETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE NISEC DEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE WISEC _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12300 51.53 -27.79 58.55 298 13300 57.16 -17.68 59.81 287 16300 51.41 -22.02 55.93 293
12325 51.72 -28.17 58.89 298 13325 56.73 -18.50 59.67 288 16325 51.33 -22.T1 56.13 294
12350 52.16 -28.01 59.19 298 13350 56.93 -17.78 59.64 287 14350 50,59 -26.79 56.34 296
12375 52.50 -27.75 59.58 295 13375 57.61 -16.82 60.01 286 16375 50.54 -23.73 55.83 295
12600 52.29 -27.69 59.17 298 13400 57.12 -17.43 59.72 287 16400 50.33 -23.81 55.68 295
12425 52.07 -27.52 58.59 298
12650 52.02 -27,53 58.85 298
12475 52.06 -27.66 58.95 288
12500 52.59 -25.96 88.65 296
12525 53.13 -25.81 59.07 296
13425 57.18 -16.86 59.61 286
13450 57,69 -15.89 59.84 285
13475 57.78 -15.54 59.84 285
13500 57.86 -16.90 59.25 284
13525 57.19 -14.36 58.96 284
14425 49.17 -26,96 55.14 297
14450 48.28 -25.03 54.38 297
14475 47.11 -24.22 52.97 287
16500 46.86 -23.83 52.13 297
14525 45.60 -24.41 51.72 298
12550 53.16 -26.66 58.38 296
12575 55.01 -26.10 59.09 296
12600 52,76 -25,46 58.58 298
12625 52.83 -25.15 58.51 295
12650 53.08 -25.19 58.75 295
13550 56.67 -14.59 50.52 286
13575 56.66 -13.18 58.17 283
13600 56.76 -11.28 57.87 281
13625 85.99 -10.94 57,05 281
13650 54.91 -11.28 56.05 281
16550 45.17 -22,97 50.67 297
16575 45.08 -21.90 50.12 296
16600 44.83 -22.05 69.96 296
16625 44.58 -21.47 68.48 296
16650 43,67 -20,78 68.36 295
12675 53.48 -25.12 59.09 295
12700 53.50 -24.28 58.92 295
12725 52.97 -24.22 58.25 294
12750 53.06 -23.71 58.12 296
12775 52.83 -23.19 57.69 294
13675 54.64 -10.94 55.72 281
13700 53.90 -12.73 55.38 283
13725 53.98 -13.33 55.61 286
13750 53.97 -16.65 55.92 285
13775 54.68 -14.57 56.59 255
14675 43.75 -18.68 47.98 294
14700 43.13 -18.98 67.12 294
14725 42.14 -19.75 66.54 295
14750 42.69 -18.22 46.41 293
14775 43.15 -17.55 46.58 292
12800 52.21 -22.35 56.79 295
12825 51.92 -22,20 56.67 283
12850 51.52 -21.65 55.88 293
12875 51.19 -21.26 55.63 292
12900 51.03 -20.91 55.14 292
18800 54.86 -14.61 56.76 285
13825 54*82 -15.12 56.87 285
13850 54.80 -15.63 56.98 286
13875 55.18 -16.92 57.72 287
13900 55.33 -16.68 57.79 287
14800 43.01 -17.56 46.46 292
14825 43.48 -15.25 46.07 289
14850 46.00 -15.24 46.57 289
16875 44.22 -14.91 46.67 288
16900 43.95 -14.45 66.26 288
12925 51.17 -20.19 55.01 291
12950 51.50 -18.71 54.61 290
12975 51.45 -18.51 54.68 290
13000 51.72 -18.36 56.87 289
13025 51,86 -18,00 56.89 289
13925 55.33 -16.10 57.62 286
13950 54.92 -17.87 57.66 288
13975 54.83 -17.42 57.53 287
14000 54.43 -17.14 57.07 287
14025 54.66 -17.88 57.51 288
14925 43.59 -14.28 65.87 288
14950 44.39 -12.72 46.10 286
14975 44.11 -12.32 45.80 285
15000 43.99 -13.07 65.89 286
15025 46.53 -12.93 46.36 286
13050 51.08 -17.61 54.79 289
13075 52.48 -16.80 55.10 288
13100 52.35 -17.64 55.18 288
_;i;; ;;_;i ii;il 55.89 288
14050 54.79 -17.95 57.65 288
14075 54.16 -18.36 57.16 289
14100 53.58 -17.66 56.42 288
141_5 53.61 -19.03 56*89 259
14150 53.39 -19.78 56.93 290
15050 44.90 -12.77 46.68 286
15075 44.80 -12.95 66.64 286
15100 44.42 -13.08 66.30 286
15125 45.06 -12.32 46.71 285
151bu *_._u -¢_.,s .,..= 257
13175 53.64 -17.21 56.34 288
13200 53.66 -17,60 56.47 288
13225 54.90 -17.11 57.51 207
13250 55.66 -17.09 58.22 287
13275 56.03 -17.97 58.84 288
14175 53.43 -20.79 57.34 291
14200 53.23 -19.80 56.79 290
14225 52.25 -20.44 56.11 291
14250 51.66 -21.90 56.11 295
14275 51.49 -21.34 55.74 292
15175 45.34 -14.60 47.57 287
15200 45.33 -13.35 47.25 286
15225 44.38 -16.47 46.63 208
15250 44.39 -14.34 46.65 288
15275 44.54 -14.16 46.73 287
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTe WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEED* THETA = MIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1721 03110165, 2339Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC H/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEE METERS N/SEE R/SEE M/SEC DEG
15300 44.68 -13.98 46.82 287
15325 45.52 -14.63 47.75 287
15350 45.17 -16.32 48.03 290
15375 65.07 -15.68 47.72 289
15400 44.95 -14.51 47.23 288
15625 44.59 -16.66 46.93 288
15450 64.22 -14.80 66.63 288
15475 43.75 -13.15 65,68 287
15500 43.37 -13.27 45.36 287
15525 43*33 -12.30 45.04 286
15550 63.28 -11.32 44.73 284
15575 43.14 -10.26 44.34 283
15600 42.62 -9.23 43.41 282
15625 42.51 -8.40 43.34 281
15650 42.12 -8.20 42.92 281
15675 42.36 -7.95 43.10 280
15700 42.45 -7.66 43.10 280
15725 41.72 -7.53 42.39 280
15750 41,84 -7.35 42.48 280
15775 42.77 -6.19 63.22 278
15800 42.65 -6.30 43.12 278
15825 42°53 -6.42 43.02 278
15850 42.41 -6.54 42.92 279
15875 42.29 -6.66 42.82 279
15900 41.73 -6,96 42.30 279
15925 41.16 -7.26 41.80 280
15950 40.76 -5.52 Rl*13 278
15975 39.77 -7.31 40.44 280
ALT " ALTITUDE, MX = 28NAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = RERIDISNAL CSNPSNENII MS = WINE SPEED, THEIA= WIND DIRECTIRN
PAGE266 TABLE II-49
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PBBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1640 03/11/65, 0130Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALI WX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
1225 12.66 -6,01 12.82 279 22E5 18.90 -2,63 19,08 2T8 3225 19.61 -4,42 20.10 283
1250 12.55 -I,B2 12,69 278 2250 18.61 -2.76 18,82 278 3250 19.7T -3.91 20.16 281
I'675 12.56 -1.72 12,68 278 2275 18.55 -2.85 18.77 679 3275 19.80 -3,27 20,07 279
1300 I2,48 -1.66 12.59 677 2300 18,53 -2.8T 18*75 279 3300 19.97 -2.89 20,18 278
1325 12.59 -1.A3 12.67 276 2325 18.26 -3,1T 18.55 280 3325 60.56 -3,00 20.78 278
1350 12.65 -1,07 12,70 275
13T5 12.75 -0*73 12.77 273
1400 12.86 -0,29 12.86 271
1625 13.08 0,25 13,08 269
1650 13.26 0.73 13.28 267
2350 16.16 -3.65 16.50 281
23T5 1B.B6 -6.63 19.42 284
2400 19.68 -5.19 20,16 285
2625 19o50 -5.13 20,16 285
2450 19,50 -8.23 20.19 285
3350 21.20 -3,69 21.48 279
3375 21.83 -3,99 22,19 2BO
3400 22.29 -4.19 22.68 280
3425 22*60 -3.96 22.96 280
3450 22.96 -3.68 23.26 279
1675 13.14 1.16 13.19 265
1500 13.16 1.A9 13,24 263
1525 13.62 1.72 13.53 263
1550 13.86 1,73 13.96 263
15T5 14.16 1.63 14,23 264
2475 19.26 -5.38 20*00 285
2500 18.99 -5.73 19.83 287
2525 18.81 -6.12 19.7B 288
255O 18,56 -6,26 19,60 289
2575 18o36 -6.37 19,42 289
3AT5 23.26 -3.54 23.53 2T8
3500 23,54 -3.36 23.77 278
3525 23.61 -2.96 23,80 277
3550 23.63 -2.60 23.TT 276
3575 63.81 -2,TT 23.97 276
1600 14,43 1.04 lA.k7 266
1625 14.72 0.67 IA,74 267
1650 1A.70 0.39 14,71 268
1875 14,66 0.2T 14.66 269
1700 15,02 0,17 15.06 269
2600 18.02 -6.52 19.16 290
2625 17.58 -6.61 18.78 290
2650 IT.34 -6.71 18.59 291
2675 17.13 -6,72 18.40 291
2700 16.B5 -6,50 18.06 291
3600 23.96 -3,14 24.16 277
3625 23.96 -3.36 2A.20 278
3650 63.86 -3.78 24.16 279
36T5 23.77 -4,30 26.16 280
3700 23.81 -A,81 2A.29 281
1725 15.36 0.15 15.36 269
1750 14.95 0.19 14.g5 269
1775 14.67 0,26 14.67 269
1800 14.56 O,A5 14.57 268
1825 16.78 0.69 14.80 267
2725 16.69 -6.32 17.85 291
2750 16.51 -6.1B 17.63 290
2775 16,33 -6.06 17o46 290
2800 16.19 -6.02 17.27 290
2825 16,56 -5.99 17,59 290
3725 24.05 -5.38 24,64 282
3750 24.10 -5.68 26.76 283
3775 23.T6 -5.80 26,46 2B4
3800 23.48 -5.86 2A.20 284
3825 23°25 -5.83 23.97 28A
1850 14.39 0.83 14,42 267
1875 14.06 0.77 14,09 267
1900 14.48 0.73 1A.50 267
1925 14.76 0.77 14.78 267
1950 16.76 0.72 IA.75 267
2850 17.60 -5.62 18.67 288
2875 18°72 -4,92 19.36 285
2900 19,51 -4,75 20.08 286
2925" 20.02 -4.80 20.59 283
2950 20.38 -4.83 20.94 203
3850 23.09 -6,00 23.85 284
3875 23.15 -6.20 23.96 285
3900 23.22 -6.63 26.10 285
3925 23.38 -6.79 24.35 286
3950 23.53 -6.89 24,52 286
1975 15.09 0.44 15.10 268
2000 15.68 -0.03 15.68 270
2025 15.84 -0.18 15.86 270
2050 15,79 -0,02 15.79 270
2075 16,05 -0,26 16.05 271
2975 20.56 -5.18 21.18 284
3000 20.50 -5.32 21.18 286
3025 20. AB -5.35 21.17 28A
3050 20.31 -8*66 21.03 285
3075 20.19 -5,33 20.88 285
3975 23.70 -6.82 26.67 286
A000 23.87 -6.56 24.75 285
4025 23.86 -6.05 24,60 284
4050 24.07 -5.93 24*79 284
4075 24.30 -6.26 25.09 284
2100 17.32 -0.80 17.36 272
2125 18.14 -1.49 18.21 275
2150 18.18 -1.99 18.29 276
2175 18.46 -2.21 18.57 277
2200 18.78 -2.A5 18.9A 277
3100 20.06 -5.02 20.68 286
3125 19,93 -4,92 20.53 284
3150 19.83 -4.92 20,63 284
3175 19.84 -6.96 20,45 28A
3200 19.75 -4,85 20*34 286
AIOO 24.56 -6,52 25.41 285
A125 26.57 -6,68 25.A6 285
4150 2A.37 -6.98 25.35 286
4175 24.07 -7.22 25.13 287
A200 23.72 -7.46 24.87 287
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ " MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS , WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1640 03/11/65, 01301, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC EEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
4225 23.78 -7.76 25.01 288 5225 37.89 -16,51 60.57 291 6225 42.32 -16.43 65.40 291
6250 23.73 -8.07 25.07 289 5250 37.80 -14.86 60,62 291 6250 62.37 -16.87 45.60 292
6675 23,50 -8,55 25.00 290 5275 37,87 -15.05 60.75 291 6275 62.30 -17.46 45.76 292
6300 23.39 -9.01 25.07 291 5300 37.98 -15.06 40*85 291 6300 42.38 -17.86 45.99 293
6325 23.67 -9.60 25.55 292 5325 38.23 -15.21 61.14 292 6325 62.22 -18.86 46.24 294
6350 2_.13 -9.97 26.11 292
4375 24.60 -9.56 26.38 291
6400 24.98 -8.96 26.54 290
6425 25,A6 -8,94 26.98 289
4450 25,92 -9.31 67,54 290
5350 38.46 -15.56 61.69 292
5375 38.73 -15.76 41,81 292
5AOO 39.09 -15.99 46,26 292
5425 39.33 -16.28 42.57 292
5450 39.67 -16,33 62.71 292
6350 42.31 -19.76 46.69 295
6375 42.03 -20.79 46*89 296
6400 41.95 -21,52 47.15 297
6625 42,39 -21,5B 47*57 297
6650 A2.75 -21.82 68.00 297
4475 26.24 -9.93 28.06 291
6500 26,67 -10.88 28.81 292
6525 27.12 -11.59 69,39 283
4550 27,A7 -11.99 29.97 293
4575 27.73 -12.21 3C.30 294
5A75 39.47 -16.39 42.74 292
5500 39.47 -16.63 62.83 293
5525 39.42 -16.90 42.89 293
5550 39,66 -17.16 63.03 293
5575 39,47 -17,34 _3,11 296
6675 42,78 -21,96 48.09 297
6500 62.80 -21.99 48.12 297
6525 A3.13 -21.72 48,29 297
6550 63.45 -21.16 48.33 296
6575 43.85 -20.55 A8.42 295
4600 27.99 -12.27 30.56 294
6625 28.10 -12,A6 30.74 294
4650 68,48 -16.85 51.24 294
4675 29*05 -12o85 31.76 294
4700 29.51 -12,61 32.09 293
5600 39.59 -17.71 63.37 296
5625 39.83 -18.18 63.78 294
5650 39.99 -18.6B 46.16 295
5675 60,22 -19.11 46.53 295
5700 40,28 -19.55 46.78 296
6600 43°97 -20,28 48.62 295
6625 43.97 -19.89 68,26 294
6650 63.92 -19.18 47.92 293
6675 43.76 -16,91 47.67 293
67D0 43.91 -18.48 67.64 293
4725 30.14 -12.A5 32.61 292
4750 30.69 -12.51 33.14 292
4775 31,16 -12.77 33,68 292
4800 32.04 -13.06 34.59 292
4825 32*96 -12.98 35.42 291
5725 40.27 -19,73 44,84 296
5750 40,14 -19.55 46.65 296
5775 60.00 -19,61 64,55 296
5800 40.23 -19.76 66.81 296
5825 40.30 -19.7T 4A.89 296
6725 43.77 -17.74 47.23 292
6750 43.24 -16,79 48.39 291
6775 62.90 -16,16 45.86 290
6800 42.51 -16.70 45.67 291
6825 42.65 -16.86 45.85 291
6850 33.60 -12.90 35.99 291
4875 34.25 -13.17 36.69 291
4900 34.84 -13.46 37,35 291
4925 35.40 -13.67 37.95 291
4950 36,06 -13.74 38.59 291
5850 40,19 -19,9T 64,88 296
5875 40.46 -20.07 65.16 296
5900 40,72 -20.13 45,63 296
5925 60,88 -2U*07 45,54 296
5950 61.23 -19.76 45.71 295
6850 62.76 -16.88 45.93 291
6875 42,79 -17.18 46,11 292
6900 42.99 -17.11 46.27 292
6925 43.40 -16.89 66,57 291
6950 43.64 -16.88 46.61 291
4975 36.82 -13.54 39.23 290
5000 37.65 -13,10 39.86 289
5025 38,16 -12.84 A0.26 288
5OSO 38.59 -16,79 40.65 288
5075 38.76 -12.73 40.78 288
5975 61.55 -19.10 65.73 295
6000 41.77 -18.38 45.66 296
6025 61,92 -18.24 45.71 293
6050 41.B8 -17.89 65.56 293
6075 42,09 -17.13 65.44 292
6975 43,15 -17.20 66.45 292
7000 42.97 -17.51 46.40 292
7025 43,05 -17.45 46,45 292
7050 43.09 -17,27 46.62 292
7075 42.80 -17,71 46.32 292
5100 38,49 -12.99 A0.62 288
5125 38.40 -13.16 40.59 289
5150 38.34 -13.OB AO,SI 289
5175 36.03 -13.42 40.33 289
5200 37.90 -14,C8 40.34 290
6100 42.30 -16.78 45.51 2gl
6125 41.99 -16.46 65.10 291
6150 41,73 -16.08 44*72 291
61T5 61.81 -16.22 44.85 291
6200 41.91 -16.50 45.05 291
7100 42.61 -17.67 46.13 292
7125 42.33 -17.44 45.79 292
7150 61.64 -17.36 65.12 292
7175 61.32 -16,78 46,60 292
7200 AI.27 -16.66 44.50 292
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " 2ANAL CBMPgNENT* WZ " MERIDIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-49 (con't) PAGE267
FPS-18 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCI/Y PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1640 03111165, 0130Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE PEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
7225 61,15 -16.88 64.48 292 8225 41,11 -21.74 46.50 298 9225 45.82 -18.37 49.36 292
7250 41.19 -17,16 66.62 292 8250 41.46 -21.67 66.78 297 9250 45.75 -18.07 49.19 291
7275 41.38 -17.11 64.78 292 8275 41.47 -21*97 46.93 298 9275 65.72 -18.23 69.23 292
7300 41.47 -16,62 44.68 292 8800 41.53 -22.23 47.10 298 9300 45.89 -18.51 49.48 292
7325 41.20 -16.56 46.61 292 8325 61.51 -22,17 47*06 298 9325 46.09 -18.37 69.61 292
7350 40.99 -16.96 44.36 292
7375 A0.91 -17.D9 46.34 293
7400 41.10 -18.96 44.66 292
7625 41.62 -17.28 45.07 292
7450 41.84 -17.22 45.26 292
8350 61.25 -22.49 46.98 298
8375 61,13 -22.92 47.09 299
8400 61.35 -22*80 47.22 299
8425 42.15 -21.53 47.33 297
8450 62,37 -21.04 47.31 296
9350 48.11 -17.92 69.47 291
5375 46.04 -18.04 69.45 291
9400 45.94 -18.64 49.58 292
9425 45.79 -18.57 49.61 292
9450 46°08 -18.48 69.63 292
7475 61.78 -17.65 65.35 293
7500 41.61 -18.62 45.58 294
7525 41.56 -19.00 45.70 294
7550 41.83 -19,20 46.03 294
7575 42.06 -19.55 48.38 295
8475 42.00 -21.83 47.33 297
8500 41.81 -22.22 47.35 298
8525 61.96 -21.88 47.31 297
8550 62.15 -21.89 47.50 297
8575 61.99 -22.20 47.50 298
9475 66.26 -18.47 49.81 292
9500 46.16 -18.09 49.58 291
9525 46.34 -18.49 49.89 292
8550 48.50 -18.92 50.20 292
8575 48,60 -19.13 50.37 292
7600 61.92 -19.85 66.38 295
7625 41.72 -20.36 66.42 296
7650 41.61 -20.11 4E.22 296
7675 41.33 -19.61 45.75 295
7700 61.60 -19.24 45.83 295
8600 42.60 -20.88 47.44 296
8625 43.12 -20.39 47.69 295
8650 43.92 -E9.38 48.01 296
8675 44.63 -18.85 48.45 293
8700 44.64 -19.01 48,52 293
9600 46.56 -19.25 50.39 292
9625 46*49 -19.29 50.33 292
9650 46,50 -19,35 50,36 292
9675 46.30 -19.95 50.62 293
9700 46.17 -20.50 50.51 294
7725 41.93 -19.11 46.08 294
7750 41.90 -18.81 65.93 296
7775 41.61 -18.73 65.63 294
7800 41.39 -18.60 65.38 294
7825 41.46 -17,81 45.13 293
8725 64.66 -19.17 48.60 293
8750 44.91 -19.01 48.77 293
8775 44.99 -18.79 48.76 292
8800 45.00 118,88 48.80 298
8825 65.40 -18.93 49.19 292
9725 46.41 -20.54 50,75 294
9750 46.65 -20.47 50.95 294
9775 46*55 -20.85 51.00 296
9800 46.39 -20.93 50.89 296
9825 46.47 -21.00 50.99 296
7850 41.66 -17.90 45.16 293
7875 41.36 -18.65 45.29 294
7900 41.44 -18.52 65*39 294
7925 41.27 -18.47 65.22 294
7950 40*92 -18.54 44.93 294
8850 45.49 -18.72 49.19 292
8875 45.21 -18.87 48.92 292
8900 45.00 -18.86 48.79 293
8925 66.85 -18.73 48.61 292
8950 65.21 -18.6_ 48.89 292
9850 46.96 -21.03 51.46 296
9875 47.16 -21.09 51.66 294
9900 46.89 -21.27 51.49 294
9925 46.83 -20.74 51.22 294
9950 46.88 -20.51 51.18 293
7975 41.02 -18.64 64.97 294
8000 41.48 -18.37 65.37 296
B025 41.54 -19.35 65.83 295
8050 41,30 -19.90 65,84 296
8075 41.55 -19.38 45.85 295
8975 45.36 -18.86 49.11 292
9000 45.39 -18.77 49.12 292
9025 45.40 -18.53 69.03 292
9050 45.50 -18.08 48.96 291
9075 45*83 -18.34 48*90 292
5975 46.72 -20.83 51.15 294
lEO00 46,97 -20.62 51.30 294
1C025 47.15 -20.35 51.35 293
10050 48.97 -20.05 51.07 293
10075 46.41 -19.56 50.36 293
8100 41.61 -19.68 46.03 295
8125 41.48 -20.36 48.21 296
8150 41.21 -21.34 46.41 297
8175 61.66 -21.65 48.77 297
8200 41.40 -21.41 46.61 297
9100 65.14 -18.93 48.95 293
9125 65.19 -18.34 48.77 292
9150 45.66 -17.90 49.02 291
9175 45.57 -18.13 69.04 292
9200 45.22 -18.51 48.86 292
10100 46.43 -19.62 50.41 293
10125 46.96 -19.70 50.93 293
13150 47.45 -19.89 51.45 293
IC175 47.59 -20.04 51.64 293
10200 47.25 -20.26 51.41 293
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ - ME8IDIBNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1640 03/11/65t O_30Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT NX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE NISEC OEG METERS M/SEE N/SEC MISEC CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEO
10225 47.32 -20.11 51,61 293 11225 68.90 -23.03 54.05 295 12225 51*63 -25o79 57.71 296
10250 67.68 -20.23 51.79 293 11250 48.04 -23.10 53.30 296 12250 52.18 -25.86 58.24 296
10275 47.49 -20.68 51.80 293 11275 48.70 -22.94 53.83 295 12275 52.74 -25.82 58.72 296
10300 47.83 -20.01 51.85 293 11300 69.18 -22.40 54*02 294 12300 52.85 -25.81 58.81 296
10325 47.75 -19.30 51.50 292 11325 49*25 -22.31 54.07 294 12325 53.10 -25.47 58°89 295
10350 67.09 -18.48 50.59 291
10375 47.37 -18.69 50.85 291
10600 47.77 -18.32 51.16 291
10425 48.04 -17.97 51.29 290
10450 48.31 -17.94 51.54 290
11350 49*55 -22.48 54.41 296
11375 49.98 -22.20 54,69 296
11400 50.30 -22.16 54,97 294
11425 50.45 -22.68 55.32 294
11650 50.57 -22.91 55.52 294
12350 53.05 -25.87 59.02 296
12375 52.62 -26.34 58,85 296
12400 52.97 -25.99 59.00 296
12425 53.15 -25.77 59,07 296
12450 53.02 -26.45 59.25 296
10475 48,75 -17.78 51.89 290
10500 49.02 -17.63 52.10 290
10525 49.08 -17.34 52.05 289
10550 49.21 -17.31 52.16 289
10575 49*58 -17,08 52.44 289
11675 50.59 -22.76 55.48 294
11500 50.47 -22.52 55.27 296
11525 50.23 -22.87 55.19 296
11550 50.38 -22.85 55.32 294
11575 50.68 -23.18 55.72 296
12475 53.64 -26.63 59.71 296
12500 53.51 -26.63 59.77 296
12525 53.50 -26.41 59.66 296
12550 54.03 -26.82 60.32 296
12575 56.20 -27.05 60*58 296
10600 49.57 -17.06 52.42 289
10625 49.69 -17.55 52.70 289
10650 50.06 -17.34 52.98 289
10875 50.02 -17.25 52.90 289
10700 49.78 -17.29 52.69 289
11600 50.51 -23.17 55.57 296
11625 50.55 -23.60 55.79 295
11650 50.54 -24.31 56.09 296
11675 50.30 -23.95 55.71 295
11700 50.79 -24.00 56.18 295
12600 56.21 -27,28 80.69 297
12625 54.21 -27.75 60.90 297
12650 54,10 -28.16 60.99 297
12675 53.99 -28,20 60.91 297
12700 54.10 -26.81 60°38 296
10725 50.06 -17.56 53.05 289
10750 50.18 -17,59 53.18 289
10775 49.91 -18.60 53.19 290
10800 50*53 -18.46 53.80 290
10825 50.92 -18.46 54.16 290
11725 50.67 -26.06 56.09 295
11750 50.85 -23.31 55.96 296
11775 50.88 -23.18 55.91 296
I1800 50.32 -24.52 55.97 296
11825 50.52 -24.12 55.98 295
12725 54.38 -26.71 60.59 296
12750 56,36 -26.99 60,69 296
12775 54.21 -26.78 60.47 296
12800 53.79 -27.15 60.26 297
12825 53.17 -27.50 59.86 297
10850 50.94 -19.40 54.51 291
10875 50.90 -19.90 54.66 291
I0900 50.82 -20.02 56.62 291
10925 50.80 -20.75 56.87 292
10950 50.62 -21.27 5A.90 293
11850 51.06 -22.78 55.90 294
11875 51.10 -23.12 56.09 296
11900 51.82 -23.31 56.82 296
11925 51.97 -23.23 56.93 296
11950 52.13 -23.16 57.03 296
12850 52.76 -27.37 59.44 297
12875 53.99 -25.98 59.92 296
12900 53.98 -26.03 59.92 296
12925 54.05 -25.61 59.81 295
12950 54.59 -25.18 60.12 295
10975 50.33 -21.31 56.66 293
11000 50*08 -21.25 54.41 293
11025 50.06 -21.71 54.56 293
11050 49.76 -22.27 54.51 294
11075 49.36 -22.14 54.10 294
11975 52,17 -24.10 57.47 295
12000 52.29 -24,01 57.54 296
12025 51.78 -23.57 56.89 296
12050 52.03 -24.54 57.53 295
12075 52.06 -24.41 57.50 295
12975 54,68 -25,46 60.14 295
13000 54*58 -25.02 60*04 294
13025 55.06 -24.03 60.08 293
I_050 56*62 -24.08 59.69 294
13075 54.31 -23.86 59.32 294
11100 49.03 -22.39 53.90 294
11125 49.15 -22.77 54.17 295
11150 49.36 -22.52 54.26 294
11175 49.50 -22.58 54.40 294
11200 49.45 -23.09 54.58 295
12100 52.39 -23.97 57.61 296
12125 52.39 -24.66 57.81 295
12150 51.73 -25,40 57.63 296
12175 51.73 -26.20 57.99 287
12200 51.94 -25.69 57,94 296
13100 54,69 -23.22 59.42 293
13125 54,18 -22*53 58.68 292
13150 54.28 -23.03 58.97 293
13175 54.52 -22,18 58.85 292
13200 58.85 -21.30 57.91 291
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CBMPONENT, WZ • MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENT, WS • WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEE N/SEE DEG
£3225 53.06 -20,69 56*86 291
13250 53*£2 -18.9£ 56.39 289
£3275 53.55 -19.13 56.87 289
13300 53*99 -2O.Ol 57*58 290
13325 54.48 -20.07 58*06 290
TABLE II-49 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/J£MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1640 03111/65_ OL30Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE NISEC DEG
14225 51,56 -26.99 58.20 297 18225 42,66 -13.45 44,73 287
14250 5£.57 -27.57 58.47 298 15250 43.35 -12,37 45.08 286
14275 51.68 -26.77 58.20 297 15275 43.53 -1£.41 45*00 285
14300 50*62 -28.65 58.16 299 £5300 41.T6 -10.49 43*04 284
14325 50.87 -28.36 58°25 299 £5325 42.43 -14.07 44.70 288
£3350 54.68 -20.46 58.38 290
£3375 54.05 -21.49 58.16 292
13400 55.60 -20.52 59.27 290
£3425 55.74 -20.75 59.68 290
13450 55.78 -21.81 59.82 291
13475 56.10 -21.65 60.13 291
13500 56._2 -21.69 6D.45 291
13525 57.25 -21.97 6£*32 291
13550 57.88 -21.13 61.62 290
£3575 57.78 -20.55 61.32 289
13600 57.40 -20.06 60.81 289
13625 57.21 -20.29 60.70 289
13650 57.38 -20.75 61.02 290
13675 57.23 -20.31 60.73 289
13700 56.26 -19.37 59.51 289
13725 55.87 -19.6£ 59.15 289
13750 55.81 -19.17 59.02 289
13775 55.73 -£9.27 58.97 289
13800 55,19 -19,52 58.54 289
13825 55.16 -18.19 58.08 288
13850 55.03 -17.35 57.70 287
£3875 56.74 -17.36 57.43 287
£3900 55.63 -15.22 57.68 285
13925 56*19 -16.22 58.49 286
13950 56.41 -17.43 59.04 287
13975 56.03 -18.38 58.96 288
14000 55.70 -19.32 58.96 289
£4025 55.20 -19.76 58.63 290
14050 55.68 -18.27 58.60 288
14075 55.92 -£8.24 58.82 288
£4100 55.80 -18.51 58,79 288
14125 55.26 -20.03 58.77 290
14£50 54.81 -21.48 58.87 291
£4£75 53.93 -24.1£ 59.08 294
£4200 53,57 -24.61 58.95 294
14350 50.48 -28.18 57.82 299
14375 48.67 -29.13 56.72 301
14400 48.20 -29.13 56.32 301
14425 47.15 -27.75 56.72 300
14450 46.54 -27.23 53.92 300
15350 42°88 -15.14 45.68 289
15375 43.47 -15.33 46.09 289
15400 44.21 -14.30 46.46 288
15425 44.2£ -£3.51 46.23 287
15450 42.85 -£5.67 65.63 290
14475 46.08 -27.66 53.74 301
£6500 45.99 -25.11 52.40 298
£4525 45.69 -25.2£ 52.19 299
14550 44.83 -23.27 50.5£ 297
14575 44,82 -22.95 50.35 297
15475 42.48 -16.2£ 65.47 291
15500 42.19 -13.85 44.40 288
15525 61.91 -13.29 43.97 287
15550 60.72 -11.90 42.43 286
15575 40.90 -11.51 62.49 Z86
14600 44.57 -22.18 49.78 296
£4625 44.35 -21.91 49.67 296
£4650 43.83 -22.53 49.28 297
14675 43.58 -21.44 48.57 296
14700 43.92 -20.46 48*44 295
£5600 41.08 -11.11 62.55 285
15625 41.28 -9.39 42*34 283
15650 41.09 -8.29 41.92 281
15675 40.67 -7.69 61.39 281
15700 60.22 -5.15 60.54 277
£4725 44.23 -21.54 49.19 296
£4750 63.93 -21.59 48.95 296
14775 4£.16 -20.80 46.11 297
£4800 42.23 -18,T6 46*2£ 294
14825 42.00 -18.46 45.88 294
15725 41.11 -7.13 41.72 280
15750 41.49 -7.04 42.08 279
15775 41.51 -5.83 4£o91 278
15800 40.91 -5.27 41.25 277
15825 39.43 -4.19 39.66 276
14850 40.23 -16.74 63.58 292
£4875 40.50 -16.24 43.64 292
14900 40.77 -15.74 43.71 291
14925 40.87 -14.37 43.32 289
14950 38.£6 -13,76 40,56 290
15850 60.29 -5.57 40.67 278
15875 40.62 -5.28 40.96 277
15900 40.68 -4.41 60.92 276
15925 39.97 -4.46 40.22 276
15950 39,11 -4.71 39.99 277
£6975 41.11 -14.53 43.60 289
15000 41.12 -14,41 43,57 289
15025 39.97 -13.03 A2.04 288
1505_ 39.98 -11.55 61,59 286
15075 60.70 -13.16 42.77 288
15975 39.28 -4.91 39.58 277
160C0 39.36 -4.14 39.58 276
15100 40.61 -13.82 42*89 289
15125 4£.21 -12.66 43.11 287
15150 41.53 -11.89 63.20 286
15175 42.17 -12.61 46.02 286
15200 42.30 -12.96 44,24 287
ALI = ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CgMPONENT, WZ - MERIOIgNAL C_MPSNENIt WS " WINC SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIgN
t
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1642 03/12/65t 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA AL7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SE_ M/SEE M/SEE DEG
175 -5.01 0.06 5.01 91 1175 6.00 1.34 6.15 257 2175 10.66 -2.81 11.02 285
200 -5.12 0.32 5.13 93 1200 6.36 1.57 6.55 256 2200 10.94 -2.69 11.26 284
225 -5.42 0.44 5.43 94 1225 6.96 1.67 7.14 256 2225 10;74 -2.73 11.08 284
250 -5.70 0.64 5.73 96 1250 7.73 1.67 7.91 258 2250 10.68 -3.00 ll.lO 286
275 -6.00 0.92 6.07 99 1275 8.09 1.74 8.28 258 2278 10.92 -3.27 11.40 286
300 -6.17 1.21 6.29 101
325 -6,24 1.58 6.44 104
350 -6.01 2.10 6.37 109
375 -5.51 2.51 6.05 114
400 -4.96 2.73 5.66 I19
1300 8.02 1.97 8.26 256
1325 8.06 2.21 8.36 254
1350 8.28 2.30 8.60 254
1375 8.72 2.25 9.01 255
1400 9.23 2*06 9.46 257
2300 11.15 -3.46 11.67 287
2325 11.35 -3.69 11,94 288
2350 11.79 -4.01 12.46 289
2375 12.21 -4.32 12.95 289
2400 12.30 -4.56 13,12 290
425 -4.26 3.30 5.39 128
450 -3.42 3.95 5.23 139
475 -2.65 4.08 4.87 147
500 -1.99 4.27 4.71 155
525 -1.14 4.50 4.64 166
1425 9.46 1.86 9.65 259
1450 9.34 1.46 9.45 261
1475 8.77 0.87 8.81 264
1500 B*27 0.40 8.28 287
1525 8.19 -0*25 8.19 272
2425 12.13 -4.71 13.01 291
2450 11.86 -4.83 12.80 292
2475 11.63 -5.12 12.71 294
2500 11.53 -5°54 12.79 296
2525 11.63 -5.89 13.04 297
550 -0.27 4.30 A.30 176
575 0.39 4.04 4.06 185
600 1.12 3.97 6.13 196
625 1.99 3.98 4.45 206
650 3,00 3.83 4.86 218
1550 8.21 -0.93 8.26 276
1575 8.56 -1.30 8.66 278
1600 8.89 -1.33 8.99 278
1625 8.88 -1.45 9.00 279
1650 8.88 -2.00 9,10 283
2550 11.75 -6.48 13.42 299
2575 11.94 -7,30 14.00 301
2600 12.04 -8.08 14.50 304
2625 12.12 -9.00 15.10 306
2650 12.49 -10.12 16.07 309
675 4.04 3.67 5.32 229
700 5.05 3.00 5.87 239
725 5.58 2,57 6,14 245
750 5.36 2.34 5.84 246
775 5.05 2.23 5.52 246
1675 8.57 -2.63 8.91 286
1700 8.07 -2.74 8.53 289
1725 7.82 -3,35 8.51 293
1750 7.73 -4.10 8.75 298
1775 7.80 -4.60 9.05 300
2675 13.07 -10.90 17.02 310
2700 13.71 -10.88 17.50 308
2725 14.38 -10.47 17.79 306
2750 14.85 -9.92 17,86 304
2775 15.12 -9.36 17.78 302
800 4.92 2.15 5.37 246
825 4.68 2.14 5.15 245
850 4.57 1.94 4.96 247
875 4.74 1.53 4.98 252
900 4.95 1.23 5.10 256
1800 7.98 -4.63 9.23 300
1825 8.27 -4.52 9.42 298
i850 8.36 -4.51 9.50 298
1875 8.34 -4.54 9.49 298
1900 8.36 -4.35 9,42 297
2800 15.55 -8.93 17.93 300
2825 15.87 -_.47 17.99 298
2850 16.19 -8.06 18.08 296
2875 16.67 -7.78 18.39 295
2900 17.09 -7.41 18.63 Z93
925 5.26 1.09 5.38 258
950 5.61 1.10 5.72 259
975 5.96 1.16 6.07 259
1000 6.19 1.24 6.32 259
1025 6,28 1.38 6.43 257
1925 8.39 -4.17 9.37 296
1950 8.50 -4.07 9.43 295
1975 8,67 -3.72 9.44 293
2000 8.75 -3.21 9.32 290
2025 8.70 -2.85 9.15 288
2925 17.53 -7*02 18.88 292
2950 18.01 -6.72 19.22 290
2975 18.55 -6*66 19.70 290
3000 19.10 -6.74 20.25 289
3025 19.53 -6.93 20.73 289
1050 6,14 1.52 6.32 256
1075 5.85 1.44 6,03 256
1100 5*60 1.34 5.76 256
1125 5.57 1.24 5.71 257
1150 5.76 1.18 5.88 258
2050 8*93 -2.75 9.34 287
2075 9.42 -2.72 9.80 286
2100 9.53 -2.80 9.96 286
2125 9.53 -2._1 9,96 287
2150 9.99 -2.87 10.39 286
3050 20*02 -7.17 21,27 290
3075 20.49 -7.48 21.81 290
3100 20.91 -8.04 22.40 291
3125 20,80 -8.63 22.52 292
8150 20.50 -9.25 22.49 294
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBMPENENT, WS = WINE SPEED* THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1642 03/12/65t 01OOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETR ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS WISED M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
3175 20.48 -9.79 22.70 295 4175 27.55 -7.42 28*54 285 5175 33.44 -5.78 33*94 280
3200 20.43 -10.D7 22.T0 296 4200 28*43 -7*88 29.49 285 5200 33.51 -5.94 34.03 200
3225 20.15 -10.23 22.60 297 4225 29.16 -8,32 30.32 286 5225 33.97 -6.23 36.53 280
3250 19.95 -10.40 22.50 297 4250 29.83 -8.63 31.05 286 5250 34.50 -6.57 35.12 281
3275 19.75 -10.61 22.41 298 4275 30.42 -9.17 31.78 287 5275 34*55 -6.72 35.19 281
3300 19.29 -10.70 22.06 299
3325 19.04 -10.85 21.92 300
3350 18.81 -11.07 21.83 300
3375 18.48 -11.29 21.66 301
3400 18.36 -11.37 21.60 302
4300 31.03 -9.82 32.54 287
4325 31.52 -9.98 33.06 287
4350 31.86 -9.92 33.37 287
4375 31.97 -9.84 33.45 287
4400 32.02 -9.63 33.44 287
5300 34*34 -6*44 34*94 280
5325 34.21 -6.13 34,76 280
5350 36*18 -6,01 34.71 280
5375 34.30 -5.88 34*80 280
5400 34*26 -6.14 34.80 280
3425 18.46 -U.OO 21.49 301
3450 18.41 -10.34 21.12 299
3473 18.21 -9v69 20.63 298
3500 17.85 -9.14 20.06 297
3525 17.71 -8.88 19.81 296
4425 31.95 -9.33 33.28 286
4450 31*88 -8.97 33.11 286
4475 31.93 -8.83 33.12 285
4500 32.02 -8.82 33.21 285
4525 32.27 -8.91 33.48 285
5425 34.25 -6,87 34.93 281
5450 34.61 -7.58 35.43 282
5475 34.79 -8.04 35.71 283
5500 34.70 -8.51 35.T3 284
5525 34.97 -8.81 36*06 284
3550 17.99 -8.80 20,03 296
3575 18.05 -8*84 20.10 296
3600 17.99 -9.14 20.18 297
3625 18.16 -9.47 20.48 297
3650 18*42 -9.61 20*78 297
4550 32.35 -9.20 33.63 286
4575 32.40 -9.65 33.80 286
4600 32.67 -9.93 34.15 287
4625 32.84 -10,06 34.34 287
4650 32.71 -10.22 34°27 287
5550 35.36 -8.96 36.48 284
5575 35.47 -9.23 36.65 284
5600 35.75 -9.45 36.98 285
5625 36.02 -9.75 37.32 285
5650 36,19 -10.07 37.57 285
3675 18.72 -9.58 21.03 297
3700 19.05 -9.41 21.25 296
3725 19.35 -9.05 21.37 295
3750 19.45 -8,67 21.30 294
3775 19.59 -8.38 21.30 293
4675 32.71 -10.10 34.23 287
4700 32.87 -10.06 34*37 287
4725 33.03 -9.84 34.47 286
4750 33.12 -9.63 34,50 286
4775 33.53 -9,64 34.89 286
5675 36.49 -10.56 37,99 286
5700 36.57 -10.93 38.17 286
5725 36.35 -10.97 37.97 287
5750 35.89 -11.11 37.57 287
5775 35.62 -11.32 37.38 287
3800 19,68. -8.14 21.30 292
3825 19,89 -7,89 21.40 291
3850 20.40 -7.64 21.79 290
3875 20.72 -7.A5 22,02 290
3900 21.22 -7.34 22.45 28q
4800 33.62 -9.27 34.88 285
4825 33.32 -8.62 34.41 286
4850 33.31 -8.03 34.26 283
4875 33.31 -7.44 34.13 282
4900 33.08 -6.86 33,78 282
5800 35.53 -11.59 37.38 288
5825 35.32 -11.89 37*26 288
5850 35.30 -12.06 37.30 289
5_75 34*98 "-12.11 37.02 289
5900 34*43 -12.38 36.59 290
3925 21.98 -7.25 23.15 288
3950 22.55 -6.99 23.61 287
3975 23*07 -6.78 24.04 286
4000 23.38 -6.66 24.31 286
4025 23*70 -6,66 24.62 286
4925 33*12 -6.41 33*74 281
4950 33.27 -6.03 33.81 280
4975 33*30 -5.72 33.79 280
5000 33.49 -5.53 33.95 279
5025 33.63 -5.45 34,06 279
5925 34.16 -12.52 36.38 290
5950 33.79 -12.52 36.03 290
5975 33.21 -12.74 35.57 291
6000 32.60 -12.64 34.97 291
6025 32.37 -12.50 34.70 291
4050 24.08 -6.67 24.99 285
4075 24.35 -6.50 25.20 285
4100 25.01 -6,46 25.83 284
4125 25.89 -6.76 26.76 284
4150 26.66 -7.13 27.60 285
5050 33.76 -5.38 34.19 279
5075 33.72 -5.38 34.14 279
5100 33.89 -5.51 34.34 279
5125 33.90 -5.62 34.36 279
5150 33.56 -5.71 34*04 279
6050 32.34 -12.65 3A.72 291
6075 32.43 -12.75 34*85 291
6100 32.43 -12.95 34.92 292
6125 32.44 -13.08 34,98 292
6150 32.49 -13.11 35.04 292
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " Z8NAL CSMPSNENTt WZ " NERIDI8NAL CSMPSNENTt MS = WIND SPEED, THETA " WIND OIRECTISN
PAGE270 TABLE 11-50 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1662 03/12/65t 0100Zt E6STERN TEST RANGEw FLBRIDA
ALT MR WZ US THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
6175 32.54 -13.I1 35.08 292
6200 32.60 -12.88 35.05 291
6225 32,66 -12,59 35.00 291
6250 32.74 -12.25 34.96 290
6275 33.07 -12.03 35.19 290
b300 33.T1 -11.89 35.T5 289
6325 33.93 -11.86 35.94 289
6350 34.06 -12.22 36.19 290
6375 34.32 -12.23 36.44 289
6400 34.41 -12.05 36.46 289
6425 34.36 -11.90 36.36 289
b4SO 34.48 -11.56 36.37 2R8
6475 34.54 -11.45 36.39 288
6500 34.45 -11.21 36.23 288
6525 34.34 -10.84 36.01 287
6550 34.17 -10.39 35.72 287
6575 34.05 -10.42 35.61 287
6600 33.90 -10.45 35.47 287
6625 33.89 -10.43 35.46 287
6650 33.90 -10.44 35.4T 287
6675 33.62 -10.28 35.16 28T
6700 33.30 -10.05 34.78 287
6725 33.30 -9.87 34.73 286
6750 33.09 -9.SO 34*43 286
6775 32.77 -9.09 34.01 285
6800 32.66 -9.06 33.89 285
6825 32.43 -9.26 33.73 286
6850 32.13 -9.60 33.53 256
6875 31.89 -9.55 33.28 286
6900 31.83 -9,74 33.29 287
6925 31.93 -9.80 33.40 287
6950 32.04 -9.71 33.48 287
6975 32.03 -9.71 33,47 287
7000 32.23 -9.55 33.62 286
7025 32.50 -9.37 33.82 256
7050 32.42 -9.43 33.76 286
7075 32.33 -9.31 33.65 286
7100 32.17 -9.16 33.45 286
7125 31.82 -9.11 33.10 286
7150 31.47 -8.89 32.70 286
ALT WX MZ NS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC NISEC OEG
7175 31.29 -8,91 32.53 286
7200 31.18 -8.90 32.42 286
7225 31.28 -8.84 32.50 286
7250 31.08 -8.98 32.35 286
7275 31.16 -8.85 32.39 286
7300 31.43 -8.74 32.62 285
7325 31.54 -9.12 32.84 286
7350 31.97 -9.66 33.39 287
7375 32.43 -10.14 33.97 287
7400 32.74 -10.46 34.37 288
742S 32.92 -10.46 34.54 287
7450 32.96 -10.43 34.57 287
7475 33.31 -10.48 34.92 287
7500 33.75 -10.91 35.47 288
7525 34.22 -11.64 36.14 289
7550 34.65 -12.21 36.74 289
7575 34.93 -12.53 37.11 290
7600 35.22 -12.43 37.35 289
7625 35.39 -12.60 37.57 289
7650 35.48 -12.78 37.71 290
7675 35.58 -12.86 37.84 290
7700 35.57 -13.29 37.97 290
7725 35.71 -13.49 38.17 291
7750 36.09 -13.34 38.47 290
7775 36.27 -13.62 38.75 290
7800 36.55 -13.78 39.06 290
7825 36.40 -13.76 38.91 291
7850 36.04 -13.90 38.62 291
7875 35.75 -14.30 38.51 292
7900 35.53 -14.70 38.45 292
7925 35.64 -16.83 38.60 292
7950 36.08 -14.57 38.91 292
7975 36.56 -14.45 39.31 291
8000 36.93 -14.66 39.74 291
8025 37.15 -14,78 39.98 292
8050 37.19 -14.79 40.03 292
8075 37.16 -14.70 39.96 291
8100 37.10 -14.50 39.83 291
8125 37.22 -14.32 39.88 2ql
8150 37.36 -14.59 40.11 291
8LT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
8175 37.41 -14.73 40°20 291
8200 37.54 -14.35 40.19 291
8225 37.47 -14.54 40.19 291
8250 37.46 -14.51 40.18 291
8275 37.59 -14.17 40.17 290
8300 37.60 -14.17 40.19 290
8325 37.55 -14.08 40,10 290
8350 37.26 -13.72 39.71 290
8375 37.19 -13.38 39,52 290
8400 37.13 -13.71 39.58 290
8425 37.06 -13.50 39.44 290
8450 37.06 -13.10 39.31 289
8475 37.04 -12.92 39.23 289
8500 37.05 -12.81 39.20 289
8525 36.94 -13.13 39.21 289
8550 36.94 -13.34 39.28 290
8575 37.15 -12.95 39.34 289
8600 37.07 -12.90 39.25 289
8625 36.83 -12.82 39.00 209
8650 36.93 -12.62 39.03 289
8675 37.02 -12,72 39.14 289
8700 37,07 -12.82 39.23 289
8725 36.98 -13.01 39.21 289
8750 36.49 -13.33 38.85 290
8775 36.40 -13.50 38.82 290
8800 36.87 -13.37 39.21 290
8825 3T*36 -13.48 39.72 290
8850 37.51 -13.52 39.87 290
8875 37.67 -13.84 40.14 290
8900 38.16 -13.99 40.66 290
8925 38.37 -13.76 40.76 290
8950 38.40 -13.71 40.77 289
8975 38°35 -13.67 40,71 289
9000 38.31 -13.48 40,61 289
9025 38.33 -13.46 40.63 289
9050 38.42 -13.57 40.75 289
9075 38.69 -13.72 41.05 289
9100 38.79 -13.81 41.17 289
9125 38.63 -13.55 40.94 289
9150 38.70 -13.37 40.95 289
ALl • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMP2NENTt WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBNP_NENI, US " WINC SPEEDy THETA = MIND OIRECT[BN
ALT NX MZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9175 38.94 -13.06 41.07 288
9200 38.97 -12.84 41.03 288
9225 39.28 -12.98 41.36 288
9250 39.75 -13.30 41.91 288
9275 40.00 -13.74 42.30 289
9300 40.59 -13.93 42.91 289
9325 40.92 -14.CI 43.25 289
9350 41.02 -14.36 43°46 289
9375 41.20 -14.50 43.68 289
9400 41.22 -14.80 43.80 290
9425 41.33 -15.10 44.00 290
9450 41.55 -14.71 44.08 289
9475 41.43 -14.85 44.01 290
95OO 41.24 -14,72 43.79 289
9525 41.29 -14.40 43*73 289
9550 41.34 -14.63 43.85 289
9575 41.19 -14.65 43.71 289
9600 41.31 -15.02 43.95 290
9625 42.26 -14.53 44.69 289
9650 43.01 -13.84 45.18 288
N675 42.95 -14.24 45,25 288
9700 43.29 -13.45 45.33 287
9725 43.78 -12.72 45.59 286
9750 43.23 -13.27 4%22 287
9775 43.25 -13.31 45.26 287
9800 43.54 -13.31 45.53 287
98?5 43.54 -13.35 45.54 287
_850 43.54 -13,59 45.61 287
9875 43.31 -13,64 45.41 287
9900 43.59 -13.59 48.65 287
9925 43.85 -13.27 45.82 287
9950 44.02 -13.13 45,93 286
9975 44,O9 -13.43 46.O9 287
1OOOO 44.44 -12.97 46.3O 286
10025 45.08 -12.11 46.68 285
10050 45.33 -11.72 46.82 284
10075 45.22 -11.42 46.64 284
10100 45.13 -11.32 46.52 284
10125 45.13 -11.28 46.52 284
10150 45.30 -11.02 46*62 253
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1642 03/12/651 OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT MR WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
CEO METERS RISEC MISEC MISEC DEGMETERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC
10175 45.18 -10.80 46.45 283
10200 45.17 -10.59 46,39 283
10225 45.42 -lO.3O 46.58 283
10250 45.16 -10.24 46.31 283
10275 44.83 -10.19 45.97 283
10300 44.76 -9.95 45.85 282
10325 44.89 -10.12 46.02 283
10350 45.06 -9.97 46.15 282
10375 45.21 -9.71 46.24 282
10400 45.52 -8.89 46.38 281
10425 45.38 -8.54 46.17 280
10450 45.02 -8.73 45.86 281
10475 45.39 -8.55 66.19 280
10500 45.64 -8.42 46.41 280
10525 46.31 -8.29 47.05 280
10550 46.43 -8.36 47.18 280
10575 46.25 -8.56 47.03 280
10600 46.35 -8.70 47.16 280
10625 46.16 -8.96 47.02 281
10650 46.11 -8.70 46.92 281
10675 46.53 -6.36 47.28 280
10700 46.33 -8.37 47.08 280
10725 46.04 -7.75 46.69 279
10750 46.00 -8.03 46.70 280
10775 45.64 -8.44 46.41 280
10800 45.47 -8.11 46.19 280
10825 45.28 -7,88 45.96 280
10850 45.46 -7.40 46.06 279
10875 44.98 -7.76 45.64 280
10900 44.68 -8.26 45.44 250
10925 45.28 -7.55 45.90 279
10950 45.51 -7.27 46.08 279
10975 45.2q -7.72 45.94 279
11000 45.16 -B.O2 45.87 280
11025 45.48 -7.70 46.13 279
11050 45.45 -8.11 46.17 280
11075 45.35 -8.03 46.05 280
11100 45,33 -7.61 45.97 279
11125 45.41 -7.T5 46.07 280
11150 45.56 -B.23 46.29 280
11175 45.70 -8.06 46.41 280
11200 46.09 -7.38 46.68 279
11225 46.52 -7.94 67.19 280
11250 46.50 -8.19 47.22 _80
11275 46.20 -9.00 47.07 281
11300 46.30 -9.18 47.20 281
11325 46.78 -8.98 47.64 281
11350 47.02 -8.73 47.82 280
11375 47.48 -8.18 48.18 280
11400 47.61 -8.73 48.40 280
11425 47.94 -8.84 48.75 280
11450 48.61 -8.68 49.38 280
11475 48.79 -8.33 49.50 280
11500 48.93 -8.14 49.60 279
11525 49.23 -8.15 49.90 279
11550 49.47 -8.51 50.20 280
11575 50.00 -8.61 50.74 280
11600 50.14 -8.79 50.91 280
11625 50.30 -8.44 51.00 279
11650 50.21 -9.04 51.02 280
11675 49.53 -11.56 50.86 283
11700 50.39 -10.92 51.56 282
11725 50.61 -10.80 51.75 282
11750 50.63 -11.58 51.93 283
11775 50.84 -12.14 52.27 283
11800 50.91 -12.99 52.54 284
11825 51.08 -13.26 52.78 284
11850 51.19 -13.56 52.96 285
11875 51.11 -14.04 53.00 285
11900 51.30 -14.05 53.19 285
11925 51.48 -14.31 53.43 285
11950 51.42 -15.15 53.60 286
11975 51.58 -14.85 53.67 286
12000 51.68 -15.36 53.92 286
12025 51.24 -17.T3 54.22 289
12050 50.85 -18.60 54.14 290
12075 50.33 -18.93 53.77 290
12100 50.06 -19.74 53.81 291
12125 49.83 -19.17 53.39 291
12150 49.28 -19.50 53,00 291
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, RS = NIN£ SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-50 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1642 03112165f 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG MEIERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC
12175 49.10 -19.67 52.90 292 13175 54.30 -14_43 37.21 203
12200 48.91 -18.68 52.35 291 13200 34.38 -15.44 37.69 294
12225 48.39 -18.57 51.83 291 13225 33.78 -16.22 37.47 295
12250 47.88 -18.47 51.31 291 13250 33.45 -1b.37 37.25 296
12275 47.36 -18.36 50.79 291 13275 33.42 -1b.27 37.17 296
12300 46.84 -18.26 50.28 291
12325 46.33 -18.15 49.76 291
12350 45.81 -18.05 40.24 291
12375 44.52 -19.02 48.41 293
12400 43.96 -19.56 48.11 294
13300 32.86 -15.86 36.48 296
13325 32.96 -15.59 36.46 295
13350 32.40 -14.86 35.64 204
13375 32.60 -14.59 35.71 294
13400 33.11 -13.79 35.87 202
12425 43.41 -19.62 47.64 294
12450 42.69 -19.93 47.11 295
12475 42.28 -18.54 46.17 294
12500 41.33 -17.42 44.85 293
12525 40.45 -18o02 44.28 294
13425 32.91 -13.60 35.61 292
13450 32.54 -13.87 35.38 293
13475 32.23 -14.06 35.16 293
13500 32.13 -13.38 34.80 292
13525 32.14 -13.16 34.73 292
12550 40.68 -16.96 44.08 292
12575 40.29 -17.47 43.91 293
12600 39.67 -18.03 43.58 294
12625 39.35 -17.11 42.91 293
12650 39.09 -16.77 42.54 203
13550 31.93 -13.47 34.66 293
13575 32.00 -13.81 34.86 203
13600 32.47 -13.06 35.00 292
13625 32.45 -13.57 35.18 293
13650 32.46 -13.69 35.2_ 293
12675 38.54 -16.70 42.00 293
12700 38.17 -16.39 41.54 293
12725 37.50 -16.83 41.10 294
12750 37.05 -16.42 40.53 294
12775 37.20 -16.36 40.64 294
13675 33.29 -11.50 35.22 289
13700 33.30 -11.54 35.24 289
13725 33.3E -11.58 35.26 2R9
13750 33.32 -11.62 35.28 289
13775 33.11 -11.99 35.21 290
12800 37.26 -15.78 40.46 293
12825 36.46 -15.56 39.64 293
12850 36.71 -14.51 39.48 291
12875 37.19 -14.09 40.09 292
12900 37.03 -15.80 40.26 293
13800 32.97 -12.37 35.21 290
13825 33.38 -11.53 35.31 289
13850 33.17 -1_.64 35.50 291
13875 33.52 -12.15 35.65 290
13900 33.86 -11.65 35.81 289
12925 37.24 -15.68 40.41 293
12950 37.46 -15.56 40.56 292
12975 37.77 -15.30 40.75 292
13000 37.09 -14.46 39.81 291
13025 36.46 -15.12 39.47 292
13925 34.42 -11.14 36.18 288
13950 33.86 -13.39 36.41 291
13975 34.22 -12.74 36.51 290
14000 34.06 -12.85 36.40 290
13050 36.70 -15.10 39.68 292
13075 36.78 -14.67 39.60 292
13100 36.39 -14.22 39.07 291
13125 35.83 -14.22 38.54 291
13150 34.72 -13.78 37.35 291





ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS R/SE0 N/SEC N/SEC OEG
150 2.01 12.21 12.38 189
175 1.81 12.68 IZ.81 188
200 1.78 12.86 12.78 188
225 1.85 12.69 12.82 188
250 1.81 12.94 18.06 188
275 1,58 13,05 13,14 187
300 1,61 12,80 12,90 187
325 1.98 12.43 12.59 189
350 2.O1 12.05 12.21 189
375 1.96 11.67 11.83 189
400 2,11 II,18 11,38 191
425 1,97 10,81 IO,T9 190
A50 1,87 10,14 10,31 190
4T5 2.19 9.78 10.02 192
500 2.51 9.58 9.90 194
525 2.37 9.50 9.80 194
550 2.37 9.49 9.78 194
578 2.62 9.51 9.86 195
800 2.86 9.48 9.90 197
625 3.35 9.39 9.97 199
650 3.93 9.30 10.09 203
675 4.15 9.19 10.09 204
700 4.25 8.92 9.88 205
725 4.88 8.50 9.56 207
750 4.49 8.24 9.39 208
775 4.51 8.16 9.32 209
800 4.A6 8.13 9.28 209
825 4.61 8.44 9.62 208
550 5.01 8.97 10.27 209
875 5.56 9.30 10.83 211
900 6.05 9.A9 11.25 212
925 6.41 9.70 11.63 213
950 6.65 9.85 11.77 213
975 6.55 10.11 12.04 213
I000 6,98 10,41 12,53 214
1025 7.62 10.54 13.01 216
lO50 B.04 10.47 13.20 217
1075 8.18 10.21 13.08 218
llOO 8.04 9.66 12.57 220
1125 7.98 9.14 12.13 221
TABLE 11-51
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELB_ITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1643 03/12/65, 1306Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLmRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS TPETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS NISEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS NISEC M/SEE M/SE0 DEG
1150 8.37 8.75 12.11 224
1175 8.92 8.19 12.11 227
1200 9.62 7.82 12.40 231
1225 10.07 7.89 12.79 232
1250 10.18 7.90 12.88 232
1275 10.13 7.54 12.63 233
1300 9.97 7.10 12.24 234
1325 9.86 6.93 12.05 235
1350 9.80 7.15 12.13 234
1375 9.95 7,47 12.44 233
1400 10.04 7.33 12.43 234
1425 10.20 7.20 12.48 235
1450 E0,65 7.40 12.96 235
1475 10.91 7.49 13.26 255
1500 10.96 7.44 13.24 236
1525 10.95 7.52 13.29 255
1550 11.24 7.T7 13.66 235
1575 11.67 8.01 14.16 235
1600 11.91 8.33 14.53 235
1625 11.90 8.47 14.61 234
1650 11.83 8.01 14.29 236
1675 11.50 7.69 14.09 337
1700 11.87 7.75 14.18 237
1725 11.98 7.85 14.32 237
1750 11,91 7.91 14.30 236
1775 11.79 7.83 14.16 236
1800 11.73 8.00 14.20 236
1825 11.59 8.23 14.21 234
1850 11.36 8.3_ 14.09 234
1875 11.15 8.29 13.90 233
1900 10.94 8.03 13.57 234
1925 11.06 7.76 13.52 235
1950 11.80 7.73 14,11 237
1975 12.49 7.71 14.68 238
20OO 13.14 7.50 15.13 240
2025 14.03 7.36 15.84 242
2050 14.87 7.09 16.48 244
2075 15.69 6,68 17.06 247
2100 16.21 6.Z0 17.36 249
2125 16.A7 5.43 17.34 252
2150 16.80 4.75 17.46 254
2175 16.88 4.22 17.40 256
2200 17.06 3.18 17.35 259
2225 17.69 2.25 17.84 263
2250 17.97 1.73 18.05 264
2275 18.19 1.03 18.22 267
2300 18.58 0*68 18.59 268
2325 18.76 0.71 18.77 268
2350 19.04 O.T7 19.05 268
2375 19.25 0.54 19.26 268
2400 19.34 0.30 19.34 269
2425 19.40 0.20 19.40 269
2450 19,1T 0.23 19.17 269
2478 18.85 0.54 18.86 268
2500 18.74 0.59 18.75 268
2525 18.84 0.28 18.84 269
2550 19.16 0.13 19.16 269
2575 19.32 -0.01 19.32 270
2600 19.33 0.02 19.33 270
2625 19.83 0.20 19.53 269
2650 19.74 0.15 19.74 269
2675 19.91 0.O3 19.91 270
2700 20.15 -0.02 20.15 270
2725 20.49 -0.12 20.49 270
2750 20.89 -0.17 20.89 270
2775 21.38 -0.29 21.33 271
2800 21.57 -0.42 21.57 271
2825 21.85 -0.41 21.85 271
2850 22.0T -0.37 22.08 271
2875 22.29 -0.42 22.30 271
2900 22.52 -0.45 22.53 271
2925 22.55 -0.20 22.55 270
2950 22.76 -0.16 22.76 270
2975 23.16 -0.39 23.16 271
3000 23.48 -0.23 23.48 270
3025 23.50 O.IO 23.50 270
3050 23.47 0.41 23.47 269
3075 23.60 0.59 23.61 268
3100 23.67 0,56 23.68 268
3125 23.82 0.53 23.83 269
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMpBNENI* WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ US THETA
METERS MISEC NISEC N/SEC OEG
3150 23.93 0.35 23.93 269
3175 24.08 0.20 24.08 269
3200 24.32 0.13 24.32 270
3225 24._3 0.53 24.43 269
3250 24.13 0.96 24.15 268
FPS-16 RAD4RIJIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1643 03/12/65, 1306Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THEI4 ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE _EG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
4150 26.00 -8.33 27.31 28E 5150 32.21 -6.29 32.82 281
4175 25.93 -8.31 27.23 288 5175 31.90 -6.27 32.51 281
4200 26.08 -8.36 27.38 288 5200 31.80 -6.36 32.43 281
4225 26.46 -8.3T 27.75 287 5225 31.99 -6.69 32.68 282
4250 26.86 -8.65 28.22 288 5250 82.42 -6.81 33.13 282
3275 24.10 0.78 24.11 268
3300 24.56 0,55 24.57 269
3325 25.14 0.41 25.1A 269
3350 25.09 O.05 25.09 270
3375 24.47 -0.27 2A.48 270
3400 24.36 -0.51 24.37 271
3425 24.41 -0.80 24.42 272
3450 24.54 -1.24 24.57 273
3475 24.52 -1.92 2A.60 274
3500 24.47 -2.36 24.58 275
3525 24.42 -2.49 24.54 276
3550 24.22 -2.80 2A.38 276
3575 24.02 -3.13 24.23 277
3600 23.93 -3.27 24.15 278
3625 23.95 -3.66 24.23 279
3650 23.90 -4.03 24.24 279
3675 23.87 -4.34 24.26 280
3700 23.90 -4.66 24,35 251
3725 23.87 -5.04 24.A0 282
3750 24.02 -5.61 24.87 283
3775 24.17 -6.05 24.92 284
3800 24.33 -6.34 25.14 284
3825 24.54 -6.64 25.43 285
3850 24.75 -6.73 25.65 285
3875 24.89 -6.86 25.82 285
3900 24.78 -7.12 25.78 286
3925 24.77 -7.28 25.81 286
3950 25.11 -7.51 26.21 286
3975 25.53 -7.84 26.71 287
4000 25.45 -8.00 26.68 287
4275 27.03 -_.92 28.47 288
4300 27.29 -9.04 28,74 288
4325 27.29 -8.90 28.70 288
4350 27.31 -8.55 28.61 287
4375 27.72 -8.25 28.92 286
5275 32.T9 -6.94 33.52 282
5300 32.84 -7.08 33.60 282
5325 32.90 -7.25 33.78 282
5350 33.28 -7.24 34.06 282
5375 33.35 -7.31 3A.14 282
4400 27.83 -8.25 29.03 286
4425 27.78 -8.29 28.99 288
4450 28.08 -8.36 29.30 286
4475 28.59 -8.58 29.85 287
4500 28.90 -8.75 30.19 287
5400 33.07 -7.40 33.89 282
5425 32.84 -7.43 33.67 283
5450 33.15 -7.51 33.99 283
5475 33.31 -7.62 34.17 283
5500 33.37 -7.80 34.27 283
4525 28.96 -8.71 30.24 287
4550 2E.78 -8.70 30.07 287
4575 28.67 -8.61 29.94 287
4600 28.72 -8.11 29.84 286
4625 28.71 -1.86 29.77 285
5525 33.49 -7.85 34.40 283
5550 33.51 -7.96 34.44 283
5575 33.47 -7.97 34.41 283
5600 33.4T -8.07 34.43 283
5625 33.63 -8.27 3_.63 284
4650 28.83 -7.71 29.84 255
4675 29.27 -7.37 30.18 284
4700 29.81 -7.08 30.64 283
4725 30.33 -7.39 31.22 284
4T50 30.51 -7.68 31.46 28A
5650 33.71 -8.32 34.72 284
5675 33.94 -8.60 35.01 284
5700 34.09 -8.78 35.20 284
5725 3A.21 -8.76 35.31 284
5750 34.31 -8.83 35.43 284
4775 30.58 -2.35 31.45 283
4800 30.84 -7.12 31.65 283
4825 30.88 -7.08 31.68 283
A850 31.17 -7.17 31.99 283
4A75 31.18 -2,01 31.96 2_2
5775 34.20 -8.92 35.35 284
5600 34.17 -8.97 35.33 285
5825 34.19 -8.60 35.25 284
5850 33.85 -7.95 34.77 283
5875 33.13 _8.29 34.15 284
4900 31.06 -6.77 31,19 282
4925 31.47 -6,61 32.15 282
4950 31.79 -6.37 32.A3 281
4975 31.84 -6.13 32.42 281
5000 31.72 -6.07 32.30 281
5900 32.96 -8.44 3A.02 284
5925 33.06 -7.82 33.97 283
5950 33.13 -7.65 34.00 283
5975 33.40 -7.43 34.22 282
6000 34.05 -6.46 34.66 281
4025 25.18 -8.11 26.46 288
4050 25.15 -8.21 26.45 258
4075 25.20 -8.31 26.53 288
4100 25.45 -8.51 26.83 288
A125 25.88 -8.51 27.25 288
5025 31.70 -6.24 32.30 281
5050 31.85 -6.37 32.48 281
5075 31.97 -6.42 32.61 281
5lOO 32.12 -6.39 32.75 281
5125 32.31 -6.21 32.90 2El
6025 34.60 -5.41 35.02 279
6050 34.80 -5.06 35.16 278
E075 35.07 -5.19 35.45 278
6100 35.53 -5.01 35.88 278
6125 36.00 -4.81 36.32 277
4LT = 4LTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ - MER[D[BNAL CBRPBNENr, WS =W[NC SPEEO, IHEIA =WINO DIRECTION
TABLE 11-51 (con't) PAGE273
FPS-|6 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER E663 03/12885v 130621 EASTERN TEST R6NGE* FL8RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG METERS M8SEC MISEC M/SEE EEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEO
6150 36.30 -4.30 36.55 277 7150 39.23 -7.62 39.92 281 8150 39.80 -3.78 39.98 275
6175 36.58 -3.70 36.76 276 7175 58.70 -7.36 39.39 281 8175 38.93 -3.30 39.07 275
6200 37.02 -3.55 57.19 275 7200 38.52 -6.99 39.15 280 820D 38.68 -2.89 38.57 276
6225 37.39 -3.56 37.56 275 7225 38.20 -6.80 38°80 280 8225 38.67 -3.27 38.80 275
6250 37.65 -3.92 37.86 276 7250 37+98 -6.88 38.60 280 8250 38.42 -3.27 38*56 275
6275 38,25 -3,77 38.63 275
6300 38.60 -3.76 38.78 275
6325 38.70 -3.64 38.87 275
6350 39.01 -3.74 3q.19 275
6375 58.99 -6.01 39.19 276
7275 37.78 -0.79 38.39 280
7300 37.64 -6.73 38.23 280
7325 37.42 -6.71 38.02 280
7350 36.76 -6.52 57.36 280
7375 36.35 -5.99 36.85 279
8275 38.07 -3.65 38.23 275
8300 37.97 -3.31 38.11 275
8325 37.71 -3.60 37.88 275
6550 37.72 -3.92 37.92 276
8375 37.85 -3.66 38.02 275
6600 38.86 -3.83 39o05 275
6625 38.86 -3.86 39.05 275
6450 38.82 -3.84 39.01 275
6475 38.66 -3.59 38.82 275
6500 38.66 -3.35 38.81 275
7600 36.38 -6.06 36.88 279
7625 36.58 -5.78 37.01 279
7650 37.02 -#.42 37.28 277
7675 37.51 -3.79 37.70 276
7500 37.66 -3.74 37.83 275
8600 37.89 -3.90 38.09 276
8625 37.87 -3.6# 38.04 275
8450 38.02 -3.28 38.16 275
8675 38.26 -3.62 38.41 275
8500 38.20 -3.61 38.35 275
6525 38.70 -3.53 38.85 275
6550 38.5# -3.46 38.70 275
6575 38.51 -3.36 38.66 275
6600 38.65 -3.36 38.60 275
6625 38.22 -3.36 38.37 275
7525 37.93 -3.85 38.13 276
7550 38.29 -3.66 38.67 275
7575 38.61 -3.52 38.57 275
7600 38*65 -6.12 38.87 276
7625 39.21 -3.76 39.39 275
8525 38.66 -3.89 38.64 275
8550 38.94 -3.30 39.08 275
8575 39.31 -3.57 39.67 275
8600 39.51 -3.97 39,71 276
8625 39.#9 -3.45 39.66 275
6650 38.26 -3.26 38.39 275
6675 38.21 -3.50 38.37 275
6700 38.06 -3.61 38.19 275
6725 38.27 -3.21 38.60 275
6750 38.63 -3.36 38.77 275
7650 40.01 -3.62 60.15 275
7675 39.89 -3.21 40.02 274
7700 39*69 -3*04 39.81 276
7725 39*52 -3*09 39.64 276
7750 39*76 -2*49 39.86 273
8650 39.66 -3.49 39.82 275
8675 39.70 -9.68 39.87 275
8700 39,58 -3,56 39°74 275
8725 39,79 -3.67 39.96 275
8750 60.08 -3.72 60.25 275
6775 38.69 -3.87 38.88 276
6800 38.66 -6.17 38.88 276
6825 38.96 -3.99 39.16 276
6850 39.09 -4.21 39.31 276
6875 39.0[ -6,20 39.26 276
7775 39.93 -2.80 40.03 276
7800 39.82 -2.69 39.91 276
7825 39.57 -2.31 39.66 273
7850 39.45 -2.88 39.55 276
7875 39.30 -2.50 39.38 273
8775 60.09 -6.11 40.30 276
8800 60.12 -6.86 40.61 277
8825 40.33 -4.43 60.58 276
8850 40.15 -4.60 60.41 276
8875 60.23 -4.67 _0.50 276
6900 38.90 -6.31 39.14 276
6925 38.88 -6.36 39.12 276
6950 39.09 -6.63 39.36 276
6975 39.61 -4.94 39.72 277
7000 39*51 -5,39 39*87 278
7900 39.19 -2.37 39.26 273
7925 39.35 -2.72 39.64 276
7950 39.46 -2.69 39.55 276
7975 39.27 -3.10 39.60 276
8000 39.13 -3.56 39.29 275
8900 40.64 -6.60 40.88 276
8925 60.93 -6.61 41.19 276
8950 61.64 -6.74 61.71 276
8975 61.65 -5.12 61.77 277
gOOD 41.75 -5.51 42.11 277
7025 39.75 -5.72 40.15 278
7050 60.20 -6.36 60.70 279
7075 40.26 -7°04 60.87 280
7100 60.11 -7.16 60.75 280
7125 39.87 -7.31 40.53 280
8025 39.01 -3.64 39.18 275
8050 39.16 -3.73 39.32 275
8075 39.57 -3.86 39,76 275
8100 39.85 -3.51 60.00 275
8125 39.96 -3.25 60.09 276
9025 42.36 -5.73 62.72 278
9050 62.67 -5.53 43.03 277
9075 62.96 -5.66 43.29 277
9100 62.98 -5.92 63.39 278
9125 43.08 -5.61 63.42 277
ALT = ALTIIUOE* WX = ZSNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ . MERIOISNAL CSMP8NENTt WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL8C[TY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1663 03/12/85. 13062. EASTERN TEST RANOEt FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC N/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEE DEO
9150 43.15 -5.15 43.65 277 10150 65.36 -O.71 #5.36 271 11150 67.95 -8.60 68.68 280
9175 43.63 -5.02 43.72 276 10175 65.05 -/.59 #5.08 272 11175 68.12 -6.66 48.55 277
9200 43.58 -6.00 43.77 275 10200 45.03 -2.26 65.09 273 11200 68.62 -7.23 48.96 278
9225 43.36 -3.88 63.53 275 10225 65.18 -2.23 65.23 273 11225 68.65 -7.66 49.2# 279
9250 63.63 -6.36 63.65 276 10250 65.00 -2.62 65.06 275 11250 48.53 -7.30 69.08 278
9275 43.52 -3.58 43.67 275
9300 43.53 -3.17 63.65 274
9325 #3.#4 -3.22 63.56 274
9350 43.42 -3.18 43.53 274
9375 63.51 -3.23 63.63 276
10275 46.86 -2.92 64.93 276
10300 44.80 -3.00 66.91 276
10325 44.77 -3.88 46.96 275
10350 #4.75 -3.67 46.90 275
10375 4#.81 -3.31 44.93 276
11275 68.50 -6.95 48.99 278
11300 68.73 -7.60 49.29 278
11325 69.75 -6.10 50.12 277
11350 69.99 -6.66 50.43 277
11375 69.78 -7.07 50.28 278
9600 43.37 -3.66 63.51 274
9625 63.41 -3.66 63.55 274
9450 43*69 -3.11 43.81 276
9675 43.99 -2.65 46.07 273
9500 44.15 -2.68 46.22 273
10400 46.72 -3.31 46.85 276
10625 46.71 -3.92 64.88 275
10650 64.87 -4.07 65.05 275
10475 6#.75 -3.56 46.89 276
10500 64.56 -5.05 44.82 276
11400 69.90 -6.74 50.35 278
11425 69.77 -6.86 50.26 278
11650 69.66 -7.05 50.16 278
11675 49,59 -8.46 50.30 280
11500 69.03 -8.64 49.78 280
9528 4#.31 -2.91 44.61 276
9550 46.68 -3.06 64.59 274
9575 46.61 -2*55 64.69 273
9600 66.69 -2.10 66*74 273
9625 #4.69 -1.59 66.52 272
10528 64.27 -6.13 44.46 275
10550 64.61 -2.99 66.51 276
10575 46.41 -3*62 64.56 276
10600 44.19 -3.78 44.35 275
10625 64.37 -6.25 44*57 275
11525 68.30 -9.29 49.19 281
11550 47.55 -11.01 48.81 283
11575 67.26 -12.09 68.78 286
11600 67.27 -12.36 68.85 286
11625 66.91 -13.69 68.81 286
9650 44.20 -1.32 66.22 272
9675 44.29 -1.82 66.33 272
9700 66.67 -1.26 66.69 271
9725 64.53 -0.88 R4.56 271
9750 46.27 -0.92 64.28 271
10650 44.57 -6.62 64.81 276
10675 44.50 -4.85 44.77 276
10700 64.33 -5.52 #4.68 277
10725 44.70 -5.12 66.99 276
10750 65.18 -5.85 65.56 277
11650 66.95 -13.60 48.83 286
11675 47.14 -11.99 48.66 284
11700 46.65 -|6.13 68.55 287
11725 66.06 -13.71 68.06 2D6
11750 66*22 -13.56 68.16 286
9775 64.55 -0.95 44.56 271
9800 44.83 -0.30 44.83 270
9825 66.93 -0.39 44.93 270
9850 46.88 -0.76 46.89 271
9875 45.02 -0.33 65.02 270
10775 45.52 -6.66 46.01 278
10800 46.15 -6.74 #6.66 278
10825 66.23 -8.60 67.02 280
10850 66.26 -I0.I0 47.35 282
10875 46.56 -9.49 67.69 281
11775 65.98 -15.50 68.52 288
11800 45.90 -14.95 48.28 288
11825 45.80 -15.35 48.30 288
11850 65.39 -15.45 68.28 290
11875 65.09 -16.81 68.12 290
9900 65.20 -0.81 R5.21 271
9925 65.11 -0.67 45.12 271
9950 45.05 -0.65 65.06 270
9975 46*92 -0.68 44.92 271
10000 66.94 -0.93 64.95 271
10900 46.27 -9.16 47.16 281
10925 66.32 -9.56 47.29 281
10950 66.52 -10.12 67.71 282
10975 46.69 -9.66 47.68 281
II000 66.78 -10.15 #7.87 282
11900 46.68 -16.39 47.59 290
11925 66.26 -16.18 67.10 290
11950 43.87 -16.96 67.06 291
11975 43.89 -16.63 66.87 290
12000 43.55 -1#.68 65.96 288
10025 65.16 -0.63 45.16 271
10050 65.09 -0.62 45.10 271
10075 45.16 -0.60 65.16 271
IOlO0 65.30 -0.39 65.30 270
10125 45.32 -0.43 65.32 270
11025 46.94 -I0.13 48.02 282
11050 66.80 -9.07 47.67 281
11075 67.12 -9.16 68.00 281
lllO0 67.66 -9*36 48*35 281
Ill25 47.83 -9.56 48.77 281
12025 62.73 -14.82 65.23 289
12050 62.21 -16.21 45.21 291
12075 62.87 -15.89 45.72 290
12100 42.96 -16.68 46.09 291
12125 62.88 -17.03 66.16 291
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL CSMPSNEN7. WZ = ME8IDISNAL CSNP8NENT, WS = WINE SPEED. THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
PAGE274 TABLE 11-51 (ton't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1643 03112265j 13062t EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT HX NZ HS THETA ALT HX WZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG
12150 43.07 -16.48 46.12 291 13150 60.30 -22.84 %6.33 299 14150 3T.57 -8.93 38.62 283
12175 42.84 -17.77 46.38 292 13175 40.18 -22.34 45*98 299 14175 38.19 -6.77 38.79 280
12200 42.57 -17.60 46.06 292 [3200 39.83 -21.27 %5.15 298 16200 38.33 -9.41 39.47 286
12225 62.22 -17.29 65.62 292 13225 38*93 -20.98 64.23 298 14225 38.27 -10.45 39.67 285
12250 41.92 -18.67 45.89 294 13250 38.71 -20.00 43.57 297 14250 37.55 -31.67 39.33 287
12275 41.94 -18.73 45.94 294
12300 41.90 -18.86 45.93 294
12325 41.44 -20.10 46,06 296
[2350 41.70 -18.86 45.76 294
12375 61.73 -18.23 %5.54 293
13275 38.20 -19.89 %3.07 297
13300 36.65 -22.02 42.76 301
13325 37,05 -19.88 42.04 298
13350 36.80 -19.37 41.59 298
13375 36.08 -17.95 40,29 296
14275 38.07 -11.86 39.88 287
14300 37.95 -12.29 39.89 288
14325 37.53 -13.53 39.89 290
14350 37.81 -12.24 39.74 288
14375 37.30 -13.57 39.69 290
12400 41.65 -18.37 45.52 294
12425 41.A2 -18.01 45.17 293
12650 40.71 -18.68 44.79 294
12475 40.84 -19.22 45.14 295
12500 40.78 -18.83 44.92 295
13400 36.2% -17,06 40.05 295
13425 36.02 -17.61 40.09 296
13450 35.5% -16.51 39.19 295
13475 35.51 -1_.72 38.84 294
13500 35.13 -16.21 38.69 295
14400 37.16 -15.12 40.12 292
14425 36.78 -15.25 39.82 292
14450 35.q8 -15.76 39.28 293
14475 35.59 -13.26 37.98 290
14500 34.93 -13.48 37.44 291
12525 40,80 -19.04 45.02 295
12550 41.01 -19.84 45.55 296
12575 %0.63 -21.42 45.93 298
12600 41.00 -20.46 45.81 296
12625 %1.27 -19.86 45.80 2_6
13525 34.67 -16.81 38,53 296
13550 34.9% -14.81 37.95 293
13575 35.05 -14.47 37.92 292
13600 3%.88 -14.57 37.80 292
13625 34.21 -12,14 36,30 289
14525 34.37 -12.23 36.48 289
14550 33.38 -11.97 35.46 290
14575 32.77 -12.60 35.11 291
14600 31.84 -11.04 33.70 289
14628 31.24 -10.94 33.10 289
12650 41.07 -19.65 45.52 295
12675 40.72 -19.86 65.22 296
12700 %0.43 -20.83 45.48 297
12725 40.59 -19.65 45.09 296
12750 40.21 -18.72 44.35 295
13650 34.58 -12.85 36.89 290
13675 34.58 -12.55 36.78 290
13700 34.49 -10.91 36.18 287
13725 34.56 -12.10 36.61 289
13750 34.62 -11.05 36.34 288
14650 30.75 -10.82 32.60 289
14675 29.98 -9.42 31.43 287
14700 29.38 -8.29 30.52 286
14725 29.54 -9.33 30.98 287
14750 29.29 -7.67 30.27 284
12775 40.04 -19.00 44.32 295
12800 39.73 -19.55 44°27 296
12825 39.74 -19.10 44.09 295
12850 40.04 -19.33 44.46 296
12875 39.85 -20.09 44.63 297
13775 35.24 -9.03 36.38 284
13800 35.62 -10.42 37.11 286
13825 36,20 -10.62 37.73 286
13850 36.06 -11.79 37.94 288
13875 35.44 -12.87 37.71 290
14775 28.83 -5.98 29.%A 282
14800 28.08 -8.09 29.22 286
14825 27.81 -5.86 28.42 282
14850 27.72 -5.40 28.24 281
14875 27.27 -6.08 27.94 282
12900 40.18 -19.95 44.86 296
12925 60.02 -20.95 45.18 297
12950 39.88 -20,89 45*02 297
12975 60.12 -21.09 45.33 298
13000 39.79 -20.96 44.97 298
13900 35.41 -11.36 37.19 288
13925 35.42 -10.50 36.95 2R6
13950 35.70 -10.85 37.32 287
13975 35.62 -11.27 37.36 287
1%000 35.42 -10.83 37.04 287
14900 27.30 -3.55 27,53 277
14925 27.00 -3.74 27.26 278
14950 26.82 -2.82 26.97 276
14975 26.53 -0.63 26.53 271
15000 26.60 -1.68 26.66 273
13025 39.77 -21.65 45.28 298
13050 39.83 -21.98 45.49 299
13075 40.02 -21.14 65.26 298
13100 39.98 -21.50 45.40 298
13125 40.16 -21.88 45.63 298
14025 36,33 -10.37 37.78 286
14050 36.36 -10.90 37.96 287
14075 36.56 -10.35 37.99 286
14100 36.86 -9.50 38.07 284
14|25 36.78 -11.74 38.61 288
15025 26.37 -1.26 26.60 273
15050 26.63 2.10 26.71 265
15075 27.21 1.30 27.24 267
15100 27.16 -0.01 27.16 270
15125 27.58 1.65 27.63 266
ALT " ALTITUDEB MX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENTt HZ " RERIDIBNAL EBMPBNENT, HS " W[NE SPEEDt THETA • HIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELBCITY PRBF|LE
TEST NUMBER 1643 03/12/65t 13062, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT HX W2 WS THETA ALT HX WZ HS THETA ALT WX NZ HS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE W/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
15150 27*75 1.95 27.82 266
15175 28.06 2.16 28.14 285
15200 28.74 2,99 28.90 264
15225 29.08 3.07 29.25 264
15250 29.51 3.83 29.75 262
15275 30.12 4.20 30.41 262
15300 30.56 4.16 30.84 262
15325 31.06 4.24 31.34 262
15350 31.11 4.46 31.43 262
15375 31.94 5.43 32.39 260
15400 32.10 4.55 32.42 262
15425 32.14 4.05 32.40 263
15%50 33.23 5.69 33.71 260
15475 33.50 5.05 33.88 261
15500 34.03 4.68 34.35 262
15525 34.A1 4.08 34.65 263
15550 34.64 4.09 34.88 263
15575 35.15 1.83 35.20 267
15600 35.42 1.50 35.45 267
15625 35,78 4.93 t6.12 262
15650 35.76 0.97 35.75 268
15675 36.59 -0.65 36.59 271
15700 36.90 -0.51 38.91 271
15725 36.97 -1.56 37.01 272
15750 36,74 -3.00 36.86 276
15775 34.19 -4.50 34.48 277
15800 35.29 -4.58 35.59 277
15825 36.60 -4.79 36,91 277
15850 34.27 -2,69 34.37 274
15875 33.61 -3.70 33.81 276
15900 32.01 -3.97 32.25 277
15925 32,14 -O.II 32.14 270
15950 31.54 -1.77 31.58 273
15975 30.69 -1.80 30.74 273
16000 30,9% 0.89 30,95 268
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = /gNAL CBMPONENTt WZ - MERIOIeNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = MINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ kS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
225 9.01 0.2[ 9.01 258
250 9.77 0.68 9.79 266
275 10.52 0.92 10.56 265
300 11.18 1.04 11.23 264
325 11.40 1.22 11.47 264
TABLE II-52 PAGE 275
FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1644 03/13/65, 01222, EASTERH TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
6LT wx WZ WS THET& ALT WX w2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
1225 13.61 -5.05 14.52 290 2225 16.01 -3.50 16.39 282
1250 13.24 -5,14 14,21 291 2250 16,48 -3.09 16,77 280
1275 13.23 -5.20 14.22 291 2275 16.85 -2.51 17.04 278
1300 13.i8 -5.07 14.12 291 2300 17.60 -2,07 17,72 277
1825 12.99 -4.91 13.88 291 2325 18.30 -1.80 18.39 275
350 11.40 1.70 11.53 261
375 11.89 2.09 12.07 260
400 12.73 2.03 12.89 261
425 13,56 2,13 13,72 261
450 13.86 2.42 14.07 260
475 13.82 2.45 14.04 260
BOO 13.46 2.32 13.66 260
525 13.05 2.09 13.22 261
550 13.05 1,63 13,15 263
575 13.58 1.18 13.63 265
600 13.97 0.93 14.00 266
625 13.91 0.58 13.93 267
650 13.85 0.21 13,85 269
675 14.03 -0.13 14.03 270
700 14.60 -0.70 14.61 273
725 15.03 -1.30 15.09 275
750 15.09 -1.35 15.15 275
778 1R,94 -1,13 14.99 274
800 14.83 -I,26 14.88 275
825 14,91 -I,51 14.99 276
850 15.09 -1.E7 15.18 276
875 15.15 -1.85 15.28 277
900 14.68 -2.19 14.85 278
928 14.34 -2.30 14.52 27q
950 14.63 -2.82 14.90 281
975 15.06 -3.10 15.38 281
IO00 18.18 -3.18 15.51 282
1025 14.BI -3.58 15.19 283
1080 14.84 -3.65 14.99 284
1075 14.33 -4.C6 14.90 286
II00 14.12 -4.24 14.75 287
1125 14.03 -4.65 14.78 288
1150 14,15 -5.03 15.02 289
1175 14,16 -4.87 14.97 289
1200 13.96 -4.90 14.79 289
1350 13.06 -4.79 13.91 290
1375 13.29 -4.79 14.12 290
1RO0 13.20 -4.93 14.10 290
1425 13.12 -5,08 14.06 291
1450 13.12 -5.25 14.13 292
2350 18.64 -1.61 18.71 275
2375 19.41 -1.46 19.46 274
2400 20.16 -1.23 20.19 273
2425 20.30 -0.98 20.32 273
2450 20.56 -0.88 20.58 272
1475 12.96 -5.31 14.01 292
1500 12.98 -5.36 14.04 292
1525 13.11 -5.36 14.16 292
1550 12.98 -5.44 14.07 293
1575 12.89 -5.46 I3.99 293
2475 21.00 -0.39 21.00 271
2500 21.17 0.54 21.17 268
2525 21.53 1.09 21.56 267
2550 21.98 1.48 22.03 266
2578 21.88 2.03 21.97 268
1600 12.98 -5.35 14.04 292
1625 13.00 -5.45 14.09 293
1650 13.15 -5.60 14.29 293
1678 13.40 -5,56 14.B1 292
1700 13.60 -5.$2 14.68 292
2800 21.76 2.28 21.88 264
2625 21.71 2.10 21.81 264
2650 21.56 2.06 21,66 264
2675 21.37 2,17 21.48 264
2700 21.25 2.31 21.37 264
1725 13.77 -5.48 14.82 292
1750 13.81 -5.42 14.83 291
1775 14.15 -5.62 15.22 291
1800 14.67 -_.82 15.78 291
1828 15.06 -6.21 16.29 292
2725 2[.54 2.54 21.69 263
2750 22.09 2.74 22.26 263
2775 22.41 2.78 22.58 263
2800 22.52 2.78 22.69 263
2825 23.13 2.68 23.28 263
1850 15.22 -0.55 16.57 293
1875 15.09 -6.43 16.40 293
IgOO 15.58 -6.20 16.58 2g2
1925 15.73 -5.97 16.83 291
1950 15.86 -5.67 16.56 290
2850 23.93 2.52 24.06 264
2875 24.45 2.49 24.57 264
2900 24.92 2.58 25.06 264
2925 25.09 2.92 25.26 263
2950 25.25 3.09 25.44 263
1975 15.43 -5.48 16.37 289
2000 15.65 -5.52 16.60 289
2025 15.8S -5.60 16.81 289
2050 15.62 -5.56 16.58 289
2075 15.52 -5.64 16,82 290
2975 26.00 2.84 26.16 264
3000 26.41 2.51 26.53 264
_025 26,58 2.25 26.67 265
5050 27.0E 1.99 27.09 266
3075 27.08 1.81 27.15 266
2100 15.57 -5.73 16.59 290
2125 15.56 -5.61 16.54 290
2150 15.66 -5.09 16.46 288
2175 15.55 -4.34 16.14 285
2200 15,60 -3,82 16.06 284
3100 27.06 1.79 27.12 266
5125 27.05 1.79 27.11 266
3150 26,92 1.86 26.98 266
3175 26.99 1.98 27.06 266
5200 27.03 1.97 27.11 266
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL COMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
3225 27.14 1.86 27.21 266
3250 27.29 1.81 27.35 266
3275 27.34 1.85 27.40 266
3300 27.51 1,96 27.58 266
3325 27.$7 2.12 27265 265
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WiND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1644 03/13165, 0122Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
4225 33.96 -3.36 34.12 275 5225 32.96 -4,88 33.32 278
4250 33,91 -3+62 34,10 276 5280 32.64 -4.77 32.99 878
4275 33.92 -3.67 34.12 276 5275 32.80 -4.70 33.13 278
4300 33.60 -3,54 33.79 276 5300 32.89 -4.58 33.21 878
4325 33.52 -3.40 33.69 276 5325 32.78 -4.47 33,09 278
3350 27.99 2.17 28.08 265
3375 28.47 2.16 28.56 265
3400 28.52 1.87 28.58 266
3425 28.67 1.R7 28.71 267
3450 28.76 1,07 28.78 268
3475 29.02 0.89 29.03 268
3500 29.60 0.69 29.41 268
3525 29.90 0,37 29.90 269
3550 30.30 0.46 30.30 269
3578 30.68 0,66 30.69 269
3600 30.99 0.81 31.00 268
3625 31.14 0.75 31.15 268
3650 31.21 0.52 31.21 269
3675 31.14 0.23 31.14 269
5700 31.04 0.07 31,04 270
3725 31.25 -0.34 31.26 270
3750 31.71 -0.97 31.72 272
8775 32,17 -1.53 32.21 273
3800 32,76 -1.91 32.82 273
3825 33.02 -2.32 33.10 274
3850 33.02 -2.91 33.15 275
3875 33.61 -3.13 33.75 275
3900 33.82 -2.92 33.94 275
3925 33.60 -2.64 33.70 274
3950 83.73 -2.52 33.82 274
3975 33.74 -2.48 33.84 274
4000 33.78 -2.46 33.87 274
4025 33.72 -2.49 33.81 274
4050 33,83 -2.60 33.93 274
6075 33.91 -2.83 34,03 275
4100 33.98 -2.91 34.11 275
4125 33.82 -2.88 33.94 275
4150 33.77 -2,98 33.90 275
4175 33.84 -3.13 33.98 275
4200 33.9; -3,20 34.12 275
4350 33.45 -3.32 33.62 275
4375 83.41 -3.42 33.58 276
4400 33.19 -3.57 33.38 276
4425 32.95 -3.55 33.14 276
4450 33.11 -3.49 33.30 276
5350 33.06 -4.38 33.35 277
5375 33.37 -4.31 33.65 277
5400 33.12 -4.08 33.37 277
5425 32.73 -3.38 32.91 276
5450 32.74 -2.69 32.85 275
4475 32.92 -3.73 33.13 276
4500 32.99 -4.27 33.26 277
4525 33.16 -4.90 33.52 278
4550 33.21 -5.34 33.64 279
4575 33.38 -5.51 33.83 279
5475 32.95 -2.31 33.03 274
5500 33.23 -1.94 33.29 273
5525 33.33 -1.78 33.38 273
5550 33.65 -2,04 33.71 273
5575 34,04 -2.46 34.13 274
4600 33.40 -5.75 33.89 280
4625 33.81 -6.06 34.35 280
4650 34.00 -6.50 34.61 2R1
4675 34.01 -6.99 34.72 281
4700 34.13 -7.21 34.89 282
5600 34.14 -2.99 34.27 275
5625 34.26 -3.23 34.41 275
5650 34.58 -3.02 34.71 275
5675 34.78 -2.89 34.90 275
5700 34.89 -2.67 35.00 274
4725 34.00 -7.27 34.77 282
4750 34.11 -7.37 34.89 282
4775 34.01 -7.38 34.80 282
4800 33.59 -7.04 34.32 282
4825 33.55 -6.69 34.21 281
5725 35.16 -2.56 35.24 274
5750 55.24 -2.31 35.32 274
5775 35.38 -2.11 35.44 273
5800 35.38 -1.64 35.42 272
5825 35.01 -1.44 35,04 272
4850 33.61 -6.44 34.22 281
4875 33.89 -6.19 34.45 280
4900 34,02 -6.01 34.55 280
4925 33.59 -5.76 34.09 280
4950 33.48 -5.44 38.92 27q
5850 34.93 -1.24 34.95 272
5875 35.19 -0.99 35.20 271
5900 35.47 -0.99 35,48 271
5925 35.80 -0.98 35.52 27E
5950 35.51 -0.97 35.53 271
4975 33.46 -5.08 33.85 278
5000 33.27 -4.65 33.60 278
5025 33.31 -4.40 33.60 277
5050 33.15 -4.43 33.45 277
5075 33.21 -4.42 33.50 277
5975 35.56 -0.90 35,57 271
6000 35.76 -0.81 35.77 271
E025 35.94 -0.60 35.95 271
6050 35.90 -0.40 35.91 270
6075 35.70 -0.23 35.70 270
5100 33.36 -4.49 33.66 277
5125 33.07 -4.67 33.40 278
5150 33.11 -4.77 33.46 278
5175 33.30 -4.75 33.64 278
5200 33.20 -4.84 38.55 278
ElO0 35.44 -0.13 35.44 270
6125 35.25 -0.13 35.25 270
6150 34.96 0.14 34.96 270
El75 34.67 0.39 34.67 269
E200 34,43 0.58 34.43 269
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CQMPQNENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL CSMPQNENTt WS = WINt SPEEO, IHETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 276
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6225 34.30 0.68 34.30 269
6250 3A,07 0.81 34.0T 268
6275 33.88 0.98 33.90 268
6300 33.71 0.78 33.72 268
6325 33.66 0.34 33.66 269
6350 33.76 0.08 33.76 270
6375 33*78 -0.05 33.78 270
6400 33.86 -0.23 33.86 270
6425 33.78 -0.13 33.78 270
6450 33.70 -0.20 33.70 270
6475 33.68 -0.24 33.68 270
6500 33.58 -0.44 33.58 271
6525 33.47 -0.82 33.88 271
6550 33,36 -0.92 33.37 271
6575 33.11 -1.51 33.15 272
6600 32.90 -1.96 32.96 273
6625 32.74 -1.92 32.80 273
6650 32.51 -1.78 32.55 273
66?5 32.65 -1.45 32.68 272
6700 32.78 -1.67 32.83 273
6725 33.26 -2.10 33.52 273
6750 33.58 -2.00 33.64 273
6775 33,53 -1,88 33.59 273
6800 33.55 -1,81 33.60 273
6825 33.57 -1.95 33.63 273
6850 33.78 -1,90 33.83 273
6875 34.02 -1,65 34,06 273
6900 33°92 -1,53 33.95 272
6925 33°69 -1,38 33.72 272
6950 33,47 -Io36 33.50 272
6975 33.41 -1.20 33.fi3 272
7000 33.68 -1.09 33.70 272
7025 33°95 -1.36 33.98 272
7050 33.88 -1.20 33.90 272
7075 33.64 -I.01 33.65 272
7100 33*70 -1.63 33.74 273
7125 33.92 -2.30 34.00 274
7150 34.04 -2.61 34.13 274
7175 33.64 -2*39 33.73 274
7200 33.31 -2.73 33.42 274
TABLE 11-52 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY RRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1644 03113165, 01222, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEGMETERS M/SEC MISEC NISEC CEG
7225 33.30 -2.87 33.42 275
7250 32.96 -2.64 33,06 274
7275 32.65 -3.19 32.81 275
7300 32.64 -3°83 32.83 276
7325 32.68 -3.48 32.87 276
7350 32.67 -3.67 32.88 276
7375 32.87 -3.80 33.09 276
7400 33.27 -4o03 33.52 277
7425 33.51 -4.18 33.77 277
7450 33.95 -4.31 34.22 277
7475 34.05 -4.19 36.31 277
7500 34.80 -4.0B 34.4A 277
7525 34.54 -4.23 34.79 277
7550 34.84 -4.20 35.09 277
7575 35.23 -_.82 35.44 276
7600 35.25 -J.lB 35.40 275
7625 35.31 -3.18 35.45 275
7650 35.78 -0.05 35.91 275
7675 36o14 -2.89 36.26 274
7700 36.06 -3.31 36.21 275
7725 35.70 -3.79 35°90 276
7750 36.11 -3.84 36.32 276
7775 36.75 -3.60 36.92 275
7800 37.16 -3.33 37.31 275
7825 37.50 -3.44 37.66 275
7850 37.88 -3.55 38.05 275
7875 38.34 -3.35 38.49 275
7900 38.76 -3.59 38,93 275
7925 39.24 -_.95 39.43 276
7950 39.51 -4.29 39.74 276
7975 39.57 -4.44 39.81 276
BOO0 39.46 -4.26 39.69 276
8025 39.20 -3.59 39,37 275
8050 39.03 -3.58 39.20 275
8075 38.47 -3.57 38.64 275
8100 37.65 -3.34 37.79 275
8125 37.43 -3.28 37.57 275
8150 37.85 -2.82 37.96 274
8175 38.31 -2.74 3B.A0 874
8200 38.75 -2.93 38,86 276
8225 38.83 -3,43 38.98 275
3250 39.10 -4.07 39.31 276
@275 39.62 -4.51 39.88 276
8300 39.81 -4.$2 40.07 276
6325 40.05 -4.58 40.31 276
8350 39.98 -4.86 40.28 277
8375 39.47 -4.77 39.76 277
8400 39.29 -4o48 39.54 276
8425 39.32 -4.64 39.59 277
8450 39.36 -4.51 39.62 276
8475 39.24 -4.17 39.46 276
8500 39.40 -4.81 39.69 277
8525 39.59 -5.19 39.9J 277
855O 39.83 -5.OO AOoI4 277
e57S 40.20 -5.03 40.51 277
8600 A0.83 -4.77 41.I1 276
e625 41.09 -4.55 41.34 276
8650 41.10 -4.72 AI.37 276
8675 41,54 -4.63 41.80 276
8700 41.60 -4.59 81.85 276
8725 41.44 -4.5S 41.69 276
8750 41.16 -4.49 41.40 276
8775 41.51 -3.91 41.69 275
8800 41.99 -3.69 42.15 275
8825 41.92 -3.87 42.10 275
8850 42.22 -3.$4 42.37 275
8875 42.65 -3.53 42.79 275
8900 42.85 -3.76 43.02 275
8925 42.95 -3.59 43.10 275
8950 43.20 -3.41 43.33 274
8975 43.27 -3,35 43.40 274
9000 43.13 -3.23 43°25 274
9025 43.17 -3.13 43.28 2TA
5050 43.24 -3.32 43°37 274
9075 43.15 -2.89 43.24 274
8100 42.96 -2.31 43.02 273
9125 42.88 -2.39 42.95 273
9150 43.07 -2.04 43.12 273
9175 42.95 -1.70 42.98 272
9200 42.70 -1.77 42.7A 272
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX t ZBNAL C2MPBNENT, WZ = MER[DI2NAL C2NP2NENT, WS • WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1644 03113165, 0122Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
ALT WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
9225 42.74 -1.40 42.76 272
9250 42.80 -1.58 42.83 272
9275 43.01 -1.27 43.03 272
9300 43.02 -l.lO 43.03 271
9325 43.01 -1.34 43,03 272
9350 42.90 -1.02 42.91 271
9375 42.64 -1.39 42.66 272
9400 43.12 -1.14 43.13 271
9425 43.70 -1.13 43.72 271
9450 43.79 -1.78 43,83 272
9475 43.99 -1.72 44.02 272
9500 44.14 -1.44 44.17 272
9525 43.96 -0,86 43,96 271
9550 44.38 -0.46 44.38 270
9575 45.02 -0.29 45.03 270
9600 45.08 -O.10 65.08 270
9625 44.76 -0.28 44.76 270
9650 45o61 -0.54 45,61 270
9675 45.58 -0°25 45,58 270
9700 45.33 -0.29 45.33 270
9725 45.67 -0.57 45.68 271
9750 45.35 -0.72 45.36 271
9775 45.37 -O.I6 45.37 270
9800 45.35 -O.lO 45.35 270
9825 45,35 0.18 45.35 270
9850 A5.bA 0.36 45,64 269
9875 45.63 -0.55 45.63 271
9900 45.59 -0.86 45°59 271
9925 45.61 -0.18 65.61 270
9950 A5.66 -0°47 45.66 270
9975 45.75 -1.21 45.77 271
10000 45.72 -1.06 45.74 271
10025 45.47 -1.33 45.48 271
10050 45.51 -i.97 45.55 272
10075 45.41 -2.33 45.47 273
10100 45.34 -2,42 45.41 273
10125 45*33 -2.83 45.42 273
10150 45.44 -2.88 85.53 273
10175 45.70 -3.D3 45.8O 874
10200 45.43 -3.75 55.58 275
METERS MISEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG
10225 45.45 -4.12 45.64 275
10250 45.72 -4.08 45.90 275
10275 45.65 -_.62 45.89 276
10300 45.67 -5.01 45.95 276
10325 45.89 -4.68 46.13 276
10350 45.95 -5.28 46.26 276
10375 45.45 -5.41 45.77 277
10400 44.76 -_.k6 45.10 277
10425 46.11 -5.75 46.46 277
10450 46.A3 -5.97 46.81 277
10475 46.5A -0.38 46.98 278
10500 47.15 -6.31 47.57 277
10525 47.43 -6.37 47.86 2?7
1O55O 47.13 -6.69 A7.60 278
10575 47.07 -6.48 47.52 278
10600 47.18 -6.81 47.67 278
10625 47.17 -6.88 47.67 278
10650 47,28 -6.52 47.72 278
10675 A7.30 -7.21 47,85 278
10700 47.44 -1.78 48,08 279
10725 48,25 -9.49 49.18 281
10750 48.33 -10.19 49.40 282
10775 48,12 -10.72 49,29 282
10800 48.41 -II.34 49.72 283
10825 48.34 -11.40 49.66 283
10850 48.51 -11.49 49.85 283
10875 48._6 -11.24 49.84 283
10900 48.28 -IU.89 49,49 2qI
10925 47.97 -10.75 49.16 282
10950 48.0A -I0.64 A9.20 282
10975 47.88 -11.01 49.13 283
llOOO 48.05 -11.22 49.34 283
11025 48.08 -10.75 A9.27 282
11050 47.8A -1U.67 A9.01 282
11075 47.64 -IU.6O 48,81 282
lllOO 47.76 -9.71 48.74 281
11125 47.77 -9.57 48.72 281
11150 47.21 -9.78 48,22 282
11175 47.32 -9.32 48.23 281
11200 47.62 -8.58 48.39 280
11225 47.22 -8.44 47.97 280
11250 A7.24 -8.28 47.96 280
11275 47.41 -q.15 40.28 281
11300 47°05 IlO,O1 48.10 282
11325 47.A5 -9.02 48.30 281
11350 A7.35 -9.09 48.22 281
11375 46.73 -9.62 47.72 281
11400 46.54 -9.84 47.57 282
1142S A6.70 -9.80 47.72 282
11450 47.39 -9o71 48.38 281
11A75 47.39 -9.77 48.38 281
11500 47.38 -9.82 48.39 282
11525 46.69 -11.21 48.02 283
11550 46.73 -12.45 48.36 285
11578 46.62 -12.64 48.31 285
11600 46.76 -11.21 48.08 283
11625 46.76 -11.26 48.10 283
11650 46.49 -11o27 47.84 283
11675 45.88 -11,22 47.23 284
11700 45.29 -11.39 , 46.70 284
11725 45.37 -10.80 46.64 283
11750 45.11 -I0.07 46.22 282
11775 44.75 -10.54 45.98 283
118C0 44*05 -9.93 45.16 283
11825 44.31 -9.64 48.3S 282
11850 44.50 -10.86 45.81 284
11875 44.08 -10.91 45.41 284
11900 A2.69 -10.99 44.08 284
11925 42.25 -9.35 43.27 282
11950 42.04 -lO.O| 43.22 283
11975 41.54 -10.61 42.87 284
12000 42.15 -9.50 43.20 283
12025 42,37 -9.97 43.53 283
12050 42o17 -10.15 45.37 283
12075 41.57 -10.30 42.88 284
12100 41.36 -10.82 A2.75 284
12125 41.96 -9.38 43.00 28?
12150 41.94 -9.08 42.91 282
12175 41.46 -9.65 42.57 283
12200 81.09 -9.28 A2.12 283
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ • MERIDIgNAL CBMPBNENT, wS = WINC SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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FPS-I6 RADARIJIMSPMERE WIND VEL@CITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER [646 03113/65, 01222, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS ThETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC EEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
12228 41.23 -9.54 42.32 283 [3225 38.09 -10.90 39.6[ 286
12250 41.26 -9.88 62.43 283 13250 38.68 -IO,70 40o13 295
[2275 40.67 -9,gO 61.86 283 [3275 89.34 -10.08 40.61 286
E230D 60.96 -[0.02 62.[6 286 |3300 39.36 -[0.58 40.76 285
I2325 4|.20 -9.I0 42.19 282 [3325 38.82 -[O.A8 6D.2[ 285
12350 40.96 -8.36 41.81 28[
[2375 40.7[ -8.29 6[.54 28[
12400 40*35 -8.33 61.20 281
12_25 _0.06 -6.99 60.66 280
12650 39.96 -6,12 60.61 279
I8350 38.61 -9.40 39.76 286
[3375 38.97 -10.34 40.32 285
13400 38.86 -10.84 40.84 283
13625 38.49 -[U.12 39.80 285
13650 38.Z2 -B.88 39.26 283
[2475 38.72 -6.56 39.27 279
12500 39.65 -6.86 6C.06 280
E2525 39.67 -7.28 60.38 280
12550 39.65 -7.16 60.29 280
[2575 39.62 -7.06 60,24 220
[3¢78 38.17 -8.99 39.22 283
13500 38.12 -9.l[ 39.19 283
18825 38.06 -9.28 39.16 283
13350 37.92 -9.15 39.00 283
13578 38.32 -8.33 39.21 282
12600 39.44 -6.69 60.00 279
[2625 39.35 -6.66 89.91 279
12650 39.A0 -6.87 39,99 280
12678 39.44 -7.09 60.07 288
12700 39.40 -8.31 60.27 282
[3600 38.35 -_.[6 39.2[ 282
[3625 37.79 -5.52 38.19 278
13650 38.05 -7.24 38.73 251
18675 38.25 -8.39 39.16 282
13700 38.17 -8.44 39.10 282
12725 39.69 18.35 60.56 282
12750 40.08 -8.68 60.97 282
12775 40,23 -7.68 60.96 281
12800 39,70 -6.91 60.30 280
[2828 39.63 -8.I8 60.27 282
13725 37.88 -8.02 38.72 282
13750 37.92 -9.14 39.0[ 283
13778 37.89 -B.93 3B.93 283
13800 37.87 -8.T3 38.86 288
13825 37.84 I8"5_ 38"79 282
12850 39.67 -9.0| 60.68 283
12875 39.34 -9.68 60.52 286
12900 37.75 -[1.21 39.38 286
12928 36.65 -[3.28 38.98 290
[2950 39.9T -7.37 60.65 280
13850 37.82 -8.31 38.72 282
13878 87.79 -B.IO 38.65 282
[3900 87.76 -7.90 38.58 282
[3925 37.74 -7._9 38.5[ 28[
13950 38.01 -8.72 38.99 283
12975 39.86 -7.65 60.59 281
[3000 39.43 -8.65 60.32 282
[3025 38.99 -9.26 60.07 283
13050 39.20 -9.2[ 68.27 283
13975 38.27 -1.5[ 39.00 281
[6000 38.56 -7.72 39.31 281
13100 39.12 -9,82 60.33 284
13[25 39.03 -9,90 60,26 204
[3[50 38.98 -9.94 60.22 286
13175 38.93 -9,9T 60,19 286
13200 38.88 -10.01 40.18 284
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = Z2NAL C2MP2NENT, WZ = MERIDIQNAL CQMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECT|QN
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ALT WX WZ WS THET4
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
325 -6.36 5.69 8.53 132
350 -5.52 5.57 7.84 135
375 -5.10 5,89 7.79 139
600 -4.62 6.12 7.67 143
625 -6.00 6.18 7.37 167
TABLE 11-53
FPS-16 RADAR/JZNSPHERE WIND VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUM8ER 1800 03216/65, 0100Zi EASTERN TEST RANGEe ELgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA 4LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
1325 0.86 -0.08 O.B7 275 2325 12.32 2.98 12.68 256
1350 0.93 -0,27 0,96 286 2350 13.02 2.42 13.26 259
1375 1.06 -0.36 1.09 288 2375 13.13 1.95 13.27 261
1400 1.26 -0.25 1.26 281 2400 13.40 1.72 13.51 263
1425 1.52 -0.07 1.52 272 2625 16.01 1.52 16.I0 264
450 -3.52 6.28 7.20 151
475 -3.51 6.53 7.33 151
500 -3.41 6.49 7.33 152
525 -3.05 6.67 7.16 155
550 -2.80 6.29 6.89 156
575 -2.59 6.05 6.58 157
600 -2.46 5.86 6.33 157
625 -2.22 5.56 5.98 158
650 -1.90 5.27 5.60 160
675 -1.65 5.07 5.33 162
700 -1.69 4.73 4.96 162
725 -1.42 6.40 4.62 162
750 -1.36 4.00 4,22 161
775 -1.00 3.65 3.59 164
800 -0.32 2.96 2,95 174
825 0.13 2.76 2.76 183
550 0.34 2.84 2.86 187
875 0.45 2.59 2.63 I90
900 0.56 2.28 2.36 194
925 0.95 2.26 2.45 203
950 1.46 2.22 2.E5 213
975 2.10 2.05 2.93 226
lOOO 2.68 1.81 3.24 236
1025 2.92 1.55 3.30 242
1050 2.92 1.24 3.17 247
1075 2.65 0.94 2.81 250
1100 2.25 0.75 2.37 251
1125 2.05 0.58 2.13 254
1150 1,86 0.30 1.88 261
1175 1.35 0.06 1.36 267
1200 0.98 0.09 0.99 264
1225 0.81 0.23 0.85 254
1250 0.76 0.27 0.81 250
1275 0.66 0.11 0.67 260
1300 0.74 -0.01 0.74 271
1650 1.52 0.17 1.53 263
1475 1.48 0.25 1.50 260
1500 1.68 0.31 1.51 258
1525 1.53 0.61 1.55 247
1550 1.67 0.91 1.90 241
2650 16.55 1.32 14.61 265
2475 15.15 1.12 15.19 266
2500 15.43 0.77 15.45 267
2525 15.07 0.18 15.07 269
2550 14.97 -0.38 14.97 271
1575 2.01 1.02 2.25 243
1600 2.15 0.85 2.31 248
1625 2.54 0.52 2.60 258
1650 3.01 0.10 3.01 268
1675 3.66 -0.36 3.67 275
2575 15.34 -0.75 15.36 273
2600 15.72 -0.79 15.74 273
2625 15.79 -0.64 15.80 272
2650 15.76 -0.67 15.78 272
2675 16.22 -0.91 16.26 273
1700 3.61 -0.56 3.65 279
1725 3.56 -0.53 3.58 278
1750 3.48 -0.36 3.50 275
1775 3.31 0.01 3.31 270
lEO0 3.10 0.43 3.13 262
2700 16.72 -1.05 16.75 273
2725 16.91 -I.09 16.95 276
2750 17.02 -0.98 17.05 273
2775 16.97 -0.97 17.00 273
2800 17.02 -1.16 IT.Oh 276
1825 3.03 0,70 3.11 257
1850 3.10 0.84 3.21 255
1875 3.13 0.97 3.28 253
1900 3.42 1.35 3.67 248
1925 3.70 1.99 4.21 242
2825 17.16 -1.29 17.21 274
2850 17.31 -1.41 17.36 274
2875 17.66 -1.62 17.53 275
2900 17.42 -1.49 17.48 275
2925 17.18 -1.15 17.22 276
1950 3.98 2.44 4.67 238
1975 6.35 2.71 5.13 23E
2000 6.95 3.06 5.81 238
2025 5.65 3.23 6.33 239
2050 5.82 3.32 6.70 240
2950 17.23 -1.02 17.26 273
2975 17.53 -0.98 17.56 273
3000 17.71 -1.23 17.75 274
3025 17.69 -1.48 17.76 275
3050 17.70 -1.65 17.76 274
2075 6.61 3.21 7.35 244
2100 7.66 2.96 8.21 249
2125 8.34 2.70 8.77 252
2150 8.96 2.65 9.34 253
2175 9.68 2.94 10.11 253
3075 18.04 -1.33 18.09 274
3100 18.06 -1.44 18,12 274
3125 17.92 -1.59 17.99 275
3150 17.95 -1.69 18.03 275
3175 17.76 -1.87 17.86 276
2200 10.16 3.28 10.67 252
2225 10.70 3.38 11.22 282
2250 11.15 3.22 11.61 254
2275 11.62 3.12 11.84 255
2300 11.66 3.12 12.07 255
3200 17.50 -2.06 17.62 277
3225 17.30 -2.00 17.41 276
3250 17.32 -1.87 17.42 276
3275 17.37 -1.95 17.68 276
3300 17.11 -2.25 17.26 277
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZENAL COMPENENI, WZ - MERIOIENAL CEMPONENT, WS " WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTIEN
4LT WX WZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
3325 17.29 -2.24 17.44 277
3350 17,51 -2.47 17.68 278
3375 17.50 -3.56 17.86 281
3400 1T.TO -6.82 18.35 285
3625 17.82 -5.71 18.71 288
FPS-16 R6DAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1800 03/16165B OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC N/SEE OEG
4325 24.53 -8.82 26.07 290 5325 34.62 -12.35 36.75 289
6350 24.91 -9.37 26.61 290 5350 34.56 -12.63 36.71 290
4375 25.14 -9.80 26.98 291 5375 34.45 -12.66 36.62 290
4400 25.23 -9.8B 27.10 291 5400 34.48 -12.50 36.68 290
6425 25.84 -9.56 27,56 290 5425 36.66 -12.8T 36.76 290
3450 18.19 -5.93 19.13 288
3475 18.57 -6.02 19.52 288
3500 10.82 -6.41 19,88 289
3525 19.56 -6.56 20,63 258
3550 20.69 -6.71 21.56 28_
3575 21.15 -7.01 .22.28 288
3600 21.96 -7.26 23.11 288
3625 22.75 -7.20 23.87 287
3650 23.66 _6.85 24.42 286
3675 23.51 -6.75 24.46 286
3700 23.04 -6.77 24.02 286
3725 22.96 -6.80 23.96 286
3750 22.79 -6.84 23.80 287
3775 22.63 -6.E3 23.64 287
3800 22.66 -6.84 23.65 2BT
3825 22.60 -6.72 23.39 287
3850 22.38 -6.63 23.34 286
3875 22.36 -6.54 23.28 286
3900 22.31 -6.63 23,28 286
3925 22.24 -6,71 23.22 287
3950 21.87 -6.77 22.90 287
3975 21.88 -6.83 22.92 287
6000 21.72 -6.76 22.75 287
6025 21.57 -6.77 22161 287
4050 21.61 -6.70 22.63 287
6075 21.38 -6.65 22.39 287
4100 21.39 -6.79 22.44 287
6125 21.54 -7,17 22.70 288
4150 21.79 -7.71 23.12 289
4175 21.73 -8.16 23.22 290
4200 22.15 -8.54 23,76 291
4225 23.06 -8.95 24.76 291
6250 23.35 -B.B6 24.97 291
6275 23.73 -8.65 25.25 290
4300 24.23 -8.66 25.73 289
6650 26.29 -9.27 27.88 289
6475 26.88 -9.29 28*66 269
6500 27.72 -9.40 29.27 289
6525 28.55 -9.53 30.10 288
6550 29,36 -9.62 30.89 288
5450 34.38 -12.72 36.66 290
5475 36.13 -11.86 36.13 289
5500 33.71 -10.92 35.63 288
5525 33.60 --10,03 35,06 286
5550 33,15 -9.27 34.42 285
4575 30.00 -9.96 31.61 288
6600 30.63 -10.29 32.31 288
4625 31,01 -10.46 32.73 208
4650 31.31 -10.60 33.06 289
4675 31.36 -1U,72 33.12 289
5575 32.72 -8.41 33.78 284
5600 31.86 -7.63 32.71 283
5625 31.27 -6.45 31.93 281
5650 31,25 -5.71 31,76 280
5675 30.99 -5.31 31.45 280
4700 31.55 -IU.91 33.38 289
6725 31.76 -11.06 33.61 289
6750 31.88 -11.19 33.79 289
4775 32.11 -11.26 34.03 289
4800 32.31 -11,32 36.23 289
5700 30.88 -4.96 31.28 279
5725 30.81 -5.09 31.23 279
5750 30.56 -5.30 31.02 280
5775 30.34 -5.23 30.79 200
5800 30.17 -5.15 30.61 280
4825 32.42 -11.36 34.36 289
4850 32.52 -11.31 34.43 289
4875 32.80 -11.28 36.68 289
6900 33.00 -11.41 34.91 289
6925 33.34 -11.45 35.26 289
5825 30.13 -5.14 30.57 280
5850 29.96 -5.23 30.61 280
5875 29.87 -5,13 30,30 280
5900 29.90 -5.02 30.32 279
5925 29.77 -5.67 30.31 281
6950 33.88 -11.39 35.76 288
6975 34.28 -11.23 36.07 288
5000 36.36 -11.32 36.18 288
5025 34.15 -11.67 36.03 288
5O5O 33,84 -11.63 35.?8 289
5950 29.80 -5.97 30.60 281
5975 29.65 -6.35 30.33 282
E000 29.37 -7.10 30.22 283
6025 29.67 -7.36 30.57 284
6050 29.92 -7.46 30.83 286
5075 33.70 -II.93 35.76 289
5100 33.66 -11.85 35.48 289
5125 33.58 -11.96 35.65 289
5150 33.68 -12.19 35.82 290
5175 33.93 -12.01 36*00 2_9
6075 29.35 -7.61 30.32 286
6100 29.27 -7.89 30.32 285
6125 29.68 -8.29 30.63 286
6150 29,57 -8.25 30.69 285
6175 29.73 -8,33 30.87 285
5200 34.30 -IL.93 36.32 289
5225 34.13 -12.06 36.20 289
525O 34.25 -11.99 36.28 2_9
5275 36.34 -12.08 36.40 289
530O 34.4B -12.33 36.62 29O
6200 29.66 -8.49 30.83 286
6225 29.71 -8.17 30.81 285
6250 30.05 -8.23 31.15 288
6275 30.36 -Bole 31.43 285
6300 30.62 -8.07 31.47 285
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CQMPENENT, WZ = MERIOIENAL CEMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-53 (con't) PAGE 279
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR?FILE
TEST NUMBER 1800 03116165, OLOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLOR[OA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS ThEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
6325 30.42 -7.87 31.42 284 7325 33.98 -13.26 36.47 291 8328 42.77 -9.39 43.79 282
6350 30.92 -7.84 31.90 284 7350 33.9? -13.34 36.50 291 8350 43.01 -9,08 43.96 282
6378 31,47 -8.25 32.53 285 7375 34.48 -[3.65 37.09 291 8378 43.25 -8.80 4&.14 281
6400 31.73 -8.E2 32.75 284 7400 34,97 -13.96 37.66 292 8400 43.14 -8.49 43.96 281
6425 31.92 -7.68 32.83 2R3 7425 34.61 -13.83 37.27 292 8425 42.98 -8.09 43.74 280
6450 32.EE -7.24 32.92 283
6475 32.30 -6.80 33.01 282
6500 32.80 -6.35 33.11 281
6525 32.69 -5.91 33.22 280
6550 32.88 -5.47 33.33 279
7450 34.40 -13.82 37.08 2q2
7475 34.52 -14.15 37.31 292
7500 34.85 -14.30 37.6? 292
7825 35.30 -15.12 38.40 293
7550 35.75 -16.06 39.19 294
8450 42.81 -?.93 43.54 280
8475 42.97 -8.17 43.74 281
8500 43.15 -8.09 43.91 280
8525 43.27 -8.13 44.03 280
8550 43.37 -8.53 44.20 28l
6575 33.32 -5.43 33.76 279
6600 33.78 -6.09 34.33 280
6625 34,11 -6.48 34.72 281
6650 34,31 -6.99 35.02 281
6675 34.26 -7.42 35.05 282
7575 36.18 -E6.48 39.75 294
7600 36.73 -16.77 40.38 294
7625 37.33 -16.92 40.99 294
7650 37.40 -16.93 41.05 294
7675 37.57 -16.42 41.00 293
ES75 43.34 -8.8E 44.16 281
8600 43.22 -8.40 4_.03 281
8625 43.07 -8.81 43.90 281
8680 43.09 -8.75 43.97 281
8675 43.0E -9,12 43.96 282
6700 34,29 -7.98 35.21 283
6725 34.62 -8.57 35.67 286
6750 34.71 -8.88 35.83 284
6775 34.82 -8.86 35.93 284
6800 34.94 -8.52 35.97 284
7700 38.15 -15.78 41.28 292
7725 38.56 -15.68 41,62 292
7750 38.87 -15.53 41.86 292
7775 39.29 -14.80 41.98 290
7800 39.74 -13.88 42.09 2R9
8700 42.80 -9.21 43.78 282
8725 42.50 -g.20 43.48 282
8750 42.57 -9.48 43.61 282
8775 42.89 -9.95 44.03 283
8800 42.85 -10.18 44.04 283
6825 34.92 -8.03 35.83 283
6850 35.09 -7.60 35.90 282
6875 35.11 -7.20 35.84 281
6900 34.73 -7.21 35.47 282
6925 34.46 -7.42 35.25 282
7825 40.33 -13.26 42.45 288
7850 40.64 -12.49 42.52 287
7875 40.90 -11.61 42.51 286
7900 41.57 -11.33 43.09 285
7925 61.86 -10.75 43._1 284
8825 42.79 -10.30 44.01 283
8850 42.80 -E0.35 44.04 283
8878 42.67 -10.87 44.03 284
8900 42.46 _EI.17 43.90 285
8925 42.31 -11.37 43.82 285
6950 34.33 -7.61 35.17 282
6975 34.27 -7.79 35.14 283
7000 34.27 -8.00 35.19 283
7025 34.25 -B.50 35.29 284
7050 34.31 -8.74 35.40 284
7950 62.88 -9.41 43.61 282
7975 43.11 -8.76 44.00 281
8000 62.79 -9.24 43.78 282
8025 42.61 -9.44 63.65 282
8050 62.88 -9.39 43.60 282
8950 62.47 -12.12 44.16 286
8975 42.59 -12.28 44.33 286
9DDO 42.87 -12.48 64.65 286
9025 43.39 -1E.97 45.01 285
9050 43.56 -10.81 44.88 284
7075 36.30 -8.76 35.40 284
7100 33.79 -8.84 34.93 284
7E25 33.73 -8.96 34.90 285
7150 34.01 -9.34 3E.26 285
717Z =3.73 3.C_ 33.C& 28o
8075 42.67 -9.70 43.76 283
8100 42.59 -10.14 43.78 283
8E25 42.49 -10.30 43.72 283
8150 42.38 -10.51 43.66 284
ozl_ _L._z -lu._ 43.68 284
5075 43.47 -10.72 44.78 284
9100 63.52 -11.23 44.95 284
9125 43.62 -10.87 44.95 284
9150 43.70 -tO.83 45.0_ _a4
9175 63.73 -10.99 45.09 284
7200 33.44 -10.60 35.08 287
7225 33.58 -11.71 35.54 28R
7250 33.94 -12.54 36.19 290
7275 34.08 -E2.82 36.41 290
7300 33.R3 -12.94 36.31 291
8200 42.50 -10.75 43.86 284
8225 42.66 -10.45 43.92 284
8250 42.66 -lO.EO 63.82 283
8275 42.70 -9.81 43.81 283
8300 42.82 -9.74 43.91 283
9200 43.64 -10.30 44.84 283
9225 43.61 -9.85 46.70 283
9250 43.61 -9.66 44.67 282
8275 44.11 -9.57 45.14 282
9300 44.26 -EO.E5 65.41 283
ALT = 4LT[TUDE, Wg = Z8NAL CRMPRNENT, WZ = BERIDIRNAL COMPONENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WINO DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELRCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 180D 03/16/65, 01002, EASIERN TES_ RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THET4 ALT WX WZ WS TPET4 ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METEBS NISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
9328 44.05 -10.29 45.23 283 10325 67.59 -11.50 48.96 283 11325 47.32 -11.21 48.63 283
9350 44.40 -9.98 45.50 282 E0380 47.91 -10.97 49.15 283 E1350 47.67 -E2.15 49.19 284
R378 44.60 -1E.02 45.94 284 10375 47.9l -11.50 69.27 283 11375 48.18 -11.05 69.63 283
9400 44.38 -11.11 45.75 284 10400 47.58 -12.81 49.19 285 11400 48.07 -lO.fll 49.20 282
9625 43.79 -11.06 45.17 284 t0425 47.69 -lO.83 48.90 283 11425 47.83 -11.52 49.20 283
9650 44.19 -lt.70 65.71 285
9475 44.35 -11.60 45.85 284
9500 44.09 -11.93 65.67 285
9525 43.95 -12.73 45.76 286
9580 44.20 -E2.99 46.07 286
10450 48.08 -10.29 49.17 282
10475 48.12 -n.ol 49.36 283
10500 47.85 -lO.RO 69.01 282
10525 67.86 -9.38 48.77 281
10550 48.11 -9.15 48.97 281
11450 48.31 -10.89 49.52 283
11478 48.77 -11.15 49.54 ?83
11500 48.14 -11.38 49.47 283
11525 48.42 -10.59 49.56 282
11550 48.36 -10.56 49.50 282
9875 44.46 -12.92 46.29 286
9600 44.57 -12.98 46.42 286
9625 44.94 -12.48 46.64 285
9680 44.97 -13.54 46.97 2R7
9675 45.09 -14.58 47.39 288
10575 48.29 -6.22 48.99 279
10600 47.73 -8.81 48.54 280
10625 47.72 -9.19 48.60 261
10650 48.20 -7.93 48.85 279
E0675 47.92 -7.20 48.46 278
11575 48.32 -10.94 49.56 283
11600 48.63 -10.40 49,73 282
11625 48.38 -10.48 49.80 282
11650 48.02 -10.48 49.15 282
11675 48.35 -10.63 49.5E 282
9700 45.45 -14.68 47.76 288
9725 65.64 -14.53 47.90 287
9750 45.79 -13.84 47.84 287
9778 45.69 -14.05 47.80 287
q8OO 45.47 -14.48 47.72 287
10700 47.75 -6.48 48.19 278
10725 47.69 -7.01 48.21 278
10750 67.68 -8.08 48.36 279
10775 47.69 -8.57 48.45 280
I0800 47.65 -8.17 48.34 280
llTO0 48.24 -11.86 49.68 284
11725 48.49 -11.48 69.83 283
11750 48.49 -10.72 49.66 282
11775 48.10 -lO.90 49.32 283
11800 48.46 -10.89 49.67 282
9825 45.70 -14.01 47.80 287
9880 46.05 -13.66 48.03 286
9875 46.00 -14.86 48.34 288
9900 46.42 -14.84 48.73 288
9925 46.44 -E4.43 48.63 287
10825 47.79 -7.72 68.61 279
10850 47.68 -7.38 48.25 279
E0875 47.40 -8.09 48.09 280
10900 47.39 -8.27 48.11 2RO
10925 47.49 -7.57 48.09 279
11825 48.56 -12.25 50.06 284
11850 48.39 -12.93 50.09 285
11875 48.51 -12.70 50.15 284
11900 48.41 -12.66 50.06 284
11925 48.05 -12.53 49.65 284
9950 46.05 -14.51 48.28 287
9975 46.24 -14.23 48.38 287
10000 46.76 -13.55 48.68 286
10028 46.92 -13.34 48.78 286
10050 46.76 -13.20 48.59 286
10950 47.26 -7.04 47.76 278
10q75 46.82 -7.70 47.45 279
llOOO 46.80 -8.48 47.56 280
11025 46.93 -8.10 47.62 280
11050 46.84 -8.10 47.53 280
11950 47.84 -13.28 49.65 285
11975 47.86 -11.99 49.34 284
12000 48.23 -E2.57 49.86 284
12025 48.36 -13.61 50.22 286
12050 48.65 -12.32 80.19 284
10075 48.97 -13.29 48.81 286
lOlOO 67.43 -13.11 49.21 285
10125 47.16 -12.69 48.83 285
10180 47.03 -12.34 48.62 285
10175 47.26 -11.50 48.64 283
11075 66.78 -7.89 47.44 279
11100 46.65 -8.14 47.35 280
11125 46.69 -8.96 47.54 281
11150 46.60 -9.21 47.50 281
11175 46.22 -8.87 47.06 281
12075 48.57 -12.42 50.13 2B4
12100 48.23 -13.61 50.11 286
12125 48.08 -13.45 49.92 285
12150 47.71 -13.01 49.45 285
E2175 47.67 -12.87 49.37 285
10200 47.08 -11.41 48.45 283
10225 47.22 -11.58 48.62 284
10250 47.53 -11.52 48.90 283
10275 48.00 -10.94 49.23 283
103D0 48.02 -10.62 49.18 282
11200 46.60 -9.28 47.51 281
11225 46.62 -9.20 47.52 281
11250 46,81 -9.37 47.45 281
11275 46.92 -10.37 48.05 282
E13DO 47*30 -EU.40 48*43 2R2
12200 47.39 -13.27 49.21 285
12225 47.53 -12,89 49.24 285
12250 47.69 -13.25 49.49 288
12275 47.56 -13.56 49.46 286
12300 47.57 -13.32 49.40 285
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX = ZRN4L CRMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIRNAL CRMPONENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIRN
PAGE 280
ALT WX WZ W$ THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/$EC DEG
12325 47,58 -13.09 49.35 285
12350 47.38 -14.06 69.42 286
12375 47.81 -14.71 50.02 287
12400 47.96 -12,66 49.60 285
12425 47.08 -11.36 48.43 283
TABLE 11-53(con't)
FP$-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1800 03/16/B5t OIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLmRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/5EC CEG MEIERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
13325 45.65 -20.1B 49.91 294 14325 52°58 -0.28 52°58 270
[3350 45.38 -19.79 49,51 2g3 14350 52.67 1,26 52.69 268
13375 45,12 -19.40 49,11 293 14375 53,12 -0.20 53.12 270
I)400 45.06 -17.30 48.27 29[ [AAOO 52°93 -2.74 53.00 273
13425 44.57 -17o19 47*77 291 14425 54*54 O.T8 54°55 269
12450 42.57 -12.Q0 44,23 286
12475 47,57 -1[.85 49.02 284
12500 50.32 -13.35 52°06 285
12525 48,56 -12,82 50.23 285
12550 48°05 -13.28 49.85 285
12575 48.20 -14.51 50.34 287
[2600 48.24 -12o84 50.88 284
12625 49°63 -I0.96 50.83 282
12650 49.14 -11.66 50,51 283
12675 49*08 -[3.65 50.95 285
12700 48.85 -14o29 50.90 286
12725 48.77 -12,20 50.27 284
12750 49.55 -13.03 51.23 285
12775 4q.62 -15.86 52.09 288
12800 49.72 -15.03 51.94 287
12825 49.64 -14.95 51.84 287
12850 49.56 -14o87 51.75 286
12875 49.48 -14.79 51.65 286
12900 48,76 -16.18 51o38 288
12925 49.39 -14.44 51,46 286
[2950 49.32 -15.55 51.71 287
12975 49*08 -17.30 52.03 289
13000 49.04 -18.41 5[.72 288
13025 48,49 -16o32 51.16 288
13050 48,51 -16.90 51.37 289
13075 48.53 -17.48 51.58 290
13100 48.02 -18.86 51.59 291
13125 47.36 -20.38 51.56 293
13150 47.63 -19.60 51.50 292
13175 47.06 -19.73 51.03 293
13200 46.77 -20.T7 51.18 294
13225 46.53 -20.72 50.93 294
13250 46°45 -19°72 50.46 293
13275 46.6[ -20.25 50,82 293
13300 46,32 -20.74 50.75 294
13450 43°44 -17.81 46.95 292
13475 43.09 -15.79 45.89 290
13500 43°12 -15.12 45,69 289
[3525 43.14 -14.44 45.50 288
13550 42.64 -12.70 44.49 286
14450 54,20 -2.18 54.24 272
14475 54.03 -4.26 54.20 274
14500 54.19 -4,51 54,38 275
14525 54°35 -4.7T 54°56 275
14550 53.57 -9.32 54.38 280
13575 41°63 -11.53 43.20 285
13600 42.63 -10.97 44.01 284
13625 42.58 -10.77 43°92 284
13650 42,02 -9.62 43.10 283
13675 43°26 -8,25 44.04 281
14575 53.63 -8.40 54.28 279
14600 53.49 -11.45 54.70 282
14625 53.57 -10.54 5A.60 281
14650 52.78 -10.53 53.82 281
14675 52.50 -12.64 54,00 283
13700 43.46 -7.83 44.16 280
13725 42.98 -8.82 43.88 281
13750 43.37 -7.91 44.08 280
13775 44.45 -6.98 45,OO 279
1380O 44.2O -7.32 44,81 278
14700 52.23 -14.TB 54,27 286
14725 51.89 -16.35 54.40 287
14750 51°63 -16.33 54°15 287
14775 51.38 -[6.31 53°90 287
1ABO0 50.21 -lb.05 53°35 290
13825 44.05 -4.61 44.29 276
13850 44.47 -3.78 44.63 275
13875 44.68 -2.98 44.78 274
13900 45.75 -2.34 45.81 273
13925 45.82 -_.2T 45.87 273
14825 49.35 -19.31 53°00 291
14850 48°77 -18.65 52.21 291
14875 47_51 -19.82 51.48 292
14900 47.02 -20o25 51.20 293
14925 46,53 -20.6T 50.92 294
13950 45.88 -2.20 45.93 273
13975 45.95 -2.12 45.99 272
14000 45.39 -0.89 45°40 271
14025 46.60 -0.83 46.60 271
14050 46.62 -0.87 46,63 271
14950 44.96 -20.23 49.30 294
14975 43*9B -20.63 48.58 295
15000 43.00 -21.03 47.87 296
14075 46.64 -0.91 46.65 271
14100 46.72 2*53 46.79 267
14125 48.24 2.31 48.30 267
14150 47.55 -0.86 47.56 271
14175 48.23 0.60 48,23 269
14200 49.04 2.20 49.09 267
14225 50.67 1.88 50.71 268
14250 51o25 0,28 51,25 270
14275 51.50 -O.ll 51°50 270
14300 52.22 -0.69 52.23 271
ALT - ALTITUDE* WX = 2_NAL CMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIONAt COMPONENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTIBN
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FRS-18 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER I801 03/17/65t OlOOZw EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX _Z WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEO MISEC DEG
225 -9.02 6,78 11.28 127 1225 0.98 2.25 2.46 203 2225 8.05 2.50 B.43 253
250 -8.49 6.81 10.88 129 1250 1.28 2.17 2.52 210 2250 8.73 2.57 9.07 254
275 -7,95 6,78 10.45 130 1275 1.50 2.28 2.T3 213 2275 9,34 2.48 9.67 255
300 -7.81 6,60 10.05 181 1300 1,69 ¢.58 3.09 213 2300 9.35 2.65 9.72 254
325 -7.60 6,55 10.03 131 1325 1.84 2.80 3*35 213 2325 9,20 2.87 9.64 253
350 -7.93 6*53 10.28 129
375 -8.28 6.83 10.61 128
400 -8.42 6.88 10.87 129
42S -8.OO 7.13 10.72 182
450 -7.29 7.17 10.22 134
1350 2.21 _.98 3,71 216
1375 2.73 3.28 4.27 220
1400 2.77 3.60 4,54 217
1425 2.51 3.68 4.45 214
1450 2.30 3.57 4,25 213
2350 9.I6 2.81 9.58 253
23T5 9.30 2.58 9.65 254
24GO 9.69 2.30 9.96 256
2425 9.98 1.97 10.17 259
2450 10.06 1.87 10.28 259
475 -6.49 7.06 9.59 137
SOD -5.94 8,80 9.03 139
525 -5,68 6.50 8.64 139
550 -5.72 6.25 8.47 137
575 -5.85 6.00 8.38 136
1475 2.43 3.42 4.20 215
I500 3.02 3.52 4.63 220
I525 3.6I 3.T5 5.20 224
1550 4.09 3.91 5.66 226
1575 4,49 4.23 6.17 227
2475 10.10 1.95 10.28 259
2500 10.35 2.18 10.57 258
2525 10.60 2.35 10.85 Z57
2550 10,52 2.43 10.80 257
2575 IO.AO 2.58 10.72 256
600 -5.70 5.70 8.06 135
625 -5.54 5.34 7.70 134
650 -5.42 5.27 7.56 134
675 -5,37 5.25 7.51 134
700 -5.41 5.D9 7.43 133
1600 4.85 4.35 6.36 227
1625 4.66 4.21 6.28 228
1650 4.96 4.22 6.52 229
1675 5.29 4.05 6.66 232
1700 5.43 3,67 6,55 236
2600 10.53 2.73 10.88 255
2625 10.29 2.67 10.63 258
2650 9.75 2.58 10,09 255
2675 9.28 2.62 9.64 254
2700 9.14 2.66 9.52 254
725 -5.29 5.06 7.32 133
TSO -5.18 5.21 7.34 135
775 -5,08 5.32 7.35 136
800 -4.79 5.53 7.82 139
825 -4.76 5.60 7.84 139
1725 5.35 3.29 6.28 238
1750 5.46 3.14 6.30 240
1775 5.84 5.25 6.69 241
1800 6.17 3.27 6.99 242
1825 6.69 3.18 7.41 244
2725 9.17 2.95 9.63 252
2750 9.18 3.28 9.75 250
2775 9.48 3.27 10.03 251
2800 9.62 3.13 I0.11 252
2825 9.78 3.02 10.23 253
850 -4.66 5.61 7.14 139
875 -4.29 4.98 6.57 139
900 -4.05 A.AB 6.04 138
925 -3.89 4.21 5.74 15T
950 -3.72 3.72 5.26 135
1850 7.29 8.25 7.98 246
1875 7.60 5.30 8.29 246
1900 7.53 5.21 8.19 247
1925 7.48 3.31 8.18 246
1950 7.52 3.47 8.28 245
2850 10.35 3.09 10.80 253
E875 11.06 3.14 11.50 254
2900 11.47 2.74 11.79 256
2925 11.72 2.43 11.97 258
2950 11.97 2.38 12.20 259
975 -3.30 3.36 4.71 135
lOO0 -2.53 3.22 4.10 142
1025 -1.90 3.09 3.63 148
1050 -1,49 3.30 3.63 156
1075 -1.15 3.41 3.60 IA1
1975 7.48 3.38 8.21 245
2000 7.45 3,22 8.12 296
2025 7.49 8,97 8.06 248
2050 7.43 2.63 7.88 250
2975 12.24 2.37 12.47 259
3000 12.84 2.21 13.03 260
3025 13.45 2.00 13,60 261
3050 13.67 1.99 13.81 _
_U/5 13.66 1.89 13,79 262
llOO -0.74 3.29 3.38 167
1125 -0.26 2.95 2.96 175
1150 0.18 2.50 2.51 184
1175 0=46 2.32 2,36 191
IZOO 0,62 2.26 2.35 195
2100 7.04 1.83 7.27 255
2125 7.09 1.72 7.30 256
2150 7.25 1.81 7.47 256
2175 7.60 2,07 7.88 255
2200 7.80 2.33 8.15 253
3100 13.94 1.60 14.04 263
3125 14.14 1,20 14.19 265
3150 14.46 o.g9 14.49 266
3175 14.84 0.96 14.87 266
3200 15.01 0.69 15.03 267
ALT = ALTITUDE_ WX = ZONAL CSMPBNENT¢ WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMP8NENT, WS = WINE SPEEDs THETA ffi WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHEBE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1801 03/17/85, 0100ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLeRIOA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS ThETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3225 15.19 0.17 15.19 269 4225 16.11 -7.80 17.90 296 5225 17.45 -13.53 22.08 308
3250 15.01 -0.49 15.01 272 4250 16.36 -8.05 18.23 296 5250 17.82 -15.52 22.36 307
3275 14.93 -0.86 14.96 273 4275 16.48 -8.29 18.43 297 5275 18.34 -13.4fi 22.74 306
3300 15.01 -l,Ol 15.05 274 4300 16.82 -8,48 18.84 297 5300 18.46 -13,20 22.69 305
3325 14.72 -1.08 14.76 274 4325 17.1A -8.91 19.32 297 5325 18,5A -12.94 22.61 305
3350 14.34 -1.05 14.38 274
3375 14.05 -0.97 14.08 274
3400 14.18 -0.97 14,21 274
3425 14.42 -1.15 14.47 274
3450 14.72 -1.35 14.79 275
4350 16.99 -9.31 19.37 299
4375 16.99 -9.38 19.41 299
4400 16.92 -9.45 19.38 299
4425 16.87 -9.71 19.47 300
4450 16.88 -10.07 19.61 301
5350 18.75 -12.79 22.70 304
5375 18.99 -12.67 22,83 304
5400 19.12 -12.29 22.72 303
5425 19.49 -11.78 22.77 301
5450 20.12 -11.36 23.11 299
3475 14.97 -1.56 15.05 276
3500 14.99 -1.83 15.10 277
3525 15.17 -2.01 15.30 277
3550 15.28 -2.01 15.42 277
3575 15.51 -2.07 15.64 277
4475 16.63 -10.45 19.64 302
4500 16.70 -10.64 19.80 302
4525 16,63 -10.69 19.77 303
4550 16.59 -10.78 19.78 303
4575 16.66 -10,95 19.94 303
5475 20,61 -10.70 23.22 297
5500 21.27 -10.25 23.61 296
5525 21,92 -9.73 23.98 294
5550 22.20 -9.06 23.98 292
5575 22.63 -8.32 24.11 290
3600 15.81 -2.39 15.99 278
3625 15.75 -2.82 16.00 280
3650 15.84 -3.16 16.15 281
3675 16.36 -3.80 16.75 282
3700 17.27 -4.04 17.74 283
4600 16.70 -11,04 20.02 303
4625 16.64 -11.13 20.02 304
6650 16.70 -11.39 20.21 304
6675 16.86 -11.73 20.54 305
4700 16.79 -11,90 20.58 305
5600 22.96 -7.61 24.19 288
5625 23.12 -7.02 24,16 287
5650 23.53 -6.36 24.37 285
5678 23.97 15,80 24.66 283
5700 23.95 -5.19 24.50 282
3725 18.03 -4.51 18.58 284
3750 18.32 -5.09 19.01 285
3775 18.55 -5.50 19.34 286
3800 18.61 -5.60 19.44 287
3825 18.60 -5.71 19.45 287
4725 16.92 -11.88 20.67 305
4750 17,14 -12.11 20.99 305
4775 17.02 -12.41 21,06 306
4800 17.03 -12.54 21.15 306
4825 17.13 -12.54 21.23 306
5725 24.05 -4.91 24.55 281
5750 24.29 -4.71 24.74 281
5775 24,18 -4.27 24.56 280
5800 24.42 -3.94 24.73 279
5825 24.28 -3.43 24.52 278
3850 18.40 -5.79 19.29 287
3875 18.28 -5,67 19.14 287
3900 18.34 -5.55 19.17 287
3925 18.15 -5.53 18.98 287
3950 17.75 -5.55 18.60 287
4850 17.21 -12.72 21.40 306
4875 17,33 -18.05 21.70 307
4900 17,45 -13.18 21.87 307
4925 17.89 -13.31 22.30 306
4950 18.12 -13.46 22.57 306
5850 23.97 -3.0_ 24.17 277
5878 24.21 -2.92 2A.39 277
5900 24.50 -2.72 24.65 276
5925 24.81 -2.66 24.75 276
5950 24.89 -2.55 25.02 276
3975 17.64 -5.57 18.50 287
4000 17.52 -5.65 18.41 288
4025 17.36 -5,68 18.27 288
4050 17.39 -5.68 18.30 288
A075 17.18 -5.65 18.09 288
4975 18.00 -13.63 22.58 307
5000 18.01 -13.66 22.61 307
5025 17.86 -18.70 22.51 307
5050 17.66 -13.90 22.47 308
5075 17.48 -14.13 22.48 309
5975 25.48 -2.35 25.59 275
6000 25.60 -1.91 25.68 274
6025 25.39 -1.46 25.43 273
6050 25.93 -1.25 25.96 273
6075 26.2A -1.02 26.26 272
4100 17.09 -5.70 18.01 288
4125 17.23 -5.95 I8.23 289
4150 16.82 -6,40 18.00 291
4175 16,25 -7,03 17.70 293
4200 16.00 -7,57 17.70 295
5100 17,20 -14.22 22.32 309
5125 17.26 -14.23 22.37 309
5150 IT.33 -14.20 22.41 309
5175 17.29 -14.0I 22.26 309
5200 17.40 -13.73 22.17 308
6100 25.97 -0.74 25.98 27I
6125 26.26 -0.53 26.27 271
6150 26.74 -0.86 26.76 272
6175 27,08 -1.38 27.12 273
6200 27.03 -1.64 27*08 273
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL EBMPBNENT* WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEDI THETA • WIND DIRECTI8N
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TABLE 11-54 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCI7Y PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1801 03117165, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC NISEC M/SEC DEG
6225 27.15 -2.09 27.23 274
6250 27.64 -2.68 2T.77 275
6275 27.86 -3.20 28,04 278
6300 27.93 -3.42 28.14 277
6325 28.16 -3,32 28,35 277
6350 28.55 -3.09 28.71 276
6375 28.85 -2.83 28.99 275
6400 28.94 -2.58 29.06 275
6425 28.94 -2.49 29.05 275
6450 29.08 -2.43 29,18 2T5
64T5 29.13 -2.09 29.21 274
6500 29.09 -1.95 29.15 274
6525 29.27 -2.08 29.35 274
6550 29,31 -2.13 29.39 274
6575 29,09 -2.29 29.18 274
6600 28.81 -2.48 28.92 275
6525 28.55 -2.61 28.67 275
6650 28.24 -2.69 28.37 275
6675 28.21 -2.59 28.33 275
6700 28.09 -2.51 28.20 27F
6725 28,25 -2.46 28.35 275
bTB0 28.56 -2.32 28.68 274
6775 28,65 -2,16 28.73 274
6800 28.57 -2.26 28.66 274
6825 28.29 -2.49 28.40 278
6880 28.15 -2.62 28.27 275
6875 27.99 -2.64 28.12 275
6900 27.91 -2*73 28.04 275
6925 27.93 -2.89 28,08 276
6950 27.98 -2.80 28.12 278
6975 28.08 -2.58 28.20 275
7000 28.30 -2.72 28.43 275
7025 28.34 -3.02 28.50 276
7050 28,50 -3.33 28.69 276
7075 28.84 -3,82 29.09 277
7100 28.96 -4o36 29.28 278
7125 29.15 -5.01 29.58 280
7150 29*37 -5.43 29.87 28C
7175 29*51 -5,81 30.08 281
7200 29.62 -B.g9 30.22 281
WS THETA
OEG
ALI WX WE WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEO M/SEC M/SEC CEG
7225 29.53 -5.99 30.13 281
7250 29.47 -b.2l 30.12 282
7275 29.57 -6o49 30.27 282
7300 29.80 -6.58 30.32 282
7325 29°49 -6.64 30.22 283
7350 29.53 -6.87 30.32 283
7375 29.53 -7.21 30.39 284
7400 29.28 -7.46 30.21 284
7425 29,11 -7.51 30.06 284
7450 29.07 -7.63 30.01 286
7675 29.26 -7.42 30.1T 284
7500 29.28 -7.59 30.22 2E4
7525 29.18 -7.68 30*18 285
7550 29.16 -8.00 30.26 285
7575 29.26 -8.17 30.38 285
7600 29.37 -8.36 30.56 286
7625 29.25 -8.66 30.51 286
7650 29.34 -8.85 30.64 2B7
7675 29.67 -9.01 31.00 287
7700 29.68 -8.96 30.99 287
7725 29.73 -8.81 31.00 286
7750 29.92 -8.78 31.19 206
7775 29.98 -8,69 31.19 286
7800 29.78 -8.60 31.00 286
7825 29.72 -8.46 30.89 288
7850 29.96 -8.25 31.08 285
7875 30.22 -8.38 31.36 285
7900 30.57 -B.79 31.80 286
7925 30.74 -9.16 32.08 286
7950 30.73 -9.18 32.07 296
7975 30.92 -8.86 32.16 286
8000 30.93 -B.55 32,09 285
8025 31.16 -8.35 32.24 285
8050 31.39 -8.50 32.52 285
8075 31.14 -8.77 32.36 286
8100 31.19 -8.91 32.46 286
8125 31.36 -9.16 32.66 2B6
BlSO 31.35 -9.29 32.69 2R6
8175 31.56 -9.65 33.00 287
8200 31.89 -10.06 33.46 2B7
ALT WX WZ
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC
8225 31.80 -9.95 33.32 287
8250 31.79 -9.73 33.25 287
8275 31.85 -9.77 33.31 287
8300 31o68 -9.92 33.20 287
8325 31.56 -10.25 33.18 288
8350 31.36 -10.39 33.06 288
8375 31.57 -10.30 33.21 288
8400 31.52 -10.89 33.28 289
B425 31.30 -11o0g 33.20 289
8650 31.38 -11.08 33.28 289
8475 31.33 -11.23 33.28 290
e500 31.60 -11.20 33.33 289
8525 31.50 -11.25 33.65 289
8550 31.38 -11.12 33.29 289
8575 31.31 -I0.91 33.16 289
8600 31.28 -11.03 33.17 289
8625 31.36 -11.05 33.23 2oq
8650 31.49 -ll.16 33.61 2B9
8675 31.46 -II,0B 33.86 289
8700 31.46 -10.g5 33.31 2B9
8725 31.50 -10.77 33.29 289
8750 31,52 -10.70 33.29 289
8775 31.74 -10.08 33.56 289
8800 32.04 -10.B3 33.82 288
8825 31.97 -10.76 33.73 288
8850 31.97 -10.78 33.76 288
8875 32.26 -10.58 35.95 288
8900 32°30 -10.22 33.88 287
8925 32.55 -9.63 53.95 286
8950 32.ql -9.20 34.18 285
8975 33.22 -9.32 34.50 285
9000 33.77 -9.66 35.12 286
9025 34.11 -9,90 35.52 286
9050 34.27 -lO.LO 35.73 286
9075 36.66 -10.44 85.99 287
9100 34.88 -IO.56 36.46 287
9125 35.35 -10.51 36.87 286
9150 35.78 -10.53 37.30 286
9175 36.26 -IO.65 37.79 286
9200 36.56 -10.90 38.15 286
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPONENT, WS • WINC SPEED, IHETA =WIND DIRECT[BN
9225 36.84 -11.06 38.46 287
qZ50 37.09 -11.21 38.74 287
9275 37,22 -11.35 38.92 287
9300 37,64 -11.79 39.25 287
9325 37.41 -12.01 39.29 288
FPS-16 RADAR/J[MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1801 03/17/65, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL£RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ WS TPEIA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
10225 42.99 -10.65 A4.2q 286 11225 A5.65 -12.65 A7.32 285
10250 43.10 -10.52 46.37 284 11250 65.51 -12.36 87.15 265
10275 43.16 -10.71 64.47 284 11275 65.48 -13.05 47.32 286
10300 62.78 -11.10 4A.19 28A 11300 65.69 -13.69 47.66 286
10325 42.83 -11.29 44.10 285 11325 45.76 -13.38 67.67 286
9350 37.65 -11.98 39.32 288
9375 37.53 -IL.B4 39.35 287
9400 37.32 -11.91 39.17 288
9425 37.26 -11.99 39.16 288
9650 37,26 -12.02 39.15 288
9475 37.20 -12.16 35_14 288
9500 37.27 -12.69 39.31 288
9525 37.32 -12._8 39,42 289
9550 37.60 -12. _ B 39.69 289
9575 37,60 -12,23 3%54 288
9600 37.52 -11,79 39.33 287
9625 37.68 -11.73 39.27 287
9850 37.63 -11.38 39.32 287
9675 37.51 -11.12 39.12 286
9TO0 37.77 -11.05 39,35 286
9725 38.20 -11.00 39.75 286
9750 38.45 -10.60 39.89 285
9775 30.66 -10.13 39.95 885
9800 38.76 -10.00 AC.Ot 286
9825 39.04 -9,76 4G.26 284
9850 39.29 I9.38 40-39 283
9875 39.72 -9.2A 40.78 2R3
9900 60.32 -9.34 41.39 283
9925 40.89 -9.58 42.O0 283
9950 41°69 -9.69 42.61 2R3
9975 41.98 -9.88 43.12 283
10000 42.OO -10.06 43.19 283
10028 62.32 -I0.II 43.SI 2_]
10050 42.90 -10.22 44.10 28_
10075 42.82 -I0.51 44.09 284
10350 43.04 -11.19 64.47 284
_0375 43.22 -ii.18 A6.64 284
10400 42.89 -II.36 64.37 295
10625 43.O6 -II.13 66.45 284
10650 43.19 -II.34 46.85 _85
11350 A5.66 -13.92 A7.71 287
11375 A5.45 -14.31 A7.66 287
11600 65.67 -14.16 47.81 287
11428 45,77 -14,52 68.02 287
11450 65.67 -IA.57 47.93 288
10475 43.22 -11.38 44.70 285
10500 43.48 -11.17 44.89 284
10525 43.66 -11.15 A5.06 284
10580 A3.BO -11.03 65.16 284
10575 44.17 -10.79 65.67 ERA
11475 45.87 -14.11 47.89 287
11500 65.99 -13.26 67.85 286
11525 45.66 -16.07 68.71 287
11550 47,5T -14.95 49.87 287
11575 68.11 -15.20 50.66 287
10600 46.36 -I0.54 65.60 283
10625 44.46 -10.19 65.60 283
10650 4A.49 -IO.25 AB.65 283
10675 A4.47 -l_.15 A5.62 283
10700 A4.53 -9.69 A5.$7 292
11600 47.93 -15.82 50.68 288
11625 48.1A -15.63 50.62 288
11650 48.61 -15.03 50.88 287
11675 68.59 -16.55 50.73 286
11700 48.66 -13.65 50.53 28_
10725 64.51 -9.87 45.69 252
10750 44.61 -lU.O0 45.72 2R2
10775 64.71 -9.41 45.69 282
IOBO0 44.68 -9.38 45.55 282
10825 44.48 -9.79 45.86 2_2
11725 40.86 -13.30 50.66 285
11750 49,15 -13.67 50.96 205
11775 69.42 -13.38 51.19 285
11800 69.36 -13.36 51.13 285
11825 49.31 -13.16 51.03 205
10850 44,65 -9,49 45.65 282
IO875 44.71 -9.88 _5.79 2E2
I0900 A4.91 -lO.13 46.03 283
10925 46.78 -1u._T 45.95 _83
10950 44.72 -10.28 45.08 283
lIRBO 48.96 -13.22 50.69 285
11875 A8.79 -14.30 50.84 286
11900 68.64 -16.82 50.85 287
11925 AT.AT -16,96 49,96 207
11950 67*20 -14,25 69.30 287
10975 45.06 -10.60 46.29 283
llOOO 66.91 -11.I0 40.26 284
11025 4A.96 -ii.81 46.41 284
110_0 65.19 -11.62 A6.66 2_6
II075 45.14 -Ii.84 46.55 2_4
11975 67.48 -13.59 49.38 286
12000 47.49 -14.66 4q.69 287
12025 _7.71 -14.38 49.82 287
12050 47.95 -13.88 49.92 286
12075 67.09 -14.17 69.94 288
lOlO0 62.71 -I0.73 44.03 284
I0125 42.80 -I0.45 44.06 286
10150 42.89 -10.34 44.12 283
10175 62.93 -10.53 44.20 284
10200 62.95 -I0.69 44.26 284
lllO0 45.56 -lO.70 46.8O 283
11125 65.76 -11.04 67.07 2R3
11150 65.8A -11,69 47.30 284
LI175 45.7O -ll.gz 47.31 284
ll200 A5.55 -12.40 A7.23 285
12100 A8.03 -14.07 50.05 286
12125 48.35 -13.34 50.16 285
12150 48.21 -12.75 69.87 285
12175 A7.71 -11.80 69.14 284
12200 47.76 -11.86 A9.21 284
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIO[ONAL CBMpONENT, WS - WINE SPEEO, THETA = WEND DIRECT|ON
TABLE II 54 (con t) PAGE283
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1801 03/17/65, O/ODE, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
12225 47.79 -12.08 49.29 284 13225 45.21 -4.23 45.40 275 14225 43.42 -2.86 43.52 274
12250 47.29 -12.I6 48.83 284 13250 45.32 -4.64 45.55 276 I4250 43.35 -3.68 43.51 275
12278 46.61 -12.85 48,35 285 13275 45.31 -5.10 45.60 276 14275 43,44 -3.51 43.58 274
12300 46.63 -13.02 48.41 285 13300 45.63 -4.83 45.88 276 14300 43.37 -3.13 43.48 274
12325 46.83 -13.17 48,65 286 13325 45.86 -5.51 48.19 277 14325 43.38 -3.09 43.49 274
12350 46.41 -13.59 48.36 286
12375 46.13 -13o56 48.08 286
12400 46.18 -12.66 47.88 285
12425 45.74 -12.43 47.39 285
12450 45.37 -12,06 46.95 285
13350 45.93 -5.63 46.27 277
13375 49.85 -5.72 46.21 277
13400 45.96 -6.12 46.36 277
13425 46.25 -5.98 96.63 277
13450 46*73 -5.68 47*07 277
14350 43.19 -2.95 43.29 274
14375 43.04 -3.78 43.20 275
14400 42,85 -4.07 43,05 275
14425 42.78 -2.91 42.88 274
14450 42,72 -3.55 42.87 275
12475 45.71 -10.55 46o91 283
12500 45.74 -9.54 46.73 282
12525 45,47 -8.87 46.33 281
12550 45.28 -8.69 46.11 281
12575 45.20 -8.50 45.99 280
13475 46.48 -5.38 46.79 276
13500 46.93 -4.44 47.14 275
13525 47.16 -4.I8 47.35 275
13550 46.55 -_.31 46.75 275
13575 46.55 -4.08 46.73 275
14475 42.44 -3.85 42.61 275
14500 41.82 -3.57 41,97 275
I4525 41.33 -4.08 41.53 275
14550 41.39 -3.35 41.58 274
14575 40.61 -3.22 40.73 274
12600 45.23 -7.46 45.84 279
12625 44.68 -6.93 45.22 279
12650 44.39 -6.95 44,93 279
12675 49.83 -6.69 45.33 278
12700 45.22 -7.01 45.76 279
13600 46.21 -5.15 46.50 276
13625 46.01 -5.58 46.34 2?7
13650 45.70 -3.45 46.03 277
13675 45.65 -0.02 46.04 277
13700 45.62 -6.57 46.09 278
14600 40.07 -4.09 40.28 276
14625 39.94 -4.31 40.18 276
14650 39.88 -4.00 40.08 276
14675 30.94 -3.57 40.10 275
14700 39.87 -4.10 40.08 276
12725 44.95 -7.16 45.52 279
12750 44.73 -7.67 R5.38 280
12775 44.68 -8.13 AS.A1 280
12800 44.45 -7.73 45,11 280
12825 44.02 -7.71 44.69 280
13725 45.56 -6.98 46.09 279
13750 45.40 -6.48 45.86 278
13775 44.91 -b,O8 45.32 278
13800 44.36 -6,22 44.79 278
13825 AR.RD -5.81 44.77 277
14725 38.97 -5.26 39.32 278
14750 38.29 -6.02 38.76 279
14775 37.73 -6.35 38.26 279
14800 36.97 -6.96 37.62 280
14825 37.63 -6,99 38.28 280
12850 43.54 -7.96 44.26 280
12875 43.39 -8.17 44.16 280
12900 43.31 -8.25 44.09 281
12925 43.19 -7,70 43.87 280
12950 42.82 -7.51 43.47 280
13850 44.39 -5.48 44.72 277
13875 44.46 -4.87 44.73 276
13900 44.34 -4.12 44.53 275
13925 43.89 -3.70 44,05 275
13950 43.37 -3.24 43.49 274
14850 37.81 -6.86 38.42 280
14875 37.12 -6.23 37.63 279
16900 36.23 -7*18 36.93 281
14925 35.65 -B,2O 36.58 283
14950 35.16 -7.37 35.92 282
12975 42.79 --6.81 A3.33 279
13000 42.78 -6.56 43.28 279
13025 42.62 -6.76 43.15 279
13050 42.70 -6.18 43.15 278
13075 42.63 -5.49 42.99 277
13975 43.32 -3.14 _3.43 274
14000 43.49 -2.20 43.55 273
14025 43.89 -1.59 43.92 272
IROSO 43.80 -2.30 43.86 273
14075 43.83 -2.60 43.9I 273
14975 35.82 -6.71 36.44 280
15000 35.81 -7.50 36.58 282
15025 35.68 -7.61 36.48 282
15050 36.28 -6.69 36.89 280
15075 36.25 -5.18 36.62 278
13100 42.58 -5.88 42.98 278
13125 42.89 -5.22 43.21 277
13150 43.33 -4.50 43.57 276
13175 43,96 -4.78 44.22 276
13200 44,72 -4.60 AA,96 276
14100 44.16 -1.72 44.19 272
14125 43.85 -1.72 43.88 272
14150 43.42 -3.06 43.53 274
14175 48.26 -2.90 43.35 274
14200 43,47 -2.20 43.53 273
15100 35.63 -3.77 35.83 276
15125 35.76 -4.OA 35.98 276
15150 35.75 -3.TO 35,94 276
15175 36.01 -2.09 36.07 273
15200 35.98 -1.23 36.00 272
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = W[ND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1801 93/17265, OiOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
AL7 WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
15225 35.65 -l.A4 35.68 272 16225 32.67 -6.35 33.28 281 17225 25.44 -4.95 25,92 281
15250 35.81 -1,20 35.83 272 16250 32,41 -fi.99 32.96 280 17250 25.73 -5.93 26.40 283
15275 35.57 -1,96 35,62 278 16275 32.31 -4.70 32.65 278 17275 25.86 -6,23 26.60 283
15300 35,20 -2.67 35.30 274 16300 32.90 -5.16 33.30 279 17300 25.79 -7.27 26.80 286
15325 35.85 -0.89 35.86 271 16325 32.98 -5.67 33.46 2RO 17325 25.82 -7.30 26.83 286
15350 36.29 -1.68 36.32 272
15375 36.06 -2.27 36.13 273
15400 35.43 -I.09 35.45 272
15425 36,06 -1.09 36.07 272
15450 36.19 -1.31 36.22 272
16350 32.81 -4.48 33.11 278
16375 33.05 -3.90 33.27 277
16400 33.46 -4.99 33.83 278
16425 33.17 -5.76 33.67 280
16450 32,83 -6.17 33.40 280
17350 25.41 -6.83 26.31 285
17375 24.94 -8.33 26.29 288
17400 24.95 -8.12 26.24 288
17425 24.03 -8.25 25.41 289
17450 22.70 -9.38 24.56 292
15475 36.06 -2.78 36.17 274
15500 36.09 -1.89 36.14 273
15525 36.17 -0.95 36,19 271
15550 36.18 -1.63 36.22 272
15575 35.77 -2.37 35.85 274
16475 32.92 -6.39 33.53 281
16500 32.93 -6.59 33.59 281
16525 32.95 -7.05 33.69 282
16550 32.39 -7.05 33.15 282
16575 32.40 -7.47 33.25 283
17475 21.7D -8.09 23.15 290
17500 21.57 -7.30 22.78 289
17525 20.85 -8.98 22.70 293
17550 20.26 -8.40 21.93 292
17575 20.06 -7.90 21.56 291
15600 35.5E -1.44 35.59 272
15625 35.51 -0.38 35.52 270
15650 35.05 -0.92 35.06 271
15675 3R.68 -1.04 34.69 272
15700 34.31 -1.16 34.33 272
16600 32.95 -8.21 33.96 284
16625 32.83 -7.79 33.75 283
16650 32.41 -7.97 33.38 284
16675 31.74 -8.89 32.97 285
16700 31.81 -11.12 33.70 289
17600 19.78 -7.34 21.10 290
17625 19.86 -6.30 20.83 287
17650 18.91 -6.41 19.96 289
17675 18.85 -6.21 19.85 288
17700 18.80 -6.01 19.74 288
15725 34.37 -2.58 34.47 274
15750 34.45 -2.51 34.54 274
15775 33.90 -2.03 33.96 273
15800 33.78 -3.52 33.97 276
15825 33.97 -3.45 34.14 276
16725 31.26 -8.96 22.52 286
16750 31.51 -8.86 32.73 286
16775 31.76 -8.77 32.94 285
16800 32.20 -10.66 33.92 288
16825 29.95 -11.21 31.98 290
17725 18.78 -3.73 19.15 281
17750 18.74 -2.47 18.90 277
17775 17.89 -1.19 17.93 274
17800 17.61 -0.08 17.61 270
17825 17.33 1.03 17.36 266
15850 33.84 -3.2T 3A.00 275
15875 38.46 -2.85 33.58 275
15900 32.70 -4.64 33.03 278
15925 32.80 -3.73 33.01 276
15950 32.64 -3.89 32.87 277
16850 29.14 -11.73 31.41 292
16875 28.63 -11.39 30.81 292
16900 27.33 -10.51 29.28 291
16925 26.99 -10.08 28.81 290
16950 26.64 -9.64 28.33 290
17850 17.46 1.87 17.56 264
17875 17.59 2.70 17.80 261
17900 18.01 3.74 18.40 258
17925 18.4T 4.08 18.91 257
17950 18.90 4.26 19.37 257
15975 32.11 -5.29 32.55 279
16000 32.13 -4.99 32.51 279
16025 32.51 -4.33 32.80 277
lbO5O 32.50 -4.35 32.79 277
16075 32.45 -5.95 32.99 280
16975 26.50 -9.38 28'11 289
17000 26.35 -9.11 27.88 289
17025 26.20 -8.85 27.66 288
17050 25,53 -2.59 26.64 286
17075 25.19 -7.50 26.28 286
IT975 19.86 2.75 20.05 262
18000 20.20 1.80 20.28 265
18025 20.62 0.29 20.62 269
18050 18.98 -1.79 19.07 275
18075 18.58 -1.47 18.64 27A
16100 32.64 -5,75 33.14 280
16125 32.63 -6.03 33.18 280
16150 32.96 -6.03 33.53 280
16175 33,12 -4.69 33.46 270
16200 32.76 -5.54 33.23 279
17100 2A.38 -6.53 25.24 285
17125 24.36 -6.16 25.12 284
17150 24.04 -5.A3 24.64 283
17175 24.61 -5.77 25.28 283
17200 25.27 -8.28 25.82 282
18100 18.18 -1.14 18.22 273
18125 17.78 -0.81 17.80 272
18150 17.43 -0.48 17.43 271
18175 17.08 -0.15 17.08 270
18200 16.72 0.18 16.73 269
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONENI, WE = MERIDIONAL CBNPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 284 TABLE ll-54(con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJ£MSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER IBOI OB/17/65t 010021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALE WX WZ
METERS W/SEC M/SEC NISEC DEG METERS MISEC N/SEC MISEC EEG METERS NISEC M/SEC
18225 16.66 1o30 16,7[ 265
18250 16,84 1.85 16.94 264






FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MINO VELBC|TY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1807 03117/65* 1332Z* EASTERN TEST RANOEe FLBRIOA
ALT MX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
750 1.39 13.29 13o36 186
775 1.70 13.23 13.34 IR7
800 1.79 13.39 13.51 187
825 1.86 13.53 13.66 188
850 2,40 13.77 13.98 190
8TS 2.42 13.71 13,92 190
900 2.17 13.28 13.46 189
925 2.16 13.26 13.44 189
950 2.00 13.35 13.50 188
975 2.07 13.51 13.67 189
PAGE285
ALT Nx MZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG
1750 9.27 5.92 ll.O0 237
1775 9.02 6.09 10.88 236
1800 8.53 6.17 10.53 234
1825 8.24 6.15 10.28 233
1850 8.07 6.01 10.06 233
1875 7*46 6.38 9.82 229
1900 7.09 6,34 9.51 228
1925 6.89 6.10 9.28 229
1950 6.78 6.57 9.44 226
1975 7.11 6.A6 9.61 228
ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
2750 I0.97 5.76 12.39 242
2775 I1.39 5.89 12.83 242
2800 11.66 6.21 13.22 242
2825 11.67 6.29 13.26 241
2850 11.73 6.07 13.21 242
2875 11.41 5.97 12.88 242
2900 11.04 5.59 12.38 243
2925 II.00 5.04 12.10 245
2950 lO.TT A.48 11.67 247
2975 10.23 4.43 11.14 246
1000 2.10 13.33 13.49 189
1025 2.01 12.75 12.91 189
1050 2,37 12.64 12.86 190
1075 2.39 12.72 12.94 190
1100 2.50 12.57 12.81 191
2000 7.20 6.59 9.76 227
2025 6.60 7.22 9.78 222
2050 6,65 7.1Z 9.74 223
2075 6.63 7.51 10.02 221
2100 6,30 8*52 10.60 216
3000 10.06 4.43 11.00 246
3025 10.36 4,28 11.21 247
3050 10.45 4.03 11.20 249
3075 10.41 3.66 11.04 250
3100 10.67 3.33 11.18 252
1125 3.10 12,48 12.86 194
1150 3.27 12.43 12.85 195
1175 3.73 12.37 12.83 197
1200 4.26 11.93 12.67 199
1225 4.76 11.70 12.63 202
2125 6.31 8.84 10.86 215
2150 6.45 8.77 10.88 216
2175 6.53 8.57 10,77 217
2200 6.65 8.16 10.52 219
2225 6.86 7.70 10.31 222
3125 10.99 3.11 11.42 254
3150 11.24 3.14 11.67 254
3175 11,66 3,24 12.10 254
3200 11.69 3.15 12.11 255
3225 11.48 2,70 11.80 257
1250 5.31 11.25 12.44 205
1275 5.60 10.86 12.22 207
1300 5.96 10.86 12.39 209
1325 6.50 10.66 12.48 211
1350 6.88 10.23 12.33 214
2250 6.96 7.42 10.17 223
2275 7.06 7.30 10.15 224
2300 7.38 7.06 10.21 226
2325 7.56 7.17 10.42 2?6
2350 7.75 7.22 10.59 227
3250 11.51 2.49 11.78 258
3275 11.62 2.47 11.B8 258
3300 11.64 2.46 11.90 258
3325 11.47 2.50 11.74 258
3350 11.78 2.49 12.04 258
1375 7.10 9.91 12.19 215
1400 7.33 9.58 12.06 217
1425 7.61 9.19 11.93 219
1650 7.88 8.88 11.87 231
1575 8.01 8.63 11.78 223
2375 8.11 7.31 10.92 228
2400 8.40 7.39 11.19 2?8
2425 8.59 7.11 11.15 230
2450 8.90 6.76 11,18 233
2475 9.14 6,81 11.40 233
3375 11.91 2.38 12.15 259
3400 11.53 2.32 11.76 258
3425 11.36 2.42 11.61 258
3450 11.57 2.ST 11.85 257
3475 11.65 2.77 11.97 256
1500 8.35 8.14 11.66 226
1525 8.58 7,93 11.68 227
1550 8.66 7.75 11,62 228
1575 8.69 7.35 11.38 230
1600 8.74 7.23 11.34 230
2500 9.12 6.98 11.48 232
2525 9.29 6.58 11.39 235
2550 9.45 6.22 11.31 236
2575 9.53 5.82 11.17 238
2600 9.61 5.60 11.12 240
3500 11.69 2.72 12.00 257
3525 11.78 2.62 12.07 257
3550 11.82 2.71 12.13 257
3575 11.84 2.82 12.17 256
3600 11.83 2.69 12.13 257
1625 9.03 6.90 11.36 232
1650 8.81 6.78 11.11 232
1675 9.01 6.47 11.09 23A
1700 9.25 6.12 11.09 236
1725 9.20 5.92 10.94 237
2625 9.56 5.51 11.03 240
2650 9.62 5.47 11.06 240
2675 9.88 5.56 11,33 240
2700 10.39 5.64 11.83 241
2725 10.83 5.64 12.21 242
3625 11.74 2.67 12.04 257
3650 11.70 2.98 12.07 256
3675 11.82 2.98 12.19 256
3700 11.79 2.53 12.05 258
3725 11.85 2.62 12.13 257
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSMP_NENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL CgMPSNENT* MS = WINE SPEEOw THETA " MIND OIREOTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1807 03117/65. 1332Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC 0E0 METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3750 11.83 2.77 12.15 257 4750 10.70 6.34 12.44 239 5750 11.36 2.24 11.58 259
3775 11.72 2.53 11.99 258 4775 10.89 5.86 12.37 242 5775 11.88 2.49 12.14 258
3800 11.78 2.60 12.07 257 4800 10.91 5.89 12.40 341 5800 12.67 2.43 12.90 259
3825 11.66 2.86 12.00 256 4825 10.78 6.06 12.37 240 5825 13.45 2.41 13,66 260
3850 11.75 2.82 12.08 256 4850 10.68 6.05 12.28 240 5850 13.93 2.40 14.14 260
3875 12.16 2.70 12.46 257
3900 12.15 2.70 12.45 257
3925 11.85 2.65 12.14 257
3950 12.05 2.82 12.38 257
3975 12.03 2.79 12.35 257
4875 10.96 5.89 12.49 241
4900 10.97 6,14 12.57 241
4925 10.68 6.20 12.35 240
4950 10.66 6.37 12.42 239
4975 10.69 6.17 12.34 240
5875 14,56 2.05 14.70 262
5900 15.76 1.91 15.87 263
5925 16.34 2,03 16.47 263
E950 16.65 2.05 16.77 263
5975 17.08 2.02 17,1R 263
4000 11,73 2.48 11.99 258
4025 12.18 2.57 12.45 258
4050 12.34 2.67 12.62 258
4075 12.32 2.28 12.53 259
4100 12.34 2.64 12.62 258
5000 10.48 6.35 12,25 239
5025 10.64 6.52 12.48 238
5050 10.73 6.52 12.56 239
5075 10.36 6.90 12.45 236
5100 10.18 6.96 12.33 235
6000 17.26 2.25 17.40 262
6025 17.71 2.47 17.89 262
6050 18.23 2.63 18.42 262
6075 18.19 3.10 18.46 260
6100 17.91 3.20 18.20 260
4125 12.17 3.08 12.55 256
4150 12.36 3.01 12,72 256
4175 12.53 3.13 12.91 256
4200 12.29 3.50 12.78 25A
4225 12.00 3.79 12.59 252
5125 10.38 6.54 12.26 238
5150 10.15 6.84 12.24 236
5175 10,34 6.82 12.39 236
5200 10.67 6.72 12.61 238
5225 10.53 7.54 12.95 234
6125 17.81 3.02 18.07 260
6150 17.76 3.08 18.02 260
6175 17.60 3.52 17.95 259
6200 17.55 3.94 17.99 257
6225 17.47 4.50 18.04 255
4250 11.78 3.84 12.39 252
4275 11.76 4.28 12.51 ZSO
4300 11.5R 4.77 12.53 247
4325 11.06 5.03 12.15 245
6350 10.97 5.03 12.07 245
5250 11.06 7.24 13.22 237
5275 11.66 6.92 13.56 239
5300 12.31 6.86 IA.IO 241
5325 12.75 0.52 14.32 243
5350 12.88 6.42 14,40 243
6250 17.60 4.84 18.25 254
6275 17.81 4.96 18.48 254
6300 18.20 4.92 18.85 255
6325 18.34 4.82 18.97 255
6350 18.41 5.26 19.14 254
4375 10.98 4.91 12.03 266
4400 10.62 4.97 11.72 245
4425 10.65 4.96 11.75 245
4450 10.88 4.87 11.92 246
4475 10.77 4.85 11.81 246
5375 13.20 6.26 14.61 264
5400 13.59 5.86 14.80 246
5425 13.86 S.35 14.86 2A9
5450 14.01 _.74 14.79 251
5475 14.17 3,74 15.66 255
6375 18.91 5.22 19.61 254
6400 19.14 5.2_ 19.85 254
6425 19.31 5.45 20.07 254
6450 18.46 5.64 20.26 254
6475 19.38 6.07 20.31 252
4500 10.89 5.02 12.00 245
4525 10.80 5.19 11.98 244
4550 10.79 5.12 11.94 244
4575 10.90 5.31 12.12 246
4600 10.79 5.60 12.15 242
5500 13.86 3.17 14.22 257
5525 13.58 2.70 13.84 239
5550 13.43 2.38 13.64 260
5575 13.14 2.28 1t.34 260
5600 12.85 2.27 13,05 260
6500 19.52 6.14 20.46 252
6525 19.69 6.11 20.62 253
6550 20.02 5.96 20.89 253
6575 20.27 5.88 21.11 254
6600 20.79 5.02 21.39 256
6625 11.00 5.42 12.26 244
4650 10.83 5.82 12.29 282
4675 10.83 5.90 12.33 2Al
4700 11.13 5.44 12.39 24A
4725 10.78 6.26 12.47 240
5625 12.58 2.42 12.81 259
5650 12.36 2.19 12.55 260
56T5 12.14 1.93 12.29 261
5700 12.00 1.95 12.16 261
5725 11,59 _.00 11.76 260
6625 21.30 4.12 21.69 259
6650 21.17 4.21 21.58 259
6675 21.04 4.39 21.49 258
6700 20.85 4.67 21.37 257
6725 20.38 5.09 21.01 256
ALT =ALTITUOE* WX = Z_NAL CBMP8NENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL 08M88NENT* WS = WINE SPEED. THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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AL7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC OEG
6750 20.08 5.72 20.88 254
6775 20.51 5.76 21,30 254
6800 21.50 5.08 22.09 257
6825 22.54 4.88 23.06 258
6850 23.00 4,83 23.50 25E
TABLE 11-55 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1807 03117/65, 13322, EAS7ERN TEST R6NGE, ELBRIOA
ALT UX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THE7A
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
7750 28.15 0.32 28,15 269 8750 30.56 1.41 30.59 267
7775 28,46 0.19 28.46 269 8775 30.14 0.86 30.16 268
7800 28.89 -0,13 28.89 270 8800 30.58 0.35 30.58 269
7825 29.12 -0.45 29.13 271 8825 30.70 0.17 30.70 270
7850 29.49 -0.61 29.49 271 8850 30.51 -0.15 30,51 270
6875 23.11 4.55 23,55 259
6900 23.38 4.50 23.80 259
6925 23.36 4.15 23.73 260
6950 23.08 3.87 23.40 260
6975 23.27 3.65 23.56 261
7000 23,37 3,26 23.59 262
7025 23.40 3.15 23,61 262
7050 23.16 3.11 23.36 262
7075 22.88 3.01 23.08 262
7100 23.29 2.69 23.45 263
7125 23.55 2.52 23.69 264
7150 23.40 2.42 23.53 264
7175 23.38 2.20 23.49 268
7200 23.53 2,05 23.62 265
7225 23.64 1,66 23.70 266
7250 23.79 1.39 23.83 266
7275 23.94 1.39 23.98 267
7300 24,34 1.19 24.37 267
7325 24.66 1.14 24.69 267
7350 24.85 0.97 24.E7 268
7375 25.49 0.65 25.50 268
7400 25.96 0.56 25.96 269
7425 26,24 0.23 26.24 269
7450 27.06 -0.27 27.07 270
7475 27*75 -0.56 27,76 271
7500 27.57 -0.70 27,58 271
7525 27.85 -0.44 27.36 271
7550 27.52 0.13 27,52 270
7575 27.54 0.06 27.54 270
7600 27.55 0.11 27.55 270
7625 27.47 0.50 27.47 269
7650 27.52 0.55 27.53 269
7675 27.46 0.33 27,46 269
7700 27.35 0.23 27,35 269
7725 27.91 0.34 27.91 269
7875 29.61 -0.90 29.62 272
7900 29.88 -1.29 29.90 272
7925 29.78 -1.27 29.80 272
7950 29,29 -1.17 29.31 272
7975 29.41 -0.93 29.42 272
8875 30,46 -0.78 30.47 271
8900 30.68 -0.96 30.70 272
8925 30,58 -1.03 30.60 272
8950 30.54 -1.23 30.56 272
8975 30.67 -1.30 30.70 272
8000 29.53 -1.03 29.55 272
8025 29.46 -1,00 29.47 272
8050 29.85 -0.77 29.86 271
8075 30.38 -0.69 30,38 271
8100 30.88 -0.34 30.88 270
9000 30.86 -1.42 30.89 272
9025 31.20 -1.37 31,2"3 272
9050 31.30 -1.30 31,33 272
9075 31.16 -1.42 31.20 272
9100 31.23 -0.89 31.24 271
8125 31.17 -0.17 31.17 270
8150 31.10 0.04 31.10 270
8175 31.09 0.49 31.09 269
8200 31.24 0.89 31.26 268
8225 31.16 0.91 31,18 268
9125 31.40 -0.72 31.41 271
9150 31.88 -0.81 31.89 271
9175 33.01 -0.92 33.02 271
9200 33.55 -1.40 33.58 272
9225 34.04 -1.77 34.08 275
8250 31.01 1.49 31.04 267
8275 31.01 1.85 31.07 266
8300 30.95 1.94 31.01 286
8325 30.88 1.93 30.94 266
8350 30,93 1.70 30*98 267
9250 23.26 -1.11 23.29 273
9275 23.00 -0.92 23.02 272
9300 34.49 -1.43 34.52 272
9325 35.01 -1.63 35.05 272
9350 35.22 -1.20 35.24 272
8375 31.00 1.64 31.04 267
8400 30.90 1.60 30.94 267
8425 30.96 1.61 31.01 267
8450 30.93 1.79 30.98 267
8475 30.84 1.87 30.89 266
9375 35.11 -1.17 35,13 272
9400 35.02 -1.32 35.05 272
8425 35.17 -1.24 35.19 272
9450 35.32 -1.31 35.35 272
9475 35.46 -1.20 35.48 272
8500 31.05 1.69 31.10 267
8525 31.12 1.88 81.18 266
8550 30.86 2.33 30.95 265
8575 30.84 2.41 30.93 265
8600 30.82 2.27 30.90 266
9500 35.39 -0.98 35.41 271
9525 35.31 -0.87 35.32 271
9550 35.13 -0.77 35.13 271
9575 55.02 -O.B6 35.03 271
9600 85.48 -0.95 35,50 271
8625 30.77 1.78 30.82 2ET
8650 30.82 1.34 30.85 267
8675 30,62 1.39 30.65 267
8700 30.53 1.43 30.57 267
8725 30.91 1.45 30.94 267
9625 35.47 -0,86 35.48 271
9650 35.39 -0.64 35.40 271
9675 35.67 -0.65 35,68 271
9700 35.91 -0.68 35.91 271
9725 35.75 -0.68 35.76 271
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX - ZEN6L CBMP8NENTt WZ ffi MERIOIBNAt CBMPBNENT, US = WINE SPEED, 7HET6 - WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
7EST NUMBER 1807 03/17/65, 1332Z, EASIERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ W5 THETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG ME7ERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG ME7ERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEO
9750 35.77 I0.68 35.77 271 10750 42.42 -4,72 42.68 276 11750 44.49 -8.47 45.29 281
9775 35.90 -0.62 35.91 271 10775 42.14 -4.89 42.42 276 11775 45.27 -8.65 46.09 281
9800 35,94 -0.68 35,94 271 10800 42.35 -4.99 42.64 277 11800 45,78 -8.78 46.61 281
9825 36.51 -0.40 36.51 270 10825 42.44 -5.07 42.74 277 11825 45,75 -8,50 46.54 280
9850 36.80 0.09 36.80 270 10850 42.58 -b.06 42.68 277 11850 45.99 -8.90 46.84 281
9875 37.08 0.37 37.08 269
9900 37.84 0.13 37.84 270
q925 37.87 -0.31 37.87 270
9950 38.18 -0.74 38.19 271
9975 38.70 -0.89 38.71 271
10875 42.16 -5.38 42.50 277
10900 42.40 -5.57 42.76 277
10925 42.28 -5.27 42.61 277
10950 41.86 -5.88 42.27 278
10975 42.01 -6.16 42.46 278
11875 45.87 -9.54 46.85 282
11900 45.66 -8.97 46.53 281
11925 45.75 -8.35 46.50 280
11950 45.71 -8.67 46.52 281
11975 45.56 -8.68 46.37 281
lOOO0 38.75 -0.90 88,76 271
10025 38.91 -1.03 38.92 271
10050 39.20 -1,30 39,23 272
10075 39.12 -|.27 39o14 272
10100 39.39 -1.46 39,42 272
[1000 41.73 -6.24 42.19 278
11025 41.42 -6.62 41.94 279
11050 41.43 -7.00 42.02 279
11075 41.07 -7.19 41.70 280
11100 40.53 -7474 41.27 281
12000 45.72 -9.12 46.62 281
12025 4E.81 -9.07 46.70 281
12050 45.49 -8.59 46.29 281
12075 45.01 -8.14 45.74 280
12100 44.76 -8.08 45.49 280
10125 39.59 -1,79 39.63 272
10150 39.91 -1.75 39.95 272
10175 39.98 -1,98 40.03 273
10200 40.07 -2.48 40.14 273
10225 40.06 -2.34 40.13 273
11125 40.52 -8.65 41.43 282
11150 40.57 -9.16 41.60 283
11175 41.03 -9.41 42.09 283
11200 41.60 -8.52 42.46 281
11225 41.93 -8,05 42.70 2R1
12125 44.92 -8.63 45.75 281
12150 45.14 -8.30 45.90 280
12175 45.78 -8.62 46.59 280
12200 45.81 -8.72 46.63 281
12225 45.22 -8.60 46.03 281
10250 39.51 -2.28 39.58 273
10275 40.11 -1.98 40.16 273
10300 40.61 -2.45 40.69 273
10325 40.49 -2.78 40.59 274
10350 40,78 -2,41 40.85 273
11250 42.21 -B.O5 42.97 281
11275 41.93 -7.q5 42.68 281
11300 41.53 -7.82 42.26 280
11325 41.63 -7.61 42.32 280
11350 41.53 -7.69 42.24 280
12250 45.26 -8.70 46*09 281
12275 45,04 -8,67 45.86 281
12300 46.03 -9.97 47.09 282
12325 46.29 -10.67 47.51 283
12350 46.29 -11.30 47.65 284
10375 41.10 -2.73 41.19 274
10400 40.91 -2.96 41.02 274
10425 40.83 -3.04 40.94 274
10450 41.01 -3.61 41.17 275
10475 41.36 -4.26 41.58 276
11375 41.69 -7.25 42.31 280
11400 41.69 -7,08 42.29 27g
11425 41.BO -7.46 42.46 2BO
11450 42.O7 -7.5O 42.74 2_0
11475 42.14 -7,O5 42.72 279
12375 46.63 -11.05 47.92 283
12400 46.90 -11.07 48.19 283
12425 47.16 -11.69 48.59 284
12450 47.28 -12.61 48.93 285
12475 47.17 -12,48 48.79 285
10500 41.74 -4.22 41.95 276
10525 41.87 -4.21 42.08 276
10550 41.73 -4.28 41.95 276
10575 41.91 -4.20 42.12 276
10600 41.98 -4.39 42.21 276
11500 41.98 -b.SB 42.50 279
11525 42.05 -1.04 42.64 279
11550 42.09 -7.04 42.67 279
11575 42.35 -7.22 42.96 279
11600 42.52 -7.79 43.22 280
12500 46.76 -11.55 48.16 284
12525 46.30 -11.04 47.60 285
12530 45.42 -10.32 46.58 283
12575 44.72 -9.77 45,78 282
12600 44.06 -9.59 45.09 282
10625 42.32 -4.60 42.57 276
10650 42.37 -4.58 42.62 276
10675 42.25 -4.63 42.50 276
I0700 42.61 -4.70 42.87 276
10725 42.65 -4.E8 42.91 276
11625 42.74 -7.90 43.46 2_0
11650 42.80 -8.05 43.55 280
11675 42.80 -U.95 43.73 2_2
117OO 43.63 -_.75 44.5O 2_I
I17E5 44.22 -8.64 45.06 261
12625 42.77 -9.25 43.76 282
12650 42.46 -9.10 43.42 282
12675 42.48 -9.42 43.51 282
12700 42.70 -9.62 43.77 283
12725 43.37 -8.53 44.20 281
ArT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MER[OIONAt CBMPBNENT, US ffi WINC SPEEO, THEIA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1807 03/17165, 13322, EASEERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC OEG
12750 43,74 -7,87 44.45 280 13750 44,15 4*53 44.38 264
12775 43.61 -8°02 44.35 280 13775 44°09 4,07 44,28 265
12800 43.87 -7.99 44.59 280 13800 44,09 4,28 44°39 264
12825 44.18 -7.49 44,89 279 13825 43,87 _.99 44,05 265
[2850 44,26 -7,24 44,85 279 13850 43.37 3.84 43.54 265
12875 44.18 -6,43 44.65 278
12900 43,99 -5.70 44,36 Z77
12925 44.20 -5°38 44.52 277
12950 44.36 -4°78 44.62 276
12975 44.17 -4°40 44.39 276
13875 42.99 3,20 43,10 266
13900 42.57 3.52 42,71 265
13925 42.40 3.39 42.53 265
13950 42.11 3.47 42.26 2_5
13975 49.99 2.78 42.18 266
13000 44,44 -3.35 44°57 274
13025 44,86 -2,57 44,93 273
13050 45.22 -2,63 45.29 273
13075 45.44 -2°70 45.52 273
13100 45,47 -2.40 45.53 273
14000 41.81 3.13 41.92 286
14025 41.47 2,99 41,58 266
14050 41.52 2,82 41.61 266
14075 41.26 3.58 41,41 265
14100 41.27 2.54 41,35 286
13125 45.71 -2,55 45.78 273
13150 45.64 -2.76 45.72 273
13175' 45,21 -2.39 45,27 273
13200 45.29 -2,91 45.38 273
13225 45.56 -3.39 45.68 274
14125 41.10 1.28 41.12 2E8
14150 40.67 U.77 40.68 269
14175 40.57 0.69 40.57 209
14200 40.52 0.71 40,53 269
14225 39.61 0.51 39,62 269
13250 45.62 -3.D9 45,72 274
13275 45.13 -2,52 45.20 273
13390 44.62 -2,83 44.71 273
13325 45.14 -3,74 45.29 275
13350 45.21 -3.57 45.35 274
14250 38.86 0.90 38.86 270
14275 38.52 -0.96 38.53 271
14300 38,84 -0.98 38.85 271
14325 38.95 -0,69 38.96 271
14350 38.91 --0.76 38,92 271
13375 45,11 -3.29 45.23 274
13400 45°44 -3.68 45.58 274
13425 45.22 -3°29 45°34 274
1345O 44.66 -2°67 44.74 273
13475 44.47 -2,43 44.53 273
14375 38.55 -1.95 38,60 273
14400 39.06 -1o31 39.09 272
14425 38.83 -1.93 38.88 273
14450 37.43 -1,51 37,46 272
14475 37.28 -I.97 37.33 273
13500 43.83 -0o71 43.84 271
13525 43.53 0.92 43°54 269
13550 43,37 0.47 43,37 269
13575 43.33 1,42 43°35 268
13690 43*47 2.03 43.31 267
14500 36.91 -3.35 37.06 275
13625 43.13 2.02 43,18 267
13650 43.21 3.40 43.34 265
13675 43°79 3.56 43.94 265
13700 44.06 3.05 44.17 266
13725 44.12 4.94 45.40 263
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZRNAL COBPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIgNAL CgMPONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG
250 2.72 [2.56 [2.88 192
275 2.44 [2.69 [2,92 191
300 2,49 12,81 13.05 191
325 2.56 12.96 13.21 191
350 2.50 13,[4 13.58 [91
375 2.72 [3.37 13.6A 191
400 3.29 13.68 [4.07 193
625 3.64 14.04 14.51 [94
450 3.84 14.44 14.95 195
475 4.16 [5,91 15.48 195
500 4.05 15.34 15.87 195
525 3.57 15.98 16.38 192
550 2.96 16.23 16.49 190
575 3,17 15.92 16.21 191
bOO 4,O4 16.11 16.61 194
625 4.40 16.52 17.09 195
650 5.06 16.33 17.1O 197
675 5.26 16.Ol 16.85 198
700 6.85 15.72 16.AS 197
725 4.84 15.41 16.15 197
750 5.41 15,32 16.25 199
775 6.30 15.42 16.65 202
800 6,59 15,33 16,69 203
825 6.39 14.78 16.10 203
850 6.19 [4.31 15.60 203
875 6.26 14.20 15.52 204
900 6.71 14.56 15.83 205
925 7,26 14.52 [6.24 206
980 7.44 14.20 16.03 207
975 7.25 13.73 15.52 208
[OOO 7.18 13o4l 15.21 208
1025 7.47 13.16 15.13 209
1050 8.05 13.12 15.39 211
1075 8.47 12.83 15.37 213
llOO 8.46 12.22 14.86 215
1125 8.39 11.87 IA.54 215
1150 8.61 11.55 14.40 21T
1175 9.06 11.30 IA.48 219
1200 9.34 I0.99 14.41 220
1225 9.62 10,55 14.14 272
TABLE II-56
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER [912 03/18/65, OLOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE NISEC DEG
1250 9.39 10.20 13.86 222
1275 9.77 lO.O0 13.98 224
15DO 10.35 I0.I0 14.47 226
1325 10.54 lO.Ol 15.53 226
1350 10.44 9.66 14.22 227
1375 10.55 9.30 [4.06 228
1400 11.02 9.05 [5.26 250
1425 11.42 8.87 14.AS 232
1450 11.42 8.A8 14.22 253
1475 11.22 7.97 13.77 254
1500 10.95 7.80 13.45 234
1525 [0.80 7.83 13.34 234
1550 11.08 7.81 13.54 235
1575 11.50 7.79 13.89 236
1600 11.65 7.67 13.95 236
1625 11.32 7.49 13.58 236
1650 11.20 7.33 13.39 237
1675 11.58 7.26 13.A9 237
1700 11.43 7.50 13.67 237
1725 11.19 7.83 13.66 235
1750 11.14 8.01 [3.72 234
1775 11.43 8.11 14.02 238
1800 11.65 8.19 14.08 234
1825 11.18 8.18 13.86 234
1850 11.16 8.09 13.78 234
1875 11.16 8.31 13.92 253
1900 10.85 8.54 13.79 232
1925 10.45 8.53 13.49 231
1950 10.85 8.22 13.62 233
1975 11.63 7.69 13.95 236
2OOO 11.92 7.35 14.01 238
2025 12.09 7.42 14.19 238
2050 11.96 7.75 14.25 237
2075 12.21 8.03 14.62 237
2100 12.86 8.16 15.23 237
2125 12.86 7.72 15.OO 239
2150 12.78 7.06 14.60 241
2175 12.86 7.02 16.65 2A1
2200 13.19 7.34 15.09 241
2225 13.59 7.21 15.21 242
2250 13.38 7.13 15.16 242
2275 13.5[ 7.30 15.35 241
2300 13.44 7.t8 15.33 241
2325 13.45 7.56 15.43 240
2350 13.50 7.68 15.54 240
2375 13.43 7.59 15.43 240
2400 13.45 7.60 15.45 240
2425 13.73 7.85 15.82 240
2450 [4.04 7.91 16.11 240
2475 18.18 7.80 16.18 241
2500 14.32 7.71 16.27 242
2525 14.55 8.OT 16.64 241
2550 15.07 8.81 17.46 240
2575 15.63 9.33 18.20 239
2600 15.59 9.55 18.28 238
2625 13.66 10.56 17.26 232
2650 12.53 11.86 17.25 228
2675 13.29 13.09 18.65 225
2700 14.11 13.74 19.70 226
2725 14.76 14.14 20.44 226
2750 14.90 14.48 20.78 226
2775 [4,99 14.68 20.99 225
2800 14.92 14.91 21.10 225
2825 15.05 15.30 21.46 224
2850 15.33 15.59 21.86 224
2875 15.39 15.72 22.00 224
2900 [5,40 15.93 22.15 224
2925 15.14 15.9T 22.01 223
2950 14.73 15.65 21.49 223
2975 14.92 15.85 21.76 223
3000 14.84 15.89 21.74 223
3025 14.59 15.70 21.63 223
3050 14.79 15.93 21.74 223
3075 14.66 15.95 21.66 222
3100 14.65 15.97 21.54 222
3125 14.33 16.30 21.70 221
3150 13.96 16.67 21.74 220
3175 13.79 16.92 21.83 219
3200 13.65 17.25 22.00 218
3225 13.27 IT.T[ 22.13 217
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPgNENT, ws = WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
3250 13.07 18.05 22.28 216
3275 13.01 18.35 22.50 215
3300 13.00 18.49 22.60 215
3325 12.93 18.57 22.55 215
3350 12.80 18.53 22.52 214
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1912 03118165, OIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANDE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT wx W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC RISEC OEG
4250 16.37 [5.36 21.04 223 5250 16.57 11.35 20.07 235
4275 14.51 16.97 20.78 224 5275 16.72 10.83 19.92 237
4300 14.80 16.86 20.97 225 5300 16.11 11.38 19.73 235
4525 14.93 14.65 20.92 225 5325 15.54 12.38 19.87 231
4350 14.71 16.32 20.52 226 5350 15.07 13.33 20.12 228
3375 12.68 18.45 22,39 214
3400 12.66 18.39 22.33 214
3425 12.78 [8,55 22.53 214
3450 12.93 18.59 22.64 215
3675 12.99 18.58 22.67 215
3500 12.99 18.75 22.81 215
3525 12.87 18.68 22.69 214
3550 12.86 [8.67 22,67 214
3575 12.82 18.68 22.65 21A
3600 12.42 18.51 22.29 2IA
3625 12.24 18.50 22.18 213
3650 12.3T 18.61 22.35 213
3675 12.6[ 18.79 22.63 216
3700 12.T0 18.qT 22.83 214
3725 12.57 19.02 22.80 213
3750 12.50 19.00 22.76 213
3775 12.48 18.95 22.69 213
3800 12.56 [8.91 22.70 213
3825 12.62 18.84 22._6 213
3850 12.51 18.91 22.61 213
3875 12.54 18.87 22.65 215
3900 12.68 18.65 22.44 21A
3925 12.64 18.48 22.39 216
3950 12.86 18.42 22.46 215
3975 12.78 18.26 22.2T 215
6000 12.83 18.14 22.22 215
5025 13.L6 17.98 22.28 216
_050 13.38 [7,54 22.06 217
4075 13.61 17,16 21,90 218
6100 13.71 16.81 21.69 219
4125 15.81 16.67 21.65 219
6150 13.91 16.50 21,58 220
6175 16.05 16.18 21.43 221
4200 16.21 15.97 21.38 221
8225 16.28 15.78 21.28 222
At75 14.90 16.05 20.48 226
4400 14.91 13.59 20.17 227
6A25 14.76 13.01 19.68 228
4A50 16.79 12.48 19.35 230
5475 16.72 12.[0 19.06 230
E375 14.97 14.25 20.6# 226
5400 15.29 14.57 21.12 226
5625 [5.77 14.98 21.75 226
5450 16.35 15.54 22.49 226
5475 16.9T 15.37 22.90 228
4500 14.68 11.87 18.72 230
4525 14.36 11.62 18.47 231
4550 14.24 11.16 18.09 232
4575 14.17 I0.76 17.79 233
4600 15.89 10.66 17.51 232
5500 17.74 15.05 23.26 229
5525 18.58 14.37 23.49 232
5550 18.80 [4.14 23.53 233
5575 18.77 14.31 23.6[ 232
5600 18.40 14.48 23.41 232
4625 13.57 10.37 17.08 232
4650 13.46 10.03 16.78 233
4675 [3.62 9.57 16.65 2t5
4700 14.16 9._4 16.96 236
4725 14.53 9.32 17.26 237
5625 18.22 14.64 23.38 231
5650 18.40 14.99 23.73 231
5675 18.75 15,27 24.18 231
5700 19.67 15.30 24.92 232
5725 20.25 15.43 25.46 233
A750 14.73 9.31 17.63 238
5775 14.76 9.34 17.47 237
4RO0 15.01 9,4O 17.7[ 238
5825 15.42 9.59 18.16 2_8
4850 15.57 9.26 18.12 239
5750 20.72 15.32 25,77 253
5775 21,85 14.88 26.43 236
5800 23.25 14.49 27.40 238
5825 23.96 14.32 27.91 239
5850 24.71 13.61 28.2[ 241
4875 15.66 9.16 I8.1A 239
4900 15.72 9.37 18.30 239
4925 15.61 9.59 18.52 218
4950 15.29 9.78 IB.15 237
4975 15.13 9.68 17.96 237
5875 25.54 13.04 28.67 2A3
5900 26.44 13.00 29.46 244
5925 27.46 12.60 30.22 2A5
5950 28.05 12.02 30.52 24T
5975 28.53 11.72 30.85 247
5000 15.29 9.70 18.11 237
5025 14.97 9.70 17.84 237
5050 15.09 9.79 17,99 2_?
5075 15.20 IO.ll 18.26 236
5100 15.17 1U.63 18.52 235
6000 29.06 11.26 31.16 249
6025 29.60 10.95 31.56 250
6050 30.22 10.75 32.07 250
6075 30.76 10.28 32.64 251
6100 30.66 10,42 32.89 251
5125 15.52 10.94 18.99 235
5150 15.66 11.19 19.25 2_4
5175 18.19 IL.52 19.88 234
5200 16.57 11._5 20.20 255
5225 16.36 [1,47 19.98 235
6125 30*78 10.24 32.43 251
6150 31.30 9.91 32.83 252
6175 31.67 9.77 33.14 253
E200 32.26 9.33 33.58 254
6225 52o5T 9.09 33.82 254
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CBMPBNENI, WZ = MER]DIBNAI CBMPBNENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREETIBN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JZMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1912 03/18265, 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT gx WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC _EG METERS M/SEC g/SEC M/SEE DEG
6250 32,74 9,04 33.96 254 7250 89.17 2,63 39,26 266 8250 38,09 6,00 38,56 261
6275 33,10 8.72 34.28 255 7215 39.17 2.89 39.27 266 8275 37.54 6.21 38.05 260
6300 33.33 8.AT 34*39 256 7300 39.02 3.16 39.15 265 8300 37.47 6.38 38.01 260
6325 33,78 8,19 3A,76 256 7325 38,97 2.88 39.07 266 E325 37.50 6,60 38,08 260
6350 34.06 7.90 34.96 257 7350 38.94 2.90 )9.05 266 8350 37.47 7.13 38.14 259
6375 34.05 7.62 34.89 257
6400 34.49 7.40 35.27 258
6425 35.72 7.04 36.41 259
6450 36.26 6,76 36.88 259
6475 35.77 6.56 36.36 259
7375 39.01 3.26 39.15 265
7400 39.23 3.11 39.35 265
7428 39.17 3.44 39.32 265
7450 39.06 4.27 39,30 264
7475 39,04 4,33 39,27 263
8375 37.41 7.37 38.13 259
8400 37.33 7.14 38.O1 259
8425 37.37 6.90 38.00 259
8450 37.76 6.63 38.34 260
8475 37.81 6,36 38.34 260
6500 35,58 5.93 36.07 260
6525 35.72 5.41 36,13 261
6550 36.02 5.16 36.39 262
6575 36.31 5.22 36.68 262
6600 36,79 5.32 37.17 262
7500 38.77 4.04 38.98 264
7525 38.62 4.17 38.85 264
7550 38.83 4.34 39.07 263
7575 38,64 6.36 38.88 263
7600 38.37 4.43 38.62 263
8500 37.60 6.11 38.09 261
8825 37.55 5,91 38,01 261
8550 37.32 5.97 37.79 261
8575 37.35 5.85 37.80 261
8600 37.65 5.36 38.03 262
6625 37.58 4.65 37*87 263
6650 37.94 3.98 38.15 264
6675 38.35 3,41 38.50 265
6700 38.60 2.94 38.71 265
6725 39.03 2,55 39.11 266
7625 38.64 4.25 38.88 264
7650 38.59 4,17 38.82 264
7675 38.49 4,08 38.71 264
7700 38.51 3.93 38.71 264
7725 38.20 3,77 38.39 264
e625 37.74 5.42 38,13 262
8650 37.83 5.79 38.27 261
8675 37.56 6.12 38,05 261
8700 37,49 5,67 37.91 261
8725 37.69 5.35 38,07 262
6750 39.30 2.36 39.37 266
6775 39.14 2.41 39.21 266
6800 39.18 2.38 39.25 266
6825 39,18 2.31 39.24 266
6850 39.24 2.35 39.31 266
7750 38,13 3.87 38.33 264
7775 38.09 4.19 38.32 264
7800 38,06 3.90 38.26 264
7825 38.15 3.43 38.31 265
7850 38.04 2.98 38.16 265
8750 37.60 5.68 38.03 261
8775 37,58 5.38 37.91 262
8800 37*86 5.64 37.75 262
8825 37.52 5,08 37.86 262
8850 37.34 6,89 37.66 262
6875 39.08 2.77 39.18 266
6900 39.10 2.94 39.21 266
6925 39.19 2,70 39.28 266
6950 39.32 2.74 39.41 266
6975 39.44 2.68 39,53 266
7875 37.95 3.06 38,07 265
7900 37.80 3,22 37.94 265
7925 87.69 3,31 37.83 265
7950 37.94 3.42 38.09 265
7975 37.74 3,86 37,94 264
8875 37.11 5.03 37.45 262
8900 37.08 4.89 37.40 262
8925 36.86 4.69 37.16 263
E950 37.10 4.63 37.39 263
8975 37.19 4.75 37.49 263
7000 39.27 2.76 39.36 266
7025 39.25 2.85 39.36 266
7050 39,31 2.70 39.40 266
7075 39.22 2.87 39,32 266
7100 39.23 3,18 39.35 265
8000 37,68 4.37 37.93 263
8025 38.05 4.21 38.28 264
8050 37.93 4.31 38.18 263
8075 37.93 4.23 38.17 263
8100 37,85 4.32 38,09 263
9000 37.22 4.54 37.50 263
9025 37.22 4.83 37.53 262
9050 37.06 5.62 37.46 262
9075 37.10 5.42 37.49 262
8100 37.03 5.52 37.44 261
7125 39.25 3.13 39.38 265
7150 39,30 2.99 39.A1 265
7175 39.43 3,07 39.55 265
7200 39.40 3,08 39.52 265
7225 39.21 2.91 39.32 266
8125 37.82 4,64 38,10 263
8150 37.66 6.19 38.02 262
8175 37.76 5.39 38.15 262
8200 37.62 5.66 38.05 261
8225 37.86 5.97 38,33 261
9125 37*12 5.66 37.55 261
9150 36,99 5.97 37.47 261
9175 36,94 6.09 37.44 260
9200 37.21 5,62 37.64 261
8225 37,31 5.99 37.78 261
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX " Z_NAL CSMPgNENT, WZ " MERIDIgNAL CSNP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1912 03118/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9250 37.26 5,61 37.68 261 10250 37,99 -4.87 38.30 277 11250 37.48 --5116 37.83 278
9275 36.97 5,32 37.35 262 10275 37.65 -5.34 38.03 278 11275 37.32 -5.32 37.70 278
9300 37.07 5.71 37.50 261 10300 37.45 -5.48 37,85 278 11300 37,16 -4.75 37.46 277
9325 37.22 5.59 37,63 261 10325 37.75 -5.74 38.18 278 11325 38.09 -5.88 38.54 279
9350 37.47 4.96 37.79 262 10350 37.97 -0.04 38.45 279 11350 38.18 -5.83 38.62 279
9375 37.40 4,56 37.68 263
9A00 37.06 4,98 37.39 262
9425 37.08 6.56 37,36 263
9450 37,05 3,99 37.26 264
9475 36.91 4.03 37.13 264
10375 37.96 -6.50 38.52 280
10400 38,00 -5.79 38.44 278
10625 37.96 -5.78 38.40 278
10450 37.90 -5.89 38.35 279
10475 38*03 -6.23 38.54 279
11375 38,16 -5.96 38,60 279
11400 38.49 -6.86 39.10 280
11425 38,71 -7.31 39.39 281
11450 38.46 -6.92 39.08 280
11475 38.56 -6.76 39.15 280
9500 36.97 3.95 37.18 264
9525 37.14 3,40 37.30 265
9550 36.95 3.13 37.08 265
9575 86.49 3,69 86,68 264
9600 36.34 3.91 36*55 264
10500 38.04 -6.58 38.60 280
10525 38.06 -6.24 38.57 279
10550 38,10 -6.37 38.63 279
10575 38.01 -6.55 38.57 280
10600 38.01 -6.42 38.55 279
11500 38,80 -7.16 39.45 280
11525 38.84 -T.O0 39.47 280
11550 38.85 -7.48 39,56 281
11575 38,44 -7.57 39.17 281
11600 38+92 -7.47 39.63 281
9625 36.40 3.63 36.58 264
9650 36.31 2,98 36.44 265
9675 36.90 1,86 36.94 267
9700 37.04 1.28 37.06 268
9725 36.93 1,00 36.95 268
10625 37,63 -6.06 38.11 279
10650 37,14 -6.43 37.69 280
10675 37,09 -7.00 37.75 281
10700 36.74 -6.49 37,31 280
10725 36,81 -6.77 37,23 280
11625 39.10 -7.49 39.81 281
11650 38.83 -7.91 39.63 281
11675 38.94 -8,44 39.85 282
11700 38.93 -8.35 39.81 282
11725 38.95 -9.20 40.02 283
9750 37.14 0.98 37,15 268
9775 37.49 0.16 37.49 270
9800 37.58 -0.47 37.58 271
9825 37.47 -0.52 37,47 271
9850 37,78 -0,18 37.78 270
10750 36.52 -7.01 37.19 281
10775 36.09 -6.47 36.67 280
10800 36.35 -6.47 36.92 280
10825 36.67 -5.61 37.10 279
10850 36.45 -5.26 36.83 278
11750 38,84 -9.83 40.07 284
11775 38.64 -10.43 40,03 285
11800 38.97 -10.92 40.47 285
11825 39.16 -10.53 40.55 285
11850 39.45 -10.71 40.88 285
9875 38.07 -0.33 38.07 270
9900 38.39 -0.35 38.39 270
9925 38.41 -0,65 38.41 270
9950 38.00 -1.13 38.01 272
9975 37.84 -1.73 37.88 272
10875 36.11 -5.29 36.50 278
10900 35.74 -4,82 36.07 278
10925 35,98 -5.27 36.36 278
10950 36.01 -8.41 36.41 278
10975 35.60 -4.97 35.95 278
11875 39.38 -11.20 40,94 286
11900 39.27 -11.23 40.84 286
11925 39.79 -11,75 41.49 286
11950 39.79 -12.14 41.60 287
11975 39.58 -12.40 41,48 287
10000 37.75 -h95 37.80 273
10025 38.11 -2.46 38,19 274
10050 38.28 -2,94 38.39 274
10075 38.01 -2.88 38,12 274
10100 38.04 -3.14 38,17 275
llO00 35.46 -4.66 35.77 277
11025 35.58 -4.73 35.89 277
11050 35.14 -4.83 36.06 278
11075 36.04 -4.41 36.31 277
11100 36.27 -4.63 36,57 277
12000 40.14 -13.40 42.32 288
12025 40.30 -13.69 42.56 289
12050 40.05 -13.41 42.24 288
12075 39.02 -16.16 42.26 289
12100 39.79 -14.08 42,21 289
10125 38.28 -3.81 38.47 276
10150 38.53 -4.08 38.74 276
10175 38.49 -4.29 38.73 276
10200 38,35 -4.58 38.63 277
10225 38.13 -4.A3 38,39 276
11125 36.36 -4.35 36.62 277
11150 36.27 -3.64 36.45 276
11175 36.16 -4.52 36.44 277
11200 36.38 -4.89 36,71 277
11225 36.78 -4.52 37.05 277
12125 40.15 -13.22 42,27 288
12150 40.43 -13.86 42.74 289
12175 40.64 -14.00 42.99 289
12200 41.07 -16.22 43,46 289
12225 41.29 -14.88 43.89 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, RX " Z_NAL CSMP8NENIt WZ * MERIDI_NAL CBNPSNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTISN
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FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1912 03/18/65, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC 0E0 METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12250 41o30 -14.36 43.73 289 13250 43,74 -0.99 43*75 271 14250 33*32 4.80 33.67 262
12275 41.29 -14,36 43.72 289 13275 44.06 -I,46 44.09 272 1A275 33.32 4.37 33.61 262
12300 41.16 -14.95 43.79 290 13300 44,41 -2.18 44,46 273 14300 33,22 4.07 33,47 263
12325 40.91 -14,95 43.55 290 13325 44°33 -1.46 44.36 272 14325 33.18 3.89 33.41 263
12350 41.01 -15.40 43.81 290 13350 44.61 -1.96 44.65 272 14350 33.09 3.66 33.29 264
12375 41.25 -15.97 44.23 291
12400 41.05 -15.82 43.99 291
12425 41.45 -15.79 44.35 291
12450 41,55 -15.60 44,38 290
12475 41.10 -15.34 43*87 290
13375 46.65 -1.86 44.69 272
13400 44.74 -2.33 44.80 273
13425 45.35 -3.35 45.47 274
13450 45*44 -2.58 45,51 273
13475 45*32 -2.21 45.38 273
14375 33.26 3.07 33.40 265
14400 33.12 3.81 33.34 263
14425 33.05 4.35 33.34 262
14450 33.17 4.11 33.42 263
14475 33.05 4,00 33.29 263
12500 40.85 -15.08 43.59 290
12525 40.50 -14.16 42.91 289
12550 40.22 -13.70 42,49 289
12575 39.A2 -12.56 41.37 287
12600 38.38 -11.18 39.97 286
13500 45.57 -3.26 45.69 274
13525 45.42 -2.70 45.50 273
13550 44.41 -2.25 44.46 273
13575 43.03 -1.13 43.04 271
13600 62,92 -1.39 42.94 272
14500 32.78 4.28 33.06 262
14525 32.53 5.13 32.93 261
14550 32.88 4.16 33.15 263
14575 33.07 3.63 33.27 264
14600 32.95 3.98 38.19 263
12625 37.69 -10.72 39.19 286
12650 37,34 -9.90 38.63 285
12675 36,96 -8.63 37.95 283
12700 36.90 -7.42 37.64 281
12725 36.69 -5.58 37.11 278
13625 41.96 -1.19 41.98 271
13650 41.44 -0.52 41.44 271
13675 40.88 -0.81 40.88 271
13700 39.91 -0.45 39.91 270
13725 38*73 0.88 38*74 269
14625 32.85 4.07 33.11 263
14650 32.82 4.46 33.12 262
14675 32.97 3.80 33,19 263
14700 32.97 3.71 33.17 263
14725 32,78 4.45 33.08 262
12750 36.06 -3.77 36.25 276
12775 36.57 -3.07 36.70 275
12800 37.15 -1,83 37.20 273
12825 37.57 -1.16 37.58 272
12850 38.54 -0.75 38.55 271
13750 38.03 1.22 38.04 268
13775 37.74 1.70 37.78 267
13800 36.97 2,52 37.05 266
13825 37.22 2.03 37.27 267
13850 37.20 0.99 37.22 268
14750 32.62 4.51 32.93 262
14775 32.45 4.48 32.75 262
14800 32.44 4.64 32.77 262
14825 32.44 4.79 32.79 261
14850 32.18 5.45 32.63 260
12875 39.00 O,TO 39.00 269
12900 38.88 1.13 38.90 268
12925 39.00 1.50 39*03 268
12950 39.71 1.77 39.75 267
12975 40.30 0.89 40.31 269
13875 36.85 0.12 36.85 270
13900 36.56 1.35 36.58 268
13925 36.43 2.16 36.49 266
13950 36.05 2.10 36.11 266
13975 36*23 2.00 36.28 267
14875 31.96 6.02 32.52 259
14900 31.84 6.04 32.41 259
14925 31.41 6.56 32.04 258
14950 31.31 6.77 32.03 258
14975 31.26 6.86 32.01 257
13000 40.48 1.10 40.50 268
13025 40.65 1.06 40.66 268
13050 40.99 0.63 41.00 269
13075 41.25 0.61 41.25 269
13100 41,79 0.56 41.79 269
14000 36.02 2.80 36.13 265
14025 35,96 2.20 36.03 266
14050 36,15 2,62 36.25 266
14075 35.63 2.83 35.74 265
16100 35,01 4.01 35.24 263
15000 31.48 6.78 32.20 258
15025 31.54 6.88 32.29 258
15050 31.44 7.11 32.23 257
15075 30.79 7.96 31.81 255
15100 30.56 8.65 31.76 254
13125 42.37 0.03 A2,37 270
13150 42.78 -0*94 42.79 271
13175 43.22 -1.94 43.26 272
13200 43.04 -1.02 43.05 271
13225 43.43 -1.36 43.45 272
14125 34.53 4.90 34.88 262
14150 34.31 4.10 34.55 265
14175 33.99 4.05 34.23 263
14200 33.81 5.06 34.19 261
14225 33.25 6.31 33.84 259
15125 30.57 9.66 32.06 252
15150 30.48 9.31 31.87 253
15175 30,50 9.16 31.85 253
15200 30.52 9.02 31.83 253
15225 30.54 8.88 31.81 254
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CgMP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1912 03118165, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEG
15250 31.28 9*86 32.79 252
15275 31.34 10.26 32.47 252
15300 31.40 10.65 33.16 251
15325 30.80 9.59 32.26 253
15350 30.40 7.08 31.22 257
15375 30.74 9.42 32.15 253
15400 30.76 8.72 31.97 254
15425 30.32 7.11 31.14 257
15450 30.53 6.87 31.29 257
15475 30.59 6.52 31.27 258
15500 30.45 6.69 31.18 257
15525 30.53 5,78 31.08 259
15550 30.46 5,56 30.97 259
15575 30.39 5.34 30.86 260
15600 30.48 5,45 30.96 260
15625 30.97 5.42 31._4 260
15650 31.13 4.08 31.60 262
15675 31.07 3,42 31.26 264
15700 31.02 2,77 31.14 265
15725 30.39 -O.lO 30,39 270
15750 31.75 4.05 32.00 263
15775 31.67 4.13 31.94 262
15800 31.19 2.88 31.32 265
10825 31.50 2.64 31.61 265
15850 31.82 5.11 31,98 264
15875 31.95 0.93 31.96 268
15900 30.00 0.29 30.01 269
15925 29.59 O.RO 29.60 268
15950 29.17 1.31 29.20 267
15975 28.76 1.82 28.82 266
16000 26.82 3.42 27.04 263
ALT = ALTITUDEp WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ • MERIOIBNAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-57 PAGE291
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1805 03/20/65* 0100ZI EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLORIDA
ALT HX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ HS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
200 2,65 7.69 7.88 198 1200 6.02 12.13 13.56 206 2200 6.65 16.68 16,11 204
225 3.56 7.41 8.22 205 1225 5.80 12,37 13.67 205 2225 6.68 16.58 16.01 204
250 4.3T 7.45 8.66 210 1250 5.87 12.64 13.94 205 2250 7.08 16.60 16.23 206
2T5 5.26 7.53 9.19 215 1275 5.88 12.85 16.13 206 22T5 7.69 16.70 16.50 207
300 5.90 7.69 9.70 217 1300 5.56 12.90 16.04 203 2300 7.66 16.79 16.65 207
325 6.35 7.90 10.14 219
350 6.66 8.16 10.51 219
375 7.66 8.61 11.26 221
600 7.84 8.70 11.72 222
625 7.65 9.00 11.68 219
1325 5.07 12.81 [3.78 201
1350 6.86 12.89 13.78 EOO
1375 6.85 13.10 13.97 200
1600 4.77 13.31 16.14 200
1625 %.57 13.37 16.13 199
2325 7.92 16.82 16.8L 208
2350 8.21 14.97 17.07 209
2375 8.00 14.92 16.93 208
2600 8.07 15.02 17.08 208
2625 8.61 15.1T 17.64 209
650 7.62 9.33 11.92 218
675 7.72 9.72 12.41 218
500 8.19 10.19 13.08 219
525 8.88 10.76 13.95 219
550 9.20 11o34 16.60 219
1450 6.36 13.18 13.88 198
1675 %.21 13.12 13.98 198
1500 4.26 13.20 13.86 198
1525 4.62 13.29 14,01 198
1550 6.66 13.38 14.10 198
2450 8.89 16.64 17.13 211
2675 9.18 13.78 16.56 213
2500 9.69 13.21 16.26 216
2525 10.06 13.07 16.68 217
2550 10.54 12.97 16.71 219
575 8.68 11.79 14.6% 216
600 7.98 12.48 16.81 212
625 8.17 11.63 16.21 215
650 8.91 10.20 13.56 221
675 9.08 10.13 13.61 222
1575 4.61 13.38 14.09 198
1600 4.61 13.35 16.06 198
1625 4.39 13.40 14.10 198
1650 4.38 13.80 14.19 198
1675 4.60 13.61 16.30 I98
2575 11.15 12.93 17.08 221
2600 12.06 12.74 17.53 223
2625 12.56 12.27 17.56 225
2650 12.96 12.05 17.70 227
2675 13.33 12.11 18.01 228
TO0 8.86 10.03 13.38 221
725 8.66 10.02 13.12 220
750 8.01 lO,OO 12.81 219
775 8.06 10.19 12.98 218
800 8.28 10.61 13.30 218
1700 4.45 13.93 14.63 198
1725 6.63 16.62 15.08 197
1750 6.62 16,96 15.60 196
1775 6.56 15.26 15.90 196
1800 6.59 15.07 15.75 197
2700 13.56 12.19 18.22 228
2725 13.50 12.39 18.32 227
2750 13.67 12.71 18.52 226
2775 13.61 13_19 18.95 226
2800 13.72 13.62 19.33 225
825 8.39 10.49 13.65 218
850 8.25 10.62 13.65 218
875 7.68 10.53 13.0% 216
900 7.18 10.66 12.67 214
925 T.O7 10.55 12.71 214
1825 4*56 16o80 15.68 197
1850 6.61 16.78 15.48 197
1875 6.52 16.80 15.68 197
1900 6.07 1%.69 15.25 195
1925 3.90 14.56 15.05 195
2825 13.86 16.04 19.72 224
2850 13.95 16.36 20.02 224
2875 16.12 16.62 20.32 224
2900 16.60 14.94 20.75 226
2925 16.50 15.15 20.97 224
950 7.31 10.80 13.04 214
975 7.29 10.99 13.19 213
lOOO 6.89 10.91 12.90 212
1025 6.67 10.78 12.57 211
1050 6.35 10.88 12.60 210
1950 4.08 16.32 14.89 196
1975 4.36 16.25 16.90 197
2000 6.67 16.08 16.83 198
2025 %.98 16.01 14.86 199
2050 5.28 16.10 15.06 200
2980 14.43 15.21 20.97 223
2975 14.46 15.16 20.95 223
3000 16.66 15.49 21.33 223
3025 16.71 15.82 21.60 223
3080 16.52 15.76 _1.4_ _
1078 6.36 11.11 12.80 210
llO0 6.26 11.32 12.93 209
1125 6.2% 11.48 13.06 208
1150 6.36 11.59 13.21 208
1175 6.33 11.86 13.44 208
2075 5.62 16.16 15.24 201
2100 5.86 14.28 15.63 282
2125 6.03 14.29 15.51 203
2150 6.30 16.62 15.76 203
2175 6.58 16.67 16.08 204
3075 14.55 16.06 21.66 222
3100 14.52 16.25 21.79 222
3125 16.A1 16.62 21.85 221
3150 14.57 16.57 22.07 221
3175 16.87 16.32 22.08 222
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSHPSNENTt WZ = MERIOIONAL CgMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHEREWINO VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1806 03/20165w OlOOZ* EASTERN TEST RANGEB FLBREDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
3200 15.1% 15.96 22.00 223 6200 21.99 16.71 26.66 236 5200 19.73 1%.37 26.61 234
3225 15.46 15.78 22.09 224 4225 21.97 14.79 26.68 236 5225 19.64 14.76 24.56 233
3250 15.86 15.33 22.05 226 4250 22.03 16.81 26.55 236 5250 19.75 15.12 24.88 232
3275 16.%0 16.76 22.06 228 6275 22.21 16.90 26.76 286 5275 19.90 15.5% 25.25 232
3300 16.86 16.58 22.294 229 4300 22.26 15.10 26.88 236 5800 20.10 15.97 25.67 231
3325 16.95 16.38 22.23 230
3350 17.11 16.20 22.23 230
3375 17.60 13.97 22.32 231
3600 17.54 13,77 22.30 232
3%25 17.62 13.74 22.36 232
6325 22.17 15.27 26.92 235
4350 21.96 15.63 26.82 235
%375 21,68 15.52 26,66 23%
4400 21.86 15.61 26.85 236
4425 22.25 15.60 27.18 235
5325 20.69 16.29 26.33 232
5350 21.27 16.76 27.08 232
5375 21.22 16.97 27.17 231
5600 21.16 17.03 27.17 231
5425 21.02 17.22 27.17 230
3650 17.67 13,88 22.47 232
3475 17.49 13.86 22.30 231
3500 17o60 13.76 22,18 231
3525 17.63 13,53 22.07 232
3550 17.61 13.19 21.84 233
4650 22.61 15.22 27.26 236
6475 22.76 16.79 27.16 237
6500 22.89 16.35 2T.02 238
%525 22.96 13.78 26.78 239
6550 23.16 13.50 26.79 260
5650 20.77 17.35 27.06 230
5475 20.66 17.60 26.97 229
5500 20.21 17.89 26.99 228
_525 20.16 17.95 26.98 228
5550 20.16 18.00 27.02 228
3575 17.63 13.31 22.09 233
3600 17.63 13.25 22.06 233
3625 17.20 13.01 21.56 233
3650 16.83 12.93 21.22 232
3675 16.51 12.69 20.82 232
4575 23.23 13.20 26.72 260
4600 23.38 13.20 26.85 240
6625 23.33 13.17 26.79 260
6650 23.00 13.08 26.66 260
6675 22.82 13.24 26.38 260
5575 20.16 18.07 27.07 228
5600 20.15 18.12 27.09 228
5625 20.12 18.30 27.20 228
5650 20.19 18.22 27.19 228
5675 20.61 18.06 27.25 228
3700 16.%1 12.17 20.63 233
3725 16.48 11.86 20.31 234
3750 16.%9 11.86 20.31 234
3775 16.59 11.78 20.35 236
3800 16.7% 11.90 20.56 234
6700 22.67 13.25 26.26 260
6725 22.52 13.25 26.13 239
6750 22.36 13.38 26.06 239
6775 21.96 13.55 25.81 238
4800 21.69 13.49 25.54 238
5700 20.58 18.50 27.67 228
5725 20.88 19.14 28.32 227
5750 21.32 19.19 28.68 228
5775 21.79 18.97 28.89 229
5800 21.8T 19.09 29.03 229
3825 17.30 12.58 21.39 234
3850 17.80 13.05 22.07 23%
3875 18.10 12.96 22.27 234
3900 18.25 12.66 22.21 235
3925 18.60 12.65 22.50 236
6825 21;75 13.25 25.67 238
6850 21.T2 13.06 25.34 239
6875 21.51 13.06 25.17 239
%900 21.37 13.27 25.15 238
6925 21.18 13.19 2%.98 238
5825 22.26 19.12 29.33 229
5850 22.96 19.08 29.86 230
5875 23.49 19.08 30.26 231
5900 23.98 19.06 30.62 231
5925 26.22 18.77 30,66 232
3950 19.18 12.75 23.03 236
3975 19.6% 12.72 23.60 237
6000 20.23 12.95 26.02 237
6025 20.82 13.19 26.65 237
4050 21.36 13.62 25.22 238
4950 21.08 13.36 2%.94 237
%975 21.06 13.62 25.08 237
5000 20.83 13.68 26.92 237
5025 20.72 13.83 26.91 236
5050 20.52 13.78 26.72 236
5950 24.69 18.58 30.74 233
5975 24.65 18.71 30.9% 233
6000 26.87 18.65 31.09 233
6025 25.13 18.36 31.11 236
6050 25.26 18.19 31.11 236
6075 21.82 13.56 25.69 238
6100 22.05 13.83 26.03 238
6125 21.93 16.14 26.09 237
6150 21.91 16.33 26.18 237
6175 22.05 16.58 26.43 236
5075 20.60 13.92 2%.70 236
5100 20.16 14.03 24.56 235
5125 19.78 16.12 24.30 236
5150 19.60 16,60 26.32 236
5175 19.70 16.63 26.61 236
6075 25.43 17.81 31.05 235
6100 25*65 17,40 31.00 236
6125 26.16 17.26 31.34 236
6150 26.57 16.97 31.52 237
6175 26.57 17.11 31.60 237
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, MZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS ffi WIND SPEEO, THETA - WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 292 TABLE I 1-57 (con't)
FPS-]6 RADRR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBC]TY PR2F|LE
TEST NUNOER ]804 03/20/631 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE] FLmRXOA
ALT WX M2 MS THETA ALT NX MZ MS THETA 6LT WX MZ MS THETA
mETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
6200 26,78 17,04 31,76 237 7200 28,96 ]4,37 32,60 243 8200 29,94 ]6,63 34*25 24]
6223 27,05 16,76 3],82 238 7225 29,01 14,42 32,60 26] 8225 29,97 16,36 34°23 241
6230 27,18 16,82 31o97 238 7250 28,92 ]4,30 32°30 263 8250 30o31 ]6,29 34,6] 262
6275 27,35 16,35 31,87 239 7275 28,92 16,20 32,22 244 8275 30*30 16,52 36,51 242
6300 27,59 ]5,96 31,88 240 7300 28,78 14°10 32,03 246 8300 30,64 16,63 34*86 241
6325 27,77 15,97 32,04 260
6350 27,96 15,66 52,05 261
6373 28,01 13,42 31,97 242
6600 28*]6 15,]0 31,95 262
6425 28*27 14,75 31,09 242
7325 28,68 14,19 32,00 244
7350 28,71 13,e7 31,95 244
7375 28,58 ]3,96 3],81 244
7400 28,64 ]3.90 31.83 246
7425 28,68 ]6,06 31,93 246
8325 3],10 17,20 35,56 241
8350 30.96 ]8,20 35.92 239
83_5 31,15 18,38 36o16 239
8400 31.69 18.50 36*70 240
8425 32.02 18.70 37*08 240
6650 28,23 ]4,38 31*68 243
6475 28,41 14,22 31,77 263
6500 20*40 13,96 31,65 244
6525 28,51 ]3*69 31o63 244
6550 28,66 13,60 31,7] 264
7450 28,34 16,12 31,84 244
7473 28,41 13,75 31,56 _44
7500 2R,63 13,96 31,68 246
7525 28,53 16,13 31,84 243
7550 28,53 13,90. 31,73 244
8450 32,01 18,85 37,15 239
e475 31,68 19,26 37,07 239
8500 31,70 19,00 37,03 239
8525 31.66 18,99 36,91 239
8550 31,63 19,10 36,95 239
6575 28,61 13,46 31,61 245
6600 28,59 13,68 31,61 265
6625 28,74 13,35 31o69 265
6650 29,06 ]3*02 31o84 246
6675 29*55 12,56 32,11 247
7575 28,35 14,00 31,62 244
7600 28,25 16,18 31,61 243
7625 28,02 ]6,20 31,41 243
7650 27,80 14,06 31,05 243
7675 27.87 14,20 31o28 243
8575 31.89 ]8.83 37.03 239
8600 31.77 18.86 36,96 239
8625 31,64 19,3] 37.07 238
8650 31,98 19,37 37,39 239
8675 31,95 19,33 37,35 239
6700 29,55 12,23 31,98 267
6725 29,48 ]1,86 31,77 248
6730 29*35 11,60 31,56 248
6773 29,22 ]1,22 31,30 249
6800 29,39 ]1,19 31,43 249
7700 27*82 14,47 31.36 242
7725 27,76 14,68 31,41 242
7750 27.77 ]6.85 31.49 242
7775 27,69 14,83 32,41 242
7800 27,90 15,30 32,7Z 24]
8700 31,61 19,67 37*24 238
8725 31,75 ]9*52 37°27 238
8750 31.68 19.69 37*30 238
8775 31.37 20.26 37.36 237
8800 3],77 19,85 37*66 238
6825 29.4] 11,46 31,57 249
6850 29,21 11,64 3],44 248
6875 28,87 ]1,85 31o21 248
6900 28,99 ]2,18 31,45 247
6925 28.87 12,46 3],44 246
7825 27,85 15,42 31,83 241
7850 27,93 ]5,53 31,96 241
7875 27°87 ]5,25 31,77 24]
7900 27,61 ]5,27 31,55 241
7925 27,e9 ]5,51 32,00 24]
8825 32.97 19.19 38.15 240
8850 33.17 19.24 38*35 240
8875 33_27 ]8*96 3B,29 260
8900 33,67 19,26 38°62 240
8925 33°18 19,62 38*44 239
6950 28,44 12,95 31,25 245
6975 28.37 13,19 31,29 245
7000 28,23 13,36 3],23 244
7025 27*92 13,99 31.23 243
7050 27,67 14,21 3],11 243
7950 27.98 15,36 31,92 241
7975 28,18 13,76 32,28 261
8000 28.57 16,17 32,83 240
8025 28.75 16.53 33.16 240
8050 28,98 16.85 33.52 240
8930 33,03 19,00 38,11 260
8975 32,97 18,72 37,92 240
9000 33.12 18.Ol 37.70 241
9025 33*06 ]7,79 37.54 242
9050 32,92 17,64 37,35 262
7075 27,70 14,36 31*20 242
7100 27,97 ]4,42 31,47 243
7125 28,17 14,57 31,71 242
7150 28,25 14,94 31,96 242
7175 28,61 14,7] 32,18 243
8075 29,24 16.85 33*75 240
8100 29,59 16,50 33,88 241
8125 29,62 16,67 33,99 240
8150 29*65 17,05 34,20 240
8175 29,97 16,76 34.33 241
9075 33.20 17.43 37.50 242
9100 33.25 17.17 37.42 243
9125 33.lB 16.72 37.15 263
9130 33,65 ]6.15 37.33 244
e175 33,6] 15,93 37,]9 244
ALT = ALTITUOEe MX = ZSNAL CIMPONENTt MZ = MERIDISNAL CBMPBNENTw US = MINC 5PEEOe THETA • MIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCiTY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1804 03/20/65t O_OOZ* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIOA
ALT MX ME _S THETA ALT MX MZ US THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS R/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS H/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
9200 33,]0 16,53 37,00 243 10200 36,47 16,27 39,93 246 11200 37,17 14,91 40,05 248
9225 33,42 16,38 37,22 244 ]0225 36,69 16.09 40,07 266 ]1225 36,89 14,37 39,59 249
9250 33,66 ]6,22 37,37 244 10250 36,86 16,02 40,19 246 ]1250 36*6] 13,26 38,93 250
9275 33,]2 17613 37*29 242 10275 36,57 16,24 40,01 246 11275 36,44 12,68 38,59 25]
9300 33,06 17,11 37,22 242 10300 36,29 16,1] 39,70 246 11300 35*87 12.19 37,89 251
9325 33*56 16.83 37.56 243
9350 33.38 17.62 3T.75 242
9375 33,56 18,03 38,10 262
9400 33*62 18,18 38,22 261
9425 33.39 E7,96 37*90 242
]0325 36,50 16,07 39,88 246
10350 36,43 16,20 39,87 246
10375 36.42 ]6.33 39.9] 246
10400 36,55 16,32 40,03 246
10425 36,41 16,17 39,84 246
11325 35,84 ]2,78 38,05 250
]1350 36,$7 12,44 38,63 251
]1375 37.07 12,07 38,99 252
11600 56.60 12,42 38.65 251
11425 36,12 12,79 36.32 250
9450 33,38 17,84 37,85 242
9475 33,86 18,35 38,50 261
9500 34.57 18.45 3%19 242
9525 35,21 18,09 3%58 243
9550 36 04 17.59 40,10 244
20450 36,27 16,53 39,86 245
10475 36,48 16,34 39,97 246
]0500 36*47 ]6,58 40,06 245
10525 36*03 17,25 39,95 244
10530 36,15 17,]6 40.02 244
11450 36,61 12,36 38,66 251
11475 36,94 ]1,47 38,68 253
11500 35,95 12,90 38.20 250
11525 36,31 12,37 38,36 251
11550 36.67 11,53 38.46 252
9575 36,17 17,52 40.19 246
9600 36.30 17.60 40,36 244
9625 36,57 16*86 40*27 245
9650 37.02 16.57 40*56 246
9675 37*20 16,89 40,85 245
10575 36,98 17,06 40.72 245
10600 36,99 17,11 40.75 245
10625 36,_2 17,38 40,53 244
10650 36.59 17.29 40.67 2_5
]0675 36.50 17.22 40.36 245
11575 36,39 12,67 38,46 251
11600 36,72 ]1,75 38,56 252
11625 37,20 ]1,79 39,02 252
11650 37,91 11,59 39.66 253
]1675 38,46 11,10 40_03 254
9700 37.27 16.35 40,70 246
9725 37.63 15.68 40,77 247
9750 37.96 15,24 40,90 268
9775 38.74 15.07 4L.57 269
9800 39,09 15,03 41,88 249
10700 36.71 17,]6 40.53 245
]0725 36.81 17,16 40,61 245
10750 36.50 17,35 40,41 244
lOTT5 36.3[ 17.|6 40.[7 245
10800 36,43 17,04 40.22 245
11700 38,79 11,52 40.66 253
11725 39.61 11,32 41,20 254
11750 40,16 10,48 41,5] 255
11775 60.23 10,13 41.48 256
]1800 60,10 10,28 4L.40 255
9825 39.09 15.13 41,92 269
9850 38,83 15.72 41,89 248
9875 38.42 16,29 41,73 247
9900 38.32 16.29 41.66 24T
9925 37.94 16.31 41,30 247
10825 36*67 16,67 60,28 245
10850 36.84 16.54 40.38 246
10875 36.62 16,83 40.30 245
lOgO0 36.76 16.87 40.65 Z45
10925 37.07 16.83 40.71 245
]1825 39,76 10,50 4],10 255
11850 40,16 9,65 4],30 256
11875 40.80 8.38 4],66 258
11900 40.19 9,21 41,23 25T
11925 40.09 '8.75 41,03 258
9950 37.56 16.12 40°88 247
q975 37.19 15.97 40.67 247
10000 36.81 15.96 40o12 246
10025 36.74 16.18 40.14 246
10050 36.67 16.10 40*05 246
10950 36.96 17,02 40.69 245
10978 36,98 16.85 40,64 245
11000 36.69 16,86 40.38 243
I]023 36*52 16,67 40,15 265
11050 36,81 16.54 40*36 246
11930 40,46 8.02 4],25 259
]1975 40.39 8,65 41,31 258
12000 40,56 8,98 41,54 257
12025 40,56 9.14 41.58 25T
12050 40.39 9.36 41.46 257
10075 36,50 16,19 39.93 246
10100 36,12 16.29 39,62 246
10125 36.67 15.65 39.87 247
10150 37.02 15,65 40.20 247
10175 36,56 15,9[ 39.87 246
11075 36,84 16,72 40.46 265
IllO0 36,88 16.76 40,51 245
11125 37,12 16,49 40.62 246
11150 37.25 IS.T1 60.42 247
11175 37,11 15.25 40.12 247
12075 40.77 9,3B 41.83 257
12100 41,33 8.78 42.25 258
12125 40*86 8*99 41.83 257
12150 40.76 8.72 41.68 258
12175 60.86 8.29 41.70 258
ALT • ALTITUDE, NX • Z8NAL CSMPONENT, MZ • MERIOIONAL CBMPONENT, MS • M[NC SPEED_ THETA = MINO DIRECT[SN
ALT WX WE MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12200 40*43 0.74 41.36 259
12225 41.31 8.22 42.12 259
12250 42.09 8.02 42.84 259
12275 42.59 6.53 43.09 261
12300 43,23 5.30 43.56 253
TABLE It-57 (con't) PAGE293
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1804 03/20/65t 0200Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLmRIDA
ALT MX _Z WS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE MISEC DEG
13200 48.69 10.46 49.81 258 16200 60.57 13*T8 42.85 251
13225 49*24 10.36 50.32 258 14225 40.60 14.18 43.01 251
13250 49.41 11.42 50.71 257 14250 40.94 13.51 43.11 252
13275 49.31 12.56 50*89 256 14275 40.70 14.16 45.10 251
13300 49.69 12*71 51.28 255 16500 40.70 14.48 43.20 250
12325 43.34 5.94 43.74 262
12350 42.97 5.70 43.35 262
12375 42.41 6.50 42,91 261
12400 43.50 5.41 43.83 263
12425 44.40 4.78 44.66 264
12450 44*88 4.70 45.12 264
12475 45.64 4.11 45.83 265
12500 46.25 3,72 46.40 265
12525 47,90 2.48 47.96 267
12550 48.52 1.99 48.36 267
12575 48.39 2,27 48.45 267
12600 48.48 2.23 48.53 267
12625 48.80 2.08 48*84 267
12650 49,10 1,98 49.14 268
12675 49.32 1.64 49.34 268
12700 49.30 1.59 49.32 268
12725 49*32 1.88 49.35 268
12750 49.45 h79 49,48 268
12775 49.91 1.83 49.95 268
12800 50.19 2,19 50.23 267
12825 50.38 1.31 50.39 268
12850 50.09 1.79 50.12 268
12875 50.01 2.71 50*08 267
12900 50,11 3.23 50.22 266
12925 49*58 4.75 49.80 264
12950 49*75 5.06 50.00 264
12975 49*60 5*95 49.95 263
13000 48.91 6*47 49.33 262
13025 49.05 6.41 49*47 262
13075 48.89 7.79 49.51 261
13100 48.84 7.94 49.48 261
13125 48.68 8.67 49.44 260
13150 48.63 9.27 49.51 259
13175 48.39 10.12 49.44 258
13325 49.52 12.81 51.14 255
13350 49.66 13.53 51.47 255
13375 49.94 13.57 51.75 255
13400 49.17 15.02 51.61 253
13425 48.53 15.84 51.05 252
14325 40.50 14.58 43.04 250
14350 40.30 14.67 42.89 250
14375 38.65 16.81 42.15 246
14400 38.79 17.48 42*55 246
14425 39.05 17.34 42.73 246
13450 48.06 15.41 50.47 252
13475 47.53 15.75 49.58 251
13500 46.69 16.36 49.47 251
13525 46,24 16.96 49.25 250
13550 46.11 17.09 49.18 249
14450 39.14 17.52 42.89 246
14475 38.83 18*82 43.15 244
14500 39.04 19,77 43.76 243
14525 39.04 20.23 43.97 262
14550 38.22 20.81 43.52 241
13575 46.01 16.62 48.92 250
13600 45*88 17.05 48.93 249
13625 46.09 17.10 49.16 249
13650 46.27 16.59 49.15 250
13675 46.38 15.92 49.04 251
14375 37,57 21.29 43.19 240
14600 57.56 22.19 43.62 239
14625 37.72 22.27 45.80 239
14650 37,88 22.36 43.98 239
14675 38.25 23.24 44.75 239
13700 46.43 15.05 48.81 252
13725 46.47 15.53 48.99 251
13750 47.13 14.80 49.40 252
13775 47.52 13.08 49.29 254
13800 47.21 12.50 48.84 255
14700 38.33 23.78 45.11 238
14725 38.34 23.74 45.10 238
14750 37.85 24.05 44.85 237
14775 36.92 25.89 45,09 235
14800 36.87 26.34 45.31 234
13825 47.16 12.61 48.82 255
13850 46.95 12,77 48.66 285
13875 46.69 10.82 47.92 257
13900 46.72 10.34 47.86 257
13925 46.52 10.81' 47.76 257
14825 36.81 26.79 45.53 234
14850 37*50 27.16 46.30 234
14875 38.14 27.71 47.14 234
14900 39*64 28.39 48.76 234
14925 40.31 20.46 49.35 235
13950 46.92 9.92 47*98 258
13975 46.48 10.24 47.6G 257
14000 45.90 9.B0 46*93 258
14025 45*33 9*08 46*23 258
14950 41.00 28.82 50.12 235
14975 42.08 27,81 50.44 236
15000 42.27 27.46 50.41 237
15025 42.46 27.12 50.38 237
14075 44.46 9.94 45.56 257
14100 43.79 11.08 45.17 256
14125 43*05 12.32 44.78 254
14150 42.49 12.44 44.27 253
14175 41.60 12.40 43.41 253
15075 43.02 27.81 51.23 237
15100 43.37 26.75 50.96 238
15125 42.94 26.48 50.45 238
15150 43*87 25*84 50.91 239
15175 44.25 25.52 51.08 240
ALT = ALTITUDEe MX = ZENAL CBMPBNENTe NZ " NERID[BNAL CBMPBNENT* MS = NINE SPEEO* THETA = MIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE W|ND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1804 03/20/651 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FL8R|OA
ALT _X MZ MS THETA ALT WX M2 MS THET& ALT NX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
15200 44.18 25.19 50.86 240
15225 44.38 24,58 50.73 241
15250 44.33 23.70 50.27 242
15275 44.17 22.26 49.46 243
15300 43.94 21.59 48.96 244
15325 43.86 19.99 48*20 245
15350 43.24 18.42 47.00 247
18378 42.50 16.51 45.59 249
15400 42.10 15.33 44.80 250
15425 40.73 15.14 43.45 249
15450 38.81 15.66 41.77 248
15475 38.50 15.07 61.35 248
15500 38.20 14,69 40.93 249
15525 36.13 14.47 40.78 249
15550 38.06 14.24 40.64 24q
15575 38.07 13.98 40.56 250
15600 36*18 14.27 40*76 249
15625 38.41 13.67 40.77 250
15650 38.69 12.81 40.76 251
15675 38.08 13.12 40.28 251
15700 38.08 13.02 40.26 251
15725 38.07 12.93 40.21 251
15750 37.96 12.56 39.99 252
15775 37.84 11.10 39.43 253
15800 38,77 9,66 39.96 256
15825 38.97 10.61 40.38 255
15850 38,59 10.86 40.09 254
15875 37.66 10.65 39.33 254
15900 37.15 11.37 38*86 253
15925 37.55 11.02 39*13 253
15950 37.49 11.20 39.13 253
15975 36.96 12.36 38.97 251
16000 36*98 12.25 38.95 251
ALT = ALTITUDEt MX = Z8NAL CEMP8NENTt ME " MERIOI8NAE C8MPBNENT_ MS =M[NC SPEEOI THETA = MIND O[REET|BN
PAGE294 TABLE 11-58
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPMERE WIND _ELECI7_ PREFILE
TES7 NUMBER 1817 03121/65t 2338Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FEERIEA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS IHETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG
275 -2*81 -12.64 12,95 12
300 -3.20 -13.32 13.70 13
325 -2.84 -13,63 13.92 12
350 -2.28 -13.52 13,72 g
375 -2.08 -13.81 13.97 8
4C0 -1.95 -13.88 14.02 8
425 -2.41 -13.25 13.47 10
450 -3.07 -12.59 E2.96 17
475 -3.98 -12.31 12.94 18
500 -4.73 -1Z*13 13.02 21
525 -5.07 -12.19 13.20 22
550 -5.61 -12.18 13,91 25
575 -6.19 -II.79 E3.32 28
600 -6.71 -11.38 13.21 30
625 -7.46 -10.92 13.23 34
650 -8.17 -10.44 13.26 38
675 -8.62 -10.04 13,23 40
700 -9*O6 -9*59 13.19 43
725 -9.39 -9.19 13.14 45
150 -9*57 -8.73 12.95 R7
775 -9.67 -8.26 12*72 _9
800 -9.81 -7.91 12,60 51
8Z5 -I0.08 -7.64 12.65 53
850 -10.28 -7.35 12.64 54
875 -10.53 -7.02 12.66 56
900 -10*98 -6,70 12.87 58
925 -11.43 -6.31 13.06 61
950 -11.61 -5.80 12.98 6!
915 -11.56 -5*09 12.63 66
EOO0 -11,56 -4.46 12.39 69
1025 -11.80 -4.05 12.48 71
1050 -11.95 -3.82 12.54 72
1075 -11.87 -3,47 12.37 74
1100 -11.82 -3.14 12.23 75
1125 -11.26 -2.92 11,63 75
1150 -9.77 -2.40 10.06 76
1115 -8.51 -1.75 8.69 78
1200 -8.37 -1.35 8.48 BI
1225 -8.31 -1.47 8.44 BO
1250 -1*82 -I*17 7.91 81
1275 -7,54 -0.23 7.54 88
1300 -7.01 0*65 7.05 95
1325 -6.29 1,16 6*39 1CO
1350 -5._5 0.91 5.53 99
1375 -4.23 1.07 4.37 1C4
1400 -3.24 1.14 3.43 IC9
1425 -2.74 1.C1 2.92 110
1450 -2.54 1,38 2.89 118
1475 -2.43 1.61 2.92 123
1500 -2.23 1.62 2.76 126
1525 -1.95 1.77 2.64 132
1550 -1.51 1.94 2,46 142
1575 -0.76 1.90 2.05 158
1600 0.C3 2.13 2.13 181
162D 0.48 2.17 2.22 192
1650 0.58 1.63 1.73 199
1675 0.67 1.29 1.45 2C7
1700 0.66 1.32 1.47 207
1725 0.54 1.56 1,66 2CI
1750 0.33 1.22 1.26 195
1715 0.23 0.88 C.gl 195
leCO 0.12 0,53 0.54 192
1625 0.10 0*03 C*ll 252
1850 0.47 -0.55 0.73 320
1875 1.13 -0.65 1.31 300
1900 1.66 -0.22 1.88 276
1925 2.54 0.43 2.58 260
1950 3.18 1,13 3.37 250
1915 3.26 l. E9 3.77 240
2000 3.18 2.30 3.93 234
2025 3.31 2.66 4.24 231
ZCSO 3.43 3.19 4.68 227
2075 3.50 3.64 5.05 224
2100 3.65 3.91 5.35 223
2125 5.85 4.07 5.60 223
2150 3._7 4.31 5.86 222
2175 4,16 4.47 6.10 223
2200 4.67 4.75 6.66 224
2225 5.14 5.03 7.19 225
2250 4*96 5.09 7.11 224
2275 4.30 5.12 6.69 220
2300 3.83 5.05 6,34 217
2325 3.82 4.89 6.20 218
2350 3.83 4.81 6.14 218
2375 3*86 4.69 6.07 219
2400 4.28 4.55 6.24 223
2425 4.65 4.41 6.41 226
2450 5,58 4.08 6.91 234
2475 7,15 3.81 8.11 242
2500 8.07 3.66 8*86 245
2525 8.51 3.46 9.18 248
2550 8.91 3.40 9.54 249
2575 9.39 3.67 10.08 248
2600 10.10 4*55 11.08 246
2625 11.07 5.65 12.63 243
2650 11.97 7.01 13.87 239
2675 12.71 8.38 15.22 236
2700 13.32 9.30 16.25 235
2725 13,78 lO*Ig 17,14 233
2750 14.33 10.88 17.99 233
2775 14.93 11.07 18,58 233
2800 15.54 10,95 19.01 235
2825 16,09 10.77 19.36 236
2850 16.24 10.60 19.40 237
2875 16.14 10.37 19*19 237
2900 16.17 10,07 19.05 238
2925 16.23 9.93 19.03 238
2950 16,36 9.85 19.10 239
2975 16.42 9.70 19,07 239
3000 16.49 9.62 19.09 240
3025 16.76 9.44 19.24 240
3050 16.83 9.16 19.16 241
3075 16.99 9.05 19.25 242
3100 17.30 9.02 19.51 242
3125 17.73 9.00 19.89 243
3150 18.19 8.86 20.23 244
3175 18.28 8.60 20,21 245
3200 18.55 8.44 20.38 245
3225 18.82 8._8 20.52 246
3250 18.89 7.99 20.51 247
ALT = ALTIIUDE_ WX = ZENAL COMP2_ENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL COMP2NENT, kS • klkC SPEEC, THETA - WIND OIRECTION
FPS-16 RAU_R/JIMSPhERE WIND VELeCIT¥ PREFILE
TEST N_MBER 1817 C3121/659 23382, EASTERN TE_I RANGE, FLORIEA
At7 WX WZ W5 THETA ALT kX W2 kS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OLG METERS M/SEE MISEC RISEC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE CEG
3275 1B.95 7.94 20.54 247
3300 18.94 7.87 20.51 2_7
3325 19.11 7.77 20.63 248
3350 19.36 7*65 20.81 Z48
3315 19.47 7.37 2O.82 "249
3400 19,46 T.lO 20.71 250
3425 19.56 6.96 20.77 250
3450 19.72 6.99 20*92 250
3475 19.69 7.15 2O.95 _SO
3500 19o49 ?*08 20*74 250
3525 19,47 6.97 .20.68 250
3550 19.67 7.01 20.88 250
3575 19.63 6.78 20.77 251
3600 19.47 _.52 20.53 251
3625 19.75 6.50 20,80 252
3650 20.00 6.73 21.10 251
3615 19.02 7.07 21.04 250
3700 20.12 7.12 21.34 250
3126 Z0*96 7.35 22.21 250
3150 21.68 7.68 23.OO 25O
3115 21.26 b. O0 25.28 250
38C0 21.06 B.16 23.33 249
3825 22*26 7,93 23.63 25O
J850 22*28 7.91 23.65 25O
3Bfb 22*12 7*87 23.48 250
3900 22.14 1.21 23.29 252
3925 21.97 6,44 22.89 257
3950 21._3 6._2 22,78 2_
3_15 ZZ.44 7*O5 23*52 2S2
40C0 23*22 7.27 24*34 J_
4025 23.35 7.13 24.42 253
4050 23.25 6.98 24.28 2:_
4015 23.63 6.62 24*54 2_4
4LCO 2_.45 6.39 25*27 _55
4125 24.23 T.03 25,23 a54
4150 22.92 7.43 24.09 _b2
4175 22.43 7.23 23.57 _?
4Z_0 22.91 6.58 23,84 _4
4225 23.07 6.06 2%85 _5 _
425O 23,63 6.67 24,56 254
4275 24.01 7.30 25.10 253
4300 23.48 7.25 25.05 253
4_25 24.03 7.11 25.06 253
4350 23*98 7.01 24*99 254
4375 24.05 6.90 25*02 254
4_C0 24.C7 6.62 25.C2 2E4
4425 24.C0 6.65 24.90 254
4450 24.C3 6.56 24.91 255
4475 24.22 6.52 25.08 255
4500 24.40 6.38 25.22 255
4525 24.53 6.28 25.32 255
4550 24.57 6.35 25.38 255
4575 24.62 6.32 25.41 255
46C0 24.55 6.L8 25.32 256
4625 24.54 6.20 25.31 256
4650 24.96 6.23 25.73 256
4675 25.20 6.40 26.C0 266
_700 25.53 6.54 26*35 255
4725 25*88 6.23 26.62 256
4750 25.73 5*B0 26*37 257
4775 25.85 5.E_ 26.44 25B
4800 25.84 5.42 26.41 258
_225 25._9 5.31 26.14 258
_P_O 25.36 5.14 25.87 258
4875 25.11 4.92 25.58 259
4900 24._5 4.e7 25.32 _9
4925 24.60 4.71 25.05 259
4_50 24.62 3,93 25.13 2_1
_925 25.13 3*12 25*32 263
500_ 25,_6 2._2 2S.48 2_4
5025 25._3 2.35 25.74 265
5C50 25.93 2.75 26.08 264
5075 26.21 2.12 26*35 2_4
5100 26.07 2,_9 26,18 265
_12_ 25,88 2.1_ 25.97 265
5150 25.E0 2.11 25.89 2_5
5175 25.74 l.g_ 25.81 2(5
_2Cd 26.C0 1.71 26.06 266
5225 26.14 1,47 26.18 2_7
5250 26._4 1*37 26.38 267
5275 26.83 1,31 26.86 267
5300 27.11 1.05 27.13 268
5325 27.02 0.86 27.03 268
5350 27.14 1.09 27.16 268
5375 27.81 1.54 27.86 267
5400 28.25 1.89 28.32 266
5425 28.71 2.23 28.79 265
5450 29.40 3.38 29.59 263
5675 29,06 4.72 29*65 261
5500 28.43 5.34 28.93 259
5525 28.58 5.83 29.17 258
5550 28.86 6.14 2451 258
5575 29*28 6.40 29.97 257
5600 29.68 6*94 30.48 257
5625 29.79 7.35 30.69 256
5650 29.86 7.33 30.75 256
5675 30.02 7.33 30.90 256
5700 30,23 7.26 31.09 256
5725 30.38 7.15 31.21 257
5750 30.46 7.16 31.29 257
5775 31.00 7.18 31,83 257
5800 31.74 7.40 32.59 25?
5825 32,10 7.69 33.01 256
5850 32.34 7.69 33*24 256
5875 32.38 7.63 33.27 257
5900 32.52 7*49 33.37 257
5925 32.78 7.08 33.54 258
5950 32.95 7.L4 33.72 258
5975 33*11 7.48 33.94 287
6000 33.22 7.74 34.11 257
6025 33.35 7.93 34*28 256
6050 33.35 8.08 34.32 256
6075 33*34 8.48 34*40 256
6100 33.33 8.78 34.47 255
6L25 33.12 8,93 34,31 255
6150 33.01 9.11 34.24 254
6175 33.06 9.27 34.34 254
6200 32.95 9.37 34*26 254
6225 32*88 9*53 34*23 254
6250 32*87 9.78 34.29 253
ALT = ALTITUDE, _X = lgNAL C_P_NT, W2 = _t_I[)IOP;AL COMPChE_T, kS = WINE SPEEC, THETA = WI_D 01RECTI2N
ACT wx WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC PISEC MISEC 0_G
6Z75 32,81 10,D6 34,32 233
630O 32.85 IU,Z2 34,40 253
6328 _3.D6 10,32 34,64 _53
63_0 _3,z9 lO,J3 34,86 253
6375 33.42 10.59 35,O5 257
6400 33.4O I0,84 35,11 _52
6425 33,_6 I0,83 35,17 25?
645O _3,54 I0.80 35,23 _52
6475 33._8 IU.68 35,15 25_
650O 33,72 10,76 35,39 353
6525 34,04 11,01 35,78 252
655U 34,17 11,17 35,95 252
6575 3_,20 11,20 35,99 257
668O J4,18 11,19 35,97 252
6628 34,40 11,12 36,16 252
6650 34,44 I0,84 36,10 252
6675 34,30 10,67 35,92 253
6700 34,3O 10,57 35,89 253
6725 34,OO 10,45 35,57 253
6750 33,99 10,21 35,49 253
6T75 3_,19 9,85 35,58 254
6880 34,49 9,31 35,72 255
6825 34,76 8,86 35,87 356
6850 34,85 8,77 35,94 256
6875 34,87 8,66 35,93 256
6980 34,72 8.58 35,76 256
6925 34.7O 8,58 35,75 Z56
6950 34,82 8,70 35,89 256
6975 34,93 8,89 36,O4 256
7000 34,87 9.14 36.05 Z_5
7025 34,85 9.39 36,09 255
7050 34,97 9,48 36,23 ?55
7078 38,08 9,52 36,35 255
71nn _ _? o _L 3_.5_ 2]"
7125 35,56 9,94 36,93 254
TABLE11-58 (con't)
FPS-16 R_b_R/J1MEPEERE kiND VEL2C|T¥ PROFILE
TEST _bMBER L817 C312!/6_, 23_62, EASTERN TEET RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT hX _Z WS THETA
MLTE_S M/SEE P/SEC P/SEE CEG
7275 3E,91 9,46 37.14 255
73C_ 36.]4 9,15 37.28 256
73_ 36.14 8.E7 37.21 2_6
7350 36.E4 8.8C 37.10 2_6
7375 36.13 9.78 37.19 256
J
7400 36.19 8.27 37.12 2_7
7425 36.53 7.8_ 37.36 258
7450 36.50 7.78 37.71 258
7_75 36.93 7.E4 37.71 258
75C0 36.85 7._7 37.60 258
PAGE 295
ALT WX WZ WS TMETA
PETERS MISEC MISEC NISEC 8EG
8278 37.99 12.48 39.99 252
8300 38.23 12.31 40.17 252
8325 38.54 12.39 40.48 252
8350 38.80 12.51 80.77 252
8375 38.94 12.47 40.88 252
8400 39.25 12.19 41.10 253
8825 39.56 12.12 41.38 253
8450 39.51 12.37 41.40 252
8475 39.46 12.41 41.36 252
8500 39.47 12.67 41.46 252
7525 36.95 7.32 37.67 259
7550 37.C4 7.36 37.77 259
7575 37.E3 7,33 37.74 259
76C0 37.83 7.28 37.74 259
7625 37.19 7.47 37.93 258
8525 39,17 12.88 41.23 252
8550 38.91 12.87 40.99 252
8575 39.20 12.97 41.29 252
8600 38.98 13.02 41.09 251
8625 38,%5 13.07 40.61 251
7850 37.06 7.59 37.82 258
7675 36.85 7.66 37.64 258
7700 36.90 7.72 37.70 258
7725 37.09 7.91 37.93 258
77_0 37.24 7.95 38.08 258
8650 38.01 13.55 40,35 250
8675 37.55 13.59 39.93 250
8700 37.38 13.54 39.75 250
8725 37,36 13,74 39.81 250
8750 37.30 13.82 39.78 249
7775 37.14 E.CI 37.99 258
7880 37.E5 8.24 37.95 257
7825 37.C9 8,01 37.9_ 258
7850 37.06 8.04 37.92 258
7875 37.08 8.89 38.06 257
8775 37.12 13.78 39.60 249
8800 36.94 13.84 39.45 249
8825 36.87 14,11 39.48 249
8850 36.88 13.98 39.44 249
8875 36.69 /3.53 39.10 250
79C0 37,10 8.83 38.14 256
7925 36.82 9.33 37.98 256
7950 36.78 10.19 38.17 254
7975 36.75 11.C3 38*37 253
6CC0 36.?3 11.77 38.57 252
8900 36.50 13.38 38.87 250
8925 36.51 13.09 38.79 250
8950 36.27 12,89 38,49 250
8975 35.97 12,94 38.22 250
9COO 35.93 12.06 37.90 251
8C25 36.64 12.13 38.79 252
6050 36.74 12.28 38.74 251
8C75 36.68 12.3D 38.69 251
8125 36.57 11.87 38.83 252
9025 35.71 11.31 37.46 252
9050 35.75 11.42 37.53 252
9075 36.37 11.57 38.17 _
9100 36.83 10.87 38.40 253
9125 36.79 9.83 38.08 255
7150 35.57 10.22 37.01 254
7175 35.31 10.33 36,79 254
7200 36.43 10.37 36.91 254
7825 35.61 9.98 36.99 254
7250 35.75 9.62 37.02 255
8150 36.97 12.C0 38.87 252
8175 36.93 12.15 38.88 252
82C0 37.C4 12.8C 39.C6 251
6225 37.24 12.55 35.29 251
8250 37.61 12.52 39.6_ 251
9150 36.28 9.35 37.46 255
9175 36.03 9.06 37.15 256
9200 35.97 8.98 37.07 256
9225 36.11 9.44 37.32 255
9250 36.71 8.89 37.77 256
ACT = ALTITUDE, _X = ZgNAL C2PPENENT, WZ = PERIDIONAL C_MP2NENT, kS = WINE SPEED, THET_ = WIND OIRECTIEN
ALT WX WZ WS THET_
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
9275 36.72 7.58 37.50 258
93_0 36,21 8.26 37.14 257
9325 36.40 8.75 37.44 _56
9350 36.52 8.05 37.40, 257
9375 36.68 7.81 37.50 358
FPS-16 R_UAR/JIMEPHERE kIND VELECIT¥ PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1817 03/21/65, 2338Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIGA
ALl WX WZ WS T_EIA ArT WX WZ WS TMETA
MEIERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG PETERS 81SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
10275 48.46 5.C3 48.74 263 11275 43.87 14.16 46.10 252
10380 44.59 5.60 44.94 263 11300 43.76 13.83 45.89 252
10325 45.C0 5.31 45.31 263 11325 43.43 13.72 45.55 252
10350 45.28 5.38 45.60 263 11350 43.33 13.89 45.50 252
10375 45.29 6.12 45.70 262 11375 43.56 13.82 45.70 252
9400 36.93 7.69 37.72 258
9425 36.92 7.28 37.62 259
9450 37.3O 7.31 38.01 Z59
9475 37.45 6.75 38.O5 2EO
950O 36.98 6._7 37.54 260
9525 36.51 6.08 37.02 260
9550 36.95 5.84 37.41 251
9575 37.86 7.0O 38.5O 259
96C0 38.53 6.42 39.06 26O
9628 38.85 4.79 39.15 263
9650 39.85 4.45 39.31 263
9675 39.28 4.33 39.51 264
9700 39.29 4.36 39.53 Z63
9725 _9.32 4.06 39.53 264
9780 39*58 3.67 39.73 265
9775 39.96 3.87 40.14 Z64
9800 4D.14 3.47 40.29 265
9828 40.57 2.82 40*67 26_
985O 4O.82 3.25 40.95 265
9875 _l.Ol 3.20 41.13 _65
9900 41.48 3.22 41.60 265
9925 42.03 3.20 42.15 265
9980 42.61 2,83 42.71 266
9975 42.89 3.14 43.00 266
I0000 43.12 3.67 43.Z7 265
10025 43.36 3.61 43.51 255
10050 43.52 3.90 43.69 265
1OO75 43.58 4.26 43.79 264
I0100 43.75 4.O6 43.94 _65
10125 44.16 4.21 44.36 264
10150 44.56 4.46 44.79 264
10175 44.77 4.37 44.99 264
102D0 44.88 4.49 45.10 264
10228 44.83 4.67 45.07 264
10250 44.60 4.70 44.85 264
IO4CO 45.23 6.15 45.65 262
10425 45.C5 6.74 45.55 261
10450 44.95 6.53 45.42 262
10_75 44.EI 6.45 45.27 262
IOECO 44.52 6.28 85.05 2El
11400 43.47 14,23 45.74 252
11425 43.08 13.78 45.23 252
11450 42.81 13.19 44.79 253
11475 42.86 13.25 44.86 253
11500 42.84 13.00 44.77 253
10525 44.33 6.4_ 44.79 262
10550 84.42 7.23 45.00 261
10575 44.55 7.96 45.26 260
106C0 44.59 7.67 45.63 260
1D_25 48.20 8.26 45.95 259
11525 42.83 13.66 44.95 252
11550 42.85 12.76 44.71 253
11575 42.46 II.79 44.07 254
11500 41.95 12.01 43.63 254
11625 41.64 12,11 43.37 254
IOE50 45.87 8.31 45#83 259
10675 45.C5 8.25 45.80 259
I0700 44.92 9.30 45.87 258
10725 44.58 9.20 45.91 258
10750 45.13 8.92 46.00 259
11650 41.02 12.24 42.81 253
11675 40,84 11.95 42.56 254
11700 40.37 11.39 41.95 254
11725 39.84 11.07 41.35 254
11750 39.83 10.93 41.31 254
10775 44.54 9.76 45.99 258
I0808 44.94 9.97 46.04 257
I0825 45.18 I0.25 46.33 257
10850 45'.04 10.78 46.31 256
10875 44.51 11.22 45.90 256
11775 39.38 10.66 40.80 255
11800 38.98 10.69 40.42 254
11825 38.94 9.48 60.07 256
11850 39.02 10.06 40.30 255
11875 38.83 10.20 40.15 255
10980 44.52 11.58 46.39 255
10925 84,96 11.86 46.50 255
10950 44.82 12.25 86.46 285
10975 45.¸22 12.15 46.82 255
I_CCO 45.28 12.49 46.97 2E4
11900 38.48 9.64 39.67 256
11925 38.29 9.97 39.57 255
11950 38.81 9.58 39.98 256
11975 38.84 I0.I0 40.13 255
12000 38.76 10,37 40.12 255
11025 _5.32 12.88 47.11 254
11850 45.38 13.29 47.29 253
11875 45.54 12.92 47.34 254
11100 45.67 13.26 47.56 254
11128 45.57 13.45 47.51 253
12025 38.91 9,71 40.10 256
12050 38.86 9.24 39,95 256
12075 38.31 9.78 39,54 255
12100 37.96 8.69 38.94 257
12125 37.54 7.70 38.32 258
11150 45.16 12.94 46.98 254
li178 84.94 13.43 46.90 253
11200 44,56 14.34 46.81 252
11228 44,22 14.46 46.53 252
11250 44.16 14.20 46.38 252
12150 37.02 8.37 37.96 257
12178 37,30 7.61 38,07 258
12200 37.81 6,40 38.35 260
12225 37.94 6.69 38.82 260
12250 38.62 6.16 39.11 261
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAL C_PPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIENAL CEMPZkENT, kS = klkC SPEEC, THETA = RIND OIRECTIEN
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC R/SEC OEG
12275 38°95 6.09 39.42 261
123D0 39.18 6.12 39.66 261
12325 39.79 8.40 40.16 262
12350 39.92 5.Z6 40.27 262
123T5 _0.52 5.08 40,84 263
PAGE296 TABLE I 1-5x (con't)
FPS-16 RJDAR/JIMSPHERE kIND 9ELgCIT¥ PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1817 C3/211651 2338Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLgRID4
ALT kX WZ kS THEIR aLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC W/SEC CEG METERS PISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
13275 45.e9 4.60 46.12 264 14275 43.97 5.81 44.35 262
133C0 45.61 4.99 45.88 264 14300 44.11 6.31 44.56 262
IJ325 45*47 4.99 45.74 284 14325 44.29 5.25 44.60 263
13350 45.C0 4.81 45.25 254 14350 43.62 5.85 44.01 262
13375 44.57 S.Cl 44*85 263 14375 43.32 7.62 43.98 260
12480 40.94 6,06 41.38 Z61
12425 41.09 6.02 41.53 26l
1248O 41.68 5,80 42*08 262
12475 42.18 6.11 4?.59 262
12580 42*27 6.83 42*82 261
12525 42.43 7.24 43.04 ?60
12580 42.60 8.17 43.38 E59
IZ8T5 43.01 8.10 43.76 289
126_0 43.33 7.41 43.96 26O
12625 43.84 8.42 44.34 259
12650 43.93 B*76 44.79 259
126?5 44.67 7.99 45.38 260
127OO 44.?0 8.29 45,46 259
12?28 _4.66 9.37 45.64 ?58
12T80 45.4[ 9.¸49 46,39 25_
12775 45.81 9.44 46*77 258
12800 46*11 9,23 47.02 258
12828 46.20 9.45 47.15 25_
1285O _6.27 9.27 47,19 258
12878 46.27 9,33 47*Z0 258
12900 46.15 9.73 47.17 258
12925 46.51 8.88 47.35 259
12950 46.63 9.03 47.49 259
12975 46.95 7*67 47*58 261
13UU0 46.99 7.34 47.56 261
13025 47.03 7.01 47.55 261
13050 46.97 6,59 47,43 262
13075 47*09 5*37 47*39 263
13100 46*66 5*47 46*98 263
13125 46.81 5.45 47.13 26]
13400 44.35 5._7 44.70 2_3
13825 44*20 5.17 44.50 253
1_450 43.85 4.60 44.C9 264
13475 43.51 4*54 43*75 264
1_500 43._1 4.42 43.54 264
14400 43.36 7.94 44.08 259
14425 43.92 8.03 44.65 259
14450 44.27 8.48 45.07 259
14475 44.51 8.89 45.39 259
14500 44.54 %36 45.51 258
13525 ,42.87 5.07 43.17 _83
13_50 42.57 5.77 42*96 2e2
13575 41.e9 6*20 42*35 261
1:600 41.41 6.70 41,85 261
13625 41.16 6._3 41.67 261
14525 44.23 9.70 45*29 257
14550 44.08 10.31 45.27 257
14575 44,20 10.19 45,35 257
14600 44.80 9.52 45*80 258
18625 45.10 10.20 46.24 257
13650 40.$4 7.46 41.61 259
13678 41.28 8.55 42.16 258
1_700 42.10 8.48 42.84 2_8
13725 82*60 7*98 43*34 259
13750 43.36 6*83 43.90 261
14650 45.70 10.30 46.85 257
14675 46*20 10.35 47*34 237
14700 46.47 9.52 47*43 258
14725 46.51 8*78 47*33 259
14750 46.54 8.79 47*36 259
13T25 43.72 6.57 84.23 261
13800 43,$7 6.57 48.46 261
13825 44*22 6,94 44.76 261
13850 44*75 6.34 45*20 252
13875 45.30 5._1 45.69 262
14775 46.50 8.14 47,20 260
14800 45.77 8.28 46.51 260
14825 45.69 8,19 46.41 260
14850 45.84 7.89 46.52 260
18875 66*00 7.59 46.62 260
139C0 45.52 6.14 4%74 262
13925 45._4 6,36 45*79 252
13850 45.59 5*82 45.96 263
13975 45*76 5.77 46.13 263
14000 45.61 6*33 46.04 262
14900 45.76 6*68 46*25 262
14925 45,54 5.97 45.93 262
14950 45.29 5.75 45*66 263
14975 45,01 5.37 45*33 263
15000 44*49 5*26 44*80 263
14025 45.28 6.20 45,71 262
14050 45.67 6.01 46.06 262
14078 45,84 5*82 46,16 263
14100 45,52 5.15 45.81 263
14125 45*37 5.31 45*68 263
15025 44.52 4.88 44.78 264
15050 44*93 4.67 45.17 264
15075 45,14 5.16 4%43 263
15100 45*00 5*06 45*28 263
15125 44*98 4.59 45.18 264
13150 46.91 5.12 47.18 264
13175 46.19 6.14 46,60 262
13200 46.46 5.11 46.74 264
13225 46*50 3*B1 46.65 26_
1326O 46.O7 ¸4.83 46*29 264
14150 45.25 5.26 45,55 263
14175 44.72 5.E0 45.07 253
1420u 44*?7 5.58 44.72 263
14225 44.47 6.07 44.88 262
14250 44,32 5*92 44*T1 252
15150 45*02 %18 45.32 263
15175 45.08 5*63 45.43 263
15200 45*27 5.36 45.59 263
15225 44.90 4*85 45.16 264
15250 44.02 4*52 44.26 264
ALT •ALTITUOE, kX = ZeNAL C_MP_kENT_ kZ = MERInI_NAL C_MPONENTI kS • kIND SPEECt THETA = RIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RAOAR/JI_PHERE kINO _ELBC[T¥ PREF[LE
TEST _UMBER 1817 03/21/65, 23381, EASIERh TESl RAkGE, FLBRICR
ALl WX WZ RS THETA AL7 WX kZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA
METERS M/SEC _/SEC M/SEC DED M_TERS M/SEC M/SEC P/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
15275 43.65 4,41 43,87 264 162T_ 36.E1 3,71 36.70 264 17275 39.25 4.12 39.46 264
15300 43,51 4,02 43.70 265 16300 36.26 3.76 36.45 264 17300 39.14 4.19 39.36 264
15325 43.37 3.63 43.52 265 1632_ 36.C1 3.77 36.20 254 17825 39.03 4.25 39.26 264
15380 42,08 3.48 42.22 265 16550 35.?4 4.63 36.04 262 17350 38.92 4.31 39.16 263
15375 40,84 4.10 41.05 _64 16375 35.46 4.85 35.79 262 17375 38,34 3.46 38.49 265
15400 40.91 3,75 41.08 265
15428 41.28 4.44 41.52 264
15480 41.35 4.28 41.57 264
18478 41.32 5.11 41,63 26_
15500 41.18 5*65 41.57 2_2
1o400 35,49 5.56 3%92 261
16425 35.70 4.62 36,00 262
16450 35.47 5.11 35*84 2_2
16875 35.44 5.61 3%88 261
16500 35.40 6.12 35.93 260
17400 37.59 2*56 37.68 266
17425 37.05 3,76 37.24 264
17450 36.92 4.08 37.14 263
17475 36.79 4.39 37.05 263
17500 36.85 5.11 37.20 262
15525 41.08 5,37 41.43 262
15550 41.24 5.90 41.66 262
155?8 41.86 5*66 41,95 267
156OO 42,18 8.46 42.53 262
18625 42*25 8.27 47.57 263
16525 35,E7 6.31 36.22 260
16550 35.75 6.54 36.34 259
16575 38._3 6*76 36*46 259
10600 3%19 9*42 36*42 255
1_625 35.21 9*28 36.41 255
17525 36,48 5,40 36,88 261
17550 36.32 5.44 36*73 261
17575 36.16 5.48 36.57 261
17600 36.00 5*52 36.42 261
17625 35*84 5.56 36*27 261
18650 41.58 6.00 42.01 262
15678 40.94 6,89 41.51 260
18?C0 40.83 5.69 41.23 262
18T28 40.86 5,17 4O,89 263
15750 40,57 6,30 41.08 ZB1
1665U 35,24 9.15 36.41 255
16E75 35,41 _.46 36*41 ?56
16700 34._5 8.89 35*87 256
16728 38.48 _*78 35.58 256
16750 35._I 9.41 36.74 255
17650 35*68 5.61 36,11 261
IT675 33,70 7*30 34.48 258
17700 31.73 9.00 32,98 254
17725 31.57 9.29 32.91 253
17750 31.41 9.58 32*84 253
15775 _0.54 6,51 41.06 261
15500 40.52 6,72 41.07 ?60
18825 40.47 6.64 41,01 260
15880 40*43 6.57 40,96 261
15815 40.58 4.77 40*86 263
16775 3%?2 %45 36.95 255
leBCO 3%92 9,49 37.16 255
16625 36.13 9.84 37*36 258
16eso 36.?3 9._8 37.57 25
1o676 57._7 10.22 58.74 255
17775 31.25 9.87 32.77 252
17800 31.09 10.17 32.71 252
17825 30.93 10.46 32.65 251
17850 Z9.67 13.39 32.55 246
17875 2%41 14.06 32.60 244
15900 40.86 3,62 41,02 265
15925 40.81 3.90 41,00 _64
1598O 40.77 _*18 4O.98 2_4
15_78 4O*5O 3.86 40,b8 ?G4
160D0 39*78 3.3O 39.91 2E_
lbqCO 38.41 IO.E5 39._2 254
Ib925 38._3 11.ii 4C.49 2_4
1_0 39.45 ll*_ 41.06 ?_4
1692b 4l*_2 %37 42.47 Z57
17CC0 41.80 8.75 82.71 258
17900 29.07 15.26 32.83 242
17925 29.04 15.32 32.83 242
17950 29.24 15.13 32.92 242
17975 29.44 14.94 33*02 243
18000 2%64 14.76 33.11 243
16025 39.27 4.68 3%55 2_
16050 39.58 5,04 3%90 2el
16018 39,37 4,72 39,68 Z6_
161C0 39._0 4.89 39.11 ?_
16125 _9.59 5.81 4O,O2 C_1
I?09_ 42.]7 8.14 42.95 259
17050 42.$9 7.50 43.64 260
17C25 43.C7 4.78 4]*34 263
111C0 4].17 3.C2 43.28 266
I?12_ 42._2 3.77 82*99 265
16025 2%84 14.57 33.20 244
16180 39.19 8.62 3%59 7_
16175 35.6R 5.82 3%12 2_1
162OO 3%17 6,O2 38.68 2oI
162Z8 3T,40 8,32 _7.93 760
1625O 31,26 4.77 3?.56 26_
lll_o 42.48 4._L 42.72 2E4
1717_ 41._I 4*_b 41.24 264
17_C0 41.24 3*62 41.35 _ES
1722_ 40.75 2._3 8C.83 CE6
I??_0 39._6 4.C6 39*56 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZeNAL C_MP_NENT, WZ = MLRIDI_NAL COMPetENT, WS = W[_C SPEEC, THETA = WIND DIRECT[aN
TABLE I 1-59 PAGE297
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE HINO VELECITY PREEILE
TEST NUMBER 1989 03/23/65, 001221 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIOA
ALT WX NZ gS THETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC 0E0 METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG
6100 20.52 -9.29 22.53 294 7100 27.18 -8,64 28.52 287 ElO0 36.62 -8.96 37.51 284
6125 20.73 -8.71 22.49 293 7125 27.40 -8.65 28.73 287 8125 36.50 -9.13 37.63 204
6150 21.07 -8.14 22.58 291 7150 27.41 -8.64 28.74 287 8150 36.75 -9.29 57.90 284
6175 20.97 -7.50 22.27 290 7|75 27.39 -8.69 28.73 287 8175 37.00 -9.16 38.12 284
6200 20.96 -6.92 22.07 288 7200 27.39 -8.71 28.74 287 E200 37,32 -8.85 38.35 283
6225 20,91 -6.65 21.94 287
6250 20.67 -6.58 21.69 287
6275 20.56 -6.56 21.50 280
6300 20.49 -6.66 21.54 280
6325 20.47 -6.66 21.53 288
7225 27.24 -0.68 28.60 288
7250 27.17 -8.73 28,54 288
7275 27.09 -8.75 28.47 288
7300 27.31 -8.71 28.66 288
732S 27.60 -8.72 28.96 287
8225 37.52 -8.68 38.51 283
8250 37.51 -8.75 38.52 283
8275 37.65 -8.86 38.68 283
8300 38.05 -0.57 39.00 283
8325 38.15 -8.72 39.15 283
6350 20.41 -6.55 21.43 288
6375 20.35 -6.61 21.60 288
6400 20.60 -6.68 21.66 288
6425 20.85 -6.71 21.90 288
6450 20.99 -6.87 22.09 288
7350 27.76 -8.85 29.12 288
7375 27.89 -9.07 29.33 288
7400 28.09 -9.32 29.60 288
7425 28.26 -9.61 29.85 289
7450 28.56 -9.79 30.17 289
8350 38.10 -8.92 39.13 283
8375 38.15 -B,87 39.17 283
8400 38.10 -9.05 39.16 283
8425 38.12 -9.11 39.20 283
8450 38.06 -9.33 39.19 284
6475 21.19 -7.16 22.36 288
8500 21.46 -7.27 22.64 289
6525 21.57 -7.41 22.80 289
6550 21.59 -7.75 22.94 290
6575 21.63 -8.13 23.11 290
7475 28.99 -9.79 30.60 288
7500 29.26 -9.79 30.83 288
7525 29.75 -9,76 31.31 288
7550 30.44 -9.76 31.96 288
7575 30.71 -9.71 32.21 287
8475 37.93 -9.50 39.12 284
8500 38.06 -9.71 39.28 284
8525 38.23 -10.05 39.53 285
8550 38.21 -10.31 39.58 285
8575 38.10 -10.34 39.47 285
6600 21.62 -8.53 23.25 291
6625 21.67 -8.88 23.42 292
6650 21.83 -9.09 23.64 292
6675 22.17 -9,23 24.02 292
6700 22.67 -9.27 24.49 292
7600 30.83 -9.64 32.30 287
7625 31.12 -9.46 32.53 287
7650 31.56 -9.04 32.83 286
7675 31.88 -8,88 33.09 285
7700 32.34 -9.20 33.62 286
8600 37.95 -10.48 39.37 285
8625 37.94 -LO.60 39.36 285
8650 37.86 -10.15 39.20 285
8675 37.69 -10.30 39.07 285
8700 37.55 -10.51 38.99 285
6725 23.25 -9.08 24.96 291
6750 23.98 -8.62 25.48 290
6775 24.47 -8.09 25.77 288
6800 24.63 -7.92 25.87 288
6825 24.87 -8.08 26.15 288
7725 32.79 -9.34 34,09 286
7750 33.12 -9.28 36.40 285
7775 33.67 -8.98 34.85 285
7800 34.33 -8.56 35.38 284
7825 35,05 -8.27 36.01 283
8725 37.62 -10.70 39.11 286
8750 37.71 -10.98 39.28 286
8775 37.59 -10.98 39.16 286
8800 37.67 -10.93 39.22 286
8825 37,63 -10.78 39.14 286
6850 25.11 -8.22 26.42 288
6875 25.65 -8.17 26.73 288
6900 25.84 -8.22 27.12 287
6925 26.07 -8.36 27.30 288
6950 26.37 -8.45 27.69 280
7850 35.67 -7.82 36.33 292
7875 35.70 -7.86 36.55 282
7900 35.98 -8.04 36.87 282
7925 35.83 -8.57 36.84 283
8850 37.59 -10.53 39.06 285
8875 57.72 -10.39 39.13 285
E900 37.82 -10.36 39.21 288
8925 37.81 -10.35 39.20 285
6975 26.55 -8.53 27.88 288
7000 26.58 -8.44 27.89 287
7025 26.68 -8.31 27.96 287
7050 26.79 -8.35 28.06 287
7075 26.95 -8.51 28.27 287
7975 36.22 -9.08 37.36 286
8000 36.30 -9.21 37.45 284
8025 36.23 -8.95 37.32 284
8050 36.38 -8.87 37.44 2E6
8075 36.52 -8.90 37.59 284
8975 37.65 -10.66 38.93 286
9000 36.99 -11.07 38.61 286
9025 36.56 -11.39 38.29 287
9050 36.17 -11.57 37.97 288
9075 36.05 -11.75 37.92 288
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENTt WZ = MERIOI8NAL CBMP8NENT_ MS = WINC SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIREETI_N
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY 9RSFILE
TEST HUMBER 1n89 03123/651 0012Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLRRIDA
ALT MX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9100 36.06 -11,09 37.97 288 10100 60.31 -16.$5 42.86 290 11100 40.67 -19.41 48.06 295
9125 36.15 -11.86 38.04 288 10125 40.51 -14.47 43.02 289 11125 40.88 -19.60 65.34 295
9150 36.27 -11.65 38.10 208 10150 40.61 -14.45 43.10 289 11150 41.08 -20.03 45.60 296
9175 36.20 -11.56 38.00 288 10175 40.70 -14.48 43.19 289 11175 41.30 -20.04 45.90 296
9200 36.17 -11.55 37.97 288 10200 40.59 -14.72 43.18 290 11200 41.65 -19.97 46.19 295
9225 36.18 -11.83 38.01 288
9250 36.12 -11.65 37.95 288
9275 36.05 -11.64 37.82 287
9300 35.86 -11.40 37.61 287
9325 35.48 -11.42 37.28 288
10225 40.56 -14.B1 43.16 290
10250 40.27 -15.02 62.98 290
10275 39.69 -15.17 _2.49 291
10300 39.61 -15.14 42.40 291
10325 39.66 -15.26 42.67 291
11225 42.10 -20.11 46.66 295
11250 42.52 -20.26 47.10 295
11275 42.93 -20.43 47.55 298
11300 43.19 -20.37 47.75 295
11325 43.62 -19.87 47.96 294
9350 35.67 -11.40 37.26 288
9375 35.49 -11,70 37.37 288
9400 35.50 -12.16 37.52 289
9625 35,67 -L2.51 37.80 289
9650 35.99 -12.60 38.13 283
10350 39.45 -15.52 42.39 291
10375 39.22 -16.00 42.36 292
10400 38.62 -16.25 41.90 293
10425 37.78 -16.78 41.34 296
10450 37.60 -17.57 61,51 295
11350 43.92 -19.91 48.22 294
11375 44.16 -20.14 68.54 294
11400 44*80 -19.90 40.06 296
11425 46.77 -20.01 49.03 294
11450 45.09 -20.19 49.40 294
9675 36.26 -12.52 38.36 289
9500 )6*37 -12.43 38.43 289
9525 36.36 -12.51 38.44 289
9550 36.31 -12.79 38.49 289
9575 36.49 -12.55 38.59 289
10475 38.55 -17.91 42.51 295
10500 39.08 -18.68 43.31 295
10525 39.11 -19.70 43.79 297
10550 39.00 -20.32 43.97 297
10575 38.66 -20.67 43.66 298
11475 45.54 -20.14 49.79 294
11500 45.86 -20.13 50.08 294
11525 45.94 -20.10 50.10 296
11550 46.52 -19.73 50.53 293
11575 46.75 -19.71 50.73 293
9600 36.74 -12.61 38.84 289
9625 37.13 -13.06 39.36 289
9650 37.00 -13.66 40.19 290
9675 38.35 -14.33 40.94 290
9700 30.67 -14.51 41.11 290
10600 38.05 -20.82 43.37 299
10625 38.12 -21.55 43.79 299
10650 38.26 -21.96 44.09 300
10675 38.26 -21.87 44.07 300
10700 38.23 -21o89 44.05 300
11600 46.59 -19.S0 50.51 293
11625 46.84 -19.27 50.65 292
11650 46.91 -19.22 50.69 292
11675 46.94 -19.18 50.71 292
11700 47.11 -19.24 50.89 292
9725 38.46 -16.99 41.28 291
9750 38.42 -15.26 41.33 291
9775 38.34 -15.20 41.20 292
9800 38.44 -15.32 61.38 292
9825 38.80 -15.40 41.77 292
10725 38.26 -21.68 43.97 299
10750 38.16 -21.11 43.59 299
10775 37.97 -20.58 43.19 298
10800 37.81 -20.12 42.83 290
10825 38.01 -19.65 42.79 297
11725 47.32 -19.88 51.33 293
11750 47.62 -20.05 51.49 293
11775 47.53 -19.01 51.19 292
11800 47.09 -19.68 51.06 293
11825 47.10 -20.27 51.26 293
9850 30.94 -15.39 41._7 291
9875 38.95 -1S.06 41.75 291
9900 39.26 -14.98 42.02 291
9925 39.62 -15.22 42.64 291
9950 39.82 -15.15 42.60 291
10850 38.17 -19.33 62.79 297
10875 38.21 -19.06 42.70 296
10900 38.41 -19.06 42.80 296
10925 38.61 -18.75 62.92 296
10950 39.15 -18.37 43.25 295
11850 47.62 -19.66 51.51 292
11875 47.99 -19.34 51.74 292
11900 48.24 -19.19 51.92 292
11925 48.69 -19.08 52.29 291
11950 49.10 -19.01 52.65 291
9975 39.89 -14.63 42.49 290
10000 39.80 -14.70 42.43 290
10025 39.99 -16.78 42,63 290
10050 40.26 -14.60 62.83 290
10075 40.18 -16.63 42.77 290
10975 39.25 -18.71 63.48 295
11000 38.78 -18.92 43.15 296
11025 38.80 -18.71 43.08 296
11050 39.67 -18.69 43.67 295
11075 40.20 -19.06 64.48 295
11975 49.20 -10.94 52.72 291
12000 49.08 -18.54 52.47 291
12025 48.87 -18.37 52.21 290
12050 49.27 -18.50 52.66 290
12075 49.51 -18.88 52.99 291
ALT = ALT[TUOEI WX " ZBNAL CEMPBNE_Te NZ = MERIOIENAL CEMPENENTt WS = N[NC SPEEOI THETA = WIND OIREETION
PAGE 298
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12100 49.72 -19,08 53.25 291
12|25 49.90 -19.09 53.43 291
12150 49,90 -19.16 53.45 291
12175 49.85 -19.46 53.51 291
12200 49.65 -19.56 53.86 291
12225 49.72 -19o]6 53°28 291
12250 50,08 -19.03 58.57 291
]2275 50.06 -18o79 53.67 290
12300 49.64 -]8.93 53.13 291
12325 49.65 -19.17 53.06 291
12350 69.81 -19.08 58.36 291
12375 69.79 -18.77 53.2[ 290
12400 49*69 -19.15 53.25 291
12425 50.01 -19.67 53.76 291
12650 50°08 -19.61 53*71 291
12475 49.79 -19.52 53.68 291
12500 49.95 -19*89 53.77 292
]2525 50.29 -19.74 56.03 291
12550 50.03 -19.65 53.76 291
12575 5O.OO -20.00 53.85 292
12600 50.54 -19o97 54.35 291
12625 51.26 -20.07 55.05 291
]2650 51.64 -20.64 55.61 292
12675 52,19 -20°91 56.22 292
12700 53.29 -20.55 57.11 291
12725 53,96 -20°58 57.73 291
12750 54.14 -20.60 57.93 291
12775 56.06 -20.56 57.83 291
12800 53.94 -20.63 57.68 291
12825 56.11 -20.36 57.81 290
12850 54.12 -20.56 57.89 291
]2875 56.07 -21,04 58.01 291
12900 56.21 -20.56 57.97 291
12925 56,16 -20.52 57.91 291
12950 53.93 -20.66 57.76 291
12975 54.09 -20.38 57.80 290
13000 54.11 -20.69 57.86 291
13025 56.25 -20.67 58.06 291
13050 56.56 -20.66 58.32 291
13075 56.44 -20.41 58.16 290
TABLE ll-59 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPMERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1989 03/28/651 OO122_ EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE NISEC R/SEC OEGMETERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
13100 56.30 -20.49 58.06 290
]3125 54,17 -20*36 57.86 290
]3150 54.06 -20*40 57.79 290
]3175 53.90 -20°61 57.64 291
18200 53.67 -21.09 57*6B 291
13225 53.32 -21.15 57.36 291
]3250 53.76 -21.15 57.77 291
13275 53.62 -21.32 57.70 292
13300 58.29 -21.02 57.28 291
18325 53.03 -21*84 57.35 292
13350 52.71 -21.89 57.07 292
13375 52.65 -22.01 56.88 293
13400 52.05 -22.48 56.70 293
13425 52.56 -23.05 57.37 294
]3450 53.00 -22.53 57.59 293
13475 53.00 -21.97 57°37 292
13500 53.33 -22.37 57.83 293
13525 53.73 -21.66 57.93 292
13550 53.61 -21.54 57.78 292
13575 52.41 -21.87 56.79 292
13600 50*76 -22.09 55.36 293
13625 69.32 -22*34 54.15 296
13650 68.08 -22.71 53.17 295
13675 67.11 -23.01 52.43 296
13700 46.27 -21.60 50.98 295
13725 46.17 -20.09 50.35 293
18750 45.84 -20.87 50.37 296
13775 66.71 -20.53 49.20 294
13800 64.04 -19.9] 48.33 294
'13825 63.51 -19.54 47.69 296
18850 43.46 -19.09 47.47 296
13875 43*69 -18.70 67.52 293
13900 43.67 -]8.24 47.33 292
13925 43.07 -16.95 66.29 291
13950 62.26 -15.66 44.98 290
13975 61o78 -16.57 64.25 289
14000 62.33 -12.93 66*26 287
14025 42.63 -11.36 66.12 285
14050 42.27 -10.87 43.66 284
16075 42.22 -10.?7 63.57 284
16100 62.60 -9.02 43.55 282
16125 63.24 -8.32 44.03 281
16150 63.61 -8.79 64.68 281
16175 43.90 -8.81 44.77 281
14200 64.26 -7.11 64.83 279
16225 46.78 -7,77 45.45 280
14250 66.39 -9.14 65.32 281
14275 65.6? -8.18 66,16 280
16300 46.09 -8.48 66.86 280
16325 65.73 -8.58 46.52 280
14350 65.29 -8.63 46.11 281
16375 65.26 -8.68 46.05 280
16400 65.89 -7.16 46*45 279
16425 65.71 -7.10 66.26 279
16650 45,63 -7.06 46.17 279
16475 45.83 -7,03 66.37 279
14500 65.50 -8.46 66.28 280
16525 65.21 -9.07 66.11 281
16550 45.63 -7.33 66.21 279
16575 65.58 -7.70 46,22 279
14600 65*06 -8.82 45.91 281
16625 44*82 -8.79 45.67 281
16650 46.96 -8.12 65.68 280
14675 66.56 -8.80 45.42 281
16700 44.40 -8.66 65.26 281
16725 46.62 -8.23 45.37 280
16750 44.85 -8.35 45.63 280
16775 45.06 -7.86 45,74 280
14800 44.69 -8.67 65.52 281
16825 64.95 -8.03 65.66 280
16850 45.12 -7.21 45.70 279
14875 65.10 -7*36 65.69 279
14900 65.07 -6.77 45.57 278
]6925 64*93 -6.77 65.43 278
16950 66.79 -6.76 65.29 278
16975 44.83 -6.46 45,2_ 278
15000 66.92 -5.69 65.28 277
15025 66,0| -6*76 64.53 279
15050 43.52 -8.03 44.25 280
15075 63*46 -7.99 66.19 280
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = 28NAL CEMP_NENI_ WZ - MERIDI_NAL CSMPSNENIt WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREETIBN
FPS-]6 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1989 03/23/65_ OOI2Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
15100 42.80 -9.16 63.77 282
15125 63.19 -7.83 63.90 280
15150 43.53 -7.06 46.10 279
]5175 42,93 -6*88 63,68 279
15200 62.96 -6.23 63.41 278
15225 43.26 -6.19 63.70 278
15250 63.68 -5.25 63.79 277
15275 63.69 -5.12 63,79 277
[5300 63.73 -6.56 43.97 276
15325 43.72 -3.99 43.90 275
15350 63.36 -6.22 63.57 275
15375 43,16 -3.85 _3.33 275
15600 62.71 -3*63 62.85 274
15425 62.35 -3.80 62.52 275
15450 62.66 -_.23 42.57 274
15475 42.08 -3.83 62.26 275
]5500 62.07 -3.94 62.26 275
15525 42.22 -3.09 62.33 276
15550 61.76 -3.82 61,93 275
15575 61.69 -3.56 41.85 275
15600 61.51 -3.15 61.43 276
15625 60.71 -2.93 60.82 274
15650 60.60 -3.74 40.78 275
15675 40*48 -6.71 40.75 276
15700 40.73 -2.42 4C.82 273
15725 60.76 -2.36 40.83 273
15750 61.00 -1.60 41,03 272
15775 60.77 -1.33 40.79 272
]5800 60.05 -2.46 60.12 273
15025 60.31 -1.39 40.33 272
15850 60.14 -1.71 40.17 272
15875 40.07 -2.36 AO.16 273
15900 60.70 -1.19 60.72 271
]5925 40.76 -1.15 4C.76 2Tl
15950 40.96 -1.24 AC.96 272
15975 41.18 -0.63 A1.19 270
16000 60.48 -1.08 40.69 271
ALT -ALTITUOE, WX - ZSNAL CSMPBNENI, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE I1-60 PAGE 299
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 051281651 080OZt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
ITS -9,84 7,80 12.56 128 117S -2.39 7.75 8.10 163 2175 9.21 0,$5 9,23 266
200 -8,64 7.66 11.55 131 1200 -2,06 7,2S T.S3 164 2200 9.26 0,5S 9,28 266
225 -7.82 7.66 10.95 134 1225 -1.68 7.28 7.47 167 2225 9.34 0.34 9.35 268
250 -7.92 7.77 11.10 134 1250 -1,23 7.6T 7.77 171 2250 9.38 0.26 9.35 268
275 -8.56 8.01 11.72 133 12T5 -0.88 8.14 8.19 174 22T5 9.18 0.21 9.18 269
30D -9.64 8.27 12.70 130
325 -10.56 8.38 13.48 128
3S0 -10.41 8,46 13.41 129
375 -9,60 8.46 12.80 131
400 -8,87 8.53 12.31 134
1300 -0.69 8.62 8.65 175
1325 -0.45 9.17 9.18 177
1350 -0.29 9.34 9.35 178
13T5 -0.26 8.80 8.81 178
1400 -0.37 8.24 8.25 177
2300 9.00 O.lO 9.01" 269
2325 8.93 -0.16 8.94 271
2350 8.98 -0.53 9.00 273
2375 9.14 -1.06 9.20 276
2400 9.26 -1.60 9,40 280
42S -8.38 8.72 12.09 136
450 -8.14 8*85 12.03 137
475 -7.89 9.01 11.98 139
500 -7.73 9.19 12.01 140
525 -7.60 9.34 12.04 141
1425 -0,40 7.95 7.96 IT7
1450 -0.14 8.05 8.05 179
1475 0.25 8*35 8.35 182
1500 0.48 8.42 8.44 183
1525 0.68 8.31 8.34 185
2425 9.33 -1.86 9.51 281
2450 9.50 -1.93 9.69 281
2475 9.82 -1,97 10.02 281
2500 10,11 -2.17 10.34 282
2525 10.28 -2.36 10.$5 283
550 -7.53 9.39 12.03 141
575 -7.51 9.41 12.04 141
800 -7.42 9.47 12.03 142
825 -7.27 9.45 11.93 142
650 -7.15 9°37 11.78 142
1550 1.OT 8.12 8.19 187
1575 1.58 7.78 7.94 191
1600 B.09 7.43 7.72 196
1625 2.82 7.25 7.71 200
1650 3.11 7.06 7.71 204
2550 10.38 -2.43 10.66 283
25T5 10.48 -Z.42 10.75 283
2600 10.69 -2.27 10.93 282
2625 10.98 -2.00 11,16 280
2650 11.18 -1,66 11,31 275
675 -7.14 9.36 11.75 162
700 -7.04 9.24 lh61 142
725 -6.85 8.96 11.28 142
750 -6.64 8.83 11.05 143
775 -6.30 8.86 10.87 144
1675 3.53 6.77 7.63 207
1700 3.78 6.42 7.45 210
1725 3.99 5.97 7.1_ 214
1750 4.25 S.54 6.98 217
1775 6.49 5.07 6.77 221
2675 11.32 -1.30 11.40 276
2700 11.33 -1.13 11.38 276
2725 11.27 _1.05 11,32 275
2750 11.38 -0.90 11.40 274
2775 11.60 -0.80 11.62 274
800 -5.82 9.05 10.76 147
825 -5.47 9.19 10.69 149
850 -5.23 9.45 10.80 151
875 -4,95 9.93 11.10 153
900 -4.81 10.10 11.18 154
1800 4.79 4.64 6.67 226
1825 5*20 4oll 6.63 232
1850 5.60 3.31 6.50 239
1875 5,72 2.68 6.32 245
1900 5.72 2.50 6.25 246
2800 12.06 -l.lO 12.11 275
2825 12.63 -1.74 12.75 278
2850 12.86 -2.14 13.04 279
2875 13,06 -2.11 13.23 279
2900 13.23 -2.01 13.39 278
925 -5.00 lO.OO 11.18 153
950 -5,10 9,47 10.76 151
975 -5.16 8.67 10.09 149
1000 -4.9§ 8.16 9.55 149
102S -4,34 T.9O 9.01 151
192S 5.91 2.47 6.41 247
1950 6.34 2.14 6.69 251
197S 6*83 1.77 7.06 255
2000 7.44 1,40 7.57 259
2025 7.99 1.01 8.05 263
2925 13,29 -2.11 13.46 279
2950 13.44 -2.23 13.62 279
2975 13.45 -2.44 13.67 280
3000 13.55 -2.73 13.83 281
3025 14.13 -3.02 14.45 282
1050 -3.83 8.01 8.88 154
1075 -3.33 8.39 9.02 158
llOO -2.80 8.58 9.02 162
1125 -2.53 8.58 8.95 163
1150 -2.50 8.27 8.64 183
2050 8.23 1.06 8.30 262
2075 8.47 1.18 8.55 262
2100 8.70 1,01 8.76 263
2125 8.86 0.64 8.89 266
2150 9.06 0.41 9.07 267
3050 16,85 -3.23 15,19 282
3075 15.25 -3.41 15.63 282
3100 15.56 -3.63 15.98 283
3125 15.89 -3.75 16.33 283
3150 16.18 -3.81 16.58 283
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL CSMPgNENT_ WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBNPBNENTv WS = WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 03/23/68, O80OZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT NX NZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC 8/SEC DEG
317S 16.35 -3.93 16.82 283 4175 12.00 10.5_ 12.01 272 5175 17.18 -2.31 17.33 277
3200 16.49 -4.01 16.97 283 4200 12,07 -0.55 12.08 272 5200 17.24 -2.1O 17.37 277
3225 16.63 -3.96 17.10 283 4225 11.88 -0.53 11.89 272 5225 17.22 -2.06 17.34 277
3250 16.79 -3.90 17.2_ 283 4250 II.T1 -0.56 11.72 273 5250 17.40 -2.13 17.53 277
3275 16.72 -3.82 17.16 283 4275 11.68 -0.62 11.70 273 52T5 17.64 -2,38 17.80 277
3300 16.36 -3.67 16.77 282
3325 15.74 -3.28 16.08 282
3350 15.22 -2.72 15.46 280
3375 14.81 -2,30 14.98 279
3400 14.04 -1.91 14.17 278
4300 11.61 -0.86 11.65 274
4325 11.24 -1.33 11.32 277
4350 10.89 -1.38 10,98 277
4375 10.94 -0.93 10.98 278
4400 10.98 -0.55 ll. OO 278
5300 17.66 -2.81 17.89 279
5325 17.47 -3.42 IT.BO 281
5350 17.48 -4.26 17.99 284
5375 17.45 -S.26 18.22 287
fi40O 17.10 -6.15 18.17 290
3425 13.12 -1.48 13.20 276
3450 12.54 -0.95 12.57 274
3475 12.27 -0.54 12.28 272
3500 12.05 -0.49 12.06 272
3525 11.86 -0.66 11.87 272
4425 11.03 -0.81 11.03 271
4450 11.03 0.06 11.05 270
4475 11.16 0.25 11.17 289
4500 11.33 O.3T 11.34 268
4525 11.51 0.19 11.51 269
5425 16.82 -6.94 18.20 292
5450 16.87 -7,50 18.46 294
54T5 16.70 -8.01 19.52 295
E500 16.28 -8.42 18.31 297
5525 15,88 -8.59 18.06 298
3550 11,79 -0.44 11.80 272
3575 11.8T -0,44 11.88 272
3600 12.1T -0.44 12.18 272
3625 ,12.41 -O.E8 12.48 273
3650 12.41 -0,77 12.63 273
3675 12,31 -0.86 12.34 274
3700 12,29 -0.78 12.31 2T3
3725 12.30 -0.71 12.32 273
3750 12,12 -0.66 12.14 273
3775 11.94 -0.53 11.95 272
4550 11.72 -0.20 11.72 271
4575 11.84 -0.65 11.86 273
4600 12.16 -1.35 12.24 276
462S 12,89 -1.69 13.DO 277
4650 13.31 -1.56 13.40 27T
4675 13.20 -1.53 13.28 276
4700 13.04 -1.63 13.15 277
4725 12.88 -1.82 13.01 278
4750 13.11 -1.90 13.24 278
4775 13.53 -1.69 13.66 277
5550 15.81 -8.49 17.94 298
5575 16,11 -8.28 18.11 297
5600 16.56 -7.91 L8.35 295
5625 16.87 -7.56 18.69 294
5650 17.49 -7.26 18.95 292
5675 18.06 -7.06 19.40 291
5700 18.12 -7.23 19,51 292
5725 18.24 -7.23 19.62 291
5750 18.39 -T.Ol 19.68 291
5775 18.22 -T.OT 19.54 291
3800 11.78 -0.52 11.79 272
3825 ll.?O -0.56 11.71 273
3850 11,83 -0.55 11.84 273
3875 11.85 -0.60 11.86 273
3900 11.67 -0.55 11.69 273
4800 13.83 -1,52 13.91 276
4825 13.99 -1.30 14.05 275
4850 14.06 -1.05 14.10 274
4875 14.09 -0.95 14.12 274
4900 14.21 -0.82 14,23 273
5800 18.08 -7.45 19.56 292
5825 18.28 -7.75 19.85 293
5850 18.59 -7.99 20.23 295
$8T5 18.65 -8.55 20°44 294
5900 18o51 -8,75 20.47 298
3925 11.53 -0.37 11.54 272
3950 11.57 -0.35 11.58 272
3975 11.74 -0,44 11.75 272
4000 11.76 -0,52 11.77 272
4025 11.38 -0.64 11.40 273
492S 14.44 -0.72 14.46 273
49S0 14.61 -0,64 14.62 272
697S 14.94 -0.73 14.95 273
8000 15,43 -1.04 15.4T 274
5025 15.67 -1.48 15.76 275
5925 18.55 -9.04 20*64 296
5950 18.66 -9.48 20*93 297
5975 19,10 -9.65 21.40 297
6000 19,72 -9°43 21.86 295
8025 20.27 -9.26 22.29 294
4050 11.39 -0.74 11.42 274
4075 11.72 -O.7T 11.75 274
4100 11,70 -0.75 11,72 273
4125 11.T5 -0.73 11.77 273
4150 11.89 -0.58 11.90 275
5050 15.74 -1.77 15.84 276
5075 15.98 -1.96 16.09 27T
5100 16.56 -2.28 16.72 278
5125 17.05 -2.53 17.24 278
5150 17.08 -2.56 17.27 278
6050 20.T0 -9.30 22*69 294
6075 20.82 -9,58 22.92 295
6100 20.99 -10.01 23.26 295
6125 20,88 -10.49 23,3T 296
6150 20.87 -10.43 23.34 296
ALT - ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL C_MPSNENTt WZ " MER[OIBNAL CSMPBNENT, NS = WINC SPEEOe THETA "N[ND DIRECTI8N
PAGE300
ALT HX MZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEO
6175 21,36 -9,95 23.56 295
6200 21.72 -9.48 23.70 293
6225 22.09 -9.07 23.88 292
6250 22.20 -8°77 23.87 291
6275 22.03 -8.63 23.66 291
TABLE II-60 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBC|TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 03/23/65. 08002, EASTERN TEST RRNGEt FLSRIOA
ALT RX NZ MS THET6 RLT MX MZ NS [HETA
METERS H/SEE MISEC N/SEE EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE H/SEE OEG
7175 25.45 -12.47 28.34 296 0175 39.39 -6.98 60.00 280
7200 25.84 -12.54 28.72 296 8200 39.81 -6.62 40.35 279
7225 26.07 -12.40 28.87 295 8225 40.06 -6.91 40.65 280
7250 26.03 -12.23 28.76 295 8250 40.00 -6.94 40.60 280
7275 26.13 -12.15 28.82 295 8275 39.83 -6.80 40.41 280
6300 21.96 -8.68 23.81 291
6325 21.76 -8.74 23.45 292
6350 21.58 -8.77 23.29 292
6375 21.49 -8.87 23.25 292
6400 21.19 -9.05 23.04 293
6425 21.00 -9.28 22.96 294
6450 20.88 -9.50 22.94 294
6475 20.76 -9.66 22*90 295
6500 20.83 -9,86 23.04 295
6525 20.96 -10.09 23.26 296
6550 20.99 -10.26 23.36 296
6575 21.11 -10.56 23.60 296
6600 21.61 -10.90 24.20 297
6625 21.95 -11.17 24.63 297
6650 22.24 -1!.31 24.95 297
6675 22,50 -11.33 25.19 297
6700 22.50 -11,30 25,18 296
6725 22,56 -11.29 25.23 296
6750 22.63 -11.22 25.26 296
6775 22.64 -11,14 25.23 296
6800 22.66 -11.22 25.28 296
6825 22.64 -11.25 25.28 296
6850 22.70 -11.13 25.29 296
6875 22.83 -11.05 25.37 296
6900 22.88 -10.84 25.32 295
6925 23.06 -10.63 25.39 295
6950 23.19 -10.63 25.$1 294
6975 23.23 -10.71 25.58 295
7000 23.32 -10.82 25.71 295
7025 23.48 -11.03 25.94 295
7050 23.64 -11.22 26,17 295
7075 23.64 -11.35 26.23 295
7100 23.91 -11,67 26,61 296
7125 24.46 -12.02 27.26 296
7150 24.98 -12.22 27.81 296
7300 26.18 -12.15 28.86 295
7325 26.28 -12.06 28.92 294
7350 26.40 -12.13 29.06 294
7375 26.58 -12.16 29.23 294
7400 26.88 -11.96 29.42 29A
8300 39.96 -6.89 40,55 280
8325 40.16 -7.16 40.80 280
8350 40.21 -7.22 40.86 280
8375 40.05 -7.01 40.65 280
8400 39.80 -6.78 40.38 279
7425 27,16 -11.93 29.66 294
7450 27.49 -12.08 30,02 29A
7475 27.76 -12.35 30.39 294
7500 27.99 -12.67 30.72 294
7525 28.14 -12.86 30.94 294
8425 39.69 -6.74 40,26 279
8650 39.79 -6.68 40.34 279
8475 39.86 -6.58 40.60 279
8500 39.94 -6.58 40.48 279
E525 40.08 -6.68 40.63 279
7550 28.32 -12.86 31.10 294
7575 28.39 -12.89 31.18 294
7600 28.49 -13.02 31.32 294
7625 28.55 -13.09 31.41 294
7650 28.96 -13.17 31.81 294
8550 40.33 -6.64 40.87 279
8575 40.72 -6.36 41.21 279
8600 41.04 -6.30 41.52 279
8625 41.29 -6,27 41,76 278
8650 41,70 -6.03 42.13 278
7675 29.41 -13.16 32.22 294
7700 29.80 -12.99 32.51 293
7725 30.03 -12.83 32.65 293
7750 30.21 -12.53 32,71 292
7775 30.99 -11.97 33.22 291
8675 41.90 -5.98 42.32 278
8700 41.84 -5.65 42.22 278
8725 41.97 -5.47 42.32 277
8750 42_14 -5.72 42.53 278
8775 62.47 -5.68 42.85 277
7800 31.63 -11.29 33,59 289
7825 31.99 -11.14 33,88 289
7850 32.32 -11.56 34.32 290
7875 32.91 -11.89 34,99 290
7900 33.40 -12.00 35.49 290
8600 42.78 -5.46 43.12 227
8825 42.79 -5.31 43.11 277
8850 42,99 -5.46 43.33 277
8875 43.19 -5.66 43.56 277
8900 43.21 -5.58 43.56 277
7925 33.53 -12.21 35.68 290
7950 33,95 -12.01 36.01 289
7975 34.59 -11.76 36.53 289
8000 35,27 -11,45 37.08 288
8025 35.75 -I0.60 37.29 286
8925 43.16 -5.61 43.53 277
8950 43.12 -5.21 A3.43 277
8975 43.22 -4.96 43,50 276
9000 43.44 -4.86 43,71 276
9025 43.59 -4.21 43.79 275
8050 35.86 -9,77 37.17 285
8075 36.27 -9.04 37.38 284
8100 36.85 -8.71 37.86 283
8125 37.79 -7.97 38.62 252
8150 38.76 -7.44 39.46 281
9050 43.52 -4,05 43.71 275
9075 43.42 -4.21 43.63 275
9100 43.34 -4.18 43,54 275
9125 43.31 -4.15 43.51 275
9150 43.34 -4.30 63.55 275
ALT • ALTITUDE, HX • Z2NAL CBHPONENT, HZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt MS • MINE SPEEDj THETA • HIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE NINO VELOCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 03/23/65, 08002, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT MX MZ _S THETR ALT HX NZ MS THETA ALT MR NZ HS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE R/SEE DEG METERS N/SEO M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9175 43.20 -4.58 43.44 276 10175 40.03 -14.71 42.64 290 11175 40.84 -23.31 47.02 300
9200 63.16 -4.79 45.43 276 10200 39.91 -14.64 42.51 290 11200 40.94 -23.6S 47.28 300
9225 43.19 -4.88 43,46 276 10225 39.73 -14.76 42.39 290 11225 40.82 -24.05 47.38 300
9250 43.07 _4.69 43.32 276 10250 39.44 -14.69 42.08 290 11250 60.75 -24.10 47.34 300
9275 42.90 -4,71 43.15 276 10275 39,35 -14.26 41.86 290 1127S 40.86 -23.86 47.31 300
9300 42.77 -4.76 43.04 276
932S 42.74 -4.77 43.00 276
9350 42.71 -5.11 43.01 277
9375 42.80 -5.33 43,13 277
9400 42.83 -5.55 43,19 277
10300 39.14 -14.37 41.69 290
10325 39,10 -14.68 41.77 290
10350 39.35 -14.51 41.94 290
10375 39.51 -1N.51 42.09 290
I0400 39.52 -15.08 42,30 291
11300 40.98 -24,03 47.51 300
11325 41.23 -23.86 47.64 300
11350 41.70 -23.73 47.98 299
11375 42.04 -23.90 48.36 299
11400 42.72 -23.88 48.94 299
9425 42.89 -5.75 43.27 277
9450 42.95 -5.79 N5,34 277
9475 42.95 -5.96 43.36 278
9500 42.96 -6.22 43.41 278
9525 42.84 -6.45 43.32 278
10425 39.35 -15.11 42.15 291
10450 39,30 -14.92 42.03 291
10475 39.34 -15.44 42.27 291
10500 39.20 -16.13 42.39 292
10525 39.01 -16.38 42.31 293
11425 43.08 -23.83 49.23 299
11450 43.21 -23,36 49.11 298
11475 43.74 -22.82 49.33 297
11500 44.12 -22.36 49.47 297
11525 44.61 -22.32 49.88 296
9550 42,76 -6.49 43.25 278
9575 42.54 -6.53 43.03 279
9600 42.12 -6.91 42.68 279
9625 42.05 -7.05 42,64 279
9650 41.94 -7.54 42.58 280
10550 39.06 -16.57 42.43 293
10575 39v09 -10.73 42.52 293
10600 39.09 -16.92 42.59 295
10625 39.15 -17.01 42.69 293
10650 38.90 -17,00 42.46 293
11550 45.07 -22.61 50.42 296
11575 45.63 -22.35 $0,81 296
11600 45.89 -22.07 50.92 296
11625 46.14 -21,57 50.94 295
11650 46.39 -21.56 51.15 295
9675 41.67 -7.42 42.33 280
9700 41.67 -7,38 42.32 280
9725 41,74 -8.08 42.52 281
9750 41,64 -8.17 42.44 281
9775 41.28 -8.66 42.18 282
10675 39.00 -16.84 42.48 293
10700 39.44 -16.89 42.90 293
10725 39,67 -17.14 43.22 293
10750 39,53 -17.42 43.20 294
10775 39.14 -17.3B 42,82 294
11675 46.35 -22.06 51.33 295
11700 47.00 -22.37 52.05 295
11725 47.47 -21.99 52.32 295
11750 47.43 -21.76 52.18 294
11775 47,51 -21.97 $2.34 295
9800 41.04 -9.63 42,15 283
9825 41.12 -10.02 42.32 284
9850 41,10 -10.63 42.45 224
9875 41,17 -II.42 42.72 285
9900 NI.36 -11.69 42.98 286
10800 39.36 -17.66 43.1N 294
10825 39°66 -18.24 43.65 295
1085O 39.57 -l_.O0 43.47 294
1O875 39.69 -18.16 N3.65 294
1O9OO 39.84 -19.19 44.22 296
11800 47.61 -21.51 52.24 294
11825 48.12 -21.17 52.57 294
11850 48.33 -20.72 52.58 293
11875 48.24 720.48 52.41 293
11900 48.30 -20.63 52.53 293
9925 41.10 -12.20 42.27 286
9950 40.84 -12.68 42.76 287
9975 40.39 -13.04 42.44 228
10000 40.15 -13.36 42.31 288
10025 40.65 -13.37 42.79 288
10925 39.87 -19.93 44.57 296
10950 40.13 -20.46 45.OS 297
10975 40.32 -20.95 45.44 297
11000 40.42 -2/.30 45.69 298
11025 40.51 -21.36 45.80 298
I1925 48.54 -20.72 52.78 293
11950 48.68 -20.57 $2.85 293
11975 49,16 -19,91 $3.04 292
12000 49.34 -20.40 53.39 292
12025 49.23 -20.52 53.33 292
10050 40.87 -13,64 43,09 288
10075 40.59 -14,12 42,98 289
10100 40.27 -14,43 42*78 290
lOl2S 40.22 -14,51 42,76 290
10150 40*23 -14.6N 42,B1 290
II050 40.40 -21.63 45.82 298
11075 40.18 -22.36 45.98 299
11100 40.16 -22.30 45.93 299
11125 40.32 -22.14 N5.99 299
11150 4O.55 -22.74 46.49 299
12050 49.37 -20.01 53.27 292
12075 49.27 -20.41 53.33 292
12100 48.83 -21.11 53.20 293
12125 48.72 -20.90 53.02 293
12150 48.85 -21.01 53.18 293
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = L_NAL CSNP0NENT, N2 • NER1010NAL CONPONEN[, MS - NINE SPEEO, THETA = HIND D[RECTISN
TABLE II-60(con't) PAGE 301
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 03/23/65t 08002, EASTERN TEST RANGE) FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TMETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12175 68.88 -21.62 53.45 296 13175 56.17 -19.96 59.61 289 16175 43.66 -11.52 45.16 285
12200 48.77 -21.48 53.29 296 13200 55.76 -19.81 59.17 289 14200 64.02 -11.76 45.56 285
12225 68.97 -20.79 53.20 293 13225 55.20 -20.01 58.71 290 14225 66.59 -10*77 45.87 283
12250 69.22 -20.23 53.21 292 13250 55.27 -20.79 59.05 290 14250 44.86 -10.55 46.08 283
12275 49.36 -20.25 53.35 292 13275 54.67 -20.66 58.43 291 14275 64.76 -10.01 45.86 282
12300 69.51 -20.95 53.76 293
12325 69.63 -21.26 53.99 293
12350 69.61 -21.26 53.96 293
12375 69.66 -20.57 53.75 292
12600 69.37 -20.46 53.66 292
13300 53,22 -20.61 57.07 291
13325 52.30 -20.55 56.19 291
13350 51.67 -20.96 55.57 292
13375 50.62 -21.15 56.86 293
13600 50.06 -20.84 56.22 292
14300 66.56 -9.62 65.59 282
14325 65.10 -9.&5 46.08 282
14350 45.15 -8.68 65.98 281
14375 45.61 -1.95 46,10 280
14400 65.11 -7.68 65.73 279
12625 69.08 -20.27 53.10 292
12650 49.25 -19.96 53.13 292
12675 69.36 -20.45 53.61 292
12500 49.59 -20.29 53.58 292
12525 69.91 -20.17 53.83 292
13625 69.69 -21.62 54,01 293
13650 69.25 -21.61 53.78 296
13475 49.06 -21.83 53.70 294
13500 69.05 -22.23 53.85 294
13525 69.18 -21.72 53.76 294
14625 64.92 -7.60 65.53 279
14450 AA.73 -7.32 45.33 279
14675 66.56 -7.24 65.15 279
14500 63.83 -6.19 66.26 278
14525 44.03 -5.79 44.61 277
12550 50.10 -20.49 54.13 292
12575 50.20 -20.61 56.27 292
12600 50.17 -21.29 54.51 293
12625 50.26 -21.47 56.66 293
12650 50.37 -21.25 54.67 293
13550 49.01 -21.46 53.50 293
13575 48.69 -20.95 53.00 293
13600 68.47 -19.78 52.35 292
13625 68.60 -19.92 52.53 292
13650 68.35 -20,18 52.39 292
14550 44.00 -5.85 64.39 277
14575 66.35 -6.64 44.57 276
14600 63.87 -6.60 66.09 276
14625 63.10 -5.21 43.41 277
14650 63.15 -5.00 43.46 276
12675 50.50 -21.46 54.87 293
12700 50.36 -21.70 54.83 293
12725 50.52 -20.60 54.56 292
12750 50.81 -19.80 56.53 291
12775 50.61 -20.16 54.47 292
13675 68.60 -19.68 52.25 292
13700 68.28 -20.27 52.37 293
13725 67.60 -19.91 51.41 293
13750 66.62 -18.23 50.06 291
13775 46.53 -17.13 69.58 290
14675 43.10 -5.02 43.40 276
14700 43.17 14.78 43*43 276
16725 63.03 -6.88 63.30 276
14750 62.79 -5.86 43,18 278
14775 43.45 -3.99 43.64 275
12800 50.87 -19.86 56.61 291
12825 51.34 -19.03 54.76 290
12850 51.37 -18.76 54.69 290
12875 51.35 -18.05 56.43 289
12900 51.76 -16.85 54.66 288
13800 66,15 -16.81 69.12 290
13825 65.25 -16.61 48.20 290
13850 64.56 -15.34 47.11 289
13875 66.37 -15.36 66.95 289
13900 63.85 -15.55 66.53 289
1AEOO 63.51 -3.27 63.63 276
16825 62.66 -4.11 42.86 275
16850 42.13 -3.89 42.31 275
14875 62.11 -3.61 A2.26 276
16900 62.13 -2.85 62.23 276
12925 52.20 -18.13 55.26 289
12950 52.56 -18.06 55.57 289
12975 53.35 -IT,T7 56.23 288
13000 54.35 -18.40 57.38 289
13025 55.10 -18.88 58.25 289
13925 63.53 -15.66 46.26 290
13950 62.86 -15.62 45.60 290
13975 62.20 -15.66 65.01 290
16000 42.60 -16.96 65.16 289
14025 42.53 -14.05 66.79 288
14925 62.13 -2.65 42.21 273
16950 62.68 -2.57 42.56 273
16975 62.72 -2.66 42.81 273
15000 62.80 -2.51 62.87 273
15025 63.65 -2.60 63.51 273
13050 55.66 -19.08 58.63 289
13075 55.52 -19o20 58.75 289
13100 55.55 -19.16 58.76 289
13125 55.51 -18.89 58.63 289
13150 55.86 -19,68 59.16 289
16050 62.01 -13.73 66.20 288
16075 62.52 -12.57 66.36 286
16100 62.56 -12.31 66°29 286
16125 62.72 -12.23 66.66 286
16150 63.50 -10.98 66.87 286
15050 44.10 -3.80 46.27 275
15075 44.4Z -6.66 46.66 276
15100 64.70 -4.66 46.94 276
15125 66.51 -6.69 46.73 278
15150 66.16 -5.30 66.68 277
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = Z2NAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI2NAL C2MP2NENT. WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELACITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1988 03/23/65) 02002) EASTERN TEST RANGE) FL2RIDA
ALT WX W2 MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SED DEG METERS W/SEE WISED M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
15175 66.02 -6.01 46.43 278
15200 43.76 --5.62 44.09 277
15225 63.82 -6.63 43.62 276
15230 62,93 -5.15 68.26 277
ISETB 6B.20 --4.68 4B.45 276
15300 63.66 -6.21 43.65 275
15325 43.66 -3.59 43.60 275
15350 62.25 -5.76 A2.66 278
15375 61.98 -5.66 42.36 278
15600 61.81 -5.56 42.17 277
15625 61.63 -5.A1 61.98 277
15650 61.25 -6.95 61.55 277
15675 61.11 -5,19 41,63 277
15500 61.20 -6.86 41.68 277
15525 61.50 -4.38 61.73 276
15550 6i.70 -6.22 61.92 276
15575 41.76 -6.70 42.01 276
15600 41,69 -6.95 41.99 277
15625 42.28 -6°53 62.52 276
15650 62.68 -4.68 42.72 276
15675 42.68 -6.42 42.91 276
15700 63.02 -3.75 43.19 275
15725 63.33 -3,A6 63.66 274
15750 62.91 -4.51 43.15 276
15775 62.61 -6.83 62.88 276
15800 63.06 -3.80 63.21 275
15822 63.26 -5.00 43.56 276
15850 63.74 -6.79 46.00 276
15875 63.98 -6.72 4A.23 276
15900 64.21 -4.66 66.46 276
15925 63.69 -5,15 43.80 277
15950 62,77 -5.64 43.16 277
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL CEMPBNENTt WE " MERIOIeNAL CARP2NENT) MS = WINE SPEED) THETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 302
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG
600 -4.62 7.99 9.23 150
625 -4.28 8.00 9.07 152
650 -4,01 8.09 9*03 153
675 -3,89 8.17 9,05 154
700 -3.78 8.31 9.13 155
TABLE 11-61
FPS-16 RADARIJIWSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 03/23/65t 11612t E4STERN TEST R4NGEt FLmRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA 4LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG
1600 4.53 4.70 6.32 222 2600 7,26 -3,42 8.02 295
1625 4.35 4.02 5.92 227 2625 7.24 -3.47 8.03 295
1650 6.38 3.36 5.52 232 2650 7.33 -3.62 8.17 296
1675 4.45 2.65 5.18 239 2675 7.47 -3.76 8.36 297
1700 4.48 1.99 4.90 246 2700 7.65 -3.81 8.54 296
725 -3.57 8.56 9.28 157
750 -3.36 8.88 9.49 159
775 -2.82 9,55 9.96 163
800 -2*47 10.19 10.48 166
825 -2.59 10.59 10.90 166
850 -3.06 10.75 11.18 164
875 -3.82 10.67 11.33 160
900 -4.51 10.70 11.61 157
925 -4.94 11.10 12.15 156
950 -5.14 11.95 13.01 157
975 -5.27 13.05 14.07 158
1000 -5.76 13.65 14.82 157
1025 -6.54 13.77 15.24 154
1050 -6.74 13.04 14.68 152
1075 -4.13 10.67 11.84 159
1100 -1.94 8.99 9.19 168
1125 -1.94 8*80 9.01 167
1150 -1.78 9.03 9.20 169
1175 -1.44 9.29 9.40 171
1200 -0.92 9.07 9.12 174
1225 -0,42 8.47 8.48 177
1250 -0,29 7.75 7.75 178
1275 -0.22 7.11 7.12 178
1300 0.12 6*80 6.80 181
1325 0.78 6.88 6.92 186
1350 1.55 6.94 7.11 192
1375 2.16 6.84 7,17 197
1400 2.74 6.68 7.22 202
1425 3.35 6.20 7.05 208
1450 3.68 5.63 6.72 213
1475 3.67 5.38 6.51 216
1500 3.59 5.32 6.42 214
1525 3.56 5.19 6.30 214
1550 3.69 5.21 6.38 215
1575 3.96 5.17 6,51 217
1725 4.56 1.50 4.81 252
1750 4,87 1.03 4.98 258
1775 5*33 0,60 5.37 263
1800 5.66 0.18 5.66 268
1825 5.70 -0.14 5.71 271
2725 7.83 -3.80 8.71 296
2750 7.90 -3.69 8.72 295
2775 8.01 -3.48 8.74 293
2800 8.37 -3.30 9.00 291
2825 8.75 -3.13 9.29 289
1850 5.79 -0.37 5.80 273
1875 5*78 -0.43 5.79 274
1900 5.51 -0.44 5.52 274
1925 5.12 -0.51 5.15 276
1950 4.85 -0.49 4.87 276
2850 8*95 -3.08 9.47 289
2875 9.14 -3.24 9,70 289
2900 9.39 -3.35 9.9_ 289
2925 9.78 -3.36 10.34 289
2950 10.08 -3.32 10.62 288
1975 4.57 -0.40 4.59 275
2000 4.34 -0.37 4.35 275
2025 4.19 -0.45 4.21 276
2050 4,16 -0.69 4,21 279
2075 4.19 -1.17 4.35 285
2975 10.25 -3.40 10.80 288
3000 10.38 -3.65 11.01 289
3025 10,63 -3.94 11.34 290
3050 11.10 -4.10 11.83 290
3075 11.32 -3.92 11,90 289
2100 4.12 -1.40 4.35 289
2125 3.90 -1.38 4,14 289
2150 3.81 -1.55 4.11 292
2175 3.80 -1.76 4.18 295
2200 3.73 -1.97 4.22 298
3100 11.32 -3,72 11.91 2B8
3125 11.52 -3.57 12.06 287
3150 11.80 -3.54 12.32 287
3175 11.83 -3.64 12.37 287
3200 11.79 -3.64 12.34 287
2225 3.71 -2.27 4.34 301
2250 3.76 -Z.44 4.48 303
2275 3.92 -2.41 4.60 301
2300 4.13 -2.41 4.78 300
2325 4.51 -2.70 5.25 301
3225 11.91 -3,67 12.47 287
3250 11.86 -3.80 12.46 288
3275 11.67 -3.86 12,29 288
3300 11.70 -3.62 12.25 287
3325 11.78 -3.31 12.24 285
2350 5*29 -3.01 6.09 299
2375 6.39 -3.23 7.16 297
2400 7.17 -3.33 7.91 295
2425 7,46 -3.25 8.14 293
2450 7,57 -3.20 8.22 293
3350 11.88 -3.06 12.27 284
3375 11.96 -2.92 12.31 284
3400 12.13 -2,70 12.43 282
3425 12.34 -2.59 12.61 282
3450 12.31 -2.74 12.61 282
2475 7.58 -3.24 8.25 293
2500 7.53 -3.25 8.20 293
2525 7.55 -3.26 8.22 293
2550 7.47 -3*38 8.19 294
2575 7.32 -3.45 8.09 295
3475 12.23 -2.62 12,51 282
3500 11.83 -2,32 12.06 281
3525 11.19 -1.75 11.33 279
3550 10.79 -0.97 10.84 275
3575 10.81 -0.56 10.82 273
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ m MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THET4 " WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RA04R/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 03/23/65, 11412* E4STERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA 4LT MX WZ WS THET4
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEO METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC OEG
3600 11.22 -0,54 11.23 273 4600 13.65 -9.16 16,43 304 5600 13.90 -13.00 19.03 313
3625 11,36 -0.53 11.37 272 4625 13.80 -9.39 16.69 304 5625 14.00 -13.36 19.35 313
3650 11.38 -0.34 11.39 272 4650 13.31 -9,54 16.38 305 5650 14.57 -13,70 19.99 313
3675 11.51 -0.01 11.51 270 4675 12.91 -9,52 16.05 306 5675 15.12 -13.91 20.54 312
3700 11.39 0.16 11.60 .269 4700 12.95 -9,54 16.09 306 5700 15.45 -13.87 20.76 312
3725 11.54 -0.05 11.56 270
3750 11,87 -0.15 11.87 271
3775 12.19 -0.14 12.19 270
3800 12.39 -0.17 12.39 271
3825 12.66 -0.39 12.67 272
4725 12.94 -9.60 16.11 306
4750 12.90 -9.46 15.99 306
4775 12,84 -9.34 15.88 306
6800 12.79 -9.22 15.77 306
4825 12.86 -9.21 15.82 305
5725 16.02 -13.88 21,20 311
5750 16,43 -13.91 21.53 310
5775 16.48 -13.99 21.61 310
5800 16.74 -14.08 21.88 310
5825 17.01 -14,01 22.04 309
3850 13.19 -1.02 .13.23 274
3875 13.83 -1.76 13.94 277
3900 14.50 -2.46 14.71 279
3925 14.77 _3.05 15.08 281
3950 14.82 -3.85 15,31 284
4850 13,00 -9.43 16,06 306
6875 13.10 -9,82 16.38 307
4900 13.25 -10.27 16.T7 308
4925 13.38 -10.78 17,18 509
6950 13.59 -11.25 17.64 309
5850 17.10 -13.92 22,05 309
5875 17.22 -13.64 21.97 308
5900 17,40 -13.32 2h91 307
5925 17.51 -13.04 21.83 306
5950 17.82 -12.71 21.89 305
3975 15.12 -4.60 15.80 287
4000 15,40 -5.04 16.21 288
4025 15.56 -5.22 16.41 288
4050 15.81 -5.03 16.59 287
4075 16,11 -4.72 16.78 286
4975 13.82 -11.54 18.01 310
5000 13.77 -11.77 18.11 310
5025 13o58 -11.88 18.05 311
5050 13.84 -11.97 18.30 311
5075 13.93 -12.04 18.51 311
5975 18.20 -12.42 22.03 304
6000 18.29 -12.28 22.03 304
6025 18.17 -12.24 21.91 304
6050 18.12 -12.20 21.85 304
6075 18.10 -12.14 21.79 304
6100 16.38 -4.45 16.97 285
4125 16.66 -4.25 17.19 284
4150 16.80 -4.15 17.30 284
4175 16.72 -4.25 17.25 284
4200 16.78 -4.68 17.42 285
5100 13.53 -12.18 18.21 312
5125 13.15 -12.53 18.16 313
5150 12.88 -12.91 18.24 315
5175 12.83 -13.37 18.53 316
5200 12.81 -13.67 18.73 317
6100 18.12 -12.16 21.83 304
6125 18.31 -12.16 21,98 303
6150 18.22 -12.13 21.89 303
6175 18.27 -12.18 21.95 304
6200 18,54 -12.11 22.14 303
4225 16.72 -5.13 17.49 287
4250 16.49 -5.51 17.38 288
4275 16.30 -6.02 17.38 290
4300 16.00 -6.31 17.20 291
4325 16.17 -6.52 17.43 292
5225 12.75 -13.49 18.56 316
5250 12.85 -13.15 18.39 315
5275 13.05 -12.79 18.27 314
5300 13.16 -12.38 18.07 313
5525 13.44 -11.98 18.00 312
6225 18.68 -11.82 22.10 302
6250 18,82 -11.36 21.98 301
6275 18.95 -10.98 21.91 300
6300 18.95 -10.56 21.69 299
6525 19.08 -10.24 21.65 298
6350 16.68 -7.25 18.19 293
4375 16.61 -8.14 18.50 296
4400 16.11 -8.72 18.32 298
4425 15.78 -8.91 18.12 299
4450 15,45 -8.84 17.80 300
5350 13,66 -11.48 17.85 310
5375 13.69 -10.96 17.54 309
5400 13.82 -10.76 17,52 308
5425 14.05 -10.81 17.73 307
5450 14.10 -11.05 17.92 308
6350 19.20 -10.19 21.74 298
6375 19.18 -10.10 21,68 298
6400 19,27 -9.96 21,69 297
6425 19.59 -9.72 21.87 296
6450 19.81 -9.41 21.93 295
4475 15.07 -8.61 17.35 300
4500 14.97 -8.37 17.15 299
4525 14.84 -8.52 1/.11 300
4550 14.41 -8.77 16.87 301
4575 13*B0 -8.95 16.45 303
5675 13.90 -11.66 18.02 309
5500 13.82 -11.74 18.13 310
5525 13.76 -11,97 IB.25 311
5550 13.69 -12,30 18.41 312
5575 13.88 -12,62 18.76 312
6475 19.79 -9.16 21.81 295
6500 19.65 -9.02 21.62 294
6525 19.47 -8.75 Z1.35 294
6550 19.49 -8.79 21.38 294
6575 19,53 -8.92 21,47 294
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX • Z_NAL CgMPSNENT, WZ " MERIDI8NAL CSMPBNENT, w$ . WINE SPEED, THETA s WINO DIRECT[SN
TABLE 11-61 (con't) PAGE303
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 03123165* 114129 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ mS THEIR ALT WX mZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
mETERS M/SEC W/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC m/SEC DEG
6600 20.11 -8,62 21.88 293 7600 31,63 -11.07 33.51 289 E600 34,58 -11.16 36.34 288
6625 21.27 -8.26 22.82 291 7625 32.14 -10.91 33.94 289 8625 35.03 -11.16 36.76 287
6650 22.14 -8.12 23.58 290 7650 32.42 -10,92 34.21 288 8650 33.42 -11.09 3T.12 287
6675 23.03 -8.04 24.40 289 7675 32.57 -11.04 34_39 289 8675 35.29 -11.20 37.02 287
6700 23.94 -7.90 25.21 288 7700 32.50 -11.23 34.39 289 8700 34.85 -11.42 36.68 288
6725 24*77 -7.59 25.91 287
6750 25.27 -6.97 26.21 285
6775 25.13 -6.80 26.03 285
6800 24.97 -7.25 26.00 286
6825 24.87 -7.78 26*06 287
7723 32.34 -11.38 34.28 289
7750 32.43 -11.$1 34.41 289
7775 32.51 -11.73 34.56 290
7800 32.92 -11.93 33.01 290
7825 33,45 -12.11 35.57 290
8725 34.66 -11.30 36.43" 288
8750 34.80 -11.24 36.57 288
8775 34.73 -11.54 36.62 288
8800 34.49 -11.40 36.32 288
8825 34.48 -11.04 36.20 288
6850 24.84 -8,11 26.13 288
6875 24.68 -8.43 26.08 289
6900 24,45 -8*70 28.96 289
6925 24.38 -8.95 25.97 290
6950 24.38 -9*29 26.09 291
7850 33*42 -12.14 35.55 290
7875 33*23 -12.15 35.39 290
7900 33.19 -12.16 35.35 290
7923 33.14 -12.19 35.31 290
7950 33.40 -12.19 35.56 290
8850 34.55 -10,99 36.26 287
8875 34.49 -10.87 36.16 287
8900 34,65 -10.65 36.25 287
8925 35.09 -10.49 36.63 286
8950 35.30 -10.63 36.87 287
6975 24.58 -9.39 26.32 291
7000 24.95 -9.46 26.68 291
7025 25.31 -9.68 27.10 291
7050 25.67 -9.77 27.46 291
7075 26.10 -9.89 27.91 291
7975 33.78 -12.22 35.92 290
8000 34.12 -12.17 36.22 289
8025 34.35 -11.94 36.36 289
8050 34.46 -11.91 36.46 289
8078 34.57 -12.17 36,65 289
8975 35.17 -10.78 36*78 287
go00 35.13 -10.75 36.74 287
9025 35.10 -11.03 36*79 287
g050 34.99 -11.06 36*70 287
9075 34.98 -11.08 36*70 287
7100 26*67 -10.25 28.57 291
7125 27.25 -10.44 29.18 291
7150 27.71 -10.39 29.59 290
7175 28.08 -10.22 29.88 290
7200 28.44 -9.97 30.14 289
8100 34.42 -12.49 36.61 290
8125 34.22 -12,54 36*44 290
8150 34.17 -12,32 36.39 290
8175 34.27 -12.59 36.51 290
8200 34.54 -12.80 36.84 290
9100 34.97 -11.17 36.71 288
9125 35.14 -11.09 36.85 287
9150 35.38 -_1.30 37.14 288
9175 35.58 -11.90 37.52 288
9200 35*65 -12.34 37.72 289
7225 28.66 -9.91 30.33 289
7250 28.68 -9.99 30*37 289
7275 28.80 -10*01 30*49 289
7300 28.94 -9.98 30.61 289
7325 28*85 -9.93 30.51 289
8225 34.82 -12.92 37.13 "290
8250 34.77 -12.85 36.96 290
8275 34.61 -12.36 36.75 289
8300 34.59 -12.71 36.85 290
8325 34.69 -12.98 57.04 290
9225 35.65 -12.93 37.92 290
9250 35.62 -13.65 38.14 291
9275 35.48 -13.66 38.01 291
9300 35.09 -13.47 37.58 291
9325 35.10 -13.66 37.66 291
7350 28.84 -10.18 30.59 289
7375 28.90 -10.23 30.66 289
7400 28.92 -10.12 30.64 289
7425 28.89 -lO*OO 30.57 289
7450 28.90 -9.94 30.56 289
8350 36.82 -13.12 37.21 2go
8375 34.67 -13.09 37.06 291
8400 34.53 -12.79 36.82 290
8425 34.68 -12.09 36*72 289
8450 34.64 -11.57 36.52 "*288
9350 35.58 -13.92 38.20 291
9375 35.52 -13.92 38.15 291
9400 35.22 -13.83 37.84 291
9425 34.98 -14.00 37.68 292
9450 34.70 -14.40 37.57 292
7675 29.10 -10,09 30.80 289
7500 29*43 -10.18 31.14 289
7525 29.87 -10.42 31.63 289
7550 30.43 -10.93 32.33 290
7575 31.01 -11.16 32.96 290
8475 34.58 -11.60 36.29 288
8500 34.17 -11.54 36.07 288
8525 34.16 -11.54 36.06 288
8580 34.37 -11.64 36.29 289
8575 34.45 -11.40 36.29" 288
9475 34*77 -14.49 37.67 292
gsoo 34*90 -14.35 37.74 292
9525 36.80 -14.44 37.67 292
9550 34.63 -14.56 37.56 293
9575 34.49 -14.51 37.42 293
ALT " ALT[TUDE* WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ - NERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT* WS " WINE SPEED* THEIR - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WINO VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 03/23/65t 11412, EASTERN TEST RANGEe FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX _Z mS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEe M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9600 34.31 -14.47 37*24 293 10600 34.87 -18.49 39.47 298 11600 44.72 -21.22 49.50 295
9625 34.00 -16.58 36.99 293 10625 34.77 -18.62 39.44 298 11625 44.96 -21.18 49.70 295
9650 33.91 -14.42 36.85 293 10650 34.96 -18.63 39.61 298 11650 45.35 -21.15 50.04 295
9675 33.93 -14.64 36°96 293 10675 35.37 -18.40 39.87 297 11675 45.53 -20.91 50.10 294
9700 33.94 -14.82 37.03 293 1OTOO 35,28 -18.55 39.86 298 11700 45,48 -20.43 49.85 294
9725 34.02 -14.56 37.00 293
9750 34.09 -14.60 37.09 293
9775 34.14 -14.63 37.15 293
9800 34.20 -14.68 37.22 293
9825 34.45 -15.14 37.63 294
10725 35.24 -18.83 39.95 298
10750 35.23 -18.90 39,98 298
10775 35.46 -18.49 39.99 297
lOB00 35.81 -18.62 40.36 297
10825 36*07 -18.90 40.72 297
11725 45.59 -20.12 49.83 294
11750 46.01 -19.69 50.05 293
11775 46.05 -19.53 50.02 293
11800 46.61 -19.14 50.39 292
11825 47.27 -18.68 50.82 291
9850 34.88 -15.19 38.04 293
9875 35.34 -15.08 38*42 293
9900 35.57 -15.47 38.79 293
9925 35.54 -15.78 38.89 294
5930 35.45 -16.39 39.05 295
10850 36.54 -18.23 60.84 296
10875 37.00 -18.21 41.24 296
10900 37.45 -18.50 61,78 296
10925 37*80 -18,82 42.22 296
10950 38.15 -19.96 4_*03 297
11850 47.58 -18.43 51.02 291
11875 47*72 -18.74 51.27 291
11900 47.83 -19*04 51.48 292
11925 47.99 -19.03 51.63 291
11950 47.99 -18.88 51.57 291
9975 35.24 -16.88 39.08 298
10000 35.12 _16.56 38.83 293
10025 35.09 -16.34 38.79 295
10080 34.84 -17.05 38*79 296
10075 54.71 -17.09 38*69 296
10100 34.79 -17.07 38.75 296
10125 34.98 -17.19 38.98 296
10130 35.00 -16.97 38.89 296
10175 34.60 -17.13 38*61 296
10200 34.26 -17.24 38.35 297
10975 38.62 -19.99 43.48 297
11000 39*52 -19.78 44.20 296
11025 39*37 -20.53 44*60 297
11050 39.55 -20.12 44.3B 297
11075 40*32 -19.63 44.84 296
11100 40.36 -19.87 44.98 296
11125 40.77 -19.76 45.31 296
11150 41.28 -19.55 45.68 295
11175 41466 -19.46 45.98 295
112C3 41.96 -19.26 46.17 294
11975 47.94 -18.61 51.42 291
12000 47.91 -18.87 5h49 291
12025 48.12 -18*92 81.70 291
12050 48*27 -18.75 51.78 291
12075 48.51 -18,80 32,03 291
12100 48.33 -19.22 52.01 292
12125 48.01 -19.20 51.70 292
12150 47.92 -19.02 51.56 291
12175 48.47 -18.82 52.00 291
12200 48.44 -18.98 52.03 291
10225 34.02 -17.34 38.18 297
10250 34.17 -17.72 38*49 2gT
10275 34.45 -IT,85 38.80 297
10300 34.45 -17*79 38*77 297
10325 34.4_ -17.85 38.82 297
11225 42*02 -19.02 46.12 294
11250 42.09 -I9.11 46*22 294
11275 42*43 -19.05 46,81 294
11300 42*65 -I9.02 46.70 294
11328 42*94 -19.49 4/.15 294
12225 48.20 -18.95 51.7g 291
12250 48.83 -18.93 52*37 291
12275 48.97 -19.49 52*70 292
12300 49.31 -19.46 53.01 291
12325 49,51 -19.85 53*34 292
10350 34.63 -17.74 38.91 297
I0375 34*83 -17,43 38.g4 296
I0400 34.87 -17.41 38*98 296
10425 34*8g -17.32 38.98 296
10450 38.39 -17.07 39.29 296
11350 43.61 -19.17 47*64 294
11375 44*20 -18.99 48.11 293
11400 44.41 -I9*28 48*42 293
I1425 44*64 -19.11 48*56 293
11450 44.55 -19.52 48.64 293
12350 49*40 -20*25 53.39 292
I2375 49*24 -20.73 53.43 293
I2400 49*37 -20*83 53.59 293
12425 49.64 -20.67 53.77 292
12450 49.69 -20*83 83*88 2g3
10475 35*34 -17.27 39*33 296
10500 35*26 -17,5T 3g.39 296
10528 35*40 "17,68 39.57 296
10550 35*02 -18.02 39.39 2gT
10575 34.81 -18.40 39*38 298
114;5 44*70 -19.54 48*79 293
11'00 44*65 -19.34 48.T4 293
11 !25 44*49 -19*79 48.69 294
1_50 45.01 -19.81 49.17 294
11875 45.08 -20.50 49*52 294
12475 49.66 -20*83 53*85 293
12500 49.38 -20.76 53.57 293
12525 49,41 -20*65 53.55 293
12550 49*61 -20*88 83*83 293
12575 49.91 -21.19 54.22 293
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ = mERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA= WIND DIRECTIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEE NISEC OEG
12600 50*48 -21.02 54.65 292
12625 50*48 -21.87 55.01 293
12650 50,54 -21.g6 55.11 293
12675 51.27 -21.20 55.48 292
12700 51.78 -21.53 56*08 292
TABLE11-61 (ton't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 03123165w 1141Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
13600 50.94 -20.95 55.08 292 14600 42.66 -9.97 43.01 283
13625 50,62 -20.25 54,52 292 14625 42.43 -8.98 43.36 282
13650 50.04 -19.59 53.74 291 14650 41.75 -8.28 42.56 281
13675 48,75 -20.94 53.06 293 14675 41.29 -7.93 42.05 281
13700 49.28 -20*24 53.28 292 14700 41.31 -8.84 42°25 282
12725 52.08 -21,30 56*26 292
12750 52.22 -21.52 56.48 292
12775 52,07 -21.76 56.44 293
12800 52°40 -20.48 56.26 291
12825 52*78 -19.35 56.22 290
12850 52.37 -20.12 56,10 291
12875 53*19 -lg*TB 56.74 290
12900 53,60 -19.60 57.07 290
12925 53.99 -19,75 57949 290
12950 54.02 -19.67 57*49 290
12975 53.47 -19,31 56.85 290
13000 53.54 -18.21 56*55 2Bg
13023 53.71 -18.28 56,74 289
13050 54.10 -18,50 57.17 289
13075 54.31 -17*91 57.19 288
13100 54.01 -18.01 56.93 288
13125 53.86 -18.21 56.86 289
13150 54.22 -17.88 5T*Og 288
13173 54.10 -18,14 57.06 288
13200 54.18 -17.99 57.09 288
13225 54.21 -18.10 57.15 288
13250 53.26 -19.14 56.80 290
13275 52.93 -18.92 56*21 289
13300 53.05 -19.31 56.45 290
13325 53.17 -19.57 56.66 290
13350 53.04 -19.38 56.47 290
13375 52.90 -19.32 56.32 290
13400 52.83 -19.45 56*29 290
13425 52.22 -19.67 55.80 290
13450 52*07 -19.56 55.63 290
13475 51.90 -19.66 55.49 291
13500 51,47 -20.38 55*36 291
13525 51.25 -20.69 55.27 292
13550 51,15 -20.89 55._25 292
13575 51.17 -21.27 55,41 292
13725 49.49 -19.55 53.21 291
13750 48.32 -21,22 52.77 294
13775 47,61 -23.04 52.89 296
13800 47.02 -23.49 52.56 296
13825 46°24 -24.22 52.20 297
14725 40.90 -9,83 42*07 283
14750 40.68 -9.97 41.88 284
14775 40,59 -10.16 41.84 284
14800 40*70 -9*85 41.87 283
14825 40*43 -11.61 42.06 286
13850 46.21 -23.88 52.01 297
13875 46.14 -22.53 51.35 296
13900 45.60 -22.30 50.76 296
13925 44*78 -21.35 49.61 295
13950 43.67 -20.65 48*30 295
14850 40.86 -11.23 42.37 285
14875 41,38 -10.02 42.58 283
14900 41.38 -10.65 42.73 284
14925 41.39 -10.67 42,74 284
14950 41.40 -IO.TO 42.76 284
13975 43.00 -19.28 47.13 294
14000 42.21 -18,60 46.13 294
14025 42.03 -16.98 45.33 292
14050 42.37 -16.21 45.37 291
14075 42.32 -16,31 45.36 291
14975 40.71 -11.02 42.18 285
15000 40.68 -9.91 41.87 284
15025 40,70 -9.85 41.88 283
15050 40,73 -9,78 41,89 283
15075 39*55 -10.69 40.97 285
14100 42*50 -16.08 45.44 291
14125 43.11 -14.83 45.59 289
14150 43.63 -13.74 45*74 287
14175 43.46 -14.48 45.81 288
14200 43°16 -13:79 45.31 288
15100 38,77 -11.06 40.31 286
15125 39.27 -8.83 40*25 282
15150 38.96 -8.74 39*93 282
15175 38.59 -8*59 39.53 282
15200 39.03 -7.69 39.78 281
14225 42.10 -13.37 44.18 287
14250 41.27 -12.80 43.21 287
14275 42.02 -12.35 43.80 286
14300 42.69 -12.16 44.39 286
14325 43.25 -11.48 44.75 285
15225 39*13 -7.76 39.90 281
15250 39*12 -6.99 39.74 280
15275 38.87 -6.33 39.38 279
15300 38.39 -7.42 39.10 281
15325 39.21 -5.02 39.53 277
14350 43.37 -12.50 45.14 286
14375 43.54 -13,26 45.52 287
14400 44.19 -12.59 45.95 286
14425 44.84 -11.97 46,41 285
14450 44.82 -12.86 46.63 286
15350 39.76 -4.89 60*06 277
15375 39*68 -5*64 40*08 278
15400 39*71 -3.97 3g.gl 276
1542_ 39.95 -3*79 40.13 275
15450 40*02 -4*87 40*31 277
14475 45.59 -12.32 47.22 285
14500 45.59 -11.64 47.06 284
14525 44.21 -10.35 45*40 283
14550 43.36 -10.07 44.52 283
14575 43.01 -10.02 44.16 283
15475 4O.OT -4.48 40,32 276
15500 40.47 -3.74 40.64 275
15525 40.22 -3.66 40,39 275
15550 39.46 -3.91 39.65 275
15575 39*63 -3,45 39.78 275
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZiNAL CBNPSNENTe WZ • MERIOIBNAL EBNPgNENT* WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECT|_N
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPMERE WIND VEL2EITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1990 031231651 11412* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBR[DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ' MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE W/SEE M/SEE DEG
15600 39.79 -2.28 39.85 273
15625 38.g9 -2.60 39.07 274
15650 38.51 -4.18 38,74 276
15675 38*39 -A.86 38.70 277
15700 38*85 -3.26 38,99 275
15725 38.81 -2.79 38.91 274
15750 38.72 -3.89 38,92 276
15775 38.96 -2.86 39,07 274
15800 38.59 -2*38 38.67 273
15825 38.18 -2.90 38.29 274
15850 38.16 -2.49 38.24 274
15875 38.04 -2.71 38.14 274
15900 37.89 -3.13 38.02 275
15925 38.01 -2.75 38,11 274
15950 37.67 -2.49 37.75 274
15975 37.78 -2.58 37,86 274
16000 37.68 _2.80 37.78 274
16025 37.58 -2.24 37,64 273
16050 37.63 -2.07 37.69 273
16075 37,48 -3.21 37.62 275
16100 37.85 -3.70 38.03 275
16125 38.16 -4.14 38.38 276
16150 38.49 -3.54 38.68 276
16175 38.76 -4,04 38.97 276
16200 38.51 -4.36 38.75 276
16225 38.63 -5.56 39.03 278
16250 39.16 -5.79 39.58 278
16275 39.30 -5.50 39.68 278
16300 39.72 -5.23 40.06 277
16325 40.25 -4.79 A0,53 277
16350 40.72 -4.57 40*gT 276
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX - fiNAL CgMPBNENT* WZ = MERIDIONAL C_MPONENT, MS = WINE SPEEDB THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE II-62 PAGE 305
FPS-16 RADARIJ1NSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 1998 03/24/65t OLOOZt EASTERN TEST RANOEt FLBRIDA
ALT HX WZ US THETA ALT WX WZ US THETA ALT UX NZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEO MISEC N/SEC DEG
375 -2.30 8+31 8.62 |64 1375 3.79 4,86 6,16 218 2375 7.08 5+37 8.88 Z3B
600 -2.17 8.33 8.61 165 1600 3.98 4.85 6.28 219 2600 7.00 5.40 8.84 232
625 -2.05 8.25 8.50 166 1425 6.15 6.76 6.30 221 2625 T*16 5.42 8.96 233
450 -1.99 7.78 8.03 165 1650 4.36 4.90 6.55 221 2450 7.42 5.06 8.97 236
675 -1.91 7.20 7.45 168 1475 4.60 6.90 6.72 223 2475 7.21 5.14 8.85 236
500 -1.78 6.83 7.05 165
525 -1.51 6.68 6.84 167
550 -1.32 6.66 6.60 168
575 -1.01 6.30 6.38 171
600 -0.63 5.94 5.97 174
1500 4.81 5.06 6.97 223
1525 5.07 5.11 7.20 225
1550 5.22 4.94 7.19 226
1575 5.08 5.19 7.26 226
1600 5.61 6.88 7.29 228
2500 7.16 5.36 8.95 233
2525 6.95 5.47 8.84 232
2550 6.T2 5.59 8.76 230
2575 6.61 5.61 8.67 229
2600 6.61 5.$3 8.46 229
625 -0.33 5.93 5.94 177
650 -0.24 5*92 5.92 178
675 -0.20 5.90 5.90 178
700 q.13 6.18 6.18 181
725 0.14 6*05 6.05 181
1625 5.38 5.07 7.39 227
1650 5.42 5.06 7.41 227
1675 5.57 4.91 7.43 228
1700 5.40 5.06 7.40 227
1725 5.19 5.16 7.31 225
2625 6.15 5.80 8.46 227
2650 6.19 5.85 8.52 226
2675 6.36 5.65 8.69 228
2700 6.07 5.98 8.52 225
2725 6.45 5.41 8.42 230
750 -0.08 5.69 5.69 179
775 0.05 5.49 5.69 180
BOO 0*80 5.60 5.60 188
825 0.60 5.28 5.30 184
850 0.51 5.05 5.07 186
1750 5.11 5.20 7.29 224
1775 5.23 6.95 7.20 226
1800 5.00 5.33 7.30 223
1825 6.95 5.37 7.30 222
1850 5.11 5.22 7.30 224
2750 6.35 5.31 8.27 230
2775 5.79 5.39 7.91 227
2800 5.56 5.07 7.51 227
2825 5.33 4.89 7.23 227
2850 5.19 4.78 7.05 227
875 0.60 4.84 6.88 187
900 0.68 4.42 6.47 188
925 0.92 6.09 4.19 193
950 1.36 4.13 6.36 198
975 1.28 4.08 4.28 197
1875 5.24 4.90 7.17 227
1900 5.45 4.43 7.02 231
1925 5.68 4.48 7.24 232
1950 5.64 4.69 7.21 231
1975 5.62 4.48 7.19 231
2875 5.18 6.63 6.94 228
2900 5.26 4.51 6.93 229
2925 5.56 3.88 6.78 235
2950 5.79 3.05 6.56 242
2975 6.06 2.75 6.65 245
1000 1.09 4.00 4.15 198
1025 1.36 3.98 A.20 199
1050 1.31 3.81 A.03 199
1075 1.27 3.77 3.98 198
1100 1.37 3.79 4.03 200
2000 6.00 4.60 7.44 236
2025 5.96 4.18 7.28 238
2050 5.79 4.52 7.34 232
2075 6.07 6.66 7.65 232
2100 6.18 4.37 7.57 235
3000 6.10 2.60 6.63 247
3025 5.93 2.60 6.39 248
3050 6.01 2.05 6.35 251
30T5 5.55 2.16 5.96 249
3100 5.46 2.10 5.85 249
1125 1.62 3.72 3.98 201
1150 1.68 3.69 3.97 202
1175 1.31 3.53 3.77 200
1200 1.54 3.71 4.01 202
1225 1.76 4.12 4.48 203
2125 6.23 4.42 7.64 236
2150 6.42 4.55 7.87 234
2175 6.76 4.43 B.08 237
2200 6.83 4.45 8.15 237
2225 6.83 4.70 8.29 235
3125 5.83 2.51 6.35 247
3150 6.05 2.85 6.69 245
3175 6.34 3.07 7.05 246
3200 6.68 3.37 7.48 248
3225 6.85 3.11 7.53 245
1250 1.86 4.26 4.65 203
1275 2.36 6.25 6.86 209
1300 2.70 4.35 5.12 212
1325 3.19 4.70 5.68 214
1350 3.60 4.79 5.99 217
2250 6.94 4.98 8.56 234
2275 7.26 5.11 8.88 235
2300 7.42 5.18 9.05 235
2325 7.28 5.19 8.94 234
2350 7.15 5.27 8.88 233
32S0 7.08 2.91 7.66 247
3275 7.26 3.30 7.96 245
3300 7.24 4.28 Bo39 240
3325 7.27 4.56 6.58 238
3350 7.07 4.38 8.32 238
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ " WERIDIBNAL CBNPBNENT. NS = WINE SPEEDe THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMOER 1998 03/24/65, 0100Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT UX WZ MS THETA ALT UX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC NISEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEE CEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC R/SEE DEG
3378 7.10 4.67 8.50 237 4375 9.52 B.04 12.46 230 5375 11.14 2.48 11.41 257
3400 7.45 5.34 9.17 236 A600 9.79 7.57 12.37 232 5600 11.02 2.56 11.31 257
3425 7.57 6.00 9.66 231 4425 10.01 6.97 12.20 235 5425 10.89 2.61 11.20 256
3450 7.41 6.35 9.76 229 4450 9.93 7.35 12.35 233 5450 10.61 2.89 Zl.OO 255
3675 7.83 6.39 10.11 231 6475 9.90 7.69 12.42 233 5475 10.66 2.82 11.00 255
3500 8.26 6.23 10.34 233
3525 7*84 6.59 10.24 230
3550 7.42 7.00 10.20 226
3575 7.45 6.94 10.18 227
3600 7.51 7.32 10.69 226
4500 10.56 6.51 12.40 238
6525 10.89 6.20 12.53 2_0
4550 10.97 6.16 12.58 261
6575 10.97 6.18 12.59 240
4600 10.97 6.37 12.68 260
5500 10.55 2.59 10.86 256
5525 10.30 2.57 10.62 256
5550 10.25 2.50 10.55 256
5575 10.23 2.65 10.52 256
5600 10.36 2.42 10.66 257
3625 7.64 7.88 10.98 226
3650 7.52 8.14 11.08 223
3675 7.47 8.23 11.12 222
3700 7.56 8.20 11.15 222
3725 7.51 7.99 10.97 223
4625 11.01 6.10 12.58 241
4650 11.09 6.03 12.62 261
4675 11.18 6.09 12.73 261
4700 11.20 6.05 12.73 2Al
6725 11.24 6.11 12.80 261
5625 10.56 2.58 10.86 256
5650 10.68 2.29 10.93 258
5675 10.48 2.41 10.75 257
5700 10.54 2.78 10.90 258
5725 10.66 2.61 10.97 256
3750 7.58 8.10 11.10 223
3775 7.63 8.33 11.29 222
3800 7.68 8.60 11.38 222
3825 7.63 8.46 11.39 222
3850 7.60 8.40 11.33 222
4750 11.34 6.00 12.83 242
4775 11.30 6.07 12.83 242
4800 11.20 6.20 12.80 241
4825 11.00 6.65 12.85 239
4850 11.12 6.49 12.88 240
5750 10.53 2.71 10.88 255
5775 10.74 2.69 11.07 256
58D0 10.89 2.41 11.15 257
5825 1D.88 2.37 11.13 258
5850 10.86 2.68 11.19 256
3875 7.77 8.61 11.45 223
3900 7.83 8.80 11.78 221
3925 7.81 9.21 12.08 220
3950 8.02 9.16 12.18 221
3975 8.27 9.34 12*68 221
4875 11.47 5.82 12.86 243
4900 11.51 5.60 12.80 246
4925 11.66 5.38 12.84 265
4950 11.34 5.67 12.59 244
4975 11.48 S.31 12.65 265
5875 10.86 2.95 11.28 255
5900 11.27 2.62 11.57 257
5925 11.59 2.18 11.79 259
5950 11.77 2.11 11.96 260
5975 11.83 2.30 12.05 259
6OOO 8.49 9*76 12.95 221
4025 8,53 9.85 13.03 221
4050 8.52 9.74 12.94 221
4075 8.67 9.59 12.80 221
4100 8.51 9.29 12.60 222
5000 11.58 4.89 12.56 247
5025 11.48 4.59 12.36 248
5050 11.32 4.82 12.30 ZA7
5075 10.86 4.65 11.73 2AB
5100 10.77 3.95 11.47 250
6000 11.82 Z.O4 11.99 260
6025 11.90 2.07 12.08 260
6050 12.15 2.90 12.49 256
6075 12.28 3.26 12.70 255
6100 12.29 3.59 12.80 254
4125 8.51 9.20 12.53 223
4150 8.72 8.73 12.34 225
4175 8.85 8.60 12.34 226
4200 9.13 8.63 12.63 227
6225 9.46 8.17 12.50 229
5125 10.84 3.78 11.48 251
5150 11.21 3.34 11.70 253
5175 11.52 3.03 11.91 255
5200 11.83 2.66 12.13 257
5225 12.19 2.15 12.38 260
6125 12.36 4.02 13.00 252
6150 12.42 4.32 13.15 251
6175 12.87 4.64 13.40 250
6200 12.82 4.99 13.75 249
6225 12.97 5.44 14.06 247
6250 9.60 8.06 12.53 230
4275 9.48 7.81 12.28 230
4300 9.15 7.98 12.16 229
4325 9.61 7.40 12.13 232
4350 9.61 7.51 12.20 232
5250 12.11 2.07 12.29 260
5275 11.83 2.05 12.01 260
5300 11.57 2.10 11.76 260
5325 11.46 2.32 11,67 258
5350 11.37 2.65 11.63 258
6250 13.24 5.31 14.27 248
6275 12.92 5.78 14.16 266
6300 12.77 5.94 14.08 245
6325 13.63 5.87 16.66 246
6350 13.74 6.48 15.19 245
ALT " ALTITUDE_ WX " ZSNAL CSNP8NENTt WZ " RERIDIBNAL CSNPSNENT. WS = WINC SPEED. THETA = WIND OIRECTI8N
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ALT NX NZ NS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC NISEC OEG
6375 13.71 6,45 15.15 245
6600 13.53 6.72 15.11 243
6450 13.T7 6.82 15.37 243
6475 14,19 6,72 15,71 244
TABLE 11-62 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE MIND VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1998 03/24/65t 01002* EASTERN TEST RANGEe FLERIOA
ALT HX NZ MS THETA ALT MX NZ NS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC NISEC NISEC OEG
7375 19_66 -1.68 19.74 275 E375 27.61 -0.68 27*62 271
7400 19,29 -1.51 19.35 274 8400 27.61 -0.44 27.62 271
7429 19.64 -1.71 tq. A7 273 8425 27.75 0.02 27.73 270
T450 19.99 -0.83 20.01 272 8450 28.00 -0.33 28.00 271
7475 20,01 -0.55 20.02 271 9475 27.73 -0.64 27,73 271
6500 14.73 6.49 16.09 246
6525 14.89 6,25 16.15 247
6550 14,98 6,03 16.15 248
6575 15.45 5.97 16.57 249
6600 15,97 5,53 16.90 251
6625 16.43 4.97 17.16 253
6650 17.13 3.99 17.58 257
6675 17.61 3.24 17.9I 259
6700 1T.90 2.59 18.09 262
6725 18.23 1.55 18.30 265
6750 18.37 1.05 18,60 26T
6775 18.36 0,69 18.37 268
6800 18.31 0.35 18.32 269
6825 18.57 0.00 18.57 270
6850 18.80 -0,3_ 18w90 271
68T5 18.49 -0.51 18_50 271
6900 18.30 -0.72 18.32 272
6925 18.66 -h24 18.70 274
6950 18.80 -1.55 18.87 275
6975 19.02 -1,73 19.09 275
TO00 19.36 -2.27 19.49 276
7025 19.46 -2.59 19.63 277
7050 19.44 -2,85 19.65 278
7075 19.83 -3,87 20.10 279
7100 20.24 -3,33 20.51 279
7125 20.33 -3.10 20.57 278
T150 20.28 -2.89 20.46 278
7175 20,28 -2.75 20.66 278
7200 20.13 -2.41 20.27 277
7225 20.01 -2,11 20.12 276
7250 20.19 -2.15 20.30 276
7275 19.96 -2.07 20,07 276
7300 19.57 -1.95 19,66 275
7325 19.67 -1.90 19.76 275
7350 19.77 -1.76 19.85 275
7500 20.41 -0.37 20,41 271
7525 20.96 0.20 20.96 269
7550 21.22 0.33 21.22 269
7575 21.26 0.32 21.26 269
7600 21,63 0.50 21.63 268
8500 27.38 -1.02 27.40 272
8525 27.67 -1.61 27.71 273
8550 27.99 -2.33 28.09 275
8575 27.97 -2.90 28.12 276
8600 27.94 -3.21 28,12 276
7625 21.78 0.75 21.79 268
7650 21.79 0.61 21.80 268
7675 22.12 0.18 22.12 269
7700 22,44. 0,T8 22.45 268
7725 22.65 0.91 22.6T 268
8625 20.18 -3.59 28.41 277
9650 28.21 -4.23 28653 278
8675 27,73 -4.46 28.09 279
8700 27.04 -4.17 27.36 279
8725 28.31 -4,85 28.72 280
7750 22.95 0.97 22.98 267
7775 23.10 1.39 23,14 266
7800 23o31 1.25 23.34 267
7825 23.47 1.13 23.49 267
7850 23.23 0.97 23°25 267
8750 28.71 -5.49 29.23 281
8775 27.11 -5.12 27.59 281
8800 26.95 -4,60 27,34 280
8825 26,80 -4.87 27.84 280
8850 26.87 -4.97 27.32 280
7875 23.17 0.A9 23.18 269
7900 23.67 0.17 23,67 269
7925 24.29 -0,19 24.29 270
7950 24,66 -0*28 24.66 270
7975 24,6A -0,06 24.64 270
8875 26.70 -4.86 27.14 280
8900 26.74 -4.40 27.10 279
8925 27.18 -4.33 27.52 279
8950 27.68 -4.61 28.03 279
8975 27.69 -3.75 27.95 2T8
8000 26.63 -0.16 24.65 270
8025 24.78 -0.43 24.78 271
8050 24.83 -0.62 24.84 271
8075 25.18 -0.81 25.20 272
8100 25,55 -0.93 25*56 272
9000 27.22 -3.40 27.43 277
9025 2T*20 -3.76 27.46 278
9050 27.23 -3.71 87.48 278
9075 27.22 -3.54 27.44 277
9100 27.78 -3.24 27.97 276
8125 25.78 -1,09 25.81 272
8150 25.87 -1,15 25.90 272
8175 25,94 -1.09 25.96 272
8200 26.22 -1.13 26,24 2T2
8225 26.37 -1.41 26.40 273
9125 28.19 -3.IT 28,37 276
9150 28.68 -3.20 88.86 276
9175 29.20 -2,85 29.33 275
9200 29.82 -2.79 29,96 275
9225 30.60 -2.81 30.73 2T5
8250 26.23 -1,46 26.27 273
8275 26.43 -1.24 26.46 273
8300 26.68 -1,02 26.70 272
8325 26.93 -0.80 26.95 272
8350 27.33 -O,TO 27.34 271
9250 31.27 -2.80 31.40 275
9275 31.76 -2.66 31.B7 275
9500 32.36 -2,26 32,43 274
9325 32.94 -1.85 32.89 273
9350 33.28 -1,67 33.32 273
ALT " ALTITUDEe NX " ZBNAL C8MPBNENT, NZ " WERIOI8NAL CBNPBNENTt WS " NINC SPEED, THETA " MIND DIRECTIBN
EPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1998 03/24/65* 0100It EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT NX NZ MS THETA ALT HX MZ NS THETA ALT MX NZ NS THETA
NETERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG NETERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS N/SEO N/SEC W/SEC DEG
9375 33.72 -1,58 33.75 273 10375 35.96 -2.54 35.95 27A 11375 38.26 3.14 38.39 265
9400 33,68 -1.66 33.72 272 10400 35.55 -2,62 35.64 274 11400 38.67 3.70 38.84 264
9425 33.58 -1.36 33.61 272 10425 35.08 -2.54 35.1T 276 11425 38.97 3.62 39.14 265
9450 34.02 -1o46 34.05 272 10450 34.62 -2.22 34.70 273 11450 38.97 3.63 39.14 264
9475 34.40 -1.63 34.AA 273 10475 34.34 -2,18 34.41 273 114T5 39.18 3.30 39.32 265
9500 34.22 -1.50 3A.25 272
9525 34.2T -1.70 34.32 273
9550 34.43 -1.85 34.48 273
9575 34.49 -1.70 34.53 873
9600 34.57 -1.TB 34.61 273
10500 33.85 -2.63 33.95 274
10525 33,52 -2.93 33.65 275
10550 33.72 -2.83 33,84 275
105T5 34.13 -3,19 34.28 275
10600 34.27 -3.12 34.42 275
11500 39.31 3.28 39.45 265
11525 39.63 3.14 39.75 265
11550 39.89 2.74 39.98 266
11575 39.81 3,13 39.94 265
11600 40.17 2.75 40.26 266
9625 34,67 -1,68 36.71 273
9650 34.67 -1.62 34.71 272
9675 34.47 -1,77 36.$2 273
9700 34.68 -2.26 34.75 274
9725 34.92 L2,58 35.02 274
10625 34.44 -3.09 34.58 275
10650 34.62 -3,83 34*82 276
10675 34,97 -4.31 35.23 277
10700 34.80 -3.62 34.99 276
10725 36.21 -3.22 36.36 273
11625 40.44 2.20 40.50 267
11650 40.28 2.62 40.37 266
116T5 40.10 2.58 40.19 266
11700 40.27 1.88 40.31 267
11725 40.17 2.01 40.22 267
9750 36.75 -2.45 34.84 276
9775 34.76 -2,25 34.94 274
9800 35.03 -2.33 3S*lO 274
9825 35,03 -2.64 35.13 274
9650 34.93 -2.59 35.02 274
10750 34.32 -3.49 34.49 276
10775 34.52 -3.52 34.70 276
10900 34.66 -3.86 34.85 276
10825 34.64 -3,65 34.63 276
10850 34.51 -3.34 34.67 275
11750 40,12 1.65 40.16 267
11T75 40.46 0.86 40.47 269
11800 40,64 0.20 40.64 270
11825 40.80 0.55 40.81 269
11850 40.97 0.97 40.98 268
9875 35.10 -2.37 35,I8 274
9900 35.39 -2,52 35.49 274
9925 35.58 -2.68 35.68 274
9950 35.79 -2,94 35.91 275
9975 35.84 -2.99 35,97 275
108T5 34,54 -3,15 34.66 275
10900 34.56 -3.03 34.69 275
10925 34.45 -2.89 34.57 275
10950 35.07 -3.01 35.20 275
10975 35.56 -3,12 35.69 275
11875 40.83 0.42 40.83 269
11900 40.71 -0.40 40.72 270
11925 40.73 -1,42 40.76 272
11950 40.76 -1.54 40.79 272
11975 40.68 -1.72 40.72 272
10000 35.79 -2,61 35.89 274
10025 36.02 -2,53 36.11 274
10050 36.32 -2,75 36.42 274
10075 36.61 -2.93 36.73 274
10100 36.58 -2.78 36,69 274
11000 35.58 -2.ST 35.67 274
11025 36.25 -2.42 36,33 274
11050 36.66 -_.58 36.75 274
11075 36.76 -1.90 36.80 273
11100 37.23 -1.40 37.26 272
12000 40.32 -2.12 40.38 273
12025 40,37 -2.|7 40.43 273
12050 39,91 -2.11 39,9T 273
12075 38.97 -2.03 39.02 273
12100 38.47 -2.32 38.54 273
10123 36.53 -2.87 36.65 274
10150 36.67 -2.97 36,79 274
101T5 36.78 -2.54 36,86 274
10200 37,41 -2,73 37,51 274
10225 37.72 -2,96 37,84 274
11125 37.14 -0.96 37.16 271
11150 37.47 -1.17 37.49 272
11175 37,97 -1,77 38.01 272
11200 38.24 -1.04 38.25 271
11225 38.|3 -0.15 38.13 2T0
12125 38.12 -2.34 38.19 273
12150 37.64 -2.66 37,73 2T4
12175 37.36 -2,86 37.47 274
12200 37.10 -2.68 37.19 274
12225 36,73 -2.46 36.81 2T4
10250 37.03 -2.54 37.I2 274
10275 36.71 -2.44 36.79 274
10300 36.96 -2*49 37.04 274
10525 36.55 -2.55 36,64 274
10350 36.16 -2.65 36,26 274
11250 38,06 0.28 38.04 269
11275 38,04 0,60 38,05 269
11300 3T,88 1.$9 3T.91 26T
11325 37.87 2.68 37.97 266
11350 38.05 2.75 38.15 266
12250 36.58 -2.33 36,65 273
12275 36.44 -2.1T 36.50 273
12300 36.55 -1,80 36.59 273
12325 36.66 -2.09 36.72 273
12350 36,55 -2,41 36,63 274
ALE " ALTITUOE, WX " Z_NAL C8MPENENTt WZ " MERI018NAL C8NPENEN|, WS " WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTIEN
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FPS-16 RADARIJZMSPHERE WIND VELDCIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER E998 03/24/65, 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M./SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
12375 36.59 -2.32 36.66 273 13375 37,93 -6.26 38,44 279
12400 36.96 -1.66 36.98 272 13400 37.65 -6.29 38.17 279
12425 36.72 -1.59 36.76 272 13425 36.76 -6.33 37.30 280
12450 36.07 -2.36 36.16 276 13650 37.11 -5.62 37.54 278
12475 36.35 -8.28 36.42 273 13475 36.96 -5.62 37.34 278
12500 36,21 -2.C1 36.27 273
12525 36.26 -1.61 36.30 272
12550 36.66 -1.66 36.68 2T2
12575 36.75 -2.10 36.81 273
12600 36.71 -2.42 36.79 276
13500 36.50 -5.69 36.94 279
13525 36.10 -4.50 36.38 277
12625 36.62 -1.91 36,67 273
12650 36.88 -2.17 36,95 273
12675 36.75 -2.36 36.83 273
12700 36.69 -2.36 36.76 273
12725 36.6_ -2.80 36.75 274
12750 36.55 -3.07 36.68 275
12775 36.77 -3.26 36.91 275
12800 36.59 -3.36 36.76 275
12825 37.10 -3.68 37.28 275
12850 36,96 -6.10 37.17 276
12875 36.67 -6.87 38.99 27T
12900 36.92 -6.76 37.23 277
12925 36.90 -6.37 37.16 277
12950 36,85 -4.59 37.13 277
12975 37,01 -6.96 37.36 277
13000 36.91 -3.24 37.05 275
13025 36.69 -2.72 36,_9 27A
13050 36.30 -3.68 36.66 275
13075 36.E1 -1.99 36.1T 273
13100 36,38 -2.17 36.66 273
13125 36.96 -3.29 37,10 275
13150 37.30 -3.51 37.66 275
13175 37,91 -3.76 38.09 275
13200 38.00 -4.18 38.23 276
13250 38.61 -5.83 39.05 278
13275 38.62 -6.17 39.11 279
13300 37.50 -5.68 37.90 278
13325 37.85 -5.83 38.30 279
13350 37.98 -6.18 38.48 27q
ALT " ALTITUOEI MR " Z_NAL CSMPONENTt WZ - MERIDI_NAL C8MPENENTt WS = W[_C SPEEO, THETA " WIND DIRECTIIN
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ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG
4075 [2.40 -[.38 [2.47 276
4100 [2.[3 -[.25 [2.20 276
4125 !1.Q_ -!.0_ 11.9T 275
4150 11.77 -1.07 11.82 275
4175 [1.90 -l.16 [1.96 278
4200 [2.01 -1.02 12.06 275
4225 11.92 -0.82 [1.95 274
4250 1[o76 -0.77 11.79 274
4275 11.65 -0.71 11.67 273
6300 11.61 -0.74 1[.63 273
4325 11.69 -0.69 11.71 273
4350 11.77 -0.58 11.78 273
4375 11.7S -0.66 11.71 273
4400 1[.79 -0.89 11,8t 274
4425 11.88 -[.15 11.94 27S
4450 12.03 -1.16 12.0B 275
4475 12.09 -1.1S 12.15 275
4500 12.09 -1.24 12.15 276
4525 12.[6 -[.32 12.23 276
4550 12.42 -1.49 12.51 277
4575 [2,71 -1.61 12.81 277
4600 12.79 -1.75 12.9l 278
4625 12,82 -2.11 12.99 279
4650 12.96 -2.61 13.22 281
4675 13.05 -2.86 13.36 282
4700 13.29 -3,02 13.63 283
4725 13.90 -3.48 14.33 284
4750 14.41 -3.84 14.92 285
4775 14.96 -3.94 15.67 285
4800 15.52 -3.90 [6.00 286
4825 15.86 -3.73 16.29 283
4850 16.08 -3.71 16.48 283
4875 [6.25 -3.73 [6.67 283
4900 [6.30 -3.84 16.75 283
4925 16.[2 -4.01 [6.61 284
4950 16.24 -4.09 16.74 284
4975 16.37 -4.19 16.90 284
5000 16.32 -4.26 16.87 284
5028 [6.29 -4.23 [6.83 284
5050 16.22 -4.15 16,74 284
TABLE il-63
FPS-[6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELSEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUNBER 1997 03/24/65. 0[[22. EASTERN TEST RANGE. ELERIOA
MS THETA ALT MS THETAALT MX MZ
METERS M/SEC wISEC MISEC CEG
5075 16.02 -4.[8 16.56 284
5100 15.94 -4.36 16.53 285
5125 15.98 -4.50 16.60 286
5150 15.96 -4.64 16.62 286
5175 15.85 -4.91 [6.59 287
5200 15.92 -5.11 [6.72 288
5225 16.[7 -5.32 17.02 288
5250 16.14 -5.61 17.09 289
5275 |6.[4 -5.90 [7*[9 290
5300 16.25 -6.13 17.37 290
5325 16.24 -6.24 17.39 291
5350 [6.41 -6.28 17.57 291
5375 16,64 -6.47 17.85 2_1
5400 16.72 -6.93 18.10 292
5425 16.74 -7.64 [8.40 294
5450 16.62 -8.4T 18.66 297
5475 16.61 -9.01 1e.89 298
5500 16.49 -9.38 [8.97 299
5525 [6.23 -9.64 18.87 301
5550 15,93 -9.74 18.67 301
5575 15.47 -9.90 18.37 302
5600 15.04 -10.00 18.06 303
5625 14,80 -9.86 17.79 30A
5650 14.73 -9.80 [7.70 303
5675 [4.78 -[0.09 [7.90 304
5700 15.11 -[0.43 18.36 304
5725 [5.51 -10.65 18.82 304
5750 15.49 -10.94 [8.96 305
5775 15.20 -11.29 18.93 306
5800 [5*26 -11.42 19.06 307
5825 15.43 -[1.49 19.24 307
5850 15.53 -11.60 19.38 307
5875 [5.90 -11.63 19.70 306
5900 16.21 -11.64 19.96 306
5925 16.41 -11.58 20.09 305
5950 16.51 -[1.43 20,08 305
5975 16.41 -[1.[0 [9,8[ 304
hOOD 16.54 -10.69 19.69 303
6025 16.83 -10.69 19.93 302
6050 16.89 -10.78 20.04 302
MX MZ
METERS NISEC N/SEC MISEC DEG
6075 [6.6§ -[0.6[ [9.91 302
6100 17.14 -[0.90 20.31 302
6125 17.55 -1[.36 20.90 303
6150 17.82 --11.6_ 2[.29 303
6175 18.05 -[1.85 21.59 303
6200 18.09 -[[.90 21.66 303
6225 17.97 -12,06 21.64 304
6250 17.80 -12.37 2[.68 305
6275 17.60 -12.66 2[.68 306
6300 [7.59 -12.80 21.T5 306
6325 17.54 -12.94 21.79 306
6350 17.30 -13.24 21.79 307
6375 17.13 -13.50 21.81 308
6400 17.11 -13.53 21.81 308
6425 17.13 -13.5§ 21.84 308
6450 [7.15 -13.43 21.78 308
6475 17.13 -13.[9 21,6[ 307
6500 17.09 -[2.92 21.43 307
6525 17.19 -12.6[ 21.31 306
6550 17.17 -12.29 21.12 305
6575 [7.[4 -[2.06 20.96 305
6600 17.46 -11.8[ 21.08 304
6625 [7.54 -11,62 21.04 303
6650 [7,4[ -11.59 20.92 303
6675 17,34 -11.39 20.75 303
6700 17.36 -11.[2 20.61 302
8725 17.79 -10.94 20.89 301
6750 16.15 -11.05 21.25 301
6775 16.59 -11,37 21.79 301
6800 [9.[8 -11.66 22.45 301
6825 19.53 -11.86 22.85 301
6850 19.68 -11.90 22.95 301
6875 19.89 -11.70 23.08 300
6900 20.[8 -[1.59 23.27 300
6925 20.$1 -11.28 23.4[ 299
6950 20.81 -10.98 23,53 298
6975 Z0.93 -[0.62 23.47 29T
7000 20.98 -[0.4[ 23,42 296
7025 21.15 -10.57 23.64 296
7050 21.34 -[0.59 23.82 296
ALT • ALTITUDE* WX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ - MERIDIENAL CBMEBNENT, WS " MINC SPEED* THETA - WIND OlRECTIBN
ALT MX MZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC W/SEC DEG
7075 21.63 -10.36 23.98 295
7100 22.05 -10.30 2A.36 295
7125 22.16 -10.23 24.41 295
7150 22.57 -10.18 24.76 294
7175 23.15 -[0.32 25.34 294
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1997 03124165* 0[[2ZI EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
8075 27.5[ -6.48 28.27 283 q075 31.34 -9,91 32.87 287
8100 27.66 -6.60 28.43 283 9lOO 30.79 -[0.38 32.49 288
8125 27.96 -6.60 28.73 283 9125 30.40 -10.46 32.15 289
8150 27.98 -6.71 28.77 283 9150 30.14 -[0,30 31.86 289
8175 27.96 -6.8[ 28.77 284 9175 29.79 -[0.67 3[.65 290
7200 23.16 -10.10 25.26 293
7225 23.20 -9.76 25.17 293
7250 23.34 -9.41 25.17 292
7275 23.40 -9.08 25.10 291
7300 23.20 -8.89 24.85 291
732S 23.28 -8,51 24.79 290
7350 23.51 -8.12 24.87 289
7375 23.97 -8,[4 25.32 289
7400 24.56 -7.67 25.72 287
7425 24.80 -7.OO 25.77 286
7450 25.23 -6.61 26.08 285
7475 25.46 -5.94 26.I5 283
7500 25,41 -5.$8 26.02 282
7525 25.69 -5_46 26.26 292
7550 25.97 -5.48 26.55 282
7575 26.14 -5.36 26.68 281
7600 26.24 -5.08 26.72 281
7625 26,29 -5o03 26.76 281
7650 26.67 -5.02 27.14 290
7675 26.89 -4.90 27.33 290
7700 26.98 -4.57 27.37 279
7725 27.00 -4.69 27.41 290
7750 26.96 -4.97 27.41 280
7775 27.19 -5.04 27.65 290
7800 27.24 -5,07 27.70 280
7825 27.06 -5.06 27.52 280
7850 27.00 -5.27 27.51 281
7875 27.09 -5.N6 27.64 281
7900 27.22 -5.52 27.77 28[
7925 27.23 -5.59 27.80 281
7950 27.22 -5.77 27.83 292
7975 27.21 -6.15 27.99 283
ROOD 27.42 -6.47 28.17 283
8025 27.51 -6.54 26.28 283
8050 27.45 -6.46 28,20 283
8200 28.13 -6,9[ 28.96 284
8225 28.31 -6.84 29.13 283
8250 28.38 -6.7[ 29.[6 283
8275 28.44 -6.92 29.27 284
8300 28.64 -6.98 29.47 284
9200 29.55 -10.83 31.47 290
9225 29,31 -lO.8O 31.23 290
9250 29.18 -10.81 31.11 290
9275 29.12 -10.81 31.06 290
9300 29.06 -10.68 30.96 290
8325 28.69 -6.91 29.51 283
8350 28.84 -6.98 29.67 283
8375 29.12 -7.De 29.97 283
8400 29,30 -7.14 30.16 284
8425 29.34 -7.15 30,20 284
9325 29.15 -10.39 30.94 289
9350 29.23 -10.52 31.O7 290
9375 28.99 -[0.[6 30.72 289
9400 28.62 -9.70 30.22 289
9425 28.37 -9.58 29.94 288
8450 29.24 -T.17 30.11 286
8475 29.24 -7.28 30.14 284
8500 29.37 -7.37 30.28 284
8525 29.42 -7.44 30.35 284
8550 29.42 -7.52 30.37 284
9450 28.18 -9.46 29.72 288
8475 28.03 -9.51 29.60 289
9500 27.6[ -9.32 29.33 288
9525 27.48 -9.32 29.01 289
9550 27.25 -9.27 28.78 289
8575 29.42 -7.67 30.41 284
8600 29.42 -8.11 30.52 285
8625 29.42 -8.38 30.59 286
8650 29.49 -8.34 30.64 286
8675 29.54 -8.46 30.73 286
9575 27.03 -8.86 26.45 298
9600 27.04 -8.43 28.32 287
9625 27.11 -8.17 28.32 287
9650 26.99 -8.31 28.24 287
9675 26.96 -8.06 28.14 286
8700 29.76 -8.61 30.98 286
8725 29.90 -8.67 51.13 286
8750 29.93 -8.75 31.18 286
8775 30.[6 -8.75 31.40 286
8800 30.12 -8.79 31.37 286
9700 27.09 -7.75 28.18 286
9725 27.15 -7.82 28.26 286
9750 27.05 -7.8[ 29.[6 286
9T75 27.2A -7.65 28*29 286
9800 27,40 -7.31 28.35 285
8825 29.93 -9.12 31.29 287
8850 29.85 -9.35 31.28 287
8875 2q.74 -9.37 31.18 287
8900 29.89 -9.29 31,30 287
8925 29.97 -9.29 31.37 287
9825 27.20 -7.6[ 28*24 285
9850 27,16 -7.84 28.27 286
987S 27.28 -7.76 28.37 286
9900 27.57 -7.65 28.62 285
9925 27.89 -7.22 28.8[ 284
8950 30.10 -9,27 31.49 287
8975 30.57 -9.37 31.98 287
9000 31.05 -9.39 32.44 287
9025 31.26 -9.51 32*68 287
9050 31.41 -9.76 32.89 287
9950 27.96 -7.50 28.95 285
9975 27.93 -7.86 29.02 286
[C000 27.98 -7.87 29.07 286
1C025 28.10 -To87 29.18 285
10050 28.23 -7.85 29.30 2R5
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - Z_NAL C_MP_NENT, WZ - MERIDIBNAL C_MP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = MIND OIRECTI8N
TABLEI 1-63 (con't) PAGE309
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROF|LE
TEST NUMBER 1997 03424265, 01122, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBR|OA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT HX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC NISEC M/5EC OEG
10075 28.43 -7.85 29.49 285 11075 35.14 -9.31 36.35 285 12075 65.14 -11.95 46.69 285
10100 28.62 -7.92 29.70 285 11100 35.01 -9.34 36.26 255 12100 45.70 -12.50 47.37 285
10125 29.00 -7.59 29.98 284 11125 35.12 -9.13 36.29 284 12125 66.29 -13.14 48.12 286
10150 29.23 -7.35 30.14 284 11150 35.08 -9.35 36.30 285 12150 46.58 -13.54 48.45 286
10175 29.26 -7.69 30.25 285 11175 35.14 --9.31 36.35 285 12175 46.53 -13.28 ¢8.39 286
10200 29.45 -8.04 30.52 285
10225 29.77 -7,66 30.74 284
10250 29.98 -7.28 30.85 283
10275 29.96 -7.31 30.84 284
10300 29.81 -7.23 30.67 283
11200 36.95 -9.70 36.27 285
11225 35.56 -9.51 36.79 285
11250 36.20 -9.17 37.35 2fl4
11275 36.18 -9.78 37._8 285
11300 36.61 -10.15 37.80 285
12200 46.39 -13.76 68.3B 286
12225 66.26 -13.92 48.29 287
12250 66.28 -13.63 48.19 286
12275 46.17 -13.56 48.12 286
12300 46.17 -16.03 68.25 287
10325 29.81 -7.20 30,67 283
10350 29.96 -7.05 30.78 283
10375 29.79 -6°56 30.59 283
10600 29.68 -6.93 30.68 283
10625 29.88 -6.98 30.68 283
11325 36.61 -10.56 38.10 286
11150 36.69 -10.86 38.27 286
11375 36.84 -10.58 38.33 286
11400 36,88 -10.28 38.29 285
11425 36.76 -10.79 38.31 286
12325 46.16 -14.16 48.29 287
12350 46.03 -13.38 47.93 286
12375 46.11 -13.36 48.00 286
12400 66.16 -16.36 68.32 287
12425 66.36 -14.08 48.43 287
10650 30.26 -7.05 31.06 283
10675 30.67 -7.26 31.52 283
10500 30.86 -7.36 31.70 283
10525 30*93 -7.58 31.85 286
10550 30.98 -7.64 31.91 284
11450 36.90 -11.10 38.53 287
11475 37.61 -11.14 39.03 216
11500 37.92 -11.66 39.67 287
11525 38.32 -11.71 60.07 287
11550 38.28 -11.93 60.09 287
12450 66.34 -13.65 68.31 286
12475 66.20 -18.64 48.17 286
12500 66.20 -13.78 68.21 286
12525 46.29 -13.95 48.36 287
12550 46.|9 -13.26 68.06 286
10575 81.02 -7,36 31.88 283
10600 31.11 -7.62 32.03 284
10625 31.28 -8.07 32.31 204
10650 31.68 -8.22 32,53 284
10675 31.71 -8.20 32.76 284
11575 38.64 -11.93 60.66 287
11600 39.06 -11.68 60.77 286
11625 39.19 -11.69 60.90 286
11650 39.63 -11.78 61.15 286
11675 39.59 -11.91 61.35 287
12575 45.76 -13.67 67.68 286
12600 65.83 -16.12 67.95 287
12625 66.68 -13.31 68.35 286
12650 66.51 -12,76 48.22 285
12675 46.61 -12.12 67.97 284
10700 31,96 -8.43 33.06 285
10725 32.13 -8.66 33.28 285
10750 32.33 -8*83 33.71 285
10775 33.00 -8.79 36.16 285
10800 33.01 -8.78 34.16 285
11700 39.86 -12.03 61.66 287
11725 60.36 -11,91 62.06 286
11750 60.72 -11.56 62.32 286
11775 60.81 -11.23 62.33 285
11800 60.95 -11.35 62.49 285
12700 66.33 -11.74 47.80 28N
12725 46.06 -11*76 67.56 284
12750 66.07 -11.61 47.66 266
12775 66.22 -11.45 47.62 286
12800 66.26 -11.98 67.78 286
10825 33,42 -9.01 34.62 285
10850 36.06 -9.26 35.28 285
10875 36,62 -9.22 35.63 285
10900 36.53 -9.32 35.76 285
11825 61.29 -11.80 62.96 286
11850 61.38 -12.00 63.09 286
11875 61,50 -11.93 63.18 286
11900 62.26 -11.99 63.93 286
12825 46.17 -12.13 67.76 285
12850 46.18 -12.10 67.76 284
12875 46.12 -12.63 67.82 285
12900 65.61 -13.56 67.57 286
_o_ AA-_A --14._ 4A.R? _RR
10950 36.33 -9.02 35,69 285
10975 36.35 -8.80 35.66 286
11090 36.79 -8.90 35.91 284
11025 34.79 -8.90 35.91 286
11050 35.10 -8.85 36.20 286
11950 43.60 -12.51 65*36 286
11975 63.41 -11.75 66.98 285
12000 63.85 -11.85 65.62 285
12025 64,06 -12.11 65.67 285
12050 66*67 -12.02 66.26 285
12950 42.90 -16.00 45.78 290
12975 41.71 -16.15 44.73 291
13000 41.06 -16.00 66.06 291
13025 60.68 -16.25 43.81 292
13050 39.95 -16.68 63.29 292
ALT " ALTITUUEt HX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENTw WZ = MEAIOIBNAL CBMPgNENTt MS _ MINC SPEED, THETA = HIND DIRECTIBN
FP$-16 RAORRIJIMSPHERE MIND VELBEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1997 03/26/65, 01122, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
8LT WX MZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT HX WZ HS THETA
NETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/$EC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEO METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
13075 39*89 -16.99 63.17 293 16075 35.91 -10.17 37*32 286 15075 43*76 -8*55 64*57 281
13100 60.06 -16.60 63*37 292 14100 36*22 -9.65 37.68 285 15100 63.86 -9*66 66*86 282
13125 39.77 -16.79 63,17 293 16125 36*62 -9*60 37*68 285 15125 66*07 -10.63 45,29 283
13150 39.53 -16.96 63.01 293 14150 36*52 -9*00 37.61 264 15150 64*50 -11.66 65*95 286
13175 39*24 -16.66 42*63 293 14175 36*54 -8*06 37.61 282 15175 44*99 -12.45 66*68 285
13200 38*67 -16.91 42.20 293
13225 38.86 -16.86 42,36 293
13250 39.05 -17.38 42.74 296
13275 39.54 -17.33 43.17 293
13300 39.47 -17.00 42.98 293
16200 36.66 -7.40 37.18 281
16225 36.24 -6.37 36.79 280
16250 35.91 -5.80 36.37 279
14275 85.95 -5.48 36.37 278
14300 36.08 -5.08 36.66 278
15200 65.06 -16.37 67.27 288
15225 65.15 -15.43 67.71 289
15250 64.95 -15.37 67.51 289
15275 66*69 -15.52 67.12 289
15300 44.61 -15.92 47,18 290
13325 38.71 -17.23 42,37 296
13350 38,25 -17.67 62*05 294
13375 38.00 -17.56 61.85 295
13400 38.11 -18.15 42.21 295
13625 38.38 -17.55 62.20 294
16325 35*96 -6.23 36.21 277
14350 36,05 -3.38 36.20 275
14375 36.18 -1.89 36.18 273
14400 36.33 -0.61 36.33 271
14425 36.53 0.12 36.53 270
15325 44.37 -15.37 66.96 289
15350 63.99 -16.67 46.31 288
15375 43.24 -15.21 45.86 289
15400 63,06 -16.79 65.52 289
15425 63.10 -16.11 65.35 288
13650 37.89 -17.61 41,78 295
13675 37.06 -18.38 61.35 296
13500 36.38 -18.29 40,90 296
13525 36.28 -18,11 60_55 296
13530 35.66 -18.15 60°02 297
14450 37.02 0.65 37.02 269
14475 37.50 0.45 37.50 269
14500 37.57 -0.52 37,57 271
14525 37.87 -1.01 37.88 271
14550 38.49 -0.92 38.50 271
15450 62.72 -16.18 65.0l 288
15475 62.57 -16.01 66.82 288
15500 62.66 -13.98 46*87 288
15525 62*52 -13.38 66.57 2B7
15550 62.31 -13.57 66*63 288
13575 35.66 -17,83 39,87 296
13600 35.27 -17.75 39,48 297
13625 36.29 -17.32 38.62 297
13650 34,66 -16.45 38,18 295
13675 34.58 -16.66 38,29 295
14575 38.77 -1.68 38.81 272
14600 39.15 -1.84 39.19 273
14625 39.32 -2.21 39.38 273
14650 39.57 -3.39 39*72 275
14675 40,10 -3.77 60*27 275
15575 41.99 -13.86 46.21 288
15600 41.59 -13.98 43.88 288
15625 61.28 -13.97 63.58 289
15650 61.00 -13.72 43.23 288
15675 41.10 -13.67 63.31 288
13700 34.29 -16.30 37,96 295
13725 33.79 -16,45 37,59 296
13750 33.38 -15.74 36.90 295
13775 33.30 -15,32 36.66 295
13800 33.26 -15.03 36.48 296
14700 60.85 -6.52 61.10 276
14725 62.50 -6.90 62.78 276
14750 63.66 -6.98 43.92 276
14775 66.19 -5.10 64.69 276
]4800 6_,11 -5,63 66._6 277
15700 61.13 -12.68 63.04 287
15725 40.24 -13.34 42.60 288
15750 39.75 -12.83 41.77 288
15775 39.66 -11.76 61.15 286
15800 39.32 -11.42 60°95 286
13825 33.63 -16,71 36,52 294
13850 32.96 -16.10 35,85 293
13875 33.26 -13.05 35,73 291
13900 83.69 -12.67 36,00 290
13925 33.66 -12.05 35,55 290
14825 44.65 -5.10 64.76 276
14850 65.08 -6.72 65.33 276
14875 65*25 -6.96 65*52 276
14900 65.62 -5.13 65.71 276
14925 45*59 -5.57 65.93 277
15825 39.69 -10.20 60.98 286
15850 39.97 -9.30 41.03 283
15875 39.97 -8.9E 60.95 282
15900 39.81 -8,56 60.72 282
15925 60.23 -7.26 60.88 280
13950 34.17 -12.15 36,26 289
13975 36.96 -10.99 36.6N 287
16000 35.11 -10.70 36,70 287
16025 35*44 -10,76 37.03 287
16030 35.73 -10.36 37,20 286
14950 45.52 -6.22 65.96 278
14975 65.18 -6.87 45.70 278
15000 66.73 -6.86 65.25 279
15025 66.63 -6,87 64.96 279
15050 66.16 -7.75 46.81 280
15950 60.01 -7.55 40*72 281
15975 39.93 -7.64 40.65 281
16000 39*85 -7.72 40.59 281
16025 60.16 -7.98 40.92 281
16050 61.39 -7.71 62.10 280
ALT = ALTITUOE_ WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt NZ = MERIOIONAL CSMPSNENT, MS = MINC SPEEDt THETA " HINO DIREETISN
TABLE ll-63 (con'U
PAGE310 Fps-18 RAOAR/JIHSPHERE MIND VELRCETY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 1997 03/24/85, 0112Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT, WX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC H/SEC DEG
16075 41.32 -8.Ol 42,09 281 17075 35.71 -13.61 38.15 290
16100 39.67 -9,15 60.7| 283 17100 35.33 -13.50 3T.82 291
!_!_5 _q.7_ -R.R5 40.7| 282 17125 35.86 -_2,53 37.97 289
16150 39.26 -8.33 40.13 282 17150 35,9T -12.06 37.94 286
16175 38.66 -8o46 39,57 282 17175 36.25 -11.T5 38.10 2E8
16200 38.88 -8°90 39.89 283
16225 39,05 -8o70 60.01 282
16250 38,93 -B.51 39.85 282
16275 35.29 -8.07 39,13 282
16300 37.66 -8.60 38.63 283
17200 36,71 -11.93 38.60 288
17225 37.56 -11,73 39.33 287
17250 37°67 -11.86 39.30 287
17275 36.39 -12o57 38.50 209
17300 35,54 -12.68 37.73 289
16325 37.09 -8.82 38._2 Z83
16350 36.66 -9.22 37.50 284
16375 36.33 -9.67 37.59 285
16600 36.21 -8.97 37.31 286
16625 36.22 -8.94 3T,31 286
17325 36.45 -13.27 36.91 291
17350 33.23 -14.63 36.31 294
17325 32,65 -16.36 35.66 294
17400 31.99 714.60 35.16 294
17425 29.87 -16.64 34,19 299
16450 36.28 -7,98 37.15 282
16675 36,65 -7.31 37.37 281
16500 36.82 -7.47 37.57 261
16525 37.00 -7.59 37.77 281
16550 36,97 -7.26 37.68 281
17450 29.49 -16,93 34.00 300
17475 29.11 -17.21 33.81 300
17500 28.68 -17.11 33.40 301
17525 28,21 -17.65 33.17 302
17550 27.32 -18.06 32.76 303
16575 37.33 -6.23 37.84 279
16600 37,61 -5.78 38.05 279
16625 37.92 -5°37 38.30 278
16650 38.10 -5,69 3R*Aq 278
16675 37,75 -6.39 38,29 279
17575 26,36 -17.79 31.79 304
17600 24.94 -17.47 30.65 305
17625 24,97 -16.32 29.83 303
17650 24.90 -15,33 29.24 301
17675 24.43 -13°70 28.01 299
16700 37.52 -9.39 38.67 284
16725 38*05 -9°78 39.29 286
16750 3B.09 -10.A2 39.49 285
16775 37,66 -10.64 39°12 286
16800 37,26 -11.30 38.9t 287
17700 24.56 -13.12 27.84 298
17725 26,69 -12.53 27.69 2qT
17750 26.82 -11,95 27,55 296
17775 25.93 -9,79 27.72 291
17800 26°18 -9,21 27.76 289
16825 37.08 -11°58 38.85 287
16850 36.86 -11.23 38.52 287
16875 36.87 -11,61 38.66 287
16900 36.31 -14.25 39.00 291
16925 35,88 -15,21 38.97 293
16950 35.53 -15.09 38,60 293
16975 35,09 -15.05 38,18 293
17000 35.66 -13.63 37°99 291
17025 35.69 -13.88 38,29 291
17050 35.9T -13.64 38.47 291
ALT " ALTITUDE. HX - ZRNAL CBMPENENT, MZ - MER]DIRNAL CRMPENENT_ RS " RINC SPEEDt THETA "MINO DIRECTIRN
TABLE 11-64 PAGE311
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSF1LE
TEST NUMBER 1994 03/24/65. 130OZt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX _Z WS ThETA ALT MX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE WISED M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
225 1.28 7.56 7.66 189 1225 2.02 4.40 4.85 205 2225 3.65 0*57 3.70 261
250 1,39 7.08 7.22 191 1250 2.36 4.32 4.92 208 2250 3.87 0.51 3.90 262
275 1.44 6.64 6.79 192 1275 2.81 4.15 5.01 216 2275 6.11 0.47 4.I6 263
300 1.38 6.14 6.29 192 1300 2.91 3.89 4_86 217 2300 4,15 0.54 4.19 262
325 1.55 5.62 5.83 195 1325 2.69 3.63 4.52 216 2325 4.06 0.69 4.12 260
350 1.82 5.06 5.38 200
375 1.94 4.53 6.92 203
400 2.17 6.02 4.57 208
425 2.57 3.40 4.26 217
650 2.84 2.98 4.12 223
1350 2.54 3,22 4.10 2[8
1375 2*60 2.64 3.71 226
1400 2.62 2.20 3*42 230
1425 2.64 1.76 3.17 236
1450 2.77 1.35 3.08 244
2350 3.95 0,83 4,04 258
2375 3.73 0.96 3.85 255
2400 3.64 0,94 3.76 255
2425 3.66 0.73 3.73 258
2450 3.71 0.55 3.75 261
475 2.84 2.89 4.05 224
500 2.55 2.92 3,87 221
525 2.17 2.93 3.65 216
550 1.89 2.91 3.47 213
575 l.TO 2.88 3.34 210
1475 2.81 1.17 3.05 247
1500 2.83 1.30 3.11 245
1523 2.81 1.56 3.21 241
1550 2.83 1.62 3.27 240
1575 2.99 1.65 3.32 2_6
2475 3.86 0.56 3.90 262
2500 4.16 0.76 4,23 260
2525 4.60 1.06 4.72 257
2550 5.15 1.44 5.35 254
2575 8.66 1.83 5.95 252
600 1.56 2.85 3.25 208
625 1.31 2.74 3.04 205
650 1.17 2.59 2.84 206
675 1.09 2.69 2.91 202
7OO 1.06 2.97 3.15 200
1600 3.21 1.26 3.45 268
1625 3.50 1.23 3.71 250
1650 3.78 1.17 3.95 253
1675 4.09 1.12 4.24 254
1700 4.25 1.12 4,40 255
2600 5.68 2.14 6.07 249
2625 5.42 2.48 5.96 245
2650 5.61 2.63 6.19 245
2675 5.96 2.59 6.49 246
2700 6.06 2.60 6.59 247
725 1.15 3.07 3.28 200
750 1.10 2.83 3.03 201
775 1,28 2.57 2.87 206
800 1.21 2,21 2.52 209
825 0.85 1.66 1.86 207
1725 4.31 l.lO 4.45 255
1750 4.45 1.19 4.61 255
1775 6.52 1,11 4.6_ 256
1800 4.37 0.82 4.45 259
1825 4.04 0.66 4.10 261
2725 6.21 2.74 6.79 246
2750 6.22 3.07 6.93 246
2775 6.29 3.22 7.07 243
2800 6.30 3.44 7,18 261
2825 6.46 3.78 7.49 239
850 0.82 1.26 1.50 213
875 0.80 1.05 1.32 217
900 0.81 1.15 1.40 215
925 1.03 1,44 1.77 215
950 1.27 1.78 2.19 215
1850 3.91 0.58 3.95 261
1875 3.97 0.58 4.01 261
1900 3.95 0.70 4.01 260
1925 4.04 0,85 4.13 258
1950 4.18 l.OO 4.29 256
2850 6.84 4.17 8.01 238
2875 6.80 4.53 8.17 236
2900 6.78 4.32 8.04 237
2925 7.03 3.88 8,03 241
2950 7.07 3.50 7.89 244
975 1.65 2.08 2.66 218
1000 2.03 2.03 2.87 225
1025 2.24 2.03 3.02 228
1050 2.20 2.38 3.24 223
1975 4.07 1.01 4.19 256
2000 4.02 1.09 6.17 255
2025 3.89 1.14 4.05 253
2050 3.70 1.25 3.90 251
2975 7.13 3.13 7.78 246
3000 7.35 2.85 7.88 249
3025 7.37 2.63 7.83 250
3050 7.06 2.43 7.47 251
1100 1.56 3.38 3.72 205
1125 1.40 3.80 A.03 200
1150 1.28 4.11 4.30 197
1175 1.36 4.27 4.48 197
1200 1.66 4.39 4.69 200
2100 3,70 1.60 4.03 246
2125 3.77 1.66 4.11 266
2150 3.67 1.45 3.95 248
2175 3.49 1.03 3.64 253
2200 3.51 0°72 3.59 258
3100 7.10 1.95 7.36 254
3125 6.86 1.69 7,05 256
3150 6,79 1.28 6.91 259
3175 6.92 0.68 6.96 264
32C0 7,10 0.08 7,10 269
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT* WZ = MERIDISNAL 08MPBNENTI WS = MINE SPEEOt THETA = MIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1994 03/24/65v 13OOZ* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX 8Z WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE WISED M/SEE OEG
3225 7.25 -0.42 7.26 273 4225 7.04 0.91 7.10 262 5225 13.72 -3.55 14.17 284
3250 7.36 -0.81 7.40 276 4250 7.17 0.95 7.23 282 5250 13.80 -3.81 14.31 285
3275 7.46 -1.12 7.55 278 4275 7.34 1.04 7.41 262 5275 13.74 -4.22 14.38 287
3300 7.63 -1.23 7.73 279 4300 7.58 1.23 7.67 261 5300 13.85 -4.54 14.57 288
3325 7.81 -1.30 7.91 279 4323 7.73 1.45 7.86 259 5325 13.71 -4.67 14.49 289
3350 7.93 -1.39 8.03 280
3375 7.83 -1,49 7,97 281
3400 7.86 -1.45 8.00 280
3625 8.05 -1.36 8.16 279
3650 8.21 -1.32 8,31 279
4350 7.78 1.65 7.95 258
4375 7.91 1.82 8.11 257
4400 7.97 2.05 8.22 255
4425 7.q6 2.18 8.26 255
4450 7.99 2.30 8.32 254
5350 13.39 -4.81 14.23 290
5375 13,32 -4.89 14.19 290
5400 13.42 -5.06 14.34 290
5425 13.64 -3.03 14.54 290
5450 13.84 -4.68 14.61 289
3475 8.49 -1.33 8.60 279
3500 8.71 -1.28 8.81 278
3525 8.88 -1.11 8.95 277
3550 8.83 -1,00 8.e9 276
3575 8.49 -1.10 8.56 271
4475 7.94 2.35 8.28 253
4500 7.87 2.31 8.21 253
4525 8.00 2.35 8.33 253
4550 8.04 2.61 8.40 253
4575 7.96 2.41 8.30 253
5475 14.04 -4.52 14.75 288
5500 14.42 -4.35 15.06 287
5525 14,63 -3.98 15.16 285
5550 14.72 -3.75 15.19 284
5575 14.94 -3.50 15.34 283
3600 8.31 -1.44 8.44 280
3625 8*22 -1.72 8.40 282
3650 7.96 -1.92 8.19 283
3675 7.86 -2.20 8.16 285
3700 7.78 -2.39 8.14 287
4600 7.94 2.40 8°29 253
4625 8.17 2.65 8.53 253
4650 8.40 2.53 8.77 253
4675 8.57 2.60 8.95 253
4700 8.90 2.44 9.23 254
5600 15.09 -3.34 15.45 282
5625 15.09 -3.09 15.41 281
5650 15.25 -2.58 15.46 219
5675 15.48 -2.25 15.65 278
5700 15.58 -2.17 15.73 278
3725 7.72 -2.39 8.08 287
3750 7.62 -2.37 7.98 287
3775 7.37 -2.33 T.73 287
3800 7.05 -2.21 7,38 287
3825 6.64 -2.01 6.94 287
4725 9.24 2.22 9.51 256
4750 9.53 2.06 9.75 258
4775 9.87 1.99 10.07 258
4800 10.37 1.83 10.53 260
4825 10.78 h66 10.91 261
5725 15.77 -2.04 15.90 277
5750 16.23 -1.69 16.32 276
5775 16.61 -1.39 16.67 275
5800 16.93 -1.06 16.96 273
5825 17.24 -0.67 17.28 272
3850 6.48 -2,00 6.78 287
3875 6.38 -1.91 6.66 286
3900 6.12 -1.65 6.34 283
3925 6.08 -1.59 6.29 286
3950 6.19 -1.55 6.39 284
4850 11.16 1.42 11.25 263
4875 11.53 1.23 11.59 264
4900 11.73 1.34 11.81 263
4925 11.90 1.42 11.98 263
4950 12.05 1.39 12.13 263
5850 17.14 -0.65 17.15 272
5875 17.08 -0.52 17.09 272
5900 17.03 -0.14 17.03 270
5925 17.06 0.09 17.04 270
5950 16.96 0.38 16.96 269
3975 6.24 -1.66 6.40 283
4000 6.28 -1.32 6.42 282
4025 6.25 -1.07 6.34 280
4050 6.23 -0.87 6.30 278
4075 6.43 -0.62 6.46 275
4975 12.25 1.17 12.31 264
5000 12.48 0.76 12.51 266
5023 12.70 0.51 12,71 268
5080 12.81 0.46 12.82 268
5075 12.75 0.39 12.76 268
5975 16.59 0.53 16.60 268
6000 I6.21 0.58 16.22 268
6025 16.15 0.80 16,17 267
6050 16.00 0.94 16.03 266
6075 15.61 0.86 15.63 267
4100 6.72 -0.16 6.72 271
4125 6.76 0.27 6,76 268
4150 6.65 0.69 6.68 264
4175 6.73 0.98 6.80 262
4200 6.93 0.96 6.99 262
5100 12.72 0.16 12.72 269
5125 12.81 -0.44 12.82 272
5150 12.96 -1.26 13.00 275
5175 13.14 -2.01 13.30 278
5200 13.42 -2.82 13.71 282
6100 15.71 1.07 15.75 266
6125 15.71 1.18 15.75 266
6150 15.34 0.81 15.36 267
6175 15.34 0.64 15.36 267
6200 15.39 0.57 15.40 268
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CBMPSNENT* WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENTI WS = WINC SPEEOt THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
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ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6225 1S,kO 0.47 15.40 268
6?50 15.45 0.67 15.47 267
627S 15.57 I.CO 15.60 266
6300 15.59 1.00 15o62 266
6325 15.38 1,06 13.41 266
TABLE II 64 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TES7 NUMBER 1994 03/26/651 1300Ze EASTERN TEST MAN_Et FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA kLT WR NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
7225 16.68 -2.92 16.73 280 8225 26.71 -1.96 26*78 276
7250 16.53 -3.10 [6.82 280 8250 27.08 -1.70 27.[6 273
7275 16.60 -3.18 [6*90 ZB[ _275 27.42 -_.66 27=65 273
7300 16.76 -3.37 17.09 281 8300 27.62 -1.66 27,86 273
7323 17,12 -3.53 17.69 282 8325 27.98 -1.23 28*00 272
6350 15.19 1.26 15.24 265
6375 15.10 1.06 15.13 266
6400 15.03 1.07 15,06 266
6625 16.88 1.30 14.94 265
66S0 15.05 1.13 15.09 266
6675 15.11 l.lk 15.15 265
0500 14.92 1.18 14.97 265
6525 16.97 1.15 15.01 265
6530 14.90 1,06 14.93 266
6575 16.83 1.11 16.88 266
6600 14.93 1,33 16.99 265
6625 15.01 1.49 15.08 266
6650 14.99 1.76 15.09 263
6675 14.88 1.76 14.99 263
6700 16.90 1.79 15.01 263
6725 15.15 2.06 15.29 262
6750 15.61 2.15 15.76 262
6775 16.08 1.81 16.18 263
6800 16,61 1.66 16.67 265
6825 16.66 1.20 16.71 266
6850 16.87 0,80 16,89 267
6875 16.80 0.48 16.81 268
6900 16.67 0.21 16.67 269
6925 17.00 -0.13 17.00 270
695U 17.51 -0.52 17.52 272
6975 17.69 -0.79 17.71 272
7000 17.85 -1.01 17,88 273
7023 17.86 -1.29 17.90 274
7050 17,57 -1.52 17.63 275
7075 17.36 -1.58 17,43 275
7100 17.10 -1.69 17,16 275
7125 16.68 -1.70 16,77 276
7150 16.66 -2.16 16.58 277
7175 16.33 -2.60 16.83 279
7200 16.37 -2.86 16.62 280
7350 17.56 -3.5T 17.92 281
7375 17.89 -3.69 18,23 281
7600 18.21 -3.51 18,56 281
7625 18.61 -3.55 18,95 281
7450 19.00 -3.53 19.33 280
8350 28.16 -0.98 28.16 272
8373 28.62 -0.75 28,63 271
_600 29.18 -0.18 29.18 270
8625 29.66 0.57 29.65 269
8450 29.84 1.00 29.85 268
7675 19.51 -3.60 19,86 280
7500 20.22 -3.48 20.51 280
7525 20.69 -3.46 20.78 279
7550 20,46 -3.66 20.76 280
7575 20,61 -_.77 20.96 280
8675 29.92 1.63 29.96 267
8500 30.13 1,92 80.19 266
8525 30.28 2.29 30,36 265
8550 30.29 2.76 30,62 265
8573 30.60 3+29 30.78 266
7600 20.75 -3.96 21.13 281
7625 20.73 -6.03 21,12 281
7650 20.79 -4.08 21.19 281
7675 20.75 -6,31 21.19 282
7700 20.56 -6.60 21.00 282
8600 30.91 3.88 31.15 263
8625 31.12 6.62 31.63 262
8650 31.65 6.56 31.78 262
8675 31.87 3.99 32,12 263
8700 32.30 3.25 32.66 266
7725 20.59 -4.51 21.08 282
7750 20.65 -6.55 21.15 282
7775 20.60 -4.63 21.11 282
7800 20.67 -6.90 21.05 283
7825 20.68 -5.00 21.27 283
8725 32.36 2.71 32.68 265
8750 32.52 2.27 32.60 266
8773 32.66 1.99 32.72 266
8800 32.55 1.86 32.60 267
8825 32.56 1.70 32.60 267
7850 21.15 -5.00 21.73 283
7875 21.65 -5.10 22,05 283
7900 21.99 -5.01 22,56 283
7925 22.66 -6.66 23.12 281
7950 23.25 -6.38 23.66 280
8850 32.52 1.56 32.36 267
8875 32.62 1.18 32.64 268
8900 32.66 0.86 32.67 268
8923 32.75 0.50 32,75 269
8950 33.02 -0.09 33,02 270
7975 23.62 -3.95 23.95 279
8000 26,00 -3.60 24.24 278
8025 26.15 -2.93 24.32 277
8050 26.13 -2.70 26.28 276
8075 24.23 -2*35 26,36 273
8973 33.56 -0,76 33.55 271
9000 34.38 -1,23 36.61 272
9025 35.07 -1.26 35.09 272
9050 35.66 -1.33 35.49 272
9075 35.66 -1,66 35,69 272
8100 24.10 -1,95 26.18 274
8125 24,26 -1.90 24.33 276
8150 24.81 -2.10 26.90 275
8175 23.59 -2.18 25,68 275
8200 26.31 -1.99 26.38 276
9100 35.84 -1.99 35.90 273
9125 36.31 -2.58 36.4[ 274
9150 36.92 -2.92 37.03 276
g175 3T.34 -3.19 37.67 275
9200 37.44 -3.30 37,58 275
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZSNAL C8MPSNENT* WZ " MERIOIgNAL ESMPSNENT, MS • WINE SPEEO, THETA • WIND 01RECTIEN
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
922S 37.81 -3.68 37.97 275
9250 38.69 -3.71 38.67 275
9275 38.70 -3.96 38.90 276
9300 38.96 76.15 39,16 276
9325 39.32 -4.32 39.56 276
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE MINO VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1996 03/26/65, 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBR[DA
ALT WX MZ MS THETA &IT WX M2 MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
10225 39.31 -6.48 39.57 276 11225 62.91 -2,78 63.00 276
10250 39.21 -6.43 39.46 276 11230 42.94 -2.52 63.02 273
10275 39.02 -6,32 39.26 276 11275 62.78 -2.33 62.86 273
[0300 39.08 -6.31 39.31 2T6 11300 62.52 -2.05 62.57 273
10325 39,23 -6.32 39.46 276 11325 62,77 -1.87 62.81 272
9350 39.66 -4.36 39,70 276
9375 39.52 -4.47 39,77 276
9600 39.55 -6.67 39,81 276
9625 39.65 -6.48 39.90 276
9650 39.69 -4.37 39,93 276
9475 39,69 -6.17 39,90 276
9500 39,69 -4.12 39,91 276
9525 39.45 -3,73 39.63 275
9550 39,21 -3,66 39*37 275
9375 39,33 -3,36 39,50 275
9600 39.34 -3.00 39.45 274
9625 39.47 -2,76 39.57 274
9650 39.79 -2.65 39,88 276
9675 60.09 -2.52 40.17 273
9700 40.67 -2.65 40.56 274
9T25 60.40 -2.65 40.48 274
9750 40.29 -2.97 60,40 274
9775 40.28 -3.31 40.41 275
9800 40.11 -3.27 60*25 274
9825 40.11 -3.35 40.25 275
9850 40.09 -3.56 4C.24 275
9875 39.96 -3.66 4C.13 275
9900 39.90 -3.52 4C,05 275
992S 39,88 -3.63 40,03 275
9950 39.77 -3.51 39,92 275
9975 39.56 -3.59 39.72 275
lO000 39.51 -3.76 39,69 275
10025 39.55 -3.86 39*73 275
10050 39.57 -3.69 39.76 275
10075 39.53 -3.67 39,70 275
10100 39.55 -6,00 39.75 276
10125 39,67 -6.62 39.92 276
10150 39,85 -6.56 60,10 276
1017S 39,75 -4.43 40,00 276
10200 39.41 -6.32 39.65 276
10350 39.36 -6.28 39.57 276
10375 39.45 -4.Z5 39.67 276
10400 39.66 -6,45 39,71 276
1062S 39.60 -6.37 39.86 276
10650 39.66 -6.63 39.89 276
11350 62.96 -1.86 43.00 272
11375 62.91 -1.81 62.95 272
11400 63.16 -1.90 63.18 272
11425 63.42 -1.57 63.66 272
11650 63.28 -1.17 63.29 271
10475 39.52 -6.53 39.78 276
10500 39.59 -6,44 39,86 276
[0S25 39.72 -6.66 39*97 276
10550 39,78 -6.59 40.05 276
10575 39.82 -6.66 60.09 276
11475 62.85 -1.54 42.88 272
11500 62.61 -1.22 42.63 271
11525 62.61 -0.77 62.62 271
11550 62.65 -1.06 62.67 271
11575 62.16 -1.12 42.16 27t
10600 39,80 -6.52 60.06 276
10625 60.00 -6.50 60.25 276
10650 60_11 -6.90 60.41 277
10675 60.16 -5.03 60.67 277
107OO 40.35 -6.84 60.64 277
11600 62,26 -0.85 42.23 271
11625 62.79 -0.83 42.80 271
11650 62.89 -0.92 42.90 271
11675 62.80 -0.56 42.80 271
11700 63.03 -0.19 _3.03 270
10725 60.68 -5.15 40.81 277
10750 60.39 -5.36 40.76 277
10775 40.56 -5.10 40.86 277
10800 90.99 -5.13 61.31 277
10825 61.10 -5.10 61.#1 277
11725 63.35 -0.56 43.35 271
11750 63.60 -0.47 63.40 270
11775 63.20 -O.T# 43.20 271
11800 43.32 -1.69 63,35 272
11823 43.47 -2.65 43.55 273
10850 40.91 -6.97 41,21 277
I087S 41.05 -6.83 41.34 277
10900 61,29 -6.80 41.57 276
10925 61,23 -6.69 61,50 276
10950 _I,08 -5.16 61.40 277
11850 43.48 -3,22 43.60 274
11875 63,36 -3.10 63.47 274
11900 63.25 -3.81 63.62 275
11923 63.30 -4.54 A3.56 276
11950 63.06 -6.56 45.30 276
10975 41.15 -5.72 61.54 278
11000 61.51 -5.48 61.87 277
11025 41.66 -5.50 62.00 277
11050 41.58 -5.33 61.92 277
11075 41.51 -#.96 61.80 277
11975 62.54 -4.63 42.79 276
12000 42.8S -4.88 63.13 276
12025 62,99 -5.22 63.30 277
12050 62.59 -5.62 62.96 277
12075 42,75 -5.53 63.11 277
11100 61.65 -6.33 61.87 276
11125 61.90 -_.92 62.12 276
lllSO 62.06 -4.60 42,27 276
11175 62.28 -3.68 62.42 275
11200 62.73 -2*99 42.83 274
12100 62.69 -5.29 42.82 277
12125 62.05 -5,24 42.38 277
12150 62.17 -5.95 62.58 278
12175 62,02 -5.78 62.42 278
12200 61.66 -5.56 42,03 277
ALT • ALTITUDE* WX = ZBNAL CSMP0NENT, WZ - MERIO[SNAL CSMPONENT, WS • WINC SPEED, THE3A = WIND D[RECTION
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FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBF|LE
TEST NUMBER 1996 03124165, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ gS THEIR ALE WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS WISEC M/SEE MISEC 0E0
12223 41.72 -5.90 42.14 278 13225 40.53 -10.55 41.88 284 14225 41.95 -9.67 43.01 283
12250 41.51 -5.98 41.93 278 13250 40.60 -10.21 41.86 284 14250 41.74 -9.31 42.87 283
12275 40.78 -5.61 41.16 278 13275 41.05 -10.59 42.39 284 16275 41.79 -9.79 42.92 283
12300 40.03 -6.01 40,68 278 13300 41.27 -11.35 42,80 285 14300 41,85 -9.77 62,97 283
12325 39.6t -6.22 40.10 279 13325 41.18 -11.50 42.75 285 16325 41.51 -9.96 42.69 283
12350 39.52 -5.87 39.95 278
12375 39.35 -6.37 39.86 279
12400 39.14 -6.63 39.70 279
12425 39.38 -6.37 39.89 279
12650 39.62 -6.36 60.12 279
13350 41.72 -Ii.O3 43.15 285
13375 41.72 -10.44 43.01 286
13400 41.84 -11.28 43.34 285
13425 42.06 -11.03 43.48 284
13650 42.28 -10.77 43.63 284
14350 41.39 -8.64 62,28 282
14375 41.67 -8.16 42.46 281
16400 41.94 -7.69 42.64 280
14425 42.53 --6.88 63.08 279
16450 43.16 -5.16 43.67 277
12475 39.41 -6.66 39.97 279
12500 39.10 -6.71 39.67 280
12525 39,15 -6*53 39.69 279
12550 39.53 -6.42 60.05 279
12575 39.58 -6.57 40.13 279
13475 42.54 -9.37 43.56 282
13500 42.56 -10.33 43.80 283
13523 42.45 -9.94 43.60 283
13550 42.42 -8.35 43.23 281
13575 42.14 -6.75 42.68 279
16475 43.30 -6.62 43.80 279
14500 43.00 -8.21 43.78 281
14525 43.46 -7.94 44.18 280
14550 43.59 -8.31 44.38 281
14575 43.55 -7.36 44.17 279
12600 39.64 -7.09 60.2T 280
12625 39.86 -6.26 60.41 279
12650 40.07 -6.51 40.59 279
12675 39.98 -6.53 40.51 279
12700 39.91 -6.57 40.43 279
13600 41.48 -6.02 61.91 278
13625 60.96 -6.74 61.49 279
13650 41.26 -6.15 41.72 278
13675 41.84 -4.85 42,12 276
13700 41.81 -4.91 42.10 277
16600 43.68 -7.99 44.21 280
14625 44.08 -7.99 44.79 280
14650 44.20 -8,03 44.92 280
146T5 43.95 -9,30 44.92 282
16700 44.15 -9.55 45.17 282
12725 39.95 -7.41 40.64 280
12750 39.94 -7.66 40.67 281
12775 39*93 -7.72 40.67 281
12800 40.03 -8,03 40.83 281
12825 39.94 -9.20 60.99 283
13725 42.20 -3.97 42.39 275
13750 42.33 -4.02 42.52 275
13775 42.21 -4.51 42.65 276
13800 42.75 -3.04 42.86 274
13025 42.71 -3.24 42.83 274
14725 43.98 -9.21 44.93 282
14750 43.21 -8.90 44.12 281
14775 42.75 -10.07 43.92 283
14800 43.18 -10.63 44.47 284
14825 42.82 -10.89 44.18 284
12850 39.79 -9°44 40.89 283
12875 39.91 -8.76 40.86 282
12900 39.79 -9.05 40.81 283
12925 39.99 -9,17 40.64 283
12950 39.61 -9.16 40.66 283
13850 42.65 -2.71 42.74 273
13875 43.37 -2.61 43.45 273
13900 43.49 -3.43 43.62 274
13925 43.11 -3.75 43.27 275
13950 42.99 -3.62 43.14 275
14850 42.23 -11.47 63.76 285
14875 42.06 -10.69 43.40 286
14900 42.01 -10.90 43.40 284
14925 42.01 -12.35 43.79 286
14950 41,93 -12.86 43.86 287
12975 39.49 -9.71 40.66 284
13000 39,62 -9.33 40.71 283
13025 39o51 -9.43 60.62 283
13050 39.36 -10.14 40.64 288
13075 39.86 -9.74 al.nl _a_
13973 43.18 -5.27 43.50 277
14000 43.80 -6.82 44.33 279
14025 44.14 -6.26 44.58 278
14050 43.65 -5.49 44.00 277
16975 61.90 -12.93 43.85 287
15000 41.87 -13.00 43.84 287
15025 61.70 -12.41 43.51 286
15050 41.75 -12.18 43.69 286
z_Ul_ _1.89 -12.00 43.58 286
13100 40.03 -9.85 41.22 286
13125 40.11 -9.87 41.30 284
13130 40.18 -9.87 41.38 284
13175 60.28 -10.02 41.51 284
13200 40.36 -10.02 41.58 204
14100 43.04 -8.04 43.78 280
14125 43.24 -6.87 43.79 279
14150 42.67 -7.74 43.37 280
14175 42.12 -8.12 42.90 281
14200 41.97 -8.29 42.78 281
15100 41.58 -12.58 43.44 287
13125 61.44 -14.04 43.75 289
15150 41.62 -14.79 43.98 289
15175 41.58 -13.69 43.78 288
15200 41.32 -13.97 43.62 289
ALT " RLTITUDEt WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNEN7, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENTt WS " WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1994 03/24/65, 13OOZe EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLmRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE W/SEE N/SEE CEG METERS NISEC N/SEE M/SEE DEG
15225 40.91 -15o15 43.62 290 16223 34.23 -8.66 35.31 284 17225 31.88 -3.07 32.03 275
15250 41.14 -14.05 43.47 289 16250 34.35 -7.97 35.26 283 17250 32,18 -2.93 32.31 275
15273 41.19 -15.07 43.86 290 16275 36.68 -6.10 35.21 280 17275 32.10 -3.27 32.27 276
15300 60.81 -15.05 43.50 290 16300 34.62 -5.95 35.13 280 17300 32.02 -3.61 32.23 276
15325 40.48 -13.52 42.67 288 16325 34.67 -5.74 35.15 279 17325 31.95 -3.95 32.19 277
15350 40.02 -14.92 42.71 290
15375 39.30 -15.45 42.22 291
15600 39.32 -14.13 41.78 290
15425 39.00 -14.60 61.64 290
15450 38.87 -13.70 61.21 289
16350 34.73 -3.54 35.17 279
16375 34.79 -5.82 35.27 279
16400 34.86 -4.58 35.16 277
16425 36.23 -3.91 36.44 276
16650 36.52 -4.37 36.78 277
17350 30.71 -5.93 31.28 281
17375 28.94 -8.34 30.12 286
17600 28.67 -8.64 29.94 287
17425 28.40 -8.93 29.77 287
17450 28.13 -9.22 29.60 2_8
15675 39.03 -14.67 61.70 290
15500 38.88 -15.03 41.60 291
15525 38.97 -14.25 61.49 290
15550 38.77 -14.39 61.35 290
15575 38.25 -13.17 40.46 289
16475 36.82 -4.83 37.13 277
16500 3T.02 -5.53 37.43 278
16525 36.10 -5.76 36.56 279
16550 34.89 -5.46 35.31 279
16575 34.18 -5.30 34.59 279
17475 25.55 -11.41 27.99 294
IT500 24.65 -11.69 27.28 295
17525 23.46 -10.20 25.59 293
17550 22.95 -9.57 24.86 292
17575 22.29 -8.98 24.03 292
15600 37.97 -13.97 40.46 290
15625 37.91 -13.70 40.31 290
15650 37.92 -13.23 RO.16 289
15675 37.56 -14.66 40.25 291
15700 36.91 -14.96 39.82 292
16600 33.68 -5.14 33.87 279
16625 31.93 -3.31 32.10 276
16650 32.25 -4.43 32.56 278
16675 32.18 -3,06 32.33 275
16700 30.73 -2.08 30.80 274
17600 22.28 -8.32 23.78 290
17625 22.27 -7.67 23.55 289
17650 22.26 -7.01 23,33 287
17675 21.30 -5.32 21.96 284
17700 20.99 -3.34 21.66 284
15725 35.90 -14.69 38.79 292
15750 35.02 -15.11 38.14 293
15775 35.07 -13.84 37.70 291
15800 34.93 -12.70 37.16 290
15825 34.52 -12.88 36.84 290
16725 29.38 -4.10 29.86 278
16750 29.77 -3.33 29.96 276
16775 30,32 -3.04 30.47 276
16800 30.44 -2.10 30.51 276
16825 30.10 -1.88 30.16 273
17725 20.68 -5.36 21.36 284
17750 20.36 -5.38 21o06 285
17775 22.59 -1.20 22.62 273
17800 22.81 -1.11 22.83 273
17825 23.02 -1.01 23.05 272
15850 34.55 -13.11 36.96 291
15875 34.63 -12.21 36.72 289
15900 35.06 -12.14 37.11 289
15928 35.05 -12.T8 37.31 290
15950 35.23 -12.25 37.30 289
16850 29.09 -2.36 29.18 274
16875 28.28 -2.22 28.36 274
16900 27.67 -2.07 27.54 274
16925 27.26 -1.60 27.31 273
16950 27.05 -1.12 27.08 272
17850 23.24 -0.91 23.26 272
17875 23.46 -0.82 23.48 272
15975 35.21 -11.94 37.18 289
16000 38.19 -11.64 37.06 288
16025 36.71 -10.75 36.34 287
16050 34.48 -10.54 36.05 287
16075 34.26 -10o80 35.90 287
16975 26.85 -0.65 26.85 271
17000 27.54 0.84 27.55 268
17023 27.71 -0.24 27.71 270
17050 27.88 -1.32 27.91 273
17075 28.65 -2.08 28.73 274
16100 33.26 -11.T8 35.28 289
16125 33.42 -7.89 34.34 283
16150 33.66 -6.14 34.21 280
16175 33.77 -9.30 35.08 286
16200 34.27 -9.35 35.52 285
17100 29.63 -0.68 29.64 271
17125 30.78 -1.49 30.81 273
17130 31,09 -1.95 31.15 273
17175 31.40 -2.40 31.49 274
17200 31.95 -3.02 32.10 275
ALT " ALTITUDE, NX = ZBNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ " NERIDI8NAL CSNPSNENTt WS _ NINC SPEEDt THEIA = WIND OlRECTIBN
PAGE314 TABLE 11-65
RPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TE5T NUNEER 199E 03125/651 130021 EASTERN TEST RANOEt FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEC M/sEC OEG
225 -0.69 8.85 8,87 175
250 -0.76 8.eT B.gi 175
275 -0.68 8.92 9.94 175
300 -0.73 8.95 8.98 ITE
325 -0.87 9.04 9.08 174
350 -0o88 9.23 9.27 174
375 -1.06 9.33 9.38 173
400 -1.26 9.49 9.58 172
425 -1.31 9.56 9.65 172
450 -1.21 9.37 9.43 172
475 -1.03 9.18 9.24 173
500 -0.86 8.75 8.79 ITA
525 -0.65 E.30 6.32 175
550 -0.6T 7.9b 7.99 175
575 -0.71 7.44 7,48 174
600 -0.65 6.62 6.86 174
625 -0.72 6.A6 6.50 173
650 -0.56 6.13 6.16 175
675 -0.18 5.E9 S.69 178
TO0 -0.01 5.40 5.40 180
725 -0.03 5.13 5.13 179
750 0.13 5.C3 5.03 181
775 0.20 5.10 5.10 182
900 -0.16 5.45 5.A6 176
825 -0.32 5.79 5.80 ITT
8§0 -O.3T 6.07 6.08 176
873 -0.61 6.24 6.27 176
900 -0.81 6.1B 6.23 172
925 -0.98 6.19 6.26 ITl
950 -1.30 6.39 6.53 168
975 -1.92 7.09 7.35 165
1000 -2.38 T.88 8.23 163
1025 -2.89 8.12 8.62 160
1050 -3.45 8.32 9.01 157
1075 -3.53 8.T9 9.66 159
1100 -3.50 9.12 9.77 159
1125 -3.60 9.33 ID.OO 159
1150 -3.73 9.22 9,9A 158
1175 -3.98 8.73 9.59 155
1200 -A.I8 8.33 9.32 133
M5 THETAALT WX WZ WS TFETA
METERS MISEC NISEC N/SEE EEG
122E -4,10 8.04 9.03 153
12EO -3:9_ 7.81 9.76 153
1275 -3.93 7.65 8.60 153
1300 -3.95 7.5E 8.52 152
132E -3.89 7.A9 8.45 152
1350 -3.79 7.39 8.31 153
1375 -3.60 7.24 8.09 153
1400 -3.59 7.25 8.09 153
1425 -3.72 7.29 8.19 153
1450 -3.73 7,25 8.16 153
1475 -3.91 7.03 8.06 151
1500 -4.22 6.51 7.76 167
1525 -4.33 6.31 7.65 145
15E0 -4.34 6.46 7.78 146
1575 -4.34 6.A6 7.78 Iq6
1600 -4.04 6.49 7.84 148
1625 -3.61 6.51 7.45 151
1650 -3.4T 6.48 7.35 152
1675 -3.38 6.52 7.35 152
1700 -3.18 6,TT T*A8 155
172E -3.14 7.01 7.68 156
1?50 -3.09 7.05 T.70 156
17T5 -2.79 7.03 7.56 158
1800 -2.42 7.12 7.52 161
1825 -2.19 7.25 7.57 163
1850 -1.99 7.38 7.64 165
1975 -1.76 7.68 T.8T 167
1900 -1.46 7.72 7.86 169
19Z5 -0.99 7.45 7.51 172
1950 -0.64 T.IT 7.20 175
19TE -0.58 6.73 6.76 175
2000 -0.51 6.30 6.32 175
2025 -0.68 6.29 6.31 175
20§0 -0.54 6.41 6,44 175
2075 -0.50 6.77 6.79 176
2100 -0.44 7.40 T.42 176
2125 -0.35 7.89 7.89 ITT
2150 -0.24 8.31 9.32 179
2175 -O.IT 8.36 8.36 179
2200 -0.07 7.84 7.84 179
ALT MX WZ
METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/5EC OEG
2225 0.00 7.2E 7.25 180
2250 -0.03 6.89 6.89 180
2275 -0.03 6.5_ 6.E_ !79
2300 -O.OE 6.25 6.25 179
2325 -O.lO 6.31 6.31 179
2350 -0.11 6.45 6.46 179
2375 0.07 6.45 6.45 180
2400 0.4E 6.43 6.44 184
2425 0.61 6.27 6.30 185
2450 0.74 5.96 6.00 187
2475 0.9E 5.78 E.86 189
2500 1.19 5.72 S.84 192
2E25 1.39 5.73 5.90 193
2550 1.25 5.62 5.76 192
25T5 1.12 E.63 5.74 191
2600 1.00 5.88 5.96 190
2625 I.IT 6.07 6.18 191
2650 1.43 6.18 6.34 193
2675 1.67 5.82 6.05 196
2700 1.87 5.36 5.68 199
2725 1.92 5.15 5.49 200
2750 2.04 4.98 5*38 202
2775 2.13 5.05 5.48 203
2800 2.32 5.19 3.69 204
2825 2.3A 5.19 5.69 204
2850 2.14 5.21 5.63 202
2875 2.08 5.26 5.65 201
2900 2.14 E.40 5.80 201
2925 2.24 5.48 5.92 202
2950 2.41 5.45 5.96 204
2975 2.69 5.53 6.15 206
3000 2.85 5.53 6.22 207
3025 2.86 5.41 6.12 208
3050 2.88 5.47 6.18 208
3075 3.11 5.59 6.39 209
3100 3.27 5.72 6.$9 210
3125 3.35 6.04 6.91 209
3150 3.46 6.56 T.A2 208
3175 3.60 7.08 7.95 207
3200 3.90 7.69 8.58 206
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX " ZENAL EEMPENENI, MZ " RERIOIBNAL CEMPBNENTI MS " MINE SPEEOt THETA _ WIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 1995 03125/65, 130OZm EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT HX WZ MS TFETA JLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEO METERS M/SEC M/SEE N/SEE CEG METERS M/5EC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3225 3.94 8.55 9.42 205 422E 9*67 9.01 13.22 227 5225 8.90 0.22 8.90 268
3250 4.02 9.10 9.95 204 A250 9.50 9.10 13.15 226 52§0 9.01 0.07 9.01 269
32T5 4.27 9.19 10.1A 205 4275 9.42 9.07 13.08 226 5275 9.13 -0.33 9.14 272
3300 4.58 9.01 lO.lO 207 4300 9.35 8.99 12.97 226 5300 9.09 -0.89 9.13 275
3325 4.78 8.60 %94 209 63Z5 10.60 10.14 14.67 226 5325 9.02 -1.15 9.10 277
3350 §.03 8.18 9.60 211
3375 5.09 8.29 9.73 211
3400 S.02 8.63 9.98 210
3425 5.06 8.62 lO.OO 210
3450 5.42 8.71 10.26 212
4350 11.65 10.90 15.95 227
4375 10.06 9.37 13.75 22T
4400 9.21 8.69 12.66 226
442E 9.18 0.63 12.60 227
44E0 10.12 9.43 13.84 227
$350 9.05 -1.05 9.11 276
5375 9.08 -0.97 9.13 276
5400 9.12 -0.92 9.17 276
5425 9.18 -0.75 9.21 274
5450 9.31 -0.56 9.32 273
3475 6.15 8.75 IC.TO 215
3500 7.04 8.82 11.29 21E
3325 7.63 9.04 11.82 220
35E0 7.84 9.32 12.18 220
3575 7,95 9.T3 12.56 219
4475 10.21 9._2 13.83 227
4500 9.42 7.78 12.22 230
4525 9.71 7.20 12.09 233
4550 9.76 6,69 11.83 235
4575 9.66 6.01 11.37 238
54T5 9.42 -0.33 9.43 272
5500 9.28 -0.13 9.28 271
5525 9.13 0.09 9.13 269
5550 9.15 0.36 9.16 268
5575 9.23 0.64 9.26 266
3600 7.97 9.93 12.T3 219
3625 8.11 9.93 12.82 219
3650 e.31 9.90 12.93 220
3675 8.43 9.92 13.02 220
3700 8.55 10.06 13.21 220
4600 9.66 5.45 11.09 240
6623 9.63 4.71 10.72 264
46E0 9.68 4.10 10.E2 24T
46T5 9.69 3.73 10.39 249
4700 9.56 3.30 10.12 251
5600 9.44 0.84 9.A8 265
5625 9.63 1.04 9.69 264
5650 9.86 1.08 9.92 264
5675 10.13 0.71 10.16 266
3700 10.12 0.44 10.13 267
3725 8,59 IO.C8 13.2A 220
5750 8.60 9.fll 13.12 221
3775 8.67 9.98 13.15 221
3800 8.72 10.01 13.27 221
3825 8.76 10,01 13.30 321
472E 9.45 3.12 9.95 252
4750 9,44 3.14 9.96 251
4775 10.24 3.33 10.76 252
A800 10.16 3,20 10.65 252
4825 9.28 2,68 9,66 25A
572E 10.13 0.38 10.14 268
5750 10.34 0.55 10.56 267
577E 10.48 0.75 10.50 266
5800 10.52 0.88 10.55 265
5925 10.52 1.02 10.57 264
3850 8.82 10.C4 13.36 221
3875 8.94 10.03 13.4A 222
3900 9.11 9.95 13.49 222
3925 9.24 9.84 13.49 223
3950 9.25 9.56 13.50 224
A650 9.23 2.A4 9.55 255
A875 9.36 2.29 9.64 256
4900 9.32 2.20 9.58 257
4925 9.18 2.13 9.42 257
4950 9.OT 1.96 9.28 258
5850 10.70 1.23 10.77 263
E875 11.12 1.40 11.21 263
5900 11.73 1.53 11.93 262
5925 11.96 1.66 12.08 262
5950 11.93 1.47 12.02 263
3975 9.33 9.29 13.17 225
4000 9.56 9.C7 13.17 226
4025 9.73 8.83 13.14 229
4050 9.92 8,T4 13.22 228
4075 9.99 8.70 13.25 229
4975 8,99 1.97 9.21 257
5000 9.10 2.11 9.34 257
5025 9.03 2.01 9.25 257
$050 8.82 1.68 8.98 259
5075 8.70 1.32 8.80 261
5975 11.96 1.19 12.02 264
6000 11.89 1.09 11.94 265
E025 11.54 0.56 11.55 26T
6050 11.43 0.32 11,43 269
6075 11.66 0.49 11.6T 26T
4100 10.01 8.62 13.21 229
4125 10.06 8.58 13.22 229
4150 9.99 8.65 13.21 229
4175 9.89 E.75 13.21 228
4200 9.T9 8.83 13.18 228
5100 8.57 0.96 8.62 263
512E 9.46 0,68 8.49 26E
5150 8.55 0.52 8.57 266
5175 8.84 0.A2 8.9E 267
5200 8,94 0,31 8.94 268
6100 11.78 0.57 11.80 267
6125 11.87 0.71 11.89 266
6150 11.92 O,BA 11.95 266
6175 11.90 1,05 11.94 265
E200 12.02 1.02 12.0T 265
ALT " ALTITUOE, WX • ZBNAL CSMPgNENT, WZ - MERIDIgNAL CSMPSNENTt WS " WINE SPEED_ THETA " WIND OIRECTIgN
TABLE II-65(con't) PAGE 315
FPS-|6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PNSFILE
TEST NUMBER I995 03/ES/65t 1300Z. EASTERN TEST RANOEt FLDRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC EEO METERS MISEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
6225 12.62 O,g6 12,66 266 7225 17.32 2*63 17.69 262 8225 18,90 -1.91 19.00 276
6250 13,E9 0.95 13.33 266 7250 17.66 2.30 IT.61 2E2 8250 18.83 -2.22 18.96 277
6275 13.87 O,T1 13.88 267 7275 17.69 2.16 17.63 263 8275 19.12 -2.37 19,27 277
6300 16.15 0.18 16.15 269 7300 17.57 2.01 17.68 263 8300 19.69 -2.62 19.86 277
6325 14,12 -0,33 16.13 271 7325 17.61 1.91 17.71 266 E325 20.52 -2.96 20.76 278
6350 16.07 -0.53 16.DE 272
6375 13.86 -0.63 13.86 272
6600 13.71 -0.36 13.71 271
6625 13.66 -0.26 13.66 271
6450 13.52 -0.15 13.52 270
7350 17.55 1.79 17.64 264
7375 17.63 1.77 17,72 266
7600 17.75 1.67 17.83 266
7625 17.90 1.63 17,95 2E5
7650 18.02 1.16 18.06 266
8350 20.87 -3.01 21.Og 278
E375 20.83 -2.86 21.02 278
8600 21.02 -2.83 21.21 277
e625 21.29 -3.09 21.51 278
8650 21.17 -3.61 21.68 279
6675 13.69 O.C6 13.69 270
6500 13.63 0.26 13.63 269
6525 13.36 0.37 13.36 268
6550 13.62 0.53 13.63 268
6575 13.27 0.69 13.29 267
7675 17.97 0.77 17.99 267
7500 17.90 0.68 17.90 268
7525 17.92 0.23 17.92 269
7550 18.02 -0.17 18.02 270
7575 18.03 -0.58 18.06 272
E675 20.96 -3.90 21.32 280
ESOO 20*89 -3.89 21.25 280
8525 20.93 -6.05 21.32 281
8550 21.22 -3.97 21.59 280
8575 21.39 -3.79 21.72 280
6600 13.01 0.76 13.03 266
6625 13.02 0.79 13.05 266
6650 13.20 0.71 13.22 267
6675 13.58 0.41 13,59 268
6700 16,19 0.26 14.19 269
7600 18.05 -0.87 18.07 273
7625 18.26 -0.97 18.29 2?3
7650 18.57 -1.11 18.61 273
7675 18.71 -1.60 18.76 276
7TOO 18,89 -1.58 18.95 275
E6DO 21.50 -3.75 21.82 280
8625 21.80 -3.33 22.05 278
8650 22.32 -2.76 22,69 277
8675 22.96 -2.62 23.07 276
8700 23.31 -2.22 23.62 275
6725 16.72 0.61 16.73 268
6750 14.76 0.98 14.78 266
6775 16,58 1.69 14.66 266
6800 14,58 1.80 16.69 263
6825 14.67 2.06 14.61 262
7725 19.08 -1,T8 19.17 275
7750 19.12 -1.92 19.21 276
7775 19.05 -1.83 19.13 275
7800 18.98 -1.78 19.06 275
7825 19.06 -1.77 19.16 2T5
E725 23.63 "1.87 23.70 276
E750 23.99 -1.38 24.03 273
E775 26.12 -0.98 26.16 272
8800 24.18 -0.62 24.19 271
8825 26.25 -0.29 24.25 271
6850 16.68 2,25 16.65 261
6875 16o78 2.66 16.98 260
6900 1A.88 2.66 15.08 260
6925 15.08 2.60 15.27 261
6950 15.33 2.52 15.53 260
7850 19.07 -1.76 19.15 275
7875 18,98 -1.71 19.05 275
7gOD 18.97 -1.63 19.06 275
7925 18.96 -1.53 19.03 274
7950 19.09 -1.52 19.15 276
8850 24.52 -0.11 24,52 270
8875 26.79 -0.12 26.79 270
8900 25.03 0.08 25.03 270
E925 25.37 0.13 25.37 270
8950 25.66 0.13 25.66 270
6975 15.69 2.71 15.72 260
7000 15.65 2.68 15.87 260
7025 15.77 2.E6 15.98 260
7050 16.17 2.88 16.63 260
7075 16.54 2.99 16.81 260
7975 19.10 -1.66 19.18 275
8000 19.06 -1.67 19.11 275
8025 19.23 -1.68 19.31 _275
8050 19.16 -1,86 19.25 275
8075 18.92 I1.77 19.01 275
8975 25.78 0.27 25*79 269
9000 25.95 0.61 25,95 E69
9025 26.15 0.60 26.16 269
9050 26.27 0.59 26.28 269
9075 26.62 0.63 26.63 269
7100 16.65 3.05 16.92 259
7125 16.63 3.16 16.92 259
7150 16,70 3.05 16.98 259
7175 16.86 2.76 17.08 261
7200 IT,03 2.56 17.27 261
8100 19.01 -1.69 19.09 275
8125 18.99 -1,72 19.07 275
8150 18.87 -1.73 18.95 275
8175 18.97 -1.78 19,05 275
8200 19.06 -1.75 19.16 275
9100 26.51 0.35 26.51 269
9125 26.50 0.26 26.51 269
9150 26.55 0.14 26.55 270
9175 26.66 0.03 26.66 270
9200 26,33 -0.21 26.33 270
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZgNAL CBMP3NENTe WZ = MERIDI@NAL CSMPBNENT,' WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTI@N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 1995 03/25/65, 13002_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL@RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
9225 26,29 -0.17 26.29 270 10225 31.92 0.29 31.92 2E9 11225 36.32 1.73 36.37 267
9250 26.62 -0.06 26.A2 270 10250 31,98 0.25 31.98 269 11250 36.38 1.66 36.61 267
9275 26.65 -O.C7 26.65 " 270 10275 32.28 0.09 32.28 270 11275 36.32 1.56 36.36 267
9300 26.56 -0.09 26.56 270 10300 32.56 O.OT 32.56 270 11300 36.31 1.70 36.35 267
9325 26.56 -0.10 26°56 270 10325 32,60 -0.02 32.60 270 11325 36.37 1.68 36.41 267
9350 26.76 0.03 26.76 270
9375 27.01 0.17 27.01 269
9600 27.23 0.28 27.23 269
9625 27.23 0.68 27.23 269
9650 27.37 0.60 27.37 269
10350 32*32 -0.29 32.32 270
10375 32.36 -0.42 32.36 271
10600 32.26 -0.66 32.27 271
10425 32.21 -0.96 32.23 271
10650 32.16 -1.39 32.17 272
11350 36.49 1.55 36.52 267
11375 36.65 l.OO 36.67 26E
11600 36.78 0.82 36.79 269
11425 36.73 1.06 36.75 268
11650 37.19 0.88 37.20 268
967S 27.70 0.66 27.71 268
9500 28.17 1.07 28.19 268
9525 28.62 1,36 28,65 267
9550 28.93 1.67 28.98 267
9575 29.36 2.20 29.6A 266
10475 31.96 -1.76 32.01 273
10500 31.68 -2.00 31*74 273
10525 31.60 -2.37 31.69 276
10550 31.53 -2.57 31.63 276
10575 31.60 -2.75 31.72 275
11475 37.61 1.05 37.62 268
11500 37,36 1.08 37*38 268
11525 37.57 1.23 37.59 263
11550 37.53 l.lB 37.55 268
11575 37.67 0.76 37.68 269
9600 30.00 2.66 30.12 265
9625 30.68 2.67 30.60 265
9650 30,63 2*66 30.74 265
9675 30,58 2,86 30.71 265
9700 30,74 2.79 30.86 265
10600 31.63 -2.99 31.77 275
10625 31.82 -3.26 31.99 276
10650 31.78 -3.A8 31.97 276
10675 31.81 -3.A7 32.00 276
10700 31.75 -3.36 31.92 276
11600 37.51 1.01 37.52 268
11625 37.30 1.35 37.32 268
11650 36.57 1.26 36.59 268
11675 36,12 1.31 36.16 268
11700 35.85 1.70 35.89 267
9725 30,98 2.66 31,09 265
9750 30.91 2,49 31.01 265
9775 30,90 2.29 30.98 266
9800 3D.99 1,95 31.05 266
9825 30.96 1.73 3D.98 267
10725 31.76 -3.26 31.90 276
10750 32.12 -3.26 32.28 276
10775 32.27 -3.06 32.62 275
10800 32.61 -2.76 32.52 275
10825 32.67 -2,57 32.57 274
11725 35.66 1.89 35.71 267
11750 35.95 1.76 35.99 267
11775 35.92 1.83 35.97 267
118D0 35.91 2.01 35.97 267
11825 35,95 1.97 36.01 267
9850 30.92 1.51 3C.95 267
9875 31.13 1.37 31.16 267
9900 31.31 1.38 31.36 267
9925 31.56 1.32 31.57 267
9950 31,77 1.36 31.80 267
10850 32.61 -2.03 32.68 273
10875 33.06 -1.56 33.07 272
10900 33.15 -1.05 33.17 272
10925 33.32 -0.66 33.32 271
10950 33.45 0.25 33.45 269
11850 35.97 1.63 36.01 267
11875 36.03 1.61 36.07 267
11900 36.13 2.00 36.19 267
11925 36.36 1,96 36.41 267
11950 36.13 1.89 36.18 267
9975 31.85 1.26 31.87 268
10000 31.94 1.17 31.96 268
10025 32,08 1.43 32.11 267
10050 32,30 1.66 32.36 267
10075 32.37 1,69 32.60 267
10975 33.65 1.DO 33.67 268
11000 33.92 1.69 33.96 2E7
11025 3A,16 2.03 36.22 266
11050 36.66 1.72 36.68 267
11075 36.95 1.57 36,98 267
11975 35.55 1.86 35.60 267
12000 35.76 2.01 35.81 267
12025 36.02 2.26 36.09 266
12050 36.16 2.22 36.23 266
12075 36,38 2.AS 36.66 266
lOlOO 32.36 1.53 32.38 267
10125 32.36 1.26 32.39 268
10150 32.20 l.CO 32.21 268
10175 31.96 0.81 31.95 268
10200 31.90 0.55 31.90 269
lllOO 35.35 1.58 35.38 267
11125 35.65 1.73 35.70 267
11150 35.86 1.76 35.89 267
11175 36,06 1.66 36.10 267
11200 36.16 1.71 36.18 267
12100 36.55 2.59 36.66 266
12125 37.07 3.17 37.20 263
12150 37.56 3,65 37.70 265
12175 37.83 3o19 37.97 265
12200 37°99 3,16 38,12 265
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL COMPSNEN|, WZ " MERIOISNAL CBMESNENTI NS " WINE SPEED, THETA m WIND OIRECTISN
PAGE 316
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEe DEG
12225 37*62 3.5Z 3t.t( _o_
12250 37*05 5,80 37.24 264
12275 36.66 4.24 36.91 26_
12300 36*64 4+62 36*93 263
12325 36*64 4.90 36.96 262
12350 36.81 5.C8 37.16 262
12375 37.01 4.98 37.34 262
12400 37.24 4.19 37*48 263
12425 57.44 3.36 37.59 265
12450 37.68 2.64 37.77 266
12475 38*50 1*72 38.54 267
12500 38*67 1.84 38.71 26T
12525 38.83 1.96 38*88 267
12550 39*00 2.07 39.05 267
12575 39.16 2.19 39.22 267
12600' 59.32 2.31 39.39 266
12625 39.02 2.10 39.08 267
12650 38.86 2.20 38,92 267
12675 38.92 2.14 38.97 267
12700 38.90 2,C3 38.95 267
12725 38*78 2,09 38.84 267
12750 38.79 1.82 38.84 267
12775 38.81 1.89 38.86 267
12800 38.91 1,83 38.95 267
12825 58.65 1.12 38.67 268
12850 38.26 0.20 38.26 270
12875 38.38 O.39 38*38 269
12900 38.48 0.42 38,48 269
12925 38*79 0.55 38.79 269
12950 38.94 0,73 38.95 269
12975 38.94 O.19 38.94 270
13000 39.09 O.12 39.09 270
13025 39.08 0,38 39.08 269
13050 38.89 -O.CT 38.89 270
13075 38.69 -0.46 38.69 270
13100 38.53 -0.12 38.53 270
13125 38.47 -0.17 38.47 270
13150 38.49 -0,35 38.49 270
13175 38.64 -0*47 38.64 271
13200 38.73 -O.T8 38.73 271
[ABLE li-65 (con't)
RPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST HUMBER 1995 O3/25/65. 130OZt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT WX RZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE EISEC OEGMETERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG
13250 38*48 -1.05 38.49 271
13275 38.32 -O.88 38.33 271
13300 38*27 -0,51 38.27 271
13325 38,37 -0.74 38.3T 271
13350 38.50 -0.58 38.51 2T1
13375 38.54 -0.30 38.54 270
13400 38.62 0.24 38.42 269
13425 38.40 0.95 38.42 268
13450 38.14 1.O1 38.16 2E8
13475 .37.59 1,03 37.61 268
13500 37*32 0.89 37.33 268
13525 37.61 0.79 37.62 269
13550 37.81 0.63 37.82 269
13575 37.68 0*25 37.68 269
13600 37.69 0.51 37.69 269
13625 38.06 1.07 38.08 268
13650 38.10 1*25 38.12 268
13675 38.21 l*3A 38,23 2E8
13700 38.55 1.28 58.58 268
13725 38.4T 0.87 38.48 269
13750 38.45 O.49 38.46 269
13775 38.77 O.TO 38.78 269
13800 38,68 O*Tl 38.65 269
13825 37*89 -O*OS 37*89 270
13850 37.04 -0.53 37.04 2T1
13875 36.69 0.50 36.69 2E9
13900 37.05 -0,13 37.05 270
13925 37.39 -0.17 37,39 270
13950 37.24 0.76 37.25 269
13975 37.05 0.53 3T*06 269
14000 36.76 0.17 36.76 270
14025 36.46 -0,47 36.46 271
14050 36.86 -1.O1 36.87 271
14075 37.17 -1.55 37.19 2T2
14100 37.09 -1.81 3T.14 2?3
14125 37.48 -2.46 37.56 274
14150 37*78 -2.62 37.87 274
14175 37.91 -2.45 37.98 274
14200 37.99 -2.65 38.08 274
14225 38.10 -3*47 38.26 275
14250 38*05 -3.97 38*Z_ 276
14275 37.75 -4,11 37.97 276
14300 37.76 -4.61 38.02 276
14325 37*80 -4.37 38.05 276
14350 37.92 -4.42 38.18 276
14975 38.10 -4.68 38.39 277
14400 38.09 -5.30 38.45 278
14425 37.92 -5.81 38.36 279
14450 38.31 -6.21 38.81 279
14475 38*32 -6.66 38.89 280
14500 38.30 -7.45 39.02 281
IR525 38.A0 -7.70 39.16 281
14550 38*54 -8.03 39*37 282
145T5 38*48 -8*94 39.50 283
14600 37.58 -9.93 38.87 285
14625 36.21 -9.56 37.45 285
16650 35*27 -8.40 36.25 283
14675 34.84 -7.22 35.58 282
14700 34.34 -6.53 34.96 281
14725 34.02 -6.16 34*57 280
14750 33.86 -5.29 34.27 279
14775 33.9_ -4.70 34.27 278
14800 33.81 -4.09 36*06 277
14825 33.66 -3.72 33.86 276
14850 33.64 -3.00 33.77 275
14875 33.49 -2.14 33.56 273
14900 33.49 -1.47 33*52 272
14925 32.93 -0.36 32.93 270
14950 31.98 0.40 31.98 269
14975 31.63 0,76 31.64 268
15000 31.60 0.84 31,62 268
15025 31.75 1,45 31.78 267
15050 31.81 2.48 31.ql 265
15075 32*1T 1.28 32.20 268
15100 32.38 0.94 32.40 268
15125 32.36 1.29 32*38 268
15150 32.51 1.23 32,53 268
15175 32.58 1.50 32,61 267
15200 31.89 1.22 31.92 268
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CgMPSNENT, MZ • MERIDIBNAL CSMESNENI, WS - WINE SPEED_ THETA " MIND DIRECTISN
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
15225 31.18 0.61 31.18 269
15250 31.49 0,51 31.49 26g
15275 32.18 0.96 32.19 268
15300 32.88 1.05 32.89 268
15325 33.27 -0.02 33.27 210
FPS-16 RADAR8JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1995 03/25165, 13001, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT MR MZ MS TPETA ALT MX MZ MS "HETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE NISEC OEG
16225 28.13 -1.81 28.18 2T3 I7225 23.94 -1.53 23.99 273
16250 27.72 -1.41 2T*76 273 I7250 23*83 -D.29 23.83 271
16275 27,87 -0.80 27.88 2T1 11275 24,26 -0.86 24.28 272
16300 28*62 -1.09 28.64 272 IT3CO 24.18 -0.07 24.18 270
16325 28.71 -1*1T 28.73 272 17325 23.68 1.57 23,73 266
15350 33.28 0.51 33.29 269
15375 33.54 1.00 33.55 268
15400 53.77 0.62 33*77 269
15425 33.90 O.gA 33.91 288
15450 34.16 0.08 34.16 270
15475 34.24 -0.14 34.24 270
15500 34.23 O*ll 34.23 270
15525 36.44 -0.86 34.45 271
15550 34.00 -1.85 34.05 273
15575 34.0T -0*85 34.08 271
15600 34.26 -0.59 34.27 271
15625 33.9T -1.66 34.02 273
15650 33.5T -1.49 33.61 272
156T5 33*83 -1.36 33.86 272
15700 34.1A -2.04 34*20 273
15725 33*85 -1.49 33.88 272
15750 33.88 -0.92 33.89 271
15775 33.85 -1.23 33.87 272
15800 33.46 -O.B2 33*47 271
15825 33.39 -1,35 33,42 272
15850 33.51 -2.14 33.58 2T3
15875 33.46 -1.42 33,49 272
15900 33*20 -1.83 33*25 273
15925 32.99 -3.3A 33.15 276
15950 32,65 -3.05 32*80 275
15975 32.26 -3.C9 32.41 275
16000 31.96 -3.63 32.17 276
16025 31.40 -2.70 11.52 2T5
16050 31.15 -2.T6 31.27 2T5
16075 30*94 -3.54 31.14 276
16100 30.58 -3.36 30.77 276
16125 30.12 -2.76 t0.24 275
16150 29.52 -2,98 2q*67 276
16175 29.65 -2.94 29.79 275
16200 29.22 -2.19 29.31 274
16350 28.41 -0.37 28.41 2T1
16375 28.04 -O.35 28*04 2TI
16400 27.65 0.03 27.65 270
16425 27*58 l.lT 27*60 2ET
16450 26.98 2.16 27*07 285
1T350 23.51 2.O8 23.61 265
I7375 23.35 2.46 23.47 264
1T400 23.45 3.68 23.74 261
17425 23.59 3.22 23.81 262
17450 23.9A 2.15 24.04 265
16475 26.39 2.31 26*49 265
16500 25.R2 1.36 25.85 26?
16525 25.83 0.94 25.85 268
16550 25.74 1.23 25.77 267
16575 25.85 0.82 25.87 288
17475 24.06 3.19 24.27 262
17500 23*77 3*75 24.07 261
17525 24.49 2.63 24.63 264
17550 25.00 3.19 25.20 263
17575 24*72 2.99 24.90 263
16600 25.92 O.A4 25.92 269
16625 25.75 0.54 25.76 269
16650 26.31 0.85 26*33 268
16675 26*33 U.83 26*34 268
16700 26*04 O.3R 26,04 269
IT6OO 24,62 2*57 24.76 264
17625 24.93 2.59 25.04 264
17650 25.34 1.86 25.41 266
17675 25.30 1.63 25.36 266
17700 25.18 1.71 25;23 266
16725 25.98 0.33 25.98 289
16750 26*01 0.76 26.02 268
167T5 26.01 0*55 26.01 269
16800 25*65 -0.01 25.65 270
16825 25.38 0.84 25*38 2E9
IT725 25.05 1.79 25.11 266
17750 24.79 1.79 24.85 266
17775 24.85 0.71 2A.86 268
17800 24.50 -0.23 24.50 270
17825 24.05 -1.19 24.08 273
16850 25.42 0.19 25.42 269
16875 25.69 -0.19 25.69 270
16900 25,80 -0.92 25.81 272
16925 17.T0 -1.03 17.73 273
16950 18.32 -1.12 18.35 273
I7850 23.42 -1.55 23.4T 274
I7875 22.94 -2.07 23.03 275
16975 25.69 -1*37 25.72 273
17000 25.20 -1.12 25.23 272
17025 24.80 -0.90 24.82 2T2
17050 25.21 -1.90 25.28 _7R
17075 25.13 -2.46 25.25 275
17100 24.72 -2.50 24.85 276
17125 24.48 -3.15 24.68 27T
17150 24.21 -3.03 24.40 277
17175 23.91 -2.34 24.02 275
17200 23*9T -2.48 24,10 276
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSMESNENT, MS - NINE SPEED, TMETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUNBER 1999 031261651 O01SZ* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
200 -7.30 13.02 16.93 151 1200 3.16 5.92 6.71 208 2200 1.18 9.33 9.#1 187
225 -6.7S 12.96 14.62 1S2 1225 3.37 6.23 7.08 208 2225 1.26 9.97 10.05 187
250 -6.10 12.81 14.19 15# 1250 3.62 6.32 7.29 210 2250 1.25 10.50 10.57 187
27S -5.61 12.76 13.9# 156 1275 3.98 6.43 7*56 212 2275 0.87 11.02 11.06 184
300 -5.36 12.91 13.97 1ST 1300 6.0# 6.39 7.56 212 2300 0.03 11.30 II.30 180
325 -S.02 12.89 15.86 159
350 -4.50 12.79 13.56 I60
375 -4.3# 12.39 13.13 161
#00 -#.33 11.71 12.#8 160
42S -#.0# II,IT 11.88 160
I325 #.02 6.32 7.49 212
1350 3.93 6.#4 7.54 211
1375 3.94 6*43 7.54 211
1AO0 6.29 6.#6 7.T6 213
1#25 4.39 6.73 8.0# 213
2325 -0.37 11.60 11.61 178
2350 -0.31 12.01 12.01 178
2375 -0.25 11.78 11.78 179
2#00 -0.1S 11.$5 11.55 179
2#25 O.OI 11,$9 11.59 180
650 -3.88 10o66 11.33 160
475 -3.76 10.0# lO.7I 159
500 -3.52 9.61 10.26 160
525 -3.31 9.31 g.89 160
550 -3.16 8.84 9.39 160
1450 6.30 6,TT 8.02 212
1675 #.30 6.76 8.02 212
1500 3.98 6.66 7.76 211
IS25 3.65 6.56 To51 209
1550 3.55 6.78 7.65 207
2#50 0.33 11.16 11.16 182
2#75 0.36 10.39 lO.#O 182
2500 0.10 9.65 9.65 180
2S25 -0.17 B,99 8.99 179
2550 -0.I7 8.37 8.37 179
575 -3.00 8.52 9.0# 160
600 -2.61 8.35 8.7S 162
625 -2.22 8.07 8.3T 166
650 -2.0# 7.82 8.08 165
675 -1.82 7.#2 7.64 166
1575 3.51 7.09 7.91 206
1600 3.71 7.37 8.25 207
I625 3,88 7.63 8.56 207
1650 3.93 7,56 8.52 207
1675 3.93 7.51 8.#8 208
2575 0.15 7.82 7.82 181
2600 0.31 7.$8 7.$9 182
2625 0.23 7.67 7.#8 182
2650 0.22 7.28 7.28 182
2675 0.26 7.09 7.10 182
TO0 -1.59 7,13 7.30 167
725 -1.$7 7.12 7,29 167
7S0 -1.48 6.99 7.15 168
775 -1.23 6.65 6.76 169
800 -1.00 6.05 6.13 ITO
1TO0 3.70 7.56 8.#1 206
1725 3.26 7.41 8.10 204
1750 2.87 7.59 8.12 201
1775 2.7# 7.6A 8.11 200
1800 2.78 7.55 8.05 200
2TCO 0.25 6.92 6.93 182
2725 0.39 6.85 6.86 183
2750 0.52 6*80 6.82 184
2775 0.51 6.57 6.59 18A
2800 0.63 6.43 6.#7 185
825 -0.71 5.55 5.60 IT3
850 -0.50 5.37 5.39 174
875 -0.43 5.19 5.21 175
900 -0.29 5.17 5.18 177
925 0.00 5.35 5.35 180
1825 2.75 7.96 8.#2 199
1850 2.59 8.17 8.58 197
1875 2.28 8.11 8.42 196
1900 1.73 8.02 8.21 192
1925 1.#2 7.97 8.09 190
2825 0.73 6.#1 6.65 186
2850 0.73 6.48 6.52 186
2875 0.86 6.79 6.8# 187
2900 0.87 7.17 7.22 187
2925 0.90 7.66 7.71 187
950 0.30 5.#1 5.A2 183
975 0.68 5.53 5.58 187
1000 1.16 5.76 5,88 191
1025 1.60 5.80 6.02 195
1050 1.93 5.78 6.10 198
1950 1.32 7.97 8.08 189
1975 1.20 7.97 8.06 188
2000 1.31 8.13 8.24 189
2025 1.30 8.45 8.55 189
2050 1,32 8,56 8.66 189
2950 1.16 8*38 8.#6 188
2975 1.47 9.24 9.35 189
3000 1.79 9.9# 10,10 190
3025 1.92 10.30 10.#7 190
3050 1.86 10.77 10.93 190
1075 2.10 5.79 6.16 200
1100 2.28 5.80 6.23 201
1125 2.A6 5.79 6.29 203
1150 2.5# 5.67 6.22 204
1175 2,79 5.62 6.28 206
2075 1.#6 8.56 8.66 190
2100 1.61 8.52 8.64 188
2125 1.30 8.31 8.41 189
2150 1.23 8.37 8.66 188
2175 1.16 8.73 8.81 187
3075 1.7# 11.42 11.55 I88
3100 1.$6 11.27 11.38 188
3125 1.60 10.67 10.79 188
3150 1.81 10.36 10.52 190
3175 1.98 10.#5 10.6# 191
ALT = ALTITUDEt NX " ZBNAL CSMPSNENTI MZ s MERI01BNAL CBMPSNENT* MS = WIN0 SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1999 03/26165t 0015Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ NS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
3200 2.11 10.79 10.99 191 4200 1.9T 10.36 10.$5 191 $200 7.22 8.03 10.79 222
3225 2.08 10.98 11.17 191 #225 2.27 10.26 10.51 192 5225 7.58 8.00 11.02 223
3250 2.01 11.16 11.3# 190 #250 2.61 10.20 10.83 19# 5250 8.06 7.77 11.20 226
3275 2.12 11.53 11.72 190 #275 2.78 10.35 10.71 195 5275 8.65 7.82 11.66 228
3300 2.1# 11.58 11.78 190 #300 3.07 10.A1 10.85 196 5300 9.2S 8.06 12.27 229
3325 2.20 11.59 11.80 191
3350 2.28 11.76 11.98 191
3375 2.#1 12.11 12.35 191
3#00 2.54 12.62 12.67 191
3#2S 2.53 12.51 12.77 191
3#50 2.55 I2.59 12.85 191
3#75 2.59 12.70 12.96 191
3500 2,84 12.76 13.08 192
3525 3.01 I2.82 13.17 193
3550 3.07 12.93 13.29 193
#325 3.22 10.25 10.75 197
4350 3,17 10.31 10.78 197
#375 3.03 lO.Tl 11.13 196
4#00 2.85 11.06 11.#3 19#
##25 2.8# 11.56 11.90 19#
##50 2.6# 12.27 12.$5 192
4#75 2.#8 12.92 13,16 191
#500 2.36 13.29 13.30 190
#525 2.31 13.42 13.61 190
#550 2.16 13.69 13.86 189
5325 9.66 8.08 12.59 230
5350 9.70 8.14 12.66 230
5375 9.77 8.29 12.81 229
5400 9.93 8.32 12.95 230
5425 10.05 8.21 12.98 231
5450 10.16 8.0# 12.95 231
$47S 10.11 7,87 12.81 232
5500 9.88 7.68 12,52 232
5525 9.#7 7.56 12.11 231
5550 9,07 7.63 11.8S 230
3575 3.24 12.85 13.35 19#
3600 3.25 12,83 13.24 194
3625 3.27 12.66 13.07 19#
3650 3.20 12.60 13.00 19#
3675 2.97 12.47 12.82 193
#575 1.8# 13.90 14.02 187
4600 1.97 13.71 13,85 188
#625 2.#3 13.20 13.A3 190
4650 2.63 12.69 12.96 192
#675 2.61 12.01 12.29 192
5575 8,88 7.T2 11.77 229
5600 9.01 7.93 12.00 228
5625 9,09 8.13 12.19 228
5650 9.1# 8.05 12.18 228
5675 9.38 7.83 12.22 230
3700 2.80 12.30 12.61 193
3725 2.60 12.00 12o28 192
3750 2.$7 ll.TO 11.98 192
3775 2.62 11.43 11.73 193
3800 2.54 10.96 11.28 193
#TO0 2.70 11.#2 11.73 193
4725 2.7# 10.9# 11.28 194
4750 2.55 lO.TO 11.00 193
4775 2.10 10.5# 10.75 191
#800 2.04 10.50 lO.TO 191
5700 9.81 7.58 12.39 232
5725 10.08 7.42 12.52 233
5750 9.95 7.26 12,32 23#
5775 9.81 7.20 12.17 234
5800 9.91 7.21 12.26 23A
3825 2.#3 10.51 10.79 193
3850 2.38 10.17 10.## 193
3875 2,6# 9,93 10.22 196
3900 2.## 9.88 10.18 194
3925 2.## 9.95 10.2# 196
4825 2.78 10.43 10.80 195
#850 5.36 10.15 10.69 198
6875 3.81 10.06 10.7S 201
#900 A.O2 9.56 10.37 203
4925 4,53 9.57 10.59 205
5825 10.11 7.20 12.41 234
5850 10.30 7.26 12.59 235
5875 10.40 7.25 12.68 235
5900 10.5# 7.1# 12.73 236
592S 10.63 7.00 12.73 236
3950 2.39 9,88 10.16 193
3975 2,35 9.66 9.9# 194
6000 2.#8 9,59 9,91 194
#025 2,67 9.60 9.91 19#
#050 2,29 9.58 9.85 193
49S0 4,96 9.69 10.89 207
4975 S.09 9.22 10,53 209
5000 5.26 8.96 10.39 210
5025 5.#8 8.79 10,36 212
$080 5.80 8.66 10.62 214
5950 10.71 6.99 12.79 237
5975 10,89 7.17 13,04 236
6000 11.01 T.11 13.10 237
6025 11.13 7.03 13.17 238
6050 11.07 7.11 13.16 237
#075 2.04 9.72 9.93 192
#100 1,86 9.78 9.95 191
6125 1.78 9,83 9.99 190
#150 1.T3 10.00 10.1# 190
#175 1.75 10.20 10.35 190
5075 5.93 8.50 10.36 215
5100 S,93 8,51 10.37 215
512S 5.99 8o3T 10.29 215
$150 6.27 8,16 10.29 217
5175 6.7# 8.07 IO,SI 220
6075 11.04 7.10 13.13 237
6100 11.2# 6.96 13.22 238
6125 11.33 6.93 13,28 238
6150 11.32 7o13 13,38 238
61T5 I1.#3 7.28 I3.55 237
ALT " ALTITUOE, WX " Z8NAL C8MPSNENT, WZ • MER[O[SNAL CSMPSNENTt WS " MINC SPEEO_ THETA " MIND DIRECTISN
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ALT NX MZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
6200 !1_53 7.36 13.68 237
6225 11.60 7.67 13.00 237
6250 11.70 7.75 14.04 236
6275 11.89 8.18 14.63 235
6300 12.03 8.66 14.71 235
TABLE II 66 (con't)
FPS-]6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1999 03/26265m O015Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT HX WZ NS THETA
HETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC WISED DEG
8200 30.17 6,82 30.93 257
8225 30*22 6.79 30.97 257
8250 3O.L_ 6.39 30.0_ 257
8275 30.18 6.29 30.83 258
8300 30*26 5.93 30.84 259
6325 11.99 8,54 14.72 234
6350 12.32 8.87 15.18 234
6375 12.88 9.32 15.90 234
6400 13.48 9.48 16.48 235
6625 13.96 9.36 16.81 236
6450 14*28 9.08 16._2 237
6475 14.56 8,75 16.98 239
6500 14.65 8.36 16.87 240
6525 16.65 7.87 16.63 242
6550 16.74 7.63 16.60 242
6575 16.97 7.68 16.83 243
6600 15.06 7,66 16,90 243
6625 15.16 7*65 16.98 263
6650 15.53 7.61 17.29 264
6675 16,05 7.39 17.67 245
6700 16.41 7.37 17.99 246
6725 16.65 7.29 18.18 246
6750 16.90 7.11 18.33 247
6775 17.18 6.94 18.53 248
6800 17.56 6.75 18.79 249
6825 17.83 6.46 18.93 250
6850 18.17 6.00 19.13 252
6875 18.65 5.71 19.31 253
6900 18.56 5.46 19.33 253
6925 18.66 5.12 19.16 256
6950 18.67 4.95 19.12 255
6975 18.68 4.95 19.33 255
7000 18.82 4,75 19.61 256
7025 18,97 6.58 19.51 256
7050 19.04 4,51 19,57 256
7200 19.#3 4.05 19.86 258
7225 19.;0 4.06 EQ:8! 258
7250 19,61 4.11 20.04 258
7275 19.88 4.19 20.32 258
7300 20.14 4.44 20.63 257
7325 20.33 4.68 20.82 257
7350 20.54 6.41 21.01 258
7375 20.88 4.55 21.37 258
7400 21.21 4.52 21.68 258
7425 21.54 6.36 21,97 258
7450 21.97 6.39 22.60 259
7A75 22.60 4.61 22.87 258
7500 22*78 4.78 23.28 258
7525 23.20 4.96 23.73 258
7550 23.42 6.88 23.92 258
7575 23.38 4.78 23.86 258
7600 23.40 6.82 23.90 258
7625 23.81 4,94 26.31 258
7650 24.23 5.03 24.75 258
7675 24.53 5.18 25.07 258
7700 24.80 5,59 25.42 257
7725 25.11 5.91 25.80 257
7750 25.64 6.28 26.20 256
7775 25.69 6.62 26.53 255
7800 26.02 6.85 26.91 255
7825 26.26 7.00 27.16 255
7850 26.70 7.40 27.71 256
7875 27.12 7.56 28.15 256
7900 27.59 7.54 28.60 255
7925 28.15 7.66 29.17 255
7950 28.54 7.54 29.52 255
7975 28.82 7.65 29.77 255
8000 29.03 7,32 29.9A 256
8025 29.16 7,21 30.04 256
8050 29.20 7.05 30.OA 256
8075 29.61 7.01 30.23 256
8100 29.65 6.86 30.43 257
8125 29.95 6.61 30.67 257
8150 30.20 6.65 30.93 257
8175 30.16 6.65 30.88 257
7075 19.22 4.68 19.73 257
7100 19.39 6.22 19.84 258
7125 19.39 3,98 19.79 258
7150 19.33 6.10 19.76 258
7175 19.39 4.11 19.82 258
8325 30.24 5_77 30.78 259
8350 30.17 5.57 30.68 259
8375 30.20 5.37 30.67 260
8600 30.26 5.18 30.70 260
8425 30.13 5.03 30.55 260
8450 30.13 4.92 30.53 261
8475 30,12 4.74 30.69 261
8500 30.06 6.69 30.40 261
8525 29.85 6.96 30.26 260
8550 29.72 5.46 30.21 259
8575 29.65 5.96 30.24 258
8600 29.53 6.27 30.19 258
8625 29.36 6.67 30,09 257
8650 28.83 6.97 29.66 256
8675 28.69 6.98 29.33 256
8700 28.27 6.76 29.07 256
8725 28.22 6.56 28.97 257
8750 28.13 6.36 28.84 257
8775 27.98 6.09 28.63 258
8800 28.09 5.94 28.71 258
8825 28.18 5.76 28.76 258
8850 28.31 5.71 28.88 258
8875 28.12 5.50 28.65 259
8900 28.00 5.40 28.52 259
8925 28.10 5.39 28.61 259
8950 28.07 5.29 28.57 259
8975 28.02 5.16 28.69 259
9000 27.99 4.93 28.62 260
9025 28.04 4.78 28.A4 260
9050 28.20 6.65 28.54 261
9075 28.32 6.14 28.62 261
9100 28.38 3.94 28.65 262
9125 28.42 3.83 28.68 262
9150 28.36 3.78 28.61 262
9175 28*37 3.68 28.60 262
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL CEMP8NENT_ WZ * HERIO[ENAL EONPENENT* MS " WINO SPEED* THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT HX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9200 28.69 3.38 28.69 263
9225 28.47 3.15 28.66 264
9250 28.67 3.17 28.65 263
9275 28.78 3.14 28.95 266
9300 29.12 3.31 29.31 263
9325 29.40 3.35 29.59 263
9350 29.68 3.24 29.66 266
9375 29.50 3.27 29.68 263
9600 29.52 3.15 29.69 266
9A25 29.65 3.06 29.60 266
9450 29.28 3.06 29.46 264
9675 29.12 2.86 29.26 264
9500 28.96 2.69 29.06 265
9525 28.72 2.61 28.84 265
9550 28.70 a.56 28.81 265
9375 28.39 2,58 28.50 265
9600 28.03 2.63 28.16 26R
9625 27.55 2.63 27.67 264
9650 26.92 2.47 27.03 265
9675 26,70 2.49 26.81 266
9700 26.60 2.61 26.71 265
9725 26.56 2.22 26.65 265
9750 26,76 2,22 26.83 265
9775 27.02 2.08 27.10 265
9800 27.27 1.91 27.34 266
9825 27.66 1.79 27.52 266
9850 27.69 1.77 27.55 266
9875 27,68 1.59 27.73 267
9900 27.76 1.37 27.79 267
9925 27.87 1.42 27.91 267
9950 27.90 1.63 27.9A 267
9975 28.03 1,61 28,06 267
10000 28.19 1.51 28.23 267
10025 28.02 1.80 28.07 266
10050 27.86 2.11 27.94 265
10075 27.70 2.20 27.78 265
10100 27.55 2.35 27.65 265
10125 27.52 2.65 27,63 265
10150 27.51 2.50 27.63 265
10175 27.59 2.52 27.70 265
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1999 03126165. 0015Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX ME MS THETA ALT MR NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE BEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
10200 27.76 2.61 27.86 266
10225 27.58 2.86 27.72 266
10250 27.28 3.01 27,44 266
10275 27.31 2.99 27.67 264
10300 27.25 2.89 27.40 266
10325 27.30 2.78 27.A6 264
10350 27.43 2.73 27,56 266
10375 27.6A 2.71 27.57 266
10400 27.58 2.69 27.72 26A
10625 27.45 2.71 27.58 266
11200 35.23 4.70 35.56 262
11225 35.06 6.83 35.38 262
11250 34.81 5.05 35.17 262
11275 34,60 5.17 36.98 261
11300 36.55 5.13 36.91 261
11325 34.56 5.16 3A.92 261
11350 3A.76 5,00 35.11 262
11375 36.73 5.09 35.10 261
11400 34.40 5.40 36.82 261
11425 34.19 5*78 34.68 260
10450 27.62 2,86 27.76 268
10475 28.16 2.91 28.29 264
10500 28.68 3.20 28.86 263
10525 28.97 3.24 29.15 263
10550 29.23 3_25 29.41 263
10575 29.91 3.51 30.11 263
10600 30.87 3.73 31.09 263
10625 31.77 4.16 32.03 262
10650 32.12 6.32 32.41 262
10675 32.30 6,27 32.58 262
11650 36.06 6.10 36.60 260
11675 36.04 6,17 34.59 260
11500 36.10 6.33 36.68 259
11525 36.30 6.53 34.91 259
11550 34.50 6.73 35.16 259
11575 36.69 6.47 35.29 259
11600 34,86 6.O7 35.38 260
11625 35,04 6.36 35.61 260
11650 35.19 6.60 35.81 259
11675 35.21 6.70 33.8A 259
10700 32.53 6.39 32.82 262
10725 32.76 6.33 33.07 262
10750 33,06 6.56 33.38 262
10775 33.37 6.61 33.69 262
10800 33.65 4,90 34.01 262
11700 35.30 6.88 35.96 259
11725 35.74 6.86 36.39 259
11750 36.00 6.97 36*67 259
11775 36.18 6.90 36.83 259
11800 36.16 6,56 36.74 260
10825 33°85 5.08 3A.23 261
10850 3A.05 5.06 34.62 261
10875 34.27 6.95 34,63 262
10900 36.69 6.80 36.83 262
10925 34.39 5.06 36.76 261
11825 35.82 6.18 36.35 260
11850 35.46 5.92 35.95 260
11875 35.38 5,79 35.85 261
11900 35.25 5.78 35.72 261
11925 55.14 5.73 35.61 261
10950 36.48 5.02 36.85 262
10975 36.83 5.13 35.21 261
II000 34.78 5.30 35.18 261
11025 36.6A 5.33 35.05 261
11050 36.78 5.61 35,20 261
11950 35.26 5,29 35.65 261
11975 35.63 5,03 35.79 262
12000 35.82 6.63 36.12 262
12025 35.95 4.21 36.20 263
12050 36.01 3.68 36.19 266
11075 34.90 5.08 35.27 262
III00 34.97 6.90 35.31 2A2
11125 35.21 6.77 35,53 262
11150 35.23 6.77 35.55 262
11175 35.15 6.78 35.48 262
12075 36.60 2.96 36.52 265
12100 36.66 2.59 36.75 266
12125 37.14 1.53 37,18 267
12150 37.36 0.83 37.35 269
12175 37.00 0.71 37.00 269
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ - MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS - WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLEII 66 (con't) PAGE319
FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WEND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1999 03/26/65, 00152, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEC OEG
12200 36.87 1.06 36,89 268 13200 38.87 -7.32 39.56 280 16200 30.31 -5.07 30.73 279
12225 36.78 0.89 36.79 268 13225 38.73 -7.56 39.66 251 14225 30.19 -4.92 30,59 279
12250 36.68 0.21 36.68 269 13250 38.58 -7.59 39.32 281 14250 29*83 -5.05 30.26 279
12275 36.77 -0,25 36.77 270 13275 38.56 -7.66 39.32 281 14275 29.68 -5.16 29.93 280
12300 36.56 -0.37 36.56 270 13300 38.27 -7.97 39.09 282 14300 29.25 -4.97 29.66 279
12325 36.12 -0.15 36.12 270
12350 36.13 -0.03 36.13 270
12375 35.93 -0.28 35.96 270
12400 35.69 -0.56 35.70 271
12425 35.75 -0.36 35.75 270
13325 38.29 -8.26 39.16 282
13350 37.88 -8.11 38.76 282
13375 37.25 -8.23 38.15 282
13600 36.91 -8.75 37.83 283
13425 36.74 -9.13 37.86 284
14325 28.90 -4.61 29.2b 279
14350 28,70 -4.53 29.05 279
14375 28.60 -6.27 28.92 278
14600 28.33 -3.43 28.53 277
14625 27.97 -3.04 28.13 276
12650 35.67 -0.28 35.67 270
12675 35.72 -0.13 35.72 270
12500 35.77 0.41 35.78 269
12525 35.64 0.32 35.64 269
12550 35.57 -0.01 35.57 270
13450 36.66 -8.97 37.53 286
13475 35.89 -8.37 36.86 283
13500 35.66 -7.83 36.32 282
13525 35.39 -7.35 36.16 282
13550 35.32 -7,33 36.07 282
14450 27.85 -3.28 28.05 277
14475 27.81 -3.33 28,00 277
14500 27.86 -3.12 28.03 276
16525 28.66 -3.27 28.63 276
16550 29.12 -3.25 29.30 276
12575 35.49 -0.30 35.49 270
12600 35.26 -0.14 35.26 270
12625 35.01 0.20 35.01 269
12650 36.95 -0.26 34.95 270
12675 35.00 -0.51 35.01 271
13575 35.35 -7.76 36.19 282
13600 35.33 -7.76 36.17 282
13625 35.21 -7.58 36.02 282
13650 35.21 -7.28 35.96 281
13675 35.00 -6.86 35.66 281
14575 29.53 -3.11 29.69 276
16600 30.16 -3.63 30.35 276
14625 30.52 -3.36 30.70 276
14650 30.69 -2.55 30.79 275
14675 30.99 -2.76 31.11 275
12700 36.98 -0.72 34.99 271
12725 35.44 -0,75 35.65 271
12750 35.50 -0,92 35,51 271
12775 35.38 -1.20 35.60 272
12800 35.60 -1.12 35.62 272
13700 36.61 -6.78 35.27 281
13725 36.37 -6.76 35.03 281
13750 34.25 -7,25 35.01 282
13775 33.92 -7.67 36.77 283
13800 33.59 -7.75 36.67 283
14700 31.28 -3.08 31.43 275
14725 31.66 -2.89 31.59 275
16750 31.74 L2.99 31.88 275
14775 32.16 -2_77 32.26 275
14800 32.21 -2.89 32.34 275
12825 35.79 -1.07 35.80 272
12850 36.26 -1.17 36.28 272
12875 36.56 -1.36 36.56 272
12900 36.63 -1.83 36.68 273
12925 36.68 -2.23 36.76 273
13825 36.11 -7.61 34.95 282
13850 34.51 -7.57 35.33 282
13875 36.56 -7.88 35.63 283
13900 34.66 -7.80 35.33 283
13925 36.36 -7.73 35.22 282
14825 31.86 -3.32 32.03 276
14850 31.42 -3.18 31.58 276
14875 31,25 -3.77 31.48 277
14900 31.60 -6.02 31.85 277
14925 31.77 -6.05 32.03 277
12950 37.01 -2.51 37.10 274
12975 37.27 -2.91 37.39 274
13000 37.55 -3.45 37.71 275
13025 37.64 -3.82 37.83 276
13050 37.72 -6.07 37.94 276
13950 33.51 -7.70 34.38 283
13975 32.73 -7.63 33.60 283
14000 32.19 -7.63 33.06 283
16025 32.02 -7.30 32.85 283
16050 31.69 -7.27 32.51 283
14950 31.66 -5.02 32.05 279
16975 31.47 -5.72 31.98 280
15000 30.99 -6.10 31.58 281
15025 29,90 -6.53 30.60 282
15050 29.07 -6.72 29.83 283
13075 37.61 -6.40 37,87 276
13100 37.56 -5.02 37.89 277
13125 38.22 -5.36 38.59 278
13150 38.71 -5*87 39.15 278
13175 38.77 -6.67 39.36 280
16075 31._3 -6.85 32.17 282
14100 31.25 -6.69 31.91 282
14125 30.86 -5.75 31.37 280
14150 30.68 -5.65 31.20 280
16175 30.45 -5.50 30.95 280
15075 28.65 -6.83 29.26 283
15100 28.16 -7.07 29.04 286
15125 28.03 -7.00 28.89 284
15150 27.46 -6.66 28.26 283
15175 26.82 -6.76 27.66 284
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZBNAL cgMPONENT* WZ = MERIDISNAL CSNPSNENT. WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = MEND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAO6B/J1NSPHEREW|NO VEL8CITY PRS"FILE
TEST NUNBER 1999 03/26/65, O015Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX wZ NS THETA ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE OEG
15200 26.36 -6.85 27,26 286 16200 26.02 -1.84 26.08 274
15225 25.67 -7.05 26.62 285 16225 25.75 -2.61 25.88 276
15250 24.78 -5.88 25.67 283 16250 25.16 -3.19 25.34 277
15275 26.39 -6.73 24.84 281 16275 24.50 -2.60 24.66 276
15300 23.87 -3.67 24.12 278 16300 26.18 -2.21 24.28 275
15325 23.62 -2.64 23.77 276
15350 23.98 -1.84 24.05 276
15375 26.29 -1.57 24.36 276
15400 26.56 -0.78 24.57 272
15625 25.31 0.49 25.31 269
15450 25.54 0.82 25.56 268
15675 25.54 1.54 25.58 266
15500 25.80 1,82 25.86 266
15525 25.99 2.22 26.08 265
15550 26.28 2.76 26.43 266
15575 26.63 2.91 26.59 266
15600 26.53 3.02 26.70 263
15625 26.63 3,55 26.86 262
15650 26.61 6.07 26.91 261
15675 _6.86 4,60 27.23 260
15700 27.28 4.72 27.69 260
15725 27,25 5.05 27.71 259
15750 27.63 5.08 27*90 259
15775 27.75 4.39 28.10 261
15800 27.81 3.51 28.03 263
15825 27.90 3.84 28.16 262
15850 27.97 3.91 28.24 262
15875 27.82 3.52 28.06 263
15900 27.70 3.05 27.87 266
15925 27.80 2.51 27.91 265
15950 28.04 1.93 28.11 266
15975 27.89 1.66 27.92 267
16000 27.67 1.02 27.69 268
16025 28.32 -0.56 28.32 271
16050 28.66 -1.09 28.66 272
16075 28.36 -0.88 28.37 272
16100 28.18 -0.76 28.19 271
16125 27.75 -1.20 27.77 272
16150 27.16 -1.41 27.18 273
16175 26.30 -1.02 26.32 272
AL7 = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CgNPSNENT, WZ = MERIO|SNAL C_MPSNENT, NS = WINE SPEED, THETA =NIND OIRECT[SN
PAGE320
ALT MX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC E/SEE M/SEE DEG
200 -2.73 16.17 16.60 170
225 -2.03 15.00 15.13 172
250 -1.6J 14.i3 1_.23 173
275 -l.OB 13.64 13.69 175
300 -0.63 13.19 13.20 178
TABLE I 1-67
FPS-16 RABAR/J1MSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUN8ER 1916 03/27/651 0119Zm EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLeRIDA
ALT HX HZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC OEG
2200 6,90 -0.63 4.92 275
2225 6.73 -0.43 4.73 275
2250 4.29 --0.63 4.34 278
2275 6:25 -0.65 4.30 279
2300 4.19 -0.72 4.25 280
325 0.26 12.95 12.96 181
350 0*94 12.76 12.80 186
375 1.05 12.74 12.78 185
400 0.81 12.46 12.49 184
425 0.63 12.32 12.34 183
450 0.66 12.32 12.34 183
475 0.80 12.22 12.24 184
500 0.94 12.17 12.20 186
525 0.92 12.22 12.26 186
550 1.04 12.03 12.08 185
575 1.61 ll. TO 11.79 187
600 1.57 11.31 11.42 188
625 1.87 10.74 10.90 lqO
650 2.36 10.08 10.35 193
675 2.84 9.73 10.13 196
700 3.26 9.35 9.90 199
725 3.82 8.53 9.35 204
750 4.61 7.97 9.11 209
773 4.76 7.58 8.95 212
800 5.16 7.11 8.78 216
825 4,97 6.87 8.68 216
850 4.63 6,89 8.30 216
875 6.69 6.61 8.10 215
900 6.66 6.40 7.91 216
925 6.76 6.50 8.06 216
950 6.66 6.65 7.95 216
975 4.55 6.38 7.83 215
1000 6.71 6.15 7.75 217
1025 4.72 6.05 7.68 218
1050 6.53 6.12 7.61 216
ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC BEG
1200 3.97 4.69 6.14 220
1225 3.90 4.76 6.15 219
1250 3.85 4.64 6.03 220
1275 3.96 4.16 5.73 2Z3
1300 4.07 3.75 5.54 227
1325 4.08 3.32 5.26 231
1350 3.85 3.06 4.92 231
1375 3.79 2.89 4.77 233
1600 3.70 2.76 6,61 233
1425 3.69 2.70 4.41 232
1450 3.32 2.59 4.21 232
1475 3.25 2,29 3.98 235
1500 3.32 2.14 3.96 257
1525 3.06 2.00 3.65 237
1550 3.02 1,57 3.40 242
1575 3.21 1.53 3.56 244
1600 3.15 1.47 3.48 245
1625 3.16 0.95 3.30 253
1650 3.08 1.12 3.28 250
1675 3.12 0.98 3.27 252
1700 3.22 0.48 3.26 261
1725 3.47 0.48 3.50 262
1750 3,41 0.54 3.66 261
1775 3.60 0.19 3.61 267
1800 4.22 -0.20 4.22 273
1825 4.26 -0.45 4.29 276
1850 4.24 -0,90 4.34 282
1875 4.33 -1.24 4.51 286
1900 4.67 -1.57 4.74 289
1925 4.55 -1.78 6.89 291
1950 4,32 -2.00 6.76 295
1975 4.50 -2.34 5.08 297
2000 4.69 -2,69 5.41 300
2025 4.50 -2.63 5.21 300
2050 6,62 -2,66 5.23 298
2075 4.81 -1.91 5.18 291
2100 5.11 -1.20 5.25 283
2125 5.20 -0.95 5.29 280
2150 5.14 -0.91 5.22 280
2175 5.03 -U.7B 5.09 279
1075 4.32 6.00 7.39 216
1100 4.01 5.76 7.02 215
1125 6.04 5.36 6.71 217
1150 4.03 5.23 6.61 217
1175 3.86 5.13 6.42 217
2325 4.32 -0.91 4.41 282
2350 4.81 -0.72 4.87 278
_375 5.09 -0.39 5.10 276
2400 5.29 -0.12 5.29 271
2425 5.45 0.12 5.45 269
2450 5.60 0.76 3.66 262
2475 5.81 1.51 6.O0 255
2500 5.88 1.84 6.16 252
2525 5.68 1.86 5.98 252
2550 5.54 1.89 5.85 251
2575 5.69 1.83 5.98 252
2600 5.79 1.81 6.06 252
2625 5.76 1.88 6.06 252
2650 5.71 1.96 6.04 251
2675 5.63 1.89 5.94 251
2700 5.25 2.18 5.68 247
2725 5.06 2.34 5.57 245
2750 4.60 2.58 5.28 241
2775 4,20 2.77 5.03 236
2800 3.97 2.26 4.56 240
2825 3.59 2.28 4.25 237
2850 3.58 2.53 4.38 235
2875 3.50 2.93 4.56 230
2900 3,91 2.99 4.92 232
2925 6.63 2.59 5.30 241
2950 6.79 2.74 5.52 240
2975 4.89 2.99 5.74 238
3000 5.61 2.66 6.21 244
3025 6.24 2.47 6.71 248
3050 6,08 3.15 6.85 242
3075 6.06 3.13 6.82 242
3100 6.33 2.89 6.96 245
3125 6.47 2*82 7.06 246
3150 6.51 2.35 6.93 250
3175 6.49 2,25 6.86 251
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZENAL cgMPBNENT, WZ . MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENTB MS " MINE SPEEDt THETA - HIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIHSPHERE HIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 1916 03/27/65, 0119Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS 7HETA 8LT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE R/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS N/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
3200 6.65 2.30 7.04 251
3225 6.75 2.62 7.24 249
3250 6.82 2.55 7.28 249
3275 6.76 2.32 7.14 251
3300 6.72 2.23 7.08 251
3325 6.61 2.27 6.99 251
3350 6.53 2.16 6.87 252
3375 6.82 2.07 7.13 253
3400 7.18 2.12 7.49 253
3625 7.53 2.27 7.87 253
3650 8.03 2.38 8.37 253
3475 8.60 2*29 8.71 255
3500 8.58 2.77 9.02 252
3525 8.34 3.35 8.99 248
3550 8.18 3.49 8.90 247
3575 8.19 3.54 B.92 246
3600 7.97 3.66 8.77 245
3625 8.05 3.71 8.87 245
3650 T.78 3.99 8.75 243
3675 7*66 3.54 8.27 245
3700 7.70 3.30 8.37 247
3725 7.62 4.07 8.64 242
3750 7.83 3.91 8.75 243
3775 8.24 3.64 9.01 246
3800 8.29 3.76 9.10 245
3825 7.93 4.64 9.08 241
3850 7.35 5.31 9.06 236
3875 7.50 5.26 9.16 235
3900 7.75 5.63 9.58 236
3925 8.02 5.62 9.68 236
3950 8.48 4.79 9.74 240
3975 8.62 5.22 10.07 239
4000 8.74 5.67 10.62 237
4025 9.28 5.27 10.67 240
4050 9.91 4.52 10.89 265
6075 9.96 4.85 11.08 246
4100 10.21 4.69 11.23 245
4125 10.76 3.93 11.46 250
4150 11.12 3.93 11.79 250
4175 II.53 6.09 12.24 250
4200 12.1T 3,96 12.80 252
4225 12.80 3.62 13.11 254
4250 12.42 4.11 13.08 251
6275 12.27 6.61 13.11 269
4300 12.35 4.63 13.19 269
4325 12.96 4.51 13.72 251
4350 13.79 4.89 14.63 250
4375 14.78 5.72 15.85 249
4600 15.27 6.15 16.46 248
4625 15.12 7.07 16.69 243
4450 15.22 7.42 16.94 246
4675 15.16 6.25 16.40 267
4500 15,56 5.68 16.69 250
4525 16.79 5.60 17.T0 251
4550 17.31 6.97 18.66 248
4575 17.52 8.47 19.47 244
4600 18.25 9.24 20.45 243
4625 18_21 9.82 20.69 241
4650 18.20 9.92 20.73 241
4675 18.31 11.01 21.36 239
4700 17.67 12.73 21.78 234
4725 17.63 13.38 22.13 233
6750 17.74 13.95 22.57 232
6775 17.91 14.66 23,15 231
4800 18.26 15.50 23*93 229
6825 18.39 15.91 24.31 229
4850 18.26 16.04 24.30 229
6875 18.71 16.39 24.87 229
4900 19.78 16.75 25.92 230
4925 20.35 Lb.66 26.17 231
4950 20.66 16.12 26.03 232
4975 20.55 16.27 26.21 231
5000 20.63 15,97 25.93 232
5025 20.19 15.93 25.72 232
5O5O 19.66 16.46 25.65 23O
5075 19.73 16.35 85.62 230
5100 20.26 16.11 25.88 231
5125 20.46 15.87 25.88 232
5150 20.56 15.65 25.72 233
5175 20.75 15.18 25.71 234
5200 20.69 15.32 25.75 233
5225 21.28 14.56 25.77 235
5250 21.32 14.54 25,80 236
5275 21.39 16.46 25.82 236
5300 22.48 13.96 26.45 238
5325 22.41 14.00 26.42 238
5350 22.09 13.76 26.03 238
5375 22.01 13.33 25.74 239
5400 22.50 12.28 25.64 261
5425 23.36 12.30 26.40 242
5450 23.64 12.22 26.61 242
5475 23.84 11.92 26.66 243
5500 23.78 11.57 26.65 244
5525 23.57 11.27 26.13 244
5550 23.60 11.28 25.98 244
5575 23.70 11.25 26.24 244
5600 23.76 11.17 26.25 245
5625 23.38 11.06 25.86 245
5650 23.49 10.65 25.80 245
5675 23.70 10.66 25.98 246
5700 23.92 10.74 26.22 246
5725 26.05 10.50 26.24 246
$750 26.16 IO.6T 26.41 246
5775 26.13 lO.Tl 26.60 2A6
5800 24.16 10.56 26.37 266
5825 26.08 10.73 26.36 246
5850 24.01 10.90 26.37 245
$875 24.26 10.87 26,58 246
5900 24.25 10.72 26.52 246
5925 24.23 10.87 26.56 2A6
5950 24.52 10.72 26.76 246
5975 25.05 10.58 27.19 247
6000 25.00 10.69 27.19 267
6025 24.78 10.19 26*79 247
6050 24.61 10.88 26.91 266
6075 25.03 11.39 27.50 245
ElO0 25.67 10.63 27.78 247
6125 25.27 10.89 27.51 246
6150 25.32 II.06 27.63 246
6175 25.71 10.80 27.89 247
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = Z_NAL CBMP_NENT, MZ - MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, MS = MINE SPEEO, THETA = MINO DIRECTIgN
TABLE 11-67(con't) PAGE 321
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 1916 03/27165t 0119Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEO
6200 25,55 10,88 27.77 267 7200 25,10 [0*56 27.23 267 8200 26,66 6.66 27.26 256
6225 25.60 1|.05 27.88 246 7225 25.21 10.82 27.43 247 8225 26.29 6.61 27.06 256
6250 25.91 10.92 28.[2 267 7250 2S.17 10.66 27.26 247 8250 25.99 6.39 26.76 256
6275 26.20 10.69 28.30 268 7275 25,31 [0.37 27.35 248 8275 26.03 6.65 26.0T 255
6300 26*[3 10,97 2E,33 267 7300 25,19 [U.TB 27.60 247 E300 26.69 6,78 27.54 256
6325 26.27 10.96 28.66 267
6350 26.66 [0.74 28.56 248
6375 26.62 10.66 28.68 268
6600 26.69 10.80 28.79 268
6625 26,69 11.06 20.89 267
7325 25.16 11.21 27.56 246
7350 25.63 11.20 27.97 246
7375 25*73 11.16 28.06 246
7600 26.19 10.53 28*25 248
7425 25.51 11.18 2To85 266
8325 26.85 6.40 27.61 256
8350 26.63 6.26 27.35 257
83T5 26,91 6.38 27*65 256
8600 27.07 6.17 27.76 257
0425 26.98 6.65 27.76 256
6650 26,70 11.16 28.93 267
6675 26.66 11.38 28.96 26T
6500 26.70 11.56 29.09 266
6525 27.03 11.36 29.31 267
6550 27.26 11.18 29.47 268
T650 26.99 11.66 27.58 245
7675 25.66 10.91 27.88 247
7500 25.30 11.01 27.59 246
7525 25.22 10.88 27.67 266
7550 25.22 11.32 27*65 266
8450 26.69 7.26 27.65 255
8675 26.33 7.50 27.37 256
0500 26.36 7.21 27.33 255
8525 26.23 7.35 27.26 254
8550 26.36 7.36 27.37 254
6575 27.32 11.40 29.60 267
6600 27.26 11.50 29.50 247
6625 27.19 11.31 29.65 267
6650 27°03 11.59 29.61 267
6675 26.61 11.59 29.02 246
7575 25.38 11.09 27,T0 246
7600 25.52 10.59 27.63 247
7625 25.59 10.66 27.66 248
7650 25.51 10.62 2T.66 247
7675 25.62 10.60 27.65 248
8575 26.27 7.38 27.29 256
0600 26.01 7.56 27.09 256
8625 26.16 7.47 27.21 254
8650 26.48 7.36 27.67 256
8675 26.67 7.$6 27.52 256
6700 26.72 11.20 29.01 247
6725 26.76 10.98 20.91 267
6750 26.69 11,02 28.69 267
6775 26.57 11.19 28.83 267
6800 26.65 10.82 28.76 268
7700 25.90 9.71 27.66 249
7725 25.89 9.89 27.71 249
7750 25.89 10.01 27.76 249
7775 25.93 9.56 27.63 250
7000 26.01 9,32 27.63 250
8700 26.23 8.16 27.67 253
8725 26.61 8.26 27.68 252
8750 26.52 7.95 27,69 253
8775 26.52 7.67 27.61 256
8800 26.63 7.81 27.75 253
6825 25.81 11.39 28.21 246
6850 25.01 11.92 27,T1 244
6875 26,89 11.40 27.37 265
6900 26.56 11.66 27.07 245
6925 24.58 11,36 27,07 245
7825 26.15 8.92 27.63 251
7850 26.15 9.13 27.70 251
7875 26.05 9.27' 27.66 250
7900 25.98 8°62 27.37 251
7925 26.68 7.76 27.60 253
8825 26.92 8.00 28.08 253
E850 27.80 8.61 29.05 253
8875 2T.67 8.72 29.01 252
8900 26.53 8.65 2To85 252
8925 26.68 8.94 28.14 251
6950 26.65 11.09 27.03 266
6975 26.65 11.30 26.96 245
TOOO 26.54 11.06 26,92 266
7025 24.74 10,66 26°96 266
7050 24,69 10.69 26.91 266
7qso 26.65 7.66 27.66 254
7975 26.22 7.59 27.30 254
8000 26.27 7.39 27.29 256
8025 26.75 6.85 27.61 255
8050 26.70 6.91 27.58 255
8950 26.58 9.09 28.09 251
8975 26.06 9.63 27.77 250
gOOD 26.57 9.63 28.26 250
9025 26.66 10.16 28.53 249
gOSO 26.66 10.62 28.61 248
7075 26.52 10.88 2E.82 266
7100 24°88 10.32 26.93 267
7125 26.60 10.60 26.79 267
7150 24._6 10.87 26.95 266
7175 25.12 10,20 27.11 268
8075 26.63 6.73 27.46 256
8100 26.76 6.62 27.50 256
8125 26.81 6.66 27.62 256
8150 26.96 6.63 27.71 256
8175 26.81 6.29 27.56 257
9075 27.02 10.33 28.93 249
9100 26.88 10.85 28.99 248
9125 27.01 10.93 29.16 248
9150 27.70 10.29 29.55 249
9175 27.63 10.20 29.65 250
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZENAL COMP8NENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt MS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTI8_
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PR8F[LE
TEST NUMBER 1916 03/27/65t 0119Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEO M/SEE M/SEE DEG
9200 27.53 9.95 29.27 250 10200 29.07 13.76 32.16 246 11200 29.59 11.32 31.68 249
9225 28.31 9.09 29.73 252 10225 28.42 16.99 32.13 242 11225 29.11 11.65 3[.36 248
9250 27.55 10.56 29,51 249 10250 27.95 16.09 32.25 260 11250 30.63 9.10 31.76 253
9275 27.23 10.87 29.32 268 10275 27.87 15.96 32.11 240 11275 29.91 10.09 31.57 251
9300 28.05 9.53 29.62 251 10300 27.90 15.94 32.13 240 11300 29.25 10.87 31.20 249
9325 27.79 9.91 29.50 250
9350 27.81 10.01 29.56 250
9375 27.78 10.22 29.60 250
9400 27,72 10,06 29.69 250
9625 27.91 9.49 29.48 251
9450 27.40 10.75 29.44 268
9675 27.75 10.39 29°63 269
9500 28.36 9.47 29,88 251
9525 28.12 10.36 29.97 250
9550 28.21 9.86 29.88 251
10325 27.62 16.07 31.96 240
10350 28.00 15.36 31.96 241
10375 28.36 15.06 32.11 262
10400 28.01 15.48 32.00 241
10425 28.86 13.76 31.97 244
10450 29.08 13.09 31.89 246
10475 28.55 16.20 31.88 263
10500 28.69 14.25 32.04 243
10525 29.11 13.11 31.93 246
10550 29.02 13.01 31.80 266
11325 29.89 9.66 31.61 252
11350 29.79 9.75 31.35 252
113T5 30.06 9.38 31.47 252
11400 29.96 9.26 31.33 253
11625 29.91 9.35 31.33 252
11450 30*35 8.53 31.53 256
11475 30.60 8.67 31.56 256
11500 30.35 8.75 31.58 256
11525 30.76 8°65 31.94 254
11550 50.68 10.52 32.24 251
9575 28.09 9.51 29.66 251
9600 28.13 9.96 29.86 250
9625 27.89 10.66 29.86 269
9650 27.86 10.68 29,82 269
9675 28.16 10.16 29°93 250
10575 28.18 13.93 31.64 246
10600 28.56 13.17 31.63 245
10625 28.94 13.05 31.76 246
10650 28.91 13*10 31.74 245
10675 28*88 12.97 31.66 246
11575 29.71 12.56 32.26 247
11600 31.01 11.68 33.06 250
11625 32.31 10.00 33.82 253
11650 31.45 11.89 33.63 249
11675 31.16 12.61 33.52 268
9700 28.00 10.23 29.81 250
9725 27.60 10,90 29.67 268
9750 27.80 10.69 29.72 269
9775 27.73 10,63 29.62 269
9800 27.59 10.81 29.63 248
9825 28.21 9.80 29.86 251
9850 28.06 10,35 29.89 250
9875 28.28 10.56 30.08 249
9900 28.70 10.11 30.43 250
9925 28.83 10.51 30.69 250
10700 28.75 13.13 31.60 245
10725 28.89 13.02 31.69 246
10750 29.37 12.22 31.81 247
10775 29.00 12.95 31.76 246
10800 28.43 16.16 31.75 243
10825 29*59 11.93 31.91 268
10850 29.27 12,19 31.T1 247
1087S 28.21 16.26 31*61 243
log00 29.10 12.81 31.80 266
10925 29.07 12.26 31*56 267
11700 32.11 10.00 33.63 253
11725 32.16 10.06 33.67 252
11750 32.81 9.56 36.17 254
11775 33.03 9.44 34.35 256
11800 33.26 9.76 36.66 256
11825 36.05 9.02 35.23 255
11850 34.16 8.87 35.28 255
11875 36.12 9.23 35*35 255
11900 34.08 9.89 35.69 256
11925 33.93 10.71 35.58 252
9950 28.83 10.63 30.73 250
9975 28.73 11,30 30.87 268
10000 29.29 11.22 31.37 269
10025 29.56 11.68 31.76 268
10050 29.05 13.66 32.10 245
10950 28.93 12.50 31.52 246
10975 29.02 12.53 31.61 266
11000 28*_5 12.70 31.34 266
11025 28.6T 12.60 31.32 266
11050 28.96 12.61 31.51 247
11950 34,35 10.83 36.02 252
11975 36.61 10.62 36.15 253
12000 36.81 9.99 36.22 254
12025 34.92 10.06 36.36 254
12050 35.24 9.TO 36,55 256
10075 29.59 13.11 32.36 266
10100 29.72 12*E6 32.39 266
10125 29.65 13.80 32.52 265
10150 29.31 14.00 32.68 264
10175 29.09 16,[1 32.33 264
11075 29.07 12.03 31.46 247
11100 29.22 11.65 31.46 248
11125 29.61 11.1T 31.65 249
11150 29.39 11.65 31.56 249
11175 29.84 10,59 31.66 250
12075 35.1T 9.88 36.56 256
12100 35.30 9.63 36.59 255
12125 35.88 9.29 37.07 255
12150 35.95 8.96 37.04 256
12175 35*88 B*28 36,82 257
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI8NAL C_MPONENTt WS = WIN0 SPEED* THETA " WIND DIRECTIEN
TABLEII-67 (con't)
PAGE 322 FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 1916 03/27/65t 0119Zj EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12200 35.52 8.77 36.59 256 13200 _4.67 5.67 35,13 261
12225 35.22 8.TA 36.29 258 13225 34.25 6.42 34.85 259
12250 35.42 7.g5 36,30 257 I_Z_U 36.00 T.19 3_.7_ 228
12275 35.07 8.32 36.04 256 13275 33.71 B.05 36.66 256
12300 35.38 7.76 36.22 257 13300 33.89 8.27 36.89 256
12325 35.25 7.58 36.01 25B
12350 34.96 7.76 35.81 257
12375 35.46 7.13 36.15 25B
12600 35.71 6.72 36.33 259
12425 35.67 6,27 36.22 260
12650 35.95 5.62 36.39 261
12475 35.97 5.59 36,40 261
12500 35.83 5.63 36.26 261
12525 35.95 5.20 36.33 262
12550 35.78 6.75 36.09 262
13325 33.63 8.65 34.73 255
13350 33.00 9.08 36.23 254
13375 32.88 10.66 36.51 252
13600 32.93 10,81 36.66 252
13625 32.70 11.18 34.56 251
13650 32.77 11.27 36.65 251
13675 32.71 11.50 36.67 2S0
13500 32.19 12.65 34.52 269
13525 32.83 11,69 36.85 250
13550 32.73 12.52 35.06 249
12575 35.25 6.77 35.57 262
12600 35.17 4.71 35.48 262
12625 35.39 4.I0 35.63 263
12650 35,86 3,99 36.07 283
12675 36.07 6.20 36.31 283
13575 32.36 13.36 36.99 247
13600 33.26 12.35 35.68 249
13625 33.55 12,32 35.76 250
13650 36,30 11,66 36.22 251
13675 33.76 13.21 36.25 248
12700 36.34 6.11 36.57 283
12725 36.31 6.18 36.55 263
12750 36.91 3.37 37.06 265
12775 37.80 2.19 37,86 267
12800 37.96 2.63 38.05 266
13700 32.99 15.79 36.58 244
13725 34.81 12.71 37.06 250
13750 35.07 12.62 37.20 250
13775 34.70 16.46 37.59 247
13800 35.21 13.37 37.66 269
12825 38.54 2.63 38.63 266
12850 38,80 2.03 38.86 287
12875 38.90 1.70 3B.93 267
12900 38.69 1.95 38.74 267
12925 38.72 1.73 38.76 267
13825 35.16 13.15 37.54 269
13850 36.68 14.37 37.54 247
13875 35.57 12.80 37.80 250
13900 35.63 12.73 37.84 250
13925 35.80 11.85 37.71 252
12950 39.15 0.72 39.16 269
12975 38.98 0.37 38.9B 269
13000 38.97 0.47 38.98 269
13025 38,62 1.02 38.63 268
13050 37.43 2.58 37.52 266
13950 35°86 12,R0 38.07 250
13975 35.37 13.65 37.92 249
16000 35.37 11.86 37.30 251
13075 36.75 3.21 36.89 265
13100 36.70 2.75 36,80 266
13125 35.62 6.07 35.85 283
13150 35.32 4.00 35.55 263
13175 35.07 4,65 35.38 262
ALT • ALTITUDEt WX - ZBNAL CBMPENEN7, WZ = MERIOI2NAL CJMP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIEN
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEC OEG
1125 4.25 -0.#3 4,27 276
1150 4,49 -0,33 4.50 274
1175 4,60 -0.15 #.60 272
1200 4.62 -0,14 4.63 272
I228 4.7# -0,21 4.75 272
TABLE11-68
FPS-I6 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
IEST NUMBER 2115 03/30/68, 01032, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 0EG
2125 #.81 -0.06 #.81 271
2150 4.80 -0.17 4.80 272
2175 4.77 -0.26 4,77 273
2200 4.76 -0.30 4;77 273
2225 #.74 -5,41 #.76 275
1250 5.00 -0.25 5.00 273
I275 5.18 -0.26 5.19 273
1300 5.10 -0.27 5,10 273
1325 #.86 -0.23 4.87 273
1350 4.64 -0.15 #.64 272
I375 4.7E -0.11 4.76 271
1400 4.98 -0.07 4.98 27I
1425 5.18 -0.II 5.18 271
1#50 5.40 0.06 5.40 269
1475 5.33 0.58 5.36 264
1500 #.96 1.09 5.08 257
1525 4.73 1.38 4.92 254
1550 4.53 1.50 4°77 251
1575 4.43 1.57 4.70 250
1600 #.32 1.## 4.55 251
1625 4.19 1.16 4.35 254
1650 4.05 0.85 #.13 258
1675 3.99 0.64 4.04 261
1700 #.36 0.46 #.38 264
1725 4.72 0.23 4.72 267
1750 #,82 0.12 #.82 268
1775 4.90 0.17 4.90 268
1800 5.19 0.19 5.19 268
1825 5.64 0.15 5.64 268
1850 5.84 0.18 5.85 268
1875 5.47 0.26 5.48 267
1900 4.87 0.33 4.88 266
1925 4.54 0.41 4.56 265
1950 4.50 0.51 4.53 263
1975 4.61 0.46 4,63 264
2000 4.77 0.28 4.78 266
2025 4.81 0.10 4.81 269
2050 4,71 -0.02 #.71 270
2075 4,60 -0.04 4.60 270
2100 4.69 -0,02 4.69 270
2250 #.65 -5.40 4.67 275
2275 #.57 -0.33 4.59 274
2300 #.56 -0.44 4.58 275
2325 4.58 -0.53 #.62 276
2350 4,67 -0.61 4.71 277
2375 #.59 -0.77 4.66 279
2400 6.43 -0.78 4.50 280
2425 4.54 -0.76 4.60 279
2#50 4.53 -0.74 4.59 279
2475 4.34 -0.77 #.41 280
2500 4.23 -0.99 #.35 283
2525 4.22 -0.96 4.33 283
2550 4.16 -0.83 4.24 281
2575 #.14 -0.89 #.23 282
2600 4.32 -0.97 4.42 283
2625 #.53 -0,97 #.63 282
2650 4.70 -0.84 4.78 280
2675 4.87 -0.83 4.94 280
2700 4.97 -1.12 5.10 282
2725 5.04 -1.38 5.23 285
2750 5,07 -1.53 5.29 287
2775 4.99 -1.65 5.25 288
2800 4,77 -i,86 5.12 291
2825 4.56 -_.05 5.00 294
2850 #.46 -_,04 4.91 294
2875 4.18 -I.91 #.60 294
2900 3.77 -1.77 4.17 295
2925 3.49 -1.80 3.93 297
2950 3.25 -L.88 3.75 _300
2975 3.04 -1,66 3.47 298
3000 3.01 -1.29 3.27 293
3025 3.10 -1.00 3.26 288
3050 3.16 -0.71 3.26 282
3075 2.90 -U.28 2.91 274
3100 2.43 0.16 2.44 266
PAGE 323
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
3125 2.26 0.41 2.29 260
3150 2.23 0.39 2.27 260
3175 2.20 0.14 2.20 266
3200 2.26 -0.02 2.26 270
3225 2.45 -0.08 2.45 272
3250 2.68 -0.18 2.68" 274
3275 2.91 -0.41 2.94 278
3300 3.18 -0.48 3.22 278
3325 3,47 -0.#6 3.50 277
3350 3.52 -0.57 3.57 279
3375 3.30 -O.TO 3.38 282
3400 3.1# -0.78 3.23 284
3425 3.18 -0.98 3.33 287
3450 3.0# -1.43 3.36 295
3475 2.78 -1,79 3.30 303
3500 2.56 -2.10 3.31 309
3525 2.24 -2.39 3.27 317
3550 2.02 -2.49 3.21 321
3575 1.94 -2.48 3.15 322
3600 1.83 -2.44 3.05 323
3625 1.73 -2.45 3.00 325
3650 1.74 _2.37 2.94 324
5675 1.93 -2,38 3.07 321
5700 2.08 -2.48 3.23 320
3725 2.16 _2.53 3.33 319
3750 2.10 -2.53 3.29 320
3775 2.13 -2.22 3.07 316
5800 2.22 -1.78 2.84 309
3825 2.12 -1.47 2.57 305
3850 2.09 -1.29 2.66 301
3875 2.12 -1.16 2.42 298
3900 2.20 -0,92 2.39 293
3925 2.20 -0.77 2.34 289
3950 2.12 -0.83 2.28 291
3975 2.01 -0.91 2.21 294
4000 1.71 -0.86 1.90 296
4025 1.37 -0.73 1.55 298
4050 0.99 -0.65 1.18 303
4075 0.68 -0.47 0.83 305
4100 0.70 -0.19 0.73 285
ALT = ALTITUOE_ WX = Z8NAL CgMP8NENT. WZ = MERIDIBNAL C9MPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
#125 0.80 0.16 0.82 258
4150 0.92 0.51 1.06 241
4175 1.16 1.00 1.53 229
#200 1.63 1.61 2.29" 225
4225 2.37 1.97 3.08 230
FPS-16 RRDAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2113 03130165, Ol03Zv EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TMETR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE 0EG METERS M/SEC M/SE0 M/SEC DEG
5125 6.33 -1.85 6.59 286 6125 9.87 -2.73 10.24 285
5150 6.53 -1.22 6.64 280 6150 10.25 -2.80 10.63 285
5175 6,78 -0.88 6.84 277 E175 10.53 -2.95 10.93 285
5200 7.07 -U.81 7,12 276 62C0 10.64 -3.03 11,07 286
5225 7.12 -0.82 7.17 276 0225 10.83 -3.11 11.27 286
4250 3.13 2.C4 3.73 237
4275 3.61 1.97 4.11 2#I
#300 3.84 1.91 #.29 243
4325 3.90 1.91 4.34 244
4350 3.93 1.82 4,33 245
#375 4.16 1.74 4.51 247
4400 4.26 1.05 #.57 249
#425 4.39 1.56 4.66 250
4#50 4,60 1,58 4.86 251
4475 4.85 1.58 5.09 252
4500 5.28 1.39 5.46 255
6525 5.57 1.09 5.68 259
4550 5.92 0.70 5.96 263
4575 '6,47 0.60 6.50 265
4600 7.25 1.00 7.31 262
4625 7.87 1.42 8.00 260
#650 8.2# 1.31 8.34 261
4675 8.15 0.96 8.21 263
4700 7.45 0.40 7.46 267
#725 6.93 -0.08 6.93 270
4750 6.79 -0.37 6.80 273
4775 6.57 -0.58 6.60 275
4800 6.61 -0.65 6.44 276
4825 6.36 -0.86 6.39 278
4850 6.22 -1.17 6.33 280
4875 6.10 -1.52 6.28 284
4900 5.95 -1.98 6.27 288
#925 6.03 -2.43 6.51 292
6950 6.19 -2.68 6.74 293
4975 6.11 -3.03 6.82 296
5000 6.02 -3.31 6.87 299
5025 5.7# -3.29 6.61 300
5050 5,55 -3.1# 6.38 299
5075 5.72 -2.83 6.38 296
5100 6.02 -2.39 6.48 291
5250 7.17 -0.99 7.26 278
5275 7.28 -1.19 7.38 279
5300 7.#0 -1.33 7.52 280
5325 7.42 -1.37 7.55 280
5350 7.38 -1.50 7.53 281
6250 10.92 -3.25 11.39 286
6275 10.87 -3.45 11.40 287
6300 10.85 -3.66 11.45 288
E325 10,65 -3.79 11.31 289
6350 10.56 -4.10 11.33 291
5375 7.34 -1.83 7.57 284
5AOO 7.17 -2.24 7.51 287
5425 7.09 -2.64 7.57 290
5450 6.99 -2.98 7,59 293
5475 6.76 -3*I0 7.44 294
6375 10.78 -4.60 11.72 293
6400 11.13 -4,89 12.16 294
6425 11.64 -5.24 12.76 294
6450 12.03 -5.69 13,30 295
6475 12.12 -5.88 13.47 296
5500 6.92 -2.78 7.46 292
5525 7.44 -2.64 7.90 289
5550 7.71 -3.00 8.27 291
5575 7,82 -3.29 8.#9 293
5600 7.92 -3.52 8.66 294
6500 12.33 -6.08 13.75 296
6525 12.62 -6.07 14.01 296
6550 12.75 -5.80 14.01 29#
6575 12.70 -5.66 13.90 294
6600 12.60 -5.66 13.81 294
5625 8.13 -3.63 8.90 29#
5650 8.37 -3.61 9.11 293
5675 8.51 -3.64 9.26 293
5700 8.61 -3.62 9.34 293
5725 8.59 -3.56 9.30 292
6625 12.55 -5.60 13.74 294
6650 12.67 -5.43 13.78 293
E675 13.16 -5.28 14.18 292
E700 13.78 -5.21 14.73 291
E725 14.22 -5.37 15.20 291
5750 8.49 -3.66 9.17 292
5775 8.37 -3.27 8.99 291
5800 8.37 -2.88 8.85 289
5825 8.51 -_.54 8.88 286
5850 8.40 -2.28 8.71 285
6750 14.58 -5.61 15.63 291
6775 14.71 -5.78 15.81 291
6800 14.98 -5.99 16.13 292
E825 15.51 -6.02 16.64 291
6850 16.00 -6.00 17.08 290
5875 7.89 -1.94 8.13 284
5900 7.69 -i.79 7.89 283
5925 7.87 -1.77 8.06 282
5950 8.09 -1.79 8.28 282
5975 8.22 -1.95 8.44 283
6875 16.35 -6.21 17.49 291
E90O 16.59 -6.25 17.73 290
6925 16.93 -6.20 18.03 290
6950 17.81 -6.44 18.67 290
6975 17.40 -6.69 18.64 291
6000 8.36 -2.12 8.63 284
6025 8.48 -2.16 8.76 284
6050 8.71 -1.94 8.92 282
6075 9.17 -2.01 9.38 282
6100 9,54 -2.53 9,87 285
7000 17.45 -6.75 18.71 291
7025 17.67 -6.60 18.86 290
T050 17.72 -6.45 18.85 290
?075 17.81 -6.48 18.96 290
7100 17.97 -6.47 19.10 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z8NAL CBMPBNENT. WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT_ WS = WINC SPEEO_ THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS MISEC MiSEC R/SEC DEG
7125 18.09 -6.34 19.17 289
7150 17.94 -6.38 19.04 209
7175 17.53 -6.63 18.74 291
7200 i7.06 4.91 18.41 292
7225 16.60 -7.11 18.06 293
7250 16.Z6 -7.41 17.87 294
7275 15.86 -7.60 17.58 295
7300 15.69 -7.68 17.67 296
7325 15.54 -7.78 17.38 296
7350 15,A6 -7.75 17.30 296
7375 15.66 -7.81 17.50 296
7400 15.70 -7.81 17.54 296
7425 15,76 -7.72 17.54 296
7450 15.91 -7.37 17,54 295
7475 15.87 -6.93 17.31 293
75OO 15.97 -6.89 17.39 293
7525 16.13 -7,O1 17.59 293
7550 15.92 -6.91 17.35 293
7575 15.78 -6.92 17.23 294
7600 15.95 -7.05 17.46 294
7625 16.13 -7.03 17.60 293
7650 16.19 -6.90 17.60 293
7675 16.32 -6.69 17.64 292
7700 16.49 -6.61 17.77 292
7725 16.61 -6.61 17.87 292
7750 16.69 -6.54 17.93 291
7775 16.84 -6.46 18.04 291
7800 16.88 -6.47 18.08 291
7825 16.70 -6.48 17.91 291
7850 16,63 -6.A8 17.85 291
7875 16.83 -6.28 17.96 290
7900 16.83 -6.16 17.92 290
7925 16.85 -6.25 17.97 290
7950 17.06 -6.33 18.20 290
7975 17.13 -6.53 18.33 291
8000 17.14 -6.74 18.4Z 291
8025 17.49 -6.66 18.72 291
8050 17.93 -6.46 19.05 290
8075 18.07 -6.32 19.15 289
8100 18.33 -6.00 19.29 288
TABLE 11-68 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JlmSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2113 03/301651 0103Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WS THETAALT WX WZ mS THETA
METERS m/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
8125 18.62 -5.57 19.44 286
8150 18,76 -S,31 19.50 286
8175 18,68 -S.15 19.38 285
8200 18,70 -4.96 19.35 285
8225 18.97 -4.81 19,57 28_
8250 19.09 -4.49 19.61 283
8275 19.26 -3.70 19.61 281
8300 19.33 -3.21 19.60 279
832S 19.26 -3.42 19.56 280
8350 19.57 -3.71 19.92 281
8375 19.96 -3.70 20.30 280
8400 19.73 -3.37 20.O1 280
8425 19.20 -3.09 19,45 279
8450 19.14 -2.86 19.35 278
8475 19.22 -2.16 19.36 276
8500 19.31 -1.66 19.36 274
8525 19.57 -1.20 19.61 273
8550 19.64 -1.09 19.67 273
8575 19.74 -_.03 19.77 2T3
8600 20.18 -1.06 20.20 273
8625 20.62 -0.71 20.63 272
8650 20.88 O.O2 20.88 270
8675 21.09 O.64 21.10 268
8700 21.23 1.25 21.26 266
8725 21.O7 1.50 21.12 266
8750 20.79 1.34 20.84 286
8775 20.83 1.29 20.87 266
8800 20.90 1.43 20.98 266
8825 20.66 1.60 20.72 265
8850 20.69 1.59 20.75 265
8875 20.70 1.37 20.75 266
8900 20.49 O.78 20.51 268
8925 20.85 -0.29 20.85 271
8950 21.45 -1.00 21.47 2T2
8975 21.95 -1.06 21.97 273
9000 22.61 -1.27 22.66 273
9025 22.85 -1.60 22.89 273
9050 22.60 -1.47 22.65 274
9075 22.17 -1.A8 22.22 274
9100 22.16 -1.51 22.21 276
WX WZ
mETERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEC OEG
9125 22.48 -1.78 22.$5 274
9180 Z2.79 -1.65 22.86 273
9175 23.16 -1.07 23.18 272
9200 23.36 -1.33 23.40 273
92_5 23.44 -3_4_ 23-&R 273
9250 23.69 -1.51 23.56 273
9275 23.63 -1.$6 23.48 274
•93OO 23.61 -1.62 23.47 274
9325 23.56 -1.95 23.64 275
9350 24.16 -2.28 24.27 275
9375 24.64 -2.69 24.77 276
9600 24,57 -2.60 26.70 276
9425 24.67 -2.50 24.80 276
9450 24.79 -2.36 26.90 275
947S 24.86 -2.22 24.96 275
9500 24.97 -2.62 25.11 276
9525 25.29 -3.37 25.52 277
9550 25.86 -3.76 26,13 278
9575 26.21 -3.88 26.50 278
9600 26.29 -3.92 26.58 278
9625 26,25 -3.86 26.53 278
9650 26.36 -3.76 26.61 278
9675 26.31 -3.T2 26.57 278
9700 26.14 -3.59 26.38 278
9725 26.19 -3.65 26.45 278
9750 26.29 -3.82 26.56 278
9775 26.36 -3.76 26,60 278
9800 26.3T -3.71 26.63 278
9825 26.31 -3.64 26.56 278
9850 26.63 -3.68 26.66 277
9875 26.79 -3.39 27.00 277
9900 26.92 -3.68 27.15 277
9925 26.80 -3.79 27.07 278
9950 26.67 -3.93 26.96 278
9975 26.86 -3.78 27.13 278
lOO00 27.65 -3.66 Z7.89 277
ICO25 28.18 -3.71 28.43 277
10050 28.31 -3.63 28.56 277
IC075 28.37 -3.85 28.63 278
10100 28.37 -3.98 28.6S 278
AL7 • ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CEmPSNENI, mZ - mERIOISNAL CSRPSNENTI WS = NINE SPEEOt THETA - WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS m/SEC R/SEC M/SEC DEG
1012S 28.50 -3.88 28.76 278
10150 28.65 -3,85 28.90 277
10175 28.77 -4.15 29.07 278
10200 28,80 -4.58 29.16 279
10225 28.91 -4.20 29.21 278
FPS-16 RADARIJImSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2113 03/30165, 01032, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX m2 WS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS m/SEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEC
11125 27.96 -10.16 29.74 290 12125 35.50 5.22 35.88 261
11150 26.94 -IO,O1 28.74 290 12150 35.70 S.09 36.06 262
11175 26.35 -9.67 28.06 290 12175 35.95 4.98 36.30 262
11200 26.56 -9.05 28.06 289 12200 36.34 4.76 36.65 262
11225 27.09 -8.35 28.35 287 12225 36.65 6.95 36.98 262
10250 28.79 -4.00 29.06 278
10275 28.46 -4.04 28.74 278
10300 28.46 -6.16 28.77 278
10325 28.50 -4.33 28,82 278
10350 28.47 -4.27 28.79 278
10375 28.43 -4.40 28.77 279
10AOO 28.52 -4.23 28.84 278
10425 29.08 -6,22 29.39 278
10450 29.25 -5.36 29,7A 280
10475 29.32 -6.19 29.97 282
10500 29.61 -6.33 30,28 282
10525 29.82 -6.40 30.50 282
10550 29.64 -6.55 30,36 282
10575 29.06 -7.69 30.06 285
10600 29.26 -8.50 30.47 286
10625 29.67 -8.37 30.83 286
10650 29.66 -8.S1 30.86 286
10675 29.95 -8.96 31.26 286
10700 30.33 -9.39 31.75 287
10725 30,50 -9.82 32.05 288
10750 30.71 -9,91 32.27 288
10775 30.93 -lO.Ol 32.51 288
10800 31.19 -9.93 32,74 287
10825 31.39 -9.85 32.q0 287
10850 31.38 -10,04 32.95 288
10875 31.18 -9.82 32.69 287
I0900 30.72 -9.66 32.21 287
10925 30.64 -9,77 32.16 288
10950 30.70 -9.69 32.19 287
10975 30.27 -9.83 31.83 288
II000 29.47 -9,93 31.I0 288
11025 28,99 -9.76 30.59 288
11050 28.81 -9.86 30.45 289
11075 28.59 -10,18 30.35 289
11100 28.A9 -10.18 30.25 289
11250 27.73 -7.99 28.86 286
11275 28.11 -7.56 29.11 285
11300 28.05 -7.23 28.97 284
11325 28.23 -7.08 29.10 284
11350 28.63 -6.96 29.A7 283
12250 36.90 5.29 37.27 262
12275 37,25 5.39 37.63 262
12300 37.85 5.53 38.25 262
12325 38.10 5.18 38.46 262
12350 57.72 4.64 38.00 263
11375 28.72 -6.65 29.48 283
11400 28,88 -6.35 29.57 282
11425 29.56 -5,79 30.12 281
11450 30.76 -_.47 31.O7 278
11675 31,38 -3.5_ 31.58 276
12375 37.34 4.27 37.58 263
12400 37.54 3.85 37.74 264
12425 37.78 3.45 37,96 265
12450 37.88 3.22 38.02 265
12475 37,92 3.62 38.07 265
11500 31.18 -3.63 31.39 276
11525 30.85 -_.12 31.12 277
11550 30,35 -4.17 30.64 278
11575 30.12 -4.37 30.43 278
11600 30.51 -4.56 30.85 _78
12500 37.89 3.68 38.07 264
12525 38.02 3.48 38.18 265
12550 38.36 3,13 38.47 265
12575 38.41 2,83 38.52 266
12600 38,02 2.51 38.11 266
11625 31.28 -3.60 31.69 276
11650 31.71 -2.30 31,79 274
11675 32.15 -1.40 32.18 272
11700 32.53 -U.59 32.54 271
11725 32.42 U,35 32.42 269
12625 37.38 2.11 3T.44 267
12650 36.81 1,49 36.8A 267
12675 36.70 1.18 36.71 268
12700 36,83 1.38 36.BS 268
12725 36.31 1.28 36.3A 268
11750 32.21 0,93 32.22 268
11775 32.17 1.06 32.19 268
11800 32.20 I*72 32.22 268
11825 32.38 _.76 32.43 267
11850 32.53 2,16 32.60 2_6
12750 35.67 0.50 35.68 269
12775 35.70 -0.33 35.70 270
12800 35.52 -0.64 35.53 271
12825 35,56 -0.68 35,56 271
12850 35.87 -0.98 35.88 271
11875 32,51 _.43 32.60 266
11900 32.84 2.72 32.95 265
I1925 33.20 _.95 33.33 265
11950 33,31 _,16 33.46 284
11975 33,53 3.41 33.71 264
1287S 35.84 -1.43 35.87 272
I29D0 35,85 -1,96 35.90 273
12925 35,67 -2.81 35,7B 274
12950 35,02 -3.14 35.16 275
12975 34.94 -3.14 35.08 275
12000 33.86 3.73 34.06 264
12025 3A.39 3.96 34.62 263
12050 34.95 4.2O 35.2O 263
12O75 35.25 4.48 35.53 283
12100 35.25 _.90 35.59 262
13000 35.28 -3.48 35.46 275
13025 35.30 -3.92 35.52 2T6
13050 35.08 -4.25 35.3A 27T
13075 35.31 -4.42 35.59 277
13100 35.68 -4.AT 35*96 2T7
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • 2_NAL COMPSNENT, WZ = mERIDISNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECT[SN
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FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE HIND VEL8CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 03130/851 01032_ EASTERN TEST RANGE[ FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT _X _Z WS TH_TA ALT _X _Z _S 7HETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SE_ MISEC M/SEE CEG HETERS M/SEE M/SEC _/SEC DEG
13128 35,89 -4.64 36.18 277 14125 27.78 -0.40 27.79 271 15125 33.81 7.81 34*70 257
13150 35.77 -8,35 36.16 278 16150 27.89 0.68 27.89 262 15150 33.99 7.49 34.8| 257
13175 35.14 -5.51 35.57 279 16175 27,88 0.70 27.87 268 15175 33.71 7.65 34.57 257
13200 34.47 -5.50 34.91 279 16200 22.25 L.18 28.27 287 15200 33.72 7.36 34.51 258
13225 34.32 -5.25 36.21 279 16225 28.28 1.69 28.33 266 15228 35.86 8.38 34.26 259
13250 34.62 -5,95 35.13 280
13275 34.76 -6.06 35.28 280
13300 34.44 -6.13 34.98 280
13325 36.17 -6.08 34.71 280
13350 34.42 -6.21 34.98 280
16250 28.03 2.19 28.11 285
14275 28.00 Z*58 28.12 265
16300 27.90 3.05 28.07 266
16528 28.03 3.88 28.27 262
16350 28.16 4.11 28.46 282
15250 33.01 5.74 33.5[ 260
15275 33.03 5.88 33.54 260
15300 33.10 5*76 33°60 260
15325 33.02 5.40 33.46 261
15350 32.94 5.39 33.38 261
13378 34.54 -6.70 35.18 221
13400 34.45 -7.14 35.1B 282
13425 34.45 -7.19 35*20 282
13450 33.97 -7.64 34.82 282
13475 33.33 -7.11 34.08 282
16373 28.16 5.01 28.80 260
16680 28.61 6.41 29.32 257
14425 29.15 7.18 30.03 256
16650 29.70 7.63 30.66 255
16673 30.85 7.64 31.59 256
15375 32.85 5.13 33.25 261
15400 32°98 6.63 33.28 262
15425 32.97 3.84 33.19 263
15450 32,88 3.65 33.08 263
15475 33.10 3.58 33,29 264
13500 32.82 -6.55 33*47 281
13525 32.48 -6.71 33.16 281
13550 32.32 -6.63 33.00 281
13575 32.17 -7.16 32.96 282
13600 32.41 -7.68 33*30 283
16500 31.59 7.32 32*43 257
16525 32.08 7.26 32.90 257
16550 32.03 7.92 33.00 286
16573 31.97 9.05 33.22 254
16600 31.66 9.24 32.98 254
15500 33.15 3.55 33.34 264
15525 33.42 3.51 33.61 284
15550 33.78 2.60 33.88 265
15575 33°80 2,33 33.83 266
15800 33*94 3.22 34.09 264
13625 32.63 -7.85 33.56 283
I3650 32.36 -8.48 33.45 286
13675 32.18 -9.41 33.53 286
13700 32.04 -9.AO 33.39 286
13725 31.89 -9.39 33,06 286
166Z5 31.57 9.83 33*06 253
14650 31.93 11.11 33.81 25[
16675 32.27 11.15 34.14 251
14700 32°58 10.85 34.32 251
1_72S 32.76 10,43 34.38 252
15825 34.04 3.60 34.23 264
15650 34.18 3.67 34.37 264
15675 34,07 3.38 34,24 264
15700 33.51 2.44 33.60 266
15725 33.39 h59 33.43 267
13750 3[°05 -9.86 32.57 287
13775 30.12 -9.85 31.69 288
13800 29.32 -9.09 30*70 287
13825 28.70 -8.32 29.88 286
13850 28.19 -7.65 29.21 285
14750 32.93 10.56 34.59 252
1_775 33.76 11.10 35.54 252
14800 33.54 10.78 35.22 252
14825 33.31 10.50 34.92 252
16880 33.62 10.72 35.10 252
15750 33.28 0.91 33.27 268
15775 32.50 0.07 32.80 270
15800 31.83 -0.58 31.84 271
15825 31.53 -0.73 31.54 271
15850 31.24 -1.08 31.26 272
13875 27.79 -6.76 28.60 283
13900 27.73 -6.02 28.38 282
13925 27.83 -5.30 28.33 281
13950 27.73 -4.63 28.11 279
13975 27.64 -3.40 27.85 277
16873 32.91 10.53 34.56 252
16900 33.42 9.80 34.83 253
16925 33.67 9.32 34.93 254
14950 33.71 9.29 34.96 254
14975 34.15 8.86 35.28 255
15875 30.34 -1.62 30.38 273
15900 29.48 -1.51 29.52 273
15925 28.87 -1.36 28.90 273
15950 28.01 -1.66 28.06 273
15975 27.47 -1.78 27.53 274
14000 27.79 -2.97 27.95 276
14025 27.61 -2.56 27.73 275
14050 27,50 -1.76 27.56 273
14075 27.65 -1,48 27.69 273
14100 27.65 -1.29 27.68 272
15000 34.10 8.30 35.10 256
15025 33.70 8.53 34.76 256
15050 33*56 8.64 34.65 255
15073 33.52 T.8T 34.43 257
15100 33,64 7.75 34.52 257
16000 26,91 -1.03 26.93 272
16025 25.66 0.69 25.67 269
16050 24.67 0.96 26*69 268
18075 24.25 0.34 24,23 269
LEIO0 23.60 0.35 23.60 269
AL7 = ALTITUDEf WX = ZSNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ = MERIDJBNAL CgNPSNENTt WS = _INC SPEEDr THETA = _IND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2113 03/30/65t 01032v EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL2RIOA
ALT HX W2 WS THETA AL7 WX WZ WS THETA ALT 8X WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG
16125 23.19 0.39 23,20 269 17125 19.71 1.43 19.76 266
16150 23.03 0.21 23.03 269 17150 19.88 1.01 19.90 267
16175 22.67 0.04 22.67 270 17175 19.80 0.58 19.81 268
16200 22.17 -0.52 22.18 271 17200 19.64 -0o26 19.65 271
16225 21.93 -0.61 21.93 271 17225 20.04 -1.04 20.06 273
16250 21.58 -0.35 21.58 271
18275 21.41 0.12 21.41 270
16300 20.64 0.50 20.64 268
16325 19.65 0.56 19.65 268
36350 18.95 1,32 19.00 266
17250 20.42 -1.35 20.48 276
17275 20.07 -3.67 20.40 280
17300 19.25 -8.46 20.00 286
17323 18.40 -5.24 19.13 286
17350 17.72 -5.27 18.48 286
16375 18.62 2.25 18.76 263
16400 18.14 2.87 18.36 261
16625 17.89 3.19 18.17 260
• 16450 17.96 3.89 18.38 258
18475 17o68 4.87 18.34 254
17373 17*09 -5.84 18.06 289
17400 16.71 -5°68 17.59 288
17425 16.05 -5.71 17.03 289
17450 15.76 -5.38 16.66 289
17415 15.47 -5.25 18.33 289
16500 16.77 4.79 17.44 254
16325 16.57 4.84 17.26 254
16550 16.42 3,66 17.37 251
16575 16.40 5.98 17.46 250
16600 16.92 S.95 17°94 250
17500 14.90 -4.75 15.64 287
17325 14.3! -3.72 14.79 284
17550 13.83 -3.77 14.34 285
17575 13.70 -4,12 14.31 287
16625 17.72 6.73 18.95 249
16650 17.95 6.90 19.23 249
16875 17.62 7.10 18.99 248
16700 17.51 ?o00 18.86 248
16725 17.40 6.26 18.49 250
18750 17.11 6.06 18.15 250
16775 17.66 5.82 18.59 252
16800 18.23 5.31 18.99 254
18825 18.26 4.86 18.90 255
16850 18.28 4.48 18.82 256
16875 18.76 4.34 19.26 257
16900 18.97 4.00 19.39 258
18925 18.75 3.97 19.17 258
18950 18.79 4.58 19.36 256
16975 18.81 4.37 19.31 257
17000 18.83 3.95 19.24 258
17025 19.04 3.82 19.42 258
17050 19.24 3.57 19.57 259
17075 19.04 2.76 19.24 262
17100 19.17 1.58 19.23 255
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPBNENTt MZ = NERIDIgNAL C8MPgNENT_ WS = WIN| SPEED[ THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS NISEC MISEC RISEC OEG
275 -2.15 -0.23 2.16 84
300 -2.01 -0.15 2.01 85
325 -1.85 -O.14 1.85 86
350 -1.89 u*u1 1.8_ 90
375 -2.03 -O.DO 2.03 90
400 -1.94 -0.03 1.94 89
625 -1,70 0.14 1.70 95
450 -1.17 0.09 1.18 94
475 -0.67 -0.06 0*67 85
500 -0.43 0.19 0.47 114
525 -0.06 0.20 0.21 164
550 O.23 -O.ll 0.25 295
575 0.41 -0.27 0.48 303
600 0.49 -0*37 0.62 307
625 0.68 -0.25 0.73 290
650 1.11 0.02 1.11 269
675 1.27 0.08 1.28 266
700 1.39 -O.OO 1.39 270
725 1.58 0.08 1.38 267
750 1.63 O.12 1.63 266
775 1.82 -0.07 i.82 272
800 2.25 -0.10 2.23 272
825 2.87 -0.05 2.87 271
850 3.22 -0.20 3.22 273
875 3.13 -0.40 3.16 277
900 3.09 -0.70 3.17 283
925 3.12 -0.81 3.23 284
950 3.15 -0.82 3.26 284
975 3.13 -0.88 3.25 286
1000 3.26 -0.82 3.36 284
1025 3.50 -0.80 3.59 283
1050 3.63 -0.69 3.69 281
1075 3.90 -0.61 3.95 279
1100 4.18 -0.69 4.23 279
1125 4.43 -0.85 #.51 281
1150 4.50 -0.85 4.58 281
1175 4,30 -0.64 4.35 278
1200 4*38 -0.71 4.44 279
1225 4.74 -0.83 4.82 280
1250 5.12 -0.90 5.20 280
TABLE II-69
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIN0 VELDEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03/30165* 18002_ EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT WZ WS THETA ALT MX WZ
METERS W/SEE N/SEE N/SEC DEG
2275 5.25 1.86 5.57 250
2300 5.31 2.24 5.76 247
2325 5.42 2.25 5.87 247
9350 5.53 2.32 6.00 24T
2375 5.54 2*37 6.03 247
WS THETAMX
METERS N/SEC N/SEE M/SEC DEG
1275 5.53 -1.18 5.65 282
1300 5.89 -1.21 6.01 281
1325 6.27 -1,17 6.38 280
1350 6.59 -!._5 6*75 3_2
1375 6.66 -1.47 6*82 282
1400 6.56 -1.10 6.65 279
1425 6.53 -O.89 6.59 278
1450 6.63 -1.06 6.72 279
1475 6.63 -1.22 6.74 280
1500 6.63 -1.24 6.75 280
1525 6.91 -1.14 7.00 279
1550 7.13 -1.00 7.20 278
1575 7.20 -1.O2 7.27 278
1600 7.33 -L.05 7.61 278
1625 7.38 -0.79 7.42 276
1650 7.65 -D.64 7.48 275
1675 7.46 -0.56 7.48 274
1700 7.35 -0.22 7*35 272
1725 7.31 -O.OO 7.31 270
1750 7.34 -D.D6 7.36 270
1775 7.26 -O.O7 7.26 270
1800 7.07 0.00 T.OT 270
1825 7.03 -0.01 7.03 270
1850 7.O7 -0.14 7.O7 271
1875 7.28 -0.20 7.28 271
1900 7.43 -0*11 7.43 271
1925 7.43 O.13 7.43 269
1950 7.61 0.32 7.41 267
1975 7.66 O.42 7.45 267
2000 7.50 0.42 7.51 267
2025 7.39 0.38 7.40 267
2050 7*12 0.32 7.13 267
2075 6.79 0.29 6,80 267
2100 6.56 0.58 6.59 265
2125 6.31 0.88 6.37 262
2150 6.23 1.11 6.33 260
2175 6.23 1.21 6.35 259
2200 5.92 L.0T 6.02 260
2225 5.52 1.09 5.63 259
2250 5.29 1.33 5.46 256
2400 5.28 2.31 5.76 246
2425 4.85 2.22 5*34 245
2450 4*50 2.19 5.01 244
2475 4.16 2,19 4.70 242
2500 #.02 2.36 4.67 239
2525 3.94 2.55 4.69 237
2550 3.92 2.55 4*68 237
2575 4.07 2.59 4.83 237
2600 3.98 2.71 4.81 236
2625 3.87 2.80 4.78 234
2650 3*84 3,00 4.87 232
2675 3.73 3.22 4.93 229
2700 3.82 3,23 5.00 230
2725 3.76 3.19 4.93 230
2750 3.73 3.20 4.91 229
2775 4.01 3.18 5.12 231
2800 4.34 3.O3 5.29 235
2825 4.83 2.88 5.62 239
2850 5.27 3.04 6.08 240
2875 5.46 3.39 6.43 238
2900 5.63 3.59 6.67 237
2925 5.88 3.62 6.91 238
2950 6.22 3.50 7.14 240
2975 6.42 3.15 7.16 244
3000 6.46 2.87 7*07 246
3025 6.72 2.66 7.22 248
3050 7.14 2.32 7.51 252
3075 7.46 2.21 7.78 253
3100 7.55 2.28 7.88 253
3125 7*51 2.30 7.85 253
3150 7.52 2.21 7.84 253
3175 7.58 2.15 7.88 254
3200 7,68 2.09 7*96 255
3225 7.71 1.84 7.92 256
3250 7.72 1.58 7.87 258
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ • MERIDIONAL CBNPBNENT, WS "WINC SPEED, THETA " MIND DIRECTIBN
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEC DEG
3275 7.77 1.39 7.89 260
3300 7,66 1.C9 7.74 262
3325 7.42 0.75 7.45 264
3350 7.41 0,79 7.45 264
3375 7.59 1.18 7.68 261
FPS-16 8AOARIJINSPHERE WINB VEL8CITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03130165, 18ODE, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX M2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEG W/SEC DEG
4275 11.21 -2.77 11.54 284 5275 8.78 -5.61 10.62 302
#300 11.31 -3.33 11.79 286 5300 8.85 -5.54 10.44 302
4325 11.22 -3.53 11.76 287 5325 8.85 -5.58 10.46 302
#350 11.27 -3.67 11.85 288 5350 8.76 -5.60 10.40 302
4375 11.18 -3.87 11.83 289 5375 8*78 -5.59 10.41 302
3400 7.90 1.57 8.05 259
3425 8.28 1.82 8.48 257
3450 8.26 1.88 8.50 256
3675 8.11 1.82 8.31 257
3500 7.75 1.21 7.84 261
3525 7.38 0.95 7.44 263
3550 7.14 0.91 7.20 263
3575 6.84 0.84 6.89 263
3600 6.57 0.87 6*63 262
3625 6.07 0.97 6.15 261
3650 5.28 1.33 5.45 256
3675 4.64 1.97 5.04 247
3700 4.77 2.46 5.37 243
3725 5.54 2.29 5.99 247
3750 6.30 1.73 6.54 254
3775 6.86 1.36 6.99 259
3800 7.61 1.05 7.68 262
3825 8.15 0.49 8.17 266
3850 8.35 0.07 8.35 269
3875 8.60 0.OB 8.60 269
3900 8.84 0.29 8.84 268
3925 9.22 0.23 g.22 268
3950 9.82 -0.29 9.82 272
3975 10.51 -0.86 10.54 274
4000 10.81 -0.93 10.85 275
4025 10.73 -0.91 10.77 275
4050 10.62 -1.03 10.67 275
#075 10.48 -1.03 10.53 275
4100 10.59 -0.91 10.43 275
4125 10.69 -1.02 10.54 275
4150 10.82 -1.23 10.89 276
4175 11.26 -1.35 11.34 277
#200 11.44 -1.66 11.56 278
4225 11.43 -2.DO 11.61 280
#250 11.22 -2.25 11.44 281
4400 11.08 -3.98 11.77 290
4425 11.01 -4.42 11.87 292
4450 11.14 -4.80 12.13 293
4475 11.09 -5.02 12.17 294
4500 10.93 -5.33 12.16 296
5400 8.71 -5.70 10.41 303
5425 8*72 -5.72 10.43 303
5450 8.88 -5.80 IO.61 303
5475 8.99 -5.97 10.79 303
5500 9.18 -6.13 11.04 304
4525 10.96 -5.51 12.25 297
4550 10.80 -5.71 12.22 298
4575 10.66 -5,86 12.16 299
4600 10.77 . -5.85 12.26 298
4625 10.74 -5.87 12.24 298
5525 9.45 -6.36 11.39 304
5550 9.86 -6.66 11.90 304
5575 10.22 -6.98 12.37 304
5600 10.40 -7.22 12.66 305
5625 10.81 -7.55 13.18 305
4650 10.66 -6.12 12.30 300
4675 10.76 -6.37 12.51 3DO
4700 10.61 -6.43 12.41 301
4725 10.36 -6.32 12.14 301
4750 IO. IB -b.O6 11.85 301
5650 11.48 -7.70 13.82 304
5675 12.12 -7.35 14.17 301
5700 12.42 -6.88 14.19 299
5725 12.55 -6.60 16.18 298
5750 12.78 -6.33 14.26 296
4775 10.22 -5.90 11.80 300
4800 10.22 -5.93 11.82 300
4825 10.05 -6.05 11.73 301
#850 9.88 -6.OO 11.55 301
4875 9.76 -5.83 11.37 301
5775 12.71 -6.09 14.09 295
5800 12.57 -5.95 13.91 295
5825 12.76 -5.73 13.99 294
5850 12.89 -5.39 13.97 293
5875 12.84 -4.96 13.76 291
4900 9.68 -5.82 11.29 301
4925 9.58 -5.72 11.16 301
4950 9*44 -5*63 10.99 101
4975 8.75 -5.56 10.37 302
5000 8.65 -5*53 10.27 302
5900 12.82 -4.68 13.65 290
5925 12.91 -4.52 13.68 289
5950 12.92 -4.43 13.65 289
5975 13.14 -4.25 13.81 28_
6000 13.35 -4.06 13.95 287
5025 9.09 -6.51 10.63 301
5050 9.16 -S.Sl 10.69 301
5075 9.28 -S.61 10.84 301
5100 9.31 -5.53 10.83 301
5125 9.21 -5.53 10.75 301
6025 13.38 -3.97 13.96 286
6050 13.48 -3.92 14.04 286
6075 13.43 -3.75 13,94 285
6100 13.44 -3.14 13.81 283
6125 13.48 -2.71 13.75 281
5150 9.01 -S.69 10.66 302
5175 8.94 -5.70 10.60 302
5200 9.03 -5.68 10.67 302
5225 9.03 -5.67 10.66 302
5250 8.87 -5.65 I0.51 302
6150 13.38 -2.63 13.64 281
6175 13.41 -2.43 13.63 280
6200 13.47 -2*30 13.66 280
6225 13.33 -2*IT 13.50 279
6250 13.14 -1.98 13.29 278
ACT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBWP_NENT, NZ " MERIDIONAL C_MPBNENT, MS - WINE SPEED, THETA = MIND DIRECTIDN
,D
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FPS-16 RABARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03/30/65, 1800Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIOA
ALT WX WZ kS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS MISEO MISEC M/SEE OEG
6275 13.06 -1.93 13.21 278 7275 14,32 -2,59 14.55 280 8275 18.58 -1.83 18.65 275
6300 13.02 -1.90 13.16 278 7300 14.28 -Z.g7 14.59 2B2 83D0 19.03 -2.00 19.14 276
6325 13.03 -1.86 13.16 278 7325 14.27 -3.16 14.62 282 8325 19.22 -2.24 19.35 276
6350 12.96 -1,64 13.06 277 7350 14.29 -3.41 14.69 283 8350 19.32 -2.59 19.49 277
6375 12.76 -1.59 12.86 277 7375 14.31 -3.42 14.71 283 8375 19.39 -3.00 19.62 279
6400 12.$2 -1.48 12.61 277
6425 12.31 -1,26 12.37 2?6
6450 12.24 -l.O0 12.28 2?4
6475 12.16 -0.80 12.19 274
6500 12.04 -0,82 12.06 274
7400 14.17 -2.98 14.48 282
7425 14,10 -2.74 14.37 281
7850 14.16 -2.70 14.42 281
7475 14.38 -_.51 14.58 280
7S00 14.70 -2.41 18.89 279
8400 19.43 -3.26 19.70" 279
E425 19.50 -3.44 19.81 280
8450 19.42 -3.60 19.75 280
8475 19.31 -3.90 19.70 281
8500 19,54 -3.96 19.93 281
6525 12.17 -0.87 12.21 274
6550 12.35 -I.00 12.39 274
6575 12.48 -1.41 12.51 276
6600 12.57 -1.75 12.69 278
6625 12.47 -1.85 12.60 278
7525 14.84 -2.58 15.07 280
7550 14.87 -2.67 15.10 280
7575 14.90 -2.T3 15.15 280
7600 15.06 -2.68 15.29 280
7625 15.42 -_.21 18.57 278
E525 19.71 -4.21 20.15 282
8550 19.80 -4.61 20.33 283
E575 19.86 -4.92 20.46 284
8600 19,98 -5.13 20,63 284
8625 20.18 -5.18 20.84 284
6650 12.37 -1.94 12.52 279
6675 12.49 -2.29 12.T0 280
6700 12.45 -2.68 12.73 282
6725 12.40 -2.86 12.73 283
6750 12.48 -3.02 12.84 283
7650 15.72 -1.58 15.80 276
7675 15.94 -1.11 15.98 278
7700 16.11 -1.02 16.14 273
7725 16.09 -0.91 16.11 273
7750 15.97 -0.88 16.00 273
8650 20.58 -5.43 21.28 285
8675 21.34 -5.68 22.08 285
8700 22.02 -5.81 22.77 285
8725 22.70 -5.76 23.42 284
8750 23.02 -5.80 23.74 284
6775 12.63 -2.94 12.96 283
6800 12.65 -2.77 12.95 282
6825 12.$3 -2.80 12.79 282
6850 12.73 -2.61 12.99 281
6875 13.17 -2.84 13.88 282
6900 13.66 -3.07 14.00 282
6925 14.07 -2,97 14.38 282
6950 18.|5 -2.S0 14.37 280
6975 13,95 -2.18 14.12 279
7000 13.86 -1.80 13.95 276
7775 16.03 -1.07 16.06 274
7800 16.00 -1.13 16.04 274
7825 15.88 -1.14 15.92 274
7850 15.92 -1.23 15.97 274
7875 15.82 -i.37 15.88 275
7900 15.79 -1.40 15.85 275
7925 15.78 -1.22 15.83 274
7950 15.77 -1.18 15.82 274
7975 16.00 -1.12 16.04 274
8000 16.24 -0.99 16.27 273
87T5 23.14 -5.74 23.84 284
8800 23.46 T5.49 24.09 283
8825 23.T6 -S.27 24.34 282
8850 23.8T -5.11 24.61 282
8875 23.76 -4.84 2A.25 281
E900 23.90 -4.60 24.33 281
8925 2A.16 -4.50 24.57 280
8950 24.32 -4.48 24.73 280
8975 28.43 -4.S1 24.85 280
9ODO 24.34 -4,54 24.76 280
7025 13.85 -1.01 13.88 274
7050 13.93 -0,84 13.95 273
7075 14.13 -0.42 14.14 272
7100 14.19 -0.29 14.20 271
f125 IR.ZZ -0.31 14.23 271
8025 16.35 -1.10 16.39 274
8050 16.56 -1.14 16.60 274
8075 16.92 -1.42 16.98 275
8100 17.06 -i.58 17.14 275
8125 17.20 -1.53 17.26 275
9025 24.54 -8.72 24.99 281
9050 24.93 -4.71 25.37 281
9075 25.15 -4.68 25.59 280
9100 25.37 -4.49 25.76 280
9125 25.59 -4.26 25.95 279
7150 18.40 -0.38 14.41 271
7175 14.67 -1,00 14.70 274
7200 14.80 -1.50 18.88 276
7225 14,55 -1.85 14.66 277
7250 14.32 -2.24 14.50 279
8150 17._5 -1.73 17.54 275
8175 17.51 -1.79 17.60 276
8200 17.62 -1.70 17.71 275
8225 17.91 -i.65 17.99 275
8250 18.17 -1.78 18.26 275
9150 25.76 -4.20 26.11 279
9175 25.62 -4.07 25.94 279
9200 25.24 -3.98 25.55 279
9225 25.09 -3.99 25.40 279
9250 25.51 -3.89 25.80 278
ALT = ALT|TUDEt WX = ESNAL COMPBNENT* WZ = MERIOIgNAL CBMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEEDt THEIR = WIND DIRECTI8N
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
927S 25.80 -3*77 26.07 278
9300 25,69 -3.70 25.96 278
9325 25.74 -3.69 26.01 278
9350 25.71 -3.70 25.9_ 278
9375 25.77 -3.55 26.01 278
FPS-16 RADRR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03/30/65, 1800Zt EASTERN TEST RANDE, FL8RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE 0E0 METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
10275 27.17 3.$2 27.40 262 11275 35.60 1.44 35.63 267
10300 27.19 3.39 27.40 263 11300 35.82 1.77 35.86 267
10325 27.44 2.97 27.60 264 11325 35.77 1.90 35.83 267
10350 27.63 2.73 27.76 264 11350 35,89 1.86 35.94 267
10375 27.94 _.68 28.07 264 11375 36.24 1.65 36.27 267
9600 25.84 -3.26 26.05 277
9625 25,66 -3.24 25.86 277
9450 25.56 -2.96 25.73 2T6
9475 25.55 -2.46 25.67 275
9500 25.73 -2.17 25.82 275
9525 25.80 -1.92 25.87 274
9550 25.88 -1.80 25.94 274
9575 26.06 -1.51 26.10 273
9600 26.05 -1.31 26.09 273
9625 25.98 -1.32 26.01 273
9650 25.88 -1.18 25.91 272
9675 25.69 -0,90 25.70 272
9700 25.75 -0.66 25.76 271
9725 25.87 -0.61 25.87 271
9750 25.78 -0.23 25.78 270
9775 25.70 -0.17 25,70 270
9800 25.78 0.11 25.78 270
9825 25.86 0.39 25.86 269
9850 25,80 0.46 25,80 269
9875 25.81 0.51 25.82 269
9900 25.88 0.56 25.89 269
9925 25.91 0,67 25.92 268
9950 25.91 0.75 25.92 268
9975 25,81 0.96 25.83 268
10000 25.79 1.85 25.83 267
10025 25.96 1.83 26.03 266
10050 26.14 2.12 26.23 265
10075 26.20 2.36 26.30 285
10100 26.12 2.46 26.23 268
10125 25.96 2.57 26.09 264
10150 26.06 2.86 26.22 264
10175 26.39 3.13 26.57 263
10200 26.57 3.82 26.79 262
10225 26.74 3.35 26.95 263
10250 27.03 3.17 27.22 263
10400 28.20 2.49 28.31 265
10425 28.05 2.34 28.15 265
10450 27.95 2.71 28.08 264
10475 27.83 3.04 28.00 264
10500 27.81 3.06 27.98 264
11400 36,38 0.94 36.40 268
11425 36.38 0.63 36.39 269
11450 36.20 0.67 36.20 269
11475 36.36 0,33 36.36 269
11500 36.82 0.09 36.82 270
10525 27.88 _.23 28.07 213
10550 28.18 3.59 28.38 263
10575 28.46 3.57 28.68 263
10600 28.70 3.42 28.90 263
10625 28.97 3.37 29.17 263
11525 36.84 0.55 36.86 269
11550 36.17 1.$0 36.20 267
11575 35.43 2.$3 35.52 266
11600 34.73 3.60 34.92 266
11625 34.42 3.72 34.62 264
10650 29.10 3.42 29.30 263
10675 29.49 3.71 29.72 263
lOTOO 29.79 3.88 30.04 262
10725 29.96 3.64 30.18 263
10750 30.15 3.56 30.36 263
11650 34.47 2.95 34.60 265
11675 34.35 1.87 36.40 267
11700 34.19 1.63 34.23 267
11725 34.04 1.42 34.07 267
11750 33.70 1.03 33.79 268
10775 30.20 3.86 30.44 263
10800 30.39 4.04 30.65 262
10825 30.72 3.55 30.93 263
10850 31.20 3.05 31,35 264
10875 31._7 2.67 31.58 265
10900 31.86 2.02 31.92 266
10925 32.66 1.38 32.69 267
10950 33.47 0.81 33.48 268
1097S 38.96 0.56 33.96 269
11000 34.60 0.25 34.60 269
11775 33.84 0.75 33.44 269
11800 32.63 0.06 32.63 270
11825 32.23 0.48 32.24 269
11850 32.46 1.32 32.49 267
11875 32,78 1.55 32.81 267
11900 33.21 1.54 33.25 267
11925 33.75 1.58 33.79 267
11950 34.24 2.39 36.33 266
11975 34.42 3.81 34.63 264
12000 34.89 4.81 35.22 262
11025 35.21 0.00 35.21 270
11050 35.91 -0.61 35,92 271
1lOTS 36.49 -0.55 36,50 271
11100 36.55 0.19 36.55 270
11125 36.27 0.$3 36.28 269
12025 35.34 5.28 35.73 261
12050 35.72 5.24 36.16 261
12075 36,56 4.88 36.89 262
12100 36,90 4.80 37,21 262
12125 36.94 4.13 37.17 263
11150 35.83 0.85 35,84 268
11175 35.42 1.08 35.44 268
11200 35.52 1.37 35.55 268
11225 35.86 1.42 35.89 268
11250 35.71 1.24 35.73 268
12150 37.15 3.52 37.32 264
12175 37.02 3,30 37.17 265
12200 36,73 3,06 36,85 265
12225 37.06 2.33 37.13 266
12250 37.23 1.83 37.28 267
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX = ZSNAL C8MPSNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL C8MPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
12273 37.09 1.75 37.13 267
1_nO 37.21 1.22 37.23 268
12325 37.63 1.73 37,67 267
12350 37*89 2,40 37.96 266
12375 38,09 2,39 38.16 266
TABLE I1-69(con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03/30165t 1800Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLmRIDA
ALT WX W[ WS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
13275 62.90 -0.95 62.91 271 16275 35.03 O.OT 35.03 270
13300 62,60 -1,86 62.66 272 16300 34,96 0.89 36.97' 268
13325 62,41 -2,_ _L._B ZF3 14323 34,9! O.E_ 36.9_ 270
13350 62.01 -3,22 42.|6 274 16350 35.10 0,23 35,10 269
13375 61.54 -6.06 61.76 275 16375 36.80 0.56 36.81 269
12400 38.61 2.82 38.7[ 266
12625 39.05 3.06 39.17 265
12650 39.56 3.19 39.69 263
12475 39.91 3.33 60.05 265
12500 60.13 3.59 40.29 265
12525 60.62 3.96 40.61 266
12550 40._7 3.73 40.66 265
12573 60.56 3.23 40.66 265
12600 60.69 2.76 40.78 266
12625 61.06 2.53 41.12 266
12650 61.22 2.52 61.30 266
12675 61.62 2.68 41.36 266
12700 41.71 2.74 61.80 266
12723 41.68 2.38 41.75 267
12750 62.00 2.08 62.05 267
12775 62.28 Z.lO 42.3A 267
12800 62.39 2.37 62.45 267
12825 62.39 2.39 62.66 267
12850 62.62 2.34 62.69 267
12875 42.67 2.69 62.76 266
12900 62.69 3.61 62.65 265
12925 62.33 3.47 62.67 265
12950 62.16 3.33 62.29 265
12975 62.23 3,65 62.39 265
E30DO 62.01 3.97 62.19 266
13025 42.10 3.60 62.25 265
13050 42.65 3.02 A2.56 266
13075 62.63 3.12 42.74 266
13100 62.92 3.63 43.06 265
13125 43,25 3.29 63.37 265
13150 63.79 2.34 43.85 267
13173 43.89 1.77 63.92 268
13200 63.35 1.82 43.19 267
13225 63.38 0.15 63.38 270
13250 63.31 -0.90 43.32 271
13600 61.27 -4.66 61.56 276
13625 60.90 -5.37 61.25 277
13650 60.59 -6,16 61,06 278
13475 60.05 -7.10 60.67 280
13500 39.17 -8.20 60.02 282
16600 34.58 0.66 36.58 269
16425 36.16 -0.30 34.15 270
14450 36,25 -0.65 34,25 271
14475 36.22 0.63 36.23 269
16500 33.70 0.82 33.71 268
13525 38.51 -8.42 39.62 282
13550 37.55 -8.22 38.65 2R2
13575 35.88 -7.97 36.76 282
13600 36.35 -8.78 35.46 286
13625 32.96 -8.89 34.14 285
14525 33.66 -0.69 33.64 271
IA550 33.13 -0.60 33.13 271
14575 32,50 0.12 32.50 270
14600 32,54 0.12 32.56 270
14625 32.69 -0,04 32.69 270
13650 31.77 -7.56 32.66 283
13675 31.19 -6.94 31.95 282
13700 30.8A -6.16 31.65 281
13725 30.53 -5.28 30.99 280
13750 30.33 -6.62 30.65 278
14650 32.61 0.01 32.61 270
14675 32.24 1.16 32.26 268
16700 31.90 0.95 31.91 262
16725 32.02 0.16 32.02 270
14750 32.19 0.51 32.19 269
13775 29.82 -3.5_ 30.03 277
13800 29.66 -Z.87 29.58 275
13825 29.51 -2.52 29.62 275
13850 29.63 -_.29 29.72 276
13875 29.32 "2.32 29.41 274
IA775 32.28 0.86 32.29 268
16800 32.32 0.90 32.33 268
16825 32.16 1.36 32.17 267
14850 32_32 1.06 32.36 268
16875 32.61 1.22 32.63 268
13900 29.08 -2.0T 29.15 276
13925 29.61 -1.47 29.65 273
13950 29.86 -1.66 29.90 273
13975 30.11 -1,09 30.13 272
14000 30.51 -0.24 30.51 270
14900 32.55 1.56 32.59 26T
16925 32.42 1.61 32.66 267
14950 32.32 1.90 32.38 266
16975 32.82 2.02 32.89 266
15000 32.35 1.98 32,61 266
16025 30.66 -0.66 30.67 271
14050 30.69 -0.27 30.49 270
16075 30.77 -0.16 30.77 270
16100 31.56 1.03 31.56 268
16125 31.99 1.65 32.03 267
15025 32.02 1.68 32.06 267
15050 32.09 1.37 32.12 267
15075 31.98 1.57 32.02 267
15100 31.67 1.71 31.71 267
15125 31.26 1.80 31.31 267
IAISO 32.72 1.64 32.76 267
14175 33.39 1.53 33.#2 267
16200 33,88 1.29 33.90 268
14225 34,19 1.65 34.23 267
16250 34.47 u.62 34.47 269
15150 30.76 3.09 30.90 266
15175 30.27 3.88 30.52 263
15200 30.27 6,00 30.56 262
15225 29.96 5.28 30._2 260
15250 29.75 6.13 30.38 258
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNRL CSMPSNENTI W[ = MERIDI2NAL CeMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI2N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2119 03/30/65. IBOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEe FL2RIDA
ALl WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W[ WS THETA ALT WX W[ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG
15275 29.67 6.08 30,29 258
15300 29.85 5.60 30.37 259
15325 30.26 6.50 30.95 258
15350 30.17 6.99 30.97 257
15375 30.21 6.59 30.92 258
15400 30.29 6.15 30.91 258
15625 29.75 5.69 30.29 259
15650 29.23 5.98 29.83 258
15675 29.20 6.65 29.95 257
15500 29.38 6.11 30.01 258
15525 29.61 5.66 3O.IO 259
15550 29.23 5.23 29.70 260
15575 28.91 5.32 29.40 259
15600 29.08 6.56 29.43 261
15625 28.93 6.76 29.32 260
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZgNAL CgMP_NENTe W[ " MERIDI2NAL C_MP2NENT. WS • WINC SPEED, TMETA • WIND DIRECTI2N
TABLE II-70 PAGE 329
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELfCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 06101165* OiOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
WETERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS NISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
175 3.58 -8.33 9.07 337 1175 12.12 -6.95 13.97 300 2175 11.53 1.29 11.60 263
200 3.09 -8.28 8.86 339 1200 12.11 -6.70 13_84 299 2200 11.42 1.68 ll.S5 261
225 2.58 -8.20 8.59 362 122S 12.32 -6.61 13.88 297 2225 11.33 2.01 I1.51 260
250 2.06 -8.08 8.36 366 1250 12.57 -6.23 16.03 296 2250 I1.26 2.06 11.63 259
275 1.66 -8.06 8.21 348 1275 12.86 -5.99 14.17 295 2275 ll.OO 1.90 11.16 260
300 1.61 -8.05 8.17 350
325 1.31 -8.15 8.26 351
350 1.62 -8.38 8.50 350
375 1.68 -8.76 8.90 349
600 1.99 -9.18 9,36 368
1300 13.28 -5.69 16.63 293
1325 13.47 -5.26 16.66 291
1350 13,36 -4,81 16.18 290
1375 13.16 -6.61 13.87 288
1600 12.96 -4.18 13.62 288
2300 10.82 1.83 10.97 260
2325 10.98 1.79 11.12 261
2350 11.61 1.76 11.55 261
2375 II.T9 1.91 11.94 261
2400 12.08 2.10 12.26 260
425 2.23 -9.56 9*80 367
650 2.57 -10.01 10.36 345
675 2.96 -10.57 10.98 344
500 3.26 -11.07 11.54 346
525 3.73 -II.76 12.34 362
1425 12.73 -4.10 13.37 288
1650 12.67 -3.99 13.28 287
1675 12.79 -3.78 13.34 286
1500 12.86 -3.55 13.36 285
1525 12.76 -3.61 IB.21 285
2625 12.63 2.26 12.63 260
2450 12.66 2,65 12.90 259
2675 12.76 2.63 13.03 258
2500 12.79 2.77 13.09 258
2525 12.78 3,08 13.16 256
550 6.15 -12,65 13.12 361
575 4.13 -12.80 13.65 362
600 6.00 -13.10 13.69 363
625 3.94 -13.45 14.02 363
650 3.87 -13.82 14.36 366
1550 12.68 -3.56 13.16 285
1575 12.70 -3.82 13.26 287
1600 12.59 -3.88 13.18 287
1625 12.56 -3.77 13.10 287
1650 12.$7 -3.68 13.10 286
2550 12.57 3.32 13.00 255
2575 12.66 3.65 12.93 254
2600 12.51 3.77 13.07 253
2625 12.66 6.09 13.11 252
2650 12.38 6.27 13.09 251
675 3.83 -14.21 "14,72 345
700 3.81 -14.62 15,11 345
725 3.61 -16,88 15.31 366
750 3.26 -15.01 18,36 348
775 3.10 -15.36 15.65 368
1675 12.62 -3.58 13.11 286
1700 12.62 -3.36 13.06 285
1725 12.51 -3.05 12.88 286
1750 12,66 -2.85 12,76 283
1775 12.60 -2.78 12.71 282
2675 12.60 "41_9 13,19 250
2700 12.48 4.69 13.33 269
2725 12.36 4.76 13.24 249
2750 12.63 6.90 13.36 248
2775 12.76 6.96 13.66 249
800 3.66 -15.50 15.88 347
825 6.37 -12.92 16.40 334
850 9.62 -9.89 13.66 316
875 9.93 -9,04 13,63 312
900 10.21 -8,5G 13.29 310
1800 12.37 -2.77 12.68 282
1825 12.29 -2.63 12.57 282
1850 12.22 -2.26 12.63 280
1875 12.18 II,90 12.33 279
1900 12.09 -1,71 12,21 278
2800 12.71 6.94 13.66 249
2825 12.52 5.22 13.56 267
2850 12.69 5.57 13.67 266
2875 12.42 5.74 13.68 245
2900 12.65 5.92 13.79 264
925 10.55 -8.61 13.49 308
950 11.06 -8.46 13.89 307
975 11.64 -8.18 14.23 305
lOOO 11.86 -7.77 16.18 303
• uc_ ,z.oo -r._o IJ._o _uZ
1925 11.99 -1.69 12.09 277
1950 11.84 -1.14 11.89 275
1975 11.65 -0.85 11.68 276
2000 11.60 -0.72 11.68 273
20Z5 11.69 -0.57 11.70 273
2925 12.65 6.11 14.05 264
2950 12.90 5.89 14.19 268
2975 13.32 5.63 14.38 268
3000 I_.A_ _Q? l_ _n
3025 13.7A 6.36 16.62 252
1050 11.99 -7.32 14.05 301
1075 12.14 -7.24 14.13 301
1100 12.32 -7.07 14.21 300
1125 12.32 -7.11 16.22 300
1150 12.16 -7.02 16.04 300
2050 11.76 -0.37 11.75 272
2075 11.67 0.03 11.67 270
2100 11.62 0,63 11.63 268
2125 11.62 0.69 11.66 266
2150 11.5B 0.96 11.62 265
3050 13.76 4.06 14.36 253
3075 13.90 3.91 16.44 25A
3100 13,96 3.66 16.61 258
3128 13.75 3,_3 16.17 256
3150 13.71 3.33 1A.11 256
ALT " ALTITUDE* MR = ZBNAL CBNP_NENTt WZ " RERIDIBNAL CgNPgNENT* WS t WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND GIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WING VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 06/01/65, OlOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
3175 13.80 3,23 14.17 257
3200 13,89 3o0B 16.23 257
3225 16.00 3.09 16.33 257
3250 16.34 3.17 16.68 257
8275 16,81 3.16 16.95 258
3300 14,58 3.29 16.96 257
3325 14,65 3.41 15.05 257
3350 14.71 3.12 15.06 258
3375 16.87 2.59 1A.79 260
3400 14,42 2.08 16.57 262
3625 14.68 1.65 16.58 263
3450 14.61 1.16 14.46 265
3675 16.06 0.66 16.08 267
3500 13.78 0.07 13,78 270
3525 13.62 -0.32 13.63 271
3550 12.90 -0.51 12.91 272
3575 12.32 -0.72 12.36 273
3600 11.63 -1.03 11.68 275
3625 11.21 -1.22 11.28 276
3650 10.97 -1.37 11.05 277
3675 10,66 -1.40 10.75 277
3700 10.50 -1020 10.57 276
3725 10.60 -1,05 10.45 276
3750 10.13 -0.97 10.18 275
3775 9.98 -0.75 10.01 274
3800 9.82 -0.60 9.83 272
3825 9.55 -0.42 9.56 272
3850 9.25 -0.70 9.28 276
3875 9.06 -0,76 9.10 275
3900 8.91 -0,77 8.96 275
3925 8.77 -0,74 8.80 275
3950 9.03 -0.51 9.05 273
3975 9.21 -0.41 9.22 272
6000 9.21 -0.15 9.21 271
4025 9.32 0.32 9.33 268
6050 9.51 0.67 9.54 286
6075 9.69 1.26 9.57 262
6100 9.31 2.01 9.53 258
6125 9.24 2,61 9.55 255
6150 9.26 2.56 9.58 25A
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
6175 9.29 2.65 9.66 256
4200 9.42 _,78 9.82 253
4225 9,52 3.06 IO.OO 252
4250 9.TO 3.57 10,86 250
6275 10.19 3.76 10.86 250
4300 10.77 3.69 11.39 251
4325 11,22 3.81 11.85 251
4350 11.56 6.18 12.29 250
6375 11.68 6.65 12.57 248
6400 11.77 6.91 12.75 247
4425 11.90 5.06 12.96 247
6450 11.86 5.01 12.87 247
6675 11,79 6.86 12.76 267
6500 11.71 6.80 12.66 248
6525 11.92 4.73 12.82 248
6850 12.43 4.46 13,21 250
4575 12.85 6.18 13.81 252
4600 12.92 6.06 13.54 252
6625 12.99 3.96 13.58 253
6650 13.11 3.83 13.66 256
6675 13.13 3.69 13.64 256
ATOO 13,22 3.68 13.72 254
4725 13.63 3.67 13.92 255
4750 13.76 3.53 16.20 255
4775 13.91 3.28 16.29 257
4800 13.97 3.11 14.31 257
4825 14.27 2.91 14.57 258
6850 16.56 2.79 1A.81 259
4875 16.79 2.87 15.06 259
4900 15.07 2.97 15.36 259
4925 15.45 2.95 15.78 259
4950 15.76 2.76 16.00 260
4975 16.06 2.36 16.26 261
5000 16,69 2.11 16.62 263
5025 16.90 1.96 17.01 263
5050 17*18 1.88 17,29 266
5075 17.27 2.10 17.40 263
5100 16.99 2.65 17.16 262
5125 16.76 2.65 16.92 261
5150 16.71 2.17 16.85 262
ALT WX WZ wS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
5175 16.77 1.86 16.87 266
5200 16.98 1.51 17.08 265
5225 17.28 1.27 17.33 266
5250 17.51 1.12 17.56 266
5275 17.35 0.86 17.37 267
5300 17.22 0.69 17.23 268
5325 17.68 0.27 17.48 269
5350 17.59 0.18 17.59 269
5375 17.61 0.26 17.62 269
5600 17.66 0.35 17.67 269
5425 17.30 0.32 17.30 269
5450 17.39 0.27 17.39 269
5675 17.46 0.26 17.66 269
5500 17,36 0.26 17.36 269
5525 17.19 0.38 17.19 269
5550 17.00 0.67 17.02 268
5575 16.76 0.98 16o79 266
5600 16.66 1.13 16.70 266
5625 16.67 1.26 16.T1 266
5650 16.56 1.35 16.60 265
5675 16.41 1.67 16.68 265
5700 16.28 1.72 16.37 266
5725 16.03 2.16 16.17 262
5750 15.88 2.66 16.10 260
5778 15.85 3.26 16.18 258
5800 15.95 3.76 16.39 257
5825 16.09 6.12 16.61 258
5850 16.14 6.26 16.70 255
5875 16.00 6.33 16.57 255
5900 15.85 6.31 16.63 255
5925 15.51 4,51 16.16 254
5950 15.19 4.85 15.98 252
5975 15.20 5.09 16.03 251
6000 15.36 5.27 16.26 251
6025 15.68 5.61 16.63 250
6050 16.09 5.82 17.11 250
6075 16.69 5.88 17.70 250
6100 17.07 6.16 18.16 250
6128 17.20 6.38 18.36 269
6150 17.35 6.52 18.53 2A9
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENIt WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS : WINE SPEEOt THEIA= WIND DIRECT[BN
PAGE 330
ALT MX MZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6175 17,54 6,54 18.72 249
6200 17.56 6.52 18.73 249
6225 1T,48 6*50 18.6_ 2_9
6250 17.52 6.44 18.67 250
6275 17.56 6.63 18o70 250
6300 17.79 6.33 18.88 250
6325 18.12 6.13 19.13 251
6350 18.37 5,92 19.30 252
6375 18.42 5.69 19.28 253
6400 18.31 5.55 19.13 253
6425 18.37 5.33 19.13 254
6450 18.47 5.00 19.16 255
6475 18.57 4.54 19.12 256
6500 18.76 4.16 19o21 257
6525 18.64 4.10 19.09 257
6550 18.44 4.60 18.96 256
6575 18.43 6.85 19.06 255
6600 18.19 5.03 18.88 254
6625 18.01 4.72 18.62 255
6650 18,02 4.47 18.57 256
6675 17.86 6.40 18.40 256
6700 17.79 4.30 18.30 256
6725 17.75 4.04 18.20 257
6750 17.76 3.90 18,18 257
6775 18.05 3.93 18.68 258
6800 18.46 3.70 18.82 258
6825 18.T4 3.32 19.03 260
6850 18.52 3.01 18.76 261
6875 18.46 2.86 18.68 261
6900 18,75 2.54 18.92 262
6925 18.90 2.1T 19.02 263
6950 19.09 1.96 19.19 264
6975 19.49 1.83 19.58 264
7000 19.75 1.70 19.83 265
7025 19.97 1.59 20.03 265
7050 20.36 1.48 20.42 266
7075 20.41 1.37 20.46 266
7100 20.80 1.30 20.86 266
7125 21.56 1.13 21.59 267
7150 22.24 0.99 22.26 267
TABLE 11-70(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 04/01265t OlOOZ_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT WX HZ NS THETA
MEIERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEGMETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG
7175 22+23 0,92 22.85 268
7200 23.12 0.94 23.14 267
7225 23.11 1.05 23.14 267
7250 23.03 1.32 23.07 267
7275 23.00 1.48 23,05 266
7300 22.89 1.45 22,94 286
7325 22.91 1.46 22,95 266
7350 22.90 1.59 22.96 266
7375 22.76 1.79 22.83 265
7400 22.88 1.77 22.95 285
7425 23.03 1.70 23.09 286
7450 23.30 1.58 23.35 266
7475 23.16 1.60 23.22 286
7500 22.85 1.65 22.90 266
7525 22.88 1.65 22.94 266
7550 22.93 1.65 22.99 266
7575 22.84 1.77 22.90 265
7600 22.43 1.93 22.51 265
7625 22.17 Z.06 22.26 265
7650 22.15 2.15 22.26 264
7675 22.08 2.14 22.18 264
7700 21.94 2.23 22.06 264
7725 21.92 2.26 22.04 264
7750 21.79 2.30 21.91 264
7775 21.82 2.43 21.96 263
7800 22.03 2.37 22.15 264
7825 21.89 2.28 22.01 264
7850 21.78 2.36 21.91 264
7875 21.73 2.45 21.86 263
7900 21.46 2.67 21,62 263
7925 21.53 3.21 21.77 261
7950 21.86 3.80 22.19 260
7975 21.87 3.96 22.22 260
8000 _1.73 3.92 22.08 260
8025 21.82 3.72 22.13 260
8050 21.79 3.40 22.05 261
8075 21.50 3.19 21.74 261
8100 21.40 3.12 21.62 262
8125 21.45 2.99 21.66 262
8150 21,30 2.75 21.48 262
8175 21.17 2,53 21.32 263
8200 21.29 2.29 21.42 264
8225 21.30 2°06 21.40 264
u250 21.34 1.92 2:.42 2E5
8275 21,44 1.73 21.51 265
8300 21.55 1.36 21.59 266
8325 21.85 1.00 21.88 267
8350 21.89 0.61 21.90 268
8375 21.96 0.34 21.96 269
8400 22.02 0.26 22.02 269
8425 21.96 0.25 21.94 269
8450 22.23 0.10 22.23 270
9475 22.79 -0.07 22.79 270
8500 23.00 0.06 23.00 270
8525 22.98 0.09 22.98 270
8550 22.95 O.Ol 22.95 270
8575 23.10 0.04 23.10 270
8600 23.32 0.19 23.33 269
8625 23.24 0.39 23.24 269
8650 23.20 0.47 23.20 269
8675 23.17 0.67 23.18 268
8700 23.14 0.76 23,15 268
8725 23.29 0.73 23.30 268
8750 23.33 0.78 23.34 268
8775 23.38 0.92 23.40 268
8800 23.40 1.21 23,43 267
8825 23.44 1.29 23.47 267
8850 23.51 1.33 23.54 267
8875 23.52 1.27 23.55 267
8900 23.60 1.20 23.63 267
8925 23.59 1.07 23.62 267
8950 Z3.74 1.14 23.77 267
8975 24.01 1.30 24.04 267
9000 24.02 1.10 24.05 267
9025 24.16 1.04 24.18 267
9050 24.21 1.08 24.23 267
9075 24.15 1.17 24.18 267
9100 24.29 1.18 24.31 267
9125 24.34 1.22 24.37 267
9150 24.44 1.25 24.47 267
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • Z2NAL CBMP2NEN7, WZ " MERIDI2NAL CBMP2NENT, MS = WINE SPEEOt THETA • WIND DIRECTI2N
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
9175 24.84 1.24 24.87 267
9200 25.40 0.97 25.41 268
9225 25.63 0.66 25.64 268
9250 25.66 0.68 25,67 268
9275 25.84 0.51 25.64 269
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 04101/85, 010021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIOA
ALT MX W2 MS THETA ALT WX M2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
10175 29.43 8.44 30.62 254 11175 32.66 6.77 33.35 258
10200 29,17 8,23 30.31 254 11200 32,89 6.95 33.62 258
10225 29.17 7.70 30.17 255 11225 32.83 7.14 33,60 258
10250 29.21 7.12 30°08 256 11250 32.9T 7.63 33.84 257
10275 29.13 6*18 29.78 258 11275 33.01 8.17 34.01 256
9300 26.27 0.32 26.27 269
9325 26.69 0.61 26.70 269
9350 26.86 0.97 26.88 268
9375 26.85 1.23 26.88 267
9400 26.55 1.83 26.62 266
9425 26.32 2.60 26.44 264
9450 26.10 3.39 26.32 262
9475 25.90 4.07 26.22 261
9500 25.91 4.59 26.31 260
9525 26.36 5.12 26,86 259
9550 26.87 5.65 27.46 258
9575 27.12 6.15 27,80 257
9600 27.39 6.60 28.18 256
9625 27.40 6.92 28.26 256
9650 27.36 7.28 28.31 255
9675 27.19 7.54 28.22 254
9700 27.13 7.89 28.25 254
9725 27.16 8,29 28.40 253
9750 26.86 8.46 28,16 252
9775 26.44 8.63 27.82 252
9800 26.33 8.73 27.74 251
9825 26.52 8.71 27.92 252
9850 26.89 8.68 28.26 252
9875 27.36 8,93 28,78 252
9900 27.67 9.08 29,13 252
9925 27.97 8.77 29.31 252
9950 27.92 8.56 29.20 253
9975 27.83 8.95 29.24 252
lO00O 28.40 9*D7 29,81 252
10025 28.90 9.03 30,28 252
10050 29.07 8.94 30.42 253
10075 29.42 8.77 30.70 253
10100 29.64 8,49 30.83 254
10125 29.48 8.37 30.65 254
10150 29.42 8.43 30.61 254
10300 29.32 5.74 29.88 259
10325 29.38 5.73 29.94 259
10350 29,10 5.67 29.65 259
10375 28.69 5.73 29.25 259
10400 28.59 5.53 29.12 259
11300 32.82 8.88 34.00 255
11325 32.59 9.13 33.85 254
11350 32.67 9.15 33.93 254
11375 32.56 9.08 33.80 254
11400 32.36 8.93 33.57 254
10425 28.58 5.15 29.04 260
10450 29.04 4.88 29.45 260
10475 29.46 4.46 29.79 261
10500 29.93 4.23 30.23 262
10525 30.38 4.37 30.69 262
11425 32.33 8.77 33.50 255
11450 32.54 8.71 33.68 255
11475 32.71 8.81 33.87 255
11500 32.82 8.96 34.02 255
11525 33.31 8.88 34.47 255
10550 30.58 4.17 30.86 262
10575 30.93 4.12 31.20 262
10600 31.66 4.26 31.94 262
10625 32.23 4.46 32.54 262
10650 32.54 4.75 32.88 262
11550 33.61 8.79 34.74 255
11575 33.99 8.78 35.10 255
llbOO 34.37 8.70 35.45 256
11625 34.99 8.79 36.08 256
11650 35.19 8.68 36.24 256
10675 32.52 5.07 32.91 261
lOTOO 32.19 5.24 32.62 261
10725 31.81 5.35 32.25 260
10750 31.73 5.74 32.24 260
10775 31.37 6.04 31.94 259
11675 35.43 8.60 36.46 256
11700 35.79 8.78 36.85 256
11725 35.74 9.07 36.88 256
11750 35.60 8.89 36.69 256
11775 35.64 8.99 36.75 256
10800 30.92 6.06 31.51 259
10825 30.68 0.46 31.35 258
10850 30.44 7.32 31.31 256
10875 30.06 7.83 31.06 255
10900 30.13 8.28 31.24 254
11800 35.77 9.05 36.89 256
11825 35.71 8.82 36.78 256
11850 35.71 9.15 36.86 255
11875 35.70 8.93 36.80 256
11900 35.99 8.42 36.96 257
10925 30.64 8.09 31.69 255
10950 30.74 7.65 31.67 256
10975 31.14 7.41 32.01 256
11000 31.42 7.57 32.32 256
11025 31.48 7.66 32.40 256
11925 36.28 8.98 37.37 256
11950 36.46 9.25 37.62 256
11975 36.84 8.97 37.91 256
12000 36.97 8.92 38.04 256
12025 36.96 8.74 37.98 257
11050 31.71 7.41 32.57 257
11075 31.93 7.26 32.74 257
lllOO 32.23 7.30 33.05 257
11125 32.23 7.13 33.01 257
11150 32.27 b.76 32.97 258
12050 37.72 8.25 3B.61 257
12075 38.05 8.18 38.92 258
12100 37.98 7.68 38.75 258
12125 38.08 7.08 38.73 259
12150 38.07 6.70 38.65 260
ALT • ALIITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENT, WZ • MERIDIgNAL C2ME2NENI, WS • WINE SPEED, THEIA " WIND DIRECTI8N
ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12175 38.28 b.80 38.88 260
12200 38.56 6.37 39.08 250
12225 38.56 5.98 39,02 261
12250 38.89 5,75 39.32 261
12275 39.30 4.96 39.61 263
TABLE II-70 (con't) PAGE331
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR£FILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 04/01/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX 82 WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
13175 32.94 -1.03 32,96 272 14175 35.07 10.03 36.48 254
10200 32.68 -0.44 32.68 271 14200 35*84 9.82 37.16 255
13225 32.44 0.04 32.44 270 14225 36.11 9.81 37.42 255
13250 32.50 0.51 32.51 289 14250 36.47 10.38 37.92 254
13275 32.22 1.02 32.23 268 14275 36.94 10.77 38.48 254
12300 39,54 4.38 39.78 264
12325 39.90 4,00 40.10 264
12350 40.24 3.54 40.43 264
12375 40.53 3,42 40.67 265
12400 41.16 2,62 41.25 266
12425 42.15 1.87 42.18 268
12450 43.20 0.74 43.21 269
12475 43.63 0.23 43.63 270
12500 43,38 -0.38 43,38 270
12525 43*82 -1.28 43,84 271
12550 44.61 -I.90 44,65 272
12575 44.87 -2.04 44.91 272
12600 44.20 -2.26 44.25 273
12625 42.96 -2.33 43.02 273
12650 41.70 -1.99 41.75 273
12675 40.79 -1.83 40.83 272
12700 39.40 -1.47 39,42 272
12725 38.35 -0.99 38.36 271
12750 37.39 -0,92 37.40 271
12775 36.78 -1.48 36,81 272
12800 36.91 -1.51 36.94 272
12825 36.94 -1.68 38.98 272
12850 37.37 -2.14 37.43 273
12875 37.39 -2.24 37.46 273
12900 36.56 -2.36 36.63 274
12925 35.90 -2.37 35.97 274
12950 35,49 -1.91 35.54 273
12975 34.98 -1.13 35.00 272
13000 35,03 -1,13 35.05 272
13025 35.11 -1.21 35,13 272
13050 34.76 -1.15 34*77 272
13075 34,15 -0.91 34.17 271
13100 33.87 -1.05 33.88 272
13125 33.34 -[.14 33.36 272
13150 32.95 -1,|8 32.97 2?2
13300 32*22 1.13 32.24 268
13325 32,23 1.37 32.26 267
13350 31.79 2.12 31,86 286
13375 31,59 2.40 31.68 265
13400 31.84 2.38 31.93 266
14300 37.74 10.55 39.18 254
[4325 38.11 10.85 39.63 254
14350 37.98 11.22 39.61 253
14375 37.87 11.44 39*56 253
14400 37.75 11.93 39.59 252
13425 31,89 2.29 31.98 266
13450 32.26 2.57 32.36 265
13475 32.47 2.97 32.61 265
13500 32.42 3.55 32.61 264
13525 32,59 3.86 32,82 263
14425 37.55 12.02 39.42 252
14450 37.15 12.21 39.11 252
15475 36.47 12.69 38.62 251
14500 36.27 13.37 38*65 250
[4525 35.76 14.30 38.52 248
13550 32.63 3.88 32.86 263
13575 32.56 4.62 32.89 262
13600 32.45 5.05 32.84 261
13625 32.32 4.91 32,69 261
13650 52.33 5.37 32.78 280
14550 35.14 14.68 38.08 247
14575 35.21 14,81 38.19 247
14600 35.12 15.57 38.42 246
14625 35.15 16.61 38.88 245
14650 35,63 16.97 39.47 244
13675 32.62 5*74 33.12 260
13700 33,10 5.82 33.61 260
13725 33,89 5,75 34.3_ 260
13750 34.71 5.77 35.18 280
13775 34,93 5.73 35.40 261
14675 36.21 16.86 39.94 245
14700 36*69 _7.40 40.61 244
14725 37°85 17,8I 41.83 245
14750 38,57 17.86 42.50 245
14775 39.69 17.62 43.43 246
13800 35,71 5.15 36.08 262
13825 36.64 5.28 37.01 282
13850 36.63 5.63 37.06 261
13875 36.55 5.79 37*00 261
13900 36.59 5.67 37.02 261
14800 39*97 16.75 43*34 247
14825 40.63 16.45 43.63 248
14850 41.29 16,06 44.30 249
14875 41.95 14.56 44.41 251
14900 42.62 14.19 44.92 251
13925 36.31 6.22 36.83 260
13950 36.50 6.74 37.11 259
13975 36.12 6*75 36,74 259
14000 35.98 6.50 36.56 260
14025 36,00 7.40 36.76 258
14925 42.97 13.85 45.15 252
14950 43.74 12.30 45.44 254
14975 43,88 11.48 45.36 255
15000 43.96 10.12 45.11 257
15025 44.12 9.81 45.20 257
14050 35.93 7.91 36.79 257
14075 35.64 B.39 36.62 257
14100 34,98 9.00 36.12 255
14125 34.31 9.48 35,60 254
14150 34.40 9.88 35.79 254
15050 43.76 10.11 44.91 257
15075 43.52 10.61 44.80 256
15100 43.83 10.70 45.11 256
15125 44.05 10.11 45.19 257
15150 44.00 9.21 44.95 258
&LT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIQNAL COMPONENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2115 04/01/65, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
AET WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
15175 43.46 8,31 44.25 259 16175 31.85 O.55 31.85 269 17175 26.35 4.67 26.76 260
15200 43.29 7.78 43.98 260 16200 31,48 1.31 31.51 267 17200 26.01 6,56 26.83 256
15225 43.44 7.16 44*03 260 16225 31.22 2.06 31.29 266 17225 26.05 7.64 27.15 253
15250 43.02 6.19 43.47 262 16250 31*26 2.04 31.33 286 17250 26.09 7.40 27.12 254
15275 42.84 5.88 43.25 262 16275 31.00 2*09 31.07 266 17275 26.37 7.19 27,33 255
15300 42.62 5.87 43.03 262
15325 42,03 6.18 42.48 261
15350 41.51 6.58 42.03 261
15375 41,39 6.27 41.86 261
15400 41.20 6.29 41.68 261
16300 31.19 2.96 31.33 264
16325 31.62 3.56 31.82 263
16350 31.90 3.62 32.10 263
16375 32*32 3.27 32.49 264
16400 32.65 2.99 32.79 265
17300 26.40 6.32 27.15 256
17325 26.23 5.61 26.82 258
17350 26.38 3.76 26.65 262
17375 26.21 3.05 26.39 263
17400 25.72 1.90 25.79 266
15425 40.94 6.83 41.43 261
15450 40.36 5.71 40.76 282
15475 40.32 5,44 40.68 262
15500 40.34 5.35 40.70 262
15525 40.43 5.04 40.74 263
16425 32.81 2.11 32.88 266
16450 32.42 2.06 32.48 266
16475 32.30 1.65 32.35 267
16500 32,49 0.37 32.49 269
16525 32,33 -0.48 32,34 271
17425 25*45 1.33 25*49 267
17450 24.24 -0.04 24.24 270
17475 23,20 -0*51 23.2I 271
17500 22.12 -0.51 22.12 271
17525 20.92 -0.84 20.94 272
15550 40.35 4.80 40.63 263
15575 39.98 4.28 40.21 264
15600 39.92 3.68 40.09 265
15625 39.85 3,65 4C.O1 265
15650 39.83 3.73 40,01 264
16550 32.33 -0.24 32.33 270
16575 32.25 -0.24 32°25 270
16600 31.72 -0.75 31.73 271
16625 31.49 -U.97 31,51 272
16650 31.37 -0.99 31.38 272
17550 18.78 -1.27 18.82 274
17575 18.41 -0,99 18.43 273
17600 18.04 -0.71 18.05 272
17625 15.67 0.14 15.67 269
17650 14.64 -0,23 14.64 271
15675 39.80 3.86 39.99 264
15700 39.85 3.90 40.04 264
15725 40.03 3.19 40.15 265
15750 39.95 2.63 40.04 266
15775 39.60 2,39 39.67 266
16675 31.23 -1.40 31.26 272
16700 30.63 -i.66 30.67 273
16725 29.17 -1.70 29.22 273
16750 28.84 -i.08 28.86 272
16775 28.31 -0.24 28.31 270
17675 13.07 0.06 13.07 270
17700 13.00 0.87 13.03 266
17725 13.01 1.35 13.08 264
17750 13.12 1.23 13.18 264
17775 13.30 0.91 13.33 266
15800 39.55 2.26 39.62 267
15825 39.60 1.64 39.63 267
15850 39*33 0.86 39.34 269
15875 38,88 0.74 38.89 269
15900 38.69 0.38 38.70 269
16800 27.66 0.43 27.66 269
16825 27.15 0.99 27.17 268
16850 26.91 0.94 26.93 268
16875 26.73 0.95 26.75 268
16900 26.61 1.89 26.68 266
17800 13.20 1.32 13.26 264
17825 13.28 1.51 13.37 263
17850 13.30 1.50 13.38 263
17875 13.37 2.19 13.54 261
15925 38.67 0.14 38.67 270
15950 37.91 0.18 37.91 270
15975 37.30 -0+13 37.30 270
16000 35.87 -0.41 35.87 270
16025 35.50 -0.68 35.51 271
16925 26.53 2.67 26.66 264
16950 26.62 2.77 26.77 264
16975 27.71 3.35 27.92 263
17000 28.07 3.54 28.29 263
17025 27,70 3°39 27.90 263
16050 35.25 -0.80 35.26 271
16075 33.32 -1.16 33.34 272
16100 32.84 -1.27 32.86 272
16125 29.83 -I.04 29.85 272
16150 29.81 -0,69 29.82 271
17050 27.57 2.12 27.65 265
17075 27.57 2.13 27.65 265
17100 27.28 2.54 27.40 264
17125 26.93 2.68 27.06 264
17150 26.94 3.31 27.14 263
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = ZONAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEC MISEC OEG
_uu 5.1i --AA.L_ A..J ....
225 4.84 -10.98 12.00 336
250 4.90 -11.36 12.37 337
275 5.34 -12.01 13.14 336
300 5.37 -12.44 13.55 336
325 4.83 -12.79 13.68 339
350 5.38 -11.96 13.11 336
375 6.34 -10.58 12.33 328
400 6.65 -9.97 11.98 326
425 T.lO -9.34 11.7t 323
450 7.58 -8.92 11.71 319
475 7.80 -8.71 11.69 318
500 7.88 -8.62 11.68 317
525 8.40 -9.54 12,71 31B
550 9.29 -11.10 14.A8 320
575 10.17 -12.22 15.90 320
600 10.35 -12.59 16.30 320
625 9.62 -I2.12 I5.47 321
650 8.97 -11.98 14.97 323
673 8.79 -12.29 15.11 32A
700 8.75 -12.57 15.31 325
723 8.35 -12.56 13.19 326
750 8.54 -12.33 15.00 325
775 8.84 -12.09 14.98 324
800 8.75 -11.65 14.57 323
823 8.34 -11.26 14,01 323
850 7.84 -11.47 13.89 325
875 7.86 -11.97 14.32 327
900 7.32 -11.57 13.69 328
925 6.83 -10.90 12.86 328
950 T,73 -11.13 13.55 325
975 8.95 -11.96 I4.94 323
1000 9.04 -10.70 16.00 320
1023 8.69 -9.25 12.69 317
1050 4.97 -8,93 12.66 315
1075 9.32 -8.23 12.44 311
1100 9.65 -7.57 12.26 308
1125 9.74 -7.C2 12.01 306
1130 9.76 -7.14 12,09 306
1175 9.64 -7.B8 12.A5 309
TABLE 11-71
FPS-16 RAOAR/J_MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2116 04102165t 0100Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WZ WS TPETA ALT WX MZ WS THETAWX
METERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEE CEG
!200 Q=&7 -R._E 12.a 3 _11
1225 9.46 --8.66 12.82 312
1250 9.47 -8.59 12.78 312
1275 9.39 -8.20 12.46 311
1300 9.34 --7.77 12.15 31D
1325 9.35 -7.23 11.81 308
1350 9.39 -6.9§ 11.68 306
1375 9.40 -6.66 11.52 305
1400 9.31 -6.36 11.27 _04
1425 9.20 -6.31 11.16 3C4
1450 9.34 -6.30 11.27 304
IA75 9.86 -6.23 11.65 302
1500 10.17 -6.30 11.97 302
1525 10.19 -6.55 12.11 _03
1550 10.03 -6.75 12.09 304
1575 9.73 -6.75 11.84 305
1600 9.59 -6.56 11.62 304
1625 9,71 -6.26 11.55 _03
1650 9.81 -5.8Z 11.40 301
1675 9.74 -5.33 11.10 299
1700 9.73 -4.66 10.78 295
1725 9.83 -4.12 10.66 293
1750 10.03 -3.90 10.76 291
1775 10.29 -_.65 10.92 289
1800 10.32 -3.38 10.86 288
1825 10,23 -3.09 10.68 287
1850 10.09 -2.90 10.50 286
1875 10.02 -2.89 10.43 286
1900 10.09 -2.92 10.50 286
1925 10,20 -2.79 10.57 283
1950 10.37 -2.79 10.7R 285
1975 10.37 -2.90 10.77 285
2000 10.32 -3.02 10.75 286
2025 10.40 -3.00 10.82 286
2050 10.15 -2.91 10.56 286
2075 9.58 -3.41 10.16 289
2100 9.28 -4.39 10.27 295
2125 9.45 -5.19 10.78 299
2150 9.76 -5.33 11.12 298
2175 10.04 -5.25 11.33 29T
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEE DEG
2200 10.23 -5.63 11.68 299
2225 10.38 -5.82 11.90 299
2250 10.52 -5.73 11.98 298
2275 10.53 -5,57 11.91 298
2300 10.53 -5.19 11.73 296
_325 10.55 -8.27 11.79 296
2350 10.73 -5.69 12.14 298
2373 10.99 -5.86 12.46 298
2400 11.12 -5.99 12.63 298
2425 11.37 -6.39 13.04 299
2450 11.69 -6.89 13.57 300
2475 12.18 -7.22 14.16 301
2500 12.63 -7.29 14.58 300
2525 12.56 -T.IO 14.43 299
2550 12.52 -7.1A 14.41 300
2575 12.60 -7.32 14.58 300
2600 12.52 -7.30 14.49 300
2625 12.52 -7.31 14.50 300
2650 12.54 -7.33 14.52 300
2675 12.53 -7.36 14.53 300
2700 12,47 -7.42 14.52 301
2725 12.38 -7.51 14.48 301
2750 12.38 -7.56 14.51 301
2775 12,42 -7.55 14.54 301
2800 12.36 -7.52 14.46 301
2825 12.22 -7.33 14.25 301
2850 12.11 -7.17 14.08 300
2875 12.14 -7.13 14.08 500
2900 12.37 -7.04 14.23 299
2928 12.49 -6.98 14.31 299
2950 12.53 -6.74 14.23 298
2975 12.61 -6.50 14.19 297
3000 12.75 -6.67 14.30 297
3023 12.87 -6.40 14.37 296
3050 12.59 -5.98 13.94 295
3075 12.77 -5.96 14.09 295
3100 13.38 -6.19 14.74 295
3125 13.73 -5.96 14.97 293
3150 13.93 -5.98 15.16 293
3175 14.18 -6.19 15.47 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENT, WZ - MERIOIANAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA _ WIND DIRECTIIN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBC|TY PRBFILE
TEST NUNBER 2116 04/02/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG NETERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEe M/SEE OEG
3200 14.33 -6.27 15.64 293
3225 14.31 -6.28 15.62 294
3250 14.45 -6.22 15.76 293
3275 14oT8 -6.29 16.06 293
3300 15.06 -6.A8 16.40 293
3325 15.21 -6.54 16.56 293
3350 15.33 -6.60 16.69 293
3375 15,40 -6*52 16.73 293
3400 15.49 -6.26 16.71 292
3A25 15.70 -5,99 16.80 291
3450 18.80 -5.76 16.81 290
3475 15.94 -5.44 16.85 289
3500 16.16 -5,11 16.95 287
3525 16,16 -5.06 16,93 287
3550 16.18 -5.11 16,9T 287
3575 16.32 -5.03 IT.08 287
3600 16.09 -4.79 16.79 286
3625 15.92 -4.A6 16.53 285
3630 16.08 -4.36 16.66 285
3675 16.00 -4.54 16.63 286
3700 15.81 -4.71 16.50 286
3725 15.86 -4.73 16.55 286
3750 15.99 -4.86 16.71 287
3775 15.87 -4.90 16.61 287
3800 13.85 -4.81 16.56 287
3825 15.99 -4.94 16.T4 287
3850 15.97 -5.19 16.80 288
3875 15.7T -5.45 16.68 289
3900 15.47 -5.71 16.49 290
3925 15.25 -5.87 16.34 291
3950 15.19 -5.94 16.31 291
3975 15.35 -6.05 16.50 291
4000 15.33 -6.21 16.54 Z92
4025 14.98 -6.11 16.18 292
4050 14.94 -5.8I 16.03 291
4075 15.14 -5.60 16.14 290
4100 15.31 -5.42 16.24 289
4125 15.36 -5.20 16.21 289
4150 15.35 -5.C8 16.17 288
4175 15.38 -5.13 16.21 288
4200 15.51 -5.18 16.35 288
4225 15.64 -5.16 16.47 288
4250 15.71 -5.09 16.51 288
4275 15.71 -5.14 16.53 2E8
4300 15.34 -5.20 16.19 2E9
4325 14.88 -5.30 15.80 289
4350 14.56 -5.37 18.52 290
4375 14.43 -5.53 15.45 291
4400 14.26 -S.71 15.36 292
4625 14.23 -5.81 15.37 292
4450 14.22 -5.94 15.41 292
4475 13.71 -6.05 14.98 294
4500 13.29 -6.33 14.72 295
4525 13.18 -6.63 14.76 297
4550 13,13 -6.99 14.87 298
4575 13.06 -7.27 14.95 299
4600 12.92 -7.43 14.91 3OC
4625 13.06 -7.63 15.12 300
4650 13.25 -7.84 15.60 300
4675 13.41 -7.76 15.49 300
6700 13.61 -7.78 15.68 300
4725 13.84 -7.88 15.93 299
4750 13.98 -7.61 15.9E 298
4775 13.88 -7.10 15.59 297
4800 14.02 -6.75 15.57 296
4825 14.04 -6.39 15.43 294
4850 13.80 -5.73 14.95 292
4E75 13.9I -5,20 14.85 290
4900 14.11 -5.11 15.01 290
4925 14.26 -5.29 15.21 290
4950 14.15 -5.19 15.07 290
4975 14.21 -5.20 15.13 290
5000 14.45 -S.03 15.30 289
5025 14.71 -4.41 15.36 287
5050 15.01 -3.84 15.49 284
5075 15.27 -3.65 15.70 283
5100 15.46 -3.94 15.95 284
5125 15.63 -_.35 16.22 285
5150 15.75 -4.62 16.41 286
5175 15.83 -4.58 16.48 286
5200 16.01 -4.39 16.60 285
)225 16.17 -A.16 16.70 284
5250 16.58 -4.18 17.10 286
5275 17.12 -4.22 17.63 284
3300 17.05 -4.16 17.55 284
5325 17.06 -4.32 17*60 28A
5350 17.41 -4.51 17.98 284
_375 17.79 -4.44 18.34 284
5400 17.72 -4.25 18.22 283
5425 17.56 -4.14 18.04 283
5R50 17.64 -4.03 18.10 283
_475 17.66 -3.91 18.09 282
5500 17.76 -3.78 18.15 282
5525 17.55 -3.64 17.92 282
_550 17.35 -3.52 17.70 281
5575 17.40 -3.34 17.72 281
E600 17.38 -3.17 17.67 280
5625 17.30 -2.78 17.52 279
_650 17.13 -2.48 17,31 278
5675 16.96 -2.64 17.17 279
3700 17.05 -3.06 17.32 280
5725 17.23 -3.49 17.58 281
5750 17.23 -3.72 17.63 282
5775 17.16 -3.82 17.58 282
5800 17.32 -4.01 17.78 283
3825 17.27 -3.92 17.71 283
5850 17.17 -3.76 17.57 282
E875 17.41 -3.89 17.83 282
_9OO 17.46 ' -3.87 17.88 282
_925 17.43 -3.76 17.83 282
5950 17.62 -3.55 17.98 281
5975 17.91 -3.38 18.23 280
6000 18.08 -3.31 18.38 280
6025 18.20 -3.19 18.A8 280
6050 18.48 -3.10 18,74 279
6075 18.67 -3.05 18.92 279
6100 18.9T -3.12 19.22 279
6125 19.25 -3.21 19,82 2T9
6150 19.52 -3.38 19.81 280
6175 19.75 -3.60 20.0T 280
ALI " ALTITUDE, WX . ZgNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND D[RECT[BN
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8PS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2116 04/02/65t 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FESRIOA
ALT WX MZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ MS TFETA JET MX HZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISED OEG
6200 19.66 -8,83 20.01 281 7200 23.25 -3.12 23.66 277 E200 29.08 0.52 29.09 269
6225 20.00 -4.06 20.61 281 7225 23.69 -3.02 23.88 277 8225 29.07 0.78 29,08 268
6250 19.98 -6.17 20.41 282 7250 24.22 -2.85 26.39 277 8250 28.98 0.78 28.99 268
6275 18.72 -6.20 20.17 282 7275 26.60 -2.80 24.56 276 8275 28.75 0.62 28.75 269
6300 20.29 -6.19 20.72 281 7300 26.66 -2.75 24.62 276 E300 28,55 0.68 28.56 268
6325 20.67 -3.88 21.03 280
6350 21.02 -3.48 21.31 279
6375 21.50 -3.14 21.73 278
6600 21,70 -2.55 21,84 277
6625 22.00 -2.10 22.10 275
7325 26.87 -2.69 25.02 276
7350 25.32 -2.56 25.65 276
7375 25.57 -2,51 25.69 275
7600 25,89 -2,31 25.99 275
7625 26.22 -2,16 26.31 2T4
8325 28.51 0.72 28.52 268
8350 28.47 0.66 28.48 269
8375 28.63 0.83 28.66 268
8400 28.92 1.00 28.96 268
E425 29.06 1.10 29.06 268
6650 22.17 -1,77 22.26 276
6675 22,16 -1.33 22.20 273
6500 22.51 -1.16 22,56 273
6525 22.69 -0.96 22.51 272
6550 22.18 -1.C6 22.21 272
7650 26.61 -1.87 26.68 276
7675 26.95 -1,58 27.00 273
7500 27.17 -1.67 27.22 273
7525 27.25 -1.60 27.29 273
7550 27.56 -1.57 27.58 275
8450 29.26 1.17 29.26 268
8675 29.68 1.15 29.51 268
ESO0 29.86 1.30 29.87 267
8525 30.03 1,52 30.07 267
E550 29.99 1.77 30.06 266
6575 22.25 -1.31 22.28 273
6600 22.18 -1.45 22,23 274
6625 21,79 -1.63 21.85 274
6650 21.30 -1.87 21.38 275
6675 21.19 -2.08 21.30 275
7575 27.71 -1.23 27.73 272
7600 27.62 -0.75 27.63 271
7625 27.71 -0.45 27,71 271
7650 27.82 -0.27 27.82 270
7675 27.90 -0.61 27.90 271
8575 29.90 1.84 29.96 266
8600 29.77 1.86 29.82 266
8625 29.37 2,13 29,46 266
8650 28.76 2.28 28.85 265
8675 28.51 2,19 28.60 265
6700 21.25 -2.28 21.37 276
6725 20.96 -2.29 21.07 276
6750 20.63 -2.29 20.75 276
6775 20.37 -2.16 20.49 276
6800 20.10 -1,56 20,16 274
7700 28.17 -0.60 28,17 271
7725 28,65 -0.33 28.65 270
7750 28.32 -0.11 28.32 270
7775 28,06 0.06 28.06 270
7800 27,96 0.16 27.96 269
8700 28,21 2.17 28.29 265
E725 28.06 2.63 28.16 265
8750 27.81 2.50 27.92 265
8775 27,72 2.66 27.83 265
8800 27,62 2,71 27.75 266
6825 20.11 -1.25 20.15 273
6850 20.50 -1,52 20.55 27A
6875 20.76 -1.86 20.85 275
6900 21.18 -2.31 21.31 276
6925 21.57 -2.77 21.75 277
7825 28.06 0.20, 28.04 269
7850 28.12 0.15 28.12 270
7875 28.65 0.21 28.65 269
7800 28.66 -0.11 28.66 270
7925 28.89 -0.30 28.89 270
8825 27,26 2.74 27.38 264
E850 26.99 2.94 27.15 264
9875 26.92 2.98 27.09 263
E900 27,06 3.06 27.22 265
8925 27.04 3.08 27.22 263
6950 21.72 -3,C3 2h93 278
6975 22.05 -2.92 22.26 277
7000 22.87 -2.56 22.52 276
7025 22.60 -2.26 22.51 276
7050 22.38 -1.90 22.66 275
7950 29.20 -0.29 29.20 270
7975 29.18 -0.27 29.18 270
8000 29.17 -0.18 29.17 270
8025 29.26 -0.00 29.26 270
8050 29*35 -0.03 29.35 270
8950 27.09 3.05 27.26 263
8975 27*26 3.12 27.66 263
9000 27.32 3.02 27.48 264
9025 27.63 2.97 27.60 264
9090 77._ _n? _7 an 2_?
7075 22.55 -1.83 22.63 276
7100 22.63 -2.02 22.72 275
7125 22.88 -2.36 23.00 276
7150 23.02 -2.72 23.18 27?
7175 22.99 -2.93 23.15 277
8075 29.26 -0,19 29.26 270
8100 29.06 -0.04 29,06 270
8125 29.00 0.26 29.00 269
0150 29.14 0.62 29.16 269
8175 29.17 0.43 29.17 269
9075 27.77 3.24 27.96 263
9100 28.06 3.52 28.28 263
8125 28.60 3.62 28.63 263
9150 28.57 3.62 28.80 263
5175 28.72 3.90 28.98 262
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZBNAL CBMPENENT, MZ = MERIOIENAL CBMPENENT, MS m MINE SPEED,, THETA _ MIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADARIJIBSPHERE MINO VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2116 0A/02/65. OIOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIOA
ALT MX NZ MS THETA ALT MX WZ MS T_ETA JLT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
9200 28.96 3,75 28.18 262 10200 31.60 7.67 32.51 256 11200 36.15 10.63 37.63 254
9225 28*95 3,53 29o17 263 10225 51,65 7,83 52,60 256 11225 36.22 10.86 37.81 253
9250 29*22 3.58 29.63 263 10250 31,73 8.62 32.83 255 11250 36.16 11.03 37.80 253
9275 29.66 3.86 29.91 262 10275 31.86 8,82 33.06 254 11275 35.84 10.57 37.37 253
9300 29,60 6.15 29.89 262 10300 31.43 9.03 32.70 254 11300 35.68 10.21 37,11 256
9325 29,40 6.18 29.70 262
9350 29,65 4.42 29.78 261
9375 29.48 4.66 29,86 261
9400 29_66 6.86 30.05 261
9625 30.12 5.00 30.53 260
10325 30,96 9.07 32.25 253
10350 30.59 8.96 31.87 253
10375 30,42 8.63 31.62 254
10400 30.51 8.55 31.69 254
10625 30.53 8.65 31.73 256
11325 35.42 9.96 36.79 256
11350 35.06 9.36 36.28 255
11375 36.55 9.00 35.70 Z55
11400 34,19 9.17 35.60 255
11425 33.84 9.15 35.06 255
9450 30.47 6.76 50.86 261
9675 30*69 4.87 31.08 261
9500 81.01 6.95 31.61 261
9525 31.17 6.69 31o52 261
9550 ¸81o22 6°96 31o60 261
10450 30.68 8.56 31.85 256
10475 31.14 8.77 32.35 256
10500 31.42 9.26 32.76 253
10525 31.71 9,62 33.16 253
10550 32.09 9.78 33.55 253
11450 33.37 8*66 34.48 255
11675 33.10 7,76 33.99 257
11500 32.59 6.80 33.29 258
11525 32.50 6,31 33.11 259
11550 33.11 5.41 33.55 261
9575 31,37 5,36 31o82 260
9600 31.60 5.56 31.88 260
9625 31,63 5.57 31.92 260
9650 31.55 5.57 32.03 260
8675 31.63 5.57 32.12 260
10575 32.09 9.70 33.52 253
10600 32,30 9.92 33.79 253
10625 32.52 10.39 34°16 252
10650 32.51 10.77 36.25 251
10675 53.01 10.61 36°62 252
11575 33.88 5.14 34.26 261
11600 34.27 4.75 36.60 262
11625 34,37 3.62 34.56 266
11650 34.53 5.35 34.69 266
11675 34.94 3*50 35.11 266
9700 31,86 5.65 32.36 260
9725 32°05 5.76 32.56 260
9750 32.22 6.01 32.77 259
9775 32.41 6,02 32.97 259
9800 32.57 6,26 33.16 259
10700 33.59 9.90 35.02 253
10725 33.93 9,84 35.33 254
10750 36.18 9.26 35.62 255
10775 36.20 8.56 35,28 256
10800 36.42 8.20 35.38 256
11700 35.25 3.20 35.60 265
11725 35.51 2.85 35.62 265
11750 36.10 3.02 36,23 265
11775 36.76 3.34 36,91 265
11800 36.83 3.07 36.96 265
9825 32.63 6.61 33.09 258
9850 32.21 6.81 32.93 258
9875 32.55 7.18 35°33 257
9900 32.92 7.25 53.71 257
9925 33.05 7.32 33.85 257
10825 36.66 7,87 35°56 257
10850 36.82 7.38 35.60 258
10875 36.92 6.55 35,53 259
10900 36.76 5,95 35.25 260
10925 36.60 5.87 35.10 280
11825 37.02 2.75 37.12 266
11850 37.33 2.66 37.62 266
11875 37.84 3.18 37.97 265
11900 38.26 3.67 38,62 265
11925 38.22 3,52 38.38 265
9950 33.09 7,53 33.94 257
9975 33.08 7.63 33.95 257
10000 32.83 7.60 33.66 257
10025 32.66 7.27 33.46 257
10050 32.71 7.36 33.52 257
10950 36.28 5.93 36.79 260
10975 33.69 6.26 36.27 259
11000 33.02 6.65 33.64 259
11025 33.21 6,99 33.96 258
11050 33.58 7.65 36.64 257
11950 38.02 3.27 38.16 265
11975 38.01 2*63 38.10 266
12000 37.99 2.60 38.08 266
12025 37.90 2.81 38.00 266
12050 38.36 2.18 38.42 267
10075 32.67 7.A9 33.33 257
10100 32.21 7.59 33.09 257
10125 32.32 7.85 33.26 256
10150 31,96 7.95 32.92 256
10175 31.63 7.85 32.40 256
11075 36,08 7.68 36.93 257
11100 36.81 8.18 35.76 257
11125 35.69 9.32 36.69 255
11150 35.71 10.23 37.16 254
11175 36.00 10.67 37.69 256
12075 39.07 0.67 39.08 269
12100 39.71 0.65 39.71 269
12125 40.07 0.27 40.07 269
12150 40.23 0.39 40.26 268
12175 40.25 1.33 40.27 268
ALT = ALT[TUOE_ MX = Z_NAL COMPRNENTt MZ = MERIDIENAL CsMPeNENTt MS = WINE SPEEO_ 7HETA " MIND DXRECTIEN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS R/SEE MISEC M/SEE OEG
122D0 40.13 !.8_ 40.17 267
12225 40,12 1,76 40,16 267
12250 40,23 0.89 40.24 268
12275 40.47 1.02 40.48 268
12300 40.49 1,54 40.52 268
12325 40,46 1,25 40,48 268
12350 40,69 1,03 40,70 268
12375 41.05 0.86 41.06 268
12400 41,39 0.93 41,40 269
12425 41,63 0.79 41,64 269
12450 41,97 0,52 61,98 269
12475 42,11 0,78 42,11 269
12500 42,11 1,00 42.12 268
12525 42.29 0.81 42.30 269
12550 43,00 0,89 53,01 269
12575 43,57 1,47 43,59 268
12600 44,19 2,37 44.25 267
12625 43,82 2,58 43,89 266
12650 42.72 2.70 42,80 266
12675 41,72 2.49 41.80 266
12700 40,81 2,24 40,87 267
12725 41,00 2,32 41,07 267
12750 41,53 2,50 41,61 266
12775 41,68 2,51 41,75 266
12800 42,36 3.61 42,50 265
12825 42,80 2,34 42,86 267
12850 43,17 1,46 43,19 268
12875 43,22 2,69 43,30 266
12900 42,82 3,24 42,95 265
12925 42,51 3.33 42.64 265
12950 42,02 3,06 42,13 266
12975 41,75 3,00 41,85 266
13000 41.29 3.35 41.42 265
13025 40.83 3.54 40.98 265
13050 40.03 4.28 40,26 264
13075 39,27 4,84 39.57 263
13100 39,33 4.64 39,61 263
13125 39.56 4.30 39.79 264
13150 39.63 4.87 35.q3 263
13175 39,54 3,91 39.74 264
TABLE 1171 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2116 04/02/65_ 01002* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIOA
ALT WS THETAALT WX WZ WS T_ETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE RISEC CEG
13200 39.45 3.49 39.61 265
13225 39.95 5.32 40.30 262
13250 40.31 6.07 40*77 261
13275 40*75 5*98 41.19 261
13300 41.43 6*09 41.87 261
13325 42,17 6,73 42,70 261
13350 42,36 6.58 42,87 261
13375 42.60 6.74 43.13 261
13400 43*26 6*39 43.73 261
13425 43,09 5.63 43.45 262
13450 42.13 4*66 42.39 265
13475 41.68 5.06 41,99 263
13500 41.41 5.83 41.82 262
13525 40.97 4.50 41.22 264
13550 40,75 4,66 41.01 263
13575 40.43 5.34 40.78 262
13600 39.94 4=91 40.24 263
13625 39*60 5.24 39.95 262
13650 39.30 5.16 39.64 262
13675 38.58 4.80 38.88 263
13700 37.90 4.66 38,19 263
13725 37,06 4.62 37,34 263
13750 36.36 4.63 36.65 863
13775 55,90 4*24 36,15 263
13800 35.68 3.41 35,84 264
13825 35,17 3,16 35,32 265
13850 34.76 3.69 34.95 264
13875 34.25 3.37 34.42 264
13900 33.75 3.25 33.91 284
13925 33.29 3.35 33.46 264
13950 32,81 3,39 32,99 264
13975 32,21 2,95 32,35 265
15000 31.65 2.21 31.73 266
14025 31,16 2,11 31.23 266
14050 30.52 1.94 30.58 266
14075 30.41 3.01 30,56 264
14100 30.57 3.61 30.78 263
14125 30.82 3.85 31,06 263
14150 30,93 4,75 31,29 261
14175 30.85 5.33 31.30 268
WX WZ
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
14200 31,01 5.88 31.56 259
Lq<_ ,,,*v 6.22 3!.78 _q
14250 31,12 6.65 31,82 258
14275 31,54 6,98 32,31 257
14300 32.00 7.21 32.80 257
14325 32.07 7.35 32.90 257
14350 32.50 8.21 33.52 256
14375 32,91 8.49 33.99 255
14400 33.43 9.22 34.68 254
14425 33.62 9.98 35,C7 253
14450 33.57 9.62 34.92 254
14475 34.37 9.78 35,73 254
14500 34.61 9*73 35.95 254
14525 34.91 10,47 36.44 253
14550 35.50 10.52 37,03 253
14575 35,47 10,10 36.88 254
14600 35,51 9,78 36,83 254
14625 36.11 10.03 37.58 254
14650 36.86 10.54 38.33 254
14675 37.16 9,66 38.39 255
14700 37.51 9.53 38.70 256
14725 37.80 9.78 39.05 255
14750 38.17 9.88 39.43 255
14775 38.44 9.98 39.71 255
14800 38.61 10.00 39*88 255
14825 38,86 10,62 40*29 255
14850 39,08 10,91 40,57 254
14875 39.64 10.55 41.02 255
14900 39,88 10.58 41.25 255
14925 39.80 10.73 41.22 255
14950 39,57 10,09 40.84 256
14975 39,11 9,37 40.21 256
15000 38.92 9.23 40.00 256
15025 38.50 8,71 39.47 257
15050 38,71 9.28 39.80 256
15075 39,12 9,26 40.20 257
15100 39,31 8,11 40,14 258
15125 39,58 6,44 40,10 261
15150 39,68 6,00 40,13 261
15175 39.42 5.05 39.74 263
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL CBMP_NENTI WZ • MEBIOIBNAL CgMPBNENT, WS • WINE SPEED* THETA _ WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2116 04/02/65* 01002* EASTERN TEST 8ANGE_ FLSR|OA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX W2- WS T_ETA JLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE N/SEC W/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC W/SEC P/SEC OEG
15200 39.28 4.12 39.50 264
15225 39.15 4.44 39.40 263
15250 38.88 3.61 39.05 265
15275 38,76 3.13 38.88 265
15300 58.69 2.84 38.79 266
15325 39,02 2,19 39.88 267
15350 38.80 1,98 38.85 267
15375 38.40 1.03 38,41 268
15400 38.53 0.20 38.54 270
15425 38.07 -0.43 38.08 270
15450 37,67 -1,53 37,70 272
15475 37,79 -2,39 37,87 273
15500 38.21 -2.75 38.31 274
15525 38.39 -3.51 58*55 275
15550 37,73 -4.61 38.01 277
15575 36,61 -5,10 36.97 278
15600 36,42 -4.63 36.71 277
15625 37.05 -4.94 37.38 277
15650 37,38 -6,71 37.98 280
15675 36.66 -7.84 37.49 282
15700 35.65 -8.00 36.53 282
15725 34.56 -8.60 35.62 284
15750 33,41 -9,82 34,82 286
15775 32,94 -10.41 34.55 287
15800 32,17 -11,16 34*06 289
15825 31,99 -10.70 33.73 288
15850 31,69 -10,36 33.34 288
15875 30.93 -10.60 32.70 289
15900 29.56 -10.25 31.29 289
15925 28.42 -9,28 29.90 288
15950 27.07 -8.79 28.46 288
15975 26.29 -8.72 2?.70 288
16000 25.70 -7.86 26.88 287
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL C_MPSNENT, WZ = MERIOIgNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA B WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE II-72 PAGE 335
FPS-18 RADARIJIMSPHERE UEND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2122 04/02165, 1305Zt EASTERN TEST RANGET FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ "US THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
225 1.15 -11.95 12.01 354 1225 4.98 -8.11 9.51 328 2225 8.77 -7.49 11.54 310
250 1,41 -11.81 11.89 353 1250 4.69 -7.AO 8.76 327 2250 9.14 -7.69 11.94 310
275 2.12 -12.06 12.24 350 1275 4.16 -b.94 8.09 329 2275 9.25 -7.72 12.05 310
300 3.00 -12.A7 12.82 346 1300 3,83 -6,95 7o94 331 2300 9.25 -7,55 11.94 309
325 2.85 -11,88 12.22 366 1325 3.84 -?.26 8.21 332 2325 9.3I -7.23 11.78 308
350 2.29 -10.84 11.08 348
375 2.42 -10.28 10,54 347
600 2.50 -9.87 10.18 348
425 2.82 -10.12 10.65 345
450 2.74 -I0.75 11.09 366
1350 4.03 -7.84 8.82 333
1375 4.23 -0.23 9.25 333
1400 4.33 -8.09 9.18 332
1A25 4.23 -0.13 9.16 332
1450 3,97 -0.12 9.03 334
2350 9.55 -7.I3 11.92 307
2375 9.71 -7.12 12.04 306
2400 9.79 -T.O0 12.03 305
2425 9.85 -6.83 11.98 305
2450 9.89 -6.69 11.94 304
475 3.08 -11.06 11.48 344
500 3.52 -10.83 11.39 342
525 3.48 -10.33 10.90 341
550 3,07 -9.87 10.33 343
575 2,55 -9.70 10.03 345
1475 3.79 -7.99 8.84 334
1500 3.77 -8.09 8*92 335
1525 3,97 -8.10 9.09 334
1550 4.36 -8.34 9.41 332
1575 4.53 -8.31 9.46 331
2475 10.21 -6.61 12.17 303
2500 10.66 -6.58 12.53 302
2525 11.03 -6.55 12.82 301
2550 11.38 -6.49 13.10 300
2575 11.59 -6.64 13.35 300
600 2.76 -9.91 10.29 344
625 2.99 -ll.OO 11.39 345
650 2,45 -12.40 12.64 349
675 1.94 -13.06 13.20 351
700 1,27 -13.38 13.46 354
1600 4.66 -8.00 9.26 330
1625 5.06 -7.78 9.28 327
1650 5.59 -7.67 9.49 324
1675 6.10 -7.53 9.69 321
ITO0 6.34 -7.31 9.68 319
2600 11,61 -6.74 13.42 300
2625 11.52 -6.80 13.38 300
2650 11.44 -7.01 13.42 301
2675 11.46 -7.22 13.55 302
2700 11.17 -7,25 13.31 303
725 0.66 -13.36 13.38 357
750 0.45 -12.86 12.87 358
775 0.67 -12,29 12.31 357
800 1.06 -12.01 12.08 355
825 1.53 -11.98 12.08 35B
850 2,12 -12o05 12,24 350
875 2,79 -11,73 12,06 346
900 3,72 -10,94 11,56 34I
925 4,71 -10,42 11,44 335
950 4,92 ¸ -I0,15 11,28 334
1725 6.37 -7.35 9.72 319
1750 6.32 -7.52 9.82 320
1775 6.50 -7.78 10,14 320
1800 8.79 -7,94 10,45 319
1825 6.95 -7,80 10.45 318
1850 7,05 -7,66 10,41 317
1875 7,12 -7,53 10,36 316
1900 7.21 -7.30 10.26 315
1925 7.13 -7,10 10.06 315
1950 T.lO -7.03 9.99 315
2725 10.79 -7.02 12.87 303
2750 10.74 r--6.93 12"78 303
2775 10.79 -6.99 12.85 303
2800 10.69 -6.85 12,69 302
2825 10,38 .-6,61 12,29 302
2850 10.28 -6.66 12.25 303
2875 10.40 -6.63 12.34 302
2900 10.42 -6.46 12.26 302
2925 10,46 -6.27 12,20 301
2950 10.55 -6.06 12.17 300
975 4.76 -10.35 11.39 335
lOG0 4.88 -10.95 11.99 336
1025 4.88 -11.27 12.28 338
1050 A,52 -11.04 11,93 358
1075 4.27 -lO.6T 11,49 338
1100 4,43 -10,44 11,34 337
1125 4.97 -10,24 11,38 334
1150 5,71 -10,22 11,71 331
1175 5.84 -9.87 11,47 329
1200 5.31 -8,99 10,64 329
1975 7,23 -7,08 10.12 314
2000 7,22 -7.03 10,08 314
2025 7.32 -6,78 9.98 313
2050 7,35 -6.40 9.74 311
2075 7.46 -6.00 9.57 309
2100 7.83 -6,18 9.96 308
2125 8.10 -6.72 10.53 309
2150 8,33 -7.13 10,96 31D
2175 8.34 -7.25 11.05 311
2200 8.38 -7.28 II.I0 311
2975 10,35 -5,81 11,87 299
3000 10,25 -5,46 11.62 298
3025 10.14 -5.14 11.37 297
3050 9.79 -4.89 10.94 296
3075 9.13 -4,49 10,18 296
3100 8,76 -4,16 9.70 295
3125 9,51 -4.66 10,59 296
3150 9.98 -5.11 11,21 297
3175 9.92 -4,78 11,01 296
3200 10,22 -4.33 11,10 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, MZ - NERIDISNAL CSMP8NENT, WS = UINC SPEED* THEIA " UIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2122 04/02/65, 1305Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT UX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ US THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEC METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
3225 10.62 -4.08 11.37 291 4225 11,36 -b.21 12.95 299 5225 13.84 -6.81 15.42 296
3250 10,89 -4,12 11,65 291 4250 11,51 -6.A7 13,20 299 5250 13,92 -6,70 15,45 296
3275 10.97 -4.14 11.72 291 4275 11.54 -6.81 13.30 300 5275 14.08 -6.49 15.50 295
3300 11.19 -4.10 11.93 290 4300 11.40 -6.62 13.19 300 3300 13.96 -6.58 15.43 295
3325 11.53 -4.18 12.26 290 4325 11.33 -6.76 13,20 301 5325 13.93 -6.58 15.41 295
3350 11.97 -4.36 12.74 290
3375 12.26 -4.33 13.00 289
3400 12.06 -3.93 12.69 288
3425 11,74 -3.60 12,28 287
3450 11,44 -3,48 11,95 287
4350 11.48 -6.76 13.32 300
4375 11.52 -6.51 13.23 299
4400 11,39 -6.16 12.95 298
4425 11.45 -5,75 12.81 296
4450 11.65 -5.50 12.88 295
5350 14.05 -6.58 15.52 295
5375 13.94 -6.57 15.42 295
5400 13.86 -6.45 15.29 295
5425 14.12 -6.54 15.56 295
5450 14.25 -6.67 15.74 295
3475 11.13 -3.44 11.65 287
3500 11.04 -3.84 11.62 288
3525 11,22 -4,14 11.96 290
¸3550 11.58 -4.61 12.46 292
3575 11.96 -4.79 12,88 292
4475 11.95 -5.32 13.08 294
4500 12.27 -5.21 13.33 293
6525 12.68 -5.45 13.80 293
4550 13,02 -5,71 14,22 293
4575 13.45 -5.84 14.66 293
5475 14.03 -6.65 15.52 295
5500 14.02 -6.54 15.47 295
5525 14.19 -6.36 15.55 294
5550 14.22 -8.37 15.58 294
5575 14.21 -6.46 15.61 294
3600 12,19 -4.72 13.07 291
3825 12.15 -4.66 13.02 291
3650 12,27 -4,89 13,14 291
3675 ,12.50 -4.70 13.35 290
3700 12.27 -4.57 13.10 290
4600 13.98 -6.18 15.28 294
4625 14.55 -6.64 16.00 294
4650 14,87 -6.76 16.33 294
4675 14.75 -6.74 16.22 294
4700 14.50 -6.73 15.98 295
5600 14.32 -6.50 15,73 294
5625 14.55 -6.62 15,99 294
5650 14.74 -6.80 16.23 295
5675 15.00 -7.03 18,57 295
5700 15.28 -7.24 16,91 295
3725 12.23 -4.47 13.02 290
3750 12.12 -4.28 12.85 289
3775 12,13 -4.34 12.88 290
3800 12,80 -4,74 13,65 290
3825 12.85 -4.62 13.66 290
3850 12.45 -4.39 13.20 289
3875 12.43 -4.39 13.18 289
3900 12.20 -4.44 12.98 290
3925 11.?7 -4.59 12.63 291
3950 11.53 -4.94 12.54 293
4725 14.18 -6.48 15.59 294
4750 14.08 -6.38 15.45 294
47T5 13.95 -6.08 15.22 293
4800 I3.99 -6.79 15.14 292
A825 14.10 -6.02 15.34 293
4850 16.12 -6.49 15.54 295
4875 14.06 -6.8I 15.53 295
4900 13.83 -6.44 15.25 295
4925 13,60 -6,45 15.05 295
4950 13.37 -6.49 14.87 296
5725 15.41 -7.40 17.10 295
5750 15.40 -7.60 17.18 296
5775 15.39 -7,69 17.21 296
5800 15.42 -7.64 17.21 296
5825 15.47 -7.58 17.23 296
5850 15.58 -7.76 17.39 296
5875 15.53 -8.07 17.50 297
5900 15.21 -8.34 17.35 299
5925 14.85 -8.38 17.06 299
5950 14.61 -8.38 16.84 300
3975 11,28 -5,58 12.57 296
4000 11,02 -6.08 12,58 299
4025 10.96 -6.20 12.59 299
4050 11,11 -6.20 12,72 299
4075 11,28 -6,23 12,89 299
4975 12.94 -o.65 14.55 297
5000 12.61 -6.88 14.37 298
5025 12.82 -6.95 14.58 298
5050 12.86 -6.92 14.60 298
5075 12,53 -b,75 14.23 298
5975 14.41 -8.24 18.60 300
6000 14.10 -7.69 16.07 298
6025 13.69 -7,29 15.51 298
6050 13.73 -7.52 15.65 299
6075 14.06 -8.02 18.19 300
4100 11,42 -6,16 12,98 298
4125 11.54 -6,06 13.03 298
4150 11.67 -6.07 13.15 297
4175 11,68 -6.03 13.15 297
4200 11.47 -6,02 12,96 298
5100 12,38 -6.62 14,04 298
5125 12,64 -6,65 14,29 298
5150 13.06 -6.59 14.63 297
5175 13.25 -6.67 14.83 297
5200 13,59 -6.74 15,17 296
6100 14,35 -8.16 16.51 299
6125 14.71 -8.09 16.79 299
6150 14.86 18"00 16.88 298
6175 14,94 -7.79 16.04 297
6200 15.21 -7.50 18.96 296
ALl = ALTITUDE, UX = ZBNAL CSMPSNENIt WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENTp WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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AL7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6225 15.58 -7.31 17.21 295
6250 15.94 -7.11 1T,6S 296
6275 Lb._O -7.12 17.2D Zg_
6300 16.56 -7.52 18.19 296
6325 16,67 -7.92 18.A6 29S
TABLE 11-72 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PR2F[LE
TEST NUMBER 2122 04/02/65* 13052* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE EEG METERS R/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG
7225 16,80 -6,18 17,90 290 8225 20,18 -8,03 21,72 292
7250 17,11 -6,29 18,23 290 8250 20,36 -8,18 21,95 292
7275 17.3_ -6._4 tR.45 290 2275 20°60 -8,31 22,21 292
7300 17,27 -6,29 18,38 290 8300 20,55 -8,38 22,17 ZNZ
7325 17,39 -6,26 18,68 290 8325 20,58 -8,21 22,15 292
63S0 16,68 -8,20 18,59 296
6375 16,71 -8,26 18,66 296
6600 16.92 -8.67 18.92 296
6625 17,10 -8,82 19.26 297
6450 IZ,11 -8.60 19,15 297
6675 17,20 -8,26 19,07 295
6500 17,16 -7,69 12,78 296
6525 16,96 -7,06 18,36 292
6550 16,93 -6,89 12,22 292
6S75 17,00 -6.61 18,24 291
6600 16,93 -5,98 17,96 289
6625 16,79 -5,70 17,73 289
6650 16,65 -5,62 17,29 289
6675 16,16 -5,52 17,06 289
6700 1S,93 -5,66 16,24 289
6725 15,72 -5,36 16,61 289
6750 15,67 -5,24 16,$3 ZEE
6775 15,47 -S,14 16.30 288
6800 15,30 -5,16 16,15 288
6825 15,20 -5.23 16.07 289
6850 16,98 -2,24 15.87 289
6875 14,74 -5,32 15,67 290
6900 16,56 -S,30 IS,68 290
6925 14,62 -S,38 1S,40 290
6950 14,25 -5,77 15,37 292
6975 13,91 -6,09 15,18 293
7000 13,85 -6,29 15,21 296
7025 16,11 -6,21 15,62 296
7050 14,55 -5,83 15,67 292
7075 15,11 -5.70 16,15 290
7100 15,50 -5,62 16,69 290
712S 15,54 -5,62 16,46 289
7150 15,69 -5,18 16,52 288
717§ 16,08 -5,22 16,90 288
7200 16,45 -5.76 IT,43 289
7350 17,71 -6,56 18,28 290
7375 17,81 -6,88 19,10 291
7600 17,95 -7,03 19,27 291
7425 12,20 -7,07 19,52 291
7650 18,33 -7,06 19.64 291
2350 20,72 -8,07 22,23 291
8375 20,85 -8,17 22,60 291
8600 20,81 -8,28 22,39 292
8425 20,80 -8,29 22,39 292
8650 20,80 -8,61 22,46 292
7675 18,27 -6,92 19,56 291
7500 18,13 -7.02 19,66 291
7525 17.89 -7.50 19.40 293
7550 17,79 -7,52 19,32 293
7575 17,84 -7",69 19,42 293
8675 20,75 -8*62 22,67 292
2500 20,80 -8.76 22,57 293
8525 20,72 -8.81 22.52 293
8550 20.66 -8,83 22,47 293
8575 20.68 -8.90 22.51 293
7600 17,79 -8.00 19,51 294
762S 17,83 -8,08 19,58 294
7650 17,99 -8,33 19,83 295
7675 18.25 -8.35 20.08 294
7700 18,80 -8,Z9 20,27 296
8600 20.80 -8.92 22.63 293
8625 20.87 -9,09 22,76 293
8650 20.94 -9.60 22.95 296
8675 21,00 -9,51 23,05 296
8700 21,05 -9,62 23.06 296
7725 18,66 -8,23 20,60 296
7750 18,69 -8,24 20,62 296
7775 18,89 -8,31 20,66 294
7800 19,18 -8,18 20,85 293
7825 19,41 --7,93 20,96 292
8725 20,99 -9,51 23,05 296
8750 21,11 -9,65 23,21 296
8775 2_,22 -10,00 23,66 295
8800 21,23 -10,52 23,69 296
8825 21.26 -10,60 23.76 296
7850 18,67 -7.87 21,00 292
7875 19.51 -7.99 21,02 292
7900 19,76 -7,95 21,30 292
7925 19.97 -7.87 21,47 291
7950 20,16 -7.90 21,63 291
8850 21,06 -10,21 23,32 296
8875 20,83 -10,21 28,19 296
8900 20.75 -10.02 23.0A 296
2925 20,50 -9.67 22.67 295
2950 20.07 -9.67 22.2T 296
7975 20.00 -8.05 21.56 292
8000 19.97 -8.17 21.$2 292
8025 19,95 -8,32 21,62 292
8050 19,74 -8,38 21,65 293
8075 19,76 -8,36 21.45 293
8975 19,85 -9,36 21,95 295
9000 19,74 -9,16 21,76 295
9025 19,85 -2,57 21,62 293
9050 19,79 -8,15 21,60 292
9075 19,66 -8,23 21,31 293
8100 19,90 -8,31 21,57 292
8125 19,86 -8,34 21,$6 293
2150 19.80 -8.26 21.45 292
8175 19,87 -6,18 21,69 292
8200 20.02 -8,18 21,62 292
9100 19,89 -7,96 21,61 292
9125 19,90 -7,56 21,29 291
91S0 19,90 -7.31 21,20 290
9175 19,76 -7,27 21,04 290
9200 19,68 -7.62 21,03 290
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL C2MP_NENT* WZ = MERID[BNAL E_MPONENT* WS • WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIIN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELffCITY 8RSF[LE
TEST NUMBER 2122 04102165* |3OSZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W/ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC W/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEO DEG
922S 19,76 -7,67 21,13 291 10225 19,60 -11,39 22,67 800 1122S 25,70 -10,96 27,93 292
92S0 19,5T -7,53 20,96 291 10250 19,61 -11,75 22,86 301 11250 25,53 -11,55 28,02 294
9275 19,62 -7,76 21,10 291 10275 19.68 -11,67 22.88 300 11275 25,26 -12,56 28,20 296
9300 20,05 -7,89 21,55 291 10300 19,65 -11,68 22,86 301 11300 25,60 -12,98 28,$2 297
9325 20,58 -7,87 22,03 291 10325 19,65 -11,82 22,93 301 11325 25,97 -12°84 28,97 296
9350 21,00 -7,75 22.38 290
9375 21,26 -7,68 22,61 290
9600 21.50 -7.66 22,75 229
9625 21.35 -7.59 22.66 289
94S0 21,01 -8,03 22,49 291
10350 19,62 -11,92 22,96 301
10375 19,80 -li,26 23,08 301
10400 19.93 -11.62 23.07 300
10425 19,66 -1i,79 22.92 301
10450 19.5T -11.63 22.76 301
11350 25,93 -12,47 28,TT 296
11375 25,61 -12,63 28,56 296
11600 2S,72 -12,53 28.61 296
11425 25,45 -12,37 28,30 296
11650 25.00 -12,69 28,03 297
9675 20.92 -8,38 22.53 292
9500 20.66 -8.50 22,32 292
9525 20,69 -8,39 22.16 292
9550 20.47 -8.64 22.16 292
9575 20.03 -8.57 21,79 293
10475 19,61 -11,72 22,86 301 114T5 25,00 -12,66 28,03 297
10500 19,57 -11,66 22,67 300 11500 2S,09 -12,50 28,08 296
10525 19,65 -1i,08 22,56 299 11525 25.02 -12,67 28,04 297
10550 19,32 -11,86 22.60 IO0 ' 11550 24,62 -13,14 27,91 292
10575 19.06 -11,25 22,12 300 11575 26,30 -13.39 27,75 299
9600 19,65 -8.71 21,69 294
9525 19.27 -8.89 21.31 296
9650 19.19 -9,12 21,25 295
9678 19,2T -9,37 21,43 296
9700 19,42 -9,61 21.66 296
10600 19,1S -10,87 22,02 299
10625 _9,18 -10,85 22.04 299
10650 19,31 -10,57 22,01 299
10675 19,69 -10.06 22.11 297
10700 19.69 -9.77 21,98 296
11600 26,56 -13.52 28.01 299
11625 26,63 -13,56 28,10 299
11650 24.62 -13,86 28,25 299
11675 26.55 -16,09 28,81 300
11700 24.62 -14,06 28,35 300
9725 19.48 -9.88 21,84 297
9750 19.57 -10.15 22,06 297
9775 19.72 -10,46 22,32 298
9800 19.79 -10,73 22.51 298
9825 19.80 -10,91 22.61 299
10725 19.63 -9.99 22.02 297
10750 20.37 -9.67 22.55 295
10775 20.68 -9.26 22,65 296
10800 20,67 -9,66 22.72 29A
10825 20.89 -9.43 22.92 294
11725 26,16 -14,46 28,15 301
11750 23,68 -15.04 27,88 302
11775 23.09 -16.29 27,15 302
llBOO 22.51 -12,3T 25.68 299
11825 22,86 -11,47 25.56 296
9850 19.67 -11,17 22,62 299
9875 19,59 -11,30 22.61 300
9900 19.65 -11.62 22.55 300
9925 19,E7 -11,68 22.52 301
9950 19.09 -11.55 22,31 301
10850 21.60 -9,22 23.30 293
10875 21.88 -9.16 23.69 293
10900 22.24 -9,29 26.10 293
10925 23.01 -9.77 25,00 293
10950 23,$6 -10.34 25,73 296
11850 23,51 -10,44 25,72 294
11875 26,64 -9,09 26,07 290
11900 25,51 -8,28 26.82 288
11925 25,9_ -8.36 27,30 288
11950 26,00 -8.36 Z7,30 288
9975 18,92 -11,31 22,06 301
lOOO0 18,66 -11,68 22,00 302
10025 18,76 -11,52 22,02 301
10050 19.16 -11.30 22.26 300
10075 19,16 -11,60 22,28 301
10975 23.89 -IO,IS 25.96 293
llO00 26.45 -10.70 26,69 293
II025 26.76 -11.71 27.37 295
11050 25.04 -h.92 27,73 295
11075 25.2T -1_,57 27.79 296
11975 25.93 -7.29 26,96 286
1ZOO0 26.50 -7.06 2T.62 285
12025 26.97 -7,00 2T.86 224
12050 26.72 -6,39 27,53 283
12075 26.92 -5.87 2?.55 282
10100 19.07 -11.51 22.27 301
10125 19.16 -11,34 22.26 300
10150 19,20 -11.28 22.27 300
10175 19.23 -11,66 22,3T 301
10200 19.50 -I1,33 22.55 300
11100 25.66 -10,87 27,85 292
11125 25.47 -1U,26 27.69 293
11150 25.26 -11.09 27.58 294
11175 25,57 -IU,26 27,79 293
11200 25.65 -10.96 27.89 293
12100 27.75 -5.50 28.29 2El
12125 28.00 -6.90 28,63 280
12150 27.95 -6.17 28.26 278
12IT5 28,26 -3,52 28.46 2T7
12200 28.62 -2.27 28.56 276
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZONAL C_MP_NENT, WZ = NERIDIBNAL C_MPONENI, WS • WINe 5PEEO, THETA • WIND OIRECT|ON
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS R/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
12225 28*66 -2.07 28.55 274
12250 20.30 -0.76 28.31 271
12275 28.30 -0.21 28.30 270
12300 28.50 0.15 28.50 270
12325 28.54 0.56 28.55 269
TABLE 11-72 (con't) PAGE337
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELDCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2122 09/02/65t 13052t EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIOA
ALT MX WZ MS 7HETA ALT MR HZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
13225 37.00 2.10 37.06 267 14225 32.60 -3.26 32.77 276
13250 36.29 2.27 36*36 266 14250 32.57 -3.38 32.75 276
13275 35.97 2.65 36.07 266 14275 32.75 -2.77 32.87 275
13300 35.29 _.50 35.38 266 14300 32.98 -2.47 33.08 274
13325 34.99 2.06 35.05 266 14325 33*07 -3.01 33.21 275
12550 28.52 0.94 28.54 268
12375 28.61 0.88 28.62 268
12400 27.98 0.82 27.99 260
12425 28.31 1.02 28.37 266
12450 28.61 2.07 28.69 266
12475 28.54 1.77 28.59 266
12500 28.65 1.45 28.69 267
12525 28.76 0.79 28.75 260
12550 28.89 0,20 28,89 269
12575 28.87 -0.12 . 28.07 270
12600 28.80 -0.73 20.09 271
12625 29.06 -0.81 29.07 271
12650 29.08 -0.51 29.08 271
12675 29.09 0.03 29,09 270
12700 29.27 0.89 29.29 268
12725 29*56 1.46 • 29.60 267
12750 29,62 1.76 29*68 266
12775 29.53 1.85 29.59 266
12800 30.02 2.20 30.10 266
12825 30.82 2.70 30.94 265
12850 30.67 2.79 30.80 265
12875 50.51 2.90 30.65 264
12900 31.09 3.39 31.27 264
12925 31.65 3.63 31.86 263
12950 32.29 3.92 32,53 263
12975 32.72 3,75 32,93 263
13000 32.90 3.45 33.08 264
13025 33.11 3.18 33,26 264
13050 33.60 2.83 33.72 265
13075 34.09 2.70 34.20 265
13100 34.54 2.62 34.64 265
13125 35.26 2.60 35.35 266
13150 35.98 2.69 36,08 266
13175 36.71 2.65 36.79 266
13200 37.25 2.18 37.32 266
13350 34.68 2.15 34.74 266
13375 36,66 2.55 36.55 266
13400 36*38 3.03 34.51 265
13425 34*33 3.09 34.47 265
13650 34,68 2.76 34.78 285
14350 33.00 -2.77 33.12 275
14375 32.79 -2.41 32.88 274
14400 33.16 -I.95 33.22 273
14425 33.94 -1.10 33.95 272
14450 34.34 0.15 34.34 270
13475 35.06 2.76 35.17 265
13500 35,11 2.44 35.20 266
13525 35.13 1.89 35.18 267
13550 35.23 1.30 35,25 260
13575 35.78 0.68 35.79 269
14475 34.54 0.67 34.54 269
14500 34.91 1.69 34.94 267
14525 34.68 1.93 34.74 267
14550 33.96 1.38 33.99 260
14575 34.66 2.53 34.55 266
13600 36.07 0.16 36.07 270
13625 36.17 -0.55 36.18 271
13650 36.27 -0.94 36.28 271
13675 37.37 -1.31 37.39 272
13700 37.92 -1.37 37,94 272
16600 34.42 2.80 34.53 265
14625 33.84 2.35 33.92 266
14650 33.62 2.24 33.69 266
14675 33.35 1.99 33.41 266
14700 32.98 2.00 33.04 266
13725 38.07 -1.44 38.10 272
13750 39.36 -1.27 39.36 272
13775 40.31 -1.01 40,32 271
13800 40.85 -2.01 40.90 273
13825 41.07 -2.50 41,15 273
14725 32.74 1.74 32.79 267
14750 32.39 1.25 32.41 268
14775 31.99 1.27 32.02 268
14800 31.85 1.01 31.87 268
14825 31.50 0.76 31.50 268
13850 41.32 -2.28 61.38 273
13875 40.55 -2.71 , 40.64 274
13900 39.42 -2*42 39.50 273
13925 38.20 -2.76 38.30 274
13950 37.19 -3.23 37.33 275
14850 31.64 0.95 31.66 268
14875 31,84 0.41 31.85 269
14900 31.76 0.29 31.76 269
14925 31.61 -0.11 31.61 270
14950 31.39 -0.65 31.39 271
13975 36.25 -3.53 36.42 275
14000 35.28 -4.10 35.52 276
14025 34.06 I_.35 35.13 277
14050 34,40 -4.63 36.71 277
14075 34,61 -6.65 36.90 277
14975 31.29 -0.34 31.30 270
15000 30.97 -0.39 30.98 271
15025 30.90 0.22 30.90 269
15050 30.81 0.55 30.81 269
15075 30.28 0.16 30.28 270
16100 34.42 -5,05 34.78 278
16125 33.86 -5.17 34.26 278
16150 33.23 -4.77 33.57 278
16175 32.98 -4.29 33.23 277
16200 32.89 -3,49 33.08 276
15100 30.47 0.45 30.48 269
15125 30.17 0.16 30.17 270
15150 29.88 0.53 29.88 269
15175 30.16 1.30 30.18 267
15200 29.66 1.01 29.67 268
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBC|TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2122 06/02/65, 13052, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ 85 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
15225 29.36 1.30 29.39 267
15250 28.61 1.Ol 28.63 268
15275 28.62 1.03 28.64 268
15300 29.05 1,86 29,11 266
15325 29.31 1.26 29.33 267
15350 29.29 0.30 29.29 269
15375 29.91 0.98 29,93 268
15400 30.05 0,26 30,05 269
15425 30.85 -0.97 30.86 272
15450 31.61 -0.42 31o61 271
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
16225 30*57 7.50 31.47 256
16250 30.72 8.18 31.79 255
16275 30.82 8.70 32.02 254
16300 31.25 8.97 32,51 254
16325 32.35 8.66 33.49 255
16350 32.98 8.78 36.13 255
16375 33.71 9.52 35.03 254
16400 33,73 7.43 34°54 257
16425 33.67 4.68 33.99 262
16450 34.02 6.18 34.28 263
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG
17225 16.48 -11.01 19.82 304
17250 15.98 -11.02 19.41 304
17275 15.69 -11.47 19.44 306
17300 15.56 -11.09 19.11 305
17325 15.32 -9.84 18.21 303
17350 15.26 -8.85 17.64 300
17375 14.50 -9.64 17.41 303
17400 14.50 -8.90 17.01 301
17425 14.91 -7.84 16.85. 298
17450 14.98 -7.12 16.59 295
15475 31,66 -0.65 31.46 271
15500 31.54 -0.37 31.54 270
15525 32.18 -0,07 32.18 270
• 15550 52.39 -0.73 32.39 271
15575 32.06 -0.06 32.06 270
16475 34.26 3.35 34.40 264
16500 34.56 2.21 34.63 266
16525 34.43 2.10 34.49 266
16550 33.94 1.56 33.97 267
16575 33.43 -0.61 33.46 271
IT475 14.85 -6.26 16.12 293
17500 14.43 -5.57 15.66 291
17525 15.03 -4.75 15.77 287
17550 15.99 -3.93 16.47 284
17575 16.80 -3.39 17.14 281
15600 31.79 1.74 31.84 267
15625 31.75 2,57 31.86 265
15650 31.38 2.93 31,5L 264
15675 31,28 3.12 31.43 264
15700 31.34 3.54 31.54 263
16600 33.00 -2.08 33,06 273
16625 32.67 -2.71 32.78 275
16650 31.69 -3.86 31.93 277
16675 31.10 -5.34 31.56 280
16700 30.49 -6.97 31,28 283
17600 17.12 -2.74 17.33 279
17625 16.98 -1.90 17.08 276
17650 17.25 -0.72 17.27 272
17675 17.18 -1.13 17.22 274
17700 17.12 -1,66 17.20 275
15725 31.23 3,86 31.47 263
15750 31,12 4.18 31.40 262
15775 30.78 3,87 31.02 263
15800 30.58 4,21 30.87 262
15825 30.45 4.43 30.78 262
16725 30.03 -7.29 30.91 283
16750 29.55 -7.85 30.58 285
16775 28.81 -9.50 30.34 288
16800 28.01 -10.38 29.93 290
16825 27.34 -10,52 29.29 291
17725 17.48 -0.94 17.50 273
17750 17.68 -0.00 17,68 270
17775 17,64 0.94 17.66 267
17800 17.76 1.32 17.81 266
17825 17.83 1.01 17.86 267
15850 30*35 4.64 30.70 261
15875 30.17 5,24 30.62 260
15900 29.80 5.03 30.22 260
15925 29.57 5,28 30.03 • 260
15950 28.92 5.51 29.44 259
16850 26.65 -11.94 29.20 294
16875 26,24 -11.43 28.62 293
16900 25.91 -10.96 28.13 293
16925 25.18 -12.19 27.98 296
16950 24.33 -11.88 27.07 296
17850 18.10 1,58 18.17 265
17875 17.98 1.99 18.09 264
15975 27.20 5*76 27.81 258
16000 28.33 6.56 29*08 257
16025 30.23 6,59 30.94 258
16050 29.77 5.46 30.27 259
16075 30.70 4.15 30.98 262
16975 23.51 -12.42 26,59 298
17000 22,98 -12.73 26.27 299
IT025 22.29 -13.19 25.90 300
17050 21.71 -13.46 25.55 302
17075 21.13 -12.97 24.79 301
16100 31.10 3.07 31.25 264 1TlO0 20.20 -12.76 23.89 302
16125 31.06 2.90 31.20 264 " 17125 19.31 -12.97 23.26 304
16150 30.53 4.36 30.85 262 17150 18.37 -12.97 22.49 305
16175 30.37 5.48 30,86 260 17175 17.65 -12.71 21.59 306
16200 30.51 6*74 31.25 257 17200 16.85 -12.14 20.77 306
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPgNEN7, MZ = MERID[gNAL CgMPBNENT, MS " N[NC SPEED* THETA = WIND OIRECTION
PAGE338 TABLE 11-73
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 06/03/65, 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEy FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M_SEC NISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC W/SEE DEG
2TS 1,76 -6.19 6,43 344 1275 3.64 -7.30 8.15 333 2275 2.36 -10,19 10.46 367
300 1.14 -6.36 6.66 350 1300 3.68 -7.32 8.20 333 2300 2.45 -9.89 I0.19 346
325 O=fl8 -A,_ 6,A1 _ 1_;5 3.78 -7.53 a.43 333 2325 2.42 -9.17 9.48 345
350 0,82 -6.82 6.87 353 1350 3.59 -7.69 8,49 535 2350 2.29 -8.31 8.62 344
375 0.55 -6.85 6.88 355 1375 3.28 -7.74 8.40 337 2375 2.24 -7.69 8.01 344
400 0.51 -6.84 6.85 356
425 0.86 -7.08 7.13 353
450 l.OT -7.34 7.41 351
475 0.66 -7.57 7.60 355
500 0.14 -7.86 7.86 359
1400 3.02 -7.93 8.49 339
1425 2.71 -8.10 8.54 341
1450 2.61 -8.32 8.72 342
1475 2.57 -8.62 9.00 343
1500 2.45 -9.01 9.34 345
2400 2.49 -7.36 7.77 341
2425 2.79 -7.12 7.65 338
2450 3.02 -6.72 7.37 336
2675 3.24 -6.48 7.19 333
2500 3.39 76*47 7.31 332
525 -0,10 -8.19 8.19 0
550 -0.46 -8,49 8.51 3
575 -0.71 -8.64 8.6T 4
600 -0.78 -8.73 8.77 3
62S -0.92 -8.93 6.97 6
1525 2,44 -9.32 9.64 345
1550 2.38 -9.36 9.66 346
1575 Z.3T -9.18 9.48 3_5
1600 2.55 -9.18 9.53 344
1625 2.77 -9.35 9.75 343
2525 3.37 -6.86 Z.64 334
2550 3.08 -7.58 8.18 338
2575 2.73 -8.39 8.82 342
2600 2.45 -8.82 9.15 344
2625 2.26 -9.05 9.32 346
650 -0.84 -9.23 9.27 5
675 -0.58 -9.75 9.77 3
700 -0.19 -10.35 10.35 1
725 0.28 -10,71 10.71 35 8
750 0.41 -10.93 10.93 358
775 0.55 -10.90 10.91 357
800 0.70 -10.69 10.71 356
825 0.82 -10.67 10.70 355
850 0.88 -lO.7T 10.80 355
875 0.69 -11.03 11.05 356
1630 3.12 -9.38 9.88 341
1675 3,44 -9.41 10.02 3AO
1700 3.57 -9.S0 10.15 339
1725 3.62 -9.77 10.42 340
1750 3.64 -10.30 10.92 340
1775 3.66 -10.69 11.30 341
1800 3.68 -10.76 11.37 341
1825 3.73 -10.85 11.47 341
1850 3.60 -10.89 11.47 342
1875 3.33 -10.79 11.30 343
2650 2.00 -9.37 9.58 348
2675 1.72 -9.54 9.70 350
2700 1.82 -9.31 9.49 349
2725 2.31 -8.85 9.15 345
2750 2.72 -8.39 8.82 342
2775 2.98 -7.83 8.38 339
2800 3.41 -7.35 8.29 335
2825 3.86 -7.36 8.31 332
2850 3.89 -6.78 7,82 330
2875 3.56 -6.44 7.36 331
900 0.59 -11,47 11.49 357
92§ 0.62 -11.75 11.77 357
950 0.70 -12.03 12.05 356
975 1.00 -12.05 12.09 355
lOOO 1.36 -11.51 11.59 353
1900 3.12 -10.79 11.23 344
1925 3.01 -10.86 11.27 344
1950 3.07 -10.79 11.22 344
1975 3.11 -lO.ST lhO1 343
2000 2.94 -10.20 10.62 344
2900 3.29 -6.43 7.22 333
2925 3.38 -6.35 7.19 332
2950 3.72 -6.22 7.25 329
2975 4.00 -6.05 7.25 326
3000 4.16 -5.80 7.14 324
1025 1.63 -10.72 10.84 351
1050 2.05 -10.11 10.31 348
1075 2.39 -9,89 10.17 346
1100 2.51 -9.69 10.01 345
1125 2.80 -9.31 9.72 343
2025 2.91 -10.07 10.48 344
2050 2.88 -10.2I 10.61 344
2075 2.76 -10.33 10.69 345
2100 2.70 -10.42 10.77 345
2125 2.62 -10.43 10.75 346
3025 4.38 -5.61 7.12 322
3050 4.60 -5.57 7.23 320
3075 4.60 -5.60 7.25 320
3100 4.63 -5.59 7.26 320
3125 4.74 -5.58 7.32 320
1150 2.91 -8.82 9.28 342
1175 2.93 -8.20 8.71 340
1200 3.23 -7.70 8.35 337
1225 3.47 -7.47 8.24 335
1230 3.60 -7.34 8.18 334
2150 2.39 -10.57 10.84 347
2175 2.11 -10.66 10.87 349
2200 1,96 -10.55 10.73 349
2225 1.96 -10.32 10.51 349
2250 2.13 -10.20 10.42 348
3150 4.69 -5.70 T.38 320
3175 4.66 -5.90 7.52 321
3200 4.64 -6.02 7.60 322
3225 4.51 -6.10 7.59 323
32S0 4.24 -6.14 7,46 325
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND D[RECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 04/03/65, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEE N/SEC 086 METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEC UEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE W/SEE DEG
3275 3.86 -5.87 7.03 327 4275 9.54 -7.17 11,94 307 5275 13,60 -7.55 15.55 299
3300 3.81 -6.15 7.24 328 4300 9.83 -6.98 12.05 305 5300 13.51 -8.11 15.76 301
3325 3.99 -6.87 7.95 330 4325 10.08 -7.04 12.29 305 5325 13.18 -8.60 15.74 303
3350 3.97 -6.89 7.96 330 4350 9.96 -7.09 12.22 305 5350 12.85 -9.10 15.75 305
3375 3.82 -6.75 7.75 330 4375 9.77 -6.99 12,02 305 5375 12.60 -9.61 15.85 307
3400 3.53 -6.55 7.44 332
3425 3.34 -6,43 7.24 332
3450 3.22 -6.41 7.17 333
3475 3.12 -6.42 7.14 334
3500 3.3T -6.63 7.43 333
AAO0 9.74 -6.91 11.94 305
4425 9.60 -7.07 11.92 306
4450 9.51 -T.39 12.05 308
4475 9,62 -7.70 12.32 308
4500 9.71 -7.82 12.47 309
5400 12.30 -9.96 13.83 309
5425 11.98 -10.28 15.79 310
5450 11.60 -10.75 15.82 313
5475 11.44 -11.27 16.06 314
5500 11.76 -11.9T 16.78 315
3525 3.62 -6.73 7.6N 352
3550 3.50 -6.69 7.55 332
3575 3.19 -6.49 7.23 334
3600 3.33 -6.35 7.17 332
3625 3.83 -6.47 7.51 329
4525 9.75 -7.76 12.46 308
4550 9.81 -7.67 12.45 308
4575 9.87 -7.55 12.43 307
4600 9.94 -7.58 12.50 307
4625 9,96 -7.61 12.54 307
5525 12.06 -12.53 17.39 316
5550 12.24 -I2.86 17.75 316
5575 12.42 -12.93 17.92 316
5600 12.41 -12.55 17.65 315
5625 12.21 -12.23 17.28 315
3650 4.OT -6.73 7.87 329
3675 A.O5 -6.95 8.ON 330
3700 4.06 -7.03 8.12 330
3725 4.09 -7.07 8.17 330
3750 3.9I -7.04 8.06 331
4650 9.95 -7.43 12.42 307
4675 10.11 -7.31 12.48 306
4700 10.29 -7.28 12.61 305
4725 10.35 -7.13 12.57 304
4750 10.35 -7.07 12.53 304
5650 12.17 -12.34 17.33 315
5675 12.20 -12.41 17.40 315
5700 12.04 -12.23 17.16 315
5725 12.00 -12.09 17.03 315
5750 12.04 -12.02 17.02 315
3775 3.84 -7.03 8.01 331
3800 4.13 -6.96 8.09 329
3825 4.52 -6.55 7.95 325
3850 4.79 -6.21 7.8N 382
3875 5.18 -6.11 8.01 320
4775 10.48 -7.10 12.66 30N
4800 10.54 -7.06 12.69 304
4825 10.58 -6.83 12.59 303
4850 10,91 -6.48 12.69 301
4875 11.31 -6.13 12.86 298
5775 12.02 -11.95 16.95 315
5800 12.16 -11.91 17.03 314
5825 12,26 -11.98 17.14 314
5850 12.28 -12.02 17.18 314
5875 12.67 -12.00 17.45 313
3900 5.31 -6.17 8.14 319
3925 5.24 -6.21 8.12 320
3950 5.34 -6,35 8.30 320
3975 5.54 -6.40 8.46 319
4000 5.76 -6.52 8.69 318
4900 11.41 -6.10 12.9A 298
4925 11.41 -6.35 13.06 299
495O 11.68 -6.66 13.45 3OO
4975 11.98 -6.96 13.86 300
5000 12.04 -7.17 14.01 301
5900 13.19 -12.08 17.89 312
5925 13.52 -12.14 18.17 312
5950 13.74 -12.42 18.52 312
5975 13.87 -12.81 18.88 313
6000 14.08 -12.91 19.10 312
4025 6.18 -7.28 9.55 319
4050 6.75 -7.97 10.45 320
4075 7.11 -7.82 10.57 318
4100 7.39 -7.44 10.48 315
4125 7.74 -7.25 10.60 313
5025 11.88 -7.38 13.99 302
5050 11.77 -7.67 14.04 303
5075 11.80 -7.80 14.15 303
5100 12.07 -7.52 14.22 302
5125 12.57 -7.05 14.41 299
6025 14.31 -12.61 19.07 311
6050 14.66 -12.18 18.91 310
6075 14.86 -12.02 19.11 309
6100 15.31 -11.87 19.38 308
6125 15.47 -11.69 19.39 307
4150 8.00 -7.12 10.71 311
4175 8.14 -6.76 10.58 310
4200 8.51 -6.68 10,82 308
4225 9.06 -7.12 11.52 308
4250 9.37 -7.38 11.92 308
5150 12.99 -6.65 14.59 297
5175 I3.44 -6.6O 14.97 296
5200 13.66 -6.68 15.21 296
5225 13.59 -6.75 15.17 296
5250 13.55 -7,02 [5*26 297
6150 15.61 -11.T5 19.54 307
6175 15.79 -11.84 19,74 307
6200 16,05 -11.71 19.87 306
6225 16,48 -11.44 20.06 305
6250 16,97 -11.13 20.29 303
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MER[O[ONAL CgMPONENI, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEO DEG
6275 17.35 -I0.90 20.49 302
6300 17.65 -10.B5 20.71 301
6525 17.76 -I0.65 20.71 301
6350 17.69 -10.47 20.56 300
6375 17.67 -I0,49 20.55 301
TABLE 11-73 (con't) PAGE339
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 04103165, OLOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEC M/$EC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
7275 17.81 -9.El 20,33 299 E275 E5.29 -10.98 18.83 306
7300 18,06 -9.77 20,54 298 8300 15.08 -10.76 18.53 305
7525 18,25 -9.7A 20.68 298 8525 15.04 -10.62 18.41 305
7550 18,51 -9.83 20.95 298 E350 14.99 -10.46 18.28 305
7375 18.79 -9.92 21,25 298 8375 14.74 -I0.45 18.07 305
6400 17.62 -10.43 20.47 300
6425 17.51 -10.27 20.30 300
6450 17.40 -10,16 20.15 300
6475 17.39 -9.99 20.06 300
6500 17.49 -9.73 20.02 299
6525 17.60 -9.83 20.16 299
6550 17.76 -10.07 20.42 299
6575 17.78 -10.01 20.40 299
6600 17.67 -R.98 20,29 299
6625 17.55 -10.00 20.20 299
6650 17.31 -10.C3 2C.01 300
6675 17.34 -10.05 20.05 300
6700 17.50 -10.01 20.16 300
6725 17.37 -I0,01 20.05 300
6750 17.24 -10.09 19.97 300
6775 17.10 -I0.05 19.84 300
6800 17.03 -9.90 19.70 300
6825 16.94 -9.87 19*61 300
6850 16.80 -9.88 19.50 300
6875 16,80 -9.86 19.48 300
6900 16.78 -9.62 19.34 300
6925 16.78 -9.52 19.29 299
6950 16.77 -9.41 19.23 299
6975 16.88 -9.37 19.31 299
7000 17.11 -9.41 19.53 299
7025 16,98 -9.26 19,34 298
7050 16.92 -9.44 19.38 299
7075 16.99 -9,74 19.59 300
7100 16.95 -9.96 19,67 800
7125 17.I0 -10.22 19.92 301
7150 17.32 -10.23 20.12 300
7175 17.49 -10,12 20.21 300
7200 17.49 -I0.00 20.15 300
7225 17.45 -9.91 20*07 299
7250 17,63 -9.89 20.22 299
7400 18.88 -9*92 21.33 298
7425 19.03 -9.96 21.48 297
7450 19,12 -9.76 21.46 297
7475 19.21 -9.69 21.51 297
7500 19.21 -9.91 21.61 297
0400 14.67 -10.54 18.06 306
E425 14.78 -10.62 18.20 306
8450 14.68 -10.66 18.14 306
8475 14.44 -10.63 17.93 306
B50O 14.43 -10.52 17.86 306
7525 19.19 -10.16 21.72 298
7550 19.35 -10.45 21.99 298
7575 19.37 -10.70 22.13 299
7600 19,15 -10.85 22.01 299
7825 18.78 -10.94 21.73 300
8525 14.28 -10.53 17.74 306
8550 14.10 -10.48 17.57 306
8575 14.27 -10.35 17.62 306
8600 14.51 -10.23 17.75 305
8625 14.47 -10.05 17.62 305
7650 18.54 -II.06 21.59 301
7675 18.45 -11.34 21.65 301
7700 18.35 -II.41 21.61 302
7725 17.94 -11.22 21.16 302
7750 17.68 -11.22 20.94 302
8650 14.24 -10.10 17.46 305
8675 14.20 -10.10 17.42 305
8700 13.97 -9.95 17.15 305
8725 13.79 -9.92 16.99 306
B750 13.78 -9*77 16.09 305
7775 17.69 -11.32 21.00 302
7800 17.57 -11.18 20.82 302
7825 17.68 -II.24 20.9_ 302
7850 17.88 -11.48 21.25 303
7875 17.89 -II.61 21.32 303
8775 13.69 -9.53 16.68 305
8800 13.50 r9.55 16.54 305
8825 13.52 -9.85 16.72 306
8850 13.43 -10.25 16.89 307
8875 13.36 -10.59 17.05 308
7900 17.85 -11*77 21.39 303
7925 17.60 -Ii.78 21.18 304
7950 17.33 -11.59 20.85 304
7975 17.08 -11.45 20.56 304
8000 16.83 -11.36 20.31 504
8900 13.26 -10.70 17.04 309
8925 13.04 -10.62 16.81 309
8950 12.92 -10.43 16.61 309
8975 12.93 -10.41 16.59 309
9000 13.00 -10.43 16.67 309
8025 16.61 -11.18 20.03 304
8050 16.40 -Ii.17 19.84 304
8075 16.06 -11.10 19.52 304
8100 15.91 -11.10 19.40 305
8125 15.75 -11.30 19.38 305
9025 13.10 -10.67 16.90 309
9050 13.52 -ll.lO 17.49 309
9075 13.89 -II.37 17.95 309
9100 14.01 -II.40 18.06 309
9125 14.00 -11.27 17.97 309
8150 15.44 -11.57 19.30 307
8175 15.21 -11.80 19.26 308
8200 15.16 -11.73 19.16 308
8225 15.21 -11.44 19.03 307
8250 15.50 -11.17 18.94 306
9150 14.17 -11.42 18.19 309
9175 14.52 -11.55 18.56 308
9200 14.78 -11.64 18.82 308
9225 14.88 -11.58 18.85 308
9250 14.72 -11.28 18.54 307
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ = MERIOIBNAL C_MPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED/ THETA = WIND OlRECTIQN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 04/03/651 OlOOZv EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
9275 14.78 -II.00 18.42 306
9300 15.14 -I0.92 18.67 306
9325 15.36 -10.99 18.09 305
9350 15.24 -11.14 18.88, 306
9375 15.02 -11.46 18.89 307
9400 14.87 -11.46 18,77 307
9425 14.68 -11.35 18.55 308
9450 14.46 -n.55 18.50 308
9475 14.20 -II.71 18.41 309
9500 13.94 -II.74 18.22 310
9525 13.86 -11.86 18.24 310
9550 13.87 -11.90 18.28 310
9575 13.83 -11.87 18.22 310
9600 13.76 -12.04 18.28 311
9625 13.73 -12.15 18.34 311
9650 13.71 -11.98 18.20 311
9675 13.80 -11.88 18.21 311
9700 14.02 -II.78 18.31 310
9725 _4.02 -lI.B8 18.25 310
9750 14.06 -11.76 18.33 310
9775 14.29 -11*80 18.53 309
9800 14.15 -11.78 18.41 310
9825 14.20 -11.75 18.43 309
9850 14.53 -II.67 18.64 309
9875 14.62 -11.54 18.63 308
9900 14.78 -11.52 18.74 308
9925 14.87 -11.44 18.76 307
9950 14.86 -11.45 18.76 307
9975 14.95 -11,84 18.95 308
10000 15.05 -11.58 18.99 307
10025 15.17 -II.35 18.94 307
10050 15.60 -11.14 19.17 305
10075 16.00 -11.06 19.45 304
10100 16.22 -11.05 19.62 304
10125 16.37 -11.06 19.75 304
10150 16.70 -11.19 20.11 304
10175 17.03 -11.16 20.36 303
10200 17.45 -11.30 20.79 303
10225 17.60 -II.40 20.97 303
10250 17.24 -II.27 20.59 303
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
10275 17.10 -11.41 20.56 3C4
10300 17.25 -11.55 20.75 304
10325 17.36 -11.73 20.95 304
10350 17.30 -12.I0 21.II 305
10375 17.22 -12.51 21.28 306
10400 17.10 -13.16 21.58 307
10425 16.85 -13.79 21.77 309
10450 16.75 -13.94 21.79 310
10475 16.72 -14.08 21.86 310
10500 16.77 -14.17 21.95 310
10525 16.53 -14.75 22.15 312
10550 16.12 -15.73 22.52 314
10575 16.00 -16.28 22.83 315
10600 15.94 -16.76 23.13 316
10625 15.82 -16.74 23.04 316
10650 16.03 -16.64 23.10 316
10675 16.21 -16.79 23.34 316
10700 16.01 -17.09 23.42 317
10725 15.97 -17.20 23*47 317
10750 15.91 -17.05 23.32 3E7
10775 15.79 -17,17 23.33 317
10800 15.87 -17.42 23.57 317
10825 16.22 -17.55 23.89 317
I0850 16.37 -17,70 24.11 317
10875 16.22 -17.91 24.16 3E8
10900 16.20 -1B.29 24.43 3E8
10925 16.36 -IB.58 24.76 318
10950 16.72 -18.97 25,29 318
10975 16.94 -19.30 25*68 319
11000 17.11 -19.61 26.03 3E9
11025 17.12 -19.84 26.20 319
11050 17.24 -19.58 26.09 318
11075 17.38 -19.57 26.17 318
lifO0 17.46 -20.43 26.87 319
11125 17.65 -20*83 27.31 520
11150 17.98 -21.07 27.70 519
II175 18.13 -21.27 27*95 319
11200 18.48 -21.19 28.12 319
11225 18.63 -21.17 28,20 318
11250 18*67 -21.00 28.10 318
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG
11275 18.99 -20.87 28*22 318
11300 19.15 -21.12 28.50 318
11325 19.21 -21.02 28*47 317
11350 19.22 -20.76 28.30 317
11375 19.45 -20.63 28*35 317
11400 19.51 -Z0.49 28.29 316
11425 19.55 -20.42 28.27 316
11450 19.79 -20,26 28*32 316
11475 19.76 -20.11 28.19 315
115D0 19.95 -19.77 28.08 315
11525 20.11 -19.90 28,30 315
11550 19.93 -19.94 28*20 315
11575 19.82 -19,89 28.08 315
11600 19.72 -20.06 28.13 315
11625 19.71 -20*06 28.12 315
11650 19.62 -19.65 27,77 315
11675 19.64 -18.91 27*26 314
11700 19.93 -18.61 27.27 313
11725 19.92 -18.37 27.09 313
11750 19.68 -18.02 26.68 312
11775 19.75 -17.65 26.49 312
118D0 19.77 -17.12 26.16 311
11825 19.76 -16.74 25*90 310
llBSO 19.90 -16.82 26.05 310
llB75 20*08 -16.92 26.26 310
11900 20.29 -16.80 26.34 309
11925 20*08 -16.38 25.91 309
11950 20*05 -15.99 25.65 308
11975 20*45 -16.15 26.06 308
12000 20*56 -16.43 26.32 308
12025 20.66 -15.99 26.13 308
12050 20*63 -15.85 26.01 307
12075 20*69 -16.05 26.18 308
12100 20.74 -15,94 26.16 307
12125 20.81 -15.80 26.13 307
12150 20*72 -15.92 26*12 307
12175 20*62 -15.85 26,01 307
12200 20.67 -15.39 25*77 306
12225 20.64 -15.12 25.59 806
12250 21.06 -14.48 25.56 304
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CgMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 340
ALT WX WZ WS THEIR
mETERS MISEC MISEC H/SEE OEG
12275 21.72 -13.73 25.69 302
12300 22.38 -13.63 26.21 301
12325 23.26 -13.39 26.83 300
123_u 23.64 -12.36 20.08 297
12375 23.57 -12.20 26.54 297
TABLE II-73(con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J[MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 04/03/65, O[OOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT NX WZ WS TMETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 0EG
13275 28.73 -20.30 35.18 305
33300 28.92 -20.36 35.37 305
13325 29.18 -20.40 35.60 305
13350 _9.51 -20.12 35.72 304
13375 29.79 -19.89 35.82 304
12400 24.12 -13.44 27.61 299
12425 25.50 -13.99 29.09 299
12450 26.77 -13.37 29.92 296
12475 27.00 -12.94 29.94 295
12500 26.77 -12.98 29.75 296
12525 26.36 -13.37 29.74 297
12550 26.61 -13.88 3D.01 297
12575 26.73 -14.77 30.54 299
12600 27.06 -15.32 31.09 299
12625 27.33 -15.89 31.61 300
12650 27.35 -16.38 31.89 301
12675 27.37 -16.85 32.15 301
12700 27.63 -IT*10 32.49 302
12725 27.90 -17.55 32.96 302
12750 27.82 -18.43 33.37 303
12775 27.98 -18.45 33.52 303
12800 28.21 -18.24 33.59 303
12825 28.22 -18.60 33.80 303
12850 28,13 -19.10 34.00 304
12875 28.06 -19.31 34.06 304
12900 28.07 -19.44 36.15 305
12925 27.99 -19.32 34.01 304
12950 27.66 -19.05 33.58 304
12975 27.34 -19,02 33.30 305
13000 27.47 -19.11 33.47 305
13025 27.52 -19.22 33.56 305
13050 27.13 -19.32 33.42 306
13075 27.00 -|9.84 33.51 306
13100 27.10 -19.96 33.66 306
13125 27.06 -20.35 33.86 307
13150 27.33 -20.70 34.29 307
13175 27.56 -20.62 34,42 307
13200 27.74 -20.41 34.44 306
13225 28.19 -20.20 34.68 305
13250 28.44 -20.20 34.89 305
13400 30.12 -19.6B 35.97 303
13425 30.25 -19.37 35.92 302
13450 30.46 -19.08 35.95 302
13475 31.O0 -18.74 36.22 301
13500 31.16 -18.29 36.13 300
13525 31.47 -17.40 35.96 299
13550 . 31.67 -16.26 35.60 297
13375 31.23 -14.57 34.46 295
13600 30.42 -13.04 33.10 293
13625 29.62 -12.57 32*1T 293
13650 28,9T -12.35 31.49 293
13675 28.51 -12.22 31.01 293
13700 28.14 -12.01 30.60 293
13725 27.67 -11.74 30.06 293
13750 27.08 -10.94 29.20 292
13775 26.89 -10.42 28.84 291
13800 26.42 -10.58 28,46 292
13825 26.23 -10.ST 28.28 292
13850 26.10 -10.33 28.07 291
13875 25.71 -10.54 27,79 292
13900 25.52 -10.48 27.59 292
13925 25,28 -9*60 27.04 291
13950 25.13 -9.00 26*70 290
13975 25.35 -6.42 26.71 288
14000 23.78 -7.96 26.99 287
14025 26.29 -7.53 27.35 286
14050 26.70 -7.40 27.71 285
16075 27.08 -7.42 28.08 285
14100 27.09 -7.39 28.08 283
14125 26.96 -7.36 27.94 285
14150 26.82 -?.48 27.84 285
14175 26.72 -7.51 27.76 286
14200 26.59 -7*84 27.72 286
14225 26.69 -B.14 27.90 287
14250 27.30 -8.03 28.46 286
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
14275 27.50 -7.94 28.62 286
14300 27.44 -7.43 28.42 285
14325 27.27 -6.77 28.10 284
14350 27.20 -6._0 27.94 283
1A37_ 27.4o -5.7; 20.D& 282
14400 28.20 -5.47 28.72 281
14425 29.06 -5.72 29.61 281
1_450 29.77 -5.71 30.31 281
14475 30.34 -5,54 30.84 280
14500 30.63 -5.32 31.09 280
14525 31.12 -5.21 31.55 279
14550 31.20 -5.89 31.73 281
14575 31.26 -6.95 32.02 282
14600 31.29 -7.81 32.25 284
14625 31.56 -8.10 32.59 284
14650 32.18 -8.05 33.17 284
14675 32.45 -8.36 33.51 284
14700 32.69 -8.98 33.91 283
14728 32.91 -9.28 34.20 286
14750 33.34 -9.66 34.71 286
14773 33.89 -9.87 35.30 286
14800 34.58 -10.08 36.02 286
14825 34.77 -10.21 36.24 286
14850 35.68 -10.20 37,11 286
14873 36;26 -10.56 37.77 286
1A9CO 36.06 -10.97 37.69 287
14925 36.06 -11.51 37,85 288
14950 36,18 -12.00 38.11 288
14975 36.40 -11.98 38.32 288
15000 36.51 -12.30 38.52 288
15025 36.75 -12.57 38.84 289
15050 37.11 -12.64 39.20 289
15075 37.23 -13.16 39.49 289
15100 36.71 -13.44 39.09 290
15125 35.55 -13.80 38.14 291
15150 34.71 -13.96 37.41 292
15175 33.93 -13.51 36.52 292
15200 33.09 -12.93 35.53 291
15223 32.42 -12.34 34.69 291
15250 31.99 -11.95 34.15 290
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL E_MPONENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL EEMPSNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA "WINO DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE HIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2117 04/03?65, OIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M?SEC DEG
15275 30.91 -11*48 32,97 290
15300 29.93 -10.91 31.86 290
15325 29.15 -10.11 30,85 289
15350 28.66 -10.27 30.45 290
15375 28.53 -10.40 30*37 290
15400 28.35 -10.34 30.18 290
15425 28.14 -10.39 30.00 290
15450 28.06 -10.59 2%99 291
15475 27.81 -10.94 29.88 291
15500 27.49 -11.30 29.72 292
15525 27.06 -11.40 29.36 293
15550 26.69 -11.33 28.99 293
15575 25.93 -11,57 28.40 294
15600 25.24 -11.E6 27.80 298
15625 24.23 -10.96 26.59 294
ALT WX WZ NS THEEA
NETERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG
16275 28.98 0.12 28.98 2T0
IE300 30.12 U.TT 30.13 268
16325 31.00 1.22 31.02 268
16350 31.75 1.04 31.77 268
16375 33.21 -0.44 33.21 271
16400 33.26 -1.69 33.30 273
16425 32.97 -1.85 33.02 273
16450 32.33 -1.56 32.36 273
16475 31.98 -1.27 32.00 272
16500 31.70 -1.37 31.73 272
16525 30.62 -2.14 30.70 274
16550 29.80 -2.64 29.91 275
16575 28.64 -3.34 28.83 276
16600 27.61 -4.13 27.92 278
16625 26.73 -4.88 27.17 280
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
17275 14.45 -1.82 14.56 277
17300 14.45 -1.43 14.52 275
17325 14.59 -0.75 14.61 273
17350 14,7T -0.11 14.78 270
17375 14.82 1.24 14.87 265
17400 15.09 3.40 15.46 257
17425 15.05 4.84 15.72 253
17450 15.09 5.52 16.07 250
17475 15.5T 6.63 16.93 247
17500 16.15 6.30 17.34 249
17525 16.73 5*34 17.56 252
17550 17.45 S.02 18.15 254
17575 18.06 4.55 18.62 256
17600 18.20 3.70 18.57 258
17625 18.51 2.87 18.73 261
15650 24.04 -9.89 25.99 292
15675 23.52 -9.47 25.35 292
15700 22.97 -9.29 24.78 292
15725 22.60 -8.20 24.04 290
15750 22.31 -7.92 23.68 289
16650 25.99 1 15.20 26.50 281
16675 25.19 -5.47 25.77 282
16700 2_.15 -6.21 24.94 284
16725 23.49 -7.00 24.51 286
16750 23.29 -7.11 24.35 287
15775 22.01 -7.52 23.26 289
15800 21,75 -7.03 22.85 288
15825 21.71 -6.98 22.80 288
15850 21.64 -6.49 22.59 287
15875 21.41 -5.81 22.19 285
16775 23.99 -7.00 24.99 286
16800 24.46 -7.29 25.52 286
16825 24.07 -7.68 25.26 288
16850 23.50 -8.24 24.91 289
16875 22.70 -9.06 24.44 292
15900 21.63 -5.07 22.22 283
15925 21.T9 -4.34 22.22 281
15950 22.07 -3.73 22.38 279
15975 21.26 -3.13 21.49 278
16000 22.43 -2*79 22.61 277
16900 21.44 -9.88 23.61 295
16925 20*66 -10.31 23.09 296
16950 19.58 -1U.56 22.24 298
16975 18.55 -IO*lO 21.12 298
17000 17.72 -9.73 20.22 299
16025 24.71 -2.53 24.84 276
16050 23.92 -1.95 24.00 274
160T5 24.22 -1.55 24*27 273
16100 24.58 -I,35 24.62 273
16125 25.26 -I.A3 25.30 273
17025 16.92 -9.21 19.26 298
17050 16.11 -8.29 18.12 297
17075 15.62 -7.51 17.33 296
17100 15.32 -0.92 lb.81 294
17125 15.35 -6.30 16.59 292
16150 25.89 -1.47 25.93 273
16175 26.76 -1.35 26.79 273
16200 27.35 -1.14 27.3T 272
16225 27.65 -0.83 27.67 272
16250 28.21 -0.33 28.22 270
17150 14.86 -6.52 15.85 290
17175 14.60 -4.73 15.35 288
17200 14.75 -3.95 15.26 2R5
17225 14.62 -3.35 15.00 283
17250 14.42 -Z.54 14.6A 280
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZSNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA • HIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
925 -2.89 -2.71 3.96 47
950 -2.64 -3.41 4.31 38
975 -2.54 -4.03 4°76 32
I000 -2.50 -4.31 4.99 30
1025 -2.49 -4.51 5.15 29
TABLE1174
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELBC1TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMEER 2267 04/03/65t 13072, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX MZ WS T_ETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
1925 0.25 -4,83 4.84 357
1950 0.45 -4.56 4.58 354
1975 0.78 -4o48 4.55 350
2000 0.97 -4.47 4.57 348
2025 1.32 -4,54 4.73 344
1050 -2.38 -4,84 5.39 26
1075 -2.30 -5,23 5,71 24
1100 -2.18 -5.39 5.82 22
1125" -1.86 -5.40 5,71 19
1150 -1.56 -5.37 5.59 16
1175 -1.37 -5.25 5.43 14
1200 -1.37 -5.21 5.38 14
1225 -1.51 -5,04 5.26 16
1250 -1.35 -4,77 4.95 16
1275 -0.86 -4.68 4.76 10
1300 -0,30 -4.77 4,78 3
1325 0.29 -5.20 5.21 357
1350 0.53 -5.62 5.64 354
1375 0.74 -6.01 6.06 353
1400 0.91 -5.98 6.05 351
1425 1,12 -5.49 5.61 348
1450 1.23 -4.98 5.14 346
1675 0.98 -4.64 4.75 348
1500 0.96 -4.51 4.61 348
1525 1.04 -4.52 4.64 347
1550 1.03 -4.30 4.43 346
1573 1.09 -4°07 4,21 345
1600 1.14 -3.99 4,15 344
1625 1.13 -3.72 3.89 343
1650 1.06 -3.61 3.76 344
1675 0.87 -3,54 3.65 346
1700 0.85 -3.27 3.38 345
1725 0.80 -3.04 3.15 345
1750 0,60 -2.76 2.83 348
1800 0.40 -3.32 3.35 353
1825 0.23 -3.57 3.58 356
1850 0.33 -3.78 3.80 355
1875 0.35 -3.95 3,96 355
1900 0,30 -4.44 4.45 356
2080 1.55 -4.96 5.20 342
2075 1.37 -5,13 5.31 345
2100 1.28 -5.10 5.26 346
2125 1,31 -5.17 5.33 346
2150 1,31 -5.28 5,44 346
2175 1.34 -8.49 5.65 346
2200 1.19 -5.57 5.70 348
2225 1.05 -5.76 5.85 350
2250 1.04 -6.01 6.09 350
2275 1.11 -6.24 6.34 350
2300 1.26 -6.44 6.57 349
2325 1.47 -6.65 6.81 347
2350 1.62 -6.82 7.01 346
2375 1,64 -6.75 6.95 346
2400 1.75 -6.82 7.04 345
2425 1.94 -6.92 7.19 344
2450 2.25 -6.89 7,25 342
2475 2.61 -6.98 7.45 339
2500 2.69 -6.99 7.A9 339
2525 2.81 -7.18 7.71 338
2550 3.08 -7.52 8.13 338
2575 3.39 -7.88 8,58 337
2600 3.57 -8.35 9.08 337
2625 3.70 -8.97 9.70 337
2650 4.03 -10.20 10.96 338
2675 4.35 -11.04 11.86 338
2700 4.51 -11.15 12.03 338
2725 4,58 -11.03 11.94 337
2750 4.78 -IL.03 12.02 336
_77_ 4.88 -11.12 12.14 336
2800 4.79 -11.28 12.25 337
2825 4.83 -11.29 12.27 337
2850 5.01 -11.23 12.30 336
2875 4.95 -11.05 12.11 336
2900 4.70 -1U,75 11.73 336
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ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEO
2925 4.32 -10.60 11.26 337
2950 3.97 -9.95 10.71 338
2975 4.01 -9.59 10.39 337
3000 4,05 -9.26 10.11 336
3025 3.97 -8.90 9,75 336
3050 3.90 -8.79 9.61 336
3075 3.54 -8.73 9.42 338
3100 3.26 -8.56 9.16 339
3125 3.26 -8.51 9.11 339
3150 3.13 -8.62 9.17 340
3175 2.96 -8.54 9.06 341
3200 2.87 -8.43 8.91 341
3225 2.77 -8.53 8.99 342
3250 2.91 -8.66 9.14 341
3275 3.23 -8.83 9.41 340
3300 3.32 -8.92 9,52 339
3325 3.29 -8.77 9.36 339
3350 3.28 -8.45 9.06 339
3375 3.16 -8.19 8.77 339
3400 3.20 -8.15 8.76 338
3425 3.46 -8.38 9*07 337
3450 3.66 -8.65 9.40 337
3475 3.70 -8.61 9.37 337
3500 3.82 -8.53 9.35 336
3525 4.06 -8.69 9,59 335
3550 4.25 -8.75 9.73 334
3575 4.43 -8.48 9.57 332
3600 4.61 -8.26 9.46 331
3625 4.55 -8.02 9.22 330
3650 4.38 -7.55 8.73 330
3675 4.26 -7,04 8.23 329
3700 3.91 -6.89 7.92 330
3725 3.47 -6.79 7.63 333
3750 3,45 -6,78 7.61 333
3775 3.31 -6.88 7.63 334
3800 2.93 -6.80 7.41 337
3825 2.96 -6.72 7.35 336
3850 3.16 -6.84 7.53 335
3875 3.15 -6,81 7,51 335
3900 3,18 -6.61 7.34 334
ALT " ALTITUDEe WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENTw WZ • MER[DIBNAL CBMPBNENT, HS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = MIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS H/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3925 3.36 -6.62 7.43 333
3950 3.53 -6,66 7,54 332
3975 3*88 -6.55 7.62 329
4000 4.44 -6,54 7.90 326
4025 4.65 -6.52 8.01 324
4050 4.62 -6,40 7.89 324
4075 4.53 -6.35 7.80 324
4100 4.41 -6.35 7.73 325
4125 4.39 -6.41 7.77 325
4150 4.56 -6.52 7,96 325
4175 4.82 -6.54 8.13 323
4200 4.93 -6.50 8.16 323
4225 4.99" -6.46 8.16 322
4250 4,97 -6.58 E.25 323
4275 4.76 -6.61 8.15 324
4300 4,56 -6.58 8.00 325
4325 4.68 -6.57 8.06 324
4350 4.82 -6,59 8.17 324
4378 4.84 -6,62 8.20 324
4400 5.01 -6.47 8.19 322
4425 5.28 -6.45 8.34 321
4450 5.37 -6.35 8.32 320
4475 5.42 -6.21 8.24 319
4500 5.52 -6.06 8.19 317
4525 5.38 -5.95 8.02 318
4550 5.24 -5.77 7.79 318
4575 5.08 -5.42 7.43 307
4600 4.94 -5.15 7,14 316
4625 5.01 -5.09 7.14 315
4650 5.02 -5.13 7,17 315
4675 5.03 -5.13 7.19 315
4700 5.37 -5.12 7.41 313
4725 5.72 -5.12 7.68 312
4750 5.86 -5,10 7.77 311
4775 6.08 -4.97 7.85 309
4300 6.34 -4.78 7.94 307
4825 6.41 -4.80 8.01 307
4850 6.45 -4,97 8.14 307
4875 6.58 -4.97 8.25 307
4900 6.62 -4.?6 8.16 306
FPS-16 RADAR/JLMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2267 04/03/65t 1307Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT MX M2 MS THETA ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE 0E0 METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEO
4925 6.56 -4.56 7.99 305
A950 6.52 -4.43 7.89 304
6975 6.51 -4.34 7.82 303
5000 6.48 -4.22 7.73 303
5025 6.57 -4.15 7.77 302
5050 6.55 -4.01 7*68 301
5075 6.39 -3.82 7.45 301
5100 6.47 -3.96 7.58 301
5125 6.63 -4.04 7.76 301
5150 6.67 -3.99 7.77 301
5175 6.68 -3.86 7,71 300
5200 6.69 -3.85 7.72 300
5225 6.72 -4.06 7.86 301
5250 6.76 -4.43 8.09 303
5275 6.77 -5.02 8.42 306
5300 6.60 -5.53 8.61 310
5325 6.39 -0.06 8,81 313
5350 6.23 -6.67 9.13 317
5375 5,82 -7,04 9.13 320
5400 5.41 -7.44 9.20 324
5425 5,17 -8.19 9.68 328
5450 5.16 -8,72 10.13 329
5475 5.48 -8.88 10.43 328
5500 5.78 -9.18 10.84 328
5525 5.75 -9.61 11.20 329
5550 5.72 -9.82 11.36 330
5575 5.66 -10,03 11.51 330
5600 5.53 -10.23 11.63 331
5625 5.16 -10.04 11.29 333
5650 5.06 -10.16 11.35 333
5675 5.35 -10.75 12.01 333
5700 5.77 -10.97 12.39 332
5725 6.33 -10.86 12.57 330
5750 6.96 -10.87 12.91 327
5775 7.50 -10.96 13.28 325
5800 7.90 -10.84 13.42 324
5825 8.45 -10,69 13.63 322
5850 9.21 -10,79 14.19 319
5875 9,90 -11.18 14.94 318
5900 10.20 -11.48 15.36 318
5925 10.39 -11.27 15,33 317
5950 10.73 -11.22 15.52 316
5975 10.98 -11.26 15.73 316
6000 11.06 -11.20 15.80 315
6025 11.14 -11.58 16.07 316
6050 11.34 -11,68 16.28 316
6075 11.93 -11.85 16.81 315
6100 12.42 -12.22 17.43 314
6125 12.38 -12.26 17.42 315
6150 12.12 -12.10 17.13 315
6175 12.06 -12.10 17.08 315
6200 12.17 -11.98 17.08 314
6225 12.31 -11.96 17.16 314
6250 12.52 -12.22 17.50 31A
6275 12.61 -12.40 17.69 314
6300 12.60 -12.48 17.74 315
E325 12,57 -12.39 17.65 314
6350 12.63 -12.19 17.56 314
6375 12.69 -12.24 17.63 314
6400 12.56 -12.45 17.69 315
6425 12.42 -12,66 17.73 315
6450 12.42 -12.78 17.82 316
6475 12.48 -12.80 17.88 316
6500 12.53 -12.81 17.92 315
6525 12.65 -12.57 17,83 315
6550 12.91 -12.28 17o82 313
6575 13.15 -12.17 17.91 313
6600 13.40 -12.05 18.02 312
6625 13.75 -11.92 18.20 311
6650 13.93 -11.64 18.16 310
E675 13.87 -11.41 17.96 309
6700 13.90 -11.42 17.99 309
E723 13.89 -11.37 17,95 309
6750 13.84 -11,23 17.82 309
6775 14.16 -1h41 18.18 309
6800 14.73 -11.74 18.84 308
6825 14.95 -12.03 19,19 309
6850 15.11 -12.45 19.58 309
6875 15,16 -12.83 19.86 310
6900 15.04 -13.29 20.07 311
ALT " ALTITUDE. WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENTt MZ • HERIDIBNAL CBMP8NENT, MS = WINE SPEED1 THETA = WIND OIREETIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6925 14.92 -33.63 20.20 312
8950 16.89 -13.71 20,26 312
8975 16,98 -13,76 20.35 312
7000 15.04 -13.96 20.52 313
7025 IS.16 -14.27 20.82 313
7050 15.30 -14.51 21.09 313
7075 15.35 -14.67 21.23 31A
7100 15.61 -14.95 21.61 314
7125 15.92 -14.89 21,80 313
7150 16.29 -14.67 21.92 312
7175 16.65 -14.62 22.16 311
7200 16.67 -14.68 22,08 311
T225 16.67 -14.35 21.99 311
7250 16.66 -14.41 22.02 311
72T5 16.48 -14.66 22.05 311
7300 16.35 -IA,85 22.09 312
7325 16.42 -14.T7 22°09 312
7350 16.64 -14.53 22,09 311
7375 16.75 -14.35 22.05 310
7400 16.83 -14.19 22.01 310
7625 16.88 -14.17 22.04 310
7650 17.03 -14.33 22.26 310
7475 17.39 -14.45 22.61 310
7500 17.68 -14.52 22.88 309
7525 17.79 -14.63 23.03 309
7550 IT.8O -14.53 22.98 309
7575 IT.T7 -14.54 22.96 309
7600 17.60 -14.55 22.83 309
7625 17.53 -14.63 22.83 310
7650 IT.54 -15.28 23.26 311
7675 17.33 -16.19 23.11 313
7700 17.19 -16.67 23.95 314
7725 17.12 -16.75 23.95 314
7750 17.03 -16.75 23.89 316
7775 16.93 -16.82 23,86 315
7800 16.T9 -16.90 23.82 315
7825 16.73 -17,02 23.87 315
7850 16.64 -17.06 23.82 316
7875 16.60 -17.06 23.80 316
7900 16.64 -17.23 23.95 316
TABLE 11-74(Conff)
FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2267 04103/65, 1307Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M7SEC MISED 0E0
8925 17.45 -22.68 28.62 322
E950 17.28 -22.71 28.53 323
8975 17.22 -22.82 28.59 323
9000 17.19 -22:88 2_.52 323
9025 17.32 -22.77 28.61 323
ALT WX
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
7925 1_.73 -17.21 26.00 316
7950 16.83 -17.20 24.06 315
7975 16.79 -17.31 24.12 316
8000 16.72 -17.&I 24.29 316
8025 16.85 -17.97 24.63 317
8050 16.80 -18.15 24.73 317
8075 16.76 -18.55 24.98 318
8100 16.70 -18.91 25.23 318
8125 16.78 -18.93 25.28 318
8150 16.91 -19.03 25.46 318
8175 16.73 -19.18 25.45 319
8200 16.68 -19.17 25.41 319
8225 16,79 -19.32 25.60 319
8250 16.88 -19.52 25.80 319
8275 16.87 -19.90 26.09 320
8300 16.67 -20.48 26.40 321
8325 16.28 -20.95 26.53 322
8350 16.02 -21.51 26.82 323
8375 16.04 -22,09 27.30 324
8400 16.19 -22.56 27.75 324
8425 16.31 -22.73 27.97 324
8450 16.53 -22.94 28.28 324
8475 16.96 -28.17 28.72 324
8500 17.29 -23.15 28,90 323
8525 17.42 -22.99 28.85 323
8550 17.59 -22.84 28.82 322
8575 17.89 -22.71 28.91 322
8600 18.26 -22.54 29.01 321
8625 18.46 -22.27 28.92 320
8650 18.43 -22.07 28.75 320
8675 18.44 -21.90 28.63 320
8700 18.54 -21.72 28.56 319
8725 1B,SA -21.95 28.73 320
8750 18.25 -22.44 28.93 321
8775 IB.05 -22.55 28.88 321
8800 17.97 -22.29 28.63 321
8825 17.87 -22.29 28.57 321
8850 17.89 -22.42 28.68 321
8875 17.79 -22.41 28.61 321
8900 17.59 -22.52 28.57 322
9050 17.67 --22.56 28.66 322
g075 17.89 -22.67 28.88 322
9100 17.97 -22,63 28.89 321
9125 17.99 -22.41 2B.TA 321
9150 18.03 -22.49 28.83 321
9175 18.26 _22.36 28.87 321
9200 18.39 -22.30 28.91 320
9225 18.31 -22.33 28.8r 320
9250 IB.36 -22.29 28.88 320
9275 18.73 -22.07 28.95 320
g300 18.99 -21.88 28.96 319
9325 18.93 -22.05 29.06 319
9350 18.86 -22.13 29.08 319
9375 19.01 -22.06 29.11 319
9400 19.15 -22.10 29.24 319
9425 19.28 -22.26 29.45 319
9450 19.54 -22.82 30.05 319
9A75 19.35 -23.39 30.36 320
9500 19.37 -23.75 30.65 321
9525 19.54 -24.12 31.OA 321
9550 19.25 -24,56 31.21 322
9575 19.31 -24,70 31.36 322
9600 19.09 -25.08 31.52 323
9625 19.12 -25.25 31.67 323
9650 18.98 -25.37 31.69 323
9675 18.59 -25.89 31.87 324
9700 18.60 -26.03 31.99 324
9725 18.27 -26.10 31.86 325
9750 17.86 -26.30 31.79 326
9775 17.65 -26,46 31.81 326
9800 17.26 -26.62 31.73 327
9825 17.09 -26.98 31.94 327
9850 17.40 -27.21 32.30 327
9875 17.67 -27.14 32.38 327
9900 17.75 -26.88 32.21 326
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ • MERIOIBNAL CBMpBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
RETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9925 17.72 -26,77 32.10 326
9950 17.75 -26.65 32,02 326
9975 17.89 -26.49 31.86 326
lOOOO 17.46 -26.84 32.01 327
10025 17,41 -27.37 32.44 327
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBC[TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2267 061031651 13072, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M7SEC M/$EC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEC OEG
10925 22.48 -29.08 36.75 322 11925 26.95 -30.08 40.38 318
10950 22.78 -28.79 36.71 321 11950 26.42 -30.47 40.32 319
10975 22.87 -28.59 36.61 321 11975 26.20 -30.60 60.28 319
llOO0 23.07 -28.90 36.98 321 12000 26.06 -30.56 40.16 319
11025 23.74 -29.04 37.51 321 12025 26.02 -30.59 40.16 319
10050 17.56 -27.83 32,90 328
10075 17.37 -28.24 33.16 328
lOlO0 17.14 -28.25 33.06 329
10125 16.95 -28.27 32.96 329
10150 16.77 -28.37 32.96 329
10175 16.72 -28.51 33.05 329
10200 16.69 -28.81 33.29 330
10225 16.66 -28.98 33.33 330
10250 16.17 -29.24 33.42 331
10275 16.29 _29,66 33.84 331
10300 16.T7 -29.90 34.28 331
10825 17.15 -30.D6 36.61 330
10350 17.72 -30.41 35.20 330
10375 18.02 -30.81 35.69 330
10400 18,11 -31.03 35*93 330
10425 18.33 -31.14 36,14 329
10450 18.36 -31.27 36.26 329
10475 18.40 -31.52 36.50 330
10500 18.64 -31.58 36.67 329
10525 18.99 -31.37 36.67 329
10550 19.44 -31.56 37.07 328
10575 19.87 -31.67 37.39 328
10600 20.30 -31.65 37.60 327
10625 20.47 -31.86 37.87 327
10650 20.92 -31.64 37.93 326
10675 21,25 -31.56 38.05 326
10700 21.17 -31.53 37.98 326
10725 21.45 -30.99 37.69 325
10750 21.57 -30.77 37.58 325
10775 21.74 -30.62 37.39 324
10800 22.01 -29.97 37.18 324
10825 22.12 -29*79 37.10 323
10850 22.05 -29.81 37,08 323
10875 22.19 -29.52 36.92 323
10900 22.44 -29.18 36.81 322
11050 23.99 -29.05 37.68 320
11075 23.79 -29.51 37.90 321
lllOO 23.74 -30.03 38.28 322
11125 26.02 -30.63 38.76 322
11150 24.13 -30.98 39.27 322
12050 26.22 -30.58 40.28 319
12075 26.40 -30.65 40.45 319
12100 26.44 -30.93 40.69 319
12125 26.30 -31.27 40.86 320
12150 26.37 -31.09 40.76 320
11175 24.18 -3/.55 39.75 322
11200 24.10 -3i.69 39.82 323
11225 24.36 -31.32 39.68 322
11250 24.61 -30.82 39.44 321
11275 24.43 -30,58 39.14 321
12175 26.05 -30.44 40.07 319
12200 25.24 -29.95 39.16 320
12225 26.81 -29.87 38,82 320
12250 24.60 -29.40 38.33 320
12275 24,68 -28.84 37,82 319
11300 24.55 -30.36 39.05 321
11325 24.$8 -30.18 38.92 321
11350 24.67 -30.14 38.95 321
11375 25,13 -3O.OO 39.14 320
11400 25.65 -29.68 39.23 319
12300 24.00 -28.45 37.22 320
12325 24.02 -27.78 36.73 319
12350 24.33 -27.52 36.73 318
12375 24.27 -27.67 36.81 319
12400 24.34 -27.35 36.61 318
11425 25.60 -29.88 39.35 319
11450 25.60 -30.27 39.64 320
11475 25*84 -30o10 39.67 319
11500 25.82 -30.13 39.68 319
11525 26.14 -30.39 40.08 319
12425 24.11 -26.91 36.13 318
12450 24.11 -26.66 35.95 318
12475 23.94 -26.48 35.70 318
12500 23.27 -26.33 35.14 318
12525 23.55 -25.77 34.90 31T
11550 26.49 -3U.32 40.26 319
11575 26.76 -30.34 40.45 318
11600 27.22 -30.16 40.63 318
11625 27.45 -29.80 40.51 317
11650 27.70 -29.67 40,59 317
12550 23.97 -25.20 34.78 316
12575 23,69 -25.02 34.46 316
12600 23*44 -24*56 33*95 316
12625 23.41 -23.84 33.41 315
12850 23.35 -23.49 33.12 315
11675 27.91 -29.58 40.67 316
11700 27.47 -29.78 40.51 317
11725 27.28 -29.78 40.39 317
31750 27*22 -29.66 40.26 317
11775 26.98 -29.89 40*26 31B
12675 23.22 -23.57 33.09 315
12700 23.78 -23.12 33.17 314
12725 23.95 -22.69 32.99 313
12750 23.66 -21.81 32.16 313
12T75 23.?3 -20.91 31.63 311
11800 26.92 -3O.O5 40.34 318
11825 27.23 -29.99 40.51 318
11850 27.09 -3U.15 40.54 318
11875 26,82 -3b.25 40,43 318
11900 26oqs -30,21 40,4T 318
12800 23.94 -20.21 31.33 310
12825 24.27 -19.53 31.16 309
12850 24*30 -19.63 31.24 309
12875 24.16 -20.24 31.52 310
12900 24.81 -20.40 32.12 309
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL C_MPgNENT, WZ • MERID[BNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II -74 (con't) PAGE343
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUNOER 2267 0A103/65, 1307Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLRRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 W8 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12925 25.95 -20.21 32.89 308 13925 28.53 -18.55 34.03 303 14925 39.69 -10,32 41.01 284
12950 27.11 -20.09 33.75 306 13950 20.05 -18.84 33.80 30A 14950 39.78 -10.63 41.17 285
12975 28.09 -19.89 34.42 305 13975 28.49 -18.30 33.87 303 14975 39.70 -11,10 41.22 285
13000 29.02 -19.41 34.92 304 14000 29.09 -17.56 33.98 301 15000 39.70 -11.97 41.46 287
13025 29.79 -19,33 35.52 303 14025 28.67 -17.25 33.46 301 15025 39.69 -12.36 41.57 287
13050 30,50 -19.26 36.07 302
13075 31.34 -19,05 36.68 301
13100 32.31 -18.71 37.34 300
13125 32.59 -18.82 37.63 300
13150 32.54 -19.21 37.79 300
14050 28.70 -16.30 33.01 299
14075 29.22 -15,58 33.12 298
14100 29.22 -14.90 32.84 297
14125 29.01 -14+63 32.49 297
14150 29.54 -13.84 32.62 295
15050 40.11 -12.76 42.09 " 287
15075 40.00 -13.54 42.22 289
15100 38.39 -14.78 41.13 291
15125 37.65 -15.36 40.66 292
15150 37.50 -15.56 40.60 292
13175 32.04 -19.98 37.76 302
13200 31.54 -20.57 37.66 303
13225 31.73 -21.21 38.16 304
13250 32.20 -21.73 38.85 304
13275 32.33 -21.68 38.93 304
14175 30.23 -13.30 33.02 294
14200 30.91 -12.98 33.53 293
16225 30.88 -12.86 33.45 292
14250 31.25 -12.38 33.62 291
14275 31.82 -11.94 33.98 290
15175 36.10 -16.55 39.72 294
15200 35.30 -17.68 39.48 296
15225 34.60 -18.51 39.24 298
15250 33.91 -19.59 39.16 300
15275 33.20 -20.21 38.86 301
13300 31.67 -21.84 38.47 304
13325 31.75 -22.58 38.96 305
13350 32.05 -22.99 39.44 305
13375 32.17 -23.69 39.96 306
13400 32.95 -23.91 40.71 306
14300 32.25 -11.59 34.27 290
14325 32.59 -11.45 34.55 289
14350 33.21 -11.34 35.10 289
14375 33.28 -11.44 35.19 289
14400 33.15 -11.96 35.24 290
15300 32.40 -20.02 38.08 302
15325 31.85 -19.99 37.61 302
15350 30.80 -20.92 37.23 304
15375 30.21 -21.40 37.02 305
15400 29.42 -21.82 36.63 306
13425 33.53 -23.21 40.78 305
13450 33.33 -22.84 40.40 304
13475 32.97 -23.14 4G.28 305
13500 32.22 -23.14 39.67 306
13525 31.29 -22.99 38.83 306
13550 30.84 -22.82 38.36 306
13575 30.29 -22.18 37.55 306
13600 29.86 -21.37 36.72 305
13625 29.66 -20.41 36.01 304
13650 29.52 -19.42 35.34 303
14425 33.50 -12.12 35.62 290
14450 33.62 -11.98 35.69 289
14475 33.99 -11.61 35.92- 289
14500 34.33 -11.28 36.14 288
14525 34.64 -Ii.04 36.35 287
14550 35.15 -11.02 36.84 287
14575 35.69 -10.78 37.28 287
14600 35.96 -10.36 37.42 286
14625 35.88 -10.15 37.28 286
14650 36.42 -lO.18 37.82 285
15425 28.69 -22.34 36.36 308
I5450 28.54 -22.43 36.30 308
15475 28.11 -22.72 36.15 309
15500 27.27 -23.14 35.77 310
15525 26.51 -23.24 35.25 311
15550 26.57 -22.99 35.14 311
15575 25.74 -22.78 34.38 311
15600 25.07 -22.43 33.64 312
15625 24.57 -22,07 33.02 312
15650 24.54 -21.70 32.76 311
13675 29.55 -19.12 35.19 303
13700 30.13 -19.06 35.65 302
13725 30.61 -19.08 36.06 302
13750 30.21 -19.29 35.84 302
13800 28.89 -19.40 34.79 304
13825 28.56 -18.80 34.19 303
13850 28.11 -17.90 33.33 302
13875 28.02 -17.80 33.20 302
13900 28.28 -18.31 33.69 303
14675 37.54 -9.87 38.82 285
14700 38,08 -9.93 39.36 284
14725 38.38 -10*01 39.66 284
14750 39.05 -9.74 40.24 284
t_¢t_ 39.19 -9.61 40.35 _E4
14800 39.22 -9.01 40.24 283
14825 39,43 -8,75 40,39 282
14850 39.66 -9.29 40.73 283
14875 39,58 -9.71 40.75 284
14900 39.56 -9.81 40.76 284
15675 23.82 -20.80 31.62 311
15700 23.08 -20.86 31.11 312
15725 23.01 -20.02 30.49 311
157_n __o_ -1A 7_ _o L_ 209
15775 22.29 -17.94 28.61 309
15800 22.49 -16,49 27.89 306
15825 22.71 -16.29 27.95 305
15850 22,12 -15.98 27.29 306
15875 22.91 -14.80 27.28 303
15900 23.40 -14.53 27.54 302
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPgNENT, N2 = MERIDIONAL CgMPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEED_ THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2267 04103165_ 13072, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC CEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
15925 23.07 -13.80 26.88 301 16925 23.81 -6.59 24.71 285
15950 22.72 -12.86 26.11 299 16950 23.84 -6.77 24.78 286
15975 22.24 -12.93 25.73 300 16975 23.58 -7.00 24.60 286
16000 22.40 -13.30 26.05 301 17000 23.06 -7.94 24.39 289
16025 22.18 -13.04 25.73 300 17025 22.55 -8.51 24.10 290
16050 21.15 -12.63 24.63 301
16075 21.09 -12.62 24.58 301
16100 20.79 -12.44 24.23 301
16125 20.49 -12.28 23.88 301
16150 19,84 -11.72 23.04 300
17050 21,21 -9.25 23.14 293
17075 20.10 -9.77 22.35 296
17100 19.59 -9.94 21.97 297
17125 19.22 -10.28 21.80 298
17180 18.32 -10.80 21.26 300
16175 19.27 -11.03 22.20 300
16200 19.04 -10.31 21.65 298
16225 18.75 -9.46 21.00 297
16250 18.87 -8.92 20.88 295
16275 19.08 -8.34 20.82 293
17175 17.74 -11,78 21.30 303
17200 17.12 -12.45 21.17 306
17225 16.80 -12.38 20.87 306
17250 16,66 -12.48 20.82 307
17275 16.17 -12.69 20.56 308
16300 19.87 -7.96 21.41 292
16325 20.33 -7.71 21.74 291
16350 19.99 -7.74 21.44 291
16375 20.45 -7.83 21.90 291
16400 20.78 -7,46 22.00 290
17300 16.20 -13.06 20.81 309
17325 16.80 -12.78 21.11 307
17350 16.56 -12.60 20.81 307
17375 15.80 -12.79 20.33 309
17400 15.19 -12.62 19.75 310
16425 20.98 -7.25 22.20 289
16450 21.01 -6.88 22.11 288
16475 20.89 -6.32 21.83 287
16500 21.49 -6.31 22.39 286
16525 22.06 -6.12 22.89 285
17425 14.48 -12.54 19.16 311
17450 13.36 -12.48 18.28 313
17475 12.83 -12.00 17.57 313
17500 12.42 -11.04 16.62 311
17525 12.23 -9.75 15.64 308
16550 22.12 -5,64 22.82 284
16575 21.75 -5.40 22.41 284
16600 21.71 -4.95 22,27 283
16625 22.09 -4.34 22.52 281
16650 22,19 -4,43 22.63 281
17550 12.15 -9.14 15.20 307
17575 11.42 -9.29 14.72 309
17600 10,99 -9.08 14.25 309
17625 11.37 -7.83 13.81 304
17650 11.73 -7.56 13.96 303
16675 22.38 -4.47 22.82 281
16700 22.68 -4.52 23.13 281
16725 22.55 -5.52 23.22 284
16750 22.51 -6.24 23.36 285
16775 22.18 -6.40 23.09 286
17675 11,64 -7.72 13.97 303
17700 12.55 -6.94 14.36 299
17725 13.35 -6.36 14.78 295
17750 13.30 -6.84 14,95 297
17775 13.64 -7.55 15.59 299
16800 22.19 -6.51 23.13 286
16825 23.05 -5.72 23.75 284
16850 22.87 -4.95 23.40 282
16875 22.99 -4.76 23.47 282
16900 23.47 -5.71 24.15 283
17800 14.20 -7.46 16.04 298
17825 14.71 -6.92 16.26 295
17850 14.46 -6.73 15.95 295
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CgMPSNENT_ NZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNEN7, WS = WIND SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE344
ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEC OEG
175 -4.45 5.88 7.37 143
200 -4._0 5.92 7.62 141
223 -3.06 5.92 7.79 139
230 -5,20 5.85 7.82 138
275 -5.29 5,58 7.69 136
300 -5,04 5.26 7.28 136
323 -4.74 4,85 6.78 135
350 -4.33 4.22 6.04 134
373 -3.81 3,44 5,13 132
400 -3.53 2.48 4.31 125
423 -3.38 1.37 3.72 115
450 -3.28 0.75 3.36 103
473 -3.17 0,07 3.17 91
500 -2,86 -0,44 2.09 81
525 -2.41 -0.71 2.52 73
530 -2.12 -0.83 2.29 68
575 -1.77 -0.92 1.99 62
600 -1.30 -0.83 1,54 57
625 -0.86 -0.56 1.02 57
630 -0.58 -0.47 0.75 51
673 -0.48 -0.53 0,72 42
700 -0.28 -0.72 0.77 21
725 -0.23 -1.11 1.14 11
730 -0.20 -1.37 1.39 8
775 0.02 -I.41 1.41 359
800 0.88 -l,48 1,39 339
825 l.ZO -1.61 2.01 323
050 1.36 -1.82 2.24 316
875 1.72 -1.63 2.37 313
900 1.66 -1.67 2.33 315
925 1.44 -1.67 2.20 319
930 1.35 -1.69 2.16 321
973 1,38 -1,58 2.10 319
I000 1.35 -1.33 2.04 318
1025 1,23 -1.63 2.04 323
1050 1.22 -1.73 2.11 323
1075 1.28 -1.78 2.19 324
1100 1.42 -1.78 2.28 321
1125 1.63 -1.87 2.48 31q
1150 1.74 -2.00 2.65 319
TABLE I I75
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND vELa_ITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 2263 04/07/65t 0130Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT MX HZ WS THETA
N/SEE M/SEC DEGMETERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG
1175 1.85 -2.18 2.86 320
1200 2.08 -2.34 3.13 318
I_5 2.iT -2.39 3,23 318
1250 2.13 -2.35 3.18 318
1275 2.30 -2.37 3.31 316
1300 2.57 -2.40 3.52 313
1325 2.30 -2.36 3.44 313
1350 2.35 -2.53 3.46 317
1315 2.17 -2.82 3.56 322
1400 2.21 -2.94 3.68 323
1425 2.49 -3.03 3.94 321
1450 2.70 -3.18 4.17 320
1475 3.11 -3.31 4.54 317
1500 3.33 -3.39 5.89 314
1525 4.00 -3.51 5,32 311
1550 4.21 -3.62 5.55 311
1575 3.90 -_.53 5.26 312
1600 3.50 -3.44 4.91 314
1625 3.20 -3.45 4.71 317
1650 3.11 -3.47 4.66 318
1675 3.15 -3.66 4,82 319
1700 3.03 -4.08 5.08 323
1725 2.96 -4.46 5.35 326
1730 3.14 -4.66 5.62 326
1775 3.18 -4.76 5.72 326
1800 3.11 -4.87 5.78 327
1823 2.83 -5.05 5.80 330
1850 2.43 -5.07 5.62 334
1875 2,03 -5.04 5.43 338
1900 1.68 -4.92 5.20 341
1925 1.43 -4.77 4.98 343
1950 1,24 -4.70 4.86 343
1975 1.16 -4.72 4.86 386
2000 1.06 -4.72 4.84 347
2023 0.98 -4.46 4.56 347
2050 0.89 -4.19 4.28 348
2075 0.63 -3.97 4.02 351
2100 0.52 -3,68 3.72 352
2125 0.58 -3,53 3.58 351
2150 0.45 -3.34 3.37 352
METERS M/SEE
2175 0.20 -3.07 3.08 356
2200 -0.03 -2.96 2.96 0
2_ -0.21 -3.03 3.04 4
2250 -0.25 -3°09 3.10 4
2278 -0.21 -3.00 3.01 4
2300 -0.13 -3.00 3.00 2
2325 -0.07 -3.06 3.07 1
1350 0.09 -3.07 5.07 338
2375 0,12 -3.11 3.11 358
2400 -0.25 -2.86 2.87 5
2425 -0.67 -2.36 2.45 16
2450 -1.11 -1.93 2.22 30
2475 -1.46 -1.59 2.16 42
2500 -1.49 -1.33 2,00 48
2525 -1.52 -0.83 1.74 60
2550 -1.76 -0.13 1.76 86
2575 -2.08 0.39 2.12 I00
2600 -2.36 0.74 2.47 107
2625 -2.56 0.91 2.72 109
2650 -2,53 0.81 2.65 108
2675 -2.55 0.58 2.61 103
2700 -2.60 0.19 2.61 94
2725 -2.68 -0.07 2.68 88
2750 -2.35 -0.27 2.57 84
2775 -2.13 -0.65 2.22 73
2800 -1.87 -1.06 2.15 60
2825 -1.65 -1.48 2.22 48
2850 -1.46 -2.10 2.55 35
2875 -1.44 -2.82 3.17 27
2900 -1.38 -3.34 3.62 22
2925 -1.22 -3.45 3,66 19
2950 -1.11 -3.18 3.36 19
2975 -1.04 -3.12 3.28 18
3000 -1.04 -3.29 3.45 17
3023 -0*99 -3.40 3.54 16
3050 -0.91 -3.32 3.44 15
3075 -1,09 -3.09 3.28 19
3100 -1.39 -2.70 3.03 27
3125 -1.37 -2.42 2.78 29
3150 -1.16 -2.56 2.81 24
ALT = ALIITUOE_ WX = 18NAL COMPONENT, WZ - MERIOIBNAL CBMPONEN[, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA "WINO OIRECTIBN
RLT WX WE WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
3175 -0.89 -2.98 3.11 17
3200 -0.63 -3.67 3.73 10
3225 -0.46 -4.37 4.39 6
3250 -0.25 =4.81 4.81 3
3275 -0.16 -5.31 5.31 2
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCIIY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 2263 04/07/65_ 0130Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX MZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 NS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
4175 2.63 -5.46 6.06 334 5175 7.07 -7.63 10.40 317
4200 2*87 -5.30 6.02 331 3200 7,34 -7.81 10.72 317
4225 3.05 -5.30 6.12 330 5225 7.41 -7.83 10.78 316
4250 3,20 -5.33 6.22 329 5250 7.27 -7.76 10.63 317
4275 3.35 -b.27 6.24 327 3275 7.20 -7.61 10.48 316
3300 -0.32 -5.58 5.59 3
3325 -0.43 -5.52 5.54 4
3350 -0.41 -5.55 3.56 4
3373 -0.49 -3.52 5.55 5
3400 -0.83 -5.38 3.44 9
3425 -0.99 -5.26 5.36 10
3450 -1.02 -5.22 3.32 11
3475 -1.15 -5.14 5.26 12
3500 -1,23 -5.03 ft.17 14
3525 -1.33 -4.95 5.12 15
3550 -1.50 -4.94 5.17 17
3575 -1.64 -4.98 5.24 18
3600 -1.72 -5.14 5.42 18
3625 -1.67 -5.38 5.64 17
3650 -1.39 -5.57 5.75 14
3675 -1.07 -5.86 5.95 I0
3700 -0.88 -6,00 6.06 8
3725 -0.62 -5.95 5.98 6
3750 -0.33 -5.97 5.98 3
3775 -0.15 -5.89 5.89 I
3800 0.07 -5.85 5.05 359
3825 0.28 -6.03 6.04 357
3850 0.46 -6,26 6.27 356
3875 0.70 -6.44 6.47 354
3900 0.88 -6,57 6.63 352
3925 0*89 -6.57 6.63 352
3950 1.00 -6.54 6.62 351
3973 1.26 -6.49 6.61 349
4000 1.39 -6.36 6.51 347
4025 1.44 -6.27 6.43 347
4300 3.57 -5.40 6.47 326
4325 3.75 -5.68 6.81 326
4350 3.87 -5.87 7.03 326
4375 3.95 -5.84 7.05 326
4400 3.75 -5.66 6.79 326
5300 7.07 -7.20 10.09 315
5325 7.03 -6.90 9.85 314
5350 7,17 -6.81 9.89 315
5375 7.27 -6.67 9.87 312
5400 7.38 -6.76 10.01 312
4425 3.54 -5.60 6.62 328
4450 3.40 -5.38 6.37 328
4475 3.14 -4.77 5.71 326
4500 2.71 -4.00 4.83 326
4525 2.58 -_.98 4.75 327
5425 7,63 -7.33 10.59 314
3450 7.80 -7.84 11.06 315
5475 7.87 -7.91 11.16 315
5500 8.10 -7.96 11.35 314
5525 8.42 -8.16 11.72 314
4550 2.69 -4.64 5.36 330
4575 2.82 -4.93 5.68 330
4600 3.09 -5.06 5.93 328
4625 3.23 -5.36 6.25 329
4650 3.24 -3.44 6.33 329
5550 8.69 -8.46 12.12 314
5575 8.73 -8.53 12.21 314
5600 8.63 -8.50 12.11 314
3625 8.62 -8.50 12.11 314
5650 8.61 -8.40 12.03 314
4675 3.50 -5.43 6.40 328
4700 3.65 -5.51 6.61 326
4725 3.94 -5.65 6.89 325
4750 4.12 -5.90 7.19 325
4773 4.12 -5.99 7.27 323
5675 8.44 -8.16 11.74 314
5700 8.25 -7.96 11.46 314
5725 8.18 -7.83 11.32 314
5750 8.08 -7.76 11.20 314
5775 7.94 -7*82 11.14 314
5800 4.12 -5.84 7.15 325
4825 3.97 -5.83 7.05 326
4850 3.84 -5,86 7.01 327
4875 3.98 -5.85 7.08 326
4900 4.21 -0.07 7.39 325
58C0 7.98 -7.80 11.16 315
5825 8.06 -7.82 11.23 314
5850 8.14 -7.99 11.41 314
5875 8.26 -8.22 11.63 315
5900 8.38 -8.44 11.89 315
5923 4.52 -6.36 7.75 325
4930 4.52 -6.56 7.96 325
4975 4.48 -O.54 7.93 325
5000 4.68 -_.42 7.94 324
5025 5.20 -6.40 8.25 321
5925 8.50 -8.31 11.89 314
5950 8.45 -7.94 11.60 313
5975 8.15 -7.43 11.03 312
6000 7.84 -6.96 10.48 311
6025 7.74 -6,63 10.19 310
4050 1.52 -6.25 6.44 346
4073 1.64 -6.17 6.38 345
4100 1.82 -5.94 6.21 343
5125 2.16 -3.79 6.18 339
4150 2.45 -5,67 6.18 336
5050 5.60 -6.39 8.50 319
5075 6.01 -6.50 8.85 317
5100 6,37 -6.86 9.36 317
5125 6,65 -7.23 9.82 517
5150 6.86 -7.58 10.15 317
6050 7.69 -6.42 10.02 310
6075 7.57 -6.27 9.83 309
6100 7.45 -6.20 9.70 310
6125 7.35 -5.99 9.48 309
6150 7.34 -5.73 9.31 308
ALT = ALTITUDE, wx - ZONAL CBMPONENT, WZ " MERIDIBNAL CEMPBNENT, WS • WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND OIRECTION
TABLE 11-75 (con't) PAGE345
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELSCIEY PR_FXLE
TEST NUMBER 2263 04107/65* 0130Z* EASTERN TEST RANGEg FLORIDA
ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ MS THETA ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS H/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEO M/SEE M/SEE DEO
6175 7.25 -5°43 9.06 307 7175 11.37 -6.97 13.33 301 8175 14.06 -12.97 19.15 313
6200 7.17 -5.22 8.87 306 7200 11.68 -7.26 13.75 302 8200 14.41 -12.92 19.35 312
6225 7.15 -5o19 8.84 306 7225 11.93 -7.61 14.15 302 8225 14.42 -12.64 19.17 311
6250 7.11 -5.15 8.78 506 7250 12.11 -7.88 14.45 303 8250 14.09 -12.20 18.64 311
6275 7.01 -4.88 8.54 305 727S 12.21 -8.21 14.71 304 8275 14.08 -12.07 18.54 310
6300 6.84 -4°58 8.23 504
6325 6.82 -4°39 8.11 505
6350 6,94 -4.2I 8.12 301
6375 7.22 -4.16 8*33 300
6400 7.54 -4,18 8.62 299
7300 12.27 -8.52 I4.94 505
7325 12.37 -8.78 15.17 305
7350 12.47 -9.01 15.38 306
7575 12o63 -9.37 15.72 306
7400 12.86 -9.71 16.12 307
8300 13.98 -12.12 18.50 311
8325 13.61 -12.08 18.20 311
8550 15,52 -11.83 17.97 311
8375 13.39 -11.38 17.57 310
8400 15.14 -10.96 17.11 310
6425 7,79 -4.12 8.81 298
6450 7.97 -4.23 9.03 298
6475 8.21 -4.34 9.29 298
6500 8.50 -4.38 9.56 297
6525 8*85 -4.84 9,99 297
7425 12.99 -9.80 16.28 307
7450 12.91 -9.89 16.26 507
7475 12.63 -9.88 16.06 308
7500 12.35 -9.84 15.79 308
7525 12.20 -10.06 15.81 309
8425 13.06 -10.59 16.82 309
8450 13.04 -10.52 16.76 309
8475 12.84 -10.52 16.60 309
8500 12.62 -10.44 16.38 309
8525 12.58 -10.40 16.32 309
6550 9.10 -4.92 10.35 298
6575 9.38 -5.05 10.65 298
6600 9*79 -5,11 11.04 297
6625 9.96 -5.07 11.18 297
6650 9.95 -5.08 11,18 297
7550 12o23 -10.57 16.04 310
7575 12.29 -10.48 16.15 310
7600 12.28 -10.49 16.15 510
7625 12.40 -10.64 16.34 310
7650 12.56 -10.75 16.38 311
8550 12,33 -10.32 16.08 310
8575 11.82 -10.25 15.65 311
8600 11.60 -10.23 15.47 311
8625 11.45 -10.13 15.27 511
8650 11.02 -9.96 14.85 312
6675 9.97 -5.17 11.23 297
6700 9.95 -5°14 11.20 297
6725 9,85 -5.11 11.09 297
6750 9.71 -5.16 11.00 298
6775 9.68 -5.20 10.99 298
7675 12.38 -11.06 16.60 312
7700 12.46 -11.39 16.89 312
7725 12.43 -11.55 16.96 513
7750 12.59 -11.78 17.24 513
7775 12.64 -11.93 17.38 313
8675 10.78 -9.89 14.63 312
8700 10.91 -9.63 14.55 311
8725 11.19 -9.25 14.52 309
8750 11.22 -9.15 14.48 309
8775 11.13 -8.93 14.27 309
6800 9o71 -5.08 10.96 297
6825 9.75 -5.07 10.99 297
6850 9.90 -5,15 11,16 297
6875 10,00 -5.22 11.28 297
6900 10.05 -5.50 11.54 298
7800 12.75 -12.06 17,54 313
7825 12.87 -12,26 17,78 313
7850 12.65 -12.29 17.64 514
7875 12.40 -12.06 17.30 314
7900 12.26 -12.03 17.18 314
8800 11.15 -8.78 14.18 308
8825 11*27 -8.88 14.55 308
8850 11.46 -8.91 14.52 308
8875 11.29 -8.65 14.22 307
8900 11*05 -8*37 15,86 507
6925 10.16 -5,43 11.52 298
6950 10.23 -5°60 11.66 299
6975 10.30 -5.89 11.87 300
7000 10.38 -6.18 12.08 301
7n_ _n _n -. =n !2-2_ _21
7925 12.12 -12.38 17.33 315
7950 11.96 -12.71 17.45 517
7975 11.90 -12.93 17.58 517
8000 11.99 -13.10 17,76 317
33Z: 12.1G -L$._o ,f.7_ =zl
8925 11.26 -8.40 14.05 307
8950 11.79 -8.50 14.54 306
8975 12.26 -8.62 14.99 305
9000 12,54 -8,75 15.29 305
_0Z5 12.71 -8*82 15,47 305
7050 10.70 -6.39 12.47 301
7075 10.88 -6.51 12.67 301
7100 11.06 -6*56 12.86 300
7125 11.14 -6.65 12.97 301
7150 11,16 -6,80 13.07 301
8050 12.45 -13.15 18.11 316
8075 12.81 -13.18 18.38 316
8100 13.24 -13,20 18.70 315
8125 13.54 -13.17 18.89 514
8150 13.76 -13008 18.98 313
9050 12.77 -8.85 15.34 305
9075 12.72 -8.80 15,47 304
9100 12.68 -8.59 15.32 304
9125 12.66 -8.38 15.18 503
9150 lZ.73 -8.32 15.21 303
ALT " ALTITUDE_ NX " Z_NAL CgMPSNENT_ NZ = MER|D|SNAL CSMPBNENTe NS = NINE SPEEO, THETA = N|ND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAORR/JIMSPHERE MINO VELSC[TY PRSFILE
TEST NUNfER 2263 06/07/651 0130Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT NX NZ WS THETA ALE MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEO M/SEE OEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
9175 12.92 -8.15 15.27 302 10175 16,71 -13.01 21.18 308 11175 20.11 -11.15 22.98 299
9200 13.09 -8.02 15.55 301 10200 16.71 -13.11 21.24 308 11200 20.19 -11.01 23.00 298
9225 13.20 -7.92 15,39 301 10225 16.80 -13.13 21.32 308 11225 20.31 -30.89 23.05 298
9250 13.26 -7.74 15.35 300 10250 16.83 -13.34 21.41 308 11250 20.50 -10.49 23.03 297
9275 13,39 -7,77 15,48 300 10275 16.95 -13.60 21.73 509 11275 20.59 -9.99 22.88 296
9300 13.54 -7.93 15.69 300
9325 13.59 -7*94 15.74 300
9350 13.59 -7,90 15.72 300
9378 13.64 -8.02 15.65 301
9400 13.31 -8.07 15.57 301
10300 16.99 -13.81 21.90 309
10323 16.98 -14.10 22.07 310
10350 17.08 -1_.39 22.34 310
10375 17.14 -14.82 22.66 311
10400 17,16 -15.06 22.82 311
11300 20.35 -9.64 22.51 295
11325 20.28 -9.26 22,29 294
11350 20.24 -8.78 22.06 293
11575 19.91 -8.56 21.67 ' 293
11400 19.48 -8.49 21.25 293:
9425 13.53 -7.98 15,71 300
9450 13,48 -7.85 L5.59 300
9475 13.37 -7.63 15.40 300
9500 13,66 -7.66 15.64 299
9525 14.05 -7,83 16,09 299
10425 17.05 -15.03 22.73 311
10450 16.82 -15.25 22.71 512
10475 16.73 -15.18 22.57 312
10500 16,71 -15.15 22.55 312
10525 16.69 -15.32 22.66 312
11425 19.42 -8.40 21.15 293
11450 19.75 -8.08 21.33 292
11475 20.21 -7.83 21.68 291
11500 20.87 -7.96 22.34 291
11528 21.30 -8.57 22.96 292
9550 14*62 -7.93 16.45 299
9575 14,67 -8,05 16.74 299
9600 14.89 -8.10 16.95 298
9625 14.95 -8.24 17.07 299
9650 15.01 -8.38 17.19 299
10550 16.80 -15.31 22.73 312
10575 16.97 -15.38 22.90 312
10600 17.13 -15.42 23.05 312
10623 17.17 -IS.38 23,05 312
10650 17.19 -15.41 23,08 312
11550 21.45 -9.33 23.39 293
11575 21.35 -10.02 23.59 295
11600 21.31 -10.78 23.88 297
11625 21.37 -11.36 24.20 298
11650 21.33 -11.68 24.32 299
9675 15.13 -8.47 17.36 299
9700 15.12 -8.70 17.45 300
9725 15.34 -8.83 17.70 300
9750 15,74 -8,95 18.11 299
9775 16.01 -9.13 18.43 299
10675 17.20 -15.30 23.02 311
10700 17.14 -15.20 22.91 511
10725 16.99 -15.00 22.67 311
10750 16.91 -14,73 22.43 311
10775 17.11 -14.45 22.39 310
11675 21.42 -11.83 24.47 299
11700 21.49 -12.06 24.64 299
11725 21.47 -12.52 24.85 300
11750 21.57 -12.90 25.13 301
11775 21.93 -13.06 25*52 301
9800 16,23 -9.42 18.76 300
9825 16.22 -9,69 18.89 301
9850 16.20 -9.95 19.01 301
9875 16.32 -10.37 19,34 302
9900 16.38 -10.74 19.59 303
10800 17,45 -14,14 22.46 509
10825 17,76 -14.11 22.68 308
10850 17.99 -14.02 22.80 308
10875 18.00 -13.76 22.66 307
10900 17.98 -13.65 22.57 307
11800 22.24 -15.35 25.94 301
11825 22,33 -13.47 26.08 301
11850 22.53 -13.31 26,17 300
11875 22.85 -13.14 26,36 300
11900 22,89 -13,01 26.33 299
9925 16.43 -II.25 19,92 304
9950 16.44 -11.63 20.14 305
9975 16.48 -11,89 20.32 306
10000 16,65 -12,24 20.51 306
10025 16.36 -I2.26 20.43 307
10925 18,37 -13.33 22.69 306
10950 18.66 -13.04 22.76 505
10975 19,23 -12,68 23,03 303
11000 19.87 -12,24 23.54 501
11825 20.15 -12.01 23.45 301
11925 22.97 -12.95 26,36 299
11950 22.99 -13.09 26.45 299
11975 23.03 -13.24 26,57 300
12000 23.18 -13.22 26.69 300
12025 22.98 -13.32 26.56 300
10050 16.31 -12.43 20.51 307
10075 16,45 -12.51 20.67 307
10100 16.55 -12.38 20.67 307
10125 16.74 -12.42 20.84 306
10150 16.85 -12.67 21,08 507
11050 19.97 -11.88 23.23 301
11075 19,93 -11.95 23.24 301
11100 20.16 -11.82 23.37 300
11125 20.18 -11.48 23.22 299
11150 20.12 -11.36 23.11 299
12050 22.82 -13,45 26,49 500
12075 22.83 -13.60 26*57 30I
12100 22*78 -13.74 26.61 301
12125 22,83 -13,79 26.6? 301
12150 22,90 -13.92 26.79 301
&LT = ALTITUOEt MX " ZSNAL CSRPSNEN_t NZ = NERIOISNAL CSMPSNENTt _S = MINO SPEEOt THETA = NINO OIRECTISN
PAGE346
ALT WX MZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
12175 23.01 -14.02 26.94 301
12Zno 72.91 -14o16 26.93 302
12225 22.#7 -14.54 26.76 303
12250 22.11 -14.87 26.64 304
12275 21.66 -15.36 26.55 305
TABLE11-15 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSEILE
TEST NUMBER 2263 04/07165t Ol30Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
13175 17.17 -10.39 20.07 301 14175 19.78 -20.93 28.80 316
13200 17.73 -10.50 20.61 300 14200 19.43 -20.12 27.97 316
i_223 18.44 -i0.48 21.21 2?9 !_?_ 19.03 -19.87 27.51 316
13250 19.46 -10.52 22,12 298 14250 18.74 -19.#8 27.03 316
13275 20.58 -10.92 23.30 298 14275 18.51 -18.55 28.20 315
12300 21.31 -15.70 26.47 306
12325 21.18 -15.74 26.39 306
12350 20.79 -15.g# 26.20 307
12375 19.90 -16.12 25.61 309
12400 19.16 -15.92 24.91 310
12425 18.77 -15.73 24.49 31O
12450 18.15 -15.95 24.16 311
12475 17.3# -15.89 23.52 312
12500 16.67 -15.68 22.89 313
12525 15.95 -15.32 22.11 314
12550 15.35 -15.24 21.63 315
12575 14.50 -15.44 21.18 317
12600 13.63 -15.36 20.53 318
12625 13.12 -15,19 20.07 319
12650 12.74 _14,80 19.53 319
12675 12.45 -14.32 18.97 319
12700 12.40 -14.05 18.74 318
12725 12.25 -13.58 18.29 318
12750 11.82 -13.25 17.76 318
12775 11.56 -13.31 17.63 319
12800 11,77 -13.26 17,73 318
12825 12.30 -13.#1 18.20 317
12850 12.96 -13.58 18.77 316
12875 13.82 -13.88 19.58 315
12900 14.40 -14.30 20.29 315
12928 14.89 -14.46 20.76 314
12950 15.49 -14.18 21.00 312
12975 16.09 -14.22 21.48 311
13000 16.33 -14o36 21.75 311
13025 16.37 -13.77 21.40 310
13050 16.48 -13.42 21.25 309
13075 16.32 -12.74 20.70 308
13100 16.76 -11.87 20.5# 305
13125 17.27 -11.05 20.50 302
13150 17.07 -10.59 20.09 302
13300 21.68 -11.26 24.43 297
13325 22.7# -1i.58 25.51 297
13350 23.80 -12.01 26.66 297
13375 24.82 -12.59 27.83 297
13400 25.8# -13.15 28.99 297
14300 18.42 -17.69 25.5# 314
14325 18.35 -16.86 24.92 312
14350 18.48 -16.18 24.56 311
14375 18.81 -15.08 2#.ll 309
14400 19.04 -14.57 23.97 307
13425 26.85 -13.81 30.20 297
13450 27.73 -14.52 31.30 297
13475 28.58 -15.24 32.39 298
13500 29.37 -15.65 33.27 298
13525 30.10 -16.23 3#.20 298
14425 19.62 -14.12 24.17 306
14450 20.2# -13.26 24.20 303
14475 20.43 -12.69 2#.05 302
14500 20.57 -11.62 23.62 299
14525 20.71 -10.73 23.33 297
13550 30.53 -17.37 35.13 299
13575 30.51 -18.56 35.71 301
13600 30.58 -19.63 36.34 303
13625 30.85 -20.90 37.26 304
13650 30.71 -22.04 37.80 305
14550 20.89 -10.21 23.25 296
14575 20.69 -10.24 23.09 296
14600 20.49 -I0.31 22.93 297
14625 20.78 -10.36 23.22 296
14650 21.06 -I0.66 23.61 297
13675 29.95 -22.54 37.48 307
13700 29.26 -22.42 36.86 307
13725 28.56 -22.28 36.23 308
13750 28.14 -22.#1 35.98 308
13775 27.7# -22.56 35.75 309
14675 21.01 -11,16 23.79 298
14700 21.19 -11.35 24.04 298
14725 21.44 -11.22 24.20 297
14750 21.59 -11.19 24.32 297
14775 21.92 -11.34 24.68 297
13800 27.15 -22.76 35.#3 310
13825 26.21 -23.37 35.12 312
13850 25.31 -23.51 34.55 313
13875 24.53 -23.13 33.71 313
13900 24.00 -22.96 33.22 314
14800 22.63 -11.45 25.36 297
14825 23.26 -11.35 25.88 296
14850 23.57 -11.45 26.21 296
14875 24.25 -11.62 26.89 295
14900 25.29 -II.90 27.9# 295
13925 23.59 -22.88 32.86 314
13950 23.45 -22.89 32.78 314
13975 22.99 -22.68 32.29 314
14000 22.72 -22.36 31.88 314
14025 22.43 -22.21 31.57 315
14925 26.19 -12.84 29.17 296
14950 26.65 -13.53 29.89 297
14975 27.16 -14.12 30.62 297
15000 27.59 -14.25 31.05 297
15025 28.22 -14.45 31.71 297
14050 21.89 -22.23 31.20 315
14075 21.54 -22.21 30.94 316
14100 21.30 -22.11 30.70 316
14125 20.85 -21.70 30.09 316
14150 2_.22 -21.47 29.49 317
15050 27.88 -15.11 31.71 298
15075 27.58 -15.78 31.78 300
15100 27.73 -16.39 32.21 300
15125 27.70 -16.59 32.28 301
15150 27.09 -16.93 31.95 302
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX - ZQNAL CgMPSNENT, MZ - MERIOISNAL CSMPSNENE, WS - WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 8ADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2263 04/07/651 01302, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL8RIOA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ArT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS NISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
15175 25,93 -17.60 31.33 304 16175 27.9# -13,86 31.18 296 17175 14.22 -8.52 16.58 301
15200 25.00 -17,72 30,6# 305 16200 26.95 -14.60 30,65 298 17200 14.32 -8.09 16.44 299
15225 23.75 -17.26 29.36 306 16225 25.46 -15.42 29.77 301 17225 14.60 -7.69 16.50 298
15250 23.49 -16.79 28.87 305 16250 24.45 -15.71 29.06 303 17250 14.57 -7.43 16.36 297
15275 22.97 -16.22 28.12 305 16275 23.33 -15.70 28.11 304 17275 14.34 -7.30 16.09 297
15300 22.58 -15.79 27.56 305
15325 22.2# -15.04 26.85 304
15350 22.12 -14.27 26.32 303
15375 21.89 -13.63 25.78 302
15400 21.67 -13.25 25.40 301
16300 22.73 -15.25 27.37 304
16325 22.56 -14.78 26.97 303
16350 22.22 -15.28 26.97 304
16375 22.27 -15.55 27.16 305
16400 22.30 -15.59 27.21 305
17300 14.14 -7.02 15.79 296
17325 13.78 -6.67 15.31 296
17350 14.04 -6.46 15.45 295
17375 14.47 -6.55 15.88 294
17400 15.00 -6.80 16.47 29#
15425 21.59 -12.57 24.99 300
15450 21.40 -11.81 24.44 299
15475 21.50 711.42 24.35 298
15500 21.76 -10.67 24,24 296
15525 21.95 -10.30 24.25 295
16425 21.92 -15.35 26.76 305
16450 21.90 -15.38 26.76 305
16475 21.91 -16.04 27.16 306
16500 21.73 -17.01 27.60 308
16525 21.41 -17.28 27.51 309
17425 15.77 -6.99 17.25 29#
IT450 16.2T -7.81 18.O5 295
17475 16.68 -0.46 18.71 297
17500 16.45 -8.26 18.#1 296
17525 15.49 -8.13 17.49 298
15550 22.22 -9.37 24.12 293
15575 22.71 -8.26 24.16 290
15600 23.17 -6.80 24.15 286
15625 23.57 -6.16 24,37 286
15650 24.05 -5,90 24.76 284
16550 20.48 -17.26 26.78 310
16575 19.27 -17.06 25.74 311
16600 18.73 -16,97 25.27 312
16625 17.75 -16.42 24.18 313
16650 17.06 -16.41 23.67 314
17550 14.90 -7.93 16.88 298
17575 14.62 -7.60 16.48 297
17600 15.21 -7.36 16.90 296
17625 15.59 -7.57 17.33 296
17650 15.34 -7.50 17.07 296
15675 24.38 -5.43 24.98 282
15700 24.59 -4.9# 25.08 281
15725 24.78 -4.80 25.24 281
15750 25.34 -4.94 25.82 281
15775 26.11 -5.20 26.63 281
16675 16.20 -16.30 22.98 315
16700 15.60 -IS.37 21.90 314
16725 15.01 -14.58 20.92 314
16750 14.79 -13.86 20.27 313
16775 14.76 -13.38 19.92 312
17675 16.36 -7.43 16.17 297
1T700 13.42 -8.04 15.65 301
17725 12.85 -8.25 15.27 303
17750 11.84 -8.89 14.81 307
17775 11.04 -9.73 14.71 311
15800 2b.78 -5.49 27.34 281
15825 27.15 -5.61 27.72 281
15850 27.21 -5.69 27.80 282
15875 27.29 -5.51 27.85 281
15900 27,93 -5,02 28*38 280
16800 14.68 -12.59 19.34 310
16825 14.55 -11.94 18.82 3C9
16850 14,56 -1i.63 18,63 308
16875 1#o78 -11.29 18.60 307
16900 l#.7B -10.37 18.05 305
17800 10.35 -11.21 15.26 317
17825 9.55 -ll.8# 15.21 321
17850 8.2# -12.40 14.89 326
17875 7.42 -12.60 14.62 329
IT900 6.22 -12.58 I#.04 334
15925 28.99 -5.09 29.43 280
15950 29.81 -6.04 30.41 281
15975 30,10 -6.95 30.89 283
16000 30.45 -7.80 31.43 284
16025 30.#8 -9,11 31.81 286
16925 14.37 -9.71 17.34 304
16950 L3.84 -9,28 16.66 30#
16975 13.79 -9.12 16.54 303
17000 13.63 -8.97 16.31 303
17025 13.66 -8.65 16.17 302
17925 4.98 -12.59 13.54 338
17950 3.32 -12.69 13.ll 345
17975 2.39 -12.29 12.52 349
18000 1.61 -11.70 11.81 352
18025 1.11 -11.58 11.63 354
16050 30.17 -10.08 31.81 288
16075 30.15 -10.52 31.93 289
16100 29.90 -11.39 32.00 291
16125 29.22 -12.37 51.74 293
16150 28.53 -13,14 31.41 295
17050 13.55 -8.68 16.10 302
17075 13.39 -8.93 16.10 304
17100 13.57 -8.86 16.20 303
17125 13.87 -8.85 16.45 302
17L50 14.24 -8.7# 16.71 301
18050 0.74 -11.29 11.31 356
18075 0.48 -10.33 I0.34 357
18100 0.67 -9.U1 9,03 356
18125 0,91 -8.36 8.41 354
18150 0,87 -7.92 7.96 354
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENI. W2 • MERIDISNAL CSMPONENTt WS • W|NC SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-76 PAGE 347
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07165, 130OZt EASTERN TEST RANGE[ FLSRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
225 4,65 1.18 4.80 256 1225 1.6B 0.[3 1.68 265 2225 6.19 -1.01 6.27 279
250 4.37 1.81 4.73 247 1250 1.65 0.04 1.65 269 2250 6,25 -1,26 6.38 281
275 4.08 2.19 4.63 242 [275 1,63 -0.29 1.65 280 2275 6.10 -1.70 6,34 285
300 4.00 2.20 4.56 241 1300 1.59 -0.70 1.74 294 2300 6.04 -2.19 6.42 290
328 4,14 2.08 4,63 243 1325 1,47 -0.88 1.72 301 2325 6.[8 -2.62 6.71 293
350 4.46 1.88 4.84 247
375 4.80 1.45 5.01 283
400 4.90 1.21 5.05 256
425 4.76 0.95 4.85 259
450 4.44 0.77 4.50 260
1350 1.38 -l.O0 1.70 306
1375 1.45 -I.I0 1.82 307
1400 1.83 -1.18 2.17 303
1425 2.18 -1.59 2.70 306
1450 2.15 -1.88 2.85 311
2350 6.10 -2.90 6.7_ 295
2375 6.10 -3.33 6.95 298
2400 6.29 -3.71 T.30 300
2425 6.28 -3.84 7,37 301
2450 6,42 -4.23 7.69 303
475 3.97 0.52 4.01 262
500 3.47 O.O7 3.47 269
525 3.31 -0,06 3.31 271
550 3.23 -0.15 3.23 273
575 4.01 -0.46 4.03 276
1475 2.14 -1.81 2.81 710
1500 2.22 -1.81 2.86 309
1525 2.08 -1.75 2.71 710
1550 1.76 -1.53 2.33 311
1575 1.58 -1.30 2.04 309
2475 6.60 -4.77 8.15 306
2500 6.46 -4.93 8.13 307
2525 6.27 -4.90 7.96 308
2550 6.11 -4.T1 7.71 307
2575 6.16 -4.38 T.56 305
600 4.40 -0.72 4.46 279
625 3.44 -0.50 3.48 278
650 3.05 -0.30 3.07 275
675 3.34 -0.2T 3.35 274
700 3.69 -0.29 3.70 274
1600 1.68 -1,25 2.09 306
1625 1.68 -1.28 2.11 507
1650 1.67 -1.26 2.09 307
1675 1.83 -1.36 2.28 306
1700 1.93 -1.25 2.30 303
2600 6.41 -4.13 7.63 303
2625 6.51 -3.87 7.57 301
2650 6.52 -3.67 7,48 299
2675 6.68 -3,38 7,48 297
2700 6.52 -2.87 7.12 294
725 3.73 -O.3O 3.74 274
750 3.76 -0.32 3.77 275
775 3.76 -0.50 3.80 277
800 3.44 -0,50 3.48 278
825 3.18 -0.30 3.20 275
850 2.85 0.04 2.8'5 269
875 2.65 0.44 2.69 260
900 2.63 0.53 2.68 258
925 2.51 0,41 2,54 260
950 2.40 0.24 2.42 264
1725 2.00 -1.04 2.25 297
1750 1.99 -0.85 2.16 293
1775 1.91 -0.56 1.99 286
1800 2.16 -0.42 2.20 281
1825 2.64 -0.53 2.69 281
1850 3.15 -0.78 3.25 284
1875 3.68 -0.96 3.80 284
1900 4.18 -0.75 4.25 280
1925 4.59 -0.36 " 4.61 274
1950 4.95 0.03 4.95 269
2725 6.30 -2.49 6.77 291
• 2750 6.34 -2.46 6.80 291
2775 6.41 -2.24 6.79 289
2800 6,45 -1.84 6,70 288
2825 5.95 .-1.89 6.25 287
2850 6.33 -2.10 6.67 288
28T5 7.05 -2.06 7.34 286
2900 6.75 -1,95 7.02 286
2925 6.69 -1.98 6,97 286
2950 6.61 -2.01 6,91 287
975 2.25 0.19 2.26 265
1000 2.12 0.13 2.12 268
1025 1.90 0.16 1.90 265
1050 1.75 0.36 1.79 258
1075 1.67 0.47 1.73 254
llO0 1.62 0.40 1.67 256
1125 1.70 O.ll 1.70 266
1150 1.63 O.Ol 1.63 269
1175 1.63 0.15 1.64 265
1200 1.68 0.13 1.69 265
1975 5.34 0.43 5.36 265
2000 5.42 0.54 5.45 264
2025 5.46 0.58 5.50 264
2050 5.77 0.48 5.79 265
2075 5.92 0.35 5.93 266
2100 5.82 0.24 5.82 267
2125 5.79 -O.ll 5.79 271
2150 5,85 -0.35 5.86 273
2175 5.95 -0.43 5.96 274
2200 6.10 -0.68 6.13 276
2975 6.38 -2.03 6.70 287
3000 6.19 -1.88 6.47 287
3025 6.19 -1.68 6.42 285
3050 6.14 -1.43 6.31 283
3075 6.33 -1.23 6.45 281
3100 6.46 -1.16 6.56 280
3125 6.35 -0.85 6.41 277
3150 6.58 -0.44 6.60 274
3175 7.14 -0.32 7.15 272
3200 7.60 -0.29 7.60 272
ALT = ALTITUDE[ WX = ZONAL CSMpSNENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED[ THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07/651 13OOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC BEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
3225 7.90 -0.22 7.90 271 4225 9.24 -6.25 11.15 304 5225 15.07 -9,32 17.71 302
3250 7.92 -0.35 7.92 272 4250 9.22 -6.27 11.15 304 5250 15.34 -9.30 17.96 301
3275 7.71 -0.62 7.74 274 4275 9.22 -6.47 11.27 305 5275 15.98 -9.64 18.66 301
3300 7.75 -0.80 7.8_ 276 4300 9.58 -6.54 11.60 704 5300 16.63 -10.18 19.50 301
3325 7.97 -1.46 8.11 280 4325 9.91 -6.71 11.97 304 5325 16.30 -10.23 19.25 302
3350 8.12 -1.89 8.34 283
3378 8.10 -2.03 8.35 284
3400 8.26 -2.43 8.61 286
3425 8.54 -3.10 9.08 290
3450 8,79 -3.47 9.45 291
4350 9.82 -6.88 11.99 305
4375 9.63 -6.91 11.86 305
4400 9.61 -7.Ol 11.89 506
4425 9.77 -7,12 12.09 306
4450 9.81 -7.19 12.16 306
5350 15.73 -10.10 18.70 303
5375 15.70 -10.28 18.77 303
5400 15.65 -10.31 18.76 303
5425 15.48 -10.31 18.59 303
5450 15.62 -10.46 18.79 304
3475 9.15 -3.76 9.89 292
3500 9.29 -3.95 lO.lO 293
3525 9,18 -4.06 10.04 294
9550 9.16 -4.15 10.05 294
3575 9.48 -4.42 10.46 295
4475 9.84 -7.11 12.14 306
4500 10.06 -7.00 12.26 305
4525 10.20 -6.92 12.33 304
4550 lO.lO -6.75 12.15 304
4575 10.17 -6.55 12.09 303
5475 15.64 -10.61 18.90 304
5500 15.32 -10.60 18.63 305
5525 15.44 -10.71 18.80 305
5550 15.60 -10.84 18.99 305
5575 15.45 -10.82 18.86 305
3600 9.74 -4.68 10.81 295
3625 9.81 -4.71 10.88 295
3650 9.88 -4.79 10.98 296
3675 9,75 -4,81 10,87 296
3700 9.64 -4.68 10*71 296
4600 10.53 -6.51 12.38 302
4625 10,51 -6.49 12.36 302
4650 10.44 -0.40 12.25 301
4675 10.66 -6.34 12.40 301
4700 10.76 -6.21 12,42 300
5600 15.37 -10.96 18.88 305
5625 15.33 -10.95 18.84 305
5650 15,58 -10.65 18.87 304
5675 15.91 -10.37 18.99 303
57D0 15.79 -10.30 18.85 303
3725 9.84 -4.50 10.82 294
3750 10.09 -4.47 11.04 294
3775 10,00 -4,50 10.96 294
3800 9.90 -4,50 10.87 294
3825 9.86 -4.65 10.90 295
3850 9.82 -4.78 10.92 296
3875 9.90 -4.86 11.03 296
3900 9.96 -5.05 11.17 297
3925 9.81 -5.36 11.18 298
3950 9.66 -5.62 11.17 300
4725 10.74 -6.19 12.40 300
4750 10.79 -6.10 12.40 299
4775 10.85 -5.92 12.36 298
_800 10.97 -5.87 12.44 298
4825 10.95 -5.86 12.42 298
4850 10.75 -5.85 12.23 298
4875 10.64 -5.93 12.18 299
4900 10.66 -5.99 12.23 299
4925 10.71 -6,06 12.31 299
4950 ll. O1 -6.08 12.58 299
5725 15.67 -10.21 18.71 303
5750 15.79 -10.20 18.80 303
5775 15.97 -10.44 19.08 303
5800 16.30 -10.87 19.60 304
5825 16.68 -11.32 20.16 304
5850 17.05 -11.48 20.55 304
5875 17.31 -11.55 20,81 304
5900 17,41 -11.97 21.13 304
5925 17.41 -12.59 21,48 306
5950 17.15 -13.10 21.58 307
3975 9.82 -5.75 11.38 300
4000 9.89 -6.04 11.59 301
4025 9.82 -6.31 11.68 303
4050 9.92 -6.39 11.80 303
407S 9.86 -6.55 11.84 303
4975 11.68 -6.11 13.14 298
5000 12,41 -6.43 13.97 297
5025 13.14 -6.92 14.85 298
5050 13.47 -7.30 15.32 298
5078 13.55 -7.70 15.58 299
5975 16.92 -13.49 21.64 308
6000 16.90 -13.94 21.91 309
6025 16.69 -14.20 21.91 310
6050 16.24 -14.12 21.52 311
6075 15.91 -14.04 21,22 311
4100 9.74 -6.83 11,90 305
4125 9.49 -6.74 11.64 305
4150 9.36 -6,60 11.46 305
4175 9,44 -6.56 11.50 305
4200 9.28 -6.41 11.28 304
5100 13,83 -8.18 16.07 300
5125 14,19 -8.72 16.66 301
5150 14.60 -9.14 17,22 302
5175 14.91 -9.24 17.54 302
5200 14.98 -9.34 17,65 302
E100 15.81 -13.86 21.02 311
6125 15.77 -13.85 20.99 311
6150 15,75 -14.19 21.21 312
6175 15.82 -14.38 21.37 312
6200 16.03 -14.51 21.62 312
ALT = ALTITUDEI WX = 28NAL COMPONENT[ WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
NEIESS MISEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
6225 16.24 -14.83 21,99 312
6250 L6.L_ -15.19 22.23 )! _
6275 16.21 -15.27 22.27 313
6300 16.26 -15.15 22.23 313
6325 16.14 -14.88 21.95 312
6350 16.02 -IA.74 21.77 312
6375 15.88 -14.76 21.68 313
6400 15.48 -14.46 21.19 313
6425 15.03 -14,36 20.79 314
6450 14.71 714.29 20.51 314
6475 14.82 -14.36 20.64 314
6500 15.18 -14.78 21.19 314
6525 15.24 -14.96 21.33 314
6550 15.21 -14,98 21.35 314
6575 15.38 -14.71 21.28 314
6600 15.48 -14.52 21.22 313
6625 15.53 -14.90 21.52 314
6650 15.43 -15.31 21.73 315
6675 15.13 -15.49 21.65 316
6700 14.71 -15.50 21.37 316
6725 14.54 -15.48 21.24 317
6750 14.65 -15.59 21.39 317
6775 14.61 -15.82 21.54 317
6800 14.78 -16.06 21.E3 317
6825 14,97 -15.96 21.88 317
6850 14.98 -15,64 21.66 316
6875 14,88 -15.37 21.39 316
6900 14.49 -15.17 20.98 316
6925 14.46 -15.11 20.91 316
6950 14.49 -14.83 20.73 315
6975 14.49 -14.31 20.37 314
7000 14.68 -14.04 20.31 314
7025 14.86 -13.86 20.t2 313
7050 15.14 -13.97 20.60 313
7075 15.40 -14.56 21.06 313
7100 15.71 -14.91 21.66 313
7125 16.30 -15.56 22,53 313
7150 16.98 -16.16 23.44 313
7175 17.38 -16.74 2A.13 3IA
7200 17.83 -17.32 24.86 314
TABLE II76 (con't)
FPS-16 8ADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT HX NZ MS THETA ALT HX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG
7225 18.62 -17.61 25.63 313
7250 19.10 -17.38 25.82 312
7275 19.10 -17.05 26.6u 512
7300 18.92 -16.67 25.22 311
7325 19.05 -16.30 25.07 310
7350 19.33 -16.07 25.14 510
7375 19.39 -15.86 25.05 309
7400 19.46 -15.50 24.88 308
7425 19.67 -IS.20 24.86 308
7450 19.91 -14.91 24.87 307
7475 20.23 -14.64 24.98 306
7500 20.62 -14.31 25.10 305
7525 20.62 -14.23 25.06 304
7550 19.85 -14.22 24.41 305
7575 20.14 -14.76 24.97 106
7600 20.28 -15.03 25.24 306
7625 19.42 -14.37 24.15 306
7650 18.94 -14.31 23.74 307
7675 18.73 -14.28 23.55 307
7700 18.79 -14.18 23.54 307
7725 18.68 -14.03 23.36 307
7750 18.39 -13.79 22.99 307
7775 18.08 -13.61 22.63 307
7800 17.58 -13.33 22.06 307
7825 17.14 -12.85 21.42 307
7850 16.64 -12.81 21.00 307
7875 16.08 -13.01 20.69 309
7900 15,73 -12,78 20.27 309
7925 15.59 -12.51 19.99 309
7950 15.13 -12.28 19.49 309
7975 14.89 -1_.08 19.17 309
8000 15.18 -11.80 19.23 308
8025 15.08 -11.66 19.07 308
8050 14.90 -11.54 18.84 308
8075 14.70 -11.60 18.73 308
8100 14.38 -11.72 18.55 309
8125 14.12 -11.68 18.32 309
8150 13.81 -11.70 18.10 310
8175 13.67 -11.60 17.93 310
8200 13.66 -11.70 17.98 310
8225 13.43 -11.63 17.77 311
8250 13.23 -11.37 17.45 310
8275 1_.01 -11.35 17o27 311
8300 12.81 -11,16 16.99 311
8325 12.51 -11.34 16.88 312
8350 11.97 -11.68 16.73 314
8375 11.87 -|1.59 16.59 314
_400 11.79 -11.68 16.60 315
8425 11.29 -11.84 16.36 316
8450 10.92 -12.05 16.26 318
e475 10.89 -12.33 16.45 318
8500 10.57 -12.66 16.49 320
8525 10.34 -12.93 16.55 321
8550 10.43 -13.15 16.79 321
8575 10.39 -13.48 17.03 322
e600 10.11 -13.70 17.02 323
8625 9.73 -13.80 16.89 325
8650 9.77 -13.95 17.03 325
8675 9.76 -14.05 17.11 325
8700 9.39 -13.82 16.70 326
8725 9.46 -13.71 16.66 325
8750 9.63 -14.37 17.29 326
8775 9.31 -14.89 17.56 328
8800 9.04 -15.17 17.66 329
8825 9.03 -15.28 17.75 32q
8850 9.01 -15.53 17°95 330
8875 9*14 -15.65 18.13 330
8900 8.99 -15.60 18.00 330
8925 8.81 -15.86 18,15 331
8950 8.77 -16.06 18.30 331
8975 8.53 -16.23 18.34 332
9000 8.54 -16.97 19.00 333
9025 8.52 -17.41 19.38 334
9050 8.15 -17.62 19.42 335
9075 8.00 -17.96 19.66 336
9100 7.96 -18.23 19.89 336
9125 7.74 -18.29 19,86 337
9150 7.65 -18.66 20.16 338
9175 8.07 -19.04 20,68 337
9200 8.66 -19.52 21.36 336
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX " ZSNAL CBMPSNENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSNPSNENT, WS " WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
NETERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9225 9.11 -19.93 21.91 335
9250 9.59 -20.31 22.46 335
9275 9.75 -20.64 22.83 335
9300 9.86 _20.74 22.97 334
9325 9.85 -20.45 22.70 334
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETR ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC N/SEC W/SEC DEG
10225 13.35 -18.35 22,69 324 11225 17.00 -20.18 26.38 320
10250 13.39 -18.39 22.75 324 11250 16.81 -20.19 26.27 320
10275 13.54 -18.72 23.10 324 11275 16.78 -20.07 26.16 320
10300 13.74 -18.73 23.23 324 11300 16.52 -20.06 25.99 320
10325 13.94 -18.82 23.42 323 11325 16.12 -20.40 26.00 322
9350 9.58 -20.36 22.50 335
9375 9.60 -20.27 22.42 334
9400 9.92 -19.95 22.28 333
9425 9,86 -19.99 22.29 334
9450 9.84 -20.03 22.31 334
9475 9.97 -20.12 22.45 333
9500 10.09 -20.08 22,47 333
9525 10.50 -19,97 22.57 332
9550 10.61 -20.26 22.87 332
9575 10.74 -20.33 22.99 332
9600 11.03 -20.30 23.10 331
9625 11.10 -20.33 23.16 331
9650 11.30 -20.16 23.11 331
9675 11.28 -20.17 23.11 331
9700 11.23 -20.00 22.94 331
9725 11.32 -19.72 22.74 530
9750 11.45 -19.53 22.64 329
9775 11.63 -19.57 22.59 329
9800 11,74 -19.25 22.55 328
9825 11.88 -19.23 22.60 328
9850 11.85 -19.25 22.60 328
9875 12.2t -19.17 22.74 327
9900 12.43 -19.32 22.97 327
9925 12.51 -19.49 23.16 327
9950 12.71 -19.37 23.17 327
9975 12.77 -19.19 23.06 326
10000 13.07 -19.06 23.11 325
10025 13,26 -19.01 23.18 325
10050 13.25 -18.90 23.08 325
10075 13,24 -18.76 22.96 325
I0100 13.24 -18.73 22.94 325
10125 15.28 -18.53 22.80 324
10150 13.23 -18.28 22.56 324
10175 13.26 -18.58 22.82 324
10200 13.32 -18.68 22.95 324
10350 13.71 -18.q9 23.42 324
10375 13.82 -18.78 23.32 323
10400 14.30 -18.67 23.52 322
10425 14.26 -18.69 23.50 322
10450 14.26 -18.47 23.33 322
11350 16.19 -20.57 26.18 322
11375 15.85 -20.66 26.04 322
11400 15.57 -20.74 25.93 323
11425 15.71 -20.98 26.20 323
11450 15.40 -21.61 26.54 324
10475 14.52 -18.01 23.14 321
10500 14.61 -18.09 23.26 321
10525 14.48 -18o56 23.54 322
10550 14.72 -18.84 23.91 322
10575 15.01 -18.86 24.10 321
11475 15.76 -21.92 27.00 324
11500 16o09 -21.80 27.09 323
11525 15.69 -22.21 27.19 325
11550 15.84 -22.58 27.58 325
11575 15.97 -23.06 28.05 325
10600 15.22 -18.83 24.21 321
10625 15.13 -19.10 24.37 321
10650 15.16 -19.41 24.63 322
10675 15.42 -19.64 24.97 322
10700 15.55 -19.88 25.24 322
11600 15.90 -23.47 28.35 326
11625 16.11 -23.48 28.48 325
11650 16.27 -23.66 28.71 325
11675 16.45 -24.02 29.11 325
11700 16.17 -24.40 29.27 326
10725 15.48 -19.91 25.22 322
10730 15.26 -19.qo 25.07 322
10775 15.22 -2U.22 25.51 323
10800 15.31 -2U.26 25.39 323
10825 15.46 -20.38 25.58 323
11725 15.98 -24.84 29.54 327
11750 16.54 -25,14 30.09 326
11775 16.69 -25.50 30.48 327
11800 16.43 -25.97 30.73 328
11825 16.60 -26.69 31.44 328
10850 15,68 -20.43 25.76 322
10875 15.86 -2U.54 25.95 322
10900 15.98 -21.03 26.A1 323
10925 16.49 -2U.96 26.67 322
10950 16,76 -20.64 26.59 321
11850 16.86 -26.B0 31.66 328
11875 16.62 -26.93 31.64 328
11900 16.75 -26.79 31.60 328
11925 16.84 -26.68 31.56 328
11950 16.68-27.07 31.79 328
10975 16.71 -20,45 26.40 321
11000 16.82 -2U.20 26.29 320
11025 16,95 -2U.04 26.24 320
11050 16.72 -19,q7 26.05 320
11075 16,63 -19,90 25.93 320
11975 16.81 -27.19 31.97 328
12000 16.89 -27.17 31.99 328
12025 17.08 -26.71 31,70 327
12050 17.19 -26.76 31.80 327
12075 17.36 -26.67 31.82 327
11100 16.89 -19.84 26.06 319
11125 16.95 -19.74 26.02 319
11150 16.67 -19.90 25.96 320
11175 16.53 -20.25 26.14 321
11200 16.90 -20.29 26.41 32U
12100 17.73 -25.96 31.44 325
12125 17.65 -26.02 31.44 326
12150 17.28 -26.07 31.28 326
12175 17.56 -25.80 31.21 326
12200 17.88 -25,72 31.32 325
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL CSMPBNENT, WZ " MERI01BNAL CSMPBNENT, WS - WIN£ SPEEO, THETA = MIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
12225 17,83 -25,91 31.46 325
12250 18.O5 -25.91 31.58 325
12275 18.08 -2S.65 51.38 325
12300 17.76 -25.49 31.06 325
12325 17.50 -25.31 30.77 32S
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FPS-16 RADAR/J1NSPHERE MIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07/68t 130021 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ RS THETA ALT WX RZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC OEG
13225 15.98 -22,87 27.90 325 14225 24.89 -16.26 29.73 303
IS250 16.13 -22.20 27.64 326 14250 2A,95 -15.76 2%.50 302
13275 16.02 -22.10 2T.30 324 [42T5 25.09 -15.63 29.56 302
13300 15.80 -22.29 2T.32 324 14300 25,33 -16,05 29.99 302
13325 15.90 -22.09 27.21 324 14325 25.15 -16.68 30.18 303
12350 17.28 -25.11 30.48 325
12375 17.18 -25.03 30.36 325
12600 17.30 -24.89 30.31 325
12425 17.63 -24.70 30.36 324
12450 18,05 -24.30 30.27 323
12475 18.63 -23.72 30.16 322
12500 18.98 -23.33 30.07 321
12525 19.63 -23.30 30.36 320
12550 19.85 -23.46 30.73. 320
125T5 19.79 -23.57 30.77 320
12600 20.35 -24.00 31.47 320
12625 20.62 -24.67 32.16 320
12650 20.57 -25.21 32.54 321
12675 20.31 -25.42 32.54 321
12700 19.92 -25.84 32.63 322
12725 19.87 -26.46 33.09 323
12750 19.95 -26.97 33,55 323
12775 19.61 -27.07 33.43 32A
12800 19.39 -26.60 32.91 324
12825 19.57 -25.27 31.96 322
12850 19.38 -24.29 31.07 321
12875 19.10 -23.62 30.38 321
12900 18.59 -23.91 30.29 322
12925 18.33 -24.46 30.57 323
12950 18.35 -24.81 30.85 323
12975 18.36 -25.29 31.25 32A
13000 18.13 -26.11 31.79 325
13025 17.72 -26.77 32.11 326
13050 17.37 -27.05 32.14 327
13075 16.70 -26.88 31.64 328
13100 16.23 -25.91 30.57 328
13125 16.25 -24.70 29.57 326
13150 16.23 -24.28 29.20 326
13175 16.18 -24.10 29.03 326
13200 16.11 -23.70 28,66 326
13350 16.80 -21.56 27.33 322
13375 17.16 -21.61 27.58 321
13400 17.55 -2_.66 27.88 321
13425 18,27 -21.50 28.22 319
13450 18.79 -21,46 28.50 319
14350 24.45 -17.20 29.89 305
14375 24.41 -17.30 29.92 305
14400 24*66 -18.33 30.57 307
14425 24.25 -19,07 30.85 308
14450 23.80 -19*6% 30.89 309
13675 19.64 -21,21 28.77 317
13500 20.11 -20.85 28.97 316
13525 20.24 -20,60 28.88 315
13550 20.52 -20.76 29.19 315
13575 21.09 -21.10 29.83 315
14475 23.60 -19.79 30.80 310
14500 23.43 -19,90 30.74 310
14525 23.28 -20.51 31.02 311
14550 23.68 -20.01 31.00 310
14575 24.38 -18.97 30.89 308
13600 22.05 -20.52 30.12 313
13625 23*29 -19.26 30.21 309
13650 23.52 -18.66 29.90 308
13675 23.66 -18.16 29.83 307
13700 23.81 -17.81 29.73 307
IA600 25.18 -17.87 30.88 305
14625 25.55 -17.90 31.20 305
14650 25.98 -18.06 31.64 305
14675 26.65 -18.12 32.06 304
14700 26.36 -18,66 32.27 305
13725 24.69 -17.21 29.94 305
13750 25.05 -10.80 30.16 306
13775 25.26 -16.27 30.05 303
13800 24,71 -16.07 29.47 303
13825 24.21 -16.18 29.12 304
14725 25.99 -19.60 32.56 307
14750 25.66 -19.60 32.29 307
14775 24.74 -19.32 31.39 308
IA800 23.47 -19.27 30.36 309
14825 22.14 -18.78 29.04 310
13850 2A.50 -16.09 29.31 303
13875 24.76 -16.21 29.60 303
13%00 24.97 -16.67 p 30.02 306
13925 25.27 -16.38 30.12 303
13950 25.34 -16.03 29.98 302
14850 21.05 -18.38 27.93 311
14875 20.21 -18.19 27.19 312
14900 20.23 -18.16 27.19 312
14925 20.56 -17.59 27.06 310
14950 20.80 -17.33 27.08 310
13975 25.76 -15.57 30.10 301
14000 26.12 -15.53 30.38 301
14025 26.10 -15.65 30.43 301
14050 26.01 -15.71 30.38 301
14075 25.81 -15.78 30.25 301
14975 20.%4 -17.36 27.20 309
15000 21.05 -17.01 27.06 309
15025 21.01 -16.83 26.92 309
15050 20.79 -16.63 26.62 308
15075 20.12 -17.04 26.36 310
16100 25.80 -15.87 30.29 301
14125 25.96 -15.76 30,36 301
14150 25.70 -15.82 30.18 301
161T5 25.54 -IS.98 30.12 302
16200 25*34 -16.13 30.04 502
15100 19.61 -17.25 26.12 311
15125 19.18 -17.28 25.82 312
15150 19.31 -17.32 25.93 312
15175 19.33 -17.35 25.97 312
15200 18.58 -17.88 25.79 316
ALT - ALTITUDE_ MA = ZBNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPSNENT, WS = MINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
ALT RX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
15225 18.70 -17.71 2S.76 313
15250 18.63 -17.62 25.50 313
15275 18.01 -17.65 25.22 31A
15300 17,62 -18.16 25.50 316
15325 18.46 -18.01 25.78 314
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE NIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2269 04/07/65_ 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIOA
ALT NX WZ RS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEt N/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC R/SEC M/SEE OEG
16225 21.99 --13.16 25.62 301 I7225 17.43 -11,31 20.78 303
16250 22.57 -12.88 25.98 300 172S0 18.12 -11.37 21.39 302
16275 22.97 -12.33 26.07 298 17275 18.77 -11.20 21.86 301
16300 24.07 -11.27 26.58 295 17300 18.75 -10.29 21.38 299
16325 23.40 -10.29 27.61 292 17325 19.20 -9.50 21.42 296
15350 19.51 -18.03 26.56 313
15375 19.77 -18.69 27.07 313
15400 20.13 -18.76 27.51 313
IS425 20.19 -19.13 27.82 313
15450 20.01 -19.12 27,68 314
15475 19,99 -19o18 27*70 314
15500 20.28 -18.88 27.70 313
15525 20.55 -18.40 27.58 312
15550 20,12 -18.20 27.13 312
15575 19.50 -18.38 26*80 313
15600 18.96 -18.13 26.23 314
15625 18.68 -17.55 25.63 313
15650 18.28 -17.37 25.22 313
15675 18.26 -16.93 24.90 313
15700 18.48 -16.72 24.92 312
15725 18.56 -16.57 26.88 312
15750 18,45 -16.19 24.55 311
15775 18.36 -16.36 24.59 312
15800 18.55 -16.56 24.87 312
15825 18.01 -17.01 24.77 313
15850 17.93 -17.07 24*76 313
15875 17.86 -16.95 24.60 313
15900 17.03 -17.38 24.36 315
15925 17.33 -16.81 24.14 314
15950 17.85 -15.92 23.92 312
15975 17.95 -15.40 23.65 310
16000 17.87 -15.06 23.36 310
16025 17.80 -16.90 23.21 310
16050 17.48 -14.82 22.92 310
16075 15.39 -12.35 19.86 309
16100 16.62 -13.44 21.37 309
16125 19.81 -15.26 23.00 307
16150 19.83 -14.99 24.86 307
16175 19.78 -15.46 25.10 308
16200 21.46 -13.66 25.46 302
16350 25.57 -10.30 27.57 292
16375 26.01 -10.19 27.93 291
16400 26.88 -10.32 28.80 291
16425 27.16 -10.69 29.17 291
16450 27.70 -10.98 29.80 291
17350 19.43 -9.23 21.51 295
17375 19,36 -9.03 21.37 295
17400 20.16 -8.10 21.71 292
17425 20.67 -6.79 21.75 288
17650 20.67 -6.63 21.70 _88
16675 28.26 -11.06 30*35 291
16500 28.48 -10.81 30.46 291
16525 28.52 -11.37 30.71 292
16580 27.83 -12.90 30.68 295
16575 27.73 -13.27 30.74 295
17475 20.79 -6.57 21.81 287
17500 20.23 -7.22 21.48 289
17525 19.65 -8.20 21.29 292
17550 19.69 -8.50 21.44 293
17575 19.49 -8.85 21.41 296
16600 27.66 -13.64 30.82 296
16625 27*02 -15.01 30o91 299
16650 26.36 -15.49 30.58 300
16675 25.28 -16.30 30.08 303
16700 26.23 -16.78 29.47 305
17600 18.93 -9.61 21.22 297
16725 22.52 -17.17 28.32 307
16750 21.08 -17.33 27.29 309
16775 18.96 -17.61 25.88 313
16800 17.86 -17.50 25.00 314
16825 15.68 -17.09 23.19 317
16850 16,62 -17.05 22.33 320
16875 13,82 -16.19 21.29 319
16900 13.72 -15.47 20.68 318
16925 14.07 -16,69 20.34 316
16950 16.35 -14.07 20.10 314
16975 16.03 -16.02 19.86 315
17000 14.09 -13.08 19.23 313
17025 16.04 -12,63 18.89 312
17050 14,01 -12.57 18.83 312
17073 16.40 -11.97 18.72 310
17100 16.39 -11.76 18.57 309
17125 15.31 -11.55 19.17 307
17150 16.06 -11.01 19.67 304
17175 16.99 -10.37 19.90 301
17200 17.44 -10.57 20.39 301
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z8NAL C8MPSNEN_, WZ = RER|O|SNAL C_NPSNENTt RS = MINC SPEED, THETA = WIND O|RECT[8N
PAGE350 TABLE 11-77
FPS-1B RADA8/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 06/09/65t OOOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
200 -0.26 7.46 7.44 178
ZZ_ 0._0 7.27 7.27 132
250 0.69 7.16 7,20 185
275 1.22 7.07 7.17 190
300 1.85 7.00 7.24 195
325 2,43 6.97 7.38 199
350 3.09 6o98 7.64 204
375 3.57 7,05 7.90 207
400 4.21 7.15 8.29 210
625 4,90 7.28 8.77 214
450 5.37 7.45 9.19 216
675 5.82 7.73 9.68 217
500 6.07 7,71 9.81 218
52S 6,08 6.48 8.89 225
550 5.88 5.39 7.97 227
575 5.67 5.01 7.57 228
600 5.66 4.53 7.24 231
625 5.98 6,09 7.25 235
650 6.48 3.72 7_47 240
675 6.87 _ 3,49 7.70 243
700 7.21 3.35 7_95 245
725 7.26 3.28 7.86 245
750 7.17 2.93 7.74 24B
775 7.26 2.55 7.69 250
800 7.50 2.46 7.90 252
825 8.35 2.20 8.64 255
850 9.50 1.74 fl.66 259
875 10.15 1.38 10.26 262
900 10.81 1.11 10.37 264
925 10.04 1.17 10.10 283
950 9.76 1.11 9.80 263
975 9.66 0.97 9.71 264
1000 9,41 0.80 9.46 265
1025 9.40 0.56 9.42 266
1050 9.75 0.62 9.77 266
1075 9,72 0.75 q,7s 265
1100 9.51 0.76 9.56 265
1125 9,19 0.69 9,22 266
1150 9.00 0.63 9.02 266
1175 8.95 0.72 8,98 265
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
1200 9c. 08 0.68 9.11 266
'_= 9.22 D.':I ?.23 _7
].250 9,06 0.67 9.07 267
1278 8.88 0.59 8.86 266
1300 8.68 0.86 8.72 266
1325 8.63 1.12 8,70 262
].350 8.69 ]..26 8.78 282
1375 8.77 ]..29 8.87 261
1600 8.97 1.32 9.06 261
1625 8.98 1.56 9.11 260
1450 8.73 1.72 8.90 259
1475 8.48 1.67 8.64 259
1500 8.26 1.69 8.63 258
1525 8.13 1,66 8.30 258
1550 8.05 1.58 8.21 25q
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC NISEC OEG
2200 7.06 -1.15 7.15 279
_6 7.12 -0.91 7.18 277
2250 7.21 -0.67 7.26 275
2275 7.40 -0.50 7.62 276
2300 7.50 -0.78 7.56 275
2325 7.62 -1.23 7.72 279
2350 8.20 -1.86 8.61 282
2375 9.06 -2.37 9.35 284
2600 9.76 -2.35 10.02 283
2625 10.23 -2.17 10.66 282
2450 10.53 -2.06 10.73 28E
2475 10.76 -1.98 10,96 280
2500 10.86 -2.01 11.03 280
2525 10.38 -2.81 10.66 282
2550 9.84 -2.84 10.24 286
1575 8.10 1.56 8.25 259
1600 8.01 1,42 8.13 260
1625 7.57 1.33 7.69 260
1650 7.27 1.29 7.38 260
1675 7.17 1.24 7,28 260
2575 10.06 -3.37 10.61 288
2600 10.63 -3.88 11.13 290
2625 10.10 -6.32 10.98 293
2650 9.37 -6,57 10.63 296
2675 8.91 -6.68 10.06 298
1700 7.17 1.34 7.29 259
1725 7.47 1.27 7.58 260
1750 7.71 1.12 7.79 262
1775 7.72 0.99 7.78 263
1800 7.67 0.86 7.52 263
2700 8.66 -4.68 9,86 298
2725 8.39 -6.78 9,65 299
2750 7.81 -6.81 9.18 301
2775 7.33 -6.65 8.68 302
2800 7.03 -4.51 8.35 303
1825 7.22 0.88 7.27 283
1850 7.16 0.71 7.19 264
1875 7.06 0.56 7.08 265
1900 7.03 0.36 7.04 267
1925 7,06 0.09 7.06 269
2825 6.56 -4.28 7.81 303
2850 6.11 -4.10 7.36 304
2875 5.87 -3.97 7,08 306
2900 5.71 -3.85 6.89 304
2925 5.31 -3.60 6.62 306
1950 7.13 O.lO 7.13 269
1975 7.16 0.13 7.14 269
2000 7.03 0.00 7.03 270
2025 6.87 -0.10 6.87 271
2050 6.8Z -0.15 6.82 271
2950 6.85 -3.33 5.88 304
2975 6.60 -3.20 5.61 305
3000 4.61 -3.04 5.36 306
3025 4.25 -3.07 E*25 306
3050 3.91 -3.19 5.04 309
2075 6,87 -0.31 6.88 272
2100 6.93 -0.59 6.95 275
2125 6.98 -1.04 7.06 278
2150 6,95 -1.40 7.09 281
2178 6.95 -1.32 7,08 281
3075 3.54 -3.26 4.79 312
3100 3.46 -3.21 4.72 313
3125 3,52 -3.26 4.eo 313
3150 3.70 -3.29 4,95 311
3175 3.86 -3.28 5.06 310
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = ZmNAL CONPSNENT, WZ = NERIDI8NAL CSMPSNENT, US = WIND SPEED_ THETA = bIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 04/09/65, OOOOZ, EASTERN TEST 8ANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC N/SEC BEG METERS M/SEC MISEO M/SEE OEG
3200 3.90 -3.22 5.06 309 6200 7.37 -9.08 11.69 321 5200 12.19 -11.59 16.82 313
3225 3.98 -3,01 4.99 307 4225 7.23 -9.00 11.56 321 5225 12.95 -11.78 17.51 312
3250 4.20 -2.88 5.09 304 4250 7.03 -9.08 11.69 322 5250 13.47 -11.82 17.92 311
3275 4.37 -2*77 5.18 302 4275 6.87 -9.20 11.69 323 5275 16.15 -11.72 18.37 309
3300 4.45 -2,73 5.22 301 4300 6.99 -9,22 ].1.56 323 5300 15.24 -11.67 19.08 307
3325 6.53 -2.72 5.29 301
3350 4.69 -2.66 5.22 300
3375 4.41 -2.55 5.09 300
3400 4.41 -2.52 5.08 300
3625 4,44 -2.65 5.17 301
4325 7.16 -9.26 11.70 322
4380 7.05 -9.28 11.65 323
4875 6.91 -9.20 11.51 523
6600 6,85 -9.27 11.53 323
6425 6.77 -9.26 11.46 324
5325 15.61 -11.28 19.26 306
5350 15.61 -11.37 19.31 306
5375 15.78 -11.65 19.62 306
5400 16.07 -11.85 19.96 306
5425 16.25 -11.90 20,14 306
3450 4.63 -2.68 5.18 301
3675 4.47 -2.71 5.23 301
3500 4.52 -2.79 5.31 301
3525 4.51 1-2.86 5.33 302
3550 4.70 -2.96 5.55 302
6450 6.77 -9.02 11.28 323
4475 6.68 -9.04 11.24 323
6500 6.61 -9.3S 11.45 325
6525 8.67 -9.80 11.85 326
4550 6,68 -10.22 12.21 327
5450 16.50 -11.66 20.19 305
5475 17.16 -11.72 20.78 304
5500 17.66 -12.06 21.38 304
5525 18.02 -11.98 21.66 303
5550 18.52 -11.97 22.05 303
3575 5.00 -3,59 6,16 306
3600 4.8& -6.16 6+38 311
3625 4.59 -4.33 6.31 313
3650 4.62 -6,50 6.45 314
3675 4.66 -4.49 6.45 314
6575 6.72 -10.39 12.38 327
6600 6.75 -10.39 12.39 327
4625 6.89 -10.25 12.35 326
4650 T,ll -10.12 12.36 325
6675 7.17 -10.06 12.34 324
5575 18.96 -12.08 22.66 302
5600 19.09 -12.02 22.56 302
5625 19.26 -11.79 22.58 301
5650 19.64 -11,57 22.62 301
5675 19.50 -11.67 22.62 300
3700 4.68 -4,46 6.45 313
3725 6.84 -4.57 6.66 313
3750 4.98 -4.76 6.89 314
3775 5.15 -4.72 6.98 512
3800 5.24 -4.97 7.22 313
6700 7.27 -9,89 12.27 324
4725 7.48 -9.68 12.26 322
6750 7.74 -9.58 12.31 521
6775 7.82 -9.57 12.36 321
48OO 7,92 -9.46 12.34 32O
5700 19.57 -11.36 22.62 300
5725 19.80 -11.11 22.70 299
5750 20.14 -10.80 22.86 298
5775 20.21 -10.59 22.82 297
5800 19.97 -10.69 22.56 298
3825 5.06 -5.48 7.46 317
3850 4.92 -5.73 7.56 319
3875 4.96 -5,86 7.68 320
3900 5.10 -S,89 7.79 319
3925 5.17 -E.96 7.88 319
4825 8.24 -9.35 12.46 318
4850 8,61 -9.28 12.66 317
4875 8.98 -9.13 12.81 315
4900 9,18 -8.91 12.79 314
4925 9.37 -8.90 12.92 313
5825 19.87 -10.67 22.46 298
5850 19*67 -10.35 22.28 298
5875 19.60 -10.68 22.22 298
5900 19.51 -10.67 22.26 298
5925 19.27 -10.78 22.08 299
3950 5,08 -6.42 8.18 321
3975 5.27 -7.16 8.89 323
4000 5.66 -7.75 9.60 324
4025 5.80 -8.09 9.95 324
6050 5.91 -8.52 10.37 525
4950 9.66 -9.17 13.32 313
4975 9.82 -9.35 13.56 313
S000 9.83 -9.47 13.65 314
5025 9.81 -9.73 13.82 315
5050 9.91 -10.06 16.12 315
5950 19.49 -10.92 22.36 299
5975 19.89 -10.95 22.70 299
6000 20.16 -11.09 23.00 299
6025 20.31 -11.22 23.21 299
6050 20.52 -11.20 23.38 298
6075 6,13 -9.15 11.02 326
4100 6.47 -9.71 11.67 326
6125 6+57 -9.87 11.86 326
4150 6.92 -9.75 11.96 324
4175 7.61 -9.43 11.99 322
5075 10.18 -10.35 14.50 315
5100 10.50 -10.57 14,90 315
5125 11.58 -11.55 16.35 315
5150 15.36 -1_.26 21.64 315
5175 14.63 -14.29 20.45 514
6075 20.93 -11.29 23.?B 298
6100 21.53 -11,36 24.35 298
6125 22,00 -11,60 26,78 297
6150 22.36 -11.32 25.06 297
6175 22.33 -11.07 26.92 296
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL C_MPSNENTe NZ - MERIOISNAL CSMPSNENI, WS - WIND SPEED, THETA • bIND OIRECTISN
TABLE 11-77 (con't) PAGE351
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 04/09/65, O0002v EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLgBIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA AL7 WX WZ " WS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6200 22.24 -1|.32 24.96 297 7200 20.6? -16.84 26,67 308 8200 23,66 -14.34 27,67 301
6225 22.46 -11.80 25,37 298 7225 20.72 -16.72 26,63 508 E225 23.80 -14.25 27.74 301
6250 22,55 -12.08 25,58 298 7250 20.01 -16.84 26,77 309 8250 23.90 -14,19 27.80 301
6275 22.30 -12.08 25.37 298 7275 20,76 -17.01 26.85 309 8275 23.93 -14.29 27.88 301
6300 21.89 -11.73 24.83 298 7300 20,92 -17.16 27.06 309 e380 23.87 -14.57 27.86 301
6325 21.87 -11.45 24.69 297
6350 21.98 -EI,I1 24.61 297
6375 21.83 -10.81 24.36 296
6400 21.55 -E0.75 24.09 296
6425 21.24 -10,60 23.74 296
7325 21.28 -17.06 27,27 309
7350 21.46 -17,01 27.38 308
7375 21.61 -17.23 27,64 308
7400 21.70 -17.28 27.74 308
7425 21.98 -17.17 27,89 308
E325 23.72 -14.44 27.77 301
E350 23,71 -14.57 27.83 301
8375 23.80 -14.51 27.87 301
8400 23.84 -14.65 27.98 301
8425 23.85 -14.66 28.00 301
6450 21,30 -10.56 23.78 296
6475 21.49 -10.80 24.05 297
6500 21.51 -10.88 24.10 297
6525 21.74 -10.81 24.28 296
6550 21.93 -10.72 24.41 296
7450 22.10 -16.99 27.88 307
7475 22.13 -10.95 27.88 307
7500 22,09 -16.96 27.85 307
7525 22.14 -17.00 27.91 507
7550 22.40 -17.21 28.25 307
8450 23.93 -14.42 27.94 301
8475 23.78 -14.47 27.84 301
8500 23.51 -14.48 27.61 301
8525 23.42 -14.34 27.46 301
8550 23.33 -14.20 27.31 301
6575 22.17 -10,67 24.61 296
6600 22,26 -10.77 24.73 296
6625 22.22 -10.85 24.72 296
6650 22,27 -10.92 24.80 296
6675 22.07 -11.00 24.66 296
7575 22.56 -17.51 28.56 308
7600 22.65 -17.64 28.71 308
7625 22.95 -17.59 28,91 307
7650 23.29 -17.38 29.06 307
7675 23.53 -17.15 29.12 306
8575 22.79 -14.38 26.95 302
8600 22.61 -14.59 26.91 303
8625 22.46 -14.54 26,76 303
8650 22.18 -14.31 26.40 303
8675 21.97 -13.87 25.98 302
6700 21.99 -11.00 24.59 296
6725 22.01 -11.13 24.67 297
6750 21.97 -11.29 24.70 297
6775 21.81 -11.56 24.68 298
6800 21.71 -11.83 24.72 298
7700 23.62 -17.11 29.17 306
7725 23.48 -17.08 29.04 306
7750 23.43 -16.96 28.92 306
7775 23.41 -16.74 28.78 305
7800 23.35 -16.36 28.52 305
8700 21.67 -13.56 25.56 302
8725 21,80 _13.07 25.42 301
8750 21.76 -12,87 25.28 300
8775 21.51 -12.65 24.95 300
8800 21.37 T12.27 24.64 300
6825 21.63 -11.92 24.69 299
6850 21,34 -12.06 24.51 299
6875 21.02 -lZ.21 24.31 300
6900 20,68 -12.44 24.14 301
6925 20.40 -12.69 24.03 302
7825 23*45 -16,16 28.48 304
7850 23.61 -15,98 28.51 304
7875 23.70 -15.78 28.47 503
7900 23.60 -15,68 28.34 303
7925 23.53 -15.41 28.13 303
8825 21.38 -11.96 24.50 299
8850 21.33 -11.51 24.24 298
8875 20.89 -11.31 23.75 298
8900 20.67 -10.65 23.25 297
8925 20.65 -10.44 23.14 297
6950 20.33 -13,05 24.16 303
6975 20.28 -13.42 24.32 303
7000 20.27 -13.62 24.43 304
7025 20.25 -13.85 24.53 304
7050 20.11 -14.22 24.63 305
7075 20,03 -14.80 24.90 306
7100 19.92 -15.47 25.22 308
7125 19.96 -15.96 25.55 308
7150 20.22 -16.40 26.04 309
7175 20.48 -16.77 26.47 309
7950 23.53 -15,17 27.99 303
7975 23.49 -15,21 27.98 303
8000 23.64 -15.21 28.11 303
8025 23.70 -15.00 28.05 302
8050 23.67 -14.66 27.84 302
8075 23.65 -14.41 27.70 301
8100 23.73 -14.37 27.74 301
8125 23.70 -14.35 27.71 301
8150 23.60 -14.30 27.60 301
8175 23.67 -14.31 27.66 301
8950 20*84 I10.75 25.44 297
8975 21.31 --10.50 23.75 296
5000 21.59 -10.44 23.99 296
9025 21.87 -10.45 24.24 295
9050 21.62 -10.61 24.09 296
9075 21.59 -10.48 24.00 296
9100 21.74 -10.43 24.11 295
9125 21.65 -10.65 24.13 296
9150 21.58 -10.31 23.91 295
9175 21.18 -10.28 23.55 296
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBPILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 041091651 0000Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEiA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC 0EG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
9200 20.88 -10,36 23.31 296 10200 20.94 -10.61 23.48 297 11200 23.04 -12.36 26.15 298
9225 20.47 -10.91 23.19 298 10225 20.81 -10.70 23.40 297 11225 22.69 -12,49 25.90 299
9250 20.16 -11.48 23.20 299 10250 20.41 -11.05 23.21 298 11250 22.38 -12.33 25.55 299
9275 20.15 -11,62 23.26 300 10275 20.34 -10.99 23.12 298 11275 22.12 -12.19 25.26 299
9300 20.11 -11.88 23.35 300 10300 20.52 -10.61 23.10 297 11300 21.65 -12.77 25.14 300
9325 20.16 -12.02 23.47 301
9350 20.18 -12.08 23.52 301
9375 20.08 -12.01 23.40 301
9400 19.97 -11,67 23.13 300
9425 20.01 -11.34 23,00 299
10325 20.45 -10.84 23.14 298
10350 20.41 -10.95 23.16 298
10375 20.50 -10.65 23.11 297
10400 20.48 -10.73 23.12 297
10625 20.25 -10.85 22.98 298
11325 20.98 -13.43 24.91 302
11350 20.86 -13.48 24.84 303
11375 20.92 -13.25 24.76 302
I1400 20.59 -13.42 24.58 303
11425 20,45 -13.69 24.61 304
9450 19.81 -11.06 22.69 299
9475 19.44 -10.99 22.34 299
9500 19.41 -10.81 22.22 299
9525 19.39 -10,39 22.00 298
9550 19.39 -10,14 21.88 297
10450 20.20 -10.74 22.88 298
10475 20.49 -10.68 23.11 297
10500 20.29 -10.77 22.97 290
10525 20.25 -10.86 22.98 298
10550 20.66 -10.73 23.28 297
11450 20.54 -13.54 24.60 303
11475 20.27 -13.55 24.38 304
11500 19.48 -13.94 23.95 305
11525 19.30 -13.99 23.84 306
11550 19.48 -13.81 23.88 305
9575 19.35 -9.90 21.73 297
9600 19.16 -9.74 21.49 297
9625 18,99 -9.25 21.13 296
9650 ,18.76 -9.05 20.83 296
9675 18.56 -8,89 20,58 295
10575 20.69 -11.22 23.54 298
10600 20,68 -11.69 23.75 299
10625 20.83 -11.15 23.63 298
10650 20.68 -11.36 23.60 299
10675 20.51 -1i.75 23.64 300
11575 19.61 -13.57 23.85 305
11600 19.15 -13.73 23.57 305
11625 18.38 -13.66 22.90 306
11650 18.53 -13,05 22.67 305
11675 19.13 -12.42 22.81 303
9700 18.67 -8.82 20,65 295
9725 18.91 -8.79 20.86 295
9750 19.0_ -8.60 20.89 294
9775 19,01 -8.76 20,93 295
9800 18.80 -8.83 20.77 295
9825 18.82 -8.78 20.77 295
9850 19.01 -9.18 21.11 298
9875 19.27 -9.39 21.43 296
9900 19.53 -9.62 21.69 296
9925 19.61 -9.61 21,84 296
10700 20.77 -11.59 23.69 299
10725 20.92 -11.51 23.88 299
10750 21.15 -11.67 24.16 299
10775 21.34 -11.93 24.45 299
10800 21.45 -11.82 24.49 299
10825 21.60 -11.38 24.41 298
10850 22.01 -11.67 24.91 298
10875 22.57 -11.86 25.50 298
10900 22,65 -11.99 25.63 298
10925 22.66 -11.97 25.63 298
11700 19,17 -12.50 22.88 303
11725 19.53 -12.12 22.99 302
11750 20.02 -11.65 23.17 300
11775 20.26 -11.62 23.36 300
11800 20.50 -11.58 23.54 299
11825 20.59 -11.68 23.67 299
11850 20.91 -11,22 23.73 298
11875 20.53 -11.44 23.50 299
11900 20.96 -10.92 23.63 297
11925 21.47 -10.27 23.80 295
9950 19.82 -9.96 22,19 297
9975 20*09 -10,36 22.60 297
10000 20*38 -10.45 22.91 297
10025 20.14 -10.81 22.86 298
10050 20.55 -10,34 23.01 297
10950 22.74 -11.84 25.64 297
10975 22.51 -IL.90 25.46 298
11000 22.61 -11.50 25.37 297
11025 22.72 -11,58 25.50 297
11050 22.47 -12.05 25.50 298
11950 21.15 -10.54 23.63 296
11975 21.70 -9.83 23.82 294
12000 22.56 -9.22 26.37 292
12025 22.57 -9.10 24.34 292
12050 22.68 -8.58 24.25 291
10075 Z0.83 -10.11 23.15 296
10100 20.78 -10.64 23.35 297
10125 21.17 -10.68 23.72 297
10150 21.27 -10.67 23.80 296
10175 21.12 -10.66 23,66 297
11075 22.53 -12.09 25.57 298
11100 22.72 -12.07 25.?3 298
11125 22.93 -12.01 25.88 297
11150 22.54 -12.02 25.54 298
11175 22.63 -12.33 25.77 298
12075 23.11 -8.24 24.53 Z89
12100 23*28 -7.83 24,56 288
12125 23.29 -7,67 24.52 288
12150 23.27 -7.83 24.55 288
12175 23.31 -7.70 24.55 288
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C88PBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIBN
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TABLE 11-77 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 04_09/65t O000Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12200 23.55 -7.32 24.66 287
12225 23.90 -6,92 26.88 286
12250 24.37 -7-2_ _5.42 286
12275 24.66 -7.85 25.88 287
12300 24*98 -7.86 26.19 287
12325 25,16 -7.59 26.28 287
12350 2A.76 -8.13 26.06 288
12378 24,68 -8.48 26.10 289
12600 26.69 -8.51 26.12 289
12425 24.27 .-9.67 26.06 291
12650 24.06 -10.32 26.16 293
12475 23.83 -10.20 25.92 293
12500 23.46 -10.45 25.89 294
12525 23.36 -11.21 25.91 295
12550 22.89 -11.51 25.82 297
12575 22.67 -11.66 25.40 297
12600 22.56 -11.92 25,51 298
12625 22.28 -12.A5 25.52 299
12650 21.92 -12.3A 25,15 299
12675 21.$5 -12.62 24.97 300
12700 21.58 -13.18 25.29 301
12725 20.92 -13.66 26,97 303
12750 20,68 -13.46 24.50 303
12775 20.55 -13.06 26,35 302
12800 20.27 -13.43 24.32 303
12825 20.20 -13.11 2A.08 303
12850 19.87 -12.78 25.62 303
12875 19.57 -13.41 23,72 304
12900 19,66 -13.20 23.51 306
12925 19.06 -13.06 23.11 304
12950 18,81 -13,23 22,89 305
12975 18.20 -13.13 22,46 306
13000 17,50 -13,36 22.02 307
13025 17.13 -14.16 22.22 309
13050 16,60 -14.95 22.36 512
13075 15.75 -15.06 21.79 314
13100 14.46 -15,81 21.43 317
13125 13.87 -16.28 21,39 319
13150 13.27 -15.97 20,76 320
13175 12.51 -15,97 20,28 322
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE CEG
13200 12,30 -16.73 20.76 323
13225 12,26 -17.06 20,98 324
13250 12.03 -12.68 21.22 325
13275 12.35 -17.84 21.69 _25
13300 12.60 -18.09 21.93 325
13325 12.66 -18.39 22.32 325
13350 12.51 -18.82 22.60 326
13375 12.12 -19.62 22.89 328
13400 12,38 -19,93 23.46 328
13625 12.33 -19.93 23,46 328
13450 13,01 -19.11 23.12 326
13475 13.94 -18.00 22.76 322
13500 15.22 -16.46 22.42 317
13525 16.59 -15.71 22.85 313
13550 17.22 -15.16 22.96 311
13575 17,69 -16.67 22.98 309
13600 18.28 -14.67 23.66 309
13628 18,34 -15,23 23.86 310
13680 18.89 -15.39 26.36 309
13675 20.11 -15.36 25.30 307
13700 20.69 -16.07 26.20 308
13725 21.21 -16.86 27.08 308
13750 21.68 -17.22 27.68 308
1377S 21.92 -18.08 28.62 309
13800 22.64 -18.79 29.27 310
13825 22,60 -19.95 30.16 311
13850 22.31 -20.57 30.35 313
13875 22.33 -21.30 30,86 313
13900 22.65 -2Z.02 31.65 314
13925 22,48 -22.56 31.86 315
13950 22.56 -23.46 32.53 316
13975 22.56 -26.21 33.09 317
14000 22,25 -25.02 33.68 318
14025 22,19 -25.62 33.90 319
14050 22.60 -28.99 34.31 319
14075 22.03 -26.75 34.65 320
14100 22,21 -27.63 35.45 821
14125 22,32 -28.50 36.20 322
14150 21,60 -28.77 35.97 323
14175 20.76 -28.28 35.07 324
6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
14200 20.12 -27.96 34,63 326
IA225 20.21 -27.99 36.52 326
14250 20.10 -28.17 36.60 326
14275 19.64 -20.7_ 34.03 325
14300 19,23 -29.08 36,87 326
14325 19.06 -28.93 36.64 326
14350 18.79 -26.06 36.59 327
14375 18.92 -29,08 34.69 327
14400 18.86 -29.07 34.65 327
14425 18.39 -29,39 36.67 328
14450 17.80 -29.A9 36.64 329
14475 17.62 -29.29 3A.18 329
1A500 17.75 -29.36 3A.29 329
14525 17.37 -29,62 36.16 329
14850 16.96 -29.13 33,71 330
14575 16.66 -28.96 33.60 330
14600 16.08 -28.67 32.70 330
14625 15.95 -28.00 32,23 330
16650 15.82 -27.06 31.33 329
16675 15,72 -25.98 30.37 329
14700 15.25 -25.23 29.69 329
14725 15.35 -26.69 29,08 328
16750 15.76 -26.12 28.82 327
14775 15478 -24.09 28.80 327
1A800 15,95 -23.95 28,78 326
14825 16.36 -23.68 28.78 325
14850 16.52 -23.99 29.13 325
14875 17.58 -22.97 28*93 322
1A900 17.90 -21.98 28.35 321
16925 17.61 -21.60 27,75 321
14950 17.90 -20.76 27.39 319
14975 18.26 -20.36 27.33 318
15000 19.36 -20.96 28.52 317
15025 20,07 -21.60 29.69 317
15050 20.75 -22.08 30.30 317
15075 20.82 -22.25 30.47 317
15100 20.81 -23.03 31.06 318
15125 21.16 -23,83 31o63 318
15150 20.96 -23.36 31.39 318
15175 2D.58 -22.79 50.71 318
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX = Z8NAL CSMP8NENT, WZ • MERIDISNAL C8WPBNENT, W8 = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 2265 06/09/65, OOOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALE WX WZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ WS THEtA ALl WX WZ WS THETA
METERS W/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS W/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
15200 21.01 -21.86 30,32 316 162DO 20.23 -20.60 28.88 315 12200 17.67 -20.30 26.92 319
15225 21.02 -22.12 30.52 316 16225 20.75 -20.71 29.32 315 17225 16.55 -20.60 26.27 321
15250 20.81 -22.56 30.68 317 16250 20.51 -20.77 29.19 315 17250 15.63 -19.83 25.13 322
15275 21.73 -22,26 31,11 316 16275 20.10 -20.52 28.72 315 17275 14.21 -18.61 23.62 322
15300 21.88 -22.73 31,56 316 16300 15.56 -15.13 21.70 31A 17300 13.79 -17.59 22,35 322
15325 21.78 -22.71 31,66 316
15350 21.86 -22.51 31,37 316
15375 21.73 -22.31 31.16 316
15400 22,05 -21.73 30.96 31A
15625 22.16 -21.30 30,72 31A
16328 15,96 -15.05 21.92 313
16350 20.66 -20.06 28.78 316
16375 20.67 -20.82 29.36 315
16400 20.00 -21.57 29.41 317
16625 19.93 -20.74 28.76 316
17325 13.58 -17.73 22.33 322
17350 13.06 -17.86 22.13 324
17375 12.99 -17._7 21.78 323
17600 13.69 -17.29 22.06 321
17425 13.90 -17.69 22.50 322
15450 21.90 -20.82 30.21 313
15475 21,38 -21.00 29,95 314
15500 21.12 -21.21 29.93 315
15525 21,09 -20.87 29,67 315
15550 20,30 -21.22 29.37 316
16450 20,81 -19,87 28.78 314
16675 20.54 -20.56 29.05 315
16500 19.86 -21.02 28.90 316
16525 18.96 -21.38 28,58 318
16550 19.39 -21.57 29,00 318
17450 13.28 -17.90 22.29 323
17475 12.11 -18.02 21.72 326
17500 10.64 -18.28 21.15 330
17525 9.56 -18.60 20.73 332
17550 7.78 -18.69 20.06 337
15575 20,08 -21.65 29.53 317
15600 20.19 721.A3 29.44 317
15625 19.90 -21.52 29,23 317
15650 20.11 -21.10 29,15 316
15675 19.90 -21.61 29.37 317
16575 19.21 -21.43 28.78 318
16600 18.88 -20.96 28.21 318
16625 1_.53 -20.65 27.75 318
16650 17.96 -20.75 27.64 319
16675 18.50 -20.32 27.48 318
17575 6.86 -17.50 18.79 338
17600 6.16 -16.63 17.73 360
17625 5.15 -16.09 16.89 362
17650 5.18 -15.89 16.71 3A2
15700 19.03 -22.22 29,26 319
15725 19,08 -21.81 28.98 319
15750 19.77 -21.29 29,06 317
15775 19.74 -21.74 29.36 318
15800 18.99 -22.52 29.46 320
16700 18.29 -20.19 27.25 318
16725 17.59 -20.37 26.91 319
16750 17.39 -19.65 26.24 318
16775 17.48 -19.35 26.07 318
16800 17.61 -19,91 26.45 319
15825 19,05 -21.72 28.88 319
15850 19,35 -21.70 29°08 318
15875 19.39 -21.95 29.29 318
15900 20.05 -21.80 29.62 317
15925 19.93 -21*95 29,64 318
16825 17.18 -19.71 26.14 319
16850 17.68 -19.55 26.36 318
16875 17.72 -19.70 26.50 318
16900 17,53 -19,11 25.93 317
16925 17.76 -18.81 25,87 516
15950 19,36 -22.29 29,53 319
15975 19.20 -22,04 29.23 319
16000 18.40 -21.53 28.32 319
16025 18,65 -21.66 28,58 319
16050 19.61 -21.Ol 28.74 317
16950 18.27 -1_.74 26.17 316
16975 18,68 -19.45 26.97 316
17000 18.66 -19,20 26.77 316
17025 18,58 -18.75 26.40 315
17050 19.82 -17.97 26.76 312
16075 19.56 -20.84 28.59 817
16100 18.33 -21.21 28.03 319
16125 18.87 -21.29 28.45 318
16150 19,47 -21.27 28,83 317
16175 20.07 -20.85 28.94 316
17075 19.35 -18.78 26,96 314
17100 19,06 -16.93 20o86 315
17125 19.42 -18,53 26.85 513
17150 19o16 -18.83 26.86 314
17175 18.74 -19.14 26.79 315
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • 28NAL C_MPSNENI, WZ • MERIDISNAL C8MPSNENTt WS • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE 11-7B PAGE353
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2625 04/09/651 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC NISEC CEG METERS NISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
150 6.95 -0,23 6.98 272 1150 12,55 5.60 13.74 2%6 2150 10.98 -4,46 11.85 292
178 7.40 -0.22 7.40 272 1175 12.24 5.60 13.46 245 2178 11.19 -4.83 12.19 293
200 7*96 0.24 T.96 268 1200 11.96 6.42 13.13 245 2200 11.13 -5.21 12.28 295
225 8.54 0.28 8.55 268 1225 11.80 B.31 12.93 246 2225 10.63 -5.47 11.95 297
250 9.41 -0.36 9.42 272 1250 12.29 5.36 13.41 246 2250 10.22 -5.56 11.63 298
275 10.10 -0.63 10.12 2T3
300 10.29 -1.03 10.34 2T6
325 10.30 -1.56 10.42 278
350 10.46 -1,86 10.63 280
375 10.44 -2.20 I0.67 282
1278 12.96 B.33 14.01 247
1300 13.26 B.20 14.25 248
1325 13.65 4.84 14.48 250
1350 14.02 4.17 14.63 253
1175 14.29 3.59 14.74 256
2278 10.01 -5.65 11.49 299
2300 9.97 -B.49 11.38 299
2325 10.12 -5.11 11.34 297
2350 10*27 -4.88 11.38 295
2378 9.98 -4.87 11.10 296
400 10.60 -2.37 10.86 282
425 11.41 -2.64 11.T2 283
450 11.44 -2.72 11.76 283
475 10.84 -2,40 11.10 282
500 10.57 -2.23 10.81 282
1400 14.46 3.07 14.78 258
1425 14.63 2.55 14.85 260
1450 14.58 2.23 14.75 261
1475 14.32 1.99 14.46 262
1500 14,15 1.82 14.26 262
2400 9.41 -4.92 10.62 297
2425 9,21 -4.98 10.45 298
2450 9,03 -5.20 10.42 300
2475 8.65 -5.25 10.12 301
2500 8.73 -5.70 10.42 303
525 10.17 -2.10 10,39 281
550 10.09 -1.96 10.28 281
575 10.63 -1.87 10.80 280
600 11.34 -1.73 11.47 279
625 11,70 -1.52 11,80 277
1525 13.92 1.79 14.04 263
1550 13.58 1.68 13.65 263
1578 13.16 1.53 13.25 263
1600 12.86 1.36 12.93 264
1625 12.54 1.25 12.60 264
2525 9.02 -6.67 11.22 306
2580 8.90 -7.26 11.49 309
2575 8.68 -7.39 11,40 310
2600 8.30 -7.40 11.12 312
2625 7.81 -7.61 10,90 314
650 11.67 -1.30 11.75 276
675 11.50 -0.71 11.53 273
700 11.37 0.42 11.38 268
725 11,58 1.29 11.66 263
750 11,84 1.55 11.94 262
1650 12.68 0,83 12.68 266
1675 13.12 -0*04 13.12 270
1700 13.47 -0.88 13.50 273
1725 13.76 -1.54 13,85 276
1750 13,77 -2.00 13.91 278
2650 7.53 " -7.85 10.88 316
2675 7,50 -8.06 11.01 317
2700 7.57 -8.24 11.19 317
2725 7.59 -8.23 11.19 317
2780 T.66 -8,09 11.14 316
775 11.93 1.84 12.07 261
BOO 12.28 2.14 12.46 260
825 12.59 2.45 12,83 259
850 12,73 2.99 13.08 257
875 12.94 3.13 13.31 256
1775 13.49 -2.24 13.68 279
1800 13.40 -2.32_ 13.60 280
1828 13.51 -2.47 13.74 280
1850 13.48 -2.87 13.73 282
1875 13.33 -3.05 13.68 283
2778 7.96 -7.97 11.26 318
2800 8.26 -7,68 11,28 313
2825 8.54 -7.25 11.20 310
2880 8.82 -6.88 11.19 308
2875 9.05 -6.82 11.33 307
900 13.22 3.11 13.58 257
925 13.26 3.81 13.72 285
950 13,20 3.82 13*74 254
975 13,28 4.15 13.91 252
lOOO 13.81 4.65 14.29 251
1900 13,45 -3,07 13*79 283
1925 13.39 -_.35 13.80 284
1980 13.04 -3.54 13.51 285
1975 12.55 -3.62 13.06 286
2000 12.23 -3.80 12.81 287
2900 9.16 -6.85 11.43 307
2925 9.23 -6.68 11.39 306
2980 9*30 -6*60 11.40 805
2975 9.35 -6.57 11.43 305
3000 9.34 -6.39 11.32 304
1050 13.21 4.98 14.12 249
1075 12.96 5*03 13.90 249
1100 12.90 5.14 13.89 248
1125 12,B7 5.39 13,95 247
Z025 11.89 -3.96 12.54 288
2050 11.37 -4.03 12.07 289
2075 11.24 -4.06 11.95 290
2100 11.36 -4.24 12.12 290
2125 11.12 -4.34 I1.94 291
3025 9.51 -5.96 11.22 302
3050 9.77 -5.69 11.31 300
3078 9*79 -5.49 11.22 299
3100 9.90 -5.24 1|.20 298
3125 lO.ll -4.96 11.26 296
6LT = ALTITUDE_ WX = ZONAL C8MPBNENTe MZ = NERIDISNAL C_MPSNENT, WS " WINC SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2428 04/09/65. 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLg8IDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 0EG METERS N/SEe M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3150 10.31 -4.87 11.40 295 4150 8,30 -4.60 9.49 299 5150 11,98 -6.88 13.T6 300
3175 10.47 -4.69 11.47 294 4175 8.15 -4.66 9.39 300 5175 12.05 -7.07 13.97 300
3200 10.46 -4.18 11.26 292 4200 8.08 -4.62 9.31 300 5200 12.14 -7.27 14.15 301
3225 10.58 -3.86 11.26 290 4225 8.07 -4.74 9.36 300 5225 12.11 -7.47 14.23 301
3250 10.67 -3.54 11.24 288 4250 8.34 -4.94 9.70 300 5250 12.22 -7*73 14.46 302
3275 10.71 -3.17 11.17 286
3300 10.83 -2.71 11.16 284
3325 11,05 -2.37 11.30 282
3350 10.99 -2.29 11.22 282
3375 10.74 -2.13 10.95 281
4275 8.53 -4.93 9.85 300
4300 8.28 -4.90 9.62 300
4328 7.97 -4.81 9.31 301
4350 8.07 -4.71 9.34 300
4378 8.15 -4.71 9.42 300
5275 12.30 -8.12 14.74 303
5300 12.21 -8.50 14,87 305
5325 12.01 -8.75 14,87 306
5350 11.85 -9.05 14.92 3.07
5375 12.10 -9.44 15.35 308
3400 10.82 -1.94 ll. O0 280
3425 IO,8B -2.00 lh03 280
3450 10.59 -2.11 10.79 281
3475 10,31 -2.13 10.53 281
3500 10.36 -2.23 10.60 282
4400 8.09 -4.66 9.34 300
4425 8.10 -4,67 9.35 300
4450 8.14 -4.50 9*30 299
4475 8.44 -4.46 9.55 298
4500 8.67 -4.62 9.83 298
5400 12.14 -9.74 15.56 309
5425 11.86 -9.75 15.35 309
5450 11.66 -9.47 15.02 309
5475 11.85 -9.44 15.15 308
5500 12.60 -9.45 15.75 307
3525 10.38 -2.39 10.66 283
3550 10.29 -2.49 10.59 283
3575 10.37 -2.47 10.66 283
3600 10.53 -2.47 10.82 283
3625 10.53 -2.54 10.83 283
4525 8.76 -4.69 9.94 298
4550 8.95 -4.71 10.12 298
4575 8.88 -4.74 10.06 298
6600 8.53 -4*77 9.77 299
4625 8.45 -4.67 9*66 299
8525 13.26 -9.24 16.16 305
5550 13,70 -9,02 16.41 303
5575 14.35 -8.79 16.83 301
5600 14.94 -8.61 17.25 300
5625 15.30 -8*34 17.43 298
3650 10.42 -2.63 10.75 284
3675 10.21 -2.69 10.56 285
3700 9.38 -2,87 9.81 287
3725 8.82 ;3.10 9.34 289
3750 8.93 -3.23 9.49 290
4650 8.54 -4.72 9.76 299
4675 8.60 -4.78 9.84 299
4TOO 8.66 -4*83 9.92 299
4725 8.46 -4.86 9.76 300
4750 8.19 -4.87 9.53 301
5650 15.90 -8.14 17.86 297
5675 16.33 -7.96 18.16 296
5700 16.28 -7.82 18.03 296
5725 16.27 -7.98 18.12 296
5750 16.36 -8.17 18.29 296
3775 9.34 -3.26 9.90 289
3800 9.79 -3.34 10.35 289
3825 9,85 -3,43 10.43 289
3850 9.71 -3.31 10.25 289
3875 9.69 -3.20 10.21 288
4775 8.28 -5.22 9.79 302
4800 8.85 -B.66 10.51 302
4825 9.51 -5.84 11.17 301
4850 9.82 -5.84 11.43 301
4875 9.83 -5.89 11.46 301
E775 16.31 -8.34 18.32 297
5800 16.37 -8.49 18.44 297
5825 16*80 -8.52 18.83 297
5850 17.85 -8.48 19.31 296
5875 17.74 -8.39 19.63 295
3900 9.68 -3,21 10.20 288
3925 9.45 -3.14 9.96 . 288
3950 9.24 -3,07 9,73 288
3975 9,16 -3.20 9.70 289
4000 9.14 -3.50 9.79 291
4900 9.83 -6.DO 11.52 301
4925 9*84 -6.13 11.60 302
4950 10.03 -6.26 11.83 302
4975 10*38 -6.38 12.13 302
5000 10.40 -6.55 12.29 302
5900 18.01 -8.27 19.82 294
5925 18,37 -8,34 20.17 294
5950 18*71 -8.50 20.55 294
5975 19.13 -8.78 21.05 294
EO00 19.41 -9.02 21.41 295
4025 8,90 -3.70 9.64 292
4050 8.68 -3.85 9.50 294
4075 8.54 -4.23 9.53 296
4100 8.20 -4,64 9.42 299
4125 8,26 -4o62 9.47 299
5025 10.64 -6.63 12.53 302
5050 11.02 -6.60 12.84 301
5075 11.35 -6*60 13.13 300
5100 11,53 -6.70 13,34 300
5125 11.68 -6*79 13,52 300
6025 19.24 -9.14 21.30 295
6050 19.43 -9.33 21.56 295
6075 19.60 -9.20 21.65 298
6100 19.64 -8.77 21.51 294
6125 19.62 -8.38 21.33 293
ALT " ALTITUOE* WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNEN_t WZ = MERIDIBNAL CgMPJNENT* WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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TABLE 11-78 (ton't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITy PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2425 06109265t 13002* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
6150 19.42 -7.95 20.99 292
6175 19.67 -7.72 21.13 291
6200 19.92 -7.80 21.39 291
6225 19.86 -7.88 Zi.3_ 291
6250 19.75 -7.77 21.22 291
6275 19.76 -7.54 21.15 291
6300 19,62 -7.62 20.98 291
6325 19.71 -7.27 21.01 290
6350 19,93 -7.25 21.21 290
6375 20.02 -7.32 21.32 290
6600 20.21 -7.40 21.53 290
6625 20.28 -7.58 21.65 290
6450 20.22 -7.63 21.61 290
6675 20,55 -7,61 21.92 290
6500 20.59 -7,53 21.93 290
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7150 20_18 -10.28 22.65 297
7175 20.92 -10.53 23.62 297
7200 21.36 -10.88 23.97 297
7_5 21.62 -11.68 26.58 298
7250 21.74 -12.05 26.86 299
7275 21.20 -12.74 26.26 299
7300 21.08 -11,83 24.18 299
7325 20.95 -12.08 24.19 300
7350 21.09 -12,35 24,65 300
7375 21.66 -13.21 25.20 301
7400 21.15 -13.36 25.01 302
7425 21.16 -13.28 26.97 302
7450 21.26 -13.63 25.26 902
7675 21.23 -1_.88 25.36 303
7500 21.33 -13.88 25.45 303
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
e150 21.69 -16.06 26.83 307
8175 21.25 -15.93 26.56 307
8200 21.16 -15.78 26.60 307
8225 21.11 -15.66 26.28 306
_z_O 21.03 -15.72 26.25 _07
8275 21.26 -L_.62 26.38 306
8300 21.66 -15.66 26.58 305
8325 21.76 -15,42 26.66 305
8350 21.89 -15,28 26.70 305
8375 22.20 -15.25 26.94 304
8400 22.A6 -15.21 27.11 306
8425 22.60 -14.96 27_09 303
8450 22.63 -14.87 27.08 303
8475 22.86 -16,92 27.28 303
8500 23.08 -15.08 27.57 303
6525 20.23 -7.40 21.54 290
6550 20.01 -7.50 21.37 290
6575 19.72 -7.68 21.16 291
6600 19.66 -7.85 21.17 292
6625 19.88 -8.07 21.45 292
7525 21.21 -13.77 25.29 303
7550 20,96 -13.70 25.04 303
7575 20.78 -13.70 24.89 303
7600 20.87 -16.04 25.15 906
7625 20.91 -16.12 25.23 306
E525 23,39 -15.17 27.87 303
8550 23.88 -15.09 28.25 302
8575 26.17 -15.15 28.53 302
8600 26.69 -15.69 28.98 302
8625 24.82 -15.70 29.37 302
6650 19.96 -8,19 21158 292
6675 19.85 -8.32 21.52 293
6700 19.77 -8.42 21.49 293
6725 19.85 -8.58 21.62 293
6750 19.91 -8.76 21.75 294
7650 20,78 -13.88 24,99 304
7675 20.50 -16.09 24.87 304
7700 19.99 -16.33 24.60 305
7725 19.67 -14,55 24,47 306
7750 19.43 -16.90 24.69 307
8650 25.08 -15,41 29.63 301
8675 25,37 -16.93 29.66 300
8700 25.56 -15.12 29.68 300
8725 25.57 -15.28 29.78 301
8750 25.50 -15.01 29.59 300
6775 19.86 -8.83 21.71 294
6800 19.89 -9.03 21.85 294
6825 19.94 -9.23 21.98 295
6850 19.81 -9.39 21,92 295
6875 19,85 -9.52 22.02 295
7775 19.63 -15.13 26.63 308
7800 19.65 -15.13 24.64 308
7825 19.79 -15.18 26.95 307
7850 20.64 -15,64 25.61 307
7875 20.78 -15.57 25.97 307
8775 25.60 -14,91 29.46 300
8800 25.26 -16.55 29.13 300
8825 25.53 -13.91 29.0T 298
8850 25.96 -16.00 29.68 298
8875 26.01 -14.29 29,67 299
6900 20.15 -9.71 22.37 296
6925 20.27 -9.98 22.59 296
6950 20.36 -10.03 22.67 296
6975 20.29 -10.08 22.65 296
?OOO 20.00 -10.08 22.39 297
7900 21.46 -15.60 26.51 306
7925 22.22 -1fi.73 27.22 305
7950 22.28 -16.08 27,68 306 '
7975 22.00 -16.46 27.67 307
8000 21.82 -16.44 27.32 307
8900 25.94 -14.90 29.92 300
8925 25.52 -15.63 29.82 301
8950 24.84 -15.60 29.33 302
8975 23.90 -15.62 28.55 303
9000 23.12 -15.54 27.86 304
7025 20.02 -9.96 22.35 296
7050 20,03 -9.92 22.35 296
7075 19.90 -9.90 22.22 296
7100 19.98 -9,83 22.27 296
7125 20.02 -9.99 22.37 296
8025 21.96 -16.48 27.46 307
8050 21,93 -16.45 27.62 307
8075 21.79 -16.64 27,30 307
8100 21.62 -16.59 27.25 307
8125 21.67 -16.39 27.01 307
9025 22.69 -15.63 27.56 304
9050 22,38 -15.92 27.66 305
9075 22.21 -16.17 27.67 306
9100 22.18 -16,10 27.41 306
9125 22.26 -16.06 27.64 306
ALT • ALTITUOEt WX • ZENAL CBMPBNENT, WZ " MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS • WINC SPEEDt THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2625 04/09/65t 13OOZ* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WE W2 MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC W/SEC OEG
9150 22.52 -15.76 27.69 305 10150 23.67 -7.81 26.92 288 11150 26.53 -11.15 28.78 293
9175 22.64 -15.69 27.55 305 10175 23,90 -?.46 25.03 287 11175 26.66 -11.09 28.87 292
9200 22.69 -15.56 27.52 304 10200 26.08 -7.25 25.15 287 11200 26.33 -10.80 28.46 292
9225 22.96 -15.24 27.54 303 10225 26.22 -7.27 25.28 287 11225 26.52 -10.57 28.56 292
9250 23.02 -16.90 27.62 303 10250 24.33 -7.28 25.39 286 11250 26.73 -10,55 28.74 291
9275 23.12 -16.32 27.20 302
9300 23,05 -13.88 26.90 301
9325 22,79 -16.12 26.81 302
9350 22.70 -16.13 26,76 302
9375 22.67 -13.72 26.50 301
10275 24.53 -7.13 25.55 286
10300 25.01 -7.16 26.01 286
10325 25.68 -7,06 26.63 285
10350 25.88 -6.82 26.76 285
10375 25.76 -6.86 26.63 285
11275 26.80 -10.53 28.79 291
11300 26.85 -10.88 28.97 292
11325 26.82 -11.23 29.07 293
11350 26.76 -10.98 28.93 292
11375 26.67 -10.69 28.73 292
9600 22.60 -13.23 . 26.19 300
9625 22.57 -12.76 25.93 299
9650 22.65 -12.38 25.66 299
9675 22,69 -_1.80 25.60 297
9500 22,31 - _ 1.58 25.16 297
10600 25.61 -7,06 26.56 285
10425 25.58 -7.25 26,58 286
10650 25.56 -7.17 26.56 288
10675 25.56 -7.38 26.61 286
10500 25.58 -7.36 26.61 286
11400 26.53 -11.06 28.74 292
11425 26.71 -11.58 29.11 293
11650 26.86 -11.60 29.24 293
11675 26.56 -11.55 28.96 293
11500 26.63 -11.28 28.92 293
9525 22.12 -11.48 24.92 297
9550 22.20 -11.18 24.85 297
9575 22.12 -10.89 24.65 296
9600 22.08 -10.85 24.60 296
962S 21.97 -10.56 24*37 29S
10525 25.43 -7.62 26.49 286
10550 25.33 -8.10 26.59 288
10575 25,80 -8.03 27.02 287
10600 25.83 -8.36 27.15 258
10625 25.63 -8.58 27.03 288
11525 26.T3 -11.68 29.09 293
11550 26.76 -12.06 29.35 296
11575 26.50 -12.37 29.26 295
11600 26.47 -12.50 29.28 295
11625 26.72 -12.30 29.42 295
9650 22.25 -10.17 24.66 296
9675 22.57 -9.91 24.65 294
9700 22.69 -9.61 24.65 293
9725 22.92 -9.19 24.70 292
9750 22.89 -8.90 24.56 291
10650 25,88 -8.48 27.23 288
10675 25.80 -8.66 27.21 288
10700 25.89 -8.48 27.25 288
10T25 26.02 -8.39 27.34 288
10750 26.02 -8.92 27.50 289
11650 26,83 -12.16 29.65 294
11675 26.84 -12.31 29.53 294
11700 26.87 -12.22 29.51 294
11725 27,24 -12.60 29.93 294
11750 27.62 -12.66 30.11 296
9775 22.83 -8.75 24.64 291
9800 22.65 -8.86 24.32 291
9825 22.66 -8.79 24.28 291
9850 22,89 -8.78 24.52 291
9875 23.01 18,66 24*58 290
10775 25.98 -9.60 27.70 290
10800 26.27 -9.52 27.94 290
10825 26.47 -9.67 28.19 290
10850 26.31 -10,20 28.22 291
10875 26.23 -1U,19 28.14 291
11775 26.97 -13.11 29.99 296
11800 26.65 -13.63 29.93 297
11825 26.79 -13.90 30.18 297
11850 26.79 -16.09 30.27 298
11875 26.72 -13.42 29.90 296
9900 22.88 -8.66 24.45 291
9925 22.79 -8.57 24.35 290
9950 22.89 -8.40 24.39 290
997S 23.11 -8,33 24.57 290
10000 23,67 -8.15 24.85 289
10900 26.74 -9.88 28.51 290
10925 26.87 -IU.16 28.72 291
10950 26.76 -10.19 28.64 291
10975 27.13 -9.82 28.86 290
llOOO 27.05 -10.11 28.87 290
11900 27.22 -13.33 30.31 296
11925 27.27 -13.56 30.46 296
11950 26,85 -13,12 29.88 296
1197S 26.92 -13.01 29.90 296
12000 27.32 -13.32 30.39 296
10025 23.70 -8.1k 25.06 289
10050 23.82 -8.09 25.15 289
10075 23.59 -8.11 24.95 289
10100 23.38 -8.23 24.79 289
10125 23.55 -8.12 24.91 289
11025 26.81 -10.68 28.78 291
11050 26.81 -10.16 28.66 291
11075 26,86 -1U.11 28,70 290
11100 26.79 -10.22 28.67 291
11125 26.67 -10.50 28.68 291
12025 27.96 -12.90 30.79 295
12050 28.02 -12.12 30.53 293
12075 27.77 -11.59 30.09 292
12100 28.16 -11.59 30.65 292
12125 28,74 -11.03 30.79 291
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ - MERIDI_NAL CBMPBNENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12150 28.91 -10.32 30.69 289
12175 28.92 -9.85 30.55 289
12200 28,96 -10.07 30.66 289
12225 29.11 -9.83 30.72 288
12250 29.31 -9.51 30.82 288
TABLE.I1-78 (con't) PAGE355
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2425 04109165, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
13150 26.18 -9.91 27.99 291 14150 24.25 -22.76 33.26 313
13175 26.95 -9.60 28.61 289 16175 26.00 -22.90 33.17 313
13200 27.99 -9.80 29.65 289 14200 24.04 -22.52 32.94 313
13225 28.60 -11.31 30.75 2gl 14225 23.98 -22.40 32.81 313
13250 29.01 -12.72 31.68 293 14250 23.60 -22.38 32.53 313
12275 29.41 -9.18 30.81 287
12300 29.96 -8.75 31.20 286
12325 30.39 -8.27 31.49 285
12350 30.38 -7.97 31.41 285
12375 30.05 -8.27 31.17 285
12400 30.05 -8.33 31.18 285
12625 30.06 -7.95 31.10 285
12650 30.20 -7.37 31.08 284
12475 30.40 -7.56 31.32 284
12500 30.15 -7.88 31.17 286
12525 30.11 -7.E7 31.12 286
12550 30.23 -7.89 31.25 286
12575 30.66 -6.99 31.25 283
12600 30.70 -6.79 31.44 282
12625 30.78 -6.82 31.53 282
12650 30.63 -6.79 31.37 282
12675 30.97 -6.20 31.58 281
12700 30.91 -3.40 31.38 280
12725 30.21 -5.80 30.76 281
12750 30.3I -6.48 31.00 282
12775 29.85 -6.94 30.65 283
12800 29.26 -8.57 30.49 286
12825 29.38 -9.87 30.99 288
12850 29.68 -Iio05 31.67 290
12875 30.27 -10.98 32.20 290
12900 30.33 -lO.E5 32.15 289
12925 29.81 -10.64 3[.65 289
12950 29.76 -lO.A2 31.53 289
12975 29.48 -10.07 31.15 289
13000 28.70 -9.74 30.31 289
13025 27.95 -9.57 29.54 289
13050 27.96 -9.21 29.42 288
13075 27.62 -9.39 29.17 289
13100 26.83 -9.92 28.60 290
13125 26.21 -9.93 28.03 291
13275 29.19 -13.97 32.36 295
13300 29.39 -16.75 32.88 296
13325 29.41 -15.68 33.33 298
13350 29.30 -10.62 33.69 299
13375 29.60 -17.64 36.45 301
14275 22.99 -22.22 31.97 314
14300 22.23 -22.71 31.78 315
1R325 22.32 -22.38 31.61 315
14350 22.59 -22.13 31.63 314
14375 22.51 -21.80 31.33 314
13400 29.41 -16.32 34.65 302
13425 29.01 -18.06 34.17 302
13450 29.66 -18.51 34.97 302
13475 29.73 -19,29 35.44 303
13500 29.58 -20.88 36.19 305
14400 22.63 -21.23 31.03 313
14425 22.32 -21.60 31.06 314
14650 22.01 -22.03 31.14 315
14675 22.38 -21.35 30.93 313
14500 22.15 -20.91 30.66 313
13525 29.54 -21.68 36.65 306
13550 29,61 -22.37 36.95 307
13575 29.32 -22.81 37.15 308
13600 29.67 -23.24 37.53 308
13625 29.21 -23.94 37.77 309
14525 21.80 -20.83 30.15 316
14550 22.26 -20.70 30.40 313
14575 22.60 -20.27 30.36 312
14600 22.28 -20.86 30.52 313
14625 22.08 -20.89 30.40 313
13650 28.67 -25.29 38.23 311
13675 28.76 -25.48 38.42 311
13700 28.35 -25.56 38.17 312
13725 27.78 -26.53 38._1 314
13750 28.40 -26.76 39.02 313
14650 22.43 -19.81 29.93 311
14675 22.82 -18.94 29.65 310
16700 22.77 _18.43 29.29 309
14725 22.99 -18.13 29.28 308
14750 23.05 -18.01 29.26 308
13?75 28.43 -27.27 39.39 314
13800 27.56 -28.47 39.61 316
13825 27.30 -28.06 39.15 316
13850 27.19 -27.56 38.71 315
13875 26.76 -26.80 37.87 315
14775 23.12 -17.44 28.96 307
14800 23.28 -17.33 29.02 308
14825 23.17 -17.67 29.01 307
14850 23.70 -17.15 29.25 306
14875 23.87 -16.68 29.12 305
13900 25.82 -26.35 36.89 315
13925 24.78 -26.57 36.33 317
13950 24.28 -24.37 36.61 315
13975 26.07 -23.32 33.51 314
14000 23.83 -23.17 33.26 _ 31k
14900 23.56 -16.66 28.85 305
14925 23.73 -17.15 29.28 306
14950 26.01 -17.20 29.54 305
14975 24.12 -15.81 28.84 303
15000 24.01 -15.99 28.85 303
14025 24;51 -21.63 32.69 311
14050 26.66 -21.77 32.89 311
14075 24.91 -23.18 34.03 313
14100 24,79 -23.38 34.07 313
14125 26.23 -23.18 33.56 316
15025 23.87 -16.70 29.13 305
15050 23.70 -15.93 28.55 304
15075 23.78 -15.88 28.60 304
15100 26.10 -16.00 28.92 303
15125 24.31 -16.51 29.38 306
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPONENTt WZ _ MERIOIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THEIA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRBF|LE
TEST NL_BER 2425 04/09/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC N/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
15150 24.40 -17.A0 29.97 305 16150 14.55 -15.29 21.10 316
15175 24.21 -18.35 30.38 307 16175 14.32 -15.76 21.29 318
15200 24.16 -19.08 30.78 308 16200 14.59 -15.30 21.16 316
15225 26.46 -19.71 31.42 309 16225 14.56 -16.63 20.66 315
15250 26.56 -19.88 31.60 309 16250 16.39 -13.51 19.74 313
15275 26.73 -19.25 31.34 308
15300 25.04 -19.74 31.89 308
15325 25.02 -21.06 32.70 310
15350 26.33 -21.83 32.68 312
15375 23.50 -21.09 31.57 312
15600 23.86 -20.28 31.31 310
15623 23.74 -20.49 31.36 311
15650 23.31 -19.66 30.49 310
15475 22.65 -18.78 29.43 309
15500 21.88 -18.32 28.56 310
16275 13.75 -12.39 18.51 312
16300 12.60 -11.93 17.35 313
16325 12.11 -11.30 16.56 313
16350 12.43 -11.87 17.18 314
16375 13.56 -I0.89 17.38 309
16400 14.04 -12.00 18.67 310
16425 14.34 -16.66 20.49 315
15525 21.60 -16.96 27,46 308
15550 21.03 -17.61 27.43 310
15575 21.20 -17.78 27.66 310
15600 21.81 -17.14 27.74 308
15625 ,21.20 -17.69 27.61 310
15650 21.06 -19.10 28.43 312
15675 20.85 -19.95 28.86 316
15700 20.65 -19.g4 28.57 314
15725 20.88 -19.39 28.69 313
15750 20.46 -19.A9 28.25 313
15775 19.70 -19.17 27.49 314
15800 18.97 -19.36 27.10 315
15825 17.39 -19.88 26.41 319
15850 17.95 -18.69 25.92 316
15875 17.75 -18.41 25.58 316
15900 16.83 -18.24 2A.82 317
15925 16.95 -16.78 23.85 315
15950 17.09 -15.99 23.60 313
15975 17.07 -15.14 22.82 311
16000 17.35 -14.74 22.76 310
16025 17.50 -14.55 22.75 310
16050 17.09 -14.92 22.69 311
16075 15.97 -16,16 22.72 315
16100 15.09 -15.82 21.87 316
16125 14.85 -15.16 21.20 315
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENTt WZ • MERIOIBNAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE I 1-79
PAGE 356 FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELE_[TY PREFILE
TEST NUMEER 2272-2 06/13/657 161527 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIOA
ACt WX W2 RS TH_TA ALT WX NZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TNETA
METERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE MISEg DEG METERS N/SEE MISEC MISEg OEG
175 8,50 -3.10 9.06 290 1175 8.66 -6.60 10.73 308 2175 IDo38 -3.86 ll.0E 290
200 8.56 -3.39 9.21 291 1200 8.60 -6.16 |0.61 306 2200 10.38 -6,05 11.18 291
225 8.63 -3.66 9.30 292 122S 8.32 -5.96 10.26 305 2225 10.60 -6.26 11.26 292
2_0 8,75 -3.22 e:32 290 1250 8,10 -6,27 10,25 308 2250 10.61 -4,72 11,61 296
275 8,67 -3,32 9,29 291 1275 8,06 -6,26 10,19 308 Z_I_ i0,55 -6.99 ii,67 295
300 8,70 -3,65 9,66 293
325 9,03 -3,68 9,T5 292
350 9,39 -6,32 10,36 295
375 9.39 -5.27 10.77 299
600 8,33 -5.67 10,08 306
1300 7.53 -5.75 9.6T 307
1325 6.87 -5.59 8.86 309
1350 6.86 -5.60 8.72 308
1375 6.55 -5.62 8.66 31D
1600 6.11 -5.63 8.31 313
2300 10,66 -6,73 11,68 296
2325 10,66 -6,39 11,51 292
2350 10.67 -6,77 11,69 296
2375 10,58 -5.21 11.80 296
2600 10,93 -6,88 11,96 296
625 6,75 -6o12 8,11 312
650 5,39 -6,68 8,63 320
675 6,70 -6,73 8,21 325
500 6.61 -6.96 8.35 326
525 6.67 -7.10 8.39 328
1425 5.86 -5.66 8.01 313
1650 5,79 -5.50 7.99 313
1478 5.61 -5,19 7.66 313
1500 5,28 -5.09 7.36 314
1525 5,16 -6.93 7,14 316
2625 11,15 -5,16 12,28 295
2450 11,60 -5,60 12,61 295
2675 11,50 -5,51 12,75 295
2500 11,55 -5.18 12.66 296
2525 11,56 -5.32 12,71 295
550 6.39 -7.11 8.36 328
578 6,58 -7.35 8.66 328
600 4.90 -7.62 9.06 327
625 5,12 -7,59 g,15 326
650 _.9T -7.52 9.01 326
1550 5,18 -6,77 7,06 312
1575 5,11 -6,55 6,86 312
1600 6,80 -6,62 6,66 316
1625 5.06 -6,68 6.76 311
1650 5,26 -6,35 6,81 309
2550 11.18 -6,19 12,78 299
2575 11.16 -5,72 12,52 297
2600 11,00 -5,56 12,32 297
2625 10.96 -5,92 12,65 298
2650 10,95 -6.33 12,65 300
675 6.76 -7.52 8,90 327
700 6.79 -7,47 8.87 327
725 5.06 -7.60 8,96 325
750 5.59 -7.66 9.33 323
775 b,37 -7,49 9.83 319
1675 5.09 -3.99 6.67 308
1700 5.16 -3.36 6.16 303
1725 5,32 -2,96 6.09 2fl9
1750 5,60 -2.26 6,03 292
1775 5.97 -1,56 6,17 286
2675 10,86 -6.65 12,63 301
2700 11.00 -6,22 12,66 299
2725 11,17 -6.62 12,88 3D0
2750 10.81 -6.71 12.73 302
2775 10,3_ -6.69 12,19 302
800 7,07 -7,26 10,12 315
825 7.33 -6.90 10,07 313
850 7,69 -6.63 10,00 311
875 7.76 -6,28 9.99 309
900 7.96 -6.01 9.97 307
1800 6*35 -2,62 6.56 28A
1825 6.61 -2.79 7,18 293
1850 7,22 -3,02 7,82 293
1875 7.72 -3.35 8,61 293
1900 8.12 -3.68 8.86 293
2800 9,98 -6,63 11,88 303
2825 9.53 -6,82 11,72 305
2850 9,59 -6,57 11,62 306
2875 9,75 -6,57 11,76 306
2900 10,16 -6,53 IZ,08 303
925 7.89 -6,26 10,05 308
950 8,10 -6,60 10,32 308
975 8.38 -6.46 10.57 307
1000 8.66 -6.39 10.61 307
1025 8.33 -6.27 10,63 307
1925 8,68 -2,61 8,88 287
1950 8,47 -2,32 8,79 285
1975 8o56 -2,26 8.85 285
2000 8,81 -2.68 9.16 286
2025 8.97 -2.51 9.32 285
2925 10,59 -6.85 12,61 303
2950 11,32 -6,79 13,20 301
2975 11,83 -6,76 13,61 299
3000 11.83 -7.25 13.88 301
3025 12.32 -6.86 16.D9 29q
1050 8'.21 -6.27 10,33 307
1075 8.53 -6.29 10.60 306
1100 8,89 -6.29 10.89 305
1125 9.06 -6.25 10.99 306
115D 8.82 -6,60 11.02 307
2050 8,98 -2.8A 9,62 287
2075 9*23 -3.12 9.76 288
2100 9*65 -3.27 9.99 289
2125 9.71 -3,63 10,37 290
2150 10,17 -3,70 10.82 290
3050 12.67 -6,92 16.66 298
3075 12.65 -7,05 16.69 299
3100 12,25 -7,56 16,60 302
3125 12,26 -8.22 16.76 306
3150 12.47 -8.36 15.00 306
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CEMPgNENT, WZ • MERIOIENAL CEMPENEN7, WS " WINE SPEED_ THETA " WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-2 06/13/65, 16152, EASIERN TEST RANGEr FL8RIDA
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX RZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC R/SEE M/SEC DEG
3175 I2.29 -8.06 14.69 303 6175 12.86 -10,85 16,83 310 5175 16.76 -9.96 19.47 301
3200 11.89 -8.02 14.36 306 6200 12o85 -10.61 16.66 309 5200 16.38 -10.35 19,38 302
3225 11.62 -7.98 14*09 306 4225 12,59 -10.31 16.27 309 3225 16.62 -10.60 19.63 302
3250 11.26 -8.23 13.96 306 6250 12,96 -10.13 16,63 308 5250 16.39 -10.36 19.37 302
3275 11,22 -8,59 14.13 307 6275 13,32 -10.59 17,02 308 5275 16.30 -ID.60 19.36 302
3300 10,23 -8.60 13.36 310
3325 9.69 -9,01 13.23 313
3350 9.91 -9.50 13.73 316
3375 9.67 -9.87 13.67 316
3600 9.II -10.11 13.61 318
6300 13,83 -10.62 17,31 307
6325 16.29 -9.85 17,36 306
6350 16.66 -I0.09 17.63 305
6375 16.66 -9.89 17.68 306
6600 16.59 -9.55 17.66 303
5300 16,51 -10.67 19.55 302
5325 16,55 -10.67 19,58 302
5350 16,60 -10.26 19.52 302
5375 16,85 -10.63 19.82 302
5600 16.97 -10.52 19.97 302
3625 8.62 -9,99 13.20 319
3650 8.68 -9,82 12.97 319
3675 8.73 -9.66 13.01 318
3500 9.02 -9,63 13,05 316
3525 9.10 -9_69 13.15 316
4625 16,89 -9.30 17.55 302
6450 15.12 -9,61 17,92 302
6675 15o35 -9.67 18.16 302
6500 15.62 -9.31 18.19 301
6525 15,77 -9.2I 18.26 _00
5625 16,96 -10,62 19,89 301
5650 16,98 -10.17 19.79 301
5675 16,90 -g.97 19.62 300
5500 17,19 -9.83 19.80 300
5525 17,10 -g.66 19.66 299
3550 8,95 -9,87 13,32 318
3575 8,92 -10,29 13,62 319
3600 9.30 -10.77 14.23 319
3625 9.68 -11,28 14,73 32D
3650 9.19 -11.51 14.73 321
6550 15,83 _9.09 18.26 30D
6575 15.66 -9,06 18.0B 300
6600 15.78 -9.05 18.19 300
6625 15,91 -8,83 18.19 299
665O 15.87 -8.69 18.09 299
5550 16,80 -9.56 19,33 299
5575 17,12 -8.90 19.29 297
5600 17,26 -8.63 19.28 296
5625 17.65 -8,75 19.70 296
5650 IT.T6 -8.75 19.78 296
3675 8,98 -11,65 1_,71 322
3700 9,23 -11,73 14,93 322
3725 9,50 -11,58 1%98 320
3750 9.79 -11.21 14,88 319
3775 10,63 -10,67 14,92 315
4675 15.76 -8.98 18,12 300
6700 15,76 -8.66 17,98 299
6725 15,52 -_.65 IT.6T 298
6750 15.79 -7,98 17,69 297
6775 15.T3 -8.12 17,70 293
5675 17,75 -8,27 19,58 295
5700 18,06 -7,95 19,71 296
5725 18.17 -8,06 19.88 296
5750 18,69 -7,81 20,07 293
5775 18.65 -7.52 20.11 292
3@00 10,92 -10,31 15,02 313
3825 11,38 -9,92 15,10 31l
3850 11,91 -9.81 15,63 309
3675 12,16 -10,06 15.77 309
3900 12,16 -10,06 15.77 309
6800 15,65 -7.B6 17.52 296
6825 15,93 -7.58 17.66 295
6850 15.72 -8.13 17.70 297
6875 15.77 -8.O3 17,70 297
6900 15,96 -7,85 17.79 296
5800 18.67 -7.69 20.11 292
5825 18,35 -7.37 19.77 292
5850 18,68 -7,15 19.82 291
5875 18.55 -7,45 19,99 292
5900 18,72 -7.66 20.22 292
3925 11.99 -10.28 15.79 310
3950 12.11 -10.46 15.99 311
3975 11.95 -10.58 15.96 311
4000 11.83 -10,59 15.88 312
6025 11.96 -10.86 16.13 312
6925 16.28 -7.92 18.10 296
6950 16.56 -8.01 18.60 296
6975 16,87 -U.16 IB.76 296
5OOO 16,98 -8.81 19.13 297
5025 1T.02 -9.15 19.33 298
5925 19,50 -7.31 20,83 290
5950 19.52 -8.65 21.27 293
5qT5 19.90 -9.16 21.90 295
6000 20.58 -8.47 22.25 292
6025 21.01 -8,57 22.69 292
6050 11,72 -11.19 16,21 313
6075 IL.68 -11,60 16.32 316
6100 12.05 -11.63 16.75 316
6125 12,18 -11.73 16,91 316
6150 12.28 -11.66 16.78 313
5050 16.99 -9.05 19.25 298
5075 16.90 -9.26 19.27 299
5100 16.93 -9.67 19.50 300
5185 16.89 -9.86 19.55 3O0
5150 16,89 -9.73 19,50 _CD
6050 21.39 -8.79 23.13 292
6075 21.66 -8.89 23.23 292
6100 21,58 -8,75 23.29 292
6125 21.63 -8.99 23.62 292
6150 21.86 -9,32 23.76 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMP_NENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
6175 22.65 -9.03 26.38 292
6200 23.21 -8.92 2A.87 291
6225 26.00 -9.00 25,63 290
6250 2A.71 -9.10 26.33 290
6275 2A.99 -8,96 26.56 290
TABLE I 1-79 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JZMSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PRgF[LE
TEST NUMBER 2272-2 0AI13/65. 16152t EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
7175 19.67 -7.90 21.19 292
7200 19.10 -7.66 20.57 292
7225 19.60 -6.28 20.60 28E
7250 19.98 -6.07 20.88 287
7275 20.65 -6.80 " 21.55 288
6300 25.18 -8.76 06.65 289
6325 25.19 -8,88 26.71 289
6350 25.26 -9.09 26.83 290
6375 25.60 -9.40 27.09 290
6600 25.69 -9.16 27.27 289
6425 25.93 -8.55 27.30 288
6650 26.12 -0.59 27,69 288
6675 26.06 -8.73 27.67 288
6500 26.17 -8.61 27.58 288
6525 26.33 -8.53 27.68 288
6550 26.59 -8.52 27.92 288
6575 26.71 -8.83 2E.16 288
6600 26.7T -9.06 28.25 288
6625 27.06 -9.07 28.52 288
6650 27.06 -9.07 28.52 2E8
6675 27.16 -8.E1 20.56 288
6700 27.26 -8,79 28.64 288
6725 26.79 -9,3& 28,38 289
6750 26.24 -9.75 28.00 290
6775 25.88 -9,39 27.53 290
6800 25.61 -8.72 26.87 289
6825 26.76 -8.63 26.21 289
6850 26.03 -8.21 25.39 289
6875 23.66 -7.90 24.92 288
6900 23.40 -8.46 24.88 290
6925 23.10 -8o45 24.60 290
6950 22.80 -8.92 24.69 291
6975 21.90 -10.31 2A.21 295
7000 21.61 -9.61 23.67 294
7025 20.86 -8.33 22.66 292
7050 20.17 -8.47 21.87 293
7075 19.67 -8.62 21.48 293
7100 18.85 -9.06 20.91 295
7125 19.23 -8.53 21.04 294
7150 19.98 -7.63 21.39 291
7300 21.18 -6.39 22.12 2ET
7325 21.86 -5.85 22.61 285
7350 21.96 -6.23 22.82 286
7375 22.47 -5.85 23.22 286
7400 22,76 -5.88 23.51 286
7425 22.55 -6.66 23.52 286
7A50 23.01 -7.01 26.05 287
7475 23.19 -7,91 24.50 289
7500 23.60 -8.85 25.01 291
7525 23.90 -8.67 25.62 290
7550 23.85 -9.00 25.49 290
7575 26.11 -9.20 25.81 291
7600 23.97 -8.99 25.60 290
7625 23.69 -9.05 25.17 291
7650 23.69 -9.23 25.24 291
7675 23.35 -9.96 25.38 293
7700 03.72 -9.28 25.67 291
7725 26.28 -8.14 25.60 288
7750 26,69 -7.91 25.93 288
7775 26.76 -8.81 26.26 289
7800 26.79 -9.58 26.58 291
7825 25.35 -9.56 27.09 290
7850 25.87 -9.75 27.64 290
7875 25.73 -10.67 27.85 292
7900 25.77 -11.03 28.03 E93
7925 26.20 -10.33 28.16 291
7950 25.56 -11.06 27.83 293
7975 25.55 -11.30 27.96 296
8000 25.96 -11.26 28.28 293
8025 25.72 -11.68 28.25 296
8050 26,03 -10.97 28.25 293
8075 25.95 -11.68 28.38 296
8100 25.83 -11.99 28.68 295
8125 26.08 -11,57 28.53 296
8150 26.20 -10.99 28.61 293
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
8175 26.35 -10.35 28.31 291
8200 26,37 -9.89 28.16 290
8225 26.60 -9.36 28.00 289
8250 26.83 -8,35 28.10 287
8275 26.76 -8.06 27.95 287
8300 26.31 -8.80 27.76 288
8325 26.75 -8.77 28.15 288
8350 27.03 -0.62 28.37 288
8375 27.38 -7.83 28.68 286
8600 27.16 -8.20 28.37 287
8425 27.18 -8.92 28.61 288
8650 27.68 -8.73 29.02 287
E475 27.89 -8.73 29.22 287
E500 27.40 -10.19 29.26 290
8525 27.36 -10.61 29.35 291
8550 27.96 -9.64 29.55 289
8575 27.23 -11,58 29.59 293
E600 27.52 -11.86 29.97 293
8625 28.12 -11.18 30.26 292
8650 27.91 -12.26 30.68 296
8675 28.39 -12.68 31.02 296
8700 28.71 -12.98 31.51 296
8725 29.16 -12,3A 31.66 293
8750 29.02 -12.71 31.68 293
8775 28.78 -13.38 31,73 295
8800 29.37 -12.20 31.80 292
E825 29.11 -12.?0 31.76 293
8850 29.01 -12.60 31.63 293
0875 29.08 -12.22 31.55 293
E900 29.48 -11.76 31.73 292
8925 30.36 -11.21 32.34 290
8950 30.25 -12.63 32.71 292
8975 30.69 -12.20 33.02 291
9000 31.18 -12.26 33.50 291
9025 31.19 -13.06 33.81 293
9050 31.65 -12.23 33.94 291
9075 31.56 -12.27 33.86 291
9100 31.33 -12.68 33.72 292
9125 31.15 -12.58 33.60 292
9150 31.13 -12.73 33.63 292
ALT= ALTITUOEt WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENE, WZ = MERIOIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-2 04/13/65, 14151, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE N/SEC DEG
9175 31.65 -1Z.28 33.94 291
9200 32.04 -11,93 36.19 290
9225 32.05 -12,22 34.30 291 "
9250 32.32 -12.07 34.50 290
9275 32.06 -12.76 36.69 292
9300 31.76 -13.06 34.36 292
9325 32.21 -12.06 36.60 290
9350 31.87 -12.90 36.38 292
9375 31.90 -13.18 36.52 292
9600 32.00 -13.62 3A.78 293
9625 32.52 -13.63 35.26 293
9650 32.90 _13.21 35.65 292
967S 32.65 -16.04 35.36 293
9500 32,31 -16.68 35.61 296
9525 32.46 -13.85 35.27 293
9550 52.23 -16.52 35.35 296
9575 32.27 -16.99 35.58 295
9600 32.11 -16.96 35.63 295
9625 31,80 -16.88 35,11 295
9650 31.80 -15.26 35.27 295
9675 31.77 -16.03 35.59 297
9700 31.33 -16.29 35.31 297
9725 30.92 -16.26 36.94 298
9750 30.72 -16.25 36.76 298
9775 30.26 -16.99 34.68 299
9800 30.61 -16.89 36.79 299
9825 30.36 -17.17 36.88 299
9850 30.21 -17.07 34.70 299
9875 29.69 -18.00 34.72 301
9900 30.06 -17,91 34.99 301
9925 30.52 -17.14 35.00 299
9950 30.28 -17.74 35.09 300
9975 30.71 -17.66 35.33 299
10000 30.78 -18.11 35.72 300
10025 30.85 -18.06 35.76 300
10050 31.22 -17.71 35,89 299
10075 31.80 -17.90 36.50 299
10100 32.38 -17.66 36.88 298
10125 32,55 -18.12 37.26 299
10150 32.63 -17.72 37.13 298
ALT WX WZ WS ThETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE CEG
10175 31.67 -18.30 36,58 300
10200 31.67 -17.56 36.21 299
10225 32.13 -16.79 36.25 297
10250 31.58 -18,22 36.66 300
10275 32.18 -17.28 36.52 298
10300 32.36 -16.97 36.52 298
10325 32.47 -17,27 36.78 298
10350 32.73 -17.63 37.18 298
10375 32.60 -18.01 37.25 299
10400 33.07 -16.96 37.16 297
10425 33.00 -17.21 37.22 297
10450 33.36 -16.81 37.36 297
10475 33.36 -16.82 37.36 297
10500 33.35 -16.68 37.29 296
10525 33.86 -15.95 37.63 295
10550 33.96 -15.86 37.68 295
10575 33.20 -16.89 37.25 297
10600 33,27 -16.59 37.18 296
10625 33.68 -16.25 37.60 296
10650 33.66 -16.71 37.57 296
10675 33.30 -16.57 37.20 296
10700 33.61 -15.81 37.14 295
10725 36,05 -15.83 37.55 295
10750 33.16 -1b.96 37.24 297
10775 32.86 -16,70 36*86 297
10800 32.99 -15.81 36.59 295
10825 32.86 -16.38 36.69 296
10850 33.63 -16.16 37.30 295
10875 33.25 -17.67 37.65 298
10900 33.36 -16.72 37.30 296
10925 33.82 -IS.TO 37.28 295
10950 33.00 -17.92 37.55 298
10975 33,59 -16.79 37.56 296
11000 33,66 -17.10 37.76 297
11025 33.86 -17.15 37.96 297
11050 33.59 -17.12 37.70 297
11075 33.38 -16.82 37.38 297
11100 33.36 -17.63 37.62 297
11125 33.60 -17.76 38.00 298
11150 3A.26 -17.08 38.27 296
ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE 0E0
11175 34.68 -18.05 38.92 297
11200 36.91 -17.80 39.18 297
11225 34.69 -18.60 39.09 298
11250 36,3A -18.17 38.05 298
11075 33.97 -18.20 38.56 29B
11300 34.16 -17.66 38.43 297
11325 36.78 -16.66 38.56 295
11350 3A.61 -18.19 38.92 298
11375 35.16 -17.10 39.09 296
11600 36.17 -15.36 39.2_ 293
11625 36.37 -16.06 39.76 296 '
11650 35.90 -17.33 39,86 296
11675 36.11 -17.33 60.05 295
11500 37.02 -16.06 60.35 293
11525 37.01 -16.68 40.59 296
11550 37.49 -16.07 A0.79 293
11578 37.57 -16,28 40.95 293
11600 36.52 -18.20 60.80 296
11625 35.91 -19.71 60.96 299
11650 37.55 -17.30 41.34 295
11675 37.97 -15.87 41.15 293
11700 36.80 -18.64 41.25 297
11725 37.79 -17.38 61.60 295
11750 38.15 -17.56 A1.99 295
11775 37.75 -18.88 62.21 296
11800 38.28 -17.67 62.16 295
11825 37.39 -19.09 41.98 297
11850 37.67 -17.65 41.60 295
11875 38.25 -16.63 41.63 293
11900 37.96 -17.72 61.88 295
11925 38.54 -17.30 42.25 296
11950 38.36 -17.31 62.07 296
11975 37.29 -19.12 61.90 297
12000 38.16 -18.61 A2.37 296
12025 39.12 -17.15 62.72 293
12050 39.1T -17.31 62.83 296
12075 39.00 -17.32 42.67 294
12100 38.19 -18.35 62.37 295
12125 37.83 -19.13 42.39 297
12150 37.83 -19.37 62.50 297
ALT= ALTITUOE, MX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENlt WZ " RERIOIBNAL CBNPBNENT_ WS = MINC SPEEOe THETA = WIND DIRECEIBN
TABLE 11-79 (con't)
PAGE358 FPS-16 RADAR/JIRSPHERE WINO VELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 22T2-2 04/13/65_ 1415Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX tCZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC R/SEE OEG
12175 38.13 -18.75 42.49 296 13175 29.47 -19.58 35.38 303
I2200 38*26 -18.23 42*36 295 23200 30.54 -27.26 35.08 299
12225 36.94 -20.39 42.19 299 13225 30.09 -18.87 35.5I 302
12250 37.16 -1_.61 42.02 29_ 13250 _q.9_ -19.22 35.57 303
12275 37°67 -18.45 41.95 296 13275 31o14 -16.29 35.15 297
12300 36.80 -20.22 41.98 299
12325 37,36 -19.80 42.29 298
12350 38.36 -18.72 42.69 298
12375 37.34 -21.66 43.16 300
12400 36.96 -22.95 43.51 302
13300 29.13 -19.16 34.88 303
13325 29.12 -18.91 34.72 303
13350 28.59 -19.61 34.67 304
13375 29.66 -15.15 33.31 297
13400 28.89 -15.92 32.99 299
12425 38.84 -19.92 43.65 297
12450 38.01 -21,90 _3.87 300
12475 37.46 -21,74 43.31 300
12500 37.81 -19.59 42,59 297
12525 37.40 -20.12 42.47 298
13425 26.80 -19.45 33.11 306
13450 29.08 -13.43 32.03 295
13475 29.I4 -12.78 31.82 293
13500 28.07 -13.66 31.21 296
12550 38.22 -18.32 42.39 295
12575 37.00 -19.65 41.90 298
12600 34.36 -22.68 41*17 303
12625 34.96 -19.75 40.15 299
12650 36.07 -16.73 39.76 295
12675 35.94 -16.41 39.51 294
12700 35.18 -18.56 39.7B 298
12725 34.73 -18.71 39.45 298
12750 35.46 -16.54 39oll 295
12775 35.78 -15.70 39.08 294
12800 34.62 -17.35 38.73 296
12825 34.18 -17.90 38.58 297
12850 34.62 -15.97 38.12 295
12875 33.59 -16.10 37.25 295
12900 32.30 -18.39 37,17 299
12925 34.27 -13.Tl 36.91 292
12950 34.80 -11.54 36.67 288
12975 33.64 -13.49 36.24 292
13000 32.91 -15.42 36.35 295
13025 32.16 -17.00 36.37 298
13050 31.77 -17.47 36,26 299
13075 31.60 -17.53 36.14 299
13100 30.98 -18.30 35.98 300
13125 29.27 -20.32 35.63 305
13150 29.71 -19.C9 35,32 303
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = RERIOI_NAL CBMPBNENTv WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTiBN
TABLE 11-80 PAGE359
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-3 06113165, 1530Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
225 5.00 -3.73 6.26 307 1225 8.50 -6.01 10.61 305 2225 10.33 -6.23 11.17 292
250 5.89 -6,30 7.29 306 1250 8.56 -5.71 10.29 304 2250 10.57 -6.06 11.32 291
275 6.02 -6.16 7.32 304 1275 8.70 -8.60 10.34 303 2275 I0.94 -3.97 11.66 290
300 6.2I -3.76 7,25 301 1800 8.97 -5,66 10.60 302 2300 11.25 -6.07 11.97 290
325 6.29 -3.37 7.16 298 1325 9.11 -5.76 10.78 302 2325 11.33 -6.06 12.03 289
350 6.21 -3.02 6.91 296
375 6.67 -3.03 7.15 295
400 6.87 -3.19 7.57 295
625 6.96 -3*23 7,68 295
650 6.96 -3.37 7.71 296
1350 8.99 -5.63 10.61 302
1375 8.80 -_.52 10.39 302
1600 8.76 -b.67 10.33 302
1425 8.82 -5.37 10.32 301
1650 8.88 -6.38 10.38 301
2350 11.23 -3.96 1i.91 289
2375 11.07 -3.92 11.76 289
2600 11.02 -3.02 11.67 289
2425 11.00 -3.71 11.61 288
2650 ll.OO -3.67 11.60 288
475 7.15 -3.67 8.04 297
500 7.11 -6.18 8.25 300
525 6.69 -6.51 7.90 305
550 5.66 -6.66 7.32 309
575 6.67 -6.97 6.82 317
1675 8.79 -5.26 10.2A 301
1500 8.39 -6.90 9.72 300
1525 7.76 -6.25 8.86 299
1550 7,15 -3.70 8.05 297
1575 6.86 -3.46 7.67 297
2475 11.05 -3.68 11.66 288
2500 11.06 -3.76 11.66 289
2525 11.01 -3.81 11.65 289
2550 11,07 -6,03 11.78 290
2575 10.97 -6.31 11.79 291
600 3.90 -5.36 6.63 324
625 3.64 -5.87 6.76 327
650 3.33 -5.86 6.73 330
675 3.00 -5.88 6.60 333
700 2.97 -6.06 6.75 334
1600 6.67 -3.29 7.64 296
1625 6.55 -3.08 7.24 295
1650 6.36 -Z.80 6.93 296
1675 6.10 -2.51 6.59 292
1700 6.16 -2.33 6.59 291
2600 10.68 -4.63 11.57 292
2625 10.69 -6.62 11.66 293
2650 11.12 -6.92 12.16 296
2675 11.00 -6.80 12.01 293
2700 10.55 -6.69 11.47 293
725 3.47 -6.52 7.39 332
750 4.07 -6.69 7.83 329
775 4.39 -6.66 7.97 326
800 A.62 -6.T2 8.06 327
825 6,26 -6,76 7.98 328
1725 6,62 -2.07 6.96 287
1750 7.16 -2.02 T.64 286
1775 7,61 --2.35 3.97 287
1800 7.99 -2.73 8.65 289
1825 8.36 -_,25 8.97 291
2725 10.44 -6.39 11.33 293
2750 10.50 -6.51 11.43 293
2775 10.59 -6.01 11.63 296
2800 10.59 -6.76 11,61 296
2825 10,72 -6.86 11,77 294
850 A.20 -6.82 8.01 328
575 4.37 -6.85 8.13 327
900 6.57 -6.86 8.24 326
925 4.68 -6,91 8.35 326
950 4.91 -6.99 8.56 325
1850 8.65 -3.87 9.48 296
1875 9.02 -_.51 10.09 296
1900 9.21 -6.71 10.35 297
1925 9.26 -6.29 10.19 295
1950 9.33 -_.92 10.12 293
2850 10.85 -5.23 12.06 296
2875 11.01 -5.66 12.38 297
2900 10.99 -6,20 12,62 299
2925 11,05 -6.72 12,93 301
2950 11.55 -7.57 13,81 303
975 5.20 -7.00 8.72 323
1000 5.37 -7.07 8.88 323
1025 5.36 -7.05 8.86 323
1075 5.66 -6.39 8.39 319
1975 9.36 -4.10 10.20 296
2000 9.28 I_.66 10.30 295
2025 9.02 -6.65 10.06 296
2252 275 -':?_ °77 2°_
2075 8.69 -6.26 9,68 _ 296
2975 11.17 -7.96 13.70 305
3000 10.36 -7.86 12.97 307
3025 9.63 -7.97 12,50 309
_n_n o n_ -n nA 1_ 1_ al_
3075 8.51 -8.36 11,93 316
1100 5.75 -6.41 8.61 318
1125 6.31 -6.52 9.07 316
1150 7.18 -6.59 9.75 312
1175 7,96 -6.65 10,25 309
1200 8.30 -6.26 10.39 307
2100 9.0_ -6.23 9.98 295
2125 9.62 -6.30 10.54 294
2150 9.86 -6.26 10.72 293
2175 9.85 -6.19 10.70 293
2200 10.06 -6.26 10.92 293
3100 8.06 -8.68 11.69 316
3125 7.34 -8.58 11.29 319
3150 6.63 -8.89 11.09 323
3175 6.20 -8.83 10,79 325
3200 6,10 -8.67 10.60 325
Art = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPQNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-3 06/13/65, 15302, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC W/SEC M/SEC DEO METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC 0E0 METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
3225 6.26 -8.57 10.61 326 4225 13.05 -B.B9 15.79 304 5225 17.75 -9.50 20.13 298
3250 6.28 -8.17 10.30 322 4250 13.21 -8.36 15.6A 302 5250 17.59 -9.38 19,96 298
3275 6.41 -7.96 10.22 321 4275 13.52 -8.16 15.78 301 5275 17.62 -9.39 19.96 298
3300 6.79 -8.19 10_64 320 4300 13.96 -8.28 16.21 301 5300 17.71 -9.52 20.11 298
3325 7.18 -8.67 11.26 320 4325 14.35 -8.69 16.68 300 5325 18.01 -9.76 20.69 298
3350 7.65 -9.13 11,79 321
3375 7.69 -9.63 12,20 322
3600 7.50 -9.98 12.68 323
3625 7.60 -10.19 12,71 323
3650 7,62 -10.29 12,81 323
4350 16.88 -8.76 17,27 300
4375 15,13 -9,10 17,66 301
6400 15.37 -9,69 18.07 302
6A25 15.65 -9.87 18.50 302
4650 15.85 -10.09 18.79 302
5350 18.19 -9.81 20.66 298
5375 18.36 -9.98 20.89 298
5400 18.59 -10.38 21.29 299
5425 18,77 -10,59 21.55 299
5650 19,07 -10,67 21,86 299
3675 7.69 -10,56 13.05 326
3500 7.61 -10.86 13.25 325
3525 7.69 -10.93 13.25 325
3550 7.61 -10.96 13.23 326
3575 T.62 -11,15 13.39 326
4675 16,06 -10.29 19,07 302
4500 16,21 -10,63 19.27 303
A525 16,11 -10.28 19,11 302
6550 15.72 -9.85 18.55 302
6575 15.82 I9.74 18.58 301
5675 19.68 -10.72 22,41 298
5500 19,73 -10.36 22,27 297
5525 19.66 -9.93 21.85 297
5550 19.76 -9.78 22.03 296
5575 19,99 -9.60 22.17 295
3600 7,31 -11,26 13,43 327
3625 7,22 -11,21 13,36 327
3650 7.65 -11,40 13,62 327
3675 7.56 -11,56 13.82 327
3700 7.90 -11.63 13.89 325
4600 15.87 -9.60 18.55 301
4625 15.68 -9.30 18.23 300
6650 15.51 -9.05 1T.96 300
4675 15.30 -8.83 17.66 300
4700 15,66 -8.83 17,79 300
5600 19.93 -9,37 22.02 295
5625 19.82 -9.11 21,81 295
5650 19.86 -8.96 21,77 29A
5675 19.91 -8.64 21.71 293
5700 19.96 -8.09 21.56 292
3725 8.39 -11.00 13.83 323
3750 9.06 -10.65 13.83 319
3775 9.83 -9.96 13.98 315
3800 10.32 -9,86 16.28 316
3825 10.65 -10.28 16.66 316
3850 10,27 -10.55 16,73 316
3875 10.05 -10,70 16,68 317
3900 9,90 -10,72 16,59 317
3925 9,71 -10,70 16,65 318
3950 8.97 -10.28 13.65 319
4725 15.60 -B.81 17.74 300
4750 15.36 -8.63 17.62 299
4775 15.35 -8,35 17,68 298
4800 15,20 -7,98 17,17 298
6825 15.69 -7.76 17.32 296
4850 15,81 -7.60 17.5A 295
4875 15,91 -T.O0 17,38 296
6900 IB.01 -6.63 17.33 292
6925 16,12 I6.58 17,41 292
6950 16.17 -6,35 17.37 291
5725 20.20 -7.85 21.6T 291
5750 20.25 -7.66 21.64 290
5775 20.07 -7.12 21.30 289
5800 20.23 -6.78 21.33 288
5825 20,26 -6,60 21.25 287
5850 20.35 -6.66 21.35 287
5875 20.66 -6.84 21.76 288
5900 20.70 -6.90 21.82 288
5925 20,66 -6.87 21,77 288
E950 20.85 --6.95 21.98 288
3975 9.13 -10.63 13.86 319
6000 9.68 -10.97 16.63 318
4025 9.57 -11.06 16,62 319
4050 9.86 -11o09 16.86 318
6075 10,66 -10,85 15,05 316
6975 16,12 -6,13 17,26 291
5000 16,31 -6,20 17,65 291
5025 16,69 -6.67 17,71 291
5050 16.66 -6.96 18,06 293
5075 17.09 -7.65 18.66 293
5975 20,79 -7,09 21,97 289
6000 20,63 -7,16 21.83 289
8025 20,77 -7.36 22,03 289
6050 21.30 -7.66 22,63 290
6075 21.75 -7.T3 23.08 289
6100 10,95 -10,A9 I5.16 316
6125 11,29 -10,08 15,13 312
6150 11.66 -9.87 15.28 310
6175 12,27 -9*69 15,66 308
6200 12,76 -9,61 15.85 306
5100 17.67 -8.36 19.35 2q5
5123 17,39 -9.00 19.59 297
5150 17.38 -9.16 19.64 2gB
5175 17.62 -9.36 19.95 298
5200 17.90 -9.$9 20.31 298
6100 22,19 -7,93 23,57 289
6125 22,83 -8,37 26,31 290
6150 22.90 -9.00 26.60 291
8175 22.76 -9.85 26.80 293
6200 22.86 -10.68 25,13 296
ALT = ALTITUDE_ WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEOe THETA = WIND DIRECTI2N
PAGE360
ALT WX HZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
6825 22.22 -IO.99 24.79 296
6250 21.38 -11.23 24.15 298
6275 21.07 -11.46 23.99 298
6300 21.20 -11.04 23.90 297
6325 21.55 -10.60 24.02 296
TABLE 11-80 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBDITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-3 04113165, 153021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC MISEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/SED M/SEC DEG
7225 23.54 -8.43 25.00 290 8225 29*06 -7.62 30.04 285
7250 23.82 -8*50 25.29 289 8250 29.15 -7.23 30.04 284
7275 23,64 -8.46 25.11 290 8275 29.36 -7.57 30.32 284
7300 23.67 -8*63 25.19 290 8300 29.48 -8.16 30.59 285
7325 23.17 -9.08 24.89 291 8325 29.35 -8.40 30.53 286
6350 21.55 -10.49 23.97 296
6375 21.73 -10.21 26.01 295
6400 21.96 -10.08 24.17 2q4
6425 21.90 -9.79 23.99 294
6450 21.71 -9.47 23.68 293
6475 21*62 -9.07 23.44 293
6500 21.70 -8.50 23.31 291
6525 21.98 -8.11 23.43 290
6550 22.23 -7.74 53.53 289
6575 22.48 -7.66 23.75 289
6600 22.70 -7.23 23.82 287
6625 22.79 -6.66 23.74 286
6650 23.11 -6.39 23.98 285
6675 23.29 -5.90 24.03 284
6700 23.14 -5.45 23.77 283
6725 23.21 -5.42 23.84 283
6750 23.40 -5.83 24.11 284
6775 23.64 -6.07 24.41 284
6800 23.73 -6.14 24.51 284
6825 23.62 -6.25 24.43 285
6850 23.41 -6.69 24.34 286
6875 23.12 -6.89 24.12 286
6900 23.40 -6.98 24.42 286
6925 23.49 -7.16 24.56 287
6950 23.30 -7.21 24.39 287
6975 23.45 -7.42 24,59 287
7000 23.52 -7,49 24.69 287
7025 23.59 -7.52 24.76 288
7050 23.91 -7.64 25.10 288
7075 24.01 -7.79 25.24 288
7100 23.66 -7.81 24.92 288
7125 23.41 -7.59 24.61 288
7150 23.36 -7.92 24.66 289
7175 23.30 -8.13 24*68 289
7200 23.21 -8.12 24.59 289
7350 22.41 -9.42 24.31 293
7375 21.87 -I0.00 24.05 294
7400 21.69 -10.25 23.99 295
7425 21.93 -10.52 24.32 295
7450 21.72 -IO.93 24.32 297
8350 29.27 -8.40 30.45 286
'8375 28,96 -8.84 30.28 287
8400 29.13 -8.75 30.42 287
8425 29,30 -8.85 30.61 287
8450 29,03 -9.31 30.49 288
7475 21.62 -10.81 24.17 296
7500 21.81 -10.76 24.32 296
7525 22.05 -10.62 24.47 296
7550 22.42 -1U.49 24.73 295
7575 22.78 -10.26 24*98 294
8475 28.78 -9.43 30.28 288
8500 28.76 -10.01 30.45 289
8525 29.11 -10.50 30.95 290
8550 29.31 -11.09 31.34 291
8575 29.23 -11.67 31.48 292
7600 23.22 -9.99 25.28 293
7625 24.03 -9.71 25.91 292
7650 24.57 -9.24 26.25 290
7675 24,36 -8.59 25*83 289
7700 24.37 -8.17 25.71 288
8600 29.37 -11.57 31.56 291
6625 29.59 -11.51 31.75 291
8650 29.32 -11.84 31.62 292
8675 29.39 -11.45 31.54 291
8700 29.41 -11.61 31.62 291
7725 24.69 -7.85 25.90 287
7750 24.94 -7.55 26.06 287
7775 24.87 -7.20 25.89 286
7800 24.90 -6.78 25.80 285
7825 25.38 -b*35 26.17 284
8725 29.22 -12.11 31.63 292
8750 29.45 -11.82 31.73 292
8775 29.39 -12.01 31.75 292
8800 29.33 -11.97 31.67 292
8825 29.25 -12.00 31.62 292
7850 25.70 -5.90 26.45 283
7875 26.06 -5.53 26.64 282
7900 26.45 -_.52 27.02 282
7925 26.74 -5.77 27.35 282
7950 26.87 -6.00 27.53 282
8850 29.27 -12.03 31.65 Z92
8875 29.44 -11.99 31.79 292
8900 29.12 -12.45 31.66 293
8923 29.18 -12.19 31.63 292
8950 29.64 -12.06 32.00 292
7975 27.05 -6.48 27.81 283
8000 27,05 -6.68 27.86 284
8025 27.00 -6.85 27.86 284
8050 27.07 -7.27 28.03 285
8075 26.96 -7.79 28.07 286
8975 29.71 -12.20 32.12 292
9000 29.68 -11.91 31.98 292
9025 29.49 -12.02 31.84 292
9050 29.39 -12.63 31.99 293
9075 29.74 -12o42 32.23 292
8100 27.42 -_.34 28.66 287
8125 28.05 -8.50 29.31 287
8150 28.53 -8.23 29.69 286
8175 28.65 -7*84 29.70 285
8200 28.76 -7.91 29.83 285
9100 29.69 -12.62 32.26 293
9125 29.62 -13.35 32.49 294
9150 29.97 -13.27 32.78 294
9175 30,09 -13.41 32.94 29_
9200 30.50 -13.31 33.28 293
ALT • ALTITUDE, NX = ZBNAL C_NPSNENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL CSNPSNENT, MS - WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
9225 30.77 -13.30 33.55 293
9250 30.20 -13.77 33.19 294
9275 29.73 -13.91 32.83 295
9300 29.93 -13,71 32.92 294
9325 30.29 -13.89 33.32 294
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-3 04/13/65, 15302, EASTERN TEST RANGEm FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC MISEC DEG
10225 32.70 -17.79 37.22 298 11225 35.10 -19.39 40.17 299
10250 32.$8 -18.16 37.30 299 11250 35.52 -18.69 40.13 298
10275 32*26 -17.70 36.80 299 11275 35.61 -18,84 40.28 298
10300 32,48 -17.43 36*86 298 11300 35.44 -19.82 40.61 299
10325 32.46 -16.81 36.55 297 11325 35.81 -19.54 40.80 298
9350 29.99 -14.65 33.38 296
9375 29.84 -14.81 33.31 296
9400 29.88 -15.10 33,48 297
9425 30.41 -15.31 34.04 297
945O 30.54 -15.55 34.27 297
9475 29.86 -16.06 33.90 298
9500 29*92 -15.91 33.89 298
9525 30.29 -15*58 34.06 297
9550 30.19 -15.11 33.76 296
9575 29.88 -15.46 33.64 297
9600 29.65 -16.C0 33.69 298
9625 29.84 -_5.93 33.83 298
9650 30.02 -15.92 33.98 298
9675 30,15 -16.35 34.30 298
9700 30,49 -16.58 34.70 298
9725 30.44 -16.73 34.73 299
9750 30.64 -16.90 34.99 299
9775 31.O3 -17.20 35.48 299
9800 31.10 -17.63 35.76 299
9825 31.22 -17.24 35.66 299
9850 31.37 -17.38 35.86 299
9875 31.28 -17.76 35.97 299
9900 31.12 -17,70 35.81 299
9925 31.47 -17.34 35.93 299
9950 31.66 -17.13 36.00 298
9975 31.54 -17.49 36.07 299
I0000 31.26 -17.59 35.87 299
10025 31.26 -17.66 35,90 299
10050 31.22 -18.05 36.07 300
10075 31.03 -18.14 35.95 300
10100 31.81 -17.80 36,46 299
10125 31,8_ -18.13 36.63 2gg
10350 31.97 -16.86 36.14 298
10375 31.69 -17.08 36.00 298
10400 31.93 -10.43 35.91 297
10425 32.53 -16.05 36.28 296
10450 32.60 -10.39 36.48 297
11350 36.08 -18.71 40.65 297
11375 35.76 -18.89 40.45 298
ll400 36.10 -19.05 40,82 298
11425 36.73 -18.92 41.32 297
11450 36.23 -19.22 41.01 298
10475 32.23 -16.55 36.23 297
10500 32.06 -10.03 35.85 296
10525 32.42 -16.42 36.34 297
10550 32.62 -17.10 36.82 297
10575 32.20 -17.22 36.51 298
11475 36.09 -19.06 R0.81 298
11500 36.67 -18.66 41.15 297
11525 36.87 -19.43 41.68 298
11550 36.52 -19.75 41.52 298
11575 36.65 -19.5l 41.52 298
10600 32.26 -17.09 36.51 298
10625 32.67 -16.81 36.74 297
10650 32*83 -10.24 36.63 296
10675 33*00 -15.68 36.53 295
10700 32.79 -15.93 36.46 296
11600 36.82 -19.55 41.68 298
11623 37.10 -18.97 41.67 297
11650 36.51 -19.92 41.59 298
11675 36.63 -19.92 4_.69 298
11700 37.96 -19.59 42.71 297
10725 33.05 -15.64 30.56 295
10750 33.29 -15.89 36.89 295
10775 33.36 -16.23 37.10 296
10800 33.88 -15.65 37.32 295
10825 34.34 -16.15 32.95 295
11725 38.59 -19.51 43.24 297
11750 38.66 -18.88 43.02 296
11775 38.62 -19.27 43.16 296
11800 38.29 -18.93 42.71 2q6
11825 38.04 -19.04 42.54 296
10850 34.50 -16.35 38.18 295
10875 33.90 -16.54 37.72 296
10900 33.56 -10.86 37.56 297
10925 33.69 -1o.07 37,33 295
10950 33.76 -16.47 37.56 296
11850 38.61 -19.53 43.27 297
11875 39.18 -19.19 43.63 296
11900 39.20 -19.13 43.62 296
11925 39.61 _19,12 43.98 296
11950 40.28 -18.89 44.49 295
10975 33.58 -17.O6 37.67 297
11000 33.55 -17.24 37.72 297
11025 33.92 -17.92 38.37 298
11050 34.12 -18.14 38.65 298
11075 34.40 -1_.61 39.12 298
11975 40.74 -18.88 44.91 295
12000 40.86 -19.36 45.21 295
12025 41.02 -19.36 45.36 295
12050 41.52 -18.82 45.59 294
12075 41.14 -19.23 45.41 295
10150 31.26 -18.34 36.24 300
I0175 31.38 -18.04 36.19 300
10200 32.O2 -17.61 36.54 299
11100 34.82 -18.94 39.63 298
11125 34.78 -19.40 39.82 299
11150 34,22 -19.93 39.6O 300
11175 34.54 -19.44 39.64 299
11200 35.13 -19.37 40.12 299
12100 40.96 -19,28 45.27 295
12125 41.00 -19.41 45.36 295
12150 40.95 -19.35 45.29 295
12175 41.04 -19.54 45.45 295
12200 41.04 -19.76 45.55 296
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZeNAL COWPSNENT, Wl • MERIDI_NAD CSNPBNENI, WS • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
TABLE II-80(con't) PAGE 361
FP$-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE RIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-3 04/13165, 153021 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT RX RZ WS T_ETA ALT WX RZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
12225 41.07 -19.63 45.52 295 13225 30.82 -20.97 37.27 504 14225 30,70 -17.53 35.36 300
12280 41.06 -19.52 45.47 295 13250 30.34 -21.37 37.11 305 14250 30.67 -16.32 34.74 298
12278 41,03 -19.93 45.62 296 13278 19.92 -21.31 36,73 305 14275 30.25 -16.11 34,28 298
12300 40,62 -21.02 45.76 297 13300 30.12 -20.31 36,33 304 14500 30.27 -16.17 34.31 298
12325 40.88 -20.86 45.63 297 13325 30.08 -19.41 38.80 303 14325 30.28 -16.27 34.38 298
12350 40.80 -19.97 48.42 296
12375 40.33 -20.44 45.21 297
12400 40.08 -20.15 44.86 297
12425 39.22 -19.80 44.47 296
12450 38.99 -20.07 43.86 297
13350 29.87 -18.15 34.95 301
13375 30.06 -17.19 34.61 300
13400 29.59 -17.78 54.52 301
13425 29.65 -10.85 34.10 299
13450 30.29 -14.95 33.78 296
14350 30.09 -16,33 34.24 298
14375 30.29 -15.58 34.06 297
14400 30.72 -15.06 34.21 296
14425 30.93 -14.73 34.26 298
14450 30.59 -14.99 34.07 296
12475 39.21 -19.36 43.73 29E
12500 39.33 -19.11 43.72 296
12525 39.16 -19.34 43.67 296
12550 38.69 -19.80 43.32 297
12575 38.20 -19.78 43.01 297
13675 30.42 -13.92 33.45 294
13500 30.36 -13.69 33,28 294
13825 30.73 -1_.19 33.44 293
13550 30.96 -13.24 33.66 293
13575 31.31 -1_.10 33.94 293
14475 30.14 -14.50 33.44 296
14500 30.19 -13,58 33.11 294
14525 29.67 -13.79 32.72 295
14550 29.43 -13.71 32.67 298
14575 30.35 -13.06 33.04 293
12600 38.49 -lg.58 43.18 297
12625 38.38 -19.78 43.15 297
12650 37.97 -19.87 42.85 297
12675 37.86 -19.55 42.61 297
12700 37.67 -19.68 42.32 298
13600 31.57 -13.07 36.17 292
13628 31.29 -12.99 33.88 292
13650 31.29 -12.81 33.69 292
13675 31.28 -11.74 33.41 2gO
13700 31,68 -10.74 33.A5 2B9
14600 31.48 -12.85 3A.Ol 292
14625 31.71 -13.61 34.51 293
14650 31.55 -13,16 34,18 292
14678 30,90 -13.58 33.76 296
14700 30.55 -15.16 34.10 296
12725 36.54 -20.16 41.82 299
12750 36.10 -19_60 41.08 298
12778 36.60 -18.52 41.02 297
12800 36.79 -17.79 40.87 296
12825 36.62 -17.75 40.69 296
13725 31.68 -9.76 33.15 287
13750 31+60 -lO.Ol 33.15 287
13775 32.52 -9.08 33.76 285
13800 33.27 -8.46 34.32 284
13825 33.55 -9.36 34.83 288
14725 30.15 -15.54 33.92 297
14750 29.12 -18.22 32.86 297
14775 29,20 -14.93 32.80 297
14800 28.98 -15,78 33.00 298
14828 28.95 -15.19 32.69 298
12850 35.60 -18.53 40.13 297
12875 34.63 -19.63 39.63 300
12900 34.66 -18.22 39.16 298
12925 34.76 -18.12 39.18 297
12950 34,66 -18.48 39.27 298
13850 34.13 -9.65 38.47 286
13875 34.73 -9.87 36.10 286
13900 35.12 -10,87 36.76 287
13925 35.29 -12.25 37.38 289
13950 35.17 -14.34 37.98 292
14850 29.09 -13.73 32.17 295
14875 29.05 -13.82 32.06 295
14900 28,78 -13,83 31.93 295
14925 28.73 -14.00 31.96 296
14950 28.30 -14,05 31.60 296
12975 33.79 -19.70 39.12 300
13000 33,41 -20.26 39.06 301
13025 33,86 -19.93 39,29 300
13050 33,24 -20.69 _.tu _uL
13075 32,73 -20.58 38.68 302
13975 35.19 -14.93 38,_3 293
14000 35.50 -14.39 38.31 292
14025 34.82 -15.96 38.30 294
14078 34.71 -16.98 38.64 296
14975 27.98 -13.56 31.08 296
15000 27.68 -12.95 30.56 295
15025 27.71 -11.26 29.91 292
1_n_ _A.nl -1n.47 29.91 290
15075 27.65 -10.63 29.62 291
13100 33.03 -20.04 38.63 301
13125 32.56 -20.65 38.55 302
13150 31.53 -21.37 38.09 304
13175 31.25 -21.AO 37.87 304
13200 31.08 -21.16 37.60 304
14100 33.60 -18.35 38.28 2g8
14125 32.93 -18,16 37.60 299
14150 31.59 -IU.51 36.61 300
14175 31.75 -17.91 36.46 299
14200 31.49 -17.48 36.02 299
15100 28,14 -9.29 29.63 288
18125 28.49 -8,26 29.66 286
15150 28.17 -8.66 29.48 287
15175 28.07 -8.95 29.46 288
18200 27.72 -10.30 29,87 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CBMP2NENT, RZ = MERIDI2NAL CSNP2NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = RIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE RIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUNBER 2272-3 04/13/651 15301, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT Wx WZ W5 THETA ALT gx NZ RS THETA ALT gx gz RS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
15225 28.11 -11o29 30,29 292 16225 31.05 -8.21 32.12 285 17228 19,56 -8.50 21.33 293
15250 28.30 -12.17 3D.88 29_ 16250 30.45 -8.75 31.68 286 17250 19.77 -8.37 21.47 293
15275 28.85 -12.77 31,55 294 16275 30.36 -_.53 31.54 285 17275 20.40 -7.62 21.71 290
15300 29.09 -13.15 31.93 294 16300 30.28 -8.32 31.40 285 17300 20.48 -6,88 21.60 288
15325 28.75 -14.41 32.16 296 16328 29,94 -7.86 30.96 28fl 17325 20,55 -6.35 21.51 287
15350 28.67 -14.98 32.17 298
15375 28.03 -16.88 31.73 298
15400 26.92 -15.A4 31.03 300
15425 26.13 -14,42 29.85 299
15650 26.01 -13.08 29.11 297
16350 29.62 -7.94 30.66 285
16375 29.42 -7.85 30.45 285
16400 29.41 -8.66 30.66 286
16428 29.43 -8.98 30.77 287
16650 29,33 -9.09 30.71 287
17350 20.29 -5.92 21.16 286
17378 19.61 -6.33 20.60 288
17400 19.10 -7,61 20.56 292
17425 19.07 -7.85 20.62 292
17450 19.04 -8.09 20.69 293
15475 25.71 -11.48 28.16 294
15500 25.00 -10.21 27.01 292
15825 24.31 -9.92 26.26 292
15550 24.65 -8.73 26.15 289
15575 24,72 -7.98 25.98 288
16478 29.23 -9.20 30.64 287
16500 28.52 -10.77 30.69 291
16525 28.21 -11.16 30.34 291
16550 27.91 -11.52 30.19 292
16578 25.92 -11.93 28.54 295
17475 19,01 -8.33 20.75 293
15600 28.10 -7.99 26.34 287
15625 25.98 -6.95 26.89 285
18650 26.15 -6.20 26.87 283
15675 26.68 -6.46 27.45 283
15700 26.75 -6.88 27.62 286
16600 25.72 -11.70 28.26 294
16625 25.52 -11.46 27.98 294
16650 26.23 -10.04 28.09 291
16673 26.60 -10.08 28.26 291
16700 26.57 -10.12 28.43 291
15728 27.65 -6.63 28.43 283
15750 29.03 -6.39 29.73 282
15775 29.66 -6.81 30.43 283
15800 30.21 -6.91 30.99 283
15825 31.25 -6.36 31.89 281
16728 26.62 -10.18 28.49 291
16750 26.76 -9.61 28.63 29D
16775 27.17 -9.05 28.64 288
16800 26.57 -9.40 28,19 289
16828 26.34 -10.12 26.36 292
15850 31.78 -7.03 32.55 282
15875 31.58 -8.04 32.59 284
15900 31.43 -7.54 32.32 283
15925 32.66 -6,95 33.39 282
15950 32.85 -6.65 33.51 281
16850 23.11 -9.40 24.95 292
16875 22.32 -9.42 24.22 293
16900 21.26 -10.25 23.60 296
16923 21.68 -9.98 23.65 295
16950 20.55 -11.30 23.45 299
15975 32.67 -7.60 33.54 283
16000 33.50 -8.28 34.51 284
16025 34.13 -7.91 35,04 283
16050 33.62 -9.32 34,89 285
16075 33.89 -IO.Ol 35.06 286
16973 20.56 -10.81 23.23 298
17OOO 20.44 -10.54 22.99 297
17023 19.99 -10.78 22.71 298
17050 19.47 -10.33 22.04 298
17075 18.97 -10.82 21.85 300
16100 33.97 -8.35 34.98 284
16125 33.06 -9.63 34,43 286
16150 31.88 -11.06 33.74 289
16175 31.62 -10.02 33.17 287
16200 31.58 -9.22 32.87 286
17100 18.59 -10.96 21.57 300
17125 18.03 -10.38 20.80 300
17150 18.20 -9.68 20.61 298
17175 19.15 -8.77 21.06 294
17200 19.36 -8,63 21.19 294
ALl = ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBNP_NENTt MS = WINE SPEED_ THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE 362
ALT wx WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
2825 7.98 -4.66 9.22 300
2_50 7.22 4._3 8.74 _04
2875 6.11 -5.02 7.91 309
2900 5,27 -5.14 7.36 314
2925 4.72 -5.33 7.12 318
2950 4.49 -5.53 7.12 321
2975 4.38 -5.77 7.24 323
3000 4.36 -5.72 7.19 323
3025 4.51 -5.77 7.32 322
3050 4.49 -5.85 7,38 322
3075 4.59 -5.83 "7,42 322
3100 4.73 -6,E3 7.66 322
3125 4.83 -6.11 7.78 321
3150 5.07 -6.07 7.91 320
3175 5.33 -6.25 8,22 319
3200 5.46 -6.62 8.58 320
3225 5.48 -6.95 8*85 322
3250 5.60 -7.20 9.12 322
3275 5.69 -7.30 9.26 322
3300 5,84 -7.31 9.36 321
3325 6.01 -7.55 9.57 321
3350 6.04 --7*58 9.69 321
33T5 6,17 -T+67 9,84 321
3400 6.20 -T,TO 9*89 321
3425 6.17 -7.75 9.91 321
3450 6.14 -7.79 g.91 322
3475 6.OO -T.81 9.85 322
3500 5.86 -7.94 9*87 323
3525 6.00 -8.25 10.20 324
5550 6.29 -8.62 10.67 324
3575 6.49 -8.88 11,00 324
3600 6.80 -8.82 11.14 322
3625 7.20 -8.61 11.22 320
3650 7.33 -8.40 11.14 319
3675 7.49 -8.17 11.08 317
3700 7.83 -8.41 11.49 317
3725 7.97 -8.80 11.88 318
3750 8.15 -9.24 12.32 318
3775 7.61 -9.14 11.89 320
3800 7.65 -9.13 11.91 320
TABLE 11-81
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-4 04113165, 17002, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLERIDA
WS THETA WZ WS THETAALT WX WZ
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG
3825 8.30 -9.45 12.57 319
3850 D.32 ?.35 12.52 318
3875 8.49 -9.34 12.62 318
3900 8.44 -9.29 12.55 318
3925 8.36 -9.17 12,41 317
3950 8.29 -9.10 12.31 318
3975 8.30 -9.31 12.47 318
4000 8+43 -9.69 12.84 319
4025 8.51 -9.89 13.05 319
4050 8.71 -9,89 13.18 318
4075 9.26 -lO.OO 13.63 317
4100 9.82 -10.28 14.22 316
4125 10.34 -10.31 14.61 315
6150 10.98 -10.13 14.94 333
4175 11.63 -9.88 15.26 310
4200 12.10 -9.62 15.46 308
4225 12.44 -9.E9 15.47 306
4250 12.81 -8.87 15.58 305
4275 13.19 -0.95 15.94 304
4300 13.45 -9*08 16.23 304
4325 13.67 -9.3T 16.58 304
4350 13.92 -9.64 16.93 305
4375 13.94 -9.72 IT,OO 305
4400 14.19 -9.98 17.35 305
4425 14.28 -IO.17 17.53 305
4450 14.33 -10.30 17.65 306
4475 14.51 -10.85 18.00 306
4500 14.44 -10.81 18.04 307
• 4525 14.35 -10.66 17.87 306
4550 14.35 -10,50 17.78 306
4575 14.51 -10.41 17.86 305
4600 14.49 -10.37 17.82 305
4625 14'62 -10,40 1T.94 305
4650 15.11 -10,54 18.31 304
4675 15.55 -10.38 18.68 303
4700 15.97 -10.59 19.16 303
4725 16.33 -10.46 19.40 302
4750 16.73 -10.48 19.74 302
4775 17.19 -10.55 20.17 301
4800 17.35 -10.29 20.17 301
ArT WX
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
4825 17.48 -IO.0O 20.14 300
4050 17.59 -9.74 20.Li 289
4875 17.48 -9*64 19.96 299
4900 17.46 -9.20 19.74 298
4925 17.45 -8.60 19.45 296
4950 17.57 -8.36 19.46 295
4975 17.63 -7.97 19.35 294
5000 17.61 -7,74 19.24 294
5025 17.88 -7.80 19.31 294
5050 17.59 -7.64 19.18 293
5075 17.70 -7.86 19.24 299
5100 1T.92 -7.67 19.49 293
5125 18.06 -7.84 19.69 293
5150 18.06 -8.05 19.77 294
5175 17.98 -8,17 19.75 294
5200 17,99 -8.13 19.74 294
5225 17.97 -8.26 19.77 295
5250 17.98 -8+52 19.90 295
5275 18.37 -8.71 20.33 295
5300 19.06 -8.92 21.04 295
5325 19.54 -9.09 21.55 295
5350 19.69 -9,05 21,67 294
5375 19.72 -8.96 21.66 294
5400 20.02 -8.91 21.91 294
5425 20*25 -8,66 22.02 293
5450 20.24 -8.46 21.94 292
5475 20.51 -8.28 22.11 292
5500 20.64 -8.10 22.17 291
5525 20.68 -8,22 22.26 291
5550 20.75 -8.55 22.45 292
5575 20.54 -8.79 22.34 293
5600 20.42 -8.80 22.24 293
5625 20.48 -8.80 22.29 293
5650 20.45 -8.81 22.28 293
5675 20.73 -8.76 22.51 293
5700 21.30 -8.83 23.06 292
5725 21.92 -9.01 23.T0 292
5750 22.38 -9.14 24.18 292
5775 22.31 -9.15 24.11 292
5800 22.12 -9.00 23.88 292
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMP8NENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPSNENTt WS " WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-4 04/13/65, 1700Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEC
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG
5825 21.99 -8.72 23.65 291
8850 21.41 -8.49 23,03 291
5875 21.12 -8.85 22.74 292
5900 20.98 -8°26 22,55 291
5925 20.77 -8.17 22.32 291
5950 20.79 -8.32 22.39 292
5975 20.83 -8.26 22.50 291
6000 20.93 -8.08 22.43 291
6025 20.91 -8*25 22,A7 291
6050 21.19 -8,68 22,90 292
6075 21.50 -8.89 23.27 292
6100 21.30 -8.99 ' 23.12 293
6125 21.19 -9.08 23.05 293
6150 21.46 -9.21 23.35 293
6175 21.80 L-9.12 23.63 293
6200 21.87 -8.96 23.63 292
6225 21.79 -8.95 23.56 292
6250 21.76 -8.96 23.53 292
6278 21.91 -9.18 23.76 293
6300 22.15 -9.29 24,02 293
6325 22.29 -9.03 24.05 292
6350 22.29 -8.70 23.93 291
63T5 22.15 -8.68 23.79 291
6400 22.03 -8.87 23.T5 292
6425 21.92 -9.00 23.70 292
6450 22.15 -9.21 23.99 292
6475 22.70 -9.36 24.55 292
6500 23.30 -9.36 25.1l 292
6525 23.89 -9.22 25,55 291
6550 24,10 -9.22 25.80 291
6575 24.50 -9.24 26.19 290
6600 24.86 -8.91 26.40 29O
6625 24.80 -8.70 26.28 289
6650 24.60 -8.61 26,06 289
6675 24.34 -8,43 25*76 289
6700 24.21 -8.45 25.64 289
6725 25.18 -8.54 25.E5 289
6750 2A.12 -8.63 25.61 290
6775 24,05 -8.62 25.55 290
6800 23.96 -8.48 25.42 289
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC 0EG
6825 23.93 -8,26 25.32 289
6850 23.96 -7.98 25.26 288
6875 23.71 -7.78 24.94 288
6900 23.51 -7.52 24.69 288
6925 23.76 -7,56 24.93 287
6950 23.72 -7.24 24.80 287
6975 23.35 -6.99 24.37 286
7000 22,99 -7.12 24.07 287
7025 23.08 -6.92 24.10 287
7050 23.02 -b.8T 24,02 286
7075 22.44 -o,94 23.49 287
7100 22.19 -7.18 23.33 288
7125 21.99 -7*87 23.36 290
7150 21.98 -8.47 23.56 291
7175 22.04 -0.54 23.64 291
7200 21.96 -8.20 23.44 290
7225 22.03 -7.52 23.28 289
7250 21.83 -7.23 22.99 288
7275 21.88 -7.02 22,98 288
7300 22.29 -6.94 23.35 287
7325 22.59 -7.40 23.77 288
7350 23,18 -7.40 24.33 288
7375 23.71 -o.95 24.70 286
7400 24.08 -7.00 25.10 286
7425 24.20 -7.48 25.33 287
7450 24.26 -7.67 25.44 287
7475 24.42 -8.05 25.71 288
7500 24.68 -_.23 26,01 288
7525 24.83 -0.42 26.22 2Rg
7550 25.08 -6.T3 26.56 289
7575 25.43 -B.73 26.89 289
7600 25.90 -_.49 27.25 288
7625 26.51 -6.10 27.62 287
7650 26.78 -0.13 27.99 287
7675 26,97 -8.23 28,19 28T
7700 27.13 -0.19 28.34 287
7725 27.18 -0.21 28.39 287
7750 27.05 -8.03 28.22 286
7775 26.87 -7.61 27.93 286
7500 26,71 -7.38 27.71 285
7825 26.34 -7.98 27.52 287
7850 26.13 -8.16 27.37 287
7875 26.19 -8.04 27.40 287
Tgoo 26.37 -8.08 27.58 287
7925 26.78 -7.52 27.82 286
7950 27.06 -7.06 27.97 284
7975 27.20 -6.88 28.05 284
8000 27.42 -6.36 28.15 283
E028 27.28 -6,33 28.01 283
8050 27.57 -6.16 28.25 282
8075 28.27 -5.82 28.86 281
8100 28.51 -6.38 29.22 282
8125 28.60 -6.25 29.27 282
8150 28.3T -6+35 29.07 282
8175 28.37 -6,70 29.15 283
8200 28.44 -6.73 29.23 283
8225 28.33 -7.20 29.23 284
8250 28.05 -7.62 29.07 285
8275 27.99 -7.60 29,00 285
8300 28,28 -7*40 29.23 284
E325 28.49 -7.94 29.57 285
8350 28.61 -8.64 29.89 287
8375 28.58 -9.08 29,98 287
8400 28.58 -8.9T 29.95 287
8425 28.53 -8.66 29.82 287
8450 28.30 -8.83 29.64 287
8475 28.23 -9.02 29.64 288
8500 28.32 -9.19 29.77 288
8525 28*60 -9,89 30.20 289
8550 28.53 -10.26 30.32 290
8575 28.65 -10.04 30.36 289
8600 28.90 -9.TO 30.49 288
8625 28.45 -lO.O9 30.19 289
8650 28.25 -9.94 29.94 289
8675 28.65 -10.20 30.41 289
8700 28.69 -11.29 30.83 291
8725 28.83 -10.96 30.84 291
8750 28.80 -10.89 30.79 291
8T75 28.75 -11.66 31.03 292
8800 28.98 -12.09 31.40 292
ALT = ALTITUDE, MX " Z_NAL CSMPONENI, MZ = MERIOISNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIZN
TABLE 11-81 (con't) PAGE 363
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-4 04/13/65, ITOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALI WX W/ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
8825 29.01 -13.10 31.83 294 9825 33.06 -19.95 38.61 301 10825 35.98 -18.90 40.62 298
8850 28.87 -13.46 31.85 295 9850 33.14 -19.76 38.59 301 lC850 36.17 -18,20 40.49 297
8875 28,61 -13.38 31,58 295 9875 33,21 -19.20 38.36 300 18875 36.07 -18.38 40.47 297
8900 29.05 -13,39 31.98 295 9900 33.13 -19.10 38.24 300 10900 38.00 -18.84 40.63 297
8925 29.41 -13,42 32,32 296 9925 33.40 -18.46 38.16 299 IC925 36,01 -18.72 40.58 297
8950 29.37 -13.85 32.47 295
8975 29.06 -14.95 32.68 297
9000 29.36 -15.41 33.16 298
9025 29.92 -15.24 33.58 297
9050 29.47 -15.80 33.44 298
9950 33.71 -18.10 38.26 298
9975 33.96 -17.79 38.33 297
10000 34,37 -17.41 38.53 297
10025 34.02 -18.09 38.54 298
10050 33.45 -18.72 38.34 299
18950 36.19 -18.75 40,_6 297
10975 36.37 -18.54 40,83 297
11000 35.98 -Ig. Ol 40.69 298
11025 35.85 -19.19 40.67 298
11050 35.78 -19.41 40.70 298
9075 28.94 -16.75 33.44 300
9100 29.57 -16.08 33.66 298
9125 29.99 -16.22 34,10 298
9150 29,84 -16.81 34.15 299
9175 29.52 -17.35 34.24 300
10075 34.02 -17,86 38.42 298
10100 33.97 -18.28 38.57 298
10125 33.78 -18.70 38.61 2g9
10150 33.76 -18.48 38.49 299
10175 34.20 -18.19 38.74 298
11075 36.33 -18.71 40.86 297
111OO 36.48 -18.72 41,00 297
11125 36,16 -20.06 41,35 299
11150 36.67 -19.36 41.47 298
11175 36.42 -19.81 41,46 298
9200 29.91 -17.79 34.80 301
9225 30.61 -17.08 35.05 299
9250 30.66 -17.55 38.33 300
9275 30.72 -18.32 35.77 301
9300 30,79 -18.82 36.09 301
10200 34.40 -18.36 38.99 298
10225 34.46 -18.53 39.13 298
10250 34.32 -18.98 39.22 299
10275 33.96 -19.32 39,08 299
10300 34.12 -18.73 38.92 299
11200 36.45 -20.12 41.64 299
11225 36.82 -20.15 41.97 299
11250 35.59 -22.00 41.84 302
11275 35.10 -22.06 41.44 302
11300 36.41 -20.23 41.66 299
9325 30,87 -18.91 36.20 301
9350 31.12 -18.91 36.42 301
9375 31.19 -19.54 36.81 302
9400 31.16 -20,01 37.03 303
9425 31.42 -20.18 37.34 303
10325 34.11 -18.79 38.94 299
10350 33.89 -18.94 38.82 299
10375 34.07 -18.51 38,77 298
10400 33.91 -18,98 38.86 299
10425 33.83 -18.76 38.68 299
11325 36.40 -20.55 41.81 299
11350 36.44 -21.36 42*24 300
11375 36.94 -2D.60 42.30 299
11400 36.98 -19.79 41.94 298
11425 36.79 -20,54 42,14 299
9450 31.57 -20.99 37_91 303
9475 31.59 -21.08 37.97 304
9500 32.36 -20.85 38.49 303
9525 32.88 -20.88 38.95 302
9550 32.64 -21.50 39.09 303
10450 33.88 -18.57 38.64 299
10475 33.61 -19.23 38.73 300
10500 34.25 -18.21 38.79 298
10525 34.88 -17.16 38.87 296
10550 34*65 -17.64 38.89 297
11450 36.80 -21.69 42.71 300
11475 37.04 -21.59 42.88 300
11500 37.40 -20.83 42.81 299
11525 37.26 -21,57 43.06 300
11550 37.47 -21.03 42.97 299
9575 32.86 -21.40 39.21 303
9600 33.31 -20.53 39,13 301
9628 32,97 -21*31 39.26 303
9650 33.01 -21.95 39.64 303
9675 33,26 -21.88 39.81 303
10575 35.07 -17.96 39.40 297
10600 35.45 -17,94 39.73 297
10625 38.20 -IB.56 39.80 298
10850 35.24 -18.28 39.70 297
10675 35,60 -18.09 39.93 297
11575 38.22 -20.45 43,35 298
11600 38.78 -20.42 43.82 298
11625 38.74 -20.61 43.88 298
11850 38.93 -19.84 43,70 297
11675 38,77 -20°06 43.66 297
9700 33.17 -21.32 39.43 303
9725 32.81 -20.64 38.76 302
9750 32.92 -20.27 38,66 301
9775 32.75 -20,85 38,83 302
9800 32.82 -20.28 38.57 302
10700 35.71 -18.57 40.25 297
10725 35.80 -18.48 40,29 297
10750 35.67 -18.86 40.35 298
10775 35.57 -18.69 40,18 298
10800 35.74 -18.44 40.22 297
11700 38.40 -20.39 43.48 298
11725 39.58 -18.42 43.65 295
11750 40.31 -17.47 43.94 293
11775 39.85 -18.25 43.83 294
11800 39.74 -19.68 44.35 296
ArT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CgMP8NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSRHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-4 04113165, 1700Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, ELBRIDA
ALT WX W/ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEE CED METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DED
11825 40,23 -18.76 44.39 295 12825 36.72 -19.64 41.64 298 13925 33.59 -9.85 35.01 286
11880 40.53 -17.16 44.92 293 12850 36.54 -20.55 41.92 299 13850 34,36 -8,73 35.45 284
11875 41.62 -16.22 44.67 291 12875 36.77 -20.53 42.11 299 13875 34.06 -10.33 35.59 287
11900 41.77 -16.11 44.77 291 12900 36.95 -19.42 41.75 298 13900 34.19 -11.03 35.92 288
11925 40.83 -17,50 44.42 293 12925 36.98 -19.24 41.68 297 13925 35.27 -10.17 36.71 286
11950 49.95 -17.52 44.54 293
11975 40.84 -17.58 44.47 293
12000 40.95 -18.06 44.76 294
12025 40.96 -17,97 44.73 294
12050 41.01 -16.93 44.36 992
12950 36.33 -19.71 41.33 298
12975 35.30 -20.98 41.07 301
13000 35.45 -20.45 40.92 300
13025 34.75 -20.49 40.34 300
13050 33.61 -20.63 39.64 301
13950 35.47 -12.04 37.46 289
13975 35.79 -12.29 37.83 289
14000 36.05 -11.92 37.97 288
12075 41.18 -17.24 44.65 293
12100 40.67 -18.05 44.49 294
12125 41.16 -17.89 44.88 293
12150 41.35 -17.75 45.00 293
12178 40.82 -17.89 44.57 293
13075 32.96 -19.70 38.40 301
13100 32.99 -20.11 38.63 301
13125 32.80 -20.32 38.58 302
13150 32,24 -20.36 38.13 309
13175 31.62 -20.35 37.61 303
12200 40.70 -17.95 44.48 294
12225 41.17-17,22 44.63 293
12050 40,95 -17.04 44.35 292
12275 40.23 -18.33 44,21 294
12300 ' 49.28 -18.82 44.46 295
12325 40.12 -18.34 46.12 294
12350 39.88 -19.41 44.35 296
12375 40,46 -19.38 44,84 298
12400 39,78 -20.E9 44,56 297
12425 38.81 -20.23 43.76 297
13200 31.27 -20.37 37.32 303
13225 32.17 -17,84 36.79 299
13250 32.29 -18.05 36.99 299
13275 31.35 -18.51 36.61 300
13300 30.50 -17.84 35,33 300
13325 29.90 -16.64 34.21 2gg
13350 31.79 -14.07 34.77 294
13375 32.18 -13.50 34.89 293
13400 30.59 -14.28 33.75 295
13625 30.19 -15.86 33.22 294
12450 39.26 -18.85 43.55 295
12475 39.03 -19.36 43.56 296
12500 39.17 -19.03 43.55 296
12525 39.05 -19.38 43.59 296
12550 39.48 -18.78 43.72 295
13450 39.54 -12.13 32.85 291
13475 30.43 -12.52 32.91 292
13500 30.85 -1L.52 32.93 29D
13525 31,42 -10.36 33.08 288
13550 30.86 -11.99 33.10 291
12575 39.25 -19.15 43.67 296
12600 38.93 -18.97 43,31 296
12625 39.07 -18.38 43.18 295
12650 38.82 -19,21 43.31 296
12675 38.79 -19.60 43.46 297
12700 38.67 -19.36 43.28 296
12725 37.90 -20.35 43.02 298
12750 37.39 -20.74 42.76 299
12775 36.92 -20.90 42.43 299
12800 36.96 -20.71 42.35 299
13575 31.15 -11.84 33.32 291
13600 32.26 -10.51 33.91 288
13625 32.56 -10.99 34.36 288
13650 33.62 -10.97 35.36 288
13675 33.88 -lO.B5 35.58 288
13709 33.61 -10.58 35.24 287
13725 33.04 -11.10 34.86 289
13750 33.39 -10.76 35.09 288
13775 34.04 -9.23 35.27 285
13800 34.12 -8.71 35.21 284
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX = ZONAL C_MPBNENT, W/ = MERIDI8NAL COMPBNENT* WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
' PAGE364
ArT WX W2 H5 THETA
METERS R/SEE N/SEE N/SEE OEG
225 -0.15 1.51 1.55 174
25U U._? 1,20 1.29 201
275 1.35 0.93 1,64 235
300 2.45 0.50 2.50 258
328 3.60 0.02 3.60 270
350 4,64 -0,34 4,65 274
375 5,54 -0,51 5,56 275
400 6,30 -0.58 6,32 275
425 6.62 -0.82 6.67 277
450 6.43 -0.91 6.49 278
475 6.33 -0.SR 6.39 278
500 6.26 -0.91 6.33 278
525 6.21 -0.92 6.27 278
550 6.56 -0.96 6.63 278
575 7.01 -1,06 7.09 278
600 7.53 -1.07 7.60 278
625 7.85 -1.03 7.92 277
650 7.77 -1.02 7.84 277
675 7.66 -0,95 7.71 277
700 7.56 -0.90 7.61 277
725 7.67 -0.98 7.73 277
750 8.19 -1.13 8.27 278
775 8.50 -1.38 8.61 279
800 8,49 -1.45 8,61 280
825 8.47 -1.47 8.60 280
850 8.29 -1.77 8.47 282
875 8.15 -1.89 E.37 283
900 8.10 -1.99 6.34 284
925 8.16 -2.15 8.44 285
950 8.46 -2.15 8.73 284
975 8,70 -2,22 8,98 284
1000 8,85 -2,29 9,14 284
1025 8.94 -2.50 9.28 285
1050 8.89 -2.83 9.33 287
1075 8.77 -3,02 9,27 289
1100 8,72 -3.15 9,27 290
1128 9,03 -3,28 9,60 290
1150 9.47 -3.33 10+04 289
1175 9.58 -3,57 10.22 290
1200 9.37 -3.83 10.13 292
TABLE 11-82
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04/13165, 2210Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT RX WZ RS TFETA ALT WX NZ NS THETA
METERS W/SEE N/SEE N/SEC OEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE N/SEC DEG
1225 9,11 -3,82 9,88 293
1250 8.95 -3.97 9.79 294
1275 8.89 -4.19 9.83 295
1300 8.97 -4.34 9,97 296
1325 9,04 -4,62 10.15 297
1350 8,93 -4.93 10.21 299
1375 8,94 -5.47 10.48 301
1400 8.79 -6.17 10.74 305
1425 8.53 -6.56 10.76 307
1450 8,59 -6,97 11.06 309
1475 8.78 -7.60 11.61 311
1500 8.99 -8.21 12.18 312
1525 9.06 -8,84 12,66 314
1550 8,93 -9.60 13.11 317
1575 8.93 -10.22 13.57 319
1600 9.00 -10.85 14.10 320
1625 8.67 -11.44 14.35 323
1650 8.10 -11.57 14.12 325
1675 7.70 -11.62 13.94 326
1700 7,4B -11.68 13,85 327
1725 7.37 -11.77 13,89 328
1750 6,98 -12,04 13,92 330
1775 6.43 -12.21 13.80 332
1800 5.95 -IZ.06 13.44 334
1825 5.63 -11.73 13.01 334
1850 8.69 -11.48 12.81 333
1875 5.91 -11.50 12.93 333
1900 6.06 -11.66 13.14 332
1925 6.02 -11.50 12.98 332
1950 5.85 -11.41 12.83 333
1975 5.78 -11.48 12.85 333
2000 5.99 -1_.47 12.94 332
2025 6.14 -11.41 12.95 332
2050 6.22 -11.08 12.71 331
2075 6.34 -10.28 12,08 328
2100 6.26 -9.26 11.18 326
2125 5.91 -8.41 10.28 325
2150 5,58 -7,88 9.65 325
2175 5.31 -7.48 9,17 324
2200 4.81 -6.89 8.41 325
2225 4.31 -6.44 7.75 326
_sn 4,05 -6.30 7.49 327
2275 3.88 -5,99 7.14 327
2300 3.84 -5.63 6.82 326
2325 3*73 -5,48 6.63 326
2350 3.56 -5.24 6.33 326
2375 3.50 -5.09 6.18 325
2400 3.40 -5.10 6.13 326
2428 3,31 -4.94 5,94 326
2480 3.35 -4.81 5.86 325
2475 3.34 -4.86 5.89 325
2500 J.27 -4.71 5,74 325
2525 3.24 -4.46 5.51 324
2550 3.10 -4.37 5.35 324
2575 3.01 -4.28 5,24 325
2600 3.16 -4.19 5.25 323
2625 3.26 -4.22 5.33 322
2650 3.33 -4.25 5.40 322
2675 3.91 -4.17 5.72 317
2700 4.40 -4.09 6,01 313
2725 4.60 -3.88 6.02 310
2750 4.91 -3.67 6.13 807
2778 5.09 -3.92 6.43 307
2800 5.10 -4.28 6,65 310
2825 5.29 -4.37 6.86 309
2850 5.53 -4.58 7.18 309
2875 5.60 -4.71 7.31 310
2900 5,78 -4.77 7,49 309
2925 5.97 -5.10 7.85 310
2950 6.22 -5.40 8.28 311
2975 6.62 -5.62 8.68 310
3000 6.88 -5.74 8.96 310
3025 7.36 -5.68 9.29 307
3050 8.00 -5.78 9.87 306
3075 8.56 -6.07 10,50 305
3100 8.86 -6.20 10.82 305
3125 8.89 -6.07 10.76 304
3150 8.81 -5.78 10.54 308
3175 8,68 -5.66 10.37 303
3200 8*67 -5.86 10.46 304
ALT • ALTITUDE. WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENTt NZ = MERIDISNAL CSRPSNENE, MS = NINE SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG
3225 8.63 -6.10 10.56 305
3250 8.48 -6.10 10.45 306
3275 8,45 -5,99 10.36 305
3300 8.52 -5.86 10.34 304
3325 8,42 -5.81 10.23 304
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04213165, 2210Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
6LT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE NISEC WISEC DEG
4225 13.11 -4.77 13.95 29C 5225 18,17 -12.71 22.18 305
4250 13.42 -4.78 14.24 289 5250 18.27 -12.79 22.30 305
4275 13.46 -4.82 14.29 290 5275 18.40 -12.69 22.35 304
4300 13.28 -4.77 14.11 290 5300 18.44 -12.85 22.48 305
4325 12.31 -4.50 13.11 290 5325 18.54 -13.07 22.68 305
3350 8.34 -5.74 10.13 304
3375 8.43 -5.72 10.19 304
3400 8.53 -5.85 IC.35 304
3425 8.66 -6.C0 10.54 305
3450 8.90 -5.95 10.70 304
3475 8.86 -5.72 10.54 303
3500 8.65 -5.34 10.16 302
3525 8.58 -5.07 9.97 300
3550 8.48 -5.01 9,85 300
3575 8.57 -4.69 9.77 299
3600 8,69 -4,33 9.72 296
3625 8.69 -4.22 9.66 296
3650 8.64 _3.99 9.52 295
3675 8.72 -3.65 9.45 293
3700 8.80 -3.49 9.47 291
3725 8.89 -3.41 9.52 291
3750 9.44 -3.39 10.03 290
3775 9.88 -3.36 10.43 289
3800 9.96 -3.08 10.43 287
3825 10.25 -2.63 10,58 284
3850 10.90 -2.EI I0.70 283
3875 10.45 -2.54 10.76 283
3900 10.70 -2.53 10.99 283
3925 10.83 -2,99 11.11 283
3950 10.91 -2.64 IL.22 283
3975 11.01 -2.79 11.36 284
4000 11.07 -2.75 11.41 2R4
4025 11.19 -2.81 11.53 284
4050 11.48 -2.87 11.83 284
4075 12.03 -2.82 12.36 283
4100 12.40 -3.00 12.76 283
4125 12.67 -3.45 12.94 285
4150 12.63 -3.99 13.24 Z87
4175 12.91 -4.31 13.61 288
4200 12.94 -4.53 13.72 289
4350 12.54 -4.81 18.43 291
4375 13.73 -5.45 14.77 291
4400 13.73 -_,56 14.82 292
4425 13.80 -S,60 14.89 292
4450 14.25 -5.75 15.36 292
5350 18,58 -13.26 22.83 305
5375 18,68 -13.51 23.06 306
5400 19.03 -13.38 23.27 305
5425 19.54 -13.19 23.57 304
5450 20,06 -13.06 23,93 303
4475 14.66 -5.81 15.77 291
4500 14.77 -5.87 15.90 291
4525 15.00 -5.73 16.06 291
4550 14.98 -5,52 15.97 290
4575 14,81 -_.52 15.81 290
5475 20.46 -12.97 24.23 302
5500 20.48 -13.15 24.34 303
5525 20.52 -13.29 24.45 303
5550 20.71 -13.21 24.56 302
5575 20.88 -13.25 24.73 302
4600 15.05 -5.54 16.04 290
4625 15.30 -b.64 16.30 290
4650 15.80 -6.16 16.96 291
4675 16.22 -6.86 17.61 293
4700 16.2q -7.48 17.92 294
5600 21.17 -13.21 24.95 302
5625 21.16 -13.18 24.93 302
5650 21.19 -13.33 25,03 302
5675 21.34 -13.21 25.10 302
5700 21.48 -13.40 25.32 302
4725 16.56 -7.80 18.31 295
4750 16.84 -8.20 18.73 296
4775 16.96 -8.50 18.97 296
4800 17,22 -_.80 1_.34 297
4825 17.68 -9.43 20.04 298
5725 21.58 -13.89 25.66 303
5750 21.54 -14.40 25.91 304
5775 21.64 -14.73 26.18 304
5800 21.83 -14.78 26.37 304
5825 21.56 -14.76 26.13 304
4850 18.02 -9.81 20.52 298
4875 18.13 -1U.27 20.84 dqq
4900 18.20 -IO.q2 21.23 301
4925 18,14 -II.22 21.33 302
4950 18.11 -11.55 21.48 302
5850 21.49 -14,50 25.92 304
_875 21,27 -14.57 25.78 304
5900 20,74 -15.11 25.66 306
5925 20.71 -15.51 25.88 307
5950 21.14 -15.93 26.47 307
4975 18.20 -11.86 21.72 303
5000 18.05 -1_.02 21.69 303
5025 IB.16 -12.36 21.97 3O4
5050 18.51 -12.60 22,39 304
5075 18.61 -12.63 22.49 304
5975 21.41 -16.30 26.91 307
6000 21.56 -16.02 26.86 306
_025 22.01 -15.36 26.84 305
6050 22,29 -14.80 26.76 303
6075 22.63 -14.41 26.83 302
5100 18.56 -12.66 22.47 3O4
5125 18.38 -I2.73 22.36 305
5150 18.09 -11.57 2_.03 305
5175 i8.10 -1_.68 22.10 305
5200 18.21 -12.72 22.21 305
_100 22.96 -14.14 26.96 301
6125 22.89 -14.02 26.85 301
6150 22,71 -13.82 26,58 301
6175 22*62 -13.57 26.38 301
6200 22.87 -13.13 26.37 300
ALr • ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL COMPONENI, 82 = MERIDISNAL CSMEONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND UIRECTI_N
ALT gX WZ NS THETA
BETERS H/SEC N/SEE B/SEC DEG
6225 22.82 -12.81 26,17 299
6250 22.76 -12.T9 26.11 299
6275 23.03 -12.53 26.22 298
6300 23.11 -12.36 26.21 298
6325 22.99 -12.47 26.15 298
TABLE I I-_Z (ton't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VE18C1TY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04/13/65t 22102* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS 8/SEC NISEC M/SEC OEG
7225 22.86 -11.01 25.38 296
7250 22.78 -11.27 25.42 296
7275 22.63 -11.34 25.32 296
7300 22.68 -1[.25 25,32 296
7325 22.95 -11.00 25.45 295
6350 23.07 -12.34 26.16 298
6375 23.15 -12.23 26.18 298
6400 22,95 -12.12 25.95 298
6425 22.64 -11.62 25.44 297
6450 21.86 -11.49 26.69 298
6475 21.34 -11.37 24.18 298
6500 21.23 -11.16 23.98 298
6525 20.93 -11.A0 23.83 298
6550 20.98 -11.76 24.05 299
6575 20.96 -11.80 24.05 299
6600 20.88 -12.13 24.15 300
6625 21.00 -12.43 24.40 300
6650 21.05 -12.17 24.32 300
6875 21.21 -12.11 24.42 300
6700 21.37 -11.90 24.46 299
6725 21,35 -11.61 24,30 298
6750 20.98 -11.6_ 24.00 299
6775 20.60 -11.80 23.74 300
6800 20.41 -11.82 23.59 300
6825 20.96 -11.52 23.92 299
6850 21.37 -11.60 24.31 298
6875 21.47 -11,68 24.44 298
6900 21.79 -11,69 24.73 298
6925 21.85 -11.68 24.78 298
6950 22.09 -11.68 24.99 298
6975 22.54 -11.59 25.34 297
7000 22.73 -11.27 25.37 296
7025 22.77 -11.06 25.32 296
7050 22.89 -10.77 25.30 295
7075 23.05 -10.43 25.30 294
7100 22.94 -10.25 25.12 294
7125 22.76 -10.22 24.95 294
7150 22.79 -10.54 25.11 295
7175 22.78 -10.78 25.20 295
7200 22.82 -10.88 25.28 295
7350 23.25 -10.55 25.53 294
7375 23.32 -10.44 25.55 294
7400 23.52 -10.65 25.82 294
7425 23.86 -11.13 26.32 295
7450 24*04 -1L.97 26.86 296
7475 24.18 -12.45 27.20 297
7500 23.99 -12.78 27.18 298
7525 23.80 -13.22 27.22 299
7550 23.49 -lbo84 27.26 300
7575 23.05 -14.51 27.23 302
7600 22.74 -14.76 27.11 303
7625 22.98 -14.57 27.21 302
7650 23.36 -14.16 27.31 301
7675 23.40 -13.71 27.12 300
7700 23.54 -13.00 26.89 299
7725 23.51 -12.82 26.78 298
7750 23.31 -12.88 26.63 299
7775 23.20 -12,97 26.58 299
7800 23.22 -12.81 26.51 299
7825 23.23 -12.52 26.39 298
7850 23.15 -12.62 26.37 298
7875 23.28 -12.39 26.37 298
7900 23.53 -12.2_ 26.54 297
7925 23.77 -12.33 26.78 297
T950 24.38 -12.47 27.36 297
7975 24,84 -12.97 28.02 297
8000 25.30 -13.02 28.46 297
8025 25,59 -13.04 28.73 297
8050 26.24 -12.93 29.25 296
8075 26.99 -12.66 29.81 295
8100 27.23 -12.50 29.96 294
8125 27.46 -12.40 30.13 294
8150 27.67 -12.56 30.38 294
8175 27,88 -12.36 30.50 294
8200 27.99 -11.97 30.44 293
PAGE 365
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEG M/SEC OEG
8225 28.03 -11.67 30.36 292
8250 28.11 -11.76 30.47 293
8275 28*09 -11.77 30.45 293
8300 28.04 -11.87 30.45 293
8325 28.31 -11.97 30.73 293
6350 28.53 -11.96 30.94 293
8375 28.74 -12.23 31.24 293
8400 28.95 -12.85 31.68 294
8425 28.76 -13.38 31.72 295
8450 28.67 -13.27 31.59 295
8475 28.79 -13.34 31.73 295
8500 28.83 -13.34 31.77 295
8525 28.73 -13.31 31.67 295
8550 28.67 -13.48 31.68 295
8575 28.51 -13.38 31.50 295
8600 28.32 -13.18 31.24 295
8625 28.23 -12.95 31.06 294
8650 28.11 -13.07 31.00 295
8675 28.03 -13.17 30.97 295
8700 27.83 -13.34 30.87 295
8725 27.94 -13.55 31.06 296
8750 28.07 -13.56 31.17 296
8775 27.99 -13.79 31.21 296
6800 27.93 -14.14 31.30 297
8825 27.98 -13.82 31.21 296
8850 28.14 -13.95 31.41 296
8875 28.14 -14.47 31.64 297
8900 27.98 -14.34 31.44 297
8925 27.79 -14.25 31.23 297
8950 27.82 -14.33 31.30 297
8975 27.88 -14.83 31.58 298
9000 27.59 -15.42 31.60 299
9025 27.90 -15.48 31.91 299
9050 28.39 -15.72 32.45 299
9075 28.77 -16.33 33.08 299
9100 29.07 -16.97 33.66 300
9125 29.30 -17.78 34.27 301
9150 29.49 -17.92 34.50 301
9175 29,44 -18.45 34.75 302
9200 29.39 -18.72 34.84 302
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBNP_NENT* NZ = MERIDISNAL CSNPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX NZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC B/SEC OEG
9225 29.43 -18.83 34.93 302
9250 29.27 -19.47 35.16 303
9275 29.38 -19.71 35.38 304
9300 29.8I -19.90 35.68 304
9325 29.46 -20.12 35.68 304
9350 29.37 -20.10 35.59 304
9375 29.25 -20.33 35.62 305
9400 29.23 -20.47 35.68 305
9425 29.17 -20.44 35.62 305
9450 29.06 -20,66 35.66 305
9475 29.19 -20,94 35.93 305
9500 29.25 -21.40 36.24 306
9528 29.19 -21.57 36.30 306
9550 29.12 -21.48 36.18 306
9575 29.02 -21.75 36.27 307
9600 29.02 -21.82 36.31 307
9625 29.07 -21.59 36.21 306
9650 29.10 -21.72 36.31 307
9675 29.21 -22,05 36.60 307
9700 29,56 -21.97 36.84 306
9725 29.78 -21.91 36.97 306
9750 29.98 -21.87 37.11 306
9775 30.12 -21.69 37.00 305
9800 30.27 -21.39 37.07 305
9825 30.67 -21.59 37.51 305
9850 30,60 -22.35 37.90 306
9875 30.76 -22.43 38.07 306
9900 30.90 -22.34 38.13 306
9925 30.72 -22.70 38.20 306
9950 30.95 -22.63 38.34 306
9975 31.17 -22.86 38.65 306
10000 31.50 -22.92 38.96 306
10025 31.99 -22.70 39.23 305
10050 32.30 -22.88 39.59 305
10075 32.64 -22.60 39.70 305
10100 32.65 -22.30 39.54 304
10125 32.41 -22.85 39.65 305
10150 32.41 -22.39 39.39 304
10175 32.51 -21.37 38.91 303
10200 32.34 -21.89 39.05 504
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04/13265t 22102* EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ HS THETA ALT HX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC B/SEC M/SEC OEGMETERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC CEG
10225 32.56 -22.40 39.53 304
10250 32.88 -22.52 39.86 306
10275 32.88 -22.64 39.92 304
10300 32.99 -23.09 40°27 305
10325 33.12 -23.41 40.56 305
10350 33.07 -23.45 40.54 305
10375 33.06 -28.48 40.53 305
10400 33.75 -23.95 41.39 305
10425 34.07 -23,86 61.59 305
10450 34.03 -23.20 41.18 304
10475 34.34 -23.21 41.45 3C4
10500 34.65 -23.02 41.59 303
10525 34.75 -22.61 41,46 303
10550 34,59 -22.59 41.32 303
10575 34.26 -22.66 41.08 303
10600 34.83 -21.95 41.17 302
10625 35.10 -2X.97 41.41 302
10650 34.97 -22.39 41.53 302
10675 35.26 -22.17 41.65 302
10700 35.24 -22.44 41.78 302
10725 35.15 -22.64 41.80 303
10750 35.30 -22.91 42.08 303
10775 35.63 -23.52 42.69 303
10800 35.83 -23.57 42.89 303
10825 36.10 -24.07 43.39 304
10850 36.42 -24.72 44.02 304
10875 36.97 -24.48 44.34 303
10900 37.67 -24.66 45.03 303
10925 37.64 -25.03 45.20 303
10950 37,76 -24.99 45.28 303
10975 38.24 -24.84 45.60 303
11000 38.50 -24.78 45.78 303
11025 38.A5 -25.20 45.97 303
11050 38.50 -25.43 46.13 303
11075 38.48 -26,00 46.43 304
11100 38.66 -25.79 46.45 304
11125 38.68 -25.12 46.12 303
11150 38.44 -25.93 ¢6.36 304
11175 38.90 -25.68 66.61 303
11200 39.31 -25.50 46.86 303
11225 39.41 -25.79 47.10 303
11250 39.72 -24.99 46.92 302
11275 39.73 -25.23 47.06 302
11300 39.41 -26.16 47.30 303
11325 39.41 -26.13 47.29 303
11350 40.14 -25.21 47.40 302
113T5 39.88 -25.77 47.49 303
11400 39.33 -25.90 47.10 303
11425 39.93 -24.84 47.03 302
11450 40.11 -24.85 47.14 302
11475 39.96 -25.51 47.41 302
11500 40.24 -25*45 47.61 302
11525 41.03 -24.68 47.88 301
11550 41.26 -25.07 48.28 301
11575 41.11 -25.27 48.26 301
11600 42.00 -24.39 48.57 300
11625 41.48 -24.91 48.38 301
11650 41.06 -25.37 48.26 302
11675 41.52 -25.09 48.51 301
11700 41.33 -25.21 48.41 301
11725 41.20 -25.26 48.33 301
11750 40.73 -25.16 47.87 302
11775 40.99 -24.16 A7.58 300
11800 40.78 -24.89 47.78 301
11825 40.44 -25.43 47.77 302
11850 60.56 -24.96 47,63 301
11875 40.15 -24.95 47.27 302
11900 39.19 -25.32 46,66 303
11925 39.02 -25.38 46.55 303
11950 39.42 -24.79 66,56 302
11975 39.20 -25.28 46.64 303
12000 39.30 -25.35 46.76 303
12025 39.61 -25.42 47.06 303
12050 39.67 -25,20 47.00 302
12075 39.93 -25.09 47.16 302
12100 39.91 -25.57 47.39 302
12125 39.97 -24.91 47,09 302
12150 39.78 -24*20 46.57 301
12175 39*74 -24,68 46*78 302
12200 40,02 -24.75 47.05 302
ALT " ALTITUOE* NX = ZSNAL DONP_NENTt WZ = NERIDISNAL C_NPSNENTt WS = NINC SPEED* THETA • WINO DIRECTION
PAGE366 TABLE 11-82 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAK/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04/13/651 22102, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG
12225 4D.TO -23.61 47.05 300
12850 4D.8Z -23.4B 47.09 300
12275 60.40 -23.87 46.93 300
12300 60.55 -23.41 46.82 300
12325 4D.76 -23.2B 48.93 308
12350 41.31 -22.21 46.9D 298
12375 61.60 -21.51 45.65 297
12400 40.51 -21.67 45.94 298
12625 40.55 -21.18 45.75 297
12650 40.68 -21.08 45.81 297
12475 40.80 -2D.91 49.85 297
12500 61.53 -19.94 46.07 295
12525 41.04 -20.14 45.71 296
12550 59.49 -21.36 44.88 298
12575 41.31 -20.36 46.05 296
12600 41.70 -2O.IB 46.33 296
12625 42.01 -19.67 46,39 295
12650 42.07 -19.80 46.49 295
12675 41.61 -20.58 46,24 296
12700 4D.52 -20.58 65.44 297
12725 39.92 -19.64 44.58 296
12750 40.10 -21.20 45.36 298
12775 39,88 -21.38 45.25 298
12800 38.81 -21.52 44.43 299
12825 37.58 -21.70 43.48 300
12850 38.09 -21.38 43.68 299
12875 37.90 -22.42 44.03 300
18900 37.09 -22,86 43.57 301
12925 36.48 -23.33 43.30 302
12950 35.37 -23.88 43.51 303
12975 36.42 -23.48 43.33 303
13000 36.70 -22.95 43.28 302
13025 36.67 -22.68 42.95 302
13050 36.42 -21.96 42.52 301
13075 36.62 -20.44 41.94 299
13100 35.88 -21.24 41.70 300
13125 35.73 -20.91 41.40 300
13150 35.56 -20.44 41.00 300
13175 35.76 -19.75 40.83 299
13200 35.90 -19.24 40.73 298
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
13225 35.30 -19.77 40.66 299
13250 35.63 -19.60 6O*A_ Pqq
13275 35.79 -20.22 61.11 299
13300 35.62 -2D.32 61.01 30D
13325 35.51 -2D.52 61.02 300
13350 35.06 -21.06 40.88 301
13375 34.01 -2L.B6 60.43 303
13400 33.85 -22.76 6D.77 304
13425 33.66 -22.94 40.73 304
13650 32.75 -22,89 39.96 305
13475 32.11 -21.92 38.88 304
13500 32.63 -22.70 39.58 305
13525 32.56 -22.41 39.51 304
13550 32.20 -21.97 38.98 3D4
13575 31.92 -22.09 38.82 305
13600 32.19 -20.81 38.33 3D3
13625 31.42 -2D.91 37.76 303
13650 31.35 -21.53 38.03 304
13675 31.53 -20.76 37.T5 303
13700 30.81 -19.18 36.30 302
13725 30.26 -20.38 36.46 304
13750 29.97 -2U.27 36.18 304
13775 30.60 -19.B1 36,29 303
13800 30.78 -19.05 36.20 302
13825 30.55 -10.07 35.50 300
13850 29.81 -18.04 34.85 301
13875 30.61 -17.73 35.20 300
13900 30.88 -17.B2 35.65 30D
13925 30.72 -17.99 35.50 3D0
13950 31.26 -17.49 35.81 299
13975 32.04 -18.54 37.02 300
14000 31.96 -19.15 37.26 301
14025 32.00 -19.02 37.22 301
16050 31.73 -19.36 37.15 301
14075 31.90 -18.43 36.86 300
14100 32.28 -17.38 36.66 298
14125 32.34 -15.59 35.35 297
14150 32.70 -15.69 35.27 295
16175 32.81 -15.58 35.32 295
14200 32.87 -15.00 36.13 294
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
16225 32.86 -14.16 35.78 293
14250 33.63 -13.40 36.01 292
14275 33.17 -15.66 36,67 295
14300 33.16 -15.89 36,77 295
16325 33.13 -15.82 36.71 295
14350 32.46 -17.36 36.82 298
14375 33.65 -16.69 37.56 296
14400 33.42 -17.55 37.79 298
14425 32.68 -19,13 37.87 3D0
14450 33.37 -18.62 38.12 299
14475 33.60 -17.71 37.98 i98
14500 31.95 -18.96 37.15 301
14525 31.11 -19.27 36_59 3D2
14550 30.50 -18.10 35.67 3D1
14575 30.24 -18.33 35.36 301
14600 3D.03 -18.13 35.08 3D1
14625 29.13 -19.45 35.D4 304
14650 29,75 -18.77 35.17 302
14675 29.80 -19.56 35.65 303
14700 29.07 -21,33 36.06 306
14725 28.45 -22,05 35.99 3D8
14750 27.01 -23.50 35.80 311
14775 27.28 -21.14 36.51 308
14800 27.07 -20.81 34.16 307
14825 25.93 -21.23 33.51 309
14850 26.28 -18.79 32.31 305
14875 26.23 -18.90 32.34 306
14900 26.33 -18.29 32.06 3D5
14925 26.07 -18.92 32.21 306
14950 25.76 -18.30 31.58 305
14975 25.93 -16.62 30.69 302
15000 25.40 -16.7B 30.46 3D3
15025 26.14 -16.09 30.70 3D1
15050 26*79 -15.11 30.75 299
15075 25.32 -16.10 30.01 302
15100 26.79 -14.82 30.61 299
15125 28.15 -14.34 31.59 297
15150 28.54 -14.13 31.85 296
15175 28.62 -13.53 31.66 295
15200 28.83 -13.36 31.78 295
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = 2flNAL CBMPgNENI, WZ - MERIOIBNAL C_MPBNENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THEIA - WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-8 04113165, 22102_ EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT wx WZ WS THETA AL7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC NISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC 0EG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEO
15225 29.68 -13.10 32.26 294 16225 33.58 -14.36 35.52 293
15250 29.69 -13.81 32.32 294 16250 33.12 -15.54 35,58 295
15275 30.90 -12,05 33.16 291
15300 31.35 -18.98 33.98 292
15325 31.09 -13.79 34.01 294
15350 32.18 -13.CO 34.70 292
15375 33,31 -13.3D 35.87 292
15400 34.15 -13.36 36.68 291
15425 35,17 -13.94 37.83 291
15450 36,02 -14.63 3E,88 292
15475 36.25 -14.37 38.99 291
15500 35.15 -15.62 38.47 294
15525 35.03 -15.69 38.38 294
15550 35.15 -14.31 37.95 292
15575 35.37 -14.28 38.I4 292
15600 34.88 -15.39 38.12 294
15625 34.45 -16.C7 38.02 295
15650 34.07 -16.61 37.90 296
15675 33.59 -16.76 37.54 296
15700 32.67 -16.99 36,82 297
15725 32.08 -17.93 36.76 299
15750 32.43 -16.95 36.59 297
15775 32.40 o16.42 36.32 297
15800 31.57 -17.64 36,16 299
15825 31.10 -17.68 35.77 299
15850 29.22 -18.03 34.34 301
15875 28.18 -18.23 33.56 303
15900 27.33 -17.39 32._0 302
15925 27.18 -16.64 31.87 301
15950 28.02 -15.85 32.19 299
15975 28.73 -15.26 32.53 298
16000 29.26 -14.93 32.85 297
16025 29.28 -14.99 32.90 297
16050 30.27 -14.30 33._8 295
16075 30.26 -14.97 33.76 296
16100 30.62 -14.56 33.91 295
16125 31.72 -12.88 34.24 292
15150 32.00 -13.29 34,65 292
16175 32.25 -1_.I0 35.20 293
16200 32.48 -14.94 35.T5 295
ALT • ALT[IUOE, WX = ZBNAL CgMPBNENT, wz = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE II-83 PAGE 361
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-9 041131651 232521 EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS TFETA ALT WX W2 WS THEIR
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CED METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
200 0,40 3,D2 3.04 187 1200 8.43 -5.17 9.89 301 2200 1.88 -I0.88 11.04 350
225 1.24 2.45 2.75 207 1225 8.53 -5.39 10.09 302 2225 1.96 -10.74 10.92 349
250 2.38 1.97 3.09 230 1250 8.62 -5,54 10.24 303 2250 2.16 -10.56 10.78 348
275 3,26 1.45 3.57 246 1275 8,69 -5.60 10,33 303 2275 2.27 -10.48 10,73 348
300 3.64 1+14 3,82 252 1300 8.R8 -b.75 10.58 303 2300 2.31 -10.24 10.49 347
323 4,06 0.92 4.16 257
350 4.69 0.39 4.70 265
375 5.22 -O.2O 5.22 272
400 5.57 -0.54 5.59 2T5
425 6,00 -0,89 6,07 278
1325 8.80 -5.96 10.63 304
1350 8,49 -6.01 10.40 305
1375 8.37 -5,99 10.29 305
L400 8,37 -6,04 10,32 306
1425 8.53 -b,16 10,52 306
2325 2.65 -10.14 10.68 345
2350 3.01 -10.22 10.65 343
2375 3.18 -10.06 10.55 342
2400 3,$8 -9,84 tO,AT 340
2425 3,78 --9.76 10,46 339
450 6.25 -1.12 E.34 280
475 6.39 -1.18 6.49 280
500 6.72 -1.32 6.84 251
525 7.36 -1.59 7.53 282
550 7.94 -1.93 8.17 28A
1450 8.66 -6.39 10.76 306
1475 8.45 -6.59 10.72 308
1500 8,22 -6.69 10,59 309
1525 8.21 -7,13 10.87 311
1550 B.39 -7.75 11.42 313
2450 3.90 -9,75 10.51 338
2475 4.20 -9.60 10.48 336
2500 4.35 -9.40 10.35 335
2525 4.55 -9.10 10.17 333
2550 4.71 -8.72 9,91 331
575 8.18 -2.11 8.45 284
600 8.32 -2*23 8,61 285
625 8,13 -2.51 8,50 287
650 7.89 -2+E5 8,33 288
675 7.85 -2.72 8.31 289
1575 8.45 -8.07 11.69 314
1600 8.19 -8.42 11.74 316
1625 7.87 -8.88 11.87 318
1650 7.76 -9.24 12.07 320
1675 7.64 -9.85 12,47 322
2575 4.58 -8,56 9.69 332
2600 4.34 -8,33 9,40 332
2625 4,19 -7.55 8.64 331
2650 4.00 -6,72 7.82 329
2675 3.95 -6.18 7.33 327
700 7.92 -2,91 8.44 290
725 8.35 -3.15 8.92 290
750 8.81 -3.44 9.46 291
775 8,72 -3,55 9.42 292
800 8.55 -3,47 9.22 292
825 8.42 -3.49 9,11 292
850 8,37 -3,53 9*08 293
875 8.57 -3.57 9.28 292
900 8.59 -3,72 9.36 293
925 8.70 -3,81 9.49 293
1700 7.43 -10.38 12.76 324
1725 7.12 -10.75 12.90 326
IT50 6,53 -11.33 13._7 33D
1775 5.71 -11.65 L2,97 334
1800 5,16 -11.72 12.81 336
1825 4.89 -11,62 12.61 337
1850 4.55 -11.20 12.09 338
1875 4,32 -1U,86 11o69 338
1900 4.12 -I0.71 11.48 339
1925 3,83 -10.47 11.15 340
2700 4,19 -5.29 6,75 321
2725 4.41 _4.45 6.27 315
2750 4.39 -4,12 6.02 313
2775 4.28 -3,77 5,70 311
2800 4,44 73.24 5.50 306
2825 4.58 -2.83 5,39 302
2850 4.68 -2,46 5.29 298
2875 A,91 -2.30 5,42 295
2900 4.94 -2.27 5.44 295
2925 5.05 -2.16 5.50 293
950 9.01 -3.96 9.84 294
975 9.00 -4,15 9.91 295
1000 8.77 -4.D6 9.67 295
1025 8,64 -4,12 9.57 295
1050 8,59 -4.41 9,65 297
1075 8.84 -4.51 9.92 297
llpO 8.98 -k,51 10.05 297
1125 8,69 -4,56 9.82 298
1150 8.58 -4.59 9.73 298
1175 8.51 -4,81 9,77 299
1950 3.48 -10.33 lO.gl 341
1975 2.96 -10.27 10,69 344
2000 2,64 -10.19 10.53 345
2025 2.53 -10.23 10,54 346
2050 2.33 -10.32 10,58 347
2075 2.16 -10.37 10.59 3A8
2100 2.01 -I0.51 I0.70 3Ag
2125 1.76 -10.74 10.89 351
2150 1.66 -10.79 10,92 351
2175 1,81 -10,80 10.95 350
2950 5.46 -2,13 5.86 291
2975 5.68 -2.28 6.12 292
3000 5.65 -2.55 6.20 29A
3025 5.70 -2.83 6.36 296
3050 6.06 -3.06 6.79 297
3075 6.36 -3*28 7.16 297
3100 6.48 -3.38 7.31 297
3125 6.74 -3.fi4 7.62 298
3150 7.03 -3,T8 7.98 298
3175 7.35 -3.93 8.34 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT_ WZ = MERIDIBNAL C8MPBNENTt WS = WINC SPEED_ THEIR = WIND DIREOTIBN
kPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSPILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-9 04/13/65, 23252t EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FL£RIDA
ArT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEO DEG
3200 7.83 -4.04 8.81 297 4200 14,68 -4,A2 15.33 287 5200 17.61 -12,56 21.63 305
3225 8,35 -4,14 9.32 296 4225 14.78 -4.62 15.49 287 5225 17.45 -12o90 21.70 306
3250 8.88 -4.45 9.93 296 4250 14.57 -4,72 15,32 288 5250 17.50 -13,08 21,85 307
3275 9.28 -4,62 10.3_ 296 A275 14.32 -4.57 15.03 288 5275 17.75 -13.07 22°04 306
3300 9,10 -4.67 10.23 297 A300 14.30 -4.57 15.02 288 5300 18.15 -12.84 22.23 305
3325 8.68 -4.83 9.93 299
3350 8.49 -4,98 9.84 300
3375 8.42 -5.02 9.80 301
3400 8.42 -5.00 9.79 301
3425 8,38 -4.95 9,73 300
4325 14,37 -4.91 15,19 289
4350 14.34 -8.08 15.22 289
4375 14.45 -5.05 15,29 289
4400 14.69 -4.97 15.51 289
4425 14.92 -4.95 15.72 288
5325 18.64 -12.45 22.41 304
5350 19.05 -12.33 22.69 303
5375 19.19 -12.42 22.86 303
5400 19.11 -12,49 22,83 303
5425 19.39 -12.46 23.05 303
3450 8.27 -4,79 9,56 300
3475 8.26 -4.75 9.53 300
3500 8,31 -4,87 9.63 300
3525 8,46 -4.76 9.70 299
3550 8.60 -6.11 9,53 295
4450 14.88 -4.82 15.64 288
4475 15.10 -4,77 15.83 287
4500 15.35 -5.11 16,18 288
4525 15.53 -5.A4 16.46 289
4550 15,74 -6.10 16.88 291
E450 19.71 -12.56 23.37 302
5475 19.97 -12.59 23.60 302
5500 20.17 -12.46 23.71 302
5525 20.30 -12.46 23.81 301
5550 20,39 -12.46 23.90 301
3575 8.67 -3.54 9*37 292
3600 8.76 -3,31 9.36 291
3625 8,88 -2.90 9.34 288
3650 9.04 -2.46 9.36 285
3675 9.21 -2.20 9,46 283
4575 15.86 -7.13 17.39 294
4600 15.94 -7.82 17.75 296
4625 15.92 -8.09 17.85 297
4650 16.14 -8.42 18*21 297
4675 16,33 -9.17 18,73 299
5575 20.60 -12.71 24,21 301
5600 20.76 -12.92 24.45 302
5625 20.77 -12.88 24.44 302
5650 20.98 -12.87 24.61 301
5675 21.03 -12.71 24.57 301
3700 9.33 -2o01 9.54 282
3725 9.40 -I,71 9.56 280
3750 9.66 -1.46 9.77 278
3775 9.96 -l,8O 10.12 280
3800 10.13 -2,18 10.36 282
4700 16.24 -9.71 18.92 301
4725 16.08 -9.94 18.91 302
4750 16,18 -10.09 19.07 302
4775 16.20 -10,47 19,30 303
4800 16,24 -11.07 19.66 304
5700 21,16 -12.66 24.65 301
5725 21.29 -12.83 24.86 301
5750 21.32 -12.97 24.95 301
5775 21.19 -13.43 25.09 302
5800 21.16 -14.17 25.46 304
3825 10.54 -2.38 10.80 283
3850 11.16 -2.69 11.48 283
3875 11.85 -3,28 12.29 285
3900 12.31 -3.74 12.86 287
3925 12.60 -3.95 13.21 287
A825 16.65 -11.39 20.18 304
4850 17.02 -1i.61 20.60 304
4875 17,29 -11.70 20.87 304
4900 17.66 -11,66 21,16 303
4925 17.97 -11,70 21.44 303
5825 21.38 -14.56 25.87 304
5850 21.61 -14.65 26.11 304
5875 21.65 -14.T4 26o19 304
5900 21.57 -14.77 26.15 304
5925 21.60 -14.59 26*07 304
3950 12.85 -4.22 13.53 288
3975 13,08 -4.31 13.78 288
4000 13,28 -4.25 13.95 288
4025 13.43 -4.12 16.04 287
4050 13.62 -A.II 14.23 287
4950 18.08 -11.70 21,54 303
4975 18.05 -11.63 21.47 303
5000 17.96 -IL,70 21.43 303
5025 17.9l -11,86 21,48 303
5050 17.77 -12.01 21,45 304
5950 21.80 -14.19 26.01 303
5975 21.93 -13.81 25.91 302
6000 22.19 -13,53 25.99 301
6025 22.57 -13.53 26.31 301
6050 22,79 -13.63 26,55 301
4075 13.73 -4.18 14.35 287
4100 14,01 -3.83 IA,52 285
4125 13.78 -3.30 14.17 283
4150 13,95 -3,62 1A.41 284
4175 14.59 -4.26 15.20 286
5075 17.54 -12.04 21.28 304
5100 17.58 -12.02 21.30 304
5125 17.85 -12.10 21.57 304
5150 17,79 -12.12 21.53 304
5175 17.68 -12.25 21.51 305
E075 22.92 -13.41 26,56 300
6100 23.16 -13.26 26.69 300
6125 23.52 -13.24 26.99 299
6150 23.73 -13.15 27.13 299
6175 23.81 -12.88 27.07 298
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONENTt WZ = MERIDI8NAL CgMPBNENTv WS = WINC SPEEDt THEIR = WIND DIRECTI8N
TABLE 11-83 (ton't)
PAGE368 FP$-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR8FILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-9 04/13/65w 23252, EASTERN TEST RANGE[ FLBR|OA
ALT WX NZ NS THETA ALT NX NZ WS T_ETA RLT NX N2 WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS NISEC M/SEE N/SEE OEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE 000
6200 23.23 -12.37 26.32 298
6Z2_ 22.87 -11.97 25.37 298
6250 21.73 -11.67 24.66 298
62T5 20.96 -11.70 28.01 299
6300 20.34 -12.16 23.69 301
6325 [9.92 -12.29 23.40 301
6350 19,56 -12.88 23.15 302
6375 19.28 -12.63 23.05 303
6400 19.26 -12,82 23.14 303
6425 19.19 -13,03 23.20 304
6450 19.11 -12.86 23.04 304
6475 19.16 -|2,El 22.92 303
6800 19,13 -12.53 22.86 803
6525 19.06 -12.60 22.84 303
6550 19.08 -12.82 22.98 304
6575 18.92 -13,23 23.09 305
6600 18.65 -13.59 23*08 306
6625 10,68 -13,77 23,21 306
6650 18,89 -13,66 23,31 306
6675 18,98 -13.61 23,36 305
8700 18.92 -13.72 23.37 306
6725 19.03 -13.75 23.48 308
6750 19.18 -13.67 23.55 305
6775 19,14 -13.68 23.53 305
6800 19.30 -13.68 23.66 305
6825 19.65 -13.64 23.93 305
6850 19.79 -13.83 24.03 304
6875 19.88 -13.59 24,09 304
6900 20.00 -13.76 24.28 304
6925 20.07 -[4.24 28.61 308
6950 20.07 -14.94 25.02 306
6975 20.23 -15.43 28.44 307
7000 20.67 -18.65 25.93 307
7025 20.94 -15.88 26,28 307
7050 20.87 -16.13 26.38 308
7075 20.71 -[6.40 26.A2 308
7100 20.79 -16.66 26,64 309
7125 20.89 -17.11 27.00 309
7150 20.91 -17.59 27.33 310
7175 20.88 -17.97 27.55 311
7200 20.96 -17.95 2T.60 310
7225 21.02 -17.88 27.60 310
7250 20.94 -17.85 27.51 31u
7275 20.86 -17.52 27.24 310
7300 20.76 -17.22 26.97 309
T325 20.99 -17.03 27.03 3C9
7350 20.95 -16.90 26.92 309
7375 20.87 -16.70 26.73 308
7400 21.04 -16.70 26.86 308
7425 21,15 -16,55 26.86 308
7450 21.28 -16.03 26.64 307
7475 21.53 -15.76 26.68 306
7500 21.7T -15.68 26.83 806
7525 21.92 -16.63 26.92 305
7550 22.38 -1_.24 27,08 304
7575 22.78 -14.68 27.10 303
7600 23.22 -14.33 27,29 302
7625 23,67 -13,92 27,46 300
7680 23,9T -13,83 27.67 300
7675 26.39 -13.58 27.91 299
7700 24.63 -13.42 28.05 298
7725 24,62 -13.72 28.18 299
7750 24.64 -13.97 28.32 299
7775 24.64 -14.16 28.42 300
7800 24.49 -14.08 28.25 300
7825 24.83 -13.56 28.29 298
7850 25,37 -13.41 28,70 298
7875 25,47 -13,53 28,8A 298
TqOO 25.39 -13.30 28,67 297
7925 25.38 -13.30 28.61 298
7950 28.46 -13,19 28.68 297
7975 25.71 -12.89 28,76 296
8OOO 26.03 -12.76 28,99 286
8025 26.12 -12.82 29.10 296
8050 26.31 -13,05 29.37 296
8075 26.79 -13,11 29.82 296
8100 27.18 -12.86 30.07 295
8125 27.38 -12.58 30,09 295
8150 27,08 -12.52 29.83 285
8175 27.11 -IZ,A2 29.82 294
8200 27.13 -12.45 29.85 294
8225 26.96 -12.76 29.83 295
8250 27.04 -12.69 29,85 29_
8275 27.31 -12.54 30.05 294
8300 27.73 -13,00 30.63 295
8325 28.07 -13.14 30.99 298
8350 28,37 -13.61 31.46 295
g375 28.36 -14.32 31.77 297
8400 28.37 -14,30 31.77 297
8425 28.36 -14.21 31.72 296
8450 28.[8 -14,43 31.66 297
8475 27.90 -14.56 31.47 297
8500 27.75 -14.32 31.23 297
8525 27.70 -13.99 31,03 297
8550 27.58 -14.01 30.93 297
8875 27.A6 -13.78 30,73 296
8600 27.47 -13.77 30.73 296
8625 27,50 -13,82 30.77 297
8650 27.33 -14.07 30,74 297
8678 27,23 -14.57 30.88 298
8700 27.15 -14,89 30.96 299
8728 27,20 -15,03 31.07 299
8750 27.32 -15.07 31,20 299
8775 27.42 -15,05 31.28 299
8800 27,38 -15,1T 31.30 299
8825 27.36 -15.61 31.50 300
8850 27.30 -15,88 31.58 300
8875 27,47 -15,9[ 31.75 300
8900 27,82 -15.96 32.07 300
8925 27.67 -16.43 32.18 301
8950 27.75 -16.97 32.53 301
8975 27.97 -17,O7 82.77 301
9000 27,79 -17.44 32.81 302
9025 27.63 -17.79 32,87 303
9050 27.77 -17.73 32.95 302
9075 27.77 -17.96 33.07 303
9100 27.76 -18.61 33.42 30A
9125 27.97 -18.89 38.75 304
9150 27.99 -19.10 33.88 304
9175 28.07 -19.40 3A.12 304
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CgMPgNENT, W2 • MERIOIBNAL EBMPgNENT, WS = NINE SPEED[ THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
NZ WS
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-9 04113165, 23252, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIOA
THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA RLI WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEGALT WX
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC OEG
9200 27.90 -19.58 34,09 305
9225 27.73 -19.46 33.88 305
9250 27.60 -19,84 33.99 306
9275 27.56 -20,45 3A,32 306
9300 27.67 -20.58 34.48 306
9325 27.70 -20.50 34.46 306
9350 27.82 -20.62 54.63 306
9375 27,78 -20.80 36.71 307
9400 27.86 -20.93 34.88 307
9425 27.97 -21,03 34,99 307
9450 28,04 -21.03 35.05 307
9475 28,10 -21.28 38.25 307
9500 28.08 -21.29 35.24 307
9525 27.83 -21.40 35.11 307
9550 27.95 -21.13 35,03 307
9575 28.24 -20.63 3¢,98 306
9600 28.16 -21.10 35.19 307
9625 28.39 -21,60 35,67 307
9650 28.40 -21.75 35.77 30T
9675 28.25 -22.08 35.86 308
9700 28.66 -22.02 36,27 308
9725 28.94 -22.20 56,88 307
9750 29.22 -22.05 36.61 307
9775 29.53 -21.93 36.79 306
9800 29.52 -22,15 36.91 307
9828 29.45 -22.45 37,03 307
9850 29.60 -22.37 37.10 307
9875 29.71 -22.10 37.03 306
9900 29.68 -21.75 56,80 306
9925 29.65 -21.59 36.68 306
9950 29.86 -21.89 37.03 306
9975 30,43 -22.25 37.70 306
10000 30.66 -22.43 37.98 306
10025 30.47 -22,64 37.96 306
10050 30.60 -22.64 38.07 506
10075 30.90 -22.31 38.11 306
10100 31.34 -22.18 38,39 305
10125 31.63 -22.04 38.55 305
10150 31,85 -22.23 38.84 305
10175 31,92 -22.43 39.02 305
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC CEG
10200 31.77 -22,51 38.94 305
10225 31,71 -22.72 39,01 305
10250 31.99 -22,38 39.04 305
10275 32.09 -22,30 39.0E 305
10300 32.06 -22.57 39.21 305
10325 32.39 -21.97 39.14 304
10350 32.44 -21.65 39.01 304
103TS 32.33 -21.83 39,00 304
10400 32,48 -2x.80 39oll 3O4
10425 82,70 -22,25 39,85 304
10450 33.30 -22.21 40,03 304
10475 34.02 -2_.05 40.54 303
10500 3A.41 -ZZ,OB 40.89 303
10525 3A.80 -22.23 41.29 302
10550 34.89 -2Z.A8 41,49 303
10575 34.72 -2_.95 41.62 303
10600 35.25 -23.29 42.25 303
10625 35,90 -23.00 42.63 302
10680 36.17 -2_.82 42.77 302
10675 36,40 -22.60 42.84 302
10700 36.23 -22.38 42.59 302
10725 36.57 -2¢.83 43,11 302
10750 37.10 -23,19 43.75 302
10775 37.32 -23.18 43.93 302
10800 37.68 -23.08 44,19 301
10825 38.24 -23.32 44.79 301
10850 38.69 -2J.40 45.22 301
10875 39,13 -23.46 45,62 301
10900 39.42 -23.64 45.96 301
10925 39.31 -23.82 45,97 301
10950 39.34 -24.03 46.10 301
10975 39.61 -24.36 46.50 301
11000 39,59 -24.46 46.53 302
11028 39,74 -24.89 46.73 3O2
11050 39.87 -24.85 46.98 3O2
11075 39.63 -24,95 46.83 302
IIi00 39.43 -2b,45 46.93 303
11125 39.89 -26.T0 48.01 304
11150 40.12 -26.76 48.23 304
11175 39,95 -2_.92 47.62 303
11200 40.26 -25.78 47.80 302
11225 40,61 -25.34 47.87 302
11250 40,78 -25.58 A8,14 302
11275 41.19 -25.57 48.48 302
11300 41,33 -25,38 48,50 301
11325 AI,48 -24.95 48.41 301
11350 41.74 -2A.26 48,28 300
11375 A1.64 -24.16 48.14 300
11400 41.92 -23.95 48.28 300
11425 42.15 -23.75 48.38 299
11450 42.58 -23.21 48.49 298
11475 43.09 -23.09 48.88 298
11500 42.89 -23.11 48.72 298
11525 42.46 -23.00 48.29 298
11550 A2o68 -22.77 48.3T 298
11575 42.87 -22.00 48.18 297
11600 42.89 -22.83 48.58 298
11625 42.63 -23.71 48.78 299
11650 42.38 -23,67 48.5A 299
11675 42.09 -24.01 88.46 300
11700 41.97 -2A.48 48,59 300
11725 AI.97 -24.46 A8.58 300
11750 41.56 -24.59 48.29 300
11775 41,17 -24.52 47.92 301
11800 41,18 -24.32 47,78 300
11825 41.05 -24.50 47.81 301
I1850 40.72 -24.29 47,41 301
11875 40.95 -23,96 47.44 300
I1900 41.77 -23.98 A8.16 300
11925 41,91 -23.86 88.23 299
11950 41.47 -24.06 47.94 300
11975 41.82 -23.78 A8.11 299
12000 41,93 -23,65 48.14 299
12025 42.03 -23,94 48.37 299
12050 42.08 -23,69 48,29 299
12075 41.89 -23.27 47,92 299
12100 41,38 -23.38 47.53 299
12125 41.22 -23.85 47,47 300
12150 41.14 -23.59 47.42 300
12175 81.25 -23.38 47,42 299
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNA[ COMPONENT, WS = NINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
12200 62*50 -22.93 47.62 299
12225 61.63 -23.05 47.41 299
12250 41.35 -23.11 47.37 299
12275 40.95 -23.26 67.10 299
12300 61.86 -22.77 47.65 298
TABLE 11-83 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMOER 2272-9 06/13/65, 232521 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSR[OA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
13200 35.08 -20.67 40.62 300
13225 35.36 -19,89 40.57 299
13250 35.22 -19.49 60.25 299
13275 34.98 -19.26 39.93 299
13300 35.67 -18.64 60*07 298
12325 62.18 -22.64 47.87 298
12350 61.43 -23.49 47.63 299
12375 61.15 -23.37 47.32 299
12600 61.06 -23.17 47.13 299
12425 41.01 -23.66 47.33 300
12650 61.30 -23.42 47.67 299
12675 61.26 -23.32 47.38 299
12500 60.88 -23.50 47.16 300
12525 61.11 -23.48 47.36 800
12550 61.50 -23.31 67,59 299
12575 61.73 -22.87 R7.58 299
12600 41.75 -22.62 67.69 zg8
12625 61.81 -22.35 67.61 298
12650 61.97 -22.55 47.66 298
12675 62.30 -22.26 47.80 298
12700 62.25 -21.75 47.52 297
12725 62.12 -21.73 47.39 297
12750 42.33 -21.53 47.69 297
12775 62.19 -21.10 47.17 296
12800 61.67 -21.29 46.62 297
12825 61.52 -21.01 86.53 297
12850 40.76 -21.91 46.26 298
12875 39.70 -23.11 65.96 300
12900 39.01 -23.68 65.53 301
12925 38.82 -23.09 65.16 301
12950 38.67 -23.45 45.05 301
12975 37.99 -24.24 45.06 302
13000 38.10 -24.38 65.23 302
13023 37.78 -23.88 64.70 302
13050 37.09 -23.28 63.79 302
13075 36.87 -23.92 43.95 303
13100 36.22 -23.58 83.22 303
13125 35.55 -22.78 62.22 302
13150 35.28 -21.76 61.65 301
13178 35.35 -20.73 60.98 300
13325 35.19 -19.00 39.99 298
13350 36.19 -20.34 39.78 301
13375 36.30 -21.07 60.26 301
13600 36.81 -21.25 60.78 301
13425 36.70 -21.12 60.62 301
13450 32.91 -23.62 60.39 305
13475 32.37 r--26"30 60"67 307
13500 31.66 --26.32 39.92 307
13525 30.89 --26.68 39.62 308
13550 30.16 --26.59 38.90 309
13575 30.67 --23.88 38.71 308
13600 30.85 --22"36 38.10 306
13625 30.83 -22.37 38.09 306
13650 30.52 -22.12 37.69 306
13675 30.32 -21.38 37.11 305
13700 29.89 -20.68 36.36 305
13725 29.50 -20.66 36.02 305
13750 29.16 -20.55 35.66 305
13775 28.89 -19.53 36.87 804
13800 28.36 -20.15 36.77 305
13825 28.21 -20.35 36.78 306
13850 28.35 -19.76 36.56 305
13875 28.57 -19.82 36.77 305
13900 28.95 -19.66 34.99 304
13925 28.70 -20.29 35.16 505
13950 28.77 -19.82 34.96 • 306
13975 28.71 -19.59 36.75 304
16000 29.30 -20.16 35.56 306
14025 29.72 -19.82 35.72 306
16050 29.35 -21.06 36.12 305
14075 29.68 -21.37 36.41 306
14100 30.30 -21.18 36.97 305
14125 30.53 -21.06 37.09 304
14150 30.72 -19.97 36.66 303
14175 30.69 -19.77 36.51 303
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6LT WX NZ NS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC DEG
16200 31.09 -18.86 36.36 301
14225 31.52 -18.03 36.31 300
14250 31.72 -17.95 36.65 299
14275 32.55 -17,96 37.17 299
14300 32.61 -18.31 37.40 299
14325 32.05 -18.86 37.19 300
14350 32.50 -20.22 38.28 302
14375 32.66 -20.37 38.47 302
14400 32.19 -20.76 38.30 303
14425 31.76 -20.77 37.93 303
14450 31.23 -20.01 37.09 302
14475 31.19 -19.33 36.69 302
14500 30.71 -19.43 36.36 302
14525 30.52 -19.70 36.32 303
14550 30.82 -19.05 36.23 302
16575 30.34 -19.77 36.22 303
14600 30.02 -20.43 36.32 304
16625 29.83 -19.81 35.81 303
14650 28.98 -20.66 35.58 305
16675 28.27 -21.55 35.55 307
14700 27.73 721.97 35.38 308
14725 27.36 -22.00 35.11 309
14750 26.77 -21.75 36.49 309
16775 25.86 -21.92 33.90 310
14800 25.37 -21.77 33.43 310
14825 25.31 -20.95 32.86 309
14850 25.58 -19.39 32.10 307
14875 25.78 -17.05 30.91 303
14900 25.07 -18.41 31.10 306
14925 25.27 -17.88 30.95 305
14950 26.21 -15.91 30.66 301
14975 26.35 -15.56 30.59 300
15000 25.75 -15.64 30.13 301
15025 27.11 -15.04 31.00 299
15050 27.69 -15.28 31.63 299
15075 28.07 -16.81 31.73 298
15100 28.92 -13.66 31.98 295
15125 28.96 -14.82 32.51 297
15150 29.51 -14.15 32.72 295
15175 30.29 -13.02 32.97 293
ALT • ALTITUDE. WX = ZSNAL CgMPBNENT. WZ = RERIDIBNAL CBMPSNENT. WS = WINC SPEED. THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
ALT NX NZ RS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
15200 30.60 -13.23 33.36 293
I5225 30,97 -12.71 33.67 292
15250 31.68 -12.83 34.18 292
15275 32.17 -12.77 36.61 291
15300 32.77 -11.73 36.81 290
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2272-9 06/13/65. 23252w EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX RZ WS THETA ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
16200 30.31 -13.75 33.28 296 17200 16.20 -11.77 18.45 309
16225 30.62 -16.4fi 33.85 295 17225 16.26 -10.65 17.67 306
16250 30.79 -16.71 34.13 295 17250 14.83 -8.26 16.97 299
16275 31.09 -15.19 34.60 296 17275 14.63 -8.53 16.77 300
16300 31.38 -15.68 35.08 296 17300 16.51 -7.95 16.56 299
15325 32.96 -12.50 35.25 291
15350 33.12 -12.98 35.57 291
15375 33.67 -12.69 35.98 290
15600 36.11 -12.62 36.37 290
15625 36.66 -12.70 36.91 290
15650 35.06 -12.38 37.16 289
15675 36.66 -12.89 36*77 290
15500 36.35 -16.66 37.27 293
15525 35.69 -14.30 38.65 292
• 15550 36.57 -13.69 39.05 290
15575 36.68 -16.97 39.43 292
15600 36.43 -15.86 39.76 293
15625 36.76 -16.50 40.27 296
15650 36.00 -17.63 40.00 296
15675 35.56 -16.47 39.19 295
15700 36.23 -15.88 39.55 293
15725 35.35 -16.30 38.93 295
15750 36.69 -16.76 38.35 296
15775 34.26 -16.39 37.98 295
15800 33.78 -16.12 37.63 295
15825 32.62 -16.96 36.77 297
15850 31.77 -16.42 35.76 297
15875 31.23 -15.95 35.07 297
15900 29.76 -16.86 34.19 299
15925 28.96 -15.32 32.76 298
15950 28.66 -16.98 32.34 297
15975 27.60 -16.53 32.00 301
16000 26.85 -16.38 31.45 301
16025 26.29 -15.51 30.52 300
16050 26.73 -16.41 30.36 298
16075 27.66 -14.04 30.86 297
16100 26.93 -15.56 31.09 300
16125 28.75 -14.24 32.08 296
16150 29.63 -13.17 32.62 296
16175 29.85 -13.22 32.65 296
16325 31.67 -16.17 35.56 297
16350 31.96 -16.66 36.06 297
16375 31.92 -17.05 36.19 298
16400 31.55 -17.57 36.11 299
16425 32.26 -17.28 36.59 298
17325 14.37 -6.64 15.83 295
17350 16.63 16._5 15.81 296
17375 15.39 -5.71 16.42 290
17600 16.08 -7.66 1;.72 295
17425 16.12 -8.56 18.26 298
16450 32.06 -18.11 36.80 299
16475 30.05 -20.17 36.19 306
16500 29.35 -19.82 35.62 306
16525 28.95 -20.30 35.36 305
16550 27.61 -20.59 36.66 307
17450 16.02 -10.52 19.16 303
17475 15.95 -11.63 19.63 305
17500 15.91 -11.76 19.78 306
17525 15.61 -12.03 19.55 308
17550 16.91 -12.92 19.73 311
16575 27.25 -19.63 33.59 306
16600 26.19 -20.22 33.09 307
16625 26.16 -20.28 33.10 308
16650 25.11 -21.13 32.82 310
16675 23.87 -20.70 31.59 311
17575 14.79 -13.21 19.83 312
17600 13.81 -13.52 19.33 316
17625 13.57 -13.52 19.15 315
17650 13.33 -13.51 18.98 315
17675 12.11 -13.33 18.01 318
16700 22.67 -19.88 30.16 311
16725 21.53 -19.70 29.18 312
16750 21.21 -19.01 28.68 312
16775 21.60 -18.25 28.27 310
16800 21.22 -17.58 27.56 309
17700 10.95 -16.13 17.88 322
17725 9.99 -16.77 17.83 326
17750 8.76 -15.20 17.56 330
17775 7.80 -15.97 17.77 336
17800 7.60 -16.09 17.80 335
16825 20.75 -10.59 26.56 308
16850 20.58 -15.89 26.00 307
16875 19.90 -16.90 26.86 307
16900 19.69 -14.44 24.42 306
169E5 19.66 -16.93 24.68 307
17825 7.40 -16.22 17.83 335
17850 5.30 -17.05 17.85 343
17875 4.96 -16.69 17.22 343
17900 4.63 -15.94 16.59 366
17925 6.37 -15.37 15.98 366
16950 19.55 -15.05 26.67 307
16975 19.72 -15.11 26.85 307
17000 19.35 -16.68 25.55 311
17025 18.10 -17.58 25.23 316
17050 17.21 -16.81 26.06 316
17950 4.10 -14.81 15.37 344
17975 3.23 -13.34 13.72 346
18000 3.05 -12.70 13.07 366
17075 16.51 -15.76 22.81 313
17100 15.69 -15.07 21.76 314
17125 15.62 -13.76 20.81 311
17150 15.17 -13.18 20.09 311
17175 16.69 -12.38 19.21 310
ALT = ALTITUDE. MR = ZBNAL CSMPBNENT, NZ = MERIOISNAL C8MPSNENT. WS = WINC SPEED. THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE370 TABLE 11-84
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PREF|LE
TEST NUNBER 2378 06/15/65. 130021 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ HS THETA
NETERS N/SEC N/SEC N/SEC DEG
225 -6*82 5.32 8.65 128
250 -6.58 5.15 8.36 128
275 -6.10 4.99 7.88 129
300 -5.59 6.78 7.35 130
325 -5.32 6.81 T,IT 132
350 -5.40 6.96 7.32 132
375 -5.56 5.C0 7.46 132
400 -5.59 5.10 7.57 132
625 -5.79 5.2[ 7*79 132
450 -6.36 5.33 8.30 130
675 -6.53 5.36 8.68 129
SOD -6.34 5.33 8.29 138
525 -6.38 5.37 8.36 130
550 -6,38 5,29 8.28 129
575 -6.62 5.23 8.28 129
600 -6.34 5.18 8.19 129
625 -6.29 5.01 8.08 128
650 -6.21 6.98 T.96 129
675 -6.13 %.90 7.86 128
TO0 -5,99 6.88 7,73 129
725 -5.92 5.C2 7.76 130
750 -6.29 5.23 8.18 130
775 -6,14 5.45 8.21 131
800 -5.70 5.31 T,78 133
825 -5*66 5.20 7.67 132
850 -5.70 5.17 T.69 132
875 -5.76 5.13 7.70 132
900 -5.62 5.26 7.55 134
925 -4,76 5.28 7.10 138
950 -3.78 5.00 6.27 163
975 -2.58 4,32 5,03 149
IOOO -1.69 3,29 3.61 155
1025 -O.71 2.39 2,50 163
1050 -0.19 1.63 1.64 173
1075 0.17 0.55 0.57 197
1100 0.35 -0.58 0.68 329
1125 0.59 -1.67 1.77 340
1150 1.OO -2.88 3.05 361
1175 1.66 -3.76 6.09 336
1200 2.53 -6.11 A,83 328
&LT WX WZ WS TFETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG
1225 3.13 -6.37 5,38 324
1250 3.59 -4.51 5.76 321
12¢_ _.03 -4.65 o. Oi 5i6
1300 4.61 -4.26 6.14 316
1325 4.85 -%.07 6,33 310
1350 5.26 -3.85 6.50 306
1375 5.66 -3.42 6.59 301
1600 5,94 -3.13 6.72 298
1625 5.96 -3.05 6.68 297
1650 5.82 -2.99 6.55 297
1675 5.84 -3.01 6.57 297
1500 5,88 -2.98 6.59 297
1525 6.05 -2.75 6.65 294
1550 6.20 -2.58 6.72 292
1575 6.37 -2.55 6.86 292
1600 6.63 -2.46 7.07 29C
1625 6.46 -2.28 6.85 289
1650 6.26 -1.93 6.55 287
1675 6.06 -1.66 6.28 285
1700 5.65 -1.69 5,89 286
1725 5.20 -1.67 5.66 288
1750 6.63 -1.T8 6.96 291
1775 6.32 -2.O5 6.78 295
1800 6.76 -2.37 5.32 296
1825 5.63 -2.82 6.30 296
1850 6.63 -3.15 7.17 296
1875 7.23 -3.36 7.97 295
1900 7.38 -3,36 8.10 29%
1925 6.92 -2.93 7.52 293
1950 6,59 -2.69 7.12 292
1975 6.37 -2.48 6.86 291
2000 6.20 -2.16 6.56 2E9
2025 6.02 -1.96 6.33 288
2050 5.50 -1,56 5.71 285
2075 6.86 -1.01 4.97 282
2100 4.39 -O.65 6.66 278
2125 3.76 -0.36 3.75 275
2150 3.33 0.05 3.33 269
2175 3.2% 0.62 3.27 262
2200 3.21 0.65 3.25 262
ALT WX MZ MS THETA
NETERS H/SEE N/SEC M/SEC DEG
2225 3.51 0.22 3.51 266
2250 3.89 -O.15 3.89 272
2275 4.29 -0.56 6._3 277
2300 6.96 -0.79 5.03 279
2325 5.50 -1.06 5.60 281
2350 5.87 -1.28 6.01 282
2375 6.25 -1.60 6*60 282
2400 6.43 -1.69 6,65 285
2425 6.59 -2.00 6.89 287
2%50 6.98 -2.25 7.36 288
2675 7.61 -2.64 7.86 289
2500 7.89 -3.10 8,_8 291
2525 8.53 -3.55 9.23 292
2550 8.98 -3.94 9.80 294
2575 9.22 -4.32 10.18 295
2600 9.14 -6.36 10.12 295
2625 8.86 -4.25 9.81 295
2650 8.81 -6.52 9.90 297
2675 8.91 -6.82 10,13 298
2700 8.96 -5,06 10,27 299
2725 9.O0 -5.23 10.61 300
2750 8.58 -5.17 [0.01 301
2775 8.03 -6.95 9.66 301
28C0 7.70 -6,97 9.16 303
2825 7.45 -5.17 9.07 305
2850 7.63 -5.66 q,38 305
2875 8.10 -5.83 9.98 306
2900 8.60 -6.21 10.61 306
2925 8.82 -6.32 10.85 305
2950 8*86 -6,36 10.90 306
2975 8.73 -6.61 10,95 307
3OOO 8.74 -6.86 11.10 308
3025 9.11 -7,00 11.69 307
3050 9,51 -7.19 11.92 307
3075 9.64 -7.21 12.03 307
3100 9.68 -T.12 12.02 306
3125 9.70 -7.09 12,01 306
3150 9.65 -7.07 11.96 306
3175 9.70 -7.00 11.96 306
3200 9.87 -6.96 12.06 305
ALT " ALTITUDE* WX = ZENAL CEMPENEN_* WZ • MERIDIENAL CEMPENENT* MS = WINC SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1NSPHERE HIND VEL8CZTY PREFILE
TEST NUNBER 2378 06/15/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST 8ANGEl FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX HZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
3225 9.96 -6.98 12.16 305 6225 13.89 -8.79 15.05 292 5225 16.37 -12.56 19.09 311
3250 9.85 -6.96 12.07 305 6250 13.66 -6.05 16.96 296 5250 13.99 -12.37 18,68 311
3275 9.77 -6.97 12.00 305 4275 13.66 -6.60 16.99 296 5275 13.51 -12.28 18.26 312
3300 9.66 -6.98 11.92 306 6300 13.36 -7.02 ¸ 15.09 298 5300 [3.18 -[2,40 18.09 313
3325 9.67 -7,D8 11.98 306 4325 13.61 -7.29 15.26 298 5325 [2.58 -12.20 17.52 316
3350 9.85 -7.21 12.21 306
3375 10.10 -7.27 12.45 306
3900 10.36 -7.36 12+68 305
3625 10.77 -7.57 13.11 305
3650 11.52 -7.70 13.85 306
3475 12.14 -7,96 14.52 303
3500 12.61 -8,C6 14.80 303
3525 12.57 r8.28 15.05 303
3550 12.80 -8.76 15.51 304
3575 12.82 -9.I0 15.73 305
4350 13.66 -7.65 15.66 299
6375 13.93 -7.83 15.98 299
6600 16.19 -7.87 16.22 299
6625 16.5[ -7.83 16.69 298
6650 16.79 -7.80 16.72 298
6%75 14.96 -7.92 16.92 298
6500 15.13 -8.04 17.13 298
4525 15.2T -8.16 17.31 298
6550 15.66 -6.30 17.53 298
6575 15.69 -8.63 17.91 299
5350 11.32 -11.59 16.20 315
5375 11.35 -11.75 16.36 316
5400 12.60 -12.48 17.59 315
5625 12.25 -12.58 17.56 316
5650 12.29 -12.63 17.62 316
5475 12.65 -12.87 17.90 316
5500 12.20 -12,96 17.80 317
5525 11.89 -12,87 17.52 317
5550 11.56 -12.93 17.35 318
5575 11.38 -13.03 17.30 319
3600 12.57 -9.16 15,55 306
3625 12.33 -9.21 15.39 307
3650 12.16 -9.36 15.32 307
3675 12.10 -9.38 15.31 308
3700 12.15 -9,26 15.28 307
4600 15.92 -8.99 18.28 299
4625 16.13 -9.07 18.50 299
4650 16.26 -9.20 18.68 299
%675 16.25 -9.37 18.76 300
6700 16,20 -9.39 18.73 300
5600 11.26 -13.18 17.33 319
5625 11.11 -13.19 17.25 320
5650 11.12 -13.01 17.11 319
5675 11.16 -12.93 17.07 319
5700 11.01 -12,81 16.89 319
3725 12.%5 -9.13 15.44 306
3750 12.86 -8.98 15.67 305
3775 13.00 ~8.82 15.71 306
3800 13.24 -8,68 15.84 303
3825 13.34 -8.50 15.81 302
6725 16.26 -9.56 18.86 300
6750 16.17 -9.97 18.99 3C1
6775 16.11 -10,50 19.23 303
6800 16.07 -10,91 19.62 306
6825 16.02 -11.26 19.57 305
5725 10.84 -12.53 16.57 319
5750 10.68 -12.1! 16.15 318
5775 10.80 -[1.39 15.69 316
5800 11.31 -10,86 15.68 316
5825 11.89 -10.88 16.11 312
3850 13.35 -8.10 15.61 301
3875 13.58 -7.63 15.57 299
3900 13.75 -7.32 15.58 298
3925 13.85 -7.87 15.55 297
3950 14.12 -6.86 15.69 296
6850 16.13 -11.69 19.92 306
4875 15.98 -12.05 20.01 307
4900 15.89 -12.19 20.03 307
4925 16.07 -12.28 20.22 307
4950 16.02 -12.51 20.33 308
5850 12.18 -10.86 16.32 312
5875 12.21 -10.52 16.12 31[
5900 12,25 -10.12 15.89 309
5925 12.77 -9.72 16.05 307
5950 13.26 -9.26 16.17 305
3975 14.46 -6.82 15.82 296
4000 14.66 -6.13 15.89 293
4O25 14.80 -5.99 15.g7 292
6050 [5,89 -5.75 15.96 291
4075 14.97 -5,66 16.00 291
4975 15.76 -12.86 20.32 309
5000 15,46 -13.01 20.19 310
5025 15.02 -13.22 20.01 311
5050 14.62 -13.66 20.00 313
5075 14.32 -13,88 19.96 316
5975 13.65 18.89 16.29 303
_OOO 14.11 -8,68 16.5T 301
6025 14.36 -8.52 16.70 300
6050 16.57 -8,50 16.87 300
EO75 14.89 -8.51 17.15 300
6100 14.91 -5.73 15.97 291
6125 16.65 -5.57 15.68 291
6150 14.50 -5,11 15.38 289
4175 14.55 -5.12 15.A2 289
4200 14.28 -5.56 15,33 291
5100 14.15 -13.91 19.86 314
5125 14.19 -13.74 19.75 314
5150 16.46 -13.43 19.76 313
5175 16.79 -13.20 19.82 312
5200 16.65 -12.82 19.67 311
EIOO 15.37 -8.50 17.56 299
E125 15.54 -8.41 17.67 298
6150 15.32 -8.15 17.35 298
8175 14.92 -7,96 16.90 298
E200 16.74 -7.80 16.68 290
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX •ZONAL COMPONENI, WZ = MERIOI_NAL COMPONENT, WS : WINE SPEED, THEIA • WIND DIRECT|ON
ALT WX WX WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6225 14.66 -T.52 16.66 297
6250 14.39 -7.16 16.07 296
6275 14,32 -7.C2 15.93 296
6300 18.28 -7.C9 I5.95 296
6325 14.27 -7.G5 15.92 296
TABLE 11-84 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2378 06115165, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG
7225 18.39 -10.06 20.96 299
7250 18.80 -10.22 21.39 298
7275 18.86 -I0.10 21.39 298
7300 19.00 -10.13 21.53 298
7325 19.03 -10.56 21.75 298
6350 14.62 -7.18 16.09 296
6375 14.73 -7.29 16.44 296
6600 14.91 -7.30 16.61 296
6625 16.88 -7.30 16o57 296
6650 15.02 -7.39 16.73 296
6675 15.19 -7.66 16.92 296
6500 15.63 -7.38 17.10 295
6525 15.34 -7.29 17.17 295
6550 15.66 -7.13 17.01 295
6575 15.52 -6.E7 16.9T 296
6600 15.53 -6.76 16.96 293
6625 15.60 -6.98 17.09 294
6650 E5,77 -7.20 17.33 296
6675 15.77 -7.58 17,50 295
6700 15.77 -8.10 17.73 297
6725 13.92 -8.62 18.1l 298
6750 16.0T -8.53 18.39 299
6775 16.11 -8.96 18.64 299
6800 16.36 -9.19 18.77 299
6825 16.58 -9.36 Ig.04 299
6850 16.71 -9.25 19.10 299
6875 IT.OB -9.46 19.53 299
6900 17.22 -9.95 19.89 300
6925 17.36 -10.66 20.26 301
6950 17.61 -10.69 20.60 301
6975 17.89 -10.58 20.79 300
7000 18.09 -10.67 21,00 )DO
7025 18.13 -I0.51 20.96 300
7050 18.15 -lO.31 2C.87 299
7075 18.26 -10,45 21.02 300
7100 18.37 -I0.66 21.24 300
7125 18.61 -10.64 21.26 300
7150 18.68 -I0.39 21.20 299
7175 18.63 -1d.28 21.I1 299
7200 18.18 -10.19 20.86 299
7350 19.23 -lO.81 22.05 299
7375 19.69 -10.76 22.66 298
7400 19.82 -lO.T1 22.52 298
7425 19,91 -IO.61 22.56 298
7450 20.22 -10.62 22.84 298
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DED
E225 20.66 -9.91 22.89 295
8250 20.66 -9.84 22.88 295
E275 20.65 -9.74 22.65 295
8300 20.20 -9.80 22.65 296
8325 20.06 -9.74 22.30 296
E350 20.11 -9.75 22.36 296
8975 20.15 -9.85 22.62 296
8400 19.98 -9.68 22,20 296
E425 20.05 -9,19 22,06 296
E650 20.15 -8.T0 21.95 293
7475 20.51 -10.79 23.18 298
7500 20.57 -11.06 23.36 298
7525 20.39 -11.42 23.37 299
7550 20.33 -II.56 23.88 299
7575 20.31 -11.81 23,50 300
E475 20.03 -8.49 21.76 293
E500 19.98 -8.23 21.61 292
8525 19.90 -8.06 21.66 292
8550 19.60 --7.95 21,15 292
8575 19.36 -7.80 20.87 292
7600 20°36 -11.80 23.56 300
7625 20.59 -11.83 23.75 300
7650 20,82 -12.03 24.06 300
7675 21.01 -12.08 26.23 300
7700 21.16 -12.15 26.38 300
8600 19.27 -7.86 20.81 292
8625 19.35 -7.86 20.89 292
8650 19.56 -7.70 21.02 291
E675 19.68 -7.72 21.14 29E
8700 19.86 -7.81 21.32 291
7725 21.13 -12.12 26.36 300
7750 21.17 -12.02 2_34 299
7775 21.22 -12.06 26o61 299
7800 21.69 -11.97 26.56 299
7825 21.45 -I1.86 24.51 299
8725 20.10 -7.89 21.59 291
8750 20.18 -8.26 21.78 292
8775 19.95 -8.83 21.82 294
8800 19.86 -9.12 21.86 295
E825 20.03 -9.62 22.13 295
7850 21.59 -11.59 26.51 298
7875 21.88 -11.08 26.53 297
7900 21.86 -10.56 24.61 296
7925 21.82 -10.61 24.26 296
7950 21.63 -10.23 23.76 293
8850 19.99 -9.77 22.25 296
8875 19.85 -10.11 22.28 297
8900 19.96 -10.26 22.64 297
8925 20.09 -10.55 22.69 298
8950 20.16 -10.82 22.88 298
7975 21.34 -10.22 23*67 295
8000 21.46 -10.24 23.78 295
8025 21.39 -10.16 23,67 295
8050 21.52 -I0.II 23.78 295
6075 21.39 -10.16 23.67 29_
8975 20.33 -10.91 23.08 298
gOOD 20.92 -11.07 23.67 298
5025 21.26 -11.16 23.99 298
9050 20.89 -11.33 23.76 298
c_75 2_.CZ IZ.Z_ _.o_ Z_B
8100 21.26 -10.29 23.62 296
8125 21.28 -lO,3O 23.66 296
8150 21.23 -I0.16 23.53 295
8175 21.06 -10.22 23.99 296
8200 20.78 -IO.13 23.11 296
glOO 20.95 -11.17 23.74 298
9125 20.89 -10.96 23.59 298
5150 20.96 -10.68 23.52 297
_175 20.66 -10.50 23.17 297
9200 21.11 -10.66 23.64 297
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPONENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL COMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUH8ER 2878 06/15/65, E300Z_ EASTERN TEST RANDE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
9225 21.56 -10.78 24.10 296
9250 22.07 -10.58 24.67 295
9273 22.60 -10.63 24.97 295
9300 22.59 -II.CO 25.12 296
9325 22.43 -11.42 25.17 297
9350 22.36 -12.05 25.40 298
9375 22.56 -12.61 25.85 299
9600 22.92 -12.68 26.19 299
9625 23.06 -12.76 26.34 299
9650 22.96 -12.32 26.06 298
9675 23.16 -11.95 26.06 297
9500 23.06 -11.88 25.94 297
9525 22.92 -11.T3 25.74 297
9550 22.96 -11.80 25.80 297
9575 22.76 -11.78 25.62 297
9600 22.73 -11.66 25.55 297
9625 22.63 -11.66 25.46 297
9650 22.65 -11.50 25.60 297
9675 22.78 -11.29 25.43 296
9700 22.95 -11.53 25.68 297
9725 22.96 -11.62 25*73 297
9750 22.86 -11.48 25.58 296
9775 22.95 -11.63 25.73 297
9800 22.88 -11.27 25.51 296
9825 22.76 -11.05 25.30 296
9850 22.96 -11.08 25*68 296
9875 23.26 -11.15 25.79 295
9900 23.33 -11.31 25.93 296
9925 23.66 -11.46 26,11 296
9950 23.77 -11.77 26.52 296
9975 24.18 -11.70 26.86 296
10000 24.32 -11.68 26.98 295
10025 24.33 -II.70 26.99 296
IOOSO 24.52 -11.78 27.21 295
10073 24.79 -11.91 27.51 295
10100 26.85 -11.78 2T.50 295
10125 24.73 -11.41 27.26 295
10150 24.76 -11.22 27.16 296
10175 26.80 -11.26 27.24 294
10200 25.12 -11.33 27.56 294
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC EEG
10225 25.26 -11.46 27.74 294
10250 25.66 -11.55 28.16 296
10275 26.16 -11.40 28.52 293
10500 26.51 -11.60 28.86 293
10325 26.56 -11.78 29.06 294
10350 26.59 -11.98 29.16 296
10375 27.03 -12.16 29.66 294
10400 27.49 -12.76 30.31 295
10425 27.58 -13.13 30.55 295
10450 27.96 -13.21 30.91 295
10475 28.26 -13.61 31.28 295
10500 28.46 -13.61 31.66 295
10525 28.77 -13.52 31.79 295
10550 28.87 -13.66 31.93 295
E0575 28.96 -13.76 32.07 295
10600 29.36 -13.94 32.68 295
10625 29.59 -14.06 32.76 295
10650 29.86 -18.92 32.93 295
106T5 29.79 -16.18 33,00 295
10700 29.49 -14.68 32.85 296
10725 29.36 -16.59 32.76 296
10750 29.61 -14.53 32.99 296
10775 29.73 -14.62 33.13 296
10800 29.56 -14.92 33.11 297
10825 29.36 -15.18 33.06 297
10850 29.28 -15.26 38.02 297
10875 29.26 -15.72 33.20 298
lOgO0 28.97 -16.65 33.31 299
10925 29.26 -16.45 33.56 299
10950 29.56 -16.48 33.82 299
10975 29.56 -16.71 33.96 299
11COO 29.62 -17.25 36.27 300
11C25 29.33 -17.70 36.26 301
11050 29.13 -18.07 36.28 302
11075 29.26 -18.37 36.54 302
lllO0 29.61 -18.66 35.00 302
11125 29.58 -19.48 35.62 303
11150 29.23 -19.81 35.31 306
11175 29.15 -19.68 35.17 306
11200 29.29 -19.90 35.41 304
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
11225 29.60 -20.21 35.67 306
11250 29.62 -20.27 35.89 304
112T5 29.55 -20.34 35.87 304
11300 29.16 -20.63 35.72 305
11325 28.91 -20.78 35.60 306
11350 28.66 -21.11 35.58 306
11375 28.38 -22.09 35.97 308
11400 28.60 -22.55 36.26 308
11625 28.32 -22.70 36.29 309
11650 28.22 -22.60 36.15 309
116T5 28.01 -22.72 36.07 309
11500 27.91 -22o82 36.05 309
11525 27.92 -22.78 36.03 309
11550 27.73 -22.80 35.90 309
11575 27.47 -22.76 35.67 309
11600 27.61 -22.95 35.75 31O
11625 27.63 -22.96 35.76 310
11650 27.26 -23,05 35.68 310
11675 26.96 -23.62 35.71 311
11700 26.64 -23.55 35.56 311
11725 26.70 -23.60 35.51 311
11750 27.19 -23.63 36.02 311
11775 27.16 -26.12 36.32 311
llBOO 27.28 -24.23 36.49 311
11825 27.33 -26.23 36.52 311
11850 27.25 -26.19 36.66 311
11875 27.58 -26.52 36.90 311
11900 28.23 -24.81 37.58 311
11925 28.63 -26.95 37.98 311
11950 28.90 -26.66 37.98 310
11975 28.82 -24.51 37.83 310
12000 28.22 -24.58 37.63 311
12025 28.12 -26.53 37.31 311
12050 27.93 -26.79 37.36 311
12075 27.85 -26.99 3T*62 312
12100 27.63 -25*62 37,55 312
12125 26.93 -26*06 37.67 316
12150 26.66 -26,62 37o52 315
12175 26.68 -27.00 37,82 315
12200 26.92 -27*66 38*59 316
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL C8MPONENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL C8MPONENT, WS = WINE SPEEDy THETA = WIND DIRECT[8N
PAGE372 TABLE 11-84 (con!t)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WEND VELgCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2378 04115/65* 13002v EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX MZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ MS TMETA ALT MR WZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC RISEC OEG METERS NISEC MISEC N/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE NISEC M/SEC DEG
12225 26.94 -28.10 38.92 316 13225 36.76 -21.16 40.69 301 14225 22,86 -20.01 30.38 311
!22_0 26.72 -28.38 39.12 317 13250 34.38 -21.34 40.64 302 14250 22.98 -E9.46 30.10 310
12275 26.48 -28.98 39.25 3!7 13275 34.72 -21.54 40.86 302 14275 22.84 -18.95 29.68 310
12300 26.62 -29.41 39.67 318 13300 34.00 -Zz. ST 4C._9 30_ 14300 22.33 -19.24 29.48 311
12325 26.49 -30,33 40.27 319 13325 33.73 -22.45 40.52 303 14325 ZZ.OO -16._7 29.44 _10
12350 26.28 -31.38 40.93 320
12375 26.27 -31.63 41.12 320
12400 26.20 -31.22 4C.76 320
12425 26.14 -30.81 40.41 319
12450 26,07 -30.41 40.03 319
13350 33.62 -22.45 40,42 304
13375 32.59 -22.88 39°82 305
13400 32,04 -23.60 39,79 306
13425 31,69 -24.63 40.13 308
13450 31.52 -24.57 39.96 308
;4350 22.90 -17.90 29.07 308
14375 23.01 -18.06 29.26 308
14400 23.50 -IT.8T 29.53 307
14425 23.87 -17.91 29.84 307
14450 24.23 -17.76 30.05 306
12473 25.77 -30.52 39.94 320
12500 25.45 -29.80 39,19 319
12525 25.46 -29.38 38.88 319
12550 25.34 -29.41 38.82 319
12575 25.09 -29.21 38,50 319
13475" 31.43 -25.14 40.25 308
13500 31.40 -25.93 40.73 309
13525 31.46 -26.62 41.21 310
13550 31,23 -27.29 41.47 311
13575 31.30 -27.07 41.38 311
14475 24.70 -16.70 29.82 304
14500 24.73 -16.63 29.80 304
14325 25.57 -16.00 30.16 302
14350 25.43 -16.58 30.36 303
14375 25.16 -16.91 30.32 30_
12600 25.38 -29.C2 38.53 319
12625 25.44 -28.85 38.47 318
12650 25.43 -28.21 37.98 318
12675 26.00 -27.88 38.12 317
12700 26.36 -27.E4 38.19 316
13600 31.02 -27.85 41.69 312
13623 30.72 -28.00 41.57 312
13650 30.45 -27.50 41.03 312
13673 29.65 -27.60 40.30 313
13700 28.98 -27.44 39.91 313
14600 25.66 -16.15 30.32 302
14625 25.62 -15.86 30.13 302
14650 25.47 -16.18 30.17 302
14675 26.04 -13.57 30.34 301
14700 26.22 -14.76 30.09 299
12725 26.35 -26.73 37.54 315
12730 26.30 -26.23 37.14 315
12775 26.32 -25.14 36.40 314
12800 26.37 -24.08 35.86 312
12825 26.73 -23.C7 35.31 311
13725 28.70 -27.74 39.91 314
13750 28.29 -27.99 39.80 313
13773 28.35 -27.83 39.72 314
13800 28.08 -_8.18 39.78 315
13825 27.44 -28.28 39.40 316
14723 25.96 -16.87 29.92 300
14750 26.39 -14.67 30.19 299
14775 26.14 -15.17 30.22 300
14800 26.26 -15.58 30.54 301
14825 26.35 -15.90 30.78 301
12850 27.28 -21.58 35.79 308
12875 27.97 -21.15 35.07 307
12900 28.83 -21.02 35.68 306
12925 29.88 -20,89 36,46 305
12950 30.66 -21.04 37.19 304
13850 26.37 -28.23 38.63 317
13875 25.56 -28.37 38.18 318
13900 25.08 -28.10 37.66 318
13925 24.63 -27.74 37.10 318
13950 23.83 -27.51 36.40 319
14850 25.74 -16.22 30.42 302
14875 25.23 -16.19 29,98 303
14900 25.04 -15.75 29.58 302
14925 24.51 -16.00 29.27 303
16950 24.15 -16.50 29.25 304
12975 31.48 -20.36 37.60 303
13000 32.04 -20.17 37.86 302
13025 32.38 -20.83 38.28 302
13050 32.88 -20.CT 38.52 301
13075 .33.50 -19.76 38.89 300
13975 23.21 -27.01 35.62 319
14000 23.10 -26.16 34,90 318
14025 22.75 -26.16 34.67 319
14050 22.71 -25.83 34.39 318
14075 22.92 -25.18 34.05 318
14975 24.29 -16.59 29.42 304
13000 24.06 -16.85 29.37 305
15025 24.00 -16.37 29.05 304
15050 23.97 -16.64 29.18 305
15075 23.49 -17,89 29.34 307
13100 33.61 -20.32 38.38 301
13125 33.73 -20.82 39.64 302
13150 34.37 -20.61 40.08 301
E3175 34.82 -20.58 4_.45 300
13200 35.07 -20.68 40.71 300
14100 23.00 -24.44 33.56 317
14123 22.66 -28.52 32.66 316
14150 22.21 -22.62 31.70 315
14175 22.21 -21.72 31.06 314
14200 22.54 -20.82 30.68 313
15100 23.61 -17.36 29.30 306
15125 23.52 -17.41 29.27 306
15150 22.90 -18.25 29.28 308
15175 22.89 -18.07 29.17 308
IE2OO 22.27 -17.80 28.51 308
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX " ZENAL CEMPENEN|t WZ " MERIOI@NAL CEMPENENT, WS " WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2378 04/15/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT MX NZ MS TNETA AL7 WX W2 MS THETA ALT WX WZ W5 TNETA
METERS WISEC MISEC MISEC OEG METERS N/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS RISEC NISEC M/SEC DEG
15225 21.10 -17.50 27.41 309
15250 20.66 -17.I0 26.82 309
15275 19.85 -17.24 26.29 311
15300 18.58 -17.C3 25.18 312
15325 17.31 -16.66 24.02 314
15350 16.85 -16.43 23.54 314
15375 15.95 -16.31 22.81 313
15400 14.96 -16.57 22.32 318
15425 13.80 -16.47 21.48 320
15450 13.07 -16.14 2C.T6 321
15475 13.06 -15.46 20.23 320
15500 12.87 -14.83 19.65 319
13525 12.15 -14.28 18.75 319
15550 11.79 -14.C4 18.33 320
15575 11.81 -14.13 18.42 320
15600 11.34 -13.61 17.71 320
15625 10.60 -13.48 17.15 322
15650 10.78 -12.CT 16.19 318
15675 10.76 -11.16 15.50 316
15700 10.70 -11.47 15.68 317
15725 10.36 -11.14 15.35 316
15750 10.67 -11.39 15.61 317
15775 10.92 -11.31 15.72 316
15800 10.60 -11.04 15.30 316
15825 ll.O1 -10.q6 15._4 315
15850 11.24 -11.11 15.80 315
15875 11.05 -11.50 15.94 316
15900 11.23 -10.59 15.44 313
15925 11.56 -9.53 14.98 309
ArT = ALTIT_OE, _X = ZONAL CgMP_NEN7, WZ = _ERID|gNAL CBMPRREM_t MS = WINE SPEEO, THEIA •WINO OIRECTIEN
TABLE 11-85 PAGE373
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUM8ER 2383 06/16/681 01011, EASTERN TEST R&NGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX gZ WS TPET6 ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
500 3.T8 10,82 11.46 199 1500 13.09 3.10 15.65 256 2500 13.60 -2.36 13.80 280
525 6.43 1O.A2 11,32 203 1525 12,97 2,62 13.23 258 2525 13.35 -2.39 13.57 280
550 5.09 10.22 11.61 206 1550 13.16 2.69 13.38 259 2550 13.33 -2.41 13.54 280
575 5.60 10.12 11.67 208 1575 13.54 2.28 13.73 260 2575 13.29 -2,69 13.56 281
600 5,49 9,81 11.24 209 1600 13.63 1o96 13.77 262 2600 13.16 -3.07 13,49 283
625 5.35 9.35 IO.T7 210
650 5.06 9.04 10.36 209
675 5.10 8.77 10.15 210
700 5.60 8.TS 1C.28 211
725 5.86 9.02 10,76 213
1625 13.60 1.62 13.70 263
1650 13.57 1.06 13.61 265
lET5 13.42 0.55 13.43 267
1TOO 13.35 0.55 13.36 2ET
1725 13.51 0.81 13.53 266
2625 13.16 -3.56 13.62 285
2650 13.25 -4.03 13.85 287
2675 13.14 -6.53 13.90 289
2700 12.97 -6,93 13.87 291
2725 12.73 -5.02 13.68 291
750 6.26 8.96 10.93 215
775 6.I8 8.58 10.57 216
800 5.86 8.20 10.08 215
825 5.75 7.75 9.66 216
850 6.12 7,57 9.74 219
1750 13.52 0.70 13.56 267
1775 13.54 0.35 13.54 268
1800 13.56 -0,06 13.56 270
1825 13.55 -0+61 13.56 272
1850 16,09 -0.50 14.09 271
2750 12.36 -4.88 13.29 291
2775 11.96 -4.61 12.82 291
2800 11.56 -4.43 12.36 291
2825 11.15 -6.33 11.96 291
2850 10.82 -4.37 11.67 292
875 6.81 7.53 10.16 222
900 7.45 7.66 10.54 225
925 7.86 7.35 10.76 227
950 8.11 6.95 10.68 229
975 8,34 6,59 10.63 232
1875 14.T4 -0.13 14.74 270
1900 14.93 -0.15 14.93 270
1925 14.92 -0.15 16.92 270
1950 14.94 -0.29 16.95 271
1975 16.77 -0.65 14.78 272
2875 10.54 -4.53 11.67 293
2900 10.11 -4.58 11.10 294
2925 9.58 -4.54" 10.60 295
2950 9.14 -6.59 10.23 296
2975 8.87 -6.66 10.02 298
1000 8.80 6,34 10.85 234
1025 9.30 6.14 11.14 236
1050 9.81 6.23 11.62 257
1075 10.32 6.28 12.08 238
1100 10.67 5*99 12.06 260
2000 16.47 -0.38 14.67 271
2025 16.14 -O.4O 14.16 271
2050 13.85 -0.52 13.86 272
2075 13.74 -0.68 13.75 273
2100 13.88 -0.98 13.91 276
3000 8.90 -4.75 10.09 208
3025 9.32 -4.98 10.57 298
3050 9.56 -5,37 10.97 299
3075 9.64 -5.62 11.16 300
3100 10.01 -5.77 11.56 300
1125 10.62 5.56 11.81 262
1150 10.47 5.24 11.71 263
1175 10.75 5oi9 11.94 244
1200 11.21 5.28 12.59 245
1225 11.50 5,18 12.61 266
2125 14.15 -I.19 14.20 275
2150 14.54 -1.26 16.60 275
2175 15.04 -1.64 15.11 275
2200 15.06 -1.76 15.16 276
2225 14.70 -/.87 14.22 277
3125 10.29 -6.DO 11.92 300
3150 10.28 -6.00 11.90 300
3175 10.48 -5.29 12.02 299
3200 10.67 -5.88 12.18 299
3225 10.60 -5.79 12.08 298
1250 11.56 4.97 12.40 246
1275 11.27 4.79 12.25 247
1300 11.28 6.66 12.13 248
1350 11.96 4.11 12.64 251
1375 12.19 3.95 12.81 252
1600 12.16 3.74 12.73 253
1425 12.24 5.60 12.75 253
1450 12.49 3.47 12.97 254
1475 12.90 3,61 13.36 255
2250 14.49 -1.87 16.61 27T
2275 14.37 -2.01 14.51 278
2300 14.13 -2.11 14.29 278
2350 14.08 -2.14 16.24 278
2375 13.96 -2.03 14.11 278
2400 13.88 -2.01 16.02 278
2425 13.80 -2.11 13.96 279
2450 13.63 -2.12 13.80 279
2475 13.65 -2.16 13.82 279
3250 10.63 -5.62 12.03 298
3275 lO.67 -5.41 11.96 297
3300 10.63 -5.22 11.85 296
3350 10.69 -4.54 11.61 293
3375 10.68 -4.27 11.50 292
3400 1C.72 -4.08 11.67 291
3425 10.86 -4.01 11.57 290
3450 11.19 -3.96 11.87 289
3675 11.45 -4.DO 12.13 289
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL CSMP2NENT, WZ = MERIOI2NAL CSNP8NENTt WS = WINC SPEEOI THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUM8ER 2383 04/16/65t 0101Zt EASTERN TEST RANOEt FL2RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SED N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SED M/SEC CEO METERS MISED M/SED M/SEC DEO
3500 11.60 -6.07 12.50 289 6800 15.73 -2.00 15.86 277 5500 17.09 1,39 17.14 285
3525 11.84 -4,11 12.53 289 6§25 15.88 -1.71 15.97 276 5525 16.97 1.31 17.02 265
3550 11.88 -4.22 12.61 289 _550 15.84 -1.40 15.91 275 5550 17.00 l.OO 17.03 266
3575 12.01 -4,24 12.74 289 6575 15.77 -0.67 15.78 272 5575 16.84 0.86 16.86 267
3600 12.36 -3,93 12.97 287 6600 15.94 -0.01 15.94 270 5600 16.44 0.79 16.65 267
3625 12.82 -3.61 13.32 286
3650 13.23 -3.52 13.69 285
3675 13.53 -3.61 15.00 285
3700 13,94 -3o65 14.61 285
3725 14.25 -3,59 16.70 284
4625 16.23 O.IO 16.23 269
4650 16.41 0.33 16.61 269
6675 16.06 0.88 16.08 26T
6700 16.04 1,04 16.07 266
6725 16.74 0.67 16.76 268
5625 16.16 0.66 16.16 267
5650 16.10 0.43 16.11 268
5675 16.09 0.20 16.09 269
5700 16.08 -O.OO 16.08 270
5725 16.22 -0.25 16.22 271
3750 14.20 -3,50 16.71 286
3775 16.43 -3*37 15.82 283
3800 16.73 -3*22 15.08 282
3825 14.94 -3.20 15.28 282
3850 16.95 -3,62 15.33 283
4750 17.46 0.24 17.46 269
4775 17.58 0.15 17.58 269
4800 17.46 0.32 17.46 269
4825 17.43 0.47 I7.44 268
4250 17.04 0.68 17.05 268
5750 16.37 -0.54 16.37 272
5775 16.46 -0.68 16.47 272
5800 16.56 -0.48 16.S4 271
5825 16.58 -0.21 16.58 271
5850 16.76 -0.06 16.76 270
3875 16.89 -3*66 15.29 283
3900 14.92 -3,39 15.30 283
3925 14.93 -3,69 15.53 283
3950 16,86 -3°58 15.29 283
3975 I4.75 -3,56 15.18 283
A875 16,85 0.97 16.88 267
4900 16.89 1.28 16.94 265
6825 16.73 1,48 16.79 265
4950 16.50 1.52 16.57 265
4975 16.39 1.65 16.47 266
5875 16.93 O.O1 16.95 270
5900 17.26 -O.O1 17.24 270
5925 17.74 O.Ol 17.74 270
5950 17.73 0.07 17.73 270
5975 17.53 -0.00 17.53 270
4000 16.78 -3*51 15.19 283
4025 14.95 -3,58 15.37 283
4050 14.93 -3,69 15.38 284
4075 14.94 -3.55 15.36 283
4100 15.21 -3*40 15.59 282
5000 16.38 1.71 16.67 264
5028 16.33 1.61 16.61 266
5050 16.33 1.49 16,40 265
5075 16.30 1.86 16.37 266
5_00 16*19 1.87 16.30 263
6OOO 17.61 0.09 17.61 2?0
6025 17.42 0.27 17.42 269
6050 17.16 0.29 17.16 269
6075 17.12 0.28 17.12 2&9
6100 16.98 0.06 16.98 270
4125 15,38 -3,62 15.76 282
4150 15.36 -3,39 15.73 282
4175 15.35 -3,63 15.73 282
4200 15.31 -3,58 15.72 283
4225 15.69 -3,58 1_.90 283
5125 16.28 2.18 16.42 262
5150 16.48 2.28 16.64 2E2
$175 16.57 2.24 16.72 262
5200 16.67 2.62 16.85 262
5225 16.85 2.79 17*08 260
E125 16.81 -0.06 16.81 270
EISO 16.81 -0.20 16.81 271
6175 16.82 -0.50 16.83 272
6200 16.82 -0.73 16.84 272
6225 16.75 -1.01 16.78 273
4250 15.57 -3.39 15.94 282
4275 15.31 -3,12 15.62 281
4300 15.25 -2,78 15.50 220
4325 15.36 -2,$1 15.56 279
4350 15.59 -2,32 15.76 278
5250 17.07 2,86 17.31 260
5275 17.10 2.56 17.29 261
5300 16.94 2.37 17.11 262
$325 16.95 2*26 17.10 262
5350 17.16 2.11 1T.29 263
6250 16.69 -1.I2 16.73 274
62T5 16.B0 -1.08 16.83 274
6300 16.76 -1.20 16,78 276
6325 16.48 -1.36 16.55 275
6350 16.24 -1.33 16,29 275
4375 15.61 -2,03 15.74 277
4400 15.61 -1,85 15.72 277
4425 16.06 -1o79 16,16 276
4450 16.20 -2,06 16.33 277
4475 15,86 -2,28 16.02 278
5375 17.14 1.98 17.25 263
5400 17,10 1.76 17.19 264
$525 IT,22 1.59 17.29 265
5450 17.14 1.50 17.21 265
5475 17.13 L.39 17.19 265
6375 16.04 -1.08 16.08 274
6600 16.08 -0.76 16.10 2T2
6425 16.23 -0.68 16.24 272
6650 16.20 -0.54 16.21 272
6475 16.12 10"85 16.14 273
AL7 = ALTITUDE* WX = 28NAL C_MPSNENTt W2 = MERIO|8NAL CgMPQNENT, WS = W[NC SPEED, TMETA = WIND O[RECT[_N
PAGE374
ALT gx WZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
6500 16.08 -1.16 16.12 274
6525 [5.66 -1.23 15.69 274
6550 IS.O& -O.e7 15.09 2 ?_
6575 14.81 -0.57 14.82 272
6600 14.33 -0.32 14.33 271
TABLE 11-85 (con't)
FPS-16 8ADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2383 04116/65, 0101Z, EASTERN TESI RANGE, FLBRIDA
WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
6625 14.15 -0.18 14.15 271
6650 14.61 -0.18 14.61 271
6675 14.95 -0*42 14.R5 271
6700 15,34 -0.86 15.37 273
6725 15.65 -1,12 15.69 274
6750 15.89 -1.46 15.96 275
6775 16.27 -1.78 16.37 276
6800 16.68 -1.88 16.78 276
6825 17.24 -2.D2 17.36 276
6850 17.80 -2.39 17.96 2TT
6875 18.25 -2.76 18,A6 278
6900 18.53 -2.88 18.75 279
6925 18.99 -2.98 19.22 279
6950 19.61 -3.01 15.84 279
6975 20.19 -2.68 20.37 277
TOOO 20.96 -2.27 21.06 276
7025 21.70 -2.47 21.84 276
7050 22.20 -3.03 22.40 278
7075 22.42 -3.29 22.66 278
7100 22.62 -3.46 22.68 279
7125 22.39 -3.59 22.67 279
7150 22.62 -3.73 22.92 279
7175 22.81 -3.78 23.12 279
7200 22.82 -3.72 25.13 279
7225 22.89 -3.65 23.18 279
7250 25.11 -3.E7 23.40 279
7275 23.51 -4.07 23.86 280
7300 23.81 -4.gB 24.32 282
7325 24.18 -5.86 2A.88 283
7350 24.49 -6.21 25.27 284
7375 24.61 -6.43 25.46 284
7400 24.86 -6.80 25.76 285
7425 25.31 -6.98 26.25 285
T450 25.89 -6.92 26.80 285
7675 26.28 -6.78 E7.14 284
7500 26.59 -6.65 27.61 284
7525 26.76 -6.74 27.60 284
7550 26.88 -6.76 27.72 286
7575 27.18 -6.47 27.94 283
7600 27.21 -5.81 27.83 282
7625 26.90 -5.28 27.61 281
7650 26.68 -5.22 27.19 281
7675 26.66 -5.18 27.16 281
7700 26.86 -5.05 27.33 280
7725 26.87 -4.83 27.30 280
7750 26.69 -6.75 26.91 280
7778 26.09 -4.86 26.53 280
7800 25.79 -4.77 26.23 280
7825 25.57 -6.66 25.99 280
7850 25.48 76.38 25.85 280
7875 25.65 -3.92 25.95 279
7900 25.84 -3.65 26.09 278
7925 25.56 -3.96 25.86 279
7950 24.91 -4.51 25.28 280
7975 26.61 -4.52 26.82 280
8000 23.89 -6.86 24.38 281
8025 23.61 -5.01 24.14 212
8050 23.47 -5.06 26.01 282
8075 23.16 -5.12 23.72 282
8100 22.88 -5.18 23.45 283
8125 22.57 -5.27 23.18 283
8150 22.65 -5.65 23.30 283
8175 23.03 -5.61 23.70 284
8200 23.20 -5.47 23.83 283
8225 23.02 -5.17 23.59 282
8250 22.86 -4.80 23.36 282
8275 23.06 -6.36 23.47 281
8300 23.25 -4.00 23.59 280
8325 23.25 -3.86 23.56 279
8350 23.38 -6.15 23.76 280
8375 23.62 -4.72 24.09 281
8400 24.04 -5.05 24.57 282
8425 24.39 -5.04 24.91 281
8450 2_.29 -4,58 24.72 281
8475 24.15 -4.11 24.50 279
8500 24.27 -4.12 24.61 279
8525 24.28 -4.11 24.63 279
8550 26.31 -6.14 24.66 279
1575 24.37 4.20 24.73 280
8600 24.63 -6.20 24.79 280
8625 24.58 -4.14 24.93 279
8650 24.69 -4.05 25.02 279
8675 25.21 -6.00 25.53 279
ETCO 25.99 -6.03 26.30 279
8725 26.69 -3.91 26.77 _78
8750 26.63 -3,68 26_86 277
8775 26.50 -3.12 26.68 277
8800 26.58 -2.80 26.73 276
8825 26.67 -2.79 26.81 276
8850 26.68 -3.30 26.88 277
8875 26.86 -3.76 27.12 278
8900 26.98 -3.99 27.27 278
8925 26.98 -4.30 27.32 279
8950 26.78 -4.66 27.15 279
8975 26.77 -4.63 27.16 279
9000 27.00 -4.50 27.34 279
9025 27.23 -4.19 27.55 279
9050 27.28 -3.95 27.57 278
9075 27.15 -3.73 27.60 278
glCO 27.30 -3.57 27.53 277
9125 27.45 -3.26 27.65 277
9150 27.60 -2.76 27.76 276
9175 27.75 -2.36 27.85 275
9200 27.97 -2.19 28.06 274
9225 28.26 -2.04 28.34 276
9250 28.24 -1.97 28.30 274
9275 27.93 -2.04 28.01 274
9300 27.66 -2.17 27.75 274
9325 27.47 -2.06 27.55 274
9350 27.51 -1.79 27.37 276
5575 27.12 -1.58 27.17 273
9400 27.06 -1.10 27.06 272
9425 26.95 -0.55 26.95 271
9450 26.80 -0.38 26.80 271
9475 26.55 -0.51 26.55 270
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL COMPBNENI, WZ • MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
9500 26.37 -0.I0 26.37 270
9525 26.15 0.03 26,15 270
9550 25.96 -0.01 25.96 _70
9575 25.77 0.17 25.77 269
9600 25.69 0.39 25.69 269
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2383 04/16/65, 01012, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT NX W2 WS TflEEA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC N/SEE DEG
10500 26.71 1.61 26.75 262 11500 30.00 -7.75 50.99 284
10525 27.17 1.25 27.20 267 11525 29.75 -8.47 30.93 286
10550 27.45 1.52 27.49 267 11550 29.93 -8.67 31.16 286
10575 27.69 1.51 27.7A 267 11575 30.05 -8.97 31.36 286
10600 27.88 1.49 27.91 26T 11600 29.94 -9.22 31.32 287
9625 25.76 0.37 25.76 269
9650 25.77 0.20 25.77 269
9675 25.66 0.C8 25.64 270
9700 25.52 0.12 25.52 270
9725 25.35 0.05 25.35 270
9750 25.06 0.C4 25.04 270
9775 24.80 0.03 24.80 270
9800 24.58 ' 0.02 24.58 270
9825 24.72 0.14 24.72 269
9850 24.76 0,40 24.76 269
9875 24.55 0.64 24.56 268
9900 24.69 0.84 24.51 268
9925 26*65 1,15 26.68 267
9950 24,68 1.26 24.71 267
9975 24.69 1.21 24.72 267
10000 24.71 1.31 24.74 267
10025 24.64 1.29 24.67 267
10050 24.52 1.27 24.55 267
10075 24.67 1.24 24.70 267
10100 24.82 1.31 24.86 267
10125 24,87 1.55 24.92 266
10150 25.05 1.21 25.08 267
10175 25.08 0.84 25.10 268
10200 25.18 0.74 25.19 268
10225 25.30 0.71 25.31 268
10250 25.47 0.98 25.49 268
10275 25.65 0.87 25.67 268
10300 25.78 1.C2 25.80 268
10325 25.92 1.08 25.94 267
10550 26.09 0.95 26.11 268
10375 26.12 1.50 26.17 267
10400 26.08 1.97 26.15 265
10425 26.04 1.96 2E.11 266
10650 26.16 1.95 26.23 266
10475 26.50 1.75 26.55 266
10625 27.96 1.68 28.01 266
10650 28.06 1.48 28.10 267
10675 28.01 1.37 28.04 267
lOTO0 28.33 1.38 28.37 267
10725 28.51 1.47 28.55 267
11625 30.16 -9.03 31.48 286
11650 30.41 -8.81 31.66 286
11675 30.66 -9.07 31.97 286
I1700 30.85 -9.59 32.31 287
11725 30.91 -9.82 32.44 287
10750 28.13 1.19 28.15 267
10775 27.90 -0.01 27.90 270
10800 27.56 -1.93 27.62 274
10825 26.46 12.85 26.61 276
10850 26.51 -2.93 26.67 276
11750 31.31 -9.88 32.84 287
11775 31.99 -9.68 33.36 286
11800 32.64 -9.03 33.67 285
11825 32.52 -9.17 33.79 286
11850 32.41 -9.15 33.68 286
10875 27.54 -3.38 27.75 277
10900 28.14 -3.56 28.37 277
10925 28.04 -3,83 28.30 278
10950 28.07 -4.21 28.39 278
10975 28.37 -4.33 28.70 278
11875 32.17 -9.05 33.42 286
11900 31.76 -9.52 33.14 287
11925 32.00 -9.69 33.44 287
11950 32.46 -9.23 33.74 286
11975 32.38 -9.61 33.72 286
liD00 28.22 -6.52 28.58 279
11025 28.29 -4.28 28.61 278
11050 28.62 -4.07 28.90 278
11075 28.67 -3.96 28.94 278
11100 29.02 -3.37 29.22 276
12000 32.79 -lO.2O 34.34 287
12025 33.57 -10.52 35.18 287
12050 53.96 -10.63 35.53 287
12075 34.01 -10.57 35.61 287
12100 33.61 -10.96 35.56 288
11125 29.67 -3.12 29.63 276
11150 29.58 -3.21 29.75 276
11175 29.68 -3.38 29.87 276
11200 29.84 -3.76 30.07 277
11225 29.97 -3.64 30.19 277
12125 33.89 -11.06 35.65 288
12150 34.60 -11.01 36.31 287
12175 36.89 -11.22 36.65 288
12200 34.61 -11.69 56.55 288
12225 34.32 -12.08 36.38 289
11250 29.81 -3.97 30.07 277
11275 29.58 -4.16 29.87 278
11300 29,69 -3.91 29,95 277
11325 29.95 -4.48 30.28 278
11350 30,33 -5.36 30.80 280
12250 34.18 -13.16 36.62 291
122T5 54*43 -13.94 37.14 292
12300 34.54 -13.58 37.11 291
12325 34.07 -12.62 36.83 290
12350 33.65 -11.81 35.66 289
11375 30.54 -S.72 31.08 280
11400 29.87 -6.10 30.49 281
11425 29.35 -6.36 30.01 282
11450 29.43 -6.56 30.15 282
11475 29.89 -6,99 30.T0 283
12375 33.53 -11.11 35.33 288
12400 53.36 -10.25 34.90 287
12425 33.79 -9.09 34.99 285
12450 34.77 -7.51 55.57 282
12475 35.22 -6.35 35.78 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPgNENT, WZ = MERID[ONAL CBMPONENI, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-85 (con't) PAGE375
FPS-IB RADAR/J1NSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRZFILE
TEST NUMBER 2385 04/16/65* OLO1ZvEASTERN TEST RANGE, FLZRIOA
ALT WX HZ WS THETA ALT Wx WZ MS T_ETA ALT NX WZ gS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISED MISEC M/SED EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12500 35,64 -518[ 36.11 279 13500 30.74 -10.72 32+55 289 14500 24.20 -11.03 26.60 294
12525 36.27 -5.57 36.70 279 13525 30.87 -10.90 32.74 289 14525 24.13 -10.34 26.25 293
12550 36.83 -5.18 37.19 278 13550 30.63 -11.00 32.55 290 14550 23,92 -9,41 25.71 291
12575 36,97 -4.78 37,28 277 13575 30.73 -11.31 32.74 290 14575 23.79 -7,99 25.10 288
12600 37.03 -4,28 37.28 276 13600 31.00 -11.63 33.11 290 14600 23.76 -7.55 24.93 287
12625 37.10 -3.98 37.31 276
12650 36.82 -4,C9 37,04 276
12675 36.33 -4,27 36.58 277
12700 36.51 -4.07 36.74 278
12725 36.62 -3.76 36.81 276
13625 30.85 -12.09 33.14 291
13650 30.56 -12.08 32.86 291
13675 30.87 -12.32 33.24 292
13700 31,04 -12.48 33.46 292
13725 31.02 -12.23 33.34 291
14625 23*66 -7.08 24,70 286
14650 23.69 -6.18 24.49 284
14675 23.55 -5,47 24.17 283
14700 23.67 -5.05 24.20 282
14725 23,86 -4.30 24.24 280
12750 36.51 -3,56 36.66 275
12775 36.64 -3.56 36.8[ 275
12800 36.75 -3.47 36.91 275
12825 36.51 -2.67 36.61 274
12850 36.16 -2.59 36.25 274
13750 30.95 -12.48 33.37 292
13775 30.84 -12,56 33.30 292
13800 30.61 -12.65 33.12 292
13825 30.09 -13.07 32.81 293
13850 30.22 -12.73 32.80 293
14750 24.02 -3,95 24.34 279
14775 24,08 -3.93 24.39 279
14800 24.06 -3.28 24.28 278
14825 24,23 -2,40 24.35 275
14850 24.45 -2.26 24,55 275
12875 36.38 -3.47 36.54 275
12900 36.45 -4.C7 36.67 276
12925 36.43 -4.59 36.71 277
12950 36.56 -5.03 36.90 278
12975 36.52 -5,42 36.92 278
I3875 30.00 -I3.26 32.80 294
13900 29.21 -13.95 32.37 295
13925 28.39 -14.23 31,76 296
13950 27.75 -14,54 31.33 297
13975 27.72 -14.45 31._6 297
14875 24.67 -1.83 24,73 274
14900 24,93 -1.88 25.00 274
14925 24.75 -2.74 24.90 276
14950 24.76 -2.59 24.89 276
14975 25.35 -2.24 25.45 275
13000 35.93 -6.16 36.46 280
13025 34.99 -7.17 35.72 281
13050 34.30 -7.23 35,06 282
13075 34.03 -7.10 34.77 282
13100 33.69 -7.52 34.52 282
14000 27.66 -14,63 31.29 298
14025 27.51 -14.58 31.13 298
14050 27.31 -14.71 3_.02 298
14075 27.05 -15.16 31.01 299
14100 26.75 -15.10 30.72 299
15000 25.40 -2.33 25.51 275
15025 25.25 -2.25 25.35 275
15050 24.97 ¢1.77 25.03 274
15075 24.58 -1,83 24.65 274
15100 24,49 -1.58 24.55 274
13125 33.09 -7.42 33.91 282
13150 32.52 -7.26 33.32 282
13175 31.82 -7.73 32.75 283
13200 31.33 -7.E6 32.30 284
13225 31.40 -7.52 32.29 283
13250 31.34 -7.66 32.26 284
13275 31.31 -7.88 32.28 284
13325 31.05 -8.96 32.32 286
13350 30.82 -9,02 32.11 286
14125 26.30 -14.92 30.24 299
14150 25._7 -15.54 29.84 301
14175 25.08 -16.31 29.92 303
14200 24.82 -16.15 29.61 303
14225 24.14 -15.71 28.81 303
14250 23.47 -15.35 28.04 303
14275 23.08 -14.58 27.30 302
;_C3 2Z._ 13.7C 2L.?C _C!
14325 23.03 -13,37 26.63 300
14350 23.12 -12.94 26.50 299
15125 24.55 -1.29 24.58 273
15150 24.45 -1.46 24.49 273
15175 24.43 -1.27 24.46 273
1E200 24.58 -0,75 24.59 272
15225 24.65 -0.56 24.66 271
\
15250 24.30 -0.74 24,31 272
15275 24.00 -0.53 24.01 271
15325 24.21 -1.10 24.23 272
15350 24.18 -1.28 24.21 273
13375 30.95 -9.29 32.32 287
13400 30.82 -9.56 32.27 287
13425 30.56 -9,E6 32.05 287
13450 30.46 -9.69 31.97 287
13475 30.47 -10.14 32.12 288
14375 23.63 -12.53 26.74 298
14400 23.89 -12.07 26.76 297
14425 24.42 -11.09 26.82 294
14450 24.71 -11.40 27,21 295
14475 24.40 -11.65 27.04 295
15375 24.00 -1,27 24.04 273
15400 24.00 -1.67 24.06 274
15425 23.93 -2.17 24.03 275
15450 23.88 -3.16 24.09 277
15475 24.10 -4,47 24.51 280
ALT ffi ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMPBNENTI WS ffi WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOARIJINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2383 04116/65, 01012_ EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA JLT WX WE WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG
15500 23.96 -5.03 24.49 282
15525 23.92 -5.91 24.64 284
15550 23.55 -7.13 24,61 287
15575 22.54 -7.70 23.82 289
15600 21.94 -7.48 23.18 289
15625 21.52 -7.28 22.72 289
15650 20.87 -6.gl 21.99 288
15675 20.17 -6,C9 21.06 287
15700 19,94 -5.91 2C.80 286
15725 19.62 -5.32 2C,33 285
15750 19.42 -4.75 19.99 284
15775 19.09 -3.85 19.48 281
15800 18.51 -3.71 18.87 281
15825 17.67 -3.99 18.11 283
15850 16.19 -3.96 16.67 284
15875 16.10 -4,C9 16.61 284
15900 15.93 -3.99 16.43 284
15925 15.65 -4.C0 16.15 284
15950 ' lfi.T6 -3.86 16.23 284
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CgNPBNENT_ WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBNPgNENT, WS = NINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE376 TABLE 11-86
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPMERE WIND VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2499 04/19/851 13001. EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
250 3.12 9.C5 9.57 199
300 2.69 8.96 9.36 196
325 2.68 8.93 9.33 196
330 2.57 8.93 9.29 196
375 2.35 8.94 0.25 195
400 1.T1 8.85 9.02 191
425 1.78 8.81 8.99 191
450 1.74 8.TB 8.95 191
475 0.90 8.88 8.93 186
SO0 0.41 8.93 E.94 182
525 0.12 8.97 8.97 181
550 -0.06 8.96 8.96 179
575 -0.31 8.65 8.66 1T8
600 -0.41 8.12 8.13 177
625 -0.32 7.58 7.59 177
650 -0.15 7.19 7.19 179
675 -0.02 6.83 6.83 180
700 0.23 6.38 6.38 182
725 0.70 5,80 5,86 187
T30 1.03 5.16 5.26 191
775 1.11 4.86 4.T7 193
800 1.60 6.C8 4.88 201
825 2.27 3.45 A.13 2t3
850 2.58 2.97 3.96 221
875 2,70 2.43 3.64 228
900 2.61 1.$4 3.03 239
925 2.38 0.27 2.40 263
950 2.15 -0.59 2.23 2BS
975 2*06 -1.10 2.33 298
[000 2.01 -1.32 2.41 303
1025 1.86 -1.27 2.25 304
1050 1.66 -1.24 2.07 306
1075 1.41 -1.38 1.q8 314
1100 1.29 -1.42 1.92 318
1125 1.35 -1.41 1.95 316
1150 1.58 -1.46 2.16 315
1175 1.91 -1.55 2.56 309
1200 1.90 -1.61 2.48 310
1225 1.76 -1.83 2.40 313
1250 1.54 -1.64 2.25 317
1300 0.83 -1.73 1.92 334
1325 0.84 -2.25 2.41 339
1350 0.81 -2.93 3.04 344
1375 0.T2 -2.97 3.05 346
1400 0.81 -2.54 2.66 342
1425 0.64 -2.26 2.35 364
1450 0.22 -2.15 2.16 354
1475 0.03 -2.23 2.23 359
1500 -0.00 -2.32 2.32 0
1525 0.02 -2.40 2.40 359
1550 0.09 -2.42 2.43 358
1575 0.16 -2.66 2.4T 356
1600 0.20 -2.61 2.41 355
1825 0.28 -2.38 2.40 353
1650 0.36 -2.22 2.25 351
16T5 0,35 -1.82 1.85 359
1700 0.37 -1.86 1.87 368
1725 O.4T -2.06 2.12 357
1750 0.40 -Z.O7 2.11 349
1T75 0.24 -1.98 1.99 353
1800 0.28 -2.02 2.04 352
1825 0.31 -1.93 1.95 351
1850 0.40 -'1.78 1.83 367
1875 0.49 -1.80 1.87 345
1900 0.41 -1.86 1.91 347
1925 0.30 -I.95 1.97 351
lqSO -0.06 -2.13 2.13 1
19T5 -0.77 -2.58 2.70 16
2000 -1.81 -3.30 3.77 28
2025 -2,53 -3.76 4.53 34
2050 -2.61 -3,68 4.51 35
2075 -2.38 -3.41 4.16 35
2100 -1.92 -3.15 3.69 31
2125 -1.45 -2.84 3.19 27
2150 -0.67 -_.67 2.75 14
2175 0,13 -2,76 2.77 357
2200 0.77 -2.88 2.98 345
2225 1,57 -2.86 3.26 331
2250 1.88 -2.80 3.37 326
2275 2.11 -2.90 _._q 374
2300 2.32 -2.92 3.74 321
2325 2.60 -2.73 3.77 316
2350 2.91 -2.63 3.93 312
2375 3.07 -2.59 4.02 310
'2400 3.24 -2.49 4.09 307
2425 3.32 -2.43 4.12 306
2450 3.34 -2.23 4.02 304
2475 3.38 -2.05 3.95 301
2500 3.37 -1.93 3.89 300
2525 3.48 -1.82 3.93 297
2550 3.6T -1.86 4.10 297
2575 3.63 -1.80 4.05 296
2600 3,67 -1.84 4.11 296
2625 3.87 -1.89 4.31 296
2650 4.18 -1.79 4.54 293
2675 4.54 -1.81 4.88 292
2700 4.81 -2.14 5.26 294
2725 5.14 -2.56 5.75 296
2750 5.42 -2.78 6.09 297
2775 5.54 -2.8_ 6.21 297
2800 5.61 -2.79 6.26 296
2825 5,61 -2o77 6.26 296
2850 5.69 -2.77 6.33 296
2875 5.83 -2.84 6.48 296
2900 5.93 -2.90 6.60 296
2925 S.99 -2,96 6.68 296
2950 5.88 -3.10 6°65 298
2975 5,67 -3.06 6.44 298
3000 5.30 -2.97 6.07 299
3025 4.87 -2.94 5.69 301
3050 4.94 -2.85 5.70 300
3075 4.91 -2.97 5.74 301
3100 4*56 -2.95 5.43 303
3125 4.51 -2.73 5.27 301
3150 4.62 -2.57 S.2B 299
3175 4,49 -2.40 5,10 298
3200 4.37 -2.31 4.95 298
3225 4.34 -2.17 4.B6 296
ALT - 6LTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENI_ WZ = MERIDIONAL CBMEONENT, MS = WINE SPEED, TMETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC 9EG
3250 4.26 -I.SI 4.67 294
3275 6.17 -1.71 A.5O 292
3300 4.01 -1.56 6.27 290
3325 3.84 -1.28 4.OS 288
3350 3.63 -1.21 3.83 288
3375 3.61 -1.10 3.77 287
3400 3.70 -1.19 3.89 288
3425 3,64 -1.31 3.87 290
3450 3.6T -1.16 3.85 287
3475 3,71 -l,OO 3.84 285
3500 3.67 -0.E0 3.75 282
3525 3.70 -0.52 3.73 278
3550 3.85 -0.44 3,87 276
3575 4.15 -0.53 4.18 277
3600 4.71 -0.73 6.77 279
3625 5.19 -1.03 5.29 281
3650 5.37 -1.12 3.49 282
3675 5.53 -0.95 5.61 280
3700 5.55 -0,75 5,60 278
3725 5.52 -0.45 5,56 2TS
3750 5.53 -0.12 5.53 271
3775 5.45 O._B 5.45 269
3800 5.27 0.35 5.28 266
3825 5.28 0.58 5.31 26A
3850 5.30 0.74 5.35 262
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER E499 04/19/65, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANOE, FLBRIOA
ALT MX W2 MS ThETA ALT NX WZ WS THEEA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
4250 4.68 -2.34 5.23 296 5250 4.25 0,28 4.26 E66
4275 4,66 -2.14 5.13 294 5275 6.15 0.78 4,22 259
4300 4,77 -1°81 3.10 291 5300 4.15 1.14 4.30 254
4325 S.02 -1.59 5.26 287 E325 4.20 1.39 6.42 251
4350 5.33 -1.34 5.49 284 5350 4.48 1.86 4.85 247
4375 5.70 -0.87 5.76 278 5375 5.03 2.62 5.67 262
6400 6.01 -0,42 6,03 274 _400 5.62 3,14 6,46 241
4625 6.37 -0.39 6.38 273 5425 6.08 3.21 6.88 242
4450 6.70 -0.43 6.71 273 5450 6.35 3.37 7.19 282
A475 6.73 -0,48 6°75 276 5475 6.34 3.72 7.35 239
4500 6.71 -0.61 6,74 275 5500 6,26 3,98 7.42 237
4525 6.73 -0.53 6.75 274 5525 6,43 4.13 7.64 237
4550 6.66 -0.48 6.68 274 5550 6,81 6.27 8.03 238
4575 6.53 -0.47 6.54 274 5575 7.32 4.26 8.47 240
4600 6.28 -0.27 6.28 272 5600 7.65 4.14 8.70 241
4625 6.03 -0.11 6.03 271 5625 7.82 4.18 8.87 242
4650 5.76 -0.04 5.76 270 5650 7.95 A.24 9.00 242
4675 5.51 0.19 5,51 268 56T5 7*77 3.95 B.T1 263
4700 5,39 0.29 5.40 267 5700 7,55 3,63 8.38 244
4725 5.44 0.32 5.45 256 5725 7.62 3,49 8,38 245
4750 5.50 0.48 5.52 265 5750 7.82 3°35 8,50 247
4775 5.A3 0.47 5.45 265 5775 8.01 3.01 8.56 249
4800 5.30 b.35 5.32 2E6 5800 8.40 2.61 8.80 253
4825 5,27 0,35 5.28 2E6 5825 9.16 2.3T 9,46 255
4850 5.31 0.33 5.32 286 5050 9.99 2.14 10.22 258
3875 5.37 0.94 5.45 26O 4875 5.32 U.15 5.32 2_8 5875 10.47 1.80 10.63 260
3900 5.77 I.E3 5.86 260 4900 5,41 -U*15 5.41 271 5900 10.70 1.53 10,81 262
3925 6.13 0.86 6.19 262 4925 5,53 -0.30 5.53 273 5928 10.88 1.36 10.96 263
3_50 6.38 0,63 E.41 264 4950 4.94 -0.40 4.95 274 5950 10.96 1.25 11.03 263
3975 6.55 0.50 6.57 265 4975 4.96 -0.62 5.00 _77 5975 10.97 1.30 11.05 263
4000 6.54 0.33 6.55 267 5000 5.65 -0.73 5.70 277 _OCO 10,90 1.50 11.00 262
4025 6.51 0.C9 6,51 269 5025 5,70 -0.75 5,75 277 6025 10.84 1.74 10.98 261
4050 6.37 -0.24 6.37 272 5050 5.68 -0.93 5.76 279 E050 lO.Tl 1.89 10.88 260
4075 6.22 -0.50 6.25 274 5075 5.56 -1.06 5.64 2PI 6075 10.65 1.94 10.83 260
4100 6.22 IO,q9 6.30 279 5100 5,42 -L.03 5.52 281 6100 10.72 2.01 10.90 259
4125 5.97 -1.62 6.19 285 5125 5.22 -1.03 5,32 281 E125 10.83 2.05 11.03 259
4150 5.70 -1.92 6.01 288 5150 5.10 -0.99 5.20 281 6150 10.84 2.12 11.04 259
4175 5.54 -2.15 5.95 291 5175 8.00 -O.7O 5.05 278 6175 10.65 2.20 I0.88 258
4200 5.22 -2.62 5.75 295 5200 4.75 -U.32 4.76 274 E200 10.46 2.15 10.68 258
4225 4.87 -2.43 5.4_ 296 5225 4.49 -0.05 4.49 270 E225 10.45 2.E9 10.70 257
6LT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZPNAL CBMP_NENTt WZ - MERIDIBN6L CBMP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THEIA = WIND O[RECE[BN
TABLE II-86(con't) PAGE 377
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2699 04/19165, 13OOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_EIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC N/SEE DEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE EEG METERS MISEE MISEC MISEC DEG
6250 10,51 2.70 [0.85 255 7250 13.88 0.48 13.89 268 6250 16.42 3.23 16.74 259
6275 10.22 3.09 10.67 253 7275 14,17 0.55 14.18 268 8275 16,34 3.39 16.68 258
6300 10.19 3.29 IC.71 252 7300 14.44 0.73 " 14.46 2E7 8300 [6.27 5.53 16.61 258
6325 10.45 3.41 IC.99 252 7325 14.70 0.89 14.73 266 8325 16.28 3.13 16.58 259
6350 10.54 3,61 11.14 251 7350 15.02 0.90 I5,05 266 8350 16.31 2,91 16,56 260
6375 lO.33 3.83 11.02 249
6400 9.90 4.D3 IC.68 248
6425 9.53 4.34 10.47 245
6450 9.43 4.69 10.53 243
6475 9.54 5.03 10.78 242
7375 15.44 0.87 15.47 267
7400 15.83 0.87 15.85 267
7625 16.07 1,06 16.11 266
7450 16.09 1.49 16,16 265
7475 16.17 2.11 16.30 262
8375 16.14 2.93 16.40 260
8400 15.90 2.96 16.17 259
E425 16,19 2.88 16.45 260
8450 16.20 2.84 16.45 260
8475 15.87 2.74 16.10 260
6500 9.52 5.28 10.89 241
6525 9.35 5.46 10.83 240
6550 9.26 5.66 10.84 238
6575 9.32 5.96 11.06 237
6600 9.62 6,28 11,49 237
7500 16.25 2.76 16.48 260
7525 16.27 3.21 16.59 259
7550 16.54 3.44 16.90 258
7575 16,73 3.63 17.E2 258
7600 16.80 3,75 [7.21 257
8500 16.13 2.91 16.39 260
8525 16.56 3.18 16.86 259
8550 [6.72 3.18 17.02 259
8575 16.81 3.27 17.12 259
8600 16.88 3.26 17.19 259
6625 9.96 6.65 11.98 236
6650 10.21 6.88 12.31 236
6675 10.65 6.65 12.56 238
6700 11.28 6.38 12.96 240
6725 11.83 6.16 15.34 242
7625 16.71 3.73 [7.12 257
7650 16.57 3.79 17.00 257
7675 16.61 3.95 17.07 256
7700 16.57 3.9[ 17.03 257
7725 16.48 3.87 16,93 257
8625 16.99 3.22 17.29 259
8650 17.16 3.30 17.48 259
8675 17,07 5,34 17,39 259
8700 17.08 3.45 17,43 258
8725 [7.19 3,58 17,56 258
6750 12.38 5,63 13,62 245
6775 12,87 5,15 13,87 248
6800 13,05 5.01 15,98 249
6825 13,34 4.75 14,16 250
6850 13.71 4.30 14.36 252
7750 16,70 3.79 17,12 257
7775 16,78 3.49 17,14 258
7800 16.72 3.42 17.06 258
7825 16,82 3,44 17,17 258
7850 16.97 3.40 17.31 258
8750 17,11 3,48 17.46 258
8775 17,28 3.36 17.60 259
8800 17.66 3.65 18.03 258
e825 17,79 5.76 18,18 258
E850 17.82 3.67 18.20 258
6875 13.79 3.81 [4.31 254
6900 13.95 3.29 14.34 257
6925 14.43 3*07 14.75 258
6950 14.57 2.65 14.81 260
6975 14.12 2.23 14.30 261
7875 17,04 3.35 17.36 259
7900 17,01 3,2_1. 17,31 259
7925 16.90 3,0 _ 17,17 260
7950 16*76 2,90 17,01 260
7975 16.82 2.86 17.06 260
8875 17.97 3.78 18.37 258
8900 18.25 3.80 18,65 258
8925 18.27 3,84 18,67 258
8950 18.06 4.06 18.51 257
8975 [7.85 4.26 18,35 256
TO00 13,62 1,89 13,75 262
7025 13,19 1,33 13,26 264
7050 12,76 0.94 12,80 266
fuf_ lZ.60 U.II 12.62 266
7100 12,66 0.69 12,68 267
8000 16.97 3.01 17.2_ 260
8025 17.09 3.18 17.38 259
8050 17.14 3.04 17.41 260
8015 /?,1Z Z,9_ 1I._1 ZbU
8100 17.20 2.96 17.45 260
9000 17,57 4.36 18,11 256
9025 17,41 4.44 17,97 256
9050 17,23 4.66 17,84 255
90/_ lf._Z _.93 18,U! 254
9100 17.47 5,27 18,25 253
7125 12,69 0,67 12,70 267
7150 12,62 0.43 12,63 268
7175 12,71 0,25 12,71 269
7200 13.09 0,30 13,10 268
7225 13,52 0,38 13,53 268
8125 17,24 2,88 17,48 260
8150 16,86 3,00 17,12 260
8175 16.66 3,11 16,95 259
8200 16,81 3,11 IT,lO 259
8225 16,66 3,08 16,94 259
9125 17,65 5.74 18,56 252
9150 17,76 5,95 18,73 251
9175 17,91 6,10 18.92 251
9200 18,27 6.44 19,37 250
5225 18.32 6.65 19.49 250
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENg, WZ = NERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2499 04/19/65= 1300Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/TEE DEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE M/SED M/SEE DEG
9250 18,46 6,82 19,68 250 102S0 25.67 6,04 26,38 257 11250 26,18 6,23 26,91 256
9275 18,53 7,13 19.85 249 10275 26,09 5,29 26,63 258 11275 25,90 5,93 26,57 257
9300 18.69 7,26 19,87 248 [0300 26,16 4,92 26.62 259 11300 25,60 5,91 26,28 257
9325 18,72 7,22 20,06 249 10325 26,11 4.09 26,43 261 11325 25,37 5,95 26,06 257
9350 18.99 7.17 20.30 249 [0350 26.09 3.35 26.31 263 [[350 25.10 5.67 25.73 257
9375 19,25 7,52 2C,67 248
9400 19,50 8,21 21,16 247
9425 19,71 8,23 21,37 247
9450 [9,87 7.98 21,41 248
9475 19,85 8,30 21.52 247
10375 25.87 3.17 26.06 263
10400 25.52 3.06 25.70 265
10425 25.33 3.18 25.53 265
10650 25.32 3.23 25.52 263
1047S 25,80 3.08 25.48 263
11375 25.29 5.27 25.84 258
11400 26.53 4.83 26.97 260
11425 27.69 4,61 28*07 260
11450 28.34 4.52 28.70 261
11475 29.35 4.79 29.74 261
9500 19.79 8.47 21.53 247
9525 19.93 8.32 21.59 247
9550 20.27 8.42 21.95 247
9575 20,51 8.65 22,26 247
9600 20,53 8.75 22.32 247
10500 25,21 2.97 25,38 263
10525 24.98 2.85 25.14 263
105S0 24.68 3.03 24.87 263
10575 24.86 3,24 25,07 262
10600 25.59 3.57 25.84 262
11500 30,43 4,91 30.82 261
11525 31,47 5,04 31.87 261
11550 32.21 5.90 32.75 259
11575 32.53 6.30 33.13 259
11600 32,73 6,53 33.38 259
9625 20.91 8.E0 22.68 247
9650 21.28 8.77 23.02 247
9675 21.51 8.58 23,15 248
9700 21.88 8.A2 23.A4 249
9725 21,96 8.42 23.51 249
10625 26,60 4.02 26,90 261
10650 27,39 4,[4 27,71 261
10675 27.62 4.53 27.99 261
10700 27.52 4.79 27.93 260
[0725 27,29 4.65 27.68 260
11625 33.[6 6.95 33.88 258
11650 33.79 6.73 34.45 259
11675 34,55 6,38 35.13 259
11700 35.18 6.79 35.83 259
11725 35.66 6.75 36.29 259
9750 21.99 8.48 23.57 249
9775 22.06 8.42 23.61 249
9800 22.14 8.40 23.68 249
9825 22.26 8.60 23.86 249
9850 22.28 8.82 23.96 248
10750 27,08 4,75 27,50 260
10775 27,[4 5.09 27,61 259
10800 26.95 5,07 27.42 259
10825 26.68 5.06 27.16 259
10850 26.79 5.20 27.29 259
11750 36.39 6.55 36.97 260
11775 36.98 6.82 37.61 259
11800 37,59 6.52 38.15 260
11825 38.03 6.60 38.60 260
11850 38.20 6.80 38.80 260
9875 22,65 8,92 24.34 248
9900 23,33 9,21 25,08 248
9925 23,70 9,62 25.58 248
9950 24.02 9.44 25.81 248
9975 24.21 9.08 25.86 269
10875 26,94 4,67 27.34 260
10900 26.97 4.25 27,30 261
10925 26.80 4.14 27.12 261
10950 26.35 4.07 26.66 261
10975 26,06 4.23 26,40 261
11875 38.76 6.54 39.31 260
11900 39,18 6.60 39.74 260
11925 39.34 6.76 39,92 260
11950 39.77 6.48 40,29 261
11975 40,19 6.57 40.73 261
lO000 24,04 8,95 25.65 249
10025 23.65 8.58 25.16 250
10050 23.27 8.20 24,68 250
10075 23.38 7.91 24,68 251
10100 23,89 7,74 25,11 252
llO00 26,00 4,43 26.38 260
1102S 26,45 4,45 26,82 260
11050 27,07 4,79 27,49 260
11075 27.60 5.55 28.15 258
lllO0 28.07 5.83 28.67 258
12000 40.43 6.18 40.90 261
12025 40.50 5.60 40.89 262
12050 40.37 5.57 40.76 262
12075 40,11 5,26 40,45 262
12100 39,82 5.04 40,14 263
10125 24,79 7,63 25,93 253
10150 25,32 7.63 26,45 253
10175 25,29 7.60 26.41 253
10200 25,49 T,17 26,48 25_
10225 25.56 6.77 26.A5 255
11125 27.97 5,82 28,57 258
11150 27,71 6,02 28,35 258
11175 27.37 6.47 28.12 257
11200 27,09 6,45 27,85 256
11225 26,67 6,28 27,40 257
12125 39.71 4.66 39.98 263
12150 39.79 4.78 40.07 263
12175 39.42 5,23 39,77 262
12200 39.17 4.74 39.46 263
12225 39.21 3.65 39.38 265
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX • ZBNAL CBMPBNENIt WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMPgNENTt WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA • WIND OIRECTIgN
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ALT WX WZ gS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
t2_N 38.99 3.36 39.14 265
12275 38.96 2.92 39.07 266
12300 38.78 3.O0 38.90 265
12325 37.88 3.73 38.06 264
12350 36.89 3.55 37.06 264
TABLE 11-86 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2499 04/19/658 13002* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS R/SEE M/SEE N/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE RISEC DEG
12375 37,13 3,13 37,26 265
12400 37,66 3,C8 37,78 265
12425 37,69 3,42 37,84 265
12450 37,04 3,58 37,21 264
12475 36.41 3,10 36,54 265¸¸
12500 36.66 2,54 36,75 266
12525 36.99 2,49 37,07 266
12550 37,05 2,70 37,15 266
12575 37,04 3,13 37,17 265
I2600 36,98 2.71 37,08 266
12625 36,93 1.55 36,97 267
12650 37.32 1,14 37,34 268
12675 37,35 0.61 57,55 269
12700 37.15 -0,36 37,15 270
12725 37.10 -1.10 37.12 272
12750 36.99 -1,53 37,02 272
12775 36.92 -1,77 36,96 273
12800 36.86 -Z.26 36.93 273
12825 36.76 -1.81 36.81 273
12850 36,89 -1,44 36,91 272
12875 37.06 -2.17 37.12 273
12900 36,91 -1.85 36,96 273
12925 36.59 -0.71 36,59 271
12950 36.33 -0,20 36.33 270
12975 36,54 -0,60 36,55 271
13000 36.64 -0,91 36,65 271
13025 35,78 -0,87 35,79 271
13050 34.53 -0.96 34.54 271
13075 34.75 -0,91 34.76 271
13100 34,94 -0,97 34.95 271
13125 35,00 -0,98 35,02 271
13150 34.89 -1.10 34.90 272
13175 34,59 -1,21 34.61 272
13200 34.22 -1.18 34.24 272
13225 34,01 -0.91 34.02 271
13250 33.77 0.16 33.77 270
13275 33.,0 -U.Oi 3_.7U 270
13300 33.68 -0,64 33.68 271
13325 33,45 -1,05 33,47 272
13350 33,08 -1,30 33.11 272
13375 32.63 -1,13 32.65 272
13400 32,53 -1.14 32,55 272
13425 32,49 -0,28 32,49 270
13450 32.43 -0,23 32.43 270
13475 32,44 -0,65 32.45 271
13500 32.07 -0,42 32,07 271
13525 31,73 -0,37 31,73 270
13550 31,40 -0,62 31,41 271
13575 31,25 -0,20 31,25 270
13600 31,20 0.43 31,21 269
13625 31,40 0,60 31.40 269
13650 31,59 1,21 31,62 268
13675 31.72 1.88 31.77 266
13700 31,82 2,09 31.89 266
13725 31,79 2.89 31.92 265
13750 32.00 3.80 32.22 263
13775 32,12 4,73 32,47 261
13800 32.35 4.98 32,74 261
13825 32,66 4.88 33.02 261
13850 32.43 4.94 32.80 261
13875 32,00 5,20 32,42 261
13900 32,29 5.24 32.71 261
13925 32.82 5.63 33.30 260
13950 32.93 4,92 33,30 261
13975 33,16 4,31 33.44 262
14000 33,45 4,27 33.72 263
14025 33.32 2.87 33.45 265
14050 33.46 3.02 33.60 265
14075 33.48 4,10 33.73 263
14100 33,67 4.28 33.94 263
14125 33,90 3,51 34.00 264
14150 33.82 2.83 33.93 265
14175 33.74 2.86 33.86 265
14200 _3.82 3.03 33.96 265
14225 34.33 2.55 34.43 266
14250 34.88 1,87 34.93 267
14275 35.23 1._8 35.27 2 _7
14300 35.71 0.79 35.71 269
14325 36.03 0.05 36.03 270
14350 36.00 -0.63 36.00 271
14375 35,99 -1,20 36.02 272
14400 35,80 -1.58 35,84 272
14425 35.40 -1.71 35.44 273
14450 35.27 -1.47 35.30 272
14475 35.34 -2.18 35,41 273
14500 35.38 -2,81 35.49 274
14525 34.54 -3.32 34.70 275
14550 33,20 -3,33 33,37 276
14575 33.16 -4.14 53.42 277
14600 33.51 -4.04 33,75 277
14625 33.43 -3.70 33.63 276
14650 32,98 -4,21 33.25 277
14675 32.27 -4.21 32,54 277
14700 31,56 -4,06 31.82 277
14725 31.18 -3.87 31.42 277
14750 31.07 -4.33 31.37 278
14775 30.54 -5.37 31.01 280
14800 30.42 -4,61 30.76 278
14825 30.57 -3.67 30.79 277
14850 30,49 -3.24 30.66 276
14875 30,00 -3,28 30,18 276
14900 29,22 -3.62 29,44 277
14925 29.10 -3.17 29.27 276
14950 29.17 -2.62 29,28 275
14975 29.32 -2.34 29.42 274
15000 29.29 -2.87 29.43 275
15025 29.59 -3.12 29.76 276
15050 29,96 -3,59 30,17 277
15075 29.58 -4,65 29.94 279
15100 29.01 -4.90 29,42 279
15125 29,20 -5,49 29,71 280
15150 28.98 -6.22 29.64 282
15175 28,21 -8,00 29.32 286
15200 27.57 -6.60 28.35 283
15225 26.73 -5.11 27.21 281
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX = ZSN4L EBMPSNEN7* WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENTt MS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VEL8CITY PRSFILE
TEST NUNBER 2499 04/19/65. 1300Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT MX WZ WS THET6 ALT WX WZ WS TPET4 BET WX W8 WS THET4
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG MEIERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEE DEG
15250 25.93 -5,87 26.59 283 16250 21,81 -8,54 23,42 291 17250 16,61 -T.ll 18,06 293
15275 26.07 -5.25 26,59 281 16275 20,66 -8.94 22.49 293 17275 15.76 -5.69 16,76 290
15300 26+26 -3.40 26.48 277 16300 20.44 -9,09 22,38 294 17300 15,80 -5,36 16.69 289
15325 26,26 -2.99 26.43 276 16325 20.35 -9.08 22.29 294 17325 15.07 -4.71 15,79 287
15350 26,35 -2.78 26.50 276 16350 19,60 -9,64 21,84 296 17350 13.81 -3,54 14.26 284
15375 26.36 -2,C4 26,43 274
15400 26.31 -1.44 26.35 273
15425 26.52 -1,75 26.58 274
15450 26.47 -0.98 26.48 272
15475 26,36 0.10 26.36 270
16375 19.59 -8.30 21.27 293
16400 19.88 -6.93 21.05 289
16425 19.49 -6,16 20.44 287
16450 19,15 -6.24 20.14 288
16475 18.97 -5.23 19,67 285
17375 13,41 -2.33 13,62 280
17400 13.08 -0.62 13,10 273
15500 26.62 0.13 26.62 270
15525 26.90 0.22 26.90 269
15550 27.17 0,31 27.17 268
15575 27.45 0.40 27,45 269
15600 27.72 0.50 27.73 269
16500 18,87 -5,02 19,53 285
16525 18.42 -5,23 19,15 286
16550 17,70 -4.94 18.37 285
16575 17.34 -5*89 18.31 289
16600 16,55 -5,15 17,34 287
15625 28.00 0,59 28.01 269
15650 28.28 0.68 28.28 268
15675 28,55 0.77 28.56 268
15700 28.83 0.87 28.84 268
15725 29.10 0,96 2q.12 268
16625 15.67 -5,07 16,47 288
16650 15,12 -5,63 16,13 290
16675 14.62 -4.85 15.40 288
16700 14.38 -5.01 15,23 289
16725 14.76 -5.44 15.72 290
15750 29.38 1.C5 2_,40 268
15775 29.65 1,14 29.58 268
15800 29,93 1.24 29.96 267
15825 30,21 1.33 3C.24 267
15850 29.93 1,01 29.94 268
16750 15.19 -4,07 15,73 285
16775 15.38 -2.34 15.56 278
16800 15,77 -2.72 16,00 280
16825 16,00 -3.20 16.32 281
16850 16,50 -2.87 16,75 28C
15875 29.84 0.89 2%85 268
15900 29.64 -0.37 29.65 271
15925 29.47 -1,40 29.50 273
15950 29,61 -2,C6 29,68 2_4
15975 29.18 -3,22 29.35 276
16875 17.49 -3.26 17.79 280
16900 17.99 -3.83 18.40 282
I6925 19.05 -4.O6 19.48 282
16950 19.65 -4.72 20.21 283
16975 20.00 -4.24 20.44 2R2
16000 28,49 -3.47 28.70 277
16025 27,67 -3,49 27,89 277
16050 27.41 -5.52 27.96 281
16075 26,92 -6,23 27.63 283
16100 26,28 -5,_5 26.82 2R1
17000 20.21 -4,46 20,70 282
17025 20,48 -5,56 21.22 285
17050 20.80 -5.26 21.45 284
17075 20,73 -5.58 21.47 2R5
17100 20.15 -6.15 21,07 287
16125 26.11 -5.71 26.73 282
16150 25.71 -6.18 26.44 283
16175 25.12 -6.61 25.98 285
16200 24.67 -6.95 25.63 286
16225 23.47 -7.84 24.74 2R8
17125 19.20 -6.13 20.16 258
17150 18.37 -0,55 19.50 289
17175 17.90 -7.75 19.51 293
17200 17.63 -7.57 19.19 293
17225 17.29 -7,37 18.79 293
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPBNENS, WZ • MERIDI2NAL C_MPOhENI, wS = WINE SPEED* THEIA = WIND OIRECTIeN
TABLE 11-87 PAGE379
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHEME WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER2500-2 08120/68, 13002, EASIERN 7EST MANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT MX _Z NS TFETA ALT Wx WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
225 3.87 0.25 3.88 286 1225 6.79 Z.36 7.19 251 2225 5.48 2.38 5.98 246
250 3.34 0.17 3.35 267 I750 6.71 _.48 7.15 250 2250 8.48 2.49 6.02 245
275 5.23 -0.12 5.25 272 1275 8.73 2.71 7.25 ZM8 2275 8.34 2.89 5.93 244
300 3.14 -0.34 3.16 276 1300 7.07 _.97 7.67 24T 2500 5.32 2.81 6.02 242
325 3.08 -O.]O 3.07 278 1925 7.00 3.21 7.70 245 2325 8.35 2.88 8.06 242
380 2.88 -O.25 2.89 275
375 2.97 -0.21 2.98 274
400 3.28 -0.19 3.29 273
428 3.47 0.04 3.47 269
480 3.81 0.51 3.83 265
1350 6.84 3.22 7.86 248
1378 6.57 5.24 7.33 244
1400 6.37 3.36 7.20 242
1425 6.40 3.26 7.19 243
1450 6.25 5.53 7.09 _42
2350 5.35 2.94 8.10 241
2375 8.80 3.08 6.30 241
2400 8.50 3.31 6.42 239
2425 5.81 3.77 6.93 237
2480 6.66 4.15 7.88 238
475 3.95 0.53 3.98 252
500 4.04 0.82 4.12 258
525 3.97 1.C7 4.12 255
550 3.81 1.58 4.06 250
575 3.81 1.77 4.20 248
1475 8.20 3.58 7.18 240
1500 5.98 5.74 7.08 238
1525 5.64 3.84 8.82 236
1550 5.82 3.91 8.77 235
1575 5.27 4.09 6.67 232
2475 7.01 4.28 8.22 238
2500 7.20 4.29 8.38 239
2525 7.62 4.23 8.7! 241
2550 7.79 4.30 8.89 241
2875 8.04 4.61 9.27 240
600 3.75 2.17 4.34 240
628 3.81 2.46 4.84 237
650 3.70 2.17 4.56 234
875 3.93 2.90 4.88 233
700 4.35 3.C9 5.33 234
1600 5.26 4.23 8.75 231
1625 5.13 4.26 6.57 230
1650 4.88 4.53 6.66 227
1675 4.92 4.77 6.85 226
1700 5.03 5.00 7.09' 225
2600 8.06 4.82 9.39 239
2625 7.66 5.04 9.17 236
2650 7.82 5.34 9.30 235
2675 7.62 5.63 9.48 233
27C0 7.34 5.89 9.41 231
725 4.37 3.11 5.36 234
750 4.39 2.87 8.24 237
775 4.50 2.71 8.25 239
800 4.93 2.59 5.57 242
828 5.34 2.88 5.92 244
1725 5.28 5.25 7.45 225
1750 8.38 5.28 7.84 225
1775 5.36 5.21 7.47 226
1800 5.27 5.01 7.28 226
1825 5.25 4.96 7.22 226
2725 7.12 6.01 9.32 230
2750 6.88 5.87 9.04 229
2775 6.90 5.89 8.88 231
2800 7.30 5.28 8.99 234
2828 7.51 4.98 9.01 236
850 5.63 2.81 6.30 243
875 5.72 2.91 6.42 243
900 8.51 2.95 E.28 242
925 5.43 3,C1 6.20 241
95D 5.22 2.94 5.99 240
1850 5.43 5.00 7.38 227
1875 5.29 4.84 7.17 227
1900 4.82 4.59 6.66 226
1925 4.15 4.43 6.07 223
1950 3.47 4.62 5.78 217
2850 7.73 4.96 9.18 237
28T5 8.06 4.98 9.47 238
2900 8.01 4.90 9.39 238
2925 7.98 5.02 9.43 238
2950 8.11 M.05 9.55 238
975 5.41 2.81 8.09 242
I000 5.95 2.54 6.47 247
1025 6.45 2.43 6.89 249
1050 7.00 2.40 7.40 251
1075 7.09 2.57 7.54 7_h
1975 3.40 4.77 5.86 215
2C00 5.49 4.73 5.88 218
2025 3.49 4.83 5.95 216
2050 3.84 4.64 6.02 219
_nTg ?_2 .I/ =.13 ZZ3
2975 8.21 5.04 9.64 238
3000 8.48 5.18 9.94 238
3025 8.53 5.03 9.91 239
3050 8.48 4.89 9.78 240
:v,_ _._ 4._2 9.98 240
1100 7.29 2.65 7.75 250
1125 7.28 2.41 7.87 251
1150 7.05 2.38 7.43 251
1178 6.98 2.32 7.36 251
1200 6.79 2.27 7.16 251
2100 4.27 3.83 5.74 228
2125 4.87 _.62 6.08 233
2150 5.21 3.15 8.09 259
2175 5.50 2.69 6.12 244
2200 8.52 2.38 6.01 246
31DO 8.83 4.93 9.94 240
2125 8.42 5.10 9.85 239
3150 8.89 5.32 9.93 237
5175 8.26 5.42 9.88 257
3200 8.29 5.45 9.92 236
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CMMP_NENT, WZ = MERICI_NAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WlNO VELMC|TY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER2500-2 04/20755, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLMRIDA
ALT WX wz kS THEIA ALT WX _Z WS TFEIA AL7 wx WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC tEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
3225 8.55 5.40 10.11 238 4225 15.48 4.19 16.04 2E5 5225 18.68 2.59 18.88 282
3250 8.42 5.42 10.02 257 4250 15.00 4.12 15.58 254 5250 18.76 2.81 18.97 261
3275 8.39 5.35 9.95 237 4275 14.69 4.08 15.24 254 5275 18.87 2.84 19.08 261
3300 8.72 8.18 10o15 239 4300 14.85 _.08 15.40 254 5300 18.85 2.76 19.05 261
3328 8.73 8.17 1C.15 239 4325 14.85 3.88 18.06 255 _ 5325 18.74 2.55 18.91 282
3350 8.55 5.13 9.97 239
3375 8.04 4.94 S.44 238
3400 7.31 4.85 8.78 256
3425 7.34 4.91 8.83 238
3450 7.32 4.86 8.79 238
4350 14.20 J.79 14.70 258
4375 14.45 4.07 15.01 254
4400 14.70 4.33 15.32 253
4425 14.88 4.27 18.48 254
4450 15.19 4.23 15.77 2_8
5950 19.04 2.18 19.18 263
5375 19.12 1.55 19.18 265
5400 18.88 I.II 18.92 266
5425 18.67 0,93 18.69 267
5450 18.41 0.72 18.42 288
3478 7.06 4.76 8.52 256
3500 7.36 4.70 8.73 237
3525 7.59 4.68 8.91 238
3550 7.68 4.67 8.99 239
3575 8.16 4.68 9.41 240
4475 15.60 4.14 16.14 258
4500 15.87 3.99 18.37 256
4525 16.11 3.82 18.56 2=6
4550 16.83 3.78 I6.98 257
4575 16.89 3.89 17.14 257
5475 18.42 0.68 18.43 268
5500 18.37 0.82 18.38 268
5525 17.95 0.48 17.95 288
5550 17.69 0.53 17.69 268
5575 17.63 0.53 17.64 268
3600 8.27 4.64 9.48 241
3625 8.21 4.71 9.48 240
3850 8.68 4.86 9.93 240
3675 9.13 4.80 10.32 242
3700 9*39 4.58 10*45 244
4600 16.67 _.83 17.10 257
4625 16.75 5.73 17.18 257
4850 15.93 3.77 17.35 257
4675 15.96 3.58 17.33 288
4700 15.91 3.13 17.20 259
5600 17.53 0.27 17.53 269
5625 17.10 -0.15 17.10 270
5650 16.59 -0.22 16.59 271
8875 15.97 0.02 15.97 270
5700 15.85 0.09 15.65 269
3725 9.86 4.56 IC.87 245
3750 10.31 4.49 11.25 246
3775 10.59 4.47 11.49 247
3800 10.74 4.64 11.70 246
3825 10.77 4.70 11.75 248
4725 17.08 2.88 17.32 260
4750 17.35 2.88 17.58 260
4775 17.64 5.16 17.92 260
4800 17.83 3.28 18.13 259
4825 17.85 3.10 18.12 280
5725 15.45 -0.06 15.46 270
5750 15.18 -0.21 15.18 271
5775 15.13 -0.33 15.13 271
5BCO 15.37 -0.58 15.38 272
5825 15.65 -0.97 15.68 273
3850 10.97 4.83 11.98 248
3875 11.37 5.C9 12.46 248
3900 II.88 5.15 12.95 248
3925 12.07 8.C1 13.06 247
3950 12.32 5.CI 13.30 248
4850 18.02 3.05 18.28 260
4875 13.15 3.08 18.41 260
4900 18.11 3.I0 18.37 260
4925 18.35 3.11 18.61 2EO
4950 18.65 2.97 18.88 211
5850 15.91 -1.24 15.96 274
5875 16.67 -1.28 18.72 274
5900 17.23 -1.25 17.27 274
5925 17*79 -I*17 17.83 274
5980 18.29 -1.02 18.32 273
3975 13.28 5.C5 14.21 249
4000 14.01 4.71 14.79 251
4025 14.23 4.33 14.88 253
4050 14.51 4.17 15.10 254
4075 14.80 4.C1 15.33 255
4975 18.91 _.70 19.10 282
5000 18.97 2.60 19.15 262
5025 18.69 2.71 18.89 262
5050 18.30 2.74 18.51 261
5075 18.32 2.58 18*50 262
5975 18.34 -0.74 18.36 272
EO00 18.15 -0.56 18.16 272
£025 18.04 -0.45 18.05 271
1050 17.96 -0.35 17.96 271
E075 17.59 -0.33 17.59 271
4100 15.08 3.79 15.52 258
4125 15.26 3.86 15.74 258
4150 15.38 4.C7 15.91 255
4175 15.32 4.10 15.88 255
4200 15.42 4.15 15.97 255
5100 18.40 2.33 18.55 263
5125 18.24 2.41 18.40 262
5150 18.41 2.60 18.59 262
5175 18.65 2.53 18.82 262
5200 18.82 2.48 18.79 262
6100 17.33 -0.25 17.34 271
8125 17.14 -0.17 17.14 270
8150 16.80 -0.13 16.80 270
6175 16.53 -0.28 18.55 271
6200 16.22 -0.82 16.23 272
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONENT. WZ = MERIDI_NAL C_MPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, TMETA = WIND OIRECTIQN
PAGE380 TABLE 11-87 (con't)
FPS-I6 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELRCITY PRRFILE
TEST _UMBER2500-2 041201651 1300Z* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX _E WS TFETA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE R/SEC M/SEE DEG
6225 15.82 -0._ i5.84 273
6250 15.81" -0.92 15.84 273
6275 16.17 -0.84 16.19 273
63O0 16.04 -O.68 16.06 272
6325 15.76 -0.43 15.76 271
6350 15.78 -0.17 15.78 270
6375 15.74 -0.D3 15.74 270
6400 15.83 0.C4 15.83 270
6425 15.84 0.23 1S.8A 269
6450 15,57 0,55 15,57 269
6475 15.67 0,56 15.68 268
6500 15.98 0.81 16.00 267
6525 15.90 0.99 15.93 265
6550 15.84 1.21 15.88 265
6575 16.00 1.33 16.05 265
6600 15.88 1.86 15.96 264
6625 15.87 1.93 15.99 263
665O 16.05 1.83 16.15 263
6675 16.35 1.80 16.45 264
67OO 16.70 1.89 16.80 263
6725 16.86 2.21 17.00 262
6750 I?.IO 2.54 17.29 26[
6775 17.20 2.57 17.89 261
6800 17,26 2.73 17.48 261
6825 17.55 3.16 17.81 260
6850 17.59 3.63 17.96 258
6875 17.40 4.09 17.88 257
6900 17.47 4.60 18.06 255
6925 17.44 4.68 18.06 255
6950 17.32 A.7g 17.97 256
6975 17.24 5.14 17.99 253
7000 16.97 5.20 17.75 253
7025 16,67 5.23 17.88 252
7050 16.49 5.11 17.26 253
7075 16.18 4.78 16.87 253
7100 16.05 A.E7 16.71 254
7125 16.11 4.58 16.74 254
7150 16.03 4.56 16,66 254
7175 15.73 6.74 16.42 253
7200 15.49 4.76 16.20 253
v_ 15.23 4.91 16.00 252
7250 15.02 5.I1 15.87 251
7275 14.92 5.25 15.82 250
7300 14.86 5,36 E5.80 250
7325 14.82 b.30 15.74 270
7350 18.54 5.35 15.49 250
7375 E4,35 5.15 15.24 250
7A00 16.19 4.81 14.99 251
7425 13.96 4.84 14.78 251
7450 13.79 4.82 14.61 251
7475 13.53 4.72 14.13 281
7500 13.31 5.05 14.24 249
7525 13.11 5.20 14.[1 248
7550 12.81 5.18 13.82 248
7575 12.45 5.18 13.47 267
7600 12.07 5.19 13.14 247
7685 II.77 5.23 12.88 246
765O 11.38 4.83 12.37 267
7675 11.05 4.42 ll.91 248
77OO ll.16 _.14 11.90 249
7725 11.72 3.74 12.30 252
7750 12.09 J.50 12.58 254
7775 12.21 3.A6 12.69 258
7800 12.29 3.48 12.78 254
7825 |2.17 '3.70 12.72 253
7850 12.05 3.85 12.63 252
7875 11.93 3.92 12.56 252
7900 11.98 4.00 12.63 251
7925 12.07 4.19 12.77 271
7950 11.91 4.29 12.66 250
7975 11.73 4.13 12.43 250
8000 11.68 4.11 12.39 250
8025 11.68 4.04 12.36 251
8050 11.43 3.97 12.10 251
8075 10.97 3.99 II.67 250
8100 10.63 4.05 11.37 249
8125 I0.40 4.06 II.16 249
8150 10.31 3.82 ll.O0 249
8175 10,22 3.78 I0.89 250
8200 10.06 3.88 10.78 249
8225 9.91 3.66 10.56 250
8250 9._8 _._6 10.09 250
8275 9.13 3.52 9.78 249
8300 8.93 3.65 9.64 248
8325 8.90 3.72 9.64 247
8550 8.90 3.61 9.61 248
'8375 9.00 3.58 9.69 248
2400 9.25 3.74 9.98 248
8425 9.47 3.80 10.20 248
8450 9.87 8.85 10.59 269
8475 10.23 3.99 10.99 249
8500 10.50 3.87 11.19 250
8525 11.02 3.79 11.66 251
8550 11.71 3.83 12.32 252
8575 12.20 3.60 12.72 253
E6OO 12.35 3.52 12.82 254
8625 12.35 3.71 12.89 253
8650 12.46 3,89 13.05 252
8675 12.54 4.16 13.21 251
2700 12,33 4.47 13.12 250
8725 12.19 4.87 13.12 248
6750 12.33 5.38 13.45 246
8775 12.,44 5,37 13,55 248
8800 12,52 5.41 13,64 246
_825 12.69 5,65 13,89 246
8850 12.91 5.49 14.03 247
8875 12.99 5.60 14.15 247
8900 13.17 5.88 14.42 246
8925 13.18 6.03 14.49 245
8950 13.14 6,14 14.50 245
8975 13.30 6.34 14.73 244
9000 13.38 6.69 14.96 243
9025 13.32 6.81 14.96 243
9050 13.31 6.95 15.02 242
9075 13.34 7.33 15.22 241
9100 13.18 7.50 15.17 240
5125 12.87 7.66 14.97 239
5150 12.75 7.97 15.03 238
9175 13.04 8.35 15.48 237
92O0 13.36 8,6O 15.89 237
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIONAL COMPRNENI, kS : WINE SPEEO, 7HEIA - WIND DIRECTION
FP5-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRCFILE
TEST NUMBER2500-2 04/20265, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX 62 W_ THET6 ALT WX 42 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DECALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SED £FG
9225 13.67 8.61 16.15 238
9250 14.14 8.69 16.49 239
9275 IA.67 8.71 17.07 259
9300 15.04 9.C8 17.57 239
9325 15.13 9.20 17.71 239
9350 14.69 9.62 17.56 237
9375 14.53 10.C7 17.68 235
9400 15.00 10.27 18.18 235
9425 15.11 lO.AR [8.39 235
9450 15.21 10.80 18.66 234
9475 15.49 II.II 19.06 234
9500 15.62 10.93 19.07 235
9525 16.13 10.86 lg. A5 256
955O 16,49 10,90 [9.77 286
9575 16.73 10.68 19.85 237
9600 16.97 10.46 19.93 238
9625 1o.90 10.38 19.83 2_8
9650 16.75 I0.06 19.54 239
9675 16.98 9.81 [9.A8 240
9700 17.28 9.01 [9.49 842
9725 17.74 8.36 19.61 245
9750 17.99 7.87 19.64 246
9775 17.92 7.44 lq.40 247
9800 18.0l 7.11 19.36 268
9825 18.26 6.78 [9,48 249
9850 18.44 6.49 19.55 250
9R75 18.62 6.C3 [9.57 252
_900 I_.74 5.T7 [9.61 2_5
9925 19.19 5._2 19.94 254
995O 19.58 4.77 19.96 256
9915 19.2l 4.55 19.74 256
lO000 19.15 4.50 Iq.68 2s7
10025 [9.14 4.51 15.62 257
10050 19.58 4.18 2C.03 258
10075 19o83 3.88 2D.20 259
I0100 19.67 3.48 19.97 260
10125 19.90 3.29 2C.18 260
10150 20.17 3.C7 2C.AI _6[
10175 20.59 2.85 2C.79 262
10200 2C.93 3.23 21.18 261
10225 21.42 3.67 21.73 260
10250 22.31 J.88 22.64 260
10275 23.26 3.79 23.57 261
10300 23.67 J.54 23.93 261
10525 23.65 5.09 23.85 262
10350 23.37 2.70 23.53 263
10375 22.91 2.64 23.06 263
10400 22.9R 2.56 23.12 263
10425 23.28 2.19 23.38 264
lOASO 23,29 1.93 23.37 265
10675 23.21 L.80 23.28 265
10500 23.34 1.16 23.37 267
10725 24.02 U.13 24.02 269
1O55O 24.71 -O,48 24.72 271
1O575 24.82 -_.81 2A.R4 272
10600 24.67 -1.52 24.72 273
10625 24.50 -2.01 2A.58 275
10650 24.16 -_.49 24.29 276
10675 23.94 -2.93 24.12 277
10700 24.08 -3.05 24.28 277
10725 24.37 -_.95 24.55 277
lOlSO 24.64 -2.92 2A.81 277
10775 24,68 -J.06 24.87 277
1O80O 24,6O -3.34 24.82 278
10825 24.77 -3.58 25,O3 278
10850 24.79 -j.70 25.06 278
10875 24.64 -}.75 24.92 278
109OO 24.74 -3.77 25.O2 278
10985 24.7O -4.11 25.O5 _79
lOqSO 24.37 -_.43 26.77 2_0
10975 26.14 -4.68 2A.59 281
11000 24.19 -5.09 24.71 2_2
II025 24.16 -5.26 24.73 282
11O5O 23.91 -5._I 24.5O 282
II075 23.61 -5.68 24.28 2R3
lllO0 23.46 -5.96 24.21 2_4
11125 23.27 -5.92 2A.Ol 284
11170 23.24 -5,98 24.OO 2_4
11175 23.68 -5.78 24.38 P74
1120O 23.69 -5.65 24.36 2P3
11225 23.58 -5.53 24.22 283
11250 23.61 -5.42 24.22 283
11275 23.50 -5.30 24.09 283
11300 23.58 -5.16 24.13 282
11325 23.58 -5.03 24.11 282
11350 23.44 -A.99 23.97 282
I1375 23.33 -5.09 23.88 282
11400 23.00 -4.85 23.51 282
11425 22.97 -4.16 23.34 280
11450 23.18 -3.40 23.43 278
II475 23.23 -3.27 23.46 272
11500 22.85 -2.68 23.00 277
11525 22.42 -1.72 22.48 274
II550 22.56 -1.15 22.59 273
11575 _2.52 -0.27 22.52 270
ll60O 22.61 0.40 22.62 269
11625 23.28 0.86 28.29 268
11680 23.41 1.33 23.45 267
11675 23.29 1.67 23.35 266
llTO0 23.38 2.20 23.48 264
11725 23.61 2.74 23.77 263
11750 24.08 3.22 24.30 262
11775 24.59 3.99 24.91 261
11800 24.77 4.57 25.19 259
llM25 24.87 5.16 25.40 258
11850 24.74 6.04 25.46 256
11875 24.56 6.59 25.43 255
I19C0 24.46 7.01 2_.44 254
11925 24.34 7.5O 25.47 255
11950 24,24 7.99 25.52 252
11975 24.64 8.67 26.11 250
12000 25.32 9.23 26.95 250
12025 25.N2 9.98 27.5O 249
12050 25.77 10,69 27,90 247
12075 26.18 10.73 28.?9 242
12lOO 27.33 10.69 29.35 242
12125 28.15 10.79 30.14 24g
12150 27.87 10.65 29.83 249
12175 27.83 10.34 29.69 249
12200 28.26 10.12 30.01 250
ALl = ALTITUDE, WX - ZONAL CRMPRNENT* WZ = MERIOI¢NAL CBMPOhENT, WS = WINE SPEED* T_EIA = WIND OIRECTIRN
TABLE 11-87 (con't) PAGE381
FPS-16 RADAR/J1RSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER2500-2 04120165, 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS MISEC M/S_C MISEC DEG
12225 28.77 9,68 30.35 251 13225 37.79 14.04 40.31 249 14225 30.78 8.20 31.85 255
12250 29.32 9+21 30.73 252 13280 37.93 13.72 40.3A 250 16250 30.02 9.06 31o36 253
12275 29.99 8.99 31.31 253 13275 37.88 13,97 40.37 250 14275 29.79 9.68 31.32 252
12300 30.22 8.93 31,51 253 13300 38,04 14,01 40.54 250 14300 29.89 9.4T 81,35 252
12325 30.14 9.10 31.48 253 13325 38.58 I_.59 40.91 250 14325 29,84 9,63 31.35 252
12350 30.17 9.02 31.49 253
12375 30.38 9.22 31.75 283
12400 30.52 9.75 32.04 252
12425 30.77 10.CI 32.35 252
12450 31.33 10.22 32.95 252
13350 38.55 13.45 40.83 251
13375 38.46 12.67 40.49 252
13400 38.A8 1_.41 40.43 252
13425 38.51 12.76 40,57 251
13450 38,55 12.32 40*47 252
14350 29.91 9.71 31.45 252
14375 30.20 9.37 31,62 253
1AACO 30.24 9,35 31.66 253
14425 30.27 9,43 31.71 253
14450 30.43 9.23 31.80 253
12475 32.01 10.37 33.65 252
12500 32.75 10.55 34.40 252
12525 33.01 11.25 3A.88 251
12580 33,29 11.74 35.30 250
12575 33.82 11.35 35.68 251
13675 37.98 12.09 39.86 252
13500 37.47 12.04 39.36 252
13525 37.03 11.97 38.91 252
13550 36.86 12,05 38.49 252
13575 35,80 12.26 37.84 251
14475 30.49 8.89 31,76 254
14500 30.80 8.70 32.00 254
14525 30.99 8.59 32.16 254
14550 31.18 7.84 32.15 256
14575 31.16 7.00 31.94 257
12800 34.29 10.93 35.99 252
12628 34.90 10.57 36.48 253
12650 35,37 10.34 36.85 284
12675 35.67 10.16 37.09 254
12700 35.56 10.02 36.95 254
13600 35.47 12.30 37.54 251
13825 35.54 11.83 37.46 25l
13650 35.70 11.30 37.45 252
13675 38,50 10.37 36.98 25A
13700 35.42 10.11 36.84 25A
14600 31.11 6.30 31.74 258
14625 31.30 5.82 31.84 259
14650 31.47 5,34 3E.92 260
14675 31.69 4.32 31.99 262
14700 31.36 4.55 31.68 262
12725 35.44 10.11 36.86 254
12750 35.38 10.62 36.94 253
12775 34,84 II,19 36.59 252
12800 34.07 12,13 36,16 250
12825 33.24 13.24 35.78 248
13725 35.44 9.99 30.82 254
13750 35.06 1U.II 36.49 254
13775 34,55 10.12 36.00 253
13800 34.06 10,23 35.56 253
13825 33.34 10.35 3R.91 E_3
14728 30.90 4.72 31.26 261
14750 30.76 3.88 31.01 263
14775 30.39 3.24 30.56 264
148C0 29.52 2.69 29.65 268
14825 28.93 2.53 29.04 265
12850 32.54 13.68 35.30 247
12875 32.66 13.45 38.32 247
12900 33.50 12.89 35.89 269
12925 33.92 12.56 36.17 280
12950 34.29 12.10 38.37 250
13850 32.72 9.98 , 34.20 253
13R75 32.55 9.77 33.98 253
13900 32.66 9.36 33,98 25A
13925 32.55 8.43 33.63 258
13950 32.33 7.71 33.24 256
14850 28.18 1.97 28.25 266
14875 27.42 1.36 27.45 267
lAqOO 26,58 1,54 26,63 266
14925 25.86 1.27 25.89 267
14950 2R,25 1.36 24.29 267
12975 36.98 11.61 36.83 251
13000 35.49 11.39 37.27 252
13025 35.88 11.48 37.65 252
13050 36.03 11.77 37.90 252
13075 35,98 12.41 38.06 251
13975 32.26 7.46 33.11 257
14000 32.14 7.42 32.99 257
14025 31.85 7.80 32.79 256
14050 31.94 7,A6 32.80 257
14075 31.97 7.22 32.77 257
14975 23.58 1.70 23.64 268
15000 22.54 1.30 22.87 267
15025 22.02 1.19 22,05 267
15050 21.63 1.75 21,70 265
15078 21.87 1,76 21,68 265
13100 36.18 13.11 38.48 250
13125 36.51 13.67 38.98 249
13150 36.68 13.82 39.20 249
13175 37,01 13.E0 39°50 249
13200 37.47 14.10 40.04 249
141DO 32.09 6.96 32.84 258
14125 32.06 b.49 32.72 258
14150 31,63 6.67 32.33 288
14175 31.46 6.94 32.22 257
14200 31.25 7,63 32.17 256
15100 20.91 1.41 20.96 266
15125 19.99 1.51 20.05 265
15180 19.47 1.55 19.53 265
15175 18.94 1.88 19.03 264
15200 18.10 2.26 18.24 263
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CBMP_NENTI WZ = MERIOI_NAL CRMPRNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIRN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReF[LE
TEST NUHBER2500-2 04120165, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC EEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
15225 17.35 2.61 17.55 261 16225 24*79 5.96 25.49 256 17225 19,46 10,41 22.07 242
15250 16.63 3.25 16.94 259 16250 25.27 5.49 25.86 258 17250 19.60 8.82 21.49 24A
15275 15.85 3.54 16.24 257 16275 25.28 5.65 25.90 257 17278 19.56 8.40 21.28 247
15300 15.48 3,80 15.87 257 16300 25.01 5,34 25.58 258 17300 19.77 7.77 21.24 248
18325 15.05 3.81 15.53 256 16325 24.77 3.88 25.07 2_I 17325 19,51 6,89 20.60 251
15350 14,54 4.44 15.20 253
15375 IA.OO 5.CO IA.87 250
15400 13.64 5.32 14.64 249
15425 13.19 5.36 14.24 248
15450 12.68 5.62 13.87 246
16350 24.98 3.18 25.18 263
16375 24.81 2.63 24.95 284
16400 23.55 1.34 23.88 287
16425 24.23 1.43 24.27 266
16450 25.25 1.30 25.29 267
17350 19.40 5.43 20.15 284
17375 19.43 4.74 20.00 256
15475 12.53 8.28 14.01 243
15500 12.22 6.76 13.97 241
15528 11.95 7.15 13.92 239
15550 11.75 7.C9 13.72 239
15575 11.30 7.52 13.58 236
16475 25.72 0.16 25.72 269
16500 25.63 -0.47 25.44 271
16525 24,46 -0.28 24.46 270
16550 23.41 0.44 23.42 269
16575 22.45 0.58 22.46 268
15600 10.48 8.26 13.34 232
15625 10.14 8.29 13.10 231
15650 9.69 9.66 13,69 225
15675 9.90 10.33 14.31 226
15700 10.44 10,49 14.80 225
16600 21.59 0.58 21.60 268
16625 21.34 0.98 21.36 267
16650 20.43 1.19 20.46 266
16678 19,20 1,59 19.27 2E5
16700 18.A4 2.55 18.62 262
15725 10.62 11.13 15.39 223
15750 10.36 11.65 15.57 221
15775 9.96 12.35 15.87 219
15800 10o14 12.27 15.92 219
15825 11.29 12.C3 16.50 223
16725 17.83 2.69 18.03 261
16750 17.29 3.10 17.56 260
16775 16.99 3.37 17.32 2_9
16800 16.72 3,71 17.13 257
16825 15.93 4.46 16.54 254
15850 12.45 11.99 17.29 228
15875 13.21 12.18 17.97 227
15900 14,03 11.90 18,40 230
15925 14.71 12.02 19.00 231
15950 15.24 12.42 19.66 231
16850 15.64 4.13 16.18 255
16875 15.28 4.69 15.98 253
16900 14.97 5.49 15.95 250
16925 14.60 5.46 15.59 249
16950 15.02 5.38 15.95 250
15975 15.67 11.88 19.66 233
16000 18.26 11.36 19.83 235
16025 17.66 11.28 20.96 237
16050 19.56 11.21 22.56 240
16075 20.63 10.16 22,82 243
16975 18.37 5.88 16.45 249
17000 18*18 6.89 16.67 245
17025 14.93 7.01 16.49 245
17050 14.41 6.81 18.93 245
17075 14,20 7.31 15.97 243
16100 20.91 9.15 22.82 246
16125 21.60 8.61 23.25 248
16150 22.05 8.32 23.57 249
16175 23.01 7.59 24.23 252
16200 23.83 6.87 2A.80 254
17100 14.59 8.12 16.70 2AI
17125 15.10 9.15 17.66 239
17150 15.34 9.53 18.06 238
17175 16.29 9.97 19.10 238
[7200 18.16 lO.Tl 21.08 239
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z@NAL CRMPgNENT, WZ = MERIDIRNAL C_MPRNENT, WS • WINE SPEEDy TPETA • WIND DIRECTIgN
PAGE582
AL7 WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC
200 -5.!3 3=_ 5.86 120
225 -4.60 3,C3 5.51 123
250 -4.88 2*gl 5.25 123
275 -4.30 3,02 5,25 125
300 -4.21 3.25 5.32 127
325 -3.78 3.42 5.10 132
380 -3.60 3.62 5.10 135
375 -3.91 3o95 5.56 135
%00 -5.87 4,DO 5.56 135
625 -8.78 3,96 5.46 136
450 -3.76 8.11 5.57 137
475 -3.70 #.25 5.63 139
500 --3.59 4,48 5.78 141
528 -3.45 4.79 5.90 144
550 -3.42 #,93 6.00 145
575 -3.66 5,13 6.31 144
600 -3.84 5.27 6.52 l#A
625 -3.96 5.27 6.59 145
650 -8.16 5.12 6.60 141
675 -4.16 4,72 6.29 188
700 -3.80 4,58 5.99 14D
725 -3.34 8.74 5.80 145
750 -5.16 #,80 5.75 14E
778 -3.25 4,71 5.73 145
800 -3.19 4,80 5.52 1#4
825 -3.30 #,26 5.39 162
880 -8,46 4,09 5.55 140
878 -3,60 3,94 5.33 137
900 -3.70 4,C0 5.45 137
925 -3.74 4,17 5.60 138
950 -3.91 4.10 5.66 136
975 -4.21 4.06 5.88 134
I000 -4.43 #.13 6.05 133
1025 -4.58 4,11 E.I6 132
1050 -4.82 4.14 6.35 130
1075 -4.94 4,13 6.44 130
llO0 -A.89 3.95 6.29 129
1125 -4.61 3,70 5.90 129
I150 -8.38 3.41 5.55 128
1178 -4.31 5.36 5.87 128
ALT = ALTITUDE, wX = ZONAL
TABLE 11-88
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2501 04121/65, O000Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ACT WX WZ W8 THETA
DEE METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE B_G METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE OEG
1200 -4.14 3.48 5.41 150 2200 -2.07 -0.81 2.22 68
1225 -#.lB _.55 5.48 13C 222 _ -9.21 -0.63 2.30 74
1250 -4.31 3.76 5.72 131 2250 -2.27 -0.38 2.80 80
1275 -#.38 3.94 5.89 132 2275 -2.29 -0.13 2.30 87
1300 -4.41 4.00 5.95 132 2300 -2.06 0.30 2.08 98
1325 -3.96 4.13 5.73 136 2325 -1.71 0.59 1.81 109
1350 -3.40 4.23 5.42 141 2350 -1.61 0.64 1.73 112
1375 -2.98 4.30 5.23 145 2375 -1.49 0.73 1.66 116
1400 -2.71 4°53 5.28 189 2#00 -1.36 0.79 1.58 120
1425 -2.48 4.64 5.26 152 2425 -1.33 0,84 1.57 122
1450 -2.29 4.#4 4.99 153 2450 -1.24 0.95 1r56 127
1#75 -2.40 4.04 #.70 149 2475 -J.l# 0.93 1.47 129
1500 -2.#0 _.72 4.42 147 2500 -I.06 0.86 1.56 129
1525 -2.20 3.39 4.04 I_7 2525 -0.78 0.98 1.25 l#l
1550 -2.18 3.00 3.70 184 2550 -0.31 1.21 1.25 166
1575 -2.10 2.A5 3.23 I]8
1600 -I.75 2*02 2.67 139
1625 -1.52 l.B6 2.39 180
1650 -1.81 1.73 2.23 141
1675 -1.29 1,48 1.96 139
2575 0.17 1.34 1.35 187
2600 0.44 1.38 1.45 I98
2625 0.56 1.33 1.44 202
2650 0.54 1.29 1.39 202
2675 0.45 1.26 1.3_ 200
1700 -1.21 0.99 1.56 129 2700 0.55 1.17 1.29 205
1725 -I.12 0.65 1.29 120 2725 0.63 1.04 1.22 211
1750 -1.25 0°59 1.38 I15 2750 0.70 1.04 1.25 214
1775 II.44 0_58 1,56 112 2775 0.92 1,16 1.48 218
1800 -1.47 0.34 1.51 103 2800 1.06 1.24 1.63 220
1825 -1.41 -0.02 1.41 89
1850 -1.43 -0.20 1.44 82
1875 -1.58 -0.32 1.61 78
1900 -1.83 -0,57 1.91 72
1825 -1.89 -0,74 2.03 68
1950 -1.76 -0,90 1.98 63
1975 -1.73 --1,11 2.06 57
2000 -1.68 -i.16 2.06 55
2025 -1.68 -1.29 2.10 82
2050 -1.75 -i,46 2.26 50
2825 1.15 1.49 1.88 217
2850 1.32 1.85 2.28 215
2875 1.32 2.37 2.72 20R
2900 1.1l 3.05 3.24 200
2925 1.08 3.67 3.83 196
2950 1.24 3.91 4.10 197
2975 1.31 3.95 4.16 198
3000 1.24 3.99 4.18 197
3025 1.20 4.03 4.20 196
_050 1.25 4.19 4.38 196
2C75 -1.75 -1,35 2.21 52 3075 1.26 4.60 4.76 198
2100 -1.72 -1.22 2.11 54 3100 1.33 4.93 5.11 195
2125 -1.82 -1,09 2.12 59 _128 1.38 #.83 5.03 196
2150 -1.87 -0.92 2.08 55 3150 1.30 #.70 4.87 195
2175 -1.89 -0.86 2.07 85 3175 1.38 6.66 4.86 196
CBMPBNEN7, WZ = MERIOI2NAE CQMPBNEN7, WS ffi WINE SPEED, TFETA = WIND DIRECIIQN
ALT wx WZ WS
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE
3200 1.34 4,55 4.74
3225 1.14 4,53 4.67
3250 1.13 4,56 4.69
8275 0.99 4,51 4.62
3300 0.72 4,69 _.74
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY P88F|LE
TEST NUMBER 2501 04/21/65, 00002, EASTERN TES7 RANGE, FLeRIDA
THETA ALT WX WL WS TE_TA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
DEO METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
196 4200 3.33 4.12 5.29 219 5200 5.37 6.07 8.10 221
194 #225 3.44 4.05 5.32 220 5225 5.I# 5.77 7.72 222
194 4250 3.50 4,01 5.32 221 5250 5.0# 5.72 7.62 221
192 4275 3.59 4.08 5.44 221 5275 5.09 5,98 7.83 220
189 4800 8.69 4.28 5.68 221 5300 8.89 5.72 7.52 220
3325 0.43 5,12 5.14 185
8350 0.20 5.83 5.84 182
3375 -0.06 5.32 5.32 179
3400 -0.18 5,14 5.14 178
3425 -0.11 4.91 #.91 178
8450 -0.21 4,79 4.79 177
3#75 -0.36 4,86 4.87 176
3500 -0.25 4,92 4.93 177
8525 -0.18 #,78 _.78 178
3550 -0.22 #.73 4.73 177
3575 -0.07 4.79 4.79 179
3600 0.21 4,83 4.83 182
3625 0.28 8.88 4.99 183
86S0 0.14 5,26 5.26 181
8675 -0.14 5.R1 5*RI iT8
3700 -0.42 5.31 5.33 175
3725 -0.29 5.21 5.22 177
5750 0.06 4,96 4.96 181
8715 0.21 4.84 4.8# 182
3800 0.49 4,90 4.92 185
3825 1.00 8,83 4.94 191
3850 1.26 4.65 4.82 195
5875 1.17 _,52 _.67 194
8900 1.32 8,A5 4.84 196
3928 1.59 4,34 A,62 2O0
3950 1.61 R,42 4.70 200
3975 1.59 4,54 4.81 199
4000 1.69 #*20 _.53 202
#O25 1.76 3,El 4.01 206
4050 1.82 3*28 3.75 2O9
4075 2.00 3.C7 3.66 213
4100 2.19 3.15 3.88 215
4125 2.34 3.37 _.10 215
4t50 2.52 5.56 4.38 215
4175 2.94 5.95 4.92 216
4525 3.71 #.44 5.78 2_0 5325 4.75 8.W7 7.24 221
4850 3.71 4.75 6.03 218 5350 4.61 8.48 7.20 220
4375 3.78 5.00 6.27 217 5875 4.51 5.58 7.1T 219
4800 3.71 4.92 6.16 217 5400 8.#2 5.7# 7.24 217
4425 3.70 8.07 6.27 216 5R25 #.36 8.92 7.35 216
4450 3.8h 5.46 6.67 215 5850 4.24 5.98 7.33 215
4#75 3.97 8.60 6.86 215 5875 8.01 5.93 7.16 214
#500 3.96 5.49 6.77 216 5500 3.78 5.92 7.02 212
4825 3.85 8.57 6.77 21_ 5525 3.82 6.23 7.30 211
6550 3.78 5,81 8.93 215 5550 4,23 6.67 7.90 212
4575 3.89 6.27 7.38 212 5575 4.55 6.95 8.31 213
4600 #.05 6.61 7.75 211 ?600 8.48 7.14 8.#4 212
4625 4.11 6.74 7.89 211 5625 8.22 7.85 B.48 210
#65O 4.39 6.71 8.01 218 5650 _.20 T*bO 8.68 209
A675 4.62 0.63 8.08 218 5675 8.88 ?.76 9.01 210
4700 4.67 6.76 8.22 214
4725 8.69 0.97 8.80 214
A750 8.63 7.03 8.42 213
8778 4.83 6.92 8.12 214
48OO 8.66 b.80 8.2# 218
5700 #.81 7.69 9.07 212
5725 8.77 7.40 8.80 2L3
5750 4.75 6.81 8.30 215
5775 4.72 6.13 7.74 217
5800 8.8# 5.41 7.2E 222
4825 4.71 6.90 8.55 214
8850 4.78 7.15 8.81 21A
8878 8.80 7.16 8,62 21#
8RO0 8.70 7.O6 8.48 213
#828 4.59 O.R7 B.35 218
5825 5.15 4.66 6.95 228
5850 5.46 3.87 6.69 234
5875 5.75 3.37 6.67 239
_900 6.19 3.O5 6.90 244
5925 6.RO 2.67 7.8O 2#8
8950 4.57 6.83 8.22 214
8975 4.86 6.72 8.18 218
5000 8.76 6.82 7.99 216
8025 8.83 6.20 7.86 218
5080 4.85 6.37 B.O0 217
5950 7.39 2.42 7.78 252
5975 7.71 2.87 8.07 255
EO00 7.90 2.53 8.29 252
E025 8.10 2.78 8.56 251
6050 8.23 2.95 8.74 250
5075 #.95 6.A8 8.15 217
5100 5.15 6,42 8.24 219
5125 5.25 0.34 8.23 219
5150 5.23 6,27 8.17 220
5175 5.33 6.18 8.18 221
6075 8.37 3.19 8.95 249
6100 8.58 3.50 9.27 248
_125 8.97 3.73 9.72 247
6150 g.33 3.R# 10.09 _47
6178 g.52 3.77 10.24 2#8
ArT = ATTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ • MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND OIRECTIQN
TABLE 11-88(con,t) PAGE383
FPS-16 RRDARIJIMSPH_RE WIND VELHCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2501 04/21165, OOOOZ, E_STERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
AL7 WX wz MS THETA ART kX W2 kS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6200 8.82 3.58 IC.45 250 7200 7.54 5.60 9.39 233 8200 11.51 8.64 12.81 248
8225 iC.37 3.50 Ic.g4 251 7225 7.44 5.31 9.14 234 8225 11.I8 4.57 12.05 248
6250 10.73 3.65 11.34 251 7250 7.27 4,94 B.79 2_6 8250 10,89 4.76 11,88 246
6275 I0.68 3.91 11.37 250 7275 7.08 R.70 8.49 236 8275 10.75 5.23 11.95 2AA
6300 10,82 A.12 11.50 248 7500 6.84 4.64 8.27 2_6 E3OO 10.78 5.76 12.22 242
6325 10.42 8.18 11.23 248
6350 10.23 8.C8 11.02 288
6375 IO,05 5,97 18.81 2A8
6400 10.06 3.83 10.77 249
6425 10.25 3.77 10.92 250
7325 6.55 4.68 8.05 234
7350 6.46 5.06 8.21 2_2
7375 6.63 5.61 8.69 230
7400 6.82 5.98 9.07 229
7425 7.00 6.12 9.29 229
E525 10.96 6.29 12.63 240
E350 11.04 6,43 12.77 240
E575 11.09 6,07 12.64 241
E4OO [I.14 5.97 12.64 242
5425 II.01 6.01 12.54 241
6450 10.65 3.86 II.26 251
6475 II.07 3.54 11.62 252
6500 11.37 3.46 11.89 253
6825 11.54 3.35 12.02 254
6550 11.64 3.23 12.08 254
7450 7.04 0.22 9.40 278
7475 7.01 6.38 9.48 228
7500 6.89 6.42 9.41 227
7525 6,63 6.42 9.23 228
7550 6.48 6.20 8.94 228
8450 10,89 6.19 12.52 240
E475 ll. Ol 6.86 12.97 238
8500 11.06 7.51 13.37 236
5525 ll*04 7.83 13.53 234
E550 10.75 7,84 13.30 234
6575 11.93 3.15 12.34 255
6600 12.34 3.25 12.76 255
6625 12.60 3.33 13.04 255
6650 12.93 3.32 13.35 255
6675 13.15 3.33 13.56 256
7575 6.41 5.93 8.73 227
7600 6.51 5.82 8.73 225
7625 6.70 5.75 8.83 279
7650 7.06 5.62 9.02 231
7675 7.52 5*47 9.30 238
8575 10.28 7.91 12.97 232
8600 10.36 7.89 13.03 233
8625 10.70 7,84 13.26 234
8650 I0.77 8.33 13.62 232
8675 10.64 8.72 13.76 230
6700 13.07 3.39 13.50 255
6725 12.87 3.58 13.36 25A
6750 12.78 3,80 13.33 253
6775 12.62 3,86 13.20 253
6ROD 12.30 3.86 12.89 252
7700 8.09 5.46 9.76 236
7725 8.78 5.50 10.35 238
7750 9.19 5.51 10.71 239
7775 9.53 5.39 10,94 240
7800 9.92 5.20 11.20 242
8700 10.52 8.69 13.64 230
8725 10.57 B.87 13.80 230
8750 10.25 9.48 13.96 227
8775 lO.O8 10.14 14.30 225
8800 10.04 10.44 14,48 224
6825 12.04 3.78 12.62 252
6850 11.76 3.86 12.37 252
6875 11.24 3.98 11o92 250
6900 10.90 3.78 11.54 25l
6925 10.69 3.89 11.25 252
7825 10.24 5.30 11.53 242
7850 10.66 5.32 11.91 245
7875 If,D6 5,04 12.16 245
7900 11.33 4.85 12.33 247
7925 11.26 4.63 12.17 247
8825 10.06 10.64 14.68 223
8850 10.23 11.27 15.22 222
8875 10.41 11.66 15.63 222
8900 10.53 11.79 15.81 222
8925 10.82 12,11 16.28 222
6950 10.32 3.85 10.88 251
6975 9.89 3.69 10.55 249
7000 9,53 3.91 1C.31 248
7025 9.29 4.26 1C.22 285
7050 9.05 4,82 10,16 243
7950 11.35 4,30 12.13 249
7975 I1.57 4.03 12.25 251
8000 11.65 3,86 12,27 251
8025 11,62 3.66 12.19 252
8050 11.57 _.AS I> nR o¢_
E950 11.88 12.45 17.21 223
8975 12.62 12.47 17.74 22_
9000 13.06 12.44 18.04 228
9025 13.43 12.45 18.32 227
9052 13.31 12.30 Lo.a, L_o
7075 9.02 5.02 10.32 241
71DO 8.87 5.52 IC.A4 238
7125 8.34 5.84 10.18 235
7150 7.83 5.93 9.82 2_3
7175 7*57 5*85 9.57 232
8075 11.61 3.69 12.18 252
8100 11.53 _.32 12.31 249
8125 11.56 4,63 12.45 248
8150 II,54 8,74 12.47 2A7
8175 11.56 4.79 12.51 287
9075 13.59 12.24 18.29 228
9100 13.89 12.09 18.42 229
8125 14,43 11.93 18.72 230
9150 14.96 11.86 19.09 231
9175 15.33 11,38 19.09 233
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CEMPENENT, wZ = MERIDIeNAL COMPORENT, WS = WINE SPEED, 7HETA = WIND DIRECIIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2501 04/21/65, O000Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEO
9200 15.66 lO*q9 19.13 235 10200 18.02 2.54 18.20 262 11200 24.11 1.54 24.16 266
9225 15.72 10.96 19.16 235 10225 17.60 2.24 17.74 263 11225 28.51 1.21 24.54 267
9250 15.54 10.77 18.9_ 235 10250 17.41 Z.O8 17.53 263 11250 28.70 1.05 24.73 267
9275 15.68 10.52 18.88 236 10275 17.35 2.21 17.49 263 11275 24.45 0.62 24,46 268
9300 15.84 10.57 19.04 236 10300 16.98 2.26 17.13 2E2 11300 24.55 0.33 24.55 269
9325 15.95 10.52 19.11 236
9350 16.27 10.34 19.28 237
9375 16*28 10.19 19,21 238
9400 15.98 9.94 18.82 238
9425 15.71 9.69 18.46 238
10325 16.61 1.97 16.73 263
10350 16.28 1.64 16.36 264
10375 16.09 1.83 16.19 263
10400 15,90 2.15 16,04 262
10425 15,63 2.18 15,78 252
11325 25.03 0.70 25.04 268
11350 25.18 0.93 25.19 268
11375 25.31 0.95 25.33 268
11800 25.59 0.82 25.60 268
11925 26.26 0.81 26.27 268
9450 15.40 9.52 18,11 238
9475 15.20 9.37 17.85 238
9500 15.18 9.17 17.73 239
9525 15.30 8.96 17,73 239
9550 15,46 8.75 17,76 240
9575 15.45 8.39 17.58 281
9600 15.57 8.12 17.56 242
9625 15.83 8.C0 17.74 243
9650 15.85 7.65 17.59 244
9675 15.89 7,03 17.37 246
10450 15.A8 2.09 15.62 262
10475 15.27 2.11 15.41 282
10500 15.08 2.16 15.23 282
10525 14.86 2.14 15.02 282
10550 14.71 2.43 18.91 260
10575 14.83 2.86 15.10 259
10600 14.92 3.08 15.24 258
10625 15.10 3.43 15.49 257
10650 15.19 3.83 15,67 256
10675 15,13 4.03 15.66 255
11A50 26.60 1,08 26.62 267
11475 26.85 0.95 26.86 268
11500 27.68 0.67 27.64 268
11525 28.32 0.82 28.33 268
11550 28.87 0.94 28.88 268
11575 29.53 0.79 29.54 268
11600 30.49 0.57 30.49 269
11625 31.41 0.41 31.41 269
11650 31.99 0,53 31.99 269
11675 32.51 0.48 32.51 269
9700 16.20 6*54 17.47 2A8
9725 16.34 6.30 17.51 249
9750 16.74 6,04 17.80 250
9775 17.19 6.01 18.21 251
9800 17.57 5.88 18.52 251
10700 15.51 4.33 16.10 258
10725 15.98 8.86 16.71 253
10750 16.37 5.23 17.19 252
10775 16.98 5.30 17.79 252
10800 17.57 5.04 18.28 254
11700 33.26 0.30 33.26 269
11725 33.60 0.27 33.60 269
11750 33,69 0,31 33.69 269
11775 33.82 0.50 33.82 269
11800 33.85 0.90 33.86 268
9825 18.06 5.A5 18.86 253
9_50 18.31 5.28 19.06 254
9875 18.42 5,28 19.16 254
9900 18.41 5.C1 19,08 255
9925 18.27 4,76 18.88 255
10825 17,99 4.84 18.63 255
10850 18.51 4,60 19,07 256
10875 19.12 8.07 19.55 258
10900 19.82 3,44 20.12 26G
10925 20.64 2.85 20,83 262
11825 38.28 1.32 34.31 268
11850 34.67 1.75 34.72 267
11875 38.90 2.25 34,97 266
11900 34,97 2.72 35,08 265
11925 38.90 3.53 35,15 264
9950 18.07 4.52 18.63 256
9975 18.24 4.24 18.73 257
fOOD0 18.58 3,89 18.95 258
10025 18.69 3.65 19*04 259
10050 18.73 3.64 19,08 259
10950 21.05 2.70 21.22 263
10975 21.18 2.77 21.36 262
11000 21.32 2.63 21.48 263
11025 21.34 _.75 21.52 2E2
11050 21,39 2,69 21.55 263
11950 35*36 A.O8 35.59 263
11975 35.80 4.20 36.05 263
12000 36,02 3.72 36,21 264
12025 36.15 3,25 36.30 265
12050 36,13 2.99 36,26 265
10075 18.64 3.30 18.93 260
lOlO0 18.53 3.C8 18.79 260
10125 18,60 3,D5 18.85 261
10150 18.57 2.91 18.79 261
10175 18.30 2.75 10.51 261
11075 21.71 2.31 21.83 268
III00 21.93 2.13 22.04 264
11125 22.05 1.86 22.13 265
11150 22.95 1,64 23.01 266
11175 23.81 1.64 23.86 266
12075 36.16 2.85 36.28 265
12100 36.51 2.80 36.62 265
12125 36.71 2.29 36.78 266
12150 36,62 2.06 36,68 267
12175 36.30 2.49 36.88 266
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPENENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CEMPQNENT, W5 = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIEN
PAGE 384 TABLE 11-88 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JLMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 250E 04/21/651 0OOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ NS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE OEG
12200 35.84 3.El 35.97 265
1222b S_*£2 3.40 38.3_ 2C_
12250 34.59 3.98 36.82 263
[2275 34.72 4,21 84.98 263
[2300 35.30 4.2[ 35.55 263
[2325 35.14 4.75 35.46 262
12350 34.29 5.44 34.72 261
12375 33.92 5.79 34.41 260
E2400 34.14 • 6.13 34.68 260
E2425 34*66 6.88 35.34 259
12450 34.98 7,34 35.74 258
[2475 35.00 7.73 35.84 257
12500 35*43 7*87 36.29 257
12525 35*80 8.48 36*79 256
[2550 36.13 9*42 37.34 255
12575 36.86 10.30 38.27 254
12600 37.44 11.39 39.14 253
[2625 37.49 [2.22 39.43 252
[2650 37.47 12.51 39.50 251
12675 37,68 1¸2.71 39.77 251
12700 37.80 13.28 39.78 250
12725 36.96 [4.01 39.53 249
12750 36*86 [4.07 39*46 249
12775 37*03 18.94 39.57 249
12800 87.23 14.24 39.87 249
12825 37+44 14.88 4C.II 249
12850 37.37 14.53 40.09 249
12875 37.26 15.I5 4O.22 248
12900 37.43 15.61 40,56 247
12925 37.57 15.68 4C.71 247
[2950 37.88 15.84 41.06 247
12975 37.97 15.92 41.17 247
13000 37.86 15.98 4[*09 247
13025 38.15 16.13 41.41 247
13050 38*33 16.[6 61.60 247
13075 38.66 16.41 62.00 247
[3[00 39.09 16.43 42.40 247
13125 39.20 I6.24 42*43 247
13150 39*25 16.22 42*47 247
13175 39.3l 16.C7 42.47 248
ALT WA WZ WS TPETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC CEG
13200 39.35 16*17 42.84 247
!3225 3 q-_4 16.21 42.55 247
re[SO 39.32 15.97 42.64 248
13278 39*65 15.65 42.59 248
13300 39.97 15.55 42.89 249
13325 40.29 15.21 43.07 249
13350 40.55 14.65 43.12 250
13375 40*76 14.53 43*27 250
13400 40*97 14.50 43.46 250
13425 40.92 14.44 43.39 250
13450' 40.90 14.18 43.29 251
13475 40.98 14*34 43.41 251
13500 41.20 14.28 43.60 251
13525 41.35 14.20 43.72 251
[3550 40.94 [4.66 43.49 2_0
13575 40.68 I4.73 43.22 250
13600 41.05 14.21 43.44 251
13625 41.[4 14.07 43.48 251
13650 40.86 14.52 43.37 250
13678 40*80 14.79 43*40 250
18700 40.79 14.51 43.30 250
[3725 40.99 14.18 43.38 251
13750 40*90 14.46 43*38 250
[3775 40.77 14.47 43.26 250
13800 41.08 1_.12 43*44 251
13825 41.07 14.30 43.49 251
[3850 41.10 14.18 43.46 251
13875 41.19 [3*38 43.3I 252
[3900 41.32 I_.81 43.26 253
13925 41.13 12.84 43*09 252
[3950 40.77 [2.56 42.66 253
13975 40.55 11.94 42.27 253
14C00 40.42 II.94 42.15 253
14025 40.42 1_.06 42.I8 233
[4050 40.52 I£.93 42*24 253
14075 48.65 11*57 42.27 254
14100 40*54 IL.67 42.18 254
14125 40*47 12.03 42.22 253
14150 40*36 11.69 42*02 254
[4175 40.14 11.60 41.78 254
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
14200 40*06 I2.13 41.85 253
14225 40.03 12.08 41.81 253
[4250 39._2 ii*gT 4_.5G 2_3
14275 40*09 11.86 41.81 253
14300 40*63 [1.[7 42.14 254
14325 40*91 [0*72 42.29 258
I_350 4[*07 10*70 42.44 255
14378 40.73 11.19 42*24 254
14400 40*39 11.23 41.92 254
14425 40,47 10.38 41.78 255
14450 40.33 9*38 41.41 257
14475 39.86 B.54 4D.77 258
IA500 39*30 8.[3 40.14 258
[4525 39°04 8.13 39*88 258
14550 38.78 B.26 39*65 258
$4575 38.89 8.49 39.8[ 258
IA60O 39.19 8.49 40*09 258
14628 38.74 8.52 39.67 257
14650 38.82 8.58 39.76 257
16675 38.98 8.91 39.99 257
147CO 38.74 9.79 39*95 256
14725 38.98 9.97 40.23 255
14750 38*96 10.39 40.33 255
14775 38.85 10.94 40*36 254
14800 38*63 11.23 40.23 254
14825 38*18 [1.93 40.00 252
14850 37.87 12.76 39.97 25[
14875 37.68 [3.52 40.03 250
14900 38.74 I3.33 40.97 251
14925 39.4B [3.88 41.85 250
14950 39.88 14.49 42.43 250
14975 40.89 14.20 43.29 251
[5000 41.43 [4.31 43.83 251
[8025 4[.91 13.90 64.[5 281
15050 42.37 13.59 44.50 252
15075 42.65 13.6l 44.77 252
15100 42.35 [3.37 44.41 252
15125 Al.18 13.82 43.44 251
15150 40.12 [4.46 42.65 250
IE175 39.41 14.33 41.93 250
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ - MERID[8NAL CBMPBNEN(, WS = WINE SPEEDt THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-[6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2501 0412[165, OuOOZ_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WI WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE NISED DEG
15200 38.69 [4.57 41,34 249 16200 19.93 -0.04 [9.93 270 17200 [4.29 3.49 [4*7[ 256
15225 38.30 [5.08 41.[6 248 [6228 [9.99 O.12 19*99 2E9 [7225 [4.47 3.79 [4.96 255
15250 38*39 14.85 41.17 249 [6250 20.28 0.44 20.29 269 17250 14.40 4.00 14.94 254
[5275 38*44 14.52 41.09 249 [6275 20.43 -U.O7 20.43 270 [7275 E4.16 5.13 IS*D6 250
15300 38.36 13.13 4C*54 251 16300 20.51 -0.04 20.5[ 270 [7300 [4.22 5.37 15.20 249
15325 37.82 12.28 35.48 252
15350 36.83 11.18 38.58 253
15375 36.49 9.66 37*75 255
15400 35*85 9*22 37.02 255
15425 35.31 8.41 36.30 256
16325 20.71 0.08 20.71 270
16350 21.08 -O.O9 21.08 270
16375 21.83 -0.09 21.83 270
16400 21.98 0.07 21.98 270
16425 21.[3 0.45 21.[4 269
17325 14.27 5.21 [5.19 250
17350 14.46 4.29 15.08 253
15450 34.71 7.71 35.56 257
15475 33.96 6.46 34,57 259
15500 33.34 4.84 33.69 262
15525 32.2[ 4.73 32.55 261
15550 30.81 5.37 51,28 260
16450 21.[7 0.31 21.17 269
16475 20.79 0.67 20.80 268
16500 20.49 0.97 20.51 2_7
16525 20.53 1.13 20.56 2E7
[6550 20.57 2.08 20.60 267
15575 29.56 5.C4 2g.99 260
15600 27.91 3.66 28.15 262
15625 26.83 3.15 27*02 2_3
15650 25.46 3*11 25.64 263
15675 24.50 2.97 24.68 263
16575 20.12 1.54 20.18 265
16600 19.69 1.25 19.73 266
16625 18.68 _.27 18.81 263
16650 17.92 3.23 18.21 260
16675 17.02 3.46 17,37 258
15700 24.09 2.45 24.21 264
15725 23.79 2.26 23.90 264
15750 23.21 2.E3 23*38 263
15775 22.69 3.C4 22*89 262
15RO0 22.78 2.17 22.88 264
16700 I5.90 4.09 16.42 255
16725 14.63 _.75 15.38 252
16750 14.35 6*23 15.64 246
16775 14.42 7.13 16.09 243
16aO0 14.55 6.77 16.05 2_5
15_23 22.49 1.I3 22.52 267
15RSO 21.37 2.25 21.49 264
15875 20.64 2.22 20.76 264
159OO 2O.56 O*82 2C.38 26A
15925 19.91 1.C9 1_.94 267
16H25 15.24 6.54 16.58 247
16_50 16.08 b.q7 17.53 246
16875 16.71 t.03 IH.13 247
16900 17.14 o.42 18.31 2_9
16925 18.61 5.47 I_.40 253
15950 19.79 1.43 19,84 266
15975 19.53 1.07 i_,56 267
[6000 [9.02 0.95 19.05 267
16025 [8.65 0._7 18.67 267
16050 IB.AO 0.99 18.43 267
16950 18.73 _.12 19.18 257
16975 I7.49 £.65 17,69 261
17OOO 16.52 ..99 16.79 2_0
17025 15.68 3.23 16.00 258
17050 14.64 3*49 15.05 256
16075 18.49 O,EI 18.50 267
I61OO 18.94 0.41 18.95 269
16125 19.72 O.Cl I_.72 270
16150 19.78 0.14 IS.78 269
16175 19*72 -0.02 19.72 270
17C75 14,05 }.59 14.50 255
171DO 14.24 J.92 14.77 254
17125 14.30 3.99 14.85 254
17150 14.66 3.57 15,09 2_6
17175 14.77 3.23 15.12 257
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL COMPONENT, wl - MERIDIRNAL CBMP0_ENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE 11-89 PAGE 385
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2505 04/21/65, 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX gZ WS THETA ALT WX _Z WS T_ETA ALT WX g2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEG P/SEE DEG
175 -1.43 10.91 11.01 172 I175 2.77 -3.58 4.53 322 2175 1.33 0.59 1.45 246
200 -1.17 9.72 9.79 173 1200 2.72 -3.43 4.38 321 2200 1.29 0.57 1.40 246
225 -0.69 8.90 8.93 175 1225 2.70 -3.34 4.29 3_I 2225 1.28 0.71 1.46 241
250 -0.30 7.93 7.93 178 1250 2.89 -3.14 4.26 317 2250 1.22 0.72 1.41 239
275 0.07 6.95 6.95 180 1275 3.12 -2.93 4.28 313 2275 1.22 0.65 1.38 2_2
300 0.66 6.13 6.15 184
325 0.71 5.26 5.31 187
350 1.02 4.51 4.63 193
375 1.38 3.96 4.19 199
400 1.64 3.67 4.02 204
1300 3.01 -2.85 4.14 313
1325 2.76 -2.62 3.81 313
1350 2*68 -2.45 3*63 312
1375 2.50 -2.38 3.45 313
1400 2*25 -2*30 3.21 515
2300 1.32 0.81 1.55 230
2325 1.42 0.95 1.71 236
2350 1.48 1.03 1.80 235
2375 1.48 1.09 1.03 234
2400 1.55 1.17 I.g4 233
425 1.98 3.C0 3.59 213
450 2.22 2.57 3.40 221
475 2.44 2.41 3.43 225
500 2.57 2.00 3.25 232
525 3.00 1.79 3*50 239
1425 2.20 -2.18 3.09 315
1450 2,20 -2.01 2.98 312
1475 2.17 -1.95 2*92 312
ISO0 2.13 -1.81 2.80 310
1525 2.19 -1.62 2.73 306
2425 1.65 1.34 2.12 231
2450 1.68 1.51 2.26 220
2475 1.63 1.48 2.20 228
2500 1.85 1.27 2.25 235
2525 2.15 1.18 2.46 241
550 3.50 1.66 3,87 244
575 3.83 1.38 4.07 250
600 4.07 0.98 4.19 256
625 4.04 0.46 6.06 263
650 3.68 O.D9 3.68 268
1550 2.18 -1.70 2.77 308
1575 2.08 -L*71 2.69 3C9
1600 2.08 -1.52 2.57 306
1625 2.16 -l.A7 2.62 304
1650 2.18 -1.46 2.62 304
2550 2.22 1.01 2.44 245
2575 2.55 1.09 2*77 247
2600 2.99 1,24 3.23 247
2625 3.40 1.14 3.59 251
2650 3.92 1.58 4.23 248
675 3.34 -0.C1 3.34 270
700 3.24 -0.13 3.24 272
725 3.21 -0.38 3.24 277
7SO 3.29 -O.EO 3.39 284
775 3.25 -1.21 3.47 290
1675 2.19 -I.38 2*59 302
ITO0 2.18 -1.23 2.50 299
1725 2*08 -0*95 2.29 294
1750 2.10 -0*79 2*25 290
1775 2.12 -0*84 2.28 291
2675 4.54 2.35 5.11 242
2700 4.95 2.79 5.68 240
2725 5.03 2.99 5.05 239
2750 4*88 3.14 5*80 237
2775 4.66 3.50 5.83 233
800 3.50 -1.73 3.91 296
825 3.71 -2.23 4.33 301
850 3.55 -2.31 4.23 303
875 3.47 -2.45 4.25 305
900 3.51 -2.89 4.55 309
1800 2.09 -0.86 2.27 292
1825 2.02 I0.82 2.17 292
1850 1.96 -0.75 2.10 291
1875 2.02 -0.56 2.10 285
1900 2.00 -0.25 2.01 277
2800 4.70 3.87 6.08 230
2825 4.89 3.74 6.15 232
2850 5.07 3.82 6.34 233
2875 5.48 4.18 6.89 232
2900 6.29 4.19 7.55 236
925 3.60 -3.11 4.76 311
950 3.53 -3.10 4.69 311
975 3.27 -3.06 4.48 313
1000 3.23 -3.D4 4.44 313
1025 3.03 -3.10 4*33 315
1925 1.93 0.01 1.93 270
1950 2.14 0.07 2.14 268
1975 2*38 0.03 2.38 269
2000 2.49 0,11 2.49 267
2025 2.76 0.34 2.78 263
2925 6.68 4.03 7.80 239
2950 6.37 3.91 7.47 238
2975 5.92 3.48 6.87 239
3000 5*37 3*22 6.26 239
3025 5.16 3.36 6.16 237
1050 2.71 -3.12 4.13 319
1075 2.69 -3.33 4.28 321
1100 2.69 -3.58 4.48 323
1125 2*69 -3.67 4.55 324
1150 2.74 -3.70 4,60 323
2050 2.88 0.46 2.92 261
2075 2.75 0.53 2*80 259
2100 2.61 0.72 2.71 254
2125 2.20 0.71 2.32 252
2150 1.69 0.63 l.BO 249
3050 4.83 3.34 5.87 235
3075 4.59 3.05 5.51 236
3100 4.83 2.73 5.55 240
3125 4.79 3.02 5.67 238
3150 4.35 3.76 5.75 229
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = 28NAL CBMRBNENTt WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIBECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2505 04/21/65, 01002, EASIERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THEI4 ALT WX WZ WS TMETA 4L7 WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE R/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE _/SEC DEG
3175 4.01 4.19 5.80 224 4175 5.09 8.28 9.72 211 5175 11.50 4.90 12.50 247
3200 4.12 4.35 5.99 223 4200 5.60 8.36 10.06 214 5200 11.61 4.86 12.59 247
3225 4.18 4.60 6.21 222 4225 5.84 8.37 10.21 215 5225 11.51 4.92 12.51 247
3250 4.05 4.56 6.10 221 4250 5.54 8.30 9.98 214 5250 11.49 4.98 12.52 246
3275 4.16 4.41 6.06 223 4275 5.38 8.24 9.84 213 5275 11.67 5.03 12.71 246
3300 4.23 4.47 6.15 223
3325 4.17 4.63 6.23 222
3350 4.17 5.40 6.82 217
3375 4.36 6*23 7.59 215
3400 4*34 6.38 7.71 216
4300 5.68 8.22 9.99 214
4325 6.00 8.52 10.47 215
4350 6.76 8.74 11.05 218
4375 7*76 8.63 11.61 222
4400 8.11 8.38 11.66 224
5300 11.02 5.05 12.86 247
5325 11.76 5.02 12.79 247
5350 11.56 4.92 12,56 247
5375 11.61 5.18 12.72 246
5400 11.70 5.38 12.08 245
3425 3.92 6.38 7.49 211
3450 3.86 6.42 7,49 211
3475 3,86 6.13 7.24 212
3500 3.50 6.C1 6.96 210
3525 3.37 6.02 6.90 209
4425 8.13 8.19 11.54 225
4450 8.18 7*95 11.41 226
4475 8.40 7.70 11.40 227
4500 8.85 7.67 11.71 229
6525 9*08 7.93 12.06 229
5425 11.70 5.33 12.85 245
5450 11.71 5.32 12.86 245
5475 11.69 5.39 12.87 245
5500 11.69 5,52 12.93 245
5525 11.78 5.52 13.01 245
3550 3.40 5*83 6.75 210
3575 3.23 5.92 6.74 208
3600 3.13 6.18 6.93 207
3625 3*00 6.26 6.94 205
3650 2.93 6.18 6*84 205
4550 9*24 8.13 12.30 228
4575 9.39 7.80 12.21 230
4600 9.45 7.42 12.02 232
4625 9.54 7.19 11.95 233
4650 9.85 7.05 11.95 234
5550 11.93 5.52 13.14 245
5575 12.03 5.65 13.29 245
5600 12.00 5*70 13.20 244
5625 11.90 5.71 13.19 244
5650 11.73 5.70 13.04 244
3675 3.25 5*87 6.71 209
3700 3*30 5.49 6.40 211
3725 3.60 5,61 6.56 211
3750 3.78 5.88 6.99 213
3775 3.98 6.30 7.45 212
4675 9.96 6.81 12.06 235
4700 10.30 6.45 12.16 238
4725 10.43 6.22 12.15 239
4750 10.53 5.91 12.08 241
4775 10.74 5.71 12.16 242
5675 11.64 5.47 12.86 245
5700 ti.61 5.14 12*70 246
5725 11.52 4.80 12.48 247
5750 11.59 4.57 12.66 248
E775 11.75 4*33 12.53 250
3800 4.57 6.81 8.21 214
3825 5.24 7.03 8.77 217
3850 5.49 7.13 9.00 217
3875 5.58 7.36 9.23 217
3900 5.52 7.45 9.28 216
4800 II*00 5.59 12.34 243
4825 11.32 5.74 12.69 243
4850 11.70 6.06 13.17 242
4875 11.67 6.14 13.19 242
4900 11.42 6.10 12.95 242
5800 11.80 3.92 12.44 251
5825 11.49 3.64 12.05 252
5850 11.18 3.60 11.74 252
5875 II.15 3.54 11.69 252
5900 11.01 3.04 11.42 254
3925 5.28 7.27 8.99 216
3950 5.16 7.50 9.10 214
3975 5.27 7.75 9.37 214
4000 5.34 7.80 9.45 214
4025 5.18 8.00 9.53 213
4925 11.17 6.17 12.76 241
4950 11.12 6.21 12.74 241
4975 11.22 5.98 12.71 242
5000 11.18 5.90 12.64 242
5025 11.02 5.76 12.43 242
5925 10.88 2.77 11.23 256
5950 11.05 2.81 11.40 256
5975 11.10 2.68 11.41 256
6000 11.08 2.59 11.38 257
6025 11.14 2*52 11.42 257
4050 5*10 8.35 9.79 211
4075 5.00 8.51 9.88 210
4100 4.73 8.45 9.69 209
4125 6.60 B.Sl 9.68 208
6150 4.78 8.43 9.69 209
5050 10.93 5.51 12.24 243
5075 11.01 5.35 12.24 244
5100 11.12 5.05 12.22 245
5125 11.20 4.95 12.24 246
5150 11.31 5.02 12.37 246
6050 10.95 2.34 11.20 258
6075 10.73 2.09 10.94 259
6100 10.63 1.98 10.81 259
6125 10.52 1.58 10.64 261
E150 10.57 1.12 10.63 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CBRPONENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL C_MPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE380 TABLEII-89 (con't)
FPS-16 8AOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2505 041211651 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* EL£RIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
6175 10.49 0.72 [0.51 266 7175 11.50 4.16 12,23 250 8175 8.80 2.59 9.17 253
6200 10.01 0,25 lO.Ol 288 7200 11,86 4.10 12.54 251 8200 8.65 3.00 9.16 251
6225 9.73 0.12 9.73 269 7225 11.88 4.11 lZ.59 gbO 8225 6.53 5.14 _.uv _.u
6250 9.71 0.23 9.71 268 7250 11.88 4.32 12.64 250 8250 8.65 3.14 9.20 250
6275 9.67 0.28 9.67 268 7275 12.00 4.69 12.89 288 B278 8.57 3.17 9.14 250
6300 9.74 0.26 9.75 268
6325 9.82 0.41 9.83 267
6350 9.82 0.87 9.86 265
6375 9.96 1,08 10.02 264
6400 10.23 1.28 19.31 263
7300 12.06 5.02 13.07 287
7325 12.06 5.16 13.11 247
7350 12.05 5.52 13.26 245
7375 12.16 6.04 13.58 283
7400 12.21 6.57 33.86 242
E300 8.31 3.44 8.99 247
8325 8.28 3.76 9.09 245
8350 8.39 4.01 9.30 244
8375 8.62 4.30 9.63 243
8400 9.11 4.64 10.23 243
6425 10.38 1.59 IC.51 261
6450 10.40 1.87 1C.57 260
6475 10.43 2.18 10,66 258
6500 10.31 2.37 10.58 257
6525 10.13 2.51 10.43 256
7425 12.34 6.75 14.07 261
7450 12.47 6.80 14.21 261
7475 12.44 6.84 14.20 241
7500 12.66 6.62 14.29 242
7525 12.93 6.39 14.42 244
E425 9.49 5.02 10.74 242
8450 9.81 5.26 11.13 242
8475 10.14 5.56 11.56 241
8500 10.47 5.76 11.95 241
8525 10.72 5.95 12.26 241
6550 10.11 2.71 10.47 255
6575 10.08 2.61 10.41 255
6600 10.15 2.28 10.40 257
6625 10.34 2.07 lC.55 258
6650 10.44 2.20 10.67 258
7550 12.82 6.23 14.25 244
7575 12.70 6.II 14.10 244
7600 12.55 6.19 13.99 244
7625 12.47 6,16 13.91 244
7650 12.52 5.76 13.78 245
8550 10.96 6.33 12.66 240
8575 11.38 6.86 13.28 239
8600 11.60 7.16 13.63 238
8625 11.69 7.44 13.86 237
E650 12.16 7.9Z 14.51 237
6675 10.60 2.48 10.88 257
6700 10.79 2.55 11,06 257
6725 10.83 2.35 11.08 258
6750 10.77 2.20 10.99 258
6775 10.62 2.13 10.83 258
7675 12.75 4.97 13.69 249
7700 12.89 4.39 13.62 251
7725 12.74 3.93 13.34 253
7750 12.79 3.60 13.29 254
7775 12.88 3.50 13.33 255
6675 12.53 8.26 15.01 236
8700 12.49 8.37 15.03 236
8725 12.36 8,30 14.89 236
8750 12.55 8.41 15.11 236
8775 12.77 8.65 15.43 236
6800 10.33 2.22 10.57 258
6825 9.96 2.20 10.20 257
6850 9.81 2,19 3D.OS 257
6875 9.92 2.48 10.22 256
6900 10.19 2.95 10.61 254
7800 12.71 5,05 13.08 256
7825 12.48 2.63 12.76 258
7850 12.31 2.30 12.52 259
7875 11.95 2.10 12.13 260
7900 11.59 I,90 11,74 260
8800 12.49 9.04 15.42 234
8825 12.36 9.41 15.53 233
8850 12.61 9.48 15.78 233
8875 12.91 9.59 16.08 233
8900 13.21 9.75 16.42 233
6925 10.54 3.87 II.i0 252
6950 10.58 3.82 11.25 250
6975 10.51 4.C3 11.25 249
7000 10.72 4.33 11.56 248
7025 10.75 4.59 11.69 257
7925 11.33 1.78 11.47 261
7950 II.17 1.84 11.32 260
7975 11.11 1.96 11,29 260
BOOO 10.90 1.98 11.08 260
8025 10.65 1,97 10.83 2_9
8925 13.37 9.75 16.55 234
8950 13.47 9.66 16.58 234
E975 13.46 9.78 16,64 234
gOD0 13.48 9.80 16.66 234
9025 13.66 9,31 16,53 236
7050 10.59 4.58 11.54 246
7075 10.66 4.A4 11.55 247
7100 10.88 4.45 11.76 248
7125 11.19 4,44 12.04 248
7150 11.33 4.35 12.13 249
8050 10.23 2.08 10.44 258
8075 9.61 1.99 9.82 258
8100 9.06 1,91 9.26 258
8125 0,82 1.91 9.03 258
8150 8,73 2.06 8.97 257
9050 13.72 8.80 16.30 237
9075 13.56 8.74 16.14 237
9100 13.66 8.76 16.23 237
9125 13.70 B.T4 16.25 237
81SO 13.44 8.77 16.05 237
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX : ZENAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = NERIOIBNAL CBMPEhENT, WS = WINE SPEED, ThEIA = WIND DIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREF[LE
TEST NUMBER 2505 04221165, 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WE WS THE[A ALT WX WE WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC NISEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
9175 13,24 B,B5 15.92 236 10175 14.94 3.37 15.32 257 11175 18.75 6.56 19,BT 251
9200 13,03 8,93 15,80 235 10200 14.97 3.68 15.42 256 11200 19.91 6,12 20.83 253
9225 13.00 8.88 15.75 235 10225 15.01 3.91 15.51 255 11225 20.63 5.64 21.39 255
9250 |2,93 8.86 15.68 255 10250 E5.18 4.36 15.79 254 11250 20.72 5.36 21.40 25_
9275 12.98 B.89 15.73 235 10275 15.05 4.90 15.83 252 11275 20.89 5.21 21.53 256
9300 12.90 8.66 15,54 236
9325 12.76 8.39 15.27 236
9350 12.77 8.D9 15.11 237
9375 12.90 7.60 14.97 239
9400 13.19 7.18 15.02 241
10300 15.07 5.30 15.98 250
10325 15.22 5.65 16.24 249
10350 15.20 6.03 16.35 268
10375 15.54 6.15 16.71 248
1O4OO 15.30 6.55 16.64 247
11300 21.03 5.23 21.67 256
11325 20.94 5.09 21.55 256
11350 20.75 5.15 21.39 256
11375 21.03 5.61 21.76 255
11400 21.35 5.77 22.12 255
9425 13.31 6.75 18.92 243
9450 13.36 6.72 14.95 243
9475 13.48 6.69 15.05 243
9500 13.54 6.12 14.86 246
9525 13.70 5.80 14.87 247
10425 14.92 7.02 16.49 245
10450 14.94 7.24 16.61 246
1O475 14.71 7.45 16.49 243
10500 14.26 7.80 16.25 251
10525 14.05 7.97 16.15 240
11425 22.15 5.96 22.94 255
11450 23.01 6.18 23.83 255
11475 23.32 6.19 24.13 255
11500 23.80 5.91 24.53 256
11525 23.82 5.62 24,47 257
9550 13.81 5.63 14.91 268
9575 13.71 5.86 14.61 250
9600 13.69 4.64 14.52 250
9625 13.84 4.65 14.60 251
9650 13.96 4.51 14.67 252
10550 13.97 7.92 16.06 240
10575 13.50 8.23 15.81 238
I0600 13.31 8.56 15.83 237
1O625 13.56 _.65 16.09 2_7
10650 13.71 8.87 16.33 257
11550 23.76 5.07 24.29 258
11575 23.74 4.73 24.21 259
11600 23.98 4.65 24*43 259
11625 24.37 4.58 24.80 259
11650 24.70 4.40 25.09 260
9675 14.03 4.70 14.79 251
9700 14.03 4.70 14.80 2_1
9725 13.72 4.74 14.52 251
9750 13.66 4.56 14.40 251
9775 13.84 4.41 14.52 252
10675 14.04 8.87 16.61 238
lO70O 14.53 8.50 16.83 240
10725 14.59 8.27 17.03 241
1O750 15.03 6.3O 17.17 241
1O775 14.96 8.23 17.08 841
11675 25.27 4.33 25.64 260
11700 25.89 4.66 26.31 260
11725 26.03 4.43 26.41 260
I1750 26.02 3.83 26.30 261
11775 26.3O 3.98 26.6O 261
9800 13.90 4.61 14.58 2_2
9825 13.74 4.46 14.44 252
9850 13.67 4.24 14.31 253
9875 14.02 4.23 14.64 253
990O 14.07 4.19 14.68 253
10800 14.93 b.50 17.18 240
10825 15.17 6.36 17.33 261
1085O 15._8 7.65 17.27 244
1O875 15.73 7.68 17.51 244
109OO 16.16 ?.9O 17.99 244
11800 26.80 4.23 27.13 261
11825 27.10 3.91 27.38 262
11850 27.13 4.06 27.44 261
11875 27.31 4.37 27.65 261
11900 27.61 4.24 27.95 261
9925 13.70 3.81 14.25 254
9950 13.74 3.94 14.29 254
9975 16.03 4.CB 14.61 254
10000 14.10 4.25 14.73 253
1OO25 13.93 4.18 14.55 253
10925 16.32 7.95 18.15 244
10950 I6.qo 7.62 18.54 246
lC975 17.57 7.26 19.02 247
11000 17.79 6.90 19.08 249
11O25 18.04 6.55 19.19 25C
11925 27.71 4.31 28.04 261
11950 27.61 3.84 27.87 262
11975 27.96 3.47 28.18 263
12O0O 28.23 3.47 28.44 263
12O25 28.54 2.75 28.68 264
10050 13.73 4.00 14.30 254
10075 13.86 3.83 14.38 254
iOlOO 14.12 3.71 14.60 255
10125 14.27 3.53 14.69 256
10150 14,62 3.19 14.96 258
11050 18.38 6.26 19.41 251
11075 18.44 0.04 19.41 252
lllOD 18.29 b.14 19.30 251
11125 18.42 6.40 19.50 251
11150 18.37 6.68 19.54 25O
12050 28.83 2.10 28.90 266
12075 29.15 1.87 29.21 266
12100 29.32 1,62 29.37 267
12125 29,83 1.22 29.86 267
12150 29.96 1.32 29.99 267
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z@NAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOI£NAL CBMP0kENT, WS = WINE SPEED, ThETA = WIND DIRECTIEN
ALT WX WZ WS THETAMETERSM/SECM/SECO/SECDED
1217529.541.5525.58267122O029.231.4029.26267
12225 28.87 1.54 28.91 267
12250 28,93 I.}I 28.96 26?
12275 28.91 0.97 28.92 268
TABLE 11-89 (con't) PAGE387
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2505 04/21265, 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS 7PETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
13175 37.50 9.13 88.60 256 14175 89.21 11.70 60,92 253
13200 88.06 9.47 39.22 2_E 19200 89.63 Ii.96 41.39 253
13225 38.64 9.50 39.79 256 14225 39.80 11.90 41.54 253
13250 39.06 8.94 40.07 257 14250 60,12 12.35 61.98 253
13275 89.42 d.72 40.37 257 16275 AO.BO 12.65 62.66 253
12300 28.63 I.CI 28.44 268
12325 27.74 1.13 27.77 267
12350 27.18 I.22 27.20 267
12375 27.20 1,33 27.23 267
12400 27.60 1.28 27.63 267
12625 27.69 1.06 27.51 268
12450 27.87 1.27 27.90 267
12475 28.55 1.39 28.58 267
12500 29.18 L.37 25o21 267
12525 29,59 I.E2 29.63 267
12550 30.31 1.39 3C.35 267
12575 30.79 1.55 30.83 267
12600 31,12 1.83 31.17 266
12625 31.23 2.CA 51.50 266
12650 30.64 2,56 3D.74 265
12675 30.63 2.95 3C.77 264
12700 31.28 3.47 31.62 263
12725 31.98 4.83 32.34 261
12750 32.58 5.61 33.06 260
I2775 33.61 6.87 34.20 259
12800 33.80 7.11 8B.54 250
12825 33.92 7.57 34.76 257
12850 34.82 7,60 35.64 258
12B75 35.65 7.56 36.25 258
12900 35,17 7.88 36.06 257
12925 34.69 8.23 35.65 256
12950 36.52 8.60 35.57 256
12975 34.39 8.86 35.51 255
13000 34.15 8.95 35.30 2_5
133Z5 ;4.15 _.;; _;.31 Z?;
13300 39.53 9.05 40.55 257
13325 39.81 _.9A 40.80 257
13850 39.81 9.20 40.86 257
18375 40.25 6.73 41.18 258
13400 40.35 8.63 41.26 258
14300 61.42 11.63 43.02 25A
14325 41.71 II.95 43.39 256
14350 62.22 Ii.86 43.85 254
IR375 62.66 11.98 64.31 254
16400 42.87 11.95 64.50 256
18825 39.99 8.75 60.94 257
13650 40.25 8.26 41.09 288
13475 40.37 8.02 41.16 259
13500 60.12 8.24 40.96 258
18525 60.19 @.OO 40.97 255
14425 43.11 11.57 64.63 255
14450 42.91 12.19 64.61 254
14475 62.76 I1.86 44.38 254
14500 62.23 11.44 43.75 255
14525 41.31 11.56 42.89 254
13550 40.12 7.51 40.82 259
13375 39.74 7.66 40.43 259
13600 39.16 7.30 39.83 259
13525 38,34 7.29 39.02 2_9
13650 37.88 6.63 38.4_5 260
14550 40.45 11.59 42.08 254
14575 39.72 11.75 61.42 253
14600 39.07 11.60 40.76 253
14625 38.25 11.85 40.04 253
14650 37.62 11.66 39.38 253
13675 37.92 5.72 38.35 261
18700 38.69 5.23 38,86 262
1}725 38.78 5.32 39.14 262
13750 39.19 6.03 39.65 2El
I3775 39.5O 6.66 4O.05 26O
14675 36.86 11.15 38.51 253
14700 35.89 10.65 37.43 253
14725 35.49 10,21 36.93 256
14750 35.01 9.45 36.26 255
14775 34.60 8.99 35.75 255
13800 39.73 6.9A 40.33 260
13825 40.16 7.11 40.78 260
13850 40.12 7.97 AO.qO 259
13875 39.93 8.01 AO.T3 258
13800 39.55 7.76 40.29 259
148C0 34.29 9.37 35.55 255
14825 34.16 9.43 35.62 254
14850 33.97 9.43 35.25 256
14875 38.08 9.31 35.32 255
14900 34,25 8.55 35,30 256
13925 39.15 6.32 40.02 258
13950 39.28 8.39 60.16 2_8
13975 39.12 9.03 60.15 257
140O0 39.01 9.39 60.18 256
14025 33.02 3.32 _C.IT Z-C
16925 34.21 8.22 35.18 256
14950 34.76 T.51 35.56 258
14975 36.86 6.98 35.55 258
15000 34.32 7.12 35.05 258
l:3Z_ 35.G2 7.3_ 3_.7_ 2?7
13050 33.98 9.79 35.36 254
13075 34.55 9.89 35.96 254
13100 35.76 9.43 36.98 255
13125 36.36 9.55 37.59 255
13150 36.88 9.33 38.04 256
14D50 38.85 10.00 40.12 255
14075 38.70 10.27 40.06 255
14100 38.60 I0.71 40.06 254
14125 38.58 11.31 40.21 253
14150 38.62 11.80 60.39 253
15050 33.34 8.42 34.38 256
15075 33.26 8.72 34.39 255
15100 32.85 9.66 34.23 253
15125 32.09 10.21 33.68 252
15150 31.22 10.69 33.00 251
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, TPETA : WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 8ADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2505 04/21/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15175 30.71 11.}2 32.73 250 16175 13.78 -0.70 15.32 296 17175 14.45 2.76 14.71 259
15200 30.40 11.07 32.66 268 16200 13.41 -5.88 14.64 293 17200 14.06 2.69 14.32 259
15225 30.43 12.C0 52.71 248 16225 13.18 -6.34 14.63 296 17225 13.32 2.88 13.65 258
15250 30.21 12.69 32.77 267 16250 13.13 -6.93 14.85 298 17250 12.53 1.50 12.61 263
15275 30.06 13.80 33.05 245 16275 13,08 -6.32 16.53 296 17275 18.14 1.40 13.21 264
15300 30.19 14.12 33.33 245
15325 30.37 14.06 33.45 265
15350 30.57 13.53 33,43 246
15375 3C.50 13,87 }3.34 266
15400 30.61 13.92 33.63 245
16300 12.91 -5.75 14.14 294
16325 13.01 -5.71 14.20 294
16350 12.93 -5.43 14.03 293
16375 12.48 -4.91 13.41 291
16400 12.17 -4.59 13.01 290
17300 I3.72 2.09 13.88 261
17325 13.92 2.35 14.11 260
17350 16.01 2.50 14.23 260
17375 14.03 2.98 14.34 258
17400 14,19 3.37 16.58 256
15425 30.73 13.19 }3,45 267
15650 29.87 11.62 82.05 249
15475 28.23 7.28 29.15 255
15500 27.01 5.25 27.52 259
15525 25.23 5.32 25.79 258
16_25 ll. RR -6.02 12.54 28q
16650 11.88 -4.05 12.55 289
16475 11.66 -3.92 12.29 208
16800 10.97 -3.87 11.64 2Bg
16325 10.72 -5.71 11.35 289
15550 24.41 4.94 24.90 258
15575 26.31 3.37 26.54 262
15600 23.31 2.47 23.44 264
15625 23.00 1.57 23.05 266
15650 22.53 0.65 22.54 268
16550 9.97 -2.56 10.30 284
16575 9.60 -2.09 9,63 282
16600 9.59 -2.77 9.98 286
16625 9.73 -2.24 9.98 283
16650 9,75 -1.43 9.85 278
15675 21.74 0.43 21.74 269
15700 20.59 0.50 2C.60 268
15725 19.46 -0.33 15.66 271
15750 18.56 -1.03 18.59 273
15775 17.57 -0.33 17.58 271
16675 9.44 -1.92 9.63 281
16700 9.75 -0.59 9.77 273
16725 10.24 0.64 10.25 266
16750 10.46 1.19 10.53 263
16775 10.68 1.78 10.83 26C
15800 17.43 -0.77 17.65 272
15525 17.13 -1.61 17.19 275
15850 17.06 -1.64 17.11 275
15875 16.60 -2.17 16.74 277
15900 15.63 -2.07 15.77 277
16800 10.99 1.76 II,13 261
16825 11.61 1.34 II.69 263
16850 11.67 1,75 11.80 261
16875 11,46 _.19 11.66 259
16900 12,04 6.79 12.36 257
15925 14.88 -3.CO 15.20 282
15950 16.00 -3.51 14.A3 286
15975 13.29 -3.52 13.75 285
16000 12.81 -4.13 13.46 288
16025 12.11 -4.91 13.07 292
16925 12.23 3.29 12.67 255
16950 12.23 _.26 12.65 255
16975 12.39 4.02 13.03 252
1700O 12.77 A.52 13.54 250
17025 13.27 4.65 14.00 251
16050 11.57 -A.79 12.52 292
16075 12.69 -4.84 13.43 291
16100 13.11 -5.00 14.18 292
16125 13.14 -5.}0 16.16 292
16150 15.55 -6.81 14.94 295
17050 13.61 5.03 14.51 2E0
17075 16.41 5.56 15.63 2A9
17100 IA.89 5.34 15,82 250
17125 15.31 A.42 15,93 254
17150 15.15 5.72 15.58 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPENENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE388
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC W/SEC DED
350 -6.58 -0.20 6.58 88
375 -6,44 -0.71 6.68 84
400 -o.57 -I.00 G,_5 81
425 -6.70 -1.17 6.80 80
450 -6.85 -1.C3 6.93 81.
475 -7.06 -0.79 7.11 83
500 -7.49 -0.55 T.51 85
525 -7.81 -0.42 7.82 87
580 -8.02 -0.33 8.03 87
575 -8,32 -0.25 8.32 88
600 -8.88 -0.09 8.68 89
625 -9.19 0.23 9.19 q[
650 -9.09 0.43 9.10 93
92475 -8.36 0,31 8.36
700 -7.92 0.18 7.92 91
725 -7.71 0.08 7.71 90
750 -7.29 0.16 7.29 ql
775 -6.98 0.42 6.99 93
800 -6.77 0,37 6.78 93
825 -6.74 0.31 6,75 92
850 -E.72 0.44 6.73 94
875 -E.57 0.51 6.59 q4
900 -6.34 0.48 6.36 94
925 -E.21 0.21 6,22 92
950 -6.24 -O.C9 6.24 89
975 -E.38 -0.22 6.39 88
1000 -6.40 -0.08 6.40 89
1025 -6.50 -O.C2 E.50 gO
1050 -6.45 O.CO 6.45 90
1075 -6.41 0.C2 6.41 qo
llOO -6.36 0.05 E,36 gO
1125 -E.32 O.CT 6.32 90
1150 -6.27 0.09 6.27 91
llT5 -6.22 0.11 6.22 91
12DO -6.18 0.14 6.18 91
1225 -6.13 0.16 6.13 91
1250 -6.08 0.18 6.09 92
1275 -6.04 0.21 6.04 92
1800 -5.99 0.25 6.00 92
1325 -5.95 0.25 5.95 92
TABLE 11-90
FPS-IB RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04/22265, 1300Zv EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CFG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEE DEG
1350 -5,90 _.27 5,91 92
1375 -5,55 0,30 5.86 93
SEO0 -K.Rt A.32 5.82 93
1425 -5,76 0.34 5,77 93
1450 -5,71 0,36 5.73 93
1475 -5.67 0.39 5.68 94
1500 -5.B2 O.41 5.64 94
1525 -5.58 0.43 5.59 94
1550 -5,53 0.46 5,55 95
1575 -5.48 0.48 5.50 95
1600 -5.44 0.50 5,46 85
1625 -5,39 U.52 5.42 95
1650 -5.34 0.55 5.37 96
1675 -5.30 0,57 5,33 96
1700 -5.25 0.59 5.28 96
1725 -5.20 0.62 5.24 97
1750 -5.14 0,73 5.19 88
1775 -5.18 0.50 5.20 95
1800 -5,51 0.29 5,52 93
1825 -5.79 0.23 5.79 92
1850 -5.69 0.05 5.69 90
1875 -5.42 -0.03 5.42 90
1900 -5.32 0.23 5.32 92
1925 -5.12 u.47 5.14 95
1950 -4,83 • 0.50 4.86 96
1975 -4.72 0.49 4.75 96
2000 -4.53 U.4B 4.55 96
2025 -4.40 0.37 4.42 95
2050 -4.43 0.28 4.44 93
2075 -4.37 u.3S 4.39 94
2100 -4.36 0.39 4.37 95
2125 -4.50 0.32 4.51 94
2150 -4.83 0.51 4.66 96
21T5 -4,52 0.71 4.58 99
2200 -4.23 0.61 4.27 98
2225 -4.14 0.48 4.16 96
2250 -4.17 U.52 4.20 97
227_ -4.20 0.42 4.22 96
23OO -4.O9 O.2O 4.O9 83
2325 -3.68 0.21 3.68 93
2350 -3.31 0.20 3.32 93
2375 -3.00 0.00 3.00 90
2400 -2.77 0.09 2.78 92
2425 -2.69 U._i 2.02 99
2450 -2.33 0.31 2,35 97
2475 -2.25 0.04 2.25 91
• 2500 -2.26 -0.22 2.27 84
2525 -2.13 -0.52 2.19 76
2550 -1.92 -0,77 2,07 68
25T5 -1.83 -I.05 2.11 60
2600 -1.74 -1.29 2.16 53
2625 -1.70 -1.48 2.25 49
2650 -1.93 -1.65 2.54 49
2E75 -2.28 -I.62 2,80 54
2700 -2.44 -1.57 2.90 57
2725 -2.35 -1.77 2,95 53
2750 -2.27 -2.O1 3.03 48
2775 -2.14 -2.16 3,04 45
2800 -1.86 -2.22 2.90 40
2825 -1,82 -2.39 3.00 37
2850 -1.92 -2.56 3.19 37
2875 -1.78 -2.55 3.11 35
2900 -1.63 -2.59 3.06 32
2925 _1.53 -2.69 3.09 29
2950 -1.55 -2.59 3.02 31
2975 -1.82 -2.16 2.82 40
3000 -2.22 -1.76 2.83 51
3025 -2.56 -1.56 3.00 58
3050 -2.80 -1.09 3.01 68
3075 -2.89 -0.42 2.92 82
3100 -2.68 O.ll 2.68 92
3125 -2.46 0.39 2.49 99
3150 -2.32 0.69 2.42 106
3175 -2.36 1.04 2.57 I14
3200 -2.40 1.27 2.72 I18
3225 -1.90 1.39 2.35 126
3250 -1.29 1.38 1.8g 137
3275 -0.85 1.17 1.45 144
3300 -0.54 0.98 1.12 151
3325 -0.34 1.14 1.19 163
4LT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBNPBNEN3, W2 = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENI, wS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04/221651 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX _Z WS TYEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEC M/SEE OEG
3350 -0.09 1.31 1.31 176
3375 -0.05 1.44 1,44 178
3400 -0.40 1,52 1,57 lh5
3425 -0.70 1.58 1.72 156
3450 -0.49 1.E6 1.73 163
3475 0.II 1.57 1.58 184
3500 O.Bl 1.37 1.50 204
3525 1.06 1.34 1.71 218
3550 1.47 1.61 2.18 222
5875 1.69 1.77 2.45 224
3600 1.89 1.40 2.36 233
3N25 2.11 0.96 2.32 245
3650 2.08 0.78 2.22 249
3675 1.83 0.79 1.99 247
3700 1.48 0.82 1.69 241
3725 1.35 0,87 1.60 2_7
3750 1.42 0.93 1.70 237
3775 1.51 1.06 1.85 235
3ROD I.R7 1.13 2.18 239
3825 2.71 1.11 2.93 247
3850 3.25 1.23 3.47 249
t875 3.03 1.43 3.35 244
3900 2.69 1.E5 3.15 238
3928 2.60 1.73 3.13 236
39_0 2.55 1.49 2.96 240
3975 2.14 1.19 2.45 241
4000 1.74 0.98 2.00 240
4025 1.60 0.83 1.80 342
4050 1.57 O.Tl 1.72 246
4075 1.53 0.49 1.61 ?52
4100 1.54 0.51 1.63 281
4125 1.70 0._I 1.81 2_0
4150 1.83 0._6 1.91 253
4175 1.76 O.59 1.85 251
4200 1.56 0,55 1.66 2_I
4225 1.67 O.E3 1.78 249
4250 1.91 0.91 2.12 244
4P75 1.91 0.94 2.13 244
43OO 1.73 O.q6 1.9R 241
4_25 1.53 1.17 1.93 232
4350 1.68 1.44 2.2l 229
4875 2.05 1.56 2.57 273
4400 2.13 1.51 2.61 235
4425 1.95 1.31 2.35 236
4450 1.79 1.22 2.16 235
4475 1.50 1.36 2.03 228
4500 0.93 1.31 L.61 215
4525 0.37 L.O0 1.06 2C0
455O 0.O4 0.91 0.91 182
4875 -O.24 0.98 1.U1 1_6
4600 -0.24 0.89 0.92 1E5
4625 -0.20 0.78 0.80 IE6
4650 -0.37 O.31 0.48 129
4675 -0.40 -O.42 0.58 44
4700 -0.25 -0,70 0.74 20
4725 -0.17 -u,9l 0.93 It
4750 -0.19 -1.20 1.22 9
4775 -0.02 -I.25 1.25 I
4800 0.27 -1.24 1.27 368
4825 0.43 -I.14 1.22 3_9
4850 0.41 -z.04 1.12 338
4875 0.32 -I.14 1.19 34_
4800 -O.06 -1.23 1,28 3
4925 -O.87 -I.06 1.21 ?8
4R50 -O.93 -0.72 1.17 _2
4975 -I.16 -0.21 1.18 79
5000 -1.45 U.06 1.45 92
5025 -1.84 0.23 1.85 87
5050 -2.06 u.46 2.11 102
5075 -2.09 0.4N _.15 in3
51o0 -1.69 o.57 1.78 109
5125 -1.27 0.97 1.59 127
5L50 -1.36 L.67 2.15 141
5175 -1.57 2.73 3.14 150
5200 -1.74 $.14 3._9 i_i
5?25 -2.11 _.94 3.62 144
5250 -1.87 ¢.73 3.30 145
5275 -1.31 2._8 2,72 1El
53OO -I,07 2.27 2.51 155
5325 -I,12 2.22 2.49 I_3
5350 -1.39 1.95 2.40 144
5375 -1.39 1.65 2.15 140
5400 -1,26 1.56 2.01 141
E425 -1.44 1.78 2.29 141
5450 -1,58 2.15 2.67 143
5475 -1.60 2.54 3,00 148
5500 -1.70 2.71 3.19 148
5525 -1.79 2.58 3.13 145
5550 -1.94 2._8 3.23 143
5575 -2.43 3.15 3.98 142
5600 -2.85 3.75 4.71 143
5625 -2.90 3.94 4.90 143
5650 -2.99 3.98 4.98 149
5675 -2.95 4.02 4.99 144
5700 -2.B7 4.23 8.11 146
E725 -2.78 4.47 5.27 148
5750 -2.70 4,60 5.33 149
5775 -2.58 _.53 5.21 150
5_00 -2.48 4.46 5.10 151
5825 -2.4R 4.43 ' _.08 1St
5850 -2.37 4.44 5.03 152
E875 -2.17 4.45 4.95 154
5900 -2.23 4.31 4.85 152
5925 -2.37 3.90 4.57 14R
5950 -2.50 3.53 4.32 144
5975 -2.50 3.50 4.30 144
6000 -2.29 3.74 4.39 148
6025 -2.05 4.02 4.51 188
6O5O -1.88 4,14 4,58 155
6O75 -1.84 4.38 4.78 157
e100 -1.72 4.72 5.03 160
6125 -1.67 5.07 5.34 162
6150 -1.73 5,31 _.58 162
6175 -I.70 5,34 5.60 162
6200 -1.63 5.35 5.60 163
6225 -1.71 5.29 5.56 162
EZ_O -1._6 5.30 5.61 160
6275 -1.94 5.31 5.65 160
630O -1.R9 5.35 5.68 160
E325 -1.87 5.51 _.82 161
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ = MER10IBNAL COMP_NENT_ WS = WIN[ SPEED, THEIR = WIND DIRECTION
6350 -1.99 5.75 6.07 161
6375 -2.11 5.90 6.26 160
6400 -2.25 5.87 6.29 159
6425 -2.38 5.85 6.31 158
6450 -2.33 5.78 6.23 158
TABLE II-90(Don't) PAGE 389
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELJCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04/22165, 13002* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX W2 W5 ThETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
7350 3.53 3.57 5.02 224 e350 12.38 1.06 12.43 265
7375 3.48 3.78 5.14 2?2 8375 12.62 1.06 12.66 265
7400 8.47 4.02 5.31 221 E4DO 12.85 1.07 12.89 265
7425 3,45 _.24 5,47 219 8425 13,08 1.07 13.12 265
7450 3.36 4.42 5.56 217 8450 13.31 1.08 13.35 265
6475 -2,13 5.59 5.98 159
6500 -1.88 5.40 5.72 161
6525 -1.51 5.31 5.52 164
6550 -0.99 5.35 5.44 169
6575 -0.44 5.56 5.58 175
6600 0.21 5.94 5.95 182
6625 0.80 6.43 6.48 187
6650 1.15 6.45 6.55 190
6675 1.41 6.10 6.26 193
6700 1.74 6.08 6.33 196
6725 1.98 6.11 6.42 198
6750 1.81 6.08 6.35 196
6775 1.77 6.C9 6.34 196
6800 2.09 6.D9 6.44 199
6825 2.22 6.18 6.52 200
6850 2.20 6.15 6.53 200
6875 2.16 6,10 6.47 199
6qo0 2.04 5.96 6.30 Igq
6925 1,95 6.08 6.38 198
6950 2,05 6.12 6,46 198
6975 2.11 6.11 6.46 199
7000 2.14 6.21 6.57 199
7025 2.44 6.27 6.73 201
7050 2.68 6.85 6.97 202
7075 2.85 6.E0 7.19 203
7100 8.19 6.42 7.17 206
7125 3.49 5.98 6.92 210
7150 3.49 5.54 6.55 212
7175 3.52 5.10 6.20 214
7225 3.50 4.74 5.89 216
7250 8.43 4.46 5.62 217
7275 3.51 4.09 5.39 220
7300 3.49 3.74 5.12 223
7325 3.52 3.55 5.00 225
7478 3.25 4.24 5.34 217
7500 3.40 3.96 5.22 221
7525 3.60 3.84 5.26 223
7550 3.81 3.59 5.24 227
7575 4.17 _.46 5.42 2_0
E875 13.54 1.08 13.58 265
8500 13.69 1.40 15.76 26A
8525 13.57 1,42 13.64 264
8550 13.48 1.52 18.57 268
8575 13.78 ?.11 13.94 261
7600 4.38 3.29 5.48 2_3
7625 4.57 2.89 5.56 237
7650 4.55 2.64 5.26 240
7675 4.31 2.52 5.00 259
770O 4.38 _.48 5.O4 24O
6600 14.20 2.30 14.59 261
8625 14.49 2.38 14.68 260
8650 14.77 3.12 15.10 258
8675 15.07 3.57 15.48 256
8700 15.30 3.75 15.75 256
7725 4.89 Z.47 5.98 243
7750 5.39 2.52 5.95 245
7775 5.72 2.50 6.24 246
7800 5.80 2.42 6.28 247
7825 5,84 _.55 6.30 248
8725 15.48 3.93 15.92 256
8750 15.55 4.17 16.10 255
8775 15.76 4.40 16.36 ?54
8800 15.89 4.57 16.53 254
8825 16.02 4.75 16,71 253
7850 5.95 2.08 6.31 251
7875 6.28 1.73 6.52 254
7900 6.85 1.68 7.05 256
7925 7.23 1.96 7.49 255
7950 7.45 1.85 7.67 256
8850 16.19 5.09 18.98 252
E875 16.50 5.48 17.38 251
8900 17.13 5.68 18.04 251
B925 17.86 5.65 18.73 252
8950 18.26 5.50 19.07 253
7975 7.66 1.70 7.84 257
8000 7.92 1.74 8.11 257
6025 8.44 /.47 8.57 260
8050 9.24 1.16 9.32 263
8075 9.84 1.01 9.90 264
8975 18.40 5.45 19.19 253
9OCO 18.43 5.51 19.24 253
9025 18.35 5,55 19.17 253
9050 18.19 5.46 18.99 253
8075 17.98 5.28 18.74 253
8100 10.07 1.01 10.13 264
8125 10.31 1.02 10.36 264
8150 10.54 1.02 10.59 264
8175 10.77 1.03 10.82 264
9100 17.87 5.27 18.63 253
8125 17.89 5.35 18.67 253
8150 17.82 5.85 18.60 255
9175 17.72 5.35 18.51 253
8225 11.23 1.04 11.28 265
8250 11.46 1.04 11.51 285
8275 11.69 1.05 11.74 285
8300 11.92 1.05 11.97 265
8325 12.15 1.05 12.20 265
9225 17.40 5.42 18.22 252
9250 17.02 5.51 17.83 252
9275 16.81 4.98 17.53 253
9300 16.88 4.69 17.52 254
9325 16.97 4.79 17.64 254
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX ffi ZONAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MEBIDIBNAL CBMEBNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04/22/65v 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC BEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9350 16.92 5.11 17.67 253 10350 13,99 8.31 16.27 239 11550 20,50 5.31 20.98 255
9375 16.76 5.42 17.61 252 10375 13.99 8.20 16.22 259 11575 20.81 5.5l 21.53 255
9400 16.88 5.35 17.71 252 10400 14.07 8.15 16.26 240 11400 21.13 5.70 21.88 255
9425 17.09 5.02 17.81 253 10425 14.15 8.08 16.29 240 11425 21.29 5.77 22.06 255
9450 17.31 4.88 17.98 254 10450 14.16 8.02 16.27 240 11450 21.58 5.99 22.39 254
9475 17.45 4.E0 18.10 254
9500 17.44 4.77 18.08 255
9525 17.42 4.73 18.05 255
9550 17.33 4.74 17.97 254
9575 17.22 4.93 17.91 254
10475 14.07 7.73 16.06 241
10500 13.74 7.33 15.57 242
10525 13.47 7.44 15.39 241
10550 13.54 7.66 15.55 240
10575 13.36 7.61 15.38 240
11475 21.59 6.31 22.49 254
11500 21.81 6.65 22.80 255
11525 21.97 7.15 23.11 252
11550 21.75 7.$7 23.03 251
11575 21.67 7.89 23.06 250
9600 17.04 5.11 17.79 253
9625 16.91 5.06 17.65 253
9650 16.85 5.C0 17.57 253
9675 16.60 5,12 17.87 258
9700 16.15 5.16 16.95 252
10600 13.09 7.58 15.10 290
10625 13.18 7.84 15.14 240
10650 13.43 7.38 15.32 241
10675 13.58 7.27 15.41 242
10700 13.72 7.11 15.45 242
11600 21.46 8.09 22.93 249
11625 21.21 8.34 22.79 248
11650 21.31 8.66 23.01 248
11675 21.66 8.82 23.39 248
11700 22.04 8.74 23.71 248
9725 15.79 5.25 16.64 251
9750 15,70 5.54 16.58 251
9775 15.73 5.37 16.62 251
9800 15.74 5.29 16.61 251
9825 15.74 5.31 16.6l 251
10725 13.78 7.11 15.50 248
10750 13.82 7.10 15.53 243
10775 13,91 6,93 15.54 243
10800 14.01 6.79 15.57 244
10825 14.28 6.72 15.79 245
11725 22.34 8.68 23.97 249
11750 22.55 8.77 24.19 249
11775 22.79 8.77 24.42 249
11800 23.08 8.70 24,66 249
11825 23.32 8.59 24.85 250
9850 15.60 5.58 16.57 250
9875 15.37 5.88 16.46 249
9900 15.25 6.22 16.47 248
9925 15.20 6.39 16,49 247
9950 15.07 6.39 16.37 247
10850 14.38 6.85 15.92 244
10875 14.35 6.91 15.93 244
10900 14.41 O.53 15.82 245
10925 14.45 6.03 15.65 247
10950 14.42 5.76 15,53 248
11850 23.44 8.58 24.96 250
11875 ?8.20 8.51 24.71 250
llgOO 23.27 8.40 24.74 250
11925 23.72 8.31 25.14 251
11950 24.03 8.57 25.44 251
9975 14.80 6.53 16.18 246
lOOOO 18.70 6.65 16.13 245
10025 14.59 6.73 16.06 245
10050 18.41 6,87 15.97 244
10075 18.40 6.99 16.01 244
10975 14.51 5.60 15.55 249
llO00 14.81 5.41 15.77 250
11025 15.18 5.21 16.05 251
11050 15.83 5.29 16.69 251
11075 16.55 5.47 17.43 252
11975 24.55 8.28 25.91 251
12000 75.01 7.83 26.21 ?52
12025 25.40 7.87 26.59 255
12050 25.69 7.79 26.84 253
12075 26.11 7.31 27.11 254
10100 1_.38 7.14 16.06 243
10125 18.25 7.18 15.95 243
10150 14.13 7,16 15,84 243
10175 14.15 7.29 15.92 243
10200 18.12 7.51 15.99 242
11100 16.92 5.36 17.75 252
11125 17.31 5.29 18.10 258
11180 17.74 5.22 18.49 258
11175 17.95 5.07 18.65 254
11200 18.23 4.83 18.86 255
12100 26.74 6.98 27.63 255
12125 27.20 6.34 27.93 257
12150 27.65 5.61 28.21 258
12175 27.76 5.38 28.28 259
12200 27.72 5.02 28.17 260
10225 14.12 7.69 16.08 241
10250 14.20 7.92 16.26 241
10275 14.17 7.95 16.25 241
10300 14.18 7.78 16.17 241
10325 18.08 8.C4 16.22 240
11225 18.56 4.61 19.12 256
11250 18.76 4.66 19.33 256
11275 I8,87 4.85 19.48 255
11300 19.29 4.97 19.92 255
11325 19.91 5.11 20.55 255
12225 27.77 4.40 28.12 261
12250 27.83 3.87 28.10 262
12275 27.95 5.49 28.17 263
12300 27,64 3.10 27.81 263
12325 27.02 2.94 27,18 264
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ ffi MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS =WINC SPEED, TPETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC BEG
12350 26,60 2.71 26.73 264
12375 26.4T 2.71 26.60 264
12400 26.36 2.83 ze. Si 264
12425 26.24 2.60 26.37 264
12450 26.36 2.64 26.49 264
12475 26.52 2.57 26.65 264
12500 26.61 2.34 26.71 265
12525 26,57 2.28 26.67 265
12550 26.56 2.T6 26.71 264
12575 26.47 3,41 26.69 262
12600 26.35 3*63 26.59 262
12625 26.30 3.97 26.60 261
12650 26.61 4.45 26.98 260
12675 27.32 4.65 2T.71 260
12700 27.93 4.79 28.34 260
12725 28.59 4.92 29.01 260
12750 29.18 5,13 29.63 260
12775 29.33 5.32 29,81 260
12800 29.54 5.34 30.02 260
12825 30.03 5.71 30.56 259
12850 30.64 6.38 3[.29 258
12875 31.36 7.10 32.15 257
E2900 32.49 7.92 33.44 256
12925 33.41 8,85 34,56 255
12950 33,31 9.53 34.65 254
12975 32.66 9.70 34.07 253
13000 32*43 10.07 33.96 253
13025 31.91 10.30 33.53 252
13050 31.39 10.73 33.18 251
13075 31.01 11.53 35.09 249
13100 30.19 12.27 32,59 248
13125 29.58 12.80 32.23 246
13150 28.90 13.38 31.84 245
13175 28,66 14,30 32,03 243
13200 29.13 14.94 32.73 243
13225 30.37 15.32 34.02 243
13250 31.95 16.12 35.79 243
13275 33o01 16.63 36*97 243
13300 33.57 1T.ll 3?.68 243
13325 34.17 17.65 38.46 242
TABLE 11-90 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04/22/651 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL¢RIDA
ALT W8 WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE DEGMETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
13350 35.34 18.16 39.74 243
13375 36,30 E8,66 40,82 243
13400 37.60 19.06 42.16 2_3
13425 38.24 19.50 42.93 243
13450 38.02 19.54 42.75 243
13475 38,36 19.03 42.82 243
13500 38.69 18.43 42.86 248
E3525 38.g5 17.70 42.78 245
13550 39,38 17.37 43.04 246
13575 39.59 17.22 43,17 2A6
13600 39.53 16.74 42.93 247
13625 38.94 16.42 42.26 247
13650 38,22 16.26 41,53 247
13675 37.75 15.84 40.93 247
13700 36.73 15.87 40.01 246
13725 36,18 18.96 39.54 246
13750 35.92 16.07 39.35 246
13775 35.28 18,35 38.88 245
138OO 34.97 16o57 38.69 244
13825 34.67 16o64 38,45 244
13850 34,47 18,54 38,23 244
13875 34.34 1_,80 38,23 244
13900 34,16 16°87 38,10 244
13925 34,30 16.78 38.18 244
13050 34,72 16,49 38,43 244
13975 34.98 16.27 38.58 245
14000 35°08 16.15 58.62 245
14025 35.23 16.14 38.75 245
14050 35,33 16.18 38,86 245
14075 35.59 15.89 38.80 246
14100 35.72 16.06 39.16 246
14125 36.00 16.28 39.51 245
14150 36°10 16.27 39.59 246
14175 36.18 16.49 39.76 245
14200 36.06 loo55 39.68 285
14225 36.02 16.51 39.62 245
14250 36.09 18.44 39.66 245
14275 36.12 16,27 39.61 246
14300 36,18 16.32 39.69 246
14325 36.81 15.71 40.02 247
E4350 37.50 15.17 40.45 248
16375 37.84 14.62 40.57 249
144C0 38.46 E3.60 40.79 250
14425 38,83 12.93 40,93 251
14450 39.15 12.51 41.10 252
16475 39.41 12.35 41.29 252
14500 39.08 12o10 40.01 253
14525 38.57 12ol0 40.42 252
14550 38.2_ 12.1g 40.14 252
14575 37.89 12.21 39.81 252
14600 37.42 12,6l 79.49 251
14625 36.95 12.85 39.13 251
14650 36.95 12.90 39.14 251
14675 37.22 12.86 39.38 25E
14700 37.26 13.03 39.47 251
14725 37.02 13.27 39.32 250
14750 37.37 13.25 39.65 250
14775 37.62 13.20 39.86 250
14800 37.33 12.86 39.49 251
14825 37.42 12.20 39.36 252
14850 37.41 I1.46 39.12 253
14875 37.18 I0.70 38.69 254
14900 96.93 10.39 38.36 254
E4925 36.79 10.58 38.28 254
1895O 36.92 10,39 38.35 254
14975 36.76 10.55 38.25 256
15000 36.57 10.81 35.13 253
15025 36,45 9.94 37.78 255
15050 36.49 9.33 37.67 255
15075 36.56 8,89 37.63 256
15100 36,59 7.79 37.41 258
15125 36.54 7.56 37o31 258
15150 36.53 7.17 37.23 259
15175 36.66 6.46 37.23 260
15200 36.6g 6.25 37.22 260
15225 36.35 5.87 36.82 261
15250 36.07 5.50 36.48 261
E5275 36.00 5.96 36.50 260
15300 35.88 6.10 36.39 260
15325 36.14 5.91 36.62 261
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX - ZBNAL C@MP_NENI, wl - MERIDIRNAL CRMPRNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, TPETA : WIND DIRECTIRN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPMERE WINO VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2502 04222/65, 1300Z, EASTERN EESI RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS IHETA ArT WX pZ WS TPEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG MEEERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC R/SEE DEG
15350 36.55 5.60 36.98 261 16350 30.34 6.29 30.64 262
15375 36.68 5.42 37.08 261 16375 29,87 4.77 30.25 261
15400 36.30 6.02 36.79 260 E6400 29,75 5.30 30.22 260
15425 36.02 6.23 36.56 260 16425 29.72 6.gl 30.30 259
15450 35.71 5.81 36.18 261 16450 2g.41 6.43 30.10 257
15475 35.11 6.03 35,62 260
15500 35.46 6.36 36.03 260
15525 35,81 5.T0 38.26 261
15550 35.14 5.50 35.57 261
15575 34,54 5.23 34.93 261
16475 29,36 7.34 30.27 256
16500 29,87 7.65 30.83 255
16525 29.99 7.51 30.92 256
16550 29.66 T.79 30.66 255
16575 29.3E 7.37 30.22 2_6
15600 34.46 5.12 34.84 261
15625 33.96 5.48 34.40 261
15650 33.q_ 5.21 34.34 261
15675 34.O8 5.73 34.56 260
15700 33.98 6,31 _4.56 259
16600 28.23 7.30 29.16 255
16625 27.35 7.01 28.24 255
16650 26.32 6.46 27.10 256
16675 25,16 _.53 25.76 257
16700 25.32 3.29 25.53 262
15?25 33.77 5.82 34.27 260
15750 33,43 5.51 33.88 260
15775 33.26 5,19 ]3.61 261
15800 33.53 4.39 33.82 262
15825 33.69 4.38 33.97 262
16725 25.68 2.18 25.77 265
16750 26.14 0.93 26.16 2_8
16775 26.39 -U.20 26.39 270
16800 26.22 -1.60 26.26 273
16825 25.81 -_.17 25.90 275
15850 33.57 4.24 33.86 263
15875 33.51 3.57 33.69 264
159OO 33.61 3.70 33.81 264
15925 33,T4 3.42 33.91 264
1595O 33.79 2.29 13.87 266
16850 25.05 -3,43 25,28 278
16875 24.38 -_,14 24.?3 279
16900 24.00 -4.1T 24.36 280
16925 23.54 -4.61 23.99 2_I
16950 22.51 -5.19 23.10 283
15975 33.38 2.10 33,45 266
16000 33.02 2.28 33.10 266
16O25 33.O5 1,83 _3.10 26_
16O50 32.8O 1.62 32.84 267
16075 32.52 l.C7 32.54 268
16975 21.92 -5.54 22.61 284
17000 21.49 -b.75 22.24 285
17025 20.98 -5.82 21.69 285
17050 20.77 -5.72 21.55 285
17C75 20.26 -b. BO 2_.08 2R6
16100 32.91 1.60 32.94 267
16125 32.34 1.86 32.39 267
16150 31.24 1,_0 31,30 266
16175 31,28 Z,C3 31.35 266
16200 30,91 2,36 31,00 265
17100 19.80 -5.14 20.46 284
17125 19.81 -6.14 20.47 284
16225 30.16 2.92 30.30 264
16250 30.21 2.E7 30.33 265
16275 31.03 3.04 31.18 264
16300 31.52 3.48 31.7E 2_3
16325 31.E5 3.54 31.55 26_
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CRMP_NENT, WZ : MERInI_NAI C_MP_ENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-91 PAGE391
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPBERE WIND VELOCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2507 06123/65, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEO METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
350 -7.95 -0.50 T.g7 36 1350 -4.19 -2.81 5.05 56 2350 -2.37 2.27 3.28 134
375 -7.64 -0.63 7.67 85 1375 -4.00 -3.11 5.06 52 2375 -2.28 2,14 3.13 133
400 -7.42 -0.66 7.45 85 1400 -3.97 -3.20 5.10 51 2400 -2.26 2.12 3.10 133
625 -7.62 -0.53 7.%% 86 1425 -4.00 -2.86 4.91 _5 2%25 -2.28 2.09 3.09 132
450 -7.50 -0.29 7.50 88 1450 -3.92 -2.23 6.51 60 2450 -2.57 1.79 3.13 125
475 -7.79 -0.C8 7.79 89
500 -8.04 0.13 8.05 91
525 -8.30 0.%3 e.31 93
550 -8.78 0.89 8.83 96
575 -8,92 1.22 9.00 98
1475 .3.77 -i.6O %.I0 67
1500 -3.57 -1.13 3.76 72
1525 -3.47 -1.05 3.63 73
1550 -3.46 li.[5 3.65 71
1575 -3.37 -I,30 3.61 69
2475 -2.93 1.81 3.45 122
2500 -3.00 2.12 3.67 125
2525 -3.02 2.37 3.86 128
2550 -3.16 2.72 6.17 131
2575 -3.55 3.14 4.74 131
600 -8.78 1.26 8.87 98
625 -8.32 1.13 8.60 98
650 -7.66 0.97 7.72 97
675 -7.31 1.00 7.37 98
700 -7.12 1.17 7,22 99
160O -3.35 -1.53 3.68 65
1625 -3.32 -1.59 3.68 66
1650 -3.25 -1.66 3.65 63
1675 -3.27 -1.73 3.70 62
1700 -3.17 -1.T1 3.60 61
2600 -3.97 3.47 5.27 131
2625 -6.15 3.82 5.66 132
2650 -4.25 4.07 5.88 134
2675 -%.51 4.03 6.05 132
2700 -%.69 3.96 6.14 130
725 -6.97 1.15 7.07 99
750 -6.91 1.04 6.98 98
775 -6.84 0.82 E.89 97
800 -6.84 0.70 6.8T 96
825 -6,73 0,66 6,76 95
1725 -3.02 -1.66 3.66 61
1750 -3.07 -1.46 3.60 66
1775 -3.22 -i.II 3.%1 71
1BOO -3.39 -0.86 3.49 76
1825 -3.60 -0.67 3.60 79
2725 -4.62 3.81 5.84 131
2750 -6.21 3.74 5.64 131
2775 -4.22 3.77 5.65 132
2800 -4.21 3.51 5.48 130
2825 -%.23 3.36 5.60 128
850 -6.71 0.51 6.73 94
875 -6.97 0.66 7.00 95
900 -7.06 0.73 7.10 96
925 -T.04 0,_9 7.06 95
950 -6.37 0.64 6.89 93
1850 -3.76 -0.50 3.79 82
1875 -3.89 -0.45 3592 83
1900 -3.96 -0.39 3.98 84
1925 -6.00 -0.36 4.01 85
1950 -6.00 -0.09 %.00 58
2850 -4.20 3.53 5.49 130
2875 -4.25 3.53 5.53 129
2900 -6.45 3.28 5.53 126
2925 -4.49 3.15 5.69 125
2950 -4.22 3.06 5.21 126
975 -6.61 0.12 6.61 91
1000 -6.61 -0.14 6.41 8g
1025 -6.09 -0.24 6.10 88
1050 -5.69 -0.51 5.71 85
1075 -5.67 -0.68 5.51 83
1975 -3.90 0.36 3.92 95
2000 -3.66 0.57 3.70 99
2025 -3.39 0.72 3.47 I02
2050 -3.21 1.24 3.46 111
2075 -3.18 1.75 3.63 If9
2975 -3.96 2.84 6.87 125
3000 -%.00 2.76 4.86 124
3025 -%.08 2.70 4.90 123
3050 -6.35 2.51 5.02 120
3075 -4.61 2.41 5.20 117
II00 -5.30 -0.78 5.36 81
I125 -5.19 -I.II 5.3I 78
1150 -5.20 -1.38 5.38 75
1175 -5.18 -1.53 5.40 73
1200 -5.23 -1.72 5.51 72
2100 -3.16 2.15 3.82 124
2125 -2.92 L.75 4.01 1_3
2150 -2.83 3.10 6.20 137
2175 -2.93 _.15 4._0 _7
2200 -2.97 3.09 %,29 136
3100 -4.36 2.25 6.91 117
3125 -%.10 2.10 4.60 I17
3150 -%.02 2.18 6.58 llB
3200 -3.69 1.99 4.20 118
1225 -5.07 -1.83 5.38 70
1250 -6.5% -1.93 4.93 67
1275 -6.32 -2.16 4.82 63
1300 -%.26 -2.36 4.86 61
1325 -4.24 -2.57 %.96 59
2225 -2.85 2.86 %.04 135
2250 -2.76 Z.62 3.79 134
2275 -2.72 2.60 3.63 131
2300 -2.62 2.17 3.60 129
2325 -2,49 Z.20 3.32 131
3225 -3.59 1.95 4.08 lib
3250 -3.50 1.95 %.00 119
3275 -3.43 1,79 3.87 117
3300 -3.49 1.70 3.88 116
3325 -3.65 1.33 3.70 111
4LT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL COMPOMENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THET4 = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2507 06123165, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/S£C DEO
3350 -3,16 0.95 3.30 107 4350 -5,16 -0.56 5.19 34 5350 -1.38 2.62 2,79 150
33T5 -2.91 1.03 3.09 109 4375 -5.15 -0,40 5.16 85 5375 -I.I0 2.64 2.86 157
3600 -2,96 1,08 3.[3 110 4400 -5.13 -0,51 5.16 36 5400 -1.02 2.56 2.76 158
3425 I3.34 1.10 3.51 108 4425 -5.37 -0.77 5,23 81 5625 -0.93 2,54 2.69 160
3450 -3.53 1.00 3.66 106 4650 -5.36 -0.87 B.63 B& 5%50 -0.66 2.63 2.52 165
3475 -3.15 0.79 3.26 I06 4675 -5.45 -0.83 5.51 81
3500 -2.90 0.69 2.90 103 4500 -5.67 -0.82 5.53 81
3565 -2.84 0.43 2.87 98 4525 -5.66 -0.57 5.37 84
3550 -2.51 0.C8 2.51 92 4550 -5.70 -0.36 5.71 86
3575 -2.39 -0.25 2.40 86 4575 -5.50 -0.39 5.51 86
5475 -0.35 2.39 2.41 171
5500 -0.18 2.65 2.65 176
5525 -0.20 2.88 2.89 176
5550 -0.33 3.10 3.12 176
55T5 -0.33 3.12 3.13 176
3600 -2.67 -0.53 2.72 78 %600 -5.25 -0.33 5.26 86
3625 -3.29 -0.93 3.42 76 4625 -5.00 -0.18 5.00 80
3650 -4.14 -1.37 %.36 71 %650 -4.58 O.Ol 4.58 90
3675 -6.75 -1.54 6.99 72 4675 -4.03 0.03 6.03 90
3700 -4.98 -1.67 5.19 73 4700 -3.35 -0,23 3.85 86
5600 -0.28 2.95 2.96 176
5625 -0.46 3.02 3.05 171
5650 -0.66 3.14 3.21 168
5675 -0.58 3.16 3.19 169
5700 -0.65 3.03 3.06 171
3725 -5.15 -1.38 5.33 75
3750 -5.28 -1.42 5.47 75
3775 -5.33 -1.66 5.52 74
3800 -5.38 -1.62 5.62 73
3825 -5.57 -1.93 5.89 71
4725 -4.01 -0.16 %.02 88
4750 -3.99 U.29 4.00 94
6775 -3.80 0.54 3.86 98
4800 -3.86 0.36 3.90 99
4825 -4.03 0.69 4.09 gB
5725 -0.27 2.93 2.96 175
E750 0.03 2.93 2.93 180
5775 0.14 2.80 2.81 183
5800 -0.05 2.56 2.56 179
5825 -0.12 2.63 2.43 177
3850 -5.74 -2.22 6.15 69
3875 -5.81 -2.57 6.35 66
3900 -5.92 -2.66 6.69 66
3925 -5.90 -2.45 6.39 67
3950 -5.77 -2.30 6.21 68
4850 -4.08 0.50 4.11 97
4875 -4.13 0.16 6.14 q2
4900 -4.33 0.03 %.33 90
6925 -6.39 0.08 %.39 91
4950 -4.16 0.00 4.16 90
5850 0.16 2.67 2.47 186
5875 0.50 2.38 2.%A 192
5900 0.74 2.09 2.22 199
5925 1.05 1.86 2.13 209
5950 1.61 1.66 2.18 220
3975 -5.63 -2.13 6.02 69
6000 -5.52 -1.83 5.81 71
4025 -5.32 -1.57 5.55 73
4050 -5.26 -1.55 5.48 73
60T5 -5.33 -1.42 5,52 75
4975 -3.80 -O.lO 3.80 88
5000 -3.66 -0.06 3.66 89
5025 -3.%5 0.09 3.65 91
5050 -3.16 0.07 3.16 91
5075 -3.16 O.O1 3.16 90
5975 1.47 1.68 2.08 225
EOOO 1.38 1.19 1.82 229
6023 1.31 0.93 1.61 236
6050 1.23 0.86 1.50 235
E075 1.37 0.72 1.55 242
4100 -5.36 -1.20 5.69 77
4125 -5.%5 -1.C6 5.56 79
6150 -5.65 -l.Cl 5.74 80
6175 -5.79 -0.96 5.87 B1
6200 -5.65 -0.76 5.70 82
5100 °3.02 0.04 3.02 91
5125 -2.67 0.05 2.67 91
5150 -2.61 -0.00 2.61 90
5175 -2.71 O.O0 2.71 90
5200 -2.52 0.22 2.53 95
6100 1.65 0.78 1.82 246
6125 1.65 1.13 2.00 235
E150 1.30 1.55 2.03 220
6175 0.96 1,96 2,17 206
6200 0.93 2.13 2.32 203
4225 -5.66 -0.66 5.48 83
4250 -5.38 -0.54 5.61 86
4275 -5.29 -0.33 5.30 86
4300 -5.16 -0.39 5.1T 86
4325 -5.17 -0.65 5.21 83
5225 -2.15 0.30 2.17 R8
5250 -1.77 U.33 1.80 IOO
5275 -1.52 0.57 1.63 llO
5300 -1.55 1.01 1.85 123
5325 -1.59 1.73 2.35 137
6225 0.89 2.17 2.36 202
6250 0.70 2.36 2.46 19B
E275 0.59 2.65 2.52 I93
6300 0.64 2.65 2.53 196
E325 0.72 2.55 2.65 196
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL COMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND D[RECTIBN
PAGE392 TABLE 11-91 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY P88FILE
TEST NUMBER 2507 04/23165v 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ WS TPETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
mETERS MISEC NIBEC NISEC DEO METERS M/SEC MISEC NISEC EEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
6350 G.62 2.46 2.54 194
0_¢5 0,3; 2.32 2.36 ! Rq
6600 0.25 2*05 2.07 187
6625 0.23 1.68 1.70 188
6450 0.25 1.37 1.39 190
6475 0.29 1.C4 1.08 195
6500 C.18 0.81 0.99 191
6525 -0.O7 0.86 C.84 175
6550 -0.21 0.72 0.75 165
6575 -0.35 0,58 0.68 168
6600 -0.68 0.42 C.79 122
6625 -1.05 0.24 1.09 103
6650 -1.55 0.08 1.56 93
6675 -1.83 -0.17 1.84 84
6700 -1.65 -0.57 1.75 71
6725 -l.16 -0.90 1.47 52
6750 -0.55 -1.10 1.23 26
6775 -0.23 -l.13 1.15 11
6800 0.00 -1.1A 1.14 360
6825 0.61 -0.88 C.97 395
6850 0.67 -0.56 0.87 310
6875 0,63 -0.54 0.83 311
6900 0.43 -0,63 C.76 326
6925 0.32 -0,81 0.87 338
6950 0.34 -0.86 1.01 340
6975 0.19 -0.83 C.85 347
7000 -0.08 -0.58 0,59 8
7025 -0.17 -0.33 0.37 26
7050 -0.21 -0.36 0.42 30
7075 -0.28 -0.70 C.76 22
7100 -0.06 -0.86 0.86 3
7125 0.41 -0.94 1.03 356
7150 0.78 -1.C5 1.31 323
7175 I.I0 -1.18 1.61 317
7200 1.49 -1.41 2.05 313
7225 1.79 -1,60 2.40 312
7250 2.03 -1.97 2.83 314
7275 2.23 -2.81 3.28 317
7300 2.35 -2.79 3.65 320
7325 2,39 -3,16 3.96 323
7350 2.36 -3.46 A.19 326
7375 2.50 -3.65 4.42 3?5
7600 2.72 -3.55 4.67 _z_
7425 3.00 -3.21 4.40 317
7A50 3.38 -2*76 4.36 509
7475 3.63 -2.30 4.29 502
7500 3.75 -1.98 4.26 298
7525 4.03 -1.78 A.AI 29A
7550 4.39 -1.72 4.72 291
7575 4.70 -1.62 4.97 289
7600" 5.01 -1.42 5.21 286
7625 5.11 -L.lO 5.23 282
7650 A.88 -0.69 4.93 278
7675 4.86 -0_98 6.87 274
7700 5.11 -0.14 5.11 271
7725 5.23 0.12 5.23 269
7750 5.51 0.46 5.33 265
7775 5.29 0.71 5.33 262
7800 5.14 0.95 5.23 259
7825 5.00 1.18 5,14 257
7850 5.01 1.32 5.18 255
7875 5.05 1.49 5.26 253
7900 5.01 1.69 5.29 251
7925 5.21 1.81 5.52 251
7950 5.60 '1.83 5.89 252
7975 5.67 1.88 5.97 251
8000 5.54 1.78 5.82 252
8025 5.41 1.43 5.59 255
8050 5.25 1.0A 5.35 259
8075 5.27 0.84 5.33 281
8100 5.40 0.84 5.47 261
8125 5.48 0.90 5.55 260
8150 5.51 U.g5 5.59 260
8175 5.46 1.01 5.56 259
8200 5.53 0.94 5.61 260
8225 5.87 0.68 5.90 263
8250 6.23 0.41 6.24 266
8275 6.71 0.27 6.72 268
8300 7.29 U.52 7.30 267
8325 7.69 0.59 7.71 265
8350 7.83 0.96 7.89 263
8375 7.92 1.26 8.02 261
8400 8.08 !.32 _:! Q _61
E425 8.15 1.24 8.24 261
8450 8.21 1.02 8.27 263
8475 8.38 0.82 8.42 264
"8500 8.50 0.84 8.55 264
8525 8.61 0.86 8.65 264
8550 8.67 0.70 8.70 265
8575 8.60 0.53 8.62 266
E6C0 8.53 0.42 B.54 267
8625 8.46 0.41 8.47 267
8650 8.37 0.37 8.38 267
8675 8,33 0.35 8.34 267
8700 8,32 0.36 8.33 267
e725 8.20 0.33 8.20 267
E750 7.98 0.46 7.99 267
8775 7.93 0.69 7.96 265
8800 7.86 0.83 7.91 264
8825 7.76 0.97 7.82 263
8850 7.60 1.15 7.69 261
8875 7.41 1.39 7.54 259
e900 7.18 1.56 7.35 258
8925 6.93 1.78 7.15 255
8950 6.81 2.10 7.13 253
8975 6.90 2.16 7.23 252
9000 7.09 2.01 7.37 254
9025 7.10 1.95 7.36 254
9050 7.07 1.92 7.33 255
9075 7.10 1.81 7.33 256
8100 7.08 1.61 7.26 257
8125 7.04 1.36 7.17 259
9150 6.99 1.19 7.09 260
_175 7.11 1.02 7.19 262
9200 7.45 0.83 7.50 263
9225 7.51 0.95 7.57 263
9250 7.57 1.O6 7.64 262
_275 7.63 1.17 7.71 261
q30O 7.68 1.28 7.79 260
5325 7,7A 1,39 7.87 260
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = LBNAL CBMPONENII WZ • MERIOIBNAL CBMEBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, 7HETA = WIND OIRECT|BN
FPS-16 8AOARIJIMSPHEBE WIND VEL8CIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2507 04123165* OLOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLfRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS ThETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC WISEC OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG
9350 7.80 1.50 7.94 259
9375 7.86 1.61 8.02 258
9400 7.92 1.72 8.10 258
9425 7.97 1.83 8.18 257
9450 8.03 1.84 8.26 256
9475 8.09 2.05 8.35 256
9500 8.15 2.17 8.43 255
9525 8.21 2.28 8.52 254
9550 8.27 2.39 8.60 25A
9575 8*32 2.50 8,69 253
9600 8.38 2.61 8.78 253
9625 8.44 2.72 8.87 252
9650 8.50 2.83 8.96 251
9675 8.56 2.94 9.05 251
9700 9.63 3.09 9.E7 250
9725 8.76 3.C9 %29 250
9750 E.97 3.19 9.52 250
9775 9.16 3.13 9.68 251
9800 9.30 2.93 9.76 252
9825 9.50 2.81 8.91 253
9850 9.82 2.66 IC.18 255
9875 10.06 2.74 10.42 255
9900 10.05 2.98 10.49 253
9925 10,12 3.C7 10.57 253
9950 10.35 2,98 10.77 254
9975 10.52 2.87 10.90 255
10000 10.48 2.94 1C.89 254
10025 10.32 3,35 IC.85 Z52
10050 10.12 3.85 IC.R2 249
10075 IC.03 4.21 10.88 247
I0100 10.05 4.83 10.99 246
10125 10.13 4.59 II.12 245
10150 10.83 4.58 11.30 246
10175 10.48 4.40 11.36 247
10200 10.62 4.38 11.49 247
10225 10.73 4.25 II.54 248
10250 10.79 4.20 11.58 249
10275 11.00 4.28 11.80 249
10300 11.37 4.16 12.11 250
10325 11.62 3.97 12.28 251
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
mETERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
10350 11.61 3.76 12.20 252
10375 11.52 3.73 12.11 252
10AO0 11.46 3.81 12.O8 251
10425 11.47 3.75 12.07 252
10450 11.49 3.69 12.07 252
10475 11.47 3.63 12.03 252
10500 11.46 _.56 12.00 253
10525 11.52 3.58 12.07 253
10550 11.53 3.52 12.05 253
10575 11.73 3.19 12.15 255
10600 11.92 2.70 12.22 257
10625 12.08 2.54 12.34 258
10650 12.38 2.85 12.71 257
10675 12.76 _.93 13.09 257
10700 13.31 2.50 13.54 259
10725 13.85 2.13 XA.O1 261
10750 14.19 ¢.23 14.86 261
10775 14.36 L.40 14.56 260
10800 14.41 2.56 14.63 260
10825 14.A9 _.85 14.76 259
10850 14.65 3.18 14.99 2_8
10975 14.57 _.44 14.97 257
10900 14.46 _.62 14.91 256
10925 IA.97 3.62 14.82 256
10950 14.27 _.51 14.70 2_6
10975 14.19 3.87 14.61 256
11000 13.98 3.39 14.99 256
11C25 13,83 3.63 14.27 256
ll050 14.26 J,59 14,70 256
11075 IA.81 3.65 15.25 2=6
III00 15.13 3.72 15.58 256
11125 15.23 4.06 15.76 255
11150 15,50 4.44 16.12 254
11175 16.03 4.68 16.70 2_5
11200 16.20 4.92 16.99 2_3
11225 16.25 5.30 17.09 252
11250 16.31 5.76 17.30 2_0
11275 16.42 5.89 17.44 250
El300 16.64 5.77 17.62 2Sl
11325 16.78 5.67 17.71 251
11350 16.72 5.62 17.64 251
11375 16.68 5.61 17.60 251
11400 16.67 5.51 17.56 252
11425 16.58 5.32 17.41 252
11650 16.48 5.06 17.24 253
11475 16.41 4.91 17.13 253
11500 16.28 4.98 17.03 253
11525 16,17 4,95 16.91 253
11550 16.19 A.86 16.90 253
11575 16.25 4.90 16.97 253
11600 16.22 4.99 16.97 253
11625 16.26 4.98 17.01 253
11650 16.31 4.88 17.02 253
11675 16.68 4.75 17.29 254
11700 16.92 4.81 17.59 254
11725 16.89 4.90 17.58 254
11750 17.33 4.86 17.99 254
11775 17.90 5.17 18.63 254
11800 18.35 5.82 ,19.25 252
11825 19.26 6.20 20.23 252
11850 20.05 5.99 20.93 253
11875 20.23 6.O0 21.10 253
11900 20.38 6.33 21.34 253
11925 20.79 6.91 21.91 251
11950 2L.09 7.59 22.41 250
11975 21.08 7.89 22.50 249
12000 21.04 8.17 22.57 249
12025 21.13 8.56 22.80 248
12050 21.21 8.93 23.01 247
12075 21.20 9.28 23.14 246
12100 21.20 9.58 23.26 245
12125 21.24 9.77 23.38 245
12150 21.31 9.84 23.47 245
12175 21.32 9.93 23.52 245
12200 21.09 9.99 23.33 244
12225 20.83 9.99 23.10 244
12250 20.78 10.40 23.24 248
12275 20.62 11.09 23.41 242
12900 20.A6 11.70 23.57 240
12325 20.38 12.09 23.70 239
ALT = ALTITUDE, wx = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, W2 • MERIDIONAL COMPONEN7, WS = WIN[ SPEED, THEIA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-91(con't) PAGE 393
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WINO VELgCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER Z507 04/23/6510LOOZ_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLRRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TEET4 ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG
12350 20.51 12,35 23.94 239 13350 26,99 6.53 27.77 256 14350 34.50 6.52 35,[1 259
E2375 20.98 E2.58 24.46 239 13375 27.52 6.89 28,37 256 [4375 34,65 6.33 35.22 259
12400 21.43 12.63 24.88 239 13400 27.R1 7.42 28.78 255 14400 34.86 6.07 35.38 260
12425 21.63 12.56 25,01 24Q 13425 28.09 7,83 29.[6 254 14425 35,00 5.89 35,49 260
12450 21.46 12.63 24.90 239 13450 28.34 B.O8 29,4T 254 14450 34.89 5.72 35.35 260
12475 21.19 12.E7 24.69 239
12500 21.15 12,74 24.69 239
12525 21.32 12.E7 24.90 239
12550 21,48 12.80 25.01 239
12578 21.46 12.80 25.99 239
13475 28.46 8.39 29.67 253
13500 28.91 8.73 30.20 253
13525 29.45 8.90 30.77 253
13550 30.16 8.91 31.45 253
13575 31.38 8.95 32.63 254
14475 34.70 5.42 35.12 261
14500 34.76 5.27 35.16 261
14525 34.74 5.16 35.12 261
14550 34.70 4.84 35.03 262
14575 34.78 4.69 35.09 262
12600 21.72 12.86 25,25 239
12625 22,08 12,85 25.55 240
12650 22,34 12.87 28.78 240
12675 22.76 12.75 26.09 241
12700 22.75 12.28 25.85 241
13600 32.51 9.37 33.83 254
13625 32.55 9.89 34.03 253
13650 32.42 10.11 33.96 252
13675 32.43 IO.OO 33.93 253
13700 32.15 10.08 33.69 252
14600 34.67 4.73 34*99 262
16625 34.31 4.77 34.64 262
14650 33.89 4,87 34*24 262
14675 33*46 4.98 33.83 261
14700 33*57 5.[8 33*97 261
12725 22.54 12.C1 25.54 242
12750 22,59 12.31 25.73 241
12775 22.98 12.82 26,31 241
12800 23.21 13.C7 26.64 240
12825 22.97 12.98 26.38 240
13725 32.12 10.28 33.72 252
13750 32.12 I0.31 33.73 252
13775 32.02 lO.B7 33.81 251
13800 31.90 12.08 34.12 249
13825 31.76 13.33 34.44 247
14725 34.36 5.10 34.74 261
14750 34.97 4.83 35.30 262
14775 35.10 4.64 35.41 262
14800 35.10 4.35 35.37 263
14825 35.14 3.86 35.35 264
12B5O 23.17 12.65 26.39 241
12875 23.86 11.97 26.69 243
12900 24.30 11.66 26.95 244
12925 24.52 11.83 27.22 244
12950 24.53 11.92 27.27 244
13850 31.75 14.37 34.85 245
13875 31.89 14.91 35.20 245
13900 32*32 14.65 35.49 245
13925 32.85 14.08 35*74 247
13950 33*24 13.64 35.92 247
14850 35.22 _ 3.30 35.38 264
14875 35.25 3.02 35.38 265
14900 35.32 2.85 35.44 265
14925 35.40 3.00 35.52 265
14950 35.22 3.23 35.37 265
12975 24.63 12.Cl 27.40 244
13000 24.75 12.C8 27.54 244
13025 24.90 12.24 27.74 244
13050 25.26 12.45 28.16 244
13075 25.63 12.49 28.51 244
13100 26.21 12.80 29.17 244
13125 26.96 13.11 29.98 244
13150 27.25 12.44 29.96 245
13175 2T.IR 11.17 _9._g _a7
13200 27.07 10.26 28.95 249
13975 33.53 12.85 35.91 249
14000 33.63 11.8T 35.66 250
14025 33.69 11.25 35.52 251
14050 33*65 10.74 35.32 252
14075 33.77 10.29 35.30 253
14100 34.03 9.96 35.46 253
14125 34.23 9.61 35.55 254
14150 34.36 9.32 35.61 255
14200 34.63 7.82 35.50 257
14975 35.05 3.24 35.20 265
15OCO 35.11 3.40 35.27 264
[5025 35.67 3.39 35.84 264
15050 36.14 3.16 36.27 265
15075 36.08 2.73 36.18 265
15100 36.04 2.07 36.10 267
15125 35.85 1.68 35.89 267
15150 35.42 1.60 35.45 267
15200 35.36 0.46 35.37 269
13225 27.08 9.38 28.66 251
13250 27.12 8.33 28.37 253
13275 26.88 7.62 27.94 254
13300 26.61 7.26 27,59 255
13325 26.61 6.83 27.47 255
14225 34.60 7.48 35.40 258
14250 34.65 2,36 35.42 258
14275 34.67 7.14 35*40 258
14300 34*70 6.91 35.38 259
14325 34.59 6.70 35*24 258
15225 35.30 0.22 35.30 269
15250 35.26 0.22 35.26 269
15275 35.48 0.46 35.48 269
15300 35.40 0.40 35.41 269
15325 35.40 -0.09 35.40 270
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CRMP_NENTt WZ • MERIDIRNAL CRRPRNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 2507 04123165, OIOOZ* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEE NISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEC OEG
15350 35.32 -0.52 35.33 271 16350 21.38 8.97 23.[8 247
15375 35.06 -0,58 35,07 271 16375 21,97 9,11 23.79 247
15400 35.00 -0.73 35.01 271 16400 22.24 9.44 24.16 247
15425 34.87 -0.71 34.8B 271 16425 22.13 9.41 24.04 247
15450 34.83 -O.A3 34.83 271 16450 22.19 9.44 24.11 247
15475 35.22 -0.41 35.22 270
15500 35.46 -0.46 35.46 271
15525 35.09 -0.54 35.09 271
15550 34.47 -0.79 34.48 271
15575 34.45 -1,18 34*47 272
16475 22,65 10.18 24.83 246
16500 23.11 9.95 25.16 246
16525 23.36 9.09 25.06 249
16550 23.63 9.31 25.40 248
16575 23.62 9.65 25.51 248
15600 34.30 -1.57 34.33 272
15625 33.91 -2.E3 33.97 273
15650 33.79 -2.64 33.90 274
15675 33.64 -2.81 33.75 275
15700 33.48 -2.E6 33.59 274
16600 23,47 9.40 25.28 248
16625 23.72 9.38 25.51 248
16650 23*88 9.74 25*79 248
16675 23,96 9.90 25.92 247
16700 23.95 10.23 26.04 247
15725 32.96 -2.85 33.09 275
15750 32.30 -3.14 32.45 275
15775 31.49 -3.20 31.65 276
15800 30.53 -3.76 3C.76 277
15825 29.53 -4.59 29.88 279
16725 24.13 10.69 26.40 246
16750 25.00 10.59 27.16 247
16775 25.65 lO*Ol 27.54 248
16800 25.64 9.03 27.19 250
16825 25.32 7,80 26.49 253
15850 28.77 -4.72 29.15 279
15875 28.45 -4.E3 28.83 279
15900 28.35 -4.50 28.71 279
15925 28.06 -3*96 28.36 278
15950 27.57 -3.42 27.78 277
16850 25.56 6.00 26.26 257
16875 25.8[ 4.82 26.26 259
16900 25.64 3.47 25.87 262
16925 25.45 2.4B 25.57 264
15975 26.75 -3.C4 26.93 276
16000 25.63 -2*74 25.77 276
16025 24.25 -2.41 24.37 275
16050 23.17 -1.E4 23.23 274
16075 22.20 -0.50 22.21 271
16100 21.34 0.50 21.35 268
16125 20.34 1.72 20.41 265
16150 19.61 2.70 19.79 262
16175 18.82 3.38 19.13 260
16200 19.08 4.13 19.52 258
16225 20.02 4*91 20.62 256
16250 20.47 5*88 21.30 254
16275 20.93 6.50 21.91 253
16300 21.46 7.20 22.63 251
16325 21.38 8.35 22.95 248
ALT • ALTITUDE_ WX = ZBNAL CBMPJNEN|* WE = MER[DIeNAL C_MPBNENT, WS : WINE SPEED* THETA • WIND DIRECTIiN
PAGE 394 TABLE 11-92
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2503 041231651 1300Z f EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL gRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TEETA ALT NX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS W/SEC M2SEC NISEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DEG
1025 -7.70 -0.54 7.71 86
1050 -7,76 -U.6J 7,79 85
1075 -7,64 -0,50 7.66 86
1100 -7.28 -0,24 7,28 88
1125 -6.82 O.D7 6.82 90
1150 -6,41 0.27 6.41 92
1175 -5.85 0,51 5.87 95
1200 -5,23 0.77 5.28 98
1225 -4,49 0.84 4.57 100
1250 -3.84 0.63 3.89 99
1275 -3.57 0.56 3,60 97
1300 -5.33 0.47 3,36 98
1325 -3.07 0.44 3.10 98
1350 -2.79 0.48 2.84 100
1375 -2.51 0.41 2.54 q9
1400 -2.59 O,C3 2,59 90
1425 -2,89 -0.42 2.92 82
1450 -2.97 -0.94 3.11 72
1475 -3.10 -1.38 3.39 66
1500 -3.16 -1.55 3.52 64
1525 -3.19 -l.ET 3.60 62
1550 -3.37 -1.72 3.78 63
1575 -3,46 -1.72 3.86 63
1600 -3.48 -I,88 3.96 61
1625 -3,50 -2.36 4.22 56
1650 -3,35 -2.89 4.43 49
1675 -3,09 -3,06 4.34 45
1700 -2,95 -2.97 4,19 45
1725 -2.86 -2.95 A.11 44
1750 -2.87 -3.16 4.27 42
1775 -3.03 -3.42 4.56 N1
1800 -3.04 -3.35 4.53 42
1825 -2,96 -3.C6 4.26 44
1850 -3.02 -2oEO 3.98 49
1875 -3.02 -2,D1 3.63 56
1900 -2.90 -1.49 3.26 63
1925 -2.84 -1,07 3.03 69
1950 -2,84 -0,84 2.96 73
19T5 -3,06 -O.E3 3.12 78
2000 -3.24 -0,33 3.26 8A
2C25 -3.25 -0.15 3.25 87
2075 -3.78 -0,09 3.78 88
2100 -4.08 -0*04 4.08 89
2125 -4.51 -0.04 4.S! 89
2150 -4.66 -0.12 4.66 e8
2175 -4.59 -0,19 4.59 87
2200 -4,47 -0.19 4,47 87
2225 -4.33 -0.14 4.33 88
2250 -4.23 -0.15 4+23 88
2275 -4.14 -0.22 4.14 _7
2300 -3.98 -0.26 3.99 86
2325 -3.98 -0.28 3.99 86
2350 -4.21 -0.16 4.22 88
2375 -4.56 0.05 4,56 90
2400 -4,89 0,35 4.90 5N
2425 -5.08 0.66 5,12 97
2450 -5.05 0.85 5.12 99
2475 -5.00 1.01 5.10 IOl
2500 -4.90 1.26 5.06 104
2525 -4.76 1.58 4.99 108
2550 -4,68 1,72 4.99 110
2575 -4.60 1,59 4.87 109
2600 -4.62 1.24 4,79 105
2625 -4.79 1.17 4.94 104
2650 -4.90 1.31 5.08 105
2675 -4.95 1.51 5.18 107
2700 -4.95 1.73 5.24 109
2725 -4.83 L.TO 5.12 1C9
2750 -4.70 1.68 4.99 110
2775 -4,58 1.87 4.95 112
2800 -4,46 2,07 4.91 115
2825 -4.41 2.18 4.92 116
2850 -4.38 2.35 4.97 118
2875 -4.25 2,33 4.85 118
2900 -4.28 2,07 4,75 116
2925 -4.41 1.85 4.79 113
2950 -4.30 1.51 4.56 IC9
2975 -4.18 1.28 4.37 lOT
3000 -4,20 1.25 4.39 106
3025 -4.12 0.95 4.23 103
30_0 -4.21 0.62 4.28 98
3075 -4*43 0.61 4.47 98
3100 -4.44 0.56 4.47 97
3125 -4.20 0.38 4.22 95
3150 -3.77 0*11 3.77 92
3175 -3.63 -0.15 3.63 87
3200 -3,94 -0.30 3.95 85
3225 -4,22 -0.31 4.24 86
3250 -5.43 -0.43 4.45 84
3275 -4.60 -0.61 4.64 82
3300 -4.73 -0.55 4*76 83
3325 -N.66 -0.48 4.69 84
3350 -4,69 -0.65 4.73 82
3375 -5.07 -0.93 5+15 79
3400 -5,33 -1.15 5,45 78
3425 -5.26 -1.28 5.41 76
3450 -5.23 -1.52 5.45 75
3475 -5.53 -2.01 5.69 69
3500 -5.36 -2.51 5.92 65
3525 -5.52 -2.84 6.21 63
3550 -5.66 -2.93 6.37 62
3575 -5.65 -2.77 6.29 64
3600 -5.70 -2+56 6.24 66
3625 -5.76 -2.20 6.17 69
3650 -5.59 -1.74 5.85 73
3675 -5,49 -1,50 5.69 74
3700 -5.50 -1.34 5,66 76
3725 -5.32 -1.34 5.49 76
3750 -5.20 -1,30 5.36 76
3775 -5.14 -1.05 5.25 78
3800 -4*81 -1.04 4.93 78
3825 -4.46 -1.27 4.64 74
3850 -4,19 -1.42 4.43 71
3875 -3,91 -1,52 4.19 69
3900 -3.71 -1.70 4.08 65
3925 -3.74 -1,85 4.17 63
3950 -3.96 -1.92 4,40 64
3975 -4.10 -1.97 4.54 64
NOOO -4.10 -2.14 4.62 62
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAL C2MPBNENI, WZ = MERIDI2NAL C2MP2NENT, WS ffi WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTI2N
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2503 04/23/65, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/_EC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
4025 -4.16 -2,41 4.81 60 5025 0.45 -0.23 0,51 297 E025 0.69 -0,73 1.01 316
6050 -4.60 -2.43 5.03 61 5050 0.21 -0,11 0.24 298 E050 0.59 -0.25 1,04 325
4075 -4.70 -2,25 5.21 6N 5075 0,28 10.09 0*29 287 EO75 0.42 -0.99 1o08 337
4100 -4.79 -2.23 5.29 65 5100 0,50 -0*14 0.52 285 6100 0.36 -1.18 1,24 343
4125 -4.66 -2.21 5.15 64 5125 0.11 -0.33 0.35 341 6125 0.51 -1.09 1.20 335
4150 -4.37 -2.13 4.86 64
4175 -5.19 -2.12 4.69 63
4200 -4.20 -1.24 4.59 6_
4225 -N.24 -1.46 5.49 71
4250 -4,30 -1.14 4.45 75
5150 -0.36 -0.52 0.63 34
5175 -0,20 -0.42 0.52 23
5200 -0.28 -0,37 0.47 37
5225 -0.41 -0,40 0.57 46
5250 -0.39 -0.62 0.73 32
6150 0.62 -0.72 0.95 319
6175 0*67 -0.44 0.80 303
6200 O.BB -0.09 0.86 276
2225 1.02 0,17 1.09 261
6250 1.22 0.21 1.23 260
4275 -3.97 -0.95 4.09 76
4300 -3,41 -0.84 3.52 76
4325 -2.89 -0.70 2.97 76
4350 -2.43 -0,64 2.51 75
4375 -1.97 -0.74 2.10 69
5275 -0.30 -0.24 0.89 20
5300 -0,35 -1.11 1.16 17
5325 -0.51 -1.33 1.42 21
5350 -0.65 -1.35 1.50 ?6
5375 -0.71 -1.52 1.50 28
E275 1.19 0.31 1.23 255
6300 1.00 0,60 1.16 239
6325 0.85 0.91 1.24 223
6350 0.92 1,09 1,43 220
6375 1*04 1.30 1.66 219
4400 -I.45 -0.76 1.63 62 5400 -0.73 -1.34 1.52 28
4425 -l.OT -O.E9 1.27 57 5425 -0.83 -1.32 1.56 32
4N50 -0.87 -O,E4 1.20 46 5450 -0,96 -I.16 1.51 NO
4475 -0.90 -I.C5 1.3R 40 5475 -1.03 -l.tB 1.56 41
4500 -0,90 -1.28 1.57 35 5500 -0.93 -1,35 1.64 3N
6400 0*97 1.46 1.76 213
6425 0,79 1.58 1.76 206
E450 0.72 1.47 1,63 206
6475 0,92 1.23 1.54 217
6500 1.22 1.20 1.72 225
4525 -0.60 -I.56 1.67 21
4550 -0.35 -1.80 1.83 Ii
4575 -0,09 -1.79 1.79 3
4600 0,21 -1.42 I.NN 35 1
4625 0.29 -l,Cl 1.05 34N
5525 -0.84 -1.54 1,76 ?8
5550 -0.79 -I.75 1.92 24
5575 -0.65 -L.92 2.03 19
5600 -0.54 -2.13 2,20 14
5625 -0.48 -_*18 2.23 12
E525 1.40 1,34 1.94 226
6550 1.67 1.42 2.20 229
6575 2.10 1.45 2.55 235
E600 2.45 1.54 2.90 238
E625 2.54 1.74 3.08 235
4650 0.33 -0.61 0.70 331 5650 -0.44 -(*DO 2.05 12
4675 0.25 -0.22 G,33 312 5675 -0.42 -1.60 1.65 14
4700 0.05 -0.C9 0.I0 333 5700 -0.35 -1.17 1.22 16
4725 -0.02 -O.C8 O.OR 16 5725 -0.72 -0.94 0.86 tN
4750 -0.14 -O.Cl 0.14 87 5750 -0.05 -0.44 0,45 6
6650 2.50 1.96 3+18 232
6675 2.62 1.96 3.27 233
6700 2.87 1.97 3.48 235
6725 3.16 1,91 3.69 239
6750 3.41 1.63 3.78 24N
4775 -0.33 0.19 C.38 120
4800 -0.48 0.46 C.67 134
4225 -0*61 0.55 C.82 132
4850 -0.67 0.58 C.88 131
4875 -0,64 0*56 0.85 131
5775 0.12 -0.18 0.22 326
5800 0.30 U.04 0.30 262
5225 0.53 0.22 0.58 2N8
5850 0,95 0,II 0.95 263
5875 1.24 -0.32 1,28 284
6775 3.57 1.27 3.79 250
EBCO 3.61 0.98 3.74 258
E825 3,31 0.63 3*37 259
6850 3.11 0.19 3.11 266
E875 3,59 -0.26 3.60 274
4900 -0.75 0.68 l.OO 133
4925 -C.67 0.72 C.q9 137
4950 -0.16 0.39 C.42 187
4975 0.31 0.C3 0.31 264
5000 0,54 -0*23 0.88 293
5800 l*31 -0.61 1.44 285
5828 1.41 -0,59 1.53 293
595O 1.34 -0,72 1.52 298
5975 I*07 -0*77 1.32 306
6000 0.85 -0.68 l*Og 308
6900 3*96 -0.71 4,03 28O
E925 3.91 -0*66 4,01 282
695O 3.82 -O,7O 3.89 780
6975 3.75 -0.61 3.80 27g
7000 3.64 -0.65 3*70 280
ALT = ALIITUOE, WX = ZONAL CeMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIeNAL C2MP2NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND D[RECT[2N
TABLE 11-92 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2503 06123165, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
IETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SAC OEG
7025 3.55 -O.E8 3.61 281
7050 3.47 -0.77 3.58 282
7075 3,36 -1.00 5.51 286
TlO0 3.28 -1.29 8.53 291
7125 3.21 -1.42 3.51 296
7150 3.13 -1.52 3.68 296
7175 3.16 -1.62 8,55 297
7200 3.17 -1.E7 3.58 298
7225 3.10 -i,76 3.57 299
7250 3.08 -1.54 3.83 302
ArT WX WZ MS TPETA
METERS M/SAC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
8025 2.22 -5.35 5.79 337
8050 2.17 -b.29 5.72 538
8075 1.99 -5.50 5.85 340
8180 1.95 -8.63 5.95 341
8125 2.01 -5.76 6.10 341
8150 2.19 -5.92 8,31 339
8175 2.41 -b.99 6.46 338
8208 2.61 -6.15 6.68 537
8225 2.68 -6.21 6.76 356
8258 2.59 -6.16 6.66 537
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
q025 3.66 -3.77 5.12 317
5050 3.58 -3.37 4.90 313
8075 3.66 -3.09 4.79 310
_I00 3.71 -3.11 6.86 310
q125 3.74 -3.09 4.85 309
_150 3.73 -8.07 4.83 309
9175 3.71 -3,09 4.82 310
9280 3.78 -2.98 4.81 308
8225 A.05 -2.69 6.88 883
8250 4.37 -2.36 4.97 298
7275 2.96 -2.14 3.66 306
7300 2.71 -2.39 3.61 311
7325 2.65 -2.55 3.83 316
7350 2.32 -2.54 3.64 317
7375 2.28 -2.52 3.40 318
8275 2.69 -6.08 6.57 338
8300 2.61 -5.98 8.45 338
8325 2.34 -5.71 6.17 337
8350 2.22 -8.37 5.81 337
8375 2.09 -6.99 5.41 537
5275 4.39 -2.39 5.00 298
8300 6.31 -2.53 5.00 300
8525 6.27 -2.30 6.85 298
8550 6.25 -1,93 8.68 294
9375 A.25 -1.67 &.57 291
7400 2.19 -2,58 3.38 319
7425 2.16 -2.70 3.45 821
7450 2.08 -2.85 3.53 324
7475 1.87 -2.91 3.66 327
7500 1,77 -3.10 3.57 338
8400 2.15 -4.99 5.63 376
8625 2.23 -5.06 5.53 336
8A58 2.30 -6.90 5.61 535
8475 2.37 -4.78 5.36 333
8500 2,39 -4.54 5.40. 3_4
8400 4.12 -1.61 4.62 291
9625 3.86 -1.69 6.16 291
9450 3.48 -I.I0 3.65 287
8675 3.26 -0.92 3.39 286
8580 3.22 -1.06 3.39 288
7525 1.78 -3.39 3.8[ 333
7550 1.58 -3.57 3.91 336
7575 1.46 -3.74 4.82 338
7600 1,37 -8.83 4.07 340
7625 1.32 -3,95 6.16 341
8525 2.34 -6.97 5.69 335
8550 2.27 -5.06 5.55 336
8575 2.33 -5.05 5.56 335
8600 2.39 -6.95 5.50 336
8625 2.41 -4.91 5.67 334
8525 3.15 -0.97 3.30 287
9550 3.22 -0.98 3.36 287
8575 3.22 -1.24 3.45 291
8600 5.14 -1.57 5.51 296
9625 8.22 -1.69 5.63 297
7650 1.20 -4.89 4.26 343
7675 1.16 -4.29 4.64 365
7TO0 1.38 -6.56 6.77 363
7725 1.65 -6.88 5.15 361
7750 1.92 -5o22 5.56 360
8650 2.36 -4.88 5.42 334
8675 2.60 -6.82 5.38 333
8700 2.67 -6.66 5.25 332
8725 2.36 -6,66 5.06 532
8750 2.27 -4.28 4.88 532
8650 3.23 -1.67 3.63 297
8675 3.08 -1.77 3.56 300
5700 3.07 -1.89 3.51 299
5725 3.31 -1.49 8.63 296
g750 3.42 -1.45 3.71 293
7775 2.09 -5.36 5.75 338
7800 2.10 -5.45 5.83 339
7825 2.03 -5.76 6.89 340
7850 2.09 -5.55 6.31 34C
7875 2.08 -5.89 6.25 360
8775 2.18 -6.10 6.64 332
8800 2.16 -4.06 R.AO 332
8825 2.81 -4.13 4.73 531
8850 2.48 -4.17 4.85 329
8875 2.59 -_.19 _q_ =7=
5775 3.36 -1.66 3.84 293
5800 3.36 -1.83 3.76 296
g825 5.35 -1.96 3.88 500
8850 3.19 -2.11 3.83 303
=?TY 2.CI Z.l? 0.72 _CO
7900 2.05 -5.75 6.11 360
7925 1.98 -5.71 6.06 341
7950 1.83 -5.79 8.08 342
7975 1.93 -5.73 6.05 341
8800 2.09 -5.53 5.91 339
8900 2.78 -6.33 5.14 327
8925 2.92 -6.50 5.37 327
8950 2.96 -6.52 5.39 527
8975 2.91 -4.37 5.25 528
9000 3.16 -6.09 5.15 322
g9DO 2.73 -2.28 3.56 310
g925 2.34 -2.16 3.17 312
8950 1.88 -1.86 2.64 314
8975 1,54 -1.66 2.26 3E7
IC080 1,58 -1.58 2.10 319
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPQNEN7, WZ = MERIDIBNAI COMPONENT, WS : WIND SPEED, 7HETA = WIND DIRECTIQN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY pRBFILE
IEST NUMBER 2503 84/23/65, 13002, EASTERN 7ESl RANGE, FLORIDA
AL7 WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SAC M/SAC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SAC DEG
10025 1.46 -1.81 2.16 318 11025 6,66 -3.66 7.43 2gg 12025 5.39 -8.15 9.77 326
10050 1.48 -1.77 2.31 320 11050 6.55 -3.86 7.59 300 12050 5.80 -8.05 9.92 326
10075 1,46 -1.85 2,35 322 E1875 6.65 -3.86 7.69 380 12075 6.45 -8.07 10,33 321
10100 1.39 -1.85 2.32 323 11100 6.57 -3.98 7.68 301 12100 6.85 -8.15 10.65 320
10125 1.30 -1.69 2.13 322 11125 6.50 -6.33 7.81 303_ 12125 6,97 -8.53 11.02 321
10150 1.16 -1.43 1.84 321
10175 0.96 -1.27 1.59 323
10200 0.82 -l.18 I.A4 3_5
10225 0.86 -1.28 1.56 326
10250 0,99 -1.51 1.80 326
11150 6.39 -6.57 7.85 305
11175 6.20 -4.62 7.73 306
11200 6.00 -8.59 7.58 307
11225 5.76 -6.61 7.38 308
11250 5.62 -6.79 7,23 311
12150 7.23 -8.79 11.38 320
12175 7.60 -8.87 11.69 319
12200 7.74 -9.00 11.87 319
12225 7.57 -9.05 11.80 320
12250 7.29 -9.22 11.75 321
10275 1.21 -1.87 2.31 328
10300 1.65 -2.33 2.74 328
10325 1.60 -2.33 2.82 325
10350 1,68 -2.25 2.81 323
10375 1.97 -2.10 2.88 317
11275 5.25 -4.97 7.23 31S
11300 5.36 -5.13 7.61 314
11325 5.50 -5.21 7.58 313
11350 5.76 -5.16 7.71 312
11375 5.78 -5.21 7.79 312
12275 6.94 -9.09 11.66 322
12300 7.16 -8.67 11.24 320
12325 8.25 -8.09 11.56 316
12350 8.96 -7.17 II.48 308
12375 9.40 -6.52 11.46 305
10600 2.62 -1.90 3.26 306
10625 3.05 -1.75 3.52 300
18650 3.17 -1.E9 3.69 301
10475 3.36 -1.93 3.87 300
10500 3.56 -1.78 3.96 296
11400 5.77 -5.38 7.89 313
11825 5.55 -5.67 7.93 515
E1650 5.18 -5.95 7,88 319
11875 4.97 -6.I0 7.87 321
1iEOO 6.74 -b.31 7.89 323
12400 9.88 -6.20 11.67 302
12425 I0.17 -5.91 11.77 308
12450 10.85 -5.97 12.39 299
12475 11.63 -5.61 12.9E 296
12500 12.18 -4.83 13.10 291
I0525 3.69 -1.89 4.05 296
10550 3.89 -1.83 4.30 295
10875 4.28 -E.g9 4.72 295
10600 4.61 -l.gl 6.99 292
10625 6.68 -2.03 5.10 295
11525 4.30 -6.58 7.86 327
11550 4.01 -6.70 7.81 32q
11575 5.68 -b.57 7.53 331
11600 3.05 -6.54 7.22 3_5
11625 2.58 -6.64 7.13 339
12525 12.59 -6.79 13.68 291
12550 13.00 -5.10 13.97 291
12575 13.65 -5.13 16.60 291
12600 13.77 -5.00 14.65 290
12625 13.91 -4,89 14,76 289
10650 4.65 -2.22 5.15 295
10875 4.68 -2.23 5.18 295
EOTOO 6.96 -2.14 5.38 293
10725 5.21 -2.08 5.61 292
10750 5.52 -2.12 5.92 291
11650 2.21 -6.79 7.14 3A2
11675 1.96 -b.g3 7.20 344
11700 1.74 -7.00 7,22 3A6
11725 1.55 -7.05 7.22 347
11750 1.52 -7.16 7.32 ?A8
12650 IA.06 -4.91 16.88 289
12675 14.16 -5.17 15.06 290
12700 16.52 -5.54 15.47 290
12725 15.11 -5.21 15.98 289
12750 15.63 -5.12 16.44 288
10775 5.61 -2.35 6,09 292
10800 5.65 -2.44 5.97 294
10825 5.58 -2.29 6.03 292
10850 5.85 -2.24 6.27 291
10575 6.00 -2.53 6.51 293
11775 1.49 -7.33 7.48 368
11800 1.65 -7.46 7.60 369
11825 1.76 -7.69 7.88 547
11850 2.27 -8.01 8.33 346
11875 3.05 -8.16 8.69 _59
12775 16.08 -5.08 16.87 287
12800 16.38 -4.88 17.09 286
12825 18.75 -6.72 17.60 286
12850 17.24 -6.55 17.83 288
12875 17.78 -4*28 18.29 288
10900 6.17 -2.77 6.77 296
10925 6.30 -2.87 6.92 296
10950 8.43 -3.C2 7.10 295
10975 6.56 -3.12 7.27 295
II000 6.55 -3.38 7.57 297
11900 3.70 -7.89 8.72 335
11925 4.02 -7.83 8.80 333
11950 6.12 -8.19 9.17 333
I1975 4.51 -8.33 g.67 331
12000 5.10 -8.27 9.72 328
12900 18.77 -6.01 19.19 282
12825 19.86 -3.80 20.22 281
12950 20,85 -3.84 21.20 280
12975 21.94 -3.86 22.27 280
13000 23.D1 -3.84 23.29 279
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMP_NENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREC718N
PAGE 396 TABLE II-92(con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY pROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2503 04123165, 13002_ EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC W/SEE DEG
18025 25.74 -3.58 24.01 278
13050 24.18 -3.79 24.48 ZK9
13075 24.56 -4.11 24.91 279
13100 28.80 -4.18 25.16 279
13125 25.04 -4.07 25.37 279
13150 25.38 -4.12 25.71 279
13175 25.62 -4.13 25.95 279
13200 25.93 -4.20 26.27 2Tg
13225 26.25 -4.36 26.82 279
13250 26.15 -4.68 26.56 280
13275 25.93 -5,22 26.45 281
13300 25.31 -5.50 25.91 282
13575 24.08 -5.38 24.67 282
13350 23.04 -5.16 23.61 282
13375 22.19 -5.00 22.74 282
13400 21.50 -4.ET 22.C0 282
13425 20.76 -4.50 21.24 282
13450 19.88 -4.66 20.42 283
13475 iq,22 -4.79 lq.81 284
13500 18.66 -4.92 19.30 285
13525 18.18 -4.93 18.83 285
13550 17.85 -4.gi 18.51 285
13575 17.39 -5.C7 18.11 286
13600 16.95 -5.C3 17.68 286
13625 16.65 -4.56 17.37 286
13650 16.27 -4.83 17.01 257
13675 16.00 -4.56 16.63 286
13700 16.00 -3.57 16.40 282
13725 16.36 -2.E6 16.55 279
13750 16.76 -1.82 16.85 276
13775 17.39 -0.86 17.42 273
13800 IR.O3 -0.24 18.03 271
13825 18.73 -0.58 18.73 271
13850 19.88 -0,45 19.88 271
13875 21.34 -0.22 21.34 270
13900 22.75 0.C7 22.76 270
13g25 23.75 0.50 23.75 269
13950 24.80 0.36 24.81 269
139T5 25.38 0.C9 25.38 270
14000 24.96 O.C8 26.96 270
14025 24.40 0,45 24.41 269
14050 24.39 i.O2 2_.51 2 A7
1A075 25,12 1.59 25.17 266
1Al00 25.47 1.92 25.54 265
14125 24.83 1.97 24.91 265
16150 24.24 2.12 24.33 265
14175 23.92 2.07 24.01 265
14200 23.79 Z.OT 23.88 265
14225 23.99 2,56 24.12 284
14250 24.44 2.63 24.58 264
1427S' 25.28 2.41 25.40 264
14300 26.29 2.61 26.42 264
I6325 27.16 2.88 27.31 264
14350 27.81 3.15 27.99 263
14375 28.16 3.37 28.36 263
144DO 28.36 3.59 28.58 263
14425 28.39 3.89 28.65 262
14450 28.65 4.07 28.94 262
14475 28.91 4.22 29.22 261
14500 29.30 4,55 29.65 261
14525 30.10 5.25 30.56 2E0
14550 30.69 5.88 31.25 259
14575 31,25 6.58 31.93 288
14600 31.TO 7.02 32.47 2_7
14625 31.65 6.52 32.32 258
14650 31.24 5.44 31.71 260
14675 30.93 4.41 31.24 262
147O0 3O.45 3.39 3O.63 263
14725 29.86 2.41 2q,96 285
1475O 29.41 E.R8 29.44 267
14775 28.01 0.81 29.02 268
14800 28.47 0.44 28.48 268
14825 27.91 -0.07 2T.91 270
14850 27.39 -0.56 27.40 271
14875 26.62 -0.93 26.64 272
14gO0 25.93 -l.35 25.97 273
14q25 25.86 -2.02 25.94 274
18950 25.84 -2.63 25.97 276
14875 25.33 -3.25 25.54 277
15C00 25.01 -3.32 25.23 277
15025 24.84 -3.16 25.04 277
15050 24.41 -3.22 2A.62 277
15075 24.11 -2.96 24.29 277
15100 23.92 -2.45 24.05 276
15125 23.61 -2.16 23.71 275
£5150 23.25 -1.45 23.29 273
15175 22.91 -0.36 22.92 271
15200 22.77 0.68 22,78 268
15225 22.60 1.73 22.66 265
15250 22.18 2.12 22.28 264
15275 21.91 2.45 22.05 263
15300 22.48 3.23 22.71 262
15325 22,49 3,18 22.72 262
15350 22.51 3.13 22.72 262
15375 22.52 3.09 22.73 262
15400 22.55 3.04 22.74 262
15425 22.55 3.00 22.74 262
15450 22.56 2.95 22.75 262
15475 22.57 2.90 22,76 262
15500 22.58 2.86 22.77 263
15525 ZZ.bO 2.81 22.79 263
15580 22.61 2.77 22.78 263
15575 22.62 2.72 22.79 263
15600 22.64 2,67 22.79 265
15625 22.65 2.63 22.80 263
15650 22.66 2.58 22.81 263
15675 22.68 2.54 22.82 263
157C0 22.69 2.49 22.83 264
15725 22.70 2.45 22.83 264
15750 22.72 2.40 22.84 264
15775 22.73 2.35 22.85 264
15800 22.74 2.31 22.86 264
15825 22.75 2.26 22.87 266
15850 22.77 2.22 22.88 264
15875 22.78 2.17 22.88 264
15900 22.79 2.12 22.89 264
15925 22.R1 2.08 22.90 265
15950 22.82 2.03 22.91 265
15975 22.83 1.99 22.92 265
l_OOO 22.85 1.94 22.93 265
6LT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CRMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIRNAL COMPONENT, MS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WiND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHER£ WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2503 04123265, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPET6 ACT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
16025 22,86 1.g0 22.94 265
16050 22.87 1.85 22.95 265
16075 22.89 1.80 22.96 265
I61OO 22,90 1.76 22.g7 265
16125 22.91 l. T1 22.98 256
16150 23.59 O.e4 23.60 268
16175 22.47 -0.60 23.4R 271
16200 25.13 -1.34 2_.17 273
16225 23.00 -2.26 23.11 275
16250 22.84 -2.87 23.02 277
16275 22.66 -3._8 22.91 278
16300 22.39 -4.23 22.79 280
16125 21.98 -4.72 22.48 282
16350 21.61 -5.45 22.29 28A
16875 21.06 -5.46 21.75 284
16400 ZC.30 -4.92 2C.88 283
16425 19.45 -4.48 15.96 283
16480 18.79 -3.89 l_.Ig 282
16475 18.52 -3.19 l_.RO 280
16500 18.70 -2.48 18.86 277
16525 Iq.38 -2.14 ig.50 276
16550 Ig.Sl -2.32 IG.94 276
16575 Ig.R2 -2.74 2C.Ol 27R
16600 20.31 -2.C9 2C.41 276
16625 2C.8A -I.12 2C.BT 273
16650 20.42 -i.17 2C.45 273
16615 19.89 -1.71 lg.q6 275
16700 19.50 -2.20 15.63 276
16725 19.02 -2.C7 I_.13 276
16750 18.29 -I.76 IE.3T 275
16775 17.15 -2.27 17.32 278
16800 17.08 -2.34 17.24 27_
16825 18.II -I.P0 le.20 275
16850 18.89 -l.R8 ie.95 274
16878 19.76 -1.19 19.80 273
16900 2C.49 -0.05 2C.51 272
16925 21.15 -0.28 21.15 271
16950 21.22 -0.15 21.22 270
16978 2C.27 -0.¶3 2C.20 271
ACT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CZMPONENT, wZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMPONENI, wS = WINE SPEED, THET6 = WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC
150 -0.44 9.91 9.92
175 -0.28 10.40 10.41
200 -0.30 10.80 10.80
225 -0.65 11.17 11.18
250 -0.55 11.50 11.52
TABLE1193
FPS-16 R6DAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2508 04/25765t 1300Zv EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
THEIA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT
0E0 METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS
ITT 1150 3.11 11.71 12.11 1g5 2150
178 1175 3.17 IL.60 12.03 195 2175
178 1200 3.08 11.49 11.q0 195 2200
177 1225 2.92 li.16 II.51 194 2225
177 1250 2.72 IU.76 II.I0 I98 2250
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Wg wZ wS THETA
M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
3.11 3.34 6.57 223
3,22 3.15 4.50 225
3.14 3.09 4,40 225
3.26 3.12 4.50 226
3.38 3.20 4.66 226
275 -0.66 11.67 11.68 177 1275 2.76 10.45 L0.81 195 2275 3.44 3.25 4.73 226
300 -0.60 11.84 11.86 177 1300 2.91 10.06 10.65 lq6 2300 3.51 3.28 4.80 227
325 -0.65 12.13 12.14 177 1325 3.26 9.95 10.47 198 2325 3.52 3.51 4.97 225
350 -0.73 12.56 12.58 177 1350 3.44 9.85 10.46 19g 2350 3.58 3.65 5.11 224
375 -0.70 12.88 12.90 177 1375 3.39 9.78 10.35 199 2375 3.60 3.83 5.26 223
400 -0.69 13.07 13.09 177 1400 3.38 9.61 10.19 199 2400 3.80 4.16 5.64 222
625 -0.71 13.18 13.20 177 1625 3.39 9.33 9.93 2C0 2425 4.18 4.26 5.97 226
450 -0.78 13,36 13.38 176 1450 3.38 9.36 9.95 200 2650 4.26 4.26 6.03 22_
475 -0.78 13.47 13.49 176 1675 3.30 9.34 9.90 199 2875 4.25 6.20 5.97 225
500 -0.74 13.54 13.56 177 1500 3.25 9.38 9.93 lgq 2500 6.22 4.10 5.89 226
525 -0.54 13.77 13.78 178 1525 3.28 9.40 9.95 199 2525 4,36 4.12 6.00 226
550 -0.36 13.96 13.94 178 1550 3.23 9.26 9.79 199 2550 4.51 4.19 6.16 227
575 -0.18 14.18 14,18 179 1575 3.18 9.10 9.66 199 2575 4.47 4.50 6.34 225
600 -0.05 14.36 14.36 180 1600 3.13 8.67 9.21 200 2600 4.58 4,T6 6.61 224
625 -0.14 16,31 14.31 179 1625 3.15 8.31 8.89 201 2625 6.81 4.77 6.78 225
650 -0.27 14.21 14.22 179 1650 3.39 8.21 8.88 202 2650 4.90 6.85 6.89 225
675 -0.51 14.C2 14.03 178 1675 3.61 8.11 8.88 204 2675 4.99 4.88 6.94 226
700 -0.76 13.86 13.98 177 1700 3.78 8.20 9.03 205 2700 5.00 6.70 6.86 227
725 -0.85 13.75 13.78 176 1725 3.77 7.91 8.77 205 2725 4.99 4.71 6.86 226
750 -0.62 13.91 13.92 177 1750 3.70 7.49 8.35 206 2750 5.15 4.62 6.92 228
775 0.05 14.12 14.12 180 1775 3.85 7.40 8.36 207
800 0.72 16.16 14.18 183 1800 3.76 7.30 8.21 207
825 1.12 14.08 14.12 184 1825 3.48 7.1_ 7.92 206
850 0.78 13.60 13.62 183 1850 3.36 b.92 7.70 206
875 0.30 13.12 13.12 181 1875 3.06 0.69 7.36 204
27?5 5.12 4.52 6.83 228
2800 5.18 4.60 6.93 228
2825 5.50 6.57 7.15 230
2850 5.53 6.57 T.1T 230
2875 5,42 4.67 7.15 229
900 0.48 12.72 12.73 182 1900 2.97 6.31 6.98 205 29C0 5.21 4.69 7.01 228
925 0,76 12.44 12.46 183 1925 3.16 5.95 6,76 2C8 2925 4.94 4.63 6,76 227
950 1,28 12.50 12,57 186 1950 3.47 5.70 6,68 211 2950 4.93 4.61 6.75 227
975 1.73 12.41 12.53 188 1975 3.88 5.60 6.65 2!5 2975 4.88 4.63 6.73 226
ICCC !_ _3_ L !? aa qaa _nnn a?o 4.qa 6.?0 216 3000 4.94 4.71 6.82 226
1025 1.94 12.08 12.23 189 2025 3.32 6.56 5.52 216
1050 1.85 11.77 11.92 189 2050 3.12 4.10 5.15 217
1075 2.11 11.68 11.87 t90 2075 3.06 3.75 4.86 219
1100 2.50 11.69 11.96 192 2100 2.99 8.39 6.52 221
1125 2.79 11.69 12.02 193 2125 2.91 3.31 4.41 221
3025 5.12 4.75 6.99 227
3050 5.39 6.61 7.09 229
3075 5.68 4.26 7.10 233
3100 5.82 3.89 7.00 236
3125 6.04 3.81 7.16 238
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THET6 = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2508 04/25/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEt M/SEt M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEt DEG
3150 6.32 3,88 7.42 238 6150 6.02 3.74 5,49 227 _150 9.54 6.81 11,72 234
3175 6.60 3.73 7.41 240 4175 4.13 3.78 5.60 227 5175 9.29 6.98 11.62 233
3200 6.32 3.74 7,36 239 6200 6.17 3.79 5.63 228 5200 8.96 7.14 11.66 231
3225 6.20 3,74 7.25 239 4225 6.63 3.77 5.82 229 5225 8.77 6.97 11.20 231
3250 5.88 3.53 6.86 239 4250 4.68 3.92 5.96 229 5250 8.71 6.72 11.00 232
3275 5.75 3.55 6.76 238
3300 5.77 3.66 6.82 238
3325 5.66 3.71 6.59 236
3350 5.17 3.68 6.34 236
3375 4.98 8.47 6.07 235
4275 4.55 6.01 6.07 228 5275 8.48 6.49 10.68 232
4300 4.63 4.06 6.14 229 5300 8.53 6.19 10.56 234
4325 4.32 6,17 6,00 226 5325 8.67 5.98 10.53 235
6350 4.31 6.65 6.34 223 5350 8.55 5.68 10.26 236
4375 6.63 4.95 6.64 222 5375 8.32 5.42 9.92 237
3600 4.80 3.37 5.87 235
3625 4.93 3.29 5.92 236
3650 4.99 2.98 5.81 239
3475 4.96 2.85 5.72 240
3500 5.01 2.83 5.75 240
4400 6.63 5.05 6.72 221 54C0 8.30 5.21 9.80 238
4625 4.45 5.25 6.88 220 5425 8.17 4.82 9.49 23q
4450 4.54 5.26 6.93 221 5450 7.91 4,65 q.18 239
4475 4.46 5.18 6.84 221 5475 7,78 4.33 8,90 241
4500 6.57 5.40 7.07 220 5500 T.49 3.71 8.36 244
3525 4.95 2.91 5.76 239
3550 4.90 3.12 5.81 237
3575 5.06 3.C2 5.87 239
3600 5.17 2.87 5.91 241
3625 5.29 2.97 6.07 240
4525 5.00 5,43 7.38 222 5525 7.46 3.53 8.26 244
6550 5.30 5.30 7.49 225 5550 7.32 3.26 8.01 246
4575 5.51 5.65 7.78 225 5575 6.95 2.93 7.54 247
6600 5.68 5.17 7.68 228 5600 6.44 2.23 6.82 251
4625 5.88 4,68 7.51 251 5625 6.38 1.96 6.67 253
3650 5.43 3.C2 6.21 241 4650 6.67 4.30 7.96 237 5650 6.51 2.20 6.87 251
3675 5.60 3,23 6,29 239 4675 7.56 4.27 8.66 240 5675 6,19 2.03 6.51 252
3700 5.51 3.52 6.53 237 4700 7.85 3.95 8.79 243 5700 5.95 1.89 6.24 252
3725 5.83 3.E0 6.85 238 4725 8.33 3.47 9.02 247 5725 6.03 1.81 6.29 253
3750 6.06 3.69 7.10 238 4750 9,06 3.20 9.59 250 5750 6.06 1.57 6.26 255
3775 6.05 3.56 7.02 239 4775 9.68 2.70 10.05 254 5775 5.86 1.69 6.05 256
3800 5.78 3.68 6.85 237 6800 10.35 L.45 10.66 257 5800 5.51 1.52 5*72 254
3825 5.63 6.35 6.95 231 _825 10.87 2.50 11.16 257 5825 5.37 1.81 5.66 251
3850 5,04 6.88 7.02 226 4850 11.22 2.36 11.66 258 5850 5.28 1.97 5.63 269
3875 4.58 5.26 6.98 221 4875 11.61 2.23 11.63 259 5875 5.12 1.86 5.65 250
3900 4.40 5.60 7.12 218 4900 11.15 2.75 11.49 256 5900 5.16 1.84 5.48 250
3925 4.36 5.56 7.07 218 6925 10.86 3.55 11.61 252 5925 5.12 1.56 5.36 253
3950 4.31 5.25 6.80 219 4950 lO.T7 4.26 11.58 248 5950 5.30 1.34 5.47 256
3975 8.65 6.88 6,61 222 4975 10.52 4.80 11.57 248 5975 5.56 1,47 5.73 255
4000 4.26 4.43 6.15 224 5000 10,18 5.46 |1.85 242 6000 5.86 1.57 6*07 259
4025 3.86 4.36 5.81 222 50Z5 10.16 5.92 11.76 240 6025 6,15 1.36 6.30 287
4050 3.87 6*46 5.90 221 5050 10.07 6.07 11.76 239 6050 6.08 0.93 6.15 261
6075 3.92 6.19 5.76 223 5t75 9.79 6.05 11.51 238 6075 5.93 0.72 5.97 263
6100 3.90 6.11 5.66 223 5100 9.63 6.31 11.51 237 6100 5.85 0.75 5.90 263
6125 3.90 6.C4 5.61 226 5125 9.62 6.67 11.71 235 2125 6.00 0.60 6.04 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTISN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUM8ER 2508 04125/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLQRIOA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX W1 WS THETA
METERS M2SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M2SEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC W/SEC DEG
6150 6.13 0.40 6.14 266 7150 11.32 -3.16 11.76 285 EiSO 12.41 -2.71 12.70 282
E175 5.95 0.23 _198 248 ?Z75 !! -5_ -323 !!.99 2_5 8!75 22:2 Q -218 !2.85 280
6200 5.73 0.26 5.74 267 7200 11.75 -_.20 12.18 285 E200 12.39 -1.65 12.50 277
6225 5.72 0.39 5.73 266 7225 11.88 -3.07 12.27 284 8225 12.55 -I.29 22.61 276
6250 5.70 0.36 5.71 266 7250 11.89 -2*97 12.25 284 E250 12.42 -0.93 22*46 274
6275 5*58 0.38 5.59 266
6300 5*52 0.86 5*54 265
6325 5.59 0.61 5.62 264
6350 5.52 0.83 5.58 2E1
6375 5*23 1.27 5,38 256
7275 11.84 -2.99 12.22 284
7300 11.75 -3.15 12.16 285
7325 11*79 -3,25 12.23 285
7350 11.86 -3.21 12.29 285
7375 11.89 -3.21 12.32 285
8275 12.44 -0.18 12.44 271
8300 12.65 0.43 12.66 268
8325 12.53 0.70 12.55 267
8350 12.25 1.06 12.30 265
8375 12.24 1.19 12.30 264
6400 4.93 1.61 5.19 252
6425 4.75 1.60 5.01 251
6450 4.70 1.31 8.88 254
6475 4,60 0.76 8.66 260
6500 4.45 0.38 4,47 265
7400 11.94 -3.23 12.37 285
7425 11.80 -3.30 12.26 285
7850 11.62 -B.32 12.09 286
7475 11.34 -3.46 11.85 287
7500 11.07 -3.60 11.64 288
8400 12.45 1.51 12.52 264
8425 12.40 1.60 12.51 262
8450 12.38 1.92 12.53 261
8475 12.54 2.07 12.71 260
e500 12.70 2.33 12*91 259
6525 4.25 0.35 4.26 265
6550 3.98 0.35 4.00 265
6575 4.10 0.22 A.II 267
6600 4.67 0.01 4.67 270
6625 5,01 0.03 5.01 269
7525 11.14 -3.48 11.67 287
7550 11.19 -3.43 11.71 287
7575 11,16 -3.49 11.69 287
7600 11.10 -3.48 11,63 287
7625 II*08 -3.62 11.66 288
8525 12.86 2.69 13.14 258
8550 12.77 2.87 13.09 257
8575 12.64 3.01 12.99 256
8&O0 12.79 3.31 13.21 255
8625 13.17 3.76 13.69 254
6650 5.33 0.C2 5.33 270
6675 5.97 -0.12 5.97 271
6700 6.67 -0.09 6.67 271
6725 7.17 -0.13 7.17 271
6750 7.69 -0.13 7.69 271
7650 II.I0 -3.62 11.68 288
7675 11.03 -3,49 11.57 287
7700 10,63 -3.50 11.19 288
7725 10.12 -3.54 10.72 289
7750 9,85 -3.52 10.46 289
8650 13.48 4.I0 14.09 253
8675 13.93 8.55 14.65 252
8700 14.64 4.71 15.38 252
8725 14.80 4.30 15.41 254
8750 14,60 3.86 15.11 255
6775 8.16 -0.32 8.17 272
6800 8.53 -0.52 8.55 273
6825 8.87 -0.51 8.88 273
6850 9.10 -0.63 9.12 274
6975 9.50 -0.81 9,58 275
7775 9.55 -3.42 I0,15 2gG
7800 9.41 -3.24 9.95 289
7825 9.47 -3.09 9.96 288
7850 9.S0 -3.07 9.98 2FE
7875 9.73 -3.06 10.20 287
8775 14.65 3.39 15.04 257
E8CO 14.44 3.09 14.76 258
EB25 14.10 3.O6 14.42 258
8850 14.00 2.99 14.32 258
E875 14.01 2.72 14.27 259
6900 9.89 -0.96 9.94 275
6925 10.02 -1.42 10.12 278
6950 10.30 -l.q2 IC.48 280
6975 10.68 -2.33 10.93 282
7000 10.77 -2.78 11.13 288
7900 10.06 -2.91 10.47 286
7925 10.49 _2,62 10.81 284
7950 11.01 -2.29 II,25 282
7975 11,28 -2.17 11.49 281
8000 11.37 -2.43 11.62 282
8900 14.03 2.33 14.22 260
8925 14.18 2.03 14.32 262
8950 14.47 1.91 14.59 262
8975 14.66 1.96 14.79 262
9000 14.73 2.17 14.89 261
7025 10.78 -2.97 11.18 285
7050 I0.77 -8.12 II.22 286
7075 10.91 -3.07 11.38 286
7100 11.04 -2.92 11.42 285
7125 11.09 -3.02 11.50 285
0025 11.75 -2.78 12.07 283
8050 12.53 -2.96 12.88 283
8075 12.95 -3.00 13.29 283
8100 12.74 -3.05 13.10 283
8125 12.52 -_,96 12.87 283
9025 14.82 2.41 15.02 261
9050 14.98 2.46 15.18 261
5075 15.13 2.51 15.33 260
9100 15.38 2.84 15.64 259
9125 15.57 _.25 15.91 258
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX = Z@NAL C_MPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CBMPONENI, WS - WINE SPEED, T_ETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR{FILE
TEST NUMBER 2508 04125165, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WX 42 kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
9150 15.77 3.86 16,15 257 10150 19.07 1.40 19,13 266 11150 25.76 -5.33 26.31 282
9175 15.91 3.49 16.29 257 10175 19.03 1.89 19.09 265 11175 25.92 -5.52 26.48 282
9200 15.86 3.06 16.15 259 10200 18.96 1.52 19.02 2E5 I12C0 26.22 -5.38 26.77 281
9228 15.87 2,43 16.06 261 10225 19.19 1.50 19.24 265 11225 26.56 -5.47 27.12 281
9250 15.89 2.19 16.08 262 10250 19.58 1.76 19.66 285 11250 26.87 -5.56 27.44 282
9275 16.00 2.C4 16.13 263
9300 15.94 1.50 16.06 2&3
9325 15.94 1.81 16.04 263
9350 15.85 1,59 15.93 268
9375 15.62 1.82 15.69 265
10275 19.68 _.05 19.79 268
10300 19.69 2.22 19.81 2E3
10325 19.69 2.31 19.82 263
10350 19.51 2.20 19.64 2E3
10375 19.55 I*94 19.65 264
11275 27.11 -5.63 27.69 282
11300 27.19 -5,75 27.79 282
11325 27.32 -5*74 27.92 282
11350 27.17 -5.70 27.76 282
11375 26.85 -5.76 27.46 282
9400 15.44 1.10 15.48 266
9425 15.17 0.79 15.19 2E7
9450 IS.O9 0.68 15.10 267
9475 15,37 0.57 15,38 268
9500 15.63 0,36 15.E3 269
1D400 19.83 1.58 19.89 2E5
10425 20.15 1.31 20.20 266
10450 20.39 0,88 20.41 267
10478 20,44 _.56 20.45 268
10500 20.59 0.21 20.59 269
114C0 26.54 -5.66 27.14 282
11425 26.45 -5.54 27.02 282
11450 26.43 -5.42 26.98 281
11475 26.40 -5.38 26.94 281
11500 26.08 -5.33 26.62 281
9525 15.58 0,C9 15.58 269
9550 15.55 -0.12 15.55 27D
9575 15.74 -0.35 15.74 271
9600 15.97 -0.57 15.98 272
9625 16.17 -0.79 16.19 273
10525 20.76 -0.24 20.76 270
10550 20.90 -0.49 20.91 271
10575 21.20 -0.93 21.22 272
10600 21.35 -1.24 21.38 273
10625 21.20 -1.32 21.24 2_3
11525 25.72 -5.29 2E.25 281
11550 25.41 -5.32 25.96 282
11575 24.85 -5.41 25.44 282
11600 24.62 -5.64 25.26 283
11625 2A.47 -5.46 25.07 282
9650 16.58 -0.74 16.6G 272
9675 16.94 -0.76 1E.85 272
9700 16.92 -0.96 16.95 273
9725 17.09 -1.15 17.13 274
9750 17,59 -1.18 17.E3 274
10650 21.24 -1.41 21.28 274
10675 21.44 -1.52 21.49 274
10700 21.78 -1.88 21.86 275
10725 22,17 -2,33 22.29 276
I0750 22.52 -Z.62 22.68 876
11650 24,42 -5.00 24.93 281
11675 28.43 -4.86 24.91 281
11700 24.31 -4.71 24.76 281
11725 24.18 -4.42 24,58 280
11750 23.98 -4.15 24.34 280
9775 18.25 -I.C5 18.28 273
9800 18.61 -I.D3 IE.64 273
9825 19.01 -0,88 ]@.03 2T2
9950 19.58 -0.56 1458 271
9975 19.67 -0.25 19.67 271
10775 22.74 -2.83 22.92 277
10800 22.67 -3.25 22.90 278
10825 23.01 -3.56 23.29 279
10850 23.44 -J,61 23.72 279
10875 23.65 -3*40 23*87 27E
11775 23*86 -3.78 24*16 279
11800 23.73 -3.49 23.99 278
11825 23.49 -3.01 23*68 277
I1850 23*00 -2*29 25.11 276
11875 22.44 -1.69 22,50 274
9900 19.58 0.16 I%58 269
9925 19.43 0.59 Ig.44 Z68
995O 1g.19 0.78 19.21 267
9975 19.21 O.g4 ig.25 267
lO000 19.30 1.16 18.33 266
lOgO0 23.92 -3.39 24.16 278
I0925 24.1? -_.82 24.47 279
10950 24.53 -4*05 2_,86 279
10975 24,68 --%*06 25.01 279
11000 24.74 -4.27 25.11 280
11900 22*38 -l,Z2 2E.42 273
11925 22.56 -0.56 22.57 271
ii950 22,70 0.12 2E.70 270
11975 22*84 0.58 22*84 268
12000 22.B8 0.89 22*90 268
I0025 19.07 1.39 18,12 266
10050 19.09 1.57 15.15 265
[0075 Ig.29 1,68 18,86 265
I0100 Ig*17 1.66 Ig*24 265
i0125 Ig.07 1.47 19.13 265
11025 25.00 -_.65 25.42 28C
ll050 25.00 -4.86 25.47 281
11O75 25.14 -4.87 25.60 281
lllO0 25.46 -8*06 25.96 281
lll25 25.62 -5.27 26.16 281
12025 22.61 1.05 22*63 267
12050 22.41 1.29 22.45 267
12075 22*56 1.47 22.61 266
12100 22.85 1.80 22.92 265
12125 23.58 2.16 23.68 265
ALT =ALTITUOE. WX = Z_NAL CaMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOI_NAt 08MPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-93 (con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSRHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2508 04225/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBR[DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
12150 24.34 2.10 24.45 265
12175 24.67 1,72 24.73 266
12200 25.12 1.37 25.15 267
12225 25,86 1.24 25.69 267
12250 26.14 1.C5 26.16 268
12275 26.33 0,76 26,34 268
[2300 26.57 0.41 26.58 269
12325 26,77 -0,[9 26.77 270
12350 26.92 -0.87 26.92 271
12375 27,12 -0,e9 27°[3 272
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ALT wx _Z WS TPETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
13150 24,79 -1.16 24.82 273
13175 24.23 -0,89 24.24 272
13200 23,87 -0,9[ 23,88 272
[3225 23.45 -U.94 23.47 272
13250 23,09 -1.28 23,12 273
[3275 22.98 -I,82 23.05 274
13300 22.54 -(.09 22,64 275
[3325 22,07 -_.44 22,20 276
[3350 21,77 -=,87 21,96 277
13375 21.36 -3.23 21.60 278
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEE 0E0
14150 19.42 -6.59 20,51 289
18175 19.39 -6.40 20.4l 288
14200 19.45 -6.15 20.39 287
14225 19.36 -5.98 20.26 287
14250 19,14 -5,91 20.03 287
14275 19.14 -5,75 19.99 287
14300 19.42 -5.82 20.27 286
14325 [9,45 -6.11 20.39 287
[4_50 19.69 -6.56 20.76 288
14375 20.02 -6,67 21.10 288
12400 27.12 -1.47 27.16 273
12425 27.28 -1.37 27,32 273
12450 27,45 -[,74 27,51 273
12475 27.60 -2,54 27.71 275
12500 27.86 -3,49 28.07 277
13400 20.69 -3.28 20.95 279
13425 20,15 -3.31 20,42 279
[8450 20.27 -3.83 20.63 2BI
13475 20.58 -4.21 21.00 2el
13500 20,94 -4.35 21.39 282
144C0 19,92 -7.09 21.15 289
[4425 19.61 -7,85 21.12 292
[4450 19,41 -7,43 20.78 291
14475 19.20 -6.15 20.35 289
14500 18.55 -6.58 [9,62 289
12525 28.03 -4,10 28.32 278
12550 28.35 -4.67 28.73 279
12575 28.40 -5.C8 28.85 280
12600 27.87 -5.10 28.34 280
12625 27.31 -5.27 27.8l 281
[3525 21.38 -4.45 21.84 282
[3550 21.65 -4.44 22.10 281
15575 22.69 -5,3[ 23.30 283
13600 23,58 -6,04 24.34 284
13625 24.57 -5.74 25.23, 283
14525 18.10 -5.98 19.06 288
14550 17.81 -5.77 [8.72 288
14575 17.13 -5,67 18,04 288
14600 16.79 -5.33 17.62 287
14625 16.72 -4.55 [7.33 285
12650 27.00 -5.21 27,50 281
12675 26.62 --4,90 27,07 280
12700 26,07 -4,56 26,46 280
12725 25.79 -4.34 26.15 279
12750 25,39 -4,31 25,75 279
13650 25,53 -5.50 26.11 282
13675 25.75 -5.61 26,35 282
13700 26.25 -5.75 26o87 282
13725 26.90 -5.52 27,46 281
13750 27,80 -5,62 27.88 251
14650 16.57 -4.0[ 17.05 283
14675 [6.43 -4.[4 16.95 284
14700 16.74 -4.03 17.22 283
[4725 [6.84 -3.83 17,27 283
14750 [6.54 -3.20 16.65 281
12775 24.80 -3.82 25.09 279
12800 24.34 -2.98 24.52 277
12825 24,35 -2.03 24.43 275
12850 24.62 -1,31 24.65 275
[2875 24°56 -0,74 24.57 272
13775 27,03 -6.08 27.71 2R2
13800 26.35 -6.30 27,09 283
13825 26,04 -6.30 26.79 283
13850 25.58 -6,52 26.40 284
13875 25.05 -6,84 25.97 285
14775 16.00 -2.36 16.18 278
14800 [5.88 -1.99 16.01 277
14828 15.90 -1.86 16.01 276
14850 15.82 -1.61 15.90 276
14875 15o67 -1,46 15,73 275
12900 24.57 -1,C4 24.60 272
12925 24.65 -1.73 24,71 274
[2950 24,55 -2.38 24.66 275
13000 24,00 -3.33 24.23 278
13900 24.57 -6.74 25.48 285
13925 24.00 -0.84 24.96 286
13950 22.95 -7°24 24,06 287
13375 ZZ.21 7._2 22._ 270
14000 21.60 -7.46 22,85 2_9
[4900 15.52 -1.54 15,58 275
14925 15.38 -1.02 15.42 274
14950 15.30 -0,55 15,31 272
15000 14.90 -l.ll 14.94 274
13025 23.74 -3.67 24.02 279
13050 28.84 -3.5l 24.10 278
13075 23.89 -2.94 24.07 277
13100 23.98 -2.47 24.[1 276
13125 24.55 -l,_l 24.63 27A
14025 21.22 -7.18 22.40 289
14050 20.79 -6,84 21.89 288
14075 20.10 -6.75 21.2[ 288
14100 19.44 -6.69 20.56 289
14125 19.35 -6.54 20.43 288
15025 14.74 -0.38 14.74 271
15050 14.71 0.11 14.72 269
15075 14.54 0.66 14.56 267
15100 14.36 1.31 14.42 265
15125 14.43 1.55 14.52 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZQNAL CQMPBNENT, W2 = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIQN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINE VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2508 04/25/65, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIOA
ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALT wX kZ WS TEETA ALT kX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15150 14,52 1.95 14.65 262 16150 14.14 -4.53 14.85 288 17150 4.76 -2.90 5.58 301
15175 14,72 2.45 14.93 260 16175 13.87 -4.51 14.58 288 17175 4.04 -3,47 5.33 311
15200 [5.02 2.66 15.2_ 260 16200 13.22 -4.13 13.85 287 172C0 3.71 -3.75 5.27 315
15225 15.19 2.74 15.44 260 16225 12.60 -3.70 13.13 286 17225 3.46 -3.49 4.92 315
15250 15.62 2.80 15,87 260 16250 12.44 -3.67 12.97 246_ [7250 3.32 -3.32 4.70 315
15275 15.80 3,03 16.09 259
15300 15.79 3,C8 16.09 259
15325 16.[0 2.8[ 16.3A 260
15350 16.29 2.68 16.51 260
15375 16.59 2.31 16.75 262
16275 11.86 -3.37 12.33 286
I8300 11.00 -2.60 11.30 283
16325 10.45 -1,81 10.61 280
[6350 9.97 -i.61 I0°I0 279
16375 9.61 -i.02 9.66 276
17275 3.80 -3.80 5.23 316
17300 3.59 -3.99 5.37 318
17325 3.3[ -4.01 5.20 320
17350 3,46 -3.87 5.19 318
17378 3.78 -3.49 5.14 313
15400 16.72 2.52 16.88 262
15425 17.40 2.75 17.62 261
15450 18.32 3.01 18.57 260
15475 18.85 2,55 19.02 262
15500 19.38 2.57 19.55 262
[6400 9.61 -0.62 9.63 274
16425 9.60 -0,72 9.63 274
16450 9.40 -1.12 9.46 277
16475 8.87 -1.21 8.95 278
16500 8.52 -U,90 8.56 276
15525 19.77 2.46 19.92 263
15550 20.03 1.69 20.10 265
15575 20.21 1.20 2C.25 266
15600 20.03 0.21 20,04 269
15625 19.30 -0.86 19.32 272
16525 8.39 -0.69 8.42 275
16550 8,17 -0,89 8.21 276
16575 8.13 -1.62 8.29 2R1
16600 7.92 -1.42 8.04 28C
16625 7.60 -0.92 7.66 277
15650 18.26 -1.86 18.35 276
15675 17.10 -1.81 17.20 276
15700 16.96 -[.63 17.04 275
15725 17,76 -2.09 17.89 277
15750 18.15 -2.75 18,36 278
16650 7.26 -0.67 7.29 275
16675 6.94 -U,24 6.95 272
16700 6.96 -0.14 6.97 271
16725 6.78 -0.31 6.79 272
16750 6.64 -0.34 6.65 275
15775 18.68 -3.13 18.94 279
15800 19,1l -3.04 15.35 279
15825 19.18 -3.10 19.43 279
15850 19.71 -3.57 2C.03 2RC
15875 19.86 -3.95 20.25 281
16775 6.82 -0.[6 6.82 271
16800 6.97 -0.29 6.98 272
16825 7,11 -0.48 7,13 274
16850 6.94 -0.37 6.95 2?3
16875 7.02 -0.35 7.03 273
15900 19.87 -4.05 2C.28 281
15925 19.97 -4.53 20.48 283
15950 [9.56 -4.50 2C.07 283
15975 18.98 -4.72 19.56 284
16000 18.62 -5.93 19.54 287
16900 7.29 -U,39 7.30 273
16925 7.25 -1.08 7.33 278
16950 6,99 -_,36 7,[2 281
16975 6.51 -1.63 6.71 28A
17000 6,34 -2,14 6.69 288
16025 18.13 -6.24 19.18 289
16050 17.4[ -5.71 18.32 288
16075 16.43 -5.42 17.30 288
16100 14.44 -5.03 15.29 289
[6125 [3.72 -4.72 14.5[ 289
17C25 6.00 -_.17 6.38 290
17050 5.78 -2.05 6.13 289
17075 5.66 -2o09 6.03 290
17100 5,81 -2.92 6.50 296
17125 5.62 -2.91 b.53 297
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CMP_NENTt WZ = MERIOIBNAL COMPONENI_ WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
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4LT WX WZ WS THEIR
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
350 -6,22 2.43 e.68 11|
375 -6119 2*44 6.65 111
400 -6,07 2.39 6.55 111
425 -5.75 2.27 6.18 111
450 -5.57 2.13 5.97 111
TABLE li-94
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04126165t 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO
2350 -1.94 -1.51 2*66 52
2315 -2.3L -1.64 E.84 55
2400 -2.97 -1.T5 3.44 5g
2425 -3.61 -1.79 4.03 63
2450 -4,05 -l. BT 4.46 65
475 -5.27 1.87 5.$9 109
500 -5.08 1.70 5.36 108
525 -5.09 1.74 5.38 109
550 -5.10 1.76 5.39 109
575 -5.21 I.BB B.53 II0
600 *5.14 1.94 5.50 llO
625 -5.27 1.85 5.58 109
650 -5.43 1.94 B.T7 I09
675 -5.48 I.BB 5.79 109
700 -5.63 1,84 5.92 108
725 -5.56 2*07 5.93 II0
780 -5.46 2.04 5.83 II0
778 -5.57 I*95 5.91 I09
800 -5.48 2.10 5.R7 III
825 -5,48 2.07 5.86 111
850 -5.46 1.E7 5.77 109
875 -B.t3 1.51 5.35 I06
900 -4.94 1,40 5.13 106
925 -4,79 1.66 5.07 109
950 -4.26 1.E7 4.58 III
975 -4.10 1,54 4,38 II0
I000 -4.66 1.64 4.94 109
1025 -5,47 l. E3 5.77 108
I050 -5.92 1.61 6.14 I05
1075 -5.63 0*95 5.71 99
llO0 -5*42 0.49 5.44 95
1125 -5.39 0.59 B*42 96
I150 -4.96 0.81 5.03 99
1175 -4*28 0.91 4,37 102
1200 • -3.86 1.26 4.06 108
ALT WX WZ WS THEIR
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG
1350 -I.85 -O.ll 1.85 86
1375 -1.48 -0.17 1.48 83
1400 -1.20 -0.41 1.27 71
1425 -1.29 -0.89 1.57 55
1450 -1.34 -l. El 1.74 50
1475 -1.32 -0.85 1.58 57
1500 -1.28 -0*48 1.36 E9
1525 -I.12 0.01 1.12 90
1550 -0.92 0.51 1.05 119
1578 -0,96 0.53 I.I0 119
16Ob -I.18 _.25 1.20 102
1625 -1.43 -O.lO 1.43 _6
1650 -1.58 -0.35 1.59 77
1675 -1.65 -0.57 1.78 71
1700 -I.76 -0.93 1.99 62
1725 -1.80 -1.15 2.14 57
1750 -1.81 -I.04 2.09 60
1775 -I,63 -0*89 1.86 61
1800 -I.45 -0.88 1.69 58
1825 -1.41 -0.86 1.65 58
1850 -1.34 -0.81 1.57 59
1875 -I.39 -0.59 1.52 67
1900 -1.45 -0.55 1,85 E9
1925 -1.48 -0.78 1.67 62
1950 -I.57 '-0,91 l*Bl 60
1975 -1.78 -1.13 2.08 57
2000 -I.96 -I.30 2.35 56
2025 -2.09 -I.24 2.43 59
2050 -2*28 -1,16 2.56 63
2075 -2.44 -1.01 2.64 67
2100 -2.55 -0.82 2.68 72
2125 -2.54 -0.77 2.66 73
2150 -2.41 -0.75 2.52 73
2175 -2.30 -U.78 2.43 71
2200 -2.17 -0.80 2.32 70
2225 -1.97 -0.67 2.08 71
2250 -1.73 -0,66 1*85 EB
2275 -1.49 -0.72 1.66 E4
2300 -1.28 -0.91 1.57 54
2325 -1.51 -1.24 1.96 50
1225 -3.85 1.58 4.16 112
1250 -3.81 1.57 4.12 112
1275 -3.II 1.15 3.32 IIO
1300 -2.38 0.54 2*44 103
1325 -2.03 0.10 2.03 93
2475 -4.39 -I.98 4.82 66
2500 -4.65 -1.91 5.03 67
2525 -4.80 -I*82 5.14 69
2550 -4.80 -1.64 5.07 71
2575 -4.85 -I.45 5.07 73
2600 -5.15 -I.40 5.38 75
2625 -5.44 -1.36 5.60 76
2650 -5.56 -1*28 5.70 77
2675 -5.70 -1.21 5.82 TB
2700 -5.81 -1.II 5.92 79
2725 -5.76 -1.10 5.86 79
2750 -5.60 -1.16 5.72 78
2775 -5*42 -1,28 5*87 77
2800 -5.04 -1.61 5.29 72
2825 -4*60 -2.01 5.02 66
2850 -4.38 -2.23 4,91 63
2875 -4.18 -2.13 4.69 63
2900 -4.07 -1.89 4.49 65
2925 -4.03 -1.54 4.31 69
2950 -B*91 -1.36 4.14 71
2975 -3.75 -1.36 3.99 70
BOO0 -3.60 -1.28 3.82 TO
3025 -3.56 -I.24 3.77 71
3050 -3.63 -1.15 3.81 72
3075 -3.7T -0*92 3*88 76
3100 -3.77 -0.74 3.84 79
3125 -3.69 -0,72 3.76 79
3150 -3.71 -0.74 3.70 78
3175 -3.61 -0.61 B*66 80
3200 -3.49 -0.59 5.54 80
3225 -3.44 -0.87 3.55 76
3250 -3.38 -1.22 3.59 70
3275 -3.41 -1.63 3.78 64
3300 -3.T4 -1,85 4.17 63
3325 -4.06 -1.98 4.52 64
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZENAL COMPENENE, WZ • MERIOIENAL COMPETENT, WS = WINC SPEED. THEIR - WIND DIRECTION
ALT kX WZ kS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC DED
3350 -4.10 -2.15 4.65 62
3375 -3.95 -2.55 4.59 59
3400 -3.69 -2.44 4.43 86
3425 -3.63 -2.57 4.45 54
3450 -3,64 -2.65 4.50 54
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04126165* 13002* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA _LT wx WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC RISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
4350 -6.00 -2*13 6.37 70 5350 -1*67 -0.06 1.67 88
4575 -6.14 -_.12 6.50 71 5375 -1.67 -0.17 1.68 84
4400 -6.20 -2.16 6.56 71 5400 -1.59 -0.18 1.60 83
4425 -6.13 -2.18 6.51 TO 5425 -1.47 -0.05 1.47 88
4450 -6.10 -2.20 6,49 70 5450 -1.37 0.23 1.38 99
3475 -3.61 -2.44 4.36 56
3500 -3.61 -2,16 4.21 59
3525 -3.57 -1.76 3.98 64
3550 -3*40 -1,34 3.65 88
3575 -3*45 -1.06 3.61 73
3600 -3,63 -0.74 3.71 78
3625 -3.54 -0.41 3.57 83
3650 -3.53 -0.31 3,54 55
3678 -3.64 -0.38 3.66 84
3700 -3.67 -0.57 3.72 81
3725 -3.75 -0.92 3.86 76
3750 -3.B1 -1.19 3.99 72
3775 -3.75 -1.28 3.96 71
3800 -3.79 -1.55 4.09 68
3825 -3.94 -1.Rl 4,_4 65
3850 -4,10 -1.95 A.54 64
3875 -4.22 -2.26 4.79 62
3900 -4.38 -2,57 5.08 59
5925 -4.54 -2.73 5.30 59
3950 -4*58 -2.88 5*38 57
397B -4.56 -5.C2 5,47 56
4000 -4.62 -3.11 5.57 56
4025 -4.58 -3.19 5.59 55
4050 -4.68 -3.34 5.75 54
4075 -4.93 -3*B0 5.95 56
4100 -5,11 -2.52 5.89 60
4125 -5.19 -2.55 5,78 64
4150 -5*33 -2.35 5,82 66
4175 -5.46 -2.24 5.90 68
4200 -5.51 -2.19 5.93 68
4225 -5.62 -2.C0 5.97 70
4250 -5.67 -1.63 5.90 74
4278 -5.73 -1.44 5.91 76
4_00 -5.77 -I.70 6,08 73
4_25 -5.86 -2.06 6.21 70
4475 -6.02 -2.18 6.41 70
4500 -5.99 -1.99 6.31 Tl
4525 -5.93 -1.66 6.16 74
4550 -5.88 -1.40 6.04 ?6
4575 -5,90 -1.83 6.03 78
5475 -I*85 0.48 1.43 I09
5500 -I.35 0.61 1.48 I14
5525 -1.40 0.65 1.55 115
5550 -1.35 0.91 1.63 124
5575 -1.24 1.13 1.68 132
4600 -5.73 -0.97 5.81 8C
4625 -5.42 -0.86 5.49 81
4650 -5.16 -0.98 5.26 79
4675 -5.13 -1.01 5*28 79
4700 -5.36 -0.84 5.43 81
5600 -1.24 1.06 1.63 130
5625 -1.26 1.02 1.62 129
5650 -1.36 0.86 1.60 122
5675 -1.56 0,47 1.62 108
5700 -1,72 O.OB 1.73 93
4725 -5.55 -0,69 5.59 83
4750 -5.58 -0.62 5.61 R3
4775 -5.51 -0.51 5.53 _B
4800 -5.25 -0.50 5.27 A4
4825 -4.q4 -O.?O 4.99 82
5725 -1.81 -0.25 1.83 82
5750 -1.92 -0.40 1.96 78
5775 -2.03 -0.48 2*08 77
5800 -I.69 -0.55. I*91 74
5885 -1.79 lO*Bl 1*86 74
4850 -4.63 -0.85 4.73 79
4875 -4.25 -0.q2 4.38 78
4900 -5.84 -1,26 4,05 72
4925 -3.80 -1,73 4.17 EB
4950 -4.01 -I,90 4.44 _4
5850 -I.87 -O,ZB 1.90 81
8875 -1.78 -0.12 1,78 86
5900 -I.54 -0,05 1.54 88
5925 -1.35 0.07 1.35 93
5980 -1.16 0.40 1.23 109
49TB -3.83 -I.90 4.27 63
5O00 -3,43 -1,RE 3*88 62
5025 -3*07 -1.75 3*52 6C
5050 -2.79 -I.50 3.17 62
5075 -2.57 -0.94 2,74 ?0
5975 -0*98 0.89 1.32 132
6000 -0*63 1.58 1.52 158
6025 -0*29 1.67 1.69 170
E050 -O*IB 1.59 1.60 173
E075 -0*23 1,41 1.43 171
B100 -2.33 -O,56 2*40 76
5125 -1.99 -U.63 2*08 72
5150 -I.55 -O.R5 1,85 61
51TB -1*18 -0,95 1.52 _l
5200 -1.08 -0.82 1.36 _3
ElO0 -0.19 1.33 1.35 171
El25 0*05 l. B4 1,84 182
6150 0.29 1.30 1.33 192
6175 0.32 1.17 l*21 195
6250 0*34 i+12 1.17 [97
5225 -I*15 -0.67 1.33 59
5250 -1.32 -0.64 1.47 64
B275 -1.47 -0.52 1.86 7C
5300 -1.60 -O.87 1.6Z _0
5325 -1.85 -0.05 1.65 88
E225 0.34 l*19 1.24 196
E250 0.23 1.23 1.25 190
6275 0.28 1.28 1.31 192
630O O*42 1.32 1.39 19B
6325 O.49 Io86 1.44 2OO
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZENAL COMPENENT, WZ = MERIBIONAL COMPONENT, WS • WIN[ SPEED, THEIA• WIND OIRECTION
TABLE 11-94(con't) PAGE401
FPS-16 RADAR/J[MSPHERE WINO VELSCITY P82FILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04/26765, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE) FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEE
6350 0.51 1.31 1.40 201 7350 2.87 0.69 2.96 256 E350 4.81 0.39 4.82 265
6375 0.64 [.25 1.40 207 7375 2.97 0.65 " 3.04 278 E375 4.g8 0.39 5.00 265
6400 0.96 1.28 1.59 216 7400 3.02 0.79 3.12 255 8400 5.13 0.45 5.15 265
6425 1.34 1.15 1.76 229 7425 2.90 0.95 3.06 252 E425 5.17 0.70 S.21 262
6450 1,85 0.86 2.03 245 7450 2.64 0,75 2.75 254 E450 5.21 1,05 5.31 258
6475 2.32 0.82 2.46 250
6500 2.45 1.21 2.78 243
6525 2.30 1.72 2.87 233
6550 2.22 1.99 2.98 228
6575 2.40 2.17 3,23 228
7475 2.43 0.31 2.45 263
7500 2.21 -0.06 2.21 271
7525 1.82 -0.59 1.92 288
7550 1.61 -1.17 1.99 5E6
7575 1.64 -1.33 2.11 309
8475 5.56 1.29 5.69 287
8500 5.97 1.25 6.10 258
8525 6.25 0.96 6.33 261
8550 6.50 0.53 6.52 265
8575 6.90 0.10 6.90 269
6600 2.87 2.45 3.77 229
6625 3.04 2.78 4.12 227
6650 2.86 3.11 4.23 222
6675 2.74 3.24 4.25 220
6700 2,63 3.20 4.14 219
7600 1.74 -1.22 2.12 305
7625 1.95 -1.19 2.29 301
7650 2.05 -1.24 2.39 301
7675 2.02 -1.18 2.33 300
7700 1.89 -1.03 2.15 299
8600 7.20 -0.17 7.21 271
8625 7.16 -0.31 7.17 272
8650 6.79 -0.52 6.81 274
8675 6.47 -0.98 6.84 278
E700 6.35 -1.44 6.51 283
6725 2.58 3.08 4.02 220
6750 2.72 3.C5 4.09 222
6_75 2.83 3.14 4.23 222
6800 2.77 3.11 4.16 222
6825 2.63 2.99 3.98 221
6850 2.66 2.75 3.69 222
6875 2.23 2.35 3.26 223
6900 2.24 2.C8 3.05 227
6925 2.64 2.04 3.34 232
6950 2,82 2.16 3.SS 232
7725 1.75 -1.03 2.03 300
7750 1.79 -1.07 2.08 301
7775 1.88 -i.01 2.13 298
7800 1.99 -1.00 2.23 297
7825 2.25 -0.94 2.44 293
7850 2.44 -0.84 2.58 289
7875 2.40 -0.80 2.53 288
7900 2.43 -0.68 2.52 285
7925 2.76 -0.68 2.82 284
7950 3.06 -0,82 3.[7 285
8725 6.38 -1.77 6.62 285
8750 6.29 -2.24 6.67 289
8775 6.03 -2.T2 6.61 294
8800 5,83 -3o03 6.57 297
8825 S.58 -3.44 6.56 301
8850 5.56 -3.61 6.62 303
8875 5.96 -3.15 6.75 298
8900 6.60 -2.65 7,11 292
8925 6.97 -2.28 7.33 288
8950 7*IS -1.98 7.42 285
6975 2.87 2.21 3.62 232
7000 2.98 2.26 3.74 233
7025 3.13 2.43 5.96 232
7050 3.41 2*46 4.21 234
7075 3.79 2*29 6,43 239
797S 3,14 -0.96 3.29 287
8000 3.24 -U.9S' 3.38 286
8025 3.37 -0.86 3.48 284
8050 3.49 -0.79 3.58 282
8C75 3.55 -0.73 3.62 281
8975 7.46 -2.02 7.73 285
9000 7.87 -1.94 8.10 284
5025 R.22 -E.56 8,33 279
50S0 8.43 -1.19 8,51 278
9075 8.61 -I.12 8.69 277
7100 3.99 2.15 4.53 241
7125 3.95 1.93 4.39 244
7150 3.77 1.57 4.09 247
7175 3.42 1.18 3.62 2St
7200 3.24 0.99 3.39 253
8100 3.62 -0.67 3.68 280
8125 3.69 -0.47 3.72 277
8150 3.70 -0.24 8.70 274
8175 3.71 -O.IS 3.72 272
8200 3.72 -0.03 3.72 270
9100 8.85 -0.73 8.88 275
9125 9.01 -0.79 9.05 275
9150 9.08 -1.19 9.16 _77
9175 9.12 -1.38 9.22 278
5200 8.89 -1.43 g.OE 279
7225 5.24 0.87 3.35 255
7250 3.32 0.78 3.41 257
7275 3.35 O.BO 3.45 256
7300 3.21 0.81 3.31 256
7325 3,00 0.02 3.11 255
82E5 3.73 0.16 3.73 267
8250 3.86 0.30 3.87 265
8275 4.14 0.31 4.15 266
8300 4.29 0.17 4.30 267
8325 4.48 0.22 4.49 267
9225 8.46 -1.30 8.$6 270
9250 8.25 -1.29 8.33 279
5275 8.05 -1.43 8.18 280
9300 7.89 -1.33 B.O0 279
9325 T.78 -1.35 7*90 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZENAL CBMOBNENT, WZ = MERIOIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED) THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04/26/653 1800Z) EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALI WX WZ WS ThETA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9350 7.69 -1.61 7,81 280 10350 13,57 -3.63 14.05 205 11350 17,10 0*66 17.11 268
9375 7.66 -1.38 7.78 280 10375 13.69 -3,32 14.09 283 11375 17.10 0,76 17.11 267
9400 7.$4 -1.24 7.65 279 10400 14.07 -2.97 14.38 282 11400 17.12 0.98 17.15 267
9425 7.45 -1.14 7.54 279 10425 14.60 -2.93 14.89 281 11425 17.08 1.31 17.08 265
9650 7,51 -1.13 7.59 278 10650 15.14 -2.96 15.48 281 11450 16.98 1.56 17,02 265
9475 7.68 -1.C1 7.56 277
9500 7.34 -O.E4 7.39 276
9525 7.36 -0.78 7.40 276
9550 7.54 -1.20 7.63 279
9575 7.83 -1.90 8.06 283
10475 15.52 -2.72 15.76 280
10500 15.52 -2.36 15.70 278
10525 15.24 -2.16 15.39 278
1E550 15.05 -2.05 15.19 278
10575 15.22 -2.04 15.56 277
11475 17.03 1.67 17.09 265
11500 17.25 I.[8 17.29 266
11528 17.55 0,96 17.57 267
11550 17.80 1.12 17.83 266
11575 17.86 1,27 17.91 266
9600 8.12 -2.66 8.54 288
9625 8.35 -3.27 8.96 291
9650 8.61 -3.65 9.28 292
9675 8.72 -3.42 9.57 291
9700 8.74 -3.51 9.42 292
10600 15.51 -Z.27 15.67 278
10625 15.75 -2.31 IS.92 278
10650 16,14 -2.32 16.30 278
10675 16.40 -2.44 16.$8 278
10700 [6,71 -2,60 16.91 279
ll6EO 17.93 1.42 17.98 065
11625 17.99 1.56 18.06 265
11650 18.06 1.71 18.14 264
11675 18.13 1.85 18.22 264
11700 18.19 2.00 18.30 264
9725 8.90 -3.87 9.71 293
9750 9.15 -4.17 10.06 294
9775 9,31 -4.24 10.23 094
9800 9.32 -4.48 10.32 295
9825 9.32 -4.65 IC.A2 296
10725 17.02 -2.74 17.24 279
10750 17.24 -2.65 I7.A4 279
10775 17.46 --2*63 17.65 278
10800 17.62 -2.69 17.82 278
10825 17.76 -2.60 17.95 278
11725 18.26 2.14 18.38 263
11750 18.83 2.29 18.47 263
11775 18.39 2.43 18.55 262
11800 18.46 2.58 18.64 262
11825 18.82 2.72 18.72 261
9850 9.32 -4.80 10.48 297
9875 9.70 -4.94 10.89 297
9900 10,07 -4,87 11.19 296
9925 10,18 -4.88 11.29 295
9950 10.26 -S.15 11.68 296
10850 17.62 -2.39 17.78 278
10875 17.35 -2.15 17.48 277
10900 17.22 -1.91 17.38 276
10925 17.16 -1.65 17.24 275
10950 17.07 -1.48 17.13 275
11850 18.59 2.87 18.81 261
11875 18.66 3.01 18.90 261
11900 18.72 3.16 18.99 060
11925 18.79 3.30 19.08 260
IIgso 18,86 3,45 19,17 259
9975 10.31 -5.56 11.62 297
10000 10.64 -5.21 11.85 296
10025 10.97 -A.92 12,03 29A
10050 11.36 -4.91 12.38 293
10075 11,87 -5.22 12.97 094
10975 16.96 -1.20 17.00 274
1100E 16.93 -0.84 16.95 273
11025 16.92 -0.58 16,93 272
11050 16,95 -0.41 16.95 271
11075 17.01 -0.28 17.01 271
11978 18.92 3.59 19.26 259
12000 18.99 3.74 19.35 259
12025 19.06 3.88 19.45 253
12050 19.12 4.03 19.54 058
12075 19.19 4,18 19.64 250
lOlO0 12.29 -5.51 13.47 294
10125 12.64 -5.45 13.77 293
10150 12.78 -5.32 13.85 292
10175 12.93 -5.26 13.96 292
10200 13.07 -5.17 14.06 291
11100 17.04 -0.31 17.04 271
11125 17.02 -0.26 17.02 271
11150 17.05 -0.14 17.05 270
11175 17.17 -0.II 17.17 270
11200 17.17 -0.04 17.17 270
12100 19.25 4.32 19.73 257
12125 19.32 4.47 19.83 257
12150 19.39 4.61 19.93 256
12175 19.65 4.76 20.03 256
12200 19.52 4.90 20,13 056
10225 13.14 -5.C9 1A.09 291
10250 15.22 -S.CO 14.14 291
10275 13.18 -4.84 16.04 290
10300 13.26 -6.44 13.98 288
10325 13.67 -3.96 14.04 286
11225 17.17 0.06 17.17 270
11250 17.22 0.18 17.22 269
11275 17.18 0.29 17.19 269
11300 17.08 0.54 17.09 268
11325 17.10 0.71 17.12 267
12225 19.59 5.05 20,23 255
12250 19.65 5.19 00.33 255
12275 19.72 5*34 20.43 255
12300 19.78 5.48 20.$3 254
12325 19.85 S.63 20.63 254
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX _ 20NAL CBMP_NENTt WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE402 TABLE 11-94 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELBDITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04/26/65w 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEC
12350 19.92 5.77 2C.74 254 13350 18.23 0.04 18.23 270 14350 25.82 -1.87 25.89 274
12375 i9,70 5.92 20,57 253 Z3375 !7:q_ O_Q6 17.95 27n 14375 25,74 -2.70 25,88 276
12400 19.86 6,24 20.81 282 13400 17.51 0,17 17.51 269 14400 25*46 -2,95 25.63 276
12425 20.51 6.50 21.32 252 13425 17.29 0.55 17.30 268 14425 25.26 -2.73 25.41 276
12450 20.67 6.52 21.68 252 13450 17.46 1.22 17.50 266 14450 25*27 -2.61 25.40 276
12475 21,18 6,49 22,16 255
12500 21.67 6.62 22*66 255
12525 22.44 6.86 23*47 253
12550 23.38 6.95 24.30 253
12575 24.02 6.67 _8.93 254
13475 17,40 1.74 17.48 2E4
13500 17,17 2.22 17.31 262
13525 17.16 2.63 17.36 261
13550 17,44 3.03 17.70 2EO
13575 17,94 3.48 18.27 258
14475 25.16 -2.51 25,29 275
14500 24*77 -2.17 24.87 275
14525 24*33 -2.09 24.42 275
14550 23.34 -2.46 23.47 276
14575 21.92 -3,20 22.15 278
12600 24.70 6.04 25,43 256
12625 25.36 4.70 25.80 259
12650 25.42 3.28 25.63 262
12675 25.26 2.72 25.41 264
12TO0 25.15 2.28 25.26 265
13600 18.69 3.89 19.09 258
13625 19.62 4.38 20.10 257
13650 20.22 4.98 20.82 256
13675 20.55 5.37 21.24 285
I3700 21.06 5.58 21,79 255
14600 20.87 -3.73 21.20 280
14625 20*07 -4.09 20.48 281
14650 19.62 -4.75 20.19 285
14675 19.06 -5.04 19.72 285
14700 18,53 -4.84 19.15 28_
12725 24.88 1.46 24.92 266
12750 24,47 0.78 24.49 268
12775 24.14 0.38 24.15 269
12800 23.92 -0°02 23.92 ¸ 270
12825 23.82 -0.33 23.82 271
13725 21.82 5.65 22.54 255
13750 22.62 5.81 23.26 256
18775 23,33 4.97 23.85 258
13800 28.87 R.52 24.28 259
13825 28.52 4.04 24.85 260
14725 18.72 -4.48 19.25 283
IN750 19.36 -3.88 19.75 281
14775 19.95 -3*74 20.30 280
14800 20,12 -3.73 20.47 280
14825 20.22 -3.64 20.55 280
12850 23.59 -0.66 23.60 271
12875 23.05 -1.22 23.08 273
12900 22.81 -1.90 22.89 275
12925 22.63 -2.09 22.73 275
12950 22.05 -I.99 22.14 275
13850 25.07 3.52 25.32 282
13875 25.51 3.77 25.7E 261
13900 25.82 3,77 26.10 261
13925 25.92 3.00 26,10 263
13950 25.92 2.06 26.00 265
14850 20.75 -3*37 21.02 279
18875 20.96 -).32 21.22 279
14900 21.46 -3.56 21.75 279
14925 21.79 -3.52 22.07 279
14950 21.31 -3.51 21.60 279
12975 21.79 -2.24 21.01 276
13000 21.42 -2.69 21.59 277
13025 20.91 -2.85 21.11 278
130SO 20.67 -2.71 2C.85 277
13075 20.35 -2.89 20.53 277
13975 25.62 I+01 25.64 268
14000 25.21 0.19 25.22 269
16025 24.68 -0.32 24.68 271
14050 24.34 -0.51 24.34 271
14075 24.06 -0.47 24.07 271
14975 21.06 -3.69 21.38 280
15000 20.98 -3.90 21.34 280
15025 21.16 -4.08 21.55 281
15050 21.28 -4.30 21.71 281
15075 21.14 -4.22 21.55 281
13100 19,92 -2.61 20.09 277
13125 19.51 -2.55 19.67 277
13150 19.27 -2.68 19.46 278
13175 18.81 -2.43 18.97 277
13200 18.52 -1.87 18.61 276
14100 23.76 -0.25 23.76 270
14125 23.62 -0.34 23.62 271
14150 23.46 -0.54 23.46 271
16175 23.36 -0.45 23.36 271
14200 23.22 -0.33 23.23 271
lElO0 20.89 -4.51 21.33 281
15125 20*55 -4.37 21.01 282
15150 19.82 -4.24 20.27 282
15175 19.25 -4.51 19.77 283
15200 19.09 -4.73 1g.67 284
13225 18.83 -1.34 18.88 274
13250 19.00 -0.82 18.02 272
13275 18.84 -0.59 18.85 272
13300 18.71 -0.39 18.71 271
13325 18.53 -0.C8 18.53 270
14225 25.45 -0.07 23.45 270
14250 24*52 0.09 24.52 270
14275 25.32 0.04 25.32 270
14300 25.85 0.07 25,85 270
14325 26.02 -0.61 26.03 271
15225 18.64 -4.41 19.16 283
15250 18.66 -3.82 19.05 281
15275 18°73 -3.64 19.08 281
15300 18.64 -3.67 19.00 281
15325 18.2E -3.27 18,50 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECT[BN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PREEILE
TEST NUMBER 2573 04126165, 1300Z. EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG
15350 17.39 -2.43 17.56 278 16350 16.27 -4.93 17.00 287
15375 16.97 -2.02 17.09 277 16375 16.54 -4.18 17.06 284
15400 16.27 -1.e9 16.38 276 16400 17,10 -3.35 17.42 281
15425 15.69 -1.38 15.75 275 16425 17.83 -2.79 18.05 279
15450 16.07 -1.30 16.12 274 16450 18.23 -2.29 18.37 277
15475 16.82 -1.52 16.89 275
15500 16.83 -1._8 16.95 276
15525 16.92 -2.05 17.04 277
15550 17.46 -1.47 17.53 275
15575 17.35 -l.lO 17.38 273
16675 18.41 -2.14 18.54 276
16500 19.03 -1.74 19.11 275
16528 19.42 -1.61 19,48 275
16550 19.40 -2.21 19.53 276
16575 19.44 -2.58 19.61 277
15600 17.08 -l. C5 17.11 275
15625 17.13 -I,60 17.20 275
15650 17.17 _ -1.94 17.28 276
15675 17.18 -1.85 17.28 2?6
15700 16.99 -1.77 17.08 276
16600 19.27 -3.24 19.54 279
16625 19.17 -3.93 19,57 281
16650 19,28 -4.34 19.77 282
16678 19,34 -4.80 19.93 284
16700 19.01 -4.64 19.57 204
15725 16.74 -I.94 16.06 276
15750 16.62 -2.19 16.76 277
15775 16.48 -1.85 16.58 276
15800 16.08 -1.89 16.19 277
15825 15.67 -2.24 15.83 278
16725 18.72 -4.33 19.22 283
16750 18.62 -4.20 19.09 283
16775 18.82 -4.12 19.27 282
16800 19.02 -4.14 19.47 282
16825 18.71 -4.06 19.14 282
15850 15.88 -2.08 16.02 277
15875 16.31 -2.C9 IE.44 277
15900 16.39 -2.12 16.52 277
15925 16.35 -2.60 16.56 279
15950 16.44 -3.24 16,76 281
16850 18,35 -4,12 18.81 282
16875 18.00 -4,60 18,58 284
16900 17.29 -4.74 17.93 285
16925 16.22 -4.83 16.92 286
16950 15,90 -4.66 16,57 206
15975 16.20 -3.E5 16.51 283
16000 15.87 -4.15 16.40 284
16025 15.45 -4.69 16.14 287
16050 15.35 -5.08 16.IT 288
16075 15.75 -4.Rq 16.4R 287
16975 16.11 -4.73 16.79 286
17000 16.15 -4.70 16.82 286
17025 15.62 -4.]0 16.20 _E5
17C80 14.96 -4.II 15,51 785
17C75 14.55 -3.47 14.96 283
16100 16.06 -4.58 16.70 286
16125 16.32 -4.74 17.00 286
16150 16.22 -4.89 16.94 287
16175 16.20 -5.02 16.96 287
16200 16.04 -5.49 16,96 289
17100 14.24 -3.85 14.75 2E5
17125 13.43 -4.85 14.28 290
16225 16.14 -5.65 17.10 289
16250 16.64 -5.88 17.65 289
16275 16,39 -6.21 17,53 291
16300 16.04 -6,32 17,24 291
16325 16.20 -5.78 17.20 289
ALT = ALTITUDE, wX = ZBNAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, TPETA =WINO OIRECTIQN
AL [ WX HZ WS TH ;:.T A
ME[hRS M/SLC M/StC M/SEC OEU
350 5.07 _.03 _.30 -_iZ
_t5 5.27 _.09 9.65 ZL_
_U 5.32 _.06 9.56 ZlJ
o25 b.30 8._8 9.8_ 2i2
_U _.88 8.27 I0.i5 215
TABLE II 95 PAGE403
FPS-16 RA_AR/JZ_SPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFIL6
TEST NUMBER 2682-1 04227/65t 1300Z, EAST6RN TEST RAnGEr FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ hS T_ETA 4LT NX Wl WS ThETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC _/SEC 5EG METERS V/SEC M/SEC M/SSC CEG
.550 4.58 2.98 5.55 _37 2550 5.03 1*16 5.16 257
1515 4.A2 2.75 5.20 _28 2575 5.11 1.47 5.38 254
.600 4.]0 2°59 5.C2 239 2600 5.01 1.44 5.21 254
1625 4.C2 2.48 4.22 238 2625 4.82 1.43 5.03 253
.650 4.C0 2.68 4.81 236 2850 4.88 L.55 5.12 252
OT5 6.24 8.09 10.22 217
100 0.36 8.12 9.74 213
Czb 4.35 1.94 9.05 209
tsO 4. iT 7.T4 B.79 208
115 4._4 1.48 0.70 211
500 4.58 5.96 8.33 213
825 4.72 6.64 8.15 215
550 4.75 6._8 7.8f Zl?
515 4.37 5.89 7.33 216
9UU 4.30 5._3 7.53 216
925 4.32 0.99 7.38 2i6
9_0 4.10 6.00 7.27 214
918 4.1O 5.88 7.17 215
I_00 3.94 5.52 6.78 215
L025 5.9O 5._6 6.63 216
1000 4.04 5.18 6.57 218
ig/b _.89 4.79 6.17 219
I100 3.95 4.69 6.13 220
1128 4.21 4.65 6.27 222
1[_0 4.2O 4.54 6.19 223
1115 4.17 4.70 B.Z8 221
1200 4.04 4.T9 6.ZI 220
1225 3.88 4.04 6.20 218
I250 3.93 4.81 6.2L 219
1210 J.6T 4.65 5.92 228
IJUO 8.57 4.76 5.90 ZI7
1_25 _.64 4.80 6.03 2_7
I350 3.76 4.69 6.01 219
1_18 4.43 4.65 6.42 023
1400 4.09 4.43 6.6O 228
1675 4.12 2.63 4.97 238
1700 4._2 2.57 4.94 238
1725 4.=0 2.66 5.06 238
_750 4._4 2.42 4.97 ?Ai
1775 4.:2 2.37 4.75 24O
2675 5.01 1.52 5.24 253
2700 4.88 _.52 5.11 253
2725 4.67 ..80 5.00 249
2750 4.76 1.95 5.14 248
2775 4.75 1.77 5.07 249
i820 3.56 2.55 4.71 237
1825 3.70 2.21 4.31 239
.850 3.43 1.92 3.93 241
1875 3.24 1.90 4.23 242
1900 4.58 1.78 4.54 247
2800 4.59 l.gO 4.97 247
2_25 4.62 2.22 5.12 244
2950 4.78 1.89 5.14 248
2875 5.07 1.47 5.28 254
2900 5.50 1.18 5.63 258
1925 4.31 1.48 4.56 25_
i950 4.57 1.48 4.80 252
1975 4.59 1.40 4.80 253
ZOO0 4.39 1.20 4.55 255
Z02S 4.55 1.22 4.71 255
2925 5.88 0.69 5.92 263
2950 5.94 0.28 5.94 267
2975 5.82 0.06 5.82 269
3000 5.88 -0.]8 5.88 272
3025 5.55 -0.46 5.57 275
2850 4.65 1.06 4.77 257
2075 4.44 I.II 4.58 296
2102 4.52 1.43 4.74 252
2125 4.67 1.84 4.89 255
_150 4.47 1.28 4.85 2_4
3050 4.83 -0.32 4.84 274
3075 4.47 0.28 4.48 266
3100 4.42 0.92 4.52 258
3125 4.25 1.24 4.43 254
3150 4.16 1.29 4.35 253
2175 4.55 1.30 4.73 254
2200 4.69 1.33 4.88 254
2225 4.54 1.19 4.70 255
2250 4.63 1.32 4.82 254
22T5 4._2 1.31 4.09 _55
3175 4.43 1.09 4.56 256
3200 4.74 0.76 4.80 261
3225 5.18 0.38 5.20 266
3250 5.78 -0.08 5.76 271
3275 6.15 -0.61 6.18 275
_300 4.63 1.13 4.77 256
2325 4.57 1.17 4.72 255
2350 4.15 1.15 4.89 256
_3_5 4.73 1.03 4.84 %/58
_400 4.58 1.13 _.C1 257
3300 6.30 -0.89 6.36 278
3325 6.34 -0.77 6.38 277
3350 6.28 -0.75 6.33 277
3375 6.09 -0.63 6.13 276
3400 5.97 -0.21 5.97 _72
1425 4.90 4.3_ 6.52 228
1450 4.98 4.18 6.51 250
1425 4.97 3.77 6.24 233
_500 4.84 _.62 6.O5 233
1520 _.89 3.46 5.09 235
2425 5.C5 1.27 5.21 256
L&50 4.99 1.I3 :.II 257
2475 5.[I 1.21 5.25 257
2500 5.20 1.25 5.44 257
_525 5°]7 0.99 5.27 :59
3425 6.07 -0.20 6.07 272
3450 6.12 -0.46 6.14 274
_475 5.96 -0.37 5.97 273
3500 5.63 -0.16 5.63 271
3525 5._6 -0.12 5.36 271
ALl = ALTIIUDE, WX = ZSNAL COMPa_ENI, ,Z = MERIDIONAL COMP_ENT, mS = WINC SPEEC, TMETA = WIND DIRECTION
TPS-16 RADAR/JI_SPHERE WIND VEteCIT¥ PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-_ 04/27165, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALl WX WZ WS THETA ALT _X WZ WS IHETA 4lT WX WZ WS TNETA
MklERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG MtIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/8EC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
0550 5.44 U.17 5.44 268 4550 4.93 2.44 5.50 244 5550 12.66 -0.15 12.66 270
5518 5.48 0.93 5.56 260 4575 5.14 2.48 5.71 _44 5575 13.05 -0.51 13.06 272
5600 5.67 1.63 5.90 254 4600 5.27 2.78 _.C4 242 5600 13.54 -i.01 13.58 274
3625 5.68 2.16 6.07" 249 _625 5.50 3.29 6.87 _40 5625 14.03 -1.43 14._0 276
3660 5.23 2.62 5.85 243 4650 6.41 3.48 7.29 24[ 5650 14.20 -1.86 14.32 277
3615 5._0 2.94 5,89 240
3T00 5.04 3.01 5.87 239
_128 &.T5 3.01 5.62 237
37_0 _.83 3.20 5.79 2_6
_118 5.55 _.41 6.35 2]7
_875 7.C4 3.10 7.89 245
4700 7.47 2.78 7.97 249
4725 7.94 2.89 _.45 750
4750 8.48 2.96 8.96 250
4775 3.72 3.11 9.26 _50
5675 14.26 -2.26 14.44 279
5700 14.41 -2.61 14.64 280
5725 14.31 -2.86 14.59 281
5750 14.31 -3.13 14.85 282
5775 14.07 -3.70 14.55 285
3800 5.69 3.53 6.70 258
5825 5.80 _.21 6.92 _31
5550 b.26 3.95 7.40 238
3815 T.O0 4.08 8.10 240
3900 _.81 4.21 8.61 241
48C0 8.dl 3.51 9.48 248
_825 8.Z1 3.08 8.77 249
4850 8.20 2.69 8.63 252
4_75 9.=9 2.83 0.01 253
_900 9._7 2.37 9.96 256
5800 13.60 -3.99 14.17 288
5828 13.71 -3.56 14.16 284
5850 14.16 -3.03 14.48 282
5875 14.30 -2.88 14.57 281
5900 14.03 -2.69 14.28 281
3025 1.63 4.46 8.84 239
3900 7.75 4.73 9.08 258
3915 7.79 4.77 9.14 238
4000 7.45 4.78 B.85 237
40Z5 7.13 4.96 5.68 235
4925 9.43 2.05 9.64 258
4950 9.]9 2.05 9.81 257
_975 9.36 2.07 9.58 257
5000 9.47 1.88 9.66 259
_025 9.41 1.59 9.54 _60
5925 10.73 -2.54 13.96 280
5950 13.63 -2.37 13.83 280
5975 13.71 -2.05 13.86 278
8000 13.86 -1.78 13.97 277
6028 14.28 -1.04 14.37 276
4050 1.08 5.08 8.71 234
4010 ¢.18 5.07 8.79 235
4100 7.05 5.07 8.68 234
4L28 6.73 5.21 8.51 232
41D0 6.53 5.31 8.42 031
5050 9.21 L.55 9.34 260
_C/5 g.c6 1-61 9.21 260
D100 9.C6 1.70 9.22 259
5125 8.91 1.63 9.08 259
5150 8._6 1.44 8.68 2E0
6050 14.89 -1.29 14.94 275
6075 15.15 -0.97 15.19 273
6100 15.19 -0.77 15.21 273
6125 15.24 -0,41 15.25 271
6180 15.29 -0.12 15.29 270
4118 6.06 5,20 7.99 229
4200 b.21 5.01 7.03 026
4/28 4.60 5.29 7.01 221
4250 4.55 D.71 7,30 2x8
_216 4.68 5.80 7,48 2_9
5175 8.41 1.55 8.55 Z 59
5200 8.45 1.82 8.64 258
5225 8._8 1.95 8._0 257
:250 8._2 2.03 8.47 256
6275 8.15 1.96 8.38 256
6175 15.25 0.12 15.25 269
6200 14.96 0.20 14.96 269
6225 14.63 0.12 14.63 269
6250 14.48 -0.06 14.48 270
6275 14.34 -0.13 14,34 270
4_00 4.82 5.68 7.45 220
4_Z5 4.97 5.39 7.33 222
4_80 5.27 5.02 7.28 226
4_15 5.24 4.37 6.02 23O
440O 5.11 3.68 8.29 234
>300 8.18 1.83 8.48 257
5325 6.69 1.81 8.88 258
5350 9.i5 1.73 9.31 259
_375 9._I 1.47 9.82 261
b400 9.72 1.30 9.80 [62
6300 14.42 -0.07 14.42 270
6325 14.54 -0.19 14.54 271
6350 14.58 -0.25 14.58 271
6375 14.65 -0.22 14.86 271
6400 14.61 -0.26 14.61 271
4425 5.11 3.24 6.05 237
4450 4.95 2.67 5.6_ 241
4415 4.71 2.11 5.16 246
4500 4.53 2.O2 4,96 246
4_Z5 4.62 2.27 5.15 344
5425 I0.C6 1.26 10.14 263
5450 10.57 1.15 10.83 264
D475 Ii°89 1.04 1[.13 264
5500 11._6 0.70 11.88 266
55_5 12.41 0.18 12.41 269
6425 14.51 -0.29 14.52 271
6450 14.80 --0.36 14.80 271
6475 15.46 -0.36 15.46 271
6500 15.76 -0.14 15.76 270
6525 16.03 0.08 16.04 270
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZONAL C_MPONENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPBNENT, WS = WIND SPEEC, THETA = WIND OIRECTISN
655U 16.45 0.27 1B.45 269
6575 16.79 0.48 16.80 268
_00 16.89 0.61 16,90 268
6525 16. fO 0.63 lB.71 268
665O 16*91 O.80 16.93 267
TABLE II% (cont)
PAGE404 EPSIB RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIN[I VEL2CIIY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-I 04/27165, 13002, EASIERN IEST RAhCE, FLRRID2
4LI W2 WZ WS 7HEIA ALl MX WZ WS THE7_ ALT WX W2 WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEE M/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC P/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7550 23o12 3.04 23.32 262 8550 29.12 -3.40 29.32 276
7575 23.47 2.99 23.66 2E3 8875 29,45 -3.62 29.67 277
7600 23.68 2.87 23,B6 263 8600 29.39 -S,8| 29,60 277
762_ 24.74 2.76 23.90 263 8625 Zg.zu -JoUb 29._ Z16
7650 23.92 2o57 24.06 264 8650 29.28 --2,81 29,41 275
6615 17.31 1.01 17.34 266
6700 17.47 0.99 17.50 267
6725 11.60 0.98 17.63 267
6750 IT.70 I*00 17.73 267
6175 17.61 O.92 17.64 267
6800 It.b3 1.0# 17.67 266
6825 lf,_l 1.27 17.85 266
6850 IU.02 1.32 18.07 266
6815 18.27 t.36 18.32 266
6_00 18.59 1.47 18.65 265
6928 18.75 1.51 18.81 265
6960 18.81 1.59 18.88 265
6915 19.15 1.55 19.21 265
7000 19.34 1.53 19._O 265
tOZ5 19._4 _.76 19._2 265
7080 19.24 2.04 19.35 264
7015 19.20 2.20 19.53 263
7i00 19.23 2.35 19.37 265
1125 19.25 2,68 19._4 2o2
7150 19.49 2.85 19.10 261
7115 19.56 2.96 19,78 261
7ZUO 19.51 2.97 19.74 261
222_ 19.63 3.II 19.87 261
7150 19.7_ 3.25 20.01 260
7278 20.02 8.29 20.29 26O
TIBO 20.46 3.39 20.73 260
7828 20.61 3.68 20.90 260
7_50 2U.68 3.65 21.00 26O
7115 21.00 3._ 21.26 261
74OO 21.J5 3.38 21.62 261
7675 23.73 2.28 23.84 264
7700 23.39 2.27 23.50 264
7725 23.!5 2.31 23.27 264
7750 22,84 2.41 22.96 264
7775 2_o76 2.02 22.85 765
8675 29.18 -2.28 29.26 274
8700 29.23 -1.85 29.29 273
8725 29.06 -2,19 29.14 274
8750 28,92 -1,92 28.98 274
8775 28.85 -1.83 28.91 273
7800 23.C4 1.11 23.07 267
7825 23.09 0.61 23.10 268
7850 22,53 0.51 22,64 269
78/5 22,_5 0.42 22,15 269
7900 21.89 0.43 21.89 269
8800 28.56 -2.11 28.64 274
8825 28.40 -2.43 28.80 278
8850 28.47 -Z.8I 28.81 275
8875 28.71 -3.01 28.87 276
8900 28,96 -3.42 29.16 277
7925 21.61 0.35 21.61 269
7950 21.22 0.27 21.22 269
7975 21.30 0.59 21.31 _68
6000 21.E2 0.96 21.84 267
6025 22._9 0.94 22.41 267
8925 29.20 -3.46 29.40 277
8950 29.36 -3.89 29.62 277
8975 29.53 -4.57 29.88 279
9000 29.80 -_.95 30.20 279
9025 30.04 -4.94 30.44 279
8050 22.80 0.82 22.82 268
_075 23.22 0.68 23.23 268
ulO0 23._5 0.53 23.86 269
8125 24._8 0.41 24.38 269
_150 24.93 0.10 24,93 270
9050 30.09 -4.92 30.49 279
9075 30.12 -4.98 30.53 279
9100 30.17 -5.45 30.65 280
9125 30.28 -5.89 30°85 281
9150 30.52 -5.84 31.08 281
8178 25.53 -0.32 25.53 271
8200 25.99 -0.67 26.80 271
0225 26.37 -0.76 26.38 271
_250 26._2 -0,78 26.63 271
8275 26._1 -0.86 26.83 272
9175 30.51 -5.90 31.07 281
9200 30.54 -6.06 31.13 281
9228 J0.49 -6.50 31.13 281
9250 30.64 -6.37 31.30 282
9275 30.83 -6.60 31.53 282
6300 27.C4 -I.16 27.07 272
B]25 27.47 -1.37 27.51 273
_550 27.78 -1.48 27.79 273
6_75 27.71 -1.78 27.77 278
8400 27.89 -1.87 27.96 274
9300 31.01 -6.71 31.73 282
9325 31.16 -6.98 31.93 282
9350 31.04 -7.17 31.86 283
9378 31.03 -7.23 31.86 283
9400 31.20 -7,65 32.12 284
7_25 Z1.74 3.37 22,00 261
2460 21.96 2.97 22.16 262
1418 22.13 3*00 22._3 262
750O 22.35 3.13 22.57 262
7_25 21.69 3.17 22.gl 262
8425 28.14 -2.06 28.22 274
8450 28.24 -2.29 28.33 278
8415 28._4 -2.06 28._2 274
d500 28._4 -2.17 2_,72 _74
8525 28._8 -2.87 29.02 275
9425 31.46 -7.81 32.42 284
9450 31.70 -7.99 32.69 284
9475 31.73 -8.01 32.73 284
9800 31.79 -_*05 32.79 284
9_25 32.03 -8.21 33*06 284
ALT • ALTIIUOE, WX • ZONAL CBMPBNENT, _Z : MERIDI2NAL CgMPgNENT, WS • WINB SPEEC, THETA • WIND DIRECTION
955U 32,18 -8.43 33.27 284
9515 3L,_3 -8,7_ 33,_9 285
9bOO ¸32,67 T_*96 33,88 2_5
_625 33.00 -9.46 34._3 ZB6
9650 _3,08 -10,14 34,60 287
FPS-16 RAUAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PR¢EILE
7EBI NUMBER 268_-I 04/17165, 13002, EASTERN IESI RANGE, EL2RIOA
THETA ALE _X W2 WS THETA _LI WX WL WS IMEIA
METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
ALl WX WZ WS
MEIkRS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
10550 41,05 -12,44 42,89 287 11550 39,37 -9,78 40,57 284
10575 40,91 -12.30 42.71 287 11575 39.29 -9.12 40._4 283
[U600 40,97 -12.)S 47,80 _87 11600 39,53 -9.48 40,65 283
I8625 41._I -12.13 67.86 2_6 11625 39.60 -10.16 40.88 284
10650 40.90 -11.57 42.51 286 11650 39.44 -lO.O0 40.69 284
9615 33.00 -10.41 34.60 287
9TUU 32.83 -10.24 54.39 287
9725 32.74 -I0*23 34.50 287
9150 _Z.57 -I0.38 34.18 _87
9115 _2.58 -I0.58 34,26 2e8
9800 _.12 -IE.2_ _4.59 ZB9
98Z8 _Z.82 -11.82 3_.89 290
9_0 82.67 -1!.12 34.84 290
9_16 _2.36 -12.35 34.63 zgl
990O 32._6 -12.43 34.66 29i
9125 32.35 -IZ.51 t4.69 291
9950 32._1 -12.88 _.88 79L
9915 _.I_ -18.46 15.76 29Z
LUO_5 34.21 -14.22 37.O5 zgL
10050 34.83 -14.51 ]7,/3 292
10_15 _5,90 -15,29 I_.01 _93
IULUU 56.93 -15,84 _0.18 _9_
I8!2_ 31,52 -_5,94 40, t_ 29_
t01_0 31.17 -15,96 _l.')l 293
iUL/b J/.RT -16.17 4U.T'_ ,92
iUZUO _1.62 -1_.68 _0.$9 291
10_b0 _.14 -1_.10 _0,57 29O
_U_t5 _8.78 -1_,11 41.21 ZgO
IO$UO _9.3o -i_.24 41.80 290
10_Z5 _9.51 -13,99 k_.dO _69
_U_50 _._9 -13.83 _?,22 _89
_O_t_ _0.32 -i_.93 42*66 269
10675 40.47 -11.27 42.CI 285
I0700 40.:4 -II.07 41.63 285
10725 39._3 -10.74 41.26 285
1U750 40.08 -I0.e0 41.51 _65
1U715 59.92 -10.94 41.39 185
11675 39.42 -9.88 40.63 284
11700 38.93 -9.98 40.19 284
11725 38.64 -10.27 39.98 285
11750 38.80 -10.31 40.15 28_
1i775 39.06 -I0.73 40.51 285
lOSO0 39._0 -i0.58 40.99 285
10825 39._7 -lO.Ol 40.91 _84
I0850 39._7 -10.14 41.14 284
10875 59.89 -I0.45 41.24 284
lOqO0 39.?7 -I0.50 4!*08 ZE4
11800 39.44 -10.58 40.83 285
11825 39.86 -I0.27 41.16 284
11850 40.18 -I0.65 41.57 285
11875 40.37 -10.69 41*76 285
11900 40.45 -10.77 41.86 288
lug2) 39.85 -9.88 4!.06 284
I0150 39._6 -9.85 41.06 264
iu975 59.48 -9.97 40.69 _84
11000 39._6 -9.65 40._3 284
11C_5 39._0 -lO.Cl 40.75 2S4
11925 40.16 -I0.43 41.49 284
11950 40.19 -10,35 41.50 284
11975 40.08 -10.70 41.48 285
12000 39.92 -9.94 4_.14 284
12025 40.01 -9.40 41.10 283
ILCSO 59.:9 -10,36 40.54 285
1_01_ 38,_0 -10,02 40.07 284
l_O0 36._6 -lO,12 39,96 284
1_125 58._5 -9,99 tg,82 78_
1JlbO 38,_7 -g,47 _9,72 284
12050 39.61 -9.86 40.82 284
12075 39.47 -9.53 40.60 283
12100 39,71 -9.11 40.74 283
12125 39.86 -9.44 40.96 283
121_0 40.19 -9.34 41.26 283
1_175 3R.'3 -9.34 59.£5 28_
L12OO 38._0 -9.59 39.68 ;B4
I?Z5 38.¸2 -9._ _9.76 2_4
1.2_U 3_._4 -').76 )q.57 _84
1;27_ 38.C2 -9.O3 3q. C8 _
12175 40.39 -9.17 41.42 283
12200 48.25 -8.90 41.22 28_
12225 40.01 -8.67 40.98 282
12250 39,82 -8.76 40.97 _82
12275 38.98 -8.39 39.86 282
1_500 31.75 -S,4D 3".68 2_2
I$_25 37.46 -8.51 3_.k2 E83
1.358 57, 4 -7.96 _P,_8 282
l_D 37,_4 -8,CO 3P,_ 282
12300 39.02 -d.lO 39.85 282
12325 39,29 -8.22 40,14 282
12350 38.87 -7.43 39,57 2eL
12375 38.99 -7.91 39.69 28_
12_00 39.30 -7.94 40.10 281
LU_Z5 _1.3£ -13.71 4).53 298
10_25 41._7 -12.55 4_.0_ 187
11425 36.:7 -8.09 39.02 282
1._50 34._1 -_.71 59.87 28z
1.47_ 5_._6 -8.95 4O.2? 2P_
1,500 59,_8 -8,97 4(_,30 083
1_52_ 39.'_ -9,28 8O,42 268
12425 39.55 -7.98 40.38 281
12450 39.83 -7.21 40.48 280
12475 39.58 -7.22 40.23 2_0
12500 39,34 -7.99 40.14 281
12525 39.18 -7.76 39.94 281
ALl = ALIIIUUE, WX = I_NAL C_MP2KENT, _l : MEKIi) I_NAL C_MPONLr_T, WS = WINC SPEEO, THETA = WINO DIRECTION
1255038.79-7.5539.51281125{538.48-6.9539.10280I26003/.92-7,5938.67281
126_5 38.01 -7.40 38.72 281
tZbbO 38.56 -6.01 39.03 279
12675 38.69 -6.38 3g.22 279
1210D 38.19 -7.07 38.83 280
IZtZb 37.56 -f.35 38.27 281
tZt50 3r.27 -6.88 37.9O 200
I2/r5 36.78 -7.D8 37.45 281
12800 36.53 -6.69 37.14 280
12315 36.55 -7.65 37.35 282
12350 36.18 -8.98 37.27¸ 254
128_5 35.93 -7,50 36.7O 282
1290O 35.89 -7.45 36.65 282
12928 35.9Z -8.12 36.83 283
IZ950 36.7l -8.52 37.69 283
12975 37.O6 -8.23 37.97 282
13O0O 36.71 -8.53 37*69 283
13025 36.75 -8.74 37.78 283
13050 3r.lO -8,12 37.97 282
13015 37.26 -8.59 38.24 283
131O0 38.00 -B.lO 38.85 282
13125 38.64 -7.72 39.41 281
13L50 38.91 -8.17 39.75 282
13175 38.97 -8.24 39.83 202
13200 38.97 -8.97 39,99 283
13222 09.15 -7,98 3g.96 281
13260 39.58 -6.56 40.12 279
13215 3_.45 -8.42 4O.34 282
133OO 39.49 -8.90 4O.48 282
13325 39.66 -6.88 40.25 28O
13350 39.10 -7.51 39.81 2al
13375 39.OO -7.92 39.80 281
13425 39,22 -8.65 40,17 282
TABLE 11-95 (cont) PAGE405
EPS-IB RAOARIJLMSPMERE WINE VELBCIT¥ PR£FILE
TEST NUMBER _652-[ 04/L7265, 1300E, EASTERN IESI RAkDE, FL{RIDA
ALl WX WZ WS THETA ALT _X WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG MLI_RS MIS_C MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
13550 39._5 -8.54 40.56 282 16550 37.29 -3.00 37.61 274
i_575 39,45 -7,61 _C,18 _81 16575 36,44 -I.05 36,65 27l
13600 39._5 -8.37 40.43 282 14600 35.26 -0.25 35.27 270
I_625 39._4 -EO.16 60.63 284 14625 33.95 -0.81 33.96 271
136)0 39.68 -7.28 60,34 280 16650 32.77 -0.49 32.78 271
[3675 40,09 -6.38 40.59 279 16675 32.40 -1,57 32,44 273
1_700 40.03 -7,95 40,81 281 16700 32.75 -3.24 32.gl 275
IJ725 40.64 -7,68 4_.16 281 16725 33.04 -2,79 33,15 275
13750 40.49 -7.66 91.20 _81 16750 32.33 -3.28 32.50 276
13775 40.]8 -7,76 40.92 281 16775 31,50 -4.70 31,85 278
1_800 40._2 -7.52 61.C1 280 16800 30.72 -5.47 31.20 280
13525 40.40 -7,30 41.05 280 16825 29.64 -4.16 29.g3 278
13850 40.64 -6.05 40.89 278 14850 29.10 -3,46 29.31 277
1_875 40.20 -5.68 40.57 278 15875 28.55 -4,62 28.93 279
13900 39,92 -5.74 40.33 278 16900 27.40 -4.19 27.72 278
13g25 39.93 -4.74 40,2E 277 14925 26,63 -3.86 26.91 278
13950 40.01 -4,84 40.30 277 16950 25,89 -4,65 26.30 280
13975 40.09 -4.19 40.31 276 16975 25.38 -5.33 25.94 282
14000 40.26 -3,82 40.44 275 15000 25.23 -4,71 25,67 280
14025 40.57 -5ole 60,90 277 15025 25.00 -4.44 25.39 280
14050 40.62 -5.43 40.78 277 15050 24.09 -2.79 24.25 276
14075 39.31 -7.04 39.74 280 15075 23.66 I_,87 23,74 274
14100 40._6 -3.20 40.49 274 15100 22.87 -2.32 22.99 276
14125 40.70 -2.88 40.80 274 15125 22.25 -1.90 22.33 275
14150 40._7 -4.53 40.53 _76 15150 22.53 -0.05 22.53 270
14175 40.08 -4.08 40.28 276 15175 22.56 0.72 22.57 268
14200 39.84 -3.39 39.98 275 15200 22.50 1.67 22.56 286
14225 39.82 -3,04 39.84 274 15225 23.13 2.36 23.25 264
14250 39.19 -2.97 39,31 274 15250 23,17 1.80 23.24 265
14275 39.33 -3.68 39.50 275 15275 23,03 _,55 23.17 263
14300 39.85 -3.83 40,03 275 15300 22,73 3.86 23,06 260
14325 40.01 -3.63 40.18 275 15325 22*89 3.47 23.15 261
14350 40.C8 -4.10 40.29 276 15350 23.31 3.79 23.61 261
14375 39.76 -4,76 40.05 277 15375 23.33 4.09 23.69 260
14400 39.I4 -4.26 39.37 276 15400 23.36 3.94 23.69 260
14425 38.58 -4.28 39.11 276 15425 23.21 3.93 23.54 260
13450 39.40 -7.30 40.07 280 14450 38.53 -4.lO 38.75 276 15450 24.02 6.60 24.91 254
13475 39.49 -8.17 40.33 281 14475 38.11 -3.33 38.26 275 15475 24.38 7.47 25.50 253
x_SUU 39.65 -9.31 40.72 283 14500 37.cl -2,89 37.72 274 15500 25.25 7,14 26.24 234
13525 39.92 -8.72 40.88 282 14525 37.57 -3.28 37.72 275 15525 26.22 6.74 27,07 255
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDI8NAL C_MPBNENT, wS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECT[BN
15550 26.71 5.54 27.28 258
15575 ZT.Ul 5.14 27.49 259
15600 Zr.B2 B.29 28,62 257
15625 28.95 6.06 29.57 258
lbbbO 29.83 5.65 30.36 259
FPS-1B RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-1 04/27165, 1300Zt EASTERN TEST 8AkGEI FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
16550 20.71 5.27 21.37 256 17550 8,20 7.54 11.14 227
16575 19,94 6.37 20.93 252 17575 7.69 8.24 11.27 223
16500 17.98 5,75 18.88 252 17600 7.55 8.87 11,65 220
16625 17.19 5.38 1_.0l 252 17625 7.52 9.05 11.77 220
16650 17.04 6.58 18.26 269
156f5 30.43 4.00 30.69 262
15700 30.01 3.09 30.E7 264
15T25 28.3O 2.77 28.44 264
IBT50 28.O9 1.96 28.16 266
15775 Z6.95 1.08 26.97 267
15800 25.56 -0.85 25.57 272
15825 24.69 -0.31 24.69 271
15850 23.95 -0.37 23.96 271
• iBB/5 23.06 0.72 23.07 268
15900 22.18 2.47 22.32 263
15925 21.15 2,22 21.Z7 264
15950 19.82 3.37 20.10 260
1_915 18.82 3.64 19,17 259
16000 18.54 3.43 18.85 259
16025 1_.28 4.10 18.73 257
16050 IT.65 4.73 18.28 255
16075 17,45 4.69 18,07 255
16100 17,91 5.92 18.87 252
16125 1_.09 7.50 19.58 247
1615O 17.85 6.48 18.99 25O
16175 11.38 5.38 18,19 253
16200 18.09 6.29 19.25 250
16228 18.80 6.91 2O.O3 25O
16260 19.06 7.65 2O.53 248
16275 19.14 6.67 20.27 251
16300 19.13 6.41 20.18 251
163Z5 20.43 6.23 21.36 253
163_0 ZO.BI 5.09 21.43 256
16375 2O.76 4.5O 21.24 258
1640O ZO.9Z 5,00 21,51 256
16425 21.25 6.59 22.25 253
i6450 21.42 6.16 22.29 254
16475 21.72 4,90 22.26 257
16500 ZZ.1B 6.18 23.03 254
16525 21.99 6.51 22.94 253
16675 15.83 5.18 16.66 252
16700 15.24 4.87 lB,00 252
16725 13.q9 4.53 14.70 252
10750 13.19 3.37 13.62 255
10775 12,72 3,28 13.14 255
16800 12*14 3.63 12.68 253
10825 II._6 3.75 12.44 252
16850 11.32 4.15 12.G5 250
16875 II.54 4,09 12.24 230
16900 11.26 4.37 12.C7 269
10925 10.89 4.08 1].35 269
10950 I0.30 4.19 11.12 248
16975 10.15 4.71 II.19 245
17000 9.71 3.41 10.29 250
17025 9.19 5.71 10.82 238
17030 8.62 5.97 10.69 235
17075 B.O0 4.61 9.23 240
17100 8.23 6.55 10.52 231
17125 8.29 6,g3 10.80 230
17150 7.84 6.26 10,04 231
17175 7.92 7.96 11.23 225
17200 7.q2 6,51 10.25 230
17225 B._O 6.67 10,55 231
17250 8.56 7.76 11,63 228
17275 8._4 7.30 11.23 229
17300 8.80 6.97 11.23 231
17325 9.37 7.40 11.94 231
17350 9.41 7.17 11.83 232
17575 g.ll 7.25 11.64 231
1760O 9.28 7,99 12.25 229
17425 9.39 7.09 11.76 233
17450 9.50 5.85 11,16 238
17475 g.52 5.81 10.98 238
17500 9.56 6.88 1_,66 235
17525 9,13 7.37 11.73 231
ALT = ALTIIUUE, WX = ZSNAL CBMPONENT, w2 = MERIOIONAL COMPSNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND OlRECTIgN
PAGE406
ACT WX WZ WS
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC
525 -0.77 8.86 8.90
550 -0,49 8.86 8.67
575 -0.64 7.97 8.00
BOO -0.68 7,56 7,59
625 -0*29 7.17 7.18
650 0,61 6,64 6.66
675 1.01 6.26 6.34
700 1.19 6.21 6.32
725 1.57 6.38 6.57
750 2,07 6.31 .6,64
7T5 2,11 6,C7 6,53
800 2,02 6.28 6.60
825 2,28 6.39 6.79
850 2,38 6.12 6.56
875 2,73 6,85 7.37
900 3,53 8.91 7.75
925 3,45 6.84 7,66
950 3,89 7,31 8.28
975 3.86 6.93 7,94
[OOO 3.85 6,53 7.58
1025 4.11 5.98 7.26
1050 4,37 5.58 7.09
1078 4,30 5.86 7.27
llO0 3,55 5.35 6.42
1125 3.65 5.81 6.86
1150 3,26 5.76 6.62
1175 5,42 4.78 5.88
1200 2.87 5.20 5.93
1225 2,65 4.62 5.33
1250 3,59 4.83 6.02
1275 3,60 4.55 5.80
1300 3,71 3.75 5.28
1325 3.75 4.45 5.82
1350 3,95 4.09 5.68
1375 4,42 4.28 6.15
1400 4.02 4.55 6.38
1425 3,74 3.96 5.65
1450 4,34 3.54 5.60
1475 3,77 4.C0 5.50
1500 3.99 3.83 5.53
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX =
TABLEI1-%
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND
TEST NUMBER 2579 04127165, 0219Z,
THET6 ALT WX WZ
DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC
175 1525 5.25 3.96
177 1550 4,43 3.76
1{_ i575 3.;0 2.64
175 1600 3.80 3.30
178 1625 3.00 3.89
VELgCITY PRPFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
WS ThETA aLT WX WZ WS THETA
MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
6.58 233 2525 5.14 1.94 5.49 249
5.80 230 2550 5.63 2.26 6.07 248
4.7_ 23C 2575 5,25 2.50 5:m! _44
5.03 229 2600 5.78 1.86 6,07 252
4.91 217 2625 5.59 2.35 6.07 247
183 1650 3.55 3.83 5.22 223 2650 5.45 2.11 5.85 249
189 1675 3.34 4.17 5.34 219 2675 5.94 2.02 6.28 251
191 1700 2.73 3.51 4.45 218 2700 5.02 2.50 5.61 243
194 1725 3.02 3.34 4.50 228 2725 5.59 2.56 6,15 245
198 1750 2.79 3.00 4.09 223 2750 5.99 2,86 6.64 244
199 1775 3.44 2.19 4.07 237 2775 5.83 2.69 6.42 245
198 1800 3,58 2.52 4.38 235 2800 6.24 3.33 7.08 242
199 1825 3.37 1.84 3.84 241 2825 6.21 3.42 7.09 241
20l 1850 3.59 1,76 4.00 244 2850 6.81 3.14 7,50 245
202 1875 3.07 2.11 3.73 235 2875 6.13 3.50 7.06 ?40
207 1900 3.90 1.31 4.11 231 2900 6.28 3.18 7.04 243
207 1925 4.09 1,95 4.53 244 2925 6.57 3.46 7.43 242
208 1950 2.98 2.33 3,78 232 2950 6.15 4.00 7.34 237
209 1975 3.66 2.21 4.28 239 2975 6.73 3.45 7.56 243
210 2000 4.08 Z.30 4.69 240 3000 6.38 3,74 7.39 239
214 2025 4.49 1.84 4.85 248 3025 6.14 4.11 7.39 236
218 2050 4.32 2.03 4.77 245 3050 6.23 3.88 7.31 238
Z16 2075 4.41 1.49 4.65 251 3075 5.23 3.99 6.58 232
213 2100 6.05 1.12 6.15 259 3100 5.20 3.85 6.46 233
212 2125 5.61 1.96 5.94 251 3125 4.85 3.87 6.20 231
209 2150 4.91 1.70 5.19 251 3150 4.23 3.81 5.70 228
215 2175 5.81 1,81 6.09 253 3175 4.85 3.86 6,20 231
209 2200 5.92 2.15 6.30 230 3200 4,74 3.01 5.61 237
210 2225 5.99 1.25 6,12 258 3225 4.84 2.84 5.61 230
216 2250 6.36 1.36 6.50 258 3250 4.77 2.80 5.54 239
218 2275 6,37 1.93 6.65 253 3275 4.56 2.43 5.16 242
225 2300 6.01 1.79 6.27 253 3300 4.51 2.54 5.18 240
220 2325 6.25 1.82 6.51 254 3325 A.91 2.55 5.53 242
224 2350 6.13 1.86 6.41 253 3350 4.27 2.58 4.99 239
226 2375 5.93 1.27 6.06 258 3375 4.09 2,33 4.70 240
219 2400 6.85 1.40 6.99 258 3400 4.35 3.04 5.51 235
223 2425 6.52 2.19 6.B7 251 3425 4.33 2.93 5.23 236
231 2450 5.94 1.52 6.13 255 3450 4.39 3.01 5,32 235
233 2475 6.06 1.86 6.34 253 3475 4.44 3.57 5.70 231
226 2500 5.18 2.71 5.85 242 35C0 4.17 3.72 5.59 228
ZBNAL CEMPENEN7, WZ - MERIDIENAL CBMPENENT, WS - WINE SPEED, THETA =WINO DIRECTIgN
ALT WX WZ WS
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC
3525 4.66 3.78 6.01
5550 5.28 3.58 6.38
3575 5,51 3.29 6.25
3600 6,35 3.39 7.20
3625 6.27 3,24 7.05
3650 6.62 2.89 7.22 246
3675 6*44 2.90 7.06 246
3700 6,24 2.56 6.67 249
3725 6*62 2.75 7.17 247
3750 6.56 2.33 6.96 250
3775 7,06 E,79 7.28 256
3800 6.86 2.85 7.43 247
3825 6,80 2.60 7.28 249
3850 6,92 2.29 7._9 252
3875 6.17 2.11 6.52 251
3900 5.80 1.65 6.03 254
3925 5.37 1.86 5.69 251
3950 5.42 2.C9 5.21 249
3975 5.92 1.78 6.18 253
4000 5.73 1.56 5.89 257
4025 5.76 1.99 6.09 251
4050 5,98 1.59 6.19 255
4075 6.08 0.87 6.14 262
4100 5.84 1-21 5.96 258
4125 6.79 1.47 6.95 258
4150 7,09 1.56 7.26 257
4175 7.08 l.E7 7.27 257
4200 7.60 1.74 7.80 257
4225 7.78 I.C3 7.84 262
4250 7,39 0.56 7._1 266
4275 7.01 0.59 7.03 265
4300 7.47 0.88 7.53 269
4325 7.13 0.91 7.I8 263
4350 7,59 1.36 7.71 260
4575 7,74 2.19 8.04 254
4400 7.I0 1.97 7.37 254
4425 7.71 2.24 8.03 254
4450 7.75 1.E7 7.91 258
4475 7,25 1.56 7.41 2_8
4500 7,08 1.97 7.35 254
AET = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL
FPS-16 RADAR/JLMSPHERE MIND VEL8CITY PRpFILE
TEST NUMBER 2579 04127/65, 0219Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
THETA AtT WX WZ MS TEETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
231 4525 7.14 1.70 7.34 256 5525 9.85 1.89 10.03 259
236 4550 7.38 1,59 7.55 258 E550 10.09 1.62 10.22 261
238 4575 7.77 2.60 8.19 251 5575 10.04 1.41 IO.IA 262
242 4600 8,46 3.11 9,02 250 5600 10.06 0,93 10.10 265
242 4625 9,3E 2.65 9.68 254 5625 9,64 0.45 _.65 267
4650 9.12 3.37 9.72 250 5650 9.63 0.21 9.63 269
4675 9.24 3.35 9.83 250 5675 IO.OO 0.12 IO.Ol 269
4700 9.89 3.31 10.43 251 5700 10.99 0.74 11.02 266
4725 9,19 _.09 9.70 251 5725 11.82 0.65 11.83 267
4750 9.52 3.08 10.00 252 5750 12.04 0.63 12.05 267
4775 9.96 3.16 10.45 252 5775 12.28 0.44 12.29 268
4800 9,78 2.99 |0,23 255 5800 12.36 0.39 12.37 268
4825 9.66 3.50 10,88 250 5825 12.73 0,29 12.73 269
4850 9.58 3.36 10.16 250 5850 12.65 0.63 12.67 267
4875 9.27 3.56 9.93 2_9 5875 12.85 0.85 12,88 266
4900 8.74 3.91 9.57 246 5900 12,99 0.80 13.01 866
4925 9,44 _.88 10.20 2_7 5928 13,15 1.21 13.21 265
4950 9.32 3,94 10.12 247 5950 13.87 0.84 13.89 266
4975 8.90 3.52 9.57 2_8 5975 13.45 0.32 13.46 268
5000 8.55 3.42 9.21 248 tODD 13.69 1.15 13.74 265
5025 8.55 3.03 9.07 250 6025 14.32 1.09 14.37 265
5050 8.52 _.96 9.02 251 6050 14.16 0.25 14.16 269
5075 8.15 3.40 8.83 247 6075 14.21 0.18 14.21 269
5|00 8.70 3.43 9.35 248 El00 14.43 0.04 14.45 270
5125 8.22 3.49 8.95 247 6125 14.59 -0,38 14.59 271
5150 7.77 3.04 8.35 248 ElBO 13.94 -0.86 15.96 273
5175 8.53 2.74 8.95 252 6175 13.64 -0.44 13.64 272
5200 8.53 i.B9 8.73 257 6200 15.26 -0.60 15.27 272
5225 8.16 L.34 8.27 261 6225 12.88 -0.73 12.91 275
5250 7.60 i.67 7.78 2_7 6250 13.24 -0.38 15.24 271
5275 7.44 1.34 7.55 260 6275 13.02 -0.02 13.02 270
5300 7.27 1.31 7.38 2_0 EBOO 13.21 -0.05 13.21 270
5385 7.09 1.89 7.35 255 6328 13.38 -0.10 1_.38 270
5350 7.22 1.91 7.47 255 6350 13.85 -O.iI 13.65 270
5575 7.24 1.55 7.40 258 6375 13.48 -0.63 13.49 272
5400 7.02 1.79 7.85 2E6 6400 12.94 -0.12 12.95 271
5425 7.61 1.83 7.83 2_6 6425 12.83 -0.35 12.84 27]
5450 8.61 1.76 8.79 258 6450 12.17 -0.56 12.19 272
5475 9.00 i.12 9.25 257 6475 12.42 -0.28 12._3 271
5500 9.42 1.00 9.63 2_8 6500 12.82 -1.05 12.86 275
EEMPENEN7, WZ - MER|O[PNAL CEMPONENI, MS = WINE SPEED, ThETA = WIND DIRECTIgN
TABLE II-96 (con't) P#GE 407
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND MELgCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2579 04127165, 02198, EASIERN TEST MANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ hS THETA ALT WX _Z WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
6525 12.46 -1.05 12.51 275 7525 20.95 -b.84 22.04 2M8 E525 27.50 -3.94 27.78 278
6550 12.73 -0.92 12.76 274 7550 21.34 -7.II 22.49 288 8550 27.11 -3.87 27.39 278
6575 12.59 -1.31 12.66 276 7575 21.88 -7.06 22.99 288 E575 27.09 -4.46 27.46 279
6600 12.14 -1.28 12.21 276 7600 2}.97 -?.38 23.18 288 E600 26.66 -4.73 27.08 280
6625 12.27 -L.41 12.35 276 7625 22.00 -7.23 23.16 2_8 8625 26.40 -4.56 26.79 280
6650 12.49 -1.63 12.60 277
6675 12.85 -1.77 12.97 278
6700 18.07 -2.16 13.24 279
6725 13.15 -2.23 13,34 279
6750 13,59 -2.22 13,77 279
7650 22.36 -6.97 23.42 287
7675 22.37 -7.39 23.56 288
7700 22.25 -7,27 23.41 288
7725 22,32 -6.67 23.29 286
7750 22.52 -0.68 23.49 286
8650 26.47 -4.62 26.87 280
8675 26.43 -4.78 26.85 280
8700 26.23 -5.18 26.73 281
8725 25.83 -5.37 26.38 282
8750 25.75 -5.53 26.34 282
6778 13.42 -2.42 13.63 280
6800 13.61 -2.83 13.90 282
6825 14.09 -3,70 14.87 285
6850 14.06 -4.26 14,69 287
6R75 14.43 -4.55 15.18 287
7775 22.46 -6.70 23.44 286
7800 22.79 -6.17 23.61 285
7825 23.47 -6.04 24,23 2M4
7850 23.84 -6.04 24.30 284
7875 23.04 -5,04 23.80 294
8775 25.95 -6.34 26.71 284
EBCO 25.92 -7.17 26.90 285
8825 25.67 -7.70 26.80 287
8850 85.65 -8.04 26.88 287
8875 26,04 -8.30 27,33 288
6900 14.73 -5.42 15.69 290
6925 14.89 -6.19 16.13 292
6950 15.18 -6.E7 16.88 294
6975 18,58 -7.C9 17.11 294
7000 15.96 -7.32 17.56 294
7900 23.05 -5,75 23.75 284
7925 23.12 -5.83 23.85 284
7950 22.82 -5.71 23.52 284
7975 23.04 -5.34 23.65 283
8000 23.34 -5.45 23.97. 283
egco 28.88 -8.93 27.38 289
E925 25.33 -9.43 27.03 290
E950 25,12 -9.66 26.92 291
E975 25.08 -I0.12 27.05 292
_OCO 24,54 -10.76 26.79 293
7025 16.33 -7.54 17.99 295
7050 16.50 -7.46 18.11 294
7075 16.33 -7.16 17.84 293
7100 16.45 -7.01 17.89 293
7125 16.58 -7.18 18.07 293
8025 23.33 -5.07 23.87 282
8050 23.77 -4.60 24.22 281
8075 24.32 -5.02 24.83 281
8100 24.17 -4.81 24.64 ?M1
8125 24.43 -4.30 26.81 280
9025 23.98 _10.76 26.29 294
9050 24.08 -10.41 26.23 293
9075 24.37 -10.58 26.56 293
9100 24.46 -I0.88 26.77 294
9125 24.49 L10.24 26.55 293
7150 16.88 -7.13 18.33 293
7175 16.98 -7.13 18.41 293
7200 16.93 -7.35 18.46 293
7225 16.83 -7.85 18.57 295
7250 16.67 -8.03 18,51 296
8150 25.05 -4.22 25.60 279
8175 25.30 -4.26 25.65 279
8200 26,33 -4.31 26,68 279
8225 27.34 -4.67 27.73 280
8250 27.15 -4.69 87.55 280
9150 24.61 -9.62 26.43 291
9175 24.78 -9.80 26.65 291
92C0 24,62 -9.67 26.45 291
8225 24.27 -9.23 28.97 291
9250 24.28 -9.42 26.05 291
7275 17.26 -7.91 18.99 294
7300 17.39 -8.13 19.38 295
7325 17.77 -7.98 19,47 294
7333 18.37 7.6_ 13.33 ZC2
7375 18,89 -7.74 20.41 292
8275 27.08 -4.31 27.42 279
8300 27.57 -4.29 27.90 279
8325 27.56 -4.53 27.93 279
2252 27.'2 '.12 27.27 27 °
8375 28.02 -4.31 28.35 279
9275 24.33 -9.61 26.16 291
9300 24.09 -9.94 26.06 292
5325 23.81 -10.47 26.01 294
c_cn _ _o -in _Q _.eQ _Q4
9375 23.80 -10.66 26.08 294
7400 19.04 -7.38 20.42 291
7425 19.28 -6.91 20.48 290
7450 19.63 -6.82 20.78 289
7475 20.02 -6.55 21.07 2R8
7500 20.52 -6.37 21.49 287
8400 28.49 -4.54 28.85 279
8425 28.34 -4.43 28.68 279
8450 28.17 -6.05 28.46 278
8475 28.35 -3.90 28.62 278
8500 28.27 -3.96 28.55 278
9600 23.78 -10.34 26.13 294
9425 23.39 -11.08 25.88 295
9450 23.32 -10.84 25.72 295
9475 23.79 -lO.7B 26.12 294
9500 23.60 -11.36 26.19 296
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX : 2BNAL CgMPeNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMMBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, TMETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PM_FILE
TEST NUMBER 2579 04/27/65, 02192, EASTERN lEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ WS TFETA ALI WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC BEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEO
9525 23.14 -11.66 25.91 297 10528 26.13 -18.81 32.19 306 11525 33.22 -23.01 40.41 305
9550 23.17 -11,24 25.76 296 10550 26.27 -18.98 32.40 306 11550 32,86 -22.68 39.93 304
9575 23.43 -11.40 26,06 296 10575 26.48 -19.34 32.79 306 11575 33,51 -22.35 40.28 304
9600 23.15 -12.26 26.19 298 10600 26.57 -20.00 33.26 307 11600 33.98 -22.28 40.63 303
9525 22.94 -12.18 25.97 298 10625 26.69 -19,93 33,31 307 _ 11625 34.35 -22.45 41,04 303
9650 23.38 -11.86 26.21 297
9675 23.40 -12.21 26.39 297
9700 22.97 -12.30 26.06 298
9725 22.81 -11.87 25.71 297
9750 21.02 -I0.83 28.65 297
10650 27.07 -19.75 33.51 3C6
10675 27.07 -20.25 33.81 307
I0700 27.04 -21.22 34.37 308
10725 27.00 -21.95 36.79 309
10750 26.93 -22.34 34.99 310
11650 34.39 -22,20 40.94 303
11675 34.24 -21.87 40.63 302
11700 34.09 -21.70 40.41 302
11725 34.34 -21.41 40.47 302
11750 34.58 -21.70 40.82 302
9775 21.03 -11.39 23.91 298
9800 22.46 -12.47 25.69 290
9825 22.05 -12.21 25.20 299
9850 22.32 -12.52 25.59 299
9875 21.91 -12,58 25.27 300
10775 27.19 -22.57 35.33 310
10800 27.22 -22.75 35.47 310
10825 27.65 -23.10 36.03 310
10850 28.24 -23.22 3b.56 309
10875 28.19 -23.27 36.55 309
11775 34.37 -21.61 40.60 302
11800 84.03 -20.87 39.92 301
11825 33.74 -20.40 39.43 301
11850 33.72 -20.00 39.21 300
11875 33.65 -20,12 39,20 301
9900 21.45 -12.62 24.89 300
9928 21.51 -12.40 24.82 300
9950 21.66 -12.42 24.97 300
9975 21.88 -12.77 25.33 300
10000 21,79 -12.75 25.24 300
10900 28.26 -22.82 36.32 309
10925 29.01 -22.85 36.93 308
10950 29.27 -23.40 37.47 308
10975 29.07 -23.07 37.11 308
11000 29.61 -22.65 37.28 307
11900 33.46 -20.28 39.12 301
11925 33.17 -20.09 38.78 301
11950 32.99 -20.25 38.71 301
11975 33.23 -20.05 38.81 301
12000 33.41 -19.96 38.92 301
10025 22.16 -12.58 25.48 299
10050 22.56 -12.86 25.97 300
10075 22.55 -13.35 26.21 300
I0100 22.85 -13.44 26.51 300
10125 23.43 -13.53 27.06 300
11025 30.49 -22.86 38.11 307
11050 30.93 -22.81 38.43 306
11075 31.00 -22.60 38.36 306
lllOO 31.08 -22.41 38.31 306
11125 31.29 -22.13 38.32 3C8
12025 33.42 -20.14 39.02 301
12050 33.58 -19.98 39.07 301
12075 33,88 -19,59 39.14 300
12100 34.26 -19,35 39.35 299
12125 34.27 -19.47 39,42 299
10150 23.87 -13.73 27.54 300
10175 23.86 -13,85 27.58 300
10200 24.07 -13.92 27.80 300
10225 24.68 -14.45 28.59 300
10250 25.02 -14.79 29.06 300
11150 31.01 -22.42 38.26 306
11175 30.40 -22.51 37.83 306
11200 30.43 -22.25 37.69 306
11225 30.57 -22.36 37.88 306
11250 30.64 -22.31 37.90 306
12150 34.39 -19.53 39.55 299
12175 35.03 -19.26 39.97 299
12200 35.60 -19.06 40.38 298
12225 36.22 -19.00 40.90 298
12250 36.50 -19.21 41.24 298
10275 25.25 -15.C6 29.40 301
10300 25.71 -15.74 3C.14 301
10325 25.78 -15.91 30.30 301
10350 25.77 -15.70 30.18 301
10375 26.02 -18.80 30.44 301
11275 30.31 -22.15 37.54 306
11300 30.50 -21.95 37.58 306
11325 31.08 -21.89 38.02 305
11350 31.39 -21.99 38.33 805
11375 31.74 -2_.07 38.66 205
12275 36.12 -19.39 40.99 298
12300 35.75 -19.31 40.63 298
12325 58.47 -19.09 40*28 298
12350 35.28 -I9.20 40.17 298
12375 35.12 -19.32 40.08 299
10400 25.90 -16.E8 3C.81 303
10425 25.41 -17.06 3C.61 304
10450 25.66 -16.99 30.78 303
10475 25.83 -17.54 31,22 304
10500 25.81 -18.38 31.68 305
11400 31.81 -22.32 38.86 305
11425 32.04 -22.77 39.31 305
11880 32.81 -22.86 39.g9 305
11475 33.14 -22.88 40.27 304
11590 33,36 -22.99 40.52 304
12400 34.84 -19,18 39.77 299
12425 34.80 -18.91 39.60 298
12450 35.03 -18.89 39.80 298
12475 35.48 -18.95 40.23 298
12500 35,95 -18.56 40.46 297
ALT = ALT[TUOE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENTt WZ = MERIDIBNAL C_MP_NENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC DEG
12525 36.22 -18.37 4C.61 297
12550 3_.15 -lO.BB _0.55 297
12575 36.E0 -18.49 60.56 297
12600 36.1T -18.T7 40.75 297
12625 36.27 -18.E6 AC.79 297
TABLE II-96(ton't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JEMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2579 04127165, 02192, EASEERN TEST RANGE, FL@RIDA
ALT WA WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEG NISEC DEG
13525 35.56 -2.25 35.63 273 14525 20.42 1.16 20.45 267
13EEO 35.64 -1.97 35.69 273 .......... !.20 20.19 266
13575 35.91 -l.gl 35,96 273 14575 20.03 1.47 20.O8 266
13600 36.37 -E.71 36.41 273 IR600 2O.16 2.19 20.28 264
13625 36.97 -1.52 37.00 272 E4625 2O.OB 2.76 20.2T 262
12650 36.24 -18.71 40.78 297
12675 36,08 -18.91 AC.74 297
12700 36.04 -18.79 40.65 297
12725 36.11 -19.16 40.88 298
12750 36.12 -19.26 40.94 298
12775 56.23 -18.86 60.84 297
12RO0 36.24 -18.76 40.81 297
12825 36.15 -18.18 40.46 297
12850 35.99 -17.73 4C,12 296
12875 35.66 -17.76 39.8A 296
12900 35.16 -17.26 39.17 296
12925 34.62 -16.89 58.52 296
12950 33,93 -16.88 37,90 296
12975 33.53 -16.57 37.40 296
13000 33.25 -16.82 37.13 296
13025 33.21 -16.38 37.08 296
13050 33.07 -16.01 86.7A 296
13075 32.68 -15.51 86,17 295
13100 32,40 -14.74 35.60 294
13125 32,04 -13.99 34.96 293
15150 31.58 -13.23 3A.24 293
13175 31.34 -12.38 33,70 291
13200 31.53 -11.15 53.44 289
15225 31.96 -10.22 33.55 288
13280 32.01 -9.75 33.46 287
13275 51.97 -8.E7 33.18 285
13300 32.37 -7.99 33,34 284
13325 32,82 -7,19 35,59 282
13350 33.28 -6.43 83,89 281
18375 38.37 -6,10 33.93 280
13400 33.65 -5.19 34.05 279
13425 33.84 -A.16 34.10 277
13450 34,18 -3.A3 3A,35 276
13475 34.41 -3.05 34,85 278
13800 35.08 -2.58 35.17 274
13650 37.74 -1.58 37.77 272
13675 38.52 -1.84 58.57 273
13700 39.83 -1.64 39.86 272
13725 40.50 -2,22 40.56 273
13750 40°75 -3.01 40.86 274
14650 20.19 3.5T 20.50 260
14675 20.41 4.45 20.88 258
14700 20°59 4.41 21.05 258
14725 20,79 A.T2 21.52 257
14750 21.21 5.98 22.04 254
13775' 41.62 -2.75 41.72 274
13800 42.24 -3.07 A2.35 274
13825 42.63 -3.69 42.79 275
13850 43.01 -3_50 48.15 274
13875 43.23 -3.82 43.39 275
14775 21.35 6.26 22.25 253
IABOO 21.56 7.03 22.68 252
14825 22.01 7.53 23.26 251
14850 22.26 6,68 23.24 253
14875 22.45 5.96 23.23 255
13900 43.40 -4.95 43.68 276
13925 43.79 -5.83 44.18 277
1395O 44.4O -6.36 44.85 27B
13975 45.25 -7.04 45.79 279
14000 45.48 -7.66 46.12 2T9
14900 22.60 5.07 23.16 257
14925 22.71 4.02 23.06 260
14950 22.87 3.32 23.11 262
1A975 22.55 2.49 22.68 264
15000 21.51 1,60 21.57 266
14025 44.88 -8.54 45.68 281
lAO5O 43.52 -9.10 44.46 282
IA075 42.01 -9.04 42.97 282
IAlO0 40.07 r9.51 41.18 2P3
14125 38.34 -9.65 39°54 284
15025 20.28 0.97 20.30 267
15050 19.41 1.56 19.47 265
15075 19.28 2.13 19.39 264
15100 19.07 1,92 19.17 264
15125 19.11 2.63 19.29 262
IA150 36.93 -8.81 37.96 283
14175 35.28 -8.15 36.21 283
14200 33.76 -7.86 3A.67 283
14225 31.99 -6,95 32.78 2R2
14250 30.11 -5.40 30.59 280
15150 18.92 3.41 19.23 260
15175 18.15 3.57 18.50 259
15200 17.68 4.02 18.13 257
15225 17.46 3.98 17.90 257
15250 17.14 3.47 17o49 258
14275 28.66 -4.54 29.01 279
14300 27.05 -3.90 27.33 278
14325 26.24 -3.7B 26.51 278
14350 25.05 -3.45 25.28 278
14375 24.01 -2.63 24.16 276
15275 17.50 3.58 17.87 258
15300 18.02 3.41 18.34 259
15325 18.10 3.54 18.44 259
15350 18.20 3.87 18.61 258
18375 18.80 3.24 18,58 260
14400 23.43 -2.2B 23.54 275
14425 22.60 -L.Al 22.65 278
14450 21.78 -0.87 21.80 272
14475 20.96 -0.37 20.96 271
lASOO 20.75 0.27 20.75 269
15400 18.21 2.63 18.40 262
15425 18.34 2.97 18.58 261
15450 18.47 2.73 18.67 261
15475 18.65 1.97 18.76 264
15500 18.82 1.89 18.92 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZSNAL COMPeNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPgNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2579 04227/65, 02192, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS T_ETA AIT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
15525 18.OT 1,21 18.ql 266 16525 15.37 6.05 16.52 248
15550 18.76 0.47 18.77 268 16550 15.RI o.51 16.64 247
15575 18.81 0,55 18.82 268 16575 15.33 6.23 16.55 248
15600 18.47 O.E4 18.48 268 16600 15.57 5.71 16.58 25C
15625 17.41 0.89 17.42 268 16625 15.91 8.67 16.89 25C
15650 16.79 0.94 16.81 267
15675 16.02 I.C2 16.05 266
15700 15.27 1.15 15.32 266
15725 14.22 I,A6 14,29 264
15750 13.56 2.01 13.71 261
16650 16.55 0.05 17.62 250
16675 17.31 5.82 18.26 251
16700 17.42 5.38 18.29 253
16725 16.64 5.32 17.47 252
16750 15.63 5.83 16.68 249
15775 12.65 2.80 12.95 257
15800 12.60 3.34 13.03 255
15825 13.01 3.51 13.47 255
15850 13.32 2.70 13.59 258
15875 13.62 1,99 13.76 261
16775 14.59 6.77 16.09 EAS
16800 14.06 6.93 15.68 244
16825 13.68 ?.29 15.50 242
16850 13.67 7.g9 15.84 2AC
16875 13,5_ 8.51 15.91 238
15900 14.39 1.84 IA.51 263
15925 14.48 2.12 14.63 261
1595O 1A.2B 2.99 1_.54 258
15975 13.62 3.84 18,07 285
16000 13.52 3.88 1_.07 284
16900 18.57 8.72 16.13 237
16925 13.47 8.99 16.20 236
16950 13.30 9.40 16.29 235
16975 13.26 9.80 16.49 233
17000 12.97 10.22 16.52 252
16025 13.74 4.17 14.36 283
16050 12.80 4.40 13.83 251
10075 13.04 A.e8 13.92 249
16100 13.27 4.85 I_.03 251
16125 13.1_ 4.16 13.78 252
17025 12.83 10.64 16.67 23G
17050 12.83 IO.Tl 16.71 230
17G75 12.71 10.66 16.59 230
17100 12.77 10.69 16.65 2_0
17125 12.78 10.69 16.67 230
16150 12.98 4.53 13.74 251
16175 12.90 4.30 15.89 251
16200 15.02 4.25 l_.TO 282
16225 12.96 4.34 13,66 281
16250 12.76 4.40 13,50 251
16275 13.06 4.EA 13.86 25C
16300 13.24 4.48 13.98 251
16325 13.12 4.R8 13.86 251
16850 13.14 5.C2 IA,07 249
16_T5 13.36 8.73 1_,54 247
16400 13.93 6,12 15.21 246
16425 14.41 6.22 15.69 246
16450 14.73 6,52 16.11 246
16475 14.98 6.71 16,_2 246
16500 15.31 6.20 16.52 2R8
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPONENT, W2 = MERIOIENAL CEMPBNEN[, WS = WINE SPEEOt THEIR = WIND DIRECTIEN
ALT hX WZ kS
METERS M/SEE B/SEE R/SEE
275 2,77 6.89 7.42
300 2.08 7.22 7.51
325 1.53 7.79 7.94
350 1.84 8.15 8,35
375 2.02 8.22 8.47
TABLE II-97
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-4 04/27/65v IO00Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE1 EL£BIDA
THET6 ALT WX WE WS TPETA _LT WX WZ WS
DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE gEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE
202 1275 5.56 2.59 6.13 245 2275 6.02 2.14 6.39
198 1300 5.79 2.39 6.27 247 2300 6.06 2.07 6.40
19l 1325 5.94 _.44 6.42 247 2325 6.08 2°03 6.41
193 1350 5.90 2.57 6.44 246 2350 6.24 1._5 6.54
194 1375 5.78 2.82 6.43 244 2375 6.11 1.91 6.40
400 1.93 7.84 8.08 194 1400 5.61 2.86 6.30 243
425 2.16 6.91 7.24 197 1425 5,44 £.72 6.08 243
450 2+57 6.46 6.96 202 1650 5.46 2.74 6.10 243
475 3.34 6,78 7.56 206 1475 5.52 2.76 6.18 243
500 4.08 6.58 7.75 212 1500 5.47 2.70 6.10 244
2400 5.93 2.03 6.27
2425 6.07 2.09 6.42
2450 6.12 2.02 6.45
2475 6.16 2.14 6.52
2500 6.16 2.34 6.59
2525 5.97 2.53 6.48
2550 5,76 2.82 6.42
2575 5.74 3.03 6.49
2600 5.75 2.93 6.45
2625 5,74 2*84 6.40
2650 6.06 2.80 6,66
2675 6.38 2.65 6.91
2700 6.50 2*44 6.96
2725 6.56 2.31 6.96
2750 6.68 2.09 7.00
2775 6.75 1.78 6.98
2800 6.61 1.61 6*80
2825 6.46 1.48 6.63
2850 6.35 1.Z4 6.47
2875 6.10 0.77 6.15
2900 5.85 0.44 5.87
2925 5.62 0.32 5.63
2950 5.29 0.20 5.30
2975 5.06 0.02 5.06
3000 4.94 -0.04 4.94
3025 4.74 0.05 4.74
3050 4.41 0.31 4.42
3075 4.19 0.85 4,27
3100 4.n_ 1 _ * 3_
3125 3.87 1.61 4.19
3150 3.74 2.01 4.25
3175 3.84 2.10 4.37
3200 6.06 1.89 4.48
3225 4.08 1.83 4.48
8250 4.03 1.77 4.40
525 3.76 5.44 6.62 214 1525 5.43 2.73 6.08 243
550 3.08 5.08 5.94 211 1550 5.24 2.77 5.93 242
575 3.01 5,67 6.42 208 1575 4.84 2.79 5.58 240
600 3.37 7,11 7.87 205 1600 4.61 2.83 5.41 238
625 3.89 8.06 8,95 206 1625 4.48 2.83 5.30 238
650 3.92 7.75 8.69 207 1650 4.35 2.93 5.24 236
675 3,55 7.29 8.11 206 1675 4.54 3.08 5.32 234
700 3,26 7.26 7.95 204 1700 4.40 3.13 5,40 234
725 3.35 7.35 8.08 204 1725 4.38 3.31 5.49 233
750 3.70 7.17 8.07 207 1750 4.40 3.41 5.56 232
775 3.77 6.60 7.60 209 1775 4.68 5.37 5,77 234
800 3.94 6.10 7.26 213 1800 4.89 3.42 5,97 235
825 4.10 5.91 7.19 215 1825 4.82 3.36 5.88 235
850 4.21 5.96 7.29 215 1850 4.88 3.20 5.83 237
875 4*50 6.27 7.72 215 1875 4.94 2.97 5.76 239
900 4.83 6.32 7.96 217 1900 4.91 2.77 5.64 E4C
925 4.90 5.98 7.73 219 1925 4.84 2.73 5.56 240
950 4.69 5,54 7,26 220 1950 4.89 _.60 5,54 242
975 4.63 5.28 7,02 221 1975 5,20 2.32 5.69 246
lOOO 4.66 5.23 7.01 221 2000 5.50 _.11 5.89 249
1025 4.80 5.11 7.01 223 2025 5.68 1.99 6.01 251
1050 5.09 4.67 6.91 227 2050 5.77 1.92 6.08 251
1075 5.43 4.40 6.99 231 2075 5.74 1.84 6.03 252
1100 5.75 4.29 7.17 233 2100 5,69 1.75 5,95 253
1_2¢ _._ =._i T.CT 236 _&_ _.ob 1.76 5.92 252
1150 5.76 3.59 6.79 238
1175 5.69 3.41 6*64 239
1200 5.60 5,30 6.50 239
1225 5.46 3.23 6.34 239
1250 5.45 2.99 6.22 241
2150 5.71 1.79 5,98 252
2175 5.79 1.80 6.06 253
2200 5.79 1,79 6.06 253
2225 5.87 1.93 6.18 252
2250 5.95 2.15 6.33 250











































ALT WX W/ WS
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE
3275 4.00 1.68 4*34
3300 3.99 1.47 4.25
3325 3.96 1.38 4.19
3350 3.95 1.75 4.32
3375 4.31 1.99 4.75
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND
TEST NUMBER 2652-4 04127165, 1600Z,
THETA ALT WX WZ
DEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE
247 4275 5,92 6,28
250 4300 5.97 6.00
251 4325 5.84 5.55
246 4350 5.71 5.37
245 4375 5.44 5.49
VELBCITY PREFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLERIDA
WS TPETA ALT W_ WZ WS
M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC R/SEE
8.63 223 5275 9.88 3.00 10.32
8.47 225 5300 9.94 3.05 10.40
8.06 226 5325 9.94 3,19 10.44
7.84 227 5350 10.11 3.40 10.67
7,73 225 5375 9.98 3.64 10.62
3400 6.82 1.83 5.16 249 4400 5.26 5*30 7.47 225 5400 9.88 3.96 10.66
3425 5.17 1.77 5.47 251 4425 5.32 5.14 7.40 226 5425 10.07 4,30 10,95
3450 5.21 2.09 5.62 248 4450 5.30 5.14 7.39 226 5450 lO.14 4.52 11.10
3475 5.06 2.66 5.71 242 4475 5.41 4.88 7.29 228 5475 10.23 4.48 II.17
3500 4.97 3.19 5.90 237 4500 5.79 4.54 7.35 232 5500 10.31 4.48 11.24
3525 4.97 3.65 6.17 234 4525 6.00 4.12 7.28 235 5525 10.29 4.38 11.19
3550 5.04 4.07 6.48 231 4550 5.58 3.61 6.65 237 5550 10.33 4,49 11.27
3575 5.09 4.32 6.68 229 4575 5.25 3.65 6.29 236 5575 10.32 4.72 11.35
3600 5.04 4.48 6.75 228 4600 5.39 3.30 6.32 238 5600 10.24 4.63 11.24
3625 4.91 4.71 6.80 226 4625 5.66 3.33 6.57 239 5625 10.27 4,55 11.24
3650 5.08 4.87 7.04 226 4650 6.21 3,33 7.05 242 5650 10.39 4.64 11.37
3675 5.59 4.89 7.43 229 4675 6.91 3.15 7.60 245 5675 10.43 4.67 11.43
3700 5.98 5.06 7.84 230 4700 7.47 3.14 8.10 247 5700 E0.33 4.34 11.21
3725 6.37 5,45 8.38 229 4725 7.91 2.99 8,45 249 5725 10.54 3,94 11,25
3750 6.90 5.81 9.02 230 4750 7.67 2.38 8.03 253 5750 10.82 3.54 11.38
3775 7.14 6.31 9.53 228 4775 8.19 2.04 8.44 256 5775 10,68 3.20 11.15
3800 7.17 6.67 9.79 227 4800 9.50 1,81 9.67 259 5800 10.53 3.44 ll.O8
3825 7.10 6.84 9,86 226 4825 9.88 1.43 9,98 262 5825 10.90 3.93 11.59
3850 7.20 7.10 10.11 225 4850 9.95 1,11 lO.Ol 263 5850 11.86 4.21 12.59
3875 7.43 7.23 10.37 226 4875 9.83 0.97 9.88 264 5875 12.60 4.54 13.39
3900 7.20 7.09 10.10 225
3925 6.81 6.89 9.69 224
3950 6.55 6.82 9.46 224
3975 6.27 6.79 9.24 223
4000 6.13 6.90 9.23 221
4900 9.76 1.06 9.82 264 5900 13,04 4.45 13,78
4925 9.74 1,37 9.84 262 5925 13.76 4.10 14.36
4950 9.73 1.72 9.88 260 5950 14.68 3.81 15.16
4975 9.64 1.93 9.83 258 5975 15.53 3.36 15,89
5000 9.54 2.19 9.79 257 EO00 15.86 2.93 16.13
4025 6.09 7.08 9.34 221 5025 9.53 2,28 9.80 256 6025 16.04 2.32 16.21
4050 6.24 7.20 9.53 221 5050 9,39 2.33 9.67 256 6050 16.27 2.13 16.41
4075 6.51 7.54 9.96 221 5075 9.23 2.51 9.57 255 6075 16,40 2.11 16.54
4100 6.68 7.69 10.19 221 5100 9.01 2.60 9,38 254 610O 16,35 1,93 16.46
4125 6.50 7,65 10.04 220 5125 8.90 2.63 9.28 253 6125 16,55 1.78 16.65
4150 6.05 7.83 9.90 217 5150 9.03 2.62 9.40 254 ElSO 16.92 1.74 17.01
4175 5.96 7.87 9.88 217 5175 9,27 2.73 9.66 253 6175 17.08 1.51 17.14
4200 6.08 7.57 9.71 219 5200 9,50 2.77 9.90 254 6200 17.26 1.37 17.32
4225 6.11 7.03 9.31 221 5225 9.58 2.69 9.95 254 6225 17.31 1.68 17.39
4250 6,02 6.57 8.91 222 5250 9.73 2.82 10.13 254 6250 17.11 2.07 17.23











































PAGE410 TABLE 11-97 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-6 04127165, 16002, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEO METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC 0E0
6275 17.06 2,29 17.21 262 7275 £7.38 3.58 17,74 258 8275 26.66 -3,23 26,85 277
0300 16.98 2_32 17.14 262 7300 17.65 3.42 17.98 259 E3OO 27.39 -5.19 27.57 276
6325 I6.82 2.42 17,00 262 7325 17.98 2.84 18,20 2E1 6_25 27.07 3,27 28.06 277
6350 16.86 2.34 IT.02 262 7350 18.2T 2.77 18.88 261 E350 28.25 -3.22 28.44 276
6375 16.98 2.21 17.12 262 7375 £8.58 2.74 £8.79 261 E375 28.54 -3.33 28.74 276
6400 16.95 2.16 17.08 263
6425 17.13 2.01 17.25 263
6450 17.34 1.96 17.4S 263
6475 17.23 1.93 17.34 263
6500 17.19 1.67 17.27 264
7400 19.01 2.59 19.19 262
7425 19.30 2.79 19.50 262
7450 19.41 2.97 19.63 261
7475 19,79 8,25 20.05 260
7500 20.05 3.33 20.32 260
8400 28.76 -3.48 28.97 277
E_25 29.44 -3.57 29.65 277
8450 30.00 -3.94 30,26 277
84T5 30.13 -4.84 50.40 277
8500 30.16 -3,85 30.41 277
6525 17.21 1.41 17.27 265
6550 17.08 1.21 17.12 266
6575 16.81 1.00 16.B4 266
6600 16.74 O.q4 16.77 267
6625 I6.66 O.g4 16.68 267
7525 20.22 3.56 20.53 2EO
7550 20.44 3.85 20.90 259
7575 20.47 4.01 20.86 2E9
7600 20.66 4.16 21.08 288
7625 2I,OT 3.94 21.48 259
E525 30.11 -3.75 3D.34 277
E550 30.21 -3.87 30.46 277
8575 30.19 -4.21 30.48 27R
8600 29.99 -4.37 80,30 278
8625 29.71 -4.00 29.98 277
6650 16.51 1.03 16.58 266
6675 16.41 1.20 16.46 266
6700 16.35 1.88 16.41 265
6725 16.35 1.29 16.80 ¸ 285
6750 16.26 1.82 16.31 268
7650 21.47 3.47 21.75 261
7675 21.81 3.32 22.06 261
7700 21.86 Z.94 22.06 262
7725 21.49 2.61 2£.65 263
7750 21.29 2.41 21.43 263
8650 29.68 -3.99 29.95 277
8675 29.62 -4.08 29.90 278
E700 29.44 -4.03 29.72 278
8725 29.32 -4.00 29.59 278
8750 29.38 -4.07 29.66 278
6775 16.18 1.42 16.24 265
6800 16.16 1.24 16.20 265
6825 15.96 1,27 16.01 265
6850 15.82 1.55 15.90 264
6875 15.84 1.59 15.92 264
7775 21.53 1.98 21.62 265
7800 21.89 1.35 21.94 266
7825 22.12 0.79 22.13 268
7850 21.98 0.77 21.99 268
7875 21.78 0.22 21.73 269
8775 29.37 -4.23 29.67 278
E800 29.08 -4.13 29.37 278
8825 28.98 -3.97 29.25 278
8850 29.02 -8.74 29.26 277
E875 28.86 -3.60 29.08 277
6900 16.00 1.68 16.09 268
6925 16.04 1.T3 16.13 264
6950 15.96 l.E2 16.04 264
6975 16.13 1.83 16.24 263
7000 16.13 2.28 16.29 262
7900 21.74 0.15 21.74 269
7925 21.94 0.I0 21.94 270
7950 22.43 -0.59 22.44 271
7975 22.92 -0.31 22.92 2T1
8000 23.14 -0.50 23.15 271
E900 28.32 -8.01 28.61 278
8925 27.73 -4.21 28.05 278
8950 27.07 -4.£2 27.38 218
8975 26.48 -4.21 26.82 279
9000 25.82 -3.99 26.13 279
7025 15.94 2.67 16.16 260
7050 15.99 2.91 16.25 259
7075 16.14 3.14 16.88 259
7100 16.15 3.32 16.48 258
7125 16.08 3.38 16.83 258
8025 23.38 -0.60 23.39 271
8050 23.75 -0.37 23.75 271
8075 24.06 -0.67 24.07 271
8100 24.51 -1.36 24.55 273
8125 24.90 -1.73 24.96 274
9025 24.93 -3.74 25.21 278
9050 24.30 -3.95 24.62 27q
9075 24.08 -4.23 24.45 280
glOO 23.90 -4.52 24.33 281
9125 23.59 -4.96 24.11 282
7150 16.09 3.52 16.47 257
7175 16.04 3.75 £6.47 257
7200 16.22 3.68 16.68 257
7225 16.62 3.70 17.03 25T
725O 17.0£ 3.66 17.40 288
8150 25.24 -1.90 25.31 278
8175 25.60 -2.16 25.69 275
8200 25.83 -2.53 25.95 275
8225 25.98 -2.89 26.14 276
8250 26.15 -3.17 26.34 277
9150 23.29 -5.23 23.87 282
9175 23.00 -5.35 23.61 283
9200 22.67 -5.66 23.36 284
8225 22.50 -6.09 23.31 285
_250 22.6T -6.42 23.56 288
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENI, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBNPBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY RR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-4 04227165, £6002, EASTERN TEST RANOE, ELBRIOA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX W2 WS 7PETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CFG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
9275 22.88 -6.66 23.79 286 10275 34.01 -9.78 35.39 286 11275 38.81 -ll.Ol 40.34 286
9300 22.95 -6.63 23.89 286 10300 34.09 -9.88 35.50 286 11300 38.83 -10.73 40.28 285
9325 23.14 -6.T0 24.09 286 10325 34.51 -10.89 36.04 287 11325 38.88 -10.69 40.33 285
9350 23.35 -6.99 24.37 286 10350 35.01 -10.42 36.53 286 11350 39.16 -10.29 80.49 285
9375 23.36 -6.83 28.34 286 10375 35.44 -9.96 36.82 286 11875 39.35 -9.86 40.57 284
9400 23.68 -6.46 24.54 285
9425 23.95 -6.45 24.81 285
9450 23.98 -6.64 24.89 285
9475 24.12 -6.46 24.97 285
9500 28.9T 16.08 24.73 284
10400 35.48 -9.89 36.84 285
10425 35.49 -10.28 36.95 286
10450 35.57 -I0.29 37.02 286
10875 35.74 -10.35 37.20 286
10500 36.02 -10.64 5T.56 286
11400 39.23 -10.04 40.49 284
11425 39.28 -9.91 40.51 284
11450 39.25 -9.38 40.36 283
11475 38.83 -9.32 39.93 283
11500 88.71 -8.75 39.68 283
9525 23.55 -5.91 24.28 284
9550 23.56 -5.79 24.26 284
9575 24.15 -5.70 24.82 283
9600 24.70 -5.70 25.35 283
9625 25.14 -6.08 25.87 283
10525 35.97 -I0.36 37.43 286
10550 36.03 -10.24 37.46 286
108T5 56.47 -I0.30 37.90 286
10600 36.80 -10.I0 38.16 285
10625 36.77 -10.34 38.19 286
11525 38.66 -8.42 39.56 282
11550 38.62 -8.28 39.50 282
I1575 38.83 -7.90 39.63 281
11600 38.96 -8.13 $9.80 282
11625 38.96 -8.08 39.79 282
9650 25.94 -6.52 26.74 284
9675 26.75 -6._8 27.55 284
9700 27.14 -6.27 27.86 283
9725 27.35 -6.60 28.14 283
9750 27.84 -7.34 28,80 285
10650 36.74 -1U.68 38.26 286
10675 36.88 -I0.80 38.43 286
10700 37.08 -10.94 38.66 286
10725 37.29 -10.63 38.77 286
10750 37.R8 -1u.37 38.79 285
11650 38.98 -8.15 39.83 282
11675 39.16 -8.10 89.99 281
117C0 89.23 -8.11 40.05 281
11725 39.12 -7.97 39.92 281
11750 39.25 -7.68 39.99 281
9775 28.44 -7.47 2_.41 285
9800 28.77 -7.48 29.72 284
9825 29.03 -7.79 3C.06 285
9850 29.49 -7.75 30,49 285
9875 29.94 -7.74 30,92 284
10775 37.29 -lU.37 38.70 285
!0800 37.16 -9.98 38.48 285
10825 37.34 -9.97 38.65 285
10850 37.57 -IU.08 38.90 285
10875 37.75 -10.25 39.10 285
11775 39.56 -7.85 40.33 281
llECO 39.63 -8.09 40.44 281
11825 39.40 -8.24 40.25 282
11850 39.34 -7.53 40.06 281
11875 39.47 -6.56 40.01 279
9900 80.31 -?.77 31.29 284
9925 30.57 -7.83 31.56 284
9950 30.95 -8.06 ]I.99 284
9975 31.18 -7.63 32.10 E84
lOOOO 31.70 -7.82 32.65 284
10900 38.21 -ii.00 89.76 286
10925 38.83 -ii.72 40.56 287
10950 38.71 -11.29 40.12 286
10975 88.81 -11.06 40.06 286
11000 38.63 -Ii.46 4u.29 _86
11900 89.61 -E.O0 40.06 278
11925 39.48 -6.02 89.94 278
11950 39.23 -6.22 39.72 279
£1975 39.25 -5.85 39.68 278
12000 39.51 -5.69 39.92 278
10025 32.3£ -8.26 33.35 284
10050 32.67 -8.23 33.69 284
10075 32.84 -8.43 33.91 284
I0100 32.62 -9.C4 33.85 285
10125 32.81 -9.08 34.04 285
11025 38.59 -II.49 40.27 286
11050 58.63 -II.52 4u.32 286
11075 38.72 -II.83 40.35 296
lllO0 39.02 -l_.O0 40.82 287
I1125 38.97 -II.47 40162 285
12U25 39.6_ -5.8£ 40.06 278
12050 40.05 -5.53 40.43 278
12075 40.23 -6.25 80.71 279
121DO 40.22 -6.78 40.T9 279
12125 40.31 -6.29 40.80 279
10150 38.06 -8.90 34.24 285
10175 38.27 -9.09 34.49 285
I0200 33.19 -8.77 34.33 285
I0225 38.36 -8.94 38.53 285
10250 33.99 -9.71 35.35 286
11£50 38.75 -lU.51 40.15 285
lll75 38.72 -11.34 4O.35 286
£1200 38.B1 -li.88 40.44 286
11225 38.78 -11.04 40.32 286
1125O 88.59 -ii.19 40.18 2_6
12150 40.15 -5.38 40.51 277
12175 40.10 -5.03 40.42 277
12200 40.08 -4.77 40.36 277
12225 39.98 -4.30 40.21 276
12250 89.T4 -4,88 39.98 276
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • Z_NAL CBMP_NENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMPBN£NI, wS = WIND SPEED, THE3A =W[NO DIRECTION
TABLE 11-97 (con't) PAGE411
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-4 04/27165, IbOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEE M/SEC UEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
12275 40.16 -4,37 40.39 276 13275 42.60 -3.48 42.74 2?4 14275 40.81 -5.33 41.16 277
12300 40.49 -4.14 4D.71 276 13300 42,65 -4.26 42,86 276 14300 40,48 -4.68 40.75 276
12325 40.58 -3.74 4C.75 275 13325 42.80 -4,16 43.00 275 14325 39.96 -3.78 40.14 275
12350 40,69 -3.33 40.82 274 13350 42,89 -4.41 43,11 278 14350 39,48 -3.79 39.66 275
12375 40.86 -3.28 41.00 274 13375 43.18 -4.57 43.42 276 14575 38,73 -2.64 38.82 274
12400 40,91 -3.59 41.07 275 13400 43.56 -4.99 43.85 276 14400 37.77 -0,59 37.78 271
12425 40.80 -3.77 4C.98 275 13425 43.80 -4.98 44.08 276 14425 37.13 -1.22 37.15 272
12450 41,12 -3,35 41,25 274 13450 44.18 -4.99 44.46 276 14450 36.52 0.07 36.52 270
12475 41,46 -3,38 41.60 274 13475 44.38 -5.87 44.77 277 14475 35.78 0,52 35.79 269
12500 41.51 -3,42 41.65 275 13500 44.78 -5.24 45.09 276 IASOO 35.14 1.19 35.16 268
12525 41.70 -3.39 41.84 274 13525 45.05 -5.89 45,43 277 14525 34,37 3.83 34.58 263
12550 41.75 -2.R5 41.85 274 13550 44,77 -6.95 45.31 279 14550 33,68 1,88 33.73 267
12575 41.45 -2.40 41.52 273 13575 44,22 -6,42 44.68 2TB 14575 33.36 0.77 33.37 268
12600 41,28 -3.22 41.41 274 13600 43.80 -T+61 44.46 280 14600 33.22 1.16 33.24 268
12625 41.18 -3.31 41.32 274 13625 43.42 -7.53 44,07 280 14625 32.87 -0.80 32.88 271
12650 40.93 -3,30 41.06 274 13650 42,76 -7,A3 43.40 280 14650 32,99 0.77 33.00 268
12675 40.93 -2.85 41.03 274 13675 42,78 -6,83 43.32 279 14675 33,08 -0,32 33.09 270
12700 41.42 -4.C3 41.61 275 13700 42.47 -7.33 43.09 280 14700 32.90 -I.84 32.95 273
12725 42.01 -3.47 42.16 275 13725 41.87 -6.79 42.42 279 14725 32,30 -1.10 32,32 272
12750 42.15 -2.51 42,23 273 13750 41.36 -6.04 4l.BO 278 14750 31,69 -2,20 31.76 274
12775 42.09 -3.54 42.24 275 13775 40,76 -6.65 41.30 279 14775 31,66 -1,98 31.72 273
12800 42.01 -3.28 42.14 274 13800 40.15 -5.89 40.58 278 14800 31.29 -2,01 31.36 273
12825 41.89 -3.72 42.05 275 13825 39.77 -B,B5 40_20 278 14825 31,01 -1.50 31.04 273
12850 41.79 -4.22 42.01 276 13850 39.78 -_.37 40.14 277 14850 30.18 -2.09 30.26 274
12875 41.86 -3.20 41,97 274 13875 39.96 -5,46 40.33 278 14875 30.09 -2.58 30.20 275
12900 42.01 -2.94 42.11 274 13900 40,04 -5.56 40,43 278 14900 29.94 -2.97 30.09 275
12925 41.94 -4.30 42.16 276 13925 39.81 -5.66 40.21 278 14925 29.22 -2.37 29.31 274
12950 42°09 -4.44 42.32 276 13950 39,89 -5.87 40.29 278 14950 28.63 -1,78 28.68 273
12975 42.02 -4.C2 42,21 275 13975 40.02 -5,67 40.41 278 14975 27,60 -4,33 27.93 279
13000 41.98 -3,98 42.17 275 14000 40.14 -5.38 40.50 277 15000 27.18 -3.36 27.39 277
13025 42.21 -3.31 42.34 274 14025 40.25 -5.60 40.64 278 15025 26.15 -3.06 26.33 276
13050 42.15 -3,20 42.27 274 14050 40,32 -5.60 40.71 278 15050 25,45 -3.95 25+75 279
13075 42,23 -3.56 42.38 275 14075 40,27 -5.52 40°66 278 15075 25.50 -2.76 25.65 276
13100 42.52 -2,80 42.61 274 14100 40.30 -6.30 40.79 279 15100 25,25 -2.67 25.39 276
13125 42.56 -1.94 A2,60 272 14125 40.19 -6.15 40.66 278 18125 94.86 -_.4_ _4.q_ _TS
13150 42.55 -4.38 42.78 276 14150 40.00 -6,10 40.46 278 15150 24.22 -2.75 24.37 276
13175 42.71 -4.16 42.91 275 14175 39,86 -5.03 40.18 277 15175 23.28 -2,57 23.42 276
13200 42.60 -3.05 42,71 274 14200 40.11 -b.43 40.62 279 15200 22.03 -2.36 22.16 276
13225 42,61 -4.48 42,85 278 14225 40,63 -6.01 41.07 278 15225 21,52 -1,14 21,55 273
13250 42,77 -3.44 42.91 274 14250 40.72 -5.21 41.05 277 15250 21.21 -0,45 21.22 271
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPONENT, W2 = MERIDIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-4 04/27/65t I60OZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RiDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15275 20.08 -0.22 20*08 270 16275 18.84 2.11 18.96 263
15300 19.90 -0.C5 1_,90 270 16300 17,55 4.03 18.00 257
15325 19.97 0,49 19.98 268 16325 17,24 4,17 17.74 256
15350 19.70 1.54 19._6 265 16350 17.26 4.21 17.77 256
15375 19.90 2.55 20.06 262 16375 17.05 5.22 17.83 25_
15400 20.53 3.17 2C.77 261
15425 20.78 2.39 20.91 283
15450 21.29 3.12 21,51 261
15475 21.92 4.34 22.34 259
15500 22.01 3.C5 22.22 262
16400 16.48 5.02 17,23 253
16425 16,11 5.68 17,08 250
16450 16.41 6.79 17.76 247
16475 16.41 8.21 18.35 243
16500 16.25 8.91 18.54 241
15525 22.60 3.57 22.85 261
15550 23.15 4.10 23.51 260
15575 23.14 3.33 23.38 262
15600 23,60 3.85 23.91 261
15625 24.31 4.11 24.65 260
16525 16.31 8.93 1B,EO 2A1
16550 17.13 9.62 19.65 240
16575 17.36 9.38 19,73 241
16600 17.49 10.21 20,26 240
16625 18,42 9.99 20.95 241
15650 24.35 4,22 24,71 260
15675 24.68 5.12 25.20 258
15700 25.10 5,24 25.65 258
15725 25,94 4,56 26+34 260
15750 26.48 5.48 27.04 258
16650 18.42 7.49 19.88 248
16675 18.23 6.74 19.44 249
16700 18.53 2,95 20.57 244
16725 18.58 8.38 20,38 246
15775 27.21 5.33 27.73 259
15800 27.61 4,48 27.97 261
15825 28.30 4,32 28.63 261
15850 28.54 2.E1 28.66 265
15875 29.06 1,95 29,13 266
15900 29.37 1.93 29,44 266
15925 29.02 0.86 29,03 268
15950 29,12 0,41 2_,13 269
15975 29.31 1.20 29.34 267
16000 29.25 0.31 29.25 269
16025 28.81 0,C6 26.81 270
16050 27.14 -0.77 27.15 271
16075 26.11 -0.75 26.12 271
16100 25,29 0.24 25.29 269
16125 2A,92 -0.39 24.92 271
16150 24.86 -0,41 24.86 271
16175 23,37 -0.22 23,37 270
16200 20.55 0.78 20.56 268
16225 20.24 1,35 20.29 266
16250 19.32 1,74 19.39 265
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPeNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMP2NENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTI2N
PAGE 412 TABLE 11-98
FPS-I6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND
TEST NUMBER Z652-5 04127/65, 1712Z,
ALT NX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ
METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE
250 2.87 8.97 9.42 198 1250 5,81 3,07
275 2.95 8.27 8.73 199 1275 5.92 3.10
300 2.76 7.E1 8.09 200 1300 6,11 3.18
325 2.73 7.71 8,18 199 1325 6,22 3.33
350 2.74 7.70 8.18 199 1350 6.14 3.46
VELSCITY PRgFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLORIDA
WS I_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE 0E0
6.57 282 2250 6.52 2.75 7.08 247
0.08 z_Z =zt_ 6.62 2.56 f.tu z_
6.89 242 2300 6.67 2.48 7.12 249
7.06 242 2325 6.75 2.44 7.17 250
7.04 240 2380 6.83 2.45 7.26 250
375 2.03 7.16 7.45 196 1375 6.03 3.51 6.98 280
400 1.87 6.80 7.05 195 1400 6.14 3,67 7.15 239
425 2.07 6.51 6.83 197 1425 6.27 3.84 7.35 238
480 1.80 6.82 6.67 195 1450 6.21 3.78 7.26 238
475 2.17 6.57 6.82 198 1475 6.03 3.87 7.16 237
2375 6.75 2,51 7.20 249
'2400 6.72 2.62 7.21 248
2425 6.83 2.95 7.44 246
2450 6.83 3.27 7.87 244
2475 6.71 3.34 7.50 243
800 2.72 6.B9 6.67 20& 1_00' 5.83 4.05 7.10 235
525 2,94 5.80 6,23 208 1525 5.80 4.11 7.11 234
850 2.93 5.C7 ¸5.86 210 1580 5.82 4.22 7.19 234
575 8.29 4.77 5.80 214 1575 5.90 4.21 7.25 234
600 3.73 5.45 6.60 214 1600 5.90 4.07 7.17 235
2500 6.77 3,19 7.48 245
2525 6.86 3.14 7.55 245
2550 6.92 3.11 7.59 246
2575 7,03 3.12 7.69 246
2600 6.90 8.19 7.60 245
625 3.79 5.87 6.98 213 1625 8,80 8.83 6.95 236
650 4.12 5.55 6.91 216 1650 5.87 3.65 6.91 238
675 4.46 5.22 6.86 22O 1675 6.O5 3.45 6,97 24C
700 4.52 5,23 6.91 221 1700 6.40 3.07 7.10 244
725 4.74 4.96 6.86 223 1725 6.73 L.68 7.24 248
2625 6.76 3.27 7.51 244
2650 6.81 3.42 7.62 243
2675 6.85 3.41 7.65 243
2700 6.78 3.37 7.57 243
2725 6.86 3.26 7.59 244
750 8.93 5.08 7.08 224 1750 6.6Z 2.42 7.05 2_0
775 4.85 5.39 7.24 222 1775 6.33 2.26 6.72 250
800 4.91 5.47 7.35 222 1800 6.13 2.19 6.51 25D
825 4.86 5.89 7.63 219 1825 5.98 2.31 6.41 2_9
850 8,92 6.06 7.80 219 1850 6.20 "2.39 6.64 289
2750 6.85 3.06 7.51 246
2775 6.77 2.94 7.38 246
2800 _.81 2.72 7.34 248
2825 6,75 2,47 7.18 250
2850 6.62 2.27 7.00 251
875 5.37 6.16 8.17 221 1875 6.72 2.49 7.17 249
900 5.68 6.40 8.56 221 1900 7.03 2.79 7.57 248
925 5,83 6,41 8.67 222 1925 6.81 2,89 7,40 287
950 5.80 6.47 8.69 222 1950 6.51 2.82 7.09 246
975 5.63 6.66 8.65 220 1975 6.64 _.89 7.06 266
2875 6.28 2.35 6.71 249
2900 5.84 2.36 6.30 248
2925 5.72 1.86 6.02 252
2950 5.81 1.59 6.02 255
2975 5.78 1.61 6.00 258
1000 5.57 6.20 8.34 222 2000 6.48 2.92 7.11 246
1025 5.95 5.85 8.34 225 2025 6.65 2.83 7.22 247
1050 6.53 5.36 8,45 230 2050 6,73 _.79 7,28 247
1075 6.74 5.C8 8,44 233 2075 6.75 _.85 7.33 247
1100 7,10 5.C5 8.71 234 2100 6,73 2.95 7.35 246
3000 5.64 1.56 5.86 254
3025 5.36 1.47 5,56 254
3050 4.93 1.40 5.12 254
3075 4,75 1.33 4.93 254
31C0 4.78 1.40 4.98 254
1128 7.40 4.66 8.74 238 2125 6.58 3.08 7.27 245
1150 7.14 4.20 8.29 239 2150 6.42 3.22 7.18 243
1175 6,82 3.70 7.76 241 2175 6.43 3.21 7.19 243
1200 6.36 3.28 7.16 243 2200 6.46 3.06 7.15 244
1225 5.88 3.C8 6.64 242 2225 6.45 2.91 7.08 246
3125 4,73 1.73 5.03 250
3150 4.62 2,07 5.06 246
3175 4.68 2,88 5.25 243
32D0 4.68 2.71 5.41 240
3225 4.52 2.99 5,42 236
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CJMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDISNAL CgMPSNENT, W$ = WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND OIRECT[SN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE MIND
TEST NUMBER 2652-5 04/27/65_ 17122*
ALT WX WE WS THETA ALT WX RZ
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC W/SEE
3250 4.48 3.19 8,50 234 4250 6.66 4.43
3275 4.59 3.18 5.58 235 4275 6.46 4.59
3300 8.78 3.07 5.69 237 4300 6.19 4.72
3325 4.84 2.98 5.66 239 4325 5,25 4.08
3350 4.89 2.69 5.58 241 435O 5.53 3.81
VELBCITY PBSFILE
EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
WS TPETA ALT WX WZ RS THETA
M/$EC DEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE MISEC DEC
7.99 236 5250 10.33 0,32 10.34 268
7.93 2_4 5275 10.22 0.60 10.24 266
7.78 233 5300 9.88 0.69 9.91 266
6.65 232 6325 9.64 0.70 9.66 266
6.72 235 5350 9.33 0.84 9,37 265
3375 5.04 2.50 5,62 243 4375 6,61 8.85 7*65 240
3400 8.11 2.89 5,69 244 4400 7.34 3.80 8.27 242
3425 5.27 2.57 5.87 244 4425 7.85 3,53 8.61 246
3450 5,56 2.57 6,12 245 4450 7.29 2.90 7.85 248
3475 6.08 2.34 6,52 249 4475 7.44 2.56 7,86 251
5375 9.07 0,95 9.12 264
EADO 9,15 1.34 9.25 261
5425 9.12 1.81 9,29 259
6850 9.21 2.04 9.44 257
5475 9.20 2.21 9.46 256
3500 6,64 2.10 6.97 252 4500 8.05 2.20 8.34 255
3525 7.07 2.22 7,41 252 4525 8,45 1,93 8.67 257
3550 7.38 2.64 7,84 250 4550 8.71 £,73 8.88 259
3575 7.48 2.98 8.06 248 4575 8,83 1.52 8.96 280
3600 7.63 3,C1 8,21 248 4600 9,06 1.32 9,16 262
5500 9,10 2.48 9,44 255
5525 8.98 2.64 9.36 253
5550 8.72 3.02 9.23 251
5575 8.75 3,50 9.42 248
5600 8,88 3.82 9.66 247
3625 7.74 3.C0 8.30 249 4625 9.37 0.88 9.41 264
3650 7.74 3.12 8.34 248 4650 9.60 u.61 9.62 286
3675 7.67 3.29 8.35 247 4675 10.09 U.62 10.11 266
3700 7.42 3.68 8.28 243 4700 10.30 0.38 10.30 268
3725 7.48 4.C9 8.52 241 4785 10.29 0,06 10.29 269
5625 8.99 3.97 9.83 246
5650 9.15 4.03 10.00 246
5675 9,49 8.09 10.33 246
5700 9.77 4,12 10,60 247
_725 9.87 4.32 10.77 246
3750 7.86 4.34 8.98 2AI 4750 10.46 -O.12 10,47 270
3775 8,20 4,EO 8,43 240 4775 I0,45 -U.28 10.45 271
3800 8.44 4.96 9.79 239 4800 10.73 -u.47 10.78 272
3825 B.39 4.96 %75 239 4825 11.18 -U.63 11.19 273
3850 8.25 5.07 9.69 238 4850 11.24 -_.63 11.26 273
5750 9,80 4.42 10,75 246
5775 9.64 4,48 10.63 245
6800 9.74 4.50 10.73 245
5825 9,93 4.44 10.88 246
5850 10.00 4.45 10,95 246
3875 8,27 5,30 9,82 237 4875 11.10 -0.62 11.12 273
3900 8.35 5,43 _.96 237 4900 11.07 -0.62 11.08 273
3925 8.35 5,51 10,00 236 4925 11,02 -0.80 11.05 274
3950 8.09 5.62 9,05 235 4950 10.77 -0.73 10.79 27_
3975 7.99 5.91 9,94 233 4975 10,63 -u.61 10.65 273
5878 9.98 4.35 10.89 246
5900 10,09 4.40 11.01 246
5925 10,71 4.91 11.78 245
5950 11,58" 5.44 12.79 245
5975 12,19 5,25 13.28 247
4000 8.39 5.61 10,09 238 5000 10,49 -u.53 10.50 273
4025 8.87 5.C2 1C.19 240 5025 10.35 -0,21 1U.35 271
4050 9.00 4.79 IC.20 242 5050 10,29 -0.16 10.29 271
4075 8,67 4.77 9.89 241 5075 10.25 -0.10 10.25 27C
4100 8.16 4.94 9.54 239 5100 10.10 0.02 10.I0 270
BOO0 12.56 4.84 13.46 249
E025 13.08 4.56 13,85 251
E080 18.46 4.25 14.12 252
6075 13.73 3.89 14.27 254
6100 14.38 3.36 14.T6 257
4125 7.84 5.C2 9,31 237 5125 9.77 U.O5 9,77 27C
4150 7,66 4.87 9,08 237 5150 9.96 -0.26 9.96 271
4175 7.34 4.83 8.78 236 5175 9.93 -0.61 9.94 273
4200 7.22 4.69 8.61 237 5200 10.00 -U.33 10,01 272
4225 7,02 4.45 8,31 237 5225 10.36 u.lO 10.36 269
6125 14.79 3.06 15.10 258
6150 14.88 2.86 15.15 259
6175 14.84 2.95 15.13 259
6200 14.49 3.48 14.90 256
6225 14.28 3.71 14.76 255
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX - Z_NAL C_MPZNENT, wz = MERIn[SNAL CgMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTISN
TABLE 11-98 (con't) PAGE 413
FPS-I6 RAOARIJIMSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-5 04227/65_ 17122w E4STERN TEST R4NGE, FLORID4
ALT WX WZ W$ THEIA ALT WX kZ WS TPETA 6LT WX WZ W$ THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC W/SEC CEO METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DED
6250 14.32 3.84 14.83 255 7250 18,35 5.51 19.16 253 E250 26,74 -0.20 26.74 270
6275 14.68 4,26 15,29 254 7275 18.41 5.40 19.18 253 8275 27.00 -0.81 27.00 271
6300 14.93 4,50 15.60 251 7300 18.30 5.39 19.08 253 8300 27,27 -0.72 27,28 271
6325 14.88 4.16 15.50 253 7325 18.55 5.33 19.30 254 8325 27.45 -0.62 27.45 271
6350 15.07 4.48 15.72 253 7350 19.08 5.06 19.74 255 E350 27,50 -0.75 27.51 271
8378 15.27 4,47 15.9I 253
6400 15.11 4,24 15.70 254
6425 14.96 4.26 |5.55 254
6450 15.11 4.46 15.76 253
6475 15.13 4.18 15.69 254
7375 19.99 4.82 20.56 286
7400 21.29 4.40 21.74 258
7425 21.72 4.15 22,I1 259
7450 21,75 4.29 22.17 259
7475 21.75 4.18 22,15 259
8375 27.46 -1.03 27.48 272
8400 27.43 -1.27 27.46 272
E425 27.45 -1.47 27.49 273
8450 27.34 -1.52 27.39 273
8475 27.38 -2.04 27.46 274
6500 15,05 4.13 15.61 254
6525 15.09 4,28 15.69 254
6550 15.25 4,33 15,86 254
6575 15.35 4,45 15.98 254
8600 15.27 4.22 I5.85 254
7500 21.59 4.14 21,99 259
7525 21.76 4.10 22.14 259
7550 2h92 3.80 22.25 260
7575 21.73 3.58 22.03 260
7600 21.55 3,59 21.85 260
8500 27.45 -2.30 27.54 275
8525 27.66 -2*49 27.77 275
8550 27.44 -2.57 27.50 275
8575 27.00 -2.07 27.08 274
8600 26.92 -2,09 27,00 274
6625 15.38 4.28 15.97 254
6650 15.40 4.13 15.99 254
6675 15.32 4.28 15.90 254
6700 15.46 4.42 16,08 254
6725 15.60 4.40 16.21 254
7625 21.43 3.61 21.73 260
7650 21,42 3.58 21.72 660
7675 21.34 3.44 21.62 261
7700 21.09 3.41 21.36 261
7725 20.92 3,55 21.E2 280
8625 26.96 -2.03 27,03 274
8650 27.26 -1.85 27.32 274
8675 27,18 -1.82 27.24 274
8700 26.74 -1.40 26.77 273
8725 26.39 -1,98 26.46 274
6750 15.86 4,28 16.42 255
6775 16.25 3.93 16.72 256
6800 16.63 3.98 17.10 256
6825 16.75 4.23 17.27 256
6850 16.67 4.48 17.26 255
7750 20.80 3.42 21.08 260
7775 20.59 3.48 20.89 260
7800 20.51 3.61 20.82 280
7825 20.80 3.72 21.13 200
7850 21.10 3.84 21.45 259
8750 25.67 • -1.87 25.73 274
8775 24.88 -1.36 24.91 273
8800 24.14 -1.64 24.20 274
6825 23.41 -1.96 23.49 275
8850 22.71 -2.07 22.80 275
6875 18.57 4.53 17.17 255
6900 18.79 4.44 17.36 255
6925 16.99 4.50 17.58 255
6950 16.82 4.64 17.45 254
6975 16.85 4.89 17.54 254
7875 21.47 3.52 21,76 260
7900 21.98 3.46 22.25 2EI
7925 22.39 3.48 22.65 261
7950 22.82 3.05 23.02 262
7975 23.I9 2.67 23.34 263
e875 21.94 -1.54 21.99 274
egoo 20.97 -1.20 21.00 273
5925 20.08 -1.73 20.16 275
8950 19.50 -1.90 19.$9 275
E975 19.48 -1,93 19.58 275
7000 16.58 4.97 17,31 253
7025 16.44 5.22 17.25 252
7050 16.86 5.C6 17.58 253
7075 17.14 5.06 17.87 253
7125 18.18 5.C9 18.88 254
7150 18.32 5.12 19.02 254
7175 18.34 5.28 19.09 254
7200 18.51 5.32 19.56 254
7225 18.43 5.45 19,22 253
8000 23.50 2.29 23.62 264
8025 23.73 1.71 23.79 268
8050 23.71 1.41 23.75 266
8075 23.62 1.21 23.65 267
8100 23.81 0.83 23.83 268
8125 24.49 0.70 24.50 268
8150 25.02 0.67 25.03 268
8175 25.35 0.27 25.35 269
8200 25.85 0.14 25.85 269
8225 26.31 0.22 26.32 269
gO00 20.11 -2.50 20.27 277
9025 20.56 -2,69 20.78 277
SO50 20.91 -3.10 21.14 278
q075 21.25 -3.64 21.56 280
SIOO 21.66 -3.68 21.97 279
5125 21.96 -3.27 22.20 278
9150 22.59 -3.85 22.92 279
9175 23.14 -4.55 23.59 281
5200 23.17 -4,42 23.59 281
8225 23.16 -4,39 23,57 281
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPSNENT, WZ = MERIDISN4L CBMPSNENTt WS = WINC SPEEDy THETA = HIND OIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PMSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-S 04/27/65, 1712Z_ EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ NS THET4
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC DEG
9250 23.33 -4.34 23.73 280
9275 23.45 -4.57 23.89 281
9300 23.57 -4.49 24.00 281
9325 23.53 -4.26 23.91 28C
9350 23.61 -4.44 24.02 280
9375 23.76 -4.38 24.16 280
9400 23.82 -4.32 24.21 280
9425 23.95 -4.19 24.31 280
9450 24.14 -4.39 24.54 280
9475 24.87 -5.04 25°38 281
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
10250 32.14 -8.78 33.32 285
10275 32.55 -9.06 33.79 285
10300 33.I6 -9.08 34.38 285
10325 33,34 -9.63 34.71 286
10350 33.83 -9.96 35.26 286
10375 34.28 -9.78 35.65 286
10400 34.15 -9.94 35.57 286
10425 34.21 -10.19 35.69 286
10450 34.38 -10.36 35.91 287
10475 34.63 -10.49 36.18 287
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
11250 38.32 -7.66 39.07 281
11275 38.45 -7.82 39.24 281
11300 38.68 -7.31 39.36 280
11325 38.54 -6.80 39,13 280
11350 38.41 -6.88 39,02 280
11375 38.66 -6.79 39.25 280
11400 38.57 -6,50 39.12 279
11425 38.52 -6.20 39.02 279
11450 38.80 -6.45 39.33 279
11475 39,00 -5.87 39,44 27E
9500 25.24 -5.35 25.80 282
9525 25.30 -5.56 25.90 282
9550 25.52 -5.77 26.17 283
9575 25,76 -5.83 26.41 283
9600 25.64 -5.E2 26.30 283
10500 34.94 -10.73 36.55 287
10525 35.17 -10.83 36.80 287
10550 35.25 -11.00 36.92 287
10575 35.45 -11.46 37,25 258
10600 35.72 -11.80 37.62 288
115C0 39,40 -5.51 39.78 278
11525 40.11 -6.19 40.59 279
11550 40,51 -6.47 41.02 279
11575 40.57 -6.22 41.04 279
11600 40.72 -5,84 41.14 278
9625 25.45 -5,83 26.11 283
9650 25.30 -5.56 25.90 282
9675 25.50 -5.45 26.08 282
9700 26.04 -5.67 26.64 282
9725 26.63 -5.46 26.99 281
10625 35.98 -12.07 37.95 288
10650 36.28 -12.11 38.25 288
10675 36.74 -12.00 38.65 288
10700 36.92 -11.70 38.73 287
10725 37.18 -11.65 38.96 287
11625 40.92 -6.38 41.41 279
11650 40,82 -6.79 41,38 279
11675 40.80 -6.31 41.28 279
11700 40,85 -6.26 41.32 278
11725 41.32 -6.84 41.88 279
9750 26.61 -5.45 27.16 281
9775 27.27 -6.24 27.97 283
9800 28.00 -6.72 28,80 283
9825 28,20 -6.75 29,00 283
9850 28.41 -6.81 29.22 283
10750 37.61 -11.38 39.29 287
10775 38.24 -11.15 39.84 286
10800 38.66 -11,08 40.22 286
10825 38.67 -10.91 40.18 256
10850 38.90 -10,87 40.39 285
11750 41.66 -7.04 42.26 279
11775 41.59 -6.92 42.16 279
11800 41.56 -6,81 42.11 279
11825 41.56 -6.97 42.14 279
11850 41.74 -7.01 42.33 279
9875 28.84 -6.90 29.65 283
9900 29.60 -7.16 3C.45 283
9925 29,81 -7.31 30.69 284
9950 29.64 -7.45 30.56 284
9975 29.91 -7.74 30.90 284
10875 38.98 -10.57 40.38 285
10900 38.96 -10.67 40.40 285
10925 39.00 -10.22 40.32 284
10950 38.95 -9.72 40.14 254
10975 39.09 -9.76 40.29 284
11875 41.96 -7.18 42.57 280
11900 42.01 -6.98 42.59 279
11925 41.99 -6.40 42.48 278
11950 41.81 -6.89 42.37 279
11975 41.59 -6.59 42.11 279
10000 30.03 -7.82 31.03 284
10025 30.04 -7.86 31.05 284
10050 30.19 -7.E1 31.18 284
10075 30.41 -8.14 31.48 285
10100 30.82 -8.52 31.97 285
11000 38.89 -9.64 40.07 284
11025 38.64 -9.48 39.79 284
11050 38.71 -9,35 39.83 283
11075 38.59 -9.07 39.64 283
11100 38.53 -8.85 39.53 283
12000 41.62 -6,98 42.20 279
12025 41.87 -7.33 42.51 280
12050 41.99 -6.35 42.67 278
12075 42.04 -6.51 42.55 279
12100 42.05 -6.96 42.62 279
10125 31.13 -8.55 32.28 285
10150 31.19 -8.42 32.31 285
10175 31.37 -8.46 32.49 285
lOZOO 31,49 -8.18 32.53 284
10225 31.69 -8.02 32.69 284
11125 38.40 -8.65 39.36 283
II150 38.50 -7,90 39.31 281
11175 38.82 -8.06 39.65 282
11200 38.70 -8.28 39.58 282
11225 38.45 -7.63 39.20 281
12125 42.18 -7.45 42.81 280
12150 42.30 -7.6T 42.99 280
12175 42.13 -7,27 42.76 280
122C0 41.78 -8.85 42.33 279
12225 41.62 -7.37 42.2T 280
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CSMPBNENT_ wZ = NERIOI_NAL CgMPgNENT, WS = WINC SPEEO* THETA = WIND DIRECT[_N
PAGE414 TABLE 11-98 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAB/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-5 04/27165. 17122, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX NZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEC MISEC N/SEC DEG
12250 41.76 -7.01 42.34 279 13250 47.56 -3,10 47.66 274 14250 _Bo90 -4.1_ _Q-!_ 276
[2275 41.98 -6.59 42.49 279 13275 47.49 -2.36 47.55 273 1R275 39°48 -4.22 39.70 276
12300 42.22 -6.62 42.74 279 13300 47.71 -2.17 47.76 272 14300 39.77 -3.44 39.92 275
12325 42.42 -5.47 62.77 277 [3325 48.00 -2.43 48.06 273 14325 39.53 -3.0E 39.65 274
12350 43.01 -4.53 43.24 276 [3350 47.92 -2.47 67°98 273 14350 39.41 -2.8B 39.51 274
12375 42.98 -4.26 43.19 275
12600 42.73 -3.95 42.9[ 278
12425 43.05 -4.C5 43.24 275
[2450 43.18 -3,31 63.31 274
12475 43.43 -2.gB 43,53 274
13375 47,64 -3.85 47,79 274
13400 47.41 -3.57 47.54 274
13425 46.99 -4.73 47.23 276
13450 46.68 -5.96 47.06 277
13475 66.29 -5.99 46.68 277
14375 39o41 -1.32 39.44 272
IRADO 38,87 -0.31 38.87 270
14425 38.14 -1.[8 38.16 272
14450 37.86 -1o39 37.89 272
14475 37°62 -1o60 37.65 272
12500 43.69 -3.34 43.82 274
12525 43,62 -3.20 43.76 274
12550 43.63 -2,45 43.70 273
12575 43.60 -2.75 43.69 273
E2600 43,46 -3.00 43°56 274
13500 45°62 -5.85 45.99 277
13525 45.17 -5.95 45.56 277
13550 45.08 -6.70 45.58 278
13575 64*62 -6,70 45.[2 278
13600 43.90 -6,01 49.31 278
[AbUU 37.66 -1.25 31.68 272
14525 37.41 -0.[6 37.41 270
[4550 37.23 0.60 37°24 269
14575 37,22 0.69 37.23 269
14600 37.14 0.99 37.15 268
[2625 43.63 -2.55 43.7[ 273
[2650 63.95 -2,70 44.03 273
12675 44.44 -2*B9 44*53 274
[2700 44.98 -2.90 45.07 273
12725 45.20 -2.E8 45.28 273
13625 43.25 -6.45 43.73 278
13650 42°98 -6.89 43.52 279
13675 42.77 -6.74 43.30 275
13700 42.21 -7.02 42.79 279
13725 41.34 -7.15 41.95 280
14625 36.94 0.95 36.95 268
14650 36.16 0.58 36.16 269
14675 35.23 0,97 35.25 268
[4700 35.27 O,T9 35,28 269
14725 35.00 1.03 35.02 268
12750 45.10 -2,55 45.18 273
12775 45o01 -2.TO 45°09 273
12800 45o01 -3.06 45.11 274
12825 45.23 -2.86 45.32 273
[2850 45.29 -2.75 45.37 273
13750 40.72 -6,72 41.27 279
13775 40.43 -7,24 41.07 2BO
13800 40.72 -7.54 61.42 280
13825 40.58 -7.22 A1.22 280
13850 39.81 -7.30 40.47 280
[4750 34.51 1.[1 34,52 268
14775 33.84 -0,59 33.84 271
14800 33.09 -0.89 33.10 27[
14025 31.92 -0,59 31o93 271
14850 3[.21 -0.98 31.22 272
12875 45.19 -2.62 45,26 273
12900 45,05 -2.85 45.14 273
12925 44.B9 -2.C9 44,94 272
12950 44,90 -1,46 44.92 272
12975 65o42 -1.60 65.45 272
13875 39.13 -6.85 39.73 280
13900 38°98 -6.02 39.44 279
13925 39.24 -6,13 39.71 279
13950 39,17 -5.90 39,61 278
13975 39.21 -6.21 39.70 279
[4875 30+35 -1.47 30.39 273
[4900 29.05 -2.0l 29°[2 274
14925 27.68 -1.62 27.73 273
14950 26.94 -1.56 26.99 273
14975 25.44 -2.47 25.56 275
[3000 46°07 -[.77 46.10 272
13025 45.88 -[.9B 45.92 272
13050 45.92 -1.80 45.96 272
13075 46.05 -1.86 46.09 272
13100 45.76 -2,42 45.82 273
14DO0 38.94 -6°36 39,45 279
14025 38.64 -5.29 39.00 278
14050 38.55 -5.35 38.92 278
14075 38.29 -5,70 38o71 278
14100 38.40 -5.21 38.75 27B
15000 24.58 -0.58 24.59 271
15025 24,25 -0.02 24.25 270
15050 23.14 0.10 23.14 270
15075 23°0[ 0.67 23.02 268
15100 22,66 0.94 22.68 267
13125 45.77 -2.T7 45.85 273
13150 45,75 -2.45 45.82 273
13175 45.85 -2.88 45.94 273
13200 45.96 -2.70 46.04 273
13225 47,05 -2.22 47.10 272
14125 38°74 -3.83 38.93 275
14150 39.05 -3.94 39.24 276
[4[75 38.B9 -5.00 39.21 277
14200 38.57 -4.69 38.86 277
14225 38.6[ -3.52 38.77 275
15125 22.38 [.15 22.41 267
15150 22.21 1.24 22.25 267
15175 2[.B5 1.42 21,90 266
15200 21.98 1.86 22.06 265
15225 2[,96 2.05 22.05 264
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIOI_NAL CBMPBNENI, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-5 04127165, 17122, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT W[ WE WS THETA ALT W[ WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
[5250 21.91 1.97 22.00 265
15275 21.78 2.47 2[.92 263
15300 21,77 3.C6 21.99 262
15325 21,55 3.35 21.8I 261
15350 21.05 3.49 21.34 260
15375 20.37 3,19 2C.62 261
15400 19.64 4,41 2D,I3 257
15425 20,31 4.58 20.82 257
15450 21.14 3.90 21.50 259
15475 21.52 3.87 21.86 260
15500 21.63 4.83 22*16 257
15525 22.02 4.22 22.42 259
15550 22.56 2.99 22.76 262
15575 23.09 3.75 23.39 261
15600 23°06 4.44 23.48 259
15625 23.40 3,39 23.72 262
15650 24.07 3.38 24.31 262
15675 24.31 3.77 24.60 261
15700 24,60 3.80 24.89 261
15725 24+B2 3.37 25.05 262
15750 2R.96 3.56 25.2[ 262
15775 25.04 4.10 25.37 261
[5000 26.37 2.48 26.49 264
[5825 27.02 1,67 27.07 266
15R50 27.34 [.62 27°39 266
15R75 27.59 0.47 27.60 269
[BqO0 27.09 -0.30 27.09 270
15925 25.9[ 0.C9 25.91 27C
15950 24.63 -0.2B 24.63 270
[5975 23.83 0.34 23.83 269
16000 23.37 0.30 23.37 269
16025 23.29 -0,51 23.29 271
16050 22°44 0.10 22.44 27C
[6075 21.61 -0.48 21.61 27l
[6100 21.57 -0.32 21,58 271
16125 2C.99 0.46 20.99 269
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL COMPBNENT_ WZ = MERIOIONAL COMPONENT, WS = WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT wx w2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
300 2.32 5.?3 6.18 202
325 2.80 5,1A 5.85 208
350 3.17 4.87 5.81 213
375 3.84 4.87 6.20 218
40O 4.64 4.89 6.75 223
425 5.31 4.90 7.22 227
450 5.80 4.08 7.58 230
475 6.08 4,78 7.74 252
500 6.24 4.88 7.89 252
825 6,28 4.88 8.02 231
550 6.07 4.93 7.82 231
575 5.93 4.88 7.68 230
600 6,19 4.98 7,95 231
625 6,60 5°03 8.30 232
650 6.96 5.04 8.60 238
675 7.25 5.C0 8.81 235
700 7.27 4.97 8.81 235
725 6.99 %°99 E.59 234
750 6.74 4.99 8.39 233
775 6.64 5.01 8.32 233
800 6.68 5.C6 E.38 253
325 7.02 5.08 8.66 234
850 7.25 5.CO 8.81 235
875 7.21 4.96 8.75 235
900 7.09 5.C3 8.70 28%
925 6,93 5.22 8.68 233
950 6.97 5.63 8.83 232
975 6,94 5.46 8.88 232
1000 6.93 5.26 8.70 233
1025 7.31 5.21 8.98 234
1050 7.96 5.25 9.53 236
1075 8,28 5.15 9.75 238
1100 8.02 5,C5 g.48 238
1125 7.74 4.98 9.20 237
1175 7.33 4.93 8.83 236
1200 7.35 4.86 8.81 236
TABLE 11-99 PAGE 415
FPS-16 R^DAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELZCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 04227/65, 2_20Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLZRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA aLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE EEE METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
1300 8.07 4.74 9.36 239 2300 11.56 2.36 [1.80 258
1328 7.99 4.49 9,16 240 2325 10.64 2.15 10.86 258
1350 7.82 _.29 8.92 241 2550 10.13 2.37 10.40 257
1375 7.93 4.18 8.97 242 2375 9.81 2.67 [0.16 255
1400 8,42 R.23 9-42 243 2400 9.53 2.80 9.98 253
1425 8.71 4.40 9.76 243
1450 8.72 4.64 9.88 242
1475 8.85 4.89 10.11 241
1500 9.14 5.00 10.42 241
1525 9.14 5.03 10.43 241
2625 9.66 2.63 10.01 255
2450 10.55 2.51 10.84 256
2475 11.19 2.84 11.55 256
2500 10.82 3,00 11.22 256
2525 10.72 2.81 11.08 255
1550 9.04 5.07 10.36 241
1575 9.07 4.97 10.34 241
1600 9.04 4.74 10.21 242
1625 9.20 4.75 10.86 282
1650 9.55 5.11 10.83 242
2550 10.33 2.23 10.57 258
2575 9.40 1.87 9.58 259
2600 9.77 [.49 9.88 261
2625 10.36 1.20 10.43 263
2650 9.79 1.61 9.92 260
1675 9.69 5.16 10.98 242
l?O0 9.74 4.82 10.87 243
1725 10.34 4.88 11.43 245
1750 11.26 4.86 12.26 246
1775 11.55 4.38 12.85 249
2675 9.18 1.27 9.27 262
2700 9.20 O.30 9.21 268
2725 10.35 0.73 10.38 266
2750 10,69 O.73 10.72 266
2775 [0.90 -0.28 10.90 271
1800 11.06 4.14 11.81 249
1825 10.56 4.28 IT.A0 248
1850 10.20 4.55 1i.09 247
1875 10.28 4.23 [1.11 247
1900 10.82 4.34 1[.66 248
2800 [1.99 -0.52 [2.00 272
2825 12.75 0.76 12.78 266
2850 12.99 2.66 13.26 258
2875 13.39 3.2[ 13.77 256
2900 13.63 2.99 [3.95 257
1925 11,45 4.71 12.38 247
1950 1[.89 4.77 12.81 248
1975 11.69 4.28 12.44 250
2000 1[.35 3.62 11.91 252
2025 11.36 3.22 11.81 254
2925 15.70 2.70 13.97 259
2950 14.16 2.81 14,4% 259
2975 14.65 2.91 16.94 259
3000 14.62 2.93 1%.91 258
3025 14.64 3.00 16.94 258
2050 11.68 3.06 [2.08 255
2075 12.07 2.75 12.38 257
2100 11.93 2.47 [2.18 258
2125 [1.82 2.82 12.07 258
3050 14.76 2.82 15.02 259
3075 14.87 2.44 15.07 260
3100 [4.91 2.24 15.07 261
3125 14.89 2.07 15.03 262
:L=u *_.uo L._u *=.*, _o*
1225 7.33 4.86 8.80 236
1250 7.57 4.87 9.00 237
1275 7.97 4.88 9.34 238
2175 [2.03 2.61 12.31 258
2200 12.42 2.72 12.71 257
2225 12.91 2.68 13.19 258
2250 1B.lk 2,7[ 13.42 258
2275 12.80 2.79 13.10 258
_175 15.22 1.56 15.30 264
3200 14.91 1.43 14.98 264
2225 14.74 2.21 14.90 261
3250 15.05 2.84 15,81 259
3275 15.14 2.87 15.41 259
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPONENT, WZ = MER[DIZNAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 04/27/65, 22202, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA _ll WX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG MEIERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
3300 15.A8 2.91 15,76 259 4300 11.38 3.57 11.93 252 5300 18,15 2.60 18.34 262
3325 [5.88 3,18 16.20 258 A325 11.28 3.4[ 11.79 253 5325 18.87 8.12 19.18 260
3350 15.56 3.Cl [5,86 259 %350 11.28 3.65 1[.85 252 5350 19,[7 4.42 [9.67 257
3375 15.54 2.64 15.77 260 4375 11.23 3.90 11.88 251 5375 19.09 5.97 20.00 252
3400 15.87 3.26 16.20 258 A400 11.15 3.93 11.82 250 _ 5400 18.71 6.02 19.66 252
3425 15.64 4.29 16.22 254
3450 15.13 4.52 15.79 253
8875 15.03 4.48 15.68 253
3500 15.30 4.81 15.89 254
3525 15.35 4.24 15.93 254
4425 11.13 3.69 11.73 251
A4B0 ll.08 8.59 11.65 252
6475 11.23 3.3% 11.71 253
4500 11.33 5.12 1[,76 254
4525 11.56 3.36 12.04 254
5425 18.g7 5.76 19.82 253
5450 20.14 5.78 20.96 254
5475 20.53 5.89 21.56 258
5500 20.04 6.51 21.07 252
5528 19,88 6.95 21.03 250
3550 15.33 4.22 15.90 254
5575 14.57 4.80 15.34 252
3600 13.18 5.94 14,46 246
3625 11.61 6.62 13.57 2AO
3650 9.84 6.76 11.98 235
A550 11.78 3.31 12.20 254
4575 11.66 _.1[ 12.O6 255
4600 11.78 3.05 12.13 255
%625 1[.92 2.93 [2.2? 256
4650 12.[0 2.88 12.43 256
5550 20.07 7.20 21.32 250
5575 19.62 7.68 21.05 249
56G0 18.57 7.?0 19.92 247
5625 17.63 7.35 19.10 247
5650 17.55 6.98 18,88 248
3675 8.52 6.99 11.02 230
8700 7.%1 7.50 10.40 225
3725 6.90 7.51 10.05 223
3750 6.70 7.30 9.91 222
3775 6.4% 7.15 9.62 222
3800 6,I8 6.59 9.04 223
5825 6.02 6.C8 8.56 225
3850 5.99 5.95 8.45 225
3875 6.02 6.01 8.50 225
3900 6.%6 6.01 8.82 227
%675 12.18 2.81 [2.50 257
4700 12.17 (.78 12.48 257
4725 12.10 2.80 12.42 257
4750 12.1! 2.75 12.42 257
4775 12.13 2.74 12.48 257
4800 12.06 2.67 12.35 257
4825 12.26 2.64 12.54 258
4850 12.82 2.6% 12.79 2_8
R875 12.53 _.62 12.80 2_8
A900 12.70 2.37 12.92 259
5675 17.61 6.64 18.82 249
5700 17.%1 6.13 18.45 250
5725 17,13 5.47 17.98 252
5750 17.07 5.36 17,89 252
5775 16.79 5.8[ 17.61 252
5800 16.38 5.00 17.13 253
5825 15.82 5.07 16.61 252
5850 15.37 5.30 16.25 251
5875 15.11 5.33 16.02 250
5900 15,05 5.82 15,97 250
3925 7.O1 6.C1 g.23 229
3950 7.08 5.95 9.25 230
3975 7.01 5.77 9.08 230
4000 7.A5 5.80 9.44 232
4025 7.97 5.77 9.84 234
8925 13.12 2.19 13.30 26C
4950 13.38 1.94 13.52 262
A975 [3.57 1.72 13.68 263
5000 13.60 i.83 13.72 262
5025 13.54 L,85 13.66 262
5925 15.32 5.26 16.20 251
5950 15,58 5.48 16.33 250
5975 15.2A 5.%6 16.19 250
6000 15.38 5.30 16.26 251
6025 15,57 5.50 16.52 250
4050 8.33 5.57 10.02 236
4075 8.68 5.19 IC.12 239
4100 9.01 4,94 10.28 241
4125 9.3[ 4.78 1D,47 243
4150 9.56 4.67 10.64 244
5C50 14.01 1.56 14.10 263
5075 14.26 i.30 14.82 2E5
5100 14.11 1.21 14.16 265
5125 14.39 0.96 14.A2 266
5150 14.82 V.75 14.8R 267
6050 15.66 5.22 16.51 251
6075 15.45 5.10 16.27 252
6100 [5.20 5.14 16.04 251
6125 18.26 4.79 15.99 252
6150 15.13 4.84 [5,89 252
4175 9.94 4.45 IC.B9 2%6
4200 10.42 A.15 11.21 2%8
4225 10.84 A.C[ 1[.55 250
4250 11.09 3.81 11.72 251
4275 11.31 B.TB 11.9[ 252
5175 15.36 0.92 15.39 266
5200 15.99 1.19 16.03 2E6
5225 16.88 2.25 16,78 262
5250 16.9[ 2.91 17.16 2EO
5275 17.25 _.59 17.44 261
6175 15.16 5.03 15.97 251
6200 15.27 5.10 16.10 251
E225 15.42 5.16 16.26 281
6250 15.52 5.21 16.37 251
6275 15.54 5.34 16.24 251
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL COMPBNENT, WS :WINC SPEED, TNETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 416
ALT WX WL WS 7HETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
h_ 15.21 5.28 16.10 281
6325 14.98 5.41 15.93 250
6350 14.55 5.55 15.57 289
6375 14.53 5.63 15.59 249
6400 15.00 6.CI 16.16 248
6425 15.18 6.15 16.37 248
6450 19.91 5.95 16.05 248
6475 14.80 6.C5 15.99 298
6500 15.04 6.23 16.28 247
6525 15.55 5.89 IE.44 249
6550 15.64 5._ 16.53 251
6575 15.68 4.84 16.41 253
6600 15.27 4.27 15.86 254
6625 14.84 3.76 15.31 256
6650 14.52 3.06 14.83 258
6675 13.15 2.32 13.94 260
6700 13.49 1.62 13.58 263
6725 13.59 1.28 13.65 E64
6750 13.54 1.47 13.42 263
6775 15.15 I.R9 13.23 263
6800 13.21 1.24 13.27 26k
6825 13.53 0.93 13.56 266
6850 14,00 0.87 16.03 266
6875 13.93 0.71 13.95 267
6900 13.85 0.19 13.86 269
6925 13.84 -O.C1 13.84 270
6950 13.90 -0.02 15.90 27D
6975 14.09 -0.22 14.10 271
7000 14.09 -0.54 14.10 272
7025 14.12 -0.84 14.14 273
7050 13.89 -1.55 13.96 275
7075 13.79 -2.21 _3.96 279
7100 14.29 -2.78 14.56 281
7125 16,80 -3.25 15.15 282
7150 14.98 -3.41 15.36 283
7175 14.69 -3.24 15.04 282
7200 14.63 -2.95 14.92 281
7225 14.71 -2.78 14.97 280
7250 14.82 -2.81 15.05 280
7275 15.28 -2.21 15.44 278
TABLE 11-99 (con!t)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHEBE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 061271651 22202* EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE MISEC N/SEE DEE
7300 15.72 -2.50 15.92 279
7325 16.31 -3.57 16.69 282
7350 17.39 -9.81 18.04 285
7375 18.46 -5.56 19.26 287
7400 19.23 -0.05 20.16 287
7425 19.81 -6.49 20.84 288
7450 19.77 -6.86 20.93 289
7475 19.60 -7.15 20.87 290
7500 19.65 -7.51 21.04 291
7525 19.60 -7.76 21.08 291
7550 19.34 -7.87 20.88 292
7575 19.28 -8.00 20.88 292
7600 19.55 -8.18 21.19 293
7625 19.68 -B.23 21.35 293
7650 19.99 -7.94 21.50 291
7675 20.36 -7.56 21.72 290
7700 20,44 -7.46 21.76 290
7725 20.35 -7.49 21.68 290
7750 20.01 -7.55 E1.39 290
7775 19.78 -7.48 21.14 Egl
7800 19.53 -7.46 20.90 291
7825 19.12 -7.86 20.67 292
7850 18.60 -8.26 20.35 294
7875 18.59 -8.55 20.28 295
7900 18.68 -8.73 20.62 293
7925 19.07 -8.76 20.98 294
7950 19.44 -8.58 21.25 294
7g75 19.90 -8.56 21.66 293
8COO 19.81 -8.85 21.69 294
8025 19.59 -B.77 21.46 294
BOSE 19.79 -8.50 21.54 293
8075 19.94 -8.46 21.86 293
8100 19.85 -8.62 21.64 293
8125 19.55 -B.55 21.32 293
BISO 19.65 -8.12 21.26 292
8175 19.74 -8.12 21.34 292
8200 19.62 -8.18 21.26 292
8225 19.51 -7.67 20.96 291
8250 19.34 -7.36 20.70 291
8275 19.20 -7.58 20.64 291
E300 19.05 -7.58 20.50 292
8322 Lv.[* -l,64 Zu.ot zv2
8350 19.17 -7.35 20.53 291
8375 19.05 -7.15 20.34 290
E400 18.92 -7.32 20.28 291
.8625 18.84 -7.09 20.13 290
8450 18.99 -7.02 20.25 290
8475 E8.89 -7.07 20.17 290
8500 18.68 -6.83 19.89 290
E525 18.62 -6.78 19.82 290
8550 18.09 -6.91 19.36 291
8575 17.64 -6.62 18.84 290
E6OO 17.47 -6.37 18.60 290
8625 17.08 -6.38 18.23 290
8650 17.00 -6.36 18.15 290
8675 17,17 -6.23 18.26 290
ETOO 17.11 -6.34 18.25 290
8725 17.26 -6.44 18.42 290
8750 17.56 -6.05 18.57 289
8775 17.53 -5.80 IB.47 288
BBCO 17.51 -5.78 18.44 288
E825 17.69 -5.40 18.50 287
8850 17.78 -5.13 18.51 286
8875 17.80 -5.21 18.55 286
e9oo 18.09 -5.54 18.92 287
6925 18.57 -6.11 19.55 288
8950 18.62 -6.40 19.69 289
8975 18.66 -6.39 19.73 289
9000 18,95 -6.43 20.01 289
9025 19.01 -6.54 20.1l 289
9050 18.89 -6.28 19.90 288
9075 18.81 -6.21 19.81 288
91C0 18.80 -5.87 19.70 287
8125 18.72 -5.41 19.48 286
9150 18.78 -5.71 19,63 267
9175 18.77 -5.74 19.63 287
82C0 18.78 -5.68 19.62 287
9225 18.77 -5.93 19.68 287
9250 19.04 -6.15 20.01 288
9275 19.30 -6.31 20.30 288
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENI, WZ • MERIOIBNAL CBMPEKENT* WS =WINC SPEED, TNETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 04127165, 22201. EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLERIDA
WS THETA ALT wX WZ WS ThETA ALT WX wZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC V/SEC OEGALT WX WE
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC EE0 METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC CEG
9300 19.32 -6.32 20.33 288
9325 19.52 -6.52 2C.51 288
9350 19.54 -6.21 2C.51 287
9375 19.47 -6.27 2C.45 288
9400 19.71 -6.45 20.74 288
9425 19.81 -6.44 2C.83 288
9650 19.78 -6.72 2C.89 289
9475 19.64 -6.EO 2C.72 288
9500 19.87 -6.84 21.02 289
9525 19.89 -7.14 21.14 290
9550 19.58 -7.23 2C.B7 290
9575 19.48 -7.55 2C,89 291
9600 19.34 -7.32 20.68 291
9625 19.26 -7.33 2C.61 291
9650 19.20 -7.47 2C.60 291
9675 19.22 -7.27 2C.55 291
9700 19.34 -7.36 2C.69 291
9725 19.83 -T*3O 2_.13 290
9750 19.94 -7.19 21.20 290
9775 19.75 -7.05 2C.97 289
9800 20.06 -6.65 21.13 288
9825 20.17 -6.86 21.31 289
9850 20.12 -6.47 21.13 288
9875 2C.20 -6.27 21.23 287
9900 20.25 -6.49 21.26 288
9925 20.06 -6.25 21.C1 287
9950 20.16 -6.18 2|.08 287
9975 20.35 -6.85 21.47 288
10000 20.57 -6.88 21.69 288
10025 20.60 -6.12 21.49 286
10050 20.41 -6.11 21.31 286
10075 20.48 -6.26 21.44 287
lOlOO 20.54 -6.13 21.44 286
10125 20.34 -5.94 21.19 E86
10150 20.18 -5.70 20.97 206
10175 2C.29 -5.67 21.06 285
10200 2C.59 -6.14 21.49 286
10225 2O.52 -5.91 21.36 286
10250 20.59 -5.64 21.35 285
10275 21.05 -6.C2 21.89 256
1C3OO 20.97 -5.82 21.76 285
10525 21.11 -5.57 21.83 285
10350 21.28 -6.60 22.01 285
10375 21.10 -5.58 21.83 285
10400 21.27 -5.27 21.91 284
10425 21.53 -S.41 22.20 Z84
10450 21.96 -6.01 22.74 285
IC475 22.06 -5.8_ 22.82 285
10500 22.10 -5.51 22.77 284
10525 22.24 -5.44 22.90 284
10550 22.47 -5.65 23.17 284
10575 22.65 -6.03 23.44 285
10600 22.49 -5.59 23.17 284
10625 22.03 -5.79 22.78 285
10650 22.02 -o.lO 22.84 285
10675 22.18 -5.45 22.84 284
10700 22.14 -5.51 22.81 284
10725 22.17 -5.38 22.81 283
10780 22.23 -5.68 22.94 2R4
10775 22.30 -5.61 22.99 284
10800 21.93 -5.19 22.53 283
10825 21.64 -5.38 22.30 284
10850 22.O7 -4.3O 22.48 2_1
10875 22,94 -b*05 23.14 277
10900 23.45 -_.69 23.61 276
10925 22.97 -_.67 23.13 276
10950 21.72 -2.79 21.89 277
I0975 21.El -_.60 21.17 277
11000 21.23 -2.23 21.35 276
11025 21.26 -_.24 21.37 276
11050 20.92 -2.25 21.04 276
11075 20.50 -2._9 20.64 276
III00 20.05 -_.67 20.22 277
11125 19.88 -_.01 20.05 278
11150 19.82 -J.29 20,09 279
11175 19.71 -3.01 19.94 278
11200 20.07 -_.22 20.19 276
11225 20.23 -_.07 20.33 _76
l1250 19.90 -_.21 20.03 276
11275 20.29 -a.o3 20.39 276
ll3CO 20.27 -1.82 20.35 275
11325 19.70 -1.25 19.74 273
11350 19.84 -1.50 19.90 274
11375 19.76 -1.35 19.81 274
11400 19.26 -1.17 19.30 275
11425 19.28 -2.21 19.41 276
11450 19.32 -2.13 19.43 276
11475 19.02 -1.65 lq. O9 275
llBCO 18.74 -I.81 18.83 275
11525 18.54 -l. TO 18.62 275
11550 18.66 -2.03 18.77 276
11575 19.07 -2.34 19.El 277
11600 19.92 -2.36 20.06 277
11625 19.98 -2.52 20,14 277
11650 19.70 -2,25 Iq.03 276
11675 20.30 -1.58 20.36 274
ll7CO 20.20 -1.50 20.26 274
11725 20.12 -2,39 20.26 277
11750 20.91 -2.24 21.03 276
11775 21.57 -0.62 21.52 272
118C0 21.94 -l,Z1 21.97 273
11825 22.22 -2.25 22.33 276
11850 22,51 -2.35 22.64 276
11875 22.49 -2.74 22.66 277
119C0 22.54 -3.54 22,82 279
llq25 22.79 -3.01 12.99 277
11950 22,62 -3.20 22.64 278
I1975 23.21 1 -3.72 23.51 279
12000 24.14 -3.94 24.46 279
12025 24*50 -4.51 24.91 280
12050 24.79 -3.14 24.99 277
12075 25.10 -2.72 25.25 276
1El00 25.09 -3.71 25.37 27R
12125 25.00 -3.27 25.21 277
12150 25.33 -3.08 25+52 277
12175 25.85 -3.60 26.11 278
122EO 25.75 -4.84 26.20 280
12225 25.40 -4.35 25.77 280
12250 25.53 -3.59 25.78 278
12275 25.68 -3.60 25.93 270
ALT = 6LTITUOE, WX = I_NAL C_MPBNENI, WZ = MER[OIONAL CgMPENENT,'_S = WINE 5PEER, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-99(con't) PAGE 417
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 04127165t 22202, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
12300 25,87 -3,85 26,15 278 13300 34,67 -3,75 34,88 276 143GO 45,84 -6.79 46,36 278
12325 25.68 -3.85 25.96 278 13325 35.25 -4.29 35.51 277 14325 44,79 -7.17 45.36 279
12350 25.33 -4.41 25,71 280 13350 36.54 -4.08 36.77 276 14350 43.41 -6.28 45.86 278
12375 25.34 -4,55 25,74 280 13375 37.53 -3.83 37,72 276 14375 42,09 -5.48 42,45 277
12400 25,36 -4.52 25.76 280 13400 38.06 -4.68 38.33 277 14400 40.23 -5.39 40,59 277
12425 25,61 -5.52 26.19 2R2
12450 25.52 -4.69 25.95 280
12475 25.27 -3,55 25,52 278
12500 25.30 -3.45 25.56 278
12525 25.42 -3*71 25.69 278
13425 39.08 -3,76 39.26 275
13450 39.06 -3.38 39.19 275
13475 39.12 -4.12 39.34 276
13500 40.92 -4.10 61.13 276
13525 A2.42 -4.65 42.67 276
14425 39,83 -5.57 40.21 278
14450 39.95 -5.43 40.32 278
14475 40.21 -6.59 40.75 279
14500 40.57 -6.93 40.87 277
14525 39,92 -2,17 39,98 273
12550 25,63 -4.86 25.89 201
125?5 25,65 -5,18 25.97 281
12600 25.32 -4.07 25.64 279
12625 25,32 -4.72 25.76 280
12650 25.73 -6.91 26,20 281
13550 63.64 -5*66 64.01 277
13575 43.97 -5*84 44.36 277
13600 43.99 -6,94 44.54 2T9
13625 64.39 -6.97 64.93 279
13650 44.87 -5.91 45.25 277
14550 38.41 -1.96 38.45 273
14575 36.80 -2.89 36.91 274
14600 36+20 -1,77 36,26 273
14625 35.57 -1.15 35.59 272
14650 34,4S -3.09 54,59 275
12675 25.68 -4.46 26.07 280
12700 25.89 -5.51 26.47 282
12725 25.86 -5.15 26.37 281
12750 26,60 -5.13 27,09 281
12775 27,76 -6.14 2E.A3 282
13675 65.59 -5.90 65.97 277
13700 46.62 -5.85 46.98 277
13725 47,34 -4.96 47,60 276
13750 47.31 -5.56 67,63 276
13775 47.76 -4,49 67.97 275
14675 34,11 -4,17 34.37 277
14700 34.88 -3,62 35.07 278
14725 35.26 -4.58 35,56 277
14750 34.99 -5,89 35.68 279
14775 34.25 -5.28 34.66 279
12800 29.31 -6.82 30.10 283
12825 29.89 -6.89 30.48 283
12850 29.79 -6.62 30.52 282
E2875 29.87 -6.59 30.59 282
12900 29.86 -6.40 30.52 282
13800 68.62 -3.26 68.73 274
13825 48.71 -3.81 68.85 274
13850 68.74 -6.26 48,92 275
13875 49.24 -4.50 69.64 275
13900 49.45 -3.47 49,57 276
148G0 34.20 -7.03 34.91 281
14825 33.15 -6.70 33.82 281
14850 31.41 -5,85 31,95 280
14875 30.62 -6.37 31.08 282
14900 30,02 -5,91 30.60 281
12925 29,35 -6.52 30.07 282
12950 29,47 -6.63 30.21 282
12975 29.69 -5.72 30,24 281
13000 29.98 -5,72 30.52 281
13025 30.38 -A.84 30.77 279
13925 49.34 -3.06 69.64 273
13950 49.16 -3.33 49.27 274
13975 49.24 -2.93 49°33 273
14000 49,30 -3.26 49.41 274
14025 49.15 -3,95 69,31 274
14925 30.26 -5.87 30.82 281
14950 29.70 -5.06 30.13 279
14975 29.25 -4.03 29.52 278
15OCO 28,35 -3.58 28.57 277
15025 27.93 -3.51 28.15 277
13050 30.78 -5.08 31,20 279
13075 31.01 -6.42 31.67 281
13100 30,76 -5.66 31.28 280
13125 30.59 -5.71 31.12 280
14050 49.20 -2.72 49.27 273
14075 49.53 -2.51 49.59 273
14100 49,77 -8.43 49.88 274
14125 49.30 -6.28 49.48 275
15050 27.65 -3.18 27.83 276
15075 27.46 -1.15 27.49 272
15100 27.25 -0.88 27.27 272
15125 25,91 -3.02 26.08 276
13175 32,17 -5.17 32,58 279
13200 32.64 -5.39 32.88 279
13225 32.64 -5.40 33.08 279
13250 33,16 -3.53 33.35 276
13275 33.89 -4.18 34.15 277
14175 48.34 -6.65 68.80 278
14200 48.01 -5.62 48.33 276
14225 67.55 -5.50 47.86 276
14250 66,55 -6.28 46.97 277
14275 65.86 -6.99 46.37 278
15175 25.18 -0.66 25.18 27I
152G0 24,35 -0.96 24.37 272
15225 24.09 -1.13 24.11 272
15250 24,17 -0.01 26.17 270
15275 24.03 -0.15 26.03 270
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPeNENTt WZ = MERIOIgNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-9 06127165, 2220Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WL WS TFEIA ALT WX WZ WS IHETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
15300 24.62 -0.35 24.42 271
15325 25.09 0.13 25.09 269
15350 25.20 -O,A6 25.20 271
15375 25.46 -0.11 25*46 270
15600 25.63 1.42 25,67 267
15425 25.51 5.67 26,13 257
15450 25.46 6.97 26.40 256
15475 25,52 5.28 26.06 258
15500 25,46 6,C3 26.16 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* NZ = NERIDIBNAL EBMPBNENTI WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTEBN
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
325 5.28 -5.15 7.38 314
350 5.73 -5.33 7.97 312
375 7.08 -5.99 9.27 310
400 8.13 -6.78 10.58 310
425 8.66 -7.32 11.34 510
TABLE I1-100
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2852-10 04227/65, 2J142, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M2SEC M/SEC DEG
2325 g.98 -1,32 10.06 277
2350 10.21 i. Z7 10.29 277
2375 10.26 -1.30 10.35 277
2400 IC.09 -1o34 10.18 277
2425 10o10 -1.12 10.16 276
450 8.46 -7.56 11.35 312
475 8.43 -7.70 11.42 312
500 8.70 -7.87 11.73 312
525 9.18 -7.89 12.18 311
550 9.86 -8,55 12,92 310
575 10.02 -8.48 13.13 310
600 IC.05 -8.21 12.98 309
625 9.81 -8,C2 12.67 309
650 9°68 -8.CI 12.56 309
875 10.16 -8.C9 12.99 308
700 10.68 -8.14 13.41 307
725 11.02 -8.19 13.73 306
750 I0°91 -7.99 13,52 306
775 10.54 -7.65 13.03 306
800 10.62 -7.39 12.94 305
825 11.25 -7.20 13.36 302
850 11.58 -7.27 13.65 302
875 11.42 -7.20 13.50 302
900 11.31 -7.09 13.34 302
925 11.34 -6.96 13.31 301
950 11.66 -6.90 13.55 300
975 11.98 -T.O3 13.89 300
IOOO 12.22 -6.99 14.08 300
1025 12.46 -6.82 14.21 299
1050 12,31 -6.24 13.81 2q7
1075 12.26 -5.26 13.50 295
II00 12.39 -5.34 13.#9 293
1125 12.81 -5.17 13.81 292
1150 12.43 -4.40 13.18 289
1175 II.II ~3.54 ii.66 287
ALT WX WZ MS TEETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
1325 9.57 -Z.16 9.81 283
1350 9.35 l.&_ g.00 200
1375 9.23 -1.63 9.37 280
1800 8.90 -1.13 8.97 277
1425 8,77 -U,67 8.79 274
1450 9.33 -0.48 9.34 273
1475 9.66 -O.Ol 9.66 27C
1500 9.38 0.26 9.38 228
1525 9.23 U.04 9.23 270
1550 8.92 -0.11 8.92 271
1575 8.57 U.34 8.58 268
1600 8.25 0.94 8.30 263
1625 7.84 1.33 7.95 260
1850 7.44 1.59 7.61 258
1675 7.17 i.54 7.33 258
1700 7.17 1.34 7.29 259
1725 7.39 1.34 7.51 259
1750 7.69 i.57 7.85 228
1775 7.93 1.70 8.11 258
1800 8.03 1.55 8.18 259
1825 8.20 1.57 8.34 259
1850 8.16 1.89 8.38 257
1875 8.21 2.10 8.47 255
IgO0 8.22 1.93 8.44 257
1925 8,22 1,69 8.39 258
1950 8.47 1.57 8.61 259
1975 8.94 1.68 9.09 259
2000 9.62 1.78 9.78 259
2025 g,T8 1.70 9.91 260
2050 9.61 1.22 9.89 263
2075 9.42 0.61 9.44 266
2100 9.18 0.57 9.20 266
2125 9.31 0.57 9.33 266
2150 9.34 0.23 9,34 268
2175 9.25 -0.19 9.25 271
2200 9.57 -0.87 9.61 275
2225 9.81 -1.39 9.ql 278
2250 9.71 -1.61 9,84 279
2275 9.70 -1.71 9.85 280
2300 g.92 -1.58 10.04 279
1200 10.50 -3.48 ll.06 288
1225 10.94 -3.64 11.53 28B
1250 11.88 -3.19 12.30 285
1275 12.10 -2.88 12.84 285
1300 10.86 -2,gi 11.24 285
2450 9.86 -0.85 9.89 275
2475 9.46 -0.41 9.47 272
25C0 9.29 0.51 9.30 267
2525 9.27 1.03 9.32 263
2550 9.34 1.10 9.41 563
2575 9.55 1.20 9,63 263
26C0 9.71 1.24 9.79 263
2625 9.80 0.95 9.84 264
2650 g.92 0.39 g.93 268
2675 10.05 0.40 10.06 267
2700 10.46 0.98 10.51 264
2725 10.76 1.81 10.88 261
2780 10.49 2.21 10.72 258
2775 10.04 3.13 10.52 252
2800 9.36 3.91 10.15 247
2825 9.21 4.01 10.05 246
2850 9.52 3.95 10.30 247
2875 9.28 3.78 I0,02 248
2900 9.04 3.75 9.78 247
2925 9.03 3.90 9.83 246
2950 9.07 3.79 9.83 247
2975 9.09 3.57 9.77 248
5000 8.88 2.89 9.33 252
3025 8.61 2.34 8.92 25_
3050 8.59 2.76 g.o2 252
3075 8.55 3.19 9.13 249
3100 8.53 3.42 9.19 248
3125 8.63 3.78 9.42 246
3150 8.I0 4,07 9.06 243
3175 7.44 4.36 8.63 23q
3200 7.18 4.22 8.33 239
3225 6.88 3.87 7.89 240
3250 6.89 3.84 7.89 241
3275 7.36 3.69 8,23 243
3300 7.53 3.55 8.32 245
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = 22NAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI2NAL CoMPgNENT, WS = WIND SPEED, THETN = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFIL2
TEST NUMBER 8652-10 04/27/65, 23142, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THFIA ALT WX WZ WS TFEIA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC £EG METERS M/SED M/SEC M/SEC DEG
3325 7.66 3.37 8.37 246 4325 16.10 0.63 16.12 268 5325 11.33 1.06 11.38 264
3350 7.87 3.C8 8,45 248 4350 15.13 -0.09 15.13 270 5350 10.95 0.53 10.96 267
3375 8.09 2.89 8.59 250 4375 13.78 -U.28 13.79 271 5375 11.39 0.21 11.59 269
3400 8.59 2.83 g.O4 252 4400 13,27 -0.33 13.28 271 5400 11.75 0.23 11.75 269
3425 9.18 2.82 9,61 253 A425 13.55 -0.61 13.56 272 5425 11.62 0.49 11.63 267
3450 9.58 2.56 g.92 255
3475 9.72 2.36 IC.O0 256
3500 9.91 2.23 10.16 257
3525 9.95 1.72 iC.i0 260
3550 g.78 1.77 g.g8 260
4450 14.15 -1.28 19.21 275
4475 14.47 -1.65 14.58 276
4500 14.59 -1.57 14.87 276
4525 14.53 -1.21 14.58 275
4550 14.39 -o. A4 14.39 272
5450 11.79 0.36 11.79 268
5475 12.27 0.13 12.27 269
55C0 12.41 -0.23 12.41 271
5525 12.61 -0.68 12.63 273
5550 13.37 -1.03 13.41 274
3575 10.04 1.87 IC.21 259
3600 10.18 1.33 IC.27 282
3625 g.77 1 18 9.84 263
3650 9.67 h1.43 9.78 261
3675 9.75 1.67 9.90 260
4575 14.39 -U.61 14.41 272
4600 13.86 -0.SO 13.87 272
A625 13.90 U.29 13.90 269
4650 14.24 0.77 14.26 267
4675 13.99 0.86 14.02 266
5575 13.91 -I.07 13.95 274
5600 14.02 0.03 14.02 270
5625 15.04 1.08 15.08 266
5650 15.38 1.47 15.43 264
5675 15.08 1.38 15.14 265
3700 9.76 1.68 9.90 260
3725 9.70 1.63 9.84 260
3750 g.71 1.53 9.83 261
3775 9.80 1.08 9.85 264
3800 lO.O2 0.43 IC.03 287
5700 13.52 1.06 13.66 265
4725 13.A8 i.27 13.54 224
475O 13.53 1.13 13.57 2_5
4775 13.67 1.15 13.72 265
48OO 13.80 1.24 13.65 2_5
57C0 14.49 0.77 14.51 267
5725 13.77 -0.25 13.77 271
5750 14.10 -0.74 14.12 273
5775 14.49 -0.84 14.51 272
5800 14.34 -0.68 14.35 273
3825 10.58 -0.32 10.57 272
3850 IO.51 -0.71 10.53 274
3875 10.53 -0.C7 10.53 ?_0
3900 11.07 0.78 ll.|O 266
3925 I0,61 1.25 IC.b8 _63
4825 13.07 1.33 13.13 264
4850 12.78 i.73 12.90 262
4875 13.00 1.83 15.12 2_2
49OO 13.0T 1.56 13.16 263
4925 12.57 i.58 12._7 2_5
5825 14.85 -I.61 14.93 276
5850 16.18 -2.02 16.30 277
5875 17.44 -i._2 17.49 274
59C0 18.27 -I.19 18.30 274
5925 18.72 -1.25 18.76 274
3950 g.96 1.88 IC.14 25g
3915 10.00 2.21 1C.25 257
4000 10.57 2.20 1C.80 258
4_2S 11.54 2.33 11.77 2_8
4050 11.98 2.16 12.17 280
4950 12.05 1.68 12.17 262
4975 11.78 _.74 LI.91 261
5OOO 11.65 _.8_ li.80 2_1
5O25 11.67 _.56 11.77 262
5O5O ll.R4 1.43 ll.g3 263
5950 18.90 -1.24 18.95 274
5975 19.18 -1.08 19.21 273
6000 19.40 -u.87 19.42 272
6025 19.44 -0.82 19.45 272
6050 19.59 -0.38 19.60 271
4075 12.23 1.89 12.38 261
4100 13.56 1.79 13.68 262
4125 15.14 1.53 15.22 264
4150 15.63 1.62 15.71 264
4175 15.86 1.69 15.95 264
5075 11.96 1.86 12.11 2_1
5100 11.77 x.85 11.92 2_1
5125 10.75 *.78 IU.O 2_0
5150 10.44 _.Ol 10.63 2_9
5175 11.09 1.87 11.25 2_0
6075 19.84 -0.08 lq.84 270
6100 20.16 0.14 20.16 269
2125 20.59 O.ll 20.59 270
6150 20.57 -O.04 20.57 270
6175 20.57 O.04 2O.57 27O
4200 16.00 0.72 16.02 287
6?25 15.64 O.ll 15.24 288
4250 15.31 0.41 15.32 268
4275 15.52 0.31 15._3 269
4300 16.16 0.62 16.1T 268
5200 11.05 _.66 ll.lB 261
5225 ll.04 1._? 11.15 262
5250 ii.03 _.08 ll. U8 26_
5275 10,92 1.20 I0.'_9 284
5300 11.39 L*59 Ii.50 262
22C0 20.59 O.O7 20.59 27O
2225 20.44 -0.19 20.44 270
2250 20.39 -0.16 20.39 270
6275 20.30 0.04 20.30 270
E3CO 20.04 0.09 20.04 270
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = 2_NAL CBMPZNE_7, wl = MERIDI_NAL CZMP;_£'_I, w5 = WIND SPEED, ThETA = WIND DIRECT[2N
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSgHERE WINE VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-10 04127165, 23142, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX _Z WS TEETA ArT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEO DEG METERS M/SEC M/BED M/SEC EEO METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
6325 19.51 0.C8 19.51 270
6350 ig.22 O.IO 19.22 270
8875 19.24 -0.05 19.24 270
6400 19.11 -0.17 19.11 270
6425 19.16 0.C5 19.16 270
6450 19.55 O.IO 19.55 269
6475 19.72 0.20 19.78 259
6500 19.79 0.21 19.79 269
6525 19.98 0.13 19,98 269
6550 20.12 0.06 2C.12 270
7325 9.28 -4.31 10.24 295
7350 9.47 -4.69 10.56 296
7375 9,64 -b.04 10.88 297
7400 9.56 -5.45 _1.00 299
7R25 9.31 -5.69 10.91 301
7450 9.05 -5.88 10.79 503
7475 8.94 -5.97 10.75 504
7500 9.00 -5.72 10.67 302
7525 9.09 -5.37 10,56 800
7550 9.22 -5,16 10.57 299
8325 12.19 -3.82 12.78 287
0550 12.16 -3.60 12.68 286
E375 12.44 -3.91 15.04 287
E400 13.03 -4.11 13.67 287
8425 13.57 -4.17 1A.20 287
8450 18.77 -4.28 14.42 287
8475 13,75 -4.24 14.89 287
8500 13.67 -4.39 14.36 288
8525 13.59 -4.34 14.27 288
8550 13.64 -4.10 14.24 287
6575 20.19 O.C3 20.19 270
6600 20.19 0.21 20.20 269
6625 19.91 0.51 19.92 269
6650 19.58 0.36 19.58 269
6675 19.42 0.13 19,42 269
7575 9.63 -5.13 10.91 298
7600 i0.06 -5.08 11.27 297
7625 10,40 -4.83 11.47 295
7650 10.77 -4.80 II,79 294
7675 11.23 -5.04 12.31 29A
8575 15.83 -4.13 14.44 286
8600 14.01 -8.91 14.54 285
e625 14.04 -3.74 14.53 285
8650 14.13 -3.62 14.58 284
8675 14.29 -3.45 14.70 283
6700 18.94 -0.56 18.95 271
6725 18.50 -0.56 18.51 272
6750 18.69 -0,83 18.71 272
6775 18.48 -1.51 18.5A 274
6900 17.77 -2.06 17.89 276
7700 11.79 -5.42 12.98 294
7725 12.24 -5.63 13.48 295
7750 12.34 -_.70 13.59 295
7775 12.80 -5.70 13.56 295
7800 12.41 -5,47 13.56 294
8700 14o16 -3.23 14.52 283
E725 14.13 -2.76 14.40 281
8750 14.40 -2.76 14.66 281
8775 14.73 -2.65 14.97 280
e80o 14.87 -3.02 15.17 281
6825 17.21 -2.17 17.35 277
6850 16.04 -2.51 16.20 278
6875 14.45 -2.55 14.68 280
6900 13.47 -2.56 13.71 281
6925 12.88 -2.22 18.02 280
7825 12.38 -5.29 13.46 293
7850 12.21 -5.32 13.32 293
7875 12.04 -5.34 13.'17 294
7900 12.05 -5.25 13.14 293
7925 12,28 -5.3A 13.39 293
8825 14.88 -3.52 15.29 283
8850 14.95 -3.40 15.33 283
eBTB 15.15 -3.57 15.57 283
co00 15.84 -4.23 16.39 285
E925 16.27 -4.68 16.93 286
6950 12.03 -1.75 12.15 278
6975 11.20 -1.57 11.31 278
7000 I_.79 -1.54 IC.RO 278
7025 10.68 -1.33 10.77 277
7050 10.48 -l.AO IC.57 277
7950 12.28 -5.44 13.43 294
7975 12.17 -5.57 13.30 294
8000 12.20 -5.23 I3.27 293
8025 12.32 -5.28 13.41 293
8050 12.35 -5.20 _3.40 293
8950 16.36 -4.59 16.99 285
8975 16.86 -4.10 17.36 283
&000 17.32 -A.O3 17.79 283
9025 17.56 -4.08 18.05 283
9050 17.78 -4.01 18.23 283
7075 10.16 -1.87 IC.55 281
7100 10.68 -2.26 1C,91 282
7125 11.31 -2.81 11.80 283
7175 IO.ll -3.83 10.82 291
8075 12,10 -4.85 13.03 292
8100 i1.98 -4.34 12.74 290
8125 11.70 -4,10 12.40 289
8150 11.18 -4.02 11.88 290
8175 10.78 -3,77 11.42 289
q075 17.82 -5.94 18.25 282
9100 17.67 -4.01 18.12 283
9125 17.57 -4.10 18.04 283
9150 17.II -3.92 17.55 283
_IlD 16.)0 -_.l* ¢o._i col
7200 9,89 -3.69 IC.55 290
7225 9.63 -3.54 IC.26 290
7250 9.21 -3.66 9.91 291
7275 9.06 -4.11 9.95 294
7300 9.12 -4.19 1O.03 294
8200 10.74 -3.68 11.36 288
8225 10.91 -3.74 11.54 289
8250 11.35 -3.68 11.93 288
8275 11.94 -3.76 12.52 2_7
8300 12.25 -4.06 12.88 288
$2C0 16.43 -3.65 16.83 282
9225 16.31 -3.85 16.76 283
9250 16.08 -3.78 16,52 283
_275 15.97 -8,75 16.40 283
9300 15.95 -3.78 16.39 283
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CQMPBNENI, W2 = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 qADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-10 04/27/65, 2314E, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX wZ WS T_ETA _LT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEO
9325 16.02 -5.76 16.85 285 10325 21.68 -2.71 21,85 277 11325 19,36 -1,36 19.40 274
9350 16,55 -3,81 18.79 283 10350 21.34 -2.47 21.48 276 11350 19.61 -1.68 19.68 275
9375 16.62 -3.73 17.03 282 10375 21.23 -_.52 2i,38 277 I1375 19.70 -2.03 19.80 276
9400 16.A7 -3.93 18.9_ 283 10R00 21.33 -_.64 21.49 277 11400 19.57 -2.34 19.71 277
9425 16.42 -3.91 16.88 283 I0425 21.72 -2.39 21.85 276_ 11425 19.49 -2.61 19.66 277
9450 18.38 -3.31 18.71 281
9475 16.23 -3.II IB.53 281
9500 16.34 -3,21 18.65 281
9525 18.69 -3.19 18.99 281
9550 18,95 -3.21 I7.25 28I
10450 22.22 -k.12 22.33 275
10475 22.20 -2.14 22.30 275
10500 22.03 -_.08 22.12 275
10525 21,90 -_.20 22.01 276
10550 21.89 -_.17 22.00 275
11A50 19.39 -2.54 19.56 277
11475 19.21 -2.58 19.38 277
11500 19.13 -2.57 19.30 277
11525 19.46 -2.75 19.65 278
11550 19.77 -2.73 19.96 278
9575 17.10 -3.42 17.44 281
9600 17.36 -3.65 17.74 282
9625 17.35 -3.71 17.74 282
9650 17.39 -3.74 17.79 282
9678 17.64 -3.96 18.08 282
10575 22.14 -1.93 22.22 275
10600 22.39 -1.74 22.46 274
10825 22.42 -1.70 22.49 274
10850 22.4A -1.70 22.50 274
I0875 22.A5 -i.51 22.50 274
11575 20.10 -2.41 20.25 277
11600 20.65 -2.58 20.81 277
11625 20.88 -2.51 21.03 277
11650 21.21 -2.48 21.35 276
11675 21.73 -2.40 21.86 276
9700 17.85 -4.13 18.32 283
9725 18.13 -4.16 18.60 283
9750 18.36 -4.08 18.81 282
9775 18.54 -3.88 10.94 282
9800 18.88 -3.97 19,29 282
10700 22.56 -1.37 22.61 273
10725 22.73 -1.82 22.77 273
10750 22.92 -1.23 22.95 273
10775 22.92 -I,35 22.96 273
10800 22.83 -i.27 22.87 273
11700 21.73 -2.25 21.85 276
11725 22.06 -2.34 22.19 276
11750 22.47 -2,42 22.60 276
I1775 22_38 -2.43 22.51 276
ll8CO 22.22 -2.42 22.35 276
9825 19.26 -3.90 19.65 281
9850 19.58 -3.71 19.87 281
9575 19.75 -8.70 26.09 250
9900 19.98 -3.78 2C.33 281
9925 20.II -8.77 2C.46 280
10825 22.65 -1.21 22.68 273
10850 22.22 -1.46 22.27 274
10875 22.03 -1.86 22.07 273
10900 21.94 -1.61 21.99 274
10925 21.69 -1.94 21.78 275
11825 22.28 -2.50 22.42 276
11850 22.40 -2.62 22.58 276
11875 22.63 -2,66 22.79 276
11900 23.04 -2.74 23.20 277
I1925 23.41 -2,90 23,59 277
9950 20.06 -3.72 2C.40 280
9975 20.22 -3.84 2C.55 280
IO000 20.69 -3.46 20.98 279
10025 20.83 -8.47 21.12 279
10050 20.80 -3.28 21.05 279
10950 21.29 -1.73 21.36 274
10975 20.85 -i.68 20.91 27A
ii000 20.40 -1.89 20.48 275
11025 20.33 -I.96 20.43 275
11050 20.35 -_,08 20.46 276
11950 23.83 -2.79 23.99 276
11975 24.38 -2.45 24.50 276
12000 24.88 -2.45 25.00 275
12025 25.14 -2.61 25.27 276
12050 25.50 -2.72 25.65 276
10075 20.92 -3.10 21.15 278
IOlO0 20.78 -5.20 21.03 279
10125 2C.65 -3.28 20,91 279
10150 20.94 -3.C4 21.16 278
10175 21.10 -2.66 21.26 277
11075 20.55 -2.01 20.65 275
IIi00 20.82 -1.72 20.89 275
11125 21.03 -1.62 21.09 274
11150 21.14 -I.72 21.21 274
11175 20.98 -I.63 21.04 274
12075 25.82 -2.61 25.95 276
12100 25.87 -2.00 25.94 274
12125 25.9W -1.78 26.00 274
12150 26,06 -2.05 26.15 27A
12175 26,14 -2.04 26.22 274
10200 21.23 -2.El 21.39 277
10225 21.28 -2.76 21,46 277
10250 21.18 -3.13 21.41 278
10275 21.48 -3.20 21.71 278
10300 21.78 -3.02 21.99 278
11200 20.63 -1.53 20.69 274
11225 19.95 -I.54 20.01 274
I1250 19.40 -/.37 19.45 274
11275 19.20 -1.42 19.25 274
11300 19.21 -1.39 19.26 27A
122C0 25.96 -2.02 26.0A 274
12225 26.01 -2.21 26.10 275
12250 26.48 -1.87 26.55 274
12275 26.65 -1.60 26.70 273
12300 27.04 -1.51 27.08 273
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = EBNAL CBMPBNENI, WZ = MERIOI_NAL C_MPONEN[, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
PAGE 420
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
12325 27.54 -1.43 2?.38 273
E2380 27.66 -1.64 27,71 273
12375 28.58 -I*19 ZE*b_ _l_
12400 29.05 -Z.13 25.13 278
12425 29.34 -2.03 25.41 274
12450 29.54 -I.EO 29.58 273
12475 29,69 -E.32 29.71 272
12500 29.96 -1.16 29.99 272
12525 29.97 -1o20 50.01 273
12550 29*99 -E.71 30.04 273
12575 30.08 -I.92 50.14 273
12600 30.28 -2.46 3C.38 274
12625 30.68 -2.E9 30.81 275
12650 30.74 -2.81 30.86 275
12675 30.31 -2.83 30.45 275
12700 50.24 -2.79 3C*37 275
12725 30.$5 -2.83 3C.68 275
12750 50.95 -5*D4 31.10 275
12775 31.44 -2.EI 31.55 275
12800 31.93 -2.80 32.05 275
12825 32.27 -2.88 52.40 275
12850 52.51 -2.72 32.62 275
12875 33.05 -2.86 33.16 275
12900 33.44 -2,_9 33.58 275
12925 53.71 -3.08 33.85 275
12950 33.83 -3*C4 33.97 275
12975 33.75 -2.89 33.E8 275
13000 34.$1 -2.22 34.60 274
13025 35.51 -2.48 35.60 274
13050 36.06 -2.68 36,16 274
15075 36.84 -2.48 36.93 274
13100 37.29 -2,18 37.36 273
13125 57.94 -I,9S 37.99 273
13150 38.92 -1*T7 38.96 272
13E75 39.39 -1.44 39.41 272
13200 39.61 -1.32 39.63 272
15225 39.76 -1.33 35.79 272
13250 38.78 -1*20 35.80 2T2
13275 39.97 -1.08 38.98 271
13300 40.26 --1.10 40.2T 271
TABLE 11-100 (Don't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2682-10 04/27/681 231421 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALE WX W2 WS Th2TA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEGMETERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC BEG
13325 40.38 -1.31 40.40 272
13S50 40.51 -1*82 40.55 272
i337S _0.40 -1.8_ *u*b 2_
13400 41.33 -1*28 41.35 272
13425 41.72 -1.34 41.74 272
13450 41.96 -i.63 41.99 272
13475 42.16 -1.66 42.20 272
13500 42.86 -1.56 62,59 272
13E25 42.58 -1.66 42.61 272
L3550 42.55 -1.55 42.30 272
13575 42.75 -1.03 42.75 271
13600 42.90 -1.24 43.00 271
13625 43.06 -i.43 43.09 272
13650 43.47 -1.66 43.50 272
13675 43.73 -1.89 43.77 272
13700 43.96 -1.66 43.99 272
13725 44.19 -1.61 44.22 272
13750 44.40 -i.lT 44.42 271
15775 44.96 -U.57 4A.T 271
13800 45.30 -U.51 45.31 270
13825 45.33 -0.99 45.34 271
13850 65.63 -1.07 45,64 271
13875 45.92 -I*03 A5.93 271
13800 46.19 -U.48 46*20 2T0
13925 46*37 -0.53 46.37 270
13950 46.14 -D.63 46.15 271
13975 46.05 -0.19 4o.05 270
14000 46.13 -0.86 A6.14 271
14025 45.77 -1.73 45.81 272
14050 45.37 -2.32 A5.43 273
14075 44.85 -2.74 44.93 273
14100 4A.47 -_,68 44.62 275
14125 44.30 -4.34 44.$2 275
14150 43.88 -4.31 44.09 2T5
14175 43,58 -4.62 43*82 2T6
14200 43.07 -5.34 43.40 2T7
14225 42.90 -5.12 43.20 277
1A250 42*62 -5*26 42.94 2T7
14275 42.30 -5.54 42.67 277
14300 41.96 -5.49 4_.32 277
|4325 41.71 -5.63 42.08 277
14350 41.33 -5.95 41.76 278
14575 4G.64 G*_I 41.06 27_
14400 59*78 -5*96 A0.22 278
14425 39*30 -5*76 39.72 278
14450 39.03 -5*70 39.45 278
1"4475 38.46 -5.93 38.91 279
14500 38.01 -5.87 38.46 279
14525 38,00 -5.86 58.45 279
14550 38.63 -5,43 39*00 278
18575 38.80 -4,65 39.08 277
14600 38.64 -3.69 38.82 275
14625 38*58 -2.47 38.65 273
14650 38.46 -1.71 38.50 272
14675 38.78 -1.53 38.82 272
147C0 39.04 -2.09 39.10 273
14725 38*83 -3.46 38.98 275
14750 38.82 -4.89 39*12 277
1N775 38*83 -5.62 59.24 278
14800 5B.IO -4.88 38.41 277
14825 56.78 -3.77 36.94 276
14850 35.19 -2.30 35.26 274
14875 34134 -1.24 34.36 272
14400 33*36 -0.85 33.37 271
14425 32.06 0.24 32.06 269
14950 31.14 1.66 31.18 267
18975 30.42 2,33 30.50 265
15000 29*92 2.32 30.01 265
15025 29.69 2.24 29.78 265
15050 28.34 2.18 29*42 266
15075 29.05 2.74 29.18 264
12100 29.31 3.60 29.53 263
15125 29.61 A.14 29.90 262
12150 29.76 A.92 30.17 260
12175 29.55 5.69 30.10 259
15200 29.38 6.34 30.05 258
15225 29.06 6.01 29.67 258
15250 29.07 6.90 29.88 256
15275 29.23 7.25 30.11 256
15300 29.14 T.lB 30.01 256
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZflNAL CBMPBNENTt WZ - MERIDIeNAL CBMPONENT, wS • WINE SPEED, THEIA - WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
15325 29.44 7.11 30,24 256
15350 29.41 6.87 3C.20 257
15375 29.38 7.28 3C.27 256
15400 29.53 7,25 30.48 255
15425 29.66 8.27 50.80 254
FPS-16 8AOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY P88FILE
TEST NUMBER 2652-10 04127165, 2_IAZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS 7_ETA ALT WX W2 WS IHETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC MISEC PISEC DEE
16325 17*3T -U.IB 17.37 270 17525 18.60 10.89 21.55 239
16350 17*50 0*30 17*51 2Eg IT550 18.95 10.44 21.66 241
16375 17.64 U,62 17.65 268 17375 18.92 8.31 20.66 246
16400 18.04 0*29 I_.OA 2Eg 174C0 18.23 7.01 19.53 249
16425 18.18 O.04 18.18 270 17425 17.51 6.44 1B.66 250
15450 29.33 8.47 3C.53 254
15475 29,03 8.65 30.29 253
15500 29.09 8.37 3C.27 254
15525 29.16 8.10 30.26 254
15550 29.38 7.89 30.45 255
15878 24.33 8.27 3C.47 254
15600 29.45 5.93 3C.77 253
15625 50.02 8.88 31.31 255
15650 30*23 8.09 31.29 255
15675 28.22 6.19 28.84 257
15700 27.19 5.21 27.69 259
15725 28.74 4.74 29.13 260
15750 29.13 4.46 25.47 261
15775 28.96 3.89 29.17 263
15800 28.85 2.65 28.97 265
15825 28.32 2.57 28.43 265
15850 27.63 I.EA 27.69 266
15875 26.75 1.C2 26.77 2A8
15900 26.46 1.21 26,48 2_7
15925 25*87 0,95 25.58 268
15950 24.73 -0.05 24.73 270
15975 23.54 -1.20 23,57 273
16000 22.81 -1.31 22.8_ 273
16025 22,15 -0.35 22.15 271
16050 21.24 0.47 21.25 269
16075 20.46 O.C1 2C.46 270
16LOO 14.11 -h27 15.15 274
16125 18.45 -1.EO 18.52 275
16150 18.34 -1.20 18.40 274
16175 18.17 -1.43 18.22 274
16200 18.34 -1.12 18.38 273
16225 18.20 -0,59 18.21 272
16250 17.67 -0.36 17.68 271
16275 17.24 -O,2O 17,24 27C
16300 17.18 -0.21 17.18 271
16480 18.34 0.15 18.34 264
16475 18.68 U.72 1E.70 268
16500 18.87 0.92 18.89 267
E6525 19.18 0.64 19.19 2AE
16550 19.78 1.32 19.8Z 2E6
17450 16,97 6.01 IB.O0 250
17473 16.34 5.43 17.22 251
17500 15.88 4.11 16.40 255
17525 14.93 3.41 15.31 257
17550 13.09 1.74 13.21 262
16575 20.15 1.05 20.18 267
16600 20.58 1.41 20.63 266
16625 20.63 1.72 2D.TO 265
16650 20.78 1.59 20,85 265
16675 21.33 2.02 21.43 264
17575 12.47 0.59 12.Aq 267
17600 12.68 0.23 12.68 269
17625 12.72 -O.Ol 12.72 270
17650 11.81 -O.T9 11.84 27A
17675 11.14 -1.13 11.20 276
16700 21.38 1.54 21.43 266
16725 22.57 3.53 22.84 2_I
16750 22.80 4.36 23.21 259
IA775 22,76 _.80 23.08 260
16800 22.66 3.36 22.91 261
17700 lO.7A -I.29 10.81 277
17725 10.87 -1.79 11.02 279
17T50 10.97 -1.50 11,07 278
I7775 10.76 -1.37 10.85 277
ITBO0 10.55 -1.43 10.65 278
16825 21.87 3.48 22.14 261
16880 21.82 _.79 22.14 260
16875 21.50 J.50 21.76 261
16900 20.67 3.67 21.00 260
16928 19.96 _.16 20.34 258
17825 10.42 -1.17 10.49 276
17850 10.39 -1.05 10.45 276
17875 IO.4A -I.00 10.48 275
17900 10.55 -0.62 10.57 273
17925 10.28 -0.31 10.24 272
16950 IB.RI 5.45 19.88 254
16975 17.98 7.77 19.59 246
170OO 17.04 8*96 14.29 242
17C25 16.64 4*57 14.19 240
17G50 16.28 9*82 19.01 279
17075 16.06 _.64 18.74 23q
171DO 15.66 lu*28 18.73 2_7
17125 15*b5 II*74 19.56 2_3
1715O 16.26 li.86 20.13 234
17175 16.50 11.96 2O.38 2_4
17200 E6.50 11.86 20.32 234
17225 16.64 li*3B 20.20 2_6
17250 17.25 1i.88 20.97 235
17275 17.74 12.03 21._7 ;36
17300 18.34 1U.87 21.32 2_
ALT = 6LT[TUDE, WX - Z_NAL CBMP_NENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL C@MPB_ENI, .S - WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-101 PAGE 42]
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHEBE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2581 04129165, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL88[DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS NISEC N/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS MISEC MISEC WISEC 0E0
925 7.26 0.05 7,26 269
950 7.08 O.C2 7.08 270
9T5 6.82 0.02 6,82 270
1000 6.87 O.C3 E.47 270
1025 6,34 0.14 6.38 269
1050 6.25 0.18 6.25 268
1075 5.88 0.12 5.88 269
1100 5.83 0,15 5.83 268
1125 5.93 0.25 5.94 267
1150 6.01 0.53 6.04 265
1175 6.29 0.T7 6.34 263
1200 6.47 0.76 6.51 263
1225 6.69 0.42 6.71 266
1250 6.85 -0.06 6.85 270
1275 6.82 -0.29 6.82 272
1500 6.64 -0.37 6.65 273
1325 6.47 -0.18 6.47 271
1350 6.51 -0.C2 6.51 270
1375 6,46 -0.06 6.86 270
1400 6.30 0.07 6.30 269
1425 6.26 0,22 6.27 268
1450 6.43 0,55 6.45 266
1475 8.83 0.54 E,85 265
1500 7.22 0.41 7.23 267
1525 7.68 0,49 T.TO 266
1550 8.14 0.65 B.17 265
157S 8.54 0.73 8.57 265
1600 8.98 0.E1 9.00 266
1625 9.21 0.84 9.22 267
1650 9.23 0.43 9.24 267
1675 8.97 0.53 8.99 266
1700 8.63 0.67 8.66 265
1725 8.62 0.76 8.66 265
1750 8._ u.e_ G._u ZG_
1775 8.69 0.96 8,54 263
1800 8.66 O.Bl 8.70 264
1825 8.71 0.66 8.73 265
1850 8.75 0.57 8,77 266
1875 8,77 0.36 8.78 267
1900 8,92 0,81 8,93 267
1925 9.14 U.52 9.15 2E7
1950 9.10 0.48 9.12 267
1975 9.11 0.55 9.13 2E6
2000 9.14 U.S4 9.16 266
2025 9.04 0.53 9.05 266
2050 8.96 U.58 8.97 266
2075 9.07 0.47 9.08 267
2100 g.22 0.40 9.23 267
2125 9,28 0.50 g.so 267
2150 9.19 0,61 9.21 266
2175 9.16 0.49 9,17 267
2200 9.51 -0.01 9.51 2TO
2225 g.79 -0.55 9.80 272
2250 9.87 -0.33 9.88 272
2275 10.04 -0.63 10.06 273
2300 10.28 -1.08 10.34 276
2325 10.60 -i.08 10.65 276
2350 10.89 -U.94 10.93 275
2375 10.99 -0.76 11.02 274
2400 11.16 -0.59 11.18 273
2425 11.53 -0.91 11.56 274
2450 11.90 -i.31 11.97 276
2675 12,18 -1,61 12.28 277
2500 12.52 -2.04 12.69 279
25Z5 13.01 -2.21 13.20 279
2550 13.69 -2.22 13,67 279
2575 13.74 -2.18 13.91 279
2600 13.99 -1.79 14.11 277
2625 14.40 -z.61 14.4g 276
2650 14.53 -1.87 14.65 277
2675 14.63 -1.99 14.77 278
2700 14.89 -2.06 15,03 278
2725 15.08 -2.28 15.25 278
2775 15.29 -2.47 15*49 278
2800 15.43 -2.37 15,61 2Tg
2825 15.52 -2.14 15.67 278
2850 15.68 -2.14 15.79 278
2875 15.68 -2.20 15.83 278
2900 15.96 -2.10 16.10 277
2925 16.34 -1.97 16.45 277
2950 16.45 -2.02 16.87 277
2gT5 18.75 -1.81 16.85 276
30C0 17.08 -1.48 17.15 275
3025 17.30 -1.38 17.36 274
3050 17.55 -1.24 17.59 274
3075 17.70 -1.21 17,74 274
31C0 17.90 -1.03 17.93 273
3125 18.38 -0.66 18.39 272
3150 18.68 -0.29 18.68 271
3175 18.60 -0.02 18.60 270
3200 18.56 0.12 18.56 269
3225 18,66 0.21 18.66 269
3250 18.63 0.20 18.68 269
3275 18.54 0.44 18.54 268
3300 18.44 0.65 18.45 268
3325 18.25 0.90 18.27 267
3350 18.05 1.28 18.09 266
3375 17.69 1,51 17.76 265
3400 17.72 1,75 17.81 264
3425 18.00 1.95 18.11 264
3450 18.01 2,17 18.14 263
3475 18.03 2.61 18.22 262
35D0 18.09 3.12 18.36 260
5525 18.13 3.40 18.44 259
3550 18.31 3.41 18.63 259
3575 18.60 3.55 18.94 259
3600 18.78 3.76 19,15 258
3625 18.72 3+85 19.11 258
3650 18,48 4.13 18.93 257
3675 18.36 4.52 18,91 256
3700 18.30 4.60 18.87 256
3725 18.18 4.76 18.Tg 255
3750 18.13 5.16 18.85 254
5775 18.4A 5.36 l_.ZU z_
38C0 18.69 5.44 19.47 258
3825 18.82 5.58 19.63 253
5850 19.02 5.47 19.79 254
3875 Ig.04 5,46 19.81 254
3go0 19.06 5,46 lg.83 254
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ . MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS " WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
3925 19,08 5,46 19.85 254
3950 19.10 5.46 19.87 254
3975 19.13 5.65 19.89 254
4000 19.15 5.65 19.91 254
4025 19.17 5.65 19,93 254
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL2CITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2581 04/29/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FL2RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC N/SEC N/SEC OEGALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG
4925 19.62 2.16 19.74 264 5925 22.02 6.77 23.04 253
6950 19.77 2.23 19.89 268 5gso 22.54 7.$0 23.76 251
4975 19.83 _.26 19.95 2E3 5975 23.49 7.71 24.73 252
5000 19.83 2.35 19.97 2E3 6000 28.13 7.64 25.31 252
5025 19.84 2.63 20.02 262 6025 28.28 7.57 25.43 252
4050 19.19 5,44 19.94 254
4075 19,21 5,44 19.96 256
4100 lg,23 5.44 19.98 254
4125 19,25 5.44 20.00 254
4150 19,27 5.83 20.02 254
4175 19.29 5.43 20.04 254
4200 19.31 S.43 20.06 254
4225 19.33 5.43 20.08 254
4250 19.35 5.A2 20,10 254
4275 19.44 5.42 2O.lg 254
4300 19,23 5.53 20.01 254
4325 18.89 5.63 19.71 253
4550 18.27 5,60 19.68 253
4375 18.73 5.70 19.58 253
4400 18.64 5.99 19.58 252
4425 18.94 6.00 19.87 252
4450 19.26 5.74 20.09 253
8475 1g.77 5,41 20.49 254
4500 20.39 4.87 20.96 256
4525 20.68 4.35 21.13 258
4550 20.74 4.C5 21.13 259
4575 20.82 5,80 21,17 259
4600 20.68 3.84 20.96 260
4625 20.59 3.11 20.82 261
4650 20.67 3.11 20*90 261
4675 20.76 3,20 21.00 261
4700 20,61 3.C0 20.82 262
4725 20.39 2.82 20.58 262
4750 20.22 2.67 20.40 262
4775 19.94 2.28 20.07 263
4800 20.04 2.11 20.15 264
4825 20.05 2.10 20.16 264
4850 19.90 2.18 20.02 264
4875 19.92 2.24 20.04 263
4900 19.69 2.17 19.81 268
5050 19.84 2.64 20.02 262
5075 19.92 2,58 20.09 262
5100 20.05 2.95 20.27 261
5125 20.16 3.34 20.43 260
5150 20.19 3.33 20.46 260
E050 28.18 7.71 25.38 252
6075 24.16 7.92 25.42 252
6100 24.29 8.Z4 25.65 251
6125 24.08 8.83 25.65 250
6150 23.86 9.61 25.73 248
5175 20.37 3.10 20.60 261
5200 20*74 2.93 20.95 262
5225 20.99 _.80 21.18 262
5250 21,26 2.67 21.43 263
5275 21.20 2.56 21.36 2E3
6175 23.86 10.24 25.96 247
6200 23,98 10,73 26.27 246
6225 24.12 11.03 26.52 245
6250 24.18 10.93 26.53 245
6275 24.15 10.85 26,47 246
5300 21.15 2.63 21.32 263
5325 21,37 2.68 21.54 263
5350 21.26 2.87 21.45 262
5375 21.07 2,85 21.26 2E2
5600 21.05 3.03 21.27 262
83C0 28.12 10,74 26.40 246
6325 24.12 10.44 26.29 246
6350 28.01 10,40 26.1T 246
E375 23.81 10.36 25.96 246
E400 23.60 10,32 25,T6 246
5425 21.12 3.55 21.42 2EO
5450 21.22 3.46 21.50 2El
5475 21.23 3.31 21.49 261
5500 21.17 3.21 21.41 261
5525 21.30 3,26 21.55 261
6425 23.44 10.52 25.69 246
6450 23.36 10.50 25.61 246
6475 23.31 9,95 25.34 247
6500 23.63 9.43 25.44 248
6525 24.31 8.78 25.85 250
5550 21.34 3.15 21.57 261
5575 21.19 Z.91 21.39 262
5600 21.16 3.07 21.38 262
5625 21,08 3,32 21.34 281
5650 20.95 3.55 21.25 260
6550 24o51 8.04 25.79 252
6575 26.86 7.38 25.94 255
E60O 25.63 6.70 26.49 255
6625 26.18 6.13 26.89 257
E6SO 26.77 5.39 27,31 258
5675 20,93 3.55 21.23 260
5700 20,77 3.67 21,09 260
5725 20.64 3.96 21.01 259
$750 20.69 4.34 21.14 258
5775 20,56 4.78 21.11 257
6675 27.47 4.37 27.82 261
ETO0 28.20 3.55 28.42 263
6725 28.47 2.96 28.63 264
6750 28.55 2.61 28.67 Z65
6775 28.56 2.49 28.67 265
5800 20.60 5.07 21.22 256
5825 21.03 5,27 21,68 256
5850 21.66 5.41 22.32 256
5875 22.05 5,66 22.77 255
5900 22,02 6.04 22*83 254
68C0 28.53 2,17 28.61 265
E825 28.86 1.88 28*92 266
6850 28.97 1.55 29.01 267
6875 28.99 1.29 29.02 267
6900 29.32 1.06 29.34 268
ALT • ALT[TUOE_ WX = ZBNAL C2MPgNENT* WZ • NERIDI2NAL C2MP2NENT, WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND D[RECTI2N
PAGE 422
ALE WX WZ US THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
6925 29.66 0.71 29.67 268
6950 29.87 0.43 2_.87 269
6975 30,04 0.29 3C.08 269
7000 29.97 0,41 25.98 269
7025 29.59 0,60 29.60 269
TABLE II-101(con'U
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR£FILE
TEST NUMBER 2581 04229/65, 0100Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ WS TFEIA ALI WX uZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC 0E0 METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
7925 33,99 1.68 34.05 267 E925 37.79 3.00 37.91 265
7950 34.16 1.51 34.19 267 8950 38.40 2,00 38.45 267
7975 34,08 x,83 34,13 267 8975 _._ 2._V 38,_4 2O6
8000 53,71 2.99 33.80 266 9000 38.28 3.26 38.42 265
8025 33.53 2,44 33,62 266 9025 38.50 2.53 38.58 266
7050 29.31 0.66 29.31 269
7075 29.25 0.86 25,26 268
7100 29.22 1,04 29.24 268
7125 29,14 0.95 29.16 268
7150 29.00 I*04 25,02 268
7175 28.88 1.35 28.91 267
1200 28.82 1,34 28.85 267
7225 28.63 1.34 28.66 287
7250 28.82 1.49 28.55 267
7275 28.71 1.31 28,74 267
7300 28.87 1.15 28.89 268
7325 28.92 1.14 28.95 268
7350 28.90 1.31 28.95 267
£375 28.79 1,72 28.84 266
7400 28.62 1,83 28.68 266
7425 28,36 1.77 28.42 266
7450 28.09 1.93 28.16 266
7475 28,18 1.78 28.25 266
7500 28*23 2.C4 28.30 266
7525 28.20 2.09 28.28 266
7550 28.65 1,85 28.71 266
7575 29,42 1,49 2_.46 267
7600 29.93 0.53 29.95 268
7625 30.23 0.64 30.23 269
7650 30,80 0.35 38,80 269
7675 31,34 0,07 31.34 270
7700 31,62 -0.C2 31.62 270
7725 32.00 -0.36 32.01 270
7750 32.40 -0.84 32.40 271
7775 32.95 0.C5 32.95 270
7800 33.44 0.20 33.44 269
7825 33.91 O.E7 33.91 269
7850 34,19 1.45 34,22 267
7875 34.20 1+71 34.25 267
7900 34,05 1.57 34.08 267
8050 33.50 _.74 33.61 265
8075 33.23 3.34 33.39 264
8100 33.09 3.50 33.28 264
8125 33.09 3.12 33.24 268
8150 33,13 Z,94 33.26 265
5050 38.51 2.31 58.57 266
5075 38.50 2.36 38.58 266
5100 39.O2 1.78 39.06 267
5125 39.29 1.18 39,31 268
5150 39.09 1.29 39.11 268
8175 33.17 3.39 33.54 264
8200 32.98 3.B0 33.20 2E3
8225 32.78 3.75 32.99 263
8250 32.73 3,99 32,97 263
8275 32.51 _.52 32,82 262
5175 59.13 1,36 3_.15 265
5200 39.02 1.65 39.06 267
5225 38°82 2.28 38.89 266
_250 38,AI 2.70 38,51 266
9275 37.80 2,75 37.90 266
8300 32.30 4.46 32.61 2E2
8325 32.85 4.78 33.20 262
8350 33.57 5,63 34.04 260
8375 34.06 5.56 34.51 281
8400 34.72 4.73 35.04 2E2
5300 37.37 2.65 37.47 266
9325 36.95 3.13 37.08 265
5350 56.72 3.25 36.87 265
5375 36.52 3.24 36.66 265
5ACO 36.47 3.23 36.61 265
8425 35.03 4.55 35.33 262
8450 34.79 4.79 35.12 262
8475 34.88 4.75 35.21 262
8500 55.33 4.71 35.65 262
8525 35,52 4.81 30.14 2E2
5825 36.43 3.09 36.56 265
5450 36.56 3.04 36.68 265
5475 36.32 2.66 36.42 266
9500 36.19 2.66 36.29 266
9525 36.66 2.87 36°77 265
8550 36.30 4.25 36.55 2E3
8575 36.45 3.76 36.64 264
8600 36.36 3.97 36.58 264
8625 36.46 3.77 36.66 264
8650 36.57 3.94 36.78 264
5550 36.50 2.28 36.57 266
9575 36.10 1.84 36.15 267
9600 35.87 1,82 35.gl 267
9625 35.72 2.00 35.78 267
5650 35.56 1.54 35,59 267
8675 36.44 4.14 36.67 263
8700 36.63 5.81 36.83 264
8725 37.19 3.76 37.38 264
8750 37.45 3,84 37.65 264
8775 37*47 _.08 37.69 264
9675 35.35 0.91 35,36 268
5700 35.07 1.46 35.10 267
9725 34.95 1.71 38.99 267
5750 35.29 1.O4 35.30 268
9775 35.29 1.32 35.32 268
8800 37.61 3.92 37.81 264
8825 37.53 3.90 37.73 264
8850 37,59 0.52 37.75 264
8875 37.62 2.94 37.74 265
8900 3T.48 3.18 37.62 265
9800 34.99 1.50 35.02 267
9825 35.09 0.89 35.10 268
8850 35.08 1.03 35.09 268
9875 35.21 0.26 35.21 269
5900 35.33 -0.29 35.33 270
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPeNENT, WZ = MERICIBNAL CEMPOKENT, US = WINE SPEEO, THEIR = WIND DIRECTION
9925 35.02 -0.09 35.02 270
9950 34.64 0.19 34.64 269
9975 34.71 0.91 34.72 268
10000 34.69 0.50 34.70 269
10025 34.54 -0.09 34.54 270
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECIIY PR£FILE
TEST NUMBER 2581 04229/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ALT WX W2 kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX UZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10925 38.19 -0.65 38.19 271 11925 40.57 3.96 40.76 264
10950 38,31 -1.33 38.33 272 11950 40.80 3.95 40.99 264
10975 38.04 -I.51 38.07 272 11975 41.22 4.21 41.43 264
II000 38.04 -1.79 38.08 272 12000 41.45 4.12 41.65 264
11025 38.21 -1.74 38.25 272 12025 41.35 3.96 41,52 264
10050 34.50 0.23 34.50 269
10075 34.66 0.22 34.66 269
I0100 34.41 -0.I0 35.41 270
10125 34.14 0.39 34.14 269
10150 34.34 0.42 34.35 269
10175 34.43 -0.27 34.83 270
10200 34.11 0.36 34.11 269
10225 33.88 0.62 33.88 269
10250 33.98 0,11 33.98 270
10275 34,37 0.16 34.37 270
10300 34.54 0.53 34.54 265
10325 34.25 1.C2 34.27 268
10350 34.06 0.57 34.07 269
10375 34.21 1.12 34.23 268
10400 34.24 1.77 34.29 267
10425 34.14 1.93 34,20 267
10450 34.59 l.lq 3_.61 268
10475 34,56 1.23 3_.58 268
1O5OO 34.33 2,53 34.83 266
10525 34.79 2,32 34,87 266
10550 35.26 2.55 35.76 256
10575 35.66 2.19 35,73 266
106OO 35.95 1,82 38.99 267
I0625 36.21 1.50 36.24 267
1O65O 36.55 O.99 36.56 268
10675 36.48 1.57 36.52 267
10700 56.68 0.C6 3_.68 270
10725 37.01 -0.88 37.02 271
1O750 36.91 -O.A5 38.91 27O
10775 36.92 -0._8 5_.93 271
11050 38.50 -1.29 38.52 272
11075 38.88 -I.99 38.93 273
11100 39.32 -Z.05 39.37 273
11125 39.85 -I.64 39,89 272
11150 39.70 -1.44 39.72 272
12050 41,51 3.44 41.65 265
12075 41.92 3.44 82.06 265
121GO 42.44 3.30 82.57 265
12125 42.79 3.30 42.91 265
12150 42.99 3.16 43.10 266
11175 39,23 -0.43 39.23 270
11200 39.55 -0.06 39.55 270
11225 39,50 0.05 39.50 270
1125O 39.48 0.28 39.48 269
11275 39,30 0,93 39.32 268
12175 43.62 2.29 43.68 267
12200 44.19 1.84 44.23 267
12225 48.78 1.79 44.81 268
12250 45,09 2.32 85.15 267
12275 45.49 2.41 45.56 267
11300 39.37 0.89 39.38 269
11325 39.56 0.36 39.56 269
11350 39.15 0.85 39.16 269
11375 39.50 u.A9 39.50 269
11400 39.78 0.64 39.78 269
12300 46.29 1.61 46.32 268
12325 46.69 1.75 46.72 268
12350 47.38 1.30 87,40 268
12375 48,20 0.06 48.20 270
12400 48.93 0,25 48.93 270
11425 39.47 1.93 39.52 267
11450 39.37 1.60 39.41 267
11475 39.46 L.AB 39.49 268
1150O 39.31 1.76 39,35 267
11525 39,10 z.93 59.14 287
12425 48.96 1.64 48.99 268
12450 48.99 0.55 48.99 269
12475 49.32 -0.35 49.32 270
12500 49.95 -0.28 A9.95 270
12525 50.18 -0.03 50.18 270
1155o 38.89 _,24 38.95 261
11575 38.58 L,67 38.67 266
116OO 38.61 _,82 38.72 266
I1625 3B.BO _.33 38._7 266
11650 38.27 _.88 38.35 266
12550 50.30 -0.35 50.30 270
12575 50.79 -0.55 50.79 270
12600 50.95 -0.37 50.95 270
12625 50.84 0.12 50.84 270
12650 51.19 -0.43 51.19 270
11675 38.25 _.65 38.3B 266
11700 38.38 L.6B 38.48 2e6
11725 3B.11 3.71 38,29 264
11750 37.99 4.49 38.25 2_3
11775 38,25 4.03 38,47 2_4
12675 51,18 -0.21 51.18 270
12700 50.94 0.85 30.95 269
12725 51.39 0.24 51.39 270
12750 51.68 0.79 51.68 269
12775 51.34 0.93 51.34 269
10800 36.93 -0.50 36.94 271
10925 36.81 -1.56 ]E.84 272
10850 36,93 -i. I0 36.94 272
10875 37.25 -0.74 37.26 271
I0900 37.77 -0.80 37.77 271
11800 38.38 j.96 38.58 264
11825 38.80 _.57 39.06 263
11850 39.45 4.88 39.75 263
11875 39.93 B.56 40.19 2_3
11900 80.24 _,29 40.47 264
12800 50.82 0.22 50.82 270
12825 51.29 0.27 51.29 269
12850 51.78 O.32 51.75 269
12875 52.13 0.53 52.13 269
12900 51.93 0.92 51.94 269
6LT =ALTITUOE, wx = ZONAL CEMP_NENI, W2 = MEBIDI2NAL COMP86ENT, WS = WINE SPEED, ThETA = WIND OIRECTIO_
TABLE I1-101 (con't)
FPS-16 RAO_RIJ1MSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2881 04/29265, O10OZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX wz WS THETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC DEG
12925 51.67 O.E0 51.67 259
12950 51.79 0.72 51.79 289
12975 52.25 0.52 52.25 269
13000 52.37 0.88 52.38 269
13028 52.28 0.95 52.29 269
13050 52.23 0.21 52.23 270
13075 51.97 0.64 51.98 269
15100 52.04 1.55 52.06 268
13125 52.30 1.23 52.31 268
13150 52.57 1.50 52.39 268
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ALT WX WZ WS TFETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE EEG
13925 54.26 -L.59 58.32 2?3
13950 54.00 -1.97 54.04 272
13975 53.71 -i.66 53.73 272
14000 53.07 -0.61 53.08 270
14025 52.59 0.25 52.89 270
14C50 52.22 0.28 52.22 269
14075 51.68 u.T 51.69 289
14100 51.15 1.98 51.18 268
14125 50.87 i.93 50.96 _67
14150 50.67 £.99 50.76 266
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
14925 44.10 -4.17 44.30 275
14950 44.10 -5.44 44.43 277
14975 43.78 -6.40 44.24 278
15000 43.11 -7.54 43.77 280
15025 42.26 -8.08 95.03 281
15080 40.84 -6,74 41.39 279
15078 39.98 -7.83 40,68 280
15160 38.72 -8.44 39.63 282
15125 38.33 -6.13 38.81 279
15150 38.19 -6.15 38.68 279
13175 52.16 1.54 52.18 268
13200 51.94 0.99 51.95 269
13225 51.97 1.25 51.98 268
13250 52.10 -0.07 52.10 270
13275 52.09 -O.15 52.09 270
14175 50.63 3.54 50.76 266
14200 50.50 3.17 50.60 266
142_5 50.09 3,50 50.20 266
14250 49,87 4.26 80.05 265
14275 49.49 4.04 49.66 265
15175 37.55 -6.40 38.09 279
15200 36.91 -5.70 37.34 279
15225 35.81 -4.29 36.07 277
15280 34.80 -2.67 34.90 274
15275 34.46 -2.58 34.56 274
13300 52.23 0.36 52.24 269
13325 52.27 0.22 52.27 270
13350 52.56 0.92 52.57 269
13375 82.94 0.11 82.94 270
13400 53.12 -0,93 53.13 271
14300 48.90 3.38 49.02 2E6
14325 47.61 3.16 47.71 2E6
14350 46.70 5.61 46.84 2E5
14375 45.92 2.47 45.98 267
14400 45.33 2.73 45.41 266
15300 33.87 -2.13 33.94 273
15325 33.20 -1.21 53.22 272
15350 32.25 1.42 32.29 267
15375 32.29 2,28 32.37 266
15400 32.51 2.73 32.63 265
13425 53.19 -0.14 55.19 270
13450 53.08 0.62 53.08 269
13475 52.81 -0.35 52.82 270
13500 52.40 -0,D5 52.80 270
13525 52,55 0.38 52.55 269
14925 44.92 1.90 44.96 267
14450 43.91 0.39 43.92 269
14875 92.81 0.28 42.'81 269
14500 41.78 U.22 91.78 269
14525 41.95 -1.18 41.97 271
15425 32.64 3.18 32.78 264
15450 32.92 3.23 32.58 264
15475 31.92 3.33 52.10 264
15500 31,06 4.41 31.37 262
15525 30.76 4.39 31.07 262
13550 82.77 -I.17 52.78 271
13575 82.89 -1.R8 52.91 271
13600 53.18 -0.72 53.13 271
13625 53.33 -1.20 53.34 271
13650 53.24 -1.29 53.25 271
14550 41.88 -1.20 41.70 271
14575 41.46 -0.II 41.46 270
14600 41.35 0.69 41.36 269
14625 41.90 0.73 41.91 269
14650 42.13 U.76 _2.E4 2Eg
15550 30.66 3.62 30.87 263
1E575 30.99 3.83 31.22 263
15600 31,48 4.80 31,84 261
15628 31.72 4.62 32.05 262
15650 31,66 3.77 51.89 265
13675 52.95 -1.09 52.96 271
13700 52.98 -1.50 52.99 271
13750 53.39 -1.47 53.41 271
13775 53.36 -1.R4 53.38 271
14675 41.97 u.39 41.97 269
14700 41.81 0.15 41.81 270
14725 41.81 -0.86 41.81 271
14750 41.94 -_.28 42.01 273
14775 42.48 -2.39 42.55 273
15675 31.99 4.86 32.36 261
15700 31.89 4.64 32.23 262
15725 31.19 6.06 31.78 259
15750 31.68 B.Ub 3L.b_ z_o
15775 31.92 7.45 32.78 257
13800 53.59 -1.29 53.61 271
13825 53.77 -1.05 53.78 271
15850 53.79 -0.70 53.80 271
13875 54.14 -1.39 54.16 271
13900 54.38 -2.01 54.42 272
14800 42.68 -2.63 42.76 273
14825 42.93 -2.66 43.01 273
14850 43°02 -2.97 48.12 274
14875 43.89 -3.79 44.05 275
14900 44.09 -3.82 44.26 278
15800 32.86 6.82 33.56 258
15825 33.52 7.21 34.29 258
15850 33.86 6.72 54.52 259
15875 33.58 6.02 34.11 260
15900 33.39 7.00 34.11 258
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPQNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RAD_RIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2581 04129165, OlOO2, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC BEG
15925 33.76 6,75 34.43 258 16925 23.07 9.06 24.79 248 17925 16.80 2.17 16,94 262
15950 33.85 6.69 34.51 259 I6950 20.82 6.71 21.59 252 17950 16.66 2.42 16.84 262
15975 33.32 6,67 33°98 258 16975 20.17 0.52 21.20 252
16000 33.04 5.85 35.53 250 17000 21.76 5.81 22.52 255
10025 32.82 7.25 33.61 257 17025 21.62 6.75 22.65 252
18050 32.02 8.13 33.03 256
16075 31.93 6.64 32.62 258
16100 31.42 8.55 32.56 255
16125 31.24 8.25 32.31 255
16150 31.09 8.23 32.16 255
17050 21.37 b.34 22.29 253
17075 20.84 4.19 21.26 258
17100 19.91 3.33 20.18 260
17125 19.02 3.91 19.41 258
17150 17.41 5.14 18.15 258
16175 31.18 7.37 32.04 257
16200 30.65 8.11 31.71 255
16225 30,38 7.02 31.18 257
16250 30.31 6.10 30.92 258
16275 29.25 7.25 30.13 256
17175 16.64 5.49 17.52 252
17200 16.05 7,79 17.88 244
17225 16.24 7.78 18.01 244
17250 16.10 8.03 17.99 243
17275 15.77 6.50 17.05 247
16300 28.56 7.43 29.51 255
16325 28.80 9.07 29.91 252
16350 28.59 8.53 29.83 253
16375 27.90 8.89 29.29 252
16400 27.05 11.48 29.58 247
17300 15.95 5.89 17,01 250
17325 16.29 0.03 17.37 249
17350 16.56 5.26 17.38 252
17375 16.82 6.05 17.88 250
17400 17,17 6.71 18.44 248
16425 27,74 9.84 28.43 25D
16450 27.87 9.05 29.30 252
16475 27.52 10.69 28.53 849
16500 27,34 11.C7 29.50 248
16525 26.66 9.22 28.21 251
17425 17.53 6.19 18,60 250
17450 17.58 6.37 18.70 250
17975 17.45 7.23 18.89 247
17500 17.19 5.68 18.10 252
17525 17.50 6.41 18.63 250
16550 26.06 12.02 28.70 245
16575 26.32 12.80 29.18 244
16600 26.50 10.85 28.64 248
16525 26.68 10.85 28.80 248
16650 26,61 11,57 29,01 246
17550 17.51 8.48 19.46 244
17575 17.35 B.79 19.45 243
17600 17.25 6.77 18.53 248
17625 18.47 0.14 19,47 251
17650 18.72 b.B6 19,94 250
16675 26.89 11.12 29.09 247
16700 26.70 12.27 29.38 245
16725 25.88 13.19 29.05 243
16750 25.39 12.26 28.20 244
16775 25.29 12.38 28.15 244
17675 18.90 6.49 19.99 251
17700 18.80 b.06 19.76 252
17725 18.25 4.91 18.90 255
17750 18.15 4.59 18.72 256
17775 17.91 4,49 18.46 256
16800 25.19 11.92 27.87 244
16825 24.95 12.70 27.99 243
16850 24.36 12.C4 27,17 244
16875 23.82 11.61 26.49 244
16900 22.99 11.53 25.72 243
17800 17.73 5.56 18.58 252
17825 17.22 5,09 17.95 253
17850 17*30 3.59 17*67 258
17875 17.26 2.45 17.94 282
17900 17.17 _.92 17.28 263
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENT, WZ : MERIDIBNAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTION
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ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
275 3.64 -I0.49 II.I1 341
325 3,09 -II,19 11.81 344
350 2.22 -11.69 11.90 849
375 1.67 -ll.T9 11.91 852
400 1.41 -II.88 11.96 353
425 1.20 -12.Cl 12.07 354
450 1.12 -12.13 12,18 355
975 1.20 -12.03 12.09 354
500 1.14 -II.74 11.80 354
525 0.87 -II.47 11.51 355
550 0.50 -II.26 11.28 357
575 0.14 -10,91 10.91 359
600 -0,11 -10.54 10.54 0
625 -0.31 -10.29 10.29 2
850 -C.30 -9.94 9.98 2
675 0.08 -9.80 9.81 359
700 0.57 -9.70 9.72 356
725 0.88 -9.51 9.56 354
T50 1.2% -9.51 9.59 352
7T5 1,50 -9.40 9.52 351
800 1.69 -8.91 9.07 349
825 1.97 -8.33 8.56 347
850 2.18 -7.99 8.28 345
875 2.%0 -7.85 8.21 343
900 2.61 -7.90 8.32 342
925 2.7T -7.94 8.41 341
950 2.95 -7.99 8.51 340
975 3.13 -7.84 8.44 338
1000 3.32 -7.71 8.39 336
1025 3.62 -T.58 8.40 334
1050 3.92 -7.33 8.31 332
1075 4.15 -7.16 8.28 330
II00 4.46 -6.90 8.21 327
1125 5.16 -6.48 8.29 321
1150 6.15 -5.90 8.53 314
1175 8.94 -5.40 8.79 308
1200 7.76 -4.TT 9.11 301
1225 8.61 -3.72 9.38 293
1250 9.12 -2.70 9.51 288
TABLE II-I02
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIN0 VELSCIIY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2576 04129165, 1800Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIOA
ALT RX WS TPETA WZ WS THETAWZ
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG
1275 9.22 -L.64 9.36 280
!300 9.30 -O.53 9.3_ 275
1325 9.59 -U.72 9.61 274
1350 9.92 -0.97 9.97 275
1375 9.88 -l.09 9.94 276
1400 9.50 -1.19 9.58 277
1425 9.40 -i.55 9.53 279
1450 9.54 -1.82 9.71 281
1475 9.97 -2.02 10.17 281
1500 10.56 -2.15 IO.78 281
1525 11.04 °2.22 11.26 281
1550 11.41 -Z.II II.60 280
1575 11.70 -1.78 11.83 278
1600 11.79 -1.35 II.87 276
1625 11.98 -0.88 12.01 274
1650 12.30 -0.76 12.32 273
1675 12.74 -U.81 12.76 273
ITO0 13.32 -1.00 18.35 274
1725 13.83 -1.28 13.89 275
1750 14.31 -1.20 14.36 275
1775 18.88 -O.T5 14.90 273
1800 15.43 -U.32 15.44 271
1825 16.00 -0.04 10.00 270
1850 16.46 _.30 16.46 269
1875 16.53 0.68 16.54 267
1900 16.40 1.24 16.45 285
1925 18.47 1.78 16.57 264
1950 16.65 2.07 16.78 283
1975 16.62 2.35 16.79 282
2000 16.56 2.60 16.76 261
2025 16.55 2.70 16.77 261
2050 16.54 2.84 16.78 280
2075 16.61 3.01 16.88 260
2100 16.52 _.18 16.82 259
2125 18.54 3.25 16.86 259
2150 16.68 _.20 16.98 259
2175 16.79 a.06 17.07 ;59
2200 18.81 2.95 17.07 260
2225 16.78 2.77 17.01 280
2250 16.79 2.60 18.99 261
8LT WX
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
2275 16.71 2.54 16.90 261
2309 !6 -71 2:35 16.87 262
2325 16.65 2.04 16.78 263
2350 16.68 l.TO 16.76 264
2375 16.79 1.26 16.84 265
_400 16.95 0.91 16.97 267
2425 17.39 0.32 17.39 269
2450 17.93 -0.37 17.94 271
2475 18.25 -O.TO 18.27 272
2500 18.61 -0.97 18.64 273
2525 19.08 -1.39 19.13 274
2550 19.72 -1.66 19.79 275
2575 20.60 -I.65 20.67 274
2600 21.13 -1.43 21.17 274
2625 21.28 -1.06 21.31 273
2650 21.49 -0.98 21.51 272
2675 21.66 -1.05 21.68 273
2700 21.94 -1.08 21.97 273
2725 21.97 -0.89 21.99 272
2750 21.54 -0.49 21.55 271
2775 21.40 0.26 21.40 269
2800 21.66 1.06 21.69 267
2825 21;85 1.44 21.89 266
2850 21.84 1.61 21.90 266
2875 21.66 1.63 21.72 265
2900 21.38 1.70 21.44 265
2925 21.33 1.85 21.41 265
2950 21.50 1.96 21.59 265
2975 21.61 1.98 21.70 265
3000 21.67 1.83 21.75 265
3025 21.69 1.77 21.76 265
3050 21.53 1.82 21.61 265
3075 21.69 1.88 21.77 265
3100 22.15 2.22 22.26 264
3125 22.23 2.65 22.39 263
3150 22.29 2.96 22.49 262
3175 22.61 3.15 22.83 262
3200 22.99 3.29 23.22 262
5225 23.22 3.31 25.46 262
3250 23.36 3.28 23.59 262
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = 16NAL CBMPBNENI, W2 • MERIOISNAL cgMPSNENT, MS I WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND OIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
3275 23.68 2.82 23.85 265
3300 23.93 2.21 28.03 265
3325 23,88 1.93 23.96 285
3350 23.94 1.T0 24.00 266
3375 23.89 1.57 23.94 286
3400 24.00 1.24 24.03 267
3425 24.56 0.84 24.57 288
3450 28.61 0.37 24.61 269
3475 24.58 O.CT 24.58 270
3500 25.22 -0.42 25.22 27l
3525 25.64 -0.83 25.65 272
3550 25.86 -1.30 25.89 273
3575 26.19 -1.84 26.24 273
3600 26.54 -1.85 26.61 274
3625 26.74 -2.C1 28.81 278
3650 26.75 -1.92 26.82 274
3675 27.06 -1.87 27.13 274
3700 27.20 -1._6 27.27 274
3725 27.20 -2.04 27.27 274
3750 27.20 -2.C1 27.28 274
3775 27.19 -1.97 27.77 274
3800 27.28 -1.80 27.34 274
3825 27.39 -1.59 27.44 273
3850 27.68 -1.27 27.71 272
3875 27,92 -1.13 27,95 272
3900 28.25 -1.19 28.27 272
3925 28.40 -1.C7 28.42 272
3950 28.12 -0.74 26.13 271
3975 27.gH -0.42 27.98 271
4000 27.87 -0.16 27.87 270
4025 27.85 0.20 27.85 269
4050 27.95 0.72 27.96 268
4075 28.09 l.C5 28.10 268
4100 28.01 1.12 28.03 268
4125 27.84 1.32 27.87 267
4150 27.83 1.45 27.86 26T
4175 27.69 1.56 27.73 267
4200 27,67 1.72 27.72 266
4225 27.64 1.91 £7.70 266
4250 27.81 2.07 2?,89 288
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE MIND VELSCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2576 04129165, 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE. FLSRIOA
ALT RX WZ WS THETA 8LT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE 0E0
4275 28.04 2.06 28.11 266
4300 28.04 2.21 28.13 265
4325 27.98 <.44 28.09 255
4550 27.73 ¢.44 27.84 265
4375 27.76 2.44 27.87 285
4400 27.53 2.51 27.94 2_5
4425 27.81 2.58 27.93 264
445O 27.83 _.75 27.96 284
8475 27.74 2.78 27.88 284
4500 27.65 _.74 27.78 268
4525 27.71 2.89 27.86 264
4550 27.86 3.05 28.02 264
4575 27.79 3.00 27.96 264
4600 27.92 3.07 28.09 284
4625 28.06 3.21 28.24 263
4650 27.92 3.33 28.11 283
4675 27.89 3.61 28.13 282
4700 27.62 3.83 27.89 262
4725 27.56 8.89 27.83 2_2
4750 27.75 3.93 28.03 2_2
4775 27.90 8.99 28.18 262
4800 27.94 3.98 28.23 262
4825 27.98 3.95 28.26 262
4850 28.23 3.95 28.51 262
4875 28.4O J.67 28.64 262
4900 28.48 3.46 28.69 263
4925 28.50 8.41 28.70 283
4950 28.58 J.32 28.77 283
497_ 78.41 J.Sl 2B.63 ?_3
5C00 28.05 3.96 2B.30 262
5025 27.70 4.40 28.04 261
5050 27.61 4.84 28.03 2_0
5075 27.79 5.02 28.24 260
5100 27,80 _.86 28.22 260
5125 27.99 8.75 28.39 260
5150 28.37 4.85 28.79 260
5175 28.73 5.21 29.20 260
5200 29.13 5.35 29.62 259
5225 29.49 5.08 29.93 260
5250 29.79 b.05 30.22 280
5275 30.32 5.08 30.74 260
5300 30.73 5.37 31.19 260
5325 30.97 5.36 31.43 260
5350 31.21 4.96 31.60 261
5375 31.24 4.85 31.61 261
5400 31.09 4.82 31.46 261
5425 30.98 4.66 31.33 261
5450 31.00 4.64 31.35 261
5475 31.03 4.63 31.37 261
5500 31.13 4.30 31.43 262
5525 31.25 3.96 31.50 263
5550 31.31 3.66 31.52 263
5575 31.43 2.97 31.57 264
5600 31.75 2.00 31.81 266
5625 31.85 1.56 31.89 267
5650 32.06 1.32 32.09 267
5675 32.30 1.62 32.34 267
5700 32.27 2.30 32.35 266
5725 32.37 2.82 32.49 265
5750 32.31 3.31 32.48 264
5775 32.11 3.81 32.34 263
5800 32.08 4.53 32.40 262
5825 32.20 5.14 32.60 261
5850 32.38 5.60 32.86 260
5875 32.49 6.17 35.08 259
5900 32.33 6.76 33.03 258
5925 32.28 6.97 33.02 258
5950 32.51 6.93 33.24 258
5975 32.73 T.IO 53*49 258
6000 33.26 6.97 33.98 258
6025 33.94 6.56 34.57 259
6050 34.06 6.19 34.62 260
6075 33.91 8.02 34.44 260
8100 33.82 5.79 34.31 260
8125 33.44 5.83 33.95 260
6150 33,00 5.96 33.54 260
6175 32.89 5.59 33.36 260
8200 32*93 5.59 33.40 260
6225 32.93 5.80 33.44 260
6250 32.98 5.41 33.42 260
ALT - 8LTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CBMPSNEN7, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS • WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECT[SN
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FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2576 06129/65t 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FEBRIDA
ALT WX WZ RS THEIR ALT WX WE WS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6275 33,26 6.80 33,61 262 7275 39.17 -1.69 39.21 272 2275 37,66 6.15 37.96 260
6300 33.76 6.44 34,05 282 7300 38.95 -1,51 _9.01 272 2300 37.76 5,98 38.21 261
6325 36.15 4.29 36.62 263 7325 38.96 -1.63 39.00 272 E325 37,56 6,61 38.16 260
6350 36.28 6,16 34,53 263 7350 39.36 -1,35 39,36 272 8350 37.65 7.05 38.11 259
6375 36.29 6.26 36.56 263 7375 39.53 -1.63 39.57 272 8375 37,51 7,07 38.17 259
6600 34.68 6.75 34.80 282
6625 36.62 5.02 34.98 262
6650 36.53 6.86 36.86 262
6675 34.65 6.94 36.80 262
6500 36.50 5.17 36.89 261
7600 39.53 -1.96 39.57 273
7625 39.51 -U.98 39.52 271
7650 39.68 -1.63 39.50 272
7675 39.56 -1,76 39.58 272
7500 39.51 -U.87 39.52 271
E4CO 37.29 7.23 37.98 259
e625 57.26 7.32 37.96 259
E450 37.66 7.26 38.15 259
8675 37.67 7.65 38.21 259
eso0 37.66 7.22 38.15 259
6528 36.55 5.C6 36.92 261
6550 36.62 5.06 36.98 262
6575 36,86 5.C6 35.20 262
6600 3A.80 5.02 35.16 262
6625 36.67 6.53 36.97 262
7525 39.63 -0.73 39*46 271
7550 39.71 0.08 39.71 270
7575 40.28 0.27 60.28 289
7600 40.80 -0.32 #0.80 270
7625 61,29 0.06 41,29 270
8525 37.86 7.20 38.52 259
8550 37.92 7.67 38.68 258
8575 37.75 8,02 38.59 258
8600 38.30 7.76 39.07 258
8625 38.61 7,39 39.31 259
6650 36.82 4.54 35.11 262
6675 34.75 5.19 35.16 261
6700 36.88 5,67 35.36 261
6725 35.26 5.63 35.71 261
6750 35,55 6.88 35.89 262
7650 61.50 U.56 61.51 269
7675 61.95 0.22 61.95 270
7700 62.25 0.07 62.25 270
7725 41,82 1.18 61.84 268
7750 61,2# 2.29 61.30 267
8650 38.71 7.69 39.67 259
E675 38.32 7.89 39.13 258
8700 38.03 7.33 38.73 259
8725 38.26 7.25 38.96 259
2750 38.10 7.59 38.85 259
6775 35.85 6.82 36.17 262
6800 36.08 5.13 36.65 262
6825 36.19 6.88 36.52 262
6850 56.30 4.58 36.66 262
6875 36.35 5,23 36.73 262
7775 60.92 2.63 41.00 2E6
7800 #0.52 2.16 60.58 267
7825 60,26 2.19 60.30 267
7850 60,16 _.59 60.22 266
7875 39.71 3.01 39.82 265
8775 37*96 6.71 38.53 260
BE00 37.78 6.61 38.32 260
8825 37*66 6.66 38.22 260
8850 37.66 6.66 38.21 260
8875 37.50 6.26 38.02 260
6900 36.50 5.57 38.93 261
6925 36.52 5.50 36.90 262
6950 36.39 6.57 36.73 262
6975 36.56 6.89 36.89 262
7000 36.77 6.12 37.00 263
7900 39.18 2.87 39.28 266
7925 39.06 2.96_ 39.17 285
7950 39.23 3,19 39.36 265
7975 39.13 3.10 39.25 285
8000 38.63 3.28 38.76 265
8900 37.55 5.91 38.01 261
8925 37.61 5.96 38.07 261
8950 37.39 6.12 37.89 261
e975 37.45 6.17 37.96 260
_OOO 37.88 6.19 38.38 261
7025 36.92 3.66 37.10 264
7050 36.90 3.55 37.07 264
7075 37.01 3.17 37.15 265
?_22 37._: :.L: 37._2 _LL
7125 37.40 2.62 37.69 266
8025 38.63 3.38 38.58 265
8050 38,19 3.53 38.35 265
8075 38.06 6.58 38.32 263
3_22 37.23 _._C 33.27 _2
8125 37.38 6.24 37.62 263
9025 38.06 6.30 38.58 260
5050 38.33 6.54 38.88 260
5075 38.62 6.29 39.13 261
5125 60.06 5.06 60.36 263
7150 37.70 1.55 37.73 267
7175 38.11 0.98 38.13 268
7200 38°67 0.32 38.67 269
7225 38.89 -1.27 38.91 272
7250 39.16 -1.58 39.20 272
8150 37.00 4.33 37.25 263
8175 37.24 5.12 37.59 262
8200 37.50 S.65 37.89 262
8225 37.56 5.46 37.95 282
8250 37.31 5.93 37.78 261
9150 40.63 5.24 40.77 262
5175 40.62 5.65 40.98 262
9200 61.32 5,53 61.69 262
9225 41.67 5.63 41.85 262
9250 41.65 5.00 41.95 263
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMP2NENT, WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND OIRECT|BN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2576 OA/29/65t 13002t EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLER|DA
ALT WX WZ RS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ W5 THETA
METERS N/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEe CEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9275 42.28 5+35 42.62 263 10275 62.65 6.16 63.08 262 11275 45.66 2.09 65.71 267
9300 62.62 4.66 62.87 284 10300 62.5# 6.56 43.06 261 11300 46.00 2.63 46.06 267
9325 62,79 6.69 63.06 266 10325 62.77 7.12 63.38 260 11325 66.25 1.08 66.26 268
9350 63.08 6.93 63.36 263 10350 62.88 0.19 63.32 262 11350 46.05 1.57 66.08 268
9375 63.22 3.91 63.40 265 10375 62.73 6.36 63.20 261 11375 66.31 1.63 46.36 268
9400 43.07 2.95 63.18 266
9625 43.03 3.37 43.17 265
9450 42.89 3.54 63.03 265
9675 62.68 3.52 42.82 265
9500 62.97 2.58 43.07 266
10600 62.40 6.57 62°90 261
10425 61.91 6.78 42.46 261
10450 61,76 2.06 62.33 260
10675 61.71 7.31 62.35 260
10500 61.62 8.11 42.21 259
11600 66.65 0.68 66.66 269
11625 46.30 0,63 66.30 269
11650 66.16 1.71 46o1_ 268
11675 46.33 1.51 66.36 268
11500 46.26 1.15 66.25 268
9525 42.98 2.82 43.07 266
9550 62.80 3.17 42.92 266
9575 62.93 2.31 42.99 267
9600 62.95 2.76 63.06 266
9625 63.11 2.90 63.21 266
10525 61.38 7.71 42.09 259
10550 61.51 7.27 62.14 260
10575 61.36 7.65 62.06 259
10600 61o21 8.65 42.07 258
10625 60.92 7.86 61.67 259
11525 46.23 1.67 46.26 268
11550 46.05 1.53 66.07 268
11575 45.95 1.66 45.98 268
11600 66.38 2.27 46.63 267
11625 66.79 2.86 66.88 266
9650 43*34 2.16 63.60 267
9675 63.36 2.89 43,44 266
9700 43.56 5.10 63.66 266
9725 63.66 2.91 63.76 266
9750 63.88 3,00 63.98 266
10650 41.13 8.69 62.00 258
10675 41.61 8.61 42.46 258
10700 41.96 7.69 62.66 259
10725 62.31 7.46 62.96 260
10750 62.79 7.10 43.38 260
11650 46.80 2.67 66.86 267
11675 47.09 1.98 67.13 267
11700 47.32 1.76 67.35 268
11725 66.90 3.05 67.00 266
11750 67.09 3.91 47.26 265
9775 43.95 2.69 64.03 266
9800 43.76 2.35 43.81 267
9825 43.67 2,87 43.76 266
9850 43.72 3.46 63.85 265
9875 44.09 3.17 46.21 266
10775 #3.0# 6°86 63.58 261
10800 63.16 6.84 63.70 261
10825 63.26 7.18 43.83 280
10850 43°10 5.92 63°51 262
10875 #2°79 7.37 63.62 260
11775 67.56 2.56 47.61 267
11800 67.67 3.32 67.78 266
11825 68.16 3.62 68.27 266
11850 48.45 2.90 48.53 266
11875 68.75 2.36 48.81 267
9900 66.09 3.85 4A°26 265
9925 64.25 6.55 64*48 266
9950 44,36 3.79 66.50 265
9975 46.18 3.53 66,32 265
10000 64.32 6.58 66.55 264
10900 #3.25 6.97 A3.81 261
10925 43.39 4°92 63,67 263
10950 64.04 7°05 66,60 261
10978 66,43 6.66 44.93 261
11000 66.59 8.28 66,90 263
11900 68.86 2.02 48.88 267
11925 48.66 3.51 48.77 266
11950 68,68 2.61 48.76 267
11975 68.82 1.61 68.85 268
12000 68,80 1.72 48,83 268
10025 44.30 4.51 46.52 266
10050 63.86 5.21 64.15 263
10075 63.36 5.73 43.76 262
10100 43.39 5.01 63.68 263
10125 43,#2 5.31 43.74 263
11025 46.89 4.41 A5.1O 266
11050 45.64 3.98 A5,62 265
11075 65.55 6°63 65.77 264
11100 66.07 3°29 A6.19 266
11125 46.30 3.16 66.41 266
12025 68.92 1.23 48.96 268
12050 49.20 2.06 69.25 267
12075 #9.53 0.77 49.54 269
12100 69.66 -0.59 49.47 270
12125 69.84 0,73 49.86 269
10150 43.41 5.CO 43,70 263
10175 43.21 3.79 43.38 265
10200 62.81 6.19 63.01 26A
10225 42.91 5.18 43.22 263
10250 42.76 6.86 43.18 262
11150 65.90 2.82 65.99 266
11175 65.56 1.50 65,59 268
11200 #5.27 2.29 65.32 267
11225 65,15 6.23 65,36 266
11250 64,93 2.65 65.00 267
12150 49.90 1.36 49.92 268
12175 49.50 0.36 49.50 269
12200 49.97 0.69 69.98 269
12225 69.98 0,63 69.98 269
12250 49.79 1.11 A9,EO 269
ALT = ALTITUDE_ WX = ZBNAL CBNPBNENT* WE = NERIOIBNAL CBNPBNENT, WS = NINE SPEEDy TMETA • WIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE426
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
12275 50.01 1.46 50.03 268
12800 30.60 0.C3 5C.&O 269
12325 51.21 0,55 51.21 269
12350 51.64 O.gl 51.65 268
12375 51.92 1.87 51.95 268
TABLE 11-102 (con't)
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND WELRCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2576 04129/651 13001, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL_RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS 7FETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE CED METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
13275 54.55 -4.49 54.73 275 14275 44.04 2.L7 44.09 267
!3_nn _4.78 -_.4_ _4-RX )73 14300 44,36 3.80 44.53 265
13325 54.98 -5.59 55.24 275 14325 44,07 2.52 44.14 267
13350 54,90 -6'10 55.24 276 14350 43.49 1.84 43.53 267
15375 54.94 -5,39 55.20 275 14375 42,46 0.41 42.46 269
12400 52.06 1.95 52.10 268
12425 52.24 0.60 52.25 269
12450 51.94 -0,77 51.95 271
12475 52.55 0.86 52.56 289
12500 52.62 1.47 52.64 288
12525 52.57 0.17 52.57 270
12550 52.73 0.54 52.75 269
12575 52.42 0.64 52.45 269
12600 52.83 -0.51 52.85 270
12625 52.82 0.72 52.82 269
12650 52.80 1.82 52.83 268
12675 53.49 -0.34 53.50 270
12700 53.65 -0.97 53.68 271
12725 53.61 -1.14 53.62 271
12750 53.35 -1.59 53.37 271
12775 53.12 -1.21 53.14 271
12800 58.38 -1.98 53.41 272
12825 53.19 -2.38 53.2A 272
12850 52.39 -1.59 52°4| 272
12875 52.01 -2.10 52.05 272
12900 51.48 -2.40 51.54 272
12925 51.61 -2.27 51.66 272
12950 52.08 -3.G6 52.17 273
12975 51.77 -1.35 51.79 271
13000 52.14 -1.22 52.15 271
13025 52.52 -3.29 52.63 273
13050 52.53 -2.28 52,58 272
13075 52.62 -1.12 52.E3 271
13100 52.54 -2,53 52.61 273
18125 52.92 -2.92 53.00 273
13150 53,33 -3.C9 53.42 275
18175 53.50 -2.E8 53.56 273
18200 58.65 -2.43 53.71 272
18225 54.04 -4.11 54.19 274
13250 54.23 -5.11 54.47 275
13400 55.48 -5.61 55.76 278
13425 55.22 -7.26 55.69 277
13450 54.16 -0,51 54.55 277
13475 52.71 -_.82 52.84 274
13500 52.25 -3.30 52.35 273
14400 41.74 0.79 41.74 269
IA425 39.81 -0.07 39.81 270
14450 38.78 0.45 38.79 269
14475 57*87 0.36 37.87 269
14500 37.87 -1.83 37.92 275
13525 51.07 -1.37 51.09 271
13550 49.92 -0.69 49.92 271
13575 48.86 -2.69 48.93 278
1360O 48.64 -1.48 48.66 272
13625 49.41 U.09 49.41 270
14525 38.38 -1.55 38.41 272
14550 38.89 -1.49 38_92 272
14575 39.08 -1.45 39.I0 272
14600 39.57 -1.44 39.60 272
14625 39.97 -1.36 39.99 272
13650 49.79 0.62 49.79 269
13675 49.88 2.02 49.92 267
13700 49,70 1.71 49.73 268
13725 49.78 1.82 49.82 268
13750 49.86 1.99 49,90 268
15650 40.02 -1.82 40.06 272
14675 40.15 -1.69 40.18 272
14700 40.24 -2.25 40.31 278
14725 40.53 -I.97 40.58 273
14750 40.48 -0.77 40.49 271
13775 49.49 1.26 49.50 268
13800 49.56 1.38 49.58 268
13825 49.34 1.75 49.57 268
13850 48.91 2.98 49.00 266
13875 49.03 3.54 49.16 266
1A775 40.07 -2.43 40.15 273
14800 39.48 -3.84 39.67 275
14825 59.43 -2.84 39.53 274
14850 38.91 -2.51 38.99 275
14875 38.72 -2.44 38.79 273
13900 48.87 2.89 48.96 266
13925 47.92 2.41 47.98 267
13950 47.45 2.95 47.52 286
13975 46°6| 3.53 46.75 265
14000 46.48 1.67 46.51 268
14900 38.52 -2.72 38.62 274
1A925 37.91 -3.42 38.07 275
14950 37.66 -1.81 37.71 273
14975 36.89 -0.37 36.89 270
15000 36.26 -0,11 36,26 270
14025 46.40 1.31 46.42 268
14C50 45.51 2.56 48.58 267
14075 45.20 1.90 45.24 267
14100 _5.10 D.78 45.11 289
14125 45.12 1.85 45.15 288
14150 44.99 1.17 45.00 268
14175 44.41 0.96 44.42 2E9
142O0 44.79 2.O4 44.84 267
14225 44.47 2.4O 44.53 267
14250 43.51 0.02 43.51 270
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = 2_NAL COMPRNENT, WZ = MERIDIRNAL CBRPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTIRN
TABLE II -103 PAGE427
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05104165, IJOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIDA
ArT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ArT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG
375 -5.70 1.62 5.92 106 1375 -6,80 Z.46 7.23 IlO 2375 -7.51 1.04 7.58 98
400 -5.73 1.65 5.96 106 1400 -6,86 2.36 7.23 109 24C0 -7,59 0.89 7.64 96
425 -5.48 1.68 5.73 107 1425 -6.91 2.31 7,29 IC8 2425 -7.58 0.80 7.62 96
450 -5.16 1.73 5.45 108 1450 -6.83 2.23 7.18 i08 2450 -7.57 0.92 7.63 97
475 -5.02 1.77 5.32 109 1475 -6.82 2.20 7.17 108 2475 -7.43 0.86 7.48 96
500 -4.80 1.81 5.13 Ii0
525 -4.67 1.76 4.99 110
550 -4.60 1.70 4.90 110
575 -4.51 1.56 4.77 109
600 -4.46 1.52 4.71 109
1500 -6.82 2.17 7.15 107
1525 -6.81 2.14 7.14 107
1550 -6,81 2.11 7.13 187
1575 -6.81 2.08 7.12 107
1600 -6.80 2.05 7.I0 107
2500 -7.31 0.66 7.34 95
2525 -7.12 0.61 7.14 95
2550 -6.92 0.43 6.94 93
2575 -7.07 0.31 7.08 92
2680 -7.13 0.25 7.14 92
625 -4.53 1.57 4.80 109
650 -4.63 1.52 4.87 i08
675 -4.70 1.46 4.93 i07
700 -4.73 1.45 4.95 107
725 -4.64 1.44 4.86 107
1625 -6.80 2.02 7.09 106
1650 -6.79 1.99 7.08 106
1675 -6.79 _.96 7.07 106
1700 -6.79 i.93 7.05 IC6
1725 -6.70 l.gO 7.04 185
2625 -6.91 O.lO 6.91 91
2650 -6.78 0.07 6.78 90
2675 -6.94 0.27 6.94 92
2700 -7.I0 0.58 7.13 94
2725 -7.08 0.73 7.12 96
750 -4.64 1.40 4.85 107
775 -4.69 1.45 4.91 I07
800 -4.77 1.51 5.00 107
825 -4.80 1.59 5.06 108
850 -4.79 1.62 5.05 109
1?50 -6.78 1.87 7.03 105
1775 -6.77 i.84 7.02 185
1800 -6.77 1.81 7.01 105
1825 -6.77 1.78 7.00 105
1850 -6.76 i.75 6.99 104
2750 -6.89 0.93 6.95 97
2775 -6.55 1.22 6.66 IO0
2800 -6.28 1.44 6.44 103
2825 -6.25 1.47 6.42 103
2850 -6.26 1.16 6.37 100
875 -4.89 1.76 5.20 llO
900 -4.81 2.12 5.26 114
925 -4.66 2.45 5.27 I17
950 -4.84 2.79 5.58 120
975 -5.06 5.14 5.95 122
1875 -6.76 1.72 6.97 104
1900 -6.75 1.69 6.96. 104
1925 -6,75 1,66 6.95 104
1950 -6.75 1.63 6.94 103
1975 -6,74 1,60 6.93 IC5
2875 -6.17 0.86 6.23 98
2900 -6.23 0.74 6.27 97
2925 -6.28 0.69 6.32 96
2950 -6.27 0.86 6,33 98
2975 -6.34 1.05 6.43 99
1000 -4.82 3.20 5.78 123
1025 -4.58 3.57 5.81 128
1050 -4.60 4.22 6.24 132
1075 -4.49 4.45 6.32 135
ii00 -4.45 4.41 6.26 134
2000 -6.74 1.57 6.92 103
2025 -6.74 L.54 6.91 [O3
2050 -6.73 1.51 6.90 IC2
2075 -6.73 i.48 6.89 102
2100 -6.72 1.45 6.88 102
3000 -6.46 1.29 6.59 101
7025 -6.53 1.56 6.71 103
3050 -6.67 1.70 6.88 104
3075 -6.92 1.94 7.19 105
3100 -6,78 1.95 7.06 106
I125 -4.71 4.40 6.44 133
1150 -5.24 4.21 6.73 129
1175 -5.63 3.70 6.73 123
1_nn -S._7 _._3 6.52 119
1225 -5.76 3.13 6.55 113
2125 -6.72 1.42 6.87 102
2150 -6.72 i.39 6.86 102
2175 -6.88 1.49 7.04 102
2200 -7.03 1.77 7.25 _04
2225 -6.93 1.97 7.20 }u6
3125 -6.34 1.77 6.58 105
3150 -6.13 1.61 6.34 I05
3175 -6,11 1.75 6.36 106
3200 -6.14 2.08 6.49 108
=Lz_ -o.N_ L.uv o.ou _uo
1250 -5.81 3.29 6.68 119
1275 -5.88 3.24 6.71 119
1300 -6.09 B.C8 6.82 117
1325 -6.28 2,55 6.94 115
1350 -6.60 2.68 7.13 I12
2250 -6.84 1.92 7.11 126
22?5 -6.82 1.96 7.10 106
2300 -6.69 2.07 7.00 107
2325 -6.72 i.66 6.92 IC4
2350 -7.11 1.16 7.21 99
3250 -7.04 1.97 7.31 105
3275 -7.31 1.72 7.51 103
3300 --7.29 1.24 7,39 99
3325 -7.29 1.01 7.36 98
3350 -7.11 1.27 7.23 100
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX = Z2NAI CZMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEEA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELQCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05104165, IBOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL_RIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA At? WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
3375 -6.95 1.53 7.10 102 4375 -5.83 -2.52 6.35 66 5375 -6.71 -1.77 6.94 75
3400 -6.81 1,57 6.99 103 4400 -6.04 -2.41 6.50 68 E4CO -6.52 -2.02 6.83 73
3425 -6,73 1.57 6.91 103 4425 -6.30 -2.14 6.65 71 5425 -6.54 -2,01 6.85 73
3450 -6.73 1,49 6,89 102 4450 -6.31 -1.91 6.60 73 5450 -6.56 -1.76 6.79 75
3475 -6,70 1,16 6.86 100 4475 -6.41 -i.82 6.67 74 6475 -6.33 -1.43 6,49 77
3500 -6.89 0.79 6.94 96
3525 -7.04 0.64 7.07 95
3550 -7.14 0.47 7.15 94
3575 -7.19 0.26 7.19 92
3600 -7.18 0.29 7.18 92
4500 -6.65 -1.67 6.86 76
4525 -6.36 -1.56 6.55 76
4550 -5.75 -1.50 5.94 75
4575 -5.37 -1.41 5.55 75
4600 -5.18 -1.36 5,36 75
5500 -5.97 -1.05 6.06 80
5525 -5.57 -0.94 5.65 80
5550 -5.38 -1.19 5.51 77
5575 -5.34 -1.52 5.55 74
5600 -5.21 -1.79 5.51 71
3625 -7.00 0.39 7.01 93
3650 -6.59 0.31 6.60 93
3675 -6.52 0.26 6.52 92
3700 -6.66 0,56 0.67 93
3725 -6.59 0.56 6.61 95
4625 -5.00 -1.44 5.20 74
4650 -4.80 -I.77 5.12 70
4675 -4.73 -2.28 5.25 64
4700 -4,79 --2.65 5.47 61
4725 -5.27 --2.69 5,92 63
5625 -5.07 -2.06 5.48 68
5650 --4.86 -2.17 5.32 66
5675 --4.69 -2,23 5,19 64
5700 -4.49 -2.43 5.10 61
5725 -4.07 -2.59 4.82 57
3750 -6.55 0.72 6.59 96 4750 -5.66 -2.78 6.30 64 5750 -3.43 -2.72 4.38 51
3775 -6.46 1.04 6.55 99 4775 -5.55 -3,02 6.32 61 5775 -2.88 -2.85 4.00 45
3800 -6,27 1.24 6.39 101 4800 -5.74 -}.08 6.52 62 5800 -2.62 -2.73 3.78 44
5825 -6.12 1.12 6.22 I00 4825 -6.07 -3,16 6.84 62 5825 -2.25 -2.49 3.36 42
3850 -6.16 0.82 6.23 98 4850 -6.00 -3.20 6.80 62 5850 -1.67 -2.51 3.02 33
3875 -6.19 0.77 6.24 97
3900 -6.00 0.68 6.04 96
5925 -5.79 0.43 5.81 94
3950 -5.67 0.08 5.67 91
3975 -5.37 -0.C2 5,37 90
4875 -5.71 -3.06 6.48 62
4900 -5.83 -3.00 6.56 63
4925 -5.96 -2.91 6.63 64
4950 -5.95 -2.88 6.61 64
4975 -5.99 -3.07 6.73 63
5875 -1.18 -2.68 2.93 24
5920 -0.91 -2.65 2.80 19
5925 -0.57 -2.57 2.64 12
5950 -0.16 -2.67 2.68 3
5975 0.10 -2.66 2,66 358
4000 -4.94 -0,16 4.94 88
4025 -4.78 -0.66 4.82 82
4050 -4.81 -1.05 4.92 78
4075 -4.75 -1.23 4.91 75
4100 -4.70 -1.46 4.92 73
5000 -6.20 -3.33 6.94 63
5025 -6.39 -2.8? 7.01 66
5050 --6.49 --2.70 7.03 67
5075 -6.57 --2.76 7.13 67
5100 -6.74 -_.74 7.27 68
EOOO 0.22 -2.69 2.70 355
6025 0.29 -2.96 2.97 354
6050 0.40 -3.44 3.46 353
6075 0,45 -4.17 4.19 354
EIOO 0,39 -5.03 5.05 355
4125 -4.78 -1.71 5.08 70
4150 -4.73 -1.83 5.08 69
4175 -4.52 -1.92 4.91 67
4200 -R.45 -2.II 4.92 64
4225 --4.59 -2.37 5.17 62
5125 -6.94 -2.60 7.41 69
5150 -7.03 -2.55 7.48 70
5175 -7.19 -2.55 7.63 70
5200 -7.42 -2.47 7.82 71
5225 -7.44 -2.33 7.80 72
E125 0.47 -6.01 6.D3 355
6150 0.61 -6.82 6.84 355
6175 0.80 -6,98 7,02 353
6200 1.20 -6.70 6.81 350
6225 1.60 -6.39 6.59 346
4250 -4.72 -2.60 5.39 61
4275 -4.76 -2.79 5.52 59
4300 -5.01 -2.90 5.79 60
4325 -5.50 -2,77 6.15 63
4350 -5.76 -2.59 6.32 66
5250 -7.21 -2.20 7.53 73
5275 -6.88 -1.98 7.16 74
5300 -6.75 -1.77 6.98 75
5325 -6,86 l_.74 7.07 76
5350 -6.88 -1.71 7.09 76
6250 1.89 -6.16 6.44 343
6275 2.04 -6.04 6.37 341
6300 2.21 -5,80 6,21 339
E325 2.55 -5.39 5.96 334
6350 2.73 -5.32 5.98 333
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPZNENI, WZ = MERIDIBNAL C2MPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIZN
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ACT WX WE WS THETR
METERS MISEC M/SSC M/SEC DEG
6375 2.70 -5.61 6.23 334
6400 2.68 -5.80 6.5B 335
6425 2.54 -5.89 6.41 336
6450 2.40 -5.98 6.45 338
6475 2.31 -5.98 6.41 339
TABLE II-103(con't)
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHSRE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05/04/65t I300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
7375 3.1! -4.55 5.51 325 8375 4.47 -7.26 8.53 328
7400 3.09 -4.58 5.53 326 8400 4.32 -7,12 8.33 329
7425 3.19 -4.51 5.55 324 8425 4.43 -T.2T 8.51 328
7450 3.29 -4.42 5.51 323 8450 4.54 -7.53 8.79 329
7475 3.38 -4.34 5.50 322 8475 4.45 -7.34 8.58 329
6500 2.31 -5.85 6.29 338
6525 2,47 -5.82 6.14 336
6550 2.54 -5.45 6,01 335
6575 2.54 -S.38 5.95 335
6600 2.53 -5.31 5.88 334
6625 2.45 -5.28 5.83 335
6650 2.44 -5*26 5.80 335
6675 2.47 -5.21 5.76 334
6700 2.42 -5.|2 5.66 335
6725 2.37 -5.C8 5.61 335
6750 2.51 -5.C8 5.66 334
6775 2.48 -5.C4 5.61 334
6800 2.49 -4.88 5.48 333
6825 2.71 -4.64 5.37 830
685O 2.9O -4.36 5.24 326
6875 3.09 -4.14 5.17 323
6900 3.09 -4.07 5.11 323
6925 3,07 -4.C9 5.11 323
6950 3.00 -4.16 5.12 324
8975 2.80 -4.29 5.12 327
7000 2.66 -4.54 5.26 329
7025 2.59 -4.82 5.47 332
7050 2.46 -5.27 5,81 335
7075 2,39 -5.55 6.04 336
7100 2.48 -5.38 5.93 335
7125 2.62 -5.10 5.73 333
7150 2.71 -4.82 5.53 330
7175 2,77 -4.59 5.36 329
7200 2.85 -4.41 5.25 327
7225 2.93 -4.20 5.12 325
7250 3.07 -4.00 5.04 322
7275 3.22 -3.81 4.99 320
7300 3.31 -3.89 5,11 319
7325 3.26 -4.15 5.27 322
7350 3.19 -4.41 5.44 324
7500 3.43 -4.25 5.46 321
7525 3.17 -4.13 5.21 322
7550 2.82 -4.21 5.07 326
7575 2,76 -4.83 5,57 330
7600 2,85 -5.48 6,18 332
ESCO 4.31 -6.98 8.20 328
8525 4.18 -6.82 8.00 328
8550 4.16 -6,81 7.98 328
8575 4.09 -6*82 7,95 329
8600 4.07 -6.63 7.78 828
7625 2.99 -5.94 6.65 333
7650 3.07 -6.28 6.99 234
7675 3.12 -6.22 6.96 333
7700 3.34 -5.87 6.76 53C
7725 3.43 -b.49 6,47 328
8625 4.07 -6.51 7.68 328
8650 4.10 -6.45 7.68 327
E675 4,15 -6,33 7,57 327
8700 4,15 -6.31 7,55 326
8725 4.23 -6.14 7.45 325
7750 3.46 -5.30 6.33 327
7775 3.45 -5.18 6.22 326
7800 3.31 -5.19 6.15 ]27
7825 3,20 -5.34 6.23 329
7850 3.09 -5.45 6.27 330
8750 4.01 -6.04 7.25 326
8775 3.85 -6.00 7.13 327
8800 3.87 -5.94 7.09 327
8825 3.66 -6.38 7.35 330
8850 3.68 -7.8[ 8.64 335
7875 3.26 -5.30 6.22 )28
7900 3.57 -5.10 6.23 325
7925 3.81 -5.07 6.35 323
7950 4.35 -5.09 6.70 319
7975 4.83 -5'.16 7.07 317
8875 4.49 -10.70 11.60 337
8900 4.55 -11.79 12.64 339
8925 3.80 -10.14 10.83 339
8950 3.85 -9.83 10.56 338
8975 4.35 -10.12 11.02 337
8000 5.02 -5.26 7.27 316
8C25 5.16 -5.65 7.65 317
8050 5.28 -5.97 7.97 318
8075 5.31 -6.05 8.04 319
8100 5.42 -6.03 8.11 318
9000 4.72 -10,27 11.30 335
9025 4.72 -10.25 11.28 335
9050 4.78 -10.12 11.20 335
9075 5.13 -lO.O0 11.24 333
9100 5,57 -9.90 11.36 330
8125 5.58 -0.02 8.20 517
8150 5.73 -6.05 8.33 316
8175 5.85 -b.18 8.51 316
8200 5.82 -6.43 8.67 318
8225 5.85 -6.70 8.89 319
5125 5.92 -9.75 11.41 329
9150 6.12 -9,57 11.36 327
9175 6.34 -9.48 11.41 326
$200 6.99 -9.68 11.94 324
_225 7.86 -10,29 12.95 322
8250 5.83 -1.05 9.15 320
8275 5.44 -7.24 9.06 323
8300 4.84 -7.32 8.77 326
8325 4.59 -7.23 B.5T 327
8350 4.55 -7.22 8.54 328
9250 8.B0 -10.98 13.95 322
9275 9.14 -11.58 14.75 322
_3C0 9.57 -12.32 15.60 322
_325 [0.27 -13.23 16.74 322
9350 11.80 -15.45 19.44 322
ALT " ALTITUOEt WX • Z%NAL CBMPBNENI, WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT_ WS • WINC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAD6R/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PR%FILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05/04/65, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FL8RIOA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFEIA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC DEG
9375 13.42 -18.27 22.67 324 10375 15.77 -20.82 26.11 323 11375 18.93 -19o71 27.33 316
9400 12.36 -17,12 21.11 324 10400 15.72 -21.05 26.27 323 11400 18.88 -19.89 27.43 316
9425 11.23 -15.54 19.18 324 10425 15.67 -21.37 26.49 324 11425 18.92 -20.01 27.53 316
9450 11°53 -15.57 19.26 324 10450 15.70 -2[.54 26.66 3?4 11450 18.95 -20.07 27.60 316
9475 11.54 -15.70 19.48 323 10475 15.82 -21.40 26.61 )23 11475 18.81 -20.02 27.47 317
9500 11.80 -15.97 19.85 323
9525 12,22 -16,22 2C.51 323
9550 12.76 -16.33 20.72 322
9575 12.91 -16.38 2C.86 322
9600 12.79 -16.36 2C.77 322
lOfiOO 15.94 -21.10 26.45 323
10525 16.03 -20.97 26.40 322
10550 16.00 -21.07 26,45 )23
10575 15.89 -21.28 26.55 323
10600 15.97 -21.36 26.67 323
11500 18.67 -20.00 27.36 317
11525 18.65 -20.11 27.43 317
11550 18.76 -20.43 27.73 317
11575 18.62 -20.54 27.73 318
11600 18.38 -20.46 27.51 318
9625 12.68 -16.40 2C.73 322
9650 12.50 -16.31 20.55 322
9675 12.50 -16,20 20.46 322
9700 12.39 -16.25 20.44 322
9725 12,07 -16.58 2G.35 323
10625 16.26 -21.33 26.82 322
10650 16.69 -21.40 27.14 522
10675 16.90 -2_.50 27.35 322
10700 16.69 -21.13 26.92 )21
10725 16.55 -2U.75 26.54 321
11625 18.31 -20.58 27.54 318
11650 18.16 -20.68 27.37 318
11675 18.19 -20.52 27.42 318
llTOO 18.52 -20.68 27.76 318
11725 18.77 -20.97 28.14 318
9750 11,88 716.86 2C.46 324
9775 12.04 -16.90 20.75 324
9800 12.34 -17.11 21.10 324
9825 12.61 -17.43 21.51 324
9R50 12.79 -17.93 22.02 324
10750 16.61 -20.81 26.62 321
10775 16.61 -20.78 26.57 )21
10800 16.73 -2U,64 26.57 371
10825 16.99 -2U.57 26.67 520
10850 17.13 -2U.39 26,63 320
11750 18.91 -21.51 28.49 318
11775 18.75 -21.36 28.42 319
11800 18.41 -21.59 28,38 319
11825 18.07 -21.85 28.35 320
11850 17.82 -22.01 _8.32 321
9875 12.90 -18.35 22.43 325
9900 13.12 -18.49 22.68 324
9925 13,37 -18.51 22,84 324
9950 13.70 -18.55 23.08 323
9975 13.95 -18.60 23.25 323
10875 17.11 -2U.71 26.48 320
10900 17.20 -2U.I! 26.47 519
10925 17.52 -20.10 26.67 319
logso 17.83 -20.06 26.84 318
10975 18.01 -19.92 26.86 318
11875 18.02 -22.10 28.52 321
11900 18.76 -22.21 29.08 320
11925 19.55 -22,28 29.65 319
11950 20.08 -22.30 30.01 318
11975 20.81 -22.34 30.53 317
lOOOO 14.24 -18,E9 2).50 323
10025 Ih.66 -18.78 25.%3 322
10050 14.92 -19,C3 24.19 322
10075 14.98 -19.11 24.28 322
10100 15.01 -18.E2 24.07 371
llCOO 18.02 -19.69 26.69 317
11025 18.06 -19.48 26.56 317
11_50 1A.91 -26,16 27.65 )17
11075 19.06 -20.34 27.87 517
lifO0 18.35 -i_,86 27.04 317
12000 21.47 -22.60 31.17 316
12025 21.80 -22.93 31.64 316
12050 21.90 -23.04 51.7B 316
12075 21,94 _23.47 32,13 317
12100 22.03 -24.06 32.62 317
10125 15.09 -18.66 24.00 321
lOISO 15.11 -18.E5 24.00 321
[0175 15.28 -18.83 24.25 321
10200 15.69 -19.30 24.88 321
10225 15.98 -19.37 25.11 320
11125 18.31 -19.70 26.90 317
lllSO 18.60 -19.49 26.94 )16
11175 18.82 -19.43 27.05 316
11200 18.86 -19.28 26.97 315
11225 18.98 -19.30 27.07 315
12125 22.27 -24.17 32.86 317
12150 22.19 -24.01 32.70 317
12178 22.06 -23.95 32.56 317
12200 22.33 -24.13 32.88 317
12225 22.38 -24.16 32.93 317
10250 15.90 -19.23 24.95 320
10275 15.88 -19.49 25.14 321
10300 15.89 -19.68 25,29 321
10325 15.79 -19.95 25,44 321
10350 15.78 -20.47 25.85 322
11250 18.97 -19.25 27.02 315
11275 19.Ol -19.24 27.04 315
ll3OO 19.11 -1_.28 27.15 315
11325 19.09 -19.32 27,16 315
11350 19.01 -19.51 27,24 516
12250 22.18 -23.99 32.68 317
12275 22.11 -23.93 32.58 317
12500 22.29 -23.93 32.71 317
12325 22.86 -23.84 33.03 316
12350 23.38 -23.61 33,23 315
ALI- ALTITUOE, WX • Z%NAL CBMPSNENI, WI = MERID[SNAL CSMP@NENT, WS = WINE SPEEO, THETA = WIND D[RECT[SN
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FPS-I6 RADARIJINSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05/044651 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL%RIOA
ALT Wx WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THEIR ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DED
12575 23.52 -23.46 33.22 315 13375 20.30 -26.98 33.77 323 14375 26.89 -I7.09 31.86 302
12400 23.50 -23,38 33,15 315 13400 19.91 -26.57 33.20 323 14400 26.36 -18,15 32.01 304
12425 23.55 -23,39 33,I9 315 13425 19.68 -26.A6 52.98 323 16425 25,65 -19.23 12.06 307
12450 23.62 -23.66 53.44 315 I5450 19,65 -2B.12 32,67 ]23 14450 28.36 -19.68 31.32 309
12475 25.48 -23.85 33.47 315 13875 19.47 -25.89 32.39 325 16475 23,31 -19.06 30.09 309
12500 25.19 -23.25 32+81 315
12525 23.07 -22.35 32.12 31.
12550 22.7A -Z2.15 51.74 31A
12575 22.17 -22.49 31.58 315
12600 21.93 -22.83 31.66 316
13500 19.49 -25.50 32.09 322
13525 19.53 -23.08 31.79 322
13550 19.67 -24.45 31.38 321
13575 19.64 -23.76 30.85 320
13600 19.04 -23.38 30.16 321
1,500 23.41 -17.83 29.43 307
1'525 23.58 -17.37 29.29 306
1'550 23.66 -16.91 29.08 505
14575 23.99 -15.81 28.73 303
14600 25.40 -15.54 28.09 303
12625 21.79 -23.21 31.83 317
12650 21.76 -23.92 32.34 317
12675 21.77 -24.E9 32.86 318
12700 21.62 -24.87 32.95 319
12725 21.51 -25.12 33.07 319
13625 18.81 -23.14 29.85 321
13650 18.74 -22.87 29.57 320
13675 18.53 -22.48 29.14 320
13700 18.50 -21.71 28.52 319
13725 18.90 -2i.27 28.45 318
1,625 22.28 -15.79 27.30 305
14650 21.39 -15.99 26.70 307
IA675 20.60 -16.25 26.24 308
14700 19.84 -16.60 25.75 309
14725 19.02 -16.77 25.36 311
12750 21.52 -25.53 33.39 320
12775 21.61 -26.04 35.8A 320
12800 21.62 -26.56 34.24 321
12825 21.99 -27.04 34.85 321
12850 22.27 -27.E8 35.52 321
13750 19.12 -21.27 28.60 318
13775 19.27 -20.67 28.25 317
13800 19.59 -19.85 27.88 315
13825 19.58 -19.37 27.50 315
13850 19.65 -18.81 27.20 314
1,750 18.28 -16.92 24.91 313
14775 17.84 -16.60 24.37 313
14800 17.36 -16.45 23.92 313
1,825 17.06 -16.26 23.57 313
1'850 16.71 -16.31 23.35 314
12875 22.35 -28.18 35.97 321
12900 22.46 -28.41 36.21 321
12925 22.04 -28.84 36.50 322
12950 21.48 -29.28 36.32 32*
12975 21.24 -29.50 36.35 324
13875 20.13 -18.34 27.23 112
13900 20.65 -18.53 27.62 311
13925 21.16 -18.15 27.88 310
13950 21.74 -17.45 27.88 3C9
13975 22.50 -16.33 27.80 306
1_875 15.96 -16.66 23.07 316
14900 15.49 -16.64 22.73 317
1,925 15.52 -16.52 22.66 317
14950 15.72 -16.62 22.88 316
1,975 15.36 -17.18 23.04 318
13000 21.33 -29.62 36.50 324
13025 21.63 -30.04 37.02 324
13050 22.01 -30.56 37.66 32A
13075 22.42 -30.68 38.00 324
13100 22.63 -30.78 38.21 323
14000 23.05 -16.11 28.13 305
14025 23.48 -16.66 28.80 305
14050 28.93 -17.00 29.36 305
14075 24,45 -16.87 29.69 304
14100 24.70 -16.35 29.62 3C3
15000 14.94 -17.58 23.07 319
15025 14.63 -17.78 23.02 320
15050 14.38 -17.92 22.98 321
15075 IA.36 -18.01 23.02 321
15100 13.71 -18.50 25.03 325
13125 22.66 -31.G3 38.43 324
13150 22.64 -31.23 38.58 324
13175 22.73 -31.14 38.55 324
13200 22.34 -30.73 38.00 324
14125 24.94 -16.25 29.77 303
14150 25.61 -16.42 30.42 302
14175 26.03 -16.63 30.89 302
14200 26.42 -17.07 31.45 303
15125 12.95 -18.85 22.87 325
15150 12.57 -18.90 22.70 326
15175 12.40 -18.72 22.46 326
15200 12.25 -18.22 21.95 326
132:: 11._ 17.77 Z;.;_ 3_T
13250 21.85 -29.98 37.10 324
13275 21.35 -29.89 36.73 324
13300 21.20 -29.56 36°38 324
13325 21.09 -29.08 35.92 324
13350 20.70 -28.15 34.9A 323
14250 26.27 -17.85 31.76 304
14275 25.92 -17.63 31.34 304
14300 26,04 -17.03 31.11 303
14325 26.35 -16.68 31.18 302
14350 26.85 -16.74 31.64 302
15250 11.15 -17.39 20.65 327
15275 11.10 -17.43 20.67 327
15300 10.65 -17.35 20.36 528
15325 10.35 -16.61 19.57 328
15350 10.05 -16.15 19.02 328
ALT " ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL C%MPSNEN|_ W_ = MERIDIENAL CBMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, T_ETA = WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMS%HERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2804 05/04/651 1300Zf EASTERN TEST RANGEr FL_RIOA
ALT WX W2 WS THET_ ALT WX WE WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE N/SEE W/SEE OEG NETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG
15375 9.66 -16.19 18.85 329 16375 17,69 -15.68 23.64 311
15400 9.50 -15.56 18.23 328 16400 17.26 -15.89 23.46 312
15425 9.47 -14.81 17.59 327 16425 16.29 -IB.59 23.25 315
15450 9.88 -14.85 17.84 326 16450 15.77 -16.72 22.98 316
15475 10.48 -14.91 18.22 325 16475 15.27 -16.46 22.46 317
15500 10.80 -14.74 18.27 32*
15525 11.15 -16.54 18.32 322
15550 11.84 -14.55 18.75 321
15575 12.69 -14.46 19.24 319
15600 13.20 -14.02 19.26 317
16500 14.35 -16.87 22.15 319
16525 13.50 -17.03 21.73 321
16550 12.54 -16.84 21.00 323
16575 12.03 -16.69 20.57 324
16600 11.24 -16.61 20.06 326
15625 13.88 -13.19 15.15 313
15650 14.51 -12.E3 19.24 311
• 15675 15.17 -12.C1 19.35 308
15700 15.60 -11.36 19.30 306
15725 16.33 -11.16 19.78 304
16625 10.30 -16.57 19.51 328
16650 9.58 -16.15 18.78 329
16675 9.19 -15.55 18.06 329
16700 8.70 -15.30 17.60 330
16725 8.56 -14.76 17.06 33%
15750 17.20 -11.12 20.48 303
15775 17.61 -10.93 20.73 302
15800 18.05 -10.72 20.99 300
15825 18.62 -lO.EO 21.38 299
15850 19.48 -10.21 22.00 297
16750 8.30 -14.17 16.43 329
16775 7.91 -13.79 15.90 330
16800 8.03 -12.77 15.08 328
16825 7.72 -12.12 14.37 E2T
16850 7.41 -IZ.26 14.33 329
15875 20.44 -9.90 22.71 296
15900 21.35 -9.58 23.40 294
15925 21.74 -9.49 23.72 293
15950 22.37 -9.50 24.30 293
159T5 22.95 -9.75 24.94 293
16875 7.61 -11.91 14.14 327
16900 7.31 -11.22 13.39 327
16925 7.08 -10.80 12.91 327
16950 7.40 -10.17 12.57 324
16975 7.38 -9.85 12.28 323
16000 23.54 -9*78 25.49 292
16025 23.98 -9.95 25.96 292
16050 24.20 -lO.O2 26.19 292
16075 26.57 -9,71 26.A2 291
16100 24.86 -10.35 26.93 292
17000 7.52 -9.53 12,01 322
17025 7.70 -8.35 11.35 317
17050 8.31 -7.53 11.21 312
17075 8.61 -6.89 11.03 ICE
17100 9.11 -6.23 11.04 3C4
16125 24.58 -11.22 27.02 294
16150 24.19 -11.51 26.78 295
16175 24.20 -11.85 26.95 296
16200 23.80 -12.20 26.75 297
16225 22.T9 -12.96 26.21 298
17125 9.95 -5.59 II.41 299
17150 10.71 -5.13 II.8T 295
16250 22.11 -13.29 25.80 301
16275 21.04 -13.76 25.14 303
16300 19.62 -14.E6 24.61 307
16325 19.18 -15.E5 24.50 308
16350 18.61 -15.'2 24,16 309
4LT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CgMPgNENT, WZ " MERIDISNAL CmMPSNENTt WS = WINE SPEEOt THETA • WIND OIRECTISN
PAGE430 TABLE 11-104
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND 9ELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/05165v 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRID6
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE NISEC EEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
Z30 4.22 -0.17 4.22 ,R 1_Rn -2.98 3.92 4.92 143 2250 -6.25 -1.87 6.53 73
275 -4.45 -0.12 5.45 88 1275 -2.96 4.34 5.25 146 2275 -6.26 -2.00 6.b/ f2
300 -4.63 0.02 4.55 90 1300 -3.03 4.79 5.67 IR7 2300 -6.25 -2.14 6.62 71
325 -4.68 0.21 N.69 92 1325 -2.94 5o12 5.90 150 2325 -6.26 -2.28 6.67 70
350 -4.83 0.35 4.84 94 1350 -2.93 5.42 6.16 151 2350 -6.27 -2.41 6.72 69
375 -4.95 0.35 4.96 94
400 -5.06 O.R2 5.07 95
425 -5.16 0.48 5.18 95
450 -5.18 0.47 5.20 95
475 -5.05 0.42 5.07 95
500 -5.13 0.48 5.15 95
525 -5.44 0.55 5.46 96
550 -4.54 -O.CO 4.54 gO
575 -5.91 -0.37 3.92 84
600 -4.87 0.18 4.87 92
1375 -5.03 5.44 6.22 151
1400 -3.10 5.01 5.89 1R8
1425 -3o01 4.62 5.51 187
1450 -3.04 4.22 5.20 144
1475 -3.35 3.85 R.95 137
1500 -3.81 Z.90 _.79 12T
1525 -4.28 2.21 4.81 117
1550 -4.86 1.71 5.16 109
1575 -5.47 1,56 5.69 106
1600 -5.74 1.62 5.92 105
2375 -6.27 -2.36 6.70 89
2400 -6.34 -2.16 6.70 71
2425 -6.54 -1.91 6.81 73
2450 -6.80 -1.68 7.01 76
2475 -7.09 -!.42 7.23 78
2500 -7.33 -1.21 7,_3 BO
2525 -7.40 -0,95 7.46 83
2550 -7.30 -0.67 7.35 85
2575 -7.10 -0.74 7.14 84
2600 -6.96 -0.97 7.03 82
625 -5.13 0.52 5.15 96
650 -5.02 0.69 5.07 98
675 -R.g6 0.84 5.03 99
700 -4.85 0.88 4.93 lO0
725 -4.T1 0.76 4,77 99
1625 -5.88 1.38 6.04 103
1650 -5.98 L.R4 6.15 103
1675 -6.11 1.25 6,24 101
1700 -6,19 1.14 6.29 100
1725 -6.19 1.00 6.27 99
2625 -7.00 -0.75 7.04 84
2650 -7.26 -0.23 7.27 88
2875 -7.32 0.08 7.32 90
2700 -7.46 0.44 7.48 98
2725 -7.88 0.66 7.91 95
750 -R.64 0.71 4.69 99 1750 -6.20 0.87 6.26 9B
775 -4.68 0.74 4.74 99 1775 -6.20 U.73 6.24 97
800 -4.73 0,T0 4.79 98 1800 -6.20 0.59 6.23 95
825 -4.83 0.74 4.89 99 1825 -6.20 0.66 6.22 94
850 -6.88 0.77 4.94 99 1850 -6.21 0.32 6.22 93
2750 -7.74 O.gl 7.80 97
2775 -7.20 1.16 7.29 99
2800 -6.54 1.06 6.63 99
2825 -5.90 0.93 5.98 99
2850 -5.40 0.87 5.47 99
875 -4.72 0.85 4.80 lO0
900 -4.48 0.97 4.59 102
925 -4,14 0.99 4.26 103
950 -3.74 1.00 3.E7 105
975 -3.40 1.05 3.56 107
1875 -6.21 0.18 6.21 91
1900 -6.21 0,05 6.21 90
1925 -6.22 -0.09 6.22 89
1950 -6.22 -U.23 6.22 88
1975 -6.22 -0.36 6.23 86
2875 -4.81 0.70 4.86 98
2900 -4.61 0.27 4.62 93
2925 -4.73 -0.26 4.74 87
2950 -4.88 -0.26 4.89 87
2975 -5.41 -0.15 5.41 88
I000 -3.16 1.19 3.38 II0
1025 -2.95 1.35 3.25 118
1050 -2.77 1.51 3.15 118
1075 -2.63 1.87 3.23 125
II00 -2.46 2.41 3,44 134
2000 -6.23 -0.50 6.25 85
2025 -6.23 -0.66 6.26 84
2050 -6.23 -0.77 6.28 83
2075 _6.23 -0.91 6.30 El
2100 -6.24 -1.05 6.32 80
2000 -5.89 -0.22 5.90 88
5025 -6.10 -0.32 6.11 87
3050 -6.16 -0.38 6.17 86
3075 -6.13 -0.11 6.13 89
3100 -6.13 0.32 6.14 93
1125 -2.33 2.84 3.67 140
I150 -2.57 3.C8 4.01 140
1175 -2.90 3,13 4.28 137
1200 -2.98 3.20 4.37 137
1225 -3.05 3.52 4.65 139
2125 -6.24 -1.18 6.35 79
2150 -6.24 -1.32 6.38 78
2175 -6.25 -1.46 6.41 77
2200 -6.25 -1.59 6.45 75
2225 -6;25 -1.73 6.49 7N
3125 -8.19 0.59 6.22 95
3150 -6.31 0.87 6.37 98
3175 -6.16 0.95 6.24 99
3200 -5.80 0.85 5.86 98
2225 -5.49 0.80 5.55 98
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL CBMPBNEN7, W/ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/05/65, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA AL7 WX WZ WS TPE7A ALl WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC N2SEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC CFG MErERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC DEO
3250 -5.40 0._3 5.64 96 4250 -1.40 -5.29 5.47 15 5250 -2.21 -3.44 R.og 33
3275 -5.47 0*26 S.47 93 4275 -1.25 -4.85 5.00 18 5275 -2+12 -3.19 3.83 33
3300 -5,43 -0.18 5.43 88 4300 -1.25 -4.44 4.61 16 5300 -2.12 -3.08 3.74 34
3325 -5.22 -0.54 5.25 84 4325 -1.51 -3.99 4.26 21 5325 -2.08 -3,06 3.70 34
3350 -4.94 -0.93 5.03 79 4350 -1,9T -3.82 4.12 88 5350 -1.74 -3.19 3.64 28
3375 -R.77 -1.25 4,93 75 4375 -2.17 -3.36 4.00 93
3400 -R.64 -1,56 5.87 72 4400 -2.06 -3.38 3.96 31
3425 -4.39 -1.54 4.65 70 4425 -1.94 -3.64 4.13 28
3450 -4.09 -l.52 4.36 69 4650 -1.88 -_.97 R.40 25
3475 -3.89 -1.48 5.16 69 8875 -1.86 -4.09 4.49 28
5375 -1.39 -3.3T 3.65 22
5400 -1.13 -3.58 3.76 17
5825 -0.99 -3.99 4.11 14
5450 -0.92 -4.26 4.35 12
5R75 lO*B2 --4._0 _._8 lO
3500 --3.79 --1.89 4,07 68
3525 -3.61 -1.49 3.91 67
3550 -3.36 I-1.40 3.64 67
3575 -3,13 -h38 3.42 66
3600 -2.95 -1.55 3+33 62
4500 -2.08 -3.90 4.42 28
4525 -2.54 -3.78 R.55 94
4550 -2.89 -3.85 4.81 _7
4575 -2.98 _3.95 4.95 37
4600 -2.91 -3.91 _.88 36
55C0 -O.Bl -4.61 4.69 lO
5525 -0.87 -4.54 4.62 ll
5550 -0.93 -4.30 4.40 12
55T5 -0.98 -4.13 4.25 13
5600 -0.99 -R.02 4.14 14
3625 -2.69 -1.68 3.17 58 4625 -2.84 -3.86 4.80 36 E625 -i.07 -4.01 4.15 15
3650 -2.43 -I.70 2.97 55 4650 -2.82 -3.94 4.84 35 5650 -1.02 -4.02 4.15 14
3675 -2.15 -I.52 2.63 54 4675 -2.85 -_.12 5.01 36 5675 -0.72 -3.98 4.05 IO
3700 -1.82 -1.51 2,36 50 4700 -2.98 -4.33 5.25 38 5700 -O.RT -3.94 3.97 7
3725 -1.73 -2.01 2.66 41 4725 -3.I2 -4.41 5.40 35 5T25 -0.39 -3.91 3.93 6
3750 -1.89 -2.59 3.20 36
3775 -2.17 --3l_6 3.75 35
3800 -2.25 -3*42 4,10 33
3825 -2.07 -3.73 4.26 29
3850 -2.10 -3.97 4.50 28
4750 -3.23 -4.49 5.53 36
4775 -3.26 -4.61 5.65 35
4800 -3,24 -4.69 5.70 34
4825 -3.26 -4.71 5.73 74
R850 -3.23 -4.85 5.83 23
5750 -0.41 -3.87 3.89 6
5775 -0.31 -3.68 3.70 5
58C0 -0.02 -3.64 3.64 0
5825 0.40 -3.89 3.91 354
5850 0.79 -4.11 4.18 349
3875 -2.19 -4.10 4.65 28 4875 -3.08 -5.02 5.89 31
3900 -2.24 -R.28 4.85 27 4900 -2.76 -5.14 5.83 ?8
3925 -2.41 -R.46 5.07 28 4925 -2.R4 -b.40 5.93 24
3950 -2.67 -4.72 5.45 29 495O -2.28 -5.64 6.08 22
3975 -2.86 -4.94 5.71 30 #975 -2.37 -b.77 6.24 22
5875 1.20 -4.34 4.51 344
5900 1.48 -4.57 4.80 342
5925 1.53 -4.57 4.82 341
5950 1.40 -4.53 4.14 343
5975 1.23 -4.56 4.72 345
4000 -2.96 -5.C6 5.E6 30 5000 -2.72 -5.80 6.40 25
4025 -2.79 -5.28 5.97 28 5025 -2.91 -5.73 6,43 27
4050 -2.34 -5.41 5.89 23 5050 -2.89 -5.R8 6.20 28
4075 -1.89 -5.58 5.89 18 5075 -3.00 -5.21 6.U| 30
4100 -1.69 -5.71 5,96 16 5100 -3,09 -4.99 5.88 32
20C0 1.19 -4.58 4,73 345
E025 1.25 -4.68 4.84 345
E050 1.24 -4o73 4.89 345
6075 1.23 -4.77 4.93 345
2100 1.27 -4.92 5.08 345
4125 -1.55 -5.83 6.03 15
4150 -1.38 -5.99 6.15 13
4175 -1.28 -8.06 6.19 12
4200 -I.11 -6.el 6.11 I0
4225 -1.28 -5.76 5.90 12
5125 -3.14 -4.84 5.77 33
5150 -3.24 -_.71 5.71 34
51T5 -2.99 -4.34 5,27 34
5200 -2.61 -3.88 4.68 34
5225 -2.37 -3.64 4.35 33
E125 1.26 -5.06 5.21 346
6150 1.19 -5.06 5.20 347
6175 1.01 -R.99 5.09 348
6200 0.90 -4.87 4.95 349
6225 1.07 -4.63 4.75 347
ALT • ALT[7UDE, wx = Z@NAL COMPONENT, WZ = MER[DI2NAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE11-104 (con't) PAGE431
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE W[NO VELBCITY PBeF[LE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/08/68v I_OOZj EASTERN TEST RANGEr FtSRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TEEfA ALI
METERS M/SEt M/SEE M/SEE DEG WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEt M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG
6250 1.32 -A.53 A.72 344
6278 1.29 -4.42 4.60 344
6500 1.25 -4.22 4.40 343
6325 1.32 -4.10 A.31 342
6350 1.25 -4.12 A.31 343
6375 1.22 -4+03 4.21 343
6400 1.31 -3.79 4.01 3A1
6425 1.33 -3.88 A.lO 381
6450 1.29 -4.22 4.41 343
6475 1.50 -4.61 4.85 342
6500 1.98 -4.90 5.29 338
6525 2.42 -4.88 5.53 334
6850 2.67 -4,96 5.63 351
6575 2.84 -5.18 5,91 331
6600 3.00 -5.61 E.36 332
6625 2.96 -6.CO 6.69 333
6650 2.81 -5.89 6.53 334
6675 2,55 -S.45 6*02 335
6700 2,46 -5,D6 5.63 334
6725 2.51 -5.D2 5.62 333
6750 2.39 -5.42 5.92 336
6775 2.33 -6.18 6.61 339
6800 2.59 -7.10 7.56 340
6825 3.02 -7.82 8.38 339
6850 3.41 -8.48 9.14 338
6875 3.86 -9.04 9.83 337
6900 4.22 -9.4Z 10.33 336
6925 A.27 -9.72 1C.61 336
6980 4.09 -9.82 10.64 337
6975 3.90 -9.74 lO.R9 338
7000 3.88 -9.77 10.51 338
7025 3.T4 -9.74 10.44 339
7050 3.57 -9.74 10.38 340
7100 4.06 -9,73 10,54 337
7125 4.38 -10.C7 IG.98 336
7150 4.22 -10.20 11.04 337
7175 4.01 -10.50 11.05 339
7200 3.98 -IO.A5 II.19 339
7225 3.96 -10.51 11.23 339
7250 3.90 -10.50 11.20 339
7275 3.85 -10.46 11.15 340
7300 3.72 -I0.31 10.96 350
7325 3.83 -10o32 10.90 341
7350 3.27 -10.40 10.90 342
7375 3.09 -10,32 10.77 343
7400 2.82 -10.35 10,72 345
7425 2.70 -10.63 10.97 3R6
7450 2.84 -lU,B8 11.25 345
74T5 2.87 -11.08 11.44 345
7500 2.95 -11.31 11.69 345
7525 3.14 -11.61 12.02 345
7550 3.40 -Ii.70 12.19 544
7575 3.62 -11.87 12.41 343
7600 3.89 -14.03 12.64 342
7625 4.24 -12.14 12.86 381
7650 4.79 -12.39 13.29 339
7675 5.12 -12.45 13.46 537
7700 4.87 -12.57 13.48 339
7725 4.89 -I,.59 13.51. 339
7750 5.49 -12.57 13.71 336
7775 6.00 -12.84 14.17 335
7800 6,05 -13.15 14.47 335
7825 8+93 -13,33 14.59 356
7850 5.79 -13.45 14.64 337
7875 5.58 -13.65 14.75 338
7900 5.56 -13._9 15.05 338
7925 5.78 -14.43 15.84 338
7950 6.20 -14.66 15.92 337
7975 6.60 -14.85 16.25 336
8000 6.62 -15.39 16.75 557
8025 6*27 -15.79 16.99 338
8050 6.08 -16.13 17.24 339
8100 6.17 -16.54 17.65 339
8125 6.16 -16.73 17.83 340
8150 6.07 -10.81 17.87 3RO
8175 6.19 -16.91 IB.O0 340
8200 6.35 -17.04 18.19 339
8225 6.41 -17.12 18.27 339
8250 6.53 -17.18 18.38 339
E275 6.88 -17.22 18.54 338
E300 7.07 -17.27 18.66 338
8325 7*23 -17.27 18.72 337
6350 7.43 -17.37 18.89 337
6375 7.48 -17.63 19.16 337
8400 7.61 -17.95 19.49 337
8425 7.65 -18.34 19.87 337
8450 7.65 -18.94 20.42 338
E475 7.73 -19,26 20,75 338
E500 7.66 -19.21 20.68 338
E525 7.62 -19.26 20.71 338
8550 7.90 -19.63 21.16 338
8575 8.19 -20.09 21.69 338
E6OO 8.27 -20.38 21.99 338
8625 8.48 -20.44 22.13 337
8650 8.70 -20.49 22.26 337
8675 8.91 -20.54 22.39 336
8700 9.12 -20.60 22.53 336
8725 9,34 -20.65 22,67 335
8750 9.55 -20.71 22.80 335
8775 9.76 _20.76 22.94 335
e800 9.98 -20.82 23.08 334
6825 I0*19 -20.87 23.23 334
E850 10.41 -20,92 23.37 333
8875 10.62 -20.98 23.51 333
8900 10.83 -21.03 23.66 333
e925 11.05 -21.09 23.80 332
8960 11.26 -21.14 23.95 332
89T5 11.47 -21.19 24.10 331
9000 11.69 -21.25 24.25 331
9025 11.90 -21.30 24.40 331
_050 12.11 -21.36 24.55 330
9100 11.43 -22.03 24.81 332
8125 11.56 -21.97 24.83 332
8150 11.97 -21.92 24.97 331
9175 12.51 -22.14 25.43 330
_2GO 62.86 -22.41 25.84 330
9225 13.40 -22.53 26.22 329
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CgMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/05/65, 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS TMETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEt DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEt M/SEC DEG
9250 13.97 -22.82 26.76 325
9275 13.80 -23.13 26.93 329
9300 14.05 -23.13 27.07 329
9325 14.55 -22.9b 27.18 327
9350 18.82 -22,92 27.30 327
9375 15.33 -22.75 27.44 326
9400 15.80 -22.23 27.27 324
9425 16.21 -21.48 26.91 323
9450 16.45 -21,13 26.77 322
9475 16,43 -21.13 26.77 322
9500 16.52 -20.91 26.65 321
9525 16.66 -20.64 26.52 321
9550 16.77 -20.31 26.34 320
9575 16.95 -20.22 26.38 320
9600 16.95 -20.30 26.45 320
9625 16.93 -20.19 26.35 320
9650 16.81 -20.02 26.14 320
9675 16.61 -20.30 26.23 321
9700 '16,48 -20.68 26.44 321
9725 16.40 -21.08 26.71 322
9750 16.26 -21.78 27.18 323
9775 16.17 -22.15 27.42 324
9800 16.17 -22.56 27.76 324
9825 16.04 -22.95 26.00 325
9850 _5.94 -23.21 28.16 325
9875 15.80 -23.48 28.30 326
9900 15.56 -23.76 28.40 327
9925 15.49 -24.25 28.78 327
9950 15,52 -25,C1 29.44 328
9975 15.32 -25.52 29.77 329
lOOOO 15.16 -25.78 29.91 329
10025 15.05 -25.90 29.96 330
10050 14.T9 -25.84 29.77 330
10075 14.49 -26.D4 29.80 331
IOlOO 14.22 -26.19 29.80 331
10125 14.22 -26.25 28.85 331
10150 18.31 -26.28 29.93 351
10175 14.32 -26.35 29.99 331
10200 14.44 -26.44 30.12 331
10225 14.45 -26,58 30.25 331
10250 14.42 -26,69 30.34 331
10275 14.61 -26.75 30.48 331
10300 14.79 -26+86 30.66 331
10325 14.58 -26.77 30.48 331
10350 14.64 -26,71 30,46 331
10375 15.04 -26.45 30.43 330
IOAO0 15.53 -26.20 30.46 329
10425 15.80 -26.51 30.86 329
10450 15.80 -26.56 30.91 329
10475 15.97 -26.13 30.62 328
10500 16.11 -25.72 30.35 328
10525 16.35 -25.65 30.42 327
10550 16.57 -25.60 30.50 327
10575 16.78 -25,58 30.59 327
10600 17.03 -2S.62 30.77 326
10625 17.28 -25.44 30.75 326
10650 17.66 -25.38 30.92 325
10675 17.85 -25.41 31.05 325
10700 17.86 -25.61 31.22 325
10725 17.85 -25.96 31.50 325
10750 17.65 -26.16 31.56 326
10775 17.51 -20.55 31.80 326
10800 17.55 -26.94 32.16 327
10828 17.66 -27.25 32.47 327
10850 17.75 -27.34 32.59 327
10875 17.94 -27,19 32.58 326
I0900 18.31 -27.18 32.78 326
10925 18.64 -27.04 32.84 325
10950 18*82 -27.19 33.07 325
10975 18.99 -27.65 33.54 325
llOO0 19.26 -27.80 33.82 325
11025 19.75 -27.84 34.13 324
11050 19.90 -27.70 34.10 324
11075 20.04 -27.68 34.18 324
11100 20.42 -27.95 34.61 324
11125 20.23 -27.81 34.39 324
lll5O 20.22 -27.74 34.33 324
11175 20.63 -27.95 34.74 323
11200 20.80 -28.08 34.94 323
11225 20.86 -28.24 35.E1 323
11250 20.95 -28.33 35.23 323
11275 21.20 -28.25 35.31 323
ll3OO 21.49 -28,14 35.41 322
11325 21.59 -28,05 35.39 322
11350 21.67 -27.93 35.35 322
11375 21.63 -27.92 35.31 322
11400 21.40 -28.04 35.27 322
11425 21.68 -27.99 35.40 322
11450 22.15 -27.96 35.67 321
11475 22.51 -28.17 36.06 321
11500 23.05 -28,55 36.70 321
11525 23.50 -29,09 37.40 321
11550 23.91 -29.61 38.06 321
11575 24.50 -30.14 38.84 321
11600 24.71 -30.30 39.09 321
11625 25.02 -30.35 39.33 320
11650 25.55 -30.57 39.84 320
11675 25.25 -30.65 39.71 320
11700 25.00 -30.43 39.38 320
11725 25.42 -30.10 39.39 320
11750 25.58 -30.15 39.54 319
11775 25*67 -30.16 39.60 319
11800 25.63 -29.90 39.38 319
11825 25.61 -29.66 39.19 319
11850 25.82 -29.32 39.07 318
11875 25.73 -28.86 38.66 318
11900 25.70 -28.54 38.41 318
11925 25.75 -28.32 38.28 318
11950 25.84 -28.25 38.29 317
11975 25.96 -28,29 38.39 317
12000 25.98 -28.25 38.38 317
12025 25.88 -28.11 38.21 317
12050 25.80 -27.96 38.05 317
12075 26.13 -27.83 38.18 317
12100 26.43 -27.94 38.46 316
12125 26.41 -27.74 38.30 316
12150 26.88 -28.22 38.97 316
12175 27.63 -28.97 40.03 316
12200 27.15 -27.95 36.97 316
12225 26.54 -27.18 37.99 315
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C2MP8NENT, WZ = MERIDI8NAL CSMP8NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
PAGE432 TABLE J_-]04 Icon't_
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRmFILE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/05/651 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX N2 M S THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX MZ MS THETA
METERS N/SEC W/SEC M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC NISEC DEG
12250 26:5_ -27._q _A.02 318 13250 29.77 -2L.77 36.88 306 16250 28.08 -23.09 36.35 309
122T5 26.16 -27.23 37.75 316 13275 30.04 -2i.45 36.91 308 14275 27.28 --26.12 36.41 311
12300 25.81 -21,20 3?.50 316 13300 30.10 --21.50 36.99 305 16300 27.19 -26.94 36.90 312
12325 25.42 -26.95 37.05 316 13525 29.52 -21.51 36.52 306 I4325 26.76 -25.76 37.11 314
12350 25.05 -26.T9 38.68 317 13350 29.55 -21.05 36.28 305 14350 25.97 -26.35 37.00 315
12275 25.20 -2&.78 3&.77 317
12600 25.40 -26oT8 36.91 316
12425 26.96 -26.96 36.72 317
12450 26.90 -26.82 36.60 317
12475 25.20 _26.56 56,61 316
13375 29.73 -20*63 36.18 305
13600 29.46 -20.59 35.93 305
13625 29.23 -20.69 35.69 305
13650 29.14 -20.20 35.46 305
13475 29.41 -19.95 35.56 30_
J4275 25*61 -26.6_ 26.82 )_6
1_600 26.91 -26.55 36.60 317
16425 26.19 -26.86 36.15 318
16450 23.75 -26.90 35.88 318
16475 22.95 -27.03 35.46 319
12500 25.34 -26.64 36.82 316
12525 25.47 -26.21 38.55 316
12550 25.54 -26.02 36,46 315
12575 25.78 -26.01 36.62 315
12600 25.84 -25,78 36.51 315
13500 • 29.10 -19.94 35.28 BO6
13525 28.87 -19.61 34.90 304
13550 29.35 -19.25 35.10 303
13375 29,70 -19,03 35.27 302
13600 30.20 -19.11 35.76 302
16500 21,80 -27°07 34.75 321
14525 21.31 -26.91 34.32 321
16550 21,28 -26.?9 36.21 321
16575 20,95 -26°50 33.TB 321
14600 20.27 -27.03 33.79 323
12625 25.90 -25.74 26.32 315
12650 25.92 -25.82 36.58 315
12675 25.87 -25.74 36,30 315
12700 25.87 -25.80 36.56 3IS
12725 26.16 -25.62 36.62 316
13625 29.93 -|9.52 35.76 303
13650 29.29 -20.01 35.67 306
13675 29.70 -20,61 36.04 304
13700 30,54 -20.52 56,79 306
13725 31.16 -20.82 37,47 304
_6625 19.20 -27.79 33*70 325
16650 18.58 -27.35 33.0? 326
16675 18.58 -26,87 32,66 325
14TO0 17.82 -26.73 32.12 326
16725 15.96 -27.07 31,42 329
12750 26.46 -25.32 36,62 316
12775 26.40 -25,03 36.38 313
12800 26.98 -24.51 36.65 312
12825 27.51 -24.08 36.56 311
12050 27.28 -23.85 36.23 311
13750 31.98 -21.17 38.35 303
13775 32.98 -20.95 39.07 302
13800 33.77 -20.46 39.69 301
13825 34,13 -20.31 39.71 301
13850 34.51 -20.41 40.09 300
16750 15.20 -26.80 30.81 330
16775 16.90 -25.97 29.93 330
14800 14.71 -25.81 29.71 330
16825 16.32 -25.63 29,36 331
14850 13.90 -25.01 28.62 331
12875 27.26 -23.55 36.02 311
12900 27.26 -23.61 36,06 311
12925 27.64 -23.57 36.33 310
12950 27.16 -23.62 35.98 311
12975 26.98 -23.86 36,00 311
13875 36.81 -20.96 40.63 301
13900 34.87 -21.05 40.73 301
13925 36.97 -20.16 40.36 300
13950 35.16 -19.83 60,37 299
13975 35.32 -19.58 40.39 299
14875 13.35 -24o15 27.60 231
16900 12.67 -23.11 26.36 331
14925 11.89 -21.91 24.93 331
16950 11,31 -20.83 23,70 331
16975 10.82 -19.89 22.64 331
13000 27.59 -23.71 36.38 310
13025 27.43 -23.51 36.12 310
13050 27.57 -23.30 36.10 310
13075 27.67 -23,27 36.15 310
13100 27.54 -23.C0 35.B8 310
16000 35.23 -19.21 40.13 298
14025 36.77 -19.06 39.66 299
16050 33.86 -18.TT 38.70 299
16075 32.79 -18.77 37.78 300
14100 31.93 -19.20 37.26 301
15000 9.95 -19.70 22.08 333
15025 9.53 -18,89 21.16 333
15050 9.19 -17.77 20.01 332
150TS 8,7T -17.20 19.30 333
15100 9.09 -16.61 18,94 331
13125 27.84 -22.61 35.87 309
13150 28.62 -22.61 36.35 308
13175 28°96 -22.60 36.61 308
13200 29.22 -22.39 36.81 307
13225 29,57 -22.15 36.95 30T
16125 30°75 -20.01 36.68 303
16150 29.62 -20.57 36.06 305
14175 29.56 -20.94 36.22 305
16200 29.21 -21.68 36.38 306
16225 28.59 -22.37 36.30 308
15125 10.03 -16.06 18.93 328
15150 10.26 -16.10 19.08 327
15175 10.26 -16.01 19.01 327
15200 10.76 -15.39 18.76 325
15225 11.02 -15.16 18.74 324
6LT " ALTITUDE, WX " 28NAL CBMPgNENTp WZ • MERIDIBNAL CBMPgNENT, WS " WINE SPEED_ THET& " WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-I6 RAOAR/JINSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2805 05/OS/6St 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT WX WZ _S THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT NX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC H/SEC N/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC R/SEE DEG
15250 11.62 -16.81 18.82 322 16250 13.59 -13.04 18.83 316 17250 15.94 -10,90 19.31 306
152T5 12,30 -14.39 18,93 3[9 [6275 13.95 -1i,81 [8.28 310
15300 12.42 -14,38 19.00 319 16300 13.77 -11.08 17.67 309
15325 12.61 -16.T1 19.38 319 16325 16.66 -10.25 17.73 305
15350 13,20 -15.C0 19,98 318 16350 15.69 -10.60 18.82 303
15375 13.61 -15.26 20.45 318
15400 13.80 -15.15 20.49 317
15425 18.22 -14,T6 20.49 316
I5450 16.53 -16.48 20.51 315
15475 15°08 -13.82 21,05 311
16375 15.99 -11.65 19.67 305
16600 16.20 -1_,07 20.20 306
16625 17.03 -11.75 20.69 306
16450 18.16 -11.86 21.67 303
16675 18°60 -1Z.60 22.47 306
15500 I6.68 -13.T1 21.59 309
15525 16.86 -13.91 21.86 309
15550 18,52 -13.38 22.84 306
15575 19,43 -12.86 23.29 303
15600 19°41 -12.33 22.99 302
16500 18.98 -13.39 23.23 305
16525 19.42 -14.05 23.97 306
I6550 19.41 -14.62 26.30 307
16575 19.73 -15.58 25.16 _08
36600 20.27 -15.81 2_.70 308
15625 19.86 -12.C9 23.23 301
15650 19.57 _12.59 23.27 303
15675 18.68 -13.01 22.60 305
15700 18.19 -13.22 22.69 306
15725 17.56 -13.50 22.13 307
16625 19,77 -16.22 25°57 309
16650 19.00 -16.98 25.49 312
16675 17.73 -16.04 25.29 315
16700 16.46 -18.80 26.99 519
16725 15.50 -18.70 24.28 320
15750 17.73 -12.77 21.85 306
15T75 17.83 -12.68 21.89 305
15800 16.75 -13.55 21.56 309
15825 16.69 -14.26 21.80 311
15850 16.39 -16.65 21.98 312
16750 16.00 -19.10 23.69 326
16775 12.55 -19.71 23.37 327
16800 11.86 -19.56 22.87 329
16825 11.20 -19.10 22.16 329
18850 9.87 -18.56 23.02 332
15875 15.66 -15.20 21.82 316
15900 15.56 -1S.46 21.93 315
1592S 15.92 -15.66 22.32 314
15950 16.05 -16.01 22.67 315
15975 I5.93 -16.25 22.76 315
16875 9.05 -17.86 20.02 3_3
16900 8.56 -IT.SO 19.68 336
16925 8.84 -17.02 19.18 3_2
16950 9.71 -10.66 19.28 330
16975 9.71 -16.50 19.15 529
16000 16.46 -16.26 23.12 316
16025 16.Z9 -16.90 23.47 316
160B0 15.30 -17.67 23.37 319
16075 15,66 -17.90 23.77 319
16100 15.06 -18.56 23.89 321
17000 8.99 -15.72 18.11 3]0
17025 9.56 -15.00 17.78 327
17050 10.71 -16*77 18.26 326
17075 11.05 -14.16 17.96 322
17100 11o68 -13o38 17.6) 319
Ib125 16.05 -18.49 23.23 323
16150 14.01 -1T.30 22.26 321
16175 13.79 -16,68 21.49 320
16200 13.52 -15.56 20.62 319
16225 13.31 -14.50 19.68 317
17125 11.56 -13.19 17.56 319
17150 12.19 -12.61 IT.54 _16
17175 12.83 -1_.06 17.61 313
17200 IB.80 -11.64 18.06 310
17225 15.20 -li.O9 18.82 306
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = Z_NAL CSMPSNENT, WZ = MERIOISNAL C_MPBNENII WS = WINE SPEED, THETA : WIND DIRECTISN
TABLE 11-105 PAGE 433
FPS-[6 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELOCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 05/07/65_ [402Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FL2RIOA
ALT MX ME WS THETA ALT MX MZ MS T_ETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE BEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
325 -4.[4 1,79 4.5[ 113 1325 -2.09 1,43 2,53 124 2325 -3.19 -1.86 3.70 60
350 -4,[7 L,82 4,55 113 1350 -2,37 [,22 2,69 lie 2350 -2.99 -1,07 3.52 58
375 -3,87 1,76 4,24 114 1375 -2,61 1,17 2,86 116 2375 -2,76 -2,03 3,43 53
400 -3,95 1,82 4,35 115 1400 -2,81 0,90 2,95 108 2400 -2o79 -2,16 3,53 52
625 -4,49 2,C2 6,92 114 1425 -3,25 0,46 3.28 98 2425 -2,98 -2,24 3,72 53
450 -4,59 2,10 5,05 114
475 -4,61 2,12 5.07 115
500 -4,65 2,21 5,15 115
525 -4.59 2,26 5,12 116
550 -4,37 2,22 4.90 117
1450 -3,70 0,17 3.70 92
1475 -4,13 -0,02 4,13 90
1500 -4,51 -0.32 4.52 86
1525 -4,81 -0,64 4.85 82
1550 -5,23 -0,90 5,31 80
2450 -3,10 -2,27 3,84 54
2675 -3,22 -2,30 3,96 54
2500 -3.34 -2.34 4.08 55
2525 -3.46 -2.37 4.20 55
2550 -3.59 -2,40 4,32 56
575 -4,00 2,17 4,56 118
600 -3,69 2,11 4,25 120
625 -3,57 2,20 4,19 121
650 -3,51 2,34 6,22 124
675 -3.40 2.47 4,21 126
1575 -5,63 -1,08 5.73 79
1600 -5,85 -L,13 5,96 79
1625 -5,87 -L,01 5.95 BO
1650 -5,96 -0.83 6.01 52
1675 -6.08 -0.76 6.13 83
2575 -3,7[ -2.44 4,44 56
2600 -3,83 -2,47 4,56 57
2625 -3.95 -2.50 4.68 57
2650 -6.0T -2,54 4.80 58
2675 -4,19 -2,57 4,92 fib
700 -3,39 2,66 4.30 128
725 -3,36 2,90 4,44 131
750 -3,31 3,15 4,57 133
775 -3,34 3,39 4,76 135
BOO -3.29 3.61 4.89 137
1700 -6,13 -0,68 6,[6 83
1725 -6,24 -0,72 6,28 83
1750 -6.01 -O.BB 6.07 82
1775 -5.37 -0.98 5.46 79
|800 -4,72 -1,20 4,87 75
2700 -4,32 -2,60 5,04 59
2725 -4,44 -2,64 5,16 59
2750 -4.56 -2,67 5,29 59
2775 -4.68 -2,71 5,41 60
2800 -4,80 -2,74 5,53 60
825 -3,17 3,65 4,84 139
850 -3o19 3,59 4,80 138
875 -2o91 3,38 4,47 139
900 -2*47 3,10 3*96 141
925 -2,28 3,CO 3,77 142
1825 -4.36 -1.24 4.54 76
1850 -4,32 -0.97 4.43 TT
1875 -4.35 -1.00 4.46 77
1900 -4.34 -1.22 4.51 74
1925 -4*48 -1.28 4.66 74
2825 -4,93 -2.77 5,65 60
2850 -5,05 -2,81 5,78 61
2875 -5.25 -3.02 6.05 60
2900 -5.49 -3.27 6.39 59
2925 -5,6[ -3,3T 6.54 59
950 -1,91 Z,75 3,35 145
975 -1,38 2,38 2,75 150
lO00 -1,04 2,10 2.34 153
1025 -0,80 1,95 2,11 158
1050 -0,38 1,73 1,77 167
1950 -4,72 -1,54 4,97 72
1975 -4,88 -2,00 5,27 67
2000 -4o96 -2.27 5.46 65
2025 -5.00 -2,04 5,40 68
2050 -5.04 -1,59 5.29 72
2950 -5.75 -3.30 6.63 60
2975 -5.90 -3*15 6.69 62
3000 -5.90 -2.95 6.59 63
3025 -5.73 -2.BO 6.38 64
3050 -5.58 -2,82 6,25 63
1075 -0,19 1,63 1.65 173
1100 -0,21 1.66 1,67 173
1125 -0,36 1,59 1,63 167
11;n --_.A_ 1__k 1._Q t77
1175 --0,95 1,54 1,80 148
1200 --1,22 1,54 1°97 141
1225 -1.43 1.56 2,12 137
1250 -1,59 1,58 2,24 135
1275 -1,70 1,59 2,32 133
1300 -1,92 1,55 2,47 129
2075 -5,01 -1,28 5.17 75
2100 -4,72 -1,28 4,89 75
2125 -4.40 -1,12 4.54 76
PI_O -4.17 -0.89 4.26 78
2175 -3,97 -1,12 4,12 74
2200 -3,79 -1.25 3.99 71
2225 -3.49 -1.27 3.72 70
2250 -3,24 -1,38 3,52 67
2275 -3.22 -1.46 3.53 65
2300 -3.25 -L,6T 3,65 63
3075 -5.41 -2,88 6,13 62
3100 -5,25 -2,81 5,96 62
3125 -5.28 -2.58 5.88 64
3150 -5.27 -2.14 5.69 68
3175 -5,24 -1,87 5.56 TO
3200 -5.21 -1.97 5.57 69
3225 -5.05 -2.14 5.48 67
3250 -4.97 -2.34 5.49 65
3275 -4.87 -2,69 5.56 61
3300 -4.80 -3.20 5.77 56
ALT i ALTITUDE* MX = ZBNAL CEMPBNENV, WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENTt MS = HINC SPEEB_ THETA = HIND DIRECTI2N
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE MINO VELBCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 05/07/65t 14022t EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FL2RIOA
ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX MZ MS THETA ALT MX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3325 -4,92 -3,56 6,07 $4 4325 -1,97 -1*52 2,49 52 5325 -0,09 -2,99 2,99 2
3350 -5o16 -3,74 6,37 54 4350 -1,95 -2,06 2,86 64 5350 0,03 -3,25 3=25 359
3375 -5o48 -3.B0 6.67 55 4375 -1.80 -_,6S 3.21 34 E375" 0.28 -3.60 3.61 355
3400 -5,68 -3,83 6+85 56 6400 -1,72 -3,15 3,59 28 5400 0.56 -3,96 4,00 352
3425 -5.58 -3.73 6.71 56 4425 -1.75 -3.41 8.83 27 5425 0.88 -4.37 4.46 348
3450 -5,37 -3,46 6,38 57
3A75 -5,25 -3,28 E,18 58
3500 -5.26 -3.04 6.07 60
3525 -5.31 -2.79 6.00 62
3550 -5,42 -2,83 6,11 62
4450 -1,79 -3,41 3,85 27
4475 -1,78 -3,40 3.84 27
4500 -1*66 -3,31 3,70 2T
4525 -1.66 -3,12 3.53 28
4550 -1.73 -3.01 3.47 30
5450 1,16 -4,71 4,85 346
5475 1.34 -4.94 5,12 345
5500 1.51 -5.23 5.44 344
5525 1,74 -5,41 5.6B 342
5550 2,23 -5.61 6.04 338
3575 -5,51 -3,05 6,30 61
3600 -5,49 -3,33 6,42 59
3625 -5.50 -3,39 6.46 58
3650 -5,$4 -3.32 6.46 59
3675 -5,62 -3°43 6,59 58
4575 -1,63 -2,76 3o21 30
4600 -1,26 -2,60 2,89 26
4625 -0.90 -2,71 2.86 18
4650 -0,80 -2.90 3.01 15
4675 -0,86 -3,24 3.35 15
5575 2.61 -6.05 6.59 336
5600 2.52 -6.34 6.82 338
5625 2.24 -6.15 6.54 340
5650 1,94 -5,78 6.09 341
5675 1,65 -5,61 5.85 343
3700 -5,66 -3,42 6.59 59
3725 -5o54 -3,31 6.46 59
3750 -5,59 -3,28 6.48 59
3775 -5.58 -3,13 6.40 61
3800 -5.53 -2.93 6.26 62
4700 -0,94 -3,54 3,66 15
4725 -1,01 -3,62 3,75 15
4750 -0.88 -3.41 3.53 14
4775 -0.68 -3,28 3.35 11
4800 -0,35 -3,16 3,18 6
5700 1.59 -5.37 5.60 343
5725 1.94 -5.04 5.40 339
5750 2.59 -4,81 5.46 332
5775 2.8B -4.96 5.74 330
5800 2,95 -S.Z8 6.05 331
3825 -5.52 -2.70 6.18 63
3850 -5.42 -2,51 5.97 65
3875 -5.34 -2,19 5.78 68
3900 -5.26 -1.98 5.62 69
3925 -5,11 -1,72 5,39 71
4825 0.01 -8.04 3.04 360
4850 0.07 -3.01 3.01 358
4875 0.02 -3.01 3,01 359
4900 -0.07 -3.06 3.06 1
4925 -0,22 -2,98 2,99 4
5825 3.Z0 -5.16 6.07 32B
E850 3.27 -4.87 5.87 326
_875 3,06 -4.5B 5,S0 326
5900 2.90 -4.31 5.20 326
5925 2.92 -4.[4 5.06 325
3950 -5,06 -1,E1 5,31 72
3975 -5,10 -1,64 5,36 72
4000 -4,91 -1,51 5.13 73
4025 -4.53 -1,40 4.76 73
4050 -4,40 -1,38 4,61 72
4950 -0,30 -2,91 2,93 6
4975 -0,35 -2,89 2,91 7
5000 -0,64 -2,60 2,68 14
5025 -0.61 -2,17 2,25 16
5050 -O.OT -1,91 1.92 2
5950 3,06 -3,94 4,99 322
5975 3,19 -3.81 4,97 320
6000 3.29 -3.91 5.11 320
6025 3.26 -3.93 5.11 320
E050 3.16 -3.79 4.93 320
4075 -4,28 -1,43 4,51 71
4100 -4,16 -1,49 6,42 70
4125 -4,36 -1,49 4.60 71
4150 -4,17 -1,42 4.41 71
4175 -3*73 -1,34 3,96 70
5075 0,52 -1,82 1,89 344
5100 0,87 -1,26 2,05 335
5125 0,82 -1,98 2,14 337
5150 0.63 -Z.02 2.12 343
5175 0.34 -2,11 2,14 351
6075 3.09 -3.75 4.85 320
6100 3.04 -3.85 4.91 322
6125 2.95 -3.92 4.90 323
6150 2,82 -3.97 4.87 324
E175 2.72 -4.13 4.94 326
4200 -3.59 -1.23 3.80 71
4225 -3.23 -[.10 3.42 71
4250 -2,61 -1,09 2,83 67
4275 -2.23 -1,08 2,48 64
4300 -2,03 -1,17 2,34 60
5200 -0,07 -2,26 2,26 2
5225 -0,28 -2,46 2,48 6
5250 -0,35 -2,76 2,78 T
5275 -0,26 -2,82 2,83 5
5300 -0.10 -2.85 2.85 2
6200 2,75 -4,18 5,00 326
E225 2,80 -4,20 5,05 326
6250 2.88 -4.20 5.09 325
6275 3.00 -4.OB 5.06 323
6300 3.01 -A.02 5.02 323
ALT " ALTITUDE, 8X = ZBNAL CgMPBNEN_w MZ = RERIOI2NAL cgMPBNENT, MS " MINE SPEED, THETA 8 MIND DIRECT|BN
PAGE434
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC R/SEC R/SEC OEG
6325 3.11 -3.98 5,05 322
6350 3.20 -3.98 5.11 321
6375 3.20 -4.10 5.20 322
6400 3.19 -4.21 5.28 323
6425 3.23 -4.28 5.56 323
6450 3.25 -4.34 5.42 323
6475 3.28 -4.38 5.47 323
6500 3.19 -4.41 5.44 324
6525 3.19 -4.38 5.42 324
6550 3.25 -4.41 5.48 323
6875 3.18 -4.56 5.56 325
6600 3.20 -4.78 5.75 326
6625 3.30 -5.02 6,01 327
6650 3.46 -5.29 6.22 327
6675 3,67 -8.54 6.64 326
6700 3.89 -5.75 6.94 326
6725 4.09 -5.99 7.25 325
6750 *.40 -6.33 7.71 325
6775 4.60 -6.61 8.06 325
6800 4.61 -6.99 8.37 326
6825 4.49 -7.54 8.77 329
6850 4.54 -7.88 9.09 330
6875 4.87 -7.85 9.24 328
6900 5,17 -7.47 9.08 325
6925 5.45 -8.89 8,79 321
6950 5.58 -6.26 8.39 318
6975 5.43 -5.72 7.89 316
7000 5.28 -5.53 7.64 316
7025 5.16 -5.54 7.57 317
7050 4.97 -5.83 7.51 318
7075 4.88 -5.71 7.51 319
7100 4.86 -5.93 7.67 320
7125 4.98 -6.10 7.87 321
7150 5,16 -6.04 7.94 319
7175 5.26 -6.10 8.05 319
7200 5.27 -6.30 8.21 320
7225 5.19 -6.28 8.15 320
7250 5.14 -6.30 8.13 321
7275 5.12 -6.49 8.26 322
7300 4.96 -6.45 8.I4 322
TABLEI I-1(_ (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY P88FILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 05/07/65, 1402Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC EEG METERS M/SEC MISEC R/SEC DEG
7325 4.93 -6.61 8.24 323
7350 5.07 -6.94 6.60 324
7375 5.06 -7.15 8.76 324
7400 5.08 -7.24 8.85 325
7425 5.09 -7.22 8.84 325
7450 5.04 -7.11 8.72 324
7475 5.07 -6.95 8.60 324
7500 5.14 -6.85 8.56 323
7525 5.13 -6.72 8.45 322
7550 5.04 -6.62 8.32 323
7575 4.88 -6.61 8.22 323
7600 4.73 -6.57 8.09 324
7625 6.72 -6.52 8.05 326
7650 4.65 -6.68 7.97 324
7675 4.56 -0.39 7.84 324
7700 4.57 -6.36 7.83 324
7725 4.63 -6.30 7.82 324
7750 4.60 -0.26 7.76 324
7775 4.57 -b.23 7.73 324
7800 4,58 -6.11 7.64 323
7825 4.41 -6.01 7.46 324
7850 4.19 -6.16 7.45 326
7875 4.15 -6.28 7.53 326
7900 4.16 -6.28 7,54 326
7925 4.20 -6.60 7,66 327
7950 4.14 -6.41 7.64 327
7975 3.97 -6.43 7.56 328
8000 4.02 -6.53 7.67 328
8025 4.15 -6.74 7.92 328
8050 4.17 -7.08 8.22 329
8075 4.18 -7.54 8,62 331
8100 4.06 -8.06 9.02 333
8125 4.13 -8.60 9.53 334
8150 4.15 -9.14 10.04 335
8175 3.97 -9.56 10.35 337
8200 3.77 -9.76 10.47 339
8225 3.58 -9.68 10.32 340
8250 3.26 -9.56 10.10 341
8275 2.90 -9.65 10.08 343
8300 2.74 -9.76 10.14 344
8325 2.76 -9.68 10.07 344
6350 3.13 -9.51 IU.UZ _4Z
E375 3.88 -9,79 10.54 338
8400 4.55 -10.41 11.36 336
8425 4.94 -10.64 11.73 335
8450 5.41 -11.15 12.39 334
8475 5.92 -11.98 13.52 333
8500 6.25 -12.28 13.78 333
6525 6.45 -12.23 13.82 332
8550 6.63 -11.92 13.64 331
8575 6,72 -12.09 13.83 331
8600 6.63 -12.48 1_.13 332
8625 6.56 -12,67 14.27 332
8650 6.41 -12.84 14.35 333
8675 6.20 -12.97 14.37 334
8700 6.13 -13.05 14.41 335
8725 6.10 -12.96 14.32 335
8750 5.92 -12.63 13.95 335
8775 5.76 -[2.29 13.57 335
8800 5.70 -11.91 13.20 334
8825 5.50 -11.40 12.66 334
E850 5.32 -11.06 12.27 334
8875 5.18 -10.96 12.12 334
8900 5.11 -10.75 11.90 334
8925 5.23 -10.49 11.72 333
8950 5.53 -10.57 11.94 332
8975 6.32 -11.00 12.69 330
9000 7.07 -11.17 13.22 327
9025 7.54 -11.33 13.61 326
5050 8.20 -11.61 14.21 325
9075 8.64 -11.63 14.49 325
9100 8.82 -11.78 14.71 323
8125 8.98 -11.85 14.87 323
9150 9.24 -11.97 15.12 322
9175 9.63 -12.07 15.44 321
9200 9.95 -12,11 15.68 320
9225 10.15 -12.26 15.92 320
9250 10.30 -12.11 15.90 319
9275 11.00 -11.41 15.84 316
93C0 11.49 -11.22 16.06 314
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBN4L COMPBNEN|, WZ = MERIDIONAL COMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC R/SEE OEG
9325 11.69 -11.37 16.31 314
9350 12.16 -11.19 16.52 312
9375 12.71 -10.93 16.76 310
9400 13.25 -I0.E9 17.03 309
9425 13.42 -10.32 16.93 307
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WiND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 05107165, 14022, EASIERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT wx WZ W5 THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
10325 11.65 -7.59 13.89 303 11325 12.31 -9.84 15.76 308
10380 11.57 -7,68 13.88 3C3 11350 12,49 -9,90 15.93 308
10375 11.62 -7.89 14.O5 304 11375 12.37 -9.88 15.83 308
10400 11.72 -8.00 14.19 304 11400 12.21 -9.95 15.75 309
10425 11.79 -8.04 14.27 304 11425 12.13 -9.90 15.66 309
9450 13.38 -9.64 16.49 306 10450 11.85 -8.08 14.34 304 11450 11.89 -9.73 15.37 309
94T5 13.42 -9.36 16.36 305 10475 12.09 -8.03 14.52 303 11475 11.68 -9.68 15.17 309
9500 13.58 -9.68 16.68 305 10500 12.54 -7.92 14.83 302 I1500 11.47 -9.58 14.94 310
9525 13.84 -9.97 17.05 306 10525 12.72 -7.88 14.96 302 11525 11.24 -9.28 14.58 309
9550 13.99 -10.09 17.25 306 10550 12.63 -7.93 14.91 302 11550 11.12 -9.07 14.35 309
9575 14.13 -10.24" 17.45 306 10575 12.52 -8.07 14.89 303 11575 11.14 -8.99 14.32 309
9600 14.46 -10.49 17.86 306 10600 12.47 -8.12 14.88 303 11600 11.18 -9.05 14.38 309
9625 14.83 -10.56 18,20 305 10625 12.56 -8.14 14.97 303 11625 11.03 -9.08 14.29 309
9650 14.96 _IO.EO 18.33 305 10650 12.57 -8.26 15.04 303 11650 11.04 -9.15 14.33 309
9675 14.76 -10.58 18.17 305 10675 12.49 -8.22 14.95 3e3 11675 10.97 -9.45 14.48 311
9700 14.36 -10.48 17.78 306 10700 12.49 -8.21 14.95 303 11700 10.73 -9.76 14.51 312
9725 14.17 -10.39 17.57 306 10725 12.48 -8.38 15.04 304 11725 10,53 -10.00 14.52 313
9750 14.03 -10.28 17.39 306 10750 12.56 -8.43 15.13 304 11750 10.55 -10.39 14.81 314
9775 13.81 -10.26 17.EO 306 10775 12.53 -8.44 15.11 304 11775 10.52 -10.79 15.07 316
9800 13.70 -10.28 17.12 307 10800 12.45 -U.57 15.11 304 11800 10.36 -11.02 15.12 317
9825 13.78 -10.45 17.29 307 10825 12.51 -8.77 15.28 305 11825 10.25 -11.09 15.10 317
9850 14.01 -10.40 17.45 306 10850 12.63 -8.93 15.47 305 11850 10.17 -11.19 15.12 318
9875 14.32 -10.20 17.58 305 10875 12.53 -8.88 15.36 305 11875 10.04 -II.29 15.10 318
9900 14.74 -10.18 17.92 304 10900 12.46 -8.84 15.28 305 11900 9.92 -11.51 15.20 319
9925 14.74 -I0.13 17.89 304 10925 12.48 -9.09 15.44 306 11925 9.87 -II.81 15.39 320
9950 14.44 -I0.22 17.69 305 10950 12.51 -9,46 15.69 307 11950 9.81 -11.93 15.44 320
9975 14.16 -10.21 17.46 306 10975 12.68 -9.57 15.88 307 11975 9.59 -II.94 [5.32 321
10000 13.81 -10.13 17,|3 308 11000 12.65 -9.60 15.87 307 12000 9.3T -12.29 15.46 322
10025 13,44 -10.04 16.77 307 11025 12.42 -9.70 15.76 _08 12025 9.47 -12.78 15.91 323
10050 13.09 -9.82 16.37 307 11050 12.27 -9.68 15.63 308 12050 9.71 -13.14 16.34 323
10075 12.94 -9.70 16.18 307 11075 12.41 -9.66 15.73 308 12075 10.05 -13.60 16.91 323
10100 12.83 -9.52 15.97 306 11100 12.27 -9.56 15.56 508 12100 10.24 -14.04 17.38 324
10125 12.55 -9.18 15.55 306 11125 II.93 -9.49 15.24 308 12125 10.34 -14.65 17.93 325
10150 12.29 -9.08 15.27 306 11150 11.72 -9.43 15.04 309 12150 10.51 -15.47 18,71 326
10175 12.19 -9.11 15.21 507 11175 11.63 -9.27 14.87 308 12175 10.24 -16.0T 19.05 327
10200 12.00 -8.E9 14.94 306 11200 11.61 -9.11 14.76 508 12200 9.83 -16.49 19.20 529
10225 11.83 -8,46 14.54 305 11225 11.63 -9.08 14.76 3C8 12225 9.58 -16.78 19.32 330
10250 11.83 -8,18 14,38 304 11250 11.79 -9.21 14.96 308 12250 9.13 -16.79 19.11 331
10275 11.78 -8.03 14.26 304 11275 11.97 -9.51 15.29 308 12275 8.66 -16.71 18.83 332
10300 11.68 -7.78 14.04 303 11300 12.09 -9.72 15.52 3cg 12300 B.09 -16.50 18.38 334
6LT =aLTITUOE, WX = ZONAL C@MPONENT, WZ - MERIOIgNAL EOMPONENTt WS TM WINE SP_EO, THETA = WIND OIRECT[BN
TABLE I1-1_ (con't) PAGE435
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgC[TY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 05107165, 14022, EASTERN TEST RANGE, ELgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA 6LT WX WE WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEC METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
12325 7.42 -15,90 17.55 335 13325 17.64 -14.86 23.06 310 14325 12.95 -8.23 15.34 302
12350 7.47 -14.73 16.52 333 13350 17.53 -14.44 22.71 3C9 14350 14.11 -8.72 16.59 302
12375 7,78 -13.43 15.52 330 13375 17.44 -14.17 22.48 509 14375 15.26 -9.14 17.78 301
12400 7.86 -12,20 14.51 327 13400 17.29 -13.79 22.12 308 14400 15.96 -9.22 18,43 300
12425 7.89 -I1.CO 13.54 324 13425 17.38 -13.53 22.03 308 14425 16.23 -8,72 18.43 298
12450 8.17 -I0.C5 12.95 321
12475 8.96 -9.32 12.93 316
125D0 10.22 -9.06 13.66 311
12525 11.42 -9.57 14.77 309
12580 12.12 -9.07 15.63 309
13450 17.58 -13.32 22.06 307
13475 17.05 -12.78 21.31 307
13500 16.30 -13.01 20.85 308
13525 15.91 -13.71 21.00 311
13550 15.59 -13.BO 20.82 311
14450 16.93 -8.44 18.9i 296
14475 17.21 -8.86 19.36 297
14500 17.53 -9.12 19.76 297
14525 17.91 -9.33 20.19 297
14550 18.20 -9.62 20.59 298
12875 12.84 -IO.lO IE.lO 309
12600 12.90 -10,C9 16.38 308
12625 13.41 -IO.IO 16.78 307
12650 13.77 -10.55 17.55 307
12675 IR.O5 -IO.ES 17.75 307
13575 18.95 -15.10 19.88 311
13600 14.21 -11.61 18.35 309
13625 13.64 -10,71 17.55 308
13650 13.02 --10.22 16.56 308
13675 12.82 -9.82 16.15 307
14878 18.03 -IO.Ol 20.62 299
14600 18.19 -I0.41 20.96 300
14625 18,85 -10.45 21.55 299
14650 18.79 -10.14 21.35 298
14675 18.96 -10.19 21.53 298
12700 14.41 -10.71 17.95 306
18725 15.39 -II.CI 18.92 308
12750 16.60 -11.50 20.20 304
12775 17.51 -11.64 21.03 303
12800 18.27 -II.69 21.69 302
13700 12.51 -9.24 15.55 506
13725 12.12 -8.66 14.90 305
13750 11.86 -_.13 14.38 308
13775 11.65 -7.39 13.80 302
13800 11.52 -6.67 13.31 300
14700 19.25 -10.74 22.05 299
14725 19.62 -ll.Ol 22.50 299
14750 20.02 -11.03 22.85 299
14775 20.26 -II.33 23.21 299
14800 20.93 -11.85 24.06 299
12825 18.63 -II.87 22.09 302
12850 18.22 -12.C3 21.88 303
12875 17.52 -12.15 21.32 305
12900 16.71 -12.18 20.87 306
12925 16.18 -12.07 20.19 307
12950 15.82 -11.73 18.69 306
12975 15.78 -11.82 19.71 307
13000 15.97 -12.35 20.19 308
13025 16.11 -12.53 20.41 308
13050 16.08 -12.99 20.68 309
13825 11.88 -5.87 12.80 297
13850 10.86 -5.05 II.98 295
13875 10.06 -4.82 10.99 294
13900 9.60 -3.73 10.30 291
13925 9,64 -5.33 10.20 289
13950 9.72 -5.18 10.22 288
13975 9.59 -2.98 10.04 287
18000 9,66 -8.14 10.16 288
18025 9.48 -_,39 10.06 289
14050 9.23 -3.75 9.96 292
14825 21.00 -12.08 24.22 300
14850 20.71 _12.42 24.15 301
14875 20.85 -12.92 24.19 302
14900 20.57 -13.11 24.39 302
14925 21.29 _13.15 25.02 301
14950 21.64 -13.21 25.36 301
14975 21.29 -13.30 25.10 302
18000 2O.TO -13.82 24.89 308
15025 19.96 -14.56 24.71 306
15050 19.24 -15.20 24.51 308
13075 16.40 -13.49 21.23 309
131DO 17.25 -13.89 21.95 308
13125 17.90 -13.99 22.72 308
_kSJ _o.3_ -14.5o _*Z; _36
13175 18.61 -14.75 23.78 308
14075 9.47 -4.16 10.35 294
14100 9.70 -4.87 lO.6B 295
14125 9.82 -5.02 11.03 297
141;3 3.32 3.;? II.23 Z33
14175 9.79 -0.06 11.51 302
15075 18.55 -15.71 24.31 310
15100 17.41 -15.69 23.44 312
15125 16.86 -15.37 22.81 312
I===C 10._3 i_.7= 23.=7 111
15175 15.82 -14.81 21.67 313
13200 18.74 -14.88 23.93 308
13225 18.63 -15.I0 23.98 309
13250 18.45 -15.57 24.14 310
13275 18.27 -15.60 24.03 310
13300 17.81 -15.32 23.57 310
14200 9.58 -6.46 11.55 304
14225 9.72 -6.82 11.87 305
14250 10.81 -7.25 13.01 304
14275 li,74 -7.60 13.98 3C3
14300 12.0T -7.87 14.41 303
15200 18.48 -15.26 21.04 316
15225 13.67 -15.35 20.55 818
15250 12,85 -15,25 19,94 320
15275 11.95 -15.24 19.37 322
15300 11.63 -18.10 19.05 322
ALT = ALTITUDEt WX = ZBNAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIBNAt CBMPBNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND WELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2806 OS/07/65, 14022, EASTERN IEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX wZ kS THETA ALT WX W2 WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
IS325 11.60 -14+RO 18.48 321 16325 9.89 -2.67 10.24 205
15350 12.23 -13.E6 18.33 318 16350 9.83 -2.16 9.77 283
15375 12.65 -13.71 18.52 318 16375 9.55 -2.14 9.79 2E2
15400 12.24 -13.90 18.82. 318 16400 9.86 -2,50 10.17 2_R
15425 11.32 -13.91 17.94 321 16425 10.06 -2.77 10.43 285
15450 10.82 -14.03 17*TI 322
13478 10.48 -13.71 17.25 322
15500 10.14 -13.11 16.57 322
15525 9.88 -12.60 16.01 322
15550 9.66 -11.52 15.04 320
16450 10.50 -Z.BO 10.87 285
16475 10.97 -_.95 11.36 285
16500 11.41 -2.92 11,78 284
16525 11.78 -2.60 12.06 282
16550 12.25 -2.55 12.51 2e2
15575 10.32 -10.54 14.75 315
15600 10.95 -10.20 14.97 313
15625 11.42 -9.53 14.87 310
15650 11.65 -8.86 14.68 307
15675 11.64 -8.40 14.35 806
16575 12.59 -2.47 12.83 2El
16600 12.13 -a.63 12.41 2E2
16625 11.65 -2.83 11.99 283
16650 11.40 -_.66 11.71 283
16675 11.37 -2.90 11.73 208
15700 11.84 -7.E3 14.19 303
15725 11.87 -7.41 13.99 302
15750 11.74 -7.28 13.81 302
15775 _I.71 -7.39 13.85 302
15800 11.42 -7.C2 13.41 301
16TOO 11.55 -3.51 12.07 287
16725 I0.97 -4.02 11.69 290
16750 10,25 -8.62 11.25 294
16775 9.77 -5.22 ll. OB 298
16800 9.39 -B.58 10,92 301
15825 11.47 -6.47 13.17 299
15850 11.38 -6.13 12.92 298
15875 11.04 -5.72 12.43 297
15900 ll.O1 -5.43 12.27 296
15925 11.07 -5.07 12.18 294
16825 9.32 -5.76 10.96 BO2
16850 9.31 -0.33 11.26 304
16875 9.38 -6.93 11.66 3C6
16900 9.47 -7.18 11.86 307
16925 9.19 -7.79 12.04 310
15950 11.50 -4.17 12.23 290
15975 11.96 -3.32 12.41 285
16000 12.40 -3.C4 12.76 288
16025 12.89 -2.54 13.22 283
16050 13.18 -3*34 13.60 284
16950 8.68 -_.25 11.97 313
16975 8.55 -_.64 12.01 316
17000 8.62 -9.20 12.61 317
17025 8.38 -9.67 12.80 319
17050 7.74 -I0.II 12.73 322
16075 13.60 -3.77 14.11 285
16100 14.37 -4.C8 14.94 286
16125 14.42 -4.E4 15.21 288
16150 13.48 -4.79 14.30 259
16175 12,43 -4,R1 13,19 289
17075 7.71 -IU.13 12.73 323
17100 7.30 -10.50 12.79 525
17128 6.98 -I0.82 12.87 327
17150 6.61 -10.33 12.26 327
17175 5.89 -9.93 11.55 329
16200 II.48 -4.19 12.22 290
16225 10.88 -4.04 11.61 290
16250 10.82 -3.E8 II.43 289
16275 10,35 -3.C5 1C.79 286
16300 9.91 -2.92 10,33 286
17200 5.66 -9.74 11.27 330
ALT = ALTITUDE. WX = ZONAL COMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CBMPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
PAGE 436
ALT WX W2 WS THETA
METERS N/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
175 -5.38 3.06 6.18 119
200 -5.57 3.10 6.37 119
225 -5.96 3.20 6.76 118
230 -6,24 3.29 7,06 lIB
275 -6.46 3.31 7.26 117
TABLE II-106
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05/08165, 02192, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEC R/SEC M/SEC DEG
2175 1,91 -3.29 3.81 330
2200 1.60 -3.76 4.08 337
2225 1.38 -3.89 4.13 340
2250 1.32 -3.83 4.05 341
2275 1.23 -3.79 3.99 342
300 -6.45 3.33 7,25 117
325 -6.19 3.25 6.99 118
350 -6.00 3.14 6,77 117
375 -5*67 3,04 6,43 118
400 -5,27 2.99 6.06 119
425 -5.01 2o91 5.79 120
450 -4.89 2.81 5.64 120
475 -4.81 2.84 5.58 120
500 -4.86 2,91 5.66 121
525 -5.02 2.89 5.79 120
550 -5,19 2.94 5.96 119
575 -5.36 3.C0 6.14 119
600 -5.40 2.89 6.13 118
625 -5.53 ¸2,84 6,22 117
650 -5.80 2,88 6.47 116
675 -6.17 2.94 6.84 115
700 -6.54 2.94 7.17 114
725 -6.77 2.84 7.34 113
750 -6.78 2.66 7.28 111
775 -6.67 2.60 7,09 llO
800 -6.70 2,17 7.04 108
825 -6.72 2.C1 7.01 106
850 -6.52 1.98 6.81 107
875 -6.34 1.91 6.62 107
900 -6.19 1.67 6.41 105
925 -5.96 1.47 6.12 104
950 -5.74 1.14 5.86 lOl
975 -5.42 0.80 5.48 98
1000 -5.36 0.47 5.38 95
1025 _5,53 0.07 5,53 91
6LT WX WZ WS T_ETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC CEG
1175 -3.84 -1.44 4.10 69
1200 -3.62 -1.93 4.10 62
1225 -3.58 -_,47 4.35 55
1250 -3,46 -2.74 4,41 52
1275 -3.28 -2°96 4.42 48
1300 -2.93 -3.42 4.51 40
1325 -2.31 -3°92 4.55 30
1350 -1.65 -4.46 4.76 20
1375 -0.92 -5.05 5.13 10
1400 0.04 -5.69 5.69 359
1425 1,00 -6.37 6.44 351
1450 1.67 -6.68 6.89 346
1475 2,26 -6.85 7.21 342
1500 2.61 -6._5 7.33 339
1525 2.84 -6.70 7.28 337
1550 3.14 -6.58 7.29 334
1575 3.27 -0.39 7.18 333
1600 3.22 -6.32 7.09 333
1625 3.10 -6°30 7.02 334
1650 3,09 -6.19 6.92 333
1675 3.22 -6.33 7.10 333
1700 3.04 -6.50 7.17 335
1725 2.73 -0.40 6.96 337
1750 2.39 -_.09 6.55 338
1775 2,03 -5.45 5,83 339
1800 2.00 -4.58 5.00 336
1825 2.04 -3.71 4°23 331
1850 2.25 -3.54 4.03 326
1875 2.65 -_o35 4.27 321
1900 2.93 -3.26 4.38 318
1925 3.04 -3.05 4.31 315
1950 2.89 -2.90 4.10 315
1975 2.68 -_.68 3.79 315
2000 2*53 -2.46 3.53 314
2025 2.43 -2.35 3.38 314
2C50 2.47 -2.11 3.25 310
2075 2.59 -1.99 3.27 307
2100 2.48 -2,23 3.33 312
2125 2.24 -2.62 3.45 319
2150 2.08 -2.91 3.58 324
.2300 1.23 -3.63 3.84 341
2325 1.24 -3.25 3.48 339
2350 1.DO -2.81 2.99 340
2375 0.63 -2.55 2.62 346
2400 0,36 -2.54 2.57 352
1050 -5.46 -0.13 5.46 88
1075 -5,15 -0.12 5.15 89
1100 -4°77 -0.21 4.77 87
1125 -4.59 -0.53 8,62 83
1150 -4.29 -0.97 6.40 77
2425 0.14 -2.57 2.58 357
2450 -O.O7 -2.56 2.56 1
2475 -0,15 -2.73 2.74 3
2500 -0.15 -2.81 2.81 3
2525 -O.O8 -2.70 2.70 1
2550 O.Ol -2.71 2.71 360
2575 O.Ol -2.98 2.98 360
2600 -O.O3 -3.35 3.35 O
2625 -O.lO -3.76 3.76 1
2650 -0.16 -4.22 4.22 2
2675 -0.13 -4.62 4.62 1
2700 -0.04 -4.83 4.83 0
2725 C;01 -4.67 4.67 360
2750 0.12 -4.09 4.10 358
2775 0.30 -3.61 3.62 355
2800 0.35 -3.40 3.42 354
2825 0.41 -3.40 3.42 353
2850 0,60 -3,54 3,60 350
2875 0.68 -3.61 3.67 349
2900 0.73 -3.57 3.65 348
2925 0.66 -3.38 3.45 349
2950 0.29 -3.26 3.27 355
2975 -0.05 -3.30 3.30 1
3000 -0,30 -3.59 3.60 5
3025 -0.56 -4.12 4.15 8
3050 -C.63 -4.61 4.66 8
3075 -0.56 -5.12 5.15 6
3100 -0.56 -5.49 5.51 6
3125 -0.52 -5.46 5.48 5
3150 -0.44 -5.23 5.24 5
ALT " ALT[TUOE, WX " ZBNAL CBMPBNENT* WZ • NERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, WS " WINC SPEED, THEIR " WIND DIRECTIBN
ALT WX WZ kS THEIR
METERS M/SEC NISEC M/SEC DEG
3175 -0.38 -5.30 5.31 4
3200 -0.34 -5.56 5.57 3
3225 -0.29 ;5.64 5.65 3
3250 -0.29 -5.63 5,64 3
3275 -0.30 -5.65 5.66 3
3300 -0.27 -5.64 5.65 3
3325 -0.28 -5.62 5.63 3
3350 -0.25 -5.87 5.68 2
3375 -0.19 -5.68 5.68 2
3400 -0.14 -5.58 5.58 1
3425 -0.18 -5.48 5.48 2
3450 -0.40 -5.47 5.49 4
3475 -0.54 -5,58 5.61 5
3500 -0.57 -5.70 5.73 5
3525 -0.57 -5.87 5.90 5
3550 -0.61 -6.C7 6,10 6
3575 -0.83 -5.97 6.03 8
3600 -1.14 -5,93 6.04 11
3625 -1,22 -6.09 6.21 11
3650 -1.07 -6.08 6.17 10
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELgC[TY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05108165, 02192, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALl WX WZ WS THEIR
METERS MISEC N/SEC MISEC CEG METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC DEG
4175 -2.25 -5.41 5.86 22
4200 -2.00 -5.17 5.55 21
4225 -1.85 -4.88 5.22 21
4250 -I.68 -4.56 4.86 20
4275 -1.46 -4.39 4.63 18
4300 -1.30 -4.40 4.59 16
4325 -1.22 -4.33 4.50 16
4350 -1.28 -4,20 4.39 1?
4375 -1.35 -4.24 4.45 17
4400 -1,38 -4,14 4.36 18
4425 -1.37 -4.03 4.26 19
4450 -1.28 -4,02 4.22 17
4475 -1.27 -_.93 4.13 1B
4500 -I.3O -3.95 4.15 18
4525 -1.31 -3.97 4.18 18
4550 -1.38 -4.04 4.27 19
4575 -1.46 -4,06 4.31 20
4600 -1.35 -3.96 4,19 19
4625 -l.ll -3.86 4.02 16
4650 -0.99 -3.74 3.86 15
3675 -0.94 -5.82 5.89 9 4675 -0,98 -_,64 3.76 15
3700 -0.83 -5.37 5.43 9 4700 -1.06 -3,55 3.70 16
3725 -0.73 -4.95 5.01 B 4725 -1,08 -3,63 3,79 16
3750 -0,59 -4.62 6.66 T 4750 -1.05 -J.73 3,87 15
3775 -O.3T -4,44 4.45 5 4775 -I.14 -3.66 3.83 17
3800 -0.11 -4.36 4.36 1
3825 O.O2 -4.48 4.48 360
3850 -C.12 -4.75 4.75 1
3875 -O.36 -4.95 4.97 4
3900 -0.77 -5.22 5.27 8
3925 -1.02 -5.54 5.63 IO
3950 -l.lO -5.EB 5.78 II
3975 -1.41 -5.69 5.87 14
4000 -1.69 -5.63 5.88 16
4025 -1.94 -5.50 5.83 19
4050 -2.24 -5.56 6*00 22
4075 -2.35 -5,77 6.23 22
4100 -2.42 -5.95 6.42 22
4125 -2.52 -5,99 6,50 23
4150 -2.45 -5,73 6.23 23
4800 -1.13 -3.62 3.79 17
4825 -1.02 -_.56 3.70 16
6850 -0.91 -3.53 3.64 l_
4875 -O.T2 -3.54 3,61 11
49OO -0.31 -J.63 3.65 5
4925 0.II -3.69 3.70 358
4950 0.29 -_.62 3.63 355
4975 0.49 -3.56 3.59 _52
5000 0.62 -3.A5 3.51 350
5025 0.74 -3.33 3,41 347
5050 0.89 -_.44 3.56 345
5075 1.27 -3.79 4.00 341
5100 1.98 -4.16 4.61 3_4
5125 2.40 -4.53 5.13 5_2
5150 2.51 -4.88 5.49 333
5175 2.40 -5.07 5.61 335
5200 2.00 -5.17 5.55 339
5225 1.79 -5,01 5.32 340
5250 2.25 -4.84 5.34 335
5275 2.80 -5.20 5.91 332
5300 3.25 -5.82 6.66 331
5325 3.82 -6.24 7.31 328
_350 4,06 -6.45 7,62 328
5375 4.14 -6.80 7.96 328
5400 4.30 -7.03 8.24 328
5425 4.45 -6.99 8.28 327
5450 4.40 -7.00 8.27 328
5475 4.17 -7.11 8.24 329
5500 4.13 -7.23 8.32 330
5525 4.23 -7.21 8,36 329
5550 4,21 -7.19 8.33 329
5575 4.08 -7.30 8.36 331
5600 3.q3 -T.25 8.25 331
5625 3.78 -6.99 '7.95 331
5650 3.70 -6.75 7.70 331
5675 3.66 -6.72 7.65 331
5700 3,66 -6.81 7.73 332
5725 3.71 -6.85 7.79 331
5750 3.81 -6.89 7.87 331
5775 3.87 -6.86 7,88 330
5800 3.84 -6.90 7,90 331
_825 3.87 -6.90 7.91 331
5850 3.83 -6.84 7.85 331
5875 3.71 -6,84 7.78 331
5900 3,37 -6.85 7,63 334
5925 3.04 -6,R9 7.53 336
5950 2.97 -7.00 7.61 337
5975 2.82 -7,12 7.66 338
6000 2.52 -6.99 7.43 340
6025 2,32 -6,69 7.08 341
6050 2.37 -6.52 6.94 340
6075 2.47 -6.29 6.76 338
6100 2,58 -6.30 6,81 338
6125 2.93 -6,48 7.11 336
6150 3.35 -6.44 7.26 332
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX ffi ZONAL CBMPBNENI, WZ - MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENI, WS = WINE SPIED, THEIA- WIND DIRECTIBN
TABLE11-106 _on't) PAGE437
FP5-16 RADAR/J1MSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05/08/65* O219Ze EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLSRIDA
AL7 WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ mS TPETA 8LT WX W2 w5 THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC OEG mETERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG mETERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC OEG
6175 3*47 -6.20 7.11 331 7175 3*70 -8.18 8,98 336 8175 3*48 -9.24 9.87 339
6200 3.22 -6.29 7,06 333 7200 3.71 -8*46 9.24 336 8200 3.39 -9.21 9.82 340
6225 2.89 -6.55 7,16 336 7225 3.92 -8.45 9.3] 335 8225 3.23 -9,31 9.85 341
6250 2*66 -6.27 6.81 337 7250 6.14 -8.24 9*22 333 8250 3.09 -9.37 9.87 342
6275 2.48 -5.93 6.43 337 7275 4.55 -8.19 9.28 352 8275 3.18 -9.55 10.07 341
6300 2.45 -5*85 6.34 337
6325 2*54 -5.61 6.16 335
6350 2.63 -5.32 5*93 334
6375 2.65 -5,26 5.89 353
6400 2*65 -5*33 5.96 333
7300 4.55 -8.29 9.45 321
7325 4o82 -8.42 9.70 330
7350 4.96 -8.50 9*84 330
7375 5*07 -8.59 9.98 329
7400 5*44 -8.67 10.24 328
8300 5.31 -9.80 10.35 341
8325 3*30 -10.06 10.59 342
8350 3*39 -10.30 10.85 342
8375 3*45 -10.56 11.11 342
8600 3.66 -10.79 11.32 342
6425 2.62 -5.43 6*03 334
6650 2,49 -5.56 6*08 336
6475 2*46 -5.01 6*30 337
6500 2*66 -6.09 6*65 336
6525 3.13 -6*46 7.18 ¸ 534
7425 5.90 -8.76 10.54 326
7450 6.22 -8.86 10.82 325
7475 6.46 -8.93 11.02 326
7500 6,60 -9*11 11.25 326
7525 6*39 -9*35 11.32 325
8625 3.63 -11.01 11.59 342
8450 3.76 -11.25 11.86 341
8475 3.83 -I1.34 11.97 341
8500 3.86 -11.52 12,15 341
8525 3.83 -11.87 12.47 342
6550 3,55 -6.83 7.69 332
6575 3.84 -7.16 8.12 332
6600 3.92 -7.66 8.43 332
6625 3.68 -7,79 8*62 335
6650 3.46 -8.23 8.93 337
7550 6,25 -9.42 11.31 326
7575 6.27 -9.48 11.37 326
7800 6.02 -9*30 11.07 327
7625 5*88 -8.92 10.69 326
7650 5,99 --8*46 10.37 325
8550 3.78 -12.27 12*84 343
8575 3.63 -12.60 13.11 344
8600 3.56 -12.87 13,35 344
8625 3.39 -13.05 13.48 345
8650 3.12 -13.21 13.58 347
66?5 3.42 -8.27 8.95 337
6700 3*59 -7*98 8.75 336
6725 3.69 -7.83 8.65 335
6750 3.63 -7*44 8,28 334
6775 3.64 -7.13 8.01 333
7675 6.03 -8.25 |0.21 324
7700 5.97 -8.55 10.63 325
7725 5.93 -8*81 10.62 326
7750 5.57 -9.03 10.61 528
7775 5.20 -9.08 10.47 330
e675 3.13 -13.42 13.78 347
8700 3.36 -13.64 14.04 346
8725 3.43 -14.00 14.42 346
8750 3.51 -14.16 14.59 346
8775 3*78 -14.17 14*66 345
6800 3,79 -7.17 8.12 332
6825 3.79 -7.19 8.13 332
6850 3.59 -7.15 8.00 333
6875 3*38 -7.18 7.93 335
6900 3.24 -7.30 7.98 336
7800 5.04 -9.09 10.60 331
7825 4*82 -9.05 10.25 332
7850 4.71 -8.79 9*97 332
7875 4.65 -8.78 9.94 332
7900 4.61 -8.95 10.06 333
8800 4.02 -14.31 14.87 346
8825 4.19 -14.28 14.88 343
8850 4.33 -14.15 14.80 343
0875 4.49 -14.22 14.91 342
8900 4.76 -14.41 15.18 342
6925 3.25 -7*38 8,07 336
6950 3.24 -7.36 8.04 336
7000 3.44 -7.53 8.27 335
7025 3.51 -7.58 8.36 335
7925 4.45 -8.98 10*02 333
7950 4.29 -8.93 9.91 334
?q?_ 4.20 -_.91 9.85 335
8000 4.16 -8.95 9*81 J_
8025 4*20 -9.00 9.93 335
8925 4.86 -14.35 15.16 341
8950 4.77 -14.24 15.01 341
8975 4.82 -16.50 15.28 341
9025 4*99 -14.62 15.45 341
7050 3*62 -7.80 8.60 335
7075 3.64 -8.01 8*80 335
7100 3.61 -7.93 8.71 335
7125 3*62 -7.99 8.77 335
7150 3.70 -8.07 8.88 335
8050 4.11 -9.21 lO*O9 336
8075 3*99 -9.27 10.09 337
8100 3.93 -9.21 10.02 337
8125 3.92 -9.25 10.05 337
8150 3.72 -9.28 9.99 338
9050 5.02 -14.71 15.54 341
9075 5.09 -14,63 15.49 341
_IOO 5.09 -14.46 15.33 340
9125 5.15 -14.48 15.37 340
9150 5,09 -14.56 15.43 341
ALT • ALTITUDE, MX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTv MZ - MERIOI8NAL C_MPSNENTt WS = MIN£ SPEED* THETA = WIND OIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RAD6RIJIMSPHERE mIND VEL8CITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05/08/65t 0219Z* EASTERN TES7 RANGEw FLSRIDA
8LT WX MZ MS THETA ALT HX _Z WS THETA ALY MX NZ _S THETA
METERS R/SEE M/SEE R/SEE OEG METERS M/$EC M/SEE M/SEE DEG RE]ERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEE DEO
9175 5.04 -14.56 15.41 341 10175 8.42 -16.02 17.05 330 11175 17.62 -14.12 22.58 309
9200 5.05 -14.44 15.29 341 10200 8,85 -15.21 17.60 330 11200 17.43 -13.88 22.28 308
9225 5.16 -14.46 15.35 340 10225 9.35 -15.67 18.24 329 11225 17.35 -13*63 22.06 308
9250 5.46 -14.69 15.67 339 10250 9.69 -15.04 18.57 328 11250 17.33 -13.47 21.9fl 308
927S 5.61 -14.72 15.75 339 10275 9.97 -1S.91 18.78 328 11275 17.14 -13,19 21.63 307
9300 5.62 -14.86 15.89 339
9325 5.60 -15,14 16.14 340
9350 5*60 -15o08 16.09 339
9375 5*80 -14.70 15*81 338
9400 6.12 -14.43 15.67 337
10300 10.45 -15.97 19.09 327
10325 10.91 -15.90 19.28 325
10350 lh/5 -15.83 19.36 325
10375 11.30 -15.84 19,46 324
10400 11,35 -15.74 19.41 324
11300 17.19 -12.93 21.51 307
11325 17.36 -12.76 21.56 306
11350 17.43 -12.60 21.51 306
11375 17.43 -12.39 21.39 305
11400 17.59 -12.22 21.42 305
9425 6.47 -14.10 15.59 335
9450 6.82 -13.86 15.45 334
94?5 6.97 -13°63 15.31 333
9500 7.03 -13*46 15.19 332
9525 7.24 -13.41 15.24 331
10425 11*41 -15.80 19.49 324
10450 11.46 -15.85 19.55 324
10475 11.90 -15.64 19.65 323
10500 12.41 -15.36 19.75 321
10525 12.40 -14.93 19.41 320
11425 17.62 -12.09 21.37 304
11450 17.45 -11.84 21.09 304
11475 17,27 -11.56 20.78 304
11500 17.23 -11.35 20.63 303
11525 17.31 -11.22 20.63 303
9550 7.50 -13,24 15.22 330
9575 7.47 -13.14 15.11 330
9600 7.42 -13,19 15.14 330
9625 7*47 -13.19 15,16 330
9630 7*51 -13*06 15.07 330
10550 12.50 °14.68 19.28 319
10575 12,61 -14.63 19.31 319
10600 12,71 -14.67 19.41 319
10625 13.04 -1_.63 19.60 318
10650 13,27 -14.50 19.65 317
11550 17.29 -11.09 20.54 302
11575 17.27 -11.13 20.55 303
11600 17.20 -11.07 20.45 303
11625 17.11 -10.79 20.23 302
11650 17.18 -10.63 20.21 302
9675 7.77 -13.31 15.41 330
9700 7.61 -13.61 15.60 331
9725 7*22 -13.56 15.36 332
9730 7.01 -13.59 15.30 333
9775 6.74 -13.58 15.16 333
9800 6.43 -13.56 15.01 334
9825 6.23 -13.60 15.03 335
9850 6.26 -13.78 15.13 335
9875 6.46 -13.76 15.21 335
9900 6.77 -13.84 15o41 334
10675 13.30 -14.56 19.72 317
10700 13.48 -14.43 19.74 317
10725 13.58 -16.35 19.76 316
10750 14.08 -14.59 20.28 316
10775 14.50 -14.52 20.52 315
10800 14.83 -14.45 20.70 314
I0825 15.45 -14.75 21.36 313
10850 15.92 -1S.07 21.92 313
10875 16.12 -15.50 22.23 313
10900 16.31 -18.46 22.68 313
11675 17.15 -10.54 20.13 301
11700 17.26 -10.55 20.23 301
11725 17.47 -10.61 20*44 301
11750 17.53 -10.73 20.56 301
11775 17.64 -10.85 20.71 301
11800 17,60 -10.67 20.65 301
11825 17.53 -10.54 20.66 301
11850 17.60 -10.80 20.65 301
11875 17.49 -10.91 20.61 302
11900 17.32 -10o96 20.50 302
9925 7*02 -14.08 18.70 333
9950 7.26 -14.34 16.07 333
9975 7.57 -14,66 16.50 333
IO000 7.84 -16.79 ]6.74 332
10025 7.80 -14.82 16,75 332
10925 16.58 -15.31 22.56 313
10950 16.67 -15.11 22.50 312
10975 16.68 -15.13 22.52 312
11000 16.75 -14.78 22.34 311
11025 16.82 -14.51 22.21 311
11925 17.28 -10.85 20.41 302
11950 17.12 -10.77 20.22 302
11975 16.97 -11.06 20.26 303
12000 16.97 -11.53 20.52 30_
12025 17.17 -11.86 20.86 304
10050 7.58 -14.69 16.53 333
10075 7.56 -16.77 16.59 333
]0100 7.55 -14.91 16.72 337
10125 7*62 -14.66 16.50 332
10150 7.97 -14.59 16.62 331
11050 16.98 -14.74 22.48 311
11075 17.18 -14.78 22.67 311
11100 17.51 -14.61 22.81 310
11125 17,79 -14.3S 22.86 509
I1150 17.70 -14.16 22.65 308
12050 16.92 -11.64 20°53 304
12075 16.48 -11.46 20.00 305
12100 16.34 -11.34 19.89 305
12125 16.09 -11,24 19.63 305
12150 15.89 -11.41 19.56 306
ALT • ALTITUOEt mX = Z_NAL CSMP8NENT, NZ • MERIDISN6L CBmPSNENT, WS = WINC SPEEO, THETA = WIND D[RECTI8N
PAGE 438
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
12175 15.82 -I[.AT 19.54 306
12209 E5.76 -!!:_2 !q:58 _nA
12225 15.70 -11.70 19,58 307
12250 15.53 -11.62 19.24 307
12275 15.05 -11.46 18.92 307
TABLE tt-106(con't)
PS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VEL@CITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05/08/65, 0219Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TFBTA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS MISEC M/SEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
13175 14.84 -10.73 18.31 306 14175 20.38 -14.26 24.87 305
I_POO 15.5_ -!_7 15.73 3_4 14_00 _o.sq -1_-2! 25:n2 3 n_
13225 16.32 -I0.02 19.15 301 14225 20.80 -14.31 25.25 304
13250 17.17 -9.82 19.78 300 14250 20.74 -14.40 25.25 305
13275 17.09 -10.42 20o01 3CI 14275 19.82 -14.3B 24.49 306
12300 14.96 -II,01 18.57 306
12325 14.61 -10.67 18.09 308
12350 14,25 -I0.39 11.64 306
12375 14.58 -I0.I0 17.73 305
12400 15.28 -10.15 18.34 303
12425 15.52 -10.37 18.66 304
12450 15.39 -I0°13 18.42 303
12475 15.23 -9.78 18.10 303
12500 15.21 -9.64 18.01 302
12525 15.61 -10.05 15,56 303
12550 16.01 -I0°95 19.39 304
12575 15.95 -11,79 19.84 306
12600 15.57 -12.32 15.85 308
12625 15.27 -12.38 19.66 309
12650 14.86 -12.49 19.41 310
12675 14.58 -12.66 19,31 311
12700 14.65 -I2.BO 19.46 311
12725 14.62 -12o69 19.36 311
12750 14o70 -12,57 19.34 310
12775 14.70 -12,98 19.61 311
12800 14.29 -13.31 19.53 313
12825 13.98 -13.54 19.46 314
12850 13o94 -13.65 19.51 314
12875 13°75 -13.52 19.28 314
12900 13°28 -13.77 19.13 316
12925 12.82 -13.77 18.82 317
12950 12.81 -13.53 18.64 316
12975 12.95 -13.43 18,65 316
13000 12°93 -13.08 18.40 315
13025 13.21 -12.79 18,39 314
13050 13o42 -12.58 18.40 313
13075 13.57 -12.21 18.26 312
13100 13.52 -11.85 17.97 311
13125 13,30 -11,46 17.56 311
13150 13.92 -11°04 17.77 30B
13300 16.53 -Iio68 20.25 505
13325 16.08 -12.59 20.42 308
13350 15°42 -12.89 20°10 310
13375 15°00 -13.27 20.03 311
13400 14.98 -13.50 20°17 312
14300 18.42 -14.15 23.23 307
14325 17.69 -13.75 22,41 308
14350 17.71 -13.19 22°09 307
14375 E7°97 -12,31 2l,78 30A
14400 18°13 -ll°2T 21.35 302
13425 15.68 -13.67 20.80 311
13450 16.32 -14.03 21,52 311
13475 16.34 -14.37 21.76 311
13500 16.15 -14.78 21.89 312
13525 16.05 -15.39 22.24 314
14425 18o57 -lO.Ol 21".10 29B
14450 18.92 -9.74 21.28 297
14475 18.53 -10.89 21.50 300
14500 17.98 -li.86 21°54 303
14525 17.13 -12.64 21.29 306
13550 15.78 -15.94 22.43 315
13575 15.5B -16.36 22,59 316
13600 15.88 -lb.45 22.87 316
13625 16.13 -IO.ll 22.80 315
13650 16.11 -15.34 22.Z5 313
14550 16.29 -13.19 20.96 309
14575 16.09 -12.74 20.52 308
14600 15.61 -12.26 19.85 308
14625 15.61 -12.62 20.07 309
14650 16.07 -12.65 20.45 308
13675 16.29 -14.86 22.05 312
13700 16.89 -14.59 22.32 311
13725 17.23 -13.83 22.09 3C9
13750 17.57 -13.50 22.16 307
13775 18.36 -13°BO 22.78 306
14675 16.39 -12.32 20.50 307
14700 16.89 -12.15 20.80 306
14725 17.36 -11.83 21.01 304
14750 18,05 -11.39 21.35 302
14775 17.98 -11.21 21°19 302
13800 18.95 -13.10 23.04 304
13825 19.49 -12.91 23.37 303
13850 19.35 -12.59 23°08 303
13875 18.74 -11.82 22.15 302
13900 18.36 -II.43 21.63 302
14800 17.20 -II.54 20.71 304
14825 16.44 -11.94 20.32 306
14850 15.71 -12.08 19.82 307
14875 15.21 -11.96 19.34 308
IA90O 14.69 -II.75 18.81 308
13925 18.21 -11o55 21.57 302
13950 17.73 -1Z.25 21.55 304
13975 17.84 -12°76 21.94 305
14000 18.72 -12,81 22.68 304
14025 19.01 -12.91 22.98 304
14925 13.70 -11.55 17.92 310
15950 13.28 -lO.qO 17.18 309
18975 13.48 -10.43 17.04 308
15000 13.44 -10.48 17.04 308
15025 13.A9 -10.41 17.03 307
14050 19.10 -13,22 23,23 305
14075 19.16 -I_.57 23.48 305
14100 19,34 -13.75 23.73 305
14125 19.73 -14°00 24.19 305
14150 20.12 -14,22 24.64 305
15050 13.70 -10.17 17.06 306
15075 14.14 -9.76 17.18 304
15100 14.19 -9.57 17.12 304
15125 14.57 -9.47 17.37 303
15150 15.28 -8.90 17.68 300
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL C_MPBNENI, WZ • MERID|DNAL C_MPBNENT, WS • W|NC SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY P88FILE
TEST NUMBER 2666 05/08/65, 02192, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA ALT WX WE WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/5EC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC OEG
15175 15.25 -8.55 17,48 299 16175 9.88 -13.06 16.38 383
15200 15.04 -8.62 1T.33 300 16200 9.65 -13.19 16.34 325
15225 14.95 -8.28 17.09 299 16225 9.15 -13.22 10.08 325
15250 14.93 -8.15 17.01 298 16250 8.44 -13o14 15.62 327
15275 14.87 -7*B7 16.82 298 16275 7*7A -13*36 15*44 330
15300 14.22 -7.19 15.93 297
15325 13°94 -6.44 15.36 295
15350 13°96 -5°78 15.11 292
15375 14.01 -5°40 15.02 291
15400 14.12 -5°C0 14.98 289
16300 6.95 -13.27 14.98 332
16325 6.65 -13,13 14.72 333
16350 6.36 -13°47 14.90 335
15425 13.59 -5.39 14.28 288
15450 13.18 -3.96 13,76 287
15475 13.40 ,-3°73 13.91 285
15500 13o89 -3.69 1_.38 285
15B2B 13.99 -3.64 14.46 284
15550 14.03 -3,36 14.43 283
15575 13.86 -3°59 14.32 284
15600 13o68 -4.A3 IA.3B 288
15625 1A°O0 -4.68 1_.76 288
15650 14°50 -A,54 15,19 287
15675 15.32 -4.33 15.92 286
15700 15.59 -5.CA 16.39 288
15725 16°06 -6.39 17,29 292
15750 16.43 -6,76 1T,77 292
15775 16.64 -7oC4 18.07 293
15800 17.02 -7.46 18.58 293
15825 17.30 -7.57 18.88 293
15R50 17*73 -7.50 19.25 293
15875 17.83 -7.63 19.40 293
15900 17.74 -8,2q 19.58 295
15925 17.18 -9.B7 19.43 298
15950 16.63 -9.89 19.35 301
15975 16.16 -10,72 19.39 303
16000 15.31 -ll.ll 18.92 306
16025 14.40 -II.24 18.27 308
16050 13.77 -II.53 17.96 310
16075 12.86 -12,14 17.69 313
16100 11.89 -12.32 17.12 316
16125 11.34 -12.55 16.91 316
16150 10.48 -13.C5 16.74 321
ALT = ALTITUOE, WX = Z@NAL COMPANENI, WZ = MERID[BNAL COMPANEN[, WS - WINE SPEED, THEIA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE 11-107
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRDFILE
TEST NUMBER 2936 05110165, 1302E, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLDRIDA
ALT WX wZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC DEG
525 -4.36 -0.83 4.46 78
350 -%.43 -O.EO 4.47 82
375 -%.63 -0.38 %.65 85
_00 I4,73 --0.37 4,75 85
425 -4.81 -0,57 4.83 85
450 -4.83 -0.36 4.85 86
475 -4.70 -0.35 %,71 86
500 -4.70 -0,21 4,71 87
525 -4.71 -0.24 %,72 87
550 -%.63 -0.27 4.63 87
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ALT WX wZ WS TPETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG
1325 -3.10 -_.34 3.88 55
1350 -3.76 -2,60 4.57 55
1375 -4,29 -2.72 5.08 57
1400 -4.63 -2.58 5.50 61
1425 -4,92 -2,40 5.47 64
1%50 -5.23 -2.22 5.68 67
1475 -5.60 -2.11 5.98 89
1500 -5.98 -_,17 6.36 7C
1525 -6.33 -_.43 6.78 69
1550 -6.73 -2.58 7.20 69
_LI WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE W/SEE DEG
2325 -7.15 -2.11 7.46 73
2350 -6,63 -2.29 7.02 71
2375 -6.07 -2.89 6.60 67
2400 -5.61 -2.77 6.26 64
2425 -5.36 -2.93 8.11 61
2450 -5,31 -3,15 8,18 59
2475 -5,30 -3,42 6.31 57
2500 -5.38 -3.66 6,50 56
2525 -5,59 -3,81 6,77 56
2550 -5,83 -3,77 6,84 57
575 -8.45 -0.15 4,45 88
600 -4.31 -0.13 4,31 88
625 -4.31 -0.12 4.31 88
650 -4.15 -0.28 8.16 86
675 -4.08 -0.53 4.09 85
1575 -6.95 -2.47 7.38 70
1600 -7,04 -2,34 7.42 71
1625 -7.15 -2.26 7.50 72
1650 -7.18 -2.I0 7.48 73
1675 -7.13 -2.01 7.41 74
2575 -5,94 -3.53 6.91 59
2600 -5.77 -3.34 6,67 60
2625 -5.52 -3.33 6.%4 59
2650 -8.22 -3.38 6,22 57
2675 -5.00 -3,59 8.15 54
700 -4.09 -0.18 4.10 87
725 -3.92 -0.18 3.93 87
750 -3.62 -0.39 3.64 84
775 -5.35 -0.59 3,40 80
800 -3.15 -0.64 3.22 78
1700 -7.05 -1.79 7.27 76 2700 -4.87 -3.91 6.24 51
1725 -7.04 -i,53 7.21 78 2725 -%.84 -4,07 6.33 50
1750 -6.97 -1.62 7.15 77 2750 -_.80 -4.26 6,42 48
1775 -6,80 -1.98 7,08 74 2775 -4.60 -4.36 6.36 46
1800 -6,77 -2,34 7.16 71 2800 -4.51 -4.29 6.22 46
825 -5.03 -0.56 3,08 79
850 -2.93 -0.59 2.99 78
875 -2.74 -0,77 2.84 74
900 -2,65 -0,83 2.77 72
925 -2,55 -0.94 2,71 69
1825 -6.78 -2.52 7.24 69
1850 -6.66 -Z.72 7_20 E8
1875 -6.66 -3.00 7.31 66
1gOD -6.89 -3.23 7,61 85
1925 -7.14 -3.27 7.85 65
2825 -%.44 -3,93 5.93 %8
2850 -4.42 -3,43 5,60 52
2875 -4.41 -3.38 5.56 52
2900 -4.33 -3.53 5,59 51
2925 -%.42 -3.60 5.69 51
950 -2.28 -1,C9 2.53 64
975 -1.95 -I.C8 2.23 61
1000 -1.73 -0.89 1.99 60
1025 -1.56 -I.II 1,92 54
1050 -1.49 -1.27 1.96 49
1950 -7.40 -3.21 8.06 66
1975 -7.62 -3.13 8.24 67
2000 -7.53 -3.14 8.16 67
2025 -7,38 -3,12 B.Ol 67
2050 -7.28 -3.12 7.92 _7
2950 -4.45 -3.59 5.72 51
2975 -4.38 -3.57 5.65 51
3000 -4,55 -3.65 5,68 50
3025 -4,31 -3*60 5.61 50
3050 -4.20 -3.54 5.50 50
1075 -1,57 -1.31 2.05 SO
llO0 -1.52 -1.28 1.99 50
1125 -1.36 -I.18 I.T9 49
1150 -1.18 -1.26 1.73 %3
1175 -0,99 -I.68 1.95 30
2C75 -7.20 -3.28 7.91 85
2100 -7,22 -3.39 7.97 65
2150 -7.29 -3.68 8.17 63
2175 -7.27 -3.77 8.19 62
3075 -3,95 -3.%8 5.26 48
3100 -3.69 -3.26 4.93 48
31_; :.:D 3.22 ";.52 _
3150 -3.39 -2.80 4.%0 50
3175 -3.41 -2.76 %.39 51
1200 -0,84 -2.17 2,53 21
1225 -0,94 -2*47 2,65 21
1250 -1.31 -2.56 2.88 27
1275 -1.78 -2.54 5.10 55
1300 -2.%1 -2.37 3.38 45
2200 -7.15 -3.60 8.00 63
2225 -7.19 -3.22 7.88 66
2250 -7.36 -_.79 7*85 69
2275 -7.38 -2.47 7.78 71
2300 -7*36 -2.25 7*70 73
3200 -3.%0 -2.70 4.35 51
8225 -3.35 -2.69 4.30 51
3250 -3,45 -2,82 4,46 51
5275 -3.44 -2.83 4,45 50
3300 -5.42 -2,80 %.42 50
ArT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZDNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIOIBNAL CBMPDNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2936 05110165. 13OOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLDRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA _LT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC EEG ME[ERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG
3325 -3.63 -2.78 4.57 52 4325 -2.98 -3.94 4.94 37 5525 0.06 -7.68 7,68 359
3350 -3,75 -2,85 4,71 58 4350 -3.02 -4.03 5,04 37 5350 -0,03 -7.52 7,52 0
3375 -3.74 -2,88 4._2 52 4375 -2.96 -4.40 5.30 5_ 5375 -0.22 -7.50 7.50 1
3400 -3.80 -2,E3 4.74 53 4%00 -2.79 -4.79 5.55 30 5400 -0.66 -7.72 7,75 5
3425 -3.8% -2.75 %.72 54 4425 -2.64 -8.11 5.75 21 5425 -0.98 -8.II 8.17 7
3450 -3.67 -2,E8 4,55 58
3%75 -3,72 -2,5% 4,50 55
3500 -3.81 -2.15 4.3fl 60
3525 -3.65 -1.65 %.01 66
3550 -3.70 -1,36 3.9% 78
4450 -2*34 -5,25 5.75 28
4%75 -I.97 -5,18 5,56 21
4500 -1.88 -5,24 5,56 20
%525 -2.04 -5.%1 5.78 20
%550 -2.15 -5.34 5.76 22
5450 -l.lO -8.46 8.53 7
5%75 -1.23 -8.80 8.88 8
5500 -1.42 -9.24 9.35 9
5525 -1,53 -9.52 9,65 9
5550 -1,45 -9.76 9.86 8
3575 -3.83 -1,23 4.02 72
3600 -3.94 -1,12 %.10 7%
3625 -4.01 -1.17 8.18 74
3650 -3,89 -1,26 4,09 72
3675 -3.84 -1,26 4*04 72
%575 -2.32 -5,29 5,78 2%
4600 -2,86 -8,26 5.88 26
4625 -2,91 -5,19 5.95 29
4650 -3.03 -5.39 6,18 29
4875 -2.89 -5.65 6.35 27
9575 -1.12 -lO*Ol 10.08 6
5800 -0.33 -9.74 9.75 2
5625 0,14 -9,95 9,95 359
6650 0,51 -10.45 10.47 357
5675 0.97 -10.31 10.36 354
3700 -3.81 -I.18 3.98 73
3725 -3,64 -1.18 3,83 72
3750 -3.37 -I.II 3.55 72
3775 -3.21 -0,97 3.36 73
3800 -3.09 -0,89 3.21 74
%700 -2.81 -5,74 6.39 26
4725 -2.6R -5.52 6.14 86
4750 -2.53 -8o21 5,79 26
4775 -2.%1 -5.30 5.82 24
%800 -2.05 -5.81 5.97 20
5700 1.14 -10.21 10,27 353
5725 1.20 -10.34 10.41 353
5750 1.25 -10.85 10.92 353
5775 1.42 -11.37 11.46 353
5800 1.70 -11.67 11.79 351
3825 -2,79 -0o90 2.94 72
3850 -2,34 -1,19 2,63 63
3875 -2,06 -1.53 2.57 53
3900 -2.0% -1,75 2.69 49
3925 -1,99 -2.05 2.86 44
4825 -1,87 -8,86 6,15 18
4850 -2.28 -b.09 6,50 20
4875 -2.74 -6,22 6,80 2%
%900 -2,82 -6.32 6.92 24
%925 -2,46 -6,53 6.98 20
5825 2,07 -11.87 12.05 350
5850 2,52 -12,18 12.43 348
5875 2.84 -12.39 12,71 347
5900 3.17 -12.37 12.77 345
5925 3.40 -12.45 12.90 345
3950 -1.96 -2,33 3.05 40
3975 -2,01 -2,36 3,10 40
4000 -2o03 -2,%5 3.18 39
%025 -2.07 -2.64 3.35 38
%050 -2.16 -2.70 3.45 38
%950 -1.95 -6.79 7.06 18
4975 -1.52 -7.00 7.16 12
5000 -1,07 -7.24 7,32 8
5025 -0.69 -7.59 7.62 5
5050 -0.32 -7.85 7.86 2
5950 3.59 -12,49 13.00 344
5975 3,BB -12,54 13.12 343
EOCO 3,93 -12,75 13,34 343
6025 3.78 -13.06 13.60 344
E050 3,57 -13.37 13.84 345
4075 -2.14 -2,78 3.51 37
4100 -2,15 -2.93 3.63 36
4[25 -2.37 -3,Cl 3.83 38
4150 -2.59 -3.19 4.11 39
4175 -2.65 -3.45 4,35 37
5275 -0.05 -7.97 7,97 O
5100 -0,01 -8,22 8,22 O
5125 -0,14 -8,50 8,50 1
5150 -0,24 -8.54 8.54 1
5175 -0.34 -8,49 8.49 2
6075 3.51 -13.52 13.97 345
6100 3.65 -13.57 14.05 345
6125 3,70 -13.73 14,22 345
6150 3.75 -13,98 14,48 345
6175 3.94 -13.95 14.50 3%4
4200 -2.70 -3.55 4,46 37
4225 -2.76 -3.45 4,42 38
%250 -2.69 -3.50 8.41 37
4275 -2,64 -3.71 4.55 35
4300 -2.82 -3,89 4,81 36
5200 -0.44 -8,39 8.40 3
5225 -O,2O -8,21 8,21 1
5250 0,25 -_,07 8,07 358
5275 0.45 -7.85 7.86 357
5300 0.26 -7.74 7.75 35E
6200 4.06 -13.97 14,55 344
6225 4,10 -14.08 14.67 344
6250 4.10 -14.10 14.68 344
6275 3.93 -14.14 14.68 34%
6300 3.72 -14.27 14.75 345
At7 = ALTITUDE, WX = ZDNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERID[_NAL C8MPBNENT, WS = WINE SPEED_ THETA =WINO OIRECTIBN
PAGE 440 TABLE11-107 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JINSPHERE WINO VELeCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2936 05/10/65. 13001, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLmRIDA
ALr NX W2 NS THETA AL7 NX kZ WS T,ErA aL7 WX WZ WS 7HETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE N/SEE DEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE M/SEE CEG METERS N/SEE R/SEC M/SEC OEG
6325 3.65 -1_.56 15.0! 345 7325 7,_ -1_.7_ ]8=22 33_ 8325 4.00 -18.78 19,21 348
6350 3.60 -14.90 15.33 348 7350 7.27 -16.60 18.12 336 8350 3.83 -18.77 19.16 348
6375 3.74 -15.05 15.51 346 7375 7.28 -16.64 18.16 336 8375 3.60 -18.78 19,13 369
6400 4.09 -15.10 15.65 345 7400 7.20 -16.92 18.39 337 8400 3.42 -19.15 19.48 350
6625 4.44 -15.22 15.85 348 7425 T.13 -17.40 18.80 3]8 8425 3.44 -19.49 19,80 850
6450 4.81 -15.13 15.68 342
6475 5.13 -14,97 15.83 341
6500 5.20 -14.98 15.86 341
6525 5.15 -15.05 15.90 341
6550 5.25 -15.00 15.90 341
7450 7.10 -17.72 19.09 338
7475 7.16 -17.63 19.03 338
7500 7.31 -17.52 18.98 337
7525 7.35 -17.51 16.98 337
7550 7.43 -17.38 18.91 337
8450 3.54 -19.52 19.84 350
8475 3.58 -19,26 19.59 349
8500 3.84 -18.95 19o34 348
8525 4.27 -18.51 19,00 347
8550 4.57 -17.98 18.54 546
6575 5.38 -14.95 15.89 340
6600 5.47 -14.90 15.87 340
6625 5.55 -14,86 1_,87 339
6650 5.63 -14.82 15.8S 339
6675 5.81 -14.70 15.81 358
7575 7.51 -17.1_ 18.72 338
7600 7.41 -17.36 18.87 337
7625 7.19 -17*62 19.03 338
7650 7.03 -17_64 18.99 338
7675 6.85 -17,68 18,96 339
8575 4.73 -17.64 18,27 345
8600 4.80 -17.46 18,11 344
8625 4.91 -17.40 18o08 344
8650 4.96 -17.43 18.14 344
E875 5.10 -17.69 18,41 844
6700 6.06 -14.$2 15.73 337
6725 6.18 -14.36 15.64 337
6750 6.15 -14.34 15.61 337
6775 5°97 -14.31 15.51 337
8800 5.76 -14.29 15.40 838
7700 6,56 -17.63 18.81 339
7725 6.21 -17.92 18.96 381
7750 5.82 -18.13 19.04 3A2
7775 5.61 -18.02 18,88 343
7800 5.74 -18.05 18.94 342
8700 5,14 -17.88 18*60 344
8725 E.14 -17.90 18*62 344
8750 5.35 -18.09 18.86 345
8775 5.71 -18.12 19,00 342
8800 6.33 -17.95 19o03 340
6825 5.37 -14.23 15.21 338
6850 5.17 -14.21 15.12 340
6875 5.32 -14.33 15.28 338
6900 5.40 -14.49 15,46 339
6925 5.37 -14.74 15.69 5AO
7825 6.11 -18.30 19.30 341
7850 6.58 -18.43 19.57 3AO
7875 6.93 -18.27 19.54 338
7900 7.02 -28.25 19.56 339
7825 7.13 -18.10 19.46 338
8825 7.01 -17.67 19o01 338
8850 7.37 -17.36 18.86 337
8875 ?.79 -17.13 18.82 335
8900 8.28 -16.93 18=85 334
8925 8.72 -16.86 18.98 332
6950 5.48 -15.28 16.24 340
6978 5.45 -15,98 16,88 341
7000 5.19 -16.45 17.25 342
7025 4.97 -16.66 17.39 343
7050 4.88 -[6.66 1T.36 343
7950 7.31 -17.83 19.27 337
7975 7.36 -17.66 19.13 337
8000 7.43 -17.27 18.80 337
8025 7.47 -17.11 18.67 336
8050 7,36 -17.28 18.78 337
8950 8.98 -16.71 18o96 "332
8975 9.23 -16.67 19.06 331
9000 9.46 -16.94 19*40 331
9025 9.58 -16.96 19_46 330
9050 9.62 -17.06 19,58 330
7075 4.87 -16.58 17.28 343
7100 A.91 -18.74 17.45 343
7125 5°21 -16.8A 17.72 343
7150 5.48 -17.C8 17.83 342
7175 5.69 -17.28 18.19 342
8075 7.30 -17.42 18.89 337
8100 7.04 -17.57 18.93 338
8125 6*64 -17.78 18.98 338
8150 6,14 -17.91 18.94 341
817fl 5.TO -18.05 18.93 342
8075 9.51 -17.30 19.74 331
9100 q.49 -17.10 19o56 331
9125 9.38 -16.98 19°40 331
9150 9.35 -16.96 19.36 331
9115 9.36 -16.82 19,25 331
7200 5.78 -17.25 18.20 341
7225 5.82 -17.02 17.99 341
7250 5.95 -16.97 17.98 340
7275 6.20 -17.C8 18.17 340
7300 6.77 -16.95 18,25 338
8200 5.39 -18.13 18.91 343
8225 5.03 -18.03 18.72 344
8250 A.TB -18.A1 19.02 345
8275 4.55 -18.70 19.24 346
8300 4.26 -1_.63 19.11 347
_200 9.47 -16.78 19,27 380
9225 9.61 -16.50 19.09 330
9250 9,55 -16.21 18,82 328
9275 9.56 -16.29 18,89 329
9300 9.67 -16.24 18.90 329
ALT " ALTITUOEt MX " ZENAL CBNPONENT, MZ - NERIOI2NAL 08NPeNENT_ NS " NINE SPEED, THETA = MIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2936 05/10/658 1300Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIOA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT WX W2 WS TPETA ALT WX WZ MS THEIA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC DEG METERS N/SEE N/SEO M/SEC CEO METERS N/SEO M/SEC MISEC OEG
9328 9,68 -18,27 18+94 329 10325 6.00 -20,32 21.19 343 11325 10.66 -19.43 22,16 331
9350 9.69 716.68 19.29 330 10350 6.07 -20.66 21.53 343 11350 10.62 -19,30 22.03 331
9375 9,76 -16.94 19.$5 330 10375 6.19 -20.68 21.59 343 11375 10.50 -19.22 21.90 331
9400 9.64 -16.97 18.52 330 [0400 6.37 -2U.68 21.64 343 11400 10,75 -19,41 22.18 331
9425 8,39 -16.96 18,39 331 10425 6,28 -20.76 21.69 343 11425 10.99 -19.56 22.43 330
9450 9.22 -17.06 19.39 331
9475 9.11 -17.05 18.33 332
9500 8.90 -16.99 lg.17 332
9525 8.61 -17.12 19.17 333
9550 8.35 -17.28 1g.19 334
10450 6.13 -20.68 21.57 343
10475 5.84 -2U.87 21.67 344
10500 5,24 -21.27 21.91 346
10525 4.94 -21.41 21.97 347
10550 4.89 -21.A4 21.99 347
11450 10.95 -19.65 22.50 331
11475 10.92 -19.63 22.46 331
11500 11.13 -19.68 22.61 330
11525 10.91 -19.67 22.49 331
llfiSO 10.76 -19.57 22.33 331
9575 7.98 -17.38 19.12 335
9600 7.79 -17.37 19.04 336
9625 7.85 -17.A9 lg,17 336
9650 7.79 -17.70 19.34 336
9675 7.61 -17.89 19.44 337
9700 7.43-18,17 1%63 338
9725 7.19 -18._1 19.48 338
9750 7,04 -18.96 19.38 339
9775 6,95 -18.42 19.69 339
9800 6,38 -18.75 1%81 341
10575 4.77 -21.51 22.03 387
10600 4.76 -21.23 21.76 347
10625 4.66 -21.01 21.52 347
10650 A.62 -21.08 21.57 347
10675 4.41 -21,12 21.57 348
10700 4.45 -21.14 21.61 348
10725 4.R7 -20.95 21.51 347
10750 5.18 -20.96 21.59 346
10775 5.46 -21.06 21.76 348
10800 5.58 -2L.05 21.78 345
11575 10.68 -19.53 22.26 331
11600 10.53 -19.53 22.10 332
11625 10.14 -19.67 22.13 333
11850 IO.OE -19.84 22.07 333
11875 10.06 -19.49 21.93 332
11700 10.23 -19.49 22.01 332
11725 10.45 -19.52 22.14 332
11750 10.60 -19.47 22.17 331
11775 10.79 -19.03 • 21.87 330
11800 10.92 -18,58 21.55 329
9825 6.11 -19.17 20,12 342
9850 6.35 -19.42 20.43 342
9875 6.37 -19.26 20.28 341
9900 6.49 -19.15 20.22 3A1
9925 6.78 -19.27 20.43 340
10825 6.03 -20,95 21.80 3_4
10850 6.53 -20,97 21.96 343
10875 6.95 -21.11 22.23 342
10900 7.42 -21,09 22.36 3_0
10925 7,89 -2[.02 22.45 339
11825 11.04 -18.58 21.61 329
11850 11.29 -18.42 21.61 328
11875 11.34 -18.40 21.61 328
11900 11.36 -18.35 21.58 328
11925 11.63 -18.16 21.56 327
9950 6.89 -19.49 20.68 340
9975 6.57 -19.82 2G.69 341
10000 b,42 -19,64 20.86 342
10025 b.31 -19.74 20+72 342
10050 8,Z6 -20.14 21.09 343
10950 8.68 -21.02 22.74 337
10975 9.14 -2_.08 22.98 336
11000 9.38 -21.10 23.09 336
11025 9.71 -20.82 22.98 335
11050 9.83 -20.42 22.66 334
11950 11.81 -17.97 21.51 326
11975 11.93 -|7.88 21.49 326
12000 11.95 -17.87 21.A9 326
12025 12.13 -17.76 21.50 325
12050 12.37 -17.65 21.55 325
10075 6.15 -20.44 21.34 343
I0100 5.74 -20.56 21.35 344
10125 5.60 -20.83 21.57 3A5
10150 S.56 -21.C0 21.73 345
10175 5.52 -20.E9 21.81 345
[1075 9,80 -20.32 22.56 334
|1100 20.05 -20.Z6 22.62 333
11125 10.38 -20.13 22.65 333
11150 10.50 -1_.99 22.58 332
11175 10.66 -19.91 22.59 3_2
12075 12.48 -17.61 21.58 324
12100 12.58 -17.53 21.58 324
12125 12.T3 -1T.51 21.64 324
12150 12.83 -17.49 21.69 324
12175 12.99 -ITo56 2[.68 323
10200 5.59 -20.72 21.46 345
10225 _.79 -20,_7 21.37 344
10250 5.78 -20.27 21,OT 344
10275 S.71 -20.32 21.10 344
10300 5.82 -20.33 21.15 344
11200 ll.lZ -20.01 22.89 331
11225 11.54 -19.84 22.95 330
11250 11.38 -19.60 22.87 330
11275 11.21 -19.51 22.51 330
11300 10.T8 -19.44 22.22 331
12200 12.80 -17.20 21.44 323
12225 12.46 -17.15 21.20 324
12250 12.15 -17.19 21.05 325
12275 11.89 -17.04 20.78 325
12300 11.81 -17.04 20.73 325
ALT " ALTITUDE, WX = ZgNAL 08MPSNEN3, W2 = NERIDISNAL CSMPgNENT, WS " WINC SPEED, THETA • WIND OIREOTISN
TABLE 11-107 (con t) PAGE441
FPS-[6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUM8ER 2936 05/10/65t [300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLeR|DA
ALT HR MZ MS THETA ALT WX HZ NS ThETA ALT NX NZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEC DEG METERS 8/SE0 M/SEC M/SEE EEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
12325 [1.60 -16.91 20.50 325 13325 6.90 --26.56 27.0[ 3¢9 [6325 6.68 -17.03 [8.22 339
12350 [1.54 -16.66 20.08 325 13850 6.57 -26.79 27.[7 350 16350 7.63 -[6.96 18.62 336
12375 [[.66 -16.66 20.06 325 [3375 6.61 -27.02 27.61 350 16375 7+28 -[7.01 18.50 337
12600 11.56 -16.33 20.01 324 [3600 6,50 -26.96 27.33 350 16600 6.95 -16.97 18.36 338
[2625 11.B3 -16.08 19.96 323 13625 6.26 -20.22 26.56 351 [6425 7.67 -16.76 18.36 336
12650 [1.87 -16.[2 20.02 323
12675 12.02 -15.55 19.97 323
12500 12.17 -15.85 19.99 322
12525 12.61 -15.54 20.02 321
12550 13,23 -15.18 20.16 319
13650 6.72 -26.86 25.28 369
[3675 5*62 -23.76 26.36 347
13500 6.28 -2_.02 23.86 365
13525 7.67 -22.09 23.32 341
13550 9,68 -20.92 22.97 335
14650 7.97 -16.68 18.30 334
[4675 8.30 -16.64 18.42 333
14500 8.71 -16.60 18.57 332
16525 8.76 -[6.60 18.59 332
16550 8.66 -[6.35 18.51 332
12575 13.91 -15.36 20.70 318
12600 16.32 -15.52 21.12 317
12625 16.29 -15.77 21.28 318
12650 16.29 -15.96 21.43 318
12675 16.06 -16.30 21.53 319
13575 10.91 -19.89 22.69 331
13600 11.58 -18.85 22.12 328
13625 12.61 -18.17 22.12 325
13650 13.67 -17.46 22.18 ]22
13675 15.21 -16,66 22.41 ]17
16575 8.70 -16.16 18.34 331
14600 9.06 -15.09 18.29 330
16625 9.76 -15+66 18.66 328
14650 10.37 -15.78 18.88 327
14675 10.65 -16.03 19.25 326
12700 13.88 -16,90 21.67 320
12725 13.74 -16.95 21.82 321
12750 13.61 -17.16 21.90 321
12775 13.40 -17.45 22.00 322
12800 12.79 -17.63 21.78 326
13700 15.85 -15.92 22.67 315
13725 15.18 -lb.17 22.18 317
13750 16.38 -16.60 21.97 319
13775 13.66 -16.98 21.79 321
13800 13.21 -16.96 21.50 322
16700 11.25 -16.16 19.69 325
14725 11.25 -16.19 19.72 325
14750 11.61 -16.55 20.22 325
16775 12.75 -16.96 21.22 323
16800 13.20 -16,78 21.35 322
12825 12.40 -18.01 21.86 325
12850 12.50 -18.57 22.39 326
12875 12.34 -19.68 23,23 328
12900 11.78 -20.60 23.73 330
12925 11.38 -21.64 26.27 332
13825 12.65 -16.95 21.15 323
13850 11.63 -17.34 20.88 326
13875 11.09 -18.07 21.20 328
13900 11.2[ -18.13 21.32 328
13925 11.23 -17.72 20.99 327
16825 12.83 -16.52 20.91 322
16850 12.57 -16.26 20.55 322
14875 12.82 -15.89 20.62 321
16900 12.96 -15.97 20.56 321
16925 12.65 -15.84 20.27 321
12950 10.69 -22.83 25.03 335
12975 10.43 -23.56 25.77 336
13000 10.60 -23.90 26.07 336
13025 10.03 -23.82 25.84 337
13050 9.88 -23.95 25.91 337
13980 10.95 -17.75 20.86 328
13875 9.70 -17.77 20.24 331
16000 9,05 -17.89 20.05 333
16025 8.50 -18.46 20.32 335
14050 7.30 -19,55 20.87 339
16950 12.69 -15.35 19.91 320
14975 12.65 -15.26 19.81 320
15000 12.62 -15.29 19.82 320
15025 12.77 -16.89 19.61 319
15050 12.69 -14,72 19.43 319
13075 9.31 -24.57 26.28 339
13100 8.98 -24.86 26.51 340
13150 8.20 -24.90 26.21 342
13175 7,73 -24,99 26,16 343
[4075 6.71 -20.01 21.10 341
16100 6.69 -19.87 20.97 341
16150 5.83 -19.75 20.59 363
14175 5.66 -19.81 20.60 346
15075 12.85 -16.66 19.69 319
15100 13.00 -14.56 19.50 318
15150 13.63 -16.36 19.80 316
15175 13.74 -14.33 19.86 316
13200 7.10 -25.28 26.26 366
13225 6.53 -25.68 26.30 345
13250 6.25 -25.99 26,73 346
13275 5.60 -26.53 27.12 348
13300 5.02 -26.64 27.11 349
14200 5.31 -19.72 20.43 345
16225 5.21 -19.29 19.98 365
14250 4.67 -18o68 19.26 ]66
14275 4.90 -17.91 18.57 ]65
14300 5.42 -17.65 18.27 363
15200 16.26 -14.13 20.06 315
15225 14.35 -13.99 20.04 314
15250 16.60 -16.51 20.59 315
15275 16.76 -15.32 21.26 316
15300 16.43 -15.51 21.19 317
ALT " ALTITUDEw NX = ZBNAL C2MPSNEN_, NZ • MERIDIBNAL C8MP8NENT_ RS = MINE SPEEOe THETA = HIND DIRECTI8N
FPS-16 RADAR/J1NSPHERE HIND VELBCITY PRSFIOE
TEST NUMBER 2936 05/[0/68, 13002t EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLERIDA
ALT MX NZ WS THETA ALT RX RZ MS THETA ALT HR RZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC MISEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE R/SEE DEG
15325 16.62 -16.91 20.88 315
15350 14.12 -14.75 20.41 316
15375 13.64 -15.25 20.66 318
15600 13.70 -16.38 21.35 320
15625 12.94 -16.90 21.26 322
15650 12.21 -16.33 20.39 323
15475 11.51 -15+77 19,52 326
15500 10.37 -15.10 18.32 325
15525 9.83 -14.80 17.77 326
15550 8.88 -14,16 16.71 328
15575 8.49 -13.64 16.06 328
15600 8.32 -13.52 15.88 328
15625 7.95 -12.62 14.92 328
15650 8.15 -11.83 16.37 325
15675 8.25 -11.36 16.06 326
15700 8.72 -10.80 13.88 321
15725 9.19 -10.34 13.83 318
15750 9.29 -9.80 13.51 316
15775 9.61 -9.71 15.66 315
15800 9.52 -10.41 14.11 317
15825 8.87 -11.69 16.52 322
15850 8.28 -12.52 15.01 326
15875 7.95 -13.03 15.26 328
15900 8.10 -12.94 15.27 328
15925 8.57 -12.78 15.38 326
15950 8.80 -12.66 15.60 325
15975 8.64 -12.74 15.39 326
16000 8.82 -12.69 15.45 325
16025 9.34 -13.81 16.02 326
16050 9.31 -13.59 16.47 325
16075 8.09 -14.59 16.68 33[
16100 6.79 -14.83 16.61 335
16125 5.90 -16.05 15.24 337
16150 6.92 -13.20 14.09 339
16175 6.82 -12.84 13.81 339
16200 5.16 -12.76 13.77 338
16225 5.75 -12.73 13.96 335
16250 5.98 -12.E4 13.98 336"
ALT s ALTITUOEt MR = ZENAL CENPENEN31NZ = MERID[SNAL CSMP8NENTt MS = MINE SPEEOw THETA = MIND OIRECTISN
PAGE 442 TABLE II-I08
FPS-E8 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2937 05111165t OIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIOA THETA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M2SEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
_?_ -o.q? -0.38 1.04 69
325 -6.96 2o21 7,32 1C7 1388 -%.52 -0.80 8.58 82 .... -0,36 1.05 89
350 -6.%8 1.86 6.76 106 1350 -5.30 -U.67 4.35 El 2350 -0.98
375 -6.[5 1.85 6.42 I0T 1375 -3.86 -0.61 3.83 81 2375 -1.05 -0.36 1.11 7E
600 -5.91 1.79 6.17 107 1400 -3.55 -0.83 3.60 80 2400 -1.|8 -0.38 1.23 73
425 -5,92 1,83 6,14 105 1425 -3,31 -0.93 3,46 T4 2425 -1.46 -0,62 1.59 67
450 -5.99 1.45 6.16 103 1450 -3.26 -I,27 3,50 69 2450 -1.7T -1,20 2.14 56
1475 -3,27 -1.62 3,65 63 2475 -2.01 -1.61 2,57 51
475 -5.98 I.40 6.14 103 52
500 -6.10 1,44 6,27 103 1500 -3,16 -I,95 3,72 58 2500 -2.09 -1,84 2,65
525 -6.29 I.29 8.42 I01 1525 -3.16 -2.14 3,82 56 2525 -I.91 -1.71 2.56 48
550 -6.32 1.00 .6.50 99 1850 -3.16 -_*14 3.82 56 2550 -1.88 -1.93 2.70 44
575 -6.24 0.72 6.28 96 1575 -3.13 -2.03 3.T3 87 2875 -2.06 -2.13 2.97 44
600 -6.00 0.55 6.03 95 1800 -3.15 -1.86 3.66 59 2600 -2.22 -2.31 3.20 44
3.63 83 2825 -2,30 -2.53 5,27 44
625 -5.84 0.82 5.86 94 1825 -3,23 -1.66 -2.35 3.29 48
650 -5.77 0.35 5,78 93 1850 -3,27 -1.39 3,55 67 2650 -2.31
675 -5,66 0.53 5.68 95 1675 -3.28 -0.89 3,40 75 2675 -2.43 -2.58 3.53 43
700 -8.51 0,84 5.58 99 170O -3.25 -0.45 3.28 82 2780 -2.64 -2,84 3,88 43
725 -5.26 I.¢3 5.36 lO1 1725 -3.08 -0.30 3.09 84 2725 -2.67 -3.15 4.13 40
750 -4.95 l,ll 5.07 102 1750 -2.94 -0.32 2.95 84 2750 -2.56 -3.51 4.35 36
775 -4.88 0.99 4.78 I02 1775 -2.91 -U.47 2.95 81 2775 -2.83 -3.88 4.47 34
800 -4.58 0.84 4.68 I00 1800 -2.72 -0.81 2.83 73 2800 -2.50 -3.75 4.50 33
825 -4,37 0.65 6.42 98 1825 -2,32 -I,E5 2.59 63 2825 -2,42 -3°97 4,66 3l
850 -4.17 0.42 8,19 96 1850 -2.05 -1.22 2.38 59 2880 -2,49 -3.97 4.68 32
97 1875 -1.81 -1.15 2.15 57 2875 -2.70 -3,66 A.84 36
875 -4.26 0.53 4.29 40
900 -4.42 0.67 4.47 98 1900 -1.55 -1.35 2.05 49 2900 -2.93 -3.52 4.57
925 -4*46 O.E2 4.53 100 1925 -1.48 -1.69 2.25 41 2925 -2.97 -3.35 4.48 41
950 -4.45 1.C8 4.58 103 1950 -1.58 -1.98 2.52 39 2950 -2.82 -3.02 4,13 43
975 -4°54 1.25 4.71 105 1975 -2.02 -Z.09 2.91 44 2975 -2,45 -2,96 3.84 39
lO00 -4.56 1.82 4.78 107 2000 -2.43 -2.04 3.18 5E 3000 -2.01 -3.07 3.67 33
1025 -4.63 1.41 8.84 107 2025 -2.54 -1.95 3.20 52 3025 -1.86 -3.19 3.59 27
1050 -4.85 1.15 4.98 103 2050 -2.56 -1.80 3.13 55 3050 -1.34 -3.34 3.60 22
,1075 -4.81 0,67 4,86 98 2075 -2.50 -1,64 2,99 57 3075 -1.26 -3.31 3,54 21
1100 -4,62 0.23 4,63 93 2100 -2.23 -1.65 2.66 57 3100 -1.20 -3*18 3.39 20
1125 -4.56 0.03 4.56 90 2125 -1.91 -1,41 2.37 53 3125 -1.22 -3.16 3.38 21
IESO -4.48 -0,C7 4.48 89 2150 -1.70 -1,80 2.33 46 3150 -1.43 -3.41 3.70 23
1175 -8.47 -0.20 4,47 87 2175 -1.71 -1.67 2.39 45 3175 -1.82 -3.73 4.07 23
1200 -A.48 -0.33 4.89 86 2200 -1.83 -1.59 2.42 49 3200 -1.84 -3.87 4.29 25
1225 -4.53 -0.36 4.55 85 2225 -1.T3 -1.54 2.31 48 3225 -2.04 -3.97 4.46 27
1250 -4°63 -0.34 4.65 86 2250 -1.42 -1.35 1.96 86 3250 -2.08 -4.18 4.67 26
1275 -4.63 -0,32 8.66 86 2275 -1,13 -0.77 1,36 56 3275 -1.99 -4.37 4.80 24
1300 -4.57 -0.43 4.59 84 2300 -1.01 -0.40 1.09 68 3300 -2.08 -4.35 4.82 25
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIOIONAL C@MPONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, TRETA = WIND DIRECTION
3325 -2.20 -4,41 4,92 26
3350 -2.13 -4.48 4.97 25
3375 -2o12 -4.47 4.94 25
3400 -2,14 -4.60 5.08 25
3425 -2.12 -4.73 5.18 24
FPS-16 8ADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 2937 05/11/85, 0100Zt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBR|DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W_ WS TPETA ACT WX WZ WS THET6
METERS M/SEE M/SEC MISEC BEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC 8/SEC DEG
4325 -3.58 -4.63 6.00 36 5325 -6.39 -3.82 7.44 59
4350 -3.65 -4°82 6.04 37 5350 -8.16 -3,98 7.33 57
4375 -3.77 -4,82 8.12 38 5375 -5.99 -4.21 7,32 55
4400 -3.79 -4.71 6.04 39 _400 -5.86 -4.53 7.4l 52
4425 -3.59 -4.84 6.03 3E 5425 -5.44 -4.92 7.34 48
3450 -2.15 -4.75 5.21 24
3A75 -2.15 -4.E0 5.26 24
3500 -2.09 -4.81 5.24 23
3525 -2.20 -4,77 5.25 25
3550 -2.31 -4.68 5,22 26
3575 -2,47 -4.54 5.17 28
3600 -2.53 -4.59 5.24 29
3625 -2.61 -4.87 5.52 28
3650 -2.98 -5.06 5.86 30
3675 -3.24 -5.26 6.18 31
3700 -3.24 -5.53 6.41 30
3725 -3.00 -5.42 6.20 29
3750 -2.56 -5*19 5.79 26
3778 -2.14 -5.13 5.56 22
3800 -1.88 -5.C7 5.41 20
3825 -2.06 -4.84 5.26 23
3850 -2.72 -4o71 5.44 30
3875 -3.30 -4.74 _.78 35
3900 -3.56 -4.88 5.88 37,
3925 -3.67 -4.64 5.92 38
4450 -3.46 -4.93 6.02 35
4475 -3.23 -4.83 5.81 34
4500 -2.89 -4.78 5.59 31
4525 -2.76 -4.61 5.37 31
4550 -2.72 -4.49 5.25 31
4575 -2.72 -4.53 5.28 31
4600 -2.64 -4.63 B.33 50
4625 -2.55 -4.75 5.39 28
4650 -2,70 -4.79 5.50 29
4675 -3,10 -4.76 5.66 33
4700 -3.65 -4.59 5.86 38
4725 -4.03 -4.42 5.98 42
4750 -4,18 -4.49 6.13 43
4775 -4.24 -4.72 6.35 42
4800 -4,20 -4,91 8.46 40
4825 -4.17 -4.91 6.44 4C
4850 -4.30 -4.89 6.51 41
4875 -4.53 -5.05 6.78 42
4900 -4,83 -S.16 7.07 43
4925 -4.92 -5.24 7,E9 43
5450 -8.10 -5.23 7.31 44
5475 -5.11 -5.34 7.39 A4
5500 -5,12 -5.38 7.43 43
5525 -5.19 -5.50 7,56 43
5550 -5.44 -5.60 7.80 44
3950 -3.85 -4.58 5.g8 40 4950 -4.90 -5.32 7.23 42
3975 -3.99 -4,42 5.95 42 4975 -4.82 -5.29 7.16 42
4000 -3.93 -4.23 5.77 43 5000 -8.65 -5.16 8.94 42
4025 -3.96 -4.29 5.84 82 5025 -4.63 -4.79 6.66 44
4050 -3.97 -4.31 5.86 42 5050 -4.84 -4.33 b.50 48
5575 -5.59 -5.48 7.83 45
5600 -5.69 -5,52 7.93 46
5625 -5.61 -5.75 8.03 44
5650 -5.48 -5.94 8.08 42
5875 -5.81 -6.22 8.30 41
4075 -4.00 -4.C4 5.68 45
4100 -4.14 -3.94 5.72 46
4125 -4.16 -4,C3 5.79 46
4150 -4.13 -4.04 5.78 45
4175 -4.11 -4.02 5.75 45
5700 -5.65 -6.41 8.54 4l
E725 -5o87 -6°44 8.71 42
5750 -6.10 -6.46 8.88 43
5775 -6.24 -8.52 9.02 44
5800 -6.25 -6.58 9.07 43
4200 -4.00 -4.20 5.80 83
4225 -3.75 -4.42 5.80 40
4250 -3.55 -4.80 5.81 37
5825 -6.00 -6.72 9.01 42
5850 -5.47 -6.84 8.76 38
5875 -4.79 -7.08 8.54 34
5900 -4.18 -7.49 0.88 29
5925 -3.62 -7.74 8.54 25
5950 -3.18 -7.96 8.57 22
5975 -2.97 -8.07 8.60 20
6000 -2.64 -8.29 8.70 17
6025 -2.35 -8,69 9,00 18
E050 -2.19 -9,01 9,27 13
5C75 -5.19 -4.03 6.57 52
5100 -5.59 -3.72 b.7l 56
5125 -8.87 -3.44 6.81 59
5150 -5.98 -d.25 6o79 61
5175 -5.84 -3.08 6.60 E2
6075 -2.00 -9.30 9.52 12
EIO0 -1.67 -9.66 9.81 10
6125 -1.33 -9.98 10.05 7
6150 -1.14 -10.28 10.34 6
6175 -1.22 -10.60 10.67 8
4275 -3.49 -4.80 5.93 36
4300 -3.50 -4.88 6.01 35
5200 -5.69 -2.98 6.43 62 82C0 -1.25 -10.92 10.99 6
5228 -5,64 -3.04 6.41 61 6225 -1.12 -11.40 11.45 5
5250 -5.78 -3.35 6.69 60 E250 -1.04 -11.85 11.89 5
5275 -6.03 -5,62 7.03 59 6275 -0°96 -11,18 12.22 4
5300 -6.23 -3.71 7.28 59 6300 -0.77 -12.17 12.19 3
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPONENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL CBMP_ENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
TABLE II-I08 (con't) PAGE 443
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2937 05111/65* OLOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT hX _Z WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC EEG RETERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
6525 -0.T6 -11.92 11.96 3 7325 -1.77 -10.52 I0.67 g 8305 -0.78 -13.63 [3.66 3
6350 -0.67 -1[.56 11.58 3 7350 -1.30 -10.58 10.66 7 8350 -1.32 -13.70 13.79 5
6375 -0.21 -10.90 10.90 1 7375 -0.90 -10.56 10.60 5 8375 -1.89 -13.70 15.83 8
6400 -0.13 -I0.33 10.33 1 7400 -0.65 -10.49 tO.51 3 8400 -1.99 -13.72 13.86 8
6425 -0.II -10.05 IC.05 0 7425 -O*lO -10.58 £0.58 0 E425 -1.65 -13.80 13.90 7
6450 0.13 -9.86 9.86 559
6475 0.23 -9.73 9.73 358
6500 0.20 -9.62 9.68 359
6525 0.20 -9.56 9.56 359
6550 0.06 -9.61 9.61 359
7450 0.28 -10.76 10.77 358
7475 0.53 -10.94 10.95 357
7500 0.73 -11.02 11.05 356
7525 0.44 -10.98 10.99 358
7550 0.03 -11.09 11.09 360
8450 -1.61 -13.89 13.9"8 6
E475 -1.46 -13.96 14.03 6
8500 -1,27 -14.23 14.29 5
E525 -0.81 -14.43 14.46 3
8550 -0.14 -14.47 IA.47 0
6575 -0.32 -9,54 9.56 2
6600 -0.63 -9.46 9.48 4
6625 -0.99 -9.33 9.38 6
6650 -1.55 -9.12 9.25 9
6675 -[.81 -9.08 g.26 El
7575 -0.22 -11.56 11.56 1
7600 -0.29 -11.89 11.90 1
7625 -0.41 -12.04 12.05 2
7650 -0.41 -12.09 12.10 2
17675 -0.19 -12.04 12.04
8575 0.04 -16.79 16.79 360
8600 0.07 -15.08 15.00 360
8625 0.06 -15.10 15.10 360
8650 0.25 -15.07 15.08 359
8675 0.51 -15.16 15.17 358
6700 -1.66 -9.07 9.22 10
6725 -1.46 -9.02 9.E6 9
6750 -1.60 -9.C6 9,1T 8
6775 -1.56 -9.20 9.33 9
6800 -1.66 -9.32 9.47 10
7700 -0.I0 -12.06 12.06 O
7725 -0.09 -12,16 12.16 O
7750 -0.06 -12.18 12.18 0
7775 -0.08 -12.27 12.27 0
7800 -0.12 -12.30 12.30 0
8700 0.58 -15.35 15.37 358
8725 0.62 -15.55 15.56 358
8750 0.55 -15.58 15.59 358
8775 0,55 -15.68 15.69 358
8800 0.75 -15.56 15.58 357
6825 -1.59 -9.49 9.63 9
6850 -1.67 -9.69 g.80 8
6875 -1.50 -9.74 9.85 9
6900 -1.52 -9.E6 9.96 9
6925 -1.37 -9.89 g.q9 8
7825 -0.[0 -12.22 12.22 0
7850 -0.09 -12.30 12.30 0
7875 -0.13 -12.43 12.63 0
7900 -0.24 -12.48 E2.68 1
7925 -0.32 -12.40 12.40 1
E825 0.98 -15.31 15.35 356
8850 l.lO -15.26 15.28 356
8875 1.21 -15.26 15,31 355
8900 1.39 -15,68 15.54 355
E925 1,76 _15,33 15.43 353
6950 -1.29 -9.81 9.89 7
6975 -1.35 -9.86 9.95 8
7000 -1.38 -9.93 10.03 8
7025 -1.39 -10.C2 10,11 8
7050 -1.31 -lO.OO 10.08 7
7950 -0.26 -12.22 12.22 1
7975 -0.18 -12.14 12.14 1
8000 -0.17 -12.34 12.34 1
8025 -0.24 -12.56 12.36 1
8050 -0.49 -12.38 12.39 2
_950 1.99 -15.56 15.67 352
8975 1.87 -16.05 16.15 353
8000 1.71 -16.E1 16.20 356
_025 1.67 -16.14 16.23 354
9050 [.62 -16.08 16.16 354
7075 -1.10 -10.09 10.15 6
7100 -0.97 -10.27 10.31 5
7125 -1.02 -10.33 10.38 5
7150 -l.19 -10.39 1C.45 6
8075 -0.81 -12.66 12.69 3
8100 -0.75 -12.89 12.91 3
8125 -0.56 -12*98 13.00 2
8150 -0.38 -1_.03 13.04 1
8173 3.3_ i_.Ci 13.21 O
_075 1.61 -15.92 16.00 356
5100 1.63 -15.77 15.86 854
9125 1.66 -15.83 15.92 356
9150 1.68 -15,90 15.99 856
7200 -1.56 -10.41 10.52 8
7225 -2.06 -10.45 10.65 11
7250 -2.50 -I0.51 10.81 13
7275 -2.60 -10.48 10.75 13
7300 -2.05 -10,49 IE.69 11
8200 0.42 -12.97 12.98 358
8225 0.72 -I_.01 13.03 357
8250 0.65 -13.L3 13.14 357
8275 0.33 -13.30 13.31 358
8300 -0.18 -13.46 13.44 1
8200 1.88 -15.66 15.7T 353
9225 2.11 -15.61 15.55 352
8250 2.23 -15.25 15.41 351
9275 2.23 -15.38 [5.56 352
8300 2.15 -15.69 15.66 352
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL COMPONENT, WZ = MERIDIONAL CQMPONENT* WS = WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RAOARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2937 05111/65* 0100Ze EASTERN TEST RANGE/ FLQRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA AIT WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG METERS MISEC N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
9325 2.11 -15,54 15.68 352 10325 6.18 -13.66 16.97 335 11325 7,32 -E6.51 18.06 836
9350 2.06 -15.66 15.77 352 10350 6.31 -13.44 14.85 335 11350 7.31 -16.76 18.27 336
9375 2.09 -15.68 15.82 352 10375 6.50 -13.55 15.03 334 11375 6.96 -17.06 18.61 339
9600 2.26 -15.63 15.79 352 10400 6.62 -13.59 15.12 334 11400 6.50 -17.19 18.38 339
9425 2.22 -15.66 15.79 352 10425 6.65 -13.43 14.99 333 11425 6.19 -17.31 18.38 360
9650 2.28 -15.58 15.75 351
9675 2.39 -15.43 15.61 351
9500 2.32 -15.68 15.66 351
9525 2.36 -15.65 15.63 351
9550 2.59 -15.21 15.43 350
10450 6.96 -13.46 15.15 332
10475 7.26 -13.70 15.69 332
10500 6.88 -1_.81 15.63 333
10525 6.32 -14.11 15.46 336
10550 5.74 -14.55 15.64 338
11450 6.02 -17.53 18.53 361
11675 5.85 -17.59 18.54 361
11500 5.67 -17.71 18.59 342
11525 5.67 -17,68 18.57 362
11550 5.76 -17.74 18.66 342
9575 2.86 -15.C6 15.31 349
9600 2.99 -14.81 15.11 348
9625 3.16 -L4.58 14.91 348
9650 3.27 -14.35 16.71 347
9675 3.47 -14.35 14.76 346
10575 5.18 -16,80 15.68 341
10600 6.87 -14.83 15.61 342
10625 4.84 -14.76 15.53 342
10650 5,04 -14,66 15.50 381
10675 4.96 -14.66 15.67 341
11575 5.65 -18.00 18.87 362
11600 5.62 -17.99 18,85 342
11625 5.69 -18.28 19.15 363
11650 5.87 -18.71 19.61 342
11675 6.18 -18.83 19.80 362
9700 3.63 -14.46 14.89 346
9725 3.86 -14.48 14,99 345
9750 3.96 -16.66 15,16 345
9775 3.93 -16.56 15.08 345
9500 4.35 -14.56 15.20 343
10700 6.72 -14.79 15.52 362
10725 5.11 -16.59 15.45 341
10750 5.69 -16.56 15.62 338
10775 5,70 -16.59 15.66 338
10800 5.50 -14.37 15.39 339
11700 6.21 -19.06 20.06 342
11725 6.35 -19.63 20.46 342
11750 6.66 -20,00 21,02 342
11775 6.59 -20.36 21.38 342
11800 6,66 -20.50 21.55 362
9825 4.57 -16.68 15.37 362
9850 4.5[ -16.84 15.51 363
9875 6.61 -16.75 15.40 343
9900 4.36 -14.47 15.11 363
9925 4.63 -16.58 15.25 342
10825 5,56 -16.03 15.09 338
10850 6.03 -14.11 15.35 33T
10875 6.57 -14.56 15.95 355
10900 6.76 -14.65 16.16 335
10925 7.02 -14.79 16,37 334
11825 6.60 -20.75 21.78 342
11850 6.72 -20.98 22.03 342
11875 6.85 -21.23 22.31 362
11900 6.89 -21.68 22.75 362
11925 6.81 -21.95 22.99 363
9950 4.76 -14.71 15.46 342
9975 4.64 -14.67 15.33 343
10000 6.33 -14.52 15,16 343
10025 4.33 -14.50 ES*13 3A3
10050 4.33 -14.53 15.16 3A3
10950 7.53 -15.02 16.80 333
10975 7.82 -15.20 17.09 333
11000 8.00 -15.50 17.44 333
11025 8.16 -15,58 17.58 332
11050 8.18 -15.39 17.63 332
11950 6.79 -22.26 23.27 343
11975 6.71 -22.35 23.34 363
12000 6.56 -22.23 23.18 363
12025 6.33 -22.69 23.37 344
12050 6.13 -22.75 23.56 365
10075 4.43 -14.48 15.15 343
lOlO0 4.60 -14.46 15.16 362
10125 4.71 -14.37 15.12 362
10150 4.88 -14.39 15.19 341
10175 5.09 -16.34 15.22 340
11C75 8.27 -15.50 17.57 332
11100 8.34 -18.82 17.88 332
11125 8.20 -16.02 17.99 333
11150 7.92 -16.01 17.86 333
11175 7.54 -15.97 17.66 335
12075 5.90 -23.05 23.79 345
12100 5.63 -23.17 23.80 367
12125 5.05 -23.51 26.05 348
12150 4.69 -23.86 24.32 369
12175 4.27 -23.65 24.03 350
10200 5.11 -14,31 15,19 340
10225 5.25 -14.25 15.18 340
10250 5.58 -13.95 15.03 338
10275 5.79 -13,81 14.97 337
10300 5.99 -E3.81 15.05 336
11200 7.16 -15.98 17,51 336
11225 7.08 -16.01 17.51 336
11250 ?.08 -lb.07 17,56 336
11275 7.05 -16.18 17,65 336
ll300 7.15 -16.31 17.81 336
12200 3.84 -23.33 23*64 350
12225 3,52 -23.13 23.60 351
12250 3.52 -22.92 23.19 351
12275 3.19 -22.72 22.96 352
12300 2,68 -22._8 22.64 353
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX • ZBNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MERIDI_NAL COMPBNENTt WS • WINE SPEED, THETA • WIND DIRECTIBN
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RLT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG
1_9 2.00 -22.54 22.62 355
12350 1.16 -22,71 22,73 357
12375 D.81 -22.39 22,40 358
12400 0.69 -22.01 22,02 358
12425 1.08 -21.76 21.78 357
12450 1.63 -21.50 21,58 355
12475 1,88 -20.84 2C,93 355
12500 2.34 -19.82 19.96 353
12525 2.95 -19.C9 19.31 351
12550 3.70 -18.54 18.91 349
12575 4.2_ -18.03 18.53 347
12600 4.48 -17.71 18.27 346
12625 4.45 -17.65 18.21 346
12650 4.15 -17.57 18.05 347
12675 4.14 -17.29 17,78 346
12700 4.04 -16.92 17.39 346
12725 3.61 -16.63 17,01 348
12750 3.06 -16.52 16.80 349
12775 2.68 -16.89 16.31 350
12800 2.58 -15.57 15.78 350
12825 2.38 -15.75 15.93 351
12850 2.24 -15.95 16.11 352
12875 2.47 -15.74 15.93 351
12900 2.99 -15.61 15.90 349
12925 3.52 -15.40 15.79 347
12950 4.33 -14.71 15.34 343
12975 5.12 -14.47 15.35 340
13000 5.53 -14.61 15.62 339
13025 5.72 -14o30 15.41 338
13050 6.00 -13.84 15.08 336
13075 6.42 -13.68 15.11 335
13100 6.61 -13.57 15.10 334
13125 6.61 -13.29 14.84 333
13150 6.71 -13.30 14.90 333
13175 6.79 -13.41 15.03 333
13200 6.44 -13.50 14.96 334
[3225 6.39 -13.89 15.10 335
13250 6.50 -13.58 15.05 334
13275 6.34 -13.52 14.93 335
13300 6.16 -13.78 15,09 336
TABLE 11-108 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE HIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2957 05111165, OIOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIOA
ALT MX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
13325 6.04 -13.77 15.04 336
13350 5.91 -14.01 15.21 337
13375 5.74 -14.48 15.58 338
13400 5.61 -13.98 15.07 328
13425 5.55 -13.71 14.79 338
13450 5.53 -14.30 15.34 379
13475 5.62 -14.47 15.52 339
13500 5.36 -14.57 15.52 340
13525 4.96 -14.72 15.53 341
13550 5.07 -14.91 15.75 341
13575 5.14 -14.86 15.72 341
13600 5.28 -14.19 15.14 339
13625 5.51 -13.16 14,27 337
13650 5.35 -12.46 13.56 337
13675 5.04 -IZ.43 13.41 338
13700 4.70 -12.51 13.36 339
13725 4.89 -12.15 13.09 338
13750 5.67 -Ii.69 12.99 334
13775 6.41 -II.53 13.20 331
13800 7.24 -11.73 13.79 328
13825 7.72 -11.78 14.08 327
13850 7.61 -11.55 13.83 326
13875 7.65 -1i.60 13.90 326
13900 7.73 -11.84 14.14 327
13925 7.98 -1_.73 14.18 326
13950 8.19 -11.27 13.93 324
13975 8.16 -10.83 13.56 323
14000 8.17 -lO.2Z 13.09 321
15025 8.42 -9.90 13.00 319
14050 9.02 -9.58 13.16 317
14075 9.80 -8,67 13.09 311
14100 10.21 -8.44 13.25 309
14125 II.17 -7.85 13.65 305
14150 12.06 -1.22 14.06 301
14175 12.24 -6.98 14.09 299
14200 12.61 -6.66 14.26 298
14225 13.05 -6.66 14.65 297
14250 13.66 -6.57 15.16 295
14275 14.24 -6.26 15.55 294
14300 14.68 -5.88 15.82 292
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC M/SEC OEG
14325 15.16 -5.62 16.17 290
14350 15.52 -5.57 16.49 290
14375 16.01 -5.77 17.02 Z90
144C0 16.63 -6.22 17.75 290
14425 16.73 -6.77 18.05 292
_4450 16.95 -7.35 18.47 293
14475 17.39 -7.80 19.06 294
14500 17.49 -8.28 19.35 295
14525 17.49 -8.57 19.47 296
14550 17.38 -8.54 19.37 296
14575 17.35 -8.21 19.19 295
14600 17.39 -8.64 19.41 296
14625 17.46 -9.74 19.99 299
14650 17.20 -I0.69 20.25 302
14675 16.73 -11.56 20.34 304
14700 16.40 -12.09 20.37 306
14725 15.68 -12.14 19.83 308
14750 14.97 -12.44 19.47 310
14775 14.15 -12.70 19.01 312
14800 13.61 -12.04 18.18 311
14825 13.44 -11.23 17.51 310
14850 12.83 -11.07 16.94 311
14875 12;49 -11.38 16.90 312
14900 12.14 -11.78 16.92 314
14925 11.33 -12.07 16.56 317
14950 10.61 -12.75 16.59 520
14975 10.01 -13.59 16.88 323
15000 9.94 -13.84 17.04 324
15025 10.57 -13.50 17.14 322
15050 10.98 -13.19 17.17 320
15075 11,68 -13.04 17.50 318
151C0 12.86 -12.76 18.11 315
15125 14.05 -12.65 18,91 312
15150 15.11 -12.21 19.43 309
15175 15.80 -11.85 19.75 307
15200 16.43 -12.21 20.47 306
15225 16.74 -12.44 20.85 306
15250 16,75 -12.72 21.03 307
15275 16.78 -12.95 21.20 307
15300 16.86 -13.26 21.45 308
ALE • ALTITUDE, wx = ZZNAL CSMPSNENT, WZ • MERIOISN6L CSMPSNENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND OIRECTIgN
FPS-16 RADAR/JLMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2937 05111165, OlOOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLERIOA
ALT MX W2 WS THETA ALT WX WE WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC MISEC MISEC OEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15325 17.17 -13.71 21,98 308
15350 17.41 -13.72 22.17 308
15375 16.94 -14.37 22.21 310
15400 15.87 -15.59 22.25 314
15425 14.52 -16.00 21.61 318
15450 13.19 -16.26 20.94 321
15475 12.05 -16.45 2C.39 324
15500 11.23 -16.C5 19.59 325
15525 10.78 -15.76 19.09 325
15550 10.06 -15.22 18.25 326
15575 9.78 -14.64 17.60 326
15600 8.95 -14.69 17.20 328
15625 8.15 -14.78 16.88 331
15650 7.93 -14.80 16.62 331
15675 7.71 -14,17 16.13 331
15700 7.72 -13.72 15.74 330
15725 8.21 713.51 15.81 329
15750 8.25 -13.33 15.67 328
15775 8.24 -12.33 14.83 326
15800 8.49 -II.39 14.21 323
15825 8.74 -11.82 14.70 323
15850 9.35 -11.66 14.94 321
15875 10.09 -11.19 15.07 31B
15900 10.74 -10.93 15.33 315
15925 11.38 -10.85 15.72 313
15950 11.76 -10.67 15.88 312
15975 11.32 -I0.78 15,63 313
16000 10.76 -II.83 15.99 318
16025 I0.07 -12.30 15.90 320
16050 9.56 -12.72 15.91 323
16075 9.21 -13.28 16,16 325
16100 9.17 -13.72 16.51 325
16125 8.93 -14.19 16.77 328
16150 7.64 -14.62 16.50 3_2
16175 6.66 -14.89 16.31 336
16200 4.76 -14.84 15,59 342
16225 2.76 -14.67 14.93 349
16250 1.82 -14.81 14.89 354
16275 Io05 -14.89 14.92 356
16300 1.09 -IS.C5 15.09 356
16325 0.77 -15.26 15.28 357
16350 0.27 -15.00 15.00 359
16375 -0.16 -14.57 14.57 C
16400 -0.57 -14.18 14.19 2
16425 -0.12 -13.88 13.88 0
16450 0.40 -13.58 13.59 368
16475 0.85 -13.70 13.73 356
16500 1.71 -13.90 14.01 353
16525 1.73 -13.61 13.72 3_3
16550 1.94 -13.08 13.22 351
16575 2.20 -12.60 12.79 35C
16600 2.25 -12.03 12.24 749
16625 2.51 -11.36 11.63 347
16650 3.09 -10.70 11.14 344
16675 3.21 -10.46 10.94 343
16700 2.99 -Iu.44 10.86 344
16725 2160 -1U.59 10.90 346
16750 1.80 -10.63 10.78 350
16775 1.50 -1_.75 10.85 352
16800 1.63 -10.98 ll.lO 351
16825 1.96 -II.07 11.24 35C
16850 1.80 -II.36 II.50 351
16875 1.06 -11.84 11.89 ?55
169OO 0.63 -II.75 II.76 357
16925 0.63 -11.11 If.13 ?_7
16950 0.56 -Ib.77 10.78 1_7
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX I ZRNAL CSMPSNENI, WZ • MESIDI_NAL CSMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED. ThETA = HIND DIRECIISN
TABLE II-109 PAGE 445
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPMERE WINE VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 293B 05/11/65t 1300Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLeRIOA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE OEG
325 -0,76 -0.74 1.05 45 1325 -3.1| -0.13 3.11 E7 2325 -3.36 -1.91 3.86 60
350 -0.78 -0.38 C.87 64 1350 -2.76 0,18 2.77 94 2350 -3.26 -1.61 3.61 63
375 -E.95 -0.C3 0.95 8E 1375 -2.22 0.69 2.32 107 2375 -3.12 -1.40 3.42 66
400 -0.94 O.BI C.94 90 1400 -1,67 1.04 1.97 122 2400 -3.02 -1.22 3.25 6E
625 -1.01 -O.C6 1.02 87 1625 -1.47 1.01 1.78 124 2425 -3.03 -1.09 B.22 70
650 -0.93 0.06 0.93 92
A75 -0.83 E.22 0.86 104
500 -0.89 0.27 0.93 107
$25 -1.10 0.37 1.16 108
550 -1.27 0.57 1.39 116
1450 -1.55 0.76 1.73 116 2450 -3.26 -1.13 3.43 71
1675 -1.65 0.3T 1.69 1C2 2475 -3.50 -1.11 3.67 72
1500 -1.91 -0.I1 1.92 87 25C0 -3.70 -1.06 3.85 76
1525 -2.35 -0.57 2.61 76 2525 -4.01 -1.16 6.17 74
1550 -2*50 -U=82 2.63 72 2550 -4.26 -1.30 4.46 73
575 -1.33 0.82 1.56 122
600 -1.35 0.99 1.67 126
625 -1.26 0.98 1.58 128
650 -1.31 0.86 1.56 123
675 -1.32 0.73 1.51 119
1575 -2.5T -1.04 2.78 68
1600 -2.68 -1.26 2.96 ES
1625 -2.65 -1.19 2.91 66
1650 -2.60 -U.93 2.76 70
1675 -2.60 -0,72 2.70 76
2575 -4.18 -1.41 4.41 71
2600 -3.97 -1.49 4.26 69
2625 -3.76 -1.$1 4.06 68
2650 -3.53 -1,51 3.84 67
2675 -3.30 -1,51 3,63 65
7E0 -1.26 0.62 1.40 116
725 -1.27 0,47 1.36 lid
750 -1.41 0.47 1.48 IE8
775 -1.69 0.52 1.88 116
800 -1.78 1.29 2.20 126
1700 -2.58 -0.60 2.65 77
1725 -2.59 -0.57 2.65 77
1750 -2.77 -0.59 2.83 78
1775 -2.86 -O,TO 2.95 76
1800 -2.9A -0.85 3.06 74
27E0 -3.00 -1.55 3.38 63
2725 -2.79 -1.49 3.16 62
2750 -2.73 -1.31 3.03 64
2775 -2.85 -1.16 3.08 68
2800 -2.99 -1.22 3.23 68
825 -1.66 1,72 2.39 136
850 -1.54 2.52 2.56 142
875 -1.63 2.22 2.75 143
900 -1.87 2.36 2.99 141
925 -2.08 2.R6 3.22 160
1825 -E.97 -1.06 3.15 70
1850 -2.69 -1.40 3.03 62
1875 -2.41 -1.73 2.97 56
1900 -2.32 -1.89 3.00 51
1925 -2.S1 -i.87 3.13 53
2825 -3.16 -1.26 3.40 68
2850 -3.49 -1.25 3.71 70
2875 -3.63 -1.26 3.84 71
2900 -3.41 -1.21 3.62 TO
2925 -3.21 -1.31 3.47 68
950 -2,07 2.57 3.30 141
975 -2.32 2.60 3.48 135
lOG0 -2.74 2.53 3.73 133
1025 -2.72 2.47 3.68 132
1050 -2.66 2.29 3.50 131
1950 -2.76 -1.90 3.33 55
1975 -2.91 -Z.Ol 3,54 55
2000 -2.94 -2.16 3.66 53
2025 -3.05 -2,33 3,86 52
2050 -3.28 -2.36 4.06 56
2950 -3.25 -1.54 3.59 66
2975 -3.32 -1.59 3.68 64
3000 -3.38 -1.2S 3.60 69
3025 -3.58 -1.01 3.72 76
3050 -3.76 -1.01 3.89 75
1075 -2.80 1.91 3.39 12A
llO0 -2.82 1.66 3.27 120
1125 -2,64 1.59 3.08 121
llSO -2.56 1.46 2.93 120
1175 -2.80 1.16 3.03 112
2075 -3.46 -2.38 4.20 55
2100 -3.76 -2.45 4.47 57
2125 -3.98 -2.56 4.73 57
2150 -4.10 -2.69 4.90 57
2175 -6.03 -2.73 4.87 56
3075 -3.90 -0.98 6.02 76
3100 -4.11 -1.00 6.23 76
3125 -6.60 -1.05 4.52 76
3150 -4.73 -1.24 4.89 75
3175 "'5.12 -1.47 5.33 74
1200 -3.49 0.79 3.57 103
1225 -3.96 0.31 3.97 94
1250 -3.91 -0.13 3.91 88
1275 -3.61 -0.31 3.63 85
1300 -3.39 -0.30 3.40 85
2200 -3.88 -2.82 4.80 54
2225 -3.85 -2.85 6.79 53
2250 -3.73 -2.75 6.66 53
2275 -3.65 -2.51 6.27 54
2300 -3.36 -2.20 6.OO $6
3200 -5.36 -1.49 5.56 74
3225 -5.29 -1.56 5.51 73
3250 -5.10 -1.83 5.62 70
3275 -6.76 -1.86 5,11 69
3300 -4.40 -1.67 4,70 69
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL C8MPBNEN[, WE = MER[OIgNAL CBMPONENTt WS ffi WINE SPEED, T_ETA = WIND DIRECTION
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBEITY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2933 05111/65t 13002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TEETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC N/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE NISEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEE N/SEE M/SEE DEG
3325 -4.30 -1.72 4.63 68 6325 -6.39 -A.34 6.17 45 5325 -1,75 -11.69 11.82 8
3350 -4.31 -Z.C2 4.76 65 4350 -4.67 -6.80 6.56 43 5350 -1.49 -11.57 11.66 7
3375 -4.28 -2.61 4.91 60 6375 -4.61 -fi.O7 6.72 41 5375 -1.25 -11.27 11.36 6
3600 -4.28 -2.66 5,06 58 4400 -6,65 -5.30 7.05 41 5600 -1.18 -10.98 11.05 6
3625 -4,22 -2.92 5.13 5S 6425 -A.86 -fi.65 7.30 41 5625 -1.12 -10.76 10.82 6
3650 -6.18 -3.17 5.24 53
3675 -4.18 -5.05 5.18 54
3500 -6.16 -2,79 5.01 56
3525 -4.11 -2.6T 4.90 57
3550 --_.01 --2.5_ 4.75 57
6450 -A.73 -5.39 7.17 41
6475 -4.61 -8.32 7.06 41
6500 -6.51 -5.38 7.02 45
6525 -4.45 -5.48 7.06 39
6550 -4.66 -S.67 7.22 38
5450 -0.82 -10.76 10.79 6
5475 -0.52 -10,97 10.98 3
55C0 -0.38 -11.05 11.05 2
5525 -0.29 -10.97 10.98 1
5550 -0.21 -10.96 10.96 1
3575 -4.02 -2.56 4.76 57
3600 -3.97 -2.76 4.83 55
3625 -3.73 -2.87 4.71 52
3650 -3,67 -2.99 4.58 69
3675 -3.16 -3.50 4.36 46
6575 -6.57 -5.8S 7.42 38
6600 -6.66 -B.81 7.65 39
6625 -4.66 -5.57 7.26 40
6650 -4.67 -B.3B 7.13 41
46T5 -6.77 -5.38 7.19 61
5575 -E.03 -11.06 11.06 O
5600 0.1S -11.02 11.02 359
5625 0.36 -10,96 10.97 358
5650 0.63 -10.99 11.01 357
567S 0.73 -11.04 11.06 356
3700 -2.80 -3.06 6.14 42
3725 -2.68 -3.12 4.11 40
3750 -2.77 -3.55 4.12 42
3775 -2.80 -3.07 4.15 A2
3800 -2.85 -3.16 R.25 4Z
6700 -6.77 -5.48 7.27 41
4725 -4.76 -5.69 7.41 40
6750 -4.81 -B.76 7.69 45
4775 -4.73 -5.86 7.53 39
6800 -6.63 -6.09 7.65 37
5700 0.66 -11.16 11.17 357
5725 0.40 -11.36 11.37 358
5750 0.2E -11.58 11.58 358
5775 0.17 -11.81 11.81 359
5805 O.O6 -12.15 12.15 360
3825 -2.97 -3.22 4.38 42
3850 -3.10 -3.26 4,50 43
3875 -3.38 -3.16 6.62 AT
3900 -3.33 -2.92 4.63 48
3925 -3.03 -2.76 4.10 48
6825 -4.80 -6.19 7.83 38
48S0 -5,DO -6.23 7.99 39
6875 -5.17 -6.36 8.18 39
6900 -5.33 -6.48 8.39 59
4925 -5,53 -6.56 8.56 40
5825 -0,07 -12.42 12.42 O
5850 -O.2O -12.72 12.72 1
5875 -0.17 -13.05 13.05 1
5900 -0.13 -13.40 13.40 0
5925 -0.15 -13.79 13.79 o
3950 -3.17 -2.80 4.23 48
3975 -3.66 -3.E2 4.75 50
6000 -3.94 -3.16 5.04 51
4025 -3.97 -3.2T 5.14 50
6050 -6.16 -3.55 5.66 49
6950 -5.58 -6.83 8.82 39
4975 -5.38 -7.14 8.96 37
5000 -4.91 -7.34 8.83 34
5025 -4.63 -7.45 8.66 31
5050 -6.17 -7.45 8.56 29
5950 -O.O2 -16.11 16.11 O
5975 O.O7 -14.35 14.35 360
EOOO 0.02 -14.36 16.36 360
6025 0.12 -16.15 16.15 359
6050 0.06 -14.11 16.11 360
4075 -4.66 -3.59 5.73 51
4100 -4.75 -3.32 5.80 55
A125 -5.03 -3.56 5.88 59
6150 -5.05 -3.D0 5.87 59
4175 -4.81 -3*08 5.71 57
5075 -3.94 -7.69 8.66 27
5100 -3.68 -7.99 8.80 25
5125 -3.66 -8.66 9.16 22
5150 -3.56 -9.12 9*78 21
5175 -3.50 -9.64 lO*OT 20
6075 -0.18 -14.Z5 14.25 1
6100 -0.69 -16.37 16.38 2
512S -0.86 -14.45 16.67 3
6150 -1.33 -16.34 16.60 5
E175 -1.75 -16.16 16.27 7
4200 -4.52 -3.36 5.62 53
6225 -4.63 -3.59 5.71 51
4250 -4.46 -3.A8 5.66 52
4275 -6.33 -3.45 5.56 51
4300 -4.29 -3*E2 5.74 4E
5200 -3.01 -9.69 10.16 17
5225 -2.63 -10.42 10.74 14
5250 -2.56 -11.17 11.65 13
52T5 -2.40 -11.53 11.77 12
5300 -2.09 -11.66 11.85 lO
6200 -1.97 -16.00 14.14 8
E225 -2.46 -13.96 14.16 lO
6250 -2.99 -13.86 14.16 12
6275 -3.31 -13.82 14.21 13
E300 -3.50 -13.79 14,22 14
ALT = ALTITUDE, RX = ZBNAL CBMPgNEN_. WZ = MERIDI_NAL EBNE8NENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIREDTIBN
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ALT WX WZ gS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEC N/SEC DEG
6325 -_._ -i3.8_ i4o14 14
6350 -3.71 -13.64 18.14 15
6375 -3.96 -13.55 1A.12 16
6400 -4.11 -13.41 14.03 17
6425 -3.92 -13.27 13.83 16
6450 -3.39 -[3.28 13.70 14
6475 -2.51 -13.14 13.38 11
6500 -1.68 -12.53 12.64 7
6525 -1.32 -11.88 11.95 6
6550 -1.65 -11.E6 11.77 8
6575 -2.25 -11.58 11.80 11
6600 -2.79 -[1.57 LI.90 13
6625 -3,04 -11.95 12.33 19
6650 -2.81 -11.82 12.15 13
6875 -2.61 -12,C5 12.33 12
6700 -2.60 -12.79 13.06 11
6725 -2.48 -12.98 15.21 11
6750 -2.34 -13.29 13.50 10
6775 -2o08 -13.45 13.61 9
6800 -l.64 -13.52 [3.62 7
6825 -1.25 -13.71 [3.77 5
6850 -0.88 -13.78 13.79 3
6875 -0.61 -13.72 13.74 2
6900 -C.73 -13.78 13.80 3
6925 -0.97 -13.81 13.84 4
6950 -1.01 -13.79 13.82 4
6975 -1.12 -13.72 13.76 4
7000 -1.39 -13.73 13.80 6
7025 -1.70 -13.83 13,93 7
7050 -1.90 -13.58 13.71 8
7075 -1.95 -13.42 13.56 8
7100 -2.10 -13.41 13.57 9
7125 -2.05 -13.43 13.59 8
7150 -2.12 -13.44 13.80 9
7175 -2.30 -13.32 [3.52 10
7200 -1.85 -13o24 13.37 8
7225 -1.37 -13.21 13.28 6
7250 -1.11 -13.33 13.37 5
7275 -0.68 -13.66 13.68 3
7300 -0.33 -14.00 14.0l 1
TABLE 11-109(con u
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIHSPHERE MINO VELBEITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2933 05/11/65_ 1300Zv EASTERN TEST RANGE[ FLBR[OA
ALT NX NZ WS THETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEC B/SEE DEG
ALT gX NZ NS TEETA
METERS N/SEE N/SEC N/SEC EEG
7320 0.40 14.50 14.$0 "
7350 -0.86 -15.13 15.15 3
7375 -1.11 -15.22 15.26 4
7800 -1.07 -15.14 15.18 4
7425 -[.14 -15.40 15.44 4
7450 -1.21 -15.64 15.69 4
7475 -1.37 -15o55 15.61 5
7500 -1.45 -15.45 15.52 5
7525 -1.45 -15.42 15.48 5
7550 -1.78 -16.38 15.48 6
7575 -2.09 -15.55 15.69 T
7600 -2.16 -15.70 15.85 8
7625 -2.22 -15.75 15.90 8
7650 -2.12 -15.66 15.81 8
7675 -1.98 -15.66 15,78 7
7700 -1,80 -15.72 15.82 6
7725 -1.60 -15.63 15.71 6
7750 -1.48 -15,53 15,60 5
7775 -[.20 -15.40 15.44 4
7800 -1.05 -15.42 15.46 4
7825 -1.21 -15.44 15.49 4
7850 -I.II -15.65 15.69 8
7875 -1.08 -15.95 15.99 4
7900 -1.21 -16.00 16.05 4
7925 -1o13 -16.27 16,31 4
7950 -1.21 -16.81 16.85 4
7975 -I.39 -17.00 17.06 4
8600 -1.61 -16.86 16.94 5
8025 -1.79 -16.84 16.94 6
8050 -1.83 -16.95 17.05 6
8075 -2.15 -17.06 17.20 7
8100 -2;85 -16.97 17.18 9
8[25 -2.93 -16,86 17.12 I0
8150 .-2o96 -[b.91 [7.17 10
8175 -2.99 -17.04 17.30 10
8350 -3.03 -15.96 16.25 11
E375 -2.88 -15.88 16.14 lO
8400 -3.00 -15.71 15.99 11
8425 -3.07 -15.97 16.26 11
8450 -3.11 -16.14 16.44 11
8475 -3.31 -16.04 16.38 11
8500 -3.52 -15.95 16.33 12
8525 -3.92 -15.77 16.25 14
8550 -4.07 -15.62 16.14 14
8575 -4.04 -15.53 16.05 14
8600 -4.46 -15.71 1_.33 16
8625 -4.61 -16.00 16.65 16
8650 -4.32 -16.37 16.93 15
8675 -4.31 -16.87 17.22 14
8200 -3.06 -17.11 17.39 lO
8225 -2.97 -17.11 17.36 lO
8250 -2.92 -16.86 17.11 10
8275 -2.87 -16.56 16.80 10
8300 -2.76 -16.39 16.62 9
8700 -4.14 -16.82 17.33 14
8725 -3.79 -17.03 17.44 12
8750 -3.57 -16.89 17.27 12
E775 -3.57 -18.55 16.93 12
8800 -3.96 -16,29 16.76 13
E825 -3.97 -16.28 16.74 14
E850 -3.84 -16.35 16.80 13
8875 -4.04 -16.38 16.87 14
8900 -4.05 -16.78 17.28 13
8925 -3.70 -17.39 17.78 12
8950 -3.82 -17.72 18.13 12
8975 -3.96 -18.10 18.53 12
90C0 -3.16 -18.13 18.40 lO
9025 -2.93 -17.92 18.16 9
9050 -3.00 -18.30 18.55 9
S075 -2.95 -18.57 18.80 q
9100 -3.11 -18.19 18.45 9
9125 -2.76 -17.98 18.19 9
9150 -2.65 -17.99 18.18 8
5175 -2.80 -18.04 18.26 9
9200 -2.72 -18.10 18.30 8
8225 -2.61 -18.13 18.32 8
9250 -2.33 -18.04 18.19 7
9275 -2.33 -17.73 17.88 7
9300 -2*29 -17,53 17o68 7
ALT = ALTITUDE, NX = Z_NAL CEMP_NEN;, MZ = RERIDIgNAL CgNPENENT, MS • NINE SPEED, THETA • WIND OIRECTIEN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY P82FILE
TEST NUMBER 2933 05111165* 1300Ev EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLSRIUA
ALT WX WE _S TBETA 6LT NX NZ MS THETA ALT NX MZ MS THETA
METERS NISEC MISEC M/SEE OEG BEIERS MISEC MISEC MISEC CEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC OEG
9325 -1.90 -17.49 17.59 6
9350 -1.95 -17.51 17.61 6
9375 -2.09 -17.53 17.66 7
9400 -2.10 -17.54 17.66 7
9425 -2.12 -17.64 17.77 7
9450 -1.77 -17.63 17.72 6
9475 -1.56 -17.45 17.52 5
9500 -1.68 -17.23 17.32 5
9525 -1.17 -17.C7 17.11 4
9550 -0.86 -17.22 17.24 3
9575 -1.03 -17.41 17.44 3
9600 -0.83 -17.86 17.48 3
9625 -0.93 -17.89 17.51 3
9650 -1.43 LIT.50 17.56 4
9675 -1.28 -17.73 17.77 4
9700 -1.13 -17.75 17.79 3
9725 -1.40 -17.67 17.73 4
9750 -1.48 -17.E7 17.93 5
9775 -1.34 -18.02 IE.O7 4
9800 -l.27 -18.09 [8.14 4
9825 -1.06 -18.20 18.23 3
9850 -0.72 -18.40 18.4[ 2
9875 -0.88 -18.45 18.47 3
9900 -[°34 -18.37 18.42 4
9925 -1.37 -[8.29 18.34 4
9950 -1.37 -18.20 18.25 4
9975 -1.66 -18.25 18.32 5
10000 -1.66 -18.09 18.17 5
10025 -1.45 -17.85 17.91 4
10050 -1.27 -17.92 17.96 4
10075 -1.21 -17.86 17.91 4
I0[00 -1.4[ -17.68 17.74 4
10125 -1.63 -17.77 17.84 5
10150 -1.55 -17.93 17.99 5
[0175 -1.46 -17.75 17.81 4
10200 -1.37 -17.76 17.81 4
10225 -1.56 -17.95 18.01 5
10250 -1.72 -17.86 17.94 5
10275 -1.50 -17.93 18.00 5
10300 -1.31 -17.88 17.93 4
10325 -I.18 -17.75 17.79 4
[0350 -0.92 -17.56 17.59 3
10375 -0.42 -17.47 17.47 l
10400 0.45 -17.57 17.58 358
10425 1.12 -17.58 17.62 356
10450 1.22 -17.60 17.64 356
10475 1.30 -17.71 17.76 356
10500 1.56 -17.70 17.77 355
10525 1.53 -[7.57 17.64 355
10550 1.24 -17.76 [7.80 356
10575 1.28 -17.70 17.74 356
10600 1.26 -17.74 17.78 356
10625 1.18 -17.93 17.97 356
10650 1.23 -17*96 18.00 356
10675 0.57 -17.66 17.67 358
10700 0.09 -17.55 17.56 359
10725 0.05 -17.67 17.67 360
10750 -0.47 -17.71 17.72 1
10775 -1.27 -17.68 17.73 4
10800 -1.67 -17.14 17.22 5
10825 -1.59 -17.38 17.46 5
10850 -1.97 -17.77 17.88 6
10875 -2.18 -17.94 18.07 7
10900 -1.92 -[8.02 [8.12 6
10925 -1.66 -17.74 17.82 5
10950 -1.50 -17.31 17.38 5
10975 -1.48 -lb.q2 16.98 5
11000 -1.53 -16.63 16.71 5
11025 -1.27 -16.38 16.43 4
11050 -0.60 -10.31 10.32 2
11075 -0.25 -lb.tO 16.10 1
lllO0 -0.08 -15.65 15.65 0
11125 0.54 -15.14 15.14 358
11150 1.32 -14.83 14.89 355
11175 1.41 -14.66 14.72 354
11200 1.60 -14.80 [4.89 354
11225 2.06 -15.25 15.39 352
11250 2.08 -15.55 15.69 352
11275 1.96 -15.56 15.68 353
[1300 1.84 -15.12 15.24 353
11325 1.61 -14.54 14.63 353
11350 1.45 -13.86 13*93 354
11375 1.71 -13.28 13.39 352
11400 2.15 -13.12 13.30 351
11425 2.38 -13.29 13.50 350
11450 2.55 -13.39 13.63 349
11475 3.00 -13.04 13.38 347
11500 3.18 -12.56 12.95 346
11525 2.97 -[2.[8 [2.54 346
11550 3.18 -11.92 12.34 345
11575 3.26 -11.92 12.36 345
11600 3.19 -11.93 12.38 345
11625 2.96 -11.57 [1.95 345
11850 2.38 -11.23 11.48 348
11675 2.35 -11.16 ll.41 348
I17C0 2.21 -II.06 11.28 348
11725 2.10 -10.89 II.09 349
11750 2.30 -II.09 11.32 348
11775 2.70 -11.32 11.64 346
11800 3.28 -11.27 11.73 344
11825 3.54 -11.08 11.63 342
11850 3.39 -10.89 11.41 342
11875 3.45 -10.83 11.36 342
11900 3.72 -11.24 II,84 341
11925 3.89 -12.04 12.65 342
I1950 4.26 -12.59 13.29 341
11975 4.69 -12.98 13.80 340
12000 5.13 -13.07 14.04 338
12025 5.52 -13.10 14.21 337
12050 5.59 -13.23 [4.36 337
12075 5.80 -13.50 14.70 337
12100 5.01 -13.69 14.95 336
[2125 5.86 -13.80 15.00 337
12150 5.74 -13.79 14.94 337
12175 5.72 -13.58 14.73 337
12200 5.64 -13.29 14.44 337
12225 5.59 -12.98 14.13 337
12250 5.53 -12.89 14.02 337
12275 5.32 -12.96 14,02 337
12300 5.14 -12.83 13.82 338
ALT • ALT[TUOE, WX • ZONAl CQMPONENI, BZ = MERIOISNAL CBNESNENT, NS • WINE SPEED, THETR = NINO OIRECTISN
ALE WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC OEG
12325 5.06 -12.83 15.79 338
12350 5.06 -13.51 14.26 339
123?5 5.00 -13.41 14.31 339
12400 4.90 -13.30 14.1T 340
12625 4.87 -13.48 14.36 340
TABLE 11-109 (con't)
FPS-16 RADJRIJIMSPHERE MIND VELBCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2933 05/11/651 1300Zt EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TEETA
METERS M/SEC MISEC MISEC EEG
13325 5.88 -13.11 14.37 336
13350 6.61 -12.72 16,33 332
18375 6.g7 -12.33 14.16 330
13600 7.40 -I_.IO 16%18 328
13625 7.73 -12.36 16.58 328
12450 4.85 -13.68 14.51 360
12475 5.34 -13.76 16.76 339
12500 5.33 -13.EO 14.80 339
12525 5.10 -13,77 14.69 359
12550 5.50 -13,75 IR.81 338
12575 5.61 -13.63 14.56 337
12600 6.11 -13.30 16.63 335
12625 6.30 -13.45 16.85 335
12650 6.03 -13.73 1R°g9 356
12675 6.68 -13.89 15.33 335
12700 6.88 -13.77 15.39 333
12725 6.86 -13.88 15.68 333
12750 7.04 -16.24 15,88 333
12775 6.87 -14.34 15.90 334
12800 6.79 -14.50 16.01 335
12825 6.74 -16.70 16.17 335
12850 6.49 -16.67 16.04 336
12875 6.35 -16.79 16.1O 337
12900 6.43 -16.95 16.27 337
12925 6.15 -16.99 16,21 337
12950 6.17 -15.36 16.53 338
12975 6.24 -15.63 16.83 338
13000 5°65 -15.66 16.65 340
13025 5.34 -15.70 16.58 341
13050 4.63 -15.85 16.51 344
13075 5.21 -15.89 16.63 365
13100 R.33 -15.80 16.38 346
13125 R,27 -15.63 16.21 345
1315O 3.90 -15.44 15.92 366
13175 4.05 -15.16 15.67 345
13200 4.58 -16.50 15.21 362
13225 6.54 -15.04 14.75 362
13250 5,01 -13.83 14.71 360
13275 5.69 -13,73 16.78 338
13300 5.52 -13.59 16.66 338
13450 8.18 -12.32 14.79 326
13675 8.64 -1_.07 14.85 324
13500 8.13 -12.16 14.62 326
13525 7,67 -1_.26 16.35 328
13550 7.35 -12.12 16.I7 329
13575 8.12 -12.12 14.59 326
13600 8.44 -12.18 14.82 325
13625 9.36 -12.02 15.24 322
13650 lO.lO -12.09 15.75 320
13675 9.20 -12.62 18.45 323
13700 9.07 -12.73 15.62 326
13725 9.11 -13.13 15.98 325
13750 8.59 -13.31 15.84 327
13775 8.40 -13.47 15.87 328
13800 8.27 -14.21 16.64 330
13825 8.64 -16.85 17.07 350
13850 8.22 -15.14 17.23 331
13875 7.80 -lb.70 17.53 333
13900 7.13 -16.17 17.67 336
13925 6.68 -16.23 17.55 337
13950 6.69 -10.24 17.69 358
13975 5.97 -16.14 17.20 339
14000 5.77 -15.82 16.83 340
16025 5.28 -15.70 16.57 341
14050 5.06 -1_.98 15.81 5A1
16075 5.08 -13.50 14.42 339
14100 6.48 -12.77 13.54 340
16125 4.85 -12.21 13.16 338
14150 5.28 -1i.91 13.03 *,356
14175 5.29 -h.63 12.78 335
16200 5*73 -11.65 12.80 333
14225 6.02 -Ix. El 12.63 331
[4250 6.91 -10.95 12.95 328
14275 7.98 -11.12 13.69 326
14300 7.96 -11.50 13.97 325
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ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
14325 7.59 -11.72 13.96 327
14350 8.71 -11.60 14.51 323
14375 9.75 -11.92 15o40 321
14600 9.39 -12.53 15.66 323
14425 10.20 -12.75 16.32 321
14450 11,02 -12.79 16.88 319
14475 lO.RO -12.97 16.62 321
14500 9.75 -13.20 16.41 323
14525 9.37 -13.05 16.06 324
14550 8.92 -13.13 15.87 326
14575 7.67 -14.05 16.00 331
16600 6.91 -14.69 16.23 335
14625 6.61 -16.63 16.05 335
1R650 5.47 -16.31 15.32 339
14675 5.15 -14.38 15.27 340
14700 6.99 -14.68 15.32 341
14725 5.09 -13.92 14.82 340
14750 5.17 -13.30 14.27 339
16775 4.11 -13.23 13.85 343
14BED 3.64 -13.00 13.50 344
14825 4.65 -12.42 13.26 339
16850 5.57 -11.81 13.06 335
14875 5.23 -11.88 12.98 336
159C0 5.15 -12.44 13.47 337
14925 5.28 -12.75 13.80 337
14950 6.70 -12.56 13.41 339
14975 6.74 -11.37 12.32 337
15000 4.85 -9.88 ll.OO 336
IE025 5.16 -8.92 10.30 330
15050 5.78 -7.36 9.36 322
15075 5.07 -6.08 7.92 320
151C0 5.13 -5.69 7.67 318
15125 6.62 -5.87 8.85 311
15150 7.59 -6*08 9.73 308
15175 8.06 -6.37 10.27 308
15200 8.57 -6.90 11.01 309
15225 9.02 -7.56 11.77 310
15250 9.63 -7.90 12.66 309
15275 10.41 -8.31 13.32 308
15300 9.76 -8.90 13.21 312
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBMPBNEN_e WZ = MERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT, MS = MINE SPEEDI THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELgCITY PRBFILE
TEST NUMBER 2933 05111/65, 13OOZ, EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX W2 WS THETA ALl WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEC M8SEC CEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC OEG
15325 8.80 -9.60 13.02 317 16325 6.47 -5.80 7.32 322
15350 9.02 -lO.C2 13.68 318 16350 5.18 -5.09 7.27 318
15375 9.67 -9.90 13.86 315 16375 6.76 -5.45 7.24 319
15400 9.93 -9.74 13,91" 314 16600 6,35 -5.87 7.31 323
15425 10.09 -9.52 13.87 313 16625 5.72 -6.38 8.56 318
15650 10.55 -9.24 16.03 311
15475 10,64 -9.56 14.30 312
15500 11.33 -10.28 15.30 312
15525 12.05 -I0.74 16.14 311
15550 11.84 -II.19 16.29 313
16650 2.96 -Z.91 6.15 316
16475 3.62 -2.90 4.64 308
16500 6.53 -5.37 8.45 309
16525 6.51 -5.31 8.40 309
16550 7.66 -6.04 9.75 308
15575 11.41 -11.30 16.06 315
15600 10.90 -II.C7 15.56 315
15625 11.22 -lO.9O 15.65 316
15650 11.39 -11.11 15.92 316
15675 11.62 -11.C4 16.03 313
16575 7.06 -6.R7 9.58 312
16600 7.25 -6.20 9.54 310
16625 8.57 -7.58 11.64 311
16650 9.36 -7.90 12.25 310
16675 10.53 -7.56 12.97 505
15700 11.20 -10.90 15.62 316
15725 10.75 -11.08 15.64 316
15750 10.67 -12.C8 16.12 318
15775 10.02 -13,08 16.68 322
15800 9.29 -13.54 16.62 325
16700 9*93 -7.98 12.74 309
16725 9.81 -8.32 12.86 310
16750 10.18 -8.78 13.64 511
16775 9.64 -9.03 13.21 313
16800 9.55 -9.19 13.25 314
15825 8.54 -13.85 16.27 328
15850 8.11 -13.87 16.06 329
15875 7,22 -13.71 15.69 332
15900 6.06 -13.76 15.03 336
15985 5.57 -13.E6 16.75 338
16825 9.83 -9.56 13.71 314
16850 9.15 -9.92 13.50 317
16875 8.13 -10.65 13.24 522
16900 7'39 -10.93 13.20 326
16925 7.14 -11.08 13.18 327
15950 6.51 -12.73 13.51 340
15975 4.03 -II.49 12.18 36D
160OO 3.75 -ll.lT 11.78 361
16025 2.95 -11.C4 11.63 365
16050 2,94 -10.66 11.05 365
16950 7.18 -11.13 13.24 327
16975 6.93 -10.85 12.88 527
17OOO 6.05 -10.35 11.99 329
17025 5.59 -10.13 11.57 331
17050 6.04 -9.75 11.67 328
16075 3.05 -9.E5 10.12 342
16100 1.38 -9.C0 R.11 351
16125 2.14 -8.84 g.10 366
16150 3.47 -8.58 9.25 338
16175 3.09 -8.61 8.96 340
17075 5.95 -9.08 10.86 327
17100 5.54 -8.65 10.27 327
17125 5.02 -7.88 9.35 327
17150 5.21 -7.94 9.49 327
17175 5.79 -0.62 10.22 325
16200 3.83 -7.98 8.85 336
16225 2.87 -8.00 8.50 340
16250 2.54 -T.C4 7.48 340
16275 3.32 -5.81 6.69 330
16300 3.91 -fi*q5 7.12 326
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZffNAL CBMPBNENT, WZ = MER[DIBNAL CBMPBNENTt WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND OIRECTIBN
PAGE 448 TABLE 11-110
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PR2FILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05/121658 011521 EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBR|DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS W/SEC M/SEC M/SEE CEE METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
476 -4.91 4.73 6.82 134 1375 1.58 -4.02 4.32 338 2375 2.19 -3.63 4.24 329
400 -4.87 4*69 6.76 134 1400 1.64 -3.92 4.25 357 2400 2.16 -3.65 4.24 329
425 -4.64 4.55 6.50 134 1425 1.88 -4.01 4*43 335 2425 1.87 -3.65 4.10 333
450 -4,b2 4*42 6.40 334 1450 2.12 -4.13 4*64 333 2450 1.70 _3.78 4.35 336
475 -4.63 4.34 6.35 133 1475 2.16 -4.26 4*77 333 2475 1.65 -3.76 4.11 336
500 -4.64 4.26 E*29 132
525 -4.45 4.04 6.01 132
550 -4.06 3.83 5.58 133
575 -3*62 3*53 5.05 134
600 -3.16 3.18 4.48 135
1500 1.98 -4.21 4.66 335
1525 1.79 -3.98 4.37 _6
1550 1.66 -3.71 4.07 336
1575 1.69 -3.65 4.02 335
1600 1.99 -_.69 4.19 331
2500 1.71 -3.73 4.10 335
•2525 1.68 -3.78 4.14 336
2550 1.40 -3.96 4.20 340
2575 1.31 -4.13 4.34 342
2600 1.46 -4.15 4.40 340
625 -3.04 3,C2 4.28 135
650 -3.03 2*76 4.10 132
675 -2.72 2.63 3,79 134
700 -2*28 2,61 5.47 139
725 -2.13 2*37 3.19 138
1625 . 2.28 -3.57 4.23 327
1650 2.26 -3.43 4.11 326
1675 2*28 -3*40 4.09 326
1700 2*44 -3.31 4.11 323
1725 2.46 -3*39 4.03 322
2625 1.52 -4.08 4.35 339
2650 1.56 -4.12 4.41 339
2675 1.48 -4*30 4.55 341
2700 1.26 -4.47 4.65 344
2725 1.04 -4*42 4,54 347
750 -2.22 2.02 3.01 132
775 -2.36 l.El 2.86 124
800 -2.45 l*ll 2.69 114
825 -2.41 0*52 2,46 102
850 -2*34 0,10 2,34 92
1750 2.50 -3.24 4*09 322
1775 2.41 -3.29 4.08 324
1800 2.16 -3*49 4.10 328
1825 1.90 -_.68 4.14 333
1850 1.80 -3.74 4.15 334
2750 0.97 -4.37 4.47 347
2775 1.02 -4.33 4.45 347
2800 1.15 -4.25 4.40 345
2825 1.29 -4.17 4.37 343
2850 1.41 -4.16 4.39 341
875 -2.16 -0.24 2.18 83
900 -1.93 -O.E1 2.03 72
925 -1.49 -1.06 1.83 55
950 -0.93 -1.55 1.81 31
975 -0.58 -I.91 1.99 17
1875 1.84 -3.79 4.21 334
1900 2.11 -3.77 4.32 331
1925 2.41 -3.78 4.48 327
1950 2.51 -3.62 4.40 325
1975 2.49 -4.32 4.15 523
2875 1.50 -4.38 4.62 341
2900 1.47 -4.58 4.el 342
2925 1.32 -4.52 4.71 343
2950 1.20 -4.37 4.53 344
2975 1.11 -4.11 4.26 345
1000 -0.20 -2.14 2.15 5
1025 0.12 -2.29 2.30 357
1050 0.28 -2.55 2.56 354
1075 0.54 -2.84 2.89 349
1100 0.80 -3.07 3.18 345
2000 2.39 -3.18 3*98 323
2025 2.34 -3.25 4.01 324
2050 Z.33 -3.28 4.02 324
2075 2.32 -3.25 3*99 324
2100 2.32 -3.10 3.87 323
3000 0.94 -3.88 3.99 946
3025 0.93 -3.77 3.88 346
3050 1.09 -3.75 3.90 344
3075 1.28 -3.95 4.16 342
3100 1.42 -4.05 4.Z9 341
IL25 0.84 -3.40 3.50 346
1150 0.85 -3.71 ¸3,81 347
1175 0.73 -3,76 3,83 349
1200 0,68 -3.70 3*76 349
1225 0.62 -3.74 3*79 350
2125 2.43 -3.07 3.92 321
2150 2.62 -3.31 4.23 321
2175 2.74 -4.45 4.41 321
2200 2.85 -3.49 4.50 320
2225 2.86 -3.54 4.55 321
3125 1.41 -3.86 4.10 340
3150 1.30 -3.67 3.89 340
3175 1.14 -3.60 3.78 342
3200 1.11 -3.54 3.71 342
3225 1.32 -3.53 3,77 339
1250 0.58 -3.90 3.94 351
1275 0.70 -4.12 4.17 350
1300 0.76 -4.20 4.27 349
1325 0*93 -4.19 4.30 347
1350 1.30 -4.16 4.36 342
2250 2.62 -3.60 4.51 324
2275 2.36 -3.78 4.46 328
2300 2.25 -4.75 4*37 329
2325 2*23 -3,63 4*26 328
2350 2.13 -3.53 4.12 329
3250 1.32 -3*50 3.74 339
3275 1.03 -3.55 3.69 344
3300 0.79 -3.79 3*87 348
3325 0.73 -3.91 3.98 349
3350 0*85 -4.0B 4.17 348
ALT " ALTITUOEt WX " ZSNAL CBMPRNENTt WZ - MERIOISNAL CBMPBNENTt WS - WIND SPEEOt ThETA • WIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05/12/651 011521 EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLORIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS TEETA RLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEO DED METERS M/SEE M/SEC N/SEE EEG METERS N/SEC M/SEO M/SEE DEG
3375 0.79 -4.36 4.43 350 4375 -1.42 -5.89 6.06 13 5375 -0.13 -8.60 8.60 1
3400 0.54 -4.29 4,32 353 4400 -1.77 -5.94 6.20 16 5400 0*05 -8.77 8.77 359
3425 0.12 -4.04 4.04 358 4425 -1.98 -0.01 6,33 18 5425 0.37 -9.01 9.02 357
3450 -0.12 -4.21 4.21 1 4450 -2.06 -_.90 6.25 19 5450 0.44 -9.14 9.15 357
3475 -0.16 -4.47 4.47 2 4475 -1.98 -5.74 6,07 19 5475 0.46 -9.02 9.03 357
3500 -0.26 -4.29 4.30 3
3525 -0.14 -3.90 3,90 2
3550 -0.04 -3.83 3.83 0
3575 -0.09 -4.02 4.02 1
3600 -0.25 -4.06 4.06 3
4500 -1.92 -5.77 6.09 18
4525 -1.94 -b*81 6o12 18
4550 -1.79 -5.70 5.98 17
4575 -L.50 -5.72 5.91 15
4600 -1.32 -5.74 5.89 13
_500 0.55 -8.94 8.96 356
5525 0.69 -9.07 9.09 355
5550 0.92 -9.00 9.04 354
5575 1.02 -9.00 9.06 353
5600 1.08 -9.02 9*09 353
3625 -0.48 -4.00 4.02 7
3650 -0.66 -4.14 4.20 9
3675 -0.80 -4.43 4.50 10
3700 -0.85 -4.21 4.29 II
3725 -0.82 -3.94 4.02 12
4625 -1.28 -5.74 5.88 12
4650 -1.35 -5.69 5.85 13
4675 -I.47 -5.78 5.97 14
4700 -I.43 -5.99 b.15 13
4725 -I.40 -b.13 6.29 13
5625 1.18 -8.99 9.07 352
5650 1.41 -9.31 9.41 351
5675 1.65 -9.56 9.70 350
5700 1.89 -9.63 9.82 349
5725 2.08 -9.82 10.04 348
3750 -0.57 -3.99 4.03 8
3775 -G.24 -4.14 4.14 3
3800 -0.13 -4.39 4.39 1
3825 -0.04 -4.56 4.56 o
3850 0.08 -4.71 4.71 35q
4750 -1.58 -6.24 6*44 14
4775 -1,43 -b.31 6,47 13
4800 -1.20 -_.20 6*32 1l
4825 -1.36 -b.11 6.26 12
4850 -1.44 -O*OT 6.24 13
5750 2.12 -10.09 10.31 348
5775 2.19 -10.40 10.62 348
5800 2*33 -10.57 10.83 347
5825 2.44 -I0.51 10.79 347
5850 2.36 -10.45 [0.72 347
3875 0.28 -4.90 4.91 357
3900 0.55 -5.19 5.21 354
3925 0.63 -5.36 5.40 353
3950 0.59 -5.34 5.38 353
3915 0.59 -5.28 5.32 353
4875 -1.32 -5.61 5.76 13
4900 -0.98 -5.80 5.89 9
4925 -0.63 -0.60 b,63 5
4950 -O.Sb -o.87 6.90 4
4975 -0.51 -6.88 6.90 4
5875 2.05 -I0.34 10.54 349
5900 1.87 -I0.24 10.41 349
5925 3.79 -I0.15 10.31 350
5950 1.47 -9.97 10.08 351
5975 1.39 -10.08 10.18 352
4000 0.56 -5.18 5.21 354
4025 0.59 -5.13 5.1T 353
4050 0.77 -5.26 5.32 351
4075 0.89 -5.45 5.52 351
4100 0.92 -5.44 5.52 350
5000 -0.44 -0.89 6.90
5025 -0.33 -I.Ob 7.07 2
5050 -0.33 -7.I0 7.11 2
5075 -0,45 -7.20 7.22 3
5100 -0.65 -7.24 7,27 5
EO00 1.60 -I0.45 10.57 351
E025 2.I0 -10.68 10.89 349
6050 2.74 -10.77 11.12 346
6075 3.29 -10.87 11.36 343
EICO 3*83 -10.73 11.39 340
4125 0.89 -5.37 5.45 55C
4150 0.75 -5.45 5.50 552
4175 O*bl -5.44 5._7 353
4200 0.48 -5.09 5.11 354
4225 0.37 -5.01 5.03 356
5125 -0.74 -7.16 7.20 6
5150 -0.72 -7.40 7.43 5
5175 -0.77 -7.78 7.82 5
5200 -0.64 -U.13 8,15 4
5225 -0.33 -0.39 U*40 2
6125 3.97 -10.57 11.29 339
6150 3.87 -10.48 II.17 340
E175 3.76 -10.19 10.86 340
_200 3.57 -9.97 10.59 340
6225 3.55 --g.92 10.52 340
4250 0.21 -5.11 5.11 357
4275 -0.01 -5,00 5.00 O
4300 -0.32 -5.07 5.08 3
4325 -0.73 -5.39 5.44 8
4350 -I.04 -5.78 5.88 10
5250 -0.32 -6.53 8,53 2
5275 -0.25 -_.58 8.58 1
5300 -0.22 -_.62 8.62 1
5325 -0.44 -B.54 0.55 3
5350 -0.33 -8.50 8.51 2
6250 3.57 -9.85 10.48 340
6275 3.50 -9.79 10.40 340
6300 3.55 -9.87 10.49 340
6325 3*60 -9,89 10.52 340
_350 3.69 -9.92 10.59 339
4LT - ALTITUDE, WX - ZSNAL C_MP_NENI, WZ • MERIOISNAL COMPgNENI, wS = WINE SPEED, ThETA . WIND OIRECTIgN
TABLE II-110(con't) PAGE 449
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05/121651 0115Z, EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLgRIDA
ALT WX W2 WS THEIA ALT WX WZ WS TFETA AET WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE MISEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC EEG METERS N/SEE M/SEE V/SEC DEG
6375 3.81 -lO.l? 10.86 339 7375 4.96 -9.70 10.90 333 8375 3.94 -10.14 10.88 339
6600 3,97 -10,21 10,95 339 7400 5.36 -10.05 11.40 332 E4CO 3,75 -10.07 10.74 339
6425 4.15 -10.C5 10.88 337 7425 5.57 -10,32 11.72 331 8425 3.46 -10.02 10.60 341
6650 4.34 -9.96 10.86 336 7450 5.77 -10.35 11.85 831 8450 3.49 -9.96 £0.55 341
6675 4,46 -9,97 IC.92 336 7475 5.69 -10.12 11.61 530 8475 3,68 -9,95 LO,61 339
6500 6.58 -10.09 11.08 335
6525 4.68 -9.97 11.01 335
6550 4,42 -9,86 10.81 336
6575 4.29 -10.00 10.89 337
6600 4.26 -10.12 10.98 337
7500 5.17 -IG.OO 11.26 332
7525 6.67 -9.85 10.90 334
7550 4,50 -9.56 10,56 335
7575 4.43 -9.63 10.60 335
7600 4.54 -9.80 10.80 335
8500 3.82 -10.16 10.85 339
8525 3.81 -10.60 11.26 340
8550 3.56 -10.81 11.38 342
8575 3.42 -10.74 11.27 342
E600 3.28 -10.93 11.41 343
6625 4.14 -10,16 10.97 338
6650 6.05 -IO.D7 10.85 338
6673 3.88 -9.82 10.65 338
6700 3.89 -9.86 10.60 338
6725 3.83 -9.78 lC.50 338
6750 3.68 -9.E9 IC.36 339
6775 3.52 -9.E0 10.22 360
6800 3.37 -9,55 10.13 340
6825 3.06 -9.59 10.06 342
6850 2.60 -9.45 9.80 344
7625 4.69 -9.73 10.80 334
7650 4.59 -9.63 10.67 334
7675 4.69 -9.78 10.84 334
7700 4.84 -9.81 10.96 334
7725 4.71 -9.62 10.72 334
7750 4.83 -9.66 10.79 333
7775 4.91 -9.70 10.87 333
7800 4.92 -9.62 10,81 333
7825 5.13 -9.56 10.85 332
7850 5.24 -9.49 10.86 331
8625 3.06 -11.13 11,56 344
8650 2.83 -11.25 11.60 346
86?5 2.86 -11.19 11.55 365
8700 2.76 -11.06 11.40 346
E725 2.44 -11.24 11.51 348
8750 2.24 -11.45 11.67 349
8775 2.12 -11.78 11.97 350
8800 2.38 -12.24 12.47 349
8825 2.78 -12.78 13.08 348
E850 2.82 -13,17 13.46 348
6875 2.51 -9,29 9.62 345
6900 2.53 -9.09 9.44 344
6925 2.62 -8.98 9.35 344
6950 2.76 -8.84 9.26 342
6975 2.88 -8.73 9.18 342
7875 5.41 -9.52 10.95 330
7900 5.46 -9.75 11.18 331
7923 5.37 -9.82 11.19 331
7950 5.37 -9.89 11.26 331
7975 5.25 -9.84 11.15 332
8875 2.67 -13.25 13.51 348
8900 2.47 -13.68 13,90 350
8925 2.13 -14.24 14.60 351
8950 1.81 -14.47 14.59 353
8975 1.58 -14.75 14.84 354
7000 3.03 -8.91 9.41 341
7025 3.21 -9.29 9.83 341
7050 3.35 -9.59 10.15 341
7075 3.48 -9.61 10.22 340
7100 3.65 -9,64 10.12 339
8000 4.98 -9.53 10.75 332
8025 4.86 -9.44 _ 10.62 833
8050 4.74 -9.43 10.55 333
8075 4.65 -9.41 10.50 334
BlOO 4.78 -9.48 IO.bl 333
9000 1.30 -15.20 15.25 355
9025 1.03 -15.31 15.35 356
9050 1.02 -15.33 15.36 356
9075 1.15 -15.61 15.65 356
5100 1.21 -15.83 15.88 355
7125 3.99 -9,34 10.16 337
7150 4.38 -9.41 IC.38 335
7175 4.46 -9.65 10.44 335
7225 4.09 -9.38 18.23 336
8125 4.96 -9.66 10.84 333
8150 5.05 -9.87 11.08 333
8175 4.85 -9.91 11.03 334
8225 4.51 -9.97 10.96 335
9125 1.57 -15.76 15.84 354
9150 1.88 -16.00 16.11 353
9175 2.19 -16.31 16.46 352
9225 2.40 -16.85 17.02 352
7250 4.19 -9.25 10.16 335
7275 4.53 -9,25 10.30 334
7300 4.80 -9.48 10.62 333
7325 6.94 -9.52 10.73 332
7350 4.8Z -9.56 10.69 333
8250 4.52 -10.09 11.06 336
8275 4.41 -10.09 11.01 336
8300 4.30 -9.93 10.82 336
8323 4.26 -9,96 10,83 337
8350 4.10 -10.11 10.91 338
9250 2.40 -17.03 17.21 352
9275 2.72 -17.27 17.48 351
5300 3.04 -17.31 17.57 350
9325 2.98 -17.36 17o61 350
8350 3.02 -17.50 17.76 350
ALT = ALTITUDE* WX = ZBNAL CBMPSNENSt WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENTt MS = WINE SPEEOt THETA = WIND DIRECTIBN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELBCIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05/12/651 01152, EASTERN TEST RANGE_ FLDRIDA
ALT MX WZ kS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS M/SEC MISEC M/SEC EEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEC DEG
9375 3.11 -17.E8 18.15 350 10375 6.94 -23.15 24.17 363 11375 11.49 -25.08 27.59 335
9400 3.09 -18.18 18.44 350 IOBOO 7.36 -2_.88 24.04 342 11400 11.16 -25.60 27.93 336
9425 3.10 -18.37 18.63 350 10425 7.49 -22.58 23.79 341 11425 10.56 -26.15 28.20 338
9450 3.02 -18.78 19.02 351 10450 7,65 -22.96 24.20 341 11450 10.08 -26.54 28.39 339
9475 3,01 -19.16 19.37 351 10475 8.04 -23.12 24.48 341 11675 9.69 -26.75 28.46 340
9500 3.34 -19,58 19.86 350
9525 3.55 -20.06 20.37 350
9550 3,63 -20.50 20.82 350
9575 3.70 -20.95 21.28 350
9600 3.67 -21.31 21.63 350
10500 8.01 -22.70 24.07 340
10525 8.10 -22.42 23.84 340
10550 8.54 -22.21 23.80 339
10575 8.86 -21.97 23.69 338
10600 9.13 -22.16 23.97 337
11500 9.67 -26.86 28.55 340
11525 10.03 -27.07 28187 339
11550 lO.OO -27.72 29.47 340
11575 9.36 -28.13 29.65 341
11600 8.53 -28.13 29.39 343
9625 3.74 -21.45 21.77 350
9650 3.75 -21.E6 21.98 350
9673 3.82 -22.02 22.35 350
9700 4.04 -22.04 22.41 349
9725 4.07 -22.08 22.45 369
10625 9.25 -22.21 24.06 337
10650 9.74 -2¢.08 24.13 336
10675 10.25 -22.35 24.59 335
lOTO0 10.17 -22.49 24.68 335
10725 10.30 -22.53 24.77 335
11625 8.11 -28.18 29.32 344
11650 7.83 -28.21 29.27 344
11675 7.25 -28.19 29.11 345
11700 6.82 -28,14 28.96 346
11725 6,95 -28.37 29.21 346
9750 4.10 -22.13 22.51 349
9775 4.16 -22.15 22.53 349
9800 4.18 -22.21 22.60 349
9825 4.42 -22.17 22.60 349
9850 4.57 -22.09 22.56 348
10750 10.62 -22.71 25.07 335
10775 10.60 -22.82 25.16 335
10800 10.48 -22.92 25.20 335
10825 10.44 -23.13 25.38 336
10850 10.43 -23.18 25.42 336
11750 7.08 -28.64 29.50 346
11775 7.24 -28.45 29.36 366
11800 7.50 -28.42 29.39 345
11825 7.22 -28.44 29.34 346
11850 6.60 -28.70 29.45 347
9875 4.40 -22.C5 22.48 349
9900 4.38 -21.99 22.43 349
9925 4.61 -22.12 22.60 348
9950 6,77 -22.18 22.68 348
9975 4.84 -22.02 22.54 347
10875 10.75 -23.15 25.52 335
10900 11.04 -23.01 25.52 336
10925 11.12 -22.91 25.47 334
10950 11.40 -23.17 25.82 334
10975 11.61 -23.40 26.13 333
11875 6.14 -28.65 29.30 348
llCO 6.20 -28.26 28.93 347
11925 6.45 -28.38 29.10 347
11950 6.92 -28.69 29.51 346
11975 7.31 -28.79 29.70 346
lOOO0 5.21 -22.09 22.70 347
10025 5.55 -22.15 22.84 346
10050 5.56 -22.24 22.93 346
10075 5.65 -22.50 23.20 346
lOlOO 5.69 -22.40 23.11 346
11000 11.97 -23.52 26.40 333
11025 12.38 -23.74 26.77 332
11050 12.70 -24.15 27.28 332
11075 12.76 -24.22 27.37 332
11100 12.71 -24.39 27.51 332
12000 7.47 -29.06 30.01 345
12025 7.87 -29.15 30.20 345
12050 8.29 -29.07 30.23 344
12075 8+59 -28.99 30.23 343
12100 8.70 -29.02 30.30 343
10125 5.84 -22.21 22.96 345
10150 5.96 -22.28 23.06 345
10175 6.06 -22,38 23.19 345
10200 6.28 -22.53 23.39 344
10225 6.30 -22.63 23.49 344
11125 12.67 -24.42 27.51 332
11150 12.60 -24.23 27.31 332
11175 12.45 -24.23 27.25 333
11200 12.13 -24.01 Z6.90 333
11225 11.97 -23.99 26.81 333
12125 8.92 -29.27 30.60 343
12150 9.41 -29.40 30.87 342
12175 9.74 -29.55 31.11 342
12200 9.95 -29.92 31.53 341
12225 10.32 -30.37 32.08 341
10250 6.49 -22.E1 23.71 344
10275 6.86 -22.98 23.98 343
10300 7.03 -23.02 24.07 363
10325 6.98 -23.11 24.14 343
10350 6.85 -23.11 24.10 343
11250 11,63 -24.23 26.88 334
11275 11.65 -24.13 26.80 334
11300 11.70 -24.03 26.?2 334
11325 11.48 -24.17 26.76 334
11350 11,44 -24.42 26.96 335
12250 10.70 -30.45 32.27 340
12275 11.00 -30.32 32.26 340
12300 11.38 -30.79 32.82 340
12325 11.56 -31.62 33.67 340
12350 11.72 -31,89 33.97 340
ALT - ALTITUDEt WX - ZBNAL CSMPBNENT* WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMPBNENT, W5 " WINE SPEED, THETA " WIND DIRECTIEN
PAGE 450
ALT WX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
12375 12.11 -32.34 34.53 339
12400 12,63 -32.95 35.28 339
12425 12.85 -33.17 35.57 339
12450 12.92 -33,22 35,E4 339
12475 13.31 -33.37 35.93 338
12500 13.60 -33.46 36.12 338
12525 13.81 -33.52 36.25 337
12550 13.97 -33.66 36,45 337
12575 14,15 -34,D7 36,90 337
12600 14.47 -34.18 37.12 337
12625 14.51 -34.31 37.25 337
12650 14.35 -34.51 37.38 337
12675 14,34 -34.53 37.39 337
12700 14.29 -34.52 37.36 337
12725 13.76 -34.10 36.78 338
12750 13.11 -33.57 36.04 338
12775 12.40 -32.89 35.15 339
12800 11.76 -31.88 33.98 340
12825 11.39 -31.17 33.19 340
12850 11.34 -30.75 32.7R 340
12875 11.30 -30.45 32.48 339
12900 10.46 -29°98 31.76 341
12925 9.93 -29.61 31.23 341
12950 9o91 -29,79 31.39 341
12975 9.97 -30.14 31.75 342
13000 10.18 -30.86 32.50 342
13025 10.06 -31.22 32,80 342
13050 9*94 -31.22 32.76 342
13075 10.06 -31.16 32.75 342
13100 9.76 -30,53 32.05 342
13125 9.34 -29.88 31.31 342
13150 9.46 -29.62 31.09 342
13175 9.73 -29.04 30.62 341
13200 9.46 -27,96 29.32 341
13225 8.86 -26.71 28.14 341
13250 8,83 -25.65 27.13 341
13275 9.48 -25.84 27.52 340
13300 8.T5 -24.20 25.74 340
13325 7.67 -21.66 22,97 340
13350 7.48 -22.18 23.40 341
TABLE I1-110 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05/12/65, 01152, EASTERN TEST RANGE* ELSRIDA
ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC CEG
WZ WS THETA
M/SEC DEG
13375 7.00 -22.42 23.49 342
13400 6,53 -23.01 23.92 344
13425 6.25 -23.20 24.03 345
13450 6.35 -23.13 23.99 344
13475 6.39 -23.35 24.21 344
13500 6.24 -23.66 24.47 345
13525 6.02 -24.31 25.04 346
13550 5.82 -24.64 25.32 347
13575 5.84 -24.82 25.50 347
13600 5.69 -25.05 25.68 347
13625 5.54 -28.18 25.78 347
13650 5.65 -25.39 26.01 347
13675 5.66 -25.45 26.07 347
13700 5.55 -25.43 26.03 347
13725 5.48 -25.48 26.07 348
13750 5.60 -25.39 26.00 347
13775 6.03 -24.72 25.45 346
13800 6.45 -24.22 25.06 345
13825 6.12 -24.18 24.94 346
13850 5.94 -23.69 24.43 346
13875 6.24 -23.27 24.09 345
13900 6.21 -23.10 23.92 345
13925 6.73 -22.T5 23.72 343
13950 6.49 -22.93 23.83 344
13975 6,36 -22.77 23.64 344
14000 6.78 -22.05 23.07 343
14025 6.73 -21.42 22.45 342
14050 6.40 -20.90 21.86 343
14075 6.15 -20.59 21.49 343
14100 6.43 -20.56 21.54 342
14125 6.68 -21.05 22.08 342
14150 T.43 -21.44 22.69 341
14175 8.16 -21.51 23.01 339
14200 9*59 -21.94 23.94 336
14225 10.46 -22.29 24.62 335
14250 10.34 -22.54 24.80 335
14275 10.40 -22.21 24.53 335
14300 9.08 -2i.68 23.50 337
14325 6.91 -21.43 22.52 342
14350 _.63 -21.05 21.79 345
JLT WX
METERS M/SEE M/SEE
14375 5.00 -20.00 20.61 346
14400 4.31 -18.47 18.97 347
14425 3,59 -17.30 17,67 348
14450 3.04 -16,21 16.49 349
14475 2.59 -15.17 15.39 350
14500 2.40 -14.51 14.70 350
14525 2.82 -14.87 15.13 349
14550 3.66 -15.06 15.49 346
14575 3,78 -14.70 15.18 345
14600 3.35 -14.44 14.82 347
14625 3.54 -14.27 14.71 346
14650 4.12 -14.25 14.84 344
14675 3.98 -13.96 14.51 344
14700 3.90 -13.66 14.21 344
14725 4.25 -13,39 14.05 342
14750 4*89 -12.95 13.84 339
14775 5.33 -13.35 14.37 33E
14800 5.19 -13.96 14.89 339
14825 5.18 -14.21 15.13 340
14850 4.95 -14.68 15.49 341
14875 4.14 -15,10 15.65 344
14900 4.17 -15.25 15.81 344
14925 4.75 -15.49 16.20 343
16950 5.45 -16.40 17,29 341
14975 5.95 -17.48 18.46 341
15000 6.05 -17.26 18.29 340
15025 5.92 -17.02 18.02 341
15050 5.70 -17.41 18.32 342
15075 5.55 -16.78 17.67 342
15100 5.84 -16.32 17.33 340
13125 5.61 -15.82 16.78 340
15150 4.82 -15.18 15.92 342
15175 4.25 -15.35 15.93 344
15200 4.05 -15.17 15.70 345
13225 4.13 -14.96 15.52 344
15250 3.59 -15,02 15.44 346
15275 3,53 -14.72 15.13 346
15300 4.26 -14.50 15.19 344
15325 4.33 -14.88 15.50 344
15350 4,45 -14.55 15.22 343
ALT " ALTITUDE* WX = ZSNAL CgMPBNENT, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSMPSNENT, WS - WINE SPEED* THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PREFILE
TEST NUMBER 2938 05112165, 01152* EASTERN TEST RANGEr FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE MISEC M/SEE DEG METERS MISEC M/SEE MISEC _EG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEE DEG
15375 5.14 -14.61 15.48 340 16375 9.56 -12.88 16.04 323
15400 5.86 -14.54 15,67 338 16400 9.53 -12.85 16.00 323
15425 6.90 -14o26 15.84 334 16425 10.05 -12.69 16.19 321
15450 7.35 -16*78 16.51 333 16450 9*93 -13.16 16.49 323
15475 7.87 -14,91 16.86 332 16475 9.72 -13.97 17.02 325
15500 8.76 -14.43 16.87 329
15525 9.89 -13.90 17.06 324
15550 10.87 -13.94 17*68 322
15575 11.25 -14.R8 18.33 322
15600 11.68 -15.04 19.04 322
16500 9.74 -13.69 16.81 324
16525 8.95 -12.98 15.76 325
16550 7.38 -13.56 15.44 331
16575 5*47 -13.97 15.00 338
16600 4.41 -13.53 14.24 342
15625 11.15 -14.97 " 18.67 323
15650 10.02 -15,39 18.37 327
15675 9.40 -15.33 17.98 328
15700 7,44 _14.49 16,29 333
15725 6.47 -14.06 15.48 335
16625 3.62 -13.45 13.92 345
16650 2.47 -13.54 13.76 349
16675 1*32 -12.93 13,00 354
16700 0.69 -_2.32 12.34 357
16725 0.25 -12.14 12.14 359
15750 5.37 -13.92 14.92 339
15775 5.29 -14.89 15.05 339
15800 5.26 -13.85 14.82 339
15825 5.51 -13.58 14.66 338
15850 6.12 -13.44 14.77 335
16750 -0.25 -12.24 12.24 1
16775 -1.27 -12.12 12.19 6
16800 -l.lO -11.99 12.04 5
16825 -1.59 -11.61 11.72 E
16850 -2.60 -11.19 11.48 1 3
15875 6.34 -13.67 15.07 335
15900 6.07 -13.80 15.08 336
15925 5*98 -13*80 15.04 336
15950 6.54 -13.49 14.99 534
15975 6.45 -13.56 15.01 334
16875 -2.72 -10.72 11.06 14
16900 -2.32 -10.70 10.95 12
16925 -2.67 -10.37 10.71 14
16950 -2.70 -9.65 10.02 15
16975 -2.32 -9.37 9.65 14
16000 5.30 -13,58 14.57 338
16025 5.08 -12.79 13.76 338
16050 5.28 -12.58 13.64 33T
16075 4.90 -11.87 12.84 337
16100 5.88 -11.C3 12.50 332
17000 -2.24 -9.08 9.35 14
17025 -1.64 -8.72 8.87 IC
17050 -0.63 -7.88 7.90 4
16125 6.76 -10.45 12.44 327
16150 7.54 -9.99 12.52 323
16175 7,TT -9.83 12.33 321
16200 7.97 -10.78 13.40 323
16225 8.19 -11.48 IR.lO 324
16250 8.44 -11.76 14.47 324
16275 8.91 -11.88 14.85 323
16300 9.36 -12.07 15.27 322
16325 9,22 -12.28 15.35 323
16350 9.31 -12.54 15.62 323
ALT - ALTITUDE, WX • ZSNAL COMPSNENI, WZ - MERIDISNAL CSMPONENI, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA = WIND DIRECTION
ALTWX WE WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
325 2.83 5.72 6.30 205
350 3.12 5.21 6.07 21L
375 3.50 4.62 5.80 217
400 3.83 4.21 5.69 222
425 4.24 3.90 5.76 227
TABLEI1-111
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VEL2CIIY PROFILE
TEST NUMBER 2939 05/13/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLSRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS TEETA
METERS MISEC M/SEE M/SEC CEG
1325 11.56 -1.76 11.70 278
1350 II.47 -i.7l 11.60 278
1375 II.46 -i.54 11.56 277
1400 I1.45 -1.43 11.54 277
1425 11.35 -1.51 11.45 277
450 4.78 3.67 6.02 232
475 5.26 3.71 6.44 235
500 5.69 4.03 6.97 234
525 5.87 4.14 7.19 235
550 5.92 4.06 7.18 235
575 8.16 3.72 7.20 239
600 6.94 2.96 7.55 247
625 8.06 2.12 8.34 255
650 8.72 1.69 8.88 259
875 8.73 1.78 8.91 258
700 8.91 1.60 9.05 260
725 9.03 1.24 9.12 262
750 8.93 0.68 8.96 265
775 9.10 0.12 9.11 269
800 9.49 -0.II 9.49 270
825 10.14 -O.Cl 10.14 270
850 10.75 0.19 10.75 269
875 10.96 -0.13 10.96 270
900 10.95 -0.60 1C.97 273
925 10.95 -0.77 10.98 274
950 11.16 -0.85 11.19 274
975 11.26 -0.92 11.30 274
I000 ll.O9 -0.79 II.12 274
1025 10.70 -0.67 10.72 273
1050 10.51 -0.88 IC.54 275
1075 10.86 -1.31 10.94 277
1100 11.35 -1.77 11.48 279
11_ 11.57 -2.05 11.75 280
I150 11.64 -2.07 11.83 ZUu
1175 11.51 -1.95 11.67 279
1200 11.38 -I.95 11.55 280
1225 11.48 -1.99 11.65 280
1250 11.44 -I.95 11.60 279
1275 11.38 -1.85 11.53 279
1300 11.49 -1.76 11.63 279
1450 11.19 -1.55 11.29 278
1475 10.94 -1.51 11.04 278
1500 10.75 -1.45 10.84 277
1525 10.65 -1.27 10.73 277
1550 10.59 -i.12 10.65 278
1575 10.36 -1.03 10.41 275
1600 10.17 -I.02 10.22 276
1625 I0.07 -I.07 10.13 276
1650 I0.00 -1.04 10.06 278
1675 I0.00 -U.91 10.04 275
1700 9.95 -0.83 9.98 275
1725 9.55 -0.77 9.58 274
1750 9.35 -0.75 9.38 274
1775 9.41 -0.79 9.44 275
1800 9.30 -0.74 9.33 2?4
1825 9.28 -0.52 9.29 273
1850 9.20 -0.30 9,21 272
1875 9.19 -0.20 9.19 271
1900 9.35 -0.06 9.35 270
1925 9.39 0.12 9.39 269
1950 9.27 0.21 9.27 268
1975 9.08 0.24 9.08 268
2000 8.92 0.25 8.92 268
2028 8.96 0.07 8.96 269
2050 9.21 -0.02 , 9.21 270
2075 9.47 -0.07 9.47 270
2100 9.53 -0.15 9.53 271
2125 9.37 -0.22 9.37 271
2175 9.19 -0.43 9.20 272
2200 9.05 -0.45 9.06 273
2225 8.82 -0.52 8.84 273
2250 8.64 -0.60 8.66 274
2275 8.38 -0.74 8.41 275
2300 8.43 -0.85 8.48 276
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2LT WA WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE MISEC DEG
2325 8.71 -0.86 8.75 275
2350 8.84 -1.11 8.91 277
2375 8.90 -1.15 8.98 277
2400 8.98 -1.03 9.04 276
2428 9.Q7 -1.02 9.12 276
2450 8.97 -1.03 9.03 276
2475 8.78 -1.24 8.87 278
2500 8.34 -1.25 8.64 278
2525 7.87 -1.07 7.95 278
2550 7.72 -1.09 7.80 278
2575 7.56 -1.16 7.65 279
2600 7.40 -1.18 7.49 279
2625 7.33 -1.14 7.42 279
2650 7.37 -1.17 7.46 279
2675 7.39 -1.24 7.49 279
2700 7.39 -1.21 7.49 279
2725 7.42 -1.15 7.50 279
2750 7.38 -I.07 7.46 278
2775 7.23 -I.04 7.30 278
2800 7.22 -I.24 7.33 280
2825 7.30 -1.57 7.46 282
2850 7.42 -!.89 7.66 284
2875 7.45 -2.18 7.76 286
2900 7.35 -2.55 7.78 289
2925 7.06 -2.91 7.64 292
2950 7.09 -3.18 7.77 294
2975 7.53 -3.40 8.27 294
3000 7.65 -3.53 8.42 295
3025 7.67 -3.45 8.42 294
3050 7.75 -3.32 8.43 293
3075 7.70 -3.51 8.46 294
3100 7.79 -3.75 8.65 295
3125 7.84 -3.75 8.69 Z95
_t_n 7.52 -3.68 8.37 296
3175 7.38 -3.53 8.18 ZB_
3200 7.43 -3.38 8.17 294
3225 7.55 -3.55 8.34 295
3250 7.67 -3.76 8.55 296
3275 7.27 -3.96 8.28 298
3300 6.57 -4.19 7.80 302
ALT = ALTITUOEt WX = ZSNAL CSMPSNENTt WZ = MERIDIBNAL CSMPSNERTw WS = WINE SPEEOe THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEE OEG
3325 6.31 -4.14 7.55 303
3350 5.93 -4.03 7.[7 304
3375 5.43 -4.C8 6._9 307
3400 B.26 -4.15 6.71 308
3425 5.11 -4.18 6.60 309
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PRSF[LE
TEST NUMBER 2939 05/13/85. OlOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT
3450 4.83 -4.22 6.41 311
3475 4.91 -4.39 6.59 312
3500 5.06 -4,72 6.92 313
5525 5.20 -5oC9 7.27 314
3550 5.75 -5.64 8.06 314
3575 6.48 -6.C8 8.88 313
3600 7.22 -6.18 9.51 310
3625 7.71 -6.37 I0.00 309
3650 7.53 -6.34 9.85 310
3675 7.23 -6.23 9.54 311
3700 7.09 -6.27 9.46 311
3725 6.83 -6.43 9.38 313
3750 6.47 -6.94 9.49 317
3775 6.24 -7.53 9.78 320
3800 6.19 -7.70 B.88 321
3825 5.93 -7.51 9.57 321
3850 5.46 -7.23 9.06 323
3875 5.01 -7.15 8.73 325
3900 4.80 -7.37 8.80 327
3925 4.35 -7.48 8.65 330
3950 3.88 -7.50 8.45 332
3975 3.90 -7.62 8.56 333
4000 3.95 -7.73 8.88 333
4025 3.83 -7.64 8.54 333
4050 3.71 -7.52 8.38 334
4075 3.77 -7.44 8.35 333
4100 3.89 -7.37 8.33 332
4125 4.14 -7.62 8.67 331
4150 4.69 -8.18 9.43 330
4175 5.12 -8.52 9.94 329
4200 5.57 -8.57 16.22 327
4225 6.03 -8.59 10.50 325
4250 6.20 -8.55 10.56 324
4275 6.20 -8._4 10.47 324
4300 6.20 -8.40 10.44 323
WX WZ
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEE DEG
5325 12.99 -12.17 17.80 313
5350 13.48 -12.24 18.21 312
5375 13.83 -12.21 18.45 311
5400 13.91 -12.30 18.56 311
5425 14.03 -12.55 18.83 31Z
WS THETA
ALT WX WZ MS T_ETA
METERS MISEG MISEC MISEC CEG
4325 6.23 -8.39 10.46 323
4350 6.35 -8.48 10.59 323
4375 6.40 -8.61 10.73 323
4400 6.29 -8.61 10.66 324
4425 6.34 -8.58 10.67 323
4450 6.49 -8.59 10.77 323
4475 6.59 -8.55 10.79 322
4500 6.60 -8.51 10.77 322
4525 6.52 -b.54 10.74 322
4550 6.38 -8.54 10.66 323
4575 6.31 -8.61 10.67 324
6600 6.46 -8.68 10.82 _23
4625 6.53 -8.61 10.80 323
4650 6.48 -8.59 10.76 323
4675 6.54 -_.69 10.87 323
4700 6.63 -8.77 10.99 323
4725 6.86 -8.83 11.18 322
_750 7.16 -8.95 11.46 321
4775 7.53 -9.12 11.83 320
4800 7.96 -9.28 12.23 319
4825 8.14 -9.31 12.36 319
4850 8.35 -9.21 12.43 518
4875 8.49 -9.37 12.64 318
4900 8.54 -9.61 12.86 318
4925 8.67 -9.69 13.00 318
4950 8.70 -9.85 13.14 318
4975 8.74 -I0.00 13.28 319
5000 8.68 -IO.lO 13.31 319
5025 8.68 -10.18 13.38 319
5050 8.95 -10.23 18.59 319
5075 9.39 -I0.89 14.23 519
5100 9.84 -II.22 14.92 319
5125 10.25 -11.49 15.40 518
5150 10.59 -I1.69 15.77 318
5175 11.40 -11.47 16.17 315
5200 12.07 -11.03 16.35 312
5225 12.16 -10.98 16.37 312
5250 12.53 -11.39 16.93 312
5275 12.81 -11.77 17.40 312
5300 12.82 -11.97 17.54 313
5450 13.96 -12.70 18.87 312
5475 13.77 -12.66 18.70 312
5500 13.86 -12.51 18.67 312
5525 14.15 -12.23 18.71 311
5550 14.45 -11.85 18.69 309
5575 14.68 -11.58 18.70 308
5600 14.79 -11.23 18.57 307
5625 15.02 -10.88 18.55 306
5650 15.32 -10.82 18.76 305
5675 15.35 -10.89 18.82 305
5700 15.20 -10.89 18.69 305
5725 14.90 -10.81 18.41 306
5750 14.87 -10.78 18.37 306
5775 14.93 -10.48 18.24 305
5800 14.86 -10.09 17.96 304
5825 14.93 -9.92 17.93 303
5850 14.68 -9.67 17.58 303
5875 14.41 -9.31 17.16 303
5900 14.36 -8.86 16.87 301
5925 14.40 -8.39 16.66 300
5950 14.57 -8.12 16.68 299
5975 14.75 -7.85 16.71 298
6000 14.94 -7.62 16.77 297
6025 15.01 -7.53 16.79 296
6050 15.09 -7.34 16.78 296
6075 15.15 -7.00 16.69 295
6100 15.13 -6.62 16.51 293
6125 15.20 -6.45 16.51 293
6150 15.04 -6.55 16.40 Z93
6175 15.07 -6.67 16.48 294
6200 14.89 -6.74 16.35 294
6225 14.69 -6.75 16.16 294
6250 14.87 -6.95 16.41 295
6275 15.16 -7.24 16.80 295
6300 15.32 -7.40 17.01 Z96
AL7 = ALTITUDEv WX = Z_NAL C_MPSNEN|e WZ = MERIDISNAL CSMP2NENT_ WS = WINE SPEED_ THETA = WIND DIRECTISN
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ALE WX W2 WS THET8
METERS B/SEC M/SEC R/SEE DEG
6325 15.13 -7.54 16.90 296
63S0 15.04 7.58 16.85 2?7
6375 15.02 -7.53 16,80 296
6400 18.90 -7.66 16.75 297
6425 |N.64 -7.77 16.57 298
6650 14.60 -7.83 16.57 298
6475 14.66 -8,56 18,98 300
6500 14,44 -9.70 17.39 304
6525 14.31 -10.62 17.82 306
6550 14.28 -11.25 18*18 308
6575 14.34 -11.74 18.5A 309
6600 14.57 -12.32 19.08 310
6625 14.47 -12.45 18,09 311
6650 16.26 -12oC4 18.66 310
6675 14.10 -11.49 18.19 309
6700 13.90 -11.82 17.73 308
6725 13.85 -10.70 17.50 308
6750 13.75 -10.35 17,21 307
6775 13.45 -9°96 18.73 306
6800 12,96 -9,49 16.07 306
6825 12.64 -9.06 15,55 305
6850 12.40 -8.82 15,27 306
6875 12.16 -8,87 15.06 306
8900 12.50 -8,84 15.31 305
6925 13.03 -9,08 15.88 305
6950 13,29 -9.A6 16.31 305
6975 13,54 -9.77 16,70 306
TODD 13.52 -9,87 |6,74 306
7025 13,29 -9.72 16.47 306
7050 13o1T -9.58 16.17 305
7075 13,10 -8,96 15.87 304
7100 12.73 -8.77 15.46 304
7125 12.57 -8.82 15.24 306
7150 12.89 -8.65 15,41 303
7175 13,36 -8.25 15.69 301
7200 14.04 -8.13 16.22 300
7225 16,58 I8,48 18.86 300
7250 14,77 -8,74 17,16 300
7275 15.07 -8.80 17.35 299
7300 15.27 -8.88 17.56 299
TABLE Illll (con't)
FPS-I6 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELOCITY PR{FILE
TEST NUMBER 2959 O5/13/65, 01002, EASTERN TEST BANGE, FLSRIDR
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ MS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC N/SEC EEG METERS N/SEC N/SEO M/SEC DEG
7325 14.98 -9.18 17.57 301
7350 !h.52 -9.18 17.30 303
7375 19.15 -9.30 16.94 303
7400 13.B4 -9.63 16.86 305
7925 13.63 -10.14 16.98 306
7450 13,57 -10.47 17.14 307
7475 13,57 -10.97 17.45 309
7500 13.49 -11.38 17.65 310
7525 13.52 -11.61 17.69 310
7550 13.57 -11.63 17.87 310
7575 13.58 -12.18 18.24 512
7600 13.T7 -12,62 18.68 312
7625 14.01 -12.98 19.10 313
7650 14.24 -13.12 19.36 312
7675 14,35 -12.80 19,25 312
7700 14.26 -12.46 18.94 311
7725 14.36 -IL.28 18,90 310
7750 16.50 -12.00 18.82 3C9
7775 14,48 -11,80 18.68 309
7800 14.41 -li.SB 18.49 509
7825 IN.20 -11.33 18,17 308
7850 16,05 -10.99 17.84 308
7875 14.06 -10,68 17.66 307
7900 14.15 -10.41 17.56 306
7925 14.06 -_O.O4 17,28 305
7950 14.23 -9.86 17.31 305
7975 16.58 -9.70 17.52 303
8OOO 14.75 -9.76 17,69 303
8025 14.86 -9.90 17.85 303
8050 15,08 -9.93 18.06 3C3
8075 15.66 -10,13 18,48 303
8100 15.84 -10.08 18.78 302
8125 16.34 -9.76 19.02 301
8150 16.68 -9,75 19,32 300
8175 16.65 -I0.08 19.47 301
8200 16.72 -10,33 19.66 302
8225 16,89 -10,67 19,98 382
8250 17,28 -11.12 20.55 303
8275 11.78 -11.28 21.06 302
8300 10.15 -11.43 21.44 302
8325 18.68 -11.54 21.78 302
o_gn la 7n -1_ _1 _1 Q_ _A1
......................
8375 18*74 -11.09 21.78 300
8400 18,51 -10.81 21.44 300
E825 18.51 -10.45 21.26 299
8450 18.63 -10.20 21.26 298
8475 18,46 -10.01 21.00 298
8500 18.18 -9.78 20.65 298
8525 18,11 -9.37 20.39 297
8550 18,04 -9.14 20,22 297
8575 18.03 -9.16 20,23 297
8600 18.15 -9.03 20.27 296
8625 18,18 -8.70 20.16 295
8650 17.98 -8.22 19.77 294
8675 17.72 -7.85 19.38 294
8700 17.54 -7.95 19.25 294
8725 17.76 -8.17 19.55 295
8750 18.23 -8.41 20.08 295
8TT5 18,68 -8.61 20.57 295
8800 18.73 -8.75 20.67 295
8825 18.76 -8.90 20.76 295
8850 18.90 -8,81 20.86 295
8875 19.17 -8.55 20.99 294
8900 19.59 -8.35 21.29 293
8925 19.53 -8.32 21.23 293
8950 19.24 -8.28 20.94 293
8975 18.95 -8.18 20,64 293
9000 18.71 -8.03 20.36 293
9025 18.70 -7,85 20,28 293
5050 18,61 -7.69 20o14 292
9075 18.65 -7.40 20.06 291
9100 18.60 -7.34 19.99 291
9125 18.62 -7,37 20.03 291
8150 18.78 -7.41 20.19 291
9175 19.06 -7.68 20.55 292
9200 19.55 -7.82 21.05 292
9225 19,50 -7.86 21.02 292
9250 19.46 -8.01 21.05 292
9275 19.38 -8.15 21.03 293
9300 19.52 -8.13 21.16 292
ALE = ALTITUDE, WX = ZSNAL CBMPSNENT, WZ - NERIDISNAL CBMPSNENT, WS = WINE SPEED, TMETA " WIND DIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIWSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 2939 85/13/651 OlOOZI EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA _LT WX WZ WS THETA
MEIERS M/SEE M/SEE W/SEE DEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE R/SEE MEG METERS M/SEC M/SEE W/SEE DEG
9325 20.02 -B.27 21,66 292
9350 20.23 -8.34 21.88 292
9375 20.38 -8.37 22.03 292
9400 20.39 -8.46 22.07 292
9425 20.17 -8.46 21.87 293
9450 19.99 -8.65 21.78 293
9675 20.15 -8.91 22,03 294
9500 19,94 -9,11 21,92 294
9525 19.45 -9.22 21,53 295
9550 19.27 -9.42 21.45 296
9575 19.44 -9,65 21.70 296
9600 19.63 -10.11 22,08 297
9625 19,48 -10.52 22,14 298
9650 19.41 -10.69 22,16 299
9675 19.24 -11.14 22,23 300
9700 19,24-11,54 22.46 301
9725 19.6A -11.73 22.88 301
9750 19,70 -ll.Tl 22,92 301
9775 19.65 -11.51 22.77 300
9800 19.59 -11,56 22,75 300
9825 19.74 -11.71 22,95 300
9850 20.15 -ll.T1 23.50 300
9875 20.17 -11,87 23,31 300
9900 2Q,29 -11.57 23,36 299
9925 20.39 -11,65 23.49 300
9950 20.40 -ll,TN 23,54 300
9975 20.84 -11.70 23.90 299
10000 21.22 -11.56 2_.17 298
10025 21.20 -11,42 2_.08 298
10050 20.90 -11,52 23.86 299
10075 21.17 -11.39 24.03 298
10100 21.85 -10.97 24.45 296
10125 22.07 -10.78 24,57 296
10150 22.01 -11.12 24.66 297
10175 22.17 -ll.CO 2_.75 296
10200 22.24 -U,C4 24.82 296
10225 22.26 -11.59 25,01 297
10250 22.74 -10.95 25,2N 296
10275 23,12 -10.T2 25.48 295
10300 23,09 -10,73 25.46 295
10325 23,35 -10.79 25.72 295
10350 23.80 -10.39 25.97 293
10375 24.37 -1U.27 26.44 293
10400 24.70 -10.39 20.79 293
10425 24.58 -10.09 26.57 292
10450 24.75 -10.02 26.70 292
10475 25.14 -9.99 27.05 291
10500 25.49 -10.04 27.39 291
10525 26.09 -9,78 27.86 290
10550 25,86 -9.78 27.65 291
10575 25.23 -9.92 27.10 291
10600 25.49 -9.80 27.31 291
10625 25.47 -9,86 27.31 291
10650 25.46 -10.OO 27.35 291
E0675 25.26 -9.82 27,10 291
10700 24.84 -9.64 26.64 291
10725 24.87 -9,58 26.65 291
10750 24.86 -9.22 26.51 29D
10775 24.67 -9,11 26.30 290
10800 24,68 -6.86 26.22 290
10825 24.50 -8,63 25,97 289
10850 24.06 -8.70 25,57 29B
10875 23.88 -8.63 25.39 290
10900 2N.14 -_.05 25.45 288
10925 24.47 -7.66 25.64 287
10950 24,65 -7.63 25.81 287
10975 24.56 -7.64 25,72 287
llOOO 2A.68 -7,87 25.91 217
11025 25.08 -7.68 26.23 287
11050 26.92 -7.33 25.98 286
11075 24,63 -7.17 25.65 286
11100 24.51 -?.22 25.55 286
11125 24.41 -7.35 25.50 287
11150 24.63 -0,98 25.60 286
111T5 24.47 -6.91 25.43 286
11200 24,03 -7.04 25.04 286
11225 23,94 -7.01 24.94 286
11250 24,14 -0,57 25.01 285
11275 24.26 -6.43 25,09 2e5
11300 24,06 -6.52 24,93 285
11325 23.74 -6.27 24.55 285
11350 23,56 -6.51 26.44 285
11375 23.68 -6.85 24.65 286
11400 23.58 -6.88 24.57 286
11425 23,27 -6.54 24.17 285
11450 22.99 -6.61 23.92 286
11475 22,60 -7.09 23.68 287
11500 22.59 -7.55 23.82 288
11525 22.65 -8.12 24.06 290
11550 22.44 -8.82 24.11 291
11575 22,41 -9,21 24.23 292
llbOO 22.29 -9.63 24.28 293
11625 22.07 -10.24 24.33 295
11650 22.06 -lO.T8 24.56 296
11675 22.20 -10.64 24.62 295
11700 21.76 -10.92 24.35 296
11725 21.38 -11.39 24.22 298
11750 21.19 -11.20 23.97 298
11775 20.69 -11.13 23.49 298
11800 20,78 -11.45 23.72 299
11825 21.13 -11.72 24.17 299
11850 21.21 -11.4T 24.11 298
11875 20.71 -10.95 23.63 298
11900 20.03 -10.83 22.77 298
11925 20,00 -10.46 22.57 29T
11950 20,41 -9.5T 22.54 295
I1975 20.77 -9.07 22,67 293
12000 20.32 -9,28 22,33 294
12025 19,95 -9.40 22.06 295
12050 20.20 -10,06 22,5T 296
12075 20,13 -10.71 22.80 298
12100 20.54 -11.28 25.43 299
12125 20.97 -11.69 24.00 299
12150 20.86 -12.01 24,07 300
12175 20.65 -12.12 23.94 500
12200 20.35 -12.18 23.72 301
12225 20.11 -IZ.57 23.72 302
12250 20.11 -12.74 23,81 302
12275 20.25 -13.08 24.11 303
12300 19.95 -13.82 24.27 305
ALT- ALTITUDE, WX = ZSN4L CBMPONENT, WZ • MERIDISNAL CSMPekENT, WS =WINC SPEED, THETA = WIN00IRECTIeN
TABLE II-lll (con'U PAGE 453
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELBCITY PReFILE
TEST NUMBER 2939 05/13/65t 01OOZf EASTERN TEST RRNGE_ FLBRIOA
ALT MR WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS NISEC MISEC MISEC DEG METERS MISEC MISEC NISEC CEG METERS MISE[ NISEC MISEC DEG
12325 19.98 -13.79 24.28 304 13325 26.52 -4.63 26.92 280 14325 27.74 -10.95 29.E2 291
12350 20.26 -13,%1 24,58 304 13350 26,66 -4.7T " 2T.OB 280 14350 27.00 -11.52 29.36 293
12375 20.53 -16.E6 25.34 306 I3375 26*44 -5.00 26,91 281 14375 27.07 -lO,T7 29.14 291
12400 21.50 -15.09 26.27 305 13400 26.61 -4,73 27,03 280 lARGO 27.23 -10,34 29.12 291
12425 22.71 -14.89 27.16 303 13425 27.14 -4.67 27.54 280 14425 27.24 -11.10 29.42 292
12450 23.27 -14.63 27.69 302
12475 23.04 -14.02 26.R7 301
12500 22.82 -13.08 26.30 300
12525 22.74 -12.64 26.01 299
12550 22.59 -12.66 25.89 299
13450 27.62 -4.92 28.05 28D
13675 27.99 -4.94 28.42 280
13500 28*09 -4*76 28*49 279
13525 28,26 -4*85 20*67 280
13550 2B.75 -5.29 29.23 2EO
1A450 27.35 -11.69 29.74 293
144T5 27.82 -11.26 30.01 292
14500 27.90 -11.52 30.19 292
14525 27.81 -11.88 30.24 293
14550 28054 -11.33 30.70 291
12575 22.73 -12.28 25,EA 298
12600 23.27 -11.67 26.03 296
12625 23.57 -11.09 26.05 295
12650 23.82 -10.30 25.95 293
12675 23.96 -9.8T 25.91 292
13875 29.11 -5.BE 29.70 281
13600 29.17 -6.48 29.88 282
13625 29.23 -7.61 30.20 284
13650 29,41 -E.48 30.61 286
13675 29.33 -8.05 30.42 285
14575 20.98 -11.65 31.24 292
14600 28.81 -11.59 31.06 292
14625 2E.83 -11.20 30.93 291
14650 29.00 -11.24 31.10 291
14675 29.30 -11.22 31.37 291
12700 23.39 -10.05 25.46 293
12725 23.14 -9.71 25.10 293
12780 23.59 -9.03 25.26 291
12775 23.68 -8.18 25.06 289
12800 23.24 -7.44 2A.40 288
13700 29.36 -7.95 30.42 205
13725 29.29 -8.33 30.45 286
13750 28.79 -8.96 30.15 287
13775 28.27 -9.18 29.73 288
13800 27*98 -8.50 29.25 287
IA700 29.78 -11.55 31.94 291
16725 29.47 -12.48 32.00 293
14750 29.09 -13.19 31.94 294
14775 28.93 -13.52 31.R3 295
14800 28.52 -13.66 31.63 295
12825 22.76 -7.14 23.86 287
12850 22,25 -T.56 23.50 289
12875 22.07 -7.98 23.47 290
12900 22.19 -7.A6 23.40 288
12925 21.84 -7.39 23.06 288
13825 27.58 -8.71 28.92 2E7
13850 27.75 -9.43 29.31 289
13875 27.75 -9.77 29.42 289
13900 27.92 -9.80 29.59 289
13925 28.27 -9.74 29.91 28R
14825 28.35 -14.05 31.64 296
16850 28.49 -14.46 31.95 297
14875 28.39 -14.70 31.98 297
14900 28.26 -15.96 32.46 299
14925 28.09 -16.72 32.69 301
12950 22.04 -7*49 23.28 289
12975 23.01 -7.11 2A.08 2ST
13000 23.44 -6.88 24.43 286
13025 23.46 -6.96 2A.47 286
13050 23.84 -6.55 2A.72 285
13950 28.20 -9.90 29.88 289
13975 28.26 -9.84 29.92 289
14000 28.40 -9.38 29.91 2E8
14025 28.39 -8.68 29.68 207
14050 28.83 -E.27 29.99 2E6
14950 27.61 -17*41 32.64 302
14975 27.45 -17.91 32.77 303
15000 26.89 -18.47 32.62 304
15025 26.34 -18.13 31.97 304
15050 25.28 -18.19 31.14 306
13075 23.91 -6.19 24.70 286
13100 23.77 -5.79 26.46 283
13125 23.71 -5.37 2A.31 283
13175 24.49 -4.79 24.95 281
14075 28*97 -8.19 30*11 286
14100 29.04 -7.12 29.90 284
14125 28.82 -6.36 29,§1 2E2
14175 28.62 -7.55 29,60 285
15075 24.14 -18.62 30.49 307
15100 23.64 -18.61 30.08 308
15125 23.29 -18.39 29.68 308
15150 22.R4 -18.82 29.68 309
151T5 22.06 -19.16 29.22 311
13200 24*98 -4.SO 25.64 2El
13225 25.47 -4.44 25.86 280
13250 25.46 -4.43 25.85 280
13275 26.03 -4.43 26.40 279
13300 26.37 -4.45 26.74 279
14200 28.79 -B.29 29.96 286
14225 28.65 -8.91 30.01 28T
14250 28.41 -9.49 29.95 288
14275 28.26 -9.67 29.87 289
14300 28.07 -10.17 29.86 290
15200 20.68 -18.39 27.67 311
15225 19.46 -17.89 26.43 312
15250 18.26 -16.62 24.69 312
15275 17.59 -15.37 23.36 311
15300 16.95 -14.56 22.34 310
ALT • ALTITUDE, WX = ZBNAL CBNP2NENE* WZ " MERIOIBNAL CBMP_NENT_ WS • W[NC SPEEDt THETA * WIND DIRECT[BN
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WEND VELBCITY PRRFILE
TEST NUMBER 2939 05113165* OlOOZt EASTERN TEST RANGE* FLBR|DA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA RLT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS MISEC H/SEC M/SEC DEG METERS N/SEC NISEC N/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC DEG
15325 16.49 -14.07 21*68 310 16325 7.98 -11.11 13.68 324 17325 2.44 -12.67 12,R0 349
15350 16.12 -13.33 20.92 309 16350 7.68 -10.42 12.95 323 17350 2.33 -12.08 12.30 349
15375 15.47 -12.4E 18*87 309 16375 7.83 -9.28 12.14 320 17375 1.8fi -11.62 11.77 351
15400 15.03 -11.12 18.69 306 16400 7.29 -8.90 11.50 320 17400 1.04 -11.49 11.54 355
15425 15.12 -9.R3 18.09 303 16425 7.06 -8.37 10.95 320 17425 0.45 -10.81 10.82 357
15450 14.75 -9.22 17.39 302
15475 14.57 -8.24 16.74 299
15500 15.38 -7.85 17.27 297
15525 15.96 -7.17 17.50 294
15550 16.03 -6.52 17.31 292
16450 7.75 -7.33 10.67 313
16A75 7.58 -7.DO 10.31 313
16500 T.Ol -7.45 10.23 317
16525 7.07 -6.98 9.93 314
16550 6.91 -6.48 9.47 313
17450 0.17 -10.28 10.28 359
17478 0.12 -9.82 9.82 35R
17500 0.13 -9.54 9.55 359
17525 0.38 -9.34 9.35 35T
17550 0.10 -9.45 9.45 359
15575 16.32 -5.52 17.23 288
15600 17.24 -5.71 18.16 288
15625 17.86 -6.90 19.15 291
15650 18.37 -8.14 20.09 294
15675 IB*RT -9.5E 20.81 297
16575 7.03 -6.71 9,71 313
16600 7.15 -6.61 9.74 313
16625 6.70 -6.65 9.44 515
16650 6*75 -6.58 9.43 314
16675 6.59 -6.90 9.54 316
17575 -0.99 -8.99 9.04 6
17600 -1.03 -8.25 8.31 7
IT625 -1.37 -T.TO 7.82 10
17650 -1.13 -7.55 7.63 8
17675 -0.56 -T*RO 7,42 4
15700 18.63 -10.02 21,15 298
15725 18.57 -9.fi6 20.89 297
15750 18.73 -9.68 21.08 297
15775 18.82 -9.49 21.08 297
15800 18.56 -9.80 20.99 298
16700 5.88 -7.A2 9.45 322
16725 6.26 -7.42 9.71 320
16750 6.39 -8.12 10.33 522
16775 6.71 -E.65 10.95 322
16800 7.05 -9.02 11.45 322
17700 -0.29 -7.OE 7.08 2
17725 -0.14 -6.94 6.94 1
17750 0.34 -6.76 6.77 357
17775 0.73 -6.81 6.65 354
17800 1,00 -6.71 6.78 351
15825 18.09 -10.20 20.76 299
15850 16.57 -11.53 20.19 305
15875 16.20 -11.76 20.02 306
15900 15,23 -11.45 19.06 3OT
15925 13,84 -11.93 18.27 311
16825 6.78 -9.70 11.84 325
16850 6.70 -9.73 11.82 325
16875 6.50 -9.94 11.88 327
16900 6.67 -10.46 12.61 327
16925 7.34 -10.61 12.90 325
17825 1.67 -6.51 6.72 345
17850 1.92 -6.58 6.85 344
17875 1.64 -6.72 6.92 346
17900 0.83 -6.81 6.86 353
17925 -0.45 -6.74 6.75 4
15950 13.01 -12.32 17.91 313
15975 13.02 -11.78 17.56 312
lbOOO 12.88 -11.78 17.46 312
16025 12.67 -12.38 17.71 316
16050 12.57 -13.13 18.18 316
16950 7.58 -10.81 13.20 325
16975 7.55 -10.89 13.25 325
ITOOO 7.59 -11.00 13.36 325
17025 7.60 -11.34 13.65 326
17050 7.53 -11.26 13.85 326
16075 12.21 -13.63 18.15 318
16100 11.11 -13.A2 1T.43 320
16125 10.39 -13.43 16.97 322
16150 g*61 -13.24 16.35 324
16175 9.48 -12.96 16.04 324
17075 7.58 -10.95 13.32 325
17100 7.89 -11.46 13.91 325
17125 8.05 -12.09 14.53 326
17150 8.65 -12.53 15.22 325
17175 8.77 -12.63 15.37 325
16200 9.18 -12.72 15.69 324
16225 R.03 -11.84 14.89 322
16250 8.90 -11.47 1A.52 322
16275 8.35 -12.11 IA.71 325
16300 8*46 -11.40 14.19 323
17200 8.18 -18.14 15.48 328
17225 7.32 -13.78 15.81 332
17250 5.87 -13.89 15.08 33T
17275 A.91 -13.15 14.04 339
17300 3,60 -12.92 13.41 344
ALT =ALTITUOE, WX = ZBNAL CONPBNENTt WZ • NERIDIBNAL CBMPBNENT* WS = WINC SPEEOI THETR • WIND DIREETIBN
PAGE 454 TABLE I1-112
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELSCITY PB2FILE
TEST NUMBER 3264 05125/651 07542t EASTERN TEST RANGEI FLBRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT gx WZ WS THETA ALT NX W2 WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC N/SEE M/SEE OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC DEG
4150 -0.82 -5.81 5.87 B
4175 -0.58 -6.08 E.05 5
4200 -0.33 -6.27 6.28 3
4225 -0.10 -6.63 6.63 1
4250 0.18 -6.86 6*fit 358
4275 0.49 -7.C7 7.09 356
4300 0.79 -7,32 7.56 354
4325 1.14 -7.48 7.56 351
4350 1.50 -7.62 7.76 349
4375 1.89 -7.66 7.89 346
4400 2.29 -7.75 8.08 343
4425 2.70 -7.79 8.24 341
4450 3.12 -7.69 B.30 338
4475 3,53 -7.67 9,45 335
4300 3.97 -7o78 E,T3 333
4525 4.41 -7.91 9.06 331
4550 4.85 -7.82 9.20 328
4575 5.28 -7.43 9.13 324
4600 5.70 -7.14 9.13 321
4625 6.13 -7.06 9.35 319
4630 6.56 -6.93 9.54 316
4673 6.98 -6.E4 g.63 313
4700 7.36 -6.21 9.63 310
4725 7.70 -5,66 8.56 306
4750 7.94 -5.2B 9.33 303
4775 6.40 -5.43 8.39 310
4800 4.13 -5.74 7.07 324
4825 3.58 -5.EO 6.65 327
4850 3.63 -5.26 6.59 323
4873 3,54 -4.97 6.10 324
4900 3.44 -4.BO 5.91 324
4928 3.41 -4.67 5.78 3E4
4950 3.44 -4.63 5.77 323
4975 3,43 -4.69 3.81 324
5000 3.36 -4.73 5.80 324
5025 3.38 -4.66 5.76 324
5050 3.56 -4.50 5.74 321
5073 5,71 -4.5| 5.86 320
5100 3.91 -4.32 5.98 319
5125 3,98 -4.53 5.88 317
5150 3.77 -4.17 5.62 318
5!75 3.55 -4.!5 5.4& 319
5200 3.48 -4.11 5.38 320
5225 3.57 -3.95 5.33 518
5250 3.79 -3.68 5.29 314
5275 3.92 -3.42 5,20 311
5300 3.83 -3.23 8.01 310
5325 3,65 -3,22 4.87 311
3350 3.47 -3.33 4.81 314
5375 3.39 -3.42 4.82 315
5400 3.32 -3.49 4.82 316
8425 3.18 -3.31 4.73 318
3450 3.13 -3.66 A,6T 318
3675 3.13 -3.39 4.61 317
5500 3.06 -3,52 4.67 319
5525 3.06 -3.71 4.80 320
5550 3.06 -3.85 4.92 321
5575 3.15 -3.88 5.00 321
5600 3.24 -3.73 4.94 319
5625 3.27 -3.66 4.91 318
8680 3.34 -3.69 4.98 318
5675 3.33 -3.79 5.05 319
5700 3.18 -_.99 5.10 321
5725 3.02 -4.17 5.15 324
5750 3.10 -4.23 5.24 324
5775 3.20 -4,25 5.32 323
5800 3.07 -4.40 5.37 325
5825 2.92 -4.53 5.39 327
5850 2.77 -4.34 5.15 327
5875 2.71 -3.98 4.81 326
5900 2.72 -3.85 4.71 325
5925 2.85 -3.90 4.83 324
5950 3.04 -3.79 4.86 321
5975 3.17 -3.51 4.72 318
6000 3.26 -3.34 4.65 316
6025 3.39 -3.39 4.79 315
6050 3.50 -3.40 4.87 314
6075 3.33 -3.38 4.75 315
6100 3.[2 -3.45 4.65 318
6125 2,99 -3.57 4.66 320
E150 2.89 -3.48 4.53 320
E!78 2.65 -3.31 4.24 321
6200 2.42 -3.31 4.10 324
8225 2.27 -3,28 3.99 325
6250 2.24 -3.21 3*92 325
8275 2.29 -3.02 3.79 323
6300 2.29 -2.T9 3.61 320
6325 2.19 -2,65 3.44 320
6350 2.01 -2.61 3.29 322
6375 1,91 -2.55 3.19 323
6400 1.84 -2.41 3.03 323
E425 1.83 -2.3! 2.94 321
6450 1.77 -2.22 2.84 321
6475 1.57 -2.22 2.72 324
5500 1.38 -2.28 2.66 329
E525 1.18 -2.15 2.45 331
6550 1.03 -1.85 2.11 331
6575 0.g0 -1.64 1.87 331
6600 0.73 -1.52 1.69 333
6625 0.70 -1.36 1.53 332
E850 0.69 -1.IT 1.36 329
6675 0.62 -1.05 1.22 329
6700 0.52 -0.93 1,06 330
8725 0.67 -0,74 0.87 327
6750 0.37 -0.56 0.67 326
6775 0.20 -0.49 0.83 338
6800 O.OT -0.41 0.42 351
5825 -0.06 -0.21 0.22 16
6880 -0.16 -0.02 0.16 83
6875 -0.08 0.09 0.12 138
E900 0.01 0.31 0.31 182
6925 0.01 0.69 0.69 180
6950 -0.11 1.05 1.06 174
6975 -0.38 1.37 1.43 164
7000 -0.66 1.50 [.64 156
7025 -0.75 1.60 1.77 155
7050 -0.78 1.79 1.96 156
7075 -0.82 1.90 2.07 157
7100 -0.76 2.10 2.24 160
7125 -0.73 2.41 2.52 163
ALT " ALTITUDE, W[ " ZN8L CEMPENENT, WZ - MERIDIENAL CBMPENENT, WS " WINE SPEED* THETA " WIND OIRECTION
ALT W[ WZ WS
METERS M/SEE MISEC MISEC DEG
7150 -O.T4 2.63 2.74 164
7175 -O.TT 2.78 2.89 164
7200 -0.75 2.99 3.08 166
7225 -0.66 3.21 3.27 168
7250 -0.59 3.36 3.41 170
7275 -0.60 3.49 3.55 170
7300 -0.56 3.58 3.63 171
7325 -0.63 3.T0 3.75 170
7350 -0,88 3.79 3.89 167
7375 -1.19 3.71 3.89 162
7400 -1.39 3.92 3.88 159
7425 -1.40 3.66 3,92 159
7450 -1.51 3.60 3.91 157
7475 -l.T9 3.45 3.89 152
7500 -2.07 3.48 4.05 149
7525 -2.38 3.R8 4.22 145
7550 -Z.31 3.26 4.00 145
7575 -1.83 2.94 3.38 147
7600 -1.39 2,30 2.80 145
7625 -1.50 1.89 2.42 141
7650 -1.54 1.E0 2.22 136
7675 -1.65 1.45 2.20 131
7700 -1.63 1.28 2.07 128
7725 -[.68 [.CO 1.95 120
7750 -1.83 0.72 1.78 114
7775 -1.45 0.69 1.60 115
7900 -1.47 0.87 1.7[ 121
7825 -[.37 0.79 1.58 [20
7850 -0,94 0.48 1.06 lit
7875 -0.47 0.[3 0.50 107
7900 -0.24 0.04 0.24 lOO
7928 -0.10 0.09 0.14 130
7950 0.22 -0.12 0.25 298
7973 0,58 -0.24 0.63 293
8000 0.69 -0.34 0.77 296
8025 O.TO -0.67 0.97 313
8050 C.85 -1.00 1.31 318
8075 0.85 -1.26 1.53 326
8lOO 0.83 -1.53 1.74 531
8125 0.78 -1,76 l,g2 336
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WIND VELECITY PRFILE
TEST NUMBER 3264 05125/65t 07542, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
THETA ALT W[ W1 WS TPETA ALT WX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEE M/SEE M/SEC CEG METERS N/SEE N/SEE M/SEC DEG
8150 0.72 -1.99 2.12 340 q150 3.17 -3.12 4.45 314
8175 0.95 -2.17 2.37 336 9175 3.45 -2.85 4.48 309
8200 1.28 -2.11 2.47 329 8200 3.87 -2.72 4.73 305
8225 1.58 -2.01 2.58 322 9225 4.24 -2.69 5.02 302
8250 1.73 -2.05 2,68 320 9250 4,67 -2.05 5.10 293
8275 1.82 -2.23 2.88 321 9275 5,27 -1.89 5.60 290
8300 1.89 -2.50 3.13 323 9300 5.81 -2.14 6.19 290
8323 1.92 -2.56 3.19 323 9325 5.96 -1.87 6.25 287
8350 2.07 -Z.33 3.12 318 9350 5,97 -1.50 6.16 284
8375 2.29 -2.12 3.12 313 9375 6.15 -1.27 6.2B 281
8400 2.60 -2.08 3.33 308 9400 6.37 -1.09 6.46 280
8425 2.99 -2.19 3.71 306 9423 6.47 -1.07 6.56 279
8450 5.26 -2.31 4.00 305 9450 6.87 -[.43 7.02 282
8475 3.37 -2.19 4.02 303 9475 7.22 -l.73 7.43 283
8500 3.38 -2.29 4.08 304 9500 7.35 -1.77 7.56 283
8525 3.27 -2.65 4.21 309 9525 7.35 -1.69 7.54 283
8550 3.12 -2.72 4.14 311 9550 7.30 -1.84 7.53 284
8575 2.98 -2.43 3.84 309 9575 7.30 -2.16 7.61 286
8600 3.08 -_.29 3.84 306 9600 7.66 -2.13 7,99 285
8625 3.20 -2.47 4.04 308 9625 8.30 -1.76 8.48 282
8650 3.04 -2.64 4.02 311 9650 8.38 -1.45 8.50 280
8675 2.78 -_.74 3.90 314 9675 8.04 -1.28 8.[4 279
8700 2.38 -2.81 3.69 320 9700 8.03 -1.05 B,lO 277
E723 2.08 -2.86 3.54 324 9723 8,11 -0.94 B.16 276
8750 1.77 -2.95 3.44 329 9750 8.28 -1.04 8.35 277
8775 1.43 -3.06 3.38 335 9775 8.62 -l.OT 8.69 277
8800 1.27 -3.00 3.26 337 9800 8.70 -0.87 8.74 276
8825 1.28 -2.99 3.26 337 9825 8.73 -0.60 8.76 274
8850 1.26 -3.05 3.30 337 9850 B.74 -0.70 8.76 274
8875 1.[9 -3.04 3.26 339 9875 8.60 -0.80 8.64 275
8900 1.10 -3.06 3,25 340 9900 8.66 -0.92 8.71 276
8925 1.15 -3.02 3.23 339 9925 8.67 -1.32 8.77 279
8950 1.5[ -3.[1 3.45 334 9950 8.44 -1.53 E.58 280
8975 1.55 -_.27 3.62 334 9973 8.41 -[.54 8.55 280
9000 1.53 -_.39 3.72 336 ICO00 8.49 -1.27 8.59 278
9025 1,92 -3.61 4.09 332 1C025 8.88 -0.90 8.63 276
9050 2,29 -3.74 4.39 328 10050 8.87 -0,88 8.91 275
9075 2.49 -3.72 4.48 326 ICOTS 9.10 -1.01 9.15 276
9100 2.79 -3.60 4.56 322 IClO0 9.35 -0.95 9.40 276
9125 3.10 -3.39 4.59 317 10125 9.77 -0.66 9.79 274
4LT = ALTITUDE* W[ • ZBNAL CEMPeNENT, WZ = MERIOIENAL CEMPENENT, WS = WINE SPEED_ THETA = WIND OIRECTIEN
TABLE II-112 (con't) PAGE455
FPS-16 RAOAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELECITY PREF[LE
TEST NURSER 3264 05/25165, 0754E, EASIERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT UX WZ WS THETA ALT WX U2 WS THETA aLT UX WZ US THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC £EG METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG
10150 10.09 -0.41 lC.09 272 |1150 ,,8.58 -2.44 8.73 286 12150 8.26 -3.97 9.17 295
101T5 10,25 -0,15 10,25 271 11175 8,16 -Z.50 8,54 287 12175 8,10 -4,33 9,19 298
10200 10,34 -0,02 10,34 270 11200 8,06 -2,36 8,40 286 12200 7,91 -4,50 9,10 299
10225 I0_56 0,02 10,56 270 11225 8,06 -2.08 8.32 284 12225 7,70 -4.T6 9.05 302
I0250 10,87 -0.05 10.87 270 11250 8.09 -1.85 8.80 283 12250 7.66 -5o13 9.21 304
%0275 10.98 -0.07 10,98 270
10300 10.91 0,06 10.91 269
10325 10.84 0.06 10,84 2T0
10550 10.69 0.08 10,69 269
10375 10.57 -0,04 10.57 270
11275 7.97 -I.71 8.16 282
11300 T.9Z -1.60 8.08 281
11525 7.84 -1.26 7.94 279
11350 7.68 -i.lT 7.77 278
11375 7.59 -1,29 T,70 279
12275 7.57 -5.50 9,35 306
12300 7.60 -5.97 9.66 308
12525 7.76 -6.24 9.96 30q
12350 7.58 -6,26 9.83 509
12375 7.29 -6.47 9,75 311
10400 10.71 -0.29 IC.71 271
10425 10.93 -0,48 10,94 272
10450 11.08 -0.38 11.08 272
10475 11.28 -0.12 11.28 270
10500 11.66 0,09 II.56 269
I1400 7.42 -1.28 7,53 280
11425 7.23 -1.28 7.34 280
11450 7.04 -1.38 7,17 281
11475 6.99 -1.50 7.15 282
11500 7.08 -i.A8 7.24 282
12500 7.04 -6.64 9.68 31_
12425 6.74 -6.80 9.57 315
12450 6.56 -7.16 9.72 517
12475 6.50 -7.60 10,00 319
12500 6.60 -7.83 10.24 320
10525 11.99 0.40 12.00 268
10550 12.26 0.59 12.27 267
10575 12.32 O,6q 12.34 267
10600 12,15 0.79 12,18 266
10625 12,02 0.69 12.04 267
11525 7*28 -1.43 7.42 281
11550 7.49 -1.31 7.60 280
11575 7.66 -1.07 7.73 278
11600 7.95 -0.96 8.01 277
11625 T.99 -1.18 8.08 278
12525 6.60 -8.07 10.43 321
12550 6.56 -8.42 10.68 322
12575 6.60 -8.96 11.13 323
12600 6.73 -9,68 11.79 325
12625 6.89 -10.08 12.21 325
10650 11.99 0.67 12.01 267
10675 11.96 0.70 11,98 266
10700 11.86 0.57 11,87 267
10725 11.75 0.41 11,76 268
10750 11.59 0.29 II.59 268
11650 7.89 -1,38 8.01 280
11675 7.84 -i,40 7.97 280
11700 7.64 -1.31 7.75 280
11725, 7.46 -1,26 7,57 279
11750 7,33 -1.26 7.44 280
12650 6.87 -10,22 12.32 326
12675 6.74 -10.10 12.15 326
12700 6.79 -9.59 11.75 324
12725 7,15 -9.12 11.59 322
12750 7.50 -8.75 11.53 319
10775 11.50 0.I0 11.50 269
10800 11.34 -0.17 11.34 271
10825 11.07 -0.44 11.08 272
10850 10.87 -0.66 10,89 275
10875 10.69 -0,84 10.72 278
117T5 7.16 -1.25 7.26 280
11800 7.05 -1.18 7.15 279
11825 6,90 -1,00 6.97 278
11850 6,68 -0,70 6.71 276
118T5 6.48 -0*54 6,51 275
12775 7.44 -8.23 11.09 318
12800 7.17 -7.78 10.58 317
12825 6.84 -7.53 lO,IT 318
12850 6.47 -7.58 9.96 319
12875 6.00 -7,74 9.79 322
10900 10.26 -1.08 10,31 276
10925 9.84 -1,43 9.95 278
Auv_u _.oo k.G& ;.C4 231
10975 9.50 -2,38 9.80 284
11000 9,41 -2.T8 9.82 286
1%900 6.54 -0.54 6.56 275
11925 7.07 -0,75 7.11 276
IIC5_ 7.7_ _ !n v 7n _7_
11975 8.25 -i.3_ 8.36 279
12000 8.41 -1.60 8.56 281
12900 5.46 -7.76 9.49 325
12925 4.95 -7.73 9.18 327
1;950 _.58 -7.54 8*82 329
12975 4.21 -7.20 8.34 329
13000 4.15 -7.13 8.25 330
11025 9.24 -2.T5 5.64 286
11050 9.01 -2.55 9.39 286
11075 8.89 -2.70 9.30 287
11100 8.91 -2°59 9.28 286
11125 8,73 -2,46 9.07 286
12025 8.18 -1.79 8.57 282
12050 8.19 -2.20 8.48 285
12075 8.46 -2.81 8.92 288
12100 8.49 -3.34 9.12 291
12125 8.40 -3.67 9.17 293
13025 4,39 -7,14 8.39 328
13050 4,55 -6.92 8.28 327
13075 A.80 -6.81 8,34 325
13100 5.17 -6.96 8.67 323
13125 5.59 -7.19 9.10 322
ALT = ALTITUDE, UX = ZSNAL CBMPSNENI, WZ = MERIDI_NAL COMPONENT, US = W!NE SPEED, THETA = UIND OIRECTISN
FPS-16 RADARIJIMSPHERE WIND VELZCITY PRSFILE
TEST NUMBER 3264 05125165, 0754Z, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLeRIDA
ALT WX WZ kS THETA ALT "WX WZ WS TPETA ALT WX Wl WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEC M/SEC DEG MEIERS M/SEC N/SEC M/SEC CEG METERS M/SEC M'SEC M/SEC DEG
13150 5,49 -7.58 9.20 323 14150 5,36 -17,09 17,91 342 15150 4.67 -16.38 17.03 344
13175 4.93 -7.71 9.15 327 14175 5.14 -10.58 17.36 343 15175 4.21 -16.51 17.04 346
13200 4.78 -8.25 9.54 330 14200 5.26 -15.97 16.81 342 15200 3.74 -16.74 17.16 347
13225 5.13 -8,63 10.04 329 14225 5.41 -15.4% 16,33 340 15225 5.03 -17.33 17.59 350
13250 5.55 -9.05 1C.61 328 14250 5.49 -14.75 15.74 339 15250 2.15 -18.08 18.20 353
13275 5.90 -9.56 11.23 328
13300 5.99 -9.E8 11.38 328
13325 5.79 -9,67 11.28 329
13350 5,70 -9.45 11.04 329
133T5 5.66 -8.96 10.60 328
14275 5.45 -14,08 15.10 339
14300 5.32 -1_.53 14,54 338
14325 5.23 -13.14 14.15 338
14350 5.06 -12.84 13.80 358
14375 4*78 -12,68 13.55 339
15275 1.28 -18.04 18.08 356
15300 1.16 -17.30 17.34 356
15325 1.71 -16.58 16.47 354
15350 2.05 -15,58 15.71 352
15375 1.97 -14.87 15.00 352
13400 5.63 -8.45 10.16 326
13425 5,39 -7,90 9,56 326
13450 5.01 -7,12 8.70 325
13475 8.85 -6,60 8.19 324
13500 8,99 -6,E0 8.28 323
%4400 4.69 -12.25 13.12 339
14425 4.81 -11.70 12.65 337
14450 5.03 -11.38 12.44 336
14475 5.13 -1_.02 12.15 335
14500 5.19 -10.62 11.82 334
15400 1.33 -14.70 14.76 355
15425 0.54 -14.79 14.80 358
15450 0,27 -15,01 15,01 359
15475 0.19 -15.35 15.35 359
15500 -0.26 -15.69 15.69 1
13525 5.19 -6.82 8.57 323
13550 5.18 -7,09 8.78 328
15575 5,20 -7.61 9,22 326
13600 5.20 -8.41 9,89 328
13625 5.00 -9.25 10.52 351
14525 5.51 -10.31 11.69 332
14550 5.71 -10.06 11,57 330
14575 5,83 -9.75 11.56 329
14600 5,95 -9,26 11,01 327
14625 6.14 -8.59 1U,56 324
15525 -1.00 -15.95 15.98 3
15550 -1,03 -15.94 15.98 3
15575 -0.66 -15,75 15.76 2
15600 -0.85 -15.45 15.47 3
15625 -1.03 -15.33 15.37 4
13650 4.98 -10,C4 11.21 333
13675 5,14 -10.R5 11.65 338
13700 5.34 -10.88 12.12 334
13725 5.55 -II.48 12.75 334
13750 5,60 -12.00 13,24 335
14650 6.50 -7,84 10,18 320
14675 7.28 -7.03 10.12 318
14700 8.49 -0.65 10.79 208
14725 9.56 -0.86 11.76 305
14750 9,95 -7,76 12.61 308
15650 -0.90 -15.12 15.15 3
15675 -0.50 -14.67 14.68 2
15700 0.02 -14.18 16.18 360
15725 0.43 -13.45 13.46 358
15750 0.98 -12.46 12,50 355
13775 5,68 -12.24 13.49 355
13800 5.73 -12.56 13,81 335
13825 5.62 -13.16 14,29 337
13850 5.49 -13.54 18,61 338
13875 5.31 -13,89 14.87 339
14775 9,85 -8.95 13.31 312
14800 9.67 -lO.Ol 13.92 316
14825 9,62 -11.20 14.76 319
14850 10.04 -12.74 16,22 322
14875 10.22 -14.12 17.43 324
15775 1.63 -12,08 12.19 352
15800 2.31 -12,00 12.22 349
15825 2.81 -11,63 11.96 346
15850 2.84 -11.37 11.72 346
15875 3,30 -11.21 11.68 343
13900 5.03 -14,25 15.11 340
13925 8.76 -14.51 15.27 342
13950 4.75 -14.74 15.89 342
13975 4.92 -14.86 15.65 341
14000 4.90 -14,82 15,61 382
14900 9.92 -14.92 17.92 326
14925 9.25 -15.50 18.05 329
14950 8.26 -16.02 18.03 3_3
14975 7.64 -15.92 17.66 334
15000 7.38 -18,49 17.15 354
15900 3.94 -ll.lO 11.77 340
15925 4,82 -11.24 12,23 337
15950 6.04 -11.69 13.16 333
15975 6.98 -12.60 14.41 331
16000 7,30 -13.98 15.78 332
14025 8.95 -15.CO 15.80 342
14050 5.17 -15.70 16.54 342
140T5 5.30 -16.43 17.26 342
14100 5.32 -17.03 17.84 342
14125 5.44 -17.28 18.12 342
15025 7.08 -15.30 16.86 3_5
15050 6.51 -15.20 16.54 337
15075 5.85 -15.37 16.45 339
15100 5,22 -15.81 16.65 342
15125 4.95 -16.20 16.94 383
15025 6,63 -15.47 16.83 33T
16050 5.99 -16.51 17.56 340
16075 5.25 -17.13 17.92 343
l_lO0 4.36 -17,50 18.03 346
16125 3.86 -17.51 17,93 347
ALT = ALTITUDE, WX = ZONAL C_MPSNENI, WZ ffi MERIDISNAL C_MP_NENT, WS = WING SPEED, THETA = WIND 01RECtIDN
PAGE 456 TABLE I1112 (con't)
FPS-16 RADAR/JIMSPHERE WINO VELBCITY PRgFILE
TEST NUMBER 3266 05225/65w 07542, EASTERN TEST RANGE, FLgRIDA
ALT WX WZ WS THETA ALT WX WZ WS T_ETA ALT wX WZ WS THETA
METERS M/SEC M/SEE M/SEC OEG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE _EG METERS M/SEE M/SEC M/SEE DEG
16150 3.39 -17.52 17.85 34g
16175 2.75 -1T._2 17.73 351
16200 2°24 -17.47 17.61 353
16225 1.94 -17,68 17,79 354
16250 1.41 -17.)9 17_45 355
16275 0.71 -16.89 16,71 357
16300 0.48 -16.15 16.16 858
16325 0.27 -15.54 15.54 359
16350 0.40 -15,10 15.10 358
16375 I.OB -13.77 13.81 355
16400 1.91 -13.14 13.28 352
16425 2.63 -14.2Z 14.47 349
16450 2.28 -14.19 14.37 351
16475 1,80 -13.14 13.20 354
16500 0,78 -12,14 12.17 358
16323 0.73 -11.31 11.34 356
16550 0.72 -10.63 1C.68 356
16575 0.64 -9.80 _.82 356
16600 0.34 -8.97 8.97 35B
16625 0°04 -8.14 8.14 360
16650 -0.11 -7,_0 7.30 I
16675 -O.OO -7.05 7.05 0
16700 0.21 -7.47 7.47 358
16725 0.03 -7*85 7.85 360
16750 0.33 -8o81 8,82 358
16775 0.71 -9.51 9.54 356
16800 0.70 -10.25 IQ.28 356
16825 0.57 -10.42 IC.44 357
16850 1.05 -9.75 9.81 354
16875 1.79 -8.76 8.g4 348
16900 1,91 -7.80 7,84 346
16925 1.86 -7.11 7.35 345
16950 1,43 -6°47 8.63 347
16975 1.32 -5.53 5.68 346
17000 1.54 -5.17 5.40 345
ALT 1 ALTITUDE, wx • ZgNAL CBMPSNENI, WZ - MERIDISNAL CBMPONENT, WS = WINE SPEED, THETA - WIND DIRECTIBN
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Table I: The following changes should be made:
Test 0866: Change January IZ, 1965, to February IZ, 1965.
Test 516-07: Change February 5, 1965, to January Z7, 1965.
Test 0734: Change February i0, 1965, to February 5, 1965.
Test 870-07: Change Test No. 870-07, February i0, 1965, to Test No.
516-05, January Z7, 1965.
Page 8, Table I (Cont'd): The following should be added for clarification:
Add (Radar 19. 18) to Test No. 1998, ancl (Radar I. 16) to Test No. 1997.
Page 16, Fig. 7: For Test No. 0866 change January 1Z, 1965, to
February 12, 1965.
Page 34, Fig. Z5: Change Test No. 870-07, February 10, 1965, g031Z,
to Test No. 516-05, January Z7, 1965, Z031Z.
Page 141, Table II-7: For Test No. 0866, change January IZ, 1965, to
February IZ, 1965.
Page 194, Table II-Z5: Change Test No. 870-07, February 10, 1965,
Z031Z, to Test No. 516-05, January Z7, 1965, Z031Z.
Page 457: In Reference 7 an "a" should be inserted in the word "Balloon"
in the title to read:
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